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Reeve Is Confident

935 Rugby Squad

Ready For McGill

Impressive Line-up Will
Take Field Next

Saturday

Earl Injured

BY W. A. NEVILLE

Ted Reeve, popular professor of

football at Queen's, whose inspiring

leadership brought the Intercollegi-

ate championship to the "old Ont-

ario strand" last year, assured the

"Journal" that his 1935 edition

would be a powerful contender in

the race that gets underway this

Saturday. Expressing complete

'satisfaction with the progress of his

stalwarts through over two weeks

of pre-season training Coach Reeve

modestly hut confidently said that

the boys were ready for the coming

campaign.

Injuries, the bugbear of all foot

hall teams at the beginning of the

season, have taken their toll at

Richardson Stadium but it is ex-

pected that only one of the regulars

wilt be kept out of action at Mont-
real on Saturday. Thus with a

team comprised chiefly of veterans

nd practically intact McGill

lave its hands full endeavouring to

0 'ii the powerful Tricolor line oi

break up the fast-moving attack

>-hich the Reevemen have de-

veloped.

Although the loss of five out-

standing players through graduation

has left wide gaps in the line-up

the conditioning period has un-
covered several future football

Areats who will step up from intcr-

/ (Continued on page 5)

MEL ROBINSON IS

DROWNING VICTIM

Death Claims Number Of
Graduates During

Summer

To The Newcomers
In Alt Faculties -

Welcome to Queen's. I hope

you will preserve all that is

sound in the traditions which

have been built up since our

royal charter was received in

1841, and that by your energy

vnd intelligence you will add lo

the 'fame of Queen's.

Remember that you carry

with you, wherever you go, the

good name of the University.

IV. H. FYFE,
Principal and Vicc-ChonceUor,

Nine Scholarships

Offered ByLO.DE.

Each is Valued At $1400,

Holders To Study
In Britain

PRINCIPAL W. H. FYFE

DR. CONNELL'S DISCOVERY OF ENSOL

CULMINATES FIVE YEARS' RESEARCH

Appoint A Resident

Women Now The Only Danger

That Faces Fussing Freshmen

An unusual number of deaths

has occured among Queen's stu-

dents and graduates during the

summer months.

Mel Robinson, Arts '35 was
drowned near Kapuskasing, while

T.n a geological survey. Mr. Rob-

inson was registered at Queen's

in a combined Arts-Science

course and received his Arts de-

gree last spring. He was active-

ly connected with the Journal

while at Queen's.

When the chemicals with

which be was experimenting ex-

ploded, Bert Gardiner received

serious injuries, resulting in his

death at Kingston on May 19. Mr.

Gardiner bad been engaged in

postgraduate work in bio-chem-

'StFy since receiving his M.A. de-

gree at Queen's in 1932. He was
a very active member of the Dra-

matic Guild and the Faculty

Players during his years at

Queen's.

Beatrice Armstrong, a graduate

of '34 died in the Kingston Hos-

pital following an operation. Miss

Armstrong had been ill during

the final year and was not strong

«nough to survive this operation,

A. M. S. Ruling Exposes
Newcomers To Lures

Of Levana

Other Rules Changed

BY ALLAN KENT

Freshman fussing is now
legitimate at Queen's. The
no-fusstng clause of the

Freshman Regulations has

been deleted from the A.M.
S. Constitution by reason of

the 19-14 vote in favor of de-

letion cast at the annual

meeting of the Alma Mater
Society last April.

This was announced last week

by J. Lome MacDougall, perm-

anent secretary-treasurer of the

A.M.S. At the time of voting it

was considered necessary to have

a two-thirds majority to amend

the Constitution, but it has since

been found that a simple majority

only is required.

The final removal of the clause

refusing freshmen the privilege

of pre-Christmas dates was a

direct result of a concerted drive

by the Queen's Journal last

spring. The tendency lately has

been to remove many of the

Spiteful restrictions on first-year

students and to retain only those

clauses serving some definite

purpose.

Freshman regulations now in-

clude only the wearing of faculty

tarns and ribbons and the pres-

ence in a body of all first-year

students at Senior Intercollegiate

rugby games. The full text of

Article XI dealing with Fresh-

man Regulations appears on an-

other page of this issue.

Carnegie Grant To

Benefit Art Classes

The third season of the Queen's

Art Department, which com-

mences this week with several

innovations in the classes, is

made possible again through the

generosity of the Carnegie Cor-

poration. The renewal of the

Carnegie grant for the promotion

of interest and activity in art at

(Continued on page 8)^

DEAN OF WOMEN IS

DELEGATE AT GENEVA

BY MARY G1KN

The appointment of Miss

Winnifred Kydd, Dean of Women
at Queen's, to the Canadian dele-

gation at the League of Nations'

Assembly now meeting in Geneva

was announced in August with

the names of two other Can-

adians, M. Montpetit, Registrar

of the University of Montreal

and Colonel Woods of Winnipeg.

Miss Kydd received her M.A.

degree in Political Science at

McGill University and later

studied at Bryn Mawr. She is

president of the National Council

of Women in Canada and in 1931

served on the Disarmament Con-

ference at Geneva. '
Last year

Miss Kydd was honoured with

the title Commander of the

British Empire and was decorat-

ed by the King at Buckingham

Palace.

In letters to members of the

Queen's staff Miss Kydd speaks

of being very busy since her ar-

rival. Meetings begin about ten

in the morning and sometimes

continue until seven-thirty in the

evening. She has been> interest-

ed in renewing acquaintances

with members of the Disarma-

ment Conference and permanent

League officials whom she met

four years ago. Miss Kydd at-

tended a dinner given by Sir

Samuel Hoare in honour of the

Empire delegates and a soiree

given for delegates and special-

ists by the head of the social

section of the League.

,- Miss Kydd expects to resume

her duties at Queen's about the

middle of October.

Miss Eleanor Tctt and Miss

May Chown have been carrying

on the work of the Dean of

Women since her departure for

Geneva. ,

ARTS FRESHMEN

There will be a compulsory

meeting for all Arts Freshmen

and Freshettes in Convocation

Hall to-morrow afternoon at 3

o'clock. First year students kind-

ly take notice.

158624

Nine postgraduate scholar-

ships, one in each Province of

the Dominion, each valued at

$1,400 a year, arc offered annual-

ly by the I.O.D.E.. The holders

of the scholarships study at any

University in Great Britain, any

subject vital to the interests of

the Empire, such as British and

Imperial History and the Econ-

omics and Government of the

Empire and Dominion.

The scholarships are awarded

not only for History, Politics and

Economics but also Mathematics,

Law, French, English and
Physics and other branches 'of

Pure and Applied Science. The
scholarship may be awarded for

the second year to the same can-

didate, providing his or her

record is satisfactory.

The scholarships are awarded

under the following conditions:

Candidates may be men or

women and must be unmarried

until after the tenure of the

scholarships. They must be

British born, or naturalized allies

or neutrals with at least five

years residence in Canada. They

mn-t be between the ages of 19

and 27 and hold a degree from a

recognized university or degree-

granting college in the Province

in which application is made, ir-

respective of his or her place of

(Continued on page 8)

Musician AtQuueens

Dr. Frank ,L. Harrison Of
Ottawa Selected To

Fill Post

New Carnegie Grant

Reporters Wanted

There are several open-

ings on the Journal Staff for

news reporters. Those in-

terested will get in touch

with the Assistant News

Editor, Betty Laird, phone

I733-W, or in the Journal

Office. Students Union.

Previous experience un-

necessary.

Used As Cancer Treatment
With Encouraging

Results

Dr. Frank Llewellyn Harrison of

Ottawa has been selected to fill the

new position of Resident Musician

at Queen's, it was announced re-

cently. This new post is compar-

able to that of Resident Artist held

by Goodridge Roberts. Dr. Harri-

son's appointment also was made

possible by the grant of the Carne-

gie Corporation.

The duties of the new Resident

Musician will extend beyond those

of Dr. Edouard Petri of the Metro-

politan Opera Company, who has

been in charge of music at Queen's

for the past few years. Dr. Harri-

son will organize a choral society

and an orchestra within the Uni-

versity, and will give lectures in

musical history and appreciation.

It is expected that the new de

partment will meet with equally as

enthusiastic a response as was ac-

corded the Art Department upon/

its inauguration. Music will prob-

ably have a more general appeal

than painting and sketching.

The debt that Queen's owes to

the Carnegie Corporation for its

generosity in encouraging interest in

the fine arts at this University can

hardly be estimated. The cultural

aspect of college life has been great-

ly widened by the establishment of

these two new departments.

Besides acting this winter as

Resident Musician, Dr. Harrison is

organist and choirmaster of St

George's Cathedral. He graduated

as Mus. Bac. in 1926 and as Mus,

Doc in 1929 from Trinity College,

Dublin, Ireland, being the youngest

in the records of the British Isles

to linve the doctorate of music con-

ferred upon him. From 1925 to

(Continued on page 6)

Need To Experiment

The discovery of "ensol," a

treatment for cancer, by Dr.

Hendry C. Cornell of Queen's

University and his assistant,

Bertram Holsgrove, was an-

nounced during the summer. The

announcement culminated five

years of research, and it is under-

stood that for the last six months

ensol has been used with enour-

aging results in treating cancers

and other malignant growths.

Dr. Council, a graduate of Arts

'15 and Med. '18, is an eye, ear,

nose and throat specialist and an

assistant professor in the Faculty

of Medicine at the University.

While seeking a remedy for

cataract Dr. Connetl discovered

ensol, which he found would

break down cataractous lens

tissue without having any reac-

tion on other proteins.

When ensol was tried on can-

cer patients who had been pro-

nounced incurable, it was seen

that no inflammatory reaction

took place and that there was a

remarkable and immediate im-

provement in the general condi-

tion of each of the patients. Ap-

parently the growth of the cancer

was arrested and the process re-

versed to one of retrogression.

Hendry C. Connell was born

in Kingston August 28. 1895 the

only son of Dr. J. C. Connell,

Arts '84. Med. '88, LL.D. '30, for

twenty-five years Dean of Medi-

cine at Queen's and Acting Prin-

cipal before the arrival of Dr.

W. H. Fyfe. and of the late Mrs.

Agnes Hendry Connell. Leav-

ing the Kingston Collegiate in

1911 he entered Arts at Queen's

(Continued on page S)

QUEEN'S FILM^0C1ET¥_INAUGURATED

Showing Wide Range of Pictures

'The Blue Light," a German

11 be shown at

of the
moving picture, w
the inaugural meetin

Queen's Film Society tomorrow

at 5.00 p.m. and 8.00 p.m. in Room

221, Douglas Library. A mem-

bership fee of 10 cents will be

charged spectators at each show-

ing to cover the cost of hiring

films.

The primary object of the

society, which has been organized

by Michael LeHuquet. Sc. '36. is

to show to students films which,

through lack of wide popular de-

mand, are not available to the

general public. Pictures of this

type arc those of the famous

French producer Rene Clair and

of the Russian Eisenstein, such

ns "Siegfried," "The White Hell

of Pitz Palu," "The Blue Light,"

'"Metropolis," and "Casanova."

Those in charge propose to

screen a feature film for two per-

formances each week. A support-

ing program of cartoons, com-

edies, news items, etc., will be

added.

At present only a limited num-

ber of spectators can be accom-

modated at each showing, but

should the society prove a success

it will be organized on more am-

bitious lines. It may eventually

be possible to produce a "Queen's

Newsreel," and to show French.

German, historical and scientific

films under the auspices of the

societies concerned.

Lists of films available have

been posted on the Library' bl1 '-

letin board. Suggestions, criti-

cisms and queries will be receiv-

ed gratefully by the Secretary of

the Film Society, c/o Queen's

Post Office.

Enrolment Figures

Equal Last Year's

Registration figures at Queen's

pmximutely tlic same as last

for the session 1935-36 are ap-

year, it was announced unofficial-

ly yesterday. The fact that no

serious falling off in the num-

ber of students has occurred is

remarkable in view of the in-

crease in fees necessitated by the

reduction in government grants

to universities.

Enrolment in the faculties of

Science and Medicine is reported

as considerably in advance oi

last year. Arts figures are on the

whole lower than in 1934. but

the number of freshettes is the

largest in several years..

New residences have been re-

quired to provide for the increase

in first-year co-cds. 61 West

Street has been established as a

new dormitory in connection

with Han Righ Hall to accom-

modate women students.

Full registration figures will

not be available until enrolment

is complete and the Registrar's

Office (tan compile a final list.
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sTUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Established iSiy

KINGSTON BRANCH—KInr * Cl»rent« St*

W. F. BELCHER. Muugcr

WELCOME
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Incomparable Clothing Value*

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Queen's Students

FINE QUALITY

Suits, Overcoats,

Hats
and Young Men's

Furnishings

at popular and pleasing

prices.

We extend a cordial in-

vitation to Queen's stu-

dents to visit our store.

Look about. See all tlie

new, smart styles.

You'll enjoy seeing and
we'll be delighted to

show. Make our store

your meeting place. Feel

right at home.

See Our Special

19«75

Suits and Overcoats

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Ready

—

Aye Ready!

to give prompt, courteous

service to the lads and
lassies attending Queen's.

College Note Book
Binders,

Refills (all sizes and
punching^),

Fountain Pens. Inks,
Desk Blotters, Crest

Stationery, Etc.

Handy Time Table Blanks

FREE
Well be seeing you at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Stores 1

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED BY EDMUND BERRY

The House of the Four Winds,"

hy John Buchan. Houghton Mifflin,

Boston. $2.50.

It seems fitting in the opening

number of "The Bookshelf" to

discuss a subject which must be of

interest to all Canadians whether

their literary studies include such

ultra-moderns as John dos Passos

or whether they confine their read-

ing to the headlines of the "Toronto

Star." As a Canadian newspaper

puts it, "The Canadian Authors'

\ssociation will he able to have a

new sneaker." We have at last got

a literary governor-general.

Ijjrd Twcedsmuir was brought

p in a Scottish manse and when

quite young began his literary

career in London. He has for many

years been connected in various

ways with prominent English puh

lishing firms. His wide range of

ability has in its literary- manifes

tations obtained for bim a public

of widely varying tastes. In bio

graphy he is chiefly noted for hi:

works on Cromwell, Lord Minto

ami Montrose. His work on Mont
rose has inspired Miss Margaret

Irwin to write The Proud Servant

which further illumines this very in-

teresting Scottish historical char-

acter.

In spite of his ventures in bio-

graphy and in editing anthologies

and handbooks. John Buchan (for

s difficult to think of him as

Baron Twcedsmuir) is best known
as the author of adventure stories.

His latest one is The House of the

Four Winds, a sequel to Hviiling-

lower and Caslle Cay. The scene

the author has selected is one which

is a classic for a novel of this type

one of the smaller countries of

eastern Europe, the centre of a

medley of romance and realism. In

the new country, Evaltonia, we

have the feudal stronghold called

"The House of the Four Winds"

and the time is one of political

crisis in the country. Here some of

the characters of Huntingtowei' are

brought together. Mr. Dickson

McGinn, the retired Glasgow

grocer, with an adventurous spirit,

Jaikie Gait, who was once leader of

the Gorbals Diehards of Glasgow,

Sir Archibald Roylance is here too

and Alison Westwater. To these

good Scots are added Randal

Glynd, soldier and diplomat ;
Prince

John, the leader of the monarchists;

his supporters and his foes, led by

the communist Mastrovin.

The republic in Evaltonia is on

the verge of a downfall. The

monarchists are preparing to restore

Prince John. A new party called

Inventus has arisen—as its name

implies it is composed of the coun-

try's youth, earnest and well-train-

ed. Juvenilis has everything except

a capable leader and it is through

the trusty Scots that the band of

youth is persuaded to put Prince

John in that place. This, of

course, is where McCunn and

Jaikie Gait come in, and their ad-

venturousness and stoutheartedness

bring it to pass.

Mr. Buchan, we cannot help

feeling, is serious in his portrayal

of Juventus. He believes that in

organized and well-directed youth,

serious and idealistic but trained in

practicability the nations have a

valuable asset.

For anyone who likes an adven-

ture story we have here one which

has all the necessary ingredients,

well mixed and complete with

thrills.

—E.G.B.

Send the "Journal" to your
friends. $1.75 a year.

JRrGaUum mtt

NEW SMART
I >isplaying the latest and
finest in China, Pottery,

Lamps, Select Pictures.

Bridge- Prizes and scores of

good things economically

priced.

Come in tomorrow

395 Princess St.

PHONE 1931

Campus and Gym
The draw for the Levana

Tennis Tournament is posted and

all players are requested to get

n touch with their opponents as

loop a> possible and play first

md second round matches this

week.

A team will be picked from the

finalists to represent Queen's at

the Intercollegiate Meet to be

held at McMaster. Oct. 17-18.

Tennis prospects are excellent

this year and we have high hopes

of retaining the championship.

Ruth Fishleigh, Intercollegiate

singles champion and Barbara

Cliubb who paired with her to

win the doubles are both back.

Helen Cottee, a former member
nf the team is also entered as well

as several promising freshettes.

• • *
'

All those interested in the Life

Saving Classes will meet in Miss
Murphy's office Wednesday at 1

o'clock.

• » *

Swimming hours are from 2-3

•very day except Saturday.

• * * y 'a
j

Freshettes are requested to

watch the notice boards for any
announcement concerning soft-

hall this week.

» * * •

Tennis Draw—1st Round
Audrey Broad vs. Margaret

Leach.

Margaret Cameron vs. Eliza
hrth Wren.

Ramola Gervin vs. Phyllis

welve Freshettes

Alone In Big House

The new women's residence at

61 West Street, annexed to ac-

commodate the overflow of this

year's enrolment, is a true fresh-

ette paradise. What field days

twelve freshettes living alone in

a residence will declare—no tele-

phones to answer for seniors, no
doors to hold open. Moreover,

although these girls, to comply
with university regulations, must
have their meals in Ban Righ
they escape much of the 'squash-

ing' inflicted on their caste dur-

ing the first few weeks and many
of the punishments for those mis-

demeanours labelled "impudence"
by the almighty senior.

New Library Books

Listed In Journal

1 he Journal proposes to run

periodically lists of outstanding

new books added to the Douglas
Library. These lists are prepar-

ed by E. C. Kyte, University Lib-

rarian, complete with explanatory

notes.

Austin, G. K-, Pilgrim Father.

(An Englishman in the U.S.

A.)

Adamic, L.
t Native's Return.

Buchan, J.. The King's Grace.

Colvin, I., Life of Lord Carson.

Chalmers, P. R., Kenneth

Grahame. (Wrote "The Wind
in the Willows.)

Douglas, P. H., Controlling De-

pressions. (Social Credit.)

De la Roche, M., Young Renny.

Dugmore. A. R., Autobiography

of a Wanderer.

Gibbs, Philip. European Journey.

(No one wants War.)

Graves, R., Claudius the God.

Gosse, P., Memoirs of a Camp
Follower. (O. C. Ratz, in the

late War.)

Hackett, F., Francis the First.

Kennedy. V. W.. S. T. Coleridge.

King-Hall. S., Our Own Times,

1914-1934.

Going Abroad.

In the Steps of

Macaulay, R.,

(Fiction).

Morton, H. V
the Master.

Rogers, N. M., Mackenzie King.

Werfel, F., The Forty Days.

(The fight against the Turk).

Dr. A. Bell, Meds'64
Passes In 92nd Year

Dr. Alexander Bell, oldest of

Queen's graduates, died this

summer in his 92nd year, at the

home of his daughter, Mrs. E. L.

Crawford, in Toronto.

Dr. Bell had practised medi-

cine for more than fifty years in

Peterboro county, and was wide-

ly known in Masonic circles hav-

ing been a member of the dem-
enti Lodge for sixty-nine years.

Born in Carleton Place in 1844

he graduated in medicine just

twenty years later. Being too

young to practise medicine in

Canada, he went to the United

States where the Civil War was
creating an unprecedented de-

mand for medical skill. Dr. Bell

joined the Civil War Medical

Corps and was in service until

the end of the war.

Following the war he found

more adventure in the Fenian

Raid of 1866, then returned to

Lakefield, Ontario and began a

livil practice that was unbroken

for over fifty years.

A.M.S. NOTICE

The first meeting of the

Alma Mater Society Ex-

ecutive will be held tonight

at 7 o'clock in the New

Gym.

A.M.S. MEETING
'

At the annual meeting of the

\lma Mater Society held in Con-

vocation Hall the end of last March

several matters of importance were

brought before the house besides

the proposed amendments to Fresh-

men Regulations.

The Students Peace Movement

at Queen's was represented at the

meeting and presented its con-

stitution. The motion that they be

officially recognized by the Univer-

sity was voted upon and carried.

A recommendation to the dir-

ectors of the Students' Union

was proposed by Jack Henley in

which he suggested that the pro-

cedure adopted last year be con-

tinued. It was felt that the posi-

tion of Chairman of the House

Committee of the Students'

Union should rotate by faculties.

The new constitution of the

Tricolor was also adopted.

Coming Events

Today—

4.00p.m.—Arts '38 Meeting

Room 200

Arts Bldg.

4.15p.m.—Arts Society Meeting

Room 201

Arts Bldg.

8.00p.m.—Art Lecture

Convocation Hall

Wednesday

—

3.00p.m.—Arts Freshman and

Freshette Meeting

Convocation Hall

5.00p.m.—Film Society Meet-

ing, Room 221

Douglas Library

8.00p.m.—Film Society Meet-

ing, Room 221

Douglas Library

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

WANTED
Two co-eds for counter work.

Alternate evenings from 8 to

10.30.

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP

PHONE £60
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE
25c DAY OR NIGHT 25c

7 Passenger Sedans

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing rf

Every

117 Brock St. Description

Phone 1510

Dance

Programmes

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING 1

Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S27

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING

Call and Deliver

SPECIAL CONTRACTS

REPAIRING
Phone 487

FOR STUDENTS

Arts Men Condemn
Amateur Haircutters

Cameron.

Evangeline Gerv
MaH..c h,

Helen Cram vs.

in vs. Mary

Anne Greig

No haircuttiny will he tolerat-

ed in the Arts Faculty this year
and infractions of this' ruling will

he dealt with severely by the

Arts Concursus, it was decided

at the first meeting nf the Arts

Society last Friday.

Ken Day was appointed as con-

vener of the 1936 Arts At Home,
and Bill Stephen, Mac Huhbcl.
Ken Day and Jack Mark were
selected as a committee to ar-

range for a tea dance for Arts
Freshmen to he held on the after-

noon of Octoher 11 from four to

six-thirty.

The Arts Society will meet at

4.15 p.m. this afternoon in room
201 of the Art* Building, when
nominations will he received for

positions in the Arts Concursus.

Arts '38 Meets To-Day

Arts '38 will hold its first year

meeting this afternoon at 4

o'cluck in Room 200, Kingston

Hall. The election of officers will

take place and all memhers are

urged to be present.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Ground« ONTARIO

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals

204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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A. M. S. Minutes

A meeting of the A.M.S. Ex-

ecutive was held in the Gym-
nasium at 7 p.m. on March 14,

1935, with the President in the

chair-

Present : Mr. Bcws, Misses

McGinnis, Jarvis and Fraser

;

Messrs, McCarthy, Mcintosh,

Sheppaxd, Campbell, Todd,
Williams. Lcishmati, Kostuik,

Henley and the Permanent Sec-

retary-Treasurer.

The minutes of the Executive

Meeting of February 26 were

read and approved,

N.F.C.U.S.

A discussion took place with

reference to the possibility of re-

affiliation with the National Fed-

eration of Canadian University

Students.

Campbell-Jarvis : That this Ex-

ecutive approve in principle of

rejoining the N.F.C.U.S. and that

it do so provided that ways and

means can be found. Carried

English Rugby Club

An application was received

from the English Rugby Club re

questing that consideration be

given to the award of Junior

"Q's" to the members of the 1934

English Rugby Team.
CampbeU-Williams: That the

application of the English Rugby
Club be refused. Carried.

Tricolor

A communication was present-

ed from Brown Brothers of

Toronto offering to spread the

cost of a new dye for the cover

of the "Tricolor" over a two-year

period.

Leisliman-Williams : That the

offer of Brown Brothers be ac-

cepted and that Mr. Sherwood be

allowed to make his own choice

in the design for a new dye

Carried.

Estimates were presented ir

regard to the 1935 "Tricolor" and
were approved.

Kostuik-McGinnis: That Bob
Davis be appointed editor-in-chief

of the 1936 "Tricolor." Carried.

Leishman-Mclntosh : That F.

W. Maund be paid $4.80 as com-

mission on collections with re-

gard .to advertising in the 1934

"Tricolor." Carried.

Queen's Brass Band
An audited statement of re-

ceipt* and disbursements was
presented on behalf of the

Queen's Brass Band. The state-

ment was accepted as read.

A design for a cloth crest for

members "f the Queen's Brass

Band was submitted for consid-

eration.

Sheppard-Henley : That the de-

sign of a crest for the members
of the Band be approved. Car-

ried.

Queen's Journal

Miss Fraser presented a report

from the "Queen's Journal" giv-

ing notice of the election of the

staff for 1935-36.

Fraser-Henley : That the "Jour-

nal" staff elected for 1935-36 be

ratified. Carried.

McGinnis-Todd; That payment
of $8.62 to E. H. Lill as the bal

ance of commissions due on the

1933-34 "Joural" advertising be

authorized. Carried.

"Q" Recommendation
Leishnian-Kostuik : That the

award of a Senior ''Q" to Mac
Forsythe for exceptional work
on the Senior Hockey Team be

recommended to the A.B. of C,

Carried.

Chief Justice

Leishman-ICostuik : That R
W. Young be apposed Chief

Justice of the A.M.S. Suprem
Court for 1935-36. Carried.

Freshmen's Reception

Leishman - Fraser: That
Robinson of Science '36 be ap

pointed convener of the Fresh

men's Reception for the fall of

1935. Carried.

hotography Lecture

n Convocation Hall

"Adventures in pictorial Photo-

graphy" will be the title of a lecture

to lie given by John Vanderpant,

R. P. S., this evening at eight

o'clock in Convocation Hall. The

lecture will be given under the

auspices of the Queen's Art Depart-

ment and Kingston Art Association

by special arrangement with the

National Gallery of Canada,

Mr Vanderpant will be rcmem

bered as an exhibitor in the First

Canadian Salon of Photographic

Art which was shown here last

January. The lecture will be illus-

trated with slides and will be of

equal interests to the general public

and to the amateur photographer.

Everyone is invited to attend.

Frosh Regulations

Revised By A. M.S.

Tarn Rule Remains, Others

Are Abolished

Send the "Journal" to your

friends. $1.75 a year.

ident be authorized to set the

date for the Annual Meeting of

the Society. Carried.

The meeting then adjourned.
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Theft Insurance

A scheme was presented to the

Executive by the President and

Mr. Leishman whereby $300.00

coverage for theft insurance

could be placed on the personal

belongings of each individual

student for a premium of 75c per

student, provided 1600 students

participated in the scheme.

Kostuik-Sheppard : That the

theft insurance scheme be recom-

mended to next year's Executive.

Carried.

After further discussion the

above motion was rescinded

Williams-Kostuik: That the

theft insurance scheme be reject

ed as impracticable. Carried.

A.M.S. Pins

Kostuik-McGinnis : That the

President and Permanent Secre-

tary-Treasurer be authorized to

order A.M.S. Executive pins for

each member of the Executive

along with a gold "Q" for the

president. Carried.

Levari,-] Pins

Barker-Fraser: That the pin

submitted on behalf of the

Levana Society be approved.

Carried.

A.M.S. Fees

Considerable discussion follow-

ed regarding the adequacy of

the fee levied on behalf of

the A. M. S. Particular
lar reference was made to the de

sire of the Executive to place the

finances of the Queeri*s band on

a permanent basis, to re-affiliate

with the National Federation of

Canadian University Students

to adopt, practical measures for

the prevention of petty theft on

the campus and to the possibility

of making the present health in

surance scheme more compre

hensive.

Henley-McGinnis: That the

President, Vice-President and

Secretary, with Mr. Bews as con

vener, comprise a committee to

approach the University author

ities with a view to securing an

increase in the amount of fes

collected l>y the University at the

time of registration. Carried

Medical Key

McCarthy-McIntosh: That the

proposed design of a key for grad

uating students in medicine be

aojicoved. Carried.

Annual Meeting

Barker-Henley: That the Pres

A meeting o£ the Alma Mater

Society Executive was held in the

Gymnasium at 7 p.m., April 4, 1935

th the President in the Chair.

Present: Mr. Bews; Misses

Fraser, Newton, and Jarvis: and

Messrs. McCarthy, Peever, Kos-

tuik, Williams, Campbell, Forsythe,

Todd, Henley, Leishman. Garrow,

Harker, Mcintosh, and the Perman-

ent Secretary-Treasurer.

The minutes of the previous re-

gular meeting were taken as read.

Tricolor

Applications were received from

F. J. Wilson and F. W. Maund for

the position of advertising manager

of the "Tricolor" for the term

1935-36.

Kostuik-Newton : That the appli-

cation of Mr. Maund be accepted.

—Carried.

Cheer Leaders

Applications for appointment as

cheer-leaders for 1935-36 were re-

ived from Messrs. Jones, Cadham

d Smith and were considered to-

gether with that of Mr. Lazarus,

received at an earlier date.

Fraser -Campbell: That Rupert

Lazarus be appointed head cheer

leader for the next term, with R. J

L. Smith and J. H. Cadham as as

sistants.—Carried.

Accounts

Kostuik-Pcevcr: That the Jack

son Press he paid $2.27 for account

rendered.—Carried .

Forsythe - Todd : That Messrs.

Kiiinear & D'Esterro be paid $3.25

for account rendered.—Carried.

Forsythe-Fraser : That Prof. C,

E. Walker be paid an honorarium

of $50.00 for his services as auditor,

the sum to be divided equally be-

tween the A.M.S. and "Journal" ac-

counts.—Carried.

Williams—Kostuik: That R. H.

Hay be paid an honorarium of $5-00

for his photography in connection

with the "Tricolor."—Carried.

Peever-Barker: That E. T. Sher-

wood be paid an honorium of $100

as editor of the "Tricolor," and

that F. W. Maund be advanced

$25.00 on his commission as adver-

tising manager of the "Tricolor."—

Carried.

Forsythe-Barker: That the Pre-

sident and Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer be authorized to pay all

proper accounts during the summer

vacation—Carried.

A.M.S. Executive Photographs

McCarthy-Campbell : That mount

ed photographs of the A.M.S.

Executive lie ordered for all mem-

ber- of the Executive, the bill to be

paid out of the funds of the So-

ciety.—Carried.

The meeting then adjourned

For the benefit of freshmen and

sophomores the Journal prints

below the Freshman Regulations

of the A.M.S. with the amend-

ments adopted last spring.

ARTICLE XI—
Freshmen Regulations, 1935-36

Section 1. Any student registcr-

g for his first intramural ses-

sion, and having completed less

than ten (10) courses over and

above his Junior Matriculation,

shall be considered a freshman

and thereby subject to the fol-

lowing regulations:

—

Section 2. (a) The President,

or acting President, of each

Society, shall be required to con-

duct the following: One week-

after the registration of his

Faculty freshmen he shall call a

general Faculty Society meeting

which every freshman must at-

tend.

(b) The Dean of the Faculty

or a senior professor will address

that meeting.

Section 3. (a) Tarns must be

procured by a specified date at

the freshmen's expense, from the

University Technical Supplies, to

be worn throughout the Fresh

man Year, every day, and at all

hours, except Sundays and on

lnv such days when not in the

City of Kingston. Tarns shall be

as follows: Medicine shall have a

blue tassel. Science a yellow

tassel, and Arts a red tassel

Every Freshman shall be ordered

to procure a Faculty ribbon, viz

Arts, red; Science, yellow; Medi

cine, blue; from a source desig

natcd. These ribbons shall be

worn on the freshman's apparel

in a conspicuous place, so that

they may be easily seen by thi

rest of the student body. The

ribbon shall be in the shape o

a bow, one and a half inches long

and one-half inch wide, and o:

the respective Faculty colour

given above. The ribbons shall

be worn at the same time and

place as the tarns.

(b) Social Functions— Fresh-

men shall not hold any theatre

parties, sleighing or driving

parties, or get-together parties or

dances of any kind throughout

the year. After the Christmas ex-

aminations each freshman year

shall be allowed to hold one such

social evening in Grant Hall.

(c) Games—Freshmen must at-

tend in a body all Senior Intercot

Chicago Black Hawks
Sign Mac Forsythe

Scouts from professional big-

leaguc hockey teams, searching

for promising young players in

the amateur ranks, did not over-

look the possibilities afforded by

Canadian intercollegiate hockey

last winter. As a result of their

survey, Mac Forsythe, Com. '35

stellar goaltender of last year''

senior Queen's team, has been

'signed" by the Chicago Black

Hawks. Forsythe will report

for duty at the Hawks' training

camp this fall.

The work of the tow-haired

student in the Tricolor nets last

winter was sensational, and the

Black Hawk scouts were unani-

mous in saying that he was one

on the best goal-tenders in

mateur hockey in Ontario. As

proof of their contention they

offered him a contract at Kings-

ton last May 1st.

Exactly one week after the

agreement was completed, For-

sythe received his degree at

Spring Convocation. He will

thus be the first Bachelor of Com
merce, probably, to enter the

professional hockey business

A E. MORGAN NEW
PRINCIPAL OFMcGILL

Arthur Eustace Morgan recent-

ly became seventh principal of

McGill University when he took

er the post left vacant since

the death of Sir Arthur Currie

in 1933.

Mr. Morgan gave up a position

as head of University College,

Hull. England, to come to Can-

ada for the first time since a short

visit in 1924.

Principal Morgan said on his

Arrival that he appreciated the

value of the trust placed in him

by the University governors.

"But," he added, "it must be re-

membered that by origin and

training I am an Englishman

nd, therefore, I have a great deal

a learn. I am not one who be-

lieves that because an institution

s English it is necessarily the

best in the world."

Speaking of recent develop-

ments in adult education Prin-

cipal Morgan said: "I believe

one of the most important de-

velopments in the conception of

the functions of universities in

recent years has been the grow-

ing recognition that extramural

education is a natural and im-

portant part of a work which a

university should carry out."

C.O.T.C. Parade

Send

friends.

the "Journal"

$1.75 a year.

to your

The first C.O.T.C. clothing par-

adc was held last night by A Com-

pany. Old members of B Com-

pan'v will parade this evening from

7.00 p.m. till 9.00 p.m. and those of

C. Company at the same hour

tomorrow.

New members of the C.O.T.C.

are asked to attend an enlisting and

clothing parade on October 3 and

4 from 4.00 p.m. to 6\00 p.m.

Photographers Wanted

Two students wanted to fill staff

positions on the Tricolor as photo-

graphers. Apply to R. Davis. 34

Wellington Street, 787-W.

egiate Rugby home games and

Major College Hockey games. At

these games they will be under

the direction of the cheer-leader.

fd) Initiation—No physical in-

itiation is permitted.

(e) No Freshman shall be com-

pelled to wear regalia denoting

his status in the university other

than that specified in Subsection

(a) ; neither shall he be compelled

to wear his ordinary clothing in

any manner other than the ac-

cepted style.

(f) Any departure from any of

the above regulations is an

offence and is punishable in the

A.M.S. Court.

Special Rate for Students

We darn socks and do

general mending free.

WE CALL AND DELIVER

SING DOO LAUNDRY
198 BARRIE ST., Cor. Clergy KINGSTON, ONT.

TELEPHONE 2390

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES

LOST

Lady's green knitted purse

with zipper fastener containing

one white glove and case for

glasses. Finder please return to

the Queen's Post Office in the

Douglas Library.

Send the '•Journal" to your

friends. $1.75 a year.
t

ii

TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 FRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoar's Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stoned Jfllouier Slfnp
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florim Telegraph Delivery Assoc.auon
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To The Freshmen

someone has had a "good", "just fair" or "not

had" summer.

The worst of it is we'll proliahly keep right

on asking the same inane question year after

year. There doesn't seem to be any alternative

A simple "hello" leaves you staring vacantly

into your friend's face—you feel you've

started tiff on the wrong foot, so to speak. A
warm embrace is too much like a rash jump
into the ether with hoth feet.

So it seems we must content ourselves for

the present with those "four little words
Hut, confidentially, we're willing to help bring

merited recognition to the genius who can
think of a more intelligent and less bandied
form of greeting. Until then, "Have a good
summer? That's fine."

The League At Work

Once again the "Journal" welcomes to

Queen's another, group of students entering
this university for the first lime. We feel

confident that you have something worth
while to contribute to the life of the Univer
sity in return for the many facilities which it

places at your disposal. You may be pri
marily interested in acquiring a vast store of
knowledge, hut don't allow yourself to become
a hookworm. Sport may be your obsession
hut rememlxT that you can't play rugby all

your life. Social aclivities may enthral you,
but avoid being known as "just a good fellow.

He usually becomes "just a good-for-nothing."

A judicious mixture of all such activities

K i-nibably [he best prescription for the con-

tinued health and well-being of the college

student. The acquisition of knowledge—not
only of hunks, hut of life and character—is the

fundamental task. You alone can tell how
much time you must set aside to thoroughly

prepare your courses. Hut the other sides of
college life are well worth your attention, The
campus is the home of sporting activities of
all kinds. There is a social or political group
t" appeaj to the interest of every freshman or
freshelle. Organizations like the "Journal"
will l>e glad to welcome you to their ranks.

Wo doubt most of you have just left a high
school or collegiate. As long as your new-
found libeny is kept under control college life

should be a valuable and interesting experience.
During your period of adjustment to new
conditions we recommend that you keep your
eyes and cars open. The third member of
tie tjiumvirate could well remain sealed for
a time. As is divulged in today's issue the
sling ha> been taken out of Freshmen Regula-
tions. You are now allowed to look and act
like normal human beings. Show the upper-
classmen you appreciate the opportunity to
grove you need no public school restrictions.

These comments may help you to adjust
yourselves to your new surroundings. If in-
terest in your academic work does not wane,
if you arc able to lake your place in the social
and athletic activities which university life
offers, if tllc broader issues of life which all

us have to face develup i„ vou an open and
enquiring mind, then your college educaiiou
Has been worth while. If the more equal
Ma,I,s fl,r freshmen enables you to develop
mure fully the qualities of the gentleman while,
al the same time, allowing you to take vour
place, unobtrusively but efficiently, in the life
of the campus, the "journal" 'will feel its

efforts on your hehalf have not been in vain.
1 hree or four years from now when the

coveted parchment is presented lo vou we hope
>ou will have the kindliest memories of a use-
ful and active life spent among the limeslone
buddings on the Queen's campus. Until that
pay rolls round we wish you all the best of
luck.

'Have A Good Summer?"
You hear

In

rywherc on the campus
act we're beginning to hear it i„ our sleep.

Have a goo.! summer, Bill?" "Not bad
tba.iks." "Have a good summer?" "Swell!
Jue>" So we join the throng and say, "Have
a good summerf"

iNot that we care, but it seems to be the
thing to do. We don't believe anyone is seri-
ously concerned over the success of our sum-
mer activities yet five times a minutcour
summer welfare is the object of earnest
solicitations. And on our own side, we can't
get particularly enthused over the fad thai

The present European crisis has once more
brought the League of Nations, and its at-

tempts to bring order out of chaos, to the
front page of every newspaper. The same
time-worn criticisms of the League's work are
again evident in any discussion of world
affairs. The continual dilly-dallying of the
League, its perpetual round of discussions and
committees which seemingly get nowhere, are
a source of vexation to the observer. He is

annoyed at its apparent refusal to take any
direct line of action, to declare itself in favour
of such and such a party. But such refusal is

inherent in the structure of the League. If it

makes a show of force it defeats its own end.

Therefore it must confine itself at present
to a system of international diplomacy. Nor
does its failure in the Japanese crisis relegate
it to the status of a useless organization.
Every nation has known periods in its own
history during which its institutions for law
and order have not worked. In the same way
the League of Nations, composed of many
nations, will experience the same difficulties.

But out of all such failures there emerges a
growing sense of the validity of all such safe-
guards against the use of force and violence
in instituting changes.

This feeling has been growing rapidly
during the past few years. And the League
of Nations is one of the direct results. Never-
theless the League must remain an instrument
of diplomacy. Although it may differ in cer-
tain respects from the old diplomacy it is, in
reality, the direct successor of the Tallcyrands
and Mctiernichs. The procedure at Geneva
tries to avoid anything resembling a super-
state, it depends upon the co-operation of all

its members. Since diplomacy hates nothing
more than the appearance of a victory by one
state over another, the League can pronounce
no drastic action to satisfy the impatience of
the man in the street. Its duty is to turn the
aggressor into an ally pursuing mutually ad-
vantageous aims. It cannot afford to have
a nation, checked in its demands, nursing a
grudge. For this reason the endless vacillat-
ing of the League is not a sign that its efforts
are futile. It is building the structure of
peace upon the only foundation which it

possesses.

Official Notices

Payment of Pees
All fees should be paid at registration. Any

students who have not paid their fees are re-

minded that they must immediately make
settlement with the Treasurer if they expect
to be regarded as students of the University.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for the first

time must have a physical examination. Ap-
pointments for men are made at the Regis-

trar's Office. Women students should consult

Miss Ethelwyime Murphy.

The Soap Box

Attendance and Work
Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-
ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates tc the pen-Jities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-
ing the name of the writer. His

identity wili be considered con-

fidential if the writer so desires.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

War In Africa

By George Bernard Shaw

The Difficulty of Preventing Hostilities Illustrated

in a Comment on the Crisis.

Pacifists will exclaim against the horrors

of war. Diplomatists will rush about between

embassies and Geneva assuring us thev are

doing Iheir utmost to secure observance of the

covenant consistent with the interests of their

respective nations. But the interest obtain-

able on capital, now a drug on the market,
will double; industries will make big profits.

Banks will flourish. The heaps of dead in

Ethiopia will not inconvenience the owners of

heaps of money now on deposit at 1 per cent,

and hungering for 5. I have not forgotten

how the South African war improved my own
financial situation, —New York Times.

A new residence for women has been
opened this year at Queen's to accommodate
the ever-increasing number of co-eds at the
University. Whi|e the girls are able to take
advantage 0 f the increasing number of wo-
men's residences, the men are left out in the
cold. Although times are difficult a men's
residence would be an ideal project for the
University to consider.

it is announced that "ensol", the new
cancer treatment developed by Dr. H. C.
Connall of Queen's and his laboratory assist-
ant. Hertram Holsgrove. is still in the experi-
mental stages. We hope that for the benefit
of the thousands suffering from this ,]rwd
d.sease this new discovery will come through
with (lying flours. The "Queen's loumal"
and tl.c I mversiiy undergraduate body
Dr. Council unqualified success
against the scourge of cancer.

wish

his fight

We would like to sec the student bodv take
advantage of the facilities afforded by the
Soap-Ilox column. It is an ideal place to ex-
press your opinions and it will be a regular
feature of the "Journal" in the forthcoming
lilies. If you have any particular grievance
Dir it in the Soap-Box. If you have something
constn.cUve to suggest let the rest of us hear
of it in the column of student opinion.

With His Tools Locked Away
ftudyard Kipling has written a new poem.

Kipling poems are not what they used to be,

but they still manage lo be interesting even if

much of the ancient magic has departed. In
this latest one he says:

"The careful textbooks measure
(Let all who htiiltl beware!)

The load, the shock, the presfure

Material can hear.

So when the faulty girder

Let's down the grinding span,

The hlame of loss or murder
Ij laid upon the man

:

Not the stuff—the man."

That, of course, is the truth. When a

bridge or building comes crashing down, the
designer is blamed, and he is lucky indeed if

he can prove that the disaster was caused by
some defect which he could not possibly have
discovered; that all his precautions could not
have disclosed.

Yet this same designer is the product of

an education system which aims not so much
at one hundred per cent, accuracy with the
aid of all the books that the student likes to

consult during his examinations, but rather at

seventy-five per cent, accuracy with books laid

away and only memory to depend upon. In

other words, pupils arc taught from their very

earliest schooldays that the test of knowledge
is memory—ability to answer a certain per-

centage of questions correctly without the aid

of textbooks. But when they get into their

profession, they find that success often depends
not so much on having certain knowledge
slowed away in their heads, as upon their

ability tc dig out and use from the necessary
sources, the information which a specific task
requires. They must know how to use books
and records so as to do a hundred per cent,
job, rather than trust to memory and do a
seventy-five per cent. job. The bridge that is

only seventy-five per cent, safe is a menace
to traffic.

So in some examinations students arc now
allowed to take their textbooks into the class
with them and are marked for their ability to
find and use the information that is required
of them, rather than for their ability to mem-
orize. It 1S a good idea. It i s an idea capable
of wwler application. Books are the tools of
every professional workman. Why examine
him solely on his ability to work with his tools
locked away?

—Toronto Star Weekly.

Arts luru'or Doubles Popularity of

New Freshmen Regulations

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

I would like to go back to the end

of last March and comment upon

the final meeting of the Alma
Mater Society, This meeting ai the

end of the school year is the onlv

open meeting which the Alma
Mater Society has, as a rule, during

the whole year, Yet last March
about forty conscientious souls at-

tended that meeting.

A few days ago I happened to

hear the "no-fussing" rule for first-

year men had been thrown out bv
a vote of 19-14. At the time of the

meeting we all thought that a two-

thirds majority was necessary to

change the constitution but I have

been informed that no more than a

simple majority is necessary. Nine-

teen members of the Alma Mater

Society were able to change the

constitution.

Although I myself am in favour

of the abolition of freshmen regula-

tions I do not believe that it is the

general opinion among second-,

third- and fourth-year students. I

feel that there is going to be a lot

of critical talk on the campus

within the next few weeks concem-

ng last year's amendment. Yet

these same criticiscrs had the chance

to attend the meeting in the spring.

Posters were up for several days in

dvance giving notice of the fact

that these amendments would Imj

voted upon.

If I am mistaken in my idea that

this will not he a popular amend-

ment. I will be pleased to hear of it.

Rut if the situation is as I think it

I do not believe its opponents

have any comeback. They had

their chance. Perhaps it will mean

a larger attendance next spring.

Yours truly,

Arts [unior.

Date Bureau Lauded

The Editor,

Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

I came to Queen's because I

heard they had a wonderful Date

Bureau down here. Someone was

telling me this organization may be

discontinued. Please say it isn't so.

Affectionately,

Lonesome Freshie.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLES

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Gigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WELCOME YOU!

MEET VOUR FRIENDS HERE
UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE

and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

Open at 7.30 a.m.

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St Phone 700

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

jffitarigolb Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

M'ATTS, FLORIST
>!dest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
8ns, Phone 1763—Conservatories 113?'

For Safety Call

CHECKER TAXI
PHONE 800

We specialize in Train Orders and

Dances. 24 Hour Service

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT

' LUNCHES AND MEALS
137 Union Street Phone 1402

STUDENTS
- NEED GOOD SHOES -

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S lT
H
0°f

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

ANOTHER YEAR OF SPORTS BEGINS ANOTHER
COLLEGE TERM

At this time oi the year every sports minded individual looks for-

ward to a long list ot activities in the College world of sport, with
Queen's students naturally wondering just how their various teams will

fare and how many championships will come to the University. It

will he remembered that last term Queen's finished on top in four
divisions namely, Rugby, Women's Tennis -and Basketball, and B.W.F.,
truly a remarkable achievement. Prospects to add to this imposing
record are exceptionally bright this year, and there are many who ex-
-pect Tricolor squads to corral as many, if not more titles during the
1935-36 session. Here's hoping their expectations may be fulfilled.

THE COLLEGE RUGBY SITUATION

Judging from the accounts .of Saturday's football games involving

teams of the Intercollegiate Union, the race in the College circuit is

going to be an unusually close one. Varsity and McGill started

their campaigns in an auspicious manner by soundly trouncing Balmy
Beach and R.M.C. respectively, and appear as the chief threats to

Queen's crown. Coach Ted Reeve has rounded out another potential

winner and expects his boys to grab another title, but he is not
underestimating the apparent strength of the other contending Colleges
and looks for a keen battle for top position. Little has been heard from
Western but Coach Bill Storcu will guide a team that will prove a
stumbling block to other entrants. However, sizing up the relative

strength of the contending squads is more or less a puzzling job, at

least until returns are in ir next Saturday's scheduled games. At
any rate, may the best team winl

TRICOLOR PREPARE FOR MONTREAL
Coach Ted Reeve is putting his champion Tricolor twelve through

a tough week's grind at the Stadium in preparation for the coming
clash with McGiti at Montreal on Saturday. The boys are in perfect
shape and arc going through their paces, displaying penty or pep and
arc confident that they will take the big Red team right on their own
stamping grounds, Present indications point to a large crowd fruni

the University accompanying the team to the eastern metropolis for

the opening encounter and a victory would certainly give the Tricolor

a magnificent start on the road to another College championship. Will
YOU be there?

BILL FRITZ DEPARTS
Queen's track team suffered a severe blow this year when it was*

learned that Bill Fritz was completing bis course at Varsity. Flying

Bill was a triple winner for Queen's at the Intercollegiate Meet held
in Montreal last year, coining home in front in the 100, 220 and 440.

Fritz is probably the best quarter miler in Canada and is almost a
sure bet to make the Olympic team which goes to Germany next
summer. Lots of luck, Bill!

TENNIS IN FULL SWING
Right now there is a buzz of activity around the College tennis

o>un -, as tennis enthusiasts are preparing lot the annual tournament
which is to take place shortly. Members of the two Intercollegiate

teams will be chosen from the winners of this tournament. The draw
will be posted in the Library and those desiring to compete are advised
to hand in their names immediately.

Who do you like for the World's Scries?

Rugger Team Plays

McGill October 1 9th

The Queen's Rugger Club enters

its third year of Intercollegiate play

witli a game with McGill in Mont-

real on October 19th, it was an-

nounced at a meeting held on

Monday in the Students' Union.

Plans for a fixture with Macdonald

College on the same week-end were

approved. The club also hopes to

arrange games with M.A.A.A. and

the Toronto British Public Schools

Club. The final game in the Inter-

col legate Scries will be played

against Varsity at Queen's on

October 26th.

Although graduation and ineligi-

bility have taken toll from the

ranks of last year's team, it is

hoped that there will be enough

newcomers to (ill the gaps in a
creditable manner.

Players this year will not be

faced with the problem of buying a

complete new uniform, as the club

is able to supply sweaters and the

A, B. of C. has kindly offered to

lend boots and stockings.

Practices will be held on the

Lower Campus every afternoon

from four to six.

TRACK TEAM HAS
SEVERAL VETERANS

Several Intercollegiate Track

and Field men are back again

this year and prospects look

bright for the Intercollegiate

Meet in October. Bob Young,

Ken Running. Chuck Alves,

Morris LielT, Abe Zvonkin and

Jack Leng are among those hack

on the campus.

The Interfaculty Meet will he

held the week previous to the In-

tercollegiate. Everyone, espec-

ially the first year, is urged

to turn out every day at the sta-

dium at 3.30 p.m. Hard work

should put a good Tricolor stpiad

in the Meet.

Griffin-Coached Juniors In
O.R.F.U. Series

Queen's Junior football team

coached by Murray Griffin, are en

tered in the Junior O.R.F.U. series

this fall. Last year the IU'rds had

a lean season playing only two ex-

hibition contests with R.M.C. but

this season the kids are grouped

with Kingston Grads, K.C.V.I. and

R.M.C. O.R.F.U. football has

not been played in Kingston for

several years, and there are many
who are looking forward to its

return.

The exact line-up of the Tricolor

entry has not been determined as

yet, hut it can be taken for granted

that Queen's will be represented by

a strong squad.

Send the "Journal" to your

friends. $1.75 a year.

Fritz Shares Honours
AtJjTri-Y Track Meet

Bill Fritz, last year Queen's stu

dent, who is now attending the Uni

versity of Toronto, tied for the

athletic title at the Tri-Y Club track

and field meet held at the Varsity

Stadium.

Fritz tied with Jap Myers,

each of them securing 31 points.

Out of the nine championship

evenls Fritz won three firsts, one

second, and two thirds. Myers took

one first, two seconds, two thirds,

one fourth and two fifth places, six

places in each event counting for

poinls.

Reporters Wanted

There are several vacan-

cies on the sports staff of

the Journal. Those interest-

ed in sports reporting arc

requested to telephone A.

E. Gratton at 1156. or apply

at the Journal Office, Stu-

dents' Union.

Pre-

Won
Season Game
By Beaches

Tricolor Team On Short
End of 11-10 Score

In their ontjv pfe-season ex-

hibition contest Queen's Senior

football squad lost a 11-10 de-

rision to Balmy Beach of the

Senior O.R.F.U. series in a game
played at Kingston on Septem-
ber 21. The Tricolor had been
working out for a little more
than a week, and besides were
minus seven of their first string

players who had failed to report

on time. Consequently, the slight

difference in the score was a dis-

tinct surprise to Queen's sup-

porters as Balmy Beach, with a

line-up consisting of several ex-

Argo stars, were looked upon as

the team to upset Sarnia's de

gns on another Canadian title.

The game itself was typical of

early season play, fumbles play-

ing a major part in the scoring

The Beaches counted in tht

first quarter when a lateral pass

behind the Tricolor's line went
astray, and a touchdown, which
was converted was the result. Ab
Box, mighty kicking ace of the

Blue and Gold boys hoofed one

to the deadline to give his team

a 7-0 lead at the end of the

period.

Queen's Score Touch
Queen's kept in the game dux

ing the second stanza when
Graver Dennis, lanky Tricolor

half, scored a touchdown by

gathering in a fumble by Box be-

hind the visitors' line. The try

was converted by Barnabe. How
ever, the Beaches began to force

the play, aided immensely by th

powerful drives from Box's toe

and before the half ended the

Beach flash booted a placemen

to put the Toronto boys into a

10-6 lead.

Tricolor Outplay Visitors

It was during the last half of

the sixty minutes that Queen's

ton's huskies, running the end:

completely outplayed Coach Pon
brilliantly and making big gains

through the line. Barnabe kick

ed a field goal mid-way throiigl

the third quarter but Box

standing out with his great work

shot one to the deadline to leave

Beaches on the long end by a

11-9 count as the session ended

Shortly after the final fifteen

minutes began Barnabe scored

the Tricolor's last point when he

lofted to Armour Munro who was

forced to rouge. From this point

on Queen's forced the Beaches

back on the defensive, hut

couldn't get the equalizer.

Reeve Uses All Players

Coach Reeve used all of his

men during the afternoon, and

every one played sparkling foot-

ball. Barnabe, Krug. Dennis,

Jones and Captain Johnny Wing
were, perhaps, the standouts on

a team which had plenty of fight

and then some.

Ab Box was the star performer

for the Beaches. Art Upper.

Ernie Hempey and Armour

Munro supported him well.

Queen's—Wing. Krug, Jones.

Dafoe, Lewis. Scott. Peck. Bark-

Barnabe, Dennis, McLean,

McManus. Thompson, Smith,

Turner. Kerr, Amey, Nickle.

Coulin. Briskin, Griffin, Jack.

Abbott.

Balmy Beach—Ab Box, Bur-

trovne. Murchie, Upper, Armour
Munro. Hempey, Seymour, Wat-
son, Reynolds, Keefe, Hcunessy.

Lipsett, Moores. McNulty, Bell.

Taylor, McNicbol. Reid, Irwin.

Pople. O'Brien, Ogden. Warner.

F.iseubardt. Wallace, Hendrcy,

Cohen.'

COACH TCO UEEVE

Rugger Meeting

Will all those interested

in playing English Rugby
and who did not attend the

meeting held on Monday
afternoon, please phone D.

Kinloch, 1373-J for informa-

tion. There will be several

opening places on the team.

Previous experience is not

necessary.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

REEVE CONFIDENT
TEAJYI IS READY

(Continued from page 1)

mediate ranks. The five members

of the 1034 champions. John Kos

tuik, last year's captain, How Ham
lin. Doug Waugh, Rill Glass and

Rob Elliott, who have graduated

will he missed for they have firmlv

entrenched themselves in Queen's

football Hall of Fame. To take

their places Coach Reeve has de-

veloped some young material which

displayed brilliancy in the exhibition

game against Balmv Beach

Sept. 21.

Leading the Tricolor into the

new campaign, Captain Johnnie

Wing will be plr.ving hie third sea

son in senior company and by the

way he has been tackling in prac

tice it looks as though the opposing

ball-carriers are in for a tough

season. Wing will be aided and

abetted in his outside wing duties

by Frank Earle, whose injured

shoulder will keep him out of the

McGill yame, Jim Scott, Col. Dafoe,

and Malcolm Bews, all of whom
have had senior experience,

This year Queen's will have one

of the heaviest tines in recent times.

Husky and powerful linemen such

as Reg. Barker, Jack Lewis, whom
Ted Reeve calls "a real find," Bob

"Killer" Weir, Mel Thompson, Abe

Zvonkin,' Archie Kirkland, Joe Mc-

Manus, and Chuck McLean will

maintain the reputation of Queen's

impregnable line. Zvonkin and

Kirkland, allhough late in turning

out arc rapidly rounding into shape

and appear headed fnr a big year.

Built around the wizard .>f the

gridiron. Eddie Barnabe, whose ac-

curate drop-kicking pulled so many

yanies out of (he fire last year and

whose masterful handling of the

team in the playoff at Toronto

earned so much praise, the Tricolor

hackfield will he fast and strong

with additional wcismt in the pres-

ence of Charlie T'eck a newcomer

from St. Michael's College, Tor-

onto. Peck, a 200 lb speedy, accur-

ate-passing, hard hitting secondary-

man has stood out iu practu e and

will tie Watched with inierest in the

opening game at the Moist m

Stadium.

Johnnie Munro will tie hick to

handle the punting role which he

so capably filled last season and

th a year's senior experience be-

hind him should show to even bet-

ter advantage. Two veteran half-

hacks are hack in the harness in the

persons of Curly Krug and Jack

McNichol. John Edwards is in

good shape and despite an infected

leg which is causing him a little

trouble anticipates a profitable sea-

son. Art Stollery who starred for

tin- iiiiernicdiates will understudy

Barnabe at quarter while Grover

Dennis will be used as a utility half.

\nd probably the most capably

filled job on the squad will be

flying wing where Marty Jones

and Harry Sonshine will perform.

Both bovs will also be used on the

line, Jones at middle and Sonshine

at inside. The latter's tackling

ability will certainly show to advan-

tage on the secondary defence.

The line-up this year is one of

the most starry ever to don the

familiar red, yellow, and blue uni-

form. Despite the rumors rampant

about the strength of Varsity, Mc-

Gill and Western it is with con

fidence that the Tricolor will take

the field in quest of their second

straight championship.

Senior

Intercollegiate

Oct. 5—Western at Toronto

Queen's at Mcpill

Oct. 12—Toronto at Queen's .

McGill at Western

Oct 19—Queen's at Western

McGill at Toronto

Oct. 26—Toronto at McGill

Western at Queen's

Nov. 2—Queen's at Toronto

Western at McGill

Nov. 9—Toronto at Western
McGill at Queen's

Intermediate

Intercollegiate

Oct. 5—Ottawa at R.M.C.

Oct. 12—Queen's at Ottawa

Oct 19—Queen's at R.M.C,

Oct. 23—(Wednesday)—
R.M.C. at Queen's

No. 2—Ottawa at Queen's

Nov. 9—R.M.C. at Ottawa

WELCOME HOME
That may seem a strange statement to make to you who
have just left home, but many of you look on "Good Old

Queen's" as a home. It IS a home too ... a home of better

learning . . . where students are free to choose a course o£

utmost value to themselves.

There's another home here in Kingston. Where? At the

Naborhood Shoe Store . . . The Home of Better Values . . .

where students are free to choose the latest in stylish, com-

fortable, and hard-wearing footwear.

You'll like our SERVICE.

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess Street

STORE
Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind' them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

Sfo Stuaenta of Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gilts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

S>mith 2lros. Jfriuetera, Simitrtk
PHONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CENT A MILE BARGAIN EXCURSIONS

From KINGSTON
to tOTTAWA

*2.25
RETURN

OCTOBER 4
Lv: Kingston 1,30 p.m.

to MONTREAL
$3.50 Return

Lv. Kingston— Oct. 4, 1.14 p.m..
SPECIAL TRAIN

—Oct 5, 1.43 ajn., 3.50 a.m.

> tin tor than OCTOBER 6 ; from Ottawa OCTOBER 7.

s^^VctTJ^ Queens vs McGill Rugby Match

Pacific Railway.

CANADIAN
N ATI O NAL

CANADIAN
PACIFIC



A COLUMN OF

RUGBY STARS

CAPTAIN JOHNNY WING

I

"CURLY" KRUG

tl) BABNABE

|AT THE THEATRE
CAPITOL

THESTEAMBOAT ROUND
BEND

I with

Will Rogers and Anne Shirley

It is with regret that we realize

that "Steamboat Round the

Benil" is the last Will Rogers

picture we shall ever see. You

will not be disappointed in it,

however, as it is one of his finest

productions.

From the ballyhoo life of a

quack doctor who sells muskekic

up and down the river, (only he

calls it "Punkahotus"), Will

Rogers retires to his own river

boat. The plot starts at this

point. His nephew appears with

Anne Shirley, and confesses that

he has killed a man. On the ad-

vice of his uncle and the new
Moses, a so-called prophet —
he gives himself up for trial,

is not acquitted, and is in

danger of being hanged. Will

Rogers and Anne Shirley scour

the, river to find the only wit-

ness who can save him (does it

sound a bit familiar?) and be-

fore they do so, an exciting race,

and a great deal of comedy arc

packed into the picture.

Aside from Will Rogers, Anne
Shirley deserves great credit for

her convincing performance of a

young swamp girl who never

once allows us to find ourselves

thinking of her as other than a

child-like person whose life runs

in simple and unsophicated

channels. Stephen Fetchet is

there too -— as incoherent as

ever.

And Popeye! He gives an ex-

cellent exhibition of rugby as it

should be played, with a tip or

two to the water boys added. A
coloured musical short and a

Paramount news make up a B-(-

prograrn.

—N. Mac.R.

MART V JONES

SIXTY-FIVE STUDENTS

AWARDEDJONOURS

Sixty-five Queen's students re-

ceived fellowships, scholarships,

medals or prizes |at the annual

University Convocation last May.
The $500 Leonard Fellowships in

Arts were awarded to A. G. Ward,
Peterboro, Archie N. Reid, King-

ston, and Albert H. Smith of Paris,

Ontario. The Leonard Fellowship

in the Faculty of
,
Science was

given to Archie M. Laidlaw of

Ottawa.

.

Cordon C. Garrow of Ottawa re-

ceived the Governor - General's

medal in Applied Science, as well

as the Tl. T. Stcnie prize in chem-
ical engineering. The Carruthers

scholarships in Science were won
by J. I. McAskill, Ottawa, in mining
and metallurgy', and by Neville S.

Spence. also of Ottawa, in metal
turgical engineering. The Engineer
ing Institute of Canada prize was
awarded to William N. Simmons of

Kingrflon and the M. B. Baker
scholarship in geology to William
D. Cameron, Ottawa.

The travelling fellowship
Arts was won by Barbara Brown
Of Aultsville. Ont.. while Edn
t-6rimer of Brockville and Jack
W. Henley, of Oshawa were
awarded file French and German
Exchange Fellowships respective-

ly. Eric W. Morse of Kingston
won the right to attend the sum-
mer sessions of the Geneva

TIVOLI
FORBIDDEN TERRITORY

with

Gregory Ratoff, Btnnie Barnes

Anthony Bttshclt, Richard Squire

With authentic Russian settings

Gaumont British Productions have

produced a story of presem-day

Soviet Russia which brings out all

the romanlic melodrama of pre-

Revolution Siberia, with modern

trimmings. "Forbidden Territory"

is good entertainment if one is not

too critical of production details and

doesn't mind the incidental conver-

sation which is carried on in

Russian.

The sombre atmosphere of snow-

covered Russia provided an evcel-

cnt background for the quite

amusing portrayal of a high Soviet

fficiai by Gregory Ratoff. Ratoff

tews Russian cigarettes with a

nervous ingenuity that distracts our

attention from what he is saying.

However the best performance is

that of Richard Squire who, as an

English aeroplane manufacturer

with his two sons goes through the

usual run of adventure, flights from

soldiers, prison, firing squads, and

the escape and race for the border,

which is of course reached just in

the nick of time. Binnie Barnes is

lovely to look at, but her Russian

accent leaves much to be desired.

If you are in a good humor you

will enjoy the show because the

shorts are amusing. Smiling Jack

Doyle, the handsomest man in Ire-

land will have the girls gasping with

his beauty and his voice. B

—

—W.A.N,
/

Advertisers make publication of

ihe "Journal" possible. Patronize

[hem and support your paper.

MUSICIAN
APPOINTED

(Continued from page 1)

1928 Dr. Harrison was deputy or-

ganist of St. Patrick's Cathedral,

Dublin, and from 1928 to 1930 or-

ganist of St. Canice's Cathedral,

Kilkenny, and music master at

Kilkenny College.

More recently Dr. Harrison has
been in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia,

and at Know Presbyterian Church.

Ottawa. While in the Maritime
Provinces he won the first prize in

the 1931 Wilh'ngdon arts competi-
tion with his "Winter's Poem."

Date Bureau

The administrators of the
Date Bureau are willing to

turn over this successful

University Organization to

any responsible party. Ap-
plicants are requested to

communicate with the Date
Bureau through the Univer-
sity Post Office.

"For heaven's sake !" said the

Scotchman as he dropped his

penny into the collection box.

"How did he treat the feudal
slaves?"

"Oh, they lived in a terrible

manor."

WINNIPEG WRITER

LOOKS AT KINGSTON

Young Cadets Give Shock;
Queen's Campus Most

Beautiful

A number of prominent Can-

adian journalists attended meet-

ins- this summer of the Canadian

Institute of International Affairs,

the Political Science Association

and the Canadian Historical As-

sociation. These meetings, which

were held at Queen's University,

gave rise to several human-inter-

est stories, of which the follow-

ing by G.V.E. in the -Winnipeg

Free Press is prohably the most

interesting to Queen's under-

graduates:
j

"Speaking of that great insti-

tution (the Royal Military Col-

lege) on which, it is said, the

Government annually spends

more than it does on the League

of Nations, it comes as a further

shock to the uncouth visitor from

the prairies to see the young

cadets on the street. They wear

red tunics and blue pants, the

ends of which are stuck into little

semi-Wellington boots, On their

heads they wear, tilted pill-boxes.

They walk very erect, swinging

their arms all too freely from the

shoulders, and they bounce
around corners or into shops

from the streets at sharp right

angles which are a little discon-

certing to anyone who believes

(perhaps wrongly) that such out-

ward symbols indicate a condi-

tion of mental sterility in the

College's management. The
cadets, however, are very young.

Most of them get over it.

There is a different spirit at

Queen's University, which stands

on the other side of the town
from the College, and much near-

er the famous Portsmouth Peni-

tentiary, which is on the outskirts

of the town. Presided over by
great humanist, endowed with

lovely site, the most beautiful

campus in Canada, Queen's is

the smallest of the major univer-

sities of the country, but the most
active and, in some ways, the

best.

It has, among other things,

the most loyal alumni in Canada,

and a great tradition of Presby-

terianism, and it would surprise

no one to learn suddenly that

some of the classes were conduct-

ed in Gaelic. Queen's is a ter-

ribly -, proud place, in a terribly

Sept'ch way, which is in many re-

spects the least objectionable

form of pride — to a Scotsman.

But even the dourest and least

imaginative undergraduate that

ever came out of Glengarry must
feel a thrill of humble joy the

first time he Walks under the

stately elms that line the campus,
and, looking up at the grey lime-

stone buildings at Queen's, real-

izes that he has become a part of

the place—forever. That is what
Queen's does to its men. A job

worth while!
"

. . . . Kingston has been call-

sleepy old place. It seems

School of International Studies
by gaining the new Rt. Hon. R.
B. Bennett scholarship. Other
awards were the Resident Arts
Research fellowships, which went
to F. J. Wilson and W. A. Alex-
ander.

cd

to be all wrong, Portsmouth
might well be called a hive of

life. So could the Royal Military

College, if you like that kind of

thing. Between the two of them
lies Queen's, which has provided

the country with more great men
than other and greater institu-

tions of learning
; and, as has

been said, you can still find John
A. Macdonald's law office jand

my Lord Frontenac's fort. There
is nothing mucb wrong with
Kingston. It is one of the great
cdhtres of the Dominion and one
of the loveliest of its cities be-
sides."

S.C.M. Frowns Upon
Relief Camp System

The general topic of discussion

for the Western Seminar of the

Student Christian Movement of

Canada was "The Christian Phil-

osophy of Life." This seminar

representative of the universities of

the Western provinces, was held at

Lake Windermere in British Col-

umbia. The discussion embraced

the philosophical, ethical, psycho-

logical, religious and sociological

aspects of the question.

A resolution against Hie existing

system of relief camps in Canada,

which led to the "On-to-Ottawa"

marches was passed. Other re-

solutions recommended that men in

relief cairsps be permitted to or-

ganize to protect their own interests

and that Section 98 of the Criminal

Code of Canada be repealed.

Among those who spoke at the

meeting were Dr. Gregory Vlastos,

of Queen's, and Mrs. Vlastos.

CAMERA CLUB DARK
ROOM IS PLANNED

The Queen's Camera Club, or-

ganized last spring, is arranging an

ambitious program for this year.

The club aims to provide facilities

for developing, printing, enlarging

and general photographic work for

all students interested.

Permission to use a dark room

has been obtained but equipment

can only he procured by prompt

payment of membership fees. An
exhibition of the society's work is

likely to be held to supplement any

photographic exhibitions sponsored

by the Kingston Art Association.

Meetings of interest to photo-

graphers are held regularly. The

first of these will be announced

shortly in the "Journal" and on

the notice boards. Those desiring

further information 'phone Jack

Robertson, 4241, or Colin Mc-

Millan, 2409.

Welcome back —
To the members of the staff and students returning for

another term we say
—"Welcome back again."

To the Freshmen and Freshettes we extend a welcome
\

to Kingston and an invitation to drop in and get acquainted!

You'll find this a friendly store, with Good Service and

High Quality the rule by which we measure our usefulness.

john LAIDLAW & son

170

LIMITED

172 PRINCESS STREET

Ladies' Wear

—

Drygoods

—Men's Furnishings

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

KRAFTS
Phone 506

Phone 505

SHOE
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
H. R. BUCKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Fores : AdultTBc: Child 40c)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4 from KINGSTON
To Brentford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood, Detroit, Durham, Goderieh,
Grimsby, Guelph, Huntsville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,
Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falls. North Bay, Owen Sound,
Palmerston, Paris, Penetang, St Catharines, Sanua, Southampton,
Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points
beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Also to oil towns in
New Ontario on lines of Tarn iskaming & Northern Ontario Rly., Kapuskae-
ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Geraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

SATURDAY, OCT. 5 to TORONTO and HAMILTON
Aluno nil Station s Brockvlllu t o Williby Jct.lncludm tIM

FarcM, Ticktlm, Rtium Limits and Train Information from AgcnU. ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL
ALWAYS USE CANADIAN NATIONAL TELEGRAPHS
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RESTAURANT AND
SODA FOUNTAIN

The Better Place To Eat -

Phone 811 Meal Tickets
BY GOLDWYN SMITH

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Mills Building

126-128 Princess St,

NOSES

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

22fi Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c

suits cleaned and pressed 75c up

Valet service to students for College

Term
WE CALL AND DELIVER

Send the "Journal" to your

friends. $1.75 a year.

"The nose ,is an approximately

triangular pyramid of which the

upper angle or root is usually se-

parated from the forehead by a de-

pression, while the base, directed

downwards is perforated by two

elliptical orifices the nores or

nostrils, which are separted from

each other by a median septum."

To put it more simply the nose is

a fleshy proloscis, more or less

shapely, situated about the middle

of the physiognomy, almost exactly

between the two cephalic append-

ages otherwise known as ears, and

immediately above that region upon

winch all sophomores attempt to

grow hair, in an effort to insure

that no one will mistake them for

freshmen.

Ripe Fruit Flies At

Soph-Frosh Struggle'

On a certain afternoon last week

the students of Victoria College,

University of Toronto, put on a

war which eclipsed, for the time

being, the impending war in Europe.

The occasion was the annual soph-

frosh fight which is held for the

are many types of noses. Probably

that most frequently mentioned in

history and literature is the "Roman ..

nose" often found on inhabitants purpose of m.t.atmg the first year

of Rome and other Italians. In

more or less direct contrast is the

flat nose, characteristic of some of

the tribes of Ethiopia. This flatness

is not due to trauma, but is a racial

characteristic, and is one method of

distinguishing an Ethiopian from

an Italian. We have a sneaking

suspicion that when the Italians

finally get through poking their

noses into other peoples' business

(he distinction may not he so

obvious.

H. SUDDS
Ladies' and Gent's Haircutting

25c
Cor. William and University

Artistic results at a moderate

i
price

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

As aids to beauty noses vary

greatly. Keat's famous phrase, "A

thing of beauty is a joy forever"

was not made in reference to noses.

However most of us have seen

beautiful noses. If not beautiful

they are at least necessary for a

fairly normal appearance. We can

assure you that the few noseless

faces we have seen had a rather

vacant appearance.

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY Q*8
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St * Phone 1859

The nose, if not the most import-

ant is at least the most prominent

feature. Some noses look as if the

face had been built around them;

others appear to have been thrown

against the face from a distance.

Opinions vary, as to whether you

can judge a man's character from

his face. P_ers,ona.Uy we think not.

fudging ii man's appearance by

seeing his nose alone is an art

based on the phrase "Post hoc;

ergo propter hoc", after, therefore

because of; a line of reasoning not

without fallacy, even in regard to

noses.

Then we have the turned up nose

lending an air of piquancy that is

very intriguing in some women and

often provokes a desire for closer

acquaintance. The nose with a

right or left lateral veer, due to ac-

cident, or design on the part of

someone else, is apt to give a most

peculiar and sinster appearance to

the average face. The sunken nose

with a jaw that protrudes out past

it is greatly admired by fanciers of

English bulldogs. In fact only

careful inbreeding on the part of

these gentlemen has made the

sunken nose a consistent possibility.

So far as we know similar experi-

ments have never been carried out

on human beings.

men into the college.

This year, however, the sup

posedly humble frosh exploded the

tradition of sophomore superiority

and easily vanquished their more

experienced foes, At the start of

the battle a hollow leather ball, five

feet in diameter, was placed in the

centre of a large circle, while the

sophomores tried to keep the bait in

position, the freshmen rushed and

attempted to push it outside the

circle.

Both sides were heavily armed

with tomatoes and over-ripe fruit,

while the sophomores were also

equipped with buckets of flour and

water, which they used with telling

effect.

For the first few minutes the ball

itself was practically forgotten as

the combatants, the referee, and

even some of the spectators were

deluged with ammunition. After

their supplies were used up. the

rival forces settled down to the

serious business of shoving the

push-ball, and the freshmen were

victorious three times in a row

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Following one's nose often leads

one into strange places, it may re-

sult of an accusation of sticking

one's nose into other .peoples' busi-

ness. This in turn may lead to sud-

den flattening of the nose, or to that

I ramifying process known as black-

ing of the eyes. As anyone foolish

enough to have studied human

faces "en masse" can tell you, there

The saddle nose, with no appar-

ent bridge is worthy of mention. It

is often the manifestation of the

congenital form of one of our more

common social diseases. The red

nose, with or without a bulb on the

end must not be forgotten. When

due to sunburn it is truly a curse,

but when the result of long con-

tinued internal treatment with

alcohol it is indeed a thing of

beauty, worthy of the envy of all

one's' fellow men, fanatics ex-

cluded. That most fascinating

nose, always with a drop on the

end of it, makes an interesting

study, particularly in church.

Last but not least comes the

pope's nose. Contrary to most noses

it does not lead the way, and unlike

the human nose it is not a collector

of odours.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN-KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Steacy's Limited
"Kingston's Shopping Centre Since 1881"

Invites the staff and student body

of Queen's University to make this

store their shopping headquarters

during the College terms.

WE OFFER:.

The largest stocks of quality merchandise at

moderate prices for your selection in—

GENERAL DRY GOODS MILLINERY

DRESS ACCESSORIES MEN'S FURNISHINGS

READY-TO-WEAR HOUSE FURNISHINGS

And guarantee complete satisfaction with every

purchase.

Collective Security

Subj ectOf Conference

The Canadian Institute of In-

ternational Affairs held its second

annual study-conference at

Queen's from May 24 to 26. It

attracted a large attendance of

college and university professors,

representatives of the press, men

public service, and numerous

business men representing manu-

facturing and commerce.

The conference was divided in-

to two round-table groups, one

of which, with Prof. F. A. Knox,

Arts '23, of Queen's, as chairman,

discussed "Economic Trends in

Canada," with special reference

to the effects of the conditions

and policies of other countries.

;uch as the N.R.A. and the A. A.

A in the United States and Bri-

tish legislation. Prof. R. A. Mac-

Kay, of Dalhousie. which uncer-

took a study of "Collective

Security." In addition to the

general problem, the present sit-

uation in Europe and in the

Pacific was canvassed, along with

the position of Canada in the

present international situation.

The sessions of the conference

were not open to the public, and

a full and free discussion dc

:loped.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118 - 120 Princess St.

Have A Good Summer?

WELCOME !

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Once again it is our pleasure

to welcome back the stud-

ents of Queen's University

—and to extend a particular

greeting to those coming for

the first time. This store

has catered to the needs of

i college men for many years.

f We pride ourselves on

knowing what college men

want and carrying those

styles in stock. A cordial

invitation is extended to

visit this store at any time.

Our latest Fall and Winter

shipments contain all the

very newest styles for 1935-

36 in suits and topcoats.

There are several big groups

of suits, designed especially

for college men, and made

of fine quality materials but

priced very reasonably.

$15 $35

You will need a topcoat immediately and there 13 no better

place to buy one than at Tweddell's. Our raglans. sl.pons

and sport models are- all suitable for young men and there

are many shades and materials to choose from.

$15 $30

Hats, Sweaters, Furnishings

Park Lane. Horton, Brock, and

styles. Queen's sweaters in pure wool, and all the new

furnishings for street or classroom wear.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
139 PRINCESS ST PHONE 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg

Union Notes

The Union is indeed a busy

place, apparently more students

taking advantage of its activities

than in former years.

Dr. Shannon, a graduate of

Queen's, resident in New York,

has presented a beautiful Union

Jack to the Union. This flag will

be flown on all special occasions

from a pole erected on the upper

verandah.

A new ventilating system has

been installed in the Cafeteria.

This is a great improvement,

making the dining room more

airy and pleasant.

The billiard tables have all been

renovated and are now in exce"

lent shape.

JACKSON - METIVIERS
PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY _ GLOVES

SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

AFTER SKATING DROP IN TO

QUEEN'S CAFE
UNION and DIVISION ST.

And have a Hot Chocolate, Hot Bovrtl. with a Sandwich

SEE US ABOUT THAT CLASS DINNER

We have a private dining room for special Dinners, Banquets, etc
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Students-
As Kingston's oldest

established shoe store

we welcome your
patronage.

"A STORE WHERE
YOU WILL LIKE TO

TRADE."

—Fine Shoes

—Slippers

—Hosiery

—Polishes

—Luggage

Courteous service by an
experienced staff.

It pays to pay for

quality.

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1678

For Better Shoes

Hours Announced

For Medical Office

The Queen's Medical Officer,

Dr. Ford Connell wishes to draw

to the attention of the students

the hours at which he can

consulted in his office at th

Kingston General Hospital.

Monday to Friday : Women
1.30 p.m.-2.00 p.m. Men 4.30

p.m.-5.30 p.m.

Saturday : All students 1.15

p.m.-2.45 p.m.

Sunday: All students 10.15

p.m.-10.45 p.m.

Except in case of emergency

students are requested not to

bother Dr. Connell out of office

hours. Any calls can be left at

the Kingston General Hospital,

2;oo.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princean St

GET YOUR
Arts Pin
Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by
the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Kinnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

I.O.D.E. OFFERS
SCHOLARSHIPS

(Continued from page 1)

residence in Canada. When there
is no University in a Province,
the candidates residing in that

Province may apply there only,
not in the Province they are at-

tending college or have taken a

degree.

In awarding the scholarships,

academic attainments and
promise, personal character and
physical fitness are considered.

Other conditions being equal,

preference will be given to a re-

urned soldier's sister, brother,
on or daughter.

Every candidate must send
notice of his or her application

by October 8 to the I.O.D.E.
Provincial Educational Secretary.
Mrs. J. D. Detwiler. I. O. D. E.
Office. Y.W.C.A. Building, Ham-
Iton. Further details may be
obtained from Miss W: Gordon,
301 Annnndale Apts., Kingston.

CAFETERIA OFFERING

FOUR MEAL TICKETS

Warden Explains Prices

And Purposes

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.
Bnllroom in Three Lessons

Tap Dancing CI«i 0r Private

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New
75*
larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lists 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft hrush

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princes* and Wellington
WE DELIVER

THEOLOGY STUDENTS
STUDY PSYCHIATRY

Queen's Theological College has
introduced two new courses into
its curriculum. Students in Theo-
logy will have the opportunity this
year to take classes in psychiatry
and child-welfare with the students
in Medicine. It is felt that this new
departure will fit them better for
the ministry.

These two new courses were an-
nounced at the closing exercises of
the College last April. Rev.

J. R.
Walls, Registrar of the College, in
his address at the Convocation,
stressed the fact that the one ideal
which the College had stood for
throughout her ninety-four years
•mil is standing for now, is a trained
and scholarly ministry-

It

In order to familiarize the ma
students of the University wi
the tariff for meals in the dini

room of the Union the Ward
has prepared the following state

mcnt:

—

Meals may be purchased by
cash or by ticket. Four different

tickets are available.

(1) Weekly meal ticket costing

$5.50. This is possibly the mos
desirable ticket, entitling the

holder to 21 consecutive mea
the very reasonable price of 26c

per meal.

(2) A ticket entitling a student

to $5.50 worth of food for $5.00.

With this ticket which costs $5.00

tudent is charged for the food

lie' selects, the cost of each meal
being indicated on his ticket by
punches. He can purchase food

to the value of S5.50 although th

ticket only costs $5.00. One ad
antage of this ticket is that when

the heavy meal of the day is be-

ng served if a man wishes onl

snack he can have either a 20c
or 25c lunch. This ticket is

for any length of time.

(3) A $4.50 ticket entitles

in to 14 meals at any time
This ticket has been found very

esirable by those who prefe

only one or at most two full mea
day. The other meal or meals

may be paid for in cash or even
more economically by purchasing
a No. 2 ticket.

(4) A 21 meal ticket at $6.75
This is similar to ticket No. 3.

A student may save a certain
amount by purchasing his meal
tickets in advance, for a full scs
sion, or either the fall or spring
term. When tickets are pur
chased in this way a discount of

5% is allowed.

The meals arc served cafeteria
style at the following hours:
Breakfast 7.30-9; Lunch 11.45-1
Dinner 5.30-6.30.

Preparation of food is under
the care of the Dietitian. Miss
Theal, who takes care to assure
the serving of well-balanced
meals. The food is abundant and
varied with ample choice of
meats, vegetables, desserts and
beverages.

Miss Theal will be glad to co-
operate with any student who as
the result of some ailment
require a special diet.

lay

s also the proud boast of
Queen's Theologcial College that
she has always been the hospitable
home of new ideas, the Registrar
stated. These new courses have
been added in keeping with this

Writers

The Literary Editor of
the Journal will be pleased
to receive manuscripts for
publication in the Journal
from any undergraduate
indents. Short stories
articles, essays and poetry

^ left at the journal
Office in care of the Liter-
ary Editor. Submitted
material will receive careful
mention.

Fine Arts Courses At
Toronto University

Protest at Varsity

Over Fee Increase

The dissatisfaction of Varsity

students regarding this year's in-

crease in fees was voiced by many
of the Varsity undergraduates at

a meeting held last week.

The first speaker, Harold

Acker, presented the report of a

committee previously appointed

to look into the matter. He claim-

ed that the raise was unneces-

sary, and pointed out that edu

cational costs in the province

have heoti unduly cut in the last

few years. This new increase

he felt, is greater than the reduc-

tion of the university's grant

warrants.

Mr. Acker was answered by
Paul Brider, who presented the

case for the university. Mr.
Bridle made it clear that due to

cuts in its grant in 1932, the uni-

versity has since been operating

at a yearly loss. To overcome
this, the fees have been increased

so that the institution may be
run on a sound financial basis.

After discussion from the floor,

it was decided to place a large

mass meeting to determine more
clearly the attitude of the stu-

dent body as a whole.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers
of Queen's University

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
:es Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS. INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

CARNEGIE GRANT
AIDS ART CLASSES

(Continued from page 1)

Queen's University and in King-
ston has resulted in the reap-

pointment of Goodridge Roberts
Resident Artist and of Miss

Barbara Lowe as Assistant in

Art.

Art classes will be held in

ample studio quarters provided
by the University on the top
floor of the Old Arts Building.

The fees are very reasonable, in

case exceeding five dollars,

cover the cost of materials and
odels. and in all adult classes

ntitle the student to member-
ship in the Kingston Art Associa-
tion.

-A series of exhibitions will be
own again this year in Room
1 Of the Douglas Library, and

private views will be afforded all

members of the Art Association
th discussion led by Mr.

Roberts.

Features this year include the
use of costume by the models in
the portrait sketching classes.
Groups concerned with poster
esigning and cartooning have
so been added, and for those in-

terested in crafts the studio has
een made available where thev
may work with their own equip-
cnt and receive advice and
riticism from Mr. Roberts.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rEANK 12©BBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

MARRISON'S STUmO
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

New courses in Fine Arts and it

geography at the University of To
ronto were announced by President
H. A. Cody in his welcoming ad
dress to the Varsity student body.

Fine Arts courses may be special
iasd in on a |>ass course, and certain
Fine Arts options are also allowed
on an honour course in Arts. A
rangements have been made as well
to teach Fine Arts in the high
schools of the province, Canon Cody
said, and in this connection

J. W.
L. Forster has donated $1,000 to-
wards the establishment of a Fine
Arts Library. Speaking of the
foundation of a chair in geographv
at Varsity. President Codv describ-
ed it as "a dream of many years
come true." This department will
be the first of its kind in Canada.
Hot!, pass and honour courses will
he offered in the Facullv of Arts
subject lo raiification by tnc S«nate

'

ENSOL DISCOVERED
BY DR. CONNELL
(Continued from page 1)

and received his B.A. in 1915.
He then joined the class of '19

but secured his M.D.. t M in
1918.

Several years of careful clini-
cal use and study will be neces-
sary before any definite claims
can be made for cnsol. The re-
sults to date, it is understood,
have been very consistent and
satisfactory. The Canadian Medi-
cal Journal for' the current month

II carry nn account of all the
early clinical cases and their
amazing results. Further infor-mal concerning Dr. Council's
discovery is being withheld until

publication r.f this article.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

2SS PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. . Phone 3180
If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L>» Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

OFFICE: 101 EARL ST.

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 66 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

DAY and NIGHT SF.RVICE
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

RES- PHONE 2544

Advertisers make publication o
Journal';, possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Queen's Students
WELCOME BACK TO KINGSTON

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.
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Grad Employment
Connell's Quest For Cataract

Increases To Figure r T J T r iT
Of 1 93 1 Smith Savs

Lure Leads 1

0

Enso1 Discovery>ays

Miners Nearly All Get Jobs
—Other Professions

Improved

Employment of graduates
hack to a figure equal to that of
1931, Gordon Smith, director of
Queen's Employment Service, stated

in an interview on Wednesday.
As evidenced by employment

curves compiled by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics. Queen's em-
ployment corresponds closely to

general conditions in Canadian in-

dustry. Queen's Employment Ser-
vice has proved itself an excellent

barometer of industrial employment
conditions, Mr. Smith stated.

The graduates best received were
the miners and geologists. For
them the demand was about equal
to the supply. Most of the chemists
and chemical engineers and a num-
ber of mechanicals also found em-
ployment in their own professions.

Civil and electrical engineers, es-
pecially the latter, fared worst
among the science men. Because
Of the small amount of construc-
tion going on in Canada, Mr.
Smith admitted that their outlook
could not he very hopeful.

'35 Commerce graduates fared
better ihan-their predecessors. But
for Arts grads generally, especially
the women, jobs were very scarce.
Mr. Smith described Arts as a pre
vocational training and added that
the professions such as teachin

(Continued on page 8)

SPEAKER DISCUSSES

ART INPHOTOGRAPHY

John Vanderpant Praises
Ottawa Salon

BV BARBARA LOWE
"It is the relationship of one

thing to another, whether it be
notes of music or parts of a pic-
ture, which gives tis the quality
through which we express our
selves." stated John Vanderpant.
E.R.P.S., of Vancouver, who
lectured here Tuesday on "Ad-
ventures in Pictorial Photo-
graphy."

"Any art is an expression of
amotions, and photography has
>ts place in the artistic sphere if

one looks at it from the artistic

rather than the technical side,"
Mr. Vanderpant continued. "The
'»asis is the same although the

medium is different, and in pic

toriaJism one should strive for

simplicity."

The speaker showed slides

both oT modern paintings and of

photographs, thus revealing the

which can be obtained
n either medium. He stressed

the value of form relationship,

'"'d his many photographs of

Krai n elevators from different

•'"gles and in a variety of lights
e*Plained how this could be ob-
tained.

Mr. Vanderpant has just come
fr°m Ottawa, where he acted as

°"e of the judges of the Second
"iternational Salon of Photo-

(Continued on page 7)

Spent Holidays, Evenings
Carrying Out

Research

Receives Praise
BY GOLDWIN SMITH

'

The Canadian Medical
Journal for September, con-
taining Dr. Hendry Con-
nell's article on the treat-
ment of malignancies by
Ensol, has now appeared.
The discovery of this treatment

through years of research makes a
fascinating story.

During 1930 Dr. Hendry C.
Connell, who had long been inter-

ested in the treatment of cataract,

started research work using body
enzymes. His first laboratory was
in the attic of the old Medical
Building. He worked on this sub-
ject for several years, and in 1934
he published a paper on it in the
Canadian Medical Journal. About
this lime the idea of using bacterial

enzymes occurred to him, and he
enlisted the aid of Mr. Holsgrove
who had had much experience in

bacteriology. Together they worked
evenings, holidays, Sundays, early
in the morning and sometimes most
of the night, The rebuilding of the

Medical Building forced them to
move their laboratory to the Physics
Building where the University kind-
ly supplied them with a room, light

heat and power.

Their work on cataracts led them
to the realization that specific

enzymes could be produced merely
by adding to specific protein as a
base of the culture media, on which
the proteolytic bacteria were grown.

Research on cataractous lenses
led to the development of the Ensol
treatment for cancer. Ensol is a
bacterial enzyme in solution, the
name being derived from the first

syllables of the words enzyme and
solution. It acts apparently by a
process of hydrolysis.

(Continued on page 8)

DR. HENDRY CONfJF.LI

GERMAN PREDICTS

SUCCESS OF HITLER

Exchange Student States
People Of Nation Back

Fuehrer

Freshmen

Freshmen Regulations for

all Arts freshmen go into

effect on Friday of this week.

This means all freshmen must

wear tarns and ribbons as

specified in Article XI of the

A.M.S. Constitution. After

Friday the Arts Vigilance

Committee will begin to

function.

BY W. A. NEVILLE

Anticipating nothing but
a successful outcome for

Hitler's experiment in Ger-
many. Dr. Heinz Lo'efke,

German exchange student at

Queen's, declared in an in-

terview with the Journal
that despite rumors to the

contrary the German people

are whole-heartedly behind
der Fuehrer in his effort to

reconstruct the Fatherland
economically and socially.

Dr. Loefke has come to

Queen's to do post-graduate

work, having received his doctor-

ate of philosophy in economics

from the university at Giessen.

While at Queen's Dr. Loefke will

(Continued on page 6)

No. 2

$50,000 Bequest TWENTY-THREE TRICOLOR GRIDMEN
Left To University

Income To Provide Aid For
Students And For

Scholarships

Donor Was Trustee

A bequest of $50,000 has been
left to Queen's University by the

late William Wallace Near, a

former trustee of the University.

The income from the trust fund is

to be used for the financial aid of

needy students or for scholarships.

Mr. Near was not himself a

graduate of Queen's but was one
of her warm friends. In October,

1 934, he was appointed to the

Board of Trustees to succeed the

late Senator Haydon. He was
president and manager of Page
Hersey Tubes, Ltd., and vice-presi

dent of the Dominion Bank. His
death occurred suddenly on July 12

at the Wcllesley Hospital, Toronto.

He was sixty-nine years of age.

Needs New Talent

Guild Announces

First Meeting To Be Held

On Tuesday

SENIOR SCIENCE MEN
PLAN BURLESQUE

Floating across the campus as

gently as an engineer gone berserk

Daine Rumor has been spreading

tales of a monster BURLESQUE
show to he put on before Christmas

by the gay blades of Science '36.

Although we could ascertain very

few fads about the pulchritudinous

project of the men of Science it is

evident that the all-male chorus

will feature a fast-moving hot-cha

show which will bring back mem-

ories of die "Shooting of Dan

McC.rew" in last, year's College

Frolics.

Cheaper Year Book
Announced By Staff

The staff of the Queen's Univer-

sity Tricolor has just announced

siinie novel and interesting plans

for the college year book.

The Tricolor, which in former

years was a publication intended

primarily for the graduating classes,

this year to extend its scope so

to embrace the entire student

body, both undergraduates and

graduating.

\ new feature will be the inclu-

sion of photographs and subject

matter which will deal with the

Queen's Dramatic Guild, Debating

Society, and other student organ-

zations, as well as with important

events concerning the individual

years. Ashas been customary, the

photographs of ^mduating students

will be included, and as many suit-

hie college life pictures as the stu-

cnts individually are willing to

contribute to the editorial depart-

ment. Another new feature will

be the addition of a joke depart-

ment in order to add a touch of

amusement to the book, so be sure

send in your favorite jokes at

an early date.

(Continued on pnge 8)

- The Queen's Dramatic Guild

will hold their first meeting for the

session on Tuesday at 7.30 p.m. in

Grant Hall. A lot of new talent

required as well as scene painters

designers, costume rs and prelim

inary directors. All those interested

in this work are asked to be pres

ent. The directorate extends ;

ENTRAIN FOR QUEBEC METROPOLIS

TO MEET STRENGTHENED RED TEAM

Queen's Squad Impressive
In Week Of Stiff

Workouts

Coach Satisfied

BY An CRATION

Twenty - three Queen's senior

football stalwarts will board the

train at noon to-day bound

Montreal where to-morrow on the

slopes of old Mount Royal they

will meet McGill's famed Redme
in their first scheduled Intercoll

ate fixture.

kgi

special invitation to all new
dents to attend and become

quainted with Guild activities.

After the meeting refreshments

ivill be served.

Plays with large casts are to be

selected in order to afford every

member an opportunity to perform.

More detailed information about

forthcoming productions will he

given out at the meeting on Tues-

day. Casting will begin next week.

The directorate for the Queen's

Dramatic Guild for the preseni

year is as follows: President. Lome
Greene ; Vice-President, Dorothy

Stuart; Business Manager, Walk
Mnir; Advertising Manager. Larry

Cminien; Stage Manager, Erskinc

Mnrden ; House Manager, John

Sutherland
; Property Manager,

Arthur O'Grady; Wardrobe Mis-

!ress, Margen Morton; Director of

Meetings, Anne Sudgewick.

In perfect physical trim after

two weeks' conditioning period

during which time they have been

bitting a dizzy pace in their daily

workouts, the team is ready

anything Joe O'Brien's proteges

have to offer.

The squad completed a tough

week's grind yesterday at

Stadium, ambling through a brisk-

signal praclice and perfecting thei

fine assortment of plays.

For the past two years Queen

have been noted for their splendi

defensive qualities, but this season

besides giving plenty of attention

this important department of th

game. Coach Ted Reeve has devel

oped a system of attack which wi

keep opposing clubs on the jump
to check. Having more reserve

strength on hand than he has had

since coming to Queen's the Coach

expects his boys to come home

front for the second successive

year and is counting on a win to

morrow as one of the steps to that

end.

McGill ably demonstrated h\

rolling up a sizeable score again

R.M.C. that they have power

copious, quantities and that they

will he tough to beat. However

Queen's do not fear the Redmen

and figure that by five o'clock to

morrow evening they will be firmly

set in first place looking down upon

the Montreal students.

JJp to press time Coach Reeve

gave no indication as to his start

ng line-up, but stated that the full

roster of twenty-three players

would make the trip, twenty of

whom will he atlmved to strip for

the contest.

The Tricolor will have several

newcomers who will make their

debut in big time football at Mont

real to-morrow, hut in the main

most of the players who made foot

(Continued on page 5)

Resplendent In New Uniforms

Queen's Band Goes To Montreal

The Queen's Rand will make its

first appearance this year at the

McGill-Qucen's game in Montreal.

The new uniforms for which even-

one has been waiting will be worn

for the first time.

These new uniforms were pur-

chased through a grant of $500.

presented by a former student. The

tunics are to be red with brass

buttons, blue cuffs decorated with

gold braid and blue shoulder straps

with gold braid, Yellow belts will

lend a finishing tricolor touch to

the tunics. Blue trousers with a

wide yellow stripe down each side

will complete the outfit. So far no

hats have been procured but plans

are being made to hold a tag-day,

the proceeds to go to purchasing

hats.

This year the band is to be led

by A. M. Jones. With a total of

31 pieces, it ought to make a great

ihowing at both the local and

out-of-town games.

O'Brien Has Strong Line
To Oppose Reeve's

Tankers

McGill Hopes High

Sptfuil lit the "Journal" from th*

MtGitt "/W.
Montreal, Oct. 2 — The McGill

football team reported today in fine

shape for the game Saturday. The
McGill squad this year, under the

coaching of O'Brien and Foster,

has developed into a powerful team

offensively and defensively.

Last year's line is practically in-

tact with Robb, Freeman, Ruschin,

Homig, Drury, Letoumeau, Stock-

well and Mack on hand. Newcom-
ers to the line are Fleming, Fletcher

and Bourne with Novinger and

Fyshe new outsides. In both games

to date this line has been practic-

ally impenetrable while it has suc-

ceeded in tearing wide holes in the

opposing lines.

The backfield is made up of new

material, and is a trifle inexperienc-

ed but this has not been noticeable

to date. Fred Wiglc, captain and

last year's snap, is playing at quar-

ter. He was injured in the game

with R.M.C. last week, hut is ex-

pected to play part time on Satur-

day. Laurie Byrne alternates with

Wigle at quarter. He is fast and

an excellent ball carrier.

(Continued on page S)

PHYSICS PROFESSOR

CONTLNUESRESEARCH

Impressed By Teaching In

Universities On This
Continent

BY W. F. RANNIK

Research investigation into the

metabolism of growing cells is

eing carried on at Queen's by

Dr. Gerbardt Schmidt. Carnegie

research fellow and furmer lectur-

in Pathological Physiology at

rankfurt University. Dr.

chmtdt arrived last April to con-

nue his research and will short-

publish the results of his ex-

riments.

"My main object is tn create

experimental basis for the

etter understanding of patho-

logical growing, especially of the

n-c tfr process," said D r

.

Schmidt. "I am concentrating my
ork on two main problems; the

iochemistry of nuclear proteins

and the mechanism of biological

nthesis of proteins in cells."

When asked for a comparison

between university systems in

e r m a n y and Canada. Dr.

Schmidt stated that he was
strongly impressed by the great

votion to teaching in the uni-

versities of this continent. He
paid tribute to Queen's profes-

ors for their thoroughness in

resenting courses to the stud-

ents stating that the.. German
teaching system is^iflore loosely

organized and that there the stu-

dents are left more to their own
devices.
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EilablubtJ )8t?

KINGSTON BRANCH—Kiai 4 CUrtnc* So
W. R. BELCHER. Muiiicr

WELCOME
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Incomparable Clothing Values

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Queen's Students

FINE QUALITY

Suits, Overcoats,

Hats
and Young Men's

Furnishings

at popular and pleasing

prices,

We extend a cordial in-

vitation to Queen's stu-

dents to visit our stone.

Look about. See all the

new, smart styles.

You'll enjoy seeing and
we'll be delighted to

show. Make our store

your meeting place. Feel
right at home.

See Our Special

19.75

Suits and Overcoats

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Prise Clothing

Store

STUDENTS!
SAVE AS MUCH AS

YOU SPEND—

attend the

NYAL

2 fori"
SALE

now on—this week only

AT

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Nyal Store* 4

THE BOOKSHELF
BY GUY AUSTIN

London: Geoffrey Bles. $1.75.

Pilgrim Father, by Guy Austin,
j
where in record time even if the

declination is unknown.

Mr. Austin's first position was

Boston and his picture of life (here

is, I imagine, accurate in its port

rayal of a sedate and aristocratic

tin

Several years ago there appeared

a somewhat startling book by

Frederick Philip Grove. It was

called hi Search of America and

described in a lively manner the

trials and tribulations of a young

Englishman in search of work in

the L'tiitwl States. The book gave

an inside view of American bust-

ncss-li fe and of that American

creation, the racket.

Mr. Austin's book reminds me

of In Search of America. The au-

thor has, however, the doubtful ad-

'antage of a position in American,

society several steps higher than

Mr. Grove. Mr. Austin is not a

honk- salesman or a bell-hop but the

director of radio advertising for en-

terprising United Stales firms.

The Pilgrim Father came to New
York from England just before the

great American depression, and he

describes life in New York during

those trying years. It is a cheerless

pectaele of insecurity and often

poverty—even men in responsible

positions and well-paid arc never

certain when they will be on the

street. An Englishman's impres-

ion of America, especially of the

America of this period, is al-

ways of interest, and this English-

man's picture is doubly so. The

first thing that strikes him is the

\merican speed and "go-getter"

menlalin—the perpetual rush char-

acteristic of the ordinary city-bred

\merican—the desire to get some-

with glimpses of an under

world. The cashier of a restaurant

was pointed out to the author b

friend] as one who would "bump

off" anyone for twenty dollars.

Our pilgrim father's picture of

New York is vivid and animated.

We have here 'he high-pressure

salesmen, the inconveniences of

apartment-house life, the speak-

easies and the glitter and glamour

of Broadway with lively backstage

cenes connected with the author's

business as conductor of advertising

broadcasts. Mr. Austin can not as

any Britisher can not, help noticing

in America the' all-pervading de-

mocratic spirit. Although the United

States has its own aristocracy, the

democratic feeling is predominant.

Men (and to a less extent women)

of all classes in and out of society

are on familiar terms with every-

one, for everyone is an American

citizen.

Mr. Austin briefly mentions the

immorality of high-school life, of

which we heard an echo some time

ago from Judge Ben Lindsay.

From this and from several other

illuminating vignettes of American

so-called "fast-life" the conclusion

we reach is that American life is at

heart unsound and unhealthy. That

at least is the impression it has

given to this Englishman during his

stay in the United States.

Levana Notes

The Kingston branch of the

in
1 I,'- Alumnae Association

will hold its regular monthly

meeting this evening at 8 o'clock

in the Common Room at Ban

Righ.

* » *

The Montreal branch of the

Queen's Alumnae will bold a tea

(or Alumnae and friends at the

Queen's Hotel following the Mc-
Gill-Queen's rughy game on Sat-

urday afternoon. A cordial invi-

tation is extended to all Queen's

friends. Tea 50 cents.

More Than Hundred
Take Ban Righ Oath

Send the "Journal" to your
friends. $1,75 a year.

Come
To

McCallums
and get a picture, the kind you
can look at a hundred times and
enjoy. Then get a lamp that
will harmoniie with tbe colour
scheme oi your room and make
it "homey."

If you haven't visited McCal-
lumi yet a real pleasure awaits
you,

McQLtxiium (gift

395 Princess St. Phone 1931

More than a hundred freshcttes

gathered in the Common Room of

Ran High Hall on Monday evening

to take Ihe Ban Righ oath at the

picturesque fireside ceremony.

Mavis McGwire, house-president,

read the prologue to the ceremony
while each freshtttc in turn knelt

before the fire to repeat the tradi-

tional vow. The initialcs to Ban
Rigll were then taught college

songs.

The* ceremony was followed by

a meeting at which Margaret

Davis, president of Levana, wel-

comed the freshcttes and introduced

the members of the Levana e.

icutive council.

The meeting was brought to

close by the reading of rules and
regulations and refreshments were
served.

Campus and Gym
The Levana Tennis Tourna-

ment is progressing favourably.

Mmost all second round matches

have been played and the remain-

ng games are expected to be

played this afternoon.

The team will consist of four

players, two playing singles and
two doubles. This is a new ar-

rangement necessitated by the

entry of McGill, thus making a

total of five colleges to compete.

The Meet will' be held at Western,

not at McMaster, as previously

stated.

* * *

All girls interested in forming

a swimming club are asked to

communicate with Jean MUlican

or sign the notices that will be

posted soon on the bulletin

boards in the Gym, Ban Righ and
the Arts Building.

There are a number o[ students

registered for the life saving and

bronze medal classes. Any others

who are interested arc asked to

get in touch with Miss Murpln
These classes will begin soon.

Swimming hours are from 2.00-

3.00 every afternoon except Sat-

urdays.

* * *

Badminton players may start

playing early this year. Tbe nets

arc up daily except Saturday from
1.00-3.00 p.m.

Freshies Have Fun

Round Big Bonfire

The freshctte coming-out party

placed them in a marked class

Wednesday evening.

Traditional tarns a-slant and pla

cards proclaiming name and home

town slung .over their backs, the

troop marched gaily to Leonard

Field to a bonfire and weiner

roast. Four seniors led the bun

drcd odd freshettes in Queen's

songs and yells. The girls soon

mastered these and are now in

polished shape to do seventy-five

per cent, of the cheering at forth-

coming rugby games.

Club To Hear Talk

From Prof. G. Clarke

Professor George Herbert Clarke,

head of the English Department

will address the English Club at

its inaugural meeting on Tuesday

at 3.30 p.m. in the Red Room, Arts

Building. Dr. Clarke's subject

will be announced later. Afternoon

ten will be served at the close of the

address.

Membership in the English Cub
is not limited to students of Eng-

lish but is open to members of any

faculty who are interested in some

aspect of literature.

A syllabus of the club's activities

ill be published shortly. E. C.

Kyle, University Librarian, Mrs.

Gregory Vlastos. who will speak on

the drama of the masses,. Prof. FI.

L. Tracy and Mrs. Eric Duthie are

already slated to speak. Under-

graduates also will give papers, and

short-story and poetry competitions

will be held throughout the year.

Modem Art Exhibit

Coming To Library

Fine reproductions of modern

paintings and drawings will be ex-

hibited by the Queen's Art Depart-

ment in Koom 111, Douglas Lib-

rary, from October 4 to 13. Mod-
ern art in all its phases is of great

interest today, and since the

French have been the chief expon-

ents of the new movement many
of the pictures on exhibit are by

such artists as Cezanne, Renoir,

Manet and the like, with other nat-

ionalities represented by Picasso,

Van Gogh, Augustus John and

Moise Kisling. The reproductions,

most of [hem excellent facsimiles,

have been loaned to tbe Queen's

Department by the National Gallery

of Canada in Ottawa.

A. M. S. Election Date Set
For October 23

Misinterpreted

Convict—When does the fnn
start?

Warden—What fun?

Convict—Well, the Judge said

I was to be sent here for the time

0 £ my life.—Globe.

S. C. M. Plans Meeting For
Tuesday Evening

A Student Mas* Meeting, spon-

Sored by the S.C.M., will be held

on Thursday evening in Convo-
cation Hall, the time to be an-
nouni ed later,

Student speakers will present
the platforms of the fonr politi-

cal parties in Canada. A panel
discussion will follow.

A.M.S. elections will be held

on Wednesday, Oct. 23rd, it was
decided at the meeting of the

Alma Mater Society executive on
Tuesday night. Dan Bateman
was appointed Returning Officer.

A Joint Flection Committee, with

Reg Barker as Convener, will be

formed shortly. Nomination day

is set for Thursday, Oct. 10th.

LIVINGSTON'S

Men off for College are headed

for a lot of headaches if they

have the wrong clothes. Ask the

man who's been there. For years

Livingston's has been headquart-

ers for Queen's Student require-

ments and it is again with

pleasure we look forward to

meeting our many friends, and

extend a cordial invitation to the

Freshmen to come in and get

acquainted. You will receive

the same courteous treatment

whether you come to buy or look.

Everything you require in

men's clothing, ready made or

custom made, including dress

suits or tuxedos, also exclusive

men's furnishings and dress ac-

cessories, at prices to please you.

Senior Intercollegiate football

schedules given away. Ask for

one.—Advt.

WANTED
Two co-eds for counter work.

Alternate evenings from 8 to

10.30.

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP

Coming Events

Today

:

8.00p.m.

Saturday

:

1.00p.m.-

2.30p.m.

4.00p.

Sunday

:

2.30p.m.

—Kingston Alumnae
Meeting

Ban Righ Hall

-Junior O.R.F.U.

Football

Queen's vs. K.C.V.I.

Lower Campus
-Senior Rughy
Queen's vs. McGill

Molson Stadium

Montreal

-Alumnae Tea
Queen's Hotel

Montreal

-League for Social

Reconstruction

Y.W.C.A.

On returning from a country

holiday a child was met by its

mother. Tbe little one at once

began to talk about country ex-

periences, and described picking

strawberries for breakfast. The

mother replied: "Yes, and I won-

der you didn't fall out of the tree

and break your neck."—Globe.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

phone 360
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS PHntiDg *
Programmes Every

Constitutions
117 Brock St

- Description

Phone 1510

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUP8

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for Ail Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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A. M. S. Minutes

QUEEN'S COLLEGE
COLORS

Tune—John Brown's Body

Queen's College Colours we ai

wearing once again,

foiled as they are by the battle and

the rain,

Yet another victory to wipe away

the stain

!

So boys, go in and win I

CHORUS
Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath

!

Oil-tliigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath

!

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban
rig-hinn gu brath

!

Cha-gheil! Cha-gheil! Qia-gheil!

McGill has met defeat before

they've heard the same old tale

Of Queen's College Colours, boys

the ones that seldom fail!

Remember Captain Curtis and the

conquerors of Yale,

So boys, go in and win!

There may be other colours to the

breezes oft unfurled,

And many another college yell by

student voices hurled,

Queen's College Colours are the

dearest in the world,

So boys, go in and win!

INTERCOLLEGIATE YELLS
QUEEN'S

Queen's! Queen's! Queen's!

Oil-thigh na Banrighinn gu-brath

Cha gheil! Cha gheil! Cha gheil!

McGILL
M-C-G-I-L-L

What's the matter with old McGill?
She's all right. Oh, yes, you bet.

McGill ! McGill ! McGill

!

Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah!

Rah! Rah! Rah!
McGil!

!
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A meeting of the A.M.S. Execu-
tive was held in the Gymnasium at

7 p.m., October 1, 1935, with the

Vice-President in the Chair.

Present: Mr. Sheppard: Misses
Davis and Lyons Messrs. Barker,
R. W. Young, Ethcrington, Biesen-

thal, Joy, Marks, Malone. J. C.
Young, Christie, Campbell and the

Permanent Secretary-Treasurer.

The minutes of the Executive

meeting of April 4 were ratified and
signed by the chairman.

Communications

A request having been received

from the Newman Club of Queen's

University for formal affiliation

with the Alma Mater Society, it

was unanimously resolved, upon
motion of Mr. Barker, seconded by
Mr. Marks, that the club be given

official sanction by the Society.

Upon motion of Mr. Campbell,

seconded by Mr. Barker, a bro-

chure from the University of Mel
bourne Debating Team, Victoria

Australia, regarding a proposed

tour of Canada and the United

States, was referred to the Queen's

Debating Union for action. It was

resolved upon motion of Mr. J. C
Young, seconded by Mr. R. -W,

Young, to ratify the appointment of

Mr. R. Davis of Lawrence Cro

mien as Advertising Manager of the

1936 "Tricolor".

A letter having been received

from the Secretary of the A. B. of

C. requesting that steps be taken

to keep students and others off the

playing-field during the intermis

sions of football games, it was re

solved on the motion of Mr
Barker, seconded by Mr. Campbell

that the presidents of the Faculty

Societies arrange with the various

Vigilance Committees to organize

the freshmen as constables to carry

out this request.

Queen's Band

Mr. A- L. Campbell, reporting

for the committee appointed to in-

vestigate ways and means of finan-

cing the Queen's Band, recommend-

ed that the Alma Mater Society

give a grant of $100.00 and that

the Faculty Societies and Levana
be requested to contribute $35.00

each.

It was resolved upon motion of

Mr. Barker, seconded by Mr
Marks, that the Alma Mater So-

ciety make a grant of $100.00 to-

wards the band and also advance

$60.00 to enable it to make the trip

to Montreal on October 5, the lat-

ter amount to he returned to the

Society later.

Cheer Leaders

Upon motion of Mr. Campbell,

seconded by Mr. Barker, it was re-

solved that Mr. Christie and the

Permanent Secretary - Treasurer

form a committee to purchase

sweaters for the cheer leaders.

Cheques

It was unanimously resolved

upon motion of Mr. Barker, sec

onded by Mr. Joy. that Mr. R. A.

Sheppard, as Vice-President, be

empowered to sign cheques for the

Society until the fall elections.

Fees

Upon motion of Mr. Barker, sec-

onded by Mr. J. C. Young, the Per-

manent Secretary - Treasurer was

instructed to write to the Univer-

sity Treasurer asking that the fees

of the Society be turned over to

A.M.S. account.

Elections

Upon motion of Mr. J. C. Young,

seconded by Mr. Barker, it was re-

solved that the A.M.S. elections be

held on Wednesday, October 23,

with nominations on Thursday,

October 10.

It was unanimously resolved up-
on motion of Mr. Campbell, sec-

onded by Mr. Joy, that Mr. D.
Bateman be appointed Returning

Officer for the A.M.S. elections.

Students' Directory

It was unanimously resolved,

upon motion of Mr. Campbell, sec-

onded by Mr. Marks, that Mr.
Sheppard and Mr. J. C. Young
form a committee to select the

Editor of the Students' Directory.

Purchases

Upon motion of Mr. Barker, sec-

onded by Mr. R. VV. Young, it was
resolved to ratify the purchase of

goods by the Secretary-Treasurer

prior to the opening of College, and
to empower him to purchase an
office table.

It was resolved upon motion of

Mr. R. W. Young, seconded by-

Mr. Malone, to leave until the next

meeting of the Executive the ap
pointment of A.M.S. Court officials.

Social Functions

Upon motion of Mr. Campbell

seconded by Mr. Marks, it was re-

solved to grant the application of

the Arts Society for permission to

hold a Tea Dance on October 11.

A.C.E.

Upon motion of Mr. J. C
Young, seconded by Mr. Barker

it was resolved to authorize pay-

ment of $12.50 towards the "Jour-

nal's" membership in the Associa-

tion of College Editors.

The meeting then adjourned.

Robert Crawford Is

NowSeniorGraduat

Upon Captain Robert Crawford

Arts ^6°. of Kingston, lias fallen

the mantle of the senior graduate

on the alumni roll at Queen's. He
succeeds Dr. Alexander Bell, Med.

'65, who passed away in Toronto

on September 1,

Captain Crawford is a hale octo-

genarian who has spent more than

half a century as a coal merchant

at the foot of Queen Street, King-

ston, and whose continued activity

belies his age and his graduation

with a B.A. sixty-six years ago.

Beginning life as a mariner in

the 'sixties, Captain Crawford spent

his college vacations sailing lake

and river vessels. When Captain

Crawford entered Queen's in 1R6;

Queen's University classes were

held in the annexes of the present

Principal's residence, in which

studied forty-eight other students

of Arts and Theology. In 1869

Mr. Crawford was the first gradu-

ate to be awarded the Prince of

Wales Prize "for the best papers

it the examination for B.A."

Capt. Crawford can recall the

days when Kingston harbor
—

"a

forest of masts"—was one of the

most important trading centres on

the lakes. Just across the street

from his coal office in those days

was the elevator of the Montreal

Transportation Company, and the

yards hummed with activity from

the "building of the windjammers.

In addition to beine; at bis office

every day, Captain Crawford still

retains a very active interest in his

Alma Mater. For many years he

has been a member of the Board

of Trustees as representative of the

Faculty of Applied Science.
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The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of\

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will I

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His\

identity will be considered con-

fidential if the writer so desires.

Arts '36 thinks residence for men an
excellent idea.

The Editor,

Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

Your comment on the editorial

page to the effect that a residence

for men would be an admirable

project for the University to con-

sider is a point well taken.

The tremendous influx of cancer

patients in the last few months has

aggravated the boarding - house

problem for students and many are

unable to find lodgings within their

means. Some years ago the Uni-

versity is reputed to have refused

the offer of a men's residence be-

cause of the string attached requir-

ing compulsory military training.

While that refusal was perfectly

reasonable at the time there are

many to-day who would be willing

to undergo military training just

for the sake of having a decent place

to live. Four years' existence in a

finy Kail hedroom is an unpleasant

prospect for anyone.

If another philanthropist shoul

make the same offer to-day th

majority of the students would be

quite willing to accept it. In the

meantime Kingston landladies are

making a good living from cancer

patients who will probably continue

to flock to Dr. Connell for treat

ment. A men's residence for stn

dents would thus he a reasonable

project against which none could

have objections.

Can't we establish some sort of

fund for this purpose?

Sincerely yours,

Arts '36.

"I am never pleased—even with

myself."— (Benito Mussolini)

MODELS WANTED

In classes in Portrait-Sketch-

ing, Fur further particulars write

Miss Barbara Lowe, Art Depart-

ment, Queen's University.

New Film Society Is Praised

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Dear Sir

:

I would like to beg some space

in your column to compliment the

newly-formed Queen's Film So-

ciety on its courage to undertake

such a task. There are many ex-

cellent films produced which never

come to the averagejheatre because

they are considered too high-brow

not exciting enough.

But most of these pictures would

appeal to people with advanced

education, such as college students.

The acting in many of them is

superb yet the picture is rarely dis-

torted in order to give the star extra

footing, as is done in most of the

Hollywood productions.

If the students will only support

ibis organization it will soon be

able to increase the size of its

screen and projector, and also pro-

cure another room which will seal

a larger audience. The large at-

tendance at its first meeting cer-

tjiinly proved that there are many

students willing to support it. And
as the support increases the facili-

ties for better projecting will also

increase.

Yours truly,

Enthusiastic.

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
We again with pleasure extend our sincere

welcome to Queen's students.

EVERYTHING
You require in clothing and exclusive furnishings

priced to please you.

Senior Intercollegiate Schedule Given Away

CALL AND GET ONE

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Welcome back —
To the members of the staff and students returning for

another term we say
—"Welcome back again."

To the Freshmen and Freshettes we extend a welcome

to Kingston and an invitation to drop in and get acquainted.

You'll find this a friendly store, with Good Service and

High Quality the rule by which we measure our usefulness.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170 - 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods

Ladies' Wear— —Men's Furnishings

Send the "Journal" to your friends. $1.75 a year.

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSI VE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next lo Hoag's Drag Store

Phone 4248

^four's Jftoitfjpr S>tyap
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telenraph Delivery Association
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WE SHALL GO AHEAD'

FRIDAY, OCTOUF.R 4tli. 1935

Now Is The Time To Act

Mussolini has gone to war. Seventeen

hundred Ethiopian men, women and child-

ren lie slaughtered on their own soil. Native

villages have been reduced to ruins by the

bombardment of enemy planes. A half-

Civilized, poorly trained nation has become

a victim for imperialistic greed.

Italy cannot plead that she is following

the example of oilier imperialistic powers.

Those days have passed. True, Italy can

present a reasonable case in her desire for

expansion. But such expansion, at the

present day, must not occur at the expense

of millions of butchered men, ruined homes,

and orphaned children. The world will

sacrifice all it has gained since the World

War in enlightened international relations

if this carnage is allowed to continue.

Now is the time when the nations of

the world must co-operate with the League

Sanctions must be applied. Nations can

not fight without money and without

supplies. With economic sanctions in force

the warring states could continue their hos

tiliiies for but a short time. If these are

00t sufficient the League must go the

whole way, Settlements can come — must
come—later, but now the bloodshed must

cease. The nations of the League must
co-operate. Now is the time to act.

tion of the causes of dispute. Peace in

Europe and the world must be maintained

at all costs.

Italy has much on her side. In the dis-

tribution oi colonies and mandates and

commercial spheres after the Great War
he was practically overlooked. Great Bri-

tain and France took over most of the form-

er German colonies, leaving few spheres of

nflucnce and few districts for procuring raw

materials to rapidly-expanding countries

ke Italy and Japan. Germany, Italy and

Japan have been the chief causes of dis-

turbance to international peace since the

1919 settlement, and the most reasonable

explanation is that they were left out when

the rich spoils were distributed.

Looking at the world from a non-British

standpoint, it must he admitted that there

is no good reason why there should be such

uneven distribution of colonies, unless the

right of conquest be recognized.

But, we repeat, the main concern of the

moment is for the League to prove its

raUon d'etre by preventing the threatened

major conflict. The natural course for the

League to follow, if it can limit the war to

East Africa and finally bring it to an end

before it assumes world proportions, is to

try again to settle the vexed question of

colonial empire and raw materials.

First Prevent World War
Within the next few days it must b

proved whether Woodrow Wilson was too

much of an idealist and the League of

Nations was organized before the world was
ready for one, or whether nations arc in

deed in a position today to draft an
ternationai code of laws and punish break

crs of these laws. Will member nations

of the League see fit to carry out their pro

posed economic sanctions against Ital

the face of Mussolini's virtual declaration

of war. or will they, as 11 Duce no doubt
lu. pes, think tir<t of their national interest

and refuse to CO-OpCrate with the League
program?

Gnsal Britain, the champion of the

League in today's prisis, has been censured
—and not entirely without reason—for her
concern for Abyssinian integrity as com-
pared with the apathy she showed when
Japan snatched Manehukuo from China.

The fact that Britain has great commercial
interests in Ethiopia, and especially that
foreign control of Lake Tsana (the water
supply of the great river Nile) might easily

render Egypt useless, puts the island king
doni in an embarrassing position.

The motives of action, however, matter
less today than the action itself. Great
Britain may not be supporting the League
for purely altruistic motives, hut the chic

point is that she is supporting the League
After the ability of the Geneva body
prevent war has been demonstrated, th

time will be ripe for a thorough investiga

Official Notices

Payment of Fees

All fees should be paid at registration. Any

students who have not paid their fees are re-

minded that they must immediately make

settlement with the Treasurer if they expect

to be regarded as students of the University.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for the first

time must have a physical examination. Ap-

pointments for men are made at the Regis-

trar's Office. Women students should consult

Miss Ethelwynne Murphy.

Attendance and Work

Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-

ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

tomorrow. As representatives of the Uni-

versity they can be counted upon to bring

credit and honour to their Alma Mater.

Every undergraduate is hoping for an in-

itial victory. Go in there fighting, team,

and best of luck.

Two important elections are facing the

student body this month. The Federal

elections will be followed shortly by the

election of the A.M.S. executive. The uni-

versity believes in building to a climax.

The Rugby Season Opens
Fall is in the air. Many-colored leaves

are beginning to cover the campus. The
grey limestone buildings are beginning to

look even greyer. .The Kingston rainy sea-

son is about to set in. All these signs can

only mean autumn at Queen's, and autumn

at Queen's means just one thing—rugby.

Tomorrow, at the Molson Stadium in

Montreal, the red, gold and blue sweaters

of Queen's will trot upon the field to give

battle to the Redmcn of Old McGill. For

over forty years now these two teams have

been facing each other on the football field,

wailing for the game to begin, and never

knowing until the final whistle which was
going to emerge the victor. Tomorrow will

he no exception. Both teams are confident-

ly waiting for the starting whistle.

But the Tricolor will have a psychologi-

cal advantage over their opponents. They
are Intercollegiate Football Champions.

Last year, against tremendous odds, they

established their superiority over the three

other colleges. This year they have that

championship title to defend: and defend

it they will until the season is over. The
players have experience, courage, and
proven ability but what is most important

they have that indomitable Queen's spirit

which bows to nothing.

Even the lowliest freshman feels that

spirit when he enters the University. It

Krows and becomes stronger the longer he

moves about among the ivy-covered walls
id the campus buildings until finally it is

part of his own spirit. The Queen's spirit

is inherent in every Queen's student. It

is the teams of the University who focus

this spirit for all to see and admire, and
the Tricolor rugby team is a brilliant ex-

ample. Its members go in fighting: tney
continue to fight to the very end. They are

sportsmanlike winners and they know how
to take defeat. Alibis are not necessary.

With superb coaching and an experienc-
ed leader they will open the college season

Featuring brilliant new uniforms a larg-

er and better Queen's band swings into

action tomorrow at Molson Stadium, Mon-

treal. It will be a worthy representative

of its Alma Mater and should be able to

count on the support of the student body

when its annual tag day is held.

The newly-formed Queen's Film Society

presented its first film on Wednesday. The

capacity audience which attended points to

a successful year for this new venture. The

students showed that they are anxious to

see pictures which, through lack of wide

popular demand, are not available to the

general public.

Good Attendance
Cheers Film Club

Hopes that the newly-formed

Film Club, which proposes to show

good moving pictures once every

week for an admission charge of

ten cents, may continue on the

campus and may eventually expand

into something larger were raised

when capacity audiences attended

the initial showings of "The Blue

Light" on Wednesday.

G. M. R. LeHuquet, Science '3fi,

who organized the Queen's Film

Club, expressed the hope that in the

future it may be possible with the

co-operation of the Dramatic Guild

to make moving pictures on the

Queen's Campus. Mr. LeHuquet

also hinted that if attendance at

other meetings was as encouraging

as that at the first, advanced science

students might he able to make

these films into talkies.

"The Blue Light", a German film

based on a legend of the Dolomite

country, was shown on a small

screen because of the size of the

projector. If the demand is suffi-

cient, a larger projector will be

used at subsequent meetings.

L.S.R. Meets Sunday

The Queen's League for Social

Reconstruction will hold its re-

organization meeting on Sunday

afternoon at 2.30 in the Y.W.C.A
Building on Johnston Street. The
club's program for the coming year

will be presented.

Send

friends.

the "Journal"

$1.75 a year.

SWEET
CAPORAL

faucet
52 Poker H.mdj, any number),

now ccepted at a complete

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

If the Kingston rainy season, which is

about due to begin, could have been trans-

planted to Ethiopia the outbreak of hostili-

ties would probably have been prevented

for several more months.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

STUDENTS 1

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST SERVED
QUICKLY AT

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN AT 7.30 A.M.
Service Hint will please you

Weigh Your Load
Now is the time when we are shoulder-

ing our work for the coming year. Some
of us know from experience the dangers of

overtaxing our capacity. The percentage

of those who are unsuccessful in their year's

work varies but little from year to year.

Among the number you will always find

those who failed because they attempted

too much. The result invariably leads to

discouragement and lack of faith in one's

own ability. Analysis may show that

thoughtlessness was more to blame than

inability.

Standards are high in this University

and every course involves plenty of hard

work. In addition to that, social and
athletic activities make demands. It is in

dealing with these that we overload. Every-

thing attempted takes more time than it

was expected to take. Membership in a

club or enrolment on a team is highly de-

sirable. Membership in several clubs or

enrolment on several teams is highly dis-

astrous.

It is a matter of regret that we lack a

means of checking up on capacity and load
early in the term. There should be a "truck
drive Over scales" scheme whereby an
official could weigh our load and suggest
a maximum. But there isn't. It's up to

each student to determine his own burden.
Those of the first year especially, would be
well advised to avoid loading themselves
too heavy. It doesn't pay. A little more
than enough is by far too much.—Varsity.

FURS
GOURD1ERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
lldesl Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

Marigolb (Safe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S iT
H
c£i

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

OPENING GAMES IN C.I.R.F.U.

To-morrow afternoon on two battle fronts the opening games of
the Senior Intercollegiate Football Union will l,c played Local interest,
naturally, will be centre.] on the Queen's-McGill game at Molson Stadium
where a capacjty crowd is certain to watch two powerful grid machines
fight it out tor supremacy.

While McGill entertains Queen's, Warren Stevens' Blues will be
hosts to Western Mustangs coached this year by Bill Storcn. From
this pouit we are inclined to rate the Tricolor as slight favourites to
beat the Rcdineii for, although the G'Bricn-Foslcr coached outfit have
undoubtedly been strengthened considerably, Ted Reeve's gang is prac-
tically intact from last season when they captured the title in a play-
off with Varsity, and consequently appear strong enough to again
thunder down m front of the other Colleges.

Up in Toronto the Blues should experience little difficulty in tagging
the Mustangs with a loss, but the London University lads are sure to
put up a game fight. Incidentally, football experts are already picking
the Toronto squad with their famous passing duo of Connelly and
Marks to win the College championship hut the Blues still have to go
through the formality of playing a six game schedule. Until that ii
done, predictions usually mean nothing.

QUEEN'S CARRY BIG ROSTER
In sharp contrast to last Fall, when, due to injuries and the frat

row, they were short handed for the majority of their scheduled con-
tests Queen's will entrain this afternoon twenty-three strong in readiness
for the struggle to-morrow with McGill. Twenty men will be dressed
for the game and thus the Tricolor will have the reserve strength es-
scnlinl to teams with championship aspirations.

Many will remember how the "Fearless Fourteen" outplaved and
outscorcd Varsity here at Richardson Stadium last Fall, and th us realiz-

ing that the team is at top strength look for them to continue their
winning ways during the 1935 season. The squad lost only three regulars
Vy graduation, and their places are being filled by men who are destined
to become stars in the rah rah loop.

Generally speaking the football outlook at Queen's is considerably
brighter than it was at this time last year, and this augurs well for a
successful campaign.

TWO NEW COACHES MAKE DEBUTS
Joe O'Brien, head-coach of McGill and Bill Storen, successor to

Joe Breen at Western, will lead their respective teams into action in

Intercollegiate Rugby for the first time on Saturday and fans will

await with interest the results of the games in which their squads will

participate.

• O'Brien, who stepped into Shaughncssy's shoes, when the lure of

the diamond called Shag to manage the Montreal Royals, was forincrly
the ace referee in the College Union and he has a host of friends who
will he pulling for him to make good in a big way in his first season
at (he helm of the Red machine.

Coach Storcn is, however, not a newcomer to Canadian football,

for last year he was head man at Si. Mikes. He laces a tremendous
task trying to rebuild the last place Mustang gridders, but it can be
taken for granted that he will get the most out of the material at

hand. Time will tell.

INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET OCT. 10

All those interested in track activities are asked to report at the
stadium where daily workouts are being held. The Interfacully Meet
is scheduled for next Thursday, Oct. 10th, and a large entry list is

expected.
Although the Tricolor team will greatly miss Bill Fritz this year,

some fine new material has been uncovered and Queen's should have a

strong contingent to take to the annual Intercollegiate Meet to he.

held this year at Toronto.

QUEEN'S JUNIORS PLAY TO-MORROW
The student fans who do not make the Montreal trip will see a

great game to-morrow afternoon at the lower campus, when Queen's
Ill's hoop up with K.C.V.l. in an O.R-FU. scheduled fixture. The
game is hilled for one o'clock.

Murray Griffin thinks he is guiding a potential group winner for he
has at his disposal several youngsters who will be heard from before
long in Senior company. The Juniors deserve plenty of support be-
cause they take their football seriously and expect to bring an O.R.F.U.
title to Queen's. Consequently it is hoped that a good crowd will be
present to give encouragement to the kids.

Reporters Wanted

Tliere arc several vacan-

cies on the sports staff of

the Journal. Those interest-

ed in sports reporting are

requested to telephone A.

E. Gratton at 1156, or apply

at the Journal Office, Stu-

dents' Union.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULES

Oct.

TWENTY-THREE TRICOLOR GRIDMEN

ENTRAIN FOR QUEBEC METROPOLIS

QUEEN'S

Juniors Gridders Meet

K. C. V. I. Saturday

On Saturday afternoon at the

lower campus Murray Griffin's

Tricolor Juniors oppose K.C.V.l.

in the opening game of the local

Jr. O.R.F.U. Group which has

been revived litis year. Queen's

will field an exceptionally strong

team this year and are confident of

winning their group.

Murray Griffin believes that his

team should take the league. He
admits that there is need for im-

provement but feels sure that if alt

the players turn out regularly to

practice every afternoon all fall, lie

can turn them into champions. All

who turn out will get a warm wel-

come as the team has not delinilcly

been picked as yet! The Juniors

are a well balanced squad with a

lieavy line and a likely looking bnck-

field which are the two most im-

portant assets for any team.

Coach Griffin has a great collec-

tion of coming stars among whom

are SpuV Gertzman and Abbott of

last year's Juniors, Carson of

Glebe." Conlin of St. Michael's

Prep team and Dick Wilder of

K.C.V.l.

—Say, wher've you been?

—To a wedding.

"Any good ?"

"Rotten."

"Who got married?"

"I did."

—Argosy Weekly

B. W. F. TEAM WILL
VISIT CORNELL U

The Tricolor Intercollegiate

Pi. W. F. team will journey to

Ithaca, New York, to engage Cor-

nell University scrappers on Janu-

ary 18th, according to an announce-

ment made to the "Journal" by Mr.

Chas. Hicks, Secretary of the A.

B. of'C.

Queen's team, champions Inst

year, arc out to repeat their stellar

performance in this year's Assault

which is to he held in Montreal,

and the local A. B. of C. arc giving

the boys every opportunity for com-

petition before the Intercollegiate

Meet.

In the American college, wrestl-

ing takes precedence over the box-

in" bouts, which are staged in the

afternoon. The wrestlers go to the

mat in the evening as the main

attraction.

(Continued from page 1)

ball history last year by consistent-

ly winning games by a one point

margin will be seen in action again.

Prominent among the ones play-

ing Senior for the first time are

Chuck Peck, 200 lb. ex-St. Mike's

star, Grover Dennis, lanky half of

last year's Second squad, and

Chuck McClean, up and coming

lineman, who also performed last

season with the Intermediates. The

rest of the crew is the same as the

1934 team. Captain Johnny Wing

will work at outside, along with

Jim Scott, and Malcolm Bews.

Tohnny Munro will again look

after the kicking duties ami will

have for his mates on the half-

line Curly Krug Johnny Edwards

Charlie Peck and Red McNichol

Barnabc will call the signals, while

Big Reg Barker will takegoo'd care

of the centre position. For duty

along the wing line Coach Reeve

has Abe Zvonkin, Marty Jones. Me'

Thompson, Jack Lewis, Joe Mc-

Manus. Arch Kirkland. Boh Weir

and Col Dafoe. all regulars from last

year to call upon. At flying wing w

lie husky Harry Sonshine. the best

tacltlcr in the College Union.

With such an imposing array of

stars, the Tricolor will take the

field slightly favoured to turn back

the Red threat. However, anything

can happen in these days of wide

qpeit, football and they will be on

their' toes for all emergencies.

Present indications point to

large crowd accompanying the team

to the Quebec metropolis, to walcl

their favourites take their first

steps in defence of their 1°34

championship. Interest this year is

greater than ever for there are

many who arc anxious to see Ted

Reeve capture his second title in

three years at the helm. To

morrow's battle will at least par

tially answer the question "Can

Queen's repeat?"

First Student : "Read anything of

this John Buchan?"

Second Student: "Yeah, I once

read The Pilgrim's Progress"

Junior O.R.F.U. Schedule

Campus
Campus
Ath. Grounds
Stadium

Stadium

Ath. Grounds

Ath. Grounds
Stadium

Ath. Grounds

Campus
Ath. Grounds

Stadium

Oct. 5 Grads at R.M.C.

5 K.C.V.l. at Queen's

12 R.M.C. at Queen's

12 Grads at K.C.V.l.

15 Queen's at R.M.C.

19 R.M.C. at K.C.V.l.

19 Queen's at Grads

26 K.C.V.l. at Grads

Nov. 2 Queen's at K.C.V.l.

2 R.M.C. at Grads

9 Grads at Queen's

9 K.C.V.L at R.M.C.

McGILL

STOP PRESS
To-morrow's Line-up
Halves, Krug. Edwards, Munro;

flying wing, Sonshine ; quarter,

Raraahe; outside wings, Kirkland,

Weir ; middles, Zvonkin, Lewis

;

insides, Weir, Peck; snap. Barker.

Twenty-three players are being

taken; twenty- will play. Stollcry

and Earle are out with injuries.

Senior

Intercollegiate

-Western at Toronto

Queen's at McGill

Oct. 12—Toronto at Queen's .

McGill at Western

Oct. 19—Queen's at Western

McGill at Toronto

Oct. 26—Toronto at McGill

Western at Queen's

2—Queen's at Toronto

Western at McGill

Nov. 9—Toronto at Western

McGill at Quccn*a

Nov.

middle distances and Zvonkin, Ed-

wards and Dennis in the field

events.

Intermediate

Intercollegiate

Oct 5—Ottawa at R.M.C.

Oct. 12—Queen's at Ottawa

Oct 19—Queen's at R.M.C.

Oct. 23—(Wednesday)—
R.M.C. at Queen's

No. 2—Ottawa at Queen's

Nov. 9—R.M.C. at Ottawa

(Continued from page I)

The half line is much more po-

tent than last year. Anton, fresh-

man star last year, is the best ball

carrier on the team, and averaged

from ten to fifteen yards in the

game with R.M.C. Riddell, vet-

eran quarter is playing the best

football of his- career. Westman

and Doug. Wigle, alternating at

kicking half, are both capable of

matching punts with any kicker in

the Intercollegiate Union West-

man starred for McGill two years

ago. MacQuarrie and McArthur.

two new halves from the freshmen

and intermediate squads of last

year, are both fast and able ball

carriers. Hedge at flying wing

fills Don Young's shoes to per-

fection.

The team expects a hard battle

with Queen's Saturday and is not

over confident, but realizes that a

win is all-important.

Line-up : Hedge, flying wing

;

Westman, half; Riddell, half

Anton, half; Byrne, quarter: Robb

snap; Freeman, inside: Ruscbin.

inside; Honiig, middle; Drur>

middle-; Letourncau, outside; Nov

inger, outside ; McArthur. half

;

MacQuarrie, half; Stockwell, in

side ;
Fyshe, outside ;

Fleming,

middle; Mack, middle; F. Wigle.

quarter; D. Wigle, half; Fletcher,

inside; Bourne, inside.

Track Men Training

For University Meet

Practices for the Interfacully

Track Meet, to be held on Thurs-

day. October 10, have begun in

earnest. The team that is to re-

present Queen's at the intercollegi-

ate meet in Toronto will be picked

according to the showing in the

Interfacully.

While many former meml>crs of

the track team are again out. they

will be given stiff competition by

new material. Anyone who has

not yet turned" out and is interested

in track activities, is urged to come

out to the daily afternoon prac-

tices without delay. Entries will be

received for any events up to the

time of the Meet but candidates are

urged to decide upon and train for

their special events at once.

The team will miss such former

members as Frits. Way and

Bonnill. but there arc many good

men back. There should be an in-

teresting struggle for the inter-

faculty championship. Members of

former teams who will be on band

are Running, Lawson and Knowlcs

in the sprints; Cunningham in the

hurdles; Sutherland, Leng, For-

svth, Lieff and Young in the

HEY FROSH!
(FOR FRESHMEN ONLY)

In your years of college life you will hear that "Hey Froshl"

many and many times over, ljut never will it thrill you as much as

the first time you hear it shouted at you. Tis a thrill you'll remember

often. ,

Another thrill you'll always associate with "Good Old Queen's"

is the remarkable values you will be able to take advantage of at

the Nahorhood Shoe Store/ You will find friendly, courteous, people

to serve you there too. Come in and pay us a visit at 166 Princess St

NaborhooD
STORESHOE

166 Princess Street Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

— 8-
®o ^tu&enta of fl?upen'a

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLF.GE REQUIItEMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

- 102 PRINCESS ST.PHONE 666

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS *16up TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOXX TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CENT A MILE BARGAIN EXCURSIONS

From KINGSTON
to tOTTAWA

*2.25
RETURN

OCTOBER 4
Lv: Kingston 1.30 p.m.

to MONTREAL
$3.50 Return

Lv: Kingston— Oct 4, 1.14 p.m..
SPECIAL TRAIN

— Oct. 5. 1.43 a-m., 3.50 a.m.

Raturn from Montreal nollivH. tnan u l t uutus :
'rom u — .

issst
1

:VcSKris Q»eens ** McGi» Match

Tide!* to Montreal sold only by An
ITtckelA to Ottawa aolJ by Aeonta of Ca
Pacific Railway.

CANADIAN
NATI ONAL

tnta of Canadian National Rallwaya,

lodian National Railways and Canadian

CANADIAN
PACIFIC—

•
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THEY WILL FACE

McGILL TO-MORROW

iPCHIE KIRK LAN D

JOHNNY EDWARDS

-ft IK

IARHY SONSHINE

MAIL

The Qutcn's Postmistress
has requested the Editors of
the Journal to bring to the
attention of students the
fact that they arc expected
to call for their mail at the
P.O. Mailing lists are type-
written every 'day for 'the
benefit of students.

AT THE THEATRE
CAPITOL

"TWO FOR TONIGHT"
with

Bitty Crosby and Joan Bennett

If you arc already feeling the

effects of lectures, by all means go

to see 'Two For Tonight", as it is

one of the lightest comedies which

has been released from Hollywood

in some time. In fact it is so light,

there is nothing to it but a series

of laughs, and songs.

Bing is, of course, a struggling

singer, and then, due to a series of

impossible incidents, he finds him-

self in a position where he is

obliged to write a musical play, and

has for a secretary Joan Bennett.

Thelma Todd plays the other wo-

man, which is. after all, not very

mpnrtant in this case. It is diffi-

ult lo outline the plot as it is so

vague. As far as one can figure

out, however, everything concludes

satisfactorily.

There are several excellent

musical numbers, which do not re-

ceive as much prominence as they

might. Here we might mention

that as an actor, Bing Crosby is

mproving considerably. Joan Ben-

nett is sweet and a little dumb, but

this is mure than balanced by the

humour of Mary Boland, that vet-

eran comedian.

Charlie Chase, the Dionne babies,

and Shorty the Chimpaneze, vie

for favour among the "shorts". It

is very interesting, but fewer

extras" would do. The Fox News
is good. B— —N. MacR.

SILENT AERO MOTOR

BELIEVED POSSIBLE

TIVOLI
"HOP-ALONG CASSIDY"

with

William Boyd and Paula Stone

Do you remember when you

were a little school-boy and used

to go and see cow-boy pictures on

Saturday afternoon r
—"Hop-Along

Cassidy" is another of these pic-

tures, very thrilling for small

children, as it contains plenty of

horses, cattle, and shooting.

The plot of the story is woven
around the usual Wotern theme of

cat tie-rustling, with two rival

ranchers each blaming the other for

the theft of their cattle. The
thief is in reality a notorious

rustler. William Boyd plays the

hero, who, as usual, continually

turns up at the right moment,

rescues the maiden, and solves

everyone's difficulties. If you have

ever read a Western novel, you will

know the plot.

The short, "High, Wide and

Hansom," the serial "The New Ad
ventures of Tarzan" and a very

fair newsreel round out a C+
program, —A.C

London.—Silent aircraft, with

even the hum of the wind through

the bracing wires eliminated, will

be possible in the near future, it is

believed here.

Early nest year the Bristol Air-

Cra ft Company will market a

radical aero engine which is the

quietest motor ever fined to a flying

machine. After 10 years of experi-

ments the firm's engineers have

perfected, on a commercial scale, a

sleeve-valve engine capable of oper-

ating at the high stresses necessary

in an aero motor.

For several months a 500 horse-

power unit, weighing only 750
pounds has been in operation with

different type aircraft. It has been

tried by the Air Ministry, whose
experts have subjected it to more
stringent teat* than usual.

Using the sleeve-valve system
for aircraft means several advan-

tages. The size of the engine is

less, the heat generated in the

exhaust pipes is lowered, petrol and
oil consumption is smaller, and
noise is considerably reduced.

The Bristol engineers believe

that this type engine could, with
effective silencers and expansion
chambers, be made almost as

noiseless as that of a luxury motor
car, .

Another plane noise—the whir-
ring propeller—also is being over-
come by Air Ministry experiments
at Farnborough. They have de-
signed propellers which make tittle

noise.

"It is feasible, with this new
Bristol engine, that during the
next few years, manufacturers will
be able to produce a flying machine,
which, at a height of 5,000 feet, will

be inaudible," one expert declared.

—McGill Daily.

Alumni Reunion To

Begin October 1

1

The annual fall Alunmi Re
union will be held alt Queen's

again this year at the week-end

of the Varsity-Queen's rugby
game. The program for gradu-

ates will begin Friday afternoon.

October 11. with registration at

the Students' Union, and will be

brought to a close by the annual
Reunii mi I >.un:i. to be held in

Grant Hall on Saturday evening.

AH graduates are welcome at

this annual gathering, but the

1935 Reunion is designed particu-

larly for graduates of 1872-73-74-

75. 1885. 1891-92-93-94. 1910-11-

12-13 and 1929-30-31-32.

During the week-end visitors

will be conducted around the re-

modelled Medical Buildings, and
there will be a demonstration uf

clinical cases by the Medical Staff

at the Kingston General Hospi-
tal. At 8.30 p.m. on Friday Prin-
cipal and Mrs. W. H. Fyfe will

receive visiting and local gradu-
ates and members of the staff in

Grant Hall.

The annual Alumni Meeting
will be held in Grant Hall at
9.30 p.m. Fall Convocation, at
which J. G. Ettinger, for almost
forty years principal of Victoria
School, Kingston, and Chief Jus-
tice Lyman Duff of the Supreme
Court in Ottawa, will receive
honorary degrees of Docftor of
Laws, will take place at eleven
Saturday morning.

Class Reunion dinners will be-

held for all years enjoying for-

mal gatherings at 6.00 p.m. Sat-
urday evening. A meeting of the
Board of Trustees is scheduled
for 8.00 p.m. in the Douglas Lib-
rary.

Tickets for the Reunion Dance,
which will commence at 9.00
p.m. in Grant Hall, may be pro-
cured f„r S1.00 each at the office
of the General Alumni Associa-
tion in the Douglas Library.

I went over to see a girl the
other night. We turned on the
radio and started to dance when
her father came in. Without
saying a word he grabbed me and
threw me down the stairs, The
next day I called the girl and
asked her what the big idea was.
"Oh," said she. "father is deaf
and he couldn't hear the radio."

GERMAN PREDICTS

SUCCESS OF HITLER

{Continued from page 1

)

continue his studies in economics

as well as taking classes in Can

adian History and English Liter

ature.

Believing that such quarre

as Hitler has had with the church

and other opposing forces are

necessary steps in the evolution

of the happy, prosperous, and

peaceful state which he visualiz-

es in the near future, Dr. Loefke

asserted that the Nazi dictator

has gained greater favour am
prestige with his people since he

assumed office. The reason for

this is the manner in which Hit-

ler has carried out his election

promises.

"By reducing the number of

unemployed from 7.000.00 at the

time of his assumption of power

to less than 3,000,000 Hitler has

earned the confidence of my
people," said Dr. Loefke. Most

of the unemployed have been ab-

sorbed in public works projects

such as the building of highways
the national housing program and

the army. Compulsory military

service has been introduced for

all young men born since 1913, a

ruling which I barely missed," he

continued. "The service is for

one year and the youth is given

an opportunity ^o choose his own
unit. 'I

With regard to the present

Italo-Ethiopian crisis Dr. Loefke
said that German sympathy is

definitely on the side of Ethiopia

because Germans hate Mussolini
and Italy as much as it seems the

latter hate Hitler and his

people." said Dr. Loefke. It is most
improbable that Germany will enter

any war at this time. Austria is

cause of the bitter rivalry be-

tween the Nazis and the Fascists,

the doctor asserted.

Speaking in a more personal
vein Dr. Loefke went on to tell

the Journal about university life

in his homeland. Dr. Loefke is

a native of East Prussia but
Giessen University is in western
Germany, in the Rhine valley.

The school is an arts college with
about two thousand students of

which ten per cent, are women.
The number of women students
s limited by government ruling.

Incidentally German universities
have been controlled by govern-
ment since mediaeval times. Life
at Giessen centres around the fra-

ternities with duelling as the
favourite form of sport and drink-
ing bouts the outstanding diver-
ion. Duelling in Germany is a
erious business as a number of
scars on Dr. Loefke's face and
head will bear out. When told
the principles of intercollegiate
fencing the Prussian smiled and
went on to say that German fenc-
ing with razor-edged sabres was
much more serious game. Al-

though fatalities are unknown.
Dr. Loefke, who has participated
n seven major duels himself and
witnessed many others, said that
blood-spilling is frequent because
the cheeks, chin, and nose are left

nnprotcctcd. Duelling is the only
form of sport at German univer-
sities and is an integral part of
undergraduate life. Other forms
of athletics, such as team games
are unknown at the universities.
Or. Loefke stated.

Canadian beer is not as good
as German beer. ' there heing
nothing to compare with good
Munich beer to encourage good
fellowship and boisterous singing
•n the "Student Prince" manner
'he German doctor reminisced.

Dr. Loefke arrived in America
a few weeks ago with a party of

fifty German exchange students

one of whom has gone to Toronto

and the others to various United

States universities. Two days

were spent in seeing the high-

lights of New York, the most

memorable of these being the

skyscrapers. Coming from crowd-

ed Germany Dr. Loefke was most
impressed by the wide open spac

es and rather sparcely populated

countryside through which he

passed on his way to Kingston.

And yet he passed through one
of the most thickly populated

districts of New York State.

Queen's impressed him by its

friendly and picturesque atmos-

phere and-although he thought it

strange that there arc no frater-

nities here he anticipated an en-

joyable and profitable year in

Canada. He is looking forward
to visiting French Canada and
other parts of the country during

holiday sessions.

Send

friends.

the "Journal'

§1.75 a year.

Neville Elected President Of
Arts Sophomores

Bill Neville was elected president

of the Sophomores at the year

meeting on Tuesday afternoon.

Other' officers for the coming ses-

sion are: Vice-President, Georgina

Ross; Secretary, Tony Coughlin;

Treasurer. Peggy Publow. Murray

Griffin was elected athletic stick by

acclamation, The vigilance com-

mittee was appointed with Art

Wood as chairman.

The newly elected president ap-

pealed for a larger attendance at

the year meetings. The resolu-

tions passed at these meetings affect

the whole year and everyone should

take an interest in them, he said.

The meetings promise to be more

interesting this year for the presi-

dent has several new ideas for

programs.

G. K. Chesterton: "One of the

paradoxes of this age is that it is

the age of Pacificism but not the

age of Peace."

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Gleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

ELLIOTT1S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

Steacy's Limited
"Kingston's Shopping- Centre Since 1881"

Invites the staff and student body

of Queen's University to make this

store their shopping headquarters

during the College terms.

WE OFFER:

The largest stocks of quality merchandise at

moderate prices for your selection in

—

GENERAL DRY GOODS

DRESS ACCESSORIES

READY-TO-WEAR

MILLINERY

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

And guarantee complete satisfaction with every

purchase.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.



COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened •

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-

W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We- Darn Socks and General Mendine

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

Item and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

BY EDMUND BERRY

THE AWAKENING OF SAM McGEE

Dr. fiupcrt P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY QA8
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 185»

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

VOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most
good Men's Shops

There are strange things done in the Anatomy lab,

When one. there, is working alone.

There's a grind on the morrow, t'will be to your sorrow,
If you fail, and it's hard to atone,

It's the still of the night, and you grope for the light

To set your table aglow.

It goes on with a click, and the echoes come thick.

As your fears you try not to show.

It was on such a night I had turned on the light.

And sat at my place on a stool,

I began to dissect, wondering what to expect

The morrow would bring to a fool.

I plugged for an hour, then began to get sour,

As I coudn't remember the work,

When quite suddenly, the light seemed to be
Dimming, in a sort of a jerk.

"That's funny," said I to myself bye and bye,

While I smoothed down my hair once or so

"If the connection js loose, there isn't much use

Of working much longer. I'll go."

So I rose from my place and just took a pace

When I stopped with a sudden arrest

—

For there on the floor and blocking the door

Sat a corpse, with a hole in its breast.

I wanted to shout and turn me about,

And make for the window quick.

It was useless to flee, for its eye was on me,
And my sagging feet seemed to stick.

My mouth got dry, and my hair stood high,

I'd have given my kingdom to flee.

Then I froze with alarm as it raised its right arm
And pointed its finger at me. i

Then slowly it opened the gap in its map,
For the thing was going to speak;

—

"I'll have you know," it said very slow,

"I ain't no kind of a freak.

I just want to state, before its too late,

If you don't stop fooling your time,

You'll make a hole and let out the soul,

Just as one let out mine."

"Now promise, young man, and promise you can

To stop your fooling and play!"

I nodded a yes, and it wasn't a guess,

Then it seemed to dwindle away.

I breathed forth a sigh, then heard a cry,

Which startled me into a heap.

And there with a frown, the prof, looking down.
Said, "McGee have you had a good sleep:

CAMPBELL TO RUN

IN A.M. S. ELECTION

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.

Arch Campbell was nomina-

ted as presidential candidate of the

Arts-Levana Theology party hi the

forthcoming A. M. S. elections, at

the Arts Society meeting on Tues-

day afternoon.

Other candidates are as follows:

Treasurer, Reg. Barker; Secretary,

Ed. Barnabe; Athletic Stick-

Johnny Edwards. The Vice-Pre-

sident is to be nominated by the

Levana Society.

The Arts Society have ruled out

haircutting and the Arts Concursus

Will deal harshly with any who arc

found doing it. A delegate from

the sophomore year, enquiring about

the new Freshmen Regulations was

referred to the A. M. S.

Union Notes

Send

friends.

the "Journal'

$1.75 a year.

to your

Follow the crowd and eat at the

Union where you are assured of

speedy service. Two men in the

Q at the Tuck Shop window were

limed. They took but 21 and 23

minutes respectively from the time

they were at the window until they

had eaten and come out of tlie

dining room.
* * *

The Union is becoming busier

every day and at lunch well over

200 meals are served daily.

Mother: Johnny, don't run so

fast around the house. You'll fall

and hurt yourself.

Johnny: If I don't run fast it'll

hurt anyway. Dud's chasing- me!

A Bit Personal

Bill — What would you do if

you were in my shoes?

Tmii—Clean them.—Globe.

ANOTHER SPECIAL EXCURSION
For Queen's Students Through Glorious 1000 Islands

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th, 1935

ONE HOUR STOP AT CLAYTON, N.Y.

Clayton Boat Line leaves foot of Brock Street at 1.30 p.m.

FARE: $1.50 ROUND TRIP

Come and enjoy this tour on a fast glass-cabined yacht with comfortable

upholstered seats.

Aberhart Discusses

Social Credit Plan

In a copyrighted NANA article

appearing some weeks ago, Premier

Aberhart of Alberta put forward a

defence of his Social Credit Plan.

For three years, he says, the pub-

lic was educated along Social

Credit lines. In this program econ-

omic conditions were analysed and

causes of the depression pointed

out.

To the people of All>erta were

explained such terms as "cultural

heritage," "unearned increment,

"basic dividend," etc. They were

taught to expect that production ob

taincd by the people from the na-

tural resources should provide for

the citizens of the province. The
province is to be economically self

contained—that is not to live off

any other province, and permitting

no other province to live of Alberta

His solution to the question how
this may be done is the first prin

ciple of Social Credit,—that the

government of the country should

issue each month a basic dividend

which is to provide food, clothing

and shelter. This is an alternative

to relief the premier states.

Mr. Aberhart accuses the gov

ernment of Canada of trying to

make a two-hundred-year-old sys

tern work in the twentieth century.

Machinery has displaced men, elim

inated wages, he states. Result

lack of purchasing power of the

consumer, reduction of dividends

and small dealers' profits. After

this has taken place Premier Aber-

hart finds only relief, interest and

large corporation profits left.

The new government will proceed

wisely. It is its declared intent not

to rush into these proposals and

later find them impractical. There

will be a careful registration of all

citizens. Complete data on re-

sources and liabilities will be secur-

ed, conferences will be held with nil

producers of commodities to estab-

lish fair prices.

After this preliminary work

w hich is to take a year or eighteen

months, a Social Credit Act will

he drawn up and the issuance of

basic dividends will begin.

SCIENCE
YMPHONY

BY RONG KNOTE

Arts '39 Election

Fred Miller was elected presi-

dent of Arts "39 at a well-attended

frosh year-meeting held in Convo-

cation Hall on Wednesday after-

noon. The freshmen year execu-

tive also includes Lillian Gardiner,

Vice-President; Louis Couillard,

Treasurer; Helen Gordon, Secre-

tary; and Oiris Flondcrs, Athletic

Stick.

Dean Matheson. appointed Hon-

orary President by acclamation,

welcomed the first year students

and urged them to make a success,

both socially and scholastically, of

their future years at Queen's.

Havin checked the Frosh situa-

tion from our vantage point in the

tavern we beg to commit ourselves

as to the followin data. To wit

—

that the Frosh of the facultie of

Scienz, are nearly worthy of bein

in that ancient and honorable

school. They can consume from

three to five quartz of ale and still

navigate under their own power.

The clerks of Artz are borne from

the tavern after partakin of one

quart; those apprentices of physic

are always under the table, for they

never stop until they are too spifli-

catcd to move. This fact can be

attributed to the awful strain on

their conscience from praclisin

their profession also to the example

their seniors set.

A great Enginecrin feat was re-

cently completed—or are the fresh-

ettes long-legged? ' Unable to meet

the heauteous freshettes res'idin at

fit West street a group of dashin.

romancin. young men of Scienz

f called the Four Campus Lizards)

still young enough to be deluded

by the female of the species, set

wheels within wheels tumin round,

and lo ! a brain wave was born.

Posin as census-takers they ap-

proached the residence and scooped

the rest of the males on the campus.

Their newly acquired list of names

places them in an enviable position

and will be the basis for many hours

of bliss for the freshettes.

Much potential energy was lately

turned into hi* air in the election

campaign, but the dull public will

never realize and politicians will

never divulge the fact that until

the men of Scienz, particularly

those of Kwcenz, come duwn from

their high horse and condescend to

run the affairs nf this fair and ex-

tensive stale will the aforemention

ed state recover from the ignomin

ious state that we find it in today

This sad state has been reached

due to the misguided efforts of Artz

and Commerce graduates, who have

hcen elected in the past when the

public was as yet unaware of die

merits of the men of Scienz.

New Machine Takes
Weight, Tells Marks

Determination of a student's

percentage in class tests by
means of a weighing machine is

the system employed by Prof.

Noel B. Cuff, the inventor of the

machine. Dr. Cuff is a teacher

of psychology in the Eastern

Kentucky State Teachers' Col-

lege, and he calls his appartatus

a testometer.

Questions on Prof. Cuff's ex-

amination papers are answerahle

by the true-false method, but in-

stead of placing an X in the space

allotted a student punches a hole

through the card. The machine
is so made that when a hole is

punched in the correct space, a

weight of one-quarter ounce falls

upon a scales, so that the total

number of ounces multiplied by

four will give the accurate per-

centage on the paper.

Professor Cuff has applied for

a patent on his machine, which

has already brought inquiries

from teachers throughout the

country.

Resident Musician To Speak
In Convocation Hall

Dr. Frank L. Harrison, recently

appointed Resident Musician at

Queen's will speak at a meeting in

Convocation Hall on Tuesday,

October 8th, at 5 p.m. He will

discuss plans for musical activi-

ties in the University during the

coming session.

All students who are interested

in music, whether as singers, in-

strumentalists or listeners, are

asked to be present. ' - **

Bachelor Of Recreational

Ranching Is New Degree

DISCUSSES ART
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

(Continued from page I)

graphic Art. He expressed ap-

preciation to the National Gallery

of Canada, under whose auspices

he is lecturing:, for their foresight

in recognizing photography as an

artistic medium. It is the first

national institUG to form a Photo-

graphic Salon, and it should -" u

he one of the finest salons in the

world.

Anderson President

Elect Science '36

Denver, Colo. — In the near

future a number of college grad-

uates with the initials "B.R.R."

appended to their names may he

seeking positions in the West.

The, initials will signify "Bach-

elor of Recreational Ranching,"

to be earned in the new course

offered by the University of

Wyoming to develop the science

of "dude wrangling." as compe-

tition in this* field is growing

keener, according to the agricul-

tural faculty of the university.

—McGill Daily.

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

New Classics Club Meets On
Tuesday

A new club has appeared on the

campus. This is the Classics Gub,

for all students who are interested

in any aspect of classical life and

literature.

An organization meeting wilt be

held on Tuesday. October 8th, at

2.00 p.m.. in room .103 in the Arts

Building. Classics students and all

others who arc interested are urged

(<i attend.

Doubtful Comfort

"That horrid Mrs. Smith called

ine a stupid goose."

"Don't cry. darling—all geese

are stupid."—Globe.

T. B. Anderson was elected pre-

sident of Science "36 at the Year

meeting held in Fleming Hall on

Tuesday afternoon. The rest of the

officers were elected as follows:

Honorary . President, Professor

Wilgar, by acclamation ; Vice-

President, W, Lewis ;
Secretary.

N. Heck: Treasurer, C. Bicsenthal

;

Athletic Representatives, B.W.F..

M. Hock ; Basketball, W. Simmons;

Rugby, J. Scott; Hockey, J. H.

M urphy.

Year Fees were set at one dollar.

R, Tholman outlined a novel entcr-

laiiiment to be sponsored by the

year. This proposal met with en-

thusiasm. The date for the enter-

tainment is to be arranged.

Date Bureau

The administrators of the

Date Bureau are willing to

turn over this successful

University Organization to

any responsible party. Ap-

plicant are requested to

communicate with the Date

Bureau through the Univer-

sity Post Office.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

No matter what you do, some-

body alwavs knew vou would.

FOR RENT
Two rooms, ten minutes from
L'niveriity. » Will lie furnished

as bedroom and study to suit

two men students. Well heat-

ed, quiet, and full freedom to

come ami H" at Ivill: Price

reasonable. Further information
available from

D. G. CARRUTHERS
151 Wellington Street

Phone ISO or 3231-W
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Students-
As Kingston's oldest

established shoe store

we welcome your
patronage.

"A STORE WHERE
YOU WILL LIKE TO

TRADE."

—Fine Shoes

—Slippers

—Hosiery

—Polishes

—Luggage

Courteous service by an

experienced staff.

It pays to pay for

quality.

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

ONTARIO HALL
Where the laboratory of Dr. Hendry Connell » situated. In the basement, to the right of the main

entrance, the discoverer of Ensol is carrying on his researches in an attempt to find a cure for cancer.

®b* IrniUj (Eraraforii Mamtt &tyan
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
.inc Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

PHONE 28M
294 PRINCESS STREET
Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING

QUEST FORCATARACT

CURE BRINGS ENSOL

GET YOUR

Arts Pin
Years 36 - 3_7 -_38 - 39

This Is the pin adopted by

tht Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Klnnear & D'Estcrrc
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

J86 Princcse St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

(Conlinued from page 1)

Rabbits were first used for the

experimental work and it was dis-

covered that Ensol prepared on a

base (culture media) of catarac-

tous lens tissue, when injected in-

tramuscularly or intravenously in-

to rabbits suffering from cataract,

would dissolve away the catarac-

tous part of the lens. This treat-

ment was tried out on one human

patient and then Dr. Connell and

Mr. Holsgrove, seeing the possibili-

ties, turned their attention to cancer.

Ensol is prepared by taking a lit-

tle cancerous tissue, removed asep-

ticall) in the operating room, and

adding to it some normal saline.

This solution is then inoculated

with an organism. Bacillus Histo-

lytica which, by experimentation,

is found to he the most suitable.

This is then incubated for several

days at body temperature and the

result filtered through a very fine

porcelain filter to remove all organ-

isms. The solution ,so obtained, is

Ensol.

Tissue from a cancer of the

breast was first used; after incuba-

tion for several days, the cancer

cells had been eaten away by the

Bacillus Histolytica, and only

fibrous tissue remained. The Ensol

thus produced was then given to

human sufferers from cancer.

It must be remembered that Dr.

Connell has to dale only used Ensol

on cases beyond all hope by any

other treatment. In these cases un-

der present observation, the results

are consistently good. There is, as

a rule, an increase of weight and the

general condition improves. The

growths* if visible, show a decrease

in size and if the case is character-

ized by pain, the pain is relieved.

Since Ensol contains little if any

protein, it can be given without any

danger of reaction.

It is to be hoped that clinics will

he established throughout the coun

try at convenient centres. One such

clinic has already been established

in Vancouver. Steps have already

been taken to protect the public and

the medical profession regarding the

e\ploitation of Ensol.

It will not be known for some

time whether this treatment results

in a specific cure. To quote from

Dr. Connell's article, "It is altoge-

ther too soon to assess the ultimate

value of the method. Weeks to

months must elapse before we can

determine if the cancer masses con-

tinue to show shrinkage and

absorption."

To sum up, the Canadian Medico!

Journal, noted for its conservatism,

says in an editorial on this subject,

"Cases of cancer, properly diag-

nosed by microscopic examination,

with adequate case histories, are

being treated with a solution which

has solvent properties on cancer

cells, and are being followed up. A
number of competent men associa-

ted with Queen's University are

collaborating with Dr. Connell, so

that we can feel assured that the

problem is being attacked from

various sides in a thoroughly

scientific manner. We bespeak for

Dr. Connell all the assistance that

the profession can give and con-

gratulate him on having developed

a new line of attack on the dread

disease, cancer, which has distinct

promise."

Rnt> YOUR SOCIETY YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,

NOTE1 BOOKS INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

4 TRIAL WILL CONVINCE TWAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
K TRIAL W

R
ILL

s
LUNV^m

loNE ^ qur spEC iALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver WiU Call

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rcANr CCCBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning. Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

^MARrTsON'S studio
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Ballroom in Three Lesions

Tap Dancing Class or Private

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New
75*
larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lascs 50% longer.

Easier to
mcta! shs

d apply with
laft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

Cheaper Year Book
Announced By Staff

(Cominued from page 1)

One of the main obstacles in

former years which prevented many
students from securing a Tricolor

was the rather high cost of the

publication! Instead of the con-

ventional ?5 price, il has been de-

cided that this year the price will

be only $3. By so reducing the

charge for the Tricolor, it is hoped

that every student will be able to

buy one. But by reducing ihe price

it becomes absolutely essential that

500 books he sold. Remember, the

Tricolor is the year book of your

own University, so support it by
purchasing a copy. The same high

quality book will be published this

year as in former years; only the

price has been reduced.

The staff of the Tricolor is or
ganizing an advertising campaign to

promote the sale of books, and are
offering a SIS first prize and a ?5
second prize to the students who
sell the largest number, providing

approximately 300 copies are pur-
chased by undergraduates. If you
are interested in entering this cam-
paign get in touch with Bob Davis,

34 Wellington St., telephone 787-W,
or the business manager, Larry
Crnmien, 60 Mack St., telephone

943. The campaign will start on
Oct. Sih and last for one month, A
deposit of $1,00 is required with
each order,

PEACE MANDATE IS

BEING CIRCULATED

The first million copies of the

People's Mandate to Governments

have been put in circulation. Aim-
ing to get fifty million signatures

throughout the world, this Mandate
calls for peace agencies, world dis-

armament and international agree-

ments.

The People's Mandate, begun by
the Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom, has already

been endorsed by leaders of public

opinion and distinguished men and

women of the United States. These
leaders 'are confident that the Man-
date wilt do much to aid the world-

wide campaign against war.

Mabel Vcmon, Director of the

Mandate Campaign, is now plan-

ning ihe campaign in Europe with

members of the League. The Em-
press of Ethiopia continues the

peace plea by radio from Addis
Ababa.

The Mandate will be presented
to the heads of governments of the

principal nations by an Interna

ttonal Commission. Fifty million

signatures should be an effective

check on the present war hvsleria

The Tricolor is the year book of

the Queen's student body. Make it

a success by buying a copy at the

new low price of only $3. Under
grads, this is your book, so let us
all contribute to make it a big

success.

Newman Contributes

To Grant Hall Fund

The General Alumni Association

yesterday announced the receipt of

generous contribution to the

Grant Hall Fund from Mr. Frank

Newman, proprietor of the Jack-

son Press.

An old Kingstonian, Mr. New-
man attended Queen's as a mem-
ber of Arts '09, and has retained

a keen interest in Ihe University.

His firm has also been closely con-

nected with Queen's in a business

way for a great many years. His

generous contribution, which came
unsolicited, is much appreciated as

a considerable sum has yet to be

raised by the Alumni Association

in order to pay off its indebtedness

in connection with the remodelling

and redecoration of Grant Hall.

EMPLOYMENT
IS INCREASING

(Continued from page 1)

which Arts courses lead were over

crowded at present.

Summer employment, as near as

Mr, Smith could tell, was about

proportional to graduate employ-
ment. The mines provided work

large number with many

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

Wo have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

(Opposite Tivoli Theatre)
2SS PRINCESS STREET

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

FOR STUDENTS
Phone 3180

CONTRACT
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

for

others

jobs.

finding various types of

Send

friends.

the "Journal" to

SI, "5 a year.

your

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WELCOME BACK TO KINGSTON

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.
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FLYING COURSE IS

GAINING POPULARITY

Many Students Train For
Pilots* Certificates

At Airport

Takes Fifteen Hours

Proof that flying is fast taking
a prominent place among the ac-
tivities of Queen's students is ap-
parent almost any afternoon at

the Kingston Airport.

About a dozen embryo pilots

are training under the guidance
of Captain H. B. Free, a Queen's
graduate who learned to fly dur-
ing the Great War.
To obtain a private pilot's

license the student must pass a
stiff medical examination and
also a written examination on
air regulations. In the actual
flying test, having taken off suc-

cessfully, he must make dead-
stick landings (with the motor
shut off) from different altitudes,

and come to rest within an im-
aginary circle from four hundred
to a thousand feet across.

The fledgling must also show
proficiency in describing figure

eights, climbs and other man-
oeuvres before he becomes a
licensed aviator.

Instruction costs six dollars an
hour and the average student
takes about- fifteen hours before
he is able to pass his test.

It was a quiet sunny afternoon
about a week ago when your cor-

respondent climbed into the
cockpit of one of the club's Gypsy
Moths and let the instructor tuck
him in and fasten straps across
his slightly agitated bosom.
The plane bumped across the

fiejd and your correspondent ad-
justed his goggles and stared at

the oily windshield. Suddenly
the motor bellowed, and the
little machine shook itself free

of the earth,

(Continued on page 8)
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V
LORNE GREENE

President of the Dramatic Guild,
which meets tonight.

2500 Volumes Are

Received By Library

600 Are From Collection Of
Late Principal Of

U.C.C.

EXTENSION STUDENTS

DOUBLE IN NUMBER

New Normal School Ruling
Said To Account For

Increase

Benefactions totalling about 2,500

volumes have been received within

the last three months by the Douglas

Library, E. C. Kyte, university

librarian, informed the "Journal"

yesterday. "Our only problem

now is to find accommodation for

these books," said Mr. Kyte.

Among the benefactions are

almost 600 volumes from the library

of the late \V. L. Grant, formerly

principal of Upper Canada College,

Toronto, and son of Rev. Principal

George Munro Grant of Queen's

University.

Together with many choice works
from Dr. Grant's library, which
were selected personally by Mr.
Kite at the request of Mrs. Grant,

Queen's University received several

illuminated addresses presented lo

the former Queen's principal. Rev.

G. M. Grant, D.D., is recognized as

one of the greatest figures in Cana
dian educational circles and as the

man who was most responsible for

the growth of this University.

(Continued on page 7)

Dramatic Guild
Again GuidedBy
Mrs. G. B. Reed

The Queen's Dramatic Guild,

winner two
. years ago of the

Eastern Ontario Drama Festival,

will hold its first meeting this even-
ing at 7.30 in Grant Hall. Mem-
bership in the Guild is open to all

undergraduates, and the directorate

has asked particularly thi3 year for

new talent.

Mrs. G. B. Reed will act as gen-
eral director of the Guild produc-
tions for the coming year. During
Mrs. Reed's absence in England
last winter, when she wrote a book
which is to be published this month,
Mrs. J. B. Goodfellow filled the

responsible position of director.

At this evening's meeting mem
hers will decide upon the plays to

be presented this season. Two
major productions will be staged

during the fall session, and it is

expected that at least three entries

will be submitted in the annual

Dominion Drama Festival.

Casting for the Guild plays will

commence at the end of this week.

Lome Greene, president of the

Queen's Dramatic Guild, announces
that there is more than the usual

amount of scope this year for new
material. Owing to the graduation
of many feature actors, many major
roles will be assigned to newcomers.

No. 3

Club Secretaries

Tha Secretaries of the

various clubs on the cam-
pus are requested to get in

touch with the Assistant

News Editor, Betty Laird,

at 1733-W or at the Journal
Office, Students' Union.

Secretaries of the various

years in Arts and Science

should send in notice of year

meetings to the Journal so

that announcement can be
made ahead of time.

MUSEUM HAS FINE

GOLD ORE SAMPLES

Biby Collection Contains
Many Specimens Of

Yellow Metal

In Miller Hall

WINTER CONCERTS TO

START NEXT MONTH

Extramural registration figures

this year are almost double those
of any previous term, it was
learned yesterday. Miss K.
Healey, director of extension

courses, informed the Journal
'hat the total number of those
taking their course extramural ly
3 1.402. this figure including 17

enrolled in middle and upper
school classes. Last year's en-

rolment was 833.

The tremendous increase of

registration thie year is in part
hie to the new normal school

regulation that demands that

^achers take -five classes in an
yntario university before receiv-
es their permanent first-class

certificate. This requirement is
ln

l*U of the second year at Nor-
mal School formerly demanded.

In__Hnglish 2 alone there
are 5a0 extramural students dulv
registered. Teachers who are

(Continued on page 7)

NEWS STAFF

All news reporters of the

"Journal" staff will attend a

meeting tomorrow (Wednes-

day) afternoon at 5.00 in the

"Journal" office, Students'

Union.

Audrey Cook, the young Can-
adian violinist, who has been well

received by audiences in Paris,

Berlin, Vienna, Budapest and
Rome, will open the series of

three Winter Concerts to be

ven again this season. The
concerts are scheduled for Nov.

13th, Jan. 14th and March 9th in

Memorial Hall. Harriet Pruts-

man will he Miss Cook's accom-

panist.

The second concert will be

given by Paul de Marky, pianist,

and Alfred O'Shea, tenor, the

latter to be accompanied by Mr
Russel. Paul lie Marky was
student of the famous Liszt

pupil, Stephen Thornan, in Buda

pest, and is now Canada's own
pianist. He particularly exccll

(Continued on page S)

BY J. D. BATEMAN
A prospector, if asked what he

thought to be the most beautiful

thing he had ever seen, might repl

that nothing could compare with

the beauty of virgin gold in pure

while quartz. The beauty of gold

not only in its native state, but in

the variety of objects from which
it may be fashioned, has never been

denied from the time of King
Midas until now ; and throughout

history, men and nations have

coveted this noble metal.

Not long ago the writer had an

opportunity to view gold valued at

over one billion dollars in the

vaults of the New York Assay

Office. This immense slore of

yellow wealth comprised all the

monetary gold reserves of the east-

ern United States. To see such a

huge assemblage of gold is suffi-

cient to cause one to pause for a

moment and wonder at the source

of this precious metal, which is

more than twice as heavy as lead.

How does it appear in the rocks

from which it was wrested? How
(Continued on page 6)

PUNTS, PASSES AND PRAYERS

GIVE RED TEAM 9-7 WIN

. OVER QUEEN'S IN FIRST GAME

CURLY KRUG

whose broken field running was
feature of Saturday's game.

FROSH CARRY BOOKS IN BASKETS

Arts Vigilantes Outline Program

The Arts Vigilance Committee

disclosed an ambitions program

of frosh supervision at a Pep

Rally held in Convocation Hall

last Thursday night.

Aside from wearing tarns and

ribbons at ,all times except Sun

days, freshmen will be required to

carry their books in six-quart

baskets. This is really a bless-

ing in disguise, Art Woods.

Vigilance Committee chairman

said, because frosh are always

trying to carry around more

books than they can handle any-

way.

They must run at all times

while on the campus and keep

off the sidewalks. Frosh must
also supply matches for other

students. Mr. Woods was gloomy
about the chances of freshmen

effectively holding out for justice.

Freshmen, he declared, are never

found innocent at the Arts

Court.

The pep rally was conducted
by cheer leaders Roy Smith and
"Lazy" Lazertis. The frosh were
introduced to "Queen's College

Colours," the college yells, and
heard a brief talk from. Reg.
Barker who told how much the

football team appreciated en-
thusiastic support from t h e

bleachers.

Modernistic Film

BeingShownTo-Day

Club Has New Projector

For Standard >

Screen

Col. J. Jag Jagson

A. M. ^Candidate

Returns From Africa To
Form Third Party

Tricolor Monopolize Play
But Fumbles Are

Costly

Line Is Effective

The fact that the A. M, S. dec
tions are nearly upon us wa
brought home last night when it

was disclosed that, following th

style set by Ottawa, there would
be a third ring in the Queen's
political circus. Col, J. Jag Jag-

son has returned to Kingston to

run for the A.M.S. presidency.

Save for a brief nocturnal visit

last Fall the colonel has been ab
sent in Europe and Africa for ;

year and a half collecting material

for a thesis entitled, "What Is

It That Foreigners Get To Drink

That Makes Them Behave Like

Couple of Freshmen From
Podunk Who Have Just Discov

ered That They Are No Longer

Wearing Three-Cornered Pants?"

As he scrambled jauntily from

i special side-door pullinan the

colonel was surrounded by a

(Continued on page 6)

BY AB CBATTON

A beautiful thirty yard for-

ward pass hurled by blnnd Herby
Westman straight into the out-

stretched arms o£ Arden Hedge
and a spectacular forty-five yard
gallop by the last named gentle-

man for a touchdown, a play

which occurred one minute be-

fort the end of the first half was
the dominant factor in McGiU's
°-7 triumph over Queen's at Mol-

son Stadium, Montreal, on Satur-

day afternoon. Ted Reeve's Tri-

color crew were caught napping

on that one and although they

came back to decidedly outplay

the steady Redmen in the last

thirty minutes several penalties

plus some erratic football kept

them from romping home in

front of O'Brien's gamecocks.

The game was viewed by a

crowd of close to nine thousand

people who saw Queen's practic-

ally ride roughshod over the

Reds, only to run into those bad

breaks which every football club

experiences at some time or an-

other during a campaign.

The Tricolor lost no time in

going after a lead on Saturday,

opening the scoring with a single

the first quarter and following

this up with a drop kick and an-

other lone counter in the second

tanza. Meanwhile McGill had

kept within hailing distance of

the Kingston gridders when
Westman skied one to Edwards

who was rouged. Queen's im-

mediately went on the offensive

after this slight reverse but when
they came within scoring distance

(Continued on page 5)

"Metropolis," a modernistic

film of the future, will he shown
at the meetings of the rapidly-

growing Film Club. The sliow-

ngs of this picture will take place

this evening at 8.00 p.m. and to-

morrow at 5.00 p.m. and 8.00 p.m.

Convocation Hall.

The Society has invested in a

considerably more expensive pro-

jector capable of filling a full-

ized screen, and henceforth films

will be shown in Convocation

Hall. If the present interest and
tttndance is maintained the ap-

paratus will be adapted for sound
films as soon as possible..

Admission to the Film Club re-

uires only the payment of a

small door charge. For the show-
ings of "Metropolis" the fee will

be IS cents for students and
faculty, and 25 cents for local

residents.

Resident Musician

Outlines Program

Intends To Start Choral
Society, Library

Of Music

RENOVATED MEDICAL

BUILDING RE-OPENED

Dr. Frank Harrison, resident

musician at Queen's, outlined to

the Music Club his plans for the

coming year at the first rcg\ilar

meeting of the Club last week.

He intends to have gramophone

talks, a music library and a choral

society in order to stimulate in-

terest in music at the University.

The program of recordings pre-

sented during the evening in-

cluded the Italian Overture and

Fingal's Cave by Mendelssohn,

selections from Grace Moore's

pictures, "One Night of Love"
and "Love Me Forever," the

Arlcsienne Suite by Bizet,
Strauss' Voices of Spring and

Celeste Aida sung by Jan
Kiepura. Refreshments were
served during the intermission.

Expense Shared By City,

Province And
University

Changed Throughout

The new Medical Building was

re-opened this term after being

closed all last year for extensive

repairs. The renovation was made
possible by the government's muni-
cipal relief scheme. By this the

cost was shared by the Province

and the City of Kingston while

Queen's University supplied archi-

tects, supervision and building

material.

The work was commenced in the

spring of 1°34 and continued

throughout last term. The interior

of the building was removed and

only a shell remained for the men
to work with. Such changes have

made the interior completely

un recognizable.

The building was originally built

in 1907 at a cost of $50,000. It

was poorly laid out, in as much as

(Continued on page 8)
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EtuUiibtd 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—Kim ft CIitcdu S
W. R. BELCH • llaniier

WELCOME
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Incomparable Clothing Values

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Queen's Students

FINE QUALITY

Suits, Overcoats,

Hats
and Young Men's

Furnishings

at popular and pleasing

prices.

We extend a cordial in-

vitation to Queen's stu-

dents to visit our store.

Look about. See all the

new, smart styles.

You'll enjoy seeing and
we'll be delighted to

show. Make our store

your meeting place. Feel
right at home.

See Our Special

19.75

Suits and Overcoats

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS -and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

STUDENTS!
SAVE AS MUCH AS

YOU SPEND—

attend the

NYAL

"2 fori"
SALE

now on—this week only

AT

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 NyaJ Stores 4

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted Bv EDMUND BERRY

Send the "Journal" to your
friends. $1.75 a year.

Jttrttalluin (gift

Kingston's new and attractive
shop

—Lamps
—China

—Select Pictures

—Wallets

—Smokers

and scores of fascinating

things

"To see is to enjoy"

395 Princesi St. Phone 1931

"Early Victorian Novelists," t

Lord David Cecil.

Those who have read the aulhor

initial work, a biography of William

Cowpcr (somewhat unneccs>aril_v

called "The Stricken Deer"),

be well satisfied with his second

contribution to critical literature

The "Ejsays in Revaluation" of

certain early Victorian novelists

less brilliant than i he former

and only slightly less discerning, yet

they serve a purpose equally worth

while and much more timely.

Speaking of Dickens, Thackeray

the Brontes, Mrs, Gasket], Trollope

nd George Eliot: "They crowd

(he says) the shelves of every

gentleman's library...."; and goes

on to be very literary for a para-

graph or so about their bindings

their physical condition (dim, ser-

ried, sallowed with exposure, etc.)

their majestic position. . .mhbing
shoulders, as it were, with Milton

and Gibbon and Boswcll's Life of

Johnson"; after which reverie, he

ecomes very alive and pertinent

poses the question. "Will these

novelists keep their high place

breathes an intriguing aside, "The
perience of the last few years

might lead one to doubt it", and

en for the remainder of his book,

proceeds to be really instructive and

entertaining.

"Lawful and undisputed mon-
ths of literature" as they were,

ibese dimming names have given

way before the boredom and con-

tempi and disgust of the "bright

oung people of the literary world",

what with Russian and French
novelists swimming into fashion as

exponents of morbid psychology,

echnical preoccupation and nbjec-

vity in treatment. That these

rime favourites of the last era are

[tie read, nowadays, or if perused

it all, in that far from respectful

pirit which too glibly condemns
ihem as clumsy, shallow, grossly

uniutcllcctual and moralistic, bv

uch as profess to find their ideal

u some foreign literature—this

lual attitude of neglect and with-

drawn appreciation is partly due,

«>ur writer claims, "to the fact that

these writers have been under the

cloud that inevitably obscures the

heroes of an age just passed." And
so, "to appreciate the art of another

period one must, to a certain ex-
tent, enter into its spirit, accept its

conventions, adopt a willing suspen-
sion of disbelief in its values."

In a most illuminating and fair-

minded manner, of which the above
telescoped quotations are an inade-

quate sample, Lord David intro-

duces his subject, draws many an

interesting parallel between the

viewpoints of succeeding genera'

tions, with witty cross-reference and

unfailing scholarship; and con

eludes, in the first chapter, that the

irresponsible Victorians satisfy the

primary object for which novels

were first written—the telling of a

story (ah there, Mr. E. M. Forster)

that in spite of their limitations

their sins of omission and commis-

sion, their missing of the depths

and heights in the vision of life

(except of course, Emily Bronte,)

they cast their net very wide, their

range of subject is as large as their

range of mood, and unlike modern

novelists, are not specialist

perls, clinical diagnosticians (see in

this respect, John Buchan's life of

Scott) . Briefly, they are distin-

guished from their successors by

the quality of creative imagination,

and any of them almost is a full

meal, compared to which—the crude

metaphor is our own—Galsworthy,

Huxley, Virgina Woolf, Agatha

Christie and Wodehouse are single

dishes. And, "as a result, it fills

ind stimulates the reader as the

filtered vitamin B of contemporary

genius hardly ever does."

Space forbids a longer culling,

however random, of pithy state-

ment from the book in hand. Let

office, that each subject is

carefully dealt with in turn, scrupu-

lously assessed as to permanent

value, and always to the tune of

polished, lively sentences and ready

humour. Certain reviewers have

complained that these essays vaunt

no new and daring ideas, no keenly

original angle of surprise and at-

tack. Surely this is carping. Ad-
mittedly, the volume is not parti-

cularly outstanding as similar let-

ters go, is little better than a com-
pendium, freshly expressed, of

tvhat many have said and thought

in the same connection. But for

the most part, only one or perhaps

two of these early Victorian writers

have been considered at a time, so

that the present attempt to link

their records and group their

achievements is worthy of praise.

And as a purely personal judge-

ment, we would conclude by saying,

hat i f for naught else Lord
Cecil's offering were distinguished,

his eloquent and long-needed

analysis of "Wuthering Heights" as

to technique and artistry, would
ake it highly recommendablc.

Partisans of other than Emily
Bronte will find the remaining six

of her fellows most sanely justified

in the eyes of posterity.—J.H.B.

Campus and Gym
Softball will be played on the

lower campus every afternoon from
1-2. Freshettcs in particular should

turn out as two practices a week
arc necessary to get attendance
for P.T.

The tennis tournament has now
progressed through the second
round and the remaining players
are asked to play their games as
early as possible this week.

E. Wren dcf. E. Macdonald
R, Gervin def. A. Mason.
B. Chubb dcf. E. Gervin.

H. Cottee dcf. A. Gray.
All games were well played and

the team should have an excellent
chance at the title again.

swimming will be given as follows:

Monday— beginners; Thursday—
crawl; Friday—diving. Life Sav-
ing every afternoon, 2-3.

* * *

Badminton enthusiasts arc turn-
ing out early and regularly this

year and already we have noted
some promising prospects. Others
ought to turn out as well as a tour-

nament will begin soon and several

invitation matches will be played.

Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, Friday. 1-3

; Thursday, 1-4.

Levana Notes

COULD THE SUEZ

CANAL BE CLOSED?

From Headway (the review of the League

of Nations, published in London)

Out of the dispute between Italy

and Abyssinia has sprung a legal

controversy of vital importance.

Article 20 of the Covenant says

"The Members of the League sev

crally agree that this Covenant is

accepted as abrograting all obliga-

tions or understandings inter sc

which are inconsistent with the

terms thereof, and solemnly under-

take that they will not hereafter

enter into any engagements incon-

sistent with the items thereof." Tf

Italy were to make war upon

Abyssinia, in defiance of her

League obligations .would the loyal

member States be entitled to close

the Suez Canal against her? Many
supporters of the League system,

and among them not the least dis-

tinguished, say "Yes." There is,

however, another point of view.

At Constantinople on October 29,

188$, Great Britain, Germany, Aus-

Spain, France, Italy, the

Netherlands, Russia and Turkey

signed the Suez Canal Convention,

the purpose of which was to ensure

that the canal should "always be

free and open, in time of war as in

time qf peace, to every vessel of

commerce or of war, without dis-

tinction of flag." Great Britain, in

signing, formulated a reservation

that the provisions of the Conven-

tion should apply so far as they

were compatible with the actual

situation, namely, the "present

transitory and exceptional condition

of Egypt," and so far as they

would not fetter the liberty of

action of the British Government
during its occupation of that coun-

Ry the Anglo-French agree-

ment of April 8, 1904, Great Bri-

tain declared her adherence to the

stipulations of the Convention, and
greed to their being put in force.

The words "obligations or under-

standings infer sc which are incon-

sistent with the terms of the Coven-

ant," admittedly cover agreements

such as aggressive military alliances

or colonial bargains between two
League members to partition the

territory of a third. But the transi-

tion is bold from the cancellation

of direct infractions of the Coven-
ant to a disregard of a treaty which
might chance in a particular case

to obstruct the most convenient en-

forcement of the sanctions on which
the League had decided. Does
Article 20 authorize the taking of

such a giant stride? An authorita-

tive answer is needed.

Coming Events

Today:

2.00p.m.—Classics Club

Room 208

Arts Bldg.

—Arts Freshman Meet-

ing. Room 201-

Arts Bldg.

3.30p.m.—English Club

Red Room
4.15p.m.—Arts '38 Meeting

Room 201

% Arts Bldg.

5.00p.m.—Dr. F. Harrison

Convocation Hall

7.30p.m.—Dramatic Guild

Grant Hall

8.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall.

Wednesday
4.00p.m.—Arts '37 Meeting

Room 201

• Arts Bldg.

5.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

—News Reporters

Journal Office

Students' Union

—Camera Club

Room 207

Ontario Hall

Freshies Soon To Appear In
Cotton Stockings

Levana sophomores have racked

their brains to design an original

and striking ensemble for this

year's batch of freshettes. For two

week*, beginning on Wednesday,

the girls already noticed by their

bright berets and name placards

will he further distinguished by one

grey cotton stocking and the absence

of all make-up and nail polish. The

girls will dress thus until 4 p!m.

every afternoon, everywhere in

Kingston.

The grey stockings will be sold

for 22 cents a pair at Ban Righ at

1 p.m. and 7 p.m. today. Kingston

freshettes, as well as those living in

residence, are asked to purchase

them at either of these hours.

l.OOpsm.

Thursday

7.30p.m.-

-Film Society

Convocation Hall

Send

'iends.

.—Music Club

50 Clergy St.

the "Journal" to

S1.75 a year.

your

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

PHONE $60
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS PvintinS of

Programmes Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St
- Description

Phone 1510

Tea is served in the Common
Room at Ban Righ every afternoon

except Saturday from 4.00-4.30.

All women students arc cordiallv

invited.

Arts '37 Meeting

The first year meeting of Arts
'37 will be held at 4 o'clock to-

morrow afternoon in Room 201.
Arts Building. Election, of offic-

ers will take place and all year
members arc urged to be present.

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street * 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
Watchmakers and Optometrists216 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1527

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

People interested in a swimming
club will please sign the notices to
be found on the boards in Ban Righ
and the Arts' Building.

Swimming hours 2-3 daily, ex-
cept Saturday. Instruction

Miss Mary Dingman, Social,

Economic and Industrial Secretary
of the World's Young Women's
Christian Association, will be a
guest at tea at Han Righ Hall on
Monday afternoon from 4.00-4.30
where she will speak to the women
students. Miss Dingman also holds
the position of chairman of the dis-

armament committee of the Wo-
in men's International Organization.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO



A. C E. HORIZON

(Written especially for A.C.E hy W
Ham L. White, connected with his
falher William Allen White on the
famous Emporia Gnsette for 10 years;
now Associate Editor of The American
Observer.)

Handbook For Dictators

1 have been asked to submit a

monograph for the instruction and
edification of college undergradu-

ates. It will be about dictators and
how to be one. The way the

world has drifted for the past 10

years and is drifting today, it's

going to be a most important sub

ject about 1940.

First you must be born one; you
must have the proper degree of

maladjusted endocrine unbalance to

mak« you a mild paranoiac. If

your unbalance is too extreme, you
will think you are Napoleon or

William Randolph Hearst, and they

will lock you up, you will be un-

able tn dictate to anybody hut the

nurse who brings you meals or the

man who takes you out for exer-

cise, and your career as a world

figure will be ruined.

If you are only pathological, how-
ever, then you are definitely in the

money, and you might as well go
into training and see what you can

do with your talents. In the first

place, you must know thoroughly

what people are afraid of, for yoi

must he able to scare them into let

ting you dictate, and to know this,

you must he a coward yourself,

—

which you already are, of course,

because of your paranoia.

If you are a middle-class coward,

consider yourself very fortunate in-

deed. For then you know instinc-

tively what they are afraid of, and
have only to master the technique

of scaring them even more badly.

An upper-class coward is only
afraid he will lose what he has. and
he doesn't envy anyone, so he can
never perfect the technique of
rousing* fear and envy- And the

proletariat, unforlunately for your
purposes, lacks fear. He is already
on the bottom, he doesn't like it,

but he has no fear of falling be-

cause he is already down.

The lower middle classes have
both something to gain and some-
thing to lose. They fear the people

below them and envy those above.

Numerically and emotionally they
are the nation's backbone. So, if

like Mussolini, and Hitler, you have
come from their ranks, know their

hopes, superstitions, fears, envies,
and hates, then, boy, they are your
meat, and all you need is intelli-

gence and industry in the art of
stirring their fears (so that you can
play those middle class neuroses
like Jesse Crawford on the organ)
phis a driving pathological para-
noiac urge of your own which
makes you suffer acutely when you
aren't on the top.

ADVICE TO
THE FRESHETTES
Your older (titers In Levino hive
(tuned year* »no the itcrrt in at
-''>'. I., .i in,- relrahed. Whu with
he .:.•! windi at Football Gimei

—

then m-dincc (lurwirdi and a
ball in the evening—we girli certainly
have a hard job retaining our personal
chirm and poiie. ELIZABETH
AROEN, HELENA RUBINSTEIN.
BELCANO. JASMINE are names
lynonymoui with clear, brifht, Uve
•kin and compttilon.

Bring your Coimelic Trouble* 10 our
'orei our trained eoameticiani will

gladly adviie you.

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE
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You will, of course, make mis-

takes. In the early part of your
career, you will falter and fall vic-

tim of that fallacy that you should-

n't promise what you can't deliver,

that people are interested in con-
structive measures for improving
government and social conditions.

Some people are, of course. But
not your customers. What you
must do on your upward path is to

denounce evils, not correct them.
If you start trying to improve

things before you are in a position

to throttle all criticism, then you
have laid yourself wide open. Peo-

ple will see that you are only

human and not a demi-god, that,

like any other reformer, you can't

deliver quite what you promised,

and you will richly merit the poli-

tical bust on the schnozzle which

you will most assuredly get.

If you want to become the heavy

sugar daddy of the lower middle

classes, don't waste your time and
endanger your career by proposing

concrete reforms. Concentrate on

denouncing their enemies—pour it

hot and heavy about the idle rich,

the radical poor, the Jews, the chain

stores, and what not. Don't ever

falter and think that sincerity or

logic can be substituted for vehem-
ence; if you find yourself falling

back on the truth, recognize this

symptom for what it is—a danger

warning—a sign that your imagina-

tive powers are flagging, that you
need a couple of weeks' rest some-

where.

Your job is to induce a mass

psychosis, so remember the basic

symptoms of paranoia; delusions of

grandeur alternating with hallu

cinations of persecution. Tell your

customers in one breath that they

are the greatest guys on earth, of a

pure and noble blood destined to

rule, and in the next that they are

beset by sinister foes without and

Within, and that you are the only

fair-haired boy who can fish them

out o fthe soup and hoist them to

the stars. For supplementary read-

ing to help you master the tech-

nique, I cannot too strongly re-

commend the Hearst press.

And if you now bother me with

silly questions as to what you'll do
when you get it, you haven't the

proper glandular and neurotic set-

up to be a dictator. You have the

Treacherous Friends
Two-Time Freshmen

Freshmen still have difficulties

even though fussing is allowed.

We just heard a story about three

frosh who, after having the usual

trouble in getting the Ban Righ
phone, succeeded in securing

blind dates for last Saturday

evening.

Arriving promptly at eight

o'clock, they were shown to the

waiting room. In the hall they

noticed three boys chatting to

some girls. Hearing their own
names mentioned, the freshmen

began to take interest in the

group. To their consternation

they suddenly realized that they

were being impersonated by some
of their pals, and, that if action

wasn't taken at once, their dates

would be escorted out from un-

der their very noses.

After much difficulty, they es-

tablished their claims, vowing
vengeance, which, we understand

was attended to late that night

Arts Freshmen

A compulsory meeting of

all Arts freshmen will be held

today at 2 o'clock in room

201 of the Arts Building.

First year men are kindly re-

quested to make it a point to

attend this meeting.

Chairman Arts

Vigilance Committee.

press, don't you? And the radio.'

And the public platform? And

you can burn all the books you don't

like and print some others that you

do. And plenty of brass bands ,to

play while your customers march

up and down in their uniforms

cheering to make themselves feel

important ; able to go out and beat

up a few foreigners to resolve am
doubts which might come into their

minds. When you're in, it's a push-

over. So run along, now, buy a

copy of the evening American and

start doing your home-work. It

might just as well be you as some-

body else,

The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the namt of the writer. His

identity will be considered con

fidential if the writer so desires.

Journal satirically reminded of the
important role it plays in world

affairs.

Dear Sir:

The Journal is to be congratu

lated on its firm stand on the

Ethiopian situation. With a cir

culation and influence so univer

sal and so widespread there can

be no doubt that the Journal's

views will have a far-reaching

and powerful effect over world

opinion.

Mussolini himself, as he drinks

his morning cup of camomile tea

and hurriedly glances througl

the papers before plunging into

his daily dictatorial duties, will

take pause to reflect when he

turns to the editorial page of the

Queen's University Journal. It

is quite possible that official dis-

approval couched in such dignifi-

ed terms may turn him from his

imperialistic course and cause

him to retire to the hills and de-

vote the rest of his life to the

study of mud turtles in their

native haunts.

As the clear clarion call of the

Journal sweeps over a vicious

world captains and kings, till now

eager and thirsting for blood

will hurl their swords to the

winds, cleanse their hearts of

evil, and fall sobbing and seekin

forgiveness before the altar <

peace. The League Council at

Geneva when it learns of the

Journal's support will throw
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tself with even greater zeal into
the cause of peace, and Ethiopia,
encouraged by the news, will

carry forth her plea for justice

with renewed heart.

But," the question may be
raised, "Has the Journal gone far

enough? Could she not proceed
even further in her efforts to-

ward restoring justice and peace
to a nation exhausted and bleed-

ing?"

In answer to this cry let the
Journal institute a recruiting

campaign for the salvation of

Ethiopia. Let her slogan be the

inspiring title of Friday's edi

torial "Now Is The Time To
Act." Hundreds, yea thousands
of volunteers would flock to her
colors ready and eager to die for

the noble ideals of the Journal
Picture for yourself the contin

gent led by the Queen's band
resplendent in their new uni-

forms, rushing to battle with the

knowledge of right in their

hearts and a Cha gheil on their

lips. Truly a noble thought.

And in conclusion let me add
that the world is breathing a

sigh of pure relief that the

Journal once again will pursue
the policy adhered to by last

year's far sighted editorial staff

and once more will direct her edi

torial columns towards world
problems rather than just those

confined to college life. It is only

in this wide field that she can
realize to the full the varied and
valuable experience of the edi

torial staff and grant a priceless

gift to a grateful world.

Sincerely yours,

"THE GOON."

Editor's note: The Journal will

take immediate action to secure

the services on the paper of "The
Goon," a member of the staff

last year. The Press Universal

needs talent such as this.

Correspondent hopes that jokes will
not appear in this year's Tricolor.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

I feel certain that everyone will

agree with me in thinking that

the 1935 Year Book is a splendid

example of dignity and good
taste. It is a book which all who
are fortunate enough to possess

one will cherish forever, particu-

larly those of the class of '35 for

whom it was primarily designed.

I was very disappointed to

to read tn a recent issue of the

Journal of proposed changes to

be made in this year's Tricolor.

It was only last year that the

graduating students' biographies

were abolished, yet already the

editors are again planning to re-

duce the status of the Queen's

Year Book to that of a high

school magazine by including

pages of jokes,

A certain number of campus
life snap-shots add variety and

interest to a publication dealing

with student activities, but jokes,

even if not well-worn, are not

likely to pertain to life at

Queen's and could serve no other

purpose than to make the book

appear trivial.

I am sure Mr. Davis, the

editor of the 1936 Tricolor, will

welcome further discussion on

this subject, particularly from

members of the graduating years.

Yours truly,

ARTS '36.

Date Bureau Application

Student Admission

Tickets
STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO OBTAIN THEIR

BOOKS OF ADMISSION TICKETS AT ONCE.

Student Admission Books

CANNOT BE OBTAINED

on Saturday,

EVENT No. 1

VARSITY vs. QUEEN'S
NEXT SATURDAY

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL

Name Address Phone.

Faculty Year Sex Age Colour of hair.

Eyes Weight Height

Characteristics

Do you drink? Smoke?.

Do you prefer a "Dutch" date? ...

Dance?.

What are your interests?

What du you prefer to do on a date?

What sort of person do you want to date;

When are you available?

Cut this out— fill in—and leave in an envelope addressed to

the 'Date Bureau' at the Post Office in Douglas Library. This is

confidential. Enclose 10 cents with this application. Facsimile

copies of this application accepted.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 21I6-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to f

Phone 4248
Drug Store

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONi 519.... princess IT.

U*YSPEAC0C*
J'HOME 54 3 . NEXT TOIOBIAW5
^ J
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Tricolor Loses First Game
It must lie admitted that the first game

the rugby season was rather a disap-

pointment to Queen's supporters. The

Kcilmen were determined not to be de-

feated on their own ground and were able

to keep the Tricolor on the short end of a

9-7 score. Few of the Queen's fans at the

game were prepared to see their team lose

this match in Montreal. But rugby results

arc as uncertain as the weather.

We don't believe the players themselves

will have any excuses to offer. It was a

fairly-played game and the result was just

one of those things that happen. The Tri-

color may have been a little overconfident

;

perhaps justifiably so. But with this one

loss out of their systems there should be

no more stumbling on the path to another

championship.

Although costly fumbles and penalties

marred the chances of the Queen's twelve

the players always returned to the fray as

eager and determined as ever. As long as

this spirit is present the team should be

able to complete its schedule without an-

other loss. Furthermore, a team with such

a spirit can always bank upon (he fullest

support irum the entire student body.

brought into touch with the musical ac-

tivities on the campus, we are sure that

Dr. Harrison would be only too glad to

conduct such sing-songs. Students can ex-

press their views on this subject by means

of the Soap-Box column.

New Musical Opportunities at
Queen's

The appointment of a Resident Musician
at the University should be of paramount
interest to many Queen's students. Music,
generally sptakinjr, has a much wider ap-

peal than many of the other arts since even
the uninitiated can appreciate and enjoy its

various branches. With Dr. Frank Har-
rison of Ottawa selected to fill the post
students will have no doubt as to the cap
able manner in which it will be filled.

The students will be able to have a
voice in determining just what activities

this new post will embrace. It is already
planned to have grainuphonc talks, a music
library, and a choral society in order to
stimulate interest in music. Whv not have
regular nights of song such ns those con-
ducted in other colleges? Would the stu-

dents be interested in a program of this
kind?

The Journal would like to sec the niusi

cal activities of the University carry a more
pupuhr appeal. Monthly sing-songs would
do mucli to further this end. There aw
many students who enjoy singing popular
songs with their pals but who would be a

bit hesitant about trying out for a Glee
Club -ince their voices perhaps lack the
appeal of a Grace Moore or Jan Kiepura.
It is for those who love to sing but know
they are no concert stars that these get-
togethers would be most valuable.

Queen's is fortunate in securing the ser-

vices of Dr. Harrison. If the students ex-
press their approval of a monthly night of
song, or any other method by which a
larger number of the students could be

Miller Museum Articles

In this issue of the Journal there ap-

pears the first of a series of articles on

the Miller Museum by J. D. Bateman.

These articles will discuss the different ex-

hibits of the Miller Memorial Museum. The

Museum which comprises the whole ground

floor of Miller Hall, and is open from 8 a.m.

to 5 p.m. every week day. was named in

honour of Professor Willet G. Miller, at

one time professor of geology at Queen's

and later Provincial Geologist,

Those who arc at Queen's for the first

time this year are urged to visit the Miller

Museum which has one of the finest col-

lections of rocks, minerals, ores and

paleontological specimens. Four years ago

Sir Henry Micrs. in the Carnegie Report

on Canadian Museums,' mentioned the

Miller Museum as one of the five best in

Canada.

The west wing is devoted to rock and

mineral exhibitions and, in this collection,

is written the Romance of the mining in-

dustry of Canada, The cast wing is devot-

ed to fossil life and the historic evolution

of flora and fauna. The institution is a

great credit to Queen's University.

The new uniforms on the members of

the Queen's Band made a distinct impres-

sion upon both McGill and Queen's sup-

porters at Saturday's game. The Univer-

sity has reason to be proud of its college

band this year.

It is reported that a college graduate

with a B.A. has been finally accepted as a

farm hand. It's nice to know that gradu-

ates at least have some chance of getting

job.

The journal asks for the hearty co-oper-

ation of all its readers in patronizing the

firms which advertise in our pages. They
are all reliable businesses, selling first-class

merchandise. Their support makes it pos-

sible for the Journal to be published. They
would greatly appreciate your support in

return.

The Queen's supporters at the game on

Saturday could have been better organiz-

ed. Several times when the fans felt like a

cheer, the cheer-leaders remained glued to

their chairs. And several times when the

cheer-leaders attempted to conduct a cheer

the. response of the fans left much to be
desired.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

Official Notices

Payment of Fees

All fees should be paid at registration. Any

students who have not paid their fees are re-

minded that they must immediately make

settlement with the Treasurer if they expect

to be regarded as students of the University.

Physical Examinations

All students at the University for the first

time must have a physical examination. Ap-

pointments for men are made at the Regis-

trar's Office. Women students should consult

Miss Ethelwynne Murphy.

Attendance and Work

Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-

ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

Autumn Convocation

Autumn Convocation- will be held Sat-

urday morning, October 12th. at 11 o'clock.

Classes will cease at 10.45 a.m. on that day

in order that students may have an oppor-

tunity to find their places in Grant Hall.

Rhodes Scholarships

Candidates for Rhodes Scholarships

must make application by November 10th

to H. Borden, Esq., 320 Bay Street, Tor-

onto. Application forms and full informa-

tion may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office.

and women. That is the essential difference

between high school and university. Here

we are taught from the first to shoulder

our own responsibilities, to think for our-

selves; we are grown-up. So it is grown-

ups, not children, who engineer these in-

itiation fights and bed races!

Besides being undignified and infantile,

initiations are in many cases unkind. The

freshmen are new to the University, fre-

quently they arc new to the city. Many
of them have never lived away from home
before. What a much more charitable action

it is to do as the University College sopho-

mores are doing, to welcome the freshmen

as a guest than to drop him in Rosedale in

the middle of the night to find his way
home through the labyrinth in his pyjamas.

It is invariably the best student, the most

intelligent man who is most injured by
such idiotic proceedings.

We have never been able to discover

anyone who heartily approved of initia-

tions except sophomores, and they only

for the brief period during which they are

sophomores. —Varsity.

Initiations

Initiations have seemed for some time
past, more particularly since that unfortun-
ate incident at Alberta University two years
ago, to be gradually going out of fashion.

The sophomores of University College an-
nounced this year that a formal reception
would he accorded the freshmen instead of
any rough house initiation. They are to be
•'"inmended for their intelligence. A new
day of enlightenment glimmers on the
horizon,

From McMaster comes word that after

being suspended last year, initiations have
been reintroduced with a vengeance, and
by the women too! The purpose of initia-

tions is. so it is sjiid, "to eradicate any sense
of dignity or pride the freshmen may have
had upon entering the University." It has
always seemed to us that the crying need
jf this generation was to have a little

dignity inspired in it not eradicated from
it. What we admire most about the old
English universities is the air of dignity
and hoary tradition that hovers about them.
The true student approaches his university
with awe and dignity. It is lamentable that
the actions of a few misguided youth;
should he allowed to shatter this illusion

The fact that the University tries to im
press upon the incoming students is that
they are no longer boys and girls, but men

Campbell President

Science Sophomores

Meeling last Thursday in Carru-

thers Hall, the Science sophomores

elected M. Campbell as president

and Professor A. Jackson as Hon-

orary president. Other officers for

Science "38 are as follows

:

Vice-President, G. Pallister; trea-

surer, N. W. Martison; secretary,

W. Marshall: vigilance committee,

Messrs. Park, Rice, Wienonen,

Jackson, Binch, Broadhurst, Bright,

Abbott, Verdec, Cadario, Ritzel,

Baker, Keeley and Patton ; athletic

representatives, C. Taylor and P. S.

Broadhurst.

Marshall, Miller and Ferguson

were appointed to the committee of

the Soph-Frosh Banquet. Year fees

for the year were fixed at fifty-

cents.

Student Peace Movement
Sees Increased Support

The executive of the Student

Peace Movement, meeting last

week, has drawn up an interesting

program for the coming year. In

view of the present world crisis it

is expected that an increased en-

thusiasm will be shown in the

work of this organization.

Bert Marcuse, president of the

S.P.M., announces that a special

public meeting will be held in the

near future. Further announce-

ment of this will be given later.

$4,461,409 worth of corsets were

sold in Canada in 1934. Figures

show a considerable improvement

in this industrv of late.

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

52 Poker Hands, any numbers,

now accepted at a complete tat.

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of- Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST SERVED
QUICKLY AT

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN AT 7.30 A.M.
Service that will please you

British Idealism Strengthens
League

In the middle of the hodge-podge of

diplomatic bickering now being witnessed

at Geneva, one of the brightest and most
ennobling sights is Britain's stand for peace

and the League itself.

In a mechanized world, idealism is a

rare quality and a display of a great nation

risking her own national security for the

ideal that is the League of Nations is a

high mark in world history.

If Italy should conquer Ethiopia the

African fiasco would not end there. Any
successful violation of the covenant of the

League will only induce weakness and final

collapse of the world's one co-operative

effort to maintain peace.

Britain, as the cynic sees her, is merely
taking the lead at Geneva to maintain the

Empire intact—to retain the lands gained
by imperialistic conquest. But that seems
secondary,

Britain's brilliant leadership in the drive
for peace during the past two weeks is. more
than self-interest. It is definitely for the
world itself— it is for peace.

Without Anthony Eden and Sir Samuel
Hoare Italy would never have wavered in
her determination to war against Ethiopia.
With Britain and France aligned definitely
against her, Italy reconsidered the
issue. Perhaps there will still be war in
Africa and even war in Europe but British
efforts to prevent a conflict have been noble

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

and civilized. —Varsity

WATTS, FLORIST
Widest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph Bowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sua, Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

Z80 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

C AN ADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

iHaruiolft (Haft
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00
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For the Ladies—$5.00
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

QUEEN'S DROP OPENER
Defending their championship won last year after thrilling season,

Montreal Ijj

bitter struggle thai
inexperienced hut battling McGill twelve
decided by breaki.

OntpUymg the Redmeo throughout, ihc Tricolor gave an erratic dis-
play ,n the hit half o the game, and instead of being in the driver's
seat they

'

found themselves on the short end of a 9-7 count.
tumbles and penalties marred the Reevcmen's play, but at that they

were unfortunate to lose. Flashing an attack that kept the Reds onthe defensive the Tr.color literally played , he Montrealers into the mud.
but when points were needed they just couldn't click.

Perhaps they had to get a bad game out of their systems, and it
might just as well have been that one. but the fact remains that the
local students will have to lake Varsity here next Saturday to stay in
the hunt. Uuccns have arisen to-the heights on former occasions when
they have had their backs to the wall, and they will undoubtedly do so
this time.

Varsity will receive
watch Queen's gol

warm reception this coming week-end and

TRICOLOR NEWCOMERS IMPRESSIVE
The new men on Ted Reeve's champion football squad looked im-

pressive in the opening game at Montreal. Chuck Peck, Charley Mc-
Clean and Grover Dennis saw plenty of action and disported themselves
well. Peck in particular distinguished himself with his fine tackling
and Ins great forward passing.

The former St. Mike's flash is apparently heading for a big season
and will be the talk of the Union before the curtain falls in November.

VARSITY ROUTES WESTERN
Smothering Bill Storen's hapless Mustangs under by a 21-1 trounc-

ing, Varsity Blues lived up to expectations on . Saturday and loom up
as the chief threat to Queen's crown.

The Blues showed no mercy on the Purple and White and did
about as they pleased and all they had to do was to go through the
motions.

Possessing a brilliant set of back fielders the Queen's Parkers have
simply romped to easy victories in their two starts to date, hut they
will need all the strength they have to down Ted Reeve's hopefuls at

Richardson Stadium on October 12th.

The Tricolor will swing into 'their daily workouts this afternoon.
<letcruiined to remedy the mistakes which cost them a victory over Mc-
Gill. The coming struggle should be a thriller.

QUEEN'S JUNIORS WIN
Murray Griffin's Junior O.R.F.U. Club made ;ui auspicious start

"here last Saturday by lacing Ted Voun g's -youthful KC.V.I. outfit 24-0.

The Tricolor kids have a fast backfield and a hefty line and this com-
bination should carry them to a group championship. They arc by
no means out of (he woods as yet, but they believe they are going
to go places,

TRACK MEET ON THURSDAY
On Thursday afternoon the annual intcrfaculty track and field meet

will be held at the Stadium.
Entries have been coming in regularly for the past week, and the

event promises to surpass all previous meets.

Places on the Intercollegiate squad will be decided from the results

of this competition and it is expected that a good siicd crowd will

he on hand to watch the athletes vie for honours.

PUNTS, PASSES AND PRAYERS

GIVE RED TEAM 9-7 VICTORY

(Continued from page 1)

something would go blooey. The
new score board showed a little

less than a minute to go in the

opening half, when, from well in

Red territory Westman and
Hedge put on their act, an un-

converted touchdown, which set

the Tricolor squad back on their

heels. After Queen's kicked off

the half ended with the homes
ters leading 6-5.

TRICOLOR JUNIORS

SWAMP K.C. V.I. 24-0

On Saturday afternoon before a

small crowd Murray Griffin's well

coached Tricolor Juniors blanked

K.C.V.I. by the overwhelming

score of 24 to 0. Queen's were

never in danger and did practically

what they liked with the lighter

schoolboys.

The outstanding player on the

field was Carson, an Ottawa boy,

who played sensationally for

Queen's. Besides scoring two

touchdowns, his plunging and

broken field running helped his

team to get in a scoring position

more than once. Campbell played

well at quarter and all the other

backfield men were effective on
"both offensive and defensive.

K.C.V.I. kicked off to Campbell

who was smeared in his tracks.

After an exchange of kicks Robert-

son fumbled on his own twenty-

five yard line and Martison fell on

the ball. From there Queen's

plunged for yards twice and then

Gumming went over for a touch-

down which was converted by

Campbell. Carson then made the

best play of the game when he ran

the hall back after the ktckoff

through the whole K.C.V.I. team

to score a touchdown which was

not converted,

in the second quarter Coach

Griffin sent in his subs who played

almost as well as the regulars to

bold K.C.V.I. completely in check.

'Queen's failed to make yards and

Martison kicked to Robertson who

fumbled behind his goal line. Scott

fell on the loose ball to score a

touchdown which was not conver-

ged. There was no more scoring in

that period and Queen's led 16 to

0 at half time.

Queen's started off with a rush

after half time and moved the

J'ardsticks several times. Carson

broke away on an end run and ran

hen he shot Hedge the forward

which enabled the latter to cross

the visitor's .line standing up

Running Westman a elose second

all round effectiveness was

,\rn Hedge who tackled sensa

tionally and in general gave i

display that definitely stamped

him as a star. Other Red lumin-

aries were Andy Anton, Lctour

neau, Ruschin, Horing and Geo

Stockwell all of whom played

smart, heady football to earn

brackets. The McGill line wa

outplayed by the Tricolor but

proved tough to crack in the

pinches and this fact played an

important part in their win.

'3* i

forty yards to score his second

touchdown which was converted by

( .implicit. Queen's kept the ball in

their possession for most of the

quarter. Campbell, Carson and

Wilder made several large gains

which put the Juniors in scoring

position again." Martison then

kicked to the deadline for another

point making the score 23 to 0 in

favor of Queen's.

In the last quarter Coach Griffin

again put all his subs in the game.

Drysdale of K.C.V.I. tried several

forward passes but they were all

incomplete. The K.C.V.I. boys

tried very hard to score but their

heavier opponents were able to

hold them in check. Queen's then

worked the hall up to the K.C.V.I.

twenty-five yard line from where

they tried a placement which how

ever missed and went for a point.

K.C.V.I. then started another offen'

sive hut the whistle blew to end the

game. Queen's, 24; K.C.V.I., 0.

Line-up

:

Queen's Position K.C.V.I

Snap

Insides

Middles

Outsides

Quarter

Halfbacks

Oakes

Elliott

Dick

Acton

Taylor

Foster

Allen

Powell

Robertson

Pratt

Drysdale

Kendall

Queen's Subs—Donaldson, Grey,

Morrison. Holland, McLean. Scott.

Jones, Cairns, Miller, Spearman,

Walker, Sampson,

K.C.V.I. — Mills, Black, Moore,

Semairc. McConnell, Clarke. Stuart,

Peters.

Con! in

Johnston

MacGillvary

Abbott

Wood

Gcrtzman

McCloskey

Campbell

Martison

Carson

Cumming
FIj me Wing

Wilder

HARRY SONSHINE

Throughout the final part of

the contest the Reevemcn were

the aggressors but after Munro
had kicked them into a 7-6 lead

in the early part of the 3rd quar-

ter Dame Fortune turned her

back upon them and they were

guilty of several errors which

finally cost them the ball game.

They ran the ends sensationally

and made good gains through the

Red front line, but towards the

end of the same stanza came the

break which decided the issue.

Penalized twice in succession the

Tricolor were set back in th

shadows of their own goal post

and on a third down a snap out

went astray and McGill recover

ed on the Reevemen's 15 yard

stripe. Two line smashes gain-

ed nothing and on the final down

Lou Ruschin shot a placement

squarely between the uprights to

give the Reds a 9-7 advantage.

The slim margin was constantly

on the verge of being wiped out

by the Tricolor from this time

on. Although sure points seem-

ed inevitable according to the

trend of the play, which was de-

cidedly in favor of Reeve's gang,

the battling Montrealers, always

on the defensive, failed to crack

under the heavy going, and em-

erged victors by a two point lead,

Queen's applied the pressure

steadily in the final period, but

in the critical moments some-

thing would happen and chances

to at least tie the score were

wasted. An example of the

breaks that were coining their

way in the hectic closing quarter,

occurred a few minutes before

the end. when Barnabe's attempt-

ed drop missed the posts, but

took a bounce well behind Me-

tritis goal line and hit a Tri-

color end, who had come in f;i>t

to make sure of a single point.

The Reds then obtained the oval

on their 20 yard marker, and

Westman immediately hoisted it

out of the danger zone.

Standing out head and should-

ers over any of his team mates

Herb Westman returning to

College rugby after a year's ab-

sence was the one man that stood

between Queen's and victory.

The lanky Red kicking ace drove

the Tricolor back time after time

with several well placed hoists

that had plenty of drive behind

them. Westman also distinguish-

ed himself by paving the way for

the home team's major score

Queen's had a string of star

out there on Saturday, every

earning top rating at some time

or another. Although beaten, the

Tricolor had their opponents on

the run fur fully three quarters

of the sixty minutes. Showin

much smarter plays than th

Reds the Kingston student

worked extension plays that had

Coach O'Brien's kids bewilderet

Their first line ot defence played

great ball, but on two occasions

wavered long enough to allow

Montreal men to break througli

and block Barnabe'* bids for

field goals. Sonshine at flying

wing gave his usual steady per-

formance hitting opposing ball

carriers hard and running the

ends for big gains. Curly Krng
featured with some dazzlin

broken field work and he was

well supported by Edwards and

Munro. Barnabe handled the

team at the pivot position and

Cold stastistics show that

Queen's had a big edge in the

play, the Tricolor gaining eleven

first downs to McGill's two.

However, the Reds took advant-

ge of the breaks and finished on

top and that, after all, is what
counts.

The Montrealers made the

most of their opportunities

throughout the struggle,

hown by the fact that although

hey moved the sticks only twice

they were able to score nine

points.

The Westman to Hedge for

ward flip which led to McGill's

major was perfectly executed

Hedge gathered the hall in and

hot-footed it for forty-five yards

with four Tricolor tacklers right

on his heels. But the California

boy beat them all to it and just

crossed the line bforc someone
nailed him. It was a thrilling

play and set the big crowd into

an uproar which lasted for sev-

eral minutes.

Tricolor end runs were good

ground gainers all afternoon. The
arnabe to Krug to Munro to

Sonshine combination had the

Montrealers dizzy as they cut

through holes and skirted the

ends consistently for first downs.

Queen's tried ten passes, three

of which were completed. Peck

did the passing and of the three

which were successful Barnabe

was on the receiving end of two.

Yards were made on each of the

three flips, one being good for a

25 yard gain. McGill attempted

four forwards and two were good,

especially the Westman to Hedge

masterpiece which really meant

the ball game.

The Tricolor led the way in

fumbles, making no less than

seven, while the Rcdmen only

messed up two plays. One of

the Reevemen's errors was dir-

ectly responsible for the loss for,

on recovering, McGill lost no

time in shooting the winning

placement over.

(Continued on page 6)

ED. BARNABE

besides accounting for four

points, was on the receiving end

of a couple of forwards that were

outstanding. Chuck Peck-

looked good in his Intercollegiate

debut, the rang}' ex-St. Mike's

boy doing all of Queen's forward

passing and doing it well. The

tanks on the front line, Weir.

Zvonkin, Jones. Kirkland and

Lewis did valiant work through-

out the piece, the play of the la^t

named was especially pleasing.

During the entire contest the

Tricolor alternately looked bril-

liant and erratic. Fumbles and

penalties were numerous and in

reality deprived the squad of a

triumph. However Queen's aren't

offering any alibis. Next Satur-

day will be a different day.

Shortly before game time Prin-

cipal Morgan, the new head of

McGill made an auspicious en-

trance into the stadium, sitting

a Victorian carriage hauled by

thirty-five freshmen, who looked

impressive i» their white trous-

ers and red and white sweater

coats. Accompanying the new

principal was Sir Edward Beatty.

K.C, Chancellor of the Univer-

sity.

FALL IS HERE!

Tb
"Rugby*

AND WINTER IS

COMING SOON!

Of course you nun will need a

heavy pair of shoe* to ward- oft

the colli ami dampness. Here is

a smart pair of black shoes every

man should have. This style

available at %3.<3S, J4.9S, $6.50,

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Street Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

©0 ^tu&enta of <@i»*n'0
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Fa"ora

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order
'

102 PRINCESS ST.PHONE 666 Estd. 1840

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS *16up TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
1

[Minimum F»re»: Adulr 7Jc: Child**)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18 from KINGSTON

To Bmntford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood, Detroit, Durham, Goderich,

Grimsby Guelpli, Huotsville, Kincardine, Kitchener. London, Meaford,

Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falls, North Bay. Owen Sound,

PidmerBtoD, Parte, Penetnng, St. Catharines, Sarnie, Southampton.

Stratford Winrton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points

beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and BrantforA Also to all towns in

NaV Ontario on lines of Temlshaailait A Northern Ontario Rly„ Kapuskss-

inn. etc Parry Sound. Sudbury, Longlac, GernUiton, Hardrock, Jelucoe.

"SATURDAY, OCT. 19 to TORONTO and HAMILTON

Informats

ibr J«.

, from Ag"Ui. ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL
(ADA'S MAPLE LEAF CONIEST"
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Prof. G. H. Clarke To Speak
On Joseph Conrad

"The Personality and Art of

Joseph Conrad" will bo the subject

of Professor G. H. Clarke's address

to the English Club this afternoon

al 3.30 p.m. in the Red Room, Arts

Building. Afternoon tea will be

served at the close of the address

Conrad's work is well-known to

many students, and it is expected

that much interest will be shown in

the informal discussion which

scheduled to follow Dr. Garke's

speech. The speaker is head of the

English Department at Queen's and

has acquired a reputation on this

continent bolh as author and critic,

The English Club extends a cor-

dial invitation to students of all

faculties. Newcomers arc especially

welcome.

Col. J. Jag Jagson
Is A. M.S. Candidate

(Continued from page 1)

throng of reporters and a recep-

tion committee of plainclothes-

men.

He seemed in a jovial mood.
About him there hung a slight

annua of vodka, the subject of

his latest experiments with which
Col. Jagson has plans for bring

tug the war in Africa to a speedy
finish. He says he is going to

soak Little Giant chewing toba

co in vodka and give a plug to

every Ethiopian soldier. This
will finish cither the Italians or

(he Ethiopians—in any case end
ing the war.

Col. Jagson says he tried i

himself and single-handed chased
400 mujiks from Moscow
Omsk.

(

The colonel, who may
COach the Theological football

team tin's year said he might try

it out on the boys as there are

not enough players to fill all the
positions.

Questioned about his platform
in the coining election Col. Jag
son said he was ready to declare
for an extensive program of re-

form embracing nearly ever)
branch of campus activity.

"I have thought up a new sys
tem of sociable credit whereby
there will be

f.
beer pump in

every classroom. From now on
hiring of all instructors will he
taken care of by my special aide-
de-camp Baron C, R. Beergutz
who wilt sec to it that all of them
are qualified bartenders."

At this point Dollar Bill came
by on his bicycle and the Colonel
hopped on behind and was
whisked away in a cloud of foam.

AT THE THEATRE

"Avast thar, ye lubbers. I'll have
no mechanical winches on this
vacht," roared the skipper as he
tossed the lady robot overboard.
Yes. lads, that's a rowboat, not a
schooner. A schooner has beer in
it.—West Point Pointer.

"Oh, Dr. Morgan," cooed the
sweet young co-ed to our pa.misi.ig
young psychiatrist, "I lost my in-
telligence te,t. Will I have to be
examined all over again;

"No," responded our good doctor
gallantly, "only your mind."

—Green Gander.

FRESHMEN
All freshmen whose names

have been given to the Vigil-
ance Committees of all facul-
ties, by the cheer-leaders, for
the Card Display at the Var-
sity game will please report to
the Stadium on Wednesday,
October 9th, at ~4.3Q

WITHOUT FAIL.

CAPITOL
"CHINA SEAS"

With

Clark Gable, Jean Harlo~>a and

Wallace Beery

As a pleasant relief to the re

gular run of drawing-room scenes

which have been featuring the re-

cent pictures, there comes to us this

rough and tumble feature "China

Seas", a thrilling and fast-movin

tale of Oriental shipping life.

The plot is a little difficult to

condense into short forrfi as there

seem to be so many sub-plots in it

...an unusual thing to find

the modern movie. It concerns the

voyage of a ship carrying an as

signment of gold through seas

notorious for pirates. Through a

series of exciting adventures includ

ing a typhoon, and a very realistic

pirate raid, the ship finally docks

with its cargo intact, Jean and

Clark bound for matrimonial bliss,

Wallace Beery dead, and Rosemary

Ames, to whom Clark was formerly

engaged, on her way back to

England.

You will enjoy the picture no

matter how you are feeling. It's

excitement, and unusual setting will

keep your interest alive, but don't

stop to think afterwards why. for

instance, the incident of the fake

pearls belonging to one of the

passengers was stressed. It ijust

does not seem to fit. B-|-

—N. MacR.

TI VO L I

"LET 'EM HAVE IT"

With

Richard Arlen, Virginia Bruce

"Let 'Em Have It" is another

in the lengthy cycle of G-Men

episodes, extolling the super

heroisms of Uncle Sam's trusty

Federal Agents.

The story concerns the daring

and startling activities of a gang

of kidnappers, who after a spec

taculnr prison escape embark upon

life of crime and slaughter

Richard Arlen, has the role of

federal agent, as may be easily

presumed, and rushes through his

remarkable adventures with all the

dash of one of Horatio Alger's

heroes. Complications arise ; the

heroine's tender young brother be-

comes a federal agent, so that he

may emulate his hero, Arlen. He
of course is shot and the hero

Named by the boy's sister. But in

the end justice has it's course

—

(he villain is killed and Arlen gets

the beautiful lady.

Virginia Bruce, makes a satis-

fying picture with her tearful,

blonde beauty; Arlen is uninspir-

ng and remarkably impassive.

Brady lends an occasional touch of

humour to the action and Bruce
Cabot fills his role satisfactorily.

A few interesting scenes on the

inner workings of the Department
of Justice add considerably to the

picture. B— ; —B.M

PUNTS AND PASSES
GIVE REDS VICTORY

p.m.

Museum Has Many
Samples Of Gold Ore

(Continued from page 1)

is the prospector able to find

recognize the yellow metal?

In the west wing of the Miller

Museum there are splendid spec

mens of gold ore from mines loca-

ted all over the world. Two par

ticular exhibits contain spectacular

specimens of gold and gold ore

from our own Canadian mines
which rank with the greatest in the

Id. Today Canada is the

world's third largest gold producer;
being exceeded only by South
Africa and Russia. From the

gold camps of Porcupine, Kirkland
Lake, Northwestern Quebec and
British Columbia a great industry

has been built up and the gold pro-
duced by these mines in the north
has done much to aid Canada
through one of the most trying

periods of her existence.

In the Biby Collection of the
Miller Museum there are two

(
speci-

mens of wire gold, each an-intricate

ball of fine, threadlike metal. In the
same collection are two phenomenal
samples of smooth, waterwom
miggels of placer gold. In another
case you will see a remarkable
specimen of the rich yellow metal
contained in white quartz. This
exhibit came from Sisco, an active-

producing mine in northern
Quebec. There is also in the Miller
Museum a reproduction of the
famous "Welcome Stranger" nug-
HCt which was found in Australia.
Ihis magnificent nugget weighed
1R2.3 lbs. and was valued at $45,200.
Today it would be worth almost
iv 0,000. In the same case there
are specimens of gold ore from the
Dome Mines and gold telluxules
from the Hollinger of Porcupine.
In the Economic Geology section of
the Museum, there are many speci-
mens of guld from CoWada, Wash-
ington, Nova Scotia and the great
mines of the Rand in South
Africa.

There is an old proverb among
prospectors that, if there is any

doubt a sample being gold, it is not
gold. You have all heard of fool's

gold : the pyrites of iron and copper.

How docs one tell the difference

between fool's gold and the preci-

ous metal? Gold reflects light

equally 'in all directions unlike
many other minerals— so that

when a specimen of gold is turned
in the sunlight, there is no glitter

or sparkle as there is to fool's

gold. When one learns to recog-
nize gold he can never be mistaken,
for it has a luster and depth of
richness which is incomparable to
any other metal.

The prospector, in his search for
gold, knows that the metal is usu-
lly associated with certain peculiar

species of rocks and particular
geologic structures ; thus he searches
for the proper conditions before he
looks for the metal. But often,
even in rich gold occurrences, the*

metal is so finely divided that it is

not visible to the naked eye. One
ounce of gold distributed in a ton
of rock is considered very rich ore;
and yet in most Canadian mines
there is only about half an ounce of
gold in each ton of ore. The speci-
mens which you see in the Museum
arc unusually rich ones. There are
many miners who have worked
underground for years in the rich

ines of Porcupine and Kirkland

(Continued from page 5)

Penalties, common to early

season ptay were very much
evidence with Queen's being the

chief sufferers. The Tricolor were

set back seven times throughou

the contest, while on the other

hand McGill ran afoul of the

officials on three occasions,

The splendid appearance of the

Queen's band in their natty new
uniforms, created a sensation.

The band has improved greatly

and drew down much favorable

omment in between halves

Barnabe wasn't .given a great

deal of protection on his drop

kicks, two being blocked, and

most of the other times he was
hurried, with the result that his

iccuracy was off considerably.

The one that did connect in the

second quarter was nicely execut-

from 35 yards out.

On the average Westman
slightly outdistanced Johnny
Munro in the kicking department.

The Red backfielder never look-

ed better and in the first half was
deliberately driving long ones

out of bounds for gains.

The Tricolor down field crew
featured with great displays of

ankle clutching. Red backs didn't

meet with much success in run-

ng back kicks due of course, to

the magnificent tackling of the

Kingston wings.

lis To Open Season

In Ottawa Saturday

l.ake who hav e never seen gold in
its natural state in the rock. This
brings a realisation of how highly
specialized the prospector must be
lo have achieved so much success
m his work in the past few years,

A few weeks ago the writer was
underground in the famous Croesus
Mine where spectacular deposits
were opened up a few years ago in
a half lens of ore. If the other half
of the lens can be found, there is

known to be over a million dollar
of high-grade gold. In the Miller
Museum there are many specimens
of gold ore in whirh the gold can-
not be seen; although other miner-
als associated with it are plainly

visible. Rut remember: "All that

glitters is not gold."

The day was perfect for the

opener. A bright sun beat down
upon the field, which was a littl

heavy, due to previous rains, and
there was a slight cross field

breeze which did not seem to

affect the two kickers any.

Queen's supporters although

mall in number certainly made
themselves heard. They were left

speechless when McGill got
their touch, for at the time their

heroes were leading 5-1 and look-

ed to be on the way to an easy

victory. Even after that several

called the Tricolor to win "go-
ing away" hut errors proved their

undoing.
,

Kingston Grads Win
From R. M. C. 1 3-5

Kingston Grads signalled their

entry into the Junior O.R.F.U.
series at the Richardson Stadium
Saturday afternoon by scoring a 13
to 5 victory over R.M.C. in a game
that classed the winners as a team
to be reckoned with in the Ontario
scries. Both teams played a fast

brand of ball but the Grads were
able to keep the red team from
the scoring column until the last

quarter.

For most of the first three
periods the Kingston squad had the
upper band but the Cadets' came
back strong in the last quarter to

score their only touch of the game.
They were also threatening hard a
few yards from the R.M.C. goal
line just before the final whistle
hut there was not sufficient time
for them to do any further scoring.

Queen's Intermediate rugby squad

opens its gridiron campaign this

coming Saturday opposing Ottawa

University in the Capital city. A
new coach in the person of Ralph

Jack, former Ottawa Roughrider,

is at the helm and the Tricolor

will be greatly aided, by his four

years experience in Big Four
company.

Most of the players have parti-

cipated in preseason training with

the Seniors, and steady workouts

since then have molded the club

into an intercollegiate contender

which mentor Jack predicts will

sweep aside all other teams in it's

group.

Coach Jack has not as yet made
any definite selections but he con-

siders the following line-up as

probable for Saturday's clash.

Either Tony Coughlin or Sammy
Delve will be at snapback, flanked

by Mel Swartz and Tom Doherty

as insides. Max Smith, a Winni-

peg lineman, and Bob Code, a re-

gular last year, will hold down the

middle berths, with Mel Cunning-

ham and Bruce Anderson, another

of last year's team, completing the

ine in the outside positions.

Jim Cunningham is at present

slated for flying wing, but if Coach

Jack receives a favourable decision

on his own playing eligibility, he

will replace Cunningham.

The line shows plenty of experi-

ence and although averaging but

175 lbs. opposing ball carriers will

find it hard to penetrate.

Four shifty hard-hitting backs

will provide the offensive spark,

relying oq sweeping end runs and
line smashes to move the
yardsticks. The backfield is some-
what small but what they lack in

weight is made up in speed.

Jack Latimer, ex-Glebe flash, and
Jesse Turner, last year's junior, will

team together as halfbacks and
both are potential ground-gainers.
Supporting the half line at quarter-
back will be another Ottawan, Bob
Cowley, while kicking duties will

fall on the capable shoulders of
Herb Handford, a triple-threat man
from Medicine, who promises to de-
velop into a star of the first

magnitude.

From an unknown quantity

Coach Jack _has developed his

bunch of boys into a hustling team

that expects next Saturday to be

the beginning of a championship

trail.

Nazi Baby-Buggy

The wife of a German workman
employed in a perambulator factory

tried to induce him to steal a per-

ambulator for their baby.

He refused to do this, but agreed

to purloin sufficient parts to make
a complete machine.

The great day for the assembly

of the parts arrived. After five

hours the wife went out to their

backyard and found her husband
a state of exhaustion.

'It's no good," he said. "It al-

ways comes out a machine-gun."

—Daily Telegraph (London)

BOARD AND ROOM
Accommodation for six students.

Good board $4.00 a week. Apply

442 Johnson Street

Phone 2739-J

SAVE $ $ $$
RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

'' from •'
...

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.RX.D0BBS&C0., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St.

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

Stipittifir palmist
LA SALLE HOTEL
Have your hands read.

Know yourself, ability, health.

Room 208
10 till 10

Reduced rate. One week only.

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.
HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.
CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.
WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506
Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505
PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES. SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
356 Princess Street Phone 22



COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 Princws St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 25W-W
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Work. Firat-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phonc 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY

2500 Volumes Are
Received By Library

(Continued from page 1)
One of the most interesting things

We Dam Socks^and^ General Mending

WE
PHONE 2390

CALL AND DELIVER

the empire:
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F
Suits sponged and pressed ... 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of
the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY i0A8
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 185°

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

'106 Wellington St

Phone 2.16

Kingston

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 34fi

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most
good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES. ONT.

received by Mr. Kyte is a formal
presentation made by the Alma
Mater Society to Principal Grant
upon his installation welcoming
him on behalf of all the students.
When the principal returned from
an extended trip to Australia he
was presented with an address on
the occasion of his birthday by the
Kingston Public School Trustees,
who write in enthusiastic style of
the great service done by Dr. Grant
for the cause of education in

Ontario,

A small medal inscribed "Dux
of Mr. Jack's Arithmetic Class,

Pictou Academy, 1849," and
"Presented by James Primrose to
Geo. M. Grant" casts some light

upon Dr. Grant's schooldays in
Nova Scotia,

About 700 volumes have been
giveti to Queen's University by
Donald McNicol nf Roselle, New
Jersey, which deal with the begin-
nings of telegraphy, telephony,

radio, etc. These books include
several first numbers of journals

devoted to the announcement of dis-

coveries on these lines in the early

days.

The story of how Mr. Kyte
nqnired this library for Queen's
makes interesting reading. Mr. Mc-
Nicol. who was born in Ontario,
began his career as an employee in

a store in Prcscott. His employer
one day nave him a copy of Ballan

tyne's new book, The Battery and
the Boiler, which told the story of

the laying of the first trans

Atlantic cable. The book aroused

Mr. McNicol's interest and led

him to pursue a career In the field

of telegraphy.

Two or three years ago the

Queen's librarian, hearing that Mr.
McNicol's library was to be given
away and learning that he intended
visiting his old employer, made a

special trip to Prcscott. Mr. Kyte
eventually forced the unwilling Mr.
McNicol to submit to an interview,

at which it was learned that the

large collection was destined for

Rutger's College, near Roselle.

In the course of conversation,

however, Mr. Kyte chanced to

mention a book that he himself had
always found interesting. The Bat
tcry and the Boiler. At the men
tion of this book Mr. McNicol's
interest increased noticeablv, and
during the last month Mr. Kyte re-

ceived word that Queen's Univer-

sity was to receive the McNicol
collection, which is invaluable in

point of source material.

It is expected that Mr. McNicol
will attend the annual spring con-

vocation- in 1936, when there will

he a small ceremony of dedication.

Nearly one thousand volumes

came to Queen's through the kind

intervention of Dr. Lome Pierce,

when the widow of M. O. Ham-
nond consigned his library to the

university. The late Mr. Ham-
mond was editor of the literary page
of i he Toronto Globe, and formerly

financial editor of the same paper.

Included among these thousand

looks are many which came to Mr.
Hammond for review in the Globe's

columns. There is the series

Ross McCullough Elected
President Meds '37

Fifth year Medicine elected their
officers for the coming year, last

week. The following executive
was appointed

: President, Ross Mc-
Cullough; Vice-President, Johnny
Walker; Treasurer, Gordon
Coughey

; Secretary, Macdonald
McKce; Athletic Stick. Mel
Schwartz.-; Sergeant-at-Arms, Ed-
ward Kahn and Social Convener,
Lome C. Dickson.

The ex-treasurer, Donald Biehn,
promised the year a financial state-

ment as soon as his trunk arrived.
As the trunk has come, this state-

ment has since been presented.

Treasurer Loses Trunk
Members of Meds '37 would like

to know the^ame and whereabouts
of the person or persons who were
responsible for the temporary ab-
sence of the trunk belonging to the
year's ex-treasurer. The owner is

now in possession of his trunk and
wishes the matter hushed up and
forgotten, but the remainder of the

year wants to know if this thing
is to become general, and if so
what holds the treasurer's trunks
up. .

Makers of Canada, together with
copies of the limited edition of Sir

Gilbert Parker's works.

Mr. Hammond's collection in-

cludes a large amount of Canadian
literature which will serve to form
a cross-section of the publications

of the last quarter-century.

Small but choice is the collec-

tion of the works of Francis Sher-
man, given to Queen's by Dr. Lome
Pierce. Since the publication of

the Rycrson Press edition of Sher-
man's collected works be has ranked

as one of Canada's major poets

Queen's library received, along
with a copy of the small limited edi

tion of Sherman's poems, one or

two books owned by the author

himself.

Miss Lois Saunders, for manv
years librarian of Queen's, has

given to the university her Dante
collection, comprising about thirty

volumes.

Miss Saunders has long had a

major interest in Dante, and pos-

sesses a knowledge of the Divina

Contmedia surpassed by few in

Canada. Her knowledge of Italian

literature in general is exceptional.

It is owing to her efforts that dur-

ing the period when the funds of

the library were very limited the

splendid collection of Spanish and

Italian books in the Douglas Lib-

rary was biu'll up.

It is understood that further ac-

commodation is being sought for

the Queen's library. Plans were

drawn up some time ago for ex-

tending the library building nortl

wards, but owing to architectural

difficulties it is more likely that

some of the offices now housed

the Doughs Library will be

moved to another building.

THE FEET
We understand that a certain

general, when asked to what be at-

tributed his luck in coming througl

so many battles unbanned, said hi

didn't know the meaning of defeat.

Our only comment on this is that

he was either very unobservant or

a good runner. To lapse into the

singular, de foot is a great organic

contraption

Anatomically speaking the foot

consists of three parts, the tarsus,

the metatarsus, and the phalanges.

Collectively this terminal organ of

the leg is made up of twenty-six

hones. The plural has fifty-two.

F.acli of them may be twisted. In

fact the whole lot may be twisted

for the sum of one dollar— and all

your troubles cured.

Feet will put up with a lot. It

is well to see that their lot isn't too

heavy, for they might let you
down.

However, your feet are your best

friends. They not only carry you,

but also all your exterior decorating

and your books. By passing each

ther in opposite directions, they

spell progress. By passing from

each other at lateral right angles

from the mid line of the body, they

spell the splits and complications.

This is one of nature's ways of

bringing us back to earth after an

inebriated sojourn in the realms

of John Barley Corn.

In

instruments of painful decoration

Their soles can be elevated just so

much, then we would remind you of

that old proverb, "Great aches from

little toe corns grow." Yes, girls,

treat your feet better and they'll

carry you home through a greater

distance; abuse them and they'll

give you a flat.

There are many kinds of feet.

The pussyfoot, clodhopper, flat, and

those which arc directed to all

points of the compass, when in use,

should be mentioned. Perhaps

among the better known' varieties,

are the Suitcase Simpson type and

the odiferous kind. It is interesting

to compare the size of the former

with the size of the hat, on certain

people. The latter, of late years,

has been differentiated into distinct

groups by subdividing. This is

dependent upon the degree of

potency in terms of yards and

standard rabbits (250 kgs) over a

period of time. It is too obvious

to mention perhaps that the plural

kills in half the time of the singular

if the distance is fixed or at half

the number of yards if the time is

fixed. Thus we have the origin

of that famous maxim, "Two picds

are better than one."

\nd so in summing up, we would

like to point out that there is

some truth in the saying that the

foot gives a fairly accurate guide to

character. To take two examples,

we note those who get into things

feet first and also the man, who
omen feet have become the 1 even- time he opens his mouth, puts

his foot in it.

Frosh Invited To
Reception Friday

The Freshman Reception will be

held this Friday night at 8 o'clock

in the Gym. All freshmen and

frcshettes are invited to attend free

of charge, but ribbons must be

worn in order to prove identity.

Students in other years will be

allowed to attend after 9.15 p.m.

for the sum of twenty-five cents.

Plans for the orchestra have not

yet been completed but a further

notice will appear in Friday's

"Journal."

Alumni Reunion To
Begin On Friday

FREE
Comfortable room, nice locality

—near University—for girl stu.

dent—in return for staying in as

required and very light duties.

Apply in person or writing to

E. LOCKETT
116 Princess St. Phone 24

FINAL EXCURSION
For Queen's Students Through Glorious 1000 Islands

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13th. 1935

ONE HOUR STOP AT CLAYTON, N.Y.

Come and enjoy this tour on a fast glass-cabined yacht with comfortable
upholstered seats.

Clayton Boat Line leaves foot of Brock Street at 1.30 p.m.

PHONE 966

The Queen's Alumni Reunion

will be held this week-end in con-

junction with the Queen's- Varsity

game. On Friday and Saturday

former' Queen's students will be

converging on the campus from

points all over the country.

Registration will take place in

the Common Room of the Students'

I "nion on Friday afternoon and

Saturday morning. The men stu

dents of the University arc asked

to co-operate with the Union in

order to make registration easy and

orderly for the returning grads.

On Friday afternoon and Satur

day morning the alumni will be

given the opportunity to inspect the

University, particularly the

modelled Medical Laboratorie.-

Building, and the Hospital. A
meeting of the Board of Directors

of the General Alumni Association

is scheduled for Friday afternoon.

Friday night the Principal and

Mrs. Fyfc will i-eceive in Grant

Hall and the visiting and local

alumni and members of the staff

arc invited to this function. Follow-

ing the reception the annual meet-

ing of the Alumni Association will

take place.

At 10 o'clock Saturday morning

there will be a demonstration of

clinical cases by the Medical Staff,

followed by a Pathological confer-

ncc in the R.chanlson Laboratory

Fall Convocation will be held at

11.00 a.m. in Grant Hall. All

classes will be called at 10.45. Sir

Lyman Duff, Oiief Justice of

Canada, and Mr. J. G. Ettinger,

principal of Victoria Public School.

Kingston, will receive honorary

degrees.

Class reunion dinners will follow

the foothal! game Saturday after-

noon. At 8 p.m. the University

CORRECTION

The Journal wishes to

apologize for an error which

appeared in last Friday's

paper. The poem which ap-

peared in the Campuscope
was written by Robert G.

Laidlaw, not by Edmund
Berry.

New LibraryBooks

Babreau, C. M. — Cornelius

Krieghoff.

Benson, E. F.—Queen Victoria.

Bruce, C. G.—Himalayan
Wanderer.

Burdsall. R.—Men Against the Sea,

Brewster, D.—Modern Fiction.

Chalmers. P. R.—Sport and Travel

i East Africa.

Cecil, Lord D.—Early Victorian

Novelists.

Coward, N.— Play Parade.

Day-Lewis. C.—A Hope for

Poetry.

Grenfell, W.—The Romance of

Labrador.

Hilton, J. — Good-bye Mr. Chips.

Modem Swedish short stories.

Nordhoff. C. B.—Pitcaim's Island.

Sherman, Francis— Complete

Poems.

Sholokhov, M. A. — And Quiet

Flows the Don. Twentieth Cen-
tury short stories.

Wollmann. M. (comp.) — Modern
Poetry, 1922-l°34.

Young. F. B.—This Little World,

EXTRAMURAL
FIGURES UP

Dr. F. Harrison To Speak In
Convocation Hall

Dr. Frank L. I larrison, th

muciial director at Jlusanc Will

discuss his plans for musical ae

tivitics at Queen's in a meeting

to be held this afternoon at fit

o'clock in Convocation Hall.

A choral society will be organ

ized under a committee of stu

dents. Dr. Harrison intend- t.i

huhl recitals every week at which
gramophone records will be

played, with a short talk on the

recordings.

Ml students interested

music, especially vocalists and
nslnitnentalists. are asked to at

end.

And did you hear of the guy who
lost a looking-glass in the wood>

and went crazy combing the brush

for a mirror?

—Ohio State Sun Dial.

Board of Trustees will meet in the

Douglas Library.

The week-end will be brought to

i close with the Reunion Dance in

Grant Hall at 0 p.m. Tickets arc

one dollar each and alumni, students

and staff are cordially invited. Jack

Telgman's 12-piece orchestra, which

is rapidly becoming Kingston's

premier dance band, will provide

the music.

(Continued from page I)

taking advantage to the option

provided by the Ontario Depart-

ment of Education register in

second-year courses only. Since

two courses during either the

winter or the summer session is

the total number allowed each

student at one time, it is expect-

ed that those taking the option

will be in attendance at Summer
School in 1936.

Summer School registration

this year was tin- largest ever re-

corded by the Queen's Extension

Office. Whereas the average

year saw about 500 students en-

rolled, the past summer had 687
Including middle and upper
hool students and those taking

the special course [a physical

training.

Further evidence that the

Extramural Department is in-

reasing in importance is given

by the fact that approximately

50 new writing centres have been
established this year. It is ex-

pected that the number of sta-

tions will reach 200.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Tlnec Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

FOR RENT
Two rooms, ten minutes from
University. Will be furnished
as bedroom and study to suit

two men students. Well heat-
ed, quiet, and full freedom to
come and ro at will. Pricp -

reasonable. Further information
available from __-*^*"

D. G. CARRUTHERS
151 Wellington Street

Phone ISO or 3231-W
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Students-
As Kingston's oldest

established shoe store

we welcome your
patronage.

"A STORE WHERE
YOU WILL LIKE TO

TRADE."

—Fine Shoes

—Slippers

—Hosiery

—Polishes

—Luggage

Courteous service by an

experienced staff.

It pays to pay for

quality.

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

GET YOUR
Arts Pin
Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall BIdg

Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Ballroom in Three Lessons
Tap Dancing Class or Private

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington
WE DELIVER

PLAN DEBATES FOR
MEETING OF L. S. R

The League for Social Recon
struction discussed plans for the

coming year at the meeting held

on Sunday afternoon. Public

speaking and debating is to con

stitute an important part of the

League activities so that mem
bers will be able to present their

views clearly and logically to

the public.

General meetings with various

speakers will be held under the

auspices of the Leagdc. Plans

for study into the nature of the

present crisis, the over-hanging

menace of Fascism and the causes

and nature of war were out-

lined. Research was planned on

Price Spreads, conditions in Can-

adian relief camps and the press-

ing problem of unemployment.

Membership in the League will

be of two kinds, full and associ

te. The members will partici

pate as actively as possible in

the League, associate members
to indicate by sympathy and sup-

port their approval of the

League's activities.

Music Club To Meet

On Thursday Night

The Queen's Music Club will

meet at 50 Clergy St., on Thursday

October 10, at 7.30 p.m. The pro

gram will be, mainly devoted to the

works of Tchaikovsky, with addi-

tional vocal numbers.

The selections by Tchaikovsky

will include the Fantasy Overture

from "Romeo and Juliette", The

Nutcracker Suite. Piano Concerto

in B Flat Minor, and Violin Con-

certo in D Major. Included in the

Program will be the Mad Scene

from Lucia, "Vesti la giubba" from

'Pagliacci" and Caru Nome from

'Rigoletto." Other recordings from

Donizetti, Flotow and Leoncavallo

will be played.

All students and others interested

in hearing good music are invited

No musical skill is required.

DATE BUREAU SAID

TO BE BIG SUCCESS

CONCERTS START
NEXT MONTH

(Continued from page 1)

the interpretation of the

romantic composers.

Alfred O'Shea. singing on the

amc program, has had tremen-

lous experience both in opera
and on the concert stage. He
studied in Milan under the finest

eachers and in London gave
numerous recitals with all the

great conductors. He is notable,

for his Irish songs and in the
lyric style of singing is excep-
tionally fine.

The popular and well-known
Hart House String Quartet will

give the last concert. Their
playing, heard last year in Kings
ton. has the marvellous beauty of

single instrument perfectly

played. They have been fortun
te in securing James Levey as

first violinst to replace Geza de
Kresz whose resignation from the
quartet was announced recently.

James Levey's leadership of the
London String Quartet for
twelve years established that

ganization as the premiere en-
emble of its kind.

These concerts have always
been popular with Kingston
audiences. The price of this

eries is within the reach of
everyone and special arrange
ments have been made for stu
dents.

Sophomore Artsmen
MeetAt4. 15 To-Day

A general meeting of the Arts

Sophomore Year will be held in

Room 201. Arts Building, at 4.15

p.m.. this afternoon. Important

business, including the appoint-

ment of a committee for the

Soph-Frosh Banquet and a com-

mittee for the Arts "38 year

dance, will feature the meeting.

Arts Sophomores including Le-

vana, are reminded that their year

fees of $1 are now due and are

payable by Levana, to Georgirta

Ross, phone 2814, and Peggy
Publow, 2814, and by the men,
to Bill Neville. 3557-J, and Tony
Coughlin, 1882-F. Failure to pay-

fees before Nov. 1st will result

in prosecution.

The Varsity Date Bureau, which

was formed after the Queen's date

bureau proved a success, has en

tered upon its second year of exist

ance. Its first year of operation on

the campus of the University of

Toronto was an unqualified success.

When the bureau first appeared

at Varsity last fall many students

thought the organiation a joke. But

once the novelty had worn off many
nf the out-of-town students with

few friends in the University be-

gan to use its facilities. It is now

accepted seriously as one of the

campus institutions.

During the first week of school this

fall more than twenty couples were

brought together by the bureau and

many more applications have been

received. There has been a great

demand for men with cars and for

girls living in residence, the appli-

cants wishing, apparently, to cut

down on taxi bills during the

winter.

Application forms are handled by

one person whose identity is kept a

secret so as to assure applicants

that their names will not be

divulged. The hard-tip men of the

college are particularly indebted to

the date bureau for the girls have
shown a complete willingness to

share expenses.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE Ml

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING

FLYING COURSE IS

BECOMING POPULAR

FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL,

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

Arts *36 Elect Ken Day
President

Ken Day was elected president
f Arts '36 at the first meeting of
rial-year Arts yesterday in the

Arts Building. Professor Roy
was chosen honorary president
by acclamation. Ev. Rickard will

u-t as vice-president for the year.
Other officers elected are as

ollows: secretary. Bill Craig;
treasurer. Cam Hillmer; athletic
stick. Bob Davis

; committee.
Ruth Fishlcigh, Bud Yuill,
Harion Lyons, Bill Stephen, Ram
Park anil T.-.Mv Booth.

Classics Club

The new Classics Club, organ-
ized by honour classics students
but intended for all interested in
any aspect of life and literature
m Greek and Roman times, will
hold its opening meeting this af-
ternoon at 2.00 p.m. in Room 308
Arts Building.

Renovated Building

Opened This Term

(Continued from page 1)

large halls on each floor took up a

lot of space. The floors, as in all

buildings built at that time, were of

wood, and there was only one en-

trance. All supplies had to be

brought in and debris removed
through this door, so that the en

trance was often cluttered up with

boxes and cans.

The renovated building has been

completely fireproofed, the useless

hall space greatly reduced and a
rear entrance built for bringing in

supplies. An electric elevator has

been built into the building for

transporting supplies from floor to

floor. A modern refrigeration sys-

tem has also been supplied.

Instead of two small lecture

rooms as in the old building there

is now one large one, two stories in

height and with seating accommo-
daiion for 100 people.

A laboratory on the first floor

looks after the wants of the Histo-
logy department. The Physiology-

lab is situated on the second floor

on the west side of the building.

The third floor is partly occupied
by a nicely fitted-out Bacteriology
lab., modern in appearance.

The attic is still used for the
animals, but more comfortable
quarters have been supplied for
them. These are specially built

cement boxes open at the top" and
looking almost like a series of hath
tubs, lined up side by side. Several
smaller rooms thai may be fitted

up as labs, for individual research
are also situated in the attic.

Roomy offices have been supplied
for the staff, often with small
laboratories adjoining. A room for
a library is a new feature.

Some of the basement space has
been utilized for a cloak and wash
room fur students, thus filling a
long felt want.

(Continued from page 1)

After several minutes of con-

certed effort trying to locate the

ground your correspondent began
to take an interest in what the

machine was doing. Banking,
climbing and twisting, it seemed
to be behaving with an effortless

abandon. It looked easy. The
instructor's voice came over the
phone. He was giving direc-

tions. In a few minutes we had
charge of the sensitive controls.

"Just keep the nose on the
horizon" said the voice over the
phones. But the horizon seemed
unable to co-operate and climbed
until the ship was headed straight
for the ground. Back came the
stick, and the horizon was left

far below. Boy this was fun.

Your correspondent became ad-
venturous and began to stir the
stick experimentally, nearly up-
setting the ship. At this point
the instructor intervened and the
first lesson was over.

After a couple of lessons just

flying around the instructor an-
nounced that it was time to prac-
tice take-offs and landings. With
the captain's guiding hand on the
control the first few were engin-
eered with a fair amount of
smoothness. But at last the time
arrived when your correspond-
ent was told that it was up to
him to get it up and set it 'down
without any assistance.

The machine staggered across
the field like a drunken sailor and
leaped into the air as though in

fear. Breathing hard your cor-
respondent circled upwards and
came in to land. The motor was
shut off; there was a swish; the
ground rushed up, fell away, and
there was a sickening thud.
"What happened?"
Instead of showing disgust, the

instructor just grinned.
"Oh nothing much," he said,

you just made a perfect landing
ten feet above the ground."

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

TEANr CCBBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOQ and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

MARR.SON'S STUDIO
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

55 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3180

Camera Club

The Queen's Camera Club an-
nounces an organization meeting
tomorrow at 5 p.m. in Room 207
Untario Hall.

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

The Popular and Practical

GENT'S GLADSTONE
Quality leathers and linings

Fine hardware

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 . 86 BROCK ST.
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Simmons And Campbell Lead UNIVERSITY HONORS

Parties In A M S fnnw TWO WITH DEGREES

TOMORROW MORNING
October 23rd Is Date Set

For Election of
Officers

Contestants Named

Bill Simmons of Science '36 and
Archie Campbell of Arts '36 will

contest the position of President of

the Alma Mater Society at the an-

nual A.M.S. elections, to be held'

Wednesday, October 23, it was
decided yesterday. Mr. Simmons
will represent the Meds-Science

party and Mr. Campbell the Arts-

Levana-Theology group.

Dr. L. J. Austin was elected

honorary-president by acclamation

at the nomination meeting held last

night in Convocation Hall.

Dorothy Stuart of Levana will

oppose Lindsay Watt of Meds-
Science in the fight for the vice-

presidency. Johnny Edwards, Arts,

and Archie Kirkland, Science, both
members of the senior football

team, are contending for the posi-

tion of secretary.

Candidates for treasurer are Reg
.Barker of Arts who held this posi-
tion last year, and Fergie O'Connor,
Medicine, of the B.W. and F.
squad. Jim Peters and Tony Fors-
berg of Arts and Medicine respec-
tively are rivals for athletic stick.

Although no platform has yet
been announced by the Meds-
Science party, a three-fold stand is

being made by the Arts group. "We
feel that there is a great deal of
dissatisfaction concerning the fresh-

( Continued on page 8)

CHOOSESPEAKERFOR

ANNUALWNFERENCE

Rufus M. Jones Invited To
Give Chancellor's

Lecture

Haverford Professor

Professor Rufus M. Jones of
Haverford, Pennsylvania, has
been engaged as Chancellor's
Lecturer in connection with the
1935 Annual Conference of the
Theological Alumni Association
to be held here from October 28
to 31. His general subject will
be "The Inward and the Out-
ward Life."

The Chancellor's Lectureship
was founded and endowed by Sir
Sandford Fleming, for many
>^rs Chancellor of Queen's. It

always been delivered in con-
action with the annual theo-

ogical gathering. The addresses
are by no means limited to re-

ligious subjects.

Rufus M. Jones is j>r< ibably the

most distinguished scholar, and
one of tlje greatest figures among

Society of Friends, pnpuhir-

DIRECTORIES

Registration forms for the

Students' Directory are now

in Ban Righ Hall, Levana

Smoking Room in Kingston

Hall, the Arts clubroom, the

Engineering clubroom, the
Anatomy Building, and the

Union. Students are urged to

sign at once in order to

hasten the publication of the

Directory.

Drama Guild Picks

Autumn Productions

"The Shining Hour" And
"June Moon" To Be

Presented

"The Shining Hour" by Keith

Winter and "June Moon" by Lard-

ner and Kaufmann, were chosen by

the Dramatic Guild for public pres-

entation this fall at the first meet-

ing of the organization last Tues-

day. "The Shining Hour" has a

cast of six, and "June Moon" a

cast of twelve.

Pleased at the largest first-meet-

ing attendance since the Guild's

formation, Lome Greene, president

of the Queen's Dramatic Guild,

outlined the growth of the club

from a small juvenile activity to a

large organization. Two years ago

the Queen's players won the East-

ern Ontario Drama Festival.

Mrs. G. E. Reed, general direc-

tor of the club for some years,

was present at the meeting after a

year's absence.

Membership in the Queen's

Dramatic Guild, the fee for which

is one dollar, is open to all

students.

Hi

ly known as the Quakers. He h;

c ^'n professor of philosophy in

"^vcrford College since 1904, and

(Continued on page 6)

Flying Club Plans

Ground Instruction

The Queen's Flying Club will

meet on Monday evening at seven

o'clock in Room 301, Fleming Hall,

for the purpose of electing officers.

Everyone interested is welcome to

attend.

The Flying Club has made ar-

rangements to conduct a ground

school which will meet the require-

ments of the Dominion Govern-

ment. Several highly qualified lec-

turers and demonstrators will give

instruction as outlined in the curri-

culum of the Controller of Civil

Aviation.

The lectures will he given every

Monday evening from seven to

nine to members of the Queen's

Flying Club and the Flying Club

of Kingston. Fifteen weeks will

be required to complete the course

as at least thirty hours' attendance

at the Ground School is necessary

lefore the issuance of a pilot's

license.

Sir Lyman C. Duff And J.

G. Ettinger To Receive
L.L.D.'s

Fall Convocation

Two honorary LL.D. degrees

will be awarded at the Fall Con-

vocation tomorrow morning at

eleven in Grant Hall. Rt. Hon. Sir

Lyman C. Duff. Chief Justice of

Canada since 1933 and judge of the

Supreme Court of Canada from

1906 to 1933, will be one recipient

The other degree will be awarded

to J. G. Ettinger, principal of Vic

toria School, Kingston, for almost

forty years and teacher to both Dt
James W. Richardson, Chancellor

of Queen's, and J. M. Macdonnell

chairman of the Queen's Board of

Trustees.

The Queen's band will play at

Convocation, with the doors open-

ing for the public at 10.30 a.m

Classes at the University will close

at 10.45 in order that students may
attend the annual fall gathering.

The gallery of Grant Hall will be

(Continued on page 8)

SIR LYMAN DUFF

Chief Justice of Canada who will

receive an honorary degree at

Convocation tomorrow.

Y.W.CA Secretary

To Address Levana

Mary Dingman Speaks At
Ban Righ Monday

Afternoon

LEVANA TEA DANCE
TO FOLLOW GAME

The Levana tea dance at Ban
Righ following the Varsity

Queen's game on Saturday will

be the first of student social ac-

tivities since the fall term open-

ed. Rugby tea dances have al-

ways been the occasions for foot-

ball fans and dance lovers to

bring to a perfect conclusion the

most exciting afternoons of the

college year.

Dancing will continue from

4.30-6.30 and tea will be served.

The committee is as follows

:

Anna Miller (convener), Jean

Coones, Barbara Clarke and

Pani Anglin. Tickets arc 75

cents and can be obtained from

any member of the committee

and are on sale at Ban Righ after

meals.

Miss Mary Dingman, who is to

speak informally to women students

at Ban Righ at 4 o'clock on Mon
day, is internationally known as the

Social, Economic and Industrial

Secretary of the World's Young

Women's Christian Association

with headquarters in Geneva,

Miss Dingman was born in New
Tersey and is a graduate of Colum

bia University.

Appointed as Industrial Secre^

tary of the American Y.W.CA. ir

1914, Miss Dingman was engaged

in war work in France from 1917

to 1921 and was decorated twice by

(Continued on page 8)

A.M.S. NOTICE

Participants in the Pyjama

Parade tonight are reminded

that order must lie preserved

downtown. Last year's par-

ade cost the freshmen and

sophomore years $100. The

co-operation of all students is

requested by the Executive in

order to keep this year's

parade orderly.

A.M.S. Executive.

Amateur Communists Start

Super Social Credit Scheme

The octupus of Communism has

spread its tentacles and gripped

some of our students. A boarding

house on University Avenue has

volved a brilliant plan to which

hey claim no patent rights and will

be glad to lend their expert advice

to aid the further adoption of their

scheme.

The plan is fundamentally simple

yet very effective. Each week the

boys in the boarding house pay a

small fee to the Treasurer of their

organization and he. in turn, hands

it over to a previously selected

member to spend. Every niemher

is pledged to continue his dona-

lions each week so that the one who

is last to receive the donation will

secure as much as the others.

The idea in formulating this

scheme was that no one would no-

tice the small weekly levy hut the

lump sum would be very much ap-

preciated. Each Monday is sche-

duled the recital of how the money

was spent, if the spender can re-

member the details.

The latest reports have it that

both Stalin and Premier Aberhart

are in town to look over the feasi-

bility of this scheme Undoubtedly

it will be incorporated in the next

Five Year Plan and will also be

used to raise that famous $25 a

month.

TRICOLOR SQUAD READY

FOR CLASH WITH BLUES

IN RICHARDSON STADIUM

Reeve Ends Workouts With
Signal Drill

To-Day

At Full Strength

BY AB GRATTON

Ted Reeve's senior Tricolor

twelve will complete another week

of intensive practice at the Stadium

this afternoon by scampering

through a light signal drill and de-

voting much of their time to the

perfecting and timing of plays

Realizing that a defeat tomorrow
at the hands oi Varsity will prac

tically ruin their chances of retain-

ing the College championship, the

Tricolor have gone through the

daily grinds displaying the zip and

pep any team with championship

ideas needs.

Anxious to start a winning

streak which they hope will carry

them to the top of the Intercol

legiate ladder, the players will be

out there to-morrow shooting the

works in an effort to inaugurate

their drive successfully. Mindful

of the reputed strength of the big

Blue machine the Reevemen are by

no means underestimating their op

ponents and expect a gruelling

battle. However, last year Stevens

boys were called to take the Col

lege tide and Queen's beat them

twice in three attempts to bring the

Yates Trophy to Kingston. Con-

sequently the local huskies are look

ing for history to repeat itself and

they alone can make this possible b>

turning hack the Blue threat to-

morrow.

Coach Ted Reeve has kept his

charges busy every afternoon dur-

(Continued on page 5)

Varsity Has Confidence In
Power Of Aerial

Attack

Freshmen Parade At

7.30 From Stadium

Freshmen in all faculties are

obliged to attend a pyjama parade

tonight, which is scheduled to

begin at 7.30 p.m. from the field

behind the Stadium. All frosh

will appear in pyjamas, and at-

tendance will be taken.

The pyjama parade will march

to Barrie Street, and thence to

King, Princess. University and

Union Streets back to the Sta-

dium. A sharp w.Vtch will he

kept that no paraders enter the

theatres or restaurants.

Approximately sixty freshmen

will be kept at the Richardson

Stadium to guard against a rum-

ored attack by Varsity students

the rugby field and the

Queen's buildings. This number

will work in shifts throughout

Friday night.

On the morning and early af-

ternoon of the game a special

patrol will be maintained as an

additional precaution.

Marks To Play

BY FRANK LAMBERT
Special to the Journal from Tht fowtfy

This season Varsity has one o£

the best balanced grid teams ever

to don the Blue uniform. The
potency of their aerial attacks

along with their scintillating broken

field running, and hard tackling of

the shock troops makes Varsity a

team to be reckoned with in any

football series. The addition of

Joe Connolly, and Hugh Marks,

both reckoned amongst the leading

half backs in Eastern Canada,

along with "Red" Burke, outstand-

ing outside in Senior O.R.F.U.

circles has worked in well with

Stevens' plans for the 1935 grid

honors.

On Saturday afternoon when

Captain Bobby Coulter leads the

big Blue team against Queen's, the

Tricolor rooters will have plenty to

worry about, as the Varsity line-up

stilt has Cam Gray, leading scorer

in the Intercollegiate Senior last

season, and well on his way towards

duplicating the feat. Big Bob

Isbister has finally rounded into the

form which made him the most

feared full back in the Interscholas-

(Continued on page 5)

DOMESDAY BOOK IS

BROUGHT TO LIGHT

Is Record Of University

Since Founding In
1842

In Treasury Room

The announcement that the

Queen's University Domesday Book

is about to be brought more up-to-

date may not convey much to the

v e r a g e undergraduate. The
Domesday Book, which is kept in

le Treasury Office, Douglas Lib-

rary, is a permanent record of the

listory of Queen's University since

its foundation in 1&42

Wh3t will in all likelihood he-

known as the First Volume o£ the

Domesday Book was written in

1900 by a Japanese undergraduate.

Toshi C. Ikehara, at the request of

the Trustees of the University. It

is written in beautiful long-hand on

siKcially-printed paper, and magni-

ficently bound in red morocco, gilt

extra, with doublcurs of gold and

raised bands at the back, and is held

in a slip-cover of leather.

The material for the Domesday

Book was collected from magazine

articles, university records and the

like by a special committee appoint-

ed for this purpose. The late

(Continued on page 6)

Freshman Pyjama Parade To - Night
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STUDENTS
. , . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eitablitbid 1B17

KINGSTON BRANCH—Kini * Clutnct B

W. R. BELCHER. Muugcr

WELCOME
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Incomparable Clothing Values

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Queens Students

FINE QUALITY

Suits, Overcoats,

Hats
and Young Men's

Furnishings

at popular and pleasing

prices.

We extend a cordial in-

vitation to Queen's stu-

dents to visit our store.

Look about. See all the

new, smart styles.

You'll enjoy seeing and
we'll be delighted to

show. Make our store

your meeting place. Feel

right at home.

See Our Special

19.75

Suits and Overcoats

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Ready-

Aye Ready;

to give prompt, courteous

service to the lads and
lassies attending Queen's.

College Note Book Binders,

Refills (all sizes and

punchings).

Fountain Pens, Inks, Desk

Blotters, Crest Stationery,

Etc.

Handy Time Table Blanks

FREE
We'll bo seeing you at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

i Convenient Stores 4

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted by EDMUND BERRY

Letters of Lawrence Sterne

:

Edited by L. D. Curtis. Oxford:

Clarendon Press. 2s.

The literary records of the

nineteenth century are extraor-

dinarily prolific in personal let-

ters and journals. It was a period

when the characters and personal-

ities of the lime made history

and it is for that reason that it

is so full of views and real life

for the twentieth century read-

er. At no other period have we
had such a unique and dominat-

ing figure as Sam, Johnson, such

a faithful biographer as Boswell.

such a lively diarist as Fanny
D'ArbJay, such letter-writers as

Gray (whose letters are neglect-

d nowadays)—and Sterne.

Steme had a very definite idea

of what a letter should be. He
maintains it must be natural,

spontaneous and "written in that

careless |fregularity of r< good

and easy heart." "Lord defend

me," he writes, "from all literary

commerce with all those . . . .

who in lieu of sending me what

1 sat expecting—a Letter—sur-

prise inc with an Essay cut and

clip'd at all corners." Letters, he

told his daughter, must never be

studied. "Write naturally and

then you will write well."

Steme too endeavours to fol-

low the advice which he gave to

others and it would be harsh to

accuse him of insincerity when
after defending his theory in a

letter to one lady, he thereupon

copies out the sentiment and dis-

patched it to another. He copied

it too into his Letter Book and
was not above writing the same

passage to two people (provided

there was no likelihood of their

meeting each other.) Sjternc

really believed in spontaneity.

We have only to examine the

letters themselves in Tristram

Shandy," for both are written in

the same careless disorder, the

same rapid conversational style

which was part of the man.

Send llic "Journal" to your
friends. $1.75 a year.

(The

ittrOlnUum OMft

There's always

something new

smart

and latcinaring

at

McC.ilium's

39S Princesi St. Phone 1931

The letters have a natural

charm, a wit and an all-pervading

friendliness which belonged to

the writer's character. There is

a pleasant air of domesticity run-

ning like a thread through the

fabric. He expresses (as Pepys

would have done) his delight in

his postchaise and his long-tail-

ed horses; he is concerned at Mrs.

Sterne's occasional bursts of ex-

travagance; he is worried at his

mother's insistence on taking up

her abode with himself and his

supposedly rich wife.

The spontaneity which Sterne

lauded appears, especially in his

letters to women. Here he is in

the real Shandean atmosphere

and gives himself up with a reek-

less grace to flattery and per-

siflage. In his letters to men he

is, though witty and animated,

sometimes more serious perhaps

because he felt that he ought to

be more careful to conduct hini-

Self in a manner befitting to

Cloth, perhaps he was aware

that he was the subject of more

Penetrating criticism from men
than from women.

Such letters must of necessity

have grave faults. Reading them

is comparable to dining on Wor-
cester Sauce; the trivial matters

and domestic details are often

wearisome ; we long for some
more serious and vital . topic

which will give us a wider pic-

ture of Sterne's mind and of his

place in-thc England of his time.

But this is all Sterne's mind laid

bare—shallow indeed, but amus-

ing; trivial, but human. His

world was a narrow one. He
spent almost bis entire life in

Yorkshire. H i s acquaintances

were not among the great literary

figures. Nevertheless in this

book we have an animated picture

of this man who was Tristram

Shandy. Dr. Slop and Uncle

Toby all in one. It is an epic

of provincialism.

Campus and Gym
There has been a splendid turn-

out for softball, hut the majority

seem to be freshettes and more of

the senior girls are urged to come
out. Freshettes must play softball

at least twice a week. Year
learns will be formed soon and a

player musl sign for three attend-

ances to be eligible for their crests.

Hours, 1-2 daily.

* * *

Interest in swimming has greatly

increased this year with thirty or

more people registered in life

saving. Three or four groups have
mel already for their first class and
instructors arc most enthusiastic.

Diving instruction will be given
fmro 2-3 this afternoon and classes

for beginners will start on Monday.
* * »

Badminton hours are as usual,

from 1-3 daily,

* * *

All who are interested in the pre-
liminary classes for O.C.E. arc
asked to see MSSS Murphy on Mon-
day between 1.00 and 2.00.

Winifred Rutledge
Heads Classics Club

Winifred Rutledge was elected

president of the newly organized

Classics Club at its first meeting

held on Tuesday afternoon. Dr.

Tracv was unanimously chosen as

Honorary President. Other offi-

cers include, Mary Aljce Murray.

Secretary-Treasurer and an execu-

tive consisting of Helena Riedel

and Edmund Berry.

Dr. Tracy, the chairman of the

meeting, briefly outlined his experi-

ences as an undergraduate member

of a Classics Club. He stated that

such a club would afford informal

discussions of Greek and Roman

life apart from classroom restric-

tions.

Through the co-operation of the

Classics Department, the Club

members promise that prominent

speakers from Queen's and other

universities will address their

meetings.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA BOOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

FINAL EXCURSION
For Queen's Students Through Glorious 1000 Islands

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13th, 1935

ONE HOUR STOP AT CLAYTON, N.Y.

Come and enjoy this tour on a fast glass-cabined yacht with comfortable

upholstered seats.

Clayton Boat Line leaves foot of Brock Street at 1.30 p.m.

PHONE 966

Banquet Committee

The committee for the Science
Soph-Frosh banquet has been
chosen as follows: Marshall, Fer-
guson. Cranston, Tallman and
Mf. Miller (convener).

Capt. J. O. Watts will be the
guest speaker at the banquet to
be held on October 23rd at the
La Salle Hotel. The Frosh will
as usual foot the bill.

Prospects Good For

Inter -Varsity Tennis

Ouecn's has high hopes of re-

taining the Women's Intercollegi-

ate tennis crown, although, to dale

the fourth member of the team

and the positions the players will

take has not been decided. With

Helen Cottee and Barbara Chubb,

both experienced tournament play-

ers, remaining on the team, Queen's

is favoured to take her fourth con-

secutive tennis championship. Sev-

eral promising freshettes have ap-

peared, among them Romola Ger-

vin who advanced to the semi-

finals.

Competing teams this year will

be Queen's. Western, Varsity, Mc-
Mastcr and McGill, the latter a

newcomer to the league, their entry

necessitating a change in the manner
of playing the tournament. Onlv
two singles and one doubles entry

will l>c received from each college,

hut a team must consist of four

playcrs as no one player may be en-
tered in both events.

In the home tournament which
has now reached the finals, Helen
Cottee will meet Ruth Fishleigh for

the college singles title.

Ruth Fishleigh dcf. Romola
flervin 6-2, 6-1.

Helen Cottee dcf. Barbara Chubb
fV4, 6-3.

There will be an open meeting
of Queen's Basketball Club on Fri-

day, Oct. 1 1 , at 5 p.m. in the gym.

Our Buyer
returned with

a selection of

hundreds ol

patterns for

you to choose

from.

YARROWVALE SCOTCH TWEEDS
— outstanding vogue for Fall! Foremost in

popularity is Yarrowvale Scotch Tweed , sturdy
as the briar, colorful as the heather— now
Eeatured at Tip Top Tailors among a range ot

the choicest British woollens. You may make
an unrestricted choice at one price. Made to

your individual measurements
with Tip Top Tailors work-
manship, in the latest New
York and London Styles. We in-

vite you to select your suiting

now while the range of patterns

is complete.

Ol IIITIIH - :

men
119 PRINCESS STREET
^^^^^^^^ A. E. Kerruish, Manager

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Coming Events

Today

:

4,00p.m.—Mining and

Metallurgical Society

Nicol Hall

6.45p.m.—Men's Forum,

Students' Union

7.30p.m.—Pyjarna Parade

Richardson Stadium

Saturday

:

9.00-1 2.00a.m.—Arts Concursus

Elections

Arts Club Room
11.00a.m.—Fall Convocation

Grant Hall

1 ,00p.m.—Rugge r

Queen's vs. M.AAA.
Lower Campus

—Jr. O.R.F.U.

R.M.C. vs. Queen's
,

Richardson Stadium

2.30p.m.—Varsity vs. Queen's

Richardson Stadium

4.30p.m.—Lcvana Tea Dance
Ban Righ

9.00p.m.—Alumni Dance
Grant Hall

Sunday, Oct. 13:

2.30p.m.—L.S.R.

Y.W.C.A.
2.30p.m.—Newman Club

Hotel Dieu

Monday, Oct. 14:

1.30p.m.—Interfaculty Track

Meet. Stadium

4.00p.m.—Miss Mary Dingman
Ban Righ

7.00p.m.—Queen's Flying Club

Fleming Hall

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

turance policy as a provision for

the future, or contemplating the
idling of life insurance as a pro-

fession, you would do well to

consider the outstanding sixty-

EoOr year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
iger or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1869
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Theologs Will Hear
Address By Author

"What Religion Ought to do

for us" is the general subject of

a brief talk and discussion by

Rev. Geoffrey Allen next Tues

day afternoon in the Theological

Club Room. Geoffrey Allen is a

graduate of Oxford and a Fellow

of Lincoln College. He has writ

ten two books by which his name
is already known to many. H
and Mrs. Allen arc stopping at

the Canadian Colleges on their

way from Oxford to Canton

where Mr. Allen will be Principal

f a Theological College. All in

terested are invited for Tuesday

afternoon.

Just a little down and
a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.R.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST
Phone 819

Modem Art Gaining

Favour Roberts Says

'Modern painting no longer

arouses the antagonism met by the

pioneers of the Modern Movement

n the first decade of the present cen-

tury," stated Goodridge Roberts, at a

meeting of the Kingston Art Asso-

ciation when an exhibition of

Modern Paintings and Drawings

opened in Room 111, Douglas

Library.

Such painters as Cczsnne, Van
Gogh Gauguin and Renoir were

not appreciated until after 1910

and now are known as masters

Cezanne realized nature in beautl

fill suhtly modelled areas of color

Van Gogh's great religious and

emotional sincerity enabled him to

paint excellent and sincere canvases

Gauguin is most civilized for his

was a self-conscious search for

simplicity and his paintings are

most sophisticated.

Many other paintings were influ

enced by these four workers

Among them are Matesse and

Picasse, the founder of Cubism.

These are only a few of the paint-

ers represented in the exhibition

which will be open to the public

until Monday, October 14th. Mr.

Roberts will give a general talk on

Modern Art on Sunday, October

13, at 4.00 p.m., when the exhibi-

tion will be open from 3.30 to 5.00

p.m.

The Soap Box

M. Cranston Is President Of

Science Frosh

M. Cranston was elected presi-

dent of Science '39 at the year meet-

ing held on Tuesday afternoon in

Gordon Hall. Professor W- C.

Baker was chosen as honorary pre-

sident.

Others elected to the executive

included Vice-Pres. Weir; Secre

tary, Knowles ; Treasurer, Tall

man; Engineering Reps., Hay and

Stollary
;

Constable, Guest, and

Athletic Directors, Haight, Jones

McMahon and Gallagher.

Dean Clarke in welcoming the

Freshmen to Queen's, compared the

various branches of engineering and

explained what the faculty expects

of them.

Chemical
Hear Dr.

Engineers

Goodwin

Dr. L. F. Goodwin spoke on

'The Foreign and Political Sit-

uations" at the first meeting of

the Chemical Engineering

Society held last Wednesday.

He outlined the political de-

velopments since the World

War. The potential dangers in

denying sufficient colonization to

such countries as Germany. Italy

and Japan were pointed out.

With their constantly increasing

population they are in desperate

need of room for expansion.

C. G. Almquist was elected

president of the Society, with R.

Wise as Secretary-Treasurer.

Tricolor Answers. Letter of Arts '36

Dear Sir:

In reply to Arts '36 re his letter

registering disappointment that, ac-

cording to an article in a recent is-

sue of the "Journal", this year's

Tricolor is to include "Pages of

Jokes".

The editor and staff of the 1936

issue are indeed glad to note the in

terest which students are taking in

the new Tricolor, and certainly

welcome constructive criticism and

varied student opinion. It will

help in making this year's publica

tion the best yet.

It is unfortunate however that

due to an omission on the editor's

part the subject of introducing some

humor into the advertising and

campus life sections of the book-

was not clearly enough stated to

the mamber of the staff who wrote

the "Journal" article. It was in-

tended, instead, to convey the

idea that humorous references, re-

miniscences, and the like pertaining

to College personalities and activ

ties would be interspersed through

out the aforementioned sections

the book. This original idea, still

in a tentative stage, was designed

in the hope of livening up the ad-

vertising section of the Tricolor

—

with mutual benefit to the firms

who largely help us to finance this

project, and the students them-

selves.

With the subscription campaign

already underway, it is hoped that,

with the co-operation of students in

ordering their copy early, the Tri-

color this year may be ready for

distribution at an earlier date in

the spring term.

THE TRICOLOR.

AFTER SELECTING

THE COLLEGE .

.

. . . select the correct cloth-

ing and accessories you will

need . . . from Livingston's

Custom Made Clothing,

Ready to Wear Clothing and

Furnishings.

We will consider it a pleasure

if you will drop in and let us

assist you in choosing your

Clothing and Furnishing

needs.

QUEEN'S SWEATERS
Football schedules given away

get oncl

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

WATER - WATER
EVERYWHERE
BECAUSE HE
DIDN'T THINK
M < Iroih arc tiouhltd with cold ImI

anyway—no wt trtn't liyin( '° il»rt

in »rniimenl only a iWlerntnt ol lact.

On* hi. to btcomt icclimoti'fl you

ffow-Xr whS th« HOT WATER
BOTTLE you broufht Irom home

bumi in Hie btd «ome nlihi—btcomr
nonchalant—don'l s-noUc a Mur»o—
iu.t "phon* for » BE £M°t?2v F «Yur GtiaianKe HOT WATER
BOTTLE, only 69c.

WHEN IN NEED OP DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.
Phone 519. •• princess *t.

JU*Y& PEACOCK
PHONE 5M • NEXT 10L0BLAWS

Student Admission

Tickets
STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO OBTAIN THEIR

BOOKS OF ADMISSION TICKETS AT ONCE.

Student Admission Books

CANNOT BE OBTAINED

on Saturday.

EVENT No. 1

VARSITY vs. QUEEN'S
NEXT SATURDAY

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL

Welcome back

To the members of the staff and students returning for

another term we say
—"Welcome back again."

To the Freshmen and Freshettes we extend a welcome

to Kingston and an invitation to drop in and get acquainted.

You'll find this a friendly store, with Good Service and

High Quality the rule by which we measure our usefulness.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods

Ladies' Wear- -Men's Furnishings

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS
MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

FUR TRIMMED COATS
HOSIERY — GLOVES

LINGERIE

Send the "lotimat" to your friend?. $1.75 a year.

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

^tottt'B Jffloiuer &l?op
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Member: Florists Telegraph Delivery Association
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Welcome, Grads!

Tuday and tomorrow the university will

be alive with visiting alumni. They are

converging on the campus from all parts

of the country seeking to renew acquaint-

ances and talk over old times with their

pals of other years. It is a big occasion

for the old students of Queen's and we
hope they will be able to enjoy it to the

full.

Tomorrow morning they will be attend-

ing another Convocation along with the

student body. It will nirt be. for them, the

same proud occasion as that other Con-

vocation when they themselves received

their hoods and diplomas, but it will revive

the memories of that day \vl,cn life was

just about to bi:gin for them. Then in

the afternoon Queen's traditional foes will

take iti the Tricolor twelve at the Richard-

son Stadium. On this occasion the "cha

ghcils" of the alumni will blend with those

of the students in cheering the red. yellow

and blue on to victory. And after the

game the comparisons will begin. The
former giants of the Queen's gridiron will

be. passed in review. The shades of Evans,

Leadley, Balstone, et al. will be invoked.

As the graduates wander about the

shaded university grounds, as they drop
into the library or listen in on the lectures,

as they meet old friends and make new
ones, we sincerely hope that the memories
revived will be of the most pleasant nature.

Doubtless many changes have taken place

at Queen's since their college careers began
but we believe they will discover the same
enthusiasm, the same loyalty, the same
traditional spirit as was present in their

day. The JOURNAL takes this oppor-
tunity to extend to all visiting alumni a

hearty welcome to their Alma Mater.

Blue and White Paint
Wild rumours arc afloat on the campus.

The air is tense with excitement. Mysterious
tales are going the rounds concerning the
spending of vast sums of money on paint
—blue and white paint. The fate of the
Ethiopians is forgotten as earnest groups
discus the visit of a far mightier force
from the West. No one seems to have
any definite information, but the rumours
persist.

St. dents have not forgotten the episode
m Toronto last year—neither have the men
from Varsity. Queen's Park decorated
with Queen's colours, although it sounds
appropriate, is not considered so by the
Varsityites. in fact, they definitely feel
it was bad taste. Of course, a blue and
white Queen's would be just as definitely
bad taste, hut somehow an out-of-town
locale changes the situation for the visitors

Tonight the long vigil for the freshmen
begins. This year, however, it may not

be as monotonous as usual. The vague

rumblings already sounding on the campus

may materialize. There is no knowing

what the Torontonians may have in store.

Money spent on blue and white paint is

not a reassuring sign. Queen's, students

must gird their loins and prepare to de-

fend their stadium and goal-posts.

A Suggestion to the English
Department

The JOURNAL has often felt that too

little consideration has been given reporters

by the English Department. Reporting on

a college paper is valuable experience for

any potential journalist and such activity

on the part of students should, we feel, be

encouraged by the staff. When a reporter

devotes much of his time to the college

paper exemption from English essays

would be one method by which the English

department could encourage him in his re-

porting and also help to raise the general

standard/ of the JOURNAL.

This year the McGill Daily is receiving

co-operation from the English department

along just such lines, as the following edi-

torial from the Daily points out.

In the past one of the great draw-
backs to the official management of the

Daily was the lack ot co-operation be-

tween the paper and the various college

d cparimen ts. This year the era of strained

relation* seem* to he passing, (or it was
recently announced that the Enplish de-

partment was willing to assist the staff

of the Daily in their composition. Any
student studying English One and who
is b recogniicd reporter of the Daily will

be exempted from writing the regular

English One essays. Instead of writing

these essays he merely clips his work
in the Daffy and hands it in to the pro-

fessor in charge of the class. It was
also decided thai the Associate Editors

who arc studying English Three would be

given credit for their Editorial work in

(he same manner.

The advantages of this arrangement
are many. In the first place the Daily is

receiving the recognition of the English
Department. In the second place the
Daily's general appearance and its con-
tent should he greatly improved by the

end of the session. Not the least of the
advantages will he gleaned by the report-

er who. while writing for the Daily, re-

ceives constructive criticism of his style

and al the same time fulfils the require-
ments of bis course. We believe that the

'

reportorial staff of the Daily will receive

a new impetus with the adoption of this

co-nperative method.

While (here is not yet a school of journal-

ism al McGill the Daily offers definite
training along that line. Many former
Daily reporters arc now with the City
newspapers. In the past, however, the
Daily has been hampered by a lack of
criticism of the proper sort. This we
feel will now be supplied, and we feel

thai before long the DoiVy as a whole will
show a great improvement.

The Duffy wishc< to take this opportunity
of expressing its lhank; to those mem-
hers of the English staff who are re-
sponsible for this consideration.

Although the JOURNAL is a bi-weekly

and is unable to offer reporting experience

to a very large number of students, we feel

that the co-operation of the English depart-

ment with our reporters would lessen their

load, improve the quality of their work,
and make them more eager to devote part
"f their time to journalistic activities. Un-
til such time as Queen's adds a course in

journalism to its curriculum the JOURNAL
is the only training ground for journalistic

work. We believe this plan could be ad-
vantageously adopted at Queen's.

Film Society Proves a Success
Last Tuesday and Wednesday Convo-

cation Hall was converted into a veritable
picture palace. A huge screen, a larger
projector, and accompanying music vastly

improved the setting for the second, and
much more ambitious, production of the
new Film Society. The response of the
students was all that could he expected.
Near-capacity audiences took their seats for
all three performances.

The feature film, "Metropolis," lived up
to advance notices. It was a splendid pro-
duction, artistically executed and startingly
futuristic. Although this film was made
about ten years ago the only sign of its
age was the exaggerated acting of the stars.
Such over-acting was to be expected in a
silent film where the voice is denied any
part in the expression of emotions.

The most memorable qualities of the
picture were the scries of beautiful and
artistic "shots" — for example, the scene
where Maria, standing on top of the bell
platform in the centre of the square, was

Official Notices

Half-Holiday

InterfacuUy Track and Field Mett

The afternoon of Monday, October 14th,

is the date set for the Annual InterfacuUy

Track and Field Meet. No classes will be

held after 12 o'clock on that day.

November Hour Examinations, 1935

During the first week in November one-

hour examinations will he held in all First

Year Science classes except Surveying, and

in every Arts class numbered A, 1, 2.

Except in the period when an examina-

tion is substituted for a lecture, class work

will proceed as usual and regular attend-

ance is required.

Attendance and Work

Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-

ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

Autumn Convocation

Autumn Convocation will be held Sat-

urday morning, October 12th, at 11 o'clock.

Classes will cease at 10.45 a.m. on that day

in order that students may have an oppor-

tunity to find their places in Grant Hall.

Rhodes Scholarships

Candidates for Rhodes Scholarships

must make application by November 10th

to H. Borden, Esq,, 320 Bay Street, Tor-

onto. Application forms and full informa-

tion may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office.

straining to pull back the lever which would
set free the alarm. The artistry display-

ed in the site of the high platform, in the

dramatic attitude of the straining Maria,

and in the grouping of the figures of the

workmen below is something rarely seen

in the usual run of pictures. The response

accorded the Society by the students at this

week's performance must be encouraging

to this newly-formed organization.

Editorial Comment

"Don't worry about finances," Dean
Etherington advised the Aesculapian

Society, "the Lord will provide." That's

going to make it rather tough on the

Lord.

The Bibby Collection of gold specimens
in the Miller Museum in Miller Hall was
donated to the Museum by Herbert Bibby
of Kingston and Dr. Kenneth Bibby who
is now in New York.

The Frosh parade in their nighties to-

night. It would be a good idea to tuck
them in bed before they reach the down-
town section of the city.

Here's hoping the rugby team can treat

the visiting alumni to a real victory over
Varsity tomorrow. It would fittingly

climax Reunion weekend.

Last year's pyjama parade cost the first

two years a considerable sum of money.
No doubt the paraders will bear this in

mind tonight. It's hard to have to pay
tor your fun.

Everything is set for the big Reunion
Dance at 9 o'clock tomorrow night. Ring
up THE girl now and make arrangements
to wind up the football weekend at Grant
Hall. Jack Telgmau'a 12-piece orchestra
is supplying the music and tickets are just
51 each.

Fifty-one nations of the League have
voted to apply sanctions against Italy. Ap-
parently the voice of the JOURNAL has
not gone for naught in the large arena of
world affairs.

Sentence Characterization: "We musl
be ready in case the Ahyssinians attack."—
From one of Benito Mussolini's speeches
—Oklahoma Daily.

Whether it's COMMERCE

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

You wont mind the long, long trail and its

windings with the telephone to ease your

way. It changes indigo skies to rosy hues,

despair to joy, acute financial embarrass-

ment to affluence, for home, the girl

friend and Dad, are all at the other end

of the line.

• Night rates on "Anyone"
(station-to-station) calls

NOW BEGIN AT 7 P.M.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye-

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST SERVED
QUICKLY AT

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
250 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN AT 7.30 A.M.
Service that will please you

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Eldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CVUOA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Belter food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

Marigold Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE

Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

TRICOLOR SQUAD READY FOR

CLASH WITH VARSITY BLUES

THE VARSITY-QUEEN S GAME
Two of the strongest grid machines in Intercollegiate football will

clash here at Richardson Stadium tomorrow when Warren Steven's big

Blue squad comes to town to do battle with Ted Reeve's Tricolor

champions. With everything pointed towards a terrific struggle, the

jramc will in all likelihood he the highlight of the local season.
Always bitter rivals in the past, the two aggregations will face

each other for the first time this Fall, and each is determined to leave

the field victors.

The eyes of the College sports world will be centred on Kingston

tomorrow for the impending encounter will be the standout attraction

in Eastern Canada rugby circles.

Every Tricolor follower knows how imperative a win is for his

team. Running into an unlooked-for defeat at Montreal last Saturday

the powerful Rcevemen can ill afford to drop another contest if they

hope to finish on top of the heap. Naturally they are malting no pre-

dictions as to the outcome, but they are confident that they can upset

ihe plans of the Toronto boys. Here's hoping they do just that,

TRICOLOR WILL WATCH MARKS-CONNOLLY
The Blues great passing pair, Marks and Connolly, whom experts

look upon as the best forward pass combination in Canada, will be cer-

1ain to receive close attention throughout tomorrow's contest

The above duo have featured the Toronto attack in the two starts

the Blue team have made this season, their running and passing being

sensational to say the least.

Queen's, it will be remembered, had a sound defence last year

against the play which has done so much to open up the game in

Canada, and will he ready for all eventualities tomorrow. It can he

taken for granted that the starry Messrs. Marks and Connolly will ex-

perience a tough time when they are performing their specialty.

JUNIORS PLAY AT l.OO P.M.

Murray Griffin's Junior O.R.F.U. outfit open proceedings at the

Stadium tomorrow at one o'clock tangling with the Rcdshirts from

R
'

The Griff has his gang playing heads up football and they will be

out after their second win in a row in the local O.R.F.U. group.

The Cadets took a beating last week from Kingston Grarts and arc

counting on breaking into the win column at the expense of the ln-

color. Queen's, however, have designs on the group championship and

are determined not to let thc. gentlemcn from across the bridge stand

in their way.

QUEEN'S INTERMEDIATES MEET OTTAWA
To complete a busy week-end for Tricolor grid teams. Queen's In-

termediates journey to Ottawa tomorrow where they will open their

campaign against Ottawa University. ^
Coach Ralph Jack believes he has a potent ia l group winner, and

a triumph tomorrow over the Capital City crew would tend to bear

out his convictions. .

It is not too much to expect three Queen s victories tomorrow and

the Seconds can be counted upon to do their bit in trying to achieve this

objective.
y0UNG NEW TRACK COACH

Bob Young, veteran Tricolor middle distance runner, has been

honored this year by receiving the appointment of Coach of Queen s

track^tcam.
^ thinking the Athletic Board has made a wise move

in their decision to have a student coach, for Boh has had many years

experience in this line and should make a success m his new undertaking.

Although the squad will miss Bill Frit* who will do h.s running

for Varsity, Young has uncovered some material that will make it more

than interesting for the competing track stars at the College Meet m

TO
XdefinlteTnnouncement as to the actual make-up of (he Tricolor

contingent can he made until after the Interiaculty trials have been

run off
"
n Monday. But the new coach w I produce poml winners

make no mistake about that. Best of luck, Boh!

QUEEN'S VARSITY

(Continued from page l)

ing the past week, correcting the

faults that cost his team a victory

Montreal last Saturday. The Tri-

color mentor is of the firm belief

that heavy scrimmage is only neces-

sary during scheduled contests, and

accordingly he avoided the risk qf

injuries by concentration on new

plays and perfection of a sound de-

fense against the much ballyhooed

forward passing attack of the To-

ronto gridmcn. The roster of

wenty-four men is complete for

the first time this season, the re-

turn of Frank (Horse) Earle and

,\rt Stollery hoth of whom have

hcen on the sidelines with severe

injuries, bringing it up to full

strength.

At the time of this writing it was

not definitely known just how the

Tricolor would line-up to-morrow,

hut it is fairly reasonable to as-

sume that the first string men who

started against McGill will again

take the field against Varsity to-

morrow. Harry Sonshine will be

(lying wing and will get relief

from Marty Jones. The back6eld

will consist of Krug, Edwards,

Dennis, McNichol and Munro.

with the last named tatting care of

the punting duties. Barnabe will

call the plays at the pivot post and

will be aided by Stollery. Reg

Barker and Jack Lewis will do the

snapping. Along the front wall

Queen's will have Peck. Weir,

Zvonkin, Kirkland, McLean, Mc-

Manus and Thompson, all seasoned

(Continued from page 1)

tic series, and his plunging tactics

should keep Reeve's board of

strategy working overtime. On the

ends Holden and Burke, along with

Larry Lynch and Buck. Varsity is

well supplied with tackling power

Although greatly encouraged by the

showing of the Varsity front line

against Balmy Beach, Warren

Stevens and Lou Newton have

spared no effort to improve their

efficiency.

At snap, T. Williams will hold

forth, flanked by A. Williams and

Witzcll, and the important middle

gap enclosed by "Gash" Oakley,

former Assumption captain, and

"Gils" Greco, outstanding plunger

on the Blue team for the last two

seasons. On the alternate list of

the Varsity squad is found Webber,

dynamic, hard working half, and

Mike Valeriote, former Western

star, who is adding plenty of puncr

to the Varsity attack. Harry Kuntz

of last year's intermediates is an-

other well-seasoned player.

THE DANCE IS ON

!

Yes the dancing season is here! Now that the "NO FUSSING"

rule is abolished everyone will be free to dance to their hearts

content. Of course all the lovely freshettes and their male Mcorts

must be properly shod. Smart evening shoes for the co-e#» and

light dress shoes for the men are now being featured »t |'he

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess Street

STORE
Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers o£ Queen's University GownP

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Bhuers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHOrJE 362

campaigners ith fine defensive

Intermediates Set For

Game With Ottawa

INTERFACULTY MEET

SET 'FOR MONDAY

The date of the annual univer-

sity interfaailty track and field

meet has finally been set at Mon-

day afternoon, Oct. 14th, and as

in previous years, a half holiday

will he declared in all faculties

for the event, This feature allows

all students to be spectators at

the meet which will produce the

Queen's Intercollegiate team, and

if the weather is at all favourable,

some really fine performances

will be seen.

As usual, the sprints seem to

have a monopoly on the competi

tion, more entries having been

received for the two dashes than

any other event. Science will

feature a freshman from Ottawa

in Vic Knowles, former E.O.S.

S.A. record holder, while Meds

will depend on Ken Running, vet-

eran intercollegiate team mem-

ber. The mile looks good with

Perry, a newcomer. Forsythe of

RIeds, Lcng of Theology, and

Hyde of Science, while Bob

Young, newly appointed student

track coach here, will .enter the

half and three mile runs. The

liurdles promise spectacular track

events with Mai Cunningham,

second at Montreal last year, out-

standing, but in the lows, he will

he given a real test by a new-

comer from R.M.C, Wilkins of

Science '36.

Three 200-pounders from the

senior football team will battle

in the field for honours in the

discus and shot. They are Jack

Lewis, Charlie Peck, formerly of

St.' Michael's College, and Abe

Zvonkin, intercollegiate record of L

holder and last year's winner in I
day noon.

Tournament Games
Taken By Veterans

With the annual elimination

series swinging into the semi-final

round, local Intercollegiate tennis

hopes seem to lie largely on the

shoulders of last year's veterans.

Ranking players have all weathered

the first round and the team is al-

most certain to be picked from

among Hunter, Chaput, Fisher,

Finlay and a newcomer Savard.

It is unfortunate that captain Ed

Connolly and Fortier of last year's

team are ineligible, but the remain-

ing players have all been showing

tip well in the tournament and

Queen's can be counted upon to

have a strong representation at the

Intercollegiate meet in Montreal.

E. Connolly defeated Fisher

5-1. 6-3.

Finlay defeated Dundas 6-0,

,6-0.

Chaput defeated Davis 6-3. 6-1.

and offensive abilities. The tackling

crew led by Captain Johnny Wing

will be well looked after by Scott,

R-ews, and Earle. thus" rounding out

a squad which has plenty of balance.

The game will undoubtedly he

viewed by the largest crowd to pack

their way into the Richardson

Memorial Stadium in recent years.

Previous clashes between the con-

tending Colleges have always been

thrillers and to-morrow's struggle

nromises to be no exception. The

Tricolor take keen delight in

downing the Blues, and they hope

that by sundown tomorrow evening

their cup will be filled to over-

flowing. Warren Steven's outfit is

riding on the crest of a two game

win streak and will he out gunning

for their third successive triumph.

The Reevemen have a man sized joh

on their hands in stopping Coulter,

Marks, Connolly and Co., but they

believe they can do so.

We should know shortly.

these events. Another senior

footballer is entering the high

jump, Grover Dennis — and a

great jump-off between him,

White and Lewis is expected.

An innovation this year is in

the relay, which has been chang-

ed to an S80 instead of a mile,

thus giving each faculty a better

chance to enter a team.

The complete line-up of events

is: 100, 220, 440. 880. 1 mile, 3

miles 120 high hurdles, 220 low

hurdles, 880 relay, broad jump,

high jump, pole vault, discus

throw, javelin throw, and 16 lb.

shot-put. Entries may be hand-

ed in to Boh Young or the A. B.

office any time before Mon-

Griffin's uniors To
Play R. M. C. Team

On Saturday afternoon Murray

Griffin's Tricolor Juniors take on

R.M.C. in a scheduled Junior O.R.

F.U. game. This game will be

played at the Stadium at one

o'clock, prior to the Queen's-Var-

sitv contest. Because of their win

last Saturday the Juniors are fav-

oured to win. The Cadets were

beaten by Kingston Grads last

week but they may have a surprise

In store for Queen's this week.

R.M.C. always have a well enrtdr-

lioued squad who fight until the

final whistle.

Murray Griffin was well satisfied

with the way his charges played

against K.C.V.T. and he is confi-

dent that they can defeat the strong

Cadet team. He has introduced a

style of play which is comparative

ly new in many respects to King

ston fans. In Carson, Queen's have

a real threat, who runs the ends

like a veteran and who should go

The Tricolor Intermediate foot-

ball team will taper off training

this afternoon with a light signal

drill preparatory to its opening

clash tomorrow with Ottawa

University in Ottawa.

The team will be without the

playing services of Coach Ralph

Jack as a ruling early this week

declared him non-eligible. This

decision will restrict him to side-

line duty, but the former Ottawa

Roughrider is not disliearteried

ind confidently expects a victory

over the Capital city crew.

The squad showed up well

against the Seniors in mid-week

scrimmage, and with their plays

:li:king ir. intprcs:iv; stylo they

will be at their peak when the

whistle blows tomorrow after-

noon.

A forward passing attack has

been developed which will con-

titute a dangerous threat to the

Ottawa cause. Bob Cowley will

toss the passes with Mai Cun-

ningham and "Doc" Eraser on

the receiving end.

Judging by his present per-

formance, Herb Handford will he

the driving force behind the Tri-

color. The husky Sawbone ace

has been punting consistently all

week and his lofty spirals coupled

with a fast hacktield should lead

Queen's to a triumph.

The following has been an-

nounced by Coach Jack as the

starting line-up- Tony Coughlin.

snap; Jim McAskill and Tom
Doherty, insides : Mac Smith and

Mac Robson. middles: Mai Cun-

ningham and Boh Armstrong,

outsides; Larry Briskin. flying

wing; Jack Latimer. Herb Hand-

ford, "Doc"' Fraser. halves; Bob

Cowley, quarterback.

Such cajiable substitutes as

Sammy Delve. Mel Swartz, Jack

Smith, and Jesse Turner, assure

adequate reserve strength, and

when the squad leaves tomorrow

morning it will he with a group

championship on the horizon.

®o ^tufcents of (Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches Alld FavorB

Pens and Pencils College Ituipua

Designing to Order

g>mitti SroB. S^wf^rB^""^
CT^.,,. F=fd nuo 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS mvp TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

„ tt ct Phone 1402
137 Union Street

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver ^ 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STIDENTS

places on Saturday. Campbell at

quarter is anotker recruit who will

bear watching. All the other mem

bcrs of the team fit into their post

tions well and they are sure to give

a good account of themselves.

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROU1

180 Wellington Street
*P*onc 2110

B
Over Canadian Pacific E.prws Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lentes Replaced

EYES TESTED

OR AllAM'
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists

,

PHONE 1527

HEADQUARTERS!,
Tennis Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-bringing racquets.
e have the latest nwuunt i«i —a , „ „

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
PR,NCESsfTREET

. .. /
™°NE 829

t Pavs to Plav Fair'

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Every
Programmes

117 Brock St. Description
Constitutions

Phone 1510 _.

PHONE S60
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT
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CHOOSE SPEAKER FOR

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

(Conttoucd from page 1)

has written more than twenty-

fivc bonksion historical, religious

and philosophical subjects.

Professor Jones received his

education atf Haverford College

and at Harvlrd. Heidelberg, Ox-

ford and Marburg Universities.

He was chaiYinan of the Ameri-

can Friends \Service Committee

f o r European Reconstruction

from 1917 to ^028, and has been

a tmstee of Bryn Mnwr College

since 1898.

Professor Jo^cs will speak on

Monday, October 28, on "Find-

ing the Lost Radiance." and on

Tuesday on ")nw«rd Religion

and Social Ethics," On Wed-
nesday the subject of the Chan-

cellor's Lecture will be "The
Fundamental Nature of Religion"

and on Thursday "Why do we
Obey the Feeding of Ought?" All

these lectures will be given at

eight o'clock in the evening.

Bcsidcji the Chancellor's Lec-

tures there will be various other

addresses and special functions.

The supplementary lectures will

be given by Rev. D. E. Foster of

Stratford; Dr. Duncan McArthur,
Deputy Minister of Education for

Ontario and former head of the

History Department

;

R. Watts. D.D.. of

Theological College;

E. C. Harrison of the

History Department

;

H. Philip. Ph.D., of

Quebec; Rev. J. D.

Queen's

Prof. J.

Queen's

Prof. W.
Queen's

Rev. J.

Stanstead

Mackenzic-Naughton, D.D., of

St. James' Church. Kingston;
and Rev. B. T, Holdcn, D.Th.,
of L'Origina!, Ontario.

Arts Society Meeting

Professor Walker was appoint-
ed Arts faculty representative to
the Athletic B'>ard of Control and
Barclay "Red" Ketchen selected
campaign manager for the Arts-
Lcvana-Theology party in the A.
M.S. elections at a meeting of the
Arts Society last Monday,

Scene: The Freshman Recep-
tion

Big Broiher (just finishing
dancej: "That dances makes me
long for another."

Freshette: "Me, too; only he
goes to Varsity."

—Western Gazette

Large Crowd Sees

Film Society Picture

Despite the fact that the prices

were increased by five cents an even

larger crowd witnessed the second

performance of motion pictures

given by the Queen's Film Society

in Convocation Hall last Tuesday

evening.

The feature picture, "Metropolis",

proved to I* one of excellent photo-

graphy although the dramatic act-

ing was slightly out of date.

"Metropolis" depicted a city of the

future and the architectural struc-

tures and scientific apparatus

equalled any of our present-day

conceptions of modernistic settings.

Another new addition to the

props, of the Society was a phono-

graph which played during the

showing of ihc picture and by next

week they hope to have a larger

crcen which should make the pres-

entation much better. Sound ap-

paratus may also be introduced in

the future if the response to the

pictures is adequate.

The Society intends to continue

showing films of a high calibre

every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock

and even.' Wednesday afternoon at

5.00 p.m. and 8 p.m., during the

term.

L.S.R. Meeting

Dr. Vlastos will be the guest

speaker at a meeting of the

League for Social Reconstruction

which is to be held on Sunday.

October 13th. at 2.30 p.m. at the

Y.W.C.A. All students are in-

vited to attend.

Chemical Society

There will be a meeting of

Queen's Chemical Society at 4

p.m. on Tuesday. October 15th,

in the large lecture room, Cordon
Hall. Professor Dorrance will

speak on "Canadian Chemical

Organizations." Nominations for

president will be held.

Vigilance Committee

All members of the Vigil-

ance Committees of all facul-

ties are asked to attend a

combined meeting of Vigil-

ance committees in the Arts

Club Room, Kingston Hall,

this afternoon at 5 p.m.

GET EXCITED! HERE THEY COME!

SATURDAY — MONDAY —
I

TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY

FRED ASTAIRE
and

GINGER ROGERS

« "TOP HAT"
WITH GAY AND RECKLESS TUNES

BY IRVING BERLIN

LETS GO!

Capitol Theatre
THE THEATRE OF THE STARS

AT THE THEATR
CONDUCTEO BY

NORMA MACROSTIE
E

CAPITOL
A+ A picture in a thousand.

A Really excellent, not to be

missed.

B Average, worth serious at-

tention.

C or lower — Hardly worth re-

viewing.

Plus and minus signs are wed

logically for closer graduation.

"THE GOOSE AND THE
GANDER"

with

Kay Francis, George Brent and

Genevieve Tobin ^
An entertaining comedy, giving

an amusing and unusual slant on

the well-WOrn triangle story, is the

feature of the Capitol Theatre.

Kay Francis as a vivacious ex-

wife trying to revenge herself on

her successor, inadvertently falls in

love with her rival's sweetheart of

the moment. It sounds, and is,

very complicated, but such a plot

provides plenty of scope for amus-

ing situations. A comical strain

pervades the story even when the

principal characters become in-

olved in a jewelry theft.

At no point is the play out-

standingly brilliant or exciting, but

it maintains all the way through, a

fairly average level of interest.

Kay Francis and George Brent

are both good in rather light roles.

They are both capable of better

parts.

Among the extras, a novel short

Varieties" is of special interest to

those who can remember the silent

movies, as it reviews with skill

scenes of the outstanding pictures

of a few years ago. Two musical

shorts, and the news-reel are also

good. B+ N. MacR.

Doomesday Book Is

Brought To Light

(Continued from page 1)

Professor MacGillivray of the

German Department was respon-

sible for the assimilation of facts

which will be found in the second

volume when it is completed. The
first volume covers the period from

1839 to 1900; the proposed second

book will bring the history from
1900 down to 1924.

The title-page of the Domesday
Rook is hand-done by Theo. Saun-
ders, and shows the figure of a

woman holding the lamp of Truth
in one hand and the shield of

Queen's in the other. The inscrip-

tion reads: "The Domesday Book
of Queen's University, 1839-1900."

The first paragraph in the text of

the tome reads: "This volume, to

he known as the Domesday Book
of Queen's University, had its

direct origin in the success which
ttended the appeal made in 1887

to obtain increased means to meet
the requirements of the University
and extend its usefulness."

From this point the book goes
on for 1-tOO pages to tell of the

circumstances under which Queen's
University was founded by Dr.
Liddcll with half a dozen students.

Unsuccessful overtures were made
from time to time by King's Col-

lege, Toronto, now the University
of Toronto, to affiliate Queen's and
King's Colleges.

The Domesday Book conclud

with an attestation of satisfaction

that the volume had been completed

TIVOLI
"THUNDER IN THE NIGHT"

with

Edmund Lowe. Karen Morley,

Paul Cavanagh and Una O'Connor

A detective story as a general

rule is supposed to be baffling and

in this regard, "Thunder in the

Night," lives up to tradition.

The plot of the story centres

around a murder which takes place

during a thunder storm. Then a

series of clues leads the detective to

suspect more than half the cast and

the audience is truly bewildered.

Edmund Lowe, however, as the

handsome young detective comes to

the rescue of both the heroine and

the audience and solves the mystery.

Despite the fact that "Thunder

in the Night," is billed as the fea-

ture the Bacr-Lewis fight will be

the main attraction for the men.

For those who get tired of listen-

ing to Maxie boast it is worth the

price of admission to see the

"Black Bombshell" go to work.

The program is rounded nut with

a number of shorts, the inevitable

Tarzan Serial, and a slightly old

news-reel. It consequently rates

B— . —C.C.

SPORTS NOTICE

All freshmen interested 1
. in

basketbalt will please report

at gymnasium daily from

5-6 p.m. Senior players will

be on hand to look over the

material and to give helpful

instructions to those inter-

ested.

Rugger Team Meets
M.A.A.A. Saturday

The Queen's Rugger team will

take the field for the first time on
Saturday, October 12th. when
they meet M.A.A.A. on the

Lower campus at one o'clock.

The Queen's team have been
working hard this last week, and
hould give the heavy Montreal
boys a good run for their money.
The game will be well worth
watching as M.A.A.A. is consid-

ered one of the best teams in

eastern Canada.

Although the Queen's line-up

has not been definitely decided

upon, it will probably be as fol-

ows:

Forwards: Kinloch, Macdonald,
Forrester, Fleming. Smith. Con-
achar, Harvey. Halves: Boyle
and Forrest, Three-quarters

:

Bowie-Evans, Graeme, Corlett

and Drum. Full-back: Stuart.

Committees Elected
By Arts Sophomores

At a general meeting of Arts
'38 on Tuesday afternoon Prof,

W. Gordon was elected honorary
president of the year by acclama-
tion. Committees for the Frosh-
Soph banquet and the year dance
were elected after which a dis-

cussion of activities for the year
took place.

Don Toppin was selected as

convener of the banquet commit-
tee with Kemp Edwards, Mai
Cunningham and Jack Allen to
assist him. The dance committee

Date Bureau Application

Name.

.

Faculty.

Eyes. .

.

Address Phone.

Year.... Sex Age.... Colour of hair.

... Weight Height

Characteristics

Do you drink? Smoke?

Do you prefer a "Dutch" date?

What are your interests?

What do you prefer to do on a date? ,

What sort of person do you want to date?.

When are you availab!e?\.

Dance?.

Cut this out—fill in—and leave in an envelope addressed to

the 'Date Bureau' at the Post Office in Douglas Library. This is

confidential. Enclose 10 cents with this application. Facsimile

copies of this application accepted.

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eailas S^staurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 pjn.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial
|

Ask for our commutation ticket

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821We Deliver
H. R. BUCKINGHAM. O.B.E.

Proprietor

ELLIOTTIS
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

by members of the Board of Trus- will be headed by Ralph James
tees and the Senate, the University and will include Helen Ralph.
Council, the Benefactors and Grad- Phyllis Ross, Ron Merriam. and
uates. These signatures were placed WalHe Mtur. It was decided at
on the last pages of the book at the meeting that a year meeting
"the first regular convocation in the l« held the second Tuesday of
twentieth century, May 1, 1901." *very month.

/

Steacy's Limited
"Kingston's Shopping Centre Since 1881"

Invites the staff and student body

of Queen's University to make this

store their shopping headquarters

during the College terms.

WE OFFER:

The largest stocks of quality merchandise at

moderate prices for your selection in

—

GENERAL DRY GOODS

DRESS ACCESSORIES

READY-TO-WEAR

MILLINERY

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

And guarantee complete satisfaction with every

purchase.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR

All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

; We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Dean Gives Address ^eer For Freshman

rp *- i r i May Be Expensive
To Meds heshmen

BY GOLDWIN SMITH

BRAINS

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

226 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College

Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated

New
Cars

BILLIARDS

The actions and remarks of

some of those hoping to be elect-

ed un Oct. 14 convince us that

brains are a comparative rarity

in this country. It has led us to

believe that a few
(

words on

brains might not be out of place

The brain is a nervous organ

in the interior, of the skull, it i:

supposed to be the centre of sen

sation, and thought, when the

ability to think exists.

It is really the telephone ex

change for the body, and like

most telephone exchanges some-

times gives wrong numbers. To

quote Montesquieu "When God

endowed human beings with

brains he did not intend to guar

antce them."

We understand that the ana

tomy department is at present

making a large model of a brain

out of wood. This should be of

great value to some of the stu-

dents, after all a wooden brain

is better than no brain at all. We
are highly in favour of more of

Such brains, to be distributed

throughout the country. If Mr.

Stevens gets into power his re-

forestation scheme would un-

doubtly lead to the production of

more wood, from which bigger

ami better brains could be manu-

fuctured. In time not only all

members of the Federal Govern-

ment, but also members of the

Provincial Governments could be

eqtiippeil with" tTiese wooden

brains. This would undoubtedly

lead to the practice of touching

wood, becoming universal in the

governments of our fair land

Furthermore it would lead to ;

solidness of ideas, and a uniform

ty of policy seldom seen any

where.

Holidays in Bermuda in the

vinter because of nervous break

lowns would also he eliminated

and with them all the unneces

;ary and free publicity in the

laily papers, which usually mark

such trips. This would be a great

relief to the reading public, other

ise known as the "common

people." It would make then

more satisfied with their lot. They

would at least be sure that the

good money was not going to

cure the nervous condition of

some one who only got what

he asked for- i

We feel sure that these brains

could be made at a purely

nominal cost. It is true that in-

stalling them would require an

operation, but that is where we

come in. "Wooden brains install

ed cheap." Do you want to be

a politician? If so just let us

install one of our wooden brains.

These brains when properly

made, could, we feel sure, be

guaranteed for a period of five

.ears. All members of incomin

governments could be equipped

with them, and at the end of the

live years, if they were not re

elected, their original brain, ii

the meantime carefully preserved

in soEt soap, could be reinstalled.

"I'm not going to give you any

dvice for probably you don't take

said Dr. F. Etherington, Dean

of the Medical Faculty, speaking tc

the Medical Freshmen at the Aes

culapian Society Meeting, held on

Tuesday afternoon.

The Freshmen were most for

tunate in entering the study of

medicine at a time when the world

had a sincere and profound apprc

ciation of the work of the medical

profession, the Dean said. Modern

civilization could not exist without

certain branches of medical service

Dr. Etherington warned the first

vear class that financial considers

tion was not important. "If you

do your duty, the Lord will pro

vide." There is every prospect for

an attractive and successful career

before the students and the object

of the Faculty is to serve and co-

operate with them and make the

course as effective as possible.

NEW SCIENCE CLUB
COMES INTO BEING

The Science Frosh Regulations

which officially went into effect on

Wednesday noon are as follows

;

(1) Tarns will be worn at all

times. Yellow ribbons in the form

of a bow to be worn in a con

picuous place.

(2) Freshmen to carry matches

for the cigarettes of upper class-

men.

(3) To run on the campus

singly, and off the sidewalk.

(4) No loitering on the steps of

the buildings.

(5) If a Freshman is caught in

a beer parlour, he must buy each

upper-class man accusing him one

iniart of beer.

(6) No mustaches, plus fours or

spats can be worn.

(7) Attendance in a body is com

pulsory at all Senior football and

hockey games.

(8) Freshman must attend all

Pep Rallies.

(9) 10 p.m. Curfew every night

except Saturday and Sunday.

\ blessed event occurred in the

Science Faculty this term when it

gave birth to a new club, the name

of which is the Mechanical Oub.

Its purposes are to promote public

speaking ability among its members,

to provide instruction and at times

blossom forth with a little

recreation.

To Professor Arkley goes the

distinction of being the person who
uggestcd the formation of this

club and he is the Honorary

President -of the Club. Russ

Thoman is the Pre-ident and

George Sanders holds the office of

Secretary. The membership is

drawn from Mechanical Engineers

in third or fourth year. Meetings

are once a week and all memIters

will eventually be given a chance

to speak.

Failure to obey any of these re-

gulations will, if detected, result in

an appearance before the High

Cmirt of Science Hall.

MEDS DANCE TAKES
PLACE ON NOV. 15th

The Medical At Home wilt be

held on Friday, November 15th, the

only formal dance to be held before

Christmas. Convener Len Cohen

and his committee feel that the uni-

versity social season should be

opened by this outstanding event.

Negotiations for an orchestra

and favors are underway. The

price of tickets will be announ

shortly. The Formal committee

includes Leigh Greenfield. Lome

Dickson, Grant Breckenridge, Mal-

colm Hill, T. Cunningham and

Amev.

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

Jt-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 185?

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston
1Phone 256

Or.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 10

Evenings by Appointment

WHEN YOUR NOTICE FROM
THE CLUB ISN'T SO GOOD

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. "Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Scharf Elected President Of

Meds '39

F.. Clifford Scharf was elected

President of Meds '39 at their

meeting held last Friday.

The remainder of the executive

as chosen as follows. Honorary

President. Dr. G. S. Meb/tn; Vice-

President, J. R. McCarroll; Seere-

ary. D. C, MacDonald; Treasurer,

\. A. Perea, and Athletic Stick,

H. Lent.

Appointments Made
Of A. M. S. Judges

nrdon Garrow, Science, and R.

Hughes, Medicine, were ap-

pointed Junior Justices of die

A.M.S. Supreme Court by the

A.M.S. Executive Tuesday evening.

W. Young, the Chief Justice,

was appointed last spring.

.:. Thoman is again Sheriff and

Charles Cochrane is the new Pres-

enting Attorney. Other appoint-

ments to the Court include Murray

.riffin. Chief of Police; Grant

Breckenridge, Clerk of Court; and

M. Warnick, Court Crier.

Camera Club Plans To Get

Dark Room Equipment

Activities for the year were out

lined at the meeting of the CJucen
-

Camera Club on Wednesday after

noon. The outfitting of the dark

room will be begun immediately

under the direction of Rob Hay

Equipment has been loaned by sev-

eral members and the room will

soon lie ready for use.

Students, faculty members and

residents of the city are eligible for

membership. Fees for members

using the dark room are one dollar

and for non-active members fifty

cents. For further information

phone Jack Robertson, 2421, and

C. B. McMillan. 2409.

SELECTED FOR
WEARABILITY!

Good

Luck

Queen's

for

Saturday's

Game.

- Tweeds

- Worsteds

- Serges

- Twists

Selected for wearnbllitr!

But sljlr hasn't been

neglected! On the con-

trary, these long wear-

ing suits will stand up

to any tor stylo and ap-

pearance. And because

they're long wearing

the style will be with

you longerl single and

double breastcds. Mod-

els for colleto men,

business men and the

more eonservall

$15 $35

TOP COATS
Roomy regions and neat lit

slip-ons In (weeds and

plain sit wool materials. All

carefully tailored and el the

latest styles.
f

$15 $30

FALL HATS
You ocrtainly need a new hat

for Pall. May wc suggest u

stylish new Stetson, now

made In Canada, or any ot

our other popular hats.

Park Lane .... $2.95

Horton $3.95

Brock , . .
$5-00

Stetson (lined) $6.50

All the newest accessories are here—shirts hi New Fall pat

tern»-tles and socks In new shades-heavier underwear tor

cooler days—all are here, ready for your selection—and at modrr

ate prices, too.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
1

i-133 PRINCESS ST,

HOTEL LA SALLE BLDG.
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Students-
As Kingston's oldest

established shoe store

we welcome your
patronage.

"A STORE WHERE
YOU WILL LIKE TO

TRADE."

—Fine Shoes

—Slippers

—Hosiery

—Polishes

—Luggage

Courteous service by an

experienced staff.

It pays to pay for

quality.

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

Committees Chosen
By Music Societies

Choral and orchestral commit

tees were formed at a lecture

given by Dr. Frank Harrison in

Convocation Hall Tuesday after

noon. Officers appointed were

Miss Edith Reid, President of the

Choral Society; Dr. Harrison ac

cepled the vice-presidency tern

porarily ; Miss Gladys Minor

secretary of the Orchestra group

and Miss McNeil, Phyllis Gum
mer, and Mr. Wilson, committee

There is to be no membership

fee.

Dr. Harrison's gramophone
talks will deal mainly with the

music of the eighteenth century

e. Haydn, Mozart, and early

Beethoven. These recitals will

be held every Wednesday at

o'clock, commencing October

16th. The following topics have

been selected: Composer of the

Period, Forms, The Growth of

Harmony, The Growth of Music
Sonata Form and The Symphony

Choral practices commence on
Tuesday, Oct. 15th, at 7 o'clock

the Old Arts Building. All

students interested in music ar

nvited to attend.

GET YOUR
Arts P//v

Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Klnoear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Staff Appointments
Made For Tricolor

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

3B6 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg
Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Ballroom in Three Lweona
Tap Dancing Clans or Private

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts

Easier to apply w j c h.

brush.

50% longer.

" to ap
metal shaft

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. PrinceM and Wellington
WE DELIVER

Bob Davis, Editor-in-Chief of

the 1936 Tricolor, announces the

following appointments to the

staff of the year book: Business

Manager, Larry Cromicn; Assis-

tant Editor, Bill Craig; Sports
Editor, Sandy Seeber; Arts
Associate Editor, Jack Mark;
Science Associate Editor, Neville

Spence; Levana Associate Editor.

Ruth Fishleigh; Medicine Assoc-
iate Editor, Wesley Claire; Staff

Photographers, Bob Hay and
Arthur Cooper.

Mining Society

Dr. Hair of Toronto will speak-

on the Compensation Act with
reference to Accidents and
Silicosis at a meeting of the
Mining and Metallurgical
Society to be held at four o'clock
this afternoon in Nicol Hall.

Medical students interested in

the subject of Silicosis and the
Compensation Act are cordially
invited.

ASK SUPPORT FOR

SCIENCE MAGAZINE

Undergraduates, graduate stu

dents and members of the staff

in all faculties who are interested

in supporting a scientific journal at

Queen's University are asked to

communicate through the "Jour

nal". It is felt that there is a need

at Queen's for a magazine in which

undergraduate and graduate stU'

dents may publish scientific papers

Such a journal would embrace

physics, chemistry, medicine, geo-

logy and biology as well as econ-

omics, politics and philosophy and

not only would present a means of

self-expression for those students

who are interested in writing papers

but would aid in the advancement

of scientific knowledge. All who
are interested are asked to address

Science Magazine, c/o the "Jour-

nal", and leave their letters at the

University Post Office, and a meet-

ing will be arranged.

SECRETARY WILL
ADDRESS LEVANA

( Continued from page 1)

the French Government. She be-

came Secretary of the World's

Y.W.C.A. in 1921 and for the

next three years worked on the

Child Labor Commission of the

Shanghai Municipal Council.

On her return from Chiia to the

United States Miss Dingman went
as delegate to the first meeting of

the Institute of Pacific Relations

in Honolulu in 1925. In 1928 she

was an industrial adviser to the In-

ternational Missionary Council at

Jerusalem.

Dr. Clarke Reviews
Writings Of Conrac

"Joseph Conrad admitted that he

felt ihe element of poetry in his

own work, but regarded himself

solely as a prose writer," stated Dr

G. H. Clarke, head of the English

department, in an address to the

English Club on Tuesday afternoon

Dr. Clarke was able to speak with

authority on this great writer with

whom he was personally acquainted

in 1922.

The speaker explained that Con

rad was a Slav by birth, an Eng

lishman by adoption, a Frenchman

in culture, sympathy and under

standing, and a seaman through

twenty years' experience. Conrad's

great belief in England rested on

his trust in her political genius.

Dr. Clarke spoke of Conrad's

novels as essentially a personal im

pression of life. "They are often

complex," he asserted, "because

the writer believed that human ex

perience is of itself variegated and

unpredictable. His normal plotting

is one of directed indirections.

Edmund Berry, the president of

the club, announced that a short

story contest would be held shortly.

Club fees may be paid to Jack

Robertson.

Jack Mark Is President Of
Arts '37

Jack Mark was elected president

of Arts '37 at the first year meet-

ing held Wednesday afternoon.

Other officers elected were as

follows

:

Vice-President, Margaret Wright

;

Secretary, Bill Kloepfer; Trea-

surer, Mel Thompson; Athletic

Stick, Marty Jones ; Dance Com-
mittee, Betty Henry, Mary Gal-

iith, Don Lapp, John Sutherland,

d Gordon Howard."

The financial report was present-

arid adopted. Year fees were
fixed at seventy-five cents.

Simmons, Campbell
Lead A. M. S. Parties

(Continued from page 1)
man regulations as they now stand,
and we propose to call a mass meet-
ing of the A.M.S. to obtain the
viewpoint of the student majority,"
said Mr. Campbell, in "outlining his
first pledge.

Other promises of the Arts-
-evana-Theology party are to in-
estigate the increase in university

fees this year and to petition the
Httborities for the establishment of
* smoking room in the Douglas
Library for both men and women
students.

Classes Called

Classes in all faculties will
be called at 10.45 a.m. to-
morrow so that students can
attend Fall Convocation.
Monday afternoon classes

" ill be calk-d because of the
Intcrfaculty Track Meet.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers - No Waiting
HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. King8to

MISS MARY DINGMAN
guest speaker ot Ban High at 1.00 p.m.

Monday

An outstanding part of Miss
Dingman's work since 1931 has
been in her capacity as chairman of

the Disarmament Committee of the
Women's International Organiza-
tions, representing fourteen large

international organizations with a
combined membership of 45,000.-

000 women in more than fifty

countries. The object of the Dis-
armament Committee has been to

co-ordinate and centralize the peace
efforts of all the constituent groups
throughout the world. Under its

auspices were collected the 8,000,

000 signatures to Petitions for Dis-
armament presented to the Dis-
armament Conference in 1932.
The Y.W.C.A. has branches in

56 countries and Miss Dingman has
visited 36 of these. During the
past year she has been in Spain,
Portugal and South America, and
is now paying a three month visit

to Canada, visiting most of the
Canadian Y.W.C.A.'s.

On Sunday evening Miss Ding-
man will speak at Sydenham Street
United Church. Later during the
evening she will meet citizens at
the Y.W.C.A.

Arts '39 Fees Due

QlfolEtmlg (Eramfnrii 3ttnro*r Sfap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University-

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL.

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

I IAM MIIS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES 12.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

Arts Freshmen and Freshettes

are reminded that their fees are
now due, The fees for men are

S3, of.which $2 goes towards the
Frosh-Soph banquet, and are
payable to Fred Miller (phone
1546j) and Louis Couillard. The
women will pay $1 to either

Lillian Gardiner or Helen Gor-
don. These fees must be payed

;

those failing to pay promptly will

be prosecuted.

The S.V.M. will hold a tea and
rally on Tuesday, October ISth
from 4.00 to 6.00 p.m. in the Old
Arts Building. The meeting is open
to all students interested.

UNIVERSITY TO
GIVE DEGREES

(Continued from page I)

reserved entirely for under-

graduates.

Sir Lyman Duff received his

B.A. from the University of Tor-
onto in 1887, his LL.B. in 1889
and an honorary LL.D. in 1923. He
has been a governor of the Univer-

sity of Toronto since 1926. It is

expected that when Sir Lyman re-

ceives the Queen's degree a Varsity
yell will be given by the under-
graduates. ,

Sir Lyman Duff was Junior
Counsel for Great Britain in the
Alaska Boundary Arbitration of
1903 and Counsel for the British
Columbia Legislature in the Coal
Lands Investigation in 1902.

J, G. Ettingcr received his B.A.
decree from Queen's in 1913, sev-
eral years after he had begun to act
as principal of Victoria Public
School in Kingston. His contribu-
tion to primary education in Ont-
ario has been notable. Fifty seats
will be reserved in Grant Hall for
the members of Mr.
^cninr-fourth class.

Hr. G. H. Eltinger. Arts '16,
Med. '20, of the Queen's medical
staff, is a son.

MARR.SON'S STUDIO
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT

229 Princess St.

FOR STUDENTS
Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel
Dance

La Salle
Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

Ettinge

The Popular and Practical

GENT'S GLADSTONE
Quality leathers and linings

Fine hardware

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.
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Back From Geneva NORMAN ROGERS ELECTED,
Dean Of Women To

Resume Duties Here

Miss Kydd Was Delegate To
League Of Nations

Assembly

Arrived Friday

Miss Winnifred Kydd. C.B.E
M.A., Dean of Women at Queen's
and one of Canada's delegates to

the League bf Nalions Assembly
refused to comment on the Italo

Ethiopian question and League
sanctions in an interview with the

JOl'RNAL on Monday.
Miss Kydd, who arrived i:

Kingston from Geneva on Friday,

stated that she was not in a "position

to discuss the outslanding matter

before the League, inasmuch as the

report of the Canadian delegation

has not been drawn up and submit-

ted to the Government. She men-
tioned, however, that the atmos-
phere at Geneva was one of great

seriousness and very little entertain-

ing was being done.

Miss Kydd, who was one of
eighteen delegates to the League
Assembly this year, told the

JOURNAL that the Assembly is

divided into several commissions to

deal with different problems. She
served on the fifth commission
which works on such questions as
child welfare, refugees and mi-
grants, the opium traffic and prisons
and reformatories. Miss Kydd
had been tremendously interested in

hearing of the developments of the
different countries regarding the
matters discussed in the commission.
She felt that a woman delegate
could make the most worth-while
contribution to problems of this

type.

Miss Kydd addressed several wo
men's organizations at Geneva and
had a great many opportunities for
discussion with the other -women
delegates.

LIBERALS SWEEP COUNTRY
Kingston Seat Captured By

Liberal For First Time
Since 1908

Leads Ross By 986

For the first time since 1908 a

Liberal -candidate, Norman McL,
Rogers, Queen's professor, captur-

ed the Conservative stronghold of

Kingston in yesterday's Federal

election. Prof. .Rogers defeated

Dr. Ross, his Conservative oppon
e'nt, by a vote of 6925 to 5939

John Compton, C.C.F. candidate

secured only 370 votes.

At 1 'o'clock this morning, ac

cording to Canadian Press des

patches, the Liberals were leading

with 157 seats out of the 245
Conservatives had 38, C.C.F. 5

Reconstructionists I, Social Credit

13. Ind. 1, Ind.-Liberals 4, U.P.O.
Labor 1, Lib.-Prog. 1, and 24 seats

were still doubtful.

The final results from the Man
times gave the Conservative:

only 1 seat. Liberals capturing
the other 25. In Quebec, with I

seat still in doubt, Liberals and
Ind.-Liberals (4) held 59 of the

65 seats. Final tabulations in

Ontario"' showed' Liberals 55,

Cons. 26. U.F.O.-Lab. 1 (Ague
McPhail). The new Social Credit

(Continued on page 8)

Jagson Denies H
Has Double Identity

ARTSMEN WINNERS
OF UNIVERSITY MEET

Take Track Title With 9
Firsts Out Of

Possible 15

Ken Running Stars

Duplicating last year's perform-

ance at the annual Interfaculty

Track Meet, Arts defeated Meds
and Science, almost doubling the

score on these two teams. Taking
"ine firsts out of a possible fifteen,

Arts scored 64 points; Meds were
second with 36 and Science last

with 32.

Despite fine weather conditions
for the track, no new records were
Set up. but Queen's will field a
strong team in Toronto Friday
when the Intercollegiate meet takes

f
,a«. Ken Running of Meds put
m a fine day, winning three sprint
'Ilea and anchoring the winning
re,a>', while his teammate. J. Parry,
r;in a fine mile in 4.56.4," without
a"y real competition. The per-
v " n »e] of the college team will be
announced tomorrow, and training
W'H continue until Thursday.

(Continued on page 3)

"In spite of rumours that ha

been whispered about this campus

for two years I have no connection

whatever with my eastern poten

tate," Col. J. Jagson told a curious

crowd of freshmen and panhandlers

(hospital attendants) down by the

gas works on Friday night. "It is

one of the foibles of nature that we
look alike," the colonel said. "My
trip to Africa last summer was en-

tirely in quest of scientific data re-

garding the love life of the goofus

woofus bird"— (the bird thai flies

in ever-diminishing circles).

The colonel paused, stepped light

ly from the curb and deftly caught

l cigar butt thrown from a passing

car. Puffing contentedly he con

tinned: "At present I am very busy

coaching my football team who arc

ci in -.iik-red potential champions of

their series. Our main offence is

centred around my hidden ball play

in which the J-5 is concealed be-

neath the folds of my heard. Inci-

dentally the last time this play was

used, the ball disappeared and was

not recovered until several weeks

later in our play-off with Poditnk

when it came to light followed close-

ly by three little pigs. This play

will be an important cog in our

offence against the Starvation Army

stranglers next week."

Against the background of the

local gas reservoir, the colonel cut

a culorful figure. In some respects

his attire resembled that of a foot-

ball player. But demonstrating his

well-known individuality he had a

few innovations of his own.

(Continued on page 3)

I

|
PROF, NORMAN MCL. ROGERS

of Queen's who, as a result of yester
day's election, is the new Liberal
member of parliament for Kingston

Portsmouth.

Registration Figures

Show Slight Increase

Small Decrease In Arts
Made Up In Meds

And Science

Final intramural registration

figures, as given to the JOURNAL
yesterday by the Registrar's Office,

show a total increase this year of

twelve students over last year's

enrolment. The slight decrease in

Arts registration was more than

made up by the increased numbers

in the faculties of Applied Science

and Medicine.

Complete registration figures to

date for 1935-36 as compared with

those of the years 1933-34 and

1934-35 are as follows:

Arts

1935-36 1934-35 1933-34

First

registration. 260 263 255

Previously

registered . 568 583 633

828 846 888

(Continued on page 8)

CLUB PICTURE HAS
MOUNTAIN SETTING

Sir Lyman Duff
And J. G. Ettinger

Receive Degrees

Sir .Lyman P. Duff, Chief Jus-

tice of the Supreme Court of Can-
ada, and John Georg^ Ettinger,

principal of Victoria School,

Kingston for more than forty

years, received the honorary de-

gree of LL.D. at the Queen's
University Fall Convocation held

in Grant Hall Saturday morning.

Principal W. Hamilton Fyfe.

in introducing Sir Lyman Duff

reviewed the life of the eminent

jurist from the tme he was called

to the bar until his appointment

to the position of Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court of Canada.

"The function of a University

is tw_ofold," said Sir Lyman in

accepting the degree of Doctor of

Laws from Chancellor Jaines W.
Richardson. "Its first purpose

the encouragement and actual

pursuit of the higher learning

:

the other is to send forward

constant stream of those who, by
discipline and culture, are quali-

led to love the worthy life. And
Queen's has nobly carried on her

share of this great work."

Sir Lyman pointed out that the

influence of Queen's has spread

over Ontario and greatly stimu-

lated the intellectual life of 'this

province.

J. M. Macdonnell, Chairman of

the Board of Trustees, introduced

Dr. Ettinger by giving a brief

outline of the life of his former

teacher. He stressed the part

which Dr. Ettinger had played

in the education of many of King-

ston's prominent citizens,

In his modest and unassuming

manner Dr. Ettinger received the

degree which was bestowed upon

him. In his speech he expressed

his surprise at receiving the de-

gree and said he felt unworthy

of such an honor.

CROWD OF OVER 6000

SEES GRUELLING GAME
END IN 2-2 DEADLOCK

ABE ZVONKIN

Veteran Queen's middle wing whose
all round play was brilliant on

Saturday.

Editor Of Tricolor

Promises Fine Book

"The White Hell of Pitz Palu,"

a German mountaineering story

of exceptional photographic

value, and "The Italian Straw

Hat." one of the first of Rene

Clair's farces, will be shown at

the meeting of the Film Society

n Convocation Hal! on Wednes-

day evening" at 8.00 p.m.

It will be noticed that this week

there is only one meeting in order

that as many as possible will he

present, since it is to be followed

by the general organization meet-

ing of the society. The principal

object of this gathering will he

to constitute the existing organ-

j: at ion. to elect further officials,

and to announce a tentative plan

of campaign for the year. Any
criticisms, queries, or suggestions

will be welcomed and discussed,

and if necessary a temporary
committee appointed to deal with
any complications . I

DIRECTORIES

Registration forms for the

Students' Directory arc now
in Ban Righ Hall, Lcvana

Smoking Room in Kingston

Hall; the Arts clubroom, the

Engineering clubroom. the

Anatomy Building, and the

Union. Students are urged

to sign at once.

With just enough "na banrig

hinn" and a dash of the old "gu

bragh" the 1936 edition of the Tri

color promises to surpass even the

high standard set by last year's

issue.

Writers whose names are house-

hold bywords to everyone and

whose fame rings proudly through

the literary world are vying with

one another in their efforts to pro-

duce ideas of undreamed-of origin-

ality. Even now the results of

this tremendous rivalry arc pouring

in to the palatial office of the

editor. Each of these brain-chil-

dren is carefully considered by the

staff, its merits weighed and its de-

fects deleted.

Rumour has it that Maseficld is

dashing off a sonnet for the occas-

ion, that Shaw plans a dramatic

masterpiece as his contribution, and

that Epstein is working on a new
creation for the cover-design. It

is said that Mussolini is taking ad-

vantage of its pages to publish his

memoirs and that Haile Selassie

will contribute an article on the

glories of Italian civilization.

(Continued on page 6)

Queen's, Behind In First
Half, Strong At

Finish

Munro Features

BY AB GRATTON

Amid a perfect football setting

Queen's and Varsity renewed

their ancient feud for grid

supremacy on Saturday afternoon

at Richardson Stadium, but sixty

minutes of bitter battling failed

to produce a winner, the rivals

having to content themselves

with a 2-alI stalemate. A crowd
of aver 6000 rabid fans, the larg-

est one to watch a football contest

in Kingston in years saw two

powerful squads, neither of which

would admit defeat, put on a
show which will not soon be for-

gotten.

Although outplayed by quite a

margin during the first half of

the encounter, Ted Reeve's bat-

tlers gave as fine a defensive dis-

play as has ever been witnessed

on the local gridiron to hold the

highly rated Blues to two single

counters while they themselves

were scoring one, and then they

returned to outscorc their oppon-

ents by one point in the final half

and thereby tie up the game.

The last two minutes of the

fourth quarter seemed ages for

the Tricolor rooters for their

heroes were decidedly on the de-

fensive as a result of a fumble

on their own forty yard line and

it appeared that a Toronto point

was inevitable. Time was too

(Continued on page 5)

MUSEUM HAS MANY SILVER SPECIMENS

Record Of Ontario Mining

VLASTOS CRITICIZES

CAPITALISTIC RULE

Sees Need For Property-

Socialization And
Control

At L.S.R. Meeting

BV J. D. BATEMAN
During the past thirty years

Queen's has played an increasingly

important role in the development

of mining in Canada and a record

of the achievements of many

Queen's men is found in some of

the exhibits of the Miller Museum.

In 1*103 there was hardly a prospec-

tor in Ontario who would leave

Fmntcnac county, and a year later

there was not a prospector who
would remain in the same county.

Tins was no reflection on Fron-

tenac; but rather that new, far-

away fields had been opened up to

the prospector.

Earlv in the autumn of 1903 the

roadbed of the Temiskaming and

Northern Ontario Railway was

being laid about a hundred mites

north of North Bay. Jacques

t^iRose, one of the blacksmiths on

the railroad crew, one day picked

up some peculiar mineralized rocks

from the rock-cut along the road

bed which had just been exposed

by blasting. No one knew what

these minerals were and they were

sent down to the Bureau of Mines

at Toronto. The Bureau of Mines

forwarded the samples to Dr.

Willet G. Miller, Professor of

Geology at Queen's, for identifica-

tion. Both Dr. Miller and Pro-

(Continued on page 8)

"The present form of capitalistic

government acts only through a

very small percentage of the people,

in whom is entrusted practically

complete control of the policy and

conditions to which the masses must

submit," Dr. Vlastos told a meeting

of the League for Social Recon-

struction on Sunday afternoon.

The speaker strengthened his

statement by quoting figures show-

ing how approximately 85% of the

total wealth and revenue of Europe

and America may be shown to be

in the hands of about SJ6 of the

people.

Dr. Vlastos further applied

these facts to Canada by quoting

from the Hon. Mr. Stevens, who
has proved that Canada is complete-

ly in the control of and under the

jurisdiction of twelve financiers

each of whom Mr. Stevens could

name. Of these twelve men one in

particular had indirect control of

over four billion dollars in re-

( Continued on page 8)
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. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest banlc

BANK OF
MONTREAL
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KINGSTON BRANCH—King * Cl«itn« S»
W. IV. BELCHER, Umuct

WELCOME
QUEEN'S STUDENTS
Incomparable Clothing Values

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Queen's Students

FINE QUALITY

Suits, Overcoats,

Hats
and Young Men's

Furnishings

at popular and pleasing

prices.

We extend a cordial in-

vitation to Queen's stu-

dents to visit our store.

Look about. See all the

new, smart styles.

You'll enjoy seeing and
we'll be delighted to

show. Make our store

your meeting place. Feel

right at home.

See Our Special

19.75

Suits and Overcoats

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

LOSE, WIN or DRAW
On election bets but— You

just can't lose with

Persian Balm

Dainty Skin Protective

Cream

New zy2 oz. bottles

15c

to-day at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Store* 4

THE BOOKSHELF
CONOUCTED BV EDMUND BERRY

Letters of Napoleon to Marie-

Louise, with a commentary b>

Charles de la Ronciere. (London

Hutchinson, 10s 6d.)

The* publication of this exceed-

ingly interesting book is the result

of the discovery in an old Austrian

castle of more than three hundred

letters from Napoleon to his sec-

ond wife, Marie Louise. The let-

ters were placed on sale in London,

were purchased by the French

government and now have a resting

place in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

During the last ten years Na-

poleon's life has had varying ex-

periences at the hands of the writ-

ing world and many prominent

modem biographers have written

something about him. In the

mjdst of many wild speculations and

curious interpretations it is refresh-

ing to have pew facts and this de-

lightful volume undoubtedly adds

lo our knowledge of Napoleon. We
were well aware, of course, that his

wedding with the Austrian princess,

at first entered upon for political

reasons and with the hope of an

heir, became a love story. It is only

now, with the publication of these

letters, that we can see how deep

that love was.

When Napoleon was first intro-

duced to his future wife he seems

to have been fascinated by her.

Nothing was too good for her and

when she gave him the longed-for

son, his affection was boundless. In

her presence be pressed attentions

upon her, when away from her he

wrote her daily. Even in the his-

Inric and terrible Russian campaign

of 1812 he regularly wrote to his

"douce amie" or his "dolco bene,
1

bidding her kiss the little King of

Rome.

When he was an exile in Elba he

wrote repeatedly to his "bonne

Louise.

to him

for her.

He expected her to come

he prepared apartments

Again and again he

affirms how impatiently he awaited

her arrival. Marie-Louise gave

evasive answers and departed for

Vienna. His mother, his sister and

Maria Walewska came to see him,

but of Ms wife never a word. The

]a<t letter of all she refused to read

and passed it on to her father—that

is, to Metternich. Napoleon was

vanquished and entreated her to

try to induce the victors to let his

son come to him. She paid no at-

tention. Another had usurped his

place; she had found a substitute

for him—a handsome Don Juan

who had once been defeated by the

Emperor and who now had the op-

portunity for taking his vengeance.

Sunt lacrima rerum." Reading

these letters of the great Emperor

one cannot help recalling the

tears of things." For the letters

cover the four years which saw the

fall of Napoleon from the very

heights of glory to the depths of

disaster and ill-fate- . Marie-Louise

was not born for ill-fortune. She

recorded only the sunny hours. It

is probable that of all Napoleon's

griefs he felt her desertion most.

He could endure the loss of empire,

but not the blow to his affection.

It is a strange story. As Mr.

Guedalla says in his introduction

to this volume, the marriage was

the most astonishing of all Napo-

leon's victories. It was the most

painful of his defeats. During his

six last years in his island prison

of St. Helena, his thoughts must

have dwelt most sadly on his separ-

ation from his beloved son, and

with most bitterness on Marie-

Louise—the one person to whom he

had shown a devotion purged of

self and who had proved herself

unworthy of it.

Send the "Journal
1

friends. $175 a-year.

your

Campus and Gym
While there has been a fairly

large attendance at softball practices

there have not been as many out as

we would like to have. The fresh-

cttes have a large number of

promising players and a team cap-

tain will be selected at today's prac-

tice to organize the year team. The
senior years are urged to form

their teams as soon as possible.

* * *

Please watch the board for a

notice concerning the swimming
meet which has l«en received with

much interest by members of

Levana.

Swimming hours:

Monday to Friday 2.00-3.00 p.m

'Saturday 10.00-U.00 a.m.

Thursday 2.00-3.00, crawl.

Friday 3.00-4.00, diving.

Life saving every afternoon.

* # •

'

All those interested in prelimin-

ary classes for O.C.E. are asked to

see Miss Murphy either to-day or

lomorrow between 1.00 and 2.00

p.m.

DEAN OF WOMEN TO
SPEAK TO LEVANA

S. C. M. Tea Takes
Place On Saturday

The annual S.C.M. Tea and Sale

is to be held from .
three to six

o'clock on Saturday afternoon,

October 19th, in Grant Hall.

There will be a sale of home-

made candy, Queen's pennants,

cushion covers and novelties. Ap-

propriate -floral decorations, blend-

ing with the renovated Grant Hall,

will provide a background for the

tea. As an added feature, an ex-

pert tea-cup reader and fortune-

teller has been engaged.

In keeping with the custom of

other vears, a prominent place in

the afternoon's program will be

given over to hearing Meds-Science

and Arts - Levana - Theology can-

didates for the A.M.S. executive

outline their respective election

platforms.

Ample provision for a large at-

tendance is being made by the com-

mittee in charge, as this function

has, in the past been popularly ac-

cepted as an excellent opportunity

for a friendly and informal

gathering.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

URGE ALL STUDENTS
TO SIGN DIRECTORY

Miss Winnifred Kydd, Dean of

Women, will speak at the meeting

of the Levana Society to be held

n the Common Room at Ban Righ

m Wednesday evening at 7.00

o'clock.

Miss Kydd, who is honorary pre-

dent of the society, has only re-

cently returned from Geneva and

will talk about some of her experi-

ences there as Canada's woman
delegate to the League of Nations

Assembly. The occasion will afford

the freshettes an opportunity of

meeting her. There will be a short

business meeting and refreshments

will be served,

Students who have not yet signed

for the Students' Directory are

urged to do so at once because the

registration forms will be collected

after Wednesday. First year stu-

dents are perhaps not fully aware

of the value of having their names

included in the Directory which is

a compilation of the names, ad-

dresses, and phone numbers of

every student and member of

faculty. In order to assure the

accuracy and correctness of the

lists it is necessary that each per-

son wishing to be listed should

personally sign a registration form.

In the faculties of Science and

Medicine year secretaries have

passed forms around the various

classes in order to obtain a com-

plete list, but those who were absent

may sign at the Union or in the

faculty clubrooms. In Arts where

tliis system of registration b\

classes is too difficult students are

requested to sign in the Arts club

room or the L'nion, and for Levana

in the Levana Smoking Room in

the new Arts Building or at Ban
Righ Hall.

As in former years the Directory

will be distributed through the

year secretaries. It will appear just

as soon as possible and if the

students will co-operate with the

editor by signing at once they

he using

soon.

the new Directory verv

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling's Barhcr Shop
Dan Davidson

1 Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING
Ladies' Wear
Jaekson-Melivier

J. Laidlaw & Son
Steacy's Limited

Men's Wear

Stcacy's Limited
v Bibby's Limited

Fifteen Dollar Clothes Shop

J. Laidlaw & Son

C. Livingston, Bros.

Scott Tailors

Twedd ell's

G. Van Home

CLEANING
Empire Cleaners
Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Derry

DANCING
Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS
Martin
Milan
E. Sparks
Waugh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury & Peacock
Ward & Hamilton

Mc Coil's

ENTERTAINMENT
Ernie Cain
La Salle Hotel

Emily Crawford Flower Shop
Kirkpatrick, G. H.
Stone's Flower Shop
Watts

FURS

Gourdier's Furs
George Mills & Co.

LEATHER GOODS
Swaffield's

MEALS. LIGHT LUNCHES

McGall's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe
Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Campus Coffe Shop
The Kent Ice Cream Parlor and

Tea Room

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jewellery
Kin near & D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

LAUNDRY
Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.

McCa Hum's
Woolworth's

OPTOMETRIST

Arthcy, R. O.

PHOTOGRAPHY
C. H. Boyes
Marrison Studio

A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Hanson & Edgar
Jackson Press

Abernethy Shoe Store

Lockctt's Shoe Store

Nahorhood

SHOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater

Princess Shoe Repair

Shoe Krafts

TOBACCO, CIGARETTES

McGall's Shop
Ranger's Uptown Cigar Store

Hendersons Cigar Store

TAXI

Ainey's Taxi, Phone 266

Diamond Taxi, Call 32

Siim's Taxi. Call 860

RADIOS

Canada Radio Store

Boyd Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING ,

Graham's Jewellery

Kinncar & D'Esterre

Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING

Neville's

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE
FRAMING

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA BOOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

iflrCStiUnm (gift

There's alwayi

something new

Imart

and fascinating

at

395 Prince*! St.

Natural History Club Will
Hear Havelock Robb

Wallace Havelock Robb. the
distinguished naturalist, will ad-
dress the Natural History Club
at its 6rst meeting to be held on
Thursday, October 17th, at 4.00

p.m. in the Old Arts Building.

Mr. Robb maintains a bird

sancjtuary at his estate. Abbey
Dawn, seven miles east of King
ston. and is also a frequent con
tributor to well known Canadian
magazines. He has been called

the Jack Miner of Kingston

Freshettes Initiated

To Levana Society

The freshettes were formally

initiated into the Levana Society

3f Queen's at the Freshette Re-
ccptinn on Thursday evening.

Margaret Davis, the president of

the society, welcomed the first

year girls and delivered a mes-
sage from Miss Kydd, the Dean
of Women, who bad not yet re-

turned from Geneva.

The oath of allegiance to the

Levana Society was taken dur-

ing the traditional candle-light

ceremony. Refreshments were
served under the convenership of

Phyllis Ross.

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

&fone's JrTlmuer g»l?op
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Member* Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Co-ed : You simply have to hand
it to Alfred.

Ditto: Why?
Co-ed: Oh, he's so shy and back

ward.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO



VARSITY ASKS FOR

UNIVERSITY MEMBER
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Public opinion among

at the University of

students

Toronto

strongly endorsed the stand taken

by the college paper in an editorial

yesterday that the University be

represented in the House of Com-
mons as a separate constituency or

else facilities provided to enable

out-of-town students to vote in the

city, a survey taken last night

revealed.

Students from practically every

faculty, a member of the Institute

of International Affairs, officials of

colleges and faculty members com
mented diversely concerning the

important question which has

stimed special significance in view

of the federal election yesterday

Approached at random on the

campus yesterday students of all

colleges took a distinct interest in

the controversy, backing the sug-

gestion concerning student franch

with only a few dissenting

opinions.

Third year, fourth -year, and
post-graduate students interviewed

by The Varsity yesterday all ex-

pressed their opinion that' Univer-

sity students should have some sort

of representation in elections.

Col. Jagson Denies

Has Double Identity

(Continued from page 1)

On his head he wore his battered

sun helmet while his feet were
clad in an old pair of Wellington

boots equipped with six-inch spurs.

This combination has helped

rne gain hundreds of yards," the col-

onel said. "If they tackle me high

all they get is the helmet. And if

they tackle tow I just step out of

ANNOUNCEMENT

Dr. J. H. C. Gowland wishes to

announce that he has opened an
office, comer King and Johnson
streets for the practice of dentistry

and dental surgery. Dr. Gowland
has been for the past year resident

dental surgeon for the Kingston
General Hospital, and is still acting

as part time dentist to the hospital

for the coming year.—Advt.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

SAVE $ $ $ $

RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

from
J

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd

J.k.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST
Phone 819

Sniffs To Right Of You

Sniffs Behind You •

Sniffs All Around You •

Volley And Thunder !

Thli it esaclly the limt of ytl

jrfou for
ihkIht Froth upecially

corked.up hcldcold, unlil they be-

come, iccllroatii ed. Head cold* mean
lo*i a! valuable time. Why lake

chance* when a few drop' of NOSE
AND THROAT DROPS, WITH
EPHEDRINE up each MirJ at night
will keep you abtolutely free l(om
coldi. 'Phone for a He. bottle today.

WHEN IN NEED OP DRUGS .

"QUICKLY" PHONE

Quebec Folk Songs
Collected In Volume

Marius Barbeau, who has long

championed a revival of interest in

the traditional arts and folk lore

of old Quebec on behalf of the

National Museum of Canada, makes
a distinct contribution toward the

success of his efforts in his "Folk

Songs of Old Quebec," a volume
published recently by the National

Museum, Department of Mines

Ottawa.

The author has drawn on his

wealth of knowledge gained from

intensive studies to present

engagingly written account of the

origin and varieties of Canadian

folk songs and equally engaging de-

scriptions of the songs. Excellent

character and cultural sketches, the

work of Arthur Lismer, add a touch

of local colour to the volume. Song
translations are by Regina Lenore

Schoolman.

"Children, lovers, mothers, work
s, drinkers, all have their songs

The Soap Box SIR SAMUEL HOARE,

FOREIGN MINISTER

A mtdium ror the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered con

fidential if the writer so desires

the boots and leave the tacklers at

the mercy of the referees."

Questioned about some peculiar

bulges about his middle the colonel

gave a sly smile. "Rubber baby

huggy bumpers", he said, "I got'em

off a couple parked in front of the

library lovers' club house."

Artsmen Winners
Of University Meet

'(Continued from page 1)

Complete results were as follows

:

100 yards—Running (M), Knowles

(S), MacDonald (A), time, 10.5

seconds.

Discus—M. Bews (A), J, Leng

(A), Simpson (S), 99 feet, 11

inches.

220 low hurdles—Edwards (A),

Wilkins (S), 28.3 seconds.

Half-mile—Stevenson (A), Young

(A), McMillan (S), 2 minutes

10 seconds.

220 yards dash—Running (M),

Knowles ( S) ,
Lingham (A)

23.2 seconds,

16 pound shot—Lewis (A), Cairns

(A), Code (S). 34 feet, 4 inches

Mile run—Parry (M,), Hyde (S)

Forsythe (M), 4 minutes, 56

4-tenths seconds.

Pole vault—Edwards (A), Baird

(M), Wilkins (S), 10 feet, 6

inches.

110 high hurdles — Cunningham

(A), Wilkins (S), 1S.6 seconds.

High jump—Dennis, (A), White

(S), Marshall (S), 5 feet, 9 3/4

inches.

Javelin—McKergow (S), Sampson

(SI, Bews (A), 150 feet, 2 ins.

440 yards—Running (M), Steven-

son (A), McMillan (S), 55.5

seconds.

Broad jump — MacDonald (A),

Running (M), Wilkins (S), 19

feet, 3 inches.

Three-mile — Leng (A), Young

(A), 18 minutes, 13 6-tenths

seconds.

Mile relay—M'eds (Forsythe, Parry,

Caswell, Running), Science, Arts,

1.42 4/T0 seconds.

People were musical in the old days. I

Queen's Journal

Something should be done about pests

beneath bleachers at rugby games.

The Editor,

Queen's Music Club

The Queen's Music Club met

at the home of Mrs. MacPhai!.

50 Clergy St. E. last Thursday

evening. The selections played,

included the works of Tschai-

kovsky and arias from Pagliaoci

and Lucia de Lamemoor. There

will be no meeting this week.

LOST

atch at rugby

Finder please

return to Reg. Hawkins, Sc. '37,

'phone 3049. Reward.

Bulova wrist

game Saturday

Threshing and winnowing in the

bam moved on to the rhythm of

work tunes, as did spinning, weav-

ing, beating the wash, or rocking

the cradle by the fireside." Pathos

and romance both found a place in

the songs.

Mr. Barbeau comes to the im-

portant conclusion that the theory

of Grimm—that folk songs and
perhaps tales are the fruit of col-

lective inspiration—does not apply

to Quebec, nor to France where

the folk singers do not create song

but ordy conserve and transmit them

orall/

Tabulating the first collection of

records and comparing them with

those of provincial France made it

clear that perhaps nineteen out of

twenty Quebec songs were fairly

ancient; they had come from over-

seas with the 17th century immi

grants "to enliven the new wood'

land homes." New songs were

added by rustic song-makers. These

form the purely Canadian reper

tory, perhaps only 10 per cent, of

the whole. All the others have

come from France more or less in

their present state.

The true folk songs arrived in

Canada before 1680 with the early

settlers from the provinces of

Normandy and the Loire river.

"These songs far exceed all others

and they are incomparably the best

the creation of poets whose

consumate art had inherited

ample stock of metric patterns and

a wealth of ancient lore common to

many European races."

Striking instances are given of

how folk songs have travelled do

the cenluries and over the map. One

of these is "Dame Lambarde."

which had its inception in northern

Italy at the end of the sixth cen-

tury, assumed its fixed form a cen-

tury or two later, migrated into

France where it was recorded only

once and finally passed to French-

Canada, where it still survives.

Ancient folk songs are chararter-

ized by their inveterate nomadism.

"Born under the stars as it were,

they at rfnee took to the road or

the sea. Impelled by fate that goes

hack, to their oral birth and trans-

mission, far away and long ago,

they bad to keep on travelling for as

soon as they 5topped they died. No
frontier impeded their progress for

very long." The volume contains

colourful accounts of the "wander-

ings" of four of the more prominent

folk songs.

The publication contains a num-

ber of the folk songs with music,

and a bibliography of French Cana-

dian folk songs. Copies may be ob-

tained at a cost of 25 cents from

the Director, National Museum of

Canada. Department of Mines,

Ottawa.

Dear Sir:

Last year or the year before

there appeared in your paper a let

ter complaining of the small boys

under the bleachers who plagued the

students trying to enjoy the rugby

games. It seems that those small

boys have grown up, and still don

know any better than to make the

worst kind of nuisance of them

selves by snatching colours from

the girls' coats, pricking their legs

with sharp slicks, and snatching at

their skirts and shoes.

This may sound ridiculous

writing, but speaking for myself

and a large part of Levana whom

heard discussing the matter afte

the game Saturday, I feel that some

definite action should be taken by

whatever college authorities are

charge of the games, and provision

be made for someone to keep those

annoying young beggars out from

under the bleachers. Aside from

the personal discomfort of trying

to keep your stockings and your

temper intact, it is practically im-

possible to keep your mind on the

game, and see it in full as it

should be seen. It is no fun to

have to disentangle your feet from

a hunch of urchins, and look up to

find that Queen's has scored

spectacular touchdown, and you

missed it. Of course this didn't

happen this game, but the point is

the same.

This is a really serious matter,

and I know definitely that any

action which may be taken will be

gratefully hacked by the whole of

Levana.

Yours truly,

Levana '37.

Sherwood Eddy To
Preach To Students

British Stateman Has Had
Long And Varied

Career

Dr. Harrison To Review
18th Century Music

The music of the 18th century

with particular reference to the

work at Bach, Haydn, Mozart

and Beethoven will be reviewed at

the first of the gramophone reci-

tals to be given this session by

Dr, Frank Harrison. The lives

of these musicians will be outlin-

ed and their relation to each other

stressed.

A program of selections from

their works will follow Dr. Har-

rison's talk. Everyone interested

is invited to attend the first of

this series of musical recitals.

(A.C.E. Horizon)—"In conform-

ity with its precise explicit obliga-

tions, the League stands—and my
country stands with it—for the col-

lective maintenance of the covenant

in its entirety and particularly for

teady collective resistance to all

acts of aggression." Thus did Sir

Samuel Hoare, new British Foreign

Secretary, place his country's

strength solidly behind the League

It was a precise speech, coldly

ogical, utterly devoid of the usual

muddiness which hides the mean-

ing of every British speech. To be

sure, it lacked the dazzling quali-

ies of a Winston Churchill perora

tion, or the flowery idealistic plati

tudes of a Ramsay MacDonald

masterpiece, but it was thorough

and complete in every way, and it

served to call to the attention of the

British public the man who is now

guiding their destiny at Downing

Street and quai Woodrow Wilson.

That Sir Samuel has thus far

avoided the limelight can be attri-

buted more to his own modesty and

restraint than to any want of per-

spicacity on the part of the British

public. For every responsibility he

has undertaken—and they have

been many—he has handled with

characteristic thoroughness. This

quality of "seeing things through"

he developed early in life.

Born in 1880 to one of London's

oldest and most prosperous banking

families, he pursued the usual

course of young men of this class.

From Harrow he went to Oxford.

From both he graduated with "first

honors". He studied everything

and studied it well, dug beneath the

surface to find causes, and relate

events. Only an unfailing interest

in sports—boxing, riding, ice-

skating—kept him from falling

to the pit of pedantry.

After graduation, he entered

politics. At 25 he was private

secretary to the Minister for Colo

nies, and four years later was re*

presenting Chelsea in Parliament.

His first outstanding piece of work

came with the arrival of the World

War. After serving a year in the

front-line trendies, he fell seriously

ill and was returned to London. He
spent the months of convalescence

studying the Russian language, and

with his usual energy and per-

severance, soon mastered it.

At this time Lord Kitchener

needed a well-equipped and intetti-

cent Secret Tntelltcence Force in

Russia. Sir Samuel was chosen to

head this group. He soon became

lose to even- element within the

government, especially with the

nationalists, who regarded Rasputin

as the root of all evil. When the

"Holy Devil" was finally murdered,

Sir Samuel was one of the first to

know. Several people became so

convinced that he was personally

Announcement that there will

likely be only one University service

before Christmas this year because

of difficulties encountered by the

committee in charge was made this

week. It has not yet been decided

who will be the preacher for the

November service.

Dr. Sherwood Eddy, for many

years a conspicuous figure in inter-

national Christianity especially in

the Far East, will be the University

preacher for the month of

February.

The March service will be in

charge of Dr. Frederick Fisher of

Ann Arbor. Michigan. Dr. Fisher

was at one time a missionary bishop

in India, and after his return from

the East became minister of a

church in Ann Arbor, where he is

now director of religion in the

University of Michigan.

implicated in the death that official

denials from the government were

necessary to appease the questioners.

After the Bolshevik Revolution, he

returned to England, more firmly

a conservative than ever before,

convinced that Communism would

soon see its end.

In post-war politics, he became

an important figure, though his

name seldom appeared in the press.

He helped overthrow Lloyd

George's Coalition cabinet and

helped Stanley Baldwin to power.

For his services, he won the posi-

tion of Air Minister, He knew

nothing about aviation when he

started, everything when he finished.

Through his efforts, Britain's sky

fleet was brought up to date, and

more than doubled in numbers and

efficiency.

This job done, be was awarded

another—that of Secretary of State

for India, He compromised, cajoled,

threatened and finally completed

the first draft for the new Indian

constitution. Then he had to pilot

it through Parliament, and more

especially, by Winston Churchill,

who, Cassandra-like, saw the de-

cline of the British Empire reflec-

ted in every section of the Bill.

He won this battle .too, though he

had to answer 10,000 questions

from the floor during the course

of the long debate.

He enters his new position with

a fluent command of French, Russ-

ian, Italian and German, a wide

knowledge of post-war European

prohlems, and few if any pre-

judices. Some people hinted that

his viewpoint was to° markedly

favorable to some nations, and un-

favorable to others. Sir Samuel

has dryly remarked that people

would find that he was pro-British

and anti-war. These are good pre-

judices. In fact, all signs point to

a new era in British foreign affairs,

;m era which will be characterized

by straight thinking and plain

talking. At least this should be the

case so long as Sir Samuel is at the

helm.

These are from exam, papers,

the first a French exam, the second

a student essay

:

Voici 1'Anglais avec son sang-

froid habituel—Here comes the

Englishman with his usual bloody

cold.

Last year many lives were caused

by accidents.—Western Gazette.
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Sunday Morning Quarterbacks

Interest in football seems to have hit a

new high on the campus. Everyone we
have encountered since Saturday has stout-

ly refused to talk of anything else.

The boys who spent Saturday afternoon

yelling, "Block that kick j" "Watch the

forward !" "Drag- the stiff oft—give him to

the medical students!" and other such sage

advice have it all doped out how Queen's
could have broken that tie with Varsity

or visa versa.

We have all become Sunday morning
quarterbacks of the highest order overnight

and arc probably talking the toughest brand
of rugby heard around this village in several

years.

However the concensus is that the team
has the goods and the mere fact that every-
one is talking rugby is a good indication
that ibere will be another great Tricolor
invasion of Toronto this year.

ol

.ill

It is strange that the leaders of this

cuiitry do not realize the situation which

they themselves arc creating. If radical

doctrines arc present in universities, it is

not the univcrsties who are to blame but

they who have robbed university students

of the right to vote. Moreover, all of the

parties make a bid for the support of the

youth of Canada—those who, for the first

time, are entitled to vote in a federal elec-

tion—and yet this same body of youthful

citizens attending our colleges has no

chance to extend the support which is ex-

pected of it.

If interest in politics by the young men
and women of Canada is regarded as 3 just

and good thing then no more effective

method to awaken that interest could be

devised than the granting of a federal seat

to every good-sized university. Last week
the Toronto "Varsity" conducted a straw
vote on yesterdays election. Almost four

thousand students east their ballots in this

TOte. Does such a result indicate a lack

of interest in politics? We think not. The
various political groups on our own campus
are often scoffed at for their activities but
they are the only means which the student
has at his disposal to foster an interest in

political activities since the government
denies him the opportunity.

A candidate running for the Queen's seat
would have the interest of the student
body at heart. He would be directly in

touch with university activities. Oxford
and Cambridge have always been known as
centres of strong political activity. This is

due. in tio small measure, to the fact that

they have their own candidates running for

the university seat. There is no reason
why the same privilege could not be ex-
tended in Canadian colleges.

If the leaders of government in this

country wish to call upon the youth of

Canada to support them, if they wish to

set students take a keener interest in the
political affairs of the country, they could
do no better than grant federal seats to

C a n a d i a n universities. If students
finally become politically dead the whole
blame will test upon the heads of those

who so blatantly urge the "Youth
of Canada" to support their policies. They
have five more years to consider the
question.

Official Notices

November Hour Examinations, 1935

During the first week in November one-

hour examinations will be held in all First

Year Science classes except Surveying, and

in every Arts class numbered A, 1, 2.

Except in the period when an examina-

tion is substituted for a lecture, class wont

will proceed as usual and regular attend

ance is required.

I. R. C. MEMBERS TO
VISIT ST. LAWRENCE

A University Member
With election results the main topic

conversation today, it seems an opportune
time to suggest that Canadian colleges be
granted representatives in parliament, Th
suggestion, being put forward today, 1

give the powcrs-that-be five years to thum
the matter over, and will also leave five
years for interested parties to do something
about it. Already the Toronto "Varsity."
as is reported on another page of the
JOURNAL, has endorsed the idea in its
editorial columns and it has been received
with enthusiasm on the Toronto campus.

For many years the cry has been raised
that college students, as a whole, arc
apathetic concerning the political life of the
country. Whether this is true remains to
he seen since the great majority of students
never get an opportunity to exercise their
franchise. Most of them have their names on
the voters' list in the constituencies where
they reside but, under the present system
are unable to have their voting privi-
lege transferred to the riding in which the
university is situated,

It is 110 wonder thai students seem to
take little interest in politics. When a stu-
dent is robbed of one of the primary
privileges of a free and democratic country
it either leads to general apathy on the
subject or bitterness against those who are
resVniiii.fc for the loss of his rights. In
other words, such a situation engenders a
"don't care" attitude, which is disastrous
to the well-being of any democratic state,
or a spirit of unreasoned radicalism, which
is almost as bad, This does not mean that
we are against radicalism, which is the
birthplace ..( all true reform, but we do
object to that type oj> unreasoning radical
who, fur no particular reason, is alwa>
"agin' the government."

Editorial Comment

Are You Going to the Game? — Save
Money — Take Your Liquor With You.
(Part of advertisement in Yale "News.")

My, how these American college stu-

dents do grow up

!

Whatever the results of yesterday's elec-

tion Canadian university students will not
have to shoulder any of the blame. You
can't be blamed for something you're not
allowed to participate in. •

PEACE OR WAR, Dal Students Must
Decide—headline over peace poll story in

the Dalhousie University "Gazette."

Well, it it's to be war, we can't think
of anyone we'd rather die for than dear
old Dal.

Something should be done about the

acoustic properties of Grant Hall. On Sat-

urday night it was impossible to hear the
orchestra at the back of the hall despite

the fact that it had amplifying equipment.

Crowds on the campus last weekend
made us think about the old clamour for

the widening oi the sidewalk between the
Library and Grant Hall. However, we
suppose it's all right as long as the grass
doesn't mind.

We wonder how Mr. Bennett, Mr
King, Mr. Woodsworth, Mr. Stevens, and
Mr. Chaos feel after the election. Prob-
ably Mr. Chaos is the most satisfied of all

the leaders.

Attendance and Work
Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-

ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

Rhodes Scholarships

Candidates for Rhodes Scholarships

must make application by November 10th

to H. Borden. Esq., 320 Bay Street. Tor-

onto. Application forms and full informa-

tion may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

The work of the cheer leaders wa..
greatly improved at Saturday's game. But
a little more support from the stands
wouldn't be amiss. It's not particularly
clever to razz your own cheer leaders.

One Thing The University
Can Da: Open the Road

Soon you upperclassmen will be soak-

ing your feet in a pan of warm water; or

perhaps you will be massaging a badly bent

rib
;
maybe you will be doctoring a black

eye; almost certainly you will be nursing

hurt feelings ; and undoubtedly you will

have all or part of a schedule in your pos-

session or tacked up on your wall.

And what will be your thoughts of the

university.

Most of you will have found it the same

old confused place at the time of registra-

tion—seemingly as confused as ynur mind.

But still there will be vague thoughts as

to what the University should mean to you

and what you expect to get out of it in

this, another year.

There is one thing paramount in what
the University was built to do for you. It

cannot educate you in so short a time.

Nothing can ; for humans are simply not

educated in from one to five years. Rut
there is something highly possible and prob-

able that the University should do for its

students. And that is, show them the road

to education.

Parents often frown upon the mind un-

settling practices of many professors

—

sometimes rightly, but most of the time

wrongly. They say too frequently that

their bidding off-spring (brought up as he

is in the straight and narrow path and pro-

tected from the bruises of disillusionment

and other evils of the world) has not yet

learned what he was sent there to learn.

They say that all the university has done
to him is to make him doubt the teachings

of his church, parents, Sunday school, and
high school. They regret that he has re-

turned from the university with a critical

outlook on life, a broken faith in the (often

sadly decrepit) customs and institutions »i

his family and his youthful social contacts.

They say that they sent their child to the

university to learn facts, and that he has
come back doubting the information they
have already piled onto him. He has ac-

quired a dissatisfied mind, they shout. "He
asks too many silly questions, and calls us
to account for the lies we have told him."

All of these our parents bemoan. And
perhaps it is only natural.

But the founders of the university ar-

ranged this situation — rightfully so; for

they knew that men cannot become con-
clusively educated in five years' time. So
they concentrated on developing the critical

outlook among students.

And the critical outlook is only an hon-
est outlook. Facts are rather easily obtain-
ed—it is the honest interpretation of facts
which demands diligent search. Facts speak
two languages; for there are two sides to
every question, one being as apparently
true as another if closely reasoned. But
there is only one true standard of judging
facts—the standard of honesty. And that
is the basis of a critical outlook.

—McGilt Daily.

Dr. J. EC. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

Approximately ten members of

the Queen's International Relations

Club are expected to pay an in

formal visit to St. Lawrence Uni

versity. Canton, N.Y., this week

end. The invitation to the Queen's

Club was received last week by

Principal Fyfe from Presfdent

Scelye of St. Lawrence University

and the International Relations

group at Canton.

This offer on the part of the

American university is a result of

relations established between St.

Lawrence and Queen's Universities

this summer, when an international

conference was called at Canton.

Queen's representatives will have

accommodation over Saturday night

and meals doring their stay provid-

ed by St. Lawrence University.

They will attend an American foot-

ball game on Saturday afternoon,

after which a dance is being ar-

ranged by the host club.

McGill students will probably be

accorded a similar invitation for

November 2.

Camera Club Exhibit

New Library Books

Aldington, R." — Women Must

Work. (Fiction).

Belloc, Hilaire—Shorter History of

England.

Dunn, H. H.—The Crimson Jester.

(Dictator of Mexico).

Field, Joanna—Life of One's Own.

Finer, Herman—Mussolini's Italy.

Green, H. Plunkett—From Blue

Danube to Shannon. (Musical

festivals in Canada).

Godwin, George — Vancouver, a

Life, 1757-1798.

Landau, R.—Padijjewskt,

Lloyd, lames A.—Bcoadcast World.

Leacock, Stephen — Humour—Its

Theory and Technique.

Lawrence, T. E.—Seven Pillars of

Wisdom.

Lomax, J. A.—American Ballads

and Folk-songs.

Roerich, G. N.—Travels to Inmost

Asia.

Sharp, Margery—Flowering Thorn.

(Fiction).

Stribling, T, S.—Un finished Cath-

edral. (Fiction).

Svanstrom, R—Short History of

Sweden.

Wilder. Thornton — Heaven's My
Destination. ( Fiction).

An exhibition of 50 "camera

craft" prints was held by the

Queen's Camera Club on Thursday,

Oct. 10 in the Douglas Library.

The prints were brought here by
Mr. Hawkins of Ottawa.

Have some aim in life ; be not

simply good, be good for some-
thing.—Thoreau. -

Newman Club Re-Affiliated

With A.M.S.

The Newman Club of Queen's

announced their re-affiliation

with the A.M.S. at a meeting held

at the Hotel Dieu on Sunday af-

ternoon. His Excellency Arch-

bishop O'Brien spoke to the stu-

dents, who were welcomed by Joe

McManus, president of the or-

ganization.

Plans for the forthcoming

Freshman Reception were made,

and student study groups were

re-organized for the coming year.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.
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PICTURES
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228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters
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Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

iJJarigolti Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston. Ont

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salic Hotel

24 Hour Service

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR ,

GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES
For Men at $6.00

. SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00
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H
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123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY A9. GRATTON

QUEEN'S AND VARSITY BATTLE TO DEADLOCK
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CollnQe" t that "'^ will make amends in thereturn contest m Toronto on November 2. Until, then there may heplenty of arguments hut that fixture should supply the answer as tojust how the College race will end.

McGILL LEADS INTERCOLLEGIATE UNION
Joe O'Brien's Red team from old McGill had a comparatively easy

task m walloping the weak Western gridmen by a 21-7 count in Londonon Saturday, and now arc sitting on top of the heap in the College loop
with two victories in two starts.

The Redmcn still face the toughest part of their schedule, and
during the next month will have their hands full by clashing with
Varsity twice and Queen's once. The Reds should easily take London

.again, hut from here it looks as if that will be the only triumph the
Montrea ers will garner during the stretch run, but you never can tell
In this day of wide open football anything can happen, and usually docs.

TRICOLOR II's AND Ill's TRIUMPH
While Queen's and Varsity were fighting it out here on Saturday,

Queens Intermediates opened their campaign auspiciously in Ottawa
by healing Ottawa University 5-1. The Seconds were far superior to
the Capital City gridders, but the homesters battled with all they bad
and held the Tricolor twelve to five single counters.

In the meantime Murray Griffin's Juniors showed strength in drub-
bing R.M.C 19-0 here in their scheduled O.R.F.U. contest. For the
second successive Saturday the Tricolor youngsters outclassed their
opponents, running up big scores while holding the opposition score-
less.

This coming weekend Griffin's proteges will tangle with the unde-
feated Kingston Grad squad and tTiey should win, to practically cinch
local group honors. The game will undoubtedly be the standout at-
traction in local O.R.F.U. circles and should draw a big crowd.

COLLEGE TRACK MEET AT TORONTO OCT. 18

Athletes from practically every College in Eastern Ontario and
Quebec will compete this weekend at Toronto in the annual Intercol-
legiate Track and Field Meet.

Decision to allow the smaller Universities to participate in this
event along with McGill, Varsity and Queen's was made only last
week. In previous years the small Colleges held an Intermediate Meet
but now that they have at last been given Senior rating in this par-
iicular line of sport they are determined to make a fine showing, and
their presence will likely he felt by the previously mentioned big three.

McGill for several years past has won the championship, hut their
title wil be seriously threatened this time by the other contending; squads,
and a great meet is being anticipated.

Queen's will have entries in all events and should chalk up enough
points to finish well up with the leaders.

Coach Boh Ypung has 'been working overtime with the boys and
expects them to do as well, if not better than last year, when the
Tricolor contingent obtained their largest total since this competition
began,
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CROWD OF OVER 6000 WATCH

GRID GAIV

KICKING BRINGS II S

WIN OVER OTTAWA

BY FRANCIS MURPHY
Led by Herb Handford, brilliant

kicking halfback whose educated

toe accounted for all their points

and shattering a jinx of rive years

standing, Queen's Intermediates

made an impressive debut in Otta

wa Saturday when they crushed

Ottawa \ "niversity, 5-1, in their

season's opener.

Previous to Saturday, Ottawa

had not been beaten at home by

Queen's since 1930 but this year's

edition of the Tricolor broke that

chain of defeats in Varsity Oval

by exhibiting a superior brand of

football. 'It was evident to a capa-

city crowd that Queen's deserved to

win because of their sensational

punting, sound ball carrying, and

stout defensive tactics.

Handford, a former gridiron

luminary at Renfrew Collegiate and

playing in bis first intercollegiate

game, was the key man of the Tri-

color attack and consistently drove

the Garnet and Grey squad back on

their heels with his long-range

kicking.

Captain Jesse Turner and Jack

Latimer were very prominent on

the half-line as their ball carrying

was a feature of the game. These

two elusive halfs ran back Ottawa
kicks in scintillating fashion and

were the spearhead of the ground
attack. Turner was badly shaken

"P but stayed the full sixty minutes

(Continued on page 7)

RUGGERTEAM DROPS
GAME TO M. A. A. A.

BY D. KINLOCH

The Queen's vs. Montreal Ama
teur Athletic Association rugger

game featured a fighting attempt on

the part of the Queen's team to re-

duce a lead of 18 points established

by M.A.A.A. in the first 15 minutes

of play. The Tricolor team rallied

in the second half of the game and

fought back hard enough to make

the final score 18-13.

The visiting team attacked hard

from the kick-off, rushing the

Queens men off their feet. The

superior ball handling of the visitors

combined with the poor tackling and

lack of co-ordination on the part

of the home team were responsible

for the former scoring four tries

in quick succession.

After two minutes of play Mont-

real started a dangerous three-

quarter movement which resulted in

a try by Crandall which was con-

erted by Patterson, making the

core 5-0. Queen's kicked off and

Montreal ran the ball back for an-

other try by Crandall which was

so converted; score 10-0.

Montreal pressed hard, keeping

the play in Queen's territory. The

visitors were getting the hall from

every scrum and the Tricolor team

as unable to withstand their deadly

attacks. After a forward rush the

Queen's line was crossed for the

third time by F. Russell, Patterson

converted again making the score

15-0. Still attacking hard Mbnt-

(Continucd on page 7)

(Continued from yage 1)

valuable to waste in attempting
line plays and the Blue team im-

mediately took to the air with
big; Bob Isbister doing the boot-

ing. Twice the lanky visiting

kicking ace lofted the oval over
the Queen's goal line and twice

Johnny Munro shot it right back
to stave off certain defeat, as the

game ended when the Tricolor

hackfield star made his last re-

turn kick.

The game was a grim, gruelling

struggle with both sides handing
out plenty. Former Queen's-

Varsity clashes have always been
hard fought affairs and Satur-

day's classic proved to be no ex-

ception. The Tricolor were
simply fighting fools and they
had to be to stop" Steven's men
from running up a count in the

second quarter. In that session

the visitors cracked through gap-

ing holes in the local's front wall

and. ran the ends well to move
the yardsticks on seven occasions.

But when they had the ball on
Queen's one yard stripe they

were halted in their tracks. Three
times the Blues attempted to

crash over for a touchdown but

each time the Tricolor held them
out by sheer fighting spirit and
great defensive footfall. Queen's

then gained possession and
Munro promptly hoisted it far out

of the danger zone and Varsity

never threatened from that point

on until the closing minutes.

Late in the first quarter Tor-

onto took the lead, a deadline

single from the toe of Isbister

coming shortly after a sensation-

al forward pass from Coulter to

Lynch had placed the pigskin on
Queen's 20 yard marker.

The Blues kept on the offensive

and made it 2-0 in the early min-

utes of the second stanza Isbister

kicking to Krug who was rouged.

Throughout this period the Tri-

color were definitely outplayed

along the line, but when scores

appeared imminent they had the

fight and ability to keep the

Queen's Parkers from increasing

their small lead. V\ minute be-

fore the half finished the Tricolor

recovered a Blue fumble and

Munro lost no time in smacking

a long one to the dead-ball line

to keep his team in the game.

With the wind at their backs

starting the third period, Queen's

soon began to show the form ex-

E END IN DEADLOCK
J

JOHNNY MUNRO
Tricolor kicking ace whose hoofing

featured Saturday's terrific struggle

RRY SONSHINE

Tricolor flying wing gave another fine

defensive display against Varsity

Blues.

pected of thein. Munro's hoof-

ing which was outstanding,

steadily drove the Blues back.

The Rccvcmen had a great

chance to take the lead shortly

after the quarter began when
Barker grabbed a loose ball on

Toronto's 12 yard stripe but

Wing's attempted placement on
the first down was away off line,

the ball going to Coulter who
easily ran it out 10 yards from

behind the posts. Towards the

close of the same period Bamahc
knotted the count at 2 all, his at-

tempt for a field goal missing the

uprights, the oval bounding to the

deadline for a single.

Play in the closing fifteen min-

utes was about even until a Tri-

color mLscue set them back on
the defensive. Isbister put plenty

of drive behind two hoists which

travelled over the local's line but

Munro saved the situation on

each occasion by pounding the

pill into touch with a swarm of

tacklers closing in around him.

Seconds later the game ended in

a deadlock.

The famed forward passing at-

tack of the Stevens' coached crew

failed to live up to advance notic-

es, only one pass out of seven at-

tempts clicking, but the Blue

hackfield brigade stood out. Cap-

tain Bobby Coulter never looked

better, his handling of the team

at quarter being brilliant while

his dodging runs were always

spectacular. Lanky Bob Isbister

ran Coulter a close second in all

round effectiveness. The Blue

punting star made several cnstl

errors, but his plunging made up

for them. Mike Valeriote carried

the ball well and was responsible

for several first downs, although

he marred his work by being rul-

ed off in the third for trying to

pick a fight with Abe Zvonkin.

That little display of temper cost

Varsity a 25 yard penalty and

put Queen's in a position to kick

the point that tied the score.

Hugh Marks and Joe Connelly

ivere other Blue luminaries, along

u-ith Holdeti and Burke, the last

pair featuring with a high class

exhibition of tackling.

For Queen's Johnny Munro

who consistently outkicked Is-

bister turned in his best perform-

ance of the season Munro caught

faultlessly all afternoon and met

with considerable success in run-

ning back kicks. His booting

was steady throughout the piece,

and he demonstrated that he is

"tops" among the hoofers in the

College circuit. Johnny Edwards

and Curly Krng were also prom-

inent for the local Collegians,

both giving the fans thrills

aplenty with some nifty broken

field running. Abe Zvonkin.

Arch Kirkland. Marty Jones, and

Chuck Peck were stand-outs

along the wing line, while the

tackling of Wing. Barker, Earle,

Dafoc, Sonshine and Stollery was

i feature of the Tricolor defensive

iramc. The te3m is a whole look-

ed better than in the Montreal

game. Their remarkable defen-

ive stand to prevent their line

from being crossed in the second

quarter was in reality the turn-

ing point of a rousing battle for

(Continued on page 7)

THE DANCE IS ON!
Yes the dancing season is herel Now that the "NO FUSSING"

rule is abolished everyone will be free to dance to their hearts

content. Of course all the lovely freshettes and their male escorts

must be properly »hod. Smart 'evening shoes for the co-eds and

light dress shoes for the men are now being featured at the

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess Street

STORE
Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and
beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind'

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION
213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

2To Students of
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

^mitlj 3Srns. JeuieUra, Stunted
PHONE 666 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS H6"P TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTX TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Eipresa Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED -

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S27

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis. Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529

"It Pavs to Play Fair"

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programmes Every

Constitutions
117 Brock St Description

Phone 1510

phone s6o
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT
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JUNIOR GRID TEAM

BLANKS R.M.C. 19-0

On Saturday afternoon Queen

Juniors chalked up their second

straight victory scoring a 19 to 0
win over R.M.C. Murray Grif

fin's boys dominated the play and
were never in danger at any time.

R. M. C. tried hard but they

weren't able to do anything

against their faster and more ex-

perienced opponents.

Coach Griffin has unearthed

another good half-back tn Wil-

liams who made several large

gains and also handled the kick-

ing dutic? to perfection. Camp-
bell and Holland, who shared the

duties of quarterback, showed
good judgment in their choice of

plays. Carson, Wood and Cum-
ming also carried the ball well

when called upon,

From the kick-off Queen's im-

mediately began to carry the play
into R.M.C. territory* After an
exchange of kicks Queen's found
themselves on the R. M
twenty-five yard line. After
Marttson and Abbott had carried
the ball for yards. Campbell went
over for a touchdown which
failed to convert. A few minutes
later Queen's again gained pos
session of the ball on the twenty
five yard line and Williams the
kicked for a point.

Williams started off the second
quarter by scoring another point
After a series of misplays R.M.C
were back on their five yard line
Snow kicked short to Williams
who, eluding the whole .R.M.C
team, ran twenty-five yards for a
touchdown which was not con
verted. Just before the second
quarter ended. Williams kicked
for another point to make th
score 13 to 0.

The Tricolor team bottled up
R.M.C. in their own territory
again in the third quarter. R,
M-C came to life for a few min
utes and held Queen's on the one
yard line for three downs. Snow
then kicked but it was blocked
and Holland fell on it. William
then kicked for a point. The hard
tackling Of McCloskcy and Certz
man and the kicking of Williams
kept the Cadets inside their own
twenty-five yard line for most of
the period, Williams tried for a
field goal but the ball rolled to
the deadline for a point.

Williams had poor luck with
his placements in the last quarter
when three of them went for
single points only. R.M.C. let
loose a forward pass attack but
the Queen's secondary defence
was able to knock them all down.
Williams broke away for a thirty
yard gain and when the Juniors
Jailed to make yards again he
kicked for a point. R. M. C.
finally succeeded in completing a
long forward pass but t h e
whistle blew to end the game be-
fore they had a chance to take
advantage of it. QUCen's 10
R.M.C. 0.

Queen's - Flying Wing, Wil-
liams; halves, Martison, Dim-
ming, Carson

; quarter, Campbell;
snap. Cunlin; insides, Johnston,
MacG.llvray; middles, Abbott,
» ood

; outsides, McCloskey,
Gert*man; SHbs

, Donaldson,
Morrison, Holland, Scott, Mc-
Lean. Cairns, Sampson, Kerr
Wilder, Walker, E. Wood]
Thomas.

R-M.C. — Flying Wing, Mac
Millan; halves. Snow, Gordon
Alexander; quarter, Joyce; snap,"
Corkctt; insides, Spencer, Roths-
vhild; middles, Murphy, New-
lands; outsides, Kenyon, Brad-

POPULAR YEARBOOK
PROMISED BY EDITOR

(Continued from page I)

When questioned as to these

rumours the editor of the Tricolor

smiles his cryptic smile and refuses

confirmation or denial. Modesty as

well as policy holds the staff to a

grave-like silence lest an unserupul

ous publishing trade steal their

deas. ,It may be revealed now

however, that successful negotia-

tions have been completed with the

newly-formed Queen's Camera Club

and thus the photographs so ad

mired in last year's Tricolor will be

no less popular in the 1936 edition

Queen's is an institution steeped

n the traditions of ancient Scotland

and proudly her students look

hack nn her wild highland found

ers and their deeds. With such

background it is not surprising

that a very attractive feature of thi

new Tricolor is its amazing reduc

ion in price with no sacrifice in

quality. The news that two whole

dollars is to be dropped from the

original five has created a tremend

ous wave of enthusiasm which has

echoed and re-echoed with renewed

vigour throughout the halls anrfby

ways of the school. It is a wave

that only yesterday all but engulfed

a lowly frosh basketeer with its

sheer power; a wave that was felt

even in the awe-inspiring preemts

of the Princ. There are witnesses

of unimpeachable reliability who
will swear thai on Friday afternoon

the bust of General Wolfe in the

library reading-room was heard to

mutter that he would rather buy a

Tricolor than have taken Quebec

But (and it is a big but) this n
duced price is only possible provid-

ing the staff can show evidence to

the publisher before Christmas that

it least 300 copies will be sold to

the undergraduates. This

chance to bring the price of the

Tricolor to a new low within reaclj

of everyone. The book this year

s not to be confined to the graduat-

ing years, it will be of interest to all

undergraduates. The editor and
staff are doing their bit to make the

Tricolor something to be proud of
and it is up to the student body to

co-operate.

The book will be a complete re-

cord of this year's activities. "Let
ou who scan its pages reflect that

with the passing of the years you
may herein relive this year at

Queen's."

Order your copy NOW from any
Tricolor representative or member
of the staff or at the Post Offi

stand in line with the Scottish

principles of Queen's. The same
high quality as last year but now $3
instead of $5.

AT THE THEATRT?
CONDUCTED BY J J

CAPITOL
A+
A

A picture in a thousand.

Really excellent, not to be

missed.

B Average, worth seriotis at-

tention.

C or lower — Hardly worth re*

viewing.

Plus and minus signs are used

logically for closer graduation.

TOP HAT
with

Fred Astairc. Ginger Rogers and

Edward Everett Horton

One can imagine the Powers-

that-Bc in Hollywood discussing

the plans for Fred Astaire's lat-

t picture." "What was the most

popular feature of 'Roberta'?"

omeone asks. "Fred Astaire's

dancing." comes the reply. So
the Powers get to work and plan

Super-Production which will

give the fans all they want of

that particular attraction. And
consequently "Top Hat" is rathe

disappointing, for, although Fred

Astaire is admittedly a magnifi

ent dancer, one becomes a littl

ired of a plot which seems to

do nothing else but lead toward

another chance for Fred to throw

; dazzling feet around.

In this picture Ginger Rogers
becomes more Astaire's "stooge

than his partner; all she' has to

do is to look pretty, and we must
admit she does it well. Horton
is good as a theatrical produce
but we think Eric Blore as the

nvaluable butler, stole the show

Highlights of the production

were: Astaire's sand dance, the

It's a Lovely Day" number, the

scene in which Ginger Rogers
tries to convince Fred Astaire

that they have met before, and
last and perhaps best, Blore':

argument with the Italian police

man. These, combined with
catchy hit-tunes, Astaire's ready

wit and a "Mickey Mouse" short

bring the entertainment value to

B+- —D.K.

T I V O L

CALM YOURSELF
with

Robert Young and Modge Evans

GUILTY

French Club Meeting

The French Club will meet this

afternoon at 4.30 in the lantern
room of Ontario Hall. Pro-
fessor P. G. C. Campbell will give
an Illustrated lecture on "French
Cathedrals."

Geoffrey Allan To Speak To
S. C. M.

Rev. Geoffrey Allan will address
the S.C.M. this afternoon at four
'dock in the

.
Theological Club

Room. "What Religion Ought To
Be" will be the subject of
address.

his

This meeting is open to all stu-
dents interested, and is not limited
to the Theological students.

ford; subs, Bell, Bennett, Smith,
Stcthem, Lesslie, Doherty. Fos-
fcerry. Silver. Young. Newson,
Kirkpatrick.

The young Frenchman, half

bewildered, and half resentful,

walked into the prisoner's box.
Leaning against the varnished
railing, he glanced around the
court room and then turned his

eyes on the magistrate.

The inspector of police, who
was prosecuting, slouched to his
feet and garbled off the charge
of vagrancy, reading as fast as
he could.

The magistrate shuffled some
papers, looked owlishly wise, then
informed the prisoner that he was
charged with vagrancy. "Do you
plead guilty or not guilty?"

Obviously the young man did
not understand the proceedings
and in broken English he said as
much.

"You do not understand, eh?"
the magistrate rasped. "Well let

me explain." His voice turned
sweet and tired. "You are charg-
ed with vagrancy. That means
that you have no job, no money,
no home and no place to go to.

Do you plead guilty or not
guilty ?"

The prisoner pondered for a
moment and then said "Guilty."

Twenty days in jail or $5 and
the costs of the court," said the
magistrate.

The court policeman led out the
riminal.—The Sheaf.

"Calm Yourself" is just anothe

of these mediocre pictures in which

one can manage a few laughs.

The story deals with the aims of

the Confidential Service Bureau

which tries to help people with

their troubles. The office is run

by Robert Young. The fun begin

when he himself becomes involved

in all sorts of affairs—such as look

ing after Madge Evans, daughter

of a wealthy banker (Ralph Mor
gan) who does not want his second

wife to know his age nor his past

life. Madge becomes Robert

secretary: and to add the exciting

touch there is "the other gir

(Betty Furness) ; a lost baby to

look after; and then a robbery

finds its way into the plot. It's all

very complicated but everything

ends happily.

Robert Young's portrayal of th

witty and carefree young man i

good. Madge Evans is her usual

charming self, but both these actors

deserve better parts. Ralph Morgan
is fair, as are Betty Furness and
the supporting cast.

To complete the programme there

is news-reel, an interesting sports

chat, a boring feature, and a Krazy
Kat Cartoon. We've seen better

bills but we've also seen worse
B—

. —F.B

L. S. R. WILL HEAR
ADDRESS BY REED

Dr. G. B. Reed will speak on
'Capitalism and the Frustration of
Science" at a public meeting this

evening at 8.00 p.m. in Convocation

Hall which is being held under the

auspices of the Queen's League for

Social Reconstruction.

Dr. Reed is head of the Bacterio

logy Department at Queen's, spe

cializing in tubercular research. He
spent a great part of last year at

Cambridge University doing re-

search work, and has more recently

travelled in Russia in a private

capacity studying the socialization

of medicine.

The lecture will trace the contri-

bution of science in the develop-
ment of capitalism, and will indicate

the manner in which the present
risis of capitalist society also in-

volves a crisis in scientific develop-
ment. Dr. Reed will discuss whe-
ther the co-operation of science and
apitalism can continue under exist-

ing conditions to act to the mutual
advantage of both.

Coming Events

Today

:

4.00p.m.—Queen's Chemical

Society

Gordon Hall

—S.C.M. Meeting
Theological Club

Rooms
Old Arts BIdg.

4.30p.m.—French Club

Lecture Room
Physics Bldg.

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Biology Lecture Room
Old Arts Bldg.

8.00p.m.—L.S.R.

Convocation Hall

Wednesday

:

5.00p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Convocation Hall

—Sc. '37 Meeting

Rra. 301, Fleming Hall

7.00p.m.—Levana Meeting

Ban Righ Hall

8.00p.m.-

Thursday

4.00p.m.-

-Film Society

Convocation Hall

-Natural History Club

Old Arts Bldg..

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Date Bureau Application

Name Address Phone.

Faculty Year.... Sex Age.... Colour of hair.

Eyes Weight Height

Characteristics

Do you drink? Smoke?
,

Do you prefer a "Dutch" date?

What are your interests?

What do you prefer to do on a date?

What sort of person do you want to date?.

When are you available?

Dance?.

Cut this out—fill in—and leave in an envelope addressed to>

the 'Date Bureau' at the Post Office in Douglas Library. This is
confidential. Enclose 10 cents with this application. Facsimile
copies of this application accepted.

BARGAIN EXCURSIONS
OCT. 24 and 25— From KINGSTON

-T _ . . _ W^e^oJitoeold from <01 adjacent C.N. R. Stations)

J°
CNLR. STATIONS in MARITIME PROVINCESIW of Quebec; New Brunswick; Prince E<i„nrA i.u„j. m c„.:_Quebec; New Bruntwicfc; Prince Edward Is land: Nov. Scotia

OCT. 23 to OTTAWA $2,25 Roturn
~

OCT. 26 and 27 to MONTREAL $3.50; QUEBEC CITY SB 75
T^.Fctc^ Trans,! Lwl, end In/orm^lion from Attnt,. A,k for Bondiill. t«-

CANADIAN NATIONALA* A,.nb | 0 , Mrtldum ol "O.f.d. 1

, M,PI. U.I Contot" You nay WIN SI 00.00 lot am Inf.

210 PRINCESS STREET

Calla© Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Auk for our commutation ticket

Principal Fyfe To Speak To
Meeting Of S.P.M.

A series of public forums spon-
sored by the Student Peace Move-
ment will open on Monday evening,
October 21, in Convocation Hall at

.00 p.m.,. when Principal W. H.
Fyfe will give an address on
Organizing for Peace". Dr. Fyfe
willing to reply to any questions

put to him in the discussion period
at the close of the address.

The Queen's Peace Movement
stands as a medium for answering
such questions as "What should we

n the event of War?" and
What can youth do in organizing

toward permanent peace?" The club
is distinctly non-partisan and non-
secretarian in its outlook, and it

invites all persons regardless of
their individual views to join its

ranks so long as they will work to-
ward the ultimate goal of peace.

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.
HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.
CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.
WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506-
Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505
PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

ELLIOTTS
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLO F

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22



COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 PrincMi St

PfilNCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2S44-W
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Work. First-Claas Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Darn Socks and General Mendine

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of
the "Journal" possible. Patronize
tliem and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

BY R. J. D. AND L. C D.

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princes* St Phon* 185V

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

SparksDr. Ernest B
DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone SW

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

ALOPECIA
Alopecia (baldness to you) is

an affliction confined for the most
part to man and certain species
of eagles: woman refuses to ad-
mit her shortcoming in this re-

spect.

This condition is riot without
its notoriety, for the theatre

moguls have nominated a choice
row in their picture palaces to be

gathering place for those who
have an exposed scalp. Despite
this notoriety, the average per-
son's knowledge on this suhject

has been garnered for the most
part from the wrappers accom-
panying so-called hair restorers

nd hair tonics, to say nothing of

personality booklets.

The truth about alopecia

should be made known, for is not

this an age in which the truth is

being told about matters on
which even one's hest friends

ormerly were silent? The causes

of this condition are said to be
twofold: heredity and seborrhoea

f the scalps. To these main
auses must be added "woolliug"

of the hair by females in an at-

tempt to show affection towards
the possessor of a well kept

thatch
;

overstudy which is a

questionable practice at any
time; high fever which seems to

result in a falling out between
the scalp and the hair; pulling

the hair out by the roots in fits

of temper; trumping one's part-

ner's ace; and thollium acetate

therapy carried beyond bounds

n attempting to cure ringworm

of the scalps.

There arc' those who regard

alopsecia as an outward manifes

tation of inward maturity, but

when questioned more closely,

neglect or refuse to commit them-

selves as to whether mental or

alopecia as an outward manifes-

are those, too, who attempt to

justify this lack of hair by saying

that grass does not grow on a

busy street. The reply to this

by those possessing an abundance

of cephalic fur is that we can not

expect growth where there is no

life.

The magnetic personality of

those whose hair has been parted

for the last time—some time ago
—is affected to varying degrees,

depending on the female in ques-

tion. Even with this loss of more
or less personality, they claim a

certain amount of compensation.

Their pocket books are not called

to disgorge for such things as

hair cuts, combs, mange cures,

hair slickers, or insecticides.

Neither are they required to

spend hours seeing that the part-

ing of the locks is according to

Hoyle or Emily Post. All that

is required is a little polish and
a clean cloth and in a few seconds

they feel themselves justified in

responding to "Smoothy."

Quacks attempt td treat the

condition by the use of sweet

smelling, highly coloured con-

coctions of little or less value,

whereas all that is required is a

liberal applicaton of elbow grease

in such a manner as to increase

the circulation to the scalp, from
the periphery towards the centre

More frequent use of the erector

pili muscles is of undoubted value

but is seldom used on the ground

that such an exhibition of brute

strength relegates one to the

status of the quadrupeds, to say

upon to disgorge for such things as

;icarpine is said to be of some
value in restoring hair but thi

has not been proven to any great

extent.

.

Wigs of course have been re

sorted to by those who feel the

need of some sort of covering,

when all modes of natural restor-

ation have failed. However plasti

surgery comes to the aid of th

aflicted, with the suggestion that

the epidermis and cutis vera of

a hairy chest be transplanted to

the outer surface of the cranial

vault, either by the one, two or

three stage method. Plastic sur

gery has been developed to a high

degree of efficiency and the re

suits obtained by the surgeons is

pointed ou( to be immeasurably

superior to that of getting by

kvith a wig, The operation abso-

utely precludes any embarassing

situations which are liable to

arise should the wearer of a wig

suffer temporary amnesia, or

ear too light a hat.

OVER 6000 WATCH

GAME END IN A TIE

ALECfEXPECTING TO

HAVE FUN AT FORMAL

Alec has appeared on the Campus

again. He was discovered yester-

day afternoon crawling out of the

coal pile at the University heating

plant, where he has spent the sum

mer. He said this coal pile was

the nicest he had ever tasted.

Queried as to why he was leaving

it when the food was of such a high

order, Alec fixed his single eye on

us and said in a disgusted tone

"Haven't you heard that the

Medical Formal is on November

15th?"

He picked some lumps of an-

thracite from his teeth, spat dis-

dainfully, and said. "An institution

like this should be able to afford a

guy some Cannel coal once in a

while, even the Arts men know

variety in the diet is a good thing."

To show his disgust he started

worming his corkscrew tail into

the mortar between two stones.

"Food is food," said Alec, "but

enough is plenty. If the news

about the orchestra for the Medical

Formal wasn't so startling I'd have

Medical Library

The Medical Library is open to

all students. Many new books

have been added to the shelves

during the summer. Come in and

use them. Hours are as follows:

Week-days

—

9.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon

1.30 p.m. to 6.00 p.m.

7.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.

Saturday

—

9.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon.

1.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.

The actual number of languages

used throughout the world was re-

cently computed at 2796.

"Thieves Surprised By Student

Working Late", said a recent head-

line. Who wouldn't, be?

—The Sheaf.

shaken the coal dust of this place

from my quintuplet underpinnings

long ago " Whereupon Alec

yanked his tail from between the

stones, shifted his five legs into

gear, and disappeared in the gen-

eral direction of the Wagon
Wheel.

(Continued from page 5)

the locals went after their op-

ponents from then on and had :

slight edge in the play.

The majority of student fans

were quite satisfied with the tie

score, although several question

ed the Tricolor judgment in at

tempting a placement on their

first down when they had the ball

on the Blues 12 yard mark in

the 3rd quarter.

If the above play had connected

the Rcevemen would to-day be

tied with the Toronto squad iin

second place in the standings.

Queen's apparently haven't

overcome their habit of running
into penalties. On Saturday the

local gridders were penalized no
less than 6 times while Varsity

were only set back on 2 occasions.

Included in the Blue total was a

25 yard penalty for Mike Valer-

ate's attempt to demonstrate his

pugilistic abilities.

The Tricolor did not have a

great deal of success with the

forward pass, completing only

one for a two yard gain out of

four attempts. However, the

locals definitely throttled the

Blue passing threat, as the lads

from Ontario's capital succeeded

but once in seven tries.

Fumbles were frequent all

through the game with both

twelves being guilty of several

misplays. Queen's handled the

pigskin loosely 7 times, recover-

ing 5 of these blunders, while

Toronto fumbled in 6 instances

but only gathered in the bound-

ing oval 3 times. »

In the overland route Queen's

had a decided advantage. Munro
booted them well throughout the

game, and had quite an edge

on the erratic Isbister who kick

ed anything but a steady game

for the Blues. Three or four of

Isbister's drives averaged approx-

imately 17 yards each, the bij

fellow bowing his head in dis

gust at one time after getting

away a hoist that was good for

only 14 yards.

Stevens' aggregation moved
the sticks 11 times during the

Hid, while Queen's only man
aged to make a first down on

four occasions.

The Blues did all the attack

ng in the second quarter, but tin-

Tricolor rose to the heights

hurling back the Toronto bid for

major. Ted Reeve's hopefuls

showed that dcfensvely. they rate

with the best by holding the higl

scoring Toronto stalwarts to two

single points, when experts had

ailed them to win going away.

Warren Stevens sauntered over

to the penalty bench and gave his

e plunger. Valeriote, a piece of

bis mind when the latter was rul-

d off in the 3rd period. Val-

erate's offence besides keeping

im on the sidelines for the re-

mainder of the struggle placed

Queen's on the Blue 25 yard

tripe from which point Barnabe.

n missing his drop kick, hoofed

the deadline for the, point that

put Queen's on even terms.

Jolinny Edwards showed a daz-

zling turn of speed on extensions

and in running back kicks. The
Ottawa flash along with Curly

RUGGERTEAMDROPS
GAME TO M. A. A. A.

(Continued from page 5)

real scored their fourth try when
V'ogan took the ball over from a

Imeout on the Queen's 10-yard

line. The try was not converted;

score 18-0.

The Queen's squad, although ap-

parently hopelessly beaten, began to

tighten up and the forwards took

the ball into Montreal territory

where it stayed for the rest of the

first half with Queen's pressing

hard but unable to penetrate the

visitors* defence. Just before half

time an M.A.A.A. player was hurt

in a loose scrum and had to leave

the field.

In the second half Queen's kept

the visitors on the run. The for-

wards rushed the ball down the

field and Queen's first score came
after a scrum on Montreal's five

yard line when M.A.A.A. were
pushed over their own try-line and
Kinloch touched the ball down
Macdonald converted making the

score 18-5.

The Queen's scrum was heeling

the ball well, but the three-quarters

failed to make the most of their

chances and more ground

gained hv the forwards in dribbling

rushes. Several times Queen's were

in scoring position but Montreal

hard tackling and Nicolle's supcrh

kicking kept them from getting

across. After a forward rush and

a scrum on Montreal's five-yard

line Bowie-Evans crossed the line

for Queer's second try which was

not converted; score 18-8.

Queen's playing a fast forward

game, were getting the best of the

play all through the second half

and chances for scoring were fre-

quent, time after time fumbles by

both forwards and backs saved

M.A.A.A. and prevented Queen's

from turnine what had looked like

a very bad beating into a victory.

A few seconds before the final

whistle the Tricolor forwards

wheeled from a five yard scrum

and Conacher and Fleming dribbled

the ball over for the last try.

Macdonald connected from a diffi-

cult angle, making the final score

18-13.

The teams:

M.A.A.A- — Forwards, Aldcn.

Vogan, Sevmour, Pearson. Mackie,

Russell, F.. Hall, Russell. C. H.

Halves, Patterson, Keeping. Three-

quarters. Crandall, Stalker, Mcln-

tyre. Dunn. Full-hack, Nicotic

Queen's — MacDonald, Kinloch,

Forrester, Fleming. Penney. Cona

cher, Harvey, Bowie-Evans. Halves,

R 0 y I e. Forrest. Three-quarters.

Dm in, Smith, Grimes-Graeme

Corlett. Full-back, Stuart.

KICKING BRINGS U'S

WIN OVER OTTAWA

(Continued from page 5)

while Latimer was forced to retire;

in the third quarter with a leg in-

jury. Cowley at quarter called

the plays in a crafty manner and

handled the team like a veteran,

while" Doc" Fraser at flying wing

tackled very effectively.

The Queen's line cqneeeded six

first downs while gaining five, but

when deep in its own territory it

tightened and threw up an impreg-

nable defense. The linemen were

right on their toes as they capital-

ized on numerous Ottawa fumbles

to secure possession in scoring

positions.

Every player saw action and it

would be difficult to single out any

lineman for outstanding merit as

they all played heads-up football.

Jimmy Courtwright was in the

limelight for Ottawa with his kick-

ing and wis painfully injured late

in the last quarter when stopped on

a line plunge by "Killer" Cunning-

ham.

The Tricolor received the kick-

off and opened a kicking offensive.

An exchange of punts placed

Queen's on Ottawa's 25-yard line

and Handford kicked to the dead-

line for the first score. Queen's

again drove towards the Ottawa

goal and after recovering their own
blocked kick on the Ottawa 17-

yard stripe Handford kicked for

the eventual winning point. Re-

sulting from identical plays with

Queen's recovering Ottawa fumbles,

Handford booted two more rouges

to give the Tricolor a 4-0 lead

going into the second quarter.

Ottawa then started using lateral

extensions which found a vulner-

able spot in the Tricolor defense.

Queen's were driven within the

shadow of their goal posts and just

before half time Latimer was

grassed on one of Courtwright's

kicks for the homesters only tally.

This 4-1 lead prevailed until

ell on in the last quarter when

Han ford chalked up the final ;core

by kicking another rouge from 25

ards out to make '.he final count,

Queen's 5, Ottawa 1.

Line-up

:

Krug exhibited broken field work

that was indeed sensational.

Appearing for the first time

this year before a home crowd,

the greatly improved Queen's

band made a decided hit with the

spectators. Their new uniforms

were the object of many com-

pliments and the way the boys

disported themselves was. to say

the least, splendid.

- #
The Tricolor by obtaining a

draw with their opponents still

found themselves in third posi-

tion, three points behind McGill

in the top berth and trailing the

Blues by two points. However,

Coach Ted Reeve was pleased

with their work in general and

confidently expects his charges

to sweep their remaining
scheduled fixtures.

It can be done.

Ottawa Position Queen's

Flying wing

Kecley

Halves

Fraser

Lussier Latimer

Courtwright Handford

McAndrew
Quarter

Tunur

Sweeney

Snap

Cowley

Sweetman
Insides

Coughlin

Suzor Doherty

Phillips Swartz

Middles

Goheillc Robinson

Davis ,

Outsider

Smith

Barrc Armstrong

Cadieux Cunningham

Subs ; Ottawa— Cochrane. Des-

jardins, Leclaire, Cunningham,

Devine, Berthiaume, Cowan, Bren-

lien, Clancy, Bcllefeuille, Lafleur,

Gignac, Kiefl.

Queen's—Briskin, M. Smith, An-

derson, McAskill, Delve, J. Cun-

ningham, Alsop. Flanders.

Officials : Joe Tubman. How
Hamlin and Mickev McMillan.

Little Audrey has come back

Although they raked her fore and

aft.

She knew she'd never get the

sack

Because she laffed and laffed and

laffed.—The Brunswickan.
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Students-
As Kingston's oldest

establu bed shoe store

we welcome your
patronage.

"A STORE WHERE
YOU WILL LIKE TO

TRADE."

—Fine Shoes

—Slippers

—Hosiery

—Polishes

—Luggage

Courteous service by an

experienced staff.

It pays to pay for

quality.

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

GET YOUR

Arts Pin
Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Ballroom in Three Lessons

Tap Dancing Class or Private

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington
WE DELIVER

Election Platforms
Reviewed In Debate

The platforms of the four pol

tical parties were presented from

the student point of view at

meeting held in Convocation Hall

last Thursday under the auspices of

the S.C.M..

Cordon McMahon speaking for

the Conservatives reviewed the ac-

tivities of the Bennett government,

placing particular stress on the re-

ults of the Imperial Economic
Conference. Jack Sutherland, for

the l-il>erals. showed the propor-

tionate decrease of Canadian to

world trade during the Bennett re-

gime. Frank Rice speaking for

the Reconstructionists stressed the

sincerity of Mr. Stevens, and his

desire to help the youth of Canada.

Reid Vipond presented the platform

of the Co-operative Commonwealth
Federation stressing the urgency of

ts application. A short discussion

followed.

League No Failure

States Prof. Watts

VLASTOS CRITICIZES

CAPITALISTIC RULE

(Continued from page 1)

sources in Canada. This sort of

inequality means of course a most

unequal distribution of income

;

which in turn means that the large

percentage of the people at the bot-

nm of the social scale are forced

to exist under unfair and unneces-

sarily low conditions.

The speaker traced the relation

of infant mortality, juvenile delin-

quency and insanity to income dis-

tribution, and told how research has

flown that such conditions are ap-

proximately six times more com-
mon amongst the lower strata of

society than in the upper strata. He
mentioned' the relation between

aesthetics and the economic state of

the individual and the difficulty of

education without the necessary

economic backing. With reference

to the latter fact he pointed out how
non-competitive state such as

Russia, education is not only free

o all those who prove worthy of
it but in addition, since the state re-

cognizes them as useful to society,

they are granted a regular stipend.

His remarks were summed up bv
the statement that class conflict

exists, that it must be recognized as
such and that something must be
lone to remedy such conditions.

This remedy meant, in his opinion,

the socialisation of property and the
regulation of the means of the
exploitation.

The chairman Alec Grant, opened
the meeting by a short discussion
of the platform of the L.S.B. He
tressed the need for adopting some

definite political philosophy and of
study to achieve this end, Members
were also informed that a reserve
aok-shelf was to be given the

rganization at the library. It was
so decided that meetings would
held each Sunday afternoon at

10 at the Y.W.C.A.

"The League has not only failed

but may almost he said to have

triumphed," said Professor J. O
Watts in discussing the Ethiopian

situation at the opening meeting of

the Student Forum, convened in

the Sergeant's Mess room on Fri

day evening.

The League was described as not

a peace society, as many people

believe; it had never been intended

as such. "It is an organization pro-

viding its members with the means

of exploring the possibilities in a

lifficult situation of seeing if there

is any way out other than war.

Should this prove unsuccessful

there is nothing in the covenant

making an armed conflict of the

disputants illegal," stated Captain

Watts. "The League therefore

has performed its task in a thorough

manner."

The League of Nations, it was

pointed nut, has many other depart-

ments besides that dealing with war.

There is a health department, a

Labour Bureau, a department on

Mandates, and a World Court,

among others. In all of these the

League had proved itself singularly

effective.

PYJAMA PARADERS
DO LITTLE DAMAGE

Freshmen of all faculties par-

aded in pyjamas on Friday night

to usher in a week-end replete

with parties, reunions, sore
throats, and headaches. Led by
the band, the frosh formed up at

the Stadium and marched down-
town, returning to the field for

the burning of the Jinx.

This year's parade was marked
for its orderliness, docility, and
lack of property damage. The
marchers showed little inclination

to break ranks and the few sallies

that were attempted were quick-

ly quelled by the vigilant Sophs.
The presence of a few stalwarts

of the rugby team seemed to

deter the Frosh from making the

usual raid on the theatres.

The horse trough on Barrie

Street was the scene of a little

prc-Halloween ducking. One
freshman -was seen vigourously

immersing his head in the bowl,

assisted by three of his mates.

Groups of freshmen were plac-

ed cm duty at the Stadium to

ward off any Toronto paint-brush

artists. No traces of blue paint
were to be seen the next morn-
ing, il was probably just one of

these rumours.

Museum Has Many
Silver Specimens

Chemical Society

Prof. It. L, Dorrance will speak
Canadian Chemical* Organita-

ioni to the Queen's Chemical So-
iety this afternoon. The meeting

be held in the large lecture
room in Gordon Hall at four
'clock.

Heard in the halls:

Senior: "Do you want 'An I

traduction to Advanced Heat":

Frosh (enthusiastically)

et, where is she?"

You

—Western Gazette.

Registartion Figures

Show Slight Increase

(Continued from page 1)
Applied Science

First

registration. 140 129 130

Previously

Registered. .338

478

Medicine

First

registration. 60
Previously

registered . 258

325

454

60

299

429

252 244

318 312

Total . .1624 1612

298

1615

(Continued from page 1)

fessor Nicol of the Mineralogy De

partment recognized in the samples

the minerals smahite (the common

ore of cobalt) and niccolite (an ore

of nickle). Owing to this uncom

mon combination of minerals Pro

fessor Nicol made a qualitative

analysis of some of, the specimens

and obtained a precipitate in Group

T which proved to be silver. Later

assays showed phenomenally rich

values in silver.

Then Dr. Miller and Professor

Nicol disappeared from the Univer-

sity and a week later both men

turned up at the University with

1300 pounds of unusual and re-

markable silver ore specimens.

\bout that time the snow fell and

there was no more activity on this

neral discovery until the follow-

ing spring. Thus-the identification

of the silver from the famous

Cobalt camp was made at Queen's

—and the first thirteen hundred

pounds of ore taken from Coball

is now on display in the western

cove of the Miller Museum.

In a few busy years the town

of Cobalt rose around this discovery

and, by 1910, had a population ap-

proaching 12,000 persons; and for

many years this greatest silver

camp in the world produced mil-

lions of dollars of the white metal.

From 1904 until the end of 1922

silver production in Cobalt reached

331,733,479 ounces in addition to

large quantities of cobalt and

arsenic that were produced. Since

1922 production has dwindled so

that the population is now little

more than 2000 and a hundred

derelict mine shafts rising from be-

hind the surrounding hills tell the

story of a bygone activity.

Evert before the discovery of

America. Mexico was the world's

largest silver producing country,

and still remains so today. Canada
is third place in world production

of silver but most of the metal

produced today as a by-product

from the refining of copper, lead

and zinc ores.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND/ ALL.

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175- 177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St Phone 302—Driver Will Call

THE BARBER SHOP -WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES J2.0O

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

In the Mineralogy Section of the

Miller Museum, which is under the

direction of Dr. Hawley, all the

silver minerals are on display. There
are specimens of native silver ir

hoth natural wire and leaf form.
The hlack silver sulphide, argenthe

and the crimson crystals of ruby
silver 'are some of the better

known silver minerals which may
be seen. In the Economic Geology
section of the Museum is a display

of the different ores of silver

where one can see how these

minerals occur in' the rock and
veins. There are many fascinating

specimens of silver ores from silver

mines in all parts of the world ; and
the Museum has been built up by
the interest that Queen's men have
taken in this enterprise and their

many contributions of exhibits.

Science *37 Meeting
Science "37 will hold their first

year meeting on Wednesday at 5.00

p.m. in Room 301, Fleming Hall.

The officers for the session will be
elected.

Rogers Is Elected
In Liberal Landslide

(Continued from page 1)
party has been conceded 13 seats.

11 in Alberta.

All four party leaders retained
their seats. Stevens was, at 1 a.m..
the only member of his party
to be elected. The Hon. R. b".

Hanson. Minister of Trade and
Commerce, was defeated. The
C.C.F. have so far gained 2 scats
in Man.. \ in Sask.. and 2 in
British Columbia.

Doubtful seats included 1 i n
Quebec, 7 in Manitoba, 4 in
Sask.. S in Alberta, 6 in British
Columbia and the 1 Yukon seat.

MARRISON'S STUDIO
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAkl
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

The Popular and Practical

GENT'S GLADSTONE
Quality leathers and linings

Fine hardware

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.
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ORE ACCORDAMONG

ATIONS IN LEAGUE

ISS KYDD BELIEVES

Dean Of Women Describes
Meetings Of
Assembly

Was Delegate

'The seriousness of the situation

was sensed by all the delegates on

their arrival in Geneva," Miss

Winnifred Kydd, C.B.E., M.A.,

one of three Canadian delegates to

the League of Nations Assembly,

told the Levana Society in an ad-

dress at Ban Righ on Wednesday

evening.

Sir Samuel Hoare, Britain's

Foreign Minister, struck the note

of the whole Assembly by condemn-

ing any country which disturbed

the peace of the world, in the open-

ing address, which Miss Kydd de-

clared to be one of the greatest ex-

amples of diplomatic oratory and

national courage. Sir Samuel con-

cluded by asserting that Great

Britain stood behind her obligations

and the League. He was accorded

one of the greatest tributes which

an orator can receive, dead silence,

followed by applause.

Premier Laval rose on the sec-

ond great occasion of the Assem-

bly and pledged France's support to

the League and the covenant. "It

was a wonderful sight," Miss Kydd
said, "to see these two nations

standing together to uphold peace."

Eamon de Valera, in a very fine

address, supported Great Britain

absolutely. In Ireland he was critic-

ized to some extent for his stand,

and characteristically replied, "If

I'm travelling to heaven, I can't

be responsible for the company I

keep."

Miss Kydd stated that by the

time the General Assembly ad-

journed for the various commis-

sions to deal with the work of the

League, there was a growing feel-

ing that the nations were standing

together to support the covenant.

(Continued on page 6)

MEDS-SCIENCE CANDIDATE

WILL NOT REVEAL PROGRAM
Bill Simmons Is Silent On

Details Of His
Platform

Bill Simmons, the Meds-Science

candidate for president in the

A.M.S. elections told the Journal

that his party has prepared a plat-

form that will have a universal ap-

peal to the student body.

No details were given but some

long-needed wants will be fulfilled

by the adoption of this platform.

The five main features of the

Meds-Science party will be pres-

ented to the students at an early

date.

When asked as to his views on

the outcome of the election, Mr
Simmons said he had no apprehen-

sion in leaving the matter to the

intelligence and fair-mindedness of

the voters at Queen's.

The leader -of the Meds-Science

party is no newcomer to college

politics. He has been a leading

figure in his Faculty since entering

university. Last year he was pre-

sident of his year and vice-president

of the Engineering Society. The
highlight of his career came last

year when he was selected to re-

ceive the Engineering Institute of

Canada prize, given to the student

who most ably combines scholastic

work with other activities.

TRICOLOR

LTnIess every indication is

shown by the student body

(excluding final year stu-

dents) that 200 year books at

$3.00 a copy will be ordered or

sold within the next twoiueeks,

the book will revert to the

former price of $5.00 a copy.

There are lists in the Men's

LTnion, Arts Men's Club

Room, Ban Righ Hall and the

Douglas Library where you

can sign and inform us of

your intention of buying a

Tricolor.

Inter-Varsity Tennis Meets

Begin At Montreal, London

Queen's, Toronto, Montreal,

R.M.C., McGill In
Men's Matches

Finley Queen's Ace

Queen's Intercollegiate tennis
team is in Montreal this week-

end competing in the annual inter-

collegiate tennis tournament, which

's being held this year on the courts

of the University of Montreal.

Although without the services of

their ace player, Ed. Connolly, the

Tricolor is represented by four
s,rong players who will give the

°Pposition from McGill, Toronto.

Montreal and R.M.C. a stiff argu-

ment,. The team was selected from

(Continued on page 6) ;

Queen's Women Hopeful Of
Taking Fourth
Straight Title

Play At Western

The Women's Intercollegiate

Tennis Meet will be held tins

weekend at University of West-

ern Ontario. The Queen's team

is composed of Barbara Chubb

and Helen Cottec. both former

team members, and two fresh-

ettes, Romola and Evangeline

Girvin-

The Queen's team left yesterday

for London and play will take

place all day Friday and Satur-

day morning. Queen's number

(Continued on page 6)

ARTS PLATFORM PROMISES

PROBE OF FEE INCREASES

running for president of the A.M.S

on the Meds-Science ticket.

ARCH CAMPBELL

Arts-Levana-Theology candidate for

President of the A.M.S.

Miss Mary Dingman

Addresses Levana

Tells Levana About Work
Of Women For

Peace

"The Disarmament Committee

of Women's International Organ-

izations is the voice of women at

Geneva." explained Miss Mary
Dingnian, chairman of the com-

mittee in an informal address to

Levana at Ban Righ on Monday
afternoon. "By constant com-

munication with small groups all

over the world it has kept women
in touch with the latest develope-

ments of the conference."

"Our efforts are concentrated

in trying to find a way by which

the vague interest and desire for

peace can be focussed and made

international," continued the

speaker. The most spectacular

work of the Committee was the

collection some years ago of dis-

armament petitions containing

8,000.000 signatures. Since then

the members have not been idle.

They have extracted a promise

front the American government

to consult the League in time of

danger. They have secured in
1

vestigations into private muni-

tions plans and had the results

published.

Never before in the history of

the world has there been as close

watching of an international

conference. Today women's

groups, locally, nationally and

internationally, are realizing that

they must get together and co-

operate. This has been tried

successfully in the United States,

Where representatives of eleven

societies meet yearly and plan

their program for the coming

season.

"Only as we seek to find a

solution to the problem, will we

learn," concluded Miss Ding-

man, "but we cannot go on un-

less we know that back of us art-

women in the world who care."

Save For Nov. 1 5

Alec Tells Students

Meds Formal Promises To
Be Memorable

Event

Alec was obviously sore. Swing-

ing by his tail from the rim of a

wagon wheel in a local beer parlour

he shook his fist at all and sundry.

"You mugs should be ashamed of

yourselves," he shouted, "spending

your allowance down here when you

should be saving it for November

15th." "What's November 15th

got to do with it?" someone mut-

tered in a thick voice. Alec, in des-

peration, tore a mouthful of hair

from his tail, then taking careful

aim with a lump of coal he smash-

ed the beer mug of the offender.

"November 15th," he snarled, "will

be the red letter night of 'he fall

term in this town." He then com-

menced to walk backwards in ever

increasing concentric circles on the

ceiling, and finally descended to the

shelf just over the dispensary.

Standing on his nose, which is

situated under his mouth for con-

ience, he whispered, "If you

will promise not to spread it

around I'll let you in on some inside

dope. I was sleeping in the waste-

basket in the committee room the

other day and I wakened up just

in lime to hear some of th^ir plans

for the Medical Formal, The or-

chestra is going to be pretty hot,

and they have novel ideas for de-

corations and programs. As for

favors I'm sure I heard Birks

mentioned."

All this time Alec was edging

closer and closer to the electric fan.

finally he was caught fairly in the

draft and blown out onto the side-

walk. Picking himself up he mut-

tered over his nose, "I've walked,

slid, climbed and been thrown out

of such places, but this is the first

time I ever went out on a single

draught." Ticking some slivers of

fan-Made from his corkscrew tail he

retreated hurriedly around the cor-

ner to Princess street.

Arch Campbell Confident

Party Will Make
Clean Sweep

Archie Campbell, the Arts-

Levana-Theology candidate for

the presidency of the A. M. S.,

took time out from his prepara-

tions for the final week of the

campaign to grant an interview

to the Journal. On being

asked for a forecast of the re-

sults he stated that he expected

a clean sweep for his party. This

would be brought about both by

the strength of the party plat-

form and the individual merits

and popularity of the party can

dictates.

The chief point that his party-

is* putting forward is, an investi

gation into the raise of the fees.

The hardships of student in pay

ing- their increased fees, resulting

from the lowering of the provin

cial grants, will be brought to the

notice of the Ontario Government

if the Arts-Lev ana-TheoIogy are

elected.

(Continued on page 8)

FR0SH INVITED TO
A. M. S. RECEPTION

The Freshman Reception, given

annually by the Alma Mater

Society, will be held in the Gym-
nasium tonight. Levana will at-

tend in all her numbers, and from

00 p.m. until 9.15 p.m. only

freshmen will be present to cavort

with her.

After 9.15 undergraduates other

than freshmen and also late-

coming frosh witl be admitted for

25 cents. Women students are

reminded that they are consider-

ed guests for the evening.

Cless Robinson of Science £6
convener of the Reception,

(Continued on page 8)

POVERTY IN RUSSIA

IS OVER-EMPHASIZED

G. B. REED STATES

Feels Capitalism Puts Limit
On Scientific

Research

U.S.S.R. Advancing

"The stories of poverty, filth,

and degradation in Russia are

absurd", stated Dr. G. B. Reed in

the question forum following his

address on "Capitalism and the

Frustration of Science", in Convo-

cation Halt on Tuesday evening

last. This address was given at the

public meeting held under the aus-

pices of the Queen's League for

Social Reconstruction.

Dr. Reed, who is head of the

Bacteriology Department at

Queen's, spent a great part of last

\ear at Cambridge Lmiversity doing

research work and has more recent-

ly travelled in Russia in a private

capacity studying (he socialization

of medicine.

"If Robinson Crusoe had turned

scientist and increased thereby his

productivity would Friday have

been discharged, put on relief or

sent to a construction camp ?" ask-

ed Dr. Reed in introducing his

subject. "Machinery, as it has

gradually developed during the past

two centuries, has put thousands

out of work and has enabled the

capitalist class who control the

means of production to exploit

labour.

"The needs of the people have

been subordinated to profits under

the capitalist system. Goods are

destroyed in order to keep up pro-

fits while people are forced to live

below a bare physical efficiency

level. Some say that the only solu-

tion is to smash the machine, to give

up science and thus eliminate over-

production. Big business has held

up production in order to increase

their profits.

(Continued on page 8)

Reevemen Leave For London

To Meet Desperate Mustangs

Injuries Force McNichol
And McLean From

Lineup

Still 22 Players

BY AB fiRATTON

Queen's senior gridmen are off to

the football wars again, this time

bound for London where tomorrow

they will clash with Bill Storen's

lowly Mustang twelve of Western

Cniversity.

The squad suffered its first set-

back of the season on Wednesday

when Chuck McLean, rugged in-

side wing and Red McNichol,

utility quarter, were severely in-

jured in the workout with the In-

(Continued on page 5)

Wide-Open Style Of Play

Expected From
Western

Passes Are Effective

BY R0OERICK HUNGERFORD
Sports Editor, Western Gaulle

Fighting for their first win of the

1935 Intercollegiate campaign. Bill

Storen's Mustangs will be a tough

enough assignment for Ted Reeve's

Tricolor when they reach this fair

forest City tomorrow.

As Mr. Storen puts it. "If they

improve this Saturday as much as

they did last Saturday against Mc-

Gill, I see no reason why Western

should not emerge victorious."

The game should be of extra in-

continued on page 5)

Freshman Reception In Gym To-Night
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. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EiimbUibid iSij

IINGSTON BRANCH—Kinf 4 Clirtnc* 8

W. R. BELCHER. Ifuuicr

SIMMONS ELECTED
For Finest Madc-lo-Measurc i

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
$16.00

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

Suits and
Overcoats

Clothes that will please the

Young College Fellows

We promise you the best

your money can buy any-

where in Canada.

The Kaufman Clothes

15.00

The Ascot Clothes

19.75

The Felscraft Clothes

22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

LOSE, WIN or DRAW
on election bets but— You

just can't lose with

Persian Balm

Dainty Skin Protective

Cream

New 2y2 02. bottles.

15c

to-day at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Stores 4

Send the "Journal" to your
friends. $1.75 a year.

iflleCnUum (gift

There's always

something new

smart

and fascinating

It

McCallura's

395 PrincMi St. Phone 1931

Young Renny by Afazo de la

Roche. Afaetnillan. $2.00.

Miss Mazo de la Roche is well

known to most of us as the author

of the four "Jalna" novels, and in

ibis, another book about the White

oak family, she has followed the

not unheard of, but always per

plexing method of retrogression.

The story of labia, ihe first in the

series, was laid in 1924 and 1925

the next three novels observed an

exact chronological order, but the

new one goes back eighteen years to

he time when Rcnny, the eldest of

the Whitcnak grandchildren, was a

boy of twenty.

Of all the characters in the

novels this Young Renny and his

grandmother, old Adeline, have the

most definite outline. They are

he most stimulating and Renny is

tlto most puzzling and exasperating

f all the Whitcoaks. In this .book

ivc can see how he became the bard,

elf-centred man he was at 38,

oval to his family hut disloyal tp

certain mcmbers*of it, harsh and

et endeared to them all.

The story of Yomut Renny be#

gins at the time when his sister

Meg was preparing for her mar-

riage to Maurice Vaughan, a neigh-

bour's son. The engagement was

broken on account of Maurice's en-

tanglement with a village girl, and,

as we know from the later books,

was not restored for many years.

There arc the characters as we
knew them in Jalna (or at least as

fnrshadowings of the Jalna char-

acters)—Meg as a girl, her half-

brothers Eden and Piers as sm»H

children, the uncles Nicholas and

F.rnesl in their late middle life, and

the dauntless Adeline, hale and

hearty, sharp of tongue and short

of temper at 80.

There arc three new characters in

Ytmng Renny— Philip, Adeline

youngest son and father of the

Wbiteoak children; his second wife

Mary, stepmother to Renny and

Meg; and a grotesque cousin from

overseas, Malahide Court, who

drifted in to attend Meg's wedding,

mile the horse that beat Renny at

the show, and did not make his de-

parture until he had exhausted the

patience of the entire family. Of

these ' characters, Malahide is a

caricature, Mary is only a graceful

shadow but Philip is well-drawn

—

a true Whiteoak, indulgent, a little

lazy, a little worldly wise and

stubborn.

The book in quality is better than

The Master^ of Jalna, but not so

good as Jalna. The author has

never managed to recapture the

magnificence of the first work.

Some of the family scenes in

YotAtg Renny are excellent, others

lack reality. The characters are

not well co-ordinated. The uncles

re as shadowy as Mary—Adeline

and Young Rcnny hold the stage.

Adeline is excellently drawn and

might be a character of Hugh
Walpole's (whose work has influ-

enced Miss de la Roche's to no

small degree), and Malahide is a

smaller replica of Captain Nicholas.

The scene and setting of the story

are vague and shadowy like the

characters. The reader cannot tell

whether he is in Canada or Eng-

land. The author has not yet

wholly mastered the art of blending

character and background". Yet in

spite of these failings in technique,

the book as a whole maintains the

Jalna tradition.

Campus and Gym
The frcshettes have selected

Beth- Webb as their softball

representative and arc organizing

their team. Games will begin

next Thursday. The complete

schedule will be given next week.
* * *

An 'organization meeting for

the swimming cltth will be held

in the Reception Room at Ban
Righ Hall on Friday evening,

October 18th at 7.00 o'clock.

Levana Notes

Candidates fur the A.M.S. elec-

tions have been' invited to present

their platforms to the seniors,

juniors and sophomores of Levana
at 7.30 Monday evening at Ban
High Hall.

The Levana Council this year is

to act as a vigilance committee to

enforce freshctte regulations as

well as the wearing of gowns to lec-

tures in the Arts Building. The
council is as follows: Betty Laird,

president; Ruth Fishleigh. Barbara

Morton, Margery Duff, Win Tones.
Mamie McRae, Bud Ardell and
Barbara Bolton. A post-graduate
or post-mortem has yet to be ap-
pointed to act on the committee.

* * •

At the meeting on Wednesday
. veiling the Levana Society agreed
to pay a share of the expenses of
sending the Queen's band to rugby
games. It was announced that the

A.M.S. are paying half and the
faculty societies are being asked to

contribute the remainder.

Sen. Barry—Ginger ale pleas.

Willie—Pale?
Senator—No just a glass.

—American Weekh

Chemists Hear Talk
From Prof. Dorrance

'The first society of chemists

in Canada probably had its origin

about 1905," said Professor Dor-

rance speaking on "Canadian
Chemical Societies" at the first

meeting of the Queen's Chemical
Society. >

Professor Dorrance explained

the origins and aims of the Can-
adian Institute of Chemistry, a

rictly professional organization.

The C.l.C. later formed student
branches at the universities, the
first^ being at Queen's. The
Queen's Chemical Society is

therefore the Queen's branch of

the Canadian Institute of Chem-
istry.

A non-professional group For

all those interested in Chemistry
has been formed. This is the Can-
adian Chemical Association.

A. Hesketh was elected presi-

dent of the Queen's Chemical
Society for the current year.

Freshman Reception To Be
Held By Newman Club

The Newman. Club will hold its

annual Freshman Reception next

Wednesday evening in ( rant Hall

from 9.00 p.m. to 1 .00 a.m.

At present all arrangements have

not been completed, but it is the

intention of the club to extend a

gratis invitation to all co-eds and

to every Newman Club freshman.

Tickets at 50 cents will be sold to all

other undergraduates on Saturday

and thereafter.

Jack Telgman's orchestra will

supply the music. Further an-

nouncement will be given later.

ENGLISH CLUB

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

Stone's Sfbnxttr g>tyttp
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

Methyl: "Shall we all squeeze
in the front seat?"

Ethyl: "John, can't you at least
wait until we get home."

DIRECTORY

Those tardy students who
have neglected to sign for the

Directory may, by acting

promptly, have their names in-

cluded. Registration forms are

still in the Cruon, or the re-

quired [affirmation, i.e., name,
faculty and year, address,

phone number and home town,

may be left addressed to the

Students Directory at the

Post Office. Saturday is the

final day for registration.

E. C. Kyte, university librarian,

will address the English Club next

Tuesday afternoon at 3.30 p.m. in

the Red Room. His subject will be

Some Modern Novelists."

Mr. Kyte will deal with several

novelists whose work is well

known in England but which is

ess familiar to Canadian readers.

Afternoon tea will be served by

the club at the close of the address.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for AU Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

Tip Top Overcoats give warmth, comfort, without undue
weight—STYLEI—expert tailoring toYOURindividual
measure and whim—choice of hundreds of patterns
from British mills. Have all these features in your
tailored overcoatl

MThtOnt Standard Prvu

TFMLORinG by union CRRFTsrri'En
119 PRINCESS STREET

A. £. Kerruish, Manager

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

rviceSoda Fountain Se
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

J



Coming Events

Today

:

6.45p.m.—The Forum
Students' Union

8.00p.m.—Freshman Reception

Gymnasium

Saturday

:

1.00p.m.
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The Soap Box

2.30p.m.—

3.00p.m.-

Sunday

:

2.30p.m.-

Monday

:

7.00p.m

7.30p.m

8,00p.m

-Junior O.R.F.U.

Queen's vs. Kingston
Grads

Athletic Grounds
Queen's vs. Western
Little Memorial

Stadium. London
-Intermediate Rugby
Queen's vs. R.M.C.
Richardson Stadium

S.C.M. Tea and Sale

Granl Hall

-L.S.R. Meeting
Y.W.C.A.

Johnson & Clergy Sts.

—Flying Club

Rm. 301, Fleming Hall

—Levana Pre-Electiun

Meeting

Ban Righ Hall

—S.P.M. Meeting

Convocation Hall

LOST

One black key case. Finder

phone Jack Alley. 2088-F.

A biology professor at Allegheny

College gave his class a brief quizz,

in which one of the questions v/as,

"When do the leaves begin to

turn?"

"When the midnight oil begins to

burn," was the poetical reply.

—Varsity

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

W. H. CURTIS
' BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

A medium tor the expression of

student opinion on any topic con

ccrning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered con-

fidential if the writer so desires.

the matter, and possibly take a

few pointers from our Toronto
rivals. In that University, an
official blazer can only be pur-

chased by permission of the Stu-

dent Administrative 'Council. It

is tailored to measure, and made
up in England. Consequently, the

fit and quality of the material are

greatly superior to anything wc
have here. The net price of the

Varsity blazer compares favour-

ably with what we are forced to

pay, and only bona fide Blue and
White men can obtain them.

I think, Mr. Editor, that the

students would welcome this

manner of doing business, as op-

posed to the present methods, by

which anyone who can afford the

price can look like a glorified

theatre-usher.

Sincerely,

Chas. C. Cochrane

Queen's should adopt an official

blajcr.

October 17th, 1935.

Kingston, Ont.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal,

Dear Sir:

I wo.uld solicit^, space tli your

columns to put before the stu-

dent body, and especially the A.

M.S. executive, a matter in which

1 believe our College has been

vfry backward. I refer to the

adoption of an 'official' and rec

ognized Queen's blazer.

For a good many years, local

merchants and others have been

foisting upon the student body

flannel coats of almost any de

sign and quality. These articles

of apparel pass as Queen'

blazers as long as they are trim

med with the traditional college

colours. It matters not whether

the coats are blue or red, whether

the trimming he cord or stripe,

or whether the design be in

straight lines, or curves.

I feel that our A.M.S. would

do well in this regard to look into

Arts '36 appreciates new price ol

this year's Tricolor.

Just a little down and
a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J. R.C. D0BBS & CO., Agent:

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

LOOK AT YOUR
HANDS
OTHERS DOI
Ke«pini the tiandi refrcihed and while

i» guile lome lob when one h«j to

puddle about In lib* hill a doy it a
lime, wlih iu accompanimtnt ol Ire-

Huenl waihlngi.

There ate fewer oil (lanilt in (he handi
ih»n any other part ol ihe body. With
'he handi frequently in water they be-

come dried out, lore, chafed and very
uily tod nd.
A few drop* of ILASOL rubbed in

I'equenily reitorci aufticient oil to

the handa alwayi pre>entable-

Every co-ed ahould keep a 2ic. bottle

°! ILASOL on her bathroom aticli and
loae bind constiouintu.

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

The Editor,

Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

Credit is certainly due the Edi-

tor of the 1936 Tricolor for his

efforts in lowering the price. Fit

years the Tricolor has been offer-

ed to the student body at a price

that has excluded all but the

graduating years. Mr. Davis in

making the book of interest to

every student and in attempting

to bring the price down to $3.00

is contributing something valu-

able to Queen's life and he de-

serves the heartiest co-operation

of everyone.

There is now no reason wny
everyone should not buy a Tri-

color, not only those who are

graduating but also students in

other years. It will be, J under-

stand, not jnst"^he history of the

class of '36, and as such it will be

a reminder in later life of The ac-

tivities and accomplishments of

the term 1935-36 at Queen's.

This is something which Queen's

has never had and for which a

Arts Candidates To
SpeakAtS.C. M.Tea

With preparations well in hand

for the annual S.C.M. Tea and

Sale to be held from three to six

o'clock in Grant Hall on Satur-

day, October 19th, the committee

have announced that Archie

Campbell and Bill Simmons
Arts-Levana-Theology and Med&
Science candidates, respectively

for presidency of the A.M.S. will

speak.

The candidates for vice-presi-

dent. Dorothy Stuart of Arts-

Lcvana-Theology and Lindsaj

Watt of Meds-Science will sup'

port their party leaders.

Miss Winnifred Kydd, Dean of

Women and recently returned

as a delegate at Geneva, will pre

side at the tea table.

The large variety of useful and

novel articles on sale will includ

Queen's pennants, cushion cov

ers, college souvenirs and candy

and it is rumored that a certain

beautiful piece of art work will

be put up for auction. The com
mittee in charge of this popular

annual event feel confident that

preparations have been made fo

the best one yet.

S.C.M. Meeting

Rev. Geoffrey Allan was the

guest speaker at the S.C.M. meet

ing on Tuesday afternoon. H
is now on his way to Canton

China, lo carry on mission work

in the schools and is visiting uni

versities throughout Canada an

the United States en route. Tea"

was served by the S.V.M. before

the meeting opened.

"IT'S THE BEST VALUE IN TOWN"

MADE-TO-MEASURE
SUITS AT

$23.75
if you are keen on making a considerable saving by all means
see these new suitings. The patterns are new, colors are good,

and include the newest Fall Shades. The tailoring is excellent, fit is

guaranteed by our own cutter. "It's the best value IN TOWNI"

FOR THE BIG GAME ON SATURDAY

OVERCOATS
Special for Saturday's Game

$15.00 to $19.50

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

Send the "Journal" to your friends. §1.75 a year.

need has been felt. It will be a

reflection on the student body if

Mr. Davis's efforts go unapprec-

iated and the opportunity for a

S3.00 Tricolor is lost.

Yours sincerely,

ARTS '36.

A COLLEGE PROFESSOR DISCOVERED
That Often It Isn't a Student's Brain but his Pen

that Runs Dry—causes Failure—-in Classes and Exams!
So he invented this sacless Vacumatic, and Parker engineered it to perfection—gave it

102% more Ink Capacity—made its Ink Level VISIBLE, so it suddenly can't go empty!

YES
X vet

.. „ scientist in o famous uni-

versity was aniaied lo find how
pens lhat run out of ink slow down

classes, demoralize thinkinp. and

bring marks that no aludcul wauls

to write borne about.

Hi- oliHcrvnliDim Icil to lliebirlb of

therevolutionary ParkerVacumu lie.

Thia miracle pen writes 12,000 words

"ParLe
•SSZt-l'ACVfilATIC''E»

MADE IN CANADA

I a slnglo filling—shows when it's

running low— tells when to refill!

Any good Blore selling pens will

show you how the Pnrker Vacumatic

climinulo Hold-time parti, indud-

U)g theJeTcr fill<Tandrubbcri«k »ac

f I in ear-typo pens.

And due to UJis.it has
double room forink, \ciih-

out increase in i ise.

But don't think that

sacless pen* containing

•quirt.gun purupt are like

Parker's patented Vacu-

matic This new creation

contain* Done thoe.

That'* why it's heluxm-
lUUt prbtectI

Go and try writing two different

ways with it* Reversible Point—solid

Gold combined with precious Plat-

inum—skilful'v fasbiOBBd lO write on
both sides—so beautifully mode that

it cannot scratch or drag, eioi under
praturvl
Do this and you won't

let an old pen impede
your learning another

do/. The Parker Foun-
ts in Pen Co. limited,
Toronto, Ont.

Send a Pott Card foe Free Bot-

tle ol Parker Quint—the mar-
veloua new quick-dryinc pto-

d-jnin; inl. and throw tot
blotter away. Address Dtpt.

712.

Make Laidlaw's -

Your Headquarters for Hosiery

ORIENT KAYSER VAN RAALTE

In Chiffon, Service Weights or Crepe

3 famous makes of pure silk hosiery to choose from—each

in several different qualities. Prices are moderate at

75c $1.00 $1.25

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods Ready-to-Wear

Men's Furnishings

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE
' STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
FUR TRIMMED COATSDEJA FROCKS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

210 PRINCESS STREET

(ftallas Restaurant
Vy*E SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods 9

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street Phone 4248
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.
PHONE 519.." PRIHCflSIT.

JU*Y& PEACOCK
.PHONE 543 • NEXT TO LOBLAWS .

\— : L
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Norman Rogers, M.P.
Last Monday a Queen's professor was

elected to the Federal House under the
leadership of the new Prime Minister. Rt
Son. Mackenzie Kinp. In all probability
Prof. Rogers will be one of Mr. King's
cabinet ministers, a position which he rich
ly deserves.

The election of such a man to the House
of Commons must be gratifying to every
elector in the Dominion, no matter what
his or her political faith may be. It is men
of the experience and good' sense of Prof,
Rogers that the country needs at this time.
Although there are some who may differ
from him as regards certain policies he
champions they may rest assured that he
will advocate no move on the part of the
new government which would not be bene-
ficial to the interests of the country as a
whole.

A Rhodes scholar, a former secretary
to Mr. King, a college professor, but not a
cloistered pedant. Norman Rogers brings
to his new task a wealth of experience
Which should stand the new government in
good stead. It has been frequently said
that Mackenzie King has the faculty of
gathering about him advisers of undoubted
wisdom . 1T11

, experience. If such is the case
Prof Rogers .should take his place as one
of the Pnme Master's right-hand men

The new number for Kingston has not
only brought honor to himself and his con-
sL.tuency but to the college which he has
o faithfully served. Every student who has
had he privUege of studying under this
gifted gentleman will feel confident that
in his new role, Norman Rogers will re-am tha, capacity for sane and indepeud-
en .hmk.ng wl.Kb his many years as apotted economist have brought to him.
Although, unfortunately, his new dutiesmay take him from Queen's the JournalWiito Norman Rogers. M.P ., lInbounde(I
success m this wider field of sen-ice

(2) Manhood, truth, courage, devotion

to duty, sympathy for and protec-

tion of the weak, kindliness, un-

selfishness and fellowship;

(3) Moral force of character and the in-

stinct to lead and to take an inter-

est in fellow-students;

(4) Fondness for and success in manly
sports as cricket, football and the

like. .

In short wnat the members of the Selection

Committee look for is intelligence, person
ality, and good physique.

Candidates for a Rhodes Scholarship
must be between the ages of 19 and 25. and
are usually selected at about the age of
22 when they are not likely to have de-
veloped fully the quality of leadership. But
it is clear from the wording of his wi.,

that Rhodes meant to insist upon a quality
liich may still be latent, and that he re

garded leadership as consisting^ much ii.

moral courage and public spirit as in more
aggressive and spectacular qualities. Clear-

thc best candidate need not have captain
ed a football or a hockey squad nor have
een elected to office by the votes of his
fellow-students. These may be ingredients

the quality of leadership, but it may
equally well be shown in resisting ill-found-
ed or ungenerous undergraduate opinion
nd risking odium for the good of the com-

munity.

As to athletics Rhodes made it clear in
his conversation and in letters that he was
not looking for star athletes but rather for
men of good physique who could play
:ajues well enough to make an -easy road
<l entry into social life. At Oxford all but
mall minority of the undergraduates play

games, not only those who represent the
niversity, and in this way an undergrad-
**• whether he is a good athlete or not.
nds many opportunities of "mixing" which
; would otherwise miss.

In awarding Rhodes scholarships the
lectors must necessarily examine the past

record of ea'ch candidate. But they are
more interested in the future than the past.

''promise" they look for. The schol-
arship is meant to be not a reward for
past success buf an opportunity to he given
to

.
the man who shows most promise of

being able to take advantage of it, that is

lo say. the man who shows the clearest
signs of intelligence, moral courage, good
omradeship and sound .health.

Applications for these scholarships must
sent in the first week of "November and

mending applicants should get in touch
with the Principal as soon as possible. A
preliminary meeting of the Committee of
Selection wilt be held in Kingston in order

facilitate the candidature of Queen's
students,

The Rhodes Scholarship
That the** scholarships were founded

by Cecil Rhodes we all know, though we
Jjeoot at «H quhe-certdn who Cecil Wiod«

\Ve all know also that ever,- year
these scholarslups carry to Oxford Uni'ver-

2f.
lW0 fr°»> the Province ofOntaru, And we have all heard that brawn

is well as brain plays a part in their selecfon Since .t „ high time that Queen's
produced another Rhode, scliolar-the last
MIS D A. Skelter, in 1926-some further
and more accurate information may not be
out of place.

It is not true that brawn is an essential
qualification for a Rhodes scholarship In
his w.ll Cecil Rhodes specified four qualifi-
cations of which he considered the first two
the most important:

—

(I) Literary and scholastic ability and
attainments;

Official Notices

Thanksgiving Day
Thursday. October 24th, will be Thank;

giving Day and a public holiday. No class

es will be held at the University on that

day. All classes will be held as usual on
Wednesday, October 23rd, and on Friday

October 25th.

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible.

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec

tion will this year hold a special prelimin

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The
University will pay the expenses of the

visit to Toronto for any Queen's students

thus selected.

November Hour Examinations, 1935

During the first week in November one
hour examinations will be held in all First

Year Science classes except Surveying, and
every Arts class numbered A, 1, 2.

Except in the" period when an examina-
tion is substituted for a lecture, class work
will proceed as usual and regular attend-
ance is required.

Students are requested to watch the
bulletin board for the examination time-
table, which will be posted within a few
davs.

'

The Tricolor
For many years Queen s has produced

an annual Year Book recording the events
of the college session. Some have been
good, some not so good, and a few have
been excellent. But all of them have had

direct appeal to Queen's students, an
appeal which no other of our college pub-
lications possesses. Last year we believe
the apex was reached in the excellence of
the Tricolor. It was a superb production
worthy of the support of every undergrau-
ate,

This year the editor of the Tricolor in-
tends to emulate and" perhaps surpass last
year's publication. Special attention is be-
ing paid to the features which have interest
not only for the final year man hut also
for those students in other years. Although
the book is primarily for the graduating
class this idea is particularly worth while
'f the publication wishes to earn the support
"f nil members of the University.

The photographs were perhaps the most
widely admired feature of last yeaA edi-
tion. The present editor has secured the

« " f the Samc P^tographers for theIW-36 Tricolor; it can therefore be de-
pended upon that this section will be cap-
ably handled. Other feature departments,
such as the college life section, will be con-
ducted in the same capable manner.

The new low price of $3 should make
it possible for every student to possess acopy of this year's Tricolor. The editor
Ins assistants, and the entire staff of the
\ear Book are efficient and enthusiastic

Attendance and Work
Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-
ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the
calendars for deficient attendance.

Ferrier Elected President Of
Science *37

J. A. Ferrier was elected presi-

dent of Science '37 at a general

year meeting held last Wednes-
day in Fleming Hall. Other
officers were chosen as follows

Hon. President. Prof. Rut
ledge (Accl.); Vice-President, J
Teale ; Secretary, E. McLaren
Treasurer, H. Marion.

Athletic Representatives-

Rugby, R. Pollock; Basketball, F,

\nsley; Hockey, |. Turner; B.

W.F., A. Hyslop.

Engineering Society Represen-
tatives—Treasurer, H. N. Lukes;
Asst. Sec, f. Ansley; 3rd Year
Rep., H. Kennedy.

Convener of Year Dance, Jos.

Clazie.

Year fees were set at $1.00.

FORUM

"Douglas Social Credit — is it

Fantastic or Serious" will be the
subject of discussion at a meet-
ing of The Forum to be held at
6.45 p.m. today in the Students'
Union.

Advertisers make publication of
the "Journal" possible. Patronize
them and support your paper.

THEATRE PARTY
Tuesday night the usual Queen's

Theatre Party will be held at the

Capitol Theatre on the eve of the

A.M.S. Elections. Candidates from
both parties will deliver speeches,

after which the audience will be
ihown a movie.

Tickets at 10 cents each may be
procured at the Post Office or
from year treasurers on Monday
morning.

Further announcement will op
pear in Tuesday's Journal.

LOST
Will the gentleman who borrow-

ed the hooks belonging to E. V.
Briceland from the machine shop
please return same to the tool
room.

They are doing their utmost to make the
publication the finest that Queen's has ever
produced, All that is needed is the co-
operation of the student body. If all stu-
dents order their copies now the new low
price can be assured. And ii students from
every year support the Tricolor now St

cannot help but surpass all previous
editions.

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.
Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

c> Ha
eptcd

WITH OTHER EDITORS

Traditions Must Stand Only
On Merit

In the freshman edition of the Utah
Chronicle one year ago appeared an edi-
torial urging thelncoming class to honor
the traditions of the university and preserve
them. "If you assume the attitude that
traditions are as much a part of college as
the subjects taught therein, you have taken
a big stride toward their preservation," said
the editorial.

You have also taken a big stride toward
burying yourself in cobwebs.

Certain traditions are wholesome, but
the majority are moth-eaten strings tying

to the past. The biggest task of all pro-,
gress has been the breaking of these strings.

Universities are charged with the re-
ponsibility of enlightening their students
and fashioning them into progressive
citizens. Useless and foolish traditions*,
taught simply because they are traditons,
have no place on a college campus. Fresh-
men are therefore now enjoined to come
to the University with open minds, to
choose their own traditions, not hesitating
to throw them over when thev become ob-
solete, and to beware of anyone attempting
to foist upon him rigid tenets of any kind.

—Utah Chronicle.

If I were a Cabinet Minister I should
prefer to listen to my chauffeur than to any
Society hostess.-Beverley Nichols

There are 1,624 students at Queen's
U'u.ers.ty. and the opinion of Toronto
Varsity ,s that most of them were in foot-
ball umform last Saturdav. - Mail
Empire.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Ey»
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST SERVED
QUICKLY AT

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN AT 7.30 A.M.
Service that will please you

FUJtS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St, Phone 700

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos
Large Assortment of Pipes and
Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

WATTS, FLORIST
Eldest Esublished Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere—

Anytime
8u». Ph0ne 1763—Conservatories 1137

The Good Place To Eat
Belter food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

MatXQaib (Safe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

«800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

and

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

' SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies^—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S fT
H
0̂ l

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

AFTER THE "BRAWL"
Toronto sport scribes have started in on the »ld anvil chorus thisweek chanunn the time worn wail that Varsity were given a real Uns^Mr'p ^ -'

aSl btV
i
Aay

: °™ wri,» »f«'«i «o Ted Reeve s
outfit as the Punching Presbyterian." but after bearing the Varsity
an^le we think the monicker of the "Bawling Bines" would be quite
appropriate for the gentle Stevens' coached crew

Judging by .lady press reports in the Queen City papers the battle
scarred Blues are anxiously awaiting the Tricolor's visit to Varsity
Bowl two weeks hence and they promise to make the Reevcmen take
,t and UIW it Queen s are scared stiff of the biR bad Blues in factW th*.' ,he >' ^ll probably not be able to keep their date with
the terrible Toronto gridnicn.

There should be a grand gathering at the Bloor Street oval onNovember 2, for the terrible threats which have hcen coming from
Toronto point towards a struggle which will rival a Hangman Canton wine,
Danno O Mahony, Don George and Jim Browning free for all

ft should be worth seeing.

TO-MORROW'S SENIOR COLLEGE PROGRAMME
Grid games to-morrow in the Senior College group find MiGiH

hooking up with Varsity m Toronto while at the same time Qrfen's
will clash with Western in London.

Although McGill are the present pacesetters, the Blues tfilt be
favored to win and thereby vault into first place. The Mustatgs have
fared badly in their two games to date and can hardly be ejected to
show enough improvement in one short week to turn hack th' champion
Reevemen. One never knows what will happen in London -hough, but
from here it looks like a Tricolor victory without any undie difficulty.

Incidentally to-morrow signalizes the half-way mark \i the College
Union. Each team will have played three contests by tomorrow even-
ing and three of the four contending clubs will be par)cularly anxious
tn be in an advantageous position for the stretch drive which will begin
the following Saturday.

The race should be an interesting one.

TRICOLOR INTERMEDIATES AND JIMIORS PLAY
Queen's Seconds and Thirds both will be in action to-morrow, the

Intermediates meeting R.M.C. at the Stadium, Adiilc the Juniors travel

to the Athletic Grounds to battle it out with Kingston Grads.

The Tricolor in each instance will be (finals of their opponents and
the temporary group leadership will be at. stake in both encounters,

Ralph Jack's men will have a tough go o' it with the Cadets but the

Tricolor mentor anticipates a victory.

The local Juniors have shown enough in two previous fixtures to

prove that they have a club which shouM top the local O.R.F.U. group.

In Kingston the Collegians will stack up against a well coached squad
with plenty of balance, but Griffin', kids believe they can make it

three straight.

STRAY SHOTS
Basketball workouts for Fresfmicn have been well attended ....

we hope material for the senior cagers will be uncovered .... they
could use a few new men .... Hockey news is becoming more prominent
daily on the sports pages .... which reminds us how will.

Senator Powell's Tricolor teams fare this winter? .... perhaps it's a
bit early to ask that one .... hut I'll bet the Senator in bis spare

moments often wonders .... Joe Crow Wing is going to do the

Tricolor kicking from placement .... the Queen's captain is a natural

and should soon blossom out as a scoring threat .... The Reevcmen
are the beat defensive aggregation in the College circuit .... if you
don't believe it ask Varsity .... Kingston Ponies are in line for con-
gratulations for their feat in winning the Ontario baseball champion-
ship .... they have tried for years to cop the bunting, but now that

they have at last succeeded they should be given a big hand . . . .

they had the class .... How about the Piccolino Ginger old keed?

REEVEMEN 1AVE FOR LONDON

TO MEET DESPERATE MUSTANGS

(Conttniid from page 1)

termedtate* Both men received leg

injuries vfliclt will definitely keep

lliem on' of tomorrow's game, hut

Conclf^ed Reeve will be able to

dress * complete team of 20 play-

ers p I'e still has a roster of 22

mc» from which he will choose his

suiting line-up.

Thus the Tricolor will board the

noon train 22 strong, confident that

they can tag the Londoners with

another loss, and by so doing keep

pace with Varsity and McGill. the

present league leaders who oppose

each other at Toronto tomorrow

afternoon.

Having obtained hut one point

in two grid fixtures the local col

legians will have to sweep their re

aining games in order to finish in

the money, and they intend to go

right after the Mustangs in the

initial quarter and pile up a lead

that will ensure them of a victory

Mthougrt McGill and Varsity have

esperienced little difficulty in wal

loping Storen's outfit, Queen's are

by no means underestimating the

Purple and White, for memories of

past games in the Little Memorial

Stadium are anything but pleasant.

Consequently, the Reevemen, while

expecting a win are nevertheless

counting on a hard battle.

The team came out of last

week's so-called brawl none the

worse for wear, although Abe

Zvonkin spent a couple of days in

the hospital receiving treatment for

his injured leg. However, the big

fellow joined his mates on Wed-

nesday and is apparently as good as

ITS PREPARED FOR

CLASH WITH R. M. C.

GROUP

Queen's Intermediates are all

primed for their crucial gridiron

clash tomorrow afternoon with

R,M".C. in Richardson Stadium.

The two teams are at present tied

for top position in their intercol-

legiate group and tomorrow's win-

ner will take sole possession of

first place.

Although the Tricolor held a de-

cisive margin over Ottawa in its

opening game, Coach Ralph Jack

was not completely satisfied with

his proteges' showing and has been

driving them through their paces

this week with added vigour.

Coach Jack has stressed perfec-

tion of the Tricolor kick formation

to assure Herb Handford, star in

last week's battle, of adequate pro-

tection of his long-distance punts.

The linemen have been drilled to

charge faster and in general have

polished up on line execution. Tony

Coughlin and Tom Doherty, who

last Saturday played a grand de-

fensive game and showed an un-

canny sense of anticipation, have

l>een equally impressive during this

week's training and should be the

co-ordinating factors in the line.

"Reserve prospects have hcen bright

cned by the pleasing performance

of Chris Flanders at half who has

been going great guns in the back-

field.

Aware that they will be meeting

stiffer competition than Ottawa pro-

vided last week. Queen's are taking

the Cadet challenge seriously and

realize that tomorrow's encounter

will be the acid test of their

strength. The squad came through

last week's fray unscathed save for

a few minor bruises and in yester-

day's workout the boys all appear-

ed to be in excellent condition.

(Continued from page 1)

terest from the spectators point of

ew due to the different styles of

play which the opposing mentors

stress. Queen's as a successful ex-

ponent of the orthodox type and

Western choosing to take all kinds

of chances.

Western was successful in fifty

per cent, of its attempted forward

passes last week, eight being thrown

and four being completed. Also

extension plays and tackling have

been stressed this week by West-

ern's coaching staff, and as a re-

sult, vast improvement has been

shown in these departments.

There will he practically no

change from last week's line-up.

Rankin, the regular snapback may

be moved to outside wing, this

being the case, Tubby George Willis

will take his place at the centre

position.

Captain Frank Veroni will start

at inside. Frank needs no introduc

tion as he has been on the All-star

Intercollegiate team for two yean

now. At the other inside berth we

find big Bill Ewener, Sarnia Im-

perials' gift In Western. - At

middles we have Bell and Smith,

two tough veterans. The outsides

will be well taken cafe of by the

fast and clever Mel Pryce and

Stewart Carver, former Queen's

star. In the back field beside our

punting "find". Doug Shales, there

will be Charlie Box of Balmy Beach

fame, and brother of the starry

"Ab". Boyce, Sherk, the Port Col-

borne flash, and Webb, one of the

trickiest hackfield men seen around

the Western campus in quite some

time, will lie at quarter. At flying

wing we find the reliable Ryder.

Along with a strong reserve list it

makes a very formidable array

which will take to task Queen's

highly touted representatives to-

morrow.

w
McGill 2

Varsity 1

QUeen's 0

Western 0

Junior O.R.F.U.

W
Queen's 2

Kingston 2

R. M. C 0

K. C. V. 1 0

L F

0 43

0 24

2

2

A
0

8

5 32

3 35

Except for two changes, Mac

Smith replacing Mac Robson at

middle, and Jim Cunningham in

place of "Doc" Fraser at flying-

wing, the Tricolor starting line-up

will be intact from last week. The

opening whistle will find Coughlin

at snap; Doherty and Swartz, in-

sides ; lack
,
and Mac Smith,

middles ; Mai Cunningham and

Bob Armstrong, outsides; Jim

Cunningham, Hying-wing; Turner,

Latimer, and Handford, halves;

and Bob Cowley at quarter.

The Tricolor, hopeful of its sec-

ond consecutive victory, will keep

on edge by going through a signal

rehearsal this afternoon.

NOTICE

The Journal has been asked

to l.rinir tn the notice of stu-

dents that whistling and other

noise will not be tolerated in

the Library Building.

CHUCK McLEAN

dynamic Queen's inside who is out of

to-rrorrow's clash with the Mustangs

with a severe leg injury.

ever. Coach Reeve sent the boys

through only one scrimmage this

week against Ralph Jack's Inter

mediates, and spent the rest of the

time polishing up the squad's work

in general. The coach had Captain

johnny Wing booting placements

from every conceivahle angle and

the Gananoque kid shot them over

with monotonous regularity all

week long. It is expected therefore

that the Tricolor will rely consider

ably on this method of scoring for

the rest of the season, when they

are directly in front of the up-

rights, and favorable results should

be forthcoming. Ed. Barnabc, Tri-

color quarter, is also ready to kick

field goals when called upon, and

thus Queen's have two men who

will he reasonably certain of boot

ing three points when they are

needed.

No definite word as to just how

the Tricolor will take the field for

tomorrow's encounter could be ob-

tained up to press time, but it is

likely that the same line-up which

Reeve used against the Blues will

see action in the Forrest City.

Harrv Sonshine will be at his re-

gular post at flying wing while the

backfield will be chosen from

(Continued on page 7)

IT'S SMART TO BE COMFORTABLE

!

And you can be

comfortably smart

in shoes fitted by

our experts. Aris-

tocratic and dainty

are the lines now

being shown at

$2.98 to $600

NaborhooD
166 Princess SHOE STORE Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

— » —
JEo ^tu&eitts of Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Fauors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

ounwir «/ Estd 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

Track Teams Meet

At Varsity Stadium

Ten runners and jumpers are

representing Queen's at Varsity

Stadium today, where the annual

Intercollegiate Track and Field

Meet is taking place, and despite

the fact that competition will be

keener this year. the'Tricolor ex-

pect a good showing. Instead of

the traditional triangular meet

between Varsity, McGill and

Queen's, any university in

Ontario or Quebec may enter a

team, with the result that the Red

runners from Montreal. lor sev-

eral years college champions,

anticipate a stiff battle for their

laurels.

In the two sprints. Ken Run-

ning, who won three interfaculty

titles here Monday, will surely

be close to the front when the

tape is burst, and he will be ably

supported by Vic Knowlcs.

Science freshman. Chief competi-

tion in these events will come

from McMaster and Varsity, but

Queen's should at least score.

Parry, a Meds freshman, is the

college entry in the mile run, and

it looks as if he has a good chance

in this tough event, although

Rankin and Forrest of Varsity-

look strong.

The ever reliable Abe Zvonkin

will again be our entry in the

javelin, discus, and shot, but

whereas he counted heavily in

these events last year, he will

meet such standout performers

as Laughren. MeAdam and
Moore of McMaster. Isbister of

(Continued on page 7)

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 w TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Eipreag Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Glasiea Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis. Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co,
88 PRINCESS STREET

"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE 529

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS °*

Every

117 Brock St. Description

Phone 1510

Dane*

Programmes

Constitutions

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY XQURNAL

New Choral Society

Holds First Meeting

The newly organizcd Choral

Union Notes

The Union was indeed a busy|

place last week-end, and the stu-

dents arc to he complimented on the Soc ietv mel for the first time last

spirit of co-operation they display- Tuesday evening in the Old Arts

ed in keepinK Ihe Vnion free for Building. Student support was

the Grads. Not a single complaint hut niorc male singers will

was registered and many remarks be wcl come. There is no mem-

ber* passed on the,fine behaviour bcrsmp charge for students but

,f the students. residents of the city are charged

The Union affords excellent op- a fee of $1.00 to cover the cost (

portunity for amusement and re- the music

creation. The billiard tables and
The soc it.ty will present a pro-

pool tables have been levelled and I

c( part songs an d Chris*

repaired, and at IS cents a cue per
| C;iro1s

" eari

y in December

^Haydn's "Creation" is to be giv

| en in the Spring. Practices are

Be held every Tuesday even

o'clock in the Old

AT THE THEAfRTf
CONDUCTED BY I J

NORMA MacROSTIE

A+
A be

at-

A picture in a thousand

Really excellent, not to

missed.

Average, worth serious

tention.

or lower — Hordly worth re-

viewing. \

Plus ond minus signs are used

logically for closer graduation.

hour provide cheap recreation,

may we remind the students that

only by refraining from lying or

sitting on the tables will they re-

main "true."

There are of course card tables,

checker tables, and chess tables.

Checkers are supplied, chess men

are available at the Tuck Shop on

request, free of charge, and card

may be purchased at

Shop.

Some no doubt heard the "Big

Broadcast" of several Queen's

rugby stars from Montreal on Oct

5, probably others did not. How-

ever, whether you heard them last

time or not, you still have

to

ing at seven

Arts Building

Figures Show Prosperity

Returning

the Tuck
(A.C.E, Horizon) —After two

years which have been featured by

the wishful thinking of many of the

country's citizens, business does

now seem to be regaining its feet.

A look at the cold, bare figures

another I

showing the condition of the Am
worker, however, should

chance as it ™
to temper the enthusiasm and

broadcast from Western th,s Satur-
& ^

day. over a nanon^ide hook up * ^
Be at the Union at 10.45 a.m.

Saturday and hear the boys elocute.l
P«»penty

Men's Tennis Teams
Meet At Montreal

Even in 1029—and then workers

ere able to purchase 30 per cent

more goods than in

THE ARlZONlrbi
with \

Richard Dix and Margot GrOwmc

We are a little inclined to sW
Western pictures, but trV

1921—there

were 16,000.000 families (60 per

Iccnl of the total population) which

(Continued from page 1) possessed incomes below a standard

the results of the college tourna- sufficient to supply the "basic ne

ment which was won by F.d. cessities" of life. On the other

Connolly. hand, 36.000 wealthy families had

In the finals Connolly defeated U combined income equal to that re-

"Chuck" Finlcy and the- latter is ceived by 11,650.000 at the bottom

number one player on the intercol-

1

0 f the economic ladder. These

legiate squad. The three other figures, furnished by the conserva

members are Omer Chaput, Bud hive Brookings Institution and not

Fisher, and Lome Hunter. Finley by any advocate of "share-the

and Chaput are veterans of the wealth", show that 1/10 of 1 per

1934 team and Tricolor hopes are cent, of the population were receiv

pinned on these two. Finley is a ing as much as 42 per cent. This

powerful, hard-hitting player, while disparity in income, the Brookings

Giaput is a speedy left-hander. economists have pointed out in

McGill arc favored to retain the their later and latest books, has

team title because Bob Murray, made it wholly impossible for pur-

singles champion of Scotland, and chasing power to keep pace with

outstanding Canadian intemation-l production

m is defending his intercollegi- ^ ^ „
a* title Other stars of the

;

|-^ wha( hgs happen£d
courts win wl 1 oppoje Murray are . ,.,„, .la -

i_ . , , ,. since 1929 to the American worker
deorge Leclerc. leading Ottawa ,, , . . . _ , _

,

6
, . ' . I nemplovmenl has decreased, on

plaver who i^ ;l Muduit uf 1 I nivcr- , . . , , ,-

. : , , , , „. the basis of four tellable estimates
site de Montreal and Bill Piggott

and Akin Eaton of Toronto.
dustnal Conference Board, purelv

Ed. Connolly is in Montreal with L,, empiWCTj organization, once
acting as coach and

| „M i m:i ,ef | ttin t the average minimum

cost for maintaining a "fair

C APITO L

WITHOUT REGRET
with

Elissa Landi, Paul Cavanagh and

Kent Taylor

The age-old tale of the long-

lost husband's returning to life to

upset a few lives is pleasantly re-

told in "Without Regret",

Elissa Landi. still looking re-

freshingly youthful after several

somewhat straining experiences in

the course of several years, regis

ters grief
,
anger and other emotions

charmingly. Paul Cavanagh, as the

romantic good-for-nothing, and

Kent Taylor as the upright and

faithful husband are quite adequate

their parts. The acting, al-

though in places a bit melodrama

tic, is on the whole fair but not

outstanding.

The old complications of the re-

turn of the lost husband, blackmail

on the part of the other woman

and mistaken guilt keep the picture

moving. There are times when the

audience is able to take great

pleasure in predicting correctly the

next incident. The somewhat sad

ending was entirely satisfactory

putting the finishing touch to

pleasant picture. B—. —J.

Date Bureau Application

Name Address Phone.

Faculty Year.... Sex Age.... Colour ofh.tr.

Eyes Weight Height...."...-

y
Characteristics

Do you drink?. Smoke? Dance?.

perhaps is due to the melodramatid
f g „Dutch„ datfi?

acting which, has frequently char- ff

acterized them. "The Anzoman

is an excellent picture of its own

type, nd depicts in a pleasing

manner what life in a small town

of the west must have been a while

ago.

There is little to say of the plot.

It is the usual sheriff, bandit,

shooting story, with an exciting

climax, and satisfactory ending.,

Richard Dix is a little too swagger-

ng as the man who takes it upon

himself to rid the town of bandits,

hut the girl, played by Margot

Grahame, does rather well in a

stereotyped role. The whole pic-

ture is exceedingly entertaining for

one of its class.

The newsreel was especially in-

tertaining, inasmuch as it showed

several "shots" of the Geneva con-

ference. An "Our Gang" comedy

cartoon, and, of course, Tarzan

each add their bit to the program

B_ " N. MacR

are your interests?V/.hat

W*iat do you prefer to do on a date?

Whaysort of person do you want to date!

When\re you available? •t\re 3

Cut th\ out— fill in—and leave in an envelope

the 'Date Bureau' at the Post Office in Douglas Library,

confidential. Enclose 10 cents with this application,

copies of this application accepted.

addressed to

This is

Facsimile

E. V. BRICELAND TO
HEAD FLYING CLUB

ihe learn

manager.

WOMEN WANT
FOURTH TITLED 1 92

(Continued from page 1)

one and two players, Cottee and
Chubb, will make a hid to retain

the doubles crown, while the
other two will play singles.

The team is somewhat weak

\lmric.m standard for the family

of an industrial worker" to be

week. Average weekly

earnings have never been within

$f>,00 of this amount, and during

the first few months of 1935. they

were SI 1.00 removed from the esti-

mated minimum. Though wages

rose, living costs rose faster.

E. V. BricelSnd was elected pre-

sident of the Queen's Flying Club

at an organization meeting held in

Room 301, Fleming Hall, on Mon-

day evening, October 14th. Pro-

fessor D. Ellis was chosen as hon-

orary president with the remainder

of the executive as follows: vice-

president, L. C. Lambert ; secretary

treasurer, J. C. Newlands; com

mittee, D. W. Brown, G. O. San

ders, C. Wise.

The club announces that the

ground school curriculum, which

will he completely covered before

the end of the year, will be under

direction of Squadron-Leade

Waite. who will give a series of ten

lectures. The curriculum includes

air regulations, theory of flight, the

elementary study of technical know

ledge, aircraft and engines/

pilotage and meteorology.

Club fees are 50 cents for th

erm and members must present

cards when entering ground school

lectures. The first lecture will be

held in Room 301, Fleming Hall

Mondav, October 21st, at 7 p.m

It is a lack of space which pre-

ened by the absence of Ruth I vents the inclusion of even a few of

Fishleight. Intercollegiate cham
pion, but we are hopeful of

tairong the Intercollegiate

which has come to Queen's for
the last three years. Other col-

leges competing arc Varsity. Mc-
Gill. Western and MrMaster.

the many suggestions put forward

to alleviate this condition. It

title, jouitf obvious that the Roosevelt

Administration, however sincere it

efforts and fine its promises, ha

lone practically nothing. It is per

i
baps even more obvious that lb

Arts '39 Year Fees

In the home tournament Ruth I Republicans have, to date proposed
FishlCjjgh. defeated Helen Cottee no plan which would adequately
in the final round and retained meet the situation. One can say

the championship for the second with the socialists that there is only

year. v lone way out, hut not many will

(agree with you. One thing is cer-

LOST tain: the person who can refer to

our increasing business prosperity

World's classics No. 308, in Li- as the end of all trouble and the

bran' or Arts Building. Navy blue arrival of a new era of social

cover. Finder please leave at post- justice, is a narrow and smug per-

office. ir,n indeed.—R.F.D

Freshmen and freshette year

fees arc due and payable on

before Nov. 1st. Any failing

pay by that date will be severe

dealt with at the Arts Concursu

Fees for the girls arc $1.00 an<

are payable to Lillian Gardiner

and Helen Gordon. Fees form
are $1.00 phis an a^dded fee

$2.00 to be used to provide

the Soph-Frosh banquet. M
may pay their fees to Fred Miller

( 1 546-J ) or to Louis Couillard

(1159-J).

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal possible. Patronize

ihem and support your paper.

NATIONS IN LEAGUE
MORE CO-OPERATIVE

(Continued from page 1)

"Perhaps, in time, the humani-

tarian problems dealt with by the

League of Nations will prove to be

its greatest work," Miss Kydd con-

inued.

Questions such as those concern-

unemployment, prisons and

opium traffic are extremely delicate

handle, since the League is com-

posed of so many countries repres-

enting varying social standards. A
common denominator is found and

the League sets the lowest limit to

hich conditions may fall. These

inimum rules and regulations are

sent to every member country.

The work of the Assembly i:

rided among several commissions

These commissions meet every year

discuss accomplishments since

the last meeting.

When, ten days after the appoint

ment of the different commissions

he Assembly met again, the great

question was. "Should the Assem

bly, after receiving the reports o

the commissions, close, or adjourn

to discuss the Italo-Eth'iopian ques-

tion." It was decided to adjourn

Miss Kydd concluded her ad-

dress by discussing informally some

the other women delegates.

\mong the outstanding figures she

mentioned Madame Kallontay, the

Soviet ambassador to Sweden; Miss

Hcnni Forchhammer of Denmark,

who has been a delegate or sub-

stitute delegate to every Assembly

of the League since its formation;

Miss Hesselgren. Swedish senator

and factory expert; finally, Miss

Horsburgh, who represents Dundee

in the British House of Commons.

Dorothy Stuart, candidate for

the office of vice-president of the

A.M.S. executive, spoke briefly to

the meeting. She presented the

Arts-Levnpa-Theology party plat-

form and urged the girls to use

their votes at the coming election.

Margaret Davis, president of

Lcvana, also emphasized that the

members of the society should take

advantage of their franchise, and

asked them to svfpport their can

didatc and the others of the Arts

I .evana-Theology party.

<crV —colicit

mm

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness oE starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort oE soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118 - 120 Princess St.

BARGAIN EXCURSIONS

OCT. 24 and 25— From KINGSTON
(Tickets tlao sold from all adjneeat C.N.R. Stations)

To CN.R. STATIONS in MARITIME PROVINCES
Pro*, ot Quebec; New Brurtiwiel<; Prince Edward Island; Nova Scotia

OCT. 25 to OTTAWA $2.25 Return
OCT. 26 and 27 to MONTREAL $3.50; QUEBEC CITY $6.7S

STE. ANNE DE BEAUPRE $7.35 ROUND TRIP FARES

Tithrls Pans, Transit Limits ond Information from Aientr. Ask for Handbill. ™"

CANADIAN NATIONAL
Aib Aimlt lot Butlcltua ol "Cn.cVi MiB le L.il ConUrt". you but Wlft 1100,00 to. ont \**L

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store -

Downtown Stor

355 Princess Street

—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM ^354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821

BECK1NGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 PrlncMB St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR

All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 princess St. Phone 2S44-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Reevemen Journey

To Meet Mustangs

JUNIORS WILL MEET
GRADSON SATURDAY

BY M. S. LAUDER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work, First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359

4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE

WE
PHONE 2390

CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

226 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c

suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College

Term $600

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Can

BILLIARDS

SEASICKNESS
Seasickness is an acute nausea,

accompanied by repeated vomit-

ing, occuring on ship-board. It

is first cousin to trainsickness and

airsickness. The cause is believ-

ed to\e the excessive stimula-

tion tp the semicircular cana.'S

caused by the motion of the sr,ip.

Seasickness is a great boo,i to

the medical profession ; it makes

steamship companies maintain a

ship's surgeon on each of their

liners. His chief duty is to be

sympathetic to unpppreciat'ivc

sufferers from this rr'alady.

Most of the sufferers arc

middle-aged women; hence the

French phrase' '
"mal-de-mef.

These women.ye quite prepared

to be seasickjjhey go straight to

their cabins*~and think about the

Sahara desert. The net result is

that mos! of them are sick be-

fore the ship leaves the dock.

The patient shows a marked

aversion to food. If he has al

ready eaten a meal, when the at

tail: begins', the aversion may be

very great indeed. The Biblical

adage is applied'1

: "If thine eye

offend thee, pluck it out, and cast

it from thee." One may see the

rails lined with devotees perform

nig this religious exercise
;
only

it is not their eyes which offend

them. During these rites, the

faces of the devotees are usually

a pale green. This is a delicate

compliment to the object of

their worship—the sea. Another

peculiar characteristic is a strange

dislike for sympathy. If one

offers one oT these men a cigar,

he will almost certainly be very

rude.

Tie mental attitude of the

sufferer varies greatly, depend-

ing on the severity of the attack

Thus, one may have only a slight

epigastric discomfort, and.

these cases, the sufferer is usually

hopeful. If he is naturally timid

he abstains from food. If he is

foolhardy, he eals a large meal

This brings on an attack of re

ligious fervour. He longs to

make a votive offering to

Oceanus. There is often a rac

against ' time. Sometimes the

sufferer loses, greatly tn his em

barrassment. This usually teach

es him a lesson.

The ship's surgeon spends h

time going back and forth from

bin to cabin, assuring the

mates, greatly to their disappoint

ment and horror, that they really

aren't going to die. This is al-

ways a great shock to the suffer-

ers, as death is their fondest

hope.

After a couple of days, how-

ever, these victims begin to think

that they may survive after all.

Soon they crawl wanly on deck,

blanching visibly at the sight of

the sea. Many have relapses

brought on by the smell of a

juicy cigar, or injudicious con-

versation about fat pork chops.

If these pitfalls are avoided, the

victims may soon feel up to a

nice rowdy game of shuffleboard,

or some of the other athletic pur-

suits rife on shipboard. The

sufferer is now practically cured,

until his or her next voyage.

(Continued from page 5)

Edwards, Krug, Dennis and

Munro, with the latter looking

after the kicking assignment. Reg.

Barker and Jack Lewis will centre

line which wilt include such stars

i Zvonkin. Jones, Kirkland, Weir.

Peck and Thompson. The

ankle clutching crew recently rein-

forced by Frank Earle and Art

Stollery will also have in its make-

up Johnny Wing, Joe McManus.

Mai Bews, Col Dafoe and Jim

Scott. Chuck Pedt, cx-St. Mike's

luminary, will throw the forward

passes and the big boy should raise

his average of successful heaves

against the Western aggregation.

Fd. Barnabe will probably be on

the receiving end of Peck's tosses.

Queen's realize that a win to-

morrow is an absolute necessity in

order for them to remain in the

race for College honours. A tie

score or a Ios_s would practically

ruin any chance they have of over-

taking ibe leaders, who will meet

each other during the next two

weeks, while the Presbyterians are

trying conclusions with Storen's

battlers. Tomorrow's contest will

mark the season's halfway point

and if Queen's hope to retain their

championship laurels they simp!

have to take Western over the

jumps* inTtwo straight games.

There still remains the same

uncertainty as regards a playoff in

the Intercollegiate loop this season

and at the moment whether the

first and second teams will clash

for the Yates Trophy is problem

atical. However Reeve's stalwart

intend to grab the top spot and let

the other Colleges do the worrying

about the runner-up berth. That,

after all-would-be tfie safest thing

to do.

On Saturday afternoon Murra

Griffin's Tricolor Juniors play

Kingston Grads in a crucial game

to decide the league leadership.

Both teams have won their first two

fixtures and the winner of Satur-

day's game is favoured to win the

group championship. The teams

are well matched and this should

be the best Junior game of the

season.

Queen's are very fortunate in

having as capable a Coach

Murray Griffin to lead the Juniors

He has given them a set of very

deceptive plays which have kept

their opponents guessing in the

games to date. The railbirds are all

of the opinion that this year's

juniors are the best team the

Tricolor lias had in recent years

They have shown by their de

cistve victories over K.C.V.I. and

R.M.C that they are a force to be

reckoned with, they have a well

balanced squad which is not weak

encd to any extent when the sub

are put in the game. In Williams

the Tricolor have a triple threat

halfback who is well supported by

Cummings, Carson and Martison.

Abhott and Wood showed them-

selves to be first class plungers last

Saturday and diey can be depended

on to move the yardsticks. The

rest of the squad play a steady game

although seldom having a chance to

gain any glory. %

Kingston Grads are coached by

Frank Belch who formerly led

K.C.V.I. teams to several cham-

pionships. He has worked wonders

with his squad and they arc a real

threat to the other teams. He has

heavy line and a light and fast

backfield which have played havoc

with the teams they have met this

Fall- In Watts and Smith the

Grads have two husky plungers

who will make things interesting

for Queen's on Saturday.

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

,

141 Princes* St Phone IBM

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

WHEN YOU GET AN
OMINOUS LOOKING

LETTER FROM THE
BURSAR'S OFFICE

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Or. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 34

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

. Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.

ST.

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

LOST

Slide rule in cloak room of

Students' t'liion. Anyone knowing

whereabouts of same communicate

with B. W. King, phone 1416.

TRACK MEET
IN TORONTO

(Continued from page 5)

Varsity. Courtright of Ottawa

U., and Meiklejohn of McGill.

Two other senior footballers

will compete—Grover Dennis in

the high jump, and Johnny Ed-

wards in the pole-vault- Dennis

will have his work cut out for

him in jumping against Worrall

of Varsity, and his own team-

mate. White. Stevenson and

MacDonald, newcomers to track

here this year, will represent

Queen's in the 440 yards and the

broad jump respectively, while

Bob Young, sttiden- track coach,

will round out the mile relay

with Parry. Running and Steven-

son.

Track zoomed to new height*

at Queen's last year, and'the ten

embers of this year's squad are

out to duplicate or better their

previous performance.

DR. FYFE TO SPEAK

AT S. P. M. MEETING

A series of public foruti

sored by the Student

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

spoil

Peact

Movement will open on Mondaj

evening. Oct. 21st. in Convoca^

tiorf Hall at 8.00 p.m. when

Principal W. H. Fyfe will give

an address on "Organizing foi

Peace." Following the main ad

dress Dr. Fyfe will reply to any

questions and general discussion

by those in attendance is invited.

At this initial meeting the

President, Bert Marcnse, will ex-

plain the principles of the Student

Peace Movement and outline its

plan of action for the coming

year at Queen's.

SELECTED FOR
WEARABILITY!

. Tweeds

- Worsteds

- Serges

- Twists^*

Selected lor wearabWty!

But style hasn't been

neglected! On tie con-

trary, these long wear-

ing suits will stand up

to any for style and ap-

pearance. And because

they're long weaj

the style will be with

you tongerl Single and

double breasteds. Mod-

eta tor college men,

business men and the

more conservative

$15 $35

TOP COATS
Roomy raglans and neat fit-

ting allp-ons In Iwccds and

plain ail wool materials. All

carefully tailored and of tlie

latest styles.

$15 $30

FALL HATS
You certainly need a new hat

for FslL May we suggest

stylish new Stetson, now

made In Canada, or any of

our other popular hats.

Park Lane $2.95

Horton S3*96

Brook $5.00

Stetson (lined) $8-50

here—shirts In New Fall pal-

terns—Uea and socks In new hades—heavier underwear

cooler day»—all arc hen. ready for your selection—and at moder-

ate prices, too.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
1M-1M PRINCESS 3T,

PHONE -

HOTEL LA SALLE BLDG.

AO the newest accessories ai.
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Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us
by the Old Reliable

Firm of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
THROUGHOUT,
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain

Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers

$5 and $6
Guaranteed for Wear

McGREGOR'S WOOL
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1S78

For Better Shoes

GET YOUR
Arts Pin
Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Klnoear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princes* St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

BlUroom in Three Lessoni

Tap Dancing Claw or Privato

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princeis and Wellington
WE DELIVER

HARRISON LECTURES
ON WORK OF BACH

The music of eighteenth century

composers is to be the theme of the

new series of gramophone recitals

conducted by Dr. Frank Harrison

the first of which was held Wed-

nesday in Convocation Hall. In

particular Haydn, Mozart and

Beethoven are to be studied.

As Bach is a forerunner to tin's

group Dr. Harrison played three

records, each portraying a distinct

type of his work. These included

a hymn, "Jesu, Joy of Man
Desiring", and in sharp contrast

"Air on the G String", the germ of

all modern music and the greatest

of Bach's organ compositions,

"Pascale for the Organ".

Dr. Harrison pointed out ffi

sudden change in musical expres-

sion from clerical to secular in the

period of Bach to Beethoven and

itrated this with musical

selections.

Guild Chooses Casts
Of Fall Productions

The Queen's Dramatic Guild an

nounccs the casts for its two pub-

lic performances to be offered be-

fore Christmas. "The Shining

Hour" will be staged about the

middle of November and is to be

directed by Dorothy Stuart and
Lome Greene. Later in the same
nonth the Guild will present

'June Moon", directed by Norman
Carruthers.

Parts in "The Shining Hour",
written by Keith Winter, have been

assigned to Dorothy Stuart, Pat

Hathaway, Ann Macdonnell, John
Bell and Lome Greene. One other

part remains to be filled.

June Moon", the co-authors of

which are Ring Lardner and George
Kaufmann, calls for a cast of
twelve. The players in the Drama-
ic Guild production will be Erskine
Morden, Gerald Chernoff, Wilf
Brace, Lome Sabbath, David
Malen, Larry Cromien, B. O'Beirn,
Gladys Smith, Eileen Workman,
Betty MacKenzie, Marion Smith
and Sheila Skelton.

Roberts' Works On

Exhibit In Library

An exhibition of the work of

Goodridge Roberts, Resident Artist

at Queen's L'niversity, is on view in

Room' 111, Douglas Library until

October 29th. The show consists

mainly of water-colours and wash

drawings, many of which were

painted during the past summer in

the vicinity of Kingston and in the

Gatineau valley.

Mr. Roberts is interested in the

fleets of tones and often Imilds li is

forms through contrasts of light

and shade as is seen in his wash-

drawings and pencil sketches of

trees. In nos. 10 and .10, two views

of a loft or attic of a summer

shack, he has used entirely different

treatments owing to the varied light

effects at the two times. In no.

10 he found no strong contrasts of

light and shade and so expressed

the subtle change of tones. In no.

30, painted in the late afternoon,

dark dramatic light effect was

obtained.

In his watercolours he has at-

tempted to achieve a feeling of the

tactile quality of colour and to get

away from the hazy effect of the

atmosphere. This he has accom-

plished most successfully in no. 4,

Dull Day, Gatineau Valley.

Mr. Roberts, who has studied at

the Beaux Arts in Montreal and at

the Art Students' League, New
York, has held one-man shows in

Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa

The following quotation from the

McGilt Daily is fitting for this ex-

bition: "Roberts is no mere ex-

ponent of current fashions in paint-

ing. His work contains those

qualities which, quite irrespective of

current fashions in art, are very

simply excellent qualities."

NOVEMBER 7, DATE
OF FROSH BANQUET

Plans for the Arts' Soph-Frosh

Banquet are proceeding apace un-

der the guidance of Dup Toppin

and his committee. It is planned

to hold the event on Thursday,

November 7. at the Hotel L^Salle

and although no definite arrange-

ments regarding speakers and pVo-

gram have been made, these will he

announced within a few days.

Sophomores who are looking for-

ward to this "free" meal are re-

inded that their tickets of admis-

sion to the dinner will be their'year

fee receipts. In order to save a

rush or even disappointment at the

last minute sophomores who have

not yet paid their fees are urged

to do so at once. Bill Neville or

Tony Coughlin will receive these

one dollar contributions to the

cause of Arts '38 and guarantee the

payer's admission to the festivities

on November 7.

Reed Scouts Stories

Of Russian Poverty

She fattUg (Eramfnrh 3\nmt IHjnp
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University-

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGERS
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2S0O

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacccm

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE. LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS. INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

ARTS PROMISE
TO PROBE FEES

(Continued from page 1)
To gain Levana's votes the

prospective president said the
authorities would be petitioned
lor a joint boys' and girls' smok-
ng-room in the Library.
In conclusion he advised the

voter? to he most careful in the
lection ol the candidates to fill

these most responsible positions
pen to the students of the Uni-
ersity. ]f elected he promised
3nscientious service both by
limself and his party.

Archie Campbell was horn in
St. Thomas and lived there till

entered this University, then
he moved to Kingston. His ex-

: " utility has been rccogmz-
i in his appointment to import-
nt positions both in his year and
n the Arts Society of which he
now president. He served his

apprenticeship for the office he is

ontesting by being a member of
be A.M.S, executive last year.

Lives of great men all remind u
As the

That

r pages o er we turn,

we're apt to leave behind us
Letters that we ought to burn.

SCIENCE BANQUET

The Science Soph-Frosh
Hanquct will be held in the
La Salle Hotel at 7.00 p.m. on
Wednesday, October 23.

Bob Davis Elected Junior
Judge Of Arts Concursus

Bob Davis, Arts '36, was elect-

ed Junior Judge of the Arts Con-
cursus at the annual election held

last Saturday morning in the Arts
Club Room. The Senior Judge.
Bill Stephen, was appointed last

spring.

Mac Hubbell is the new Prose-
cuting Attorney while Don Lapp
will fill the position ,of Junior
Prosecuting Attorney.

Other results were as follows:

Clerk, Jack Lewis; Chief of
Police, Abe Zvonkin

; Crier,

Marty Jones Constables: Senior
Year, Mai Bews and Bill Craig;
Junior Year, Ed Barnabe and
Jack Sutherland

; Sophomore
Year, "Tony" Coughlin and Mai
Cunningham

; Freshman Year,
Terry Cook and Alex Campbell.

Professor Campbell Speaks
On French Cathedrals

Professor P. G. C. Campbell de-
scribed the beauties of the French
calhedrals in the first of a scries of
French lectures presented by the
French CItib, The curiously
wrought doors, the exquisite rose
windows and the flying buttresses
were among the features stressed.

Lantem slides of the cathedrals,
among them Rouen, Notre Dame
and Cannes illustrated the lecture.

FROSH INVITED
TO RECEPTION

(Continued from page I)
with Jack Telgman's orchestra
supplying the music. First-year
students, for whom the dance is

primarily intended, will he intro-
duced to co-eds by members of
the committee in charge, if such
introductions are necessary.
Freshmen are obliged to wear

their tarns and faculty ribbons.

(Continued from page 1)

"Every country in the world is

now lagging in production except

the I'.S.S.R. Capitalism places a

limitation on scientific research and

the present crisis in the capitalist

system is also forcing a crisis in

scientific development. The basic

motive has been profit."

Dr. Reed stated that the Russian

system of socialized medicine could

not be overlooked. The profit mo-

tive has been eliminated and

medical service is being conducted

for the good of the people. The

medical practice and institutions are

divorced from public gain and also

from charity. There is no charge

to patients. Health is regarded as

a matter too important to be left in

the hands of the individual and all

medical institutions are operated by

the state. There are free clinics

for each section of people. The
hospitalization compares very fav-

ourably with that of Canada and

the number of medical schools has

increased from 13 in 1914 to 63 in

1935.

In closing his address Dr. Reed
emphasized the prediction that the

Russian experiment will react fur-

ther in the field of medical

research.

When asked as to the truth about

conditions in Russia, the speaker

did not hesitate to state that he

found the people more happy. The
dress is simple and not elaborate.

The country is not actually classless

as yet, but there is no longer the in-

centive to exploit for individual

profit.

There have been periodic famines

but this item has been greatly ex-

aggerated in the public press of

capitalistic countries. It would he

possible, he said, to make criticisms

of a superficial nature regarding

such characteristics as the cobble

stone streets, but the basic idea is

sound and the biggest objection

which he could make was that he
was unable to adapt himself readily

to the new situation because of his

past associations in the environment
where the profit motive had flourish-

ed. For this he thought criticism

should be directed to himself

rather than to the socialistic system.

In introducing Dr. Reed. Alex
Grant, President of the League for
Social Reconstruction emphasized
the fact that the League has no con-
nection whatever with the Recon-
struction Party as he had heard in-
sinuated hut is a league of people
who condemn the present order be-
cause of its injustices and who de-
sire to reconstruct Society on the
basis of service rather than profit.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE'THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

FRANK MIIS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

MARRISON'S STUDIO
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have theie from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

229

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

The Popular and Practical

GENT'S GLADSTONE
Quality leathers and linings

Fine hardware

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.
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DOCTOR A. KNIGHT

EMERITUS PROFESSOR

DIES INJ6th YEAR

Entered Queen's In 1868
v Life Spent In

Teaching

Retired 1919

Dr.

L.L.D.

A. P. Knight, M.A., M.D.,

F.R.C.S., emeritus pro-

fessor of Biology and Physiology

at Queen's University and graduate

vof the University, died at his home
in Kingston on Friday, October 18,

in his 86th year.

Dr. Knight was educated at Ren-
frew public and high schools and

entered Queen's on the Campbell

scholarship in 1S6S. He graduated

with the degree of B.A. in 1872 and

took his M.A. three years later.

Dr. Knight taught all his life

until his retirement from the

Queen's University staff in 1910.

In 1S72 he was appointed Head-
master of Renfrew High School

and in the next year went to

L'Original High School as head-

master. He later taught at Hawkes-
bury High School.

From 1876 to 1892, Dr. Knight
was principal of the Kingston Col-

legiate Institute and while there

took medical work at Queen's He
passed his final medical examina-
tions at Toronto University and re-

ceived the degree of M.D. in 1886.

Dr. Knight was appointed Pro-

fessor of Animal Biology and
Physiology at Queen's University

in 1892 and occupied the chair until

1^19. After his retirement he con-

tinued to take an active interest in

the affairs of the University and

was on Hie Board of Trustees from
1922-26.

(Continued on page 3)

VARSITY GIRLS TAKE

NET. CHAMPIONSHIP

Tricolor Drop Title Held
For Three

Years

Queen's Win Doubles

Helen Cottee and Barbara

Chubb, Queen's doubles entry in

vVomeil'S Intercollegiate Tennis

tournament, were successful in

retaining the doubles champion-

ship for the fourth consecutive

year. The highest team score went

to Varsity whose players won the

singles. By virtue of their 16

points to Queen's 13 they won the

Intercollegiate championship held

by Queen's for the last three years.

In the first round doubles Queen's

defeated McMaster 6-0; 6-3; in the

second round they won from Mc-
Gi!l 6-2, 6-3 and entered the finals

against Varsity to win 6-3, 6-1.

The playing nf Helen Cottee and

Barbara Chubb was consistently

good, with the latter scoring re-

peatedly on her serves and well

supported by her team-mate's splen-

*"d net play.

' Continued nn page 6)
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DR. FYFE TO REMAIN[UNTIL
THE END OF THIS SESSION

Crown Appointment Makes
Him Principal Of

Aberdeen

Regrets Leaving

Announcement has just been
made that Dr. Fyfe, principal of

Queen's, has been appointed to the

principalship of Aberdeen Univer-
sity in Scotland. This announce
inent comes as a distinct surprisi

to Queen's University but, as the

appointment is made by the Crown
it had to be kept secret until the

King had given his consent.

This consent was given in a cable

received by Dr. Fyfe last Thursday
Although it is not known when the

appointment will go into effect, Dr
Fyfe is sure that he will he able to

remain at Queen's until the end of

the present session. He will be

ceeding in his new post Sir George

Adam Smith, a noted writer and
one of those chiefly responsible for

the recent union of the Church of

Scotland.

Aberdeen University, one of the

old colleges of the British Isleg, was
founded in the fifteenth century. It

has a particularly romantic associa

tion for Dr. Fyfe since Mrs. Fyfe

spent several years in the household

of her uncle, Sir William Geddes

while he was principal of the Uni
versify. Dr. Fyfe has been prin

cipal and vice-chancellor of Queen's

since 1930.

NO TICKETS TO BE
SOLD AT THEATRE

The A.M.S. Theatre Party will

be held tonight at the Capitol The-

atre at 11.30 p.m., when rival can-

didates for A.M.S. Executive posi-

tions will present their platforms.

Tickets are not procurable at the

Capitol but must be secured. from

members of year executives for ten

cents.

Included in the program will he

a feature full-length movie, a Pop-

eye cartoon and several short

subjects.

FILM SOCIETY WILL
SHOW "SIEGFRIED"

NOTICE

There will 1* no issue of the

Journal this Friday. Since

Thanksgiving Day falls on

Thusday the next issue of the

Journal will appear Saturday

morning. All copy must be in

the Journal Office by Thurs-

day
.
night.

POLLS IN GYM FOR

A. M. S. ELECTIONS

All Students Except Frosh
Are Eligible To

Vote

People have been congratu-

lating mi on my appointment

as Principal if slberdccn Uni-

versity. Condolence would be

infinitely more appropriate. It

will be a sore wrench for my
wife and me to leave Queen's

and all the friends, young and

old. who have been so con-

tinuously kind to its. But

change is good for both in-

dividuals and institutions. As
we have been Scots in Canada,

we shall be enthusiastic Cana-

dians in Scotland— and any-

way the day of parting is not

yet, for I hope to be allowed

to finish out the session here.

m H. FYFE.

SCIENCE FROSH FETE
SOPHS TO-MORROW

The height of Frosh ambition

will be reached Wednesday even-

ing when members of Science '39

ill be hosts at the annual Soph-

Frosh banquet. The La Salle

Hotel is the place. 7.00 p.m. the

me. The cost of the evening is

$2.00, which will of course be

paid by the freshmen.

Guest speakers will be Capt. J.

O. Watts, Dean A. L. Clarke,

Prof. A. Jackson. Prof. W. C.

Raker, Prof. R. W. Stevens.

The A.M.S. elections will take

place tomorrow in the lobby of the

gymnasium from 10.00 a.m. to 5.00

p.m. All students except freshmen

are entitled to cast ballots, and a

large vote is expected.

The Mcds-Sciencc party has five

planks in its platform. They promise

efficient administration of the A.

M. Sr, theft protection for every

student, and a recognized coach for

aquatic sports and basketball.

In addition Meds-Science will

seek free telephones for Ban Righ

Hall and year books for every un-

dergraduate.

Against this Arts - Levana

Theology presents a three-fold

platform of investigation into in

creased fees, establishment of ;

common smoking room in the Li

brary and determination of student

feeling on the question of freshman

regulations.

Meds-Science candidates are Rill

Simmons of Science for president;

Lindsay Watt of Medicine for vice-

president ; Archie Kirkland of

Science, for secretary ;
Fcrgie

O'Connor of Medicine for trea-

surer; Tony Forsberg of Medicine

for athletic stick.

Arts and Levana are running as

candidates for the five executive

positions of the A.M.S. Archie

Campbell for president, Dorothy

Stuart for vice-president, Johnny

F.dwards for sccreiary, Reg Barker

for treasurer and Jimmy Peters for

athletic stick. A theatre party

will be held this evening at which

candidates will outline their plat-

forms.

MUNR0 KICKS ALL POINTS

AS QUEEN'S EKE VICTORY

OVER PURPLE GRIDDERS

JOHNWr BUNCO

Tricolor kicking half who accounted
for all his team's points in the
Queen 's-WcsItrn game at London on
Saturday.

Jagson Is Detected

Pulling A Swifty

Phoney Election Promises
Nearly Destroy

Popularity

"Siegfried" will be shown by the

Film Society at its two showings

today. This picture is bused on the

original German legend and follows

remarkably well the original theme.

The setting of such scenes as the

forging of the sword, the slaying

of the dragon, and the lake

of fire are particularly well execu-

ted. The film will have accompany-

ing music by Wagner. It is hoped

lo follow this film with its sequel,

"Kriemhild's Revenge," next week.

These showings are open to all

interesied. Performances will be

at 5 and S in Convocation Hall.

After the evening showing the com-

mittee will present the proposals on

(Continued on page 6)

Life History Of A Cent

Graphic Story Of Copper

BY J. D. BATEMAN

Copper was one of the first

metals to be utilized hy man and.

with the exception of iron, has

proved nioro valuable than any

other metal in the progress of

civilization. The properties of

durability, maleahility and resis-

tance to corrosion have placed

copper in a position of prime im-

portance; and a huge industry is

based on its most valuable

qualityt that of electrical conduct-

ance.

- We are all familiar with the

metal copper but not many of us

know the minerals from which

this metal is derived. An import-

ant function of the Miller Mus-
eum is to display these minerals

so that one can leam to recognize

(hem and become familiar with

the rocks in which they occur.

Copper has the most colorful

variety of minerals of any of the

omtnon metals. Azurite. as its

tunic implies, is a copper mineral

(Continued on page 6)

Col. J. Jag Jagson has the laugh

on the other presidential candidates.

They think they are going to work

on virgin ground at their theatre

party tonight, but the Colonel

stole a march on them last night.

He had a party in the stadium and

it wasn't any theatre party—60

kegs of Tattoo's Beer (advt.) were

distributed among the Colonel's

hearers while die Colonel's tonsils

did handsprings. Your correspon

dent was able to get some of it

verbatim as the Colonel, introduced

by his aide-de-camp, Baron C. R.

Recrgutz, harrangued the mob:
Col. Jagson—As one good poli-

tician to a hunch of stoogvs ! ask

vnuse—What is the greatest menace

facing this university (oday?

Voice—Coulter!

Voice—The CO.T.C!
Voice—Hitler

!

Col. J.—No. No. You're all

wrong my friends. It's as plain as

(he face on your nose. It is unre-

stricted co-education. With me it's

cute co-eds or chaos. If I am elec-

ted I promise to do away with all

matriculation requirements for wo-

men except they all gotla win a

beauty contest.

This will raise the standard of

pulchritude around here so high

(Continued fcm page 61

Tricolor Break Tie After

Third Quarter To
Win 4-1

Thrills Missing

BY AB GRATTON

Four single points, all from the

educated toe of Johnny Munro
were sufficient to give Queen's

senior gridders a 4-1 win over the

last place Western Mustangs at

Little Memorial Stadium in Lon-

don on Saturday. Displaying

little of the form that characteriz-

ed their play against Varsity, or

for that matter against McGill,

the champion Tricolor twelve

were held even for three quarters

of a decidedly dull game by the

Londoners but they had enough

left to rally in the final quarter

to make certain of their first win

of the 1935 campaign, and inci-

dentally their first victory in Lon-

don in four years.

The game contained few thrills

for the crowd which numbered

approximately 3000 fans. Shortly

after the opening kick-off it look-

ed as if the Rcevemen would have

little trouble with the Purple and

White crew, but Storen's squad

improved as the contest went on

and made a real battle of it. In

fact the Mustangs performed so

well up to the end of the third

period that their supporters were

sensing a Purple victor)'. How-
ever. Western faded in the clos-

ing period and Munro's mighty

toe went into action and the re-

sult was a Tricolor triumph.

(Continued on page 5}

McGILL WINS FOURTH

STRAIGHT NETtTlTLE

Queen's Team Trails Field

In Intercollegiate

Tournament

Toronto Second

TRICOLOR

The Editor of the Tricolor

would like it to he known that

anyone subscribing to the year

book at $.1.00 is not obliged to

buy one if the price is forced

to S5.00 hy a lack of sub-

scriptions at the lower rate.

Montreal, Oct. 20 (CP).—Bobby

Murray today extended McGill

University's dominance in the col-

lege tennis world to the fourth con-

secutive year.

Murray won the intercollegiate

singles championship and paired

with Rocke' Robertson to give

Met .ill the doubles. The wins gave

McGill sufficient point* to retain the

team laurels.

George Leclerc of Ottawa, play-

ing for L
r
niversitc de Montxea'.

was crushed in straight sets by

Murray in the singles final. ' -0, 6-2,

6-2. Murray then paired with

liohertson to defeat Bill Piggott

and Alan Eaton, University of

Toronto, 4-<\ 0-2, 8-t>, 6-4, in the

doubles. The tournament was

*taged by L'nivcrsite de Montreal.

(Continued on page 6)

THEATRE PARTY 11.30 TO-NIGHT
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Vote A-L-T for Decrease in Student Fees

sTUDENTS
. ., . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eitabhibtd 1817

INOSTON BRANCH—Kloc * '-
1

• 8t»

W. R. BELCHER, Hauler

SIMMONS ELECTED
For Fine*! Madc-to-Measure

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$16.00

SIMMONS CLOTHES SHOP
79 PRINCESS ST.

Suits and

Overcoats

Clothes that will please the

Young College Fellows

We promise you the best

your money can buy any-

where in Canada.

The Kaufman Clothes

IS-00

The Ascot Clothes

19."

The Felscraft Clothes

22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston') One-Price Clothing

Store

LOSE, WIN or DRAW
on election bets but— You

just can't lose with

Persian Balm

Dainty Skin Protective

Cream

New 2y2 oz. bottles

15c

to-day at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

A Convenient Store* 4

Campus and Gym
The Swimming Club held an or-

ganization meeting on Friday and

it was decided to have the second

meeting at the pool next Friday at

2.00 p.m. An effort will l>c made

to establish pool records and to

encourage diving and life saving.

1 * • *

The first Intcrycar Softball game

will he played on the Lower Campus

today at 1.00 p.m. between '.18 and

'.19.

91!

ceon

E

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnton Sis.

Phones: Office 911—Hoipiul 2700
Evenings by appointment

Send

friends.

the "Journal" to your

$175 a year.

Lieutenant -Govenor
o OpenY.W.C.A.

Hon. Dr. Herbert Rruce, Lieu-

enanl-Governor of Ontario, will

open Jubilee Hall of the Kingston

W.C.A. tonight at 8.00.

Dr. rtnicc was born in Black-

»ck, Ont., and received his M.D.

from the University of Toronto in

1892, with the University ,Gold

Medal and the Starr Silver Medal

Since that time he has studied both

England and on the Continent

and held many offices in medical

societies on both sides of the At-

lantic. In 1016 he was appointed

Inspector - General of Canadian

Medical Services and in January,

be became Consulting Sur-

to the British Armies in

r&nCc which position he held un-

ite end of the war. On Novem-
ber 1st. 1932, he was given the

gh office of Lieutenant-Governor

f Ontario.

Meanwhile he has made a num
bcr of contributions lo both medical

and surgical literature. These

articles have been published in the

Canadian Medical Association

ournal, Annals of Surgery and

Canadian Lancet and Practitioner,

of these may be obtained at

Medical Library here. His

literary activity has not been con-

fined entirely to the field of science.

He has written articles of interest

the laity, such as, "Politics and

C.A.M.C". and "Quacks vs.

Science."

AHCH CAMPBELL

Arch jumped into prominence

from his first year at college.

During bis freshman year he

was a member of the Junior

rugby team and since that time

has served his faculty in both

rugby and hockey. In his

junior year he held the office

of Vice-President of the Arts

Society and Treasurer of Arts

'36; as president of the Arts

Society this year he was offer-

ed the presidential candidacy

for the Arts-Levana-Theology

party.

His past experience on the

A.M.S. executive should qualify

him for president of the Alma

Mater Society.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted by EDMUND BERRY

Camera Club Meets
To Hear Dr. Watson

The Queen's Camera Club will

told a meeting this Wednesday at 5

in the Senate Room of the old

\rts Building. Dr. E. E. Watson,
who is honorary president nf the

Club, will give a talk on "Some Ex-
periences in Miniature Camera
Work". He intends to outline

simple and tried technique in this

kind of work.

An order for the dark room
quipmenl has been sent out, and
the club expect? to have the room
ready for work by next week. It is

planned to give an exhibition of
work some time this year and
those who may not need the tech

meal equipment of the club can
still uke an active part. Those in

tercsted in any way arc invited to
the meeting.

Dr. Watts To Speak
Dr. J. R, Watts will speak on

"Comparative Religion" at a meet-
ing of the S.V.M. to be held Wed-
nesday afternoon at 5 o'clock in the

Seminar Room of Theological Hall

Memoirs of Iho Count de Gram-

mont by Count Anthony Hamilton.

Translated by Horace Walpolc.

I have chosen this book for re-

view not because it is a recent

one. It is not, for it was first

published in France in 1713 and

was translated by Horace Wal-

pole. Sir Walter Scott added

notes to a later edition. It has

never been popular with publish-

ers; the last edition was, I think,

published in 1904. The bonk is

of interest because it gives us a

picture of the lifc
(
of an individual

(and thaL a strange one) at the

English Court under Charles II.

It is a period which, although

there are many interesting vol-

umes of memoirs, is generally left

to be described by Mr. Arthur

Bryant and his fellow historians.

The memoirs of an individual are

more animated in style, more per-

sonal than a history text-book

and from the individual we can

obtain a picture of the age.

The Count de Grammont was
the brother-in-law of Anthony
Hamilton anil it was in 1701

when the Count was about

eighty-five years old that he was
persuaded that the memoirs of

such a strange and interesting

character might be published

We are told nothing of his birth

md education—both are some
''' hal of a mystery — and the

Memoirs opens with the first of

the many adventures of which
this man's life consisted. The
heroine, 'we might almost say, i:

Lady Chesterfield, the Count*:

Olisin. It would indeed be hard

to find a heroine—there arc many
ladies in these pages, many of

them famous (or notorious)

There is Pretty, Witty Nell, The
Duchess of York. Lady Castle

maine, Lady Roberts. This man
knew them all—he pursued them
all inch; ling the kit.L. ;. njugtres

with an energy which flattered

the ladies and which terrified the

rest of the court.

Count Grammont achieved

great military glury in France.

The stOry as we might expect,

deals sparingly with battles and

elaborates incidents in w h i c h

Grammont hail a part—affairs of

honor, gambling debt*, Wine
flows freely. Then the Count
turns .to other battles. As his

biographer says, "Military glory
is at most oiffc-half of the accom-

plishments of heroes, Love must

give the finishing stroke, and

adorn their character by the diffi-

culties they encpunter, the tem-

erity of their enterprises, and

finally, by the lustre of success."

Of the temerity of Count de Gram-

mont we have no doubt. He and

his friend Count Halta set out

for Turin, "where the wives were

less respectful to their husbands,

and exceedingly courteous to

strangers." "The lustre of suc-

ess," however, was not achieved

i Turin. It was in E*ngland

that the handsome young French-

man won his greatest battles for

the ladies. It was in England

that he angered the King. It

i England that titled hus-

bands pursued him with a vigor

only equal to that of his pursuit of

their wives.

Grammont was a master of

brilliant repartee—and art which

s dead in our own times. Many
of bis Bon-mots are told in this

book. One day when Charles II

dined in state, he made Gammont
notice that he was served "upon

the knee;" a mark of respect not

ommon at other courts. "I thank

your majesty - for the explana

tion," answered Grammont, "'.

thought they were begging par-

don for so had a dinner." There
ire many famous characters in

the story and among them all

goes the Chevalier de Grammont,
leaving behind him excitement

(and often trouble) like the wav-
es set up by the passing of a

ship.

ARTS SOCIETY HAS
TEA DANCE FRIDAY

With the Arts Society as their

hosts, the Arts Freshmen and

Levana will be guests at a Tea

Dance next Friday afternoon at

Grant Hall. Dancing to the strains

jf Cuth Knowlton's orchestra will

:ontinue from four p.m. to six

|i.m. 5tudents, other than Arts

Frosh and Levana will be charged

:wenty-five cents to help defray

expenses.

The tea dance will give the stu-

dents an excellent opportunity to

further their acquaintance witli

Levana so well begun at the Fresh-

men's Reception last Friday. With

the girls being admitted gratis there

certain to he a large turnout of

the frail element which the non-

paying Arts Frosh will also be there

in full force, Therefore every

upper - classman should for the

meagre sum of a quarter turn out

for a couple of hours of frivolity

order not to let the Frosh

get ahead of them with Levana.

Music Club Meeting Will

Feature Works of Schubert

The Music Club will meet Thurs-

day, 7.30 p.m., at the home of Mrs.

MacPhail. 50 Clergy St. E. The

evening will be devoted chiefly to

the works of Schubert. The pro-

gram will include: The Unfinished

Symphony; and the songs, dcr

Erlkonig, Hark. Hark the Lark

Whz to Sylvia Serenade Thine

is My Heart; Hedge-Roses, etc,

Symphonic Espagnole, played by

Yehudi Mcnhuin, and also some

selected shorts will be heard. ,

"Mummy, didn't you say that

baby had your eyes and daddy's

nose?"

"Yes, sonny."

"Well, you'd better" keep your

eyes on him ; he's got grandpa's

teeth now." —The Gatewav.

Forum Meeting Postponed

The meeting of the Forum which

was to have been held on Friday

evening, October 18th, has been

postponed to Friday of this week

at 6.45 o'clock in the Sergeants'

Mess at the Union. Captain J. O.

Watts will speak.

Hickory, Dickory Dock,

The mice ran up the clock,

The clock struck one

—

But the rest got away.

—Gateway.

Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us

by the Old Reliable

Firrc1 of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
THROUGHOUT,
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain

Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers

$5 and $6
Guaranteed for Wear

McGREGOR'S WOOL
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

B.W.F. NOTICE

The B.W.F. Society will meet
in the Gym this afternoon at 4.30.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

Stone's SUnuier ®l?ap
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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PLEBESCITE: FROSH RULES
She

•fiHrCaUum <Bift

Reproductions of "L. H.

Morris" pen sketches of

Queen's buildings.

Appropriately framed

Attractively priced

395 Princess St. Phone 1931

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25e

70 Princess St. Kingston

SAVE $ $ $ $

RENT YOUR

TYPEWRITER
from

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

JR.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

LOOK AT YOUR
HANDS - - -

OTHERS DOI
Keeping the handa relrcihti and white
la quid lomc job when one hu lo

puitdlt about in Ubi hall a day it a
lima with iu accompinirntnt ol 1ft-

quanr waihinji.

There are lewer oil ilanrta In the hinrli

than any other pari of the body. With
th* hindi frequently in ivater they be-
come dried out, aore, chafed and very
uily and red.

A lew dropi ol 1LASOL rubbed in

(rtquenlly realore* ludicient oil to

'ftp the hande alwaya preienlable.
Every co-ed lhould Weep 1 JSC bottle

ol ILASOL on her bathroom ahell and
lo>c hand consciousness.

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

The Soap Box

A medium tor the expression of

student opinim on any topic con

ccrning Queen's University.

The editor of (lie Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered con-

fidential if the writer so desires.

i

DOBOTHY E. STUART

Prominent in undergraduate

activities since her first year in

college Dorothy has been able

to maintain a high scholastic

record. She has been outstand-

ing in debating circles, repre-

senting her college against

McMaster and McGill in form-

er years, also having wide ex-

ecutive experience, serving on
the Levana Executive, The
Dramatic Guild and various

offices of Arts '36, and feels

that the women of Levana
should have more adequate

representation on, the A. M. S.

Executive. Dot states she will

back her Party policy to the

utmost.

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2300

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

Post Mortem deplores inefficiency of

,
some professors.

Soap Box Editor,

Dear Sir

:

May I take some space in the

Soap-Box column to bring to the

attention of the students a subject

which seems to be taboo for gen-

eral criticism among the under-

graduate body. I refer to the

downright inefficiency of a few

professors and I am glad to say it

is only a few. We, the students,

are paying to receive courses of in-

struction in certain subjects. We
do not ask to be spoon-fed as in

high school but siinply want the

professor to lecture on the course

and not talk for whole periods on

such subjects as how to study, why

I take attendance, etc. Speaking of

attendance, it may be noted that

those professors who are most strict

on attendance records usually create

the least interest among the stu-

dents about their courses hecause

the professor who comes to class

with his lecture prepared is so in-

terested in his subject that he often

forgets this unnecessary red tape

and his class is carried along with

him and their interest sustained

from the time lie enters the room

Until the bell sounds. Some of the

cleverest professors in their own

studies are the poorest teachers

simply because they do not take

time to prepare their lectures and

know exactly what they are going

to talk on before coming to class.'

Isn't there some way by which,

with the co-operation of the staff

->nd students alike, we can remedy

this Situation rather than suffer in

silence at the expense of our studies

as so many have done before us.'

Occasional supervision of lectures

by the authorities might help.

Yours truly,

Posl Mortem.

DOCTOR A. KNIGHT

DIES IN 86 th YEAR

In 1875 Dr. Knight married Cor-

delia Elizabeth Workman who sur-

vives him. He is also survived by

two daughters, Mrs. Lincoln Stao-

ler of New York and Miss Phyllis

Knight of Kingston and his son

Cyril Knight of Toronto.

Dr. Knight's work as a teacher

was a valuable contribution to the

development of Queen's and
through Queen's students to the

Dominion. Even more valuable

was the work he has done for Cana

dinn fisheries through the Biological

Board of Canada and in private

research.

His chief activities included early

experimental work, research in the

lobster industry and investigation

into present methods of fish culture

Dr. Knight introduced breeding

sanctuaries for lobster and im-

proved methods of canning. Due
to his efforts and investigation the

present system of fish culture was

adopted. He was the author nf>

several text hooks on chemistry,

physiology and hygiene and many
scientific papers.

All. Species Of Life

Linked Robb States

All Students Invited To
Newman Club Dance

The Newman Club will hold its

mnual Freshman reception in

Grant Hall on Wednesday evening.

Music will he supplied hy Jack

Telgman and his orchestra. Dancing

will begin at nine o'clock.

All are invited to attend ; mem-

bers of the Newman Club, co-eds,

and Newman Club Freshmen are

to he admitted free of charge; a

nominal admission wi(l be expected

from others wishing to attend.

Coming Events

Today:

3.30p.m.—English Club

Red Room
4.30p.m.—B.W.F. Meeting

Gym
5.00p.m.—Art Lecture

Physics Lett. Room
5.00p.m. and 8.00p.m.—Film

Club

Convocation Hall

11.30p.m.—Theatre Party

Capitol

Wednesday, Oct. 23rd:

10.00a.in: to 5p.m.—A.M.S.
Elections, Gymnasium

5.00p.ni.—Camera Club

Senate Room
—S.V.M.

Theol. Club Room
7.00p.m.—Science Soph-Fjnosfa

Banquet. La Salle

9.00p.m.—Newman Club'

Freshman Reception

Grant Hall

Thursday. Oct. 24:

l.OOp.m.— Dmil.lt- Header

Rugby. Stadium

7.30p.m.—Music Clfcb

50 CJergy St. E.,

Friday. Oct. 25:

4.00p.m.—Tea Dance
Grant Hall

6.45p.m.—Foruin

Students' Union

"Life runs in a circle, each

species being dependent on the

other in some manner", was the

keynote of Wallace Havelock

Robb's address on Interdepend

ence of Species, given at the Na
tural History Club.

To illustrate his point Mr.

Robb cited several examples of

his own observation at his estate

Abbey Dawn. The underbrush had

been taken out of the forest area

and as a direct result the spring

dried up and the tree tops wilted.

By allowing the brush to grow for

six years the springs ran continu-

ously even in a dry* summer stmpl

because the underbrush prevented

drying out of the soil.

The speaker also deplored the

prevalent war on hawks and owls,

and pointed_out that Abbey Dawn
was the first hawk and owl

sanctuary in Canada, possibly in

America. The health of other

creatures depends on these birds as

they remove all deceased and weak

animals which are sluggish and

easily captured. If left to run in

the woods they spread infection

imong their kind and in this

manner we can account for th

epidemics that break out among

partridges, rabbits, etc.

The large number of crows maj

be accounted for in the same way,

namely that hawks are their natural

enemies and a decrease in the nam
her of hawks gives a resultant in

crease in the crow population. Soot

they become a menace to the ducks

by destroying the eggs and we must

organize a prow shoot as a last re-

sort when ih the first place if we

had not upset the delicate pattern of

interdependence of species this

would not he necessary.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

FRANK 14 11%
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 57&V 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

MARRISON'S STUDICT
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Hotel Lea Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

FOR STUDENTSCONTRACT
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3180

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

W© have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

SS PRINCESS STREET (OppoiHf Tivoli Theatre)

Arts Banquet

The committee in charge of the

Aris Soph-Fnuh Banquet which is

lo he held on Thursday. November

7th, announced that the feature

Speaker on the program will be

Dr. H. L.' Tracy, Head of the

Classics Department. Other in-

teresting features of the evening

will he announced later in the week.

S.C.M. Tea

The Student Christian Move-

ment held their annual Tea and Sale

in Grant Hall last Saturday after-

noon, Mrs. Vlastos and Miss

Kvdd presided at (he lea table

which was tastefully decorated

with autumn flowers.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programmes Every

Corudtutions
117 Brock St

" Description

Phone 1510

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas -StfBtaiirant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoags Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519 • • • PRINCESS ST.

""URYcXPEACOC*
J-NONE 343 NEXT TO IOBLAWS -
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Theatre Etiquette and Those

Who Break It

For several years we have been attend;

ing inovinp pictures for the purpose of en-

tertainment and recreation. For these same

several years our chances of obtaining this

entertainment and recreation have been

seriously imperilled by certain people who

feel tht-y must let everyone know just what

they think of the picture. These people are

either supreme egotists who think that the

audience is interested in their remarks of

contempt., uncultured boors who have no

sense of the fitness of things, or just plain

darn fools devoid of everything except their

own inherent belief in their ability to be

smart.

These morons crack peanuts in the midst

of the dialogue, shuffle candy bags at every

opporlunity, discuss with their neighbour

every incident in the picture, laugh at

tragedy, or guffaw boorishly at every hum-

orous episode. College students are, we

feel, as bad or even worse than the aver-

age in this respect. There is a certain type

ol college student, noticeable in every

Faaill) . who fexls that college is an institu-

tion where men become men, and women,

—We don't know their views on women. At

any rate, they consider it most unmanly to

make any show of emotion, to have any-

thing to do with sweet sentiment. With
such an attitude we can have no quarrel.

But we do tpiarrel with their intolerance of

sentimental emotions in others.

Last Saturday evening we went to see

a truly fine performance by Greta Garbo in

Tolstoy's "Anna Karcnina.",- Behind us

sat two smart college boys who seemed to

feel that Miss Garbo'a acting was a bit too

tragic, too sentimental for their toughened
college constitutions. Again, we have no
quarrel with them for that. But they were
not content to steel their hearts against

such childishness; they must needs let tht

rest ol the audience know that sweet sent!

ment found no haven in their breasts. They
failed to realize that the dramatic ability

of Greta Garbo in such a picture as "Anna
ICorenina" is appreciated by a great many
people. They failed to realize that by their

Own boorish conduct they were spoiling the
picture for those who. like ourselves, were
yitally interested in it.

During the scene depicting Anna
suicide, one of the most magnificent pieces
of acting combined with sound effects we
have iver seen, these snickers from behind
did lluir best to spoil a beautiful and tragic

episode. Surely, after seeing Garbo on th
screen for ten years such manly morons
must know what is in store for them when
they attend one of her pictures. Why do
they go when they realize that it will hav.
no appeal for them? It cannot be because
they are continually hoping for something
better, or they would view the production
with mure sympathetic understanding.

it is because they have nothing else to do,

then their mentality must be at an extreme-

ly low level. When people must see some-

thing they don't like just because it gives

them something to do we feel there can

be little hope held out for their ultimate

mental recovery.

All of us occasionally see pictures which,

to us, are utter rot from start to finish.

But we hope that we have sense and man-

ners enough to remember that, no matter

what we think of the picture, there are

others in the audience who are enjoying

and appreciating it. We readily admit that

we are what is commonly known as a

Garbo-maniac. And. what is more, we like

to he able to enjoy her pictures. But we

even sit through the awful mixture of

grunts and noises issuing from somewhere

down Bert Lahr's throat without telling

the audience what we think of it. We feel

that there are some people in the theatre

who appreciate such mutilation.

We are all for some form of theatre

etiquette which would place clothes-pins

upon the lips of all these morons who laugh

in the wrong place every time. Every pic-

ture is appreciated by some people in the

theatre. Every misplaced laugh and com-

ment help* to spoil the picture for those

people.

A Pacifist And A Humorist
Two prominent men figured in the death

columns of yesterday's papers. In England

the Rt, Hon Arthur Henderson, former

Labor Party chief and anti-war crusader,

the victim of a complication of inter-

nal disorders. In 1933 be was awarded the

Carnegie Peace Award and the following

ear he received the Nobel Peace Prize. He
.as president of the futile International

Disarmament Conference at Geneva. Major

Clement Attlee, new leader of the Labor

party, said, "Henderson's death removed
one of the greatest champions of the cause

of world peace."

i the United States, on the same day.

Sydney Smith, creator of the Gumps comic

trip, was killed in an auto accident. Since

1918 Andy, Min and Bim have been pro-

voking laughter in all parts of the world.

Both of these men have gone leaving

the world better for their having lived.

Both were striving in their own way to

bring happiness and joy to humanity. Hend-
erson had the long view, Smith the short.

Arthur Henderson was working for those,

not yet born, who might someday live in

world free of war and unhappincss.

Sydney Smith was catering to the needs

of the present, bringing a little fun and
happiness to the thousands who must live

in our present world of war and hatreds.

Although Mr. Henderson's goal was un-

doubtedly higher, both had their own par-

ticular work to do, and both did it well.

Editorial Comment

1
1

is hoped that every student will turn
out to ihc theatre party tonight and hear
what the candidates have to say. Only
this way can one hope to vote intelligently

Official Notices

Thanksgiving Day

Thursday, October 24th, will beThanks-

giving Day and a public holiday. No class-

es will be held at the University on that

day. All classes will be held as usual on

Wednesday, October 23rd. and on Friday,

October 25th.

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible.

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible. x

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec-

tion will this yW hold a special prelimin-

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi-,

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The

University will pay the expenses of the

visit to Toronto for any Queen's students

thus selected.

November Hour Examinations, 1935

During the first week in November one-

hour examinations will be held in all First

Year Science classes except Surveying, and

in every Arts class numbered A, 1, 2.

Except in the period when an examina-

tion is substituted for a lecture, class work

will proceed as usual and regular attend-

ance is required.

Students are requested to observe the

bulletin hoard as the time-table for the

November examinations has ' now been

posted.

TO THE EDITOR

H the Alumni Dance in Grant Hall ncx
Saturday night attracts as many students
as ii did after the Varsity game, the Alumn
will be forced to consider enlarging the
ni.wly-redecoratcil hall.

Born In Toronto. Dies In Buffalo
Headline in Toronto Mail and Empire.

Ah me, life is so short.

The Editor,

"Queen's University Journal."

Dear Sir:

On behalf of the Directors of the Gen-

eral Alumni Association, may I extend to

the students sincere thanks for the valuable

co-operation they gave, through the

"Journal" and in numerous other ways, in

making Reunion week-end so enjoyable for

the many alumni who returned to renew

acquaintance with their Alma Mater and

their old classmates.

The Association is particularly grateful

to the "Journal" for its editorial "Welcome"
to the graduates—the whole tone of which

indication of the true Queen's spirit

—

and for the advance publicity it gave to the

Reunion dance. The results of this public-

ity were very evident from the great crowd

that attended the Saturday-night function,

the net proceeds from which have consider-

ably reduced the Association's debt for the

renovation of Grant Hall.

With reference to the subsequent editorial

the "Journal" regarding the acoustic

properties of Grant Hall, 1 may say that

the renovation of the Hall these were

given expert attention. 1 believe that on

ordinary occasions it will be found that

the acoustics are quite satisfactory. With
such a crowd as was tn Grant Hall on Sat-

urday evening, however, an unusual prob-

lem arises. The noise of seven or eight

hundred people dancing and talking has to

lie overcome by the orchestra—a difficult

matter in itself—and then to the normal

absorption of sound by the acoustic plaster

on the ceiling must be added the absorption

by the very large crowd.

It had been arranged that four loud-

speakers would be used on Saturday even-

ing to carry the music adequately to the

rear of Grant Hall, and thus meet the

-pecial difficulties mentioned. The neces-

sary use of direct current, however, for the

polishing of the floor during the afternoon,

following Convocation, precluded the in-

stallation and testing of the speaker^ until'

alter the polishing was completed. There
was then time to place only two instru-

ments, instead of four as had been original-

ly planned. I do not think that there is

at present any acoustic problem at Grant
Hall that cannot be solved readily by sound
amplification suitable to the function beinjr
held. '

Yours very truly.

Gordon J. Smith,

Secretary -Treasurer.

General Alumni Association.

Prof. Curtis Talks On
Capitalistic Economy

The phrase "Poverty amidst

plenty" was claimed utterly mean-

ingless by Prof. C. A. Curtis in an

address on "Capitalism" at a

meeting of the League for Social

Reconstruction held last Sunday.

The phrase he continued was mean-

ingless inasmuch as the statement

resolved itself into a matter of

economics wholly compatible with

the present system, and would as a

matter of fact exist under any

system.

The present system of economics

is one of scarcity relative to human

wants', Upon this basis is formed

the technique of our present capit-

alistic system. Resources within

this system are allocated by the

price system, which, the speaker

claimed, functioned to indicate to

producers the needs and wants of

society.

Under this system there are two

kinds of competition, simple and

imperfect. Simple competition

means one equilibrium price about

which prices oscillate. This maxi-

mizes natural income and results

in a maximum flow of goods and

services. In imperfect competition

and monopoly the price is indeter-

minate. Here we arrive at condi-

tions where supervision is neces-

sary. However it was inconceivable

that we should ever have a capital-

istic society completely under

control.

Professor Curtis further conten-

ded that any society which operates

on a large scale must be co-opera-

tive and this is true of the capitalis-

tic society of today.

The chairman, Hy. Levine, an-

nounced that the topic of next

eek's meeting was "The De-
velopment of Capitalism During the

Nineteenth Century".

G. Roberts To Speak

"Domestic Architecture and De-

corative Art" will be the subject of

an illustrated lecture by Goodridge

Roberts. Resident Artist at Queen's,

this afternoon at five o'clock in the

Physics Lecture Room, Ontario

Hall.

SWEET
CAPORAL

5S Pohei Handi, any numben,
now accepted «i a complete id.

m
STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

Never Late for 8 O'clocks

Eat at

UNIVERSITY DRUG STOBE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN AT 7.30 A.M.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

^VATTS, FLORIST
Jlifcst Es'aMished Florist in Kingston

Plowers For All Occasions
We lelegrapli flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
lus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

iftnrtgolit (Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

PHjM800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

STUDENTS
- NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S 1T
H
0°,1

123-125 PRINCESS ST.
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JIMMY PETERS FOR ATHLETIC STICK

Elect Peters for Conscientious Athletic Representation

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

THE WESTERN-QUEEN'S GAME
c„n ;^°?£V' iCt° riTJ
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°f ,he n,ost l'""""«ting the writer has witnessed

in imercoHcffiate circles in years. It lacked the color and fight of G.H«c
contests and consisted in the main of two bucks and a kick, with the
opposing s,des often neglecting to rap the line for two smashes and
relying mainly or

i
their hooters. The result of course was a kicking

duel and in this Queen s fared much Letter than the Western warriors
as the score would indicate.

The Tricolor seemed to be playing under wraps but it was always
apparent that they could claim a triumph with a reasonable amount of
effort.

Ted Reeve's gridders rise to the occasion when called upon, and
seem to be at their best when opposing highly rated teams, and perhaps
the fact that they were filling an engagement with the la*t plaecrs had
an effect on their general play which at no lime was particularly
brilliant.

However, a great deal of credit is due the Mustangs for their feat
in holding the Tricolor to four single counters. Storcn's gang arc im-
proving and will perhaps be a factor in the College loop within a year
or two.

The Presbyterians are capable of much better football than they dis-
played on Saturday, and should take the London students quite easily
Iiere next Saturday. Every win is important from now on and the
Rcevcinen will be up with the lenders before long.

They have the ability and when once aroused are capable of beating
any club in the Union. Here's hoping they get mad before next Satur-
day and we will sec a real football game!

VARSITY LEADS COLLEGE CIRCUIT
Warren Stevens' weakened Blue squad vaulted into first place in the

Intercollegiate standings on Saturday by virtue of a 12-7 victory over
McGill Rcdnien.

From all accounts the Blues were hard pressed to down (he strong
Montreal aggregation, but they were good enough to hold a one touch-
down margin over the Reds and that was sufficient to land them at

least temporarily in the top spot.

McGill appear to have a team of championship quality and judging
liy the form they have flashed to date will be contenders all the way.

At present Varsity leads the pack with 5 points. McGill are second
with 4. Queen's third with 3 while Western ranks last with no points
in three games.

The standing will likely undergo another change after next Satur-
day's fixture for last week's opponents will go right back , at each
other.

It's going to be a close race right down to the finish, because the

first three teams are evenly matched and some stirring struggles will be
seen before the champions arc declared.

TRICOLOR lis AND Ill's PLAY THURSDAY
Queen's Intermediates and Junior rugby squads will be hosts to the

two R.M.C. grid outfit; on Thursday afternoon at Richardson Stadium.
' The first fixture, a Junior O.R.F.L'. scheduled contest, is hilled for

one o'clock, with the Intermediate encounter due to start immediately
aftcr the Juniors strut their stuff.

The twin bill is an attractive one and should draw a hig holiday

crowd, as the four teams involved play a wide open game which is

pleasing to watch.
We'll see you there!

JIMMY PETERS

Jimmy entered Queen's in

the fall of 1932 with an ambi-

tion to box. After a very dis-

couraging start be became, in

his Sophomore year. Intercol-

legiate light heavy weight

champion. He repeated this

performance last year and
seems headed for this third title

this year. In recognition of

this spendid record he was

elected President of the B.W.F.

Club and added to this he has

been further honoured by being

made manager of the Senior

Football team. His participa

tion in these sports and his

knowledge of other athletic ac-

tivities gives him an excellent

insight ntn sports at Queen's.

"SLATER" SHOES
$6.50 and $7.50

"HE MAN"

SHOES
Yes. sir! Real HE MAN shoes
for gentlemen who are pirticu-

lar. No frail weak sho« here
at all. Just the finest your money
can buy in Brogues Dress
Shoes and straight Patterns.

NaborhooD
1 66 Princess SHOE STORE Phone 704

McGill Track Stars

Take Intercollegiate

BY JOHNNY EDWARDS

In the first open intercollegiate

Track Meet held at Varsity

Stadium on Friday, McGill,

champions of the cinders for six

years, retained their title in an

afternoon of thrills and record-

breaking. They garnered a total

of 56 points to outclass Varsity,

who were second with 32. West-
ern and McMastcr, the newcom-
ers this year, rated 26 and 15

points respectively, while our

own Queen's team made but 6.

GroVer Dennis was the lone

Tricolor winner, ami captured the

high jump crown at 5 feet 8$i

inches in a very select field. Abe

ZvoiiRIn was the only other point-

scorer, getting a third in the dis-

cus throw. Ken Running and

Vic Knowles were eliminated in

very fast sprint heats, but Parry

of Queen's ran a dogged race in

the classy mile which saw Phil

Edwards, former Olympic star,

set a blistering pace. The latter

ran a fine half in record time of

1 minute 57.2 sees., but was given

a great battle hy Conway of Var-

sity until the last ten yards.

Edwards was beaten in the

quarter hy Loaring of Western,

who also won the 100 yards in

close to record time. The final

« f the 120 yard high hurdles was

(Continued on page 7)

TWO RUGBY TEAMS
PLAY ON THURSDAY

Thursday afternoon at one

o'clock at Richardson Stadium

Queen's Juniors hope to continue

their winning ways when they

clash with R.M.C. in the opener

of a Thanksgiving Day double-

header.

Murray Griffin's charges have

scored three consecutive victories

and a win Thursday will mean a

definite step towards their group

championship. The Tricolor al-

ready hold a decisive win over

the Cadets and are confident of

repeating.

The second half of the twin

bill at three o'clock will see the

Tricolor Intermediates attempt

to wipe out the stain of defeat

which the Cadets plastered on

them last Saturday. The squad

is completely rested after Satur-

day's rough tussle and two good

workouts 'today and tomorrow

will place them in the pink,

Coach Ralph Jack was in a

belligerent mood during Satur-

day's game and afterwards was

emphatic in saying that Thurs-

day's encounter will tell a differ-

ent story. The players all con-

cur in this outlook and will prove

that actions speak louder than

words,

Both clashes are Queen's home

games and a good crowd should

he on hand to cheer their favorit-

es on to victory.

MUNRO'S BOOTING BRINGS TRICOLOR

VICTORY OVER WESTERN MUSTANGS

(Continued from page 1)

A strong downfield wind

sweeping in from the south was
an important factor during the

tilt and enahledi the opposing

kickers to get away some mam-
moth hoists especially when they

had the breeze in their favor.

Queen's had the wind at their

hacks during the last fifteen min-

utes and they lost little time in

grabbing a lead ^hich they were

never in danger of losing.

Called to win handily over their

lowly opponents the Tricolor fail

ed to live up to advance notices

and looked to be merely going

through the motions for the

greater portion of the encounter.

On the defence the Kingston stu

dents showed strength but their

attack depended entirely on the

overhead route where Munro

easily outhoofed young Doug
Shales, the Mustang hooter. At
one time in the fourth quarter

Queen's looked to be on their

way to a touchdown after they

had recovered a Western fumble

on the Mustang's 8 yard stripe

but three successive smashes at

the light Purple line netted them

only 5 yards and as a result they

lost possession of the hall. Again

in the initial session the Tricolor

had the oval on the Mustang's 20

yard marker directly in front of

the London uprights and a place-

ment seemed certain. However,

the ball hit the goal posts and

bounded out about 8 yards where

a Western man fell on it to pull

his team out of a bad hole. On

the above plays Queen's bad the

opportunities to gain a com-

manding lead but as in pre\ inu-

games this season they were

found wanting when scoring

.hances were in the offing

Making but little impression

against the lighter Western front

wall the Presbyterians met with

considerable success on exten-

sions. The Krug to Munro to

Edwards hackficld combination

ran the ends for lengthy gains on

four occasions and this represent-

ed the total number of Tricolor

first downs throughout the game.

Western on the other hand mov-

ed the sticks 6 times, using for-

ard passes in 3 instances and

straight plunges through the

Queen's first line of defence in

their olhcr three successful at-

tempts. Queen's, however, had

light edge on their inexperi-

enced rivals practically all

through the contest and were

never seriously threatened.

With the wind behind thein in

the first period the Tricolor soon

drove the Mustangs back well in

the vicinity of their own goal

posts, but despite the definite ad-

vantages they held in the play

Ted Reeve's aggregation coutd

only score one point, that being

a long drive by Munro to the

deadline for a single point. From

this point on to the final minutes

of the first half when Shales

forced Munro to rouge on a hoist

that had plenty of leather behind

it, the two teams battled it out

with neither side showing any

thing out of the ordinary. The

play in the first 30 minutes was.

in fact, devoid of anything that

appruached brilliant football and

led one to suspect that the spring

like weather had something to do

with it. However, the score was

tied and that gave the Western

rooters one of their few chances

to make themselves heard.

Play in the third quarter wa

similar to that of the preceding

periods. Western had the advan

tage of the wind but could not

get close enough to appear

langerous.

Early in the final chapter

Queen's took the lead when

Munro lofted a high one to Box.

w ho tumbled temporarily Behind

his own line but quickly gathered

in the oval to yield a point on a

rouge. A few minutes later the

Tricolor had the pigskin on

Western's 8 yard line and hopes

for a major score to break the

monotony of a game that had few

thrilling spots in it were high.

The Mustangs held the Tricolor

to a five yard gain on three downs

and consequently obtained the

hall which Shales promptly shot

out of the danger zone. Munro

continued l::a sensational kick:n£,

ill this quarter and set the Mus-

tangs hack on their heels with

his towering drives. Before the

period ended the Tricolor ace

skied one to the deadline and

drove another to Box who was

rouged, to bring bis team's total

to four points. Western then

staged a mild offensive which

earned them two first downs on

successive smacks at the line by

Charley Box and Ryder, but the

(Continued on page 7)

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

GTo Students of (Quern's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watchei And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

g>mith 2ir0B. Jeweler*, ftimttefc
PHONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOXX TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Esprew Office

'Phone 2111

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eyo Giants Repaired Broken Lenses Replace^

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONEfrS27

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing radquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods C<
88 PRINCESS STREET

"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE 529
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Reg Barker for Treasurer
Experience and Ability to Protect Your Finances

M -

T -n Reg Barker has a fine repu- K
__ .

,

ibrarian To Speak HISTORY OF A CENT

fore English Club
j

IS STORY OF COPPER

E.\C. Kyte, the University Li-

braridu, will si>eak on "Some Mod-

am N»elilts" at the second meet-

ing of the English Club, to he held

at 3.30 Vis afternoon in the Red

Room, Ar\s Building.

Mf. Kyic, who i> especially in-

terested in Vnodcrn literary trends

will discuss Wch writers as Naomi

Mitchison, Constance Holme and

Ruih Suckovl These authors are

well known in England hut Cana-

dian readers arc not so familiar

with their worn.

An opportunity for discussion

will he providedlafter the address.

Details nf the forthcoming short

story contest to heWpohsored by the

Club will be announced. Tea will

be served at tbi close of the

meeting.

JAGSON IS DETECTED
PULLING A SWIFTY

(Continued frontpage 1)

there will lie such? competition

among (lie co-eds fur .dates all the

boys can turn gigolo ana work their

way ihrough college.
|

Cuosus
|

Hurrah, hurrah for t'ohnel Jagson,

The people's cherce, the man the

tag's on;

We'll vote for you good Colonel

Jagson,

If you gtVe us hahes with nifty lags

on.

Voices—Aw, That's a lot of the

cow's husband, We sa\t you at the

Ran Righ tea dance, you old goat,

handing out cigars and kissing

frcshcttes. You promised thet»
you'd sell degrees to bring dumb
sen* of rich men to college.

C6l, Jagson blushed and shook

his beard and Raron Bctrgntz just

saved the situation by rolling twelve

more kegs of Tatton's Itcer down
to the mutinous mob.

FILM SOCIETY
GETS "SIEGFRIED"

(Continued from page 1)

which it has been working for the

approval of the Society. ,

Last, week the executive of the

Society was chosen as follows:

Honorary President, Prof. L. Law;
Chairman, M. LcHuquc^ Vice-
Chairman and acting Secretary,

Colin B. McMillan; Musical Direc-
tor. M. Cowie; Committee,

J. K.
B. Robertson.

VARSITY GIRLS
WIN NET TITLE

(Continued from page I)
Tn the singles event Romola

Girvin met Helen Bryce, McMaster,
hit lost after a long 6-R, 6-2, 7-5

smuggle. Her sister Evangeline
Hrviii met Toronto's ace, Claire

Wtfsh, in the second round, and
wai defeated 6-0, 6-2.

.ft the final, F.loise Tennent,
\\isjem's number one player and
last year's finalist, met Claire
WalsS, a freshetie from Varsil
and a veteran on the courts. The
latter von 6-3. 6-4, and her victory
clincbei Varsity's hold on the title

Final'; point score: Varsity 16
Queen's 13, Western 6, McMaster
3, McGil 3.

(Continued from page 1)

possessing the deepest of azure

hues. Malachite, a copper car-

bonate, is vivid green in color.

Homite has often been termed

•peacock copper" because of the

variety of purple shades exhibit-

ed as the mineral is turned in the

ght. Chalcopyrite is a brilliant

mineral which, by the uninform

ed, might be mistaken for golc

&nd has been called 'fool's gold.

Cuprite, another copper mineral

is red in color. The least color

ful and one of the most interest-

ing of the copper minerals is

native copper.. This mineral may

occur in an oTebody in much the

same fashion as gold and silver

and is often found in beautiful

leaf or fern shapes.

"The Life History of a Cent"

is the title of an exhibit in the

western alcove of the Miller

Museum. In this collection there

arc two spectacular specimens of

fern-like copper which came from

the famous mines in the Keween-

awan peninsula in Michigan. The

brilliant blue and green specimens

of azuritc and malachite were ob-

tained from the upper zones of

the copper mines of Nevada.

From Kennecott, Alaska, there

arc specimens of chalcocile and

from Montana, a display of en-

argite.

Each year Canada plays a more

and more important part in the

world production of copper yet,

curiously enough, the greatest

copper mine in Canada is, prim-

arily, not a copper but a nickel

mine. The International Nickel

and Falconbridge mines in Sud-

bury produce each year an im-

mense tonnage of the red metal

and Noranda is not far behind.

This mine, in northern Quebec,

was originally a copper mine

—

and still is so today; but during

the development of the mine, as

the orebodies were explored at

depth, a small gold content was
found in the ore and, today, Nor-
anada is one of the major gold

producing mines in Canada. In

1932 when the price of copper had
fallen so low, mines all over the

world were closing down hut the

gold in Noranda ores made po
sible a profitable production of

copper throughout the depression

and the towns o( Ronyn and Nor
anada have become important

communities in the porlh
country.

Like wheat and cotton, copper
is a basic commodity whose price

fluctuates with the demand for

the metal. In 1929 the price of

copper was above 18 cents per
pound and in the middle of the

recent depression the price fell to

4 cent.- per pound ami has recent-

ly recovered to around 9 cents.

The existence of many com-
munities is directly dependent on
the price of the metal and
copper is stabilized around 10

cents, Sherrit Gordon and othe
Canadian copper mines will be
able to resume operations. The
history of these mines may be
seen in the display of copper mill

ends in the Miller Museum.

REG BARKER

Reg Barker has a fine repu-

tation in all phases of student

activity. Last year you elect-

ed him for this same office and

now he brings before you his

previous qualifications for

office plus a year's additional

experience in the administra-

tion of that office.

Reg has had much business

experience before entering our

University. For two years he

has been a member of the

Union House Committee.

Need we mention the fact

that he has served our Senior

Football team for two years, as

well as previously being Inter-

faculty heavyweight boxing
Champion.

NOTICE
Students of\Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

witii all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

AT THE THEATRTT
CONOUCTEO BY | y

NORMA MACROSTIE

CAPITOL
ANNA KARENINA

with

May Robson, Freddie Bartholomew

May Robson, Freddie Bartholemnv.

Reginald Denny, Basil Rathbone.

"Anna Karenina" is another pic-

ture which gives ample scope for

Greta Garbo to demonstrate her

abilities as a great actress. The pic-

ture has its setting in 19th-century

Russia where Garbo is the wife of

a high government official. She

falls in love with a dashing young

officer of the St. Petersburg

Guardsmen, Fredric March, who

begs her to leave her home and

family and marry him. The sub-

sequent scenes arc built around the

emotional acting of Garho.

Fredric March gives a good per-

formance as another of Garbo's

screen lovers and looks excellent 'in

the varied uniforms of a Russian

Officer. Freddie Bartholomew,

after his splendid acting in David

Copperfield, is slightly disappoint-

ing in this picture.

Garbo, as usual, is splendid. Her
portrayal of Anna, the wife whose

love for her child cannot be recon

cited with her illicit love for

Yronsky, the guardsman is sensi-

tive and understanding. Although

T I V O L

MEN WITHOUT NAMES
with

|

Fred MacMttrray and Madge Evans

If, by chance, you saw the pre-

view of "Men Without Names"
and have a little imagination, you

know the story. However, if you

missed the preview, you will cer-

tainly find this tale of G.-Men

who go after the criminals of

America, and bring them to justice,

very interesting, and exciting in

spots. Fred MacMurray as the

handsome government agent is

good. Madge Evans appears only

as an afterthought.

For many of you, the great at-

traction will be some rather good

shots of the Queen's-Varsity game,

as seen by the news-reel. Don't

strain your neck trying to see your-

self on the bleachers. The sports

short is excellent, but we won't

mention the others. B— .—N.MacR.

McGILL TAKES
TENNIS TITLE

(Continued from page 1)

With a single point for each

match won and two for each final,

McGill scored 10 points. Toronto
was second with 7, Universite dc

the picture itself is' rather a weak
J

Montreal third with 6 and Cjueen's

iidaptation of Tolstoy's novel the University, Kingston, obtained

character of Anna is finely and

vividly revealed. The suicide
scene is the high spot of the

performance.

The added attractions contain a

Merrie Melodie, which --as usual

has some ingenious ideas, and a

musical short with Anson Weeks
and his hand playing "Tiger Rag."

The news-reel is up-to-date with

the first flashes from the Ethiopian

Front, in which the Emperor and
his troops are demonstrating the

fine points of guerilla warfare.

A—. —C. J. C.

Alumni Hold Dance
In Grant Hall Saturday

The Queen's Alumni Association

will hold its regular dance after the

Queen's-Westem football game on
Saturday night. The dance will be

held at 9 o'clock in Grant Hall

Tack Tclgmnn's orchestra will sup
ply the music and tickets will be
one dollar per couple. All student

are invited to attend.

point.

Alex In Hospital

The following bulletin was is

sued from a local hospital this

morning: Alec was admitted tp

private room last night suffering

from acute inflammatory splinteritis

of the tail. The best medical and
surgical talent of the country has
been called in. They state that he
is doing as well as can be expected
The question of amputation is be-
ing considered, but with his tail an
actuality, or only a memory, he
will still be able to hop around by
Novcmher 15th.

The Popular and Practical

GENT'S GLADSTONE

Quality leathers and linings

Fine hardware

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Pncea Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES ' FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 50S

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

NOTICE

Mark your ballot 'properly.

Improperly marked 'or rle-

facejj ballots will not he valid

in the A.M.S. election. Simply

place an X opposjte the name
of the candidate of your
choice.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver PHONE 821

H. R. BECKINGHAM. O.B.E.
Proprietor
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Johnny Edwards for Secretary
A Vote For Edwards Is A Vote For Sincere Administration

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialises in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed
Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING 000 LAUNDRY
We Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed .... 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

INTERMEDIATESBOW
TO RUGGED CADETS

OV FRANCIS MURPHY
Striking swiftly in the first half

to pile up a 13-0 lead before the

Tricolor offensive gained momen-
tum. R.M.C. Intermediates de-
feated Queen's 16-5 in a thrilling

battle Saturday at Richardson
Stadium.

Taking to the air in the las

half after their ground plays had
failed to penetrate the heavier

Cadet line, Queen's put on an
aerial attack which reached the

height of spectacular football. On
no less an authority than Leu
Ede. the Tricolor gave the great-

est demonstration of, passing

which has ever been witnessed

within the Stadium walls.

The potency of the Tricolor

aerial attack is seen from the fact

that Queen's completed 9 out of

20 passes attempted for a total

yardage of 215 gained from pass-

ing as compared to R.M.C.'s 3

out of 9 for 55 yards.

Until the third quarter when
the team began again to function

smoothly, the Tricolor was like

a rudderless ship. After R.M.C.

had scored their first try, Bob
Cowley at quarter was injured on

a succeeding line play and taken

out with a fractured collar bone.

Coach- Ralph had no reserve

quarterback and placed the bur-

den on the shoulders of Herb
Handford. Tlte Sawbone ace gave
a game display under the double

duty of kicking and master-

minding but after a wobbly start

he gradually assumed command
of the situation.

Because their board of strategy

wtis disrupted by Cowley's injury

Queen's did not start clicking un-

til the last two quarters but in

Johnny has figured promin-

ently on Senior Football teams

for the past two years.
Although Johnny's executive

ability at Queen's has been

somewhat curtailed by the

short period of time he has

been here he held a leading

executive position in his fresh-

man year at University of

Michigan, coupled with the

highest scholastic standing in

his only year at school across

the line. His athletic record

began here by winning twtj

Q's and he hopes to combine

his stellar record this year with

work on the A.M.S. Executive.

those final thirty minutes the Tri-

color outscored the Red Raiders

5 to $ and held a territorial ad-

vantage.

l>aiiiing nine of them via the

ether route Queen's rang up 14

first downs while the Cadets with

their rough hruismg line could

only pierce the valiant Tricolor

front wall on eleven occasions.

Although at a weight disadvan-

tage Queen's linemen put up a

spirited defense and they came

out of the fray a battered lot but

not without handing out equal

punishment.

Tony Coughlin and Tom
Doherty repeated their brilliant

performances of last week by

playing a grand defensive game.

Both were charging superbly and

were in on every centre play with

crushing tackles. Jack Smith and

Mac Smith at middle were great

in defeat and special praise is due

Mai Cunningham and Al Alsop

at outside. Cunningham complet-

ed three tosses from Turner for

35. 30. and 35 yards respectively

while Alsop pulled in two heaves

from Turner for 10 and 45 yd. gains.

McGILL WINS
TRACK TITLE

(Continued from page 5)

the classic of the day. with

O'Connor of Toronto just nosing

out Loaring at the tape in the

new time of 15 seconds flat. The

last record to go was in the

javelin throw, where two Mc-

Master men staged a great dual.

Moore finally winning over
Laughren at 177 feet 10>4 inches.

This record replaces Zv.'nkin's

old mark at 162 feet.

Two hours of tiring vaulting

in the hot sun saw Truster of

Varsity pull out a surprise win

in the pole-vault event with 11

feet 4-)4 inches, his teammate,

Hamilton, being third. The meet

ended with the mile relay. Mc-

Gill wirining- from the field of

rive in handy fashion.

The final standing was:
^ 1 2 3 P

McGill 6 8 2 56

Toronto 3 3 8 32

Western Ontario . . 4 1 3 26

McMaster I 3 1 15

Queen's I 0 1 6

MUNRO'S BOOTING

BRINGS FOUR SINGLES

(Continued from page 5)

whistle sounded as the homesters

reached inidfield.

The Tricolor's standout per

former was Johnny Munro who
gave as fine an individual per

rormance as has hecn seen in the

Forest City. Munro c a u g h t

faultlessly, ran back kicks eon'

sistently for good gains, account

ed for his team's four points and

figured in ground gaining pla\

on extension. The cx-Argo ace

therefore had a busy afternoon

but he diil everything well and

again d e in-o n s t r a t e d that

most of Queen's scorin
punch depends on his good right

foot. Teaming up with Munro on

the back division. Johnny Ed-

wards ,and Curly Krug were re-

sponsible for considerable yard-

age on end runs, and in general

played steady football Up front

Barker. Kirkland. Lewis, Peck

and Thompson were prominent

from the defensive standpoint

while the tackling of Sonshinc,

Jones. Dafoe and Earle was as a

rule deadly.

For Western. Boycc. Sherk

Doug Shales, Bill Ryder and

Charley Box were the main

threats. Ryder and Box featured

with some neat plunging while

the team as a whole, although in-

clined to he erratic, appeared to

have defensive strength and will

no doubt improve with ex-

perience.

Student Admission

Tickets

EVENT NO. 2

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1935

(Thanksgiving Day)

JUNIOR O.R.F.U.

R. M. C. vs. QUEEN'S
1 P.M.

INTERMEDIATE INTERCOLLEGIATE

R. M. C. vs. QUEEN'S

EVENT NO. 3

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1935

SENIOR INTERCOLLEGIATE

WESTERN vs. QUEEN'S
2.30 P.M.

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL

The Mustangs provided the

fans with a few thrilling moments

by completing three out of seven

forward passes and all three were

good for first downs. Charley

Box was on the receiving end of

two of the successful heaves

while Doug Shales did the toss-

ing.

Queen's didn't attempt a for-

ward during the etit:r- :i.\ty min-

utes being content to skirt the

ends and rely on Munro's kicking

to keep the London lads on the

defensive.

Western fumbled on six occa-

-iuns hut recovered the hall in

three instances, However. Sherk's

fumble iti the fourth quarter

which Queen's picked up proved

fatal to their chances of coming

out on top, for the Tricolor al-

though stopped temporarily,*later

hoofed h>r a single and kept play

in Mustang territory for the re-

mainder of the game

The Reevenien wcre-gntlty of

only two misplayt and they \<ist

the ball on each occasion. West-

ern's lone counter came shortly

fter the Mustangs had rccover-

d a loose ball which got away

from one of the Tricolor backs.

Queen's still cannot avoid pen-

alties as is shown by the fact

that they were set back five times

for various infractions of the

rules. Western were penalised on

three occasions but their penal-

:ies were for minor mistakes.

Outweighed along the line by

quite a margin the Purple squad

showed surprising strength to

stop the Tricolor tanks from mak-
ing any headway.

The heavy wind indicated that

both teams would take to the air

to score points and they did just

that. Munro had a hig edge on

Shales and uncorked some drives

that travelled high and far.

Queen's needed the victory to

stay in the hunt for College

honors and they just got it and

that was all. Their play was dis-

appointing, but tHey just seemed

to be experiencing one of those

inevitable off days.

Next Saturday's game with the

same opponent? should be differ-

ent. Let's hope so!

Col. Jagson' says that if the

ocean was all beer and he was n

whale he'd never come up to poof.

GET YOUR

Arts Pin
Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

J86 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemloclc Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Ballroom in Three Lessons

Tap Dancing Class or Private

PHONE 520

GLA2
New
75%
larger

bottle

25c ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite

polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER
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FOR VICE-PRESIDENT

Master "Lin," son of Lord and
Lady Watt of Ottawa-by-the-Sea, is

a final year medical student, and judg-
ing from the variety of his pursuits

and degree of success he has obtained
in his five-year stay at Queen's, he is

certainly admirably outfitted with the
requisite qualities for Vice-President
of the Alma Mater Society.

In the sporting field Lin is known
for his work as a fencer for several
years on the B.W. and F. Team. He
has also successfully lent his support
to the Junior and Intermediate Inter-
collegiate Rugby teams.

Various executive positions in his
faculty have taken Lin's time during
his medical course, but with his manly
countenance before you what need
have we to extole his virtues and
qualities any further.

He is a gentleman, a sportsman
and an authority on the English
language—printable and otherwise.

FOR TREASURER

"FERGIE"
O'CONNOR

"Fergic" is one member of the now
famous "Heavenly Twins"— "Fergie
and Tony" of Meds '36. Lack of space
in the Journal prevents a paean of
praise in the accomplishments of
Fergie.

His unusually interesting career at

.

Queen's reads like a story, starting in
1932 on the Swimming team. In 1933
he was winner in his weight on the
Wrestling team; Clerk of the Aescula-
pian Court and Social convener of the
Newman Club. In 1934 he was man-
ager of the Track team; and Intercol-
legiate champion on the Wrestling
team; Interfaculty swimming cham-
pion; Senior Judge of the Acsculapian
Court and Sec.-Treas. .of the Newman
Club and so on far into the night.

It is obvious that hia widely de-
veloped managerial ability and sound
business acumen fit him exceedingly
well for the responsible position of
Treasurer of the Alma Mater Society.

To knoy Fergie, is to love him,
and to lovcj him, is to want him—and
now altogether we want Fergie for
Treasurer. I

VOTE MEDS-SCIENCE
" For No False Promises "

A PLATFORM BASED ON
ABILITY

ABILITY
ABILITY
ABILITY

IN THE CASE OF EVERY CANDIDATE

FOR PRESIDENT

FOR SECRETARY

"BILL"
SIMMONS

Bill's outstanding ability, which
leaves nothing to be desired, mani-
fested itself in both his executive and
athletic proclivities in the past three
years at Queen's,

i In the basketball field he captained
the Junior team to the position of un-
defea,ted Eastern Ontario champions
in 1933 and last year was one of the
mainstays on the Intermediate team.

His sound judgment and sports-
manship have erstwhile found expres-
sion in such executive positions as
Vice-President of his second year and
President of' his third year in Science.
At the same time he was Vice-Presi-
dent of the Engineering Society and
especially active on the Service Con-
trol Committee of that Society.

Because he has exhibited a char-
acter of fine qualities and left a record
of solid achievement behind him, Bill
climaxes his course in Engineering as
the recipient of the "Engineering In-
stitute of Canada" Prize awarded to
the most deserving and outstanding
student in his pre-final year.
We feel we are not presuming in

expecting your voting support for
"Bill" Simmons, as an executive Presi-
dent who will get things done.
"And greater still the wonder grew,
That one small head could carry all

he knew."

ffl IE

The Mcds-Scicncc Platform
Incorporating The Following Salient Articles: I

i I
1. EFFICIENT MEDS-SCIENCE ADMINISTRATION |

OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY.
a ' • bj

I
2

' FREER PHONES AND BETTER DATES FOR |

LEVANA.

I
3. THEFT PROTECTION FOR ALL STUDENTS.

|
4. YEARBOOKS FOR EVERY STUDENT.

I
5. RECOGNIZED AQUATIC SPORTS AND BASKET- I

BALL COACH.
s..M..™MBMHMt„ISISISMiit,KMSMKMMBKiBisiBH«»........„„„!

"ARCH"
KIRKLAND

Archie's ability is exemplified by
the successful manner in which he has
filled other positions both in and out
of university.

His much-remembered work on the

champion Queen's Rugby squad of
last year played no small part in the
success of that team.

Archie has been active in his

faculty of Engineering and this year
holds the position of Vice-President
of the Engineering Society.

As Secretary of the Alma Mater
Society, "Air-minded Archie" should
write the name of Queen's in big
letters across the Tricolor sky, by
virtue of qualities and ability inherent
in him that certainly lend to a highly
efficient and versatile career for

"His strength is as the strength of ten
Because his mind is pure."

FOR ATHLETIC STICK

"TONY"
FORSBERG

Tony, the other member of the
famous "Heavenly Twins" possesses
ability and those virtues and qualities
necessary to make him the epitome
and expression of all that is symbolic
of this office — Athletic Stick of the
Alma Mater Society.

Possessing Horatio Alger as a god-
father permits of Tony's multifarious
university activities reading as follows
—In 1932 he was unfortunately only
Interfaculty diving champion. In 1933
he led his weight on the Wrestling
team. In 1934 he further added to his
laurels by making the Intercollegiate
Skiing team and taking an active play-
ing part on the Interfaculty Hockey
and Football teams. He was also In-
tercollegiate Wrestling champion in
his weight. In 1935 it was merely a
repetition of the previous year besides
acting as Junior Justice of the Alma
Mater Society Court — and so on ad
infinitum.

With that enviable combination of
qualities—fair play, ability and good
judgment, Tony should have little

difficulty in emulating the combined
virtues of his predecessors in this
office.

"A Vote for Tony is a vote for
Fair Play."
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ROGERS GETS LABOR POST
IN NEW KING GOVERNMENT

No Successor Yet Named-
Will Be Chosen

Shortly

Politics Professor

BY ALLAN KENT

Norman McLeod Rogers,
Queen's professor of political

science and recently-elected

Member of Parliament for King-
ston, was sworn into office last

Wednesday as Minister of Labor
in the Federal Cabinet. With the
Department of Labor under the
King government will be assoc-

iated the Department of National
Health.

"I have been most happy in

all my associations at Queen's
and I regret very much that my
new duties will involve a tem-
porary severance of these associa-

tions," Professor Rogers told the

Journal on Thursday just before
leaving for Ottawa.

"My new work in many re-

spects will involve continuing the
study of problems I have been
interested in for several years. I

realize fully the importance and
difficulty of the task ahead but
I shall do my utmost to meet it.

In seeking to meet these new
responsibilities I shall be upheld
by the confidence and co-opera-
tion of my friends at Queen's,"
said Mr. Rogers.

Dr. W. H. Fyfe, principal of

Queen's, when approached by
the Journal concerning Mr.
Rogers' appointment, said, "I am

(Continued on page 8)

JUNIORS TURN BACK

R. M. C. TEAM 18-7

Continue Winning Streak
To Keep O.R.F.U.

Leadership

Williams Stars

Queen's juniors continued their

winning ways in the local O.R.
F.U. by defeating R.M.C. at

Richardson Stadium on Thursday
18-7. It was the fourth straight

victory for the Tricolor and they

are now almost certain to finish the

season leading the group.

The game was fast throughout,

with frequent fumbles playing a

prominent part in the scoring.

Queen's outplayed the Red and

White, but loose work in the back-

field and failure of the line on kicks

kept them from running up a

krger margin. Campbell's run-

ning, and the plunging of Carson.

Williams and Abbott were the out-

standing features of the game for

Griffin boys, while Snow and

Carson were by far the best of the

visitors.

Queen's opened the scoring,

when, with 3 minutes to go in the

nrst quarter they recovered a

''locked kick. Abbott was given the

"•ill and pushed it over on the next

P'iiy. Williams promptly convert-
ed to give the Tricolor a iead which
tI,c.v never relinquished.

(Continued on page 5)

PROP. NORMAN McL, ROGERS
who has been selected to fill the post

of Minister of Labor in the new
Liberal Cabinet.

Design Of Domestic

Structures Simpler

Roberts Lectures On Trends
Of Decorative

Art

"There are several attitudes to-

wards architecture and interior de-

corating," stated Goodridge Roberts

in a lecture last Tuesday to the

Kingston Art Association on

"Domestic Architecture and Decor-

ative Art".

Of the two types of people who
appreciate these things one admires

wholeheartedly and die other thinks

that in clearing domestic architec-

ture of over-ornamentation it has

done well, although the remaining

forms are not necessarily beautiful.

The latter type believes the field

is being cleared for finer decoration

and perhaps for other ornamenta-

tion to he added. Give Bell's

phrase "significant form" applies to

decoration as well as to art as the

painter sees it.

The new simplified forms may
not always be beautiful hut they are

nevertheless significant, said Mr.

Roberts. They show the relation-

continued on page 6)

Alumni Dance To
Be Held To - Night

A rugby dance is being held in

Grant Hall tonight by the local

branch of the Queen's Alumni As-

sociation. Jack Telgman's 12-piece

orchestra has been secured to pro-

vide the music and tickets-are only

one dollar per couple. The dance

will begin at 9 p.m. and all stu-

dents are invited to attend. The

proceeds of the dance will be ap-

plied to the fund for the renovation

of Grant Hall.

(Continued on page S)

ARTS FROSH

Starting today Arts fresh-

men no longer have to cam-

baskets. "Tarns and ribbons

are all that are required from

now on.

SERIES OF LECTURES

BY RUFUS M. JONES

BEGINS ON MONDAY

Chancellor's Series Linked
With Theological

Association

Given Annually

The Chancellor's Lectures, given

annually in conjunction with the

meetings of the Theological Alumni

Association, will be delivered this

year by Professor Rufus M. Jones.

Dr. Jones, professor of philosophy

in Haverford College since 1904,

will speak on Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday evening

on the general subject "The Inward

and the Outward Life".

A four-day program of addresses

and entertainment has been arrang-

ed for visiting alumni of Queen's

Theological College. Besides the

Chancellor's Lectures by Professo

Jones, addresses will be given by

Rev. James S. Shortt of Barrie.

Prof. J. R. Watts of the Theo

logical College, Dr. Duncan Mc
Arthur of Toronto, Prof. W E. C.

Harrison of Queen's, Rev. J. H.

Pliilp of .Stanstead, Que., Rev. J.

D. Mackenzie-Naughton of St.

James' Church, Kingston, and Rev

B. T. Holden of L'Original, Ont.

Communion service will be held

Monday afternoon in the Morgan

Memorial Chapel, and on Wednes-

day afternoon Principal and Mrs.

Kent will hold a reception for mem-

bers of the Conference and friends,

All the Chancellor's Lectures

will be given at 8.00 p.m. in Con-

vocation Hall. The public is invit-

ed to attend.

On Monday evening Professor

Jones will discuss "Finding the

Lost Radiance," on Tuesday "In

ward Religion and Social Ethics,"

on Wednesday "The Fundamental

Nature of Religion" and on Thurs-

day "Why do we Obey the Feeling

of Ought?"

(Continued on page 6)

SIMMONS HEADS A. M. S. EXECUTIVE;

REG. BARKER ONLY ARTSMAN ELECTED

Will Carry Out All Election

Promises Simmons
Declares

A.M.S. Date Bureau

"We intend to follow out the

five promises we made before the

election," said Bill Simmons, suc-

cessful Meds-Science candidate for

president^of the Alma Mater So-

ciety, when asked by the Journal

what were his immediate plans.

Immediate steps will he taken to

investigate the possibilities for es-

tablishing free telephones in the

women's residences, Mr. Simmons

told the Journal.

"Better dates for Levana" will be

sought by attempting to put the

Date Bureau under A.M.S. control.

"If the Date Bureau were under

the supervision of the Executive the

students would look to it with

greater confidence," said the

president.

The A.M.S. will seek this year to

procure the services of a full-time

basketball coach, as well as to en-

courage the use of the Queen's

pool. "Queen's possesses the finest

swimming-pool in Canada and it is

a shame to sec it going to waste for

want of the proper encouragement

of swimming and water-polo," said

Mr. Simmons.

Theft insurance cannot be un-

dertaken until next year, the Jour-

nal was informed, but arrangements

for this will he made this term. It

will necessitate an additional fee of

75 cents per student, and if carried

through will protect personal pro-

perty as well as laboratory supplies.

Steps will also be taken next

year for each student to pay for a

Tricolor at registration. Mr. Sim-

mons pointed out that this system

n practice at other universities

where it has worked out to good

advantage.

BILL SIMMONS

who was 1 elected President of the

Alma Mater Society by an over-

whelming majority.

TRICOLOR GRID TEAM READY

FOR STAMPEDE OF MUSTANGS

Queen's Impresses

Exchange Student

Patricia Hathaway Likes

Friendly Spirit On
Campus

Meds-Science Again Have
Majority Of Elected
' Members

931 Students Vote

Zvonkin May Be Kept Out
Of Play With Leg

Injury

Need Victory

BY AH GRATTON

With another, week of training

behind them Tfd Reeve's senior

gridders appear set to take the

measure of Western Mustangs

for the second successive time

this afternoon at Richardson Sta-

dium. The boys finished up a

comparatively light week's con-

-ditioning period by galloping

through a short signal session

and laying plans for an attack

which they hope will run up a

score on Coach Storen's youth-

ful crew.

Today's game will be a con-

tinuation of last Saturday's con-

test in London where the battling

Mustangs held Queen's even

most of the way only to go down
to defeat in the final quarter by

(Continued on page 5)

FRESHMEN

All freshmen will report

at the Old Gym this after-

noon at 1.30 p.m. in pyjamas,

tarns and ribbons.

ALEC SHIFTY WITH
GALLOPING D0MIN0S

We met Alec in a crap game in

the stadium on Tuesday afternoon,

he had found his way there by

trailing two medical freshmen ami

a goat. He was in disguise and at

first we didn't recognize him, for

we connected a pith helmet, a long

beard and a big black cigar with

another famous campus personality.

However on closer scrutiny it

proved to be Alec, carrying his tail

jauntily in a sling, cleverly

fashioned for it by Dr. Boston

from two old stove pipes and a

model T radiator.

(Continued on page 8)

"When I was faced with a choice

of universities, I chose Queen's be-

cause I had heard a great deal about

its friendly atmosphere," said Miss

Patricia Hathaway, exchange stu-

dent from Acadia University, Nova

Scotia, in an interview with the

Journal. She is the second student

from Acadia to attend Queen's.

Miss Ruth Tngraham was here a

few years ago.

Miss Hathaway is impressed most

by the spirit of friendliness prevail-

ing at Queen's and the greater re-

cognition of students' right;. Stu-

dent government plays a much

greater part in the life of the uni-

versity than it does at Acadia. Here

the students arc not as restricted

and are recognized as adults by the

university authorities. The Queen's

campus with iis limestone buildings

is particularly attractive, Miss

Hathaway said.

Miss Hathaway was granted the

scholarship as a rcprcfeniative stu-

dent. She has completed two years

at Acadia University and is special-

izing in modern languages. Keenly

(Continued on page 6)

Meds - Science repeated their

performance of last year and made

practically a clean sweep of the

Alma Mater Society elections last

Wednesday when four of their five

candidates were returned successful

at the polls. Reg Barker, a member

of last year's A.M.S. Executive,

was the only successful Arts-Le-

vana-Thcology candidate,

A vote totalling 931 ballots, of.

which 6 were spoiled, was cast this

year. This is an increase of more

than 50 ballots over last year.

Majorities in every case except

that of vice-president were large.

Bill Simmons of Meds-Science

polled 659 votes to become the new

president of the Alma Mater So-

ciety and easily defeated Archie

Campbell of Arts-Levana-Theology

with 266 votes.

In the vice-presidential elections

the race was much closer with

Lindsay Watt of Meds-Science

winning by 497 to 419 over Dorothy

Stuart of the Arts-Levana-Theology

party.

The only Arts victory of the day

came when Reg Barker, a member

of the A.M.S. Executive last year,

defeated Fergie O'Connor of

Medicine by 501 to 421 for the posi

tion of treasurer.

(Continued on page 6)

FORCE NEEDED FOR

SECURING OF PEACE

"Pacifism Is Not Enough"
Dr. Fyfe Tells

S.P.M.

Strength In League

SEDUCTIVE SCIENCE
SIRENS SYNCOPATE

Linder the guidance of their own

master showman the men of Science

36 have concocted a program of

scintillating entertainment which

they will present to the students in

the form of a brilliant stage revue

in Convocation Hall late in Novem-

ber. The show, to be titled "Sym-

pathetic Rhythm" wil Ibring to light

much outstanding talent which has

been hidden or dormant heretofore.

A quartette of Mechanicals who

have been practising their routine

for three years in labs will make

their first public appearance on this

gala evening.

(Continued on page 8)

"Pacifism is not enough," said

Dr. W. Hamilton Fyfe speaking

on "Organizing for Peace" before

the Student Peace Movement on

Monday night. "We must not be

mere pacifists, but rather paci-

ficists or peacemakers and we
cannot set about making peace

without at some stage using

force.

"We all want peace" he assert-

ed "but we don't know how to

make it. We desire security and

enough freedom to allow U3 to

carry out our own desires. But

it is impossible to do just what

wc want to do in our own way.

It is only through the restriction

of law on society that we are

really able to enjoy freedom. The
surest way to have safety when

travelling is to obey the traffic

laws. The other alternative is to

procure the largest and most power-

ful vehicle conceivable and to

force your passage. Even this

is an insane method as there is

always the possibility that some-

one will procure a still more

atrocious vehicle.

(Continued on page 8)
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sTUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eitablitbid 1817

IKGSTON BRANCH—Xing & Clirroc* SO.

W. R. BELCHER, <:-,

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

Suits and

Overcoats

Clothes that will please the

Young College Fellows

We promiBe you the best

your money can buy any-

where in Canada.

The Kaufman Clothes

IS-00

The Ascot Clothes

19.75

The Felscraft Clothes

22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

THANKSGIVING
and

HALLOWE'EN
Special Design \

VELVET

ICE CREAM
BRICKS

Delivered—25c each

Decorations, Masks

—

Confections and Favors

Phone Your Orders

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Stores 4

(Ehc

4ftr<EaUum (Gift

Reproductions of "L. H.

Morris" pen sketches of

Queen's buildings.

Appropriately framed

Attractively priced

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted bv EDMUND BERRY

Savage Messiah, by H. S. Ede.

William Heinemann, London. $225.

Had it not been for the great war

the world might have numbered

among her great artists Henri

Gaudier-Bnreska, a young French-

man, killed on the battlefield at the

age af twenty-three. Despite the

fact that there are not more than

eight or ten of his works in exist-

ence Gaudier is often favourably

compared with Epstein. Mestrovic

and Rodin, and to-day his possible

significance is somewhat over-

looked-

Speaking of him in Some Mod-

ern Sculptors. Stanley Casson says,

"Of young modem sculptors none

ever showed more promise than

Henri Gaudier. He had the

makings of a very great sculptor

and a charm and vigour of person-

ality that stamp both his line draw-

ings and his sculpture with the

mark of greatness." On the other

hand Give Bell in Since Cezanne

says that his work "gained an ex-

aggerated reputation." and that

though "the promise was indisput-

able, there was not much else."

Thus we are given two critical

opinions, and left to make our own

decision. Give Bell, however, is

given to strong prejudices and so

his opinion may be discounted to

some extent. So much, then, for

Gaudier as a sculptor
;

Savage

Messiah is concerned with another

side of his life.

When he was eighteen years old

Gaudier met Sophie Brzeska in

Paris. They were both lonely, sick,

and unhappy, and very quickly be-

came close friends. Miss Brzeska

was the older of the two by twenty

years, but the difference in their

ages was no barrier to their falling

in love in a mild way. It was a

case of two lonely people desper-

ately in need of companionship.

When Gaudier went to England to

avoid conscription he took Sophie

Brzeska with him. He took her

surname, calling himself Gaudier-

Brzeska. and they lived together till

his death in 1915. They lived a

poverty-stricken existence in Lon-

don flats, Henri spending his days

in an office, his nights in the

studio, and bis spare time in at-

tempting to sell his sculpture.

Savage Messiah was the name

given to Gaudier, who liked to con-

sider himself an elemental, by his

friends. The book of that name

consists for the most part of

letters written by Gaudier to Miss

Brzeska, letters which tell vividly

the storvvof two unfortunate beings

trying to find their place in a

friendless society. Their few friend-

ships', once formed, were short-

lived. They were an unusual pair,

quite unsuited to each other, and

nrrt understood or liked by, others.

There was a brief friendship with

Katharine Mansefield and Middle-

ton Murray, but like the others it

quickly died out.

Shortly after Gaudier was killed

in France in 1915 Sophie Brzeska

died in an insane asylum. Their life

together had been one of frequent

temperamental quarrels, and shat-

tered hopes, and marked by

periods of ecstasy and misery.

Gaudier looked upon Sophie as a

mother and in no sense was she his

mistress. They had lived an ab-

normal life and were never to know

a normal one. — T- K. B. R.

Campus and Gym
Interyear Softball got underway

Tuesday when the frcshettes de-

feated the sophs 15-7. It is some-

thing new for the freshies to field

a strong team and Levana '36 had

better look to their laurels.

Betty Webb, captain of Levana

'39, starred for her team both on the

mound and at bat, where she ac-

counted for the only home run.

Peggy Archibald also managed to

get in some neat fielding. Lilah

Wilde, catcher for '38, played a

splendid game.

Teams

:

'39—Pat Baker, Betty Webb,

Peggy Archibald, Pearl Paynter,

Margaret Carefoot, Helen Eade,

Lillian Gardiner, Bea Walsh, Grace

Assclsline, Ruth Mclllvena

'38— Louise Howie, Toots

Thompson, Joyce Patterson. Lilah

Wilde, Beryl Linnen, Barbara

C hubb. Petty d'Esterre. Kay Boyd,

Ele&nor Macdonald.

Union Notes

The Union, as usual, is proving

to be the popular rendevouz for

the men of the College. Here

they find di\*rsion either as Ely

Culbertson's or Willie Hoppe's.

Some of the boys may be seen

busily engaged in a rip roaring

game of checkers, while others

in their moments of relaxation

are just sitting around exchang-

ing the usual unplcasantries,

The chief topic of conversation

is of course football, although if

one listens closely he will hear

the freshmen on the much dis-

cussed subjects of freshettes,

freshman receptions, "and those

cruel sophomores."

The popularity of the Union

as an eating place is apparent

from the large number of stud-

ents eating there this year. The

other facilities provided by the

Union are for the use of all male

students and they are urged to

make the most of them.

The Warden has received a let-

ter from Jacques Denis, last

year's French exchange scholar,

who was well known* in the

Union. He writes, in part, "I

keep a very pleasant memory of

that year I spent in Kingston,

and of all the people I know
there." He writes further that

he is going to be a soldier, for-a

year, either in Morocco or

Algiers. May good fortune be

hisl *
•

On Wednesday, M. E,. O.

Smithies, manager of the Capitol

theatre, was entertained at

luncheon with the Senior Rugby
team.

39S Princess St.

Badminton enthusiasts who have
not had any practice to date

ought, to start soon as we arc

planning to hold a singles tourna-

ment to rank the players roughly.

A team will be formed for inter-

week games and this tournament

will he an opportunity to try out

for this team, Entry lists will be

posted in the near future.

New Library Books

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
Blon, Eric—The limitations of

music. Study in aesthetics.

Boughton. Rutland—The reality

of music.

Dtrwent, Lord — Rossini and

some forgotten nightingales.

Fielder), Thomas — Music and

charaater.

Foss, H. J.
— The heritage of

music. 2 vols.

Gibbon. John Murraj—Magic of

melody.

Hadow. W. H.— Richard Wag-
net;.

Hussey, Dvneley—Mozart.

Lambert, Constant—Music ho!

—

Study of music in decline.

Maitland, J. A. Fuller—The con-

sort of music.—Study of inter-

pretation and ensemble.

Paget, Violet — Music and its

lovers.

Schweitzer. A.— J. S. Bach. 2

vols.

Scholes, Percy — The Puritan?

and music. In England and
New England.

Sitwell, Sacheyerall—Liszt,

Sit well. Sacheverall—Mozart.

Sullivan, J. W. V.—Beethoven.

Terry, Sir BUchard^-On music's

borders.

Terry, Chas. S,—Bach's orches-

tra.

First Science Court
Session On Tuesday

The first session of the High

Court of Science Hall will be held

Tuesday, October 29th at 7.00

p.m. in Carruthers Hall. There

is a large docket consisting large-

ly of offences against the fresh-

man Regulations, confronting the

court. Summonses, it is expect-

ed will be handed out in the next

few days.

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

To tell your troubles, to make a touch, to

recount your triumphs ... if any . . .

there's nothing like Long Distance. It

keeps you close to the girl friend and the

home folks aad, if you are very badly

bent, it's simple to reverse the charges.

• Night rates on "Anyone"

( station-to-statkm) calls

NOW BEGIN AT7 PAL

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Vrintil̂

Every

117 Brock St. Description

Phone 1510

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

You can always tell a Senior

By his opinions sound;
You can always tell a Junior
By the way he struts around!
You can always tell a Freshie
By his verdant look and such

;

You can always tell a Soph'-

more,

—

But you cannot tell him much

—Sheaf

Engineers Stage Election
Rally In Arts Building

To the martial strains of a

drum and a horn the Science

Frosh lived up to glorious tradi-

tion by invading Kingston Hall,

Wednesday morning. No little

consternation was evident amonj

the Arts students when the raid

ing frosh marched through the

building giving vent to faculty

yells. Their purpose completed

the frosh left the building assist-

ed by the angry Artsinen.

"The purpose of, the raid was
simply to live up to tradition that

the Science frosh always raid the

Arts building prior to the close

of the A. M. S. elections," one

freshman explained to the Jour-

nal.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

Harry— Is the boss in?

Phil—No, he w ent out for lunch

Harry—Will he be in after

lunch '.

Phil—No. that's what he went
out after. —The Gateway!

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions, Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

For beauty I am not a star.

There are others more handsome fa

far;

But my face I don't mind it,

For I am behind it.

It's the people in front that I jar.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Coming Events

Today:
1.30p.m.—Freshman Pyjama

Parade

Old Gym
2.30p.m.—Rugger

Varsity vs. Queen's

Lower Campus
—Senior Rugby
Western vs. Queen's

Richardson Stadium

9.00p.m.—Alumni Dance
Grant Hall

Sunday

:

2.30p.m.

Monday

:

5.00p.m.

The Soap Box

-L. S. R. Meeting

Y.W.C.A.

—B.W.F. Club

Gymnasium
7.00p.m.— I nter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.
—Flying Club

Room 301

Fleming Hall

Chancellor's Lecture

Convocation Hall

8.00p.m.

"Flunked in Latin,

Failed in French,"

I heard a freshman hiss,

"I'd like to find the guy that

said

In ignorance is bliss."—Sheaf

Union Picks Topics

For Year's Debates

rofessor J. Watts

Addresses Freshmen

A medium tor the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box -will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered con

fidenlial if the writer so desires.

[itch" Hepburn suggested as new

Principal for Queen's.

Sir:

A. Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

lurance policy as a provision for

the future, or contemplating the

telling of life insurance as a pro-

fession, you would do well to

consider the outstanding sixty-

four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
ner or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY
OF CANADA

Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1669

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 2Sc

70 Princess St. Kingstc

Just a little down and

a Utile each month
buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd

J.ft.C. D0BBS & CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

It is a matter o£ keen fegret to

us students that our venerated and

popular Principal is to sever his

connections with Queen's. His

going will be an irreparable loss to

this University and to the educa-

tional life of this country. With

deepest sincerity, then, do I voice

this note of distress and regret,—re

gret so heartfelt that it overshadows

completely any feeling of joy one

might have at Dr. Fyfe's being thus

honoured with appointment to such

a high post as the Principal of

Aberdeen.

"The king is dead! Long live the

kin-!" There will be much spec-

ulation about Dr. Fyfe's successor.

From a casual survey of the "field,

educational figure of merit

comes to mind. Why not go out-

side the circle of professional edu-

cationalists? Let me suggest ,
the

Hon. Mitchel F. Hepburn. Here in

deed is a man of divers talents;

first a farmer, next a Premier
;
why

not a University Principal? Good

old "Mitch"! While his academic

and cultural qualities have not so

far been evinced through his

speeches or pari iamentary career,

there is much latent talent,—much

latent talent.

Besides, provided he kept his as-

sociations with political friends.

Queen's might gel a larger govern-

ment grant.

Faithfully submitted (in part).

Arts '36.

I HAVE LEARNED
THE SECRET OF
MANICARE
Naili Uwl alwiy* look sWty Cuticle

thit ia nevtr i«n Fingcn thai are

twin ton from Hangnail Thete
thinra ha« ill diiapptartd with tha

dlicovcry of MANICARE.
Hera it a product that leaped from

•n unknown to a Biite" Seller over-

high!. |0r it ha. merit This il whit
MANICARE o"o*» for your nalla:

Cleaiuei Uiem thorouchly.
Remove* all looae. rough cuticle.

Keep* the naili »olt and nuiole.

Prtpara the nalla lor a better poliih.

You can't afiotd to be without MANI-
CARE at only 19c

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

"That cosmetics neither adorn

the lily nor gild the pill," is the

resolution to be laid before the

House by David Henry at the

first of the season's debates, to be

presented by the Queen's Dcbat

ing Union on Thursday night,

October 31st at 7.45. The op-

position will be led by Bill Alton

Thd Debating Union has been

fortunate in having the loyal and

active support of the Principal

and Vice-Principal, together with

Professors Rutledgc, Smails and

Walpole as members of the De

bates Committee. A number of

questions have been selected

issues for debaters during the

year—They are as follows:

Resolved that:

(1) The Suez Canal should be

closed against Italy.

(2) Canada is overgoverned.

(3) During the last 100 years

the results of applied science

have been detrimental to cultur-

al progress.

(4) Democracy has. failed in

the U.S.A.

(5> The Officers Training

Corps system is prejudicial to

world peace.

(6) Dorothy Dix makes i

wholesome contribution to mod

ern life.
|

(7) The responsibility for war

rests upon the shoulders of the

masses and not upon politicians,

ternational financiers and arm-

ament manufacturers.

(8) Raw materials should

be made available to all nations

on equal terms.

(9) The causes of poverty are

economic rather than moral.

The purpose of the Union is to

stimulate interest and talent in

debating and public speaking in

the University. Debates are con-

'The nature of Queen's is to

be friendly,
-

' said Professor J. O.

Watts at the annual Science

Soph-Frosh banquet held Wed-

nesday evening in the La Salle

Hotel.

Professor Watts, the guest

speaker of the evening, dealt with

the spirit of friendliness that

sts between the faculty and the

student body. This, he said, is a

great asset to the university.

One of the characteristics of an

engineer is to be eloquent in

machinery, in mathematics and

in blueprints and if not in poetic

English at least in forceful lang-

uage."

The first year men were re-

minded that they should have

three loyalties, first, to their year;

secondly, to their university and

lasthy tQ themselves by plannin

their work to leave some time for

amusement.

In closing he said "Leave here

with the idea that you have some'

thing to give to the world, with

out which it would be poorer."

Other speakers of the evening

were Lome MacDougall, Dean

Clarke. Prof. Jackson, Frank

Joy, Prof. W. C. Baker. Bill Mar

shall. Prof. R. W. Stevens, M
Cranston. Murray Campbell was

the chairman.

The committee in charge of the

banquet consisted of J. A. Fer-

guson, M. Cranton, W. C
shall, M. Tallman, A. N
convener.

I WANT VALUE! I WANT STYLE I I WANT GOOD

TAILORING! YOU CAN GET ALL THREE IN

LIVINGSTON'S

TAILORED CLOTHES

$23.75
MADE-TO-MEASURE

New Fall and Winter Woollens! Tailored to your personal

measure! Every garment cut individually by handl Any

style suit you desire! You are assured of a perfect fit!

Queen's students are coming to

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

For authentic University Fashions

Send the "Journal" to yourfriends. $1.75 a year.

Mar-

Miller

ducted in parliamentary manner.

Membership in the Union is open

to all male students. Every man

on the campus can avail himself

of the opportunities which the

Unitm affords.

Student Tennis Courts could stand

inspection states Arts '36.

Sir:

Now that the Federal Elections

are over, the A.B. of C. surely will

have time to inspect the Stadium

Tennis Courts; and note (1) that

there is no net for one of the courts.

(2) the appalling holes, etc., in the

back-stop wires.

Already nearly four weeks have

passed, but we can hope for several

weeks of good tennis weather yet.

The courts are in daily use, and

there is real need for both the new

net, and improvement in the back-

stops.

Arts '36.

Aesculapian Society

A committee, headed by Dan

Beihn was appointed by the

Aesculapian Society at their re-

cent meeting to investigate the

price of medical books. The

society pointed out that the price

uf the books at the Technical

Supplies is 50 cents to three dol-

lars m than the wholesale

The convener of the Medical

Formal outlined his plans and

received the whole-hearted sup-

port of the Aesculapian Society.

WHEN Y
MIDNIGI
HAVE A
AHEAD

'VE BURNT THE
OIL AND STILL

I LE OF WORK
YOU

Make Laidlaw's -

Your Headquarters for Hosiery

ORIENT KAYSER VAN RAALTE

In Chiffon. Service Weights or Crepe

3 famous makes of 'pure silk hosiery to choose from—«ach

in several different qualities. Prices arc moderate at

75c $1.00 $1.25

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods Ready-to-Wear

Men's Furnishings

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESSST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE * STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

J10 PRINCESS STREET

<Eatla0 iReataurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a-m. to 8 p.m.

Real value (or your money-Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00D DRUG CO.
PHONE 519 PRINCilMT-

JU*Y« PEAC0C*
gPHONE343 •HtXTTOlOBLAWS^
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THE MODERN PARADOX

A Meds-Science Victory

The new A.M.S. Executive will spon

start to work with one lone Arts-Levana-

Tlienbgy representative on its personnel.

Mcds-Sclcnce candidates, duplicating the

feat of the Liberals in the Federal election,

swept the field. The new executive now

has its hands free to carry out its pre-elec-

tion promises.

These five men have been elected to

the highest position which is offerer! a stu-

dent by his fellow undergraduates. They

have before them a task which requires sin-

cerity, honesty, tolerance and fairness.

Little can he expeeted'of an executive which

l.i' I any of these qualities, The student

body is fortunate in electing to office a

group of students who, we feel sure, will

undertake their duties in the right spirit.

The spirit shown by the students is also

encouraging. Many more votes were re-

corded this year than last. But there is

still room for improvement when it is real-

ized that there were about two hundred and

fifty students who neglected to vote on

Wednesday. We particularly admire the

way in which the Meds-Science voters

lurried "lit to support their candidates. They

far exceeded Arts-Lcvana-Theology voters

in numbers and co-operation.

We hope that the Executive will be suc-

cessful in its attempt to get free phones for

Levana. It has always seemed to us

crying shame that girls in residence should

he forced to pay five cents for every phone

call when girls in rooming houses have the

Use of a free phone. Surely the girls in

residence pay enough for this privilege. The
Journal wishes the new executive the best

of luck in carrying out its program durin

the 1935-36 session.

at home as Secretary of State, a position

in which his particular talents could be

more fully utilized, than in a branch of

government which must be quite new to

him.

But we are sure that, no matter what

position Mr. Rogers is called upon to fill in

the new government, that position will be

filled capably and successfully. It is to be

regretted that such a promotion will de-

prive Queen's of one of the most popular

figures on the faculty, one of her best pro-

fessors, and one of her finest gentlemen.

But he can re?t assured that he carries with

him the whole-hearted support and best

wishes of all Queen's students.

The New Minister of Labor
In the list of new cabinet ministers re

leased by Prime Minister Mackenzie King
the name of Norman Mcl.cod Rogers ap
pears as the Minister of Labor. We must
congratulate Mr. King upon his excellent

choice in including Professor Rogers in h

list of ministers. We must also congratu

late Queen's upon having had such an out

standing man on its faculty. And most
particularly we congratulate the Hon
Norman Rogers. This new distinction

conn s as a deserved reward for his years of

distinguished service to his party and in

resognvti&n of his outstanding ability.

Although we feel that the new Prim
Minister used sound judgment in elevating

Professor Rogers to a cabinet post, we qucs
tion his wisdom in selecting for Mr. Rogers
the particular post he did. No doubt
was a question of trying to satisfy every
one. Nevertheless we regret that a trained

political economist, an authority upon con-
stitutional law should be selected to fill the

post of Minister of Labor. It would seem
that Norman Rogers would be much more

Official Notices

November Hour Examinations, 1935

The attention of students is culled to

the time-table for the November examina-

tions which is posted on the Official Bulletin

Board ih the Douglas Library.

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible.

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible.

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec-

tion will this year hold a special prelimin-

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi-

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The

University will pay the expenses of the

visit to Toronto for any Queen's students

thus selected.

Attendance and Work

Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-

ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

The Value Of An Election

Theatre Party

One of the candidates speaking at the

Theatre Party Tuesday night opened her

remarks with the words "Shall I call you

ladies and gentlemen?" Such an introduc-

tion was quite in order, although how there

could be any doubt existent in the young

lady's mind is more than we can compre-

hend.

It would be quite impossible to ascertain

the number of ladies and gentlemen who
were present that night since ladies and

gentlemen, as a rule, keep silence while

someone else is speaking. It would be

equally impossible to judge the number of

non-gentlemen since one ill-mannered

rowdy usually makes as much noise as

forty-five or fifty normal students. And we
doubt if there were enough of the normal

pecies present to counterbalance the ill-

mannered 'catcalls of the rest.

If a majority of the students are in favor

"i such a ridiculous demonstration as Tues-

lay night's, it should be made known so

that those undergraduates who wish to hear
the policies of the candidates and enjoy a

picture would know enough not to attend.

We wonder if the committee in charge of

the Theatre Party feel that their candi-

latcs derived any benefit from screeching

n unheeding mob. If students attend

such a function with the sole idea of seeing
a good movie at a cheap price we feel that

the campaign committee would be wise in

liscontinuing such a type of entertainment.

Theatres are open every night in the .week.
A Theatre Party, under present circum-

stances, is of no value to the campaign com-
mittee or its candidates and, furthermore,
it is a direct insult to each candidate who
goe< through the ordeal of standing before
a thousand people only to have them, figur

ativcly speaking, spjt in his face. And
when some of those people consist of so-
called ladies it is all the more deplorable.

Fortunately, we do not believe that th
great mass of students desire a repetition
of Tuesday night's performance. We be
lieve that most of them wish to give court
eons attention to what the candidates have
'" say in their behalf before seeing a fea
ture picture. Too often when we get sonic
thing fur nothing we fail to appreciate it

Perhaps next year the student body
show its appreciation of the work of th
campaign committee in securing for th
students a type of entertainment such
the theatre party.

excuse for blooming. A social dancing

class for men and women who feel a little

doubtful about their terpsichorean prepar-

ation for college life is being sponsored by

the university. Sometimes we think it

wouldn't be a bad idea for Queen's to

adopt.

Camera Club Hears

Talk By Dr. Watson

Dr. E. E. Watso,n spoke to the

Camera Club on Wednesday on

"Some Experiences with the

Miniature Camera." He point-

ed out the advantages of a small

camera, and went on to discuss

the development, printing and

enlargement of the small nega-

tive.

Dr. Watson showed the mem-

bers some of his own photo-

graphs, and explained the meth-

ods used in obtaining each one.

There was a large attendance,

and it was announced that the

dark-room would be ready for

use early next week.

Inter-Varsity Fellowship

Society Meets Mondays

The Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship Society announces

that the group meets for Bible-

study and discussion on Monday
evenings at 7.00 o'clock, at 254

University Avenue. Members

also meet for prayer in the Chapel

at the Old Arts Building on Wed-
nesdays at 2.00 p.m. Students are

welcome to attend both these

meetings.

Once again the power of the press has

been strikingly illustrated. Last Tuesday

morning we printed our editorial on Theatre

Etiquette, and Tuesday night—the Theatre

Party.

With Thanksgiving Day on Thursday

not many students were able to take ad-

vantage of the free day to visit their homes.

We hope that next year the holiday will be

restored to the weekend, where it will be

much more appreciated.

Editorial Comment

Wall flowers, both boys and girls, at

the University of Vermont are to have

Dorothy Canfield Fisher once said that

f it were necessary for her to choose be-

tween training in manners and training in

orals, for her own children she would un-

questionably choose manners.

After Tuesday night's Theatre Party we
would be inclined to agree with Mrs. Fisher.

STORY CONTEST

The English Club an-

nounces a short-story contest

open to all undergraduates.

Entries must he submitted to

the club before December 1,

and will not exceed 4,000

words in lengih. A prize will

he offered unless no entries of

sufficient merit are received.

The prizewinning story will be

published in the Journal.

PlatonicWomen Are

Defended In Debate

"Resolved that woman is as yet

incapable of friendship," was the

subject of a lively debate held by

the Trinity College Literary In-

stitute at an open meeting with St.

Hilda's recently.

W. H. Arison, leader of the

affirmative, stated first that he did

not wish to overstep the bounds of

rigid Victorian morality and virgin

delicacy.

Friendship, he continued, is dif-

ferent from love and passions, and

also from acquaintance. Woman

uses her men acquaintances as a

means to an end—usually a week-

end.

The "as yet" part of the resolu-

tion hints that woman may develop

friendship. It brings to the forex
that oft quoted expression, "Faith,

Hope and Chastity, and the great-

est of these is Hope."

Miss E. Hoiden, for the negative

side, said that man's passion pre-

vented him from thinking of pla-

tonic friendship. It is the girl with

the most sex-appeal you want, and

in spite of ihc interjection of "sour

grapes" by a heckler, she went on

to show the true friendships of men

and women in the past.

Miss R. Cocheram urged that

friendship between woman and wo-

man was not sincere and J. H. H.

Depew attempted to illustrate true

friendship between woman and

woman.

The motion was defeated by a

small majority. —Varsity.

Dr. J. H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

Action was taken recently by the Cam-
bridge police in suppressing the sedate Har-

ard Advocate, a campus literary magazine,

n a charge of literary immorality. So far

this has resulted in little more than a re-

strictive premium on all copies of the issue

circulation.

It seems a certain year in Medicine is

attempting to retain a privilege which is

usual for only first year Meds. Surely their

dog-in-the-manger attitude will not last.

Before the federal elections King prom-

ised to repeal Section 98. We wonder if

that will he just another of those election

promises.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

Never Late for 8 O'clocks

Eat at

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN AT 7.30 A.M.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

Young Men Must March
The triumph of both Hitler and Musso-

lini was, as much as anything else, a

triumph of youth against age. Young men
must march nowadays. Brucning, great

statesman as he was, had not the wits to

devise a tunc to which young Germany
could march without encompassing its own
destmction.

Hoist a red flag, set the sickle flying in

the wind, roll the drum, set off through the

main streets and sec what happens.

The only competition the (British)

Conservative Party can offer is a procession

of bath-chairs. And the hath-chair, to
youth, has never recommended itself as the
ideal form of transport.—Beverley Nichols.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to u»

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

lHarigoIb Gtnfe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

WATTS, FLORIST
Jlilesi Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE

Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

An Iowa professor says he finds five

different kinds of dumbness, It sceins in-

credible that a prominent man like that
should have met so few people.

—Worcester Gazette.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S fftSI
123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

TRICOLOR GRID TEAM READY
FOR STAMPEDE OF MUSTANGS

TODAY'S COLLEGE GRID GAMES
This afternoon the same opponents who clashed in last Saturdays

schednled contest in the
_
Intercollegiate Union will meet each other for

t!,e second successive time. With the scenes of last week's battles
shifting to Montreal and Kingston football fans will eagerly await the
results of today s fixtures, fur three of the teams involved stand a
<hance to eventually win the College crown.

At Montreal, Varsity, the present pacesetters, will tangle with Joe
O'Brien s Red squad and a rugby classic should result. Both teams
gave a thrilling display of the fall pastime last Saturday at Toronto
with the Blues capturing the decision by a four point margin, but
today the R crimen are favored to down the Stevens' coached outfit and
thereby vault into ihc top spot in the standings.

Here at Richardson Stadium the champion Queen's twelve will at-
tempt to sink Western deeper in the cellar and by so doing will safely
entrench themselves in second position, prepared for the stretch drive
which will begin next Saturday at Toronto.

The Tricolor experienced (rouble with the rapidly improving Mus-
tangs at London a week ago and are not anticipating any romp today.
However, the locals confidently expect a victory and promise to un-
cover an offensive which will sweep the Purple threat Slide and give
them their second straight win over the last placers.

WESTERN LIKELY TO OPEN UP GAME
The desperate Mustangs anxious to garner at least one triumph

this season will likely feature a wide open attack which they hope will

bring the desired results in this afternoon's encounter.
Having suffered three successive setbacks the Purple and White

are definitely out of the contention for 1935 grid honors, and will

undoubtedly rely on forward passes to offset the advantages held by
Queen's in other departments. And so the ozone in the vicinity oi

Richardson Stadium should be filled with plenty of leather today as

the Londoners use the air route in an attempt to break their rather

lengthy losing streak at the Tricolor's expense.
The Rcevemen are ready for anything Coach Storcn's youngsters

have to offer, and will not be caught napping. The local Collegians

intend to do some tall scoring themselves and will no doubt put on the

pressure for the first time this year. They have trie ability necessary

to pile up a big count on the hapless Purple gridricrs and local fans

are counting on watching their favorites ride roughshod over today's

opposition.

TRICOLOR INTERMEDIATES AND JUNIORS BREAK EVEN
In the Thanksgiving Day twin hill with R.M.C. at the stadium

Queen's Intermediates and Juniors obtained an even break on the day's

play, the Seconds folding up like a tent in the last quarter to absorb

a 17-1 lacing, while the Thirds lengthened their winning streak to four

straight by outscoring the Junior Cadets 18-7.

The win for the R.M.C. first squad gave them the local grOup

championship and those who saw Thursday's contest will not begrudge

the Red Coats this well-deserved honor. The Cadets have a speedy.

well conditioned aggregation, that knows what its all about and they

should go far in Intermediate competition.

Ralph Jack's team did exceptionally well to hold the Reds even

for three quarters of the contest, hut it was quite apparent that R.M.C.

had fhe superior squad and would eventually down the game Tricolor

gridmen.
Murray Griffin's Queen's Juniors lengthened their lead in the local

Junior O. R. F. U. group by running up an 18-7 score on the last place

Cadets. In winning the Grjffinmeu praciically clinched the group title

and they look good to travel far towards the Ontario Championship.

In four games to date the Tricolor kids haven't been overly extended

and have ably demonstrated that they are the class of the junior clubs

in this district.

TRICOLOR CAGERS START WORKOUTS ON MONDAY
Although the football season is slightly past the half way mark

the first practice for the Queen's senior basketball squad is slated for

Monday at the gymnasium at five o'clock.

While a trifle early to get down to serious training it is expected

that new material will have a better chance to develop if workouts are

held front, now until Christmas, and local cage enthusiasts should benefit

greatly by this plan.

All who have bad previous basketball experience are iirgeri tn turn

out. as ample opportunities will be given them to make the team

which will be a powerful iactor in the College cage loop this winter.

(Continued from page I)

4-1 count. Although the Tri

color didn't exactly cover them-

selves with glory in that fixture,

seeming to be more content with

win rather than in impressing

the critics, they expect to show

their supporters today that they

really have something. The local

tudents are in such a position

that every victory brings them

that much closer to their objec-

tive— the Intercollegiate leader-

ship, and they intend to tack on

two more precious points at the

expense of the lowly Purple and

White clad aggregation.

Queen's in three games to date

have been anything but a high

coring outfit, but this afternoon

they should exhibit the power

which championshipj.clubs usual-

ly have in copious quantities

Queens II's Drop

Two]] To Redcoats

By FRANCIS MURPHY

To R.M.C. Intermediates, Thanks-

giving Day was significant for

favours received in the way of

"breaks". But to Queen's it was

just one pain in the neck because on

Thursday afternoon in Richardson

Stadium' the Tricolor was humbled

by the Cadets, 17-1, for the second

straight time. The Red Raiders

from across the Bay romped off

with the Intercollegiate group title

hy virtue of their win but the game

as a whole did little to enthuse a

large holiday crowd.

Fighting with a revamped line-up

to avoid elimination, the desperate

Tricolor twelve showed signs of

complete recovery from their de-

feat at the hands of the Cadets last

Saturday and matched the Redmcn

yard for yard to draw even 1 to 1,

at the end* of the third quarter. The

start of the fourth quarter saw a

succession of untimely funlbles and

bad breaks spell doom for the Tri-

color as the Cadets crossed their

goal line three times. A fumbled

lateral, a line misplay, and a

blocked kick accounted for the trio

of touchdowns and with them the

Tricolor chances went glimmering.

After the opening kick-off play

alternated over midfield until an

offside penalty was called against

Queen's, giving R.M.C. a first down

on their own' 48. A lateral to the

left was good for 16 yards and a

first down on the Tricolor 36.

Rowland's kick then forced Hand-

ford to rouge for the opening score.

A favorable exchange of punts

JUNIORS TURN BACK

R. M. C. TEAM 18-7

(Continued from page 1)

R.M.C. had the better of the

play in the second quarter, senring

a touch and 2 singles while Queen's

were scoring a safety louch

In the third quarter, Williams

hooted two singles to make the

score 10-7.

The final stanza produced the

smartest football of the game.

Startim; on their own twenty-five

yard line, the Tricolor advanced on

successive plays to R.M.C's thirty

.where Williams booted one to the

deadline for a single. Getting

possession on their own fifty, the

Griffin hoys started a beautiful ex-

tension which landed them on

R.M .C's one yard line, from which

point Morrison had no difficulty in

crashing for a touchdown. Wil-

liams converted to make the final

score 18-7 for Queen's.

protected R.M.C's slim lead during

a scoreless second quarter but

Queen's slightly overshadowed the

Cadets on ground plays.

A penalty and some clever ball

carrying by Jesse Turner drove the

Cadets into their backyard near the

end of the third quarter and from

the R.M.C. 40-yard stripe, Hand-

ford kicked an end over end bait.

Whittaker attempted to catch but

the ball bounced off his chest over

the goal line where he followed it

to he rouged under a swarm of

tacklers for ihe Tricolor's equalizer,

and their only tally.

(Continued on page 7)

jack vewis

Up and coming Queen's lineman who
will see plenty of action in today s

game with Western.

Defensively the Presbyterians arc

"tops" in the College circuit and

have kept their points "against

column down to the respectable

figure of 12. However, they can't

hope to retain their title if they

do not soon display their long

overdue scoring punch and they

will be out there today with the

intention of keeping the boy on

the scoreboard busy.

The Reevemen are by no means

overconfident as to the final out-

come of the issue, as they realize

that Western, will take all kinds

of chances to break into the win

column. Consequently the local

lads will be ready for any piece

of strategic daring that Storen

may use to upset the dope.

Coach Reeve cased off a trifle

this past week in not sending his

charges through the usual scrim-

mage with the Intermediates.

However, running, passing, kick-

ing and signal drills kept the

boys on edge for today's test. All

the players except Abe Zvonkin

and Chuck McLean participated

in the daily workouts. Zvonkin's

injured leg has responded slowly

to treatment and it is possible

that the big Tricolor plunder will

watch the proceedings this after-

noon from the sidelines. McLean

of course is definitely out for the

next game or two as his ankle is

still giving him trouble. The re-

mainder of the squad
,
is in first

class shape and the starting line-

up will be chosen from a roster

of twenty-two men.

.Munro. Edwards, Krug and

Dennis will form the backfield.

while Sonshinc will be at flying

wing. For centre Queen's will

have Barker and Lewis who will

he flanked by Weir. Peck, Jones,

Zvonkin, McManus, Stollery.

Thompson and Kurkland. Barn-

abc and McNichol will divide the

work at quarter, while the tackl-

ing corps will consist of Captain

Wing. Earle, Dai'oe, Scott and

Bews.

CHUCX PECK

Tricolor forward pass thrower who is

all set to perform his specialty.

In Doug Shales, Boyce Sherk.

Bill Ryder and Charley Box.

Western has tour boys who are

destined to Become stars in big

time footfall. All four have fea-

tured the Mustang offensive this

season while the team as i whole

has been improving continuous-'

ly and will make Queen's step

fast to capture the verilict. Al-

though they are out of the run-

ning for championship honors the

Londoners would like nothing

better than to take the Tricolor

over the jumps here today. The

local Collegians must win this

afternoon to keep up with the

leaders. Varsity and HcGill who

will be tangling in Montreal. A
loss or a tie would ne fatal t<>

Tricolor hopes' of warning two

titles in a row and therefore it is

essential that they cane out on

the long end of the score in their

engagement ' with the Purple

tfcam.

When they are oi the spot

Queen's have a reputation for do-

ing the needful and as a rule

triumph.

It is to be hoped that today the

Tricolor will maintain that repu-

tation.

Intermediate Standing

W L F A
xR.M.C 3 044 6

Queen's 1 2 V. 34

Ottawa 0 2 126

x—R. M. C. wins group :ha

pionship.

BASKETBALL
Men's Senior Basketball

practices will begin on Mon-
day, Oct. 28th, in the gym-
nasium. Practices will be

held on Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays between

the hours of 5-6 p.m. All

players who have had pre- *

vious basketball experience

will be welcomed.

B. W. And F. Club To Hold
Meeting On Monday

The B. W. and F. Club, will

hold a general meeting in the

Gymnasium on Monday at 5.00

p.m. Last year's member? are

asked' to be present, and an invi-

tation is extended to all Fresh-

men interested in Boxing,
Wrestling or Fencing.

"SLATER" SHOES
$6.50 and $7.50

"HE MAN"

SHOES
Yes, sir! Real HE MAN shoe*
for gentlemen who are particu-
lar. No frail weak shoes here
at all. Just the finest your money
can buy in Brogues. Dress
Shoes and straight Patterns.

NaborhooD
166 Princess SHOE STORE Phone 704

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston and

beg to remind them that as formerly the Prestige of Years

stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats Queen's Blazers

Warren K. Cook Suits and Topcoats

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

213 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 362

®a ^tu&eitts of (Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

Smith Jgros. Kemper*, fthniUb
PHONE 666 Esid. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS, TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street
1 Phone 1402

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL COXTBAcW FOR STUDENTS

BUCKINGHAM
2OrV20«-2SA'2S«-50^50t
CIGARETTES

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110

Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Gtastes Repaired Broken Lenses RepUced

EYES TESTED -

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

Wc have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529

"It Pays to Play Fair"
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S. C M. PANEL

One might say with much truth

that the ordinary student hasn't

any religion,—that is, religion in the

common conccpiion of the term

Perhaps it is just as well he hasii

and perhaps it is due to this 19th

Century ideology and 20th Century

I'h, in- that he hasn't any

religion; or at least is disinterested

and detached. The student can no

longer helieve in a God sitting on

pearly throne, giving orders

mortals here below; nor can lie

have faith in religious practices

which acquiesce to poverty in the

midst of plenty.

But inherently the average stu

dent r'j interested in religion, for

religion in its essence has to do with

the eternal "why?" of life and

death. These are problems with

which the student if vitally con

ccrncd. Listen to him when he

talks with a small group of hi

friends in the quiet of the small

hours of the night. Note how often

the conversation veers around to is

sues which are the concern of

philosophy and religion.

Religion is not something derived

primarily from speculation; it is a
fact of history and of the indivi

dual life, The feeling that there is,

something outside and beyond one
self, something greater than one's

individual powers, is a religious ex
perience. Philosophy asks the gen
eral query why?, the religious ques
lion is—why Hvet The composer
Wagner, mastered by duty and de-

votion to music, was a -religious

man. A Communist, his life moti-
vated by his political creed, may be
truly religious. The scientist, direct

ing his thought and mergy to his

studies, may bc said to be religion;

Where dots the student enter
into this? h is a question of de-
gree. He oiay_eive up thinking,

and merely drift. The real student
doesn't become a drifter. He may
«ee in Science, Engineering, Art,
Commerce, Die Wah of life for him,
and wholeheartedly devote himself
to this way of life. He mav see
the end-all of existence in his girl-
friend, and devote himself t-t her.
While all these may be rcKgious,

one must he careful lest they be im-
perfect or incomplete ends. For in-
stance, the student of science may
have a narrow and limited concept
of life

;
the chap who cultivates the

girl-friend may marry her and find
his illusions shattered

!

Queens Impresses

Exchange Studen

To sum up : the religious ques-
tion is why live? The answer to
'In, question i, lmplied in thp mrrl
(°d. Whosoever has a feeling of a
compelling force, or feels that life
has D meaning, has a God.-even

be

(Continued from page 1)

ntcrested in dramatics, she has ob

tained (he gold "A" granted for

dramatics, literary efforts and de

bating. She is contipuing her ac

tivities in that line and has an im

portant part in the Dramatic Guild

forthcoming production of "Tr

Shining Hour".

Literary interest seems to

much stronger at Acadia. Th

Athenaeum, a student literary maga

zinc comes out each month. There

is no college newspaper, such as

the Queen's Journal. The Drama

tic Fraternity, a select organization

is the only club at 'Acadia corres

landing to fraternities.

In further comparison of the two

universities Miss Hathaway said

(hat the courses at Acadia College

ire similar to those at Queen's

There are faculties of Arts and

Applied Science but only pre

edicaJ work is given. A Fine

Arts course, open to all students, is

included in the curriculum. Thes

courses are very good indeed. Th
student fees include the cost of

the year book, the Athenaeum, and

admittance to all concerts given at

Wolfville.

All women students are in one

residence, with accommodation for

US. The men also have a separate

residence but men and women stu

dents eat together. The girls ac

tivities are more restricted than

those of the Queen's co-eds

Flying Club Ground School

Lectures Begin Monday

The first lecture for the

Queen's Flying Club Ground
School will be held in Room 301

Fleming Hall. 7 p.m., Monday
Oct. 28. S. M. Sinclair. Air En
gineer will discuss the Gipsy

though \v he unconscious of this

The drifter gives up the question;
the student continues the quest, and
seeks fact not fancy, practice not
preaching. He must be careful lest

he confuse a lesser good for the
real Good. In the former case he

he worshipping an idol. This
idol may be an insufficient theory,

friend, social position, income.
Those who worship idols may get
along for a while, but eventually the
idol will be shattered The de-
pression has siiown to what degree
many were idolatrous. For the
udent, then, religion means a

searching after the best possible an-
swer to the question "Why live?"

biggest aggregation of screen and
radio favorites ever in one picture 1

because it has everything! Romance!
Songsl Dancing! Comedy! And stars,
stars!

"THE
BIG
BROADCAST
OF
1936

all your favorites, we chose only the
very biggest and best! And that
for songwriters tool

goes

ff the year that will go down in enter-
tainment history for the picture, ' The
Big Broadcast!"

»~» MARY BCM^AND

SIR GUY STANDING
RAY NOBLE

CAPITOL"- - SATURDAY

AT THE THEATRT?
CONDUCTED BY | yNORMA MacROSTIE

THEATRE NEWS

'Chapayev", the new Russian

film which has shattered the all

time popularity record for Russian

pictures and which also broke the

record of any film, Hollywood or

otherwise, for 1935, is shortly to be

released in Canada.

This picture, had a triple world

premiere, opening on the same night

in Moscow, London and Paris. ,De-

picting in intensive drama the story

of Chapayev, the peasant-carpenter

who fought in the World War as a

common soldier* and later became

one of the most brilliant "partisan"

commanders in the revolutionary

fighting, the film received enthus-

astic acclaim.

In Moscow the picture ran at 18

theatres simultaneously and it was

next to impossible to get tickets un-

less they were obtained1 well in ad-

vance. It is estimated that during

the first ten days of showing in the

Red capital more than a million and

half paying spectators saw the

film. "Chapayev" received acclaim

far exceeding that accorded "The
Road to Lite".

Chapayev" is produced by Len-

lilm, Leningrad, U.S.S.R., and is

directed byi Sergei and Georgi

Vasilyev. Tjhe film is to be dis

ributed in Canada exclusively by

Cosmopolitan Films, Limited.

TIVOLI

Wagnet Selections

Add Interest To Film

The settings of "Siegfried," pres

cnted by the film Society this week,,

ere particuhrly impressive. The
("Kged, gloomy mountains and
imly-lit forjsts lent a forbidding

(
to the pitture. The mediaeval

atmosphere with its pomp and
military spljndor, its superstition-

and magic Was well depicted.

The storjj of the hero Siegfried

and his adventures provides a good
vehicle for.'some excellent acting,

egfried t/nded to over-act but the

haracter of an invincible warrior

a difficult one to portray.

Selections from Wagner's opera
added gfeatly to the entertainment.

The society has threatened to give
' e seohnd part of the short next
week-iwe only hope they don't

carry ,out their threat.

Thi chairman, Michael Le
liquet, pointed out that it was
Possible to carry on the work of
e Society single-handed. He urged

II /those interested to co-operate

a help form a committee.

BONNIE SCOTLAND
with

Slait Laurel and Oliver Hardy

The good old Laurel and Hardy
team is back again in a picture

which comes rather close to being

a take-off on the famed "Bengal

Lancers", and a good take-off at

that.

They are funnier than ever jp
kilts as members of a Scottish regi-

ment in India. The few feeble mo-
ments are amply compensated for

by numerous side-splitting incidents.

One of the memorable parts is

Stan's inability to keep in step.

The settings and general atmos-

phere" are better than usual for a

Laurel and Hardy production. The

supporting cast is quite adequate.

As usual Stan and Ollie become

involved without, however, an utter-

ly disastrous or triumphant ending.

It's a worthwhile, show in spite

of the very stupid Tarzan Serial-

which precedes it. B. —J. S.

One of these really innocent

freshettes. "Did you have a nice

walk?" asked her big sister. "Oh
gee, yes. And we saw the funniest

man. He was sitting on the side-

walk, talking to a banana skin.

—The Sheaf.

'Did she kiss you?"

'She wasn't that kind.

'She was to me,"

Arts' 37 Notice

A vote will be held on a

scheme which will result In

either excessive year fees or

none at all in Room 201 on
Wednesday, Oct. 30 from
12.05 to 12.10 noon.

She was only a painter's daughter

-but she sure could lay it on thick.

Series

Begins
Of Lectures

On Monday

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Faro : Adult 76c: Child •10c)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 from KINGSTON
To Brjoiforfl, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood, Detroit, Durham, Goderich,
Grimsby, Guelph, Huntsville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,
Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falls, North Bay, Owen Sound,
Palmeraton, Paris, Penetang, St Catharines, Sarnia, Southampton,
Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points
beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Also to all towns in
New Ontario on lines of Temlshamlng & Northern Ontario Rly., Kapuskes-
ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury, Looglsc, Geraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

$^.25 R«*u™ *o Toronto, sccount "QUEENS" vj "VARSITY''» Rugby G*m« at Toronto Sat. Nov. 2. Good on l.OS p.m.
Friday November 1, 1.30 a.m. and 3.07 a.m. Sat. November %

Return not l«t«r than following Sunday evening

(Continued from page 1)

Rufus M. Jones is probably the

most distinguished scholar and one

of the greatest figures among the

Society of Friends, popularly

known as the Quakers. He has

written more than 25 books on his-

torical, religious and philosophical

subjects. He was educated at

Haverford College in Haverford,

Pennsylvania, and at Harvard,

Heidelberg, Oxford and Mar-
burg Universities.

The Chancellor's Lectureship was
founded and endowed by Sir Sand-

ford Fleming, for many years

Giancellor of Queen's. The lec-

tures themselves are by no means
ted to religious topics. Last year

Prof. J. W. Falconer, brother of

Sir Robert and professor at Pine
Hill College, Halifax, delivered the

Chancellor's Lectures on the gen-

eral subject of painting .

These lectures have always been
given in connection with the Annual
Conference of the Alumni of

Queen's Theological College.

Fart*. Tickets, Return Limit* and Train Information from Agenu. ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL
__ A1I1 AtmbfaipHUcalwi of"CANADA'S MAPLE LEAF CONTEST" tiuk

Simmons Is Elected
President Of A. M.S.

(Continued from page 1)

An athletic complex crept in

when two members of the senior
football team. Arch Kirkland and
Johnny Edwards, fought it out 'for
the position of secretary. Kirkland
"f Meds-Science won this place bv
530 to 385.

T.ony Fnrsbcrg, the Meds-Science
Candidate, defeated Jimmv Peters
of Arts by 543 to 3R2 to become the
Athletic Stick.

When interviewed by the Journal
the election. President Bill

mmons expressed his thanks to
the student body for the support
given the Meds-Science party.

"I realize the responsibility of
he position and I would like to as-
pire the students that steps will be
nken immediately to carry out every
promise made by the Meds-Science
party," stated the new president.

1 after

Si

NEW DESIGN
IS SIMPLER

at

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-
dom and comfort of soft neckwear. AH new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

PHONE g50
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY. OR NIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

between purely functionalship

forms.

The first slide accompanying Mr.
Roberts' lecture showed modern
houses of various 'styles, all sub-

stantial and simple, and most of
them beautiful. The play of light

on the angular planes shows the
beauty of simple forms and makes
for fine dramatic effects.

Very often the simplicity of these
designs approaches the childish, but
it is also subtle and restrained in

its dignity. The planes are not
necessarily monotonous, as there is

always some novel and rare quality
whith does not repeat the same
statement, just as in poetry there
may I* the same technical forms
but variety in expression.

Tn the furniture, textiles, carpets
and dishes shown the element of
simplicity was always predominant.
The use of contrasts in texture and
color is a planned clement which
usually looks casual and not smug.nn the whole decoration is getijng
away from extremes and is becom-
ing beautiful although still simple

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.
HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.
CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.
WHILE-IJ-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

ut
SHOE KRAFTS

Uptown Store - 355 Princess Street Rhone 50S
Downtown Store-208 Princess Street Phone 505>

ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE
PRIVATE DRESSING

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND~ HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS

We Deliver
H. R.

SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
BECKINGHAM,

Proprietor
O.B.E.

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
356 Princess Street Phone 22



COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 PrincMi St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed
Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mendine

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for Collect
T«-m $6,00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

tliein and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

t41 Princess St Phone IBM

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
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BY EDWARD KAIIN

Early Ring Practices

Show Good Material

ALCOHOL
The substance which is known

technically as ethyl alcohol, is collo-

quially referred to as moonshine,

hooch, homebrew, etc. Although it

is usually taken raw, it has the curi-

ious property of making the con-
sumer stewed. Most commonly,
alcohol comes in bottles, but re-

gardless of the container, all

samples have the property of caus-

ing the user to become canned, and
not infrequently, jugged. To illus-

trate this latter property with all

its deplorable consequences, the

following authentic case is quoted:

"Now, Clarence dear, steer clear

of beer.

Of women, wine and song.

And when at school, don't plav the

fool;

Your course is hard and long."

Though duly warned, her words he

scorned,

He was a silly sap,

That hard-boiled lad went to the

bad,

And lost much dough at crap.

He spent long hours in the bever-

age-room.

And- wasted that whole Fall;

He had no inkling of his doom,

But the writing was on the wall.

One day a crowd of Sophs came in

As he was going out,

And as he headed for the door,

They turned him round about.

"My gosh, I.'rji_cait£ht !" the Fresh-

man sighed,

And sidled to the side.

The Sophs closed in like a rising

tide

And to the bar did stride.

And all that Autumn eve they

quaffed,

Their flagons lifted high,

'We'll drink that beer-keg dry,"

they laughed,

"And tnp it off with rye."

That cowering Frosh did stand and

stare.

He did not dare to flee,

For fear that he should lose his hair,

(There were tonsorial artists there)

He shivered visibly.

"Well boys, it's time to close the

inn,"

Said mine host in an oily tone,

The words he spoke caused the

Sophs to grin.

But it made the Freshman groan.

The Sophs did clear mine host's

dark frown

By nonchalantly saying,

"For all the drinks we've guzzled

down
This kindly Frosh is paying."

They swaggered out, they staggered

out, j

They crawled out on all fours,

Mine host then with an angry

shout

Against the door leaned his figure

stout,

And kept the Frosh indoors.

He pleaded long; his cause was

strong,

But heartless was the wretch,

Who deemed that he had suffered

wrong

And soon the Law did fetch.

He sighed and sang the Prisoner's

Song
Within the sombre goal;

His friends without, worked hard

and long

'Fre they could raise the bail,

Full many a spigot will be turned

And many a cork will pop,

But tf his lesson is well-learned

He will not touch ^ drop.

A Midsummer Night's Dream"

is such a success every Hollywood

producer has issued orders to look

up the author and sign him at his

own price.—Xaverian Weekly.

With the arrival in town <>f

Jack Jarvis, Tricolor boxing

coach, things will soon be under

way in defence of the Intercol-

legiate Title, which the Queen's

squads won last year so decisive-

ly. ,A number of the boys who
won quite handily at the Assault

in Febrauary did not fare quite

as well in April, and as a conse-

quence their berths on the teatti

will be open for competition,

Although any scrapper has the

right to challenge the present

Title-holder, it is expected that

most of the interest wilt centre

around the 118, 155 and 165

pound classes. In both the box

ing and wrestling circles, the

coaches have marked some prom-

ising material that may develop

into Intercollegiate champions.

Coach Jarvis is in town perman

ently. and although the regular

work-outs will not begin for a

week or so,, he has promised to

erect the ring at the earliest op

portunity so that the contenders

may get into condition.
,

The squads are promised sev-

eral attractive trips this year

which include Cornell University

anil Montreal, and it is expected

that there will be no shortage of

boys willing to make the team

Queen's Rugger Team Will

Play Varsity To-Day

The Queen's rugger team play

what will probably be the last game

of the season when they meet Var

sity on the lower campus this after-

noon at 2.30 p.m.

After going down to defeat al the

hands of McGill by the narrow

margin of one point, the Tricolor

team will be out for blood today,

Varsity has a strong, heavy team

and have managed to take die

Queen's boys for the past two years

Tbe Tricolor will be out for re-

venge this time.

The home team has been fortun-

ate this year in having no injuria

of a serious nature, and it is expec-

ted that the same team will be in

action today that put up such a

game fight against M.A.A.A.

Intermediates Drop
Second To Redcoats

(Continued from page 5)

The last quarter was hardly un-

derway before the ball game was
bust high, wide and handsome.

With Queen's in possession on
their own 47, a Turner-to-Handford

lateral went astray and a Csdet

kicked the ball downfield. Fee of

R.M.C. gave chase and picked up
the unclaimed oval to cross the Tri-

color line standing up. The con-

vert failed to alter the 6-1 count..

Queen's booted short to the

Cadet 40 on the following kick-off.

The next play found a gaping hole

in the left side of the Tricolor line

and Bee Rowland barged through,

found himself in the clear, and
twisted and squirmed 75 yards for

a touchdown. The convert again

misfired. R.M.C. 11, Queen's 1.

Queen's then kicked off to R.M.C.
and Rowland punted to Handford
on the Tricolor 10 and Fee brought

him down. A display of fisticuffs

by Fee and Handford after the

tackle caused both to be banished

and this left Queen's without their

regular kicker. A miscued lateral

on the next play spilled the Tricolor

Student Admission

Tickets

EVENT NO. 3

TO-DAY
SENIOR INTERCOLLEGIATE

WESTERN vs. QUEEN'S
2.30 P.M.

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL

for a loss to their 2-yard line and

Max Smith dropped back into the

end zone to punt out of danger. The
kick was blocked and Mackenzie

gathered in the loose ball to cross

for the third try and make the rout

complete. The convert finally

clicked and left the standing R.M.

C. 17, Queen's 1.

It was a fast, bruising battle with

no quarter asked and none given,

and although Queen's were guilty

of some glaring mistakes, the boys

went down fighting and did not

give up until the final whistle.

Queen's — Swartz, M. Smith,
Bryne, Doherty, McAskill, Arm-

strong, M. Cunningham, Fraser,

Turner, Handford. Ewen, Latimer.

Subs, J. Smith, Briskin, Anderson,

Coughlin, J. Cunningham, Alsop,

Flanders.

R.M.C—Harrington. Whittaker,

Rowland, Stephenson, Osier, Ward,

Anderson* McKibbin, Drury, Mac-
kenzie, Fee, Wilson. Subs, Moore,

Johnson, Sharon, Bradford, Palmer,

Chubb, Burton, MacBrien.

Senior
—

"I have a chance for the

track team."

Bored Freshette — "What's the

matter, are they going to raffle it

off:'"

Styles to please

College Men
and Women

No— we do not mean

that we handle

women's wear, but the

College Man's Clothes

these days must be

styled to pass the criti-

cal eye of the co-ed.

This store specializes

in smart clothes for

students— as you will

see from our window.

And our values are

easy on college allow-

ances and slim pocket-

books. This store has

served Queen's men

for many generations

—having done business

in Kingston continu-

ously since 1870.

TOPCOATS
Stylish new tweeds and fleeces in the POPULAR RAGLAN
and slip-on models. All wool materials oi fine quality, very

reasonably priced.

$15 ° $30
OVERCOATS

Colder days are here and overcoats are now in demand.
We have sold quite a number already. Our STOCK IS
COMPLETE, and ready tor tout selection.

$15 T $35
SUITS

STYLISH NEW SUITS in tweeds, worsteds or serge*

featuring the shades (or Fall and Winter. All arc tailored

with particular care irom FINE QUALITY MATERIALS.

$15 T $35
FURNISHINGS

SHIRTS, TIES, wool socks, silk and wool socks, heavier

underwear, sweaters, gloves and all NEEDED ACCESSOR-
IES are here in a great array — all MODERATELY
PRICED.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Good Luck to Queen's Team

TWEDDELL'S
137 - 139 PRINCESS ST.

Hotel La Salle Bldg.

PHONE 3706
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Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us

by the Old Reliable

Firm of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
•} HROUGHOUT,
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain

Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers

$5 and $6
Guaranteed for Wear

MCGREGOR'S WOOL
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

ARTS SOPHOMORES
YEAR FEES ARE DUE

Arts '38 are again reminded

that their Em must be paid at

once. Lcvaniies may pay their

fees to Georgina Ross and Peggy

Publow who will be in the Red

Room from 9 to 11 on Tuesday

morning and from 9 to 12 on

Wednesday morning. Bill Neville

and Tony Coughlin will accept

the payments from the men who

must show their fee receipts to

gain admission to the Soph-Frosh

B a none l.

FORCE NEEDED FOR
SECURING OF PEACE

(Continued from page 1)

"Such is an analogy to the in-

ternational situation. Peace has

been maintained in the past for

>criods of time by individual na-

ions, such as Rome, or by small

groups of nations. No interna-

tional law exists at this time.

Since 1919 the international out-

look has been changed. The
League of Nations is a number
of nations banded together for

certain purposes. The covenant
of the League is a small group
of international laws. These laws,

to be of value, must be backed
by sanctions and behind sanctions

must be force."

"In the league we have an en-

GET YOUR
Arts Pin
Years 36 - 37 - 38 - 39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Ballroom In Three Leuons
Tap Dancing Class or Private

PHONE S20

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

25c ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

eavour to form a solid back to

top aggression. The right of

the belligerent nation to act for

tself is given up and it is thus

possible to attain a degree of na-

tional freedom. Under this col-

lective system the nation with
the grievance need not turn to a

few allies but to a maximum
number of allies; namely, all

members of the league excepting
the aggressor."

The day when all nations may
e 1 1 1 e disputes by arbitrary

methods may be in sight. For
example, states in South Amer-
ica which have been continually

at civil war are, he thought,

seeing the wisdom of the United
States' method of arbitration.

Disputes will always exist but,

he considered, the demand put
forth by some nations for goods
and land is quite superficial.

Canada, for instance, will not re-

fuse to sell her surplus wheat or
her nickel to any country.

The immediate need is for

some method by which a nation
could lay her grievance befo:

all other nations. The job of
making peace is a long one and
t will mean that individuals will

have to devise new political in-

titutions and new modes of
thought. Sacrifices must be made.
The only possible way out is

through the complete domina-
tion of all the world by one na-
on which would mean the for-

feiture of individual and national
customs and rights. Even this

procedure on the part of one na-
tion will involve force.

In closing he pointed out the
two alternatives open to Can-
adians. We could cither culti-

vate and support the collective
system for the sertling of disput-
es by arbitrary means or we can
become a protectorate of the
United States.

The task of the peace move-
ment is to devise a spirit of jus-
tice and to evolve a spirit of
equity. We should study how
we can get more national sov
ereignty by giving »p certain
national rights. The one alter
native is fnr all the world to go
Cliristian and the support of the
collective system is a step in that
direction.

Librarian Gives Talk

On Modem Authors

Speaking to the English Club

Tuesday on "Some Modem Novel-

ists," E. C. Kyte, university li-

brarian, divided all writers into

two classes. There are those who

make us feel that life can give us

something, that life is worth while,

and "those who make us feel that

'the answer to the sum is a minus

quantity", that life is negative and

futile.

Mr. Kyte placed some of the

modern writers into each of these

categories. In the first group are

H. E, Bates, Naomi Mitchtson,

Constance Holme and Ronald

Fraser, the keynote of whose work

is courage. To the second class be-

long such writers as D. H. Law-

rence and William Faulkner.

The speaker stressed the atten-

tion being paid by modern writers

to the question of the family, and

as examples cited the Hemes,

Forsyte and Jalna series and the

works of Ruth Suchov. "It is as

though we were given an oppor-

tunity of looking at something about

lo perish and being assured of its

worth," said Mr. Kyte. "Today

the family seems to be on the way

out. Whatever our novelists may
sing about, their family theme is a

dirge."

Discussing D. H. Lawrence and

William Faulkner, Mr. Kyie said

of the former, "I respect his sin-

eerily, but I cannot find that his

message of excitement and pain is

that for which the world is wait-

ing." Of the latter he said,

'Faulkner has extraordinary force

and insight but he leaves us mentally

confused and spiritually saddened

—

is this worth while?" The speaker

concluded that it was not worth

while, and admitted that he hated

books whose only message was one

of despair and dissatisfaction.

ROGERS GETS
LABOR POST

(Continued from page 1)

very sorry from our own point

of view to hear of his leaving,

but of course it is a great dis-

tinction for Mr. Rogers." /
Professor Rogers left for

Ottawa Thursday night. When
asked who would replace Mr.
Rogers at Queen's, Professor \V.

A. Mackintosh, head of the De-
partment of Commerce, told the

Journal that no statement could

be made as yet. Dr. Mackintosh
will confer with the Principal

shortly to decide upon a succes-

sor to Mr. Rogers.

Norman McLeod Rogers has heen

professor of political science at

Queen's University since 1929.

coming io this college after act-

ing for some years as private sec-

retary to Mackenzie King. Mr.
King was sworn in Wednesday
as Prime Minister of Canada,
President of the Privy Council
and Secretary of State for Exter-
nal Affairs,

SEDUCTIVE SCIENCE

SIRENS SYNCOPATE

(Continued from page 1)

Kuth Knowlton has been engaged

to handle the musical details which

will bring his orchestra on the

stage to accompany the antics of

the crooning, gabbing, wisecracking,

dancing Engineers.

What will likely prove one of the

highlights is the male chorus which

will flit behind the footlights with

all the abandon of burlesque chorus

girls. Men of Science proved last

year in the College Frolics that

they can hand it out and they are

again going to give the students an

opportunity to "take it".

It is rumored that the Electricals

have a real hot chorus number

lined up, while Marion, the belle

of Science, says she is going to play

Olive Oyl if Spud Murphy will

play Pop-eye. Further details of

the revue will appear in subsequent

Journals.

ALEC SHIFTY WITH
GALLOPING D0MIN0S

(Continued from page 1)

This disguise did not in any way
interfere with Alec's skill with the

bones, in fact quite the contrary,

for with one fell swoop of his

false beard he could rake in all the

money in sight. This accomplish-

ment quickly led to the financial

downfall of his opponents. After all

the beard is quicker than the eye.

Alec seized on this opportunity

of delivering a little homily to the

boys. "If you osteopaths (bone

manipulators) had heard what I

ave been hearing this last day or

two, you wouldn't be throwing your

money away like this. From what

I can gather the Medical Formal is

worth saving some money for. The
price is five dollars and the place

Grant Hall. I don't see what more
you could ask for."

This long speech seemed to lire

Alee out, he was still weak after

his recent sojourn in the hospital.

Crawling feebly across the floor he
opened the spigot of a beer keg and
let the reviving fluid flow down his

throat. When -he had drunk his

fill he suddenly started to rub him-
self vigorously all over. This un-
usual action explained itself when
we noticed that the keg was labelled

rubbing alcohol.

Well boys that finished me. I'm
on the wagon from now on, here's

your money back, save it for

November IS," said Alec.

Noticing that Alec's usually pur-

ple face was a pale green colour we
asked him what the trouble was.

I've become a father," said Alec,

the father of twins." He shook his

head sadly and staggering across the

floor disappeared down an open
drain pipe.

Dr. Salsbury Giving
Series Of Lectures

Dr. Salsbury of the Anatomy de
liartinent is giving a special series

of lectures in Neurological Applied
Anatomy. The course is absolutely

optional. No exam will be held in

it. The classes meet on Monday
nights from 6.45 to 7.-15. All meni
bers of 4th, 5th and 6th year
medicine arc invited to attend. The
course is a basis for the study and
diagnosis of neurological diseases

U should fill a long felt want, and
will certainly make neurology more
interesting and understandable.

Science '36 Year Dance

The Science '36 Year Dance,
one of the highlights of campus
activities this fall will be held
an November 29th in Grant Hall.

Cecil Sager, assisted by Bruce
Ckmcnt and Les Emery is in

charge of arrangements. I

©h*£mtig (Eramfnru Mamtr &ifap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University-

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoa

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175 -177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

* TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONET OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

ROBES
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

MARRISON'S STUDIO
WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have theae from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

ALUMNI TO
HOLD DANCE

(Continued from page 1)
The Journal has been requested

by the university authorities to in-
form students that smoking is ab-
solutely prohibited on the dance
floor and plalform of Grant Hall.
Smoking is allowed in the corridors,
the gallery, or the basement.

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

The Popular and Practical

GENT'S GLADSTONE

Quality leathers and linings

Fine hardware

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
PHONE 1941 86 BROCK ST.
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FOOTBALL PLAY-OFF SYSTEM

REVISED FOR INTER-VARSITY

Second Team Must Have
Tie Or Win Against

First

ARTS DEAN QUELLS
RIOT IN RED ROOM

C.I.A.U. Ruling

With Charlie Hicks of Queen's

giving an assenting vote, the- Cana-

dian Intercollegiate Athletic Union

has revised the college football

play-off system which was in vogue

last year, according to an announce-

ment made Friday from Montreal.

Last year the teams finishing one-

two, Varsity and Queen's, qualified

for the play-off regardless of their

season's record against one another.

As it was they broke even in their

two scheduled encounters with

Queen's taking the spoils of their

play-off victory.

Adoption of the new rulings

means that the first team qualifies

for any play-off but that a play-off

will only he necessitated if the sec-

ond place team lias either defeated

or tied the leading team during the

regular schedule. A play-off is also

possible if two teams finish tied for

first place in the final standing.

Should Varsity . finish in first

position in the current race with

.Vcdill runner-up there will be no

play-off since the Redmen have

(Continued on page 5)

The morning slumbers of the

Arts Building were rudely shatter-

ed shortly before ten o'clock last

Friday moming by the rollicking

strains of an eighteenth century

song, emerging from the vicinity of

the Red Room. But strangest of

all, the voices rising so lustily from

that spot, hallowed by the women

of Levana, were unmistakably male

These were no corpulent country

gentlemen from Georgian England

(Continued on page 7)

NOTICE

We have received numerous

complaints from students who
have not been able to secure

copies of the Journal.' While

we feel that the alarming

rapidity with which Journals

are snatched up on publica-

tion days is most compliment-

ary we venture the" suggestion

that students refrain from

carrying off annfuls at a time.

It is unfair to those who are

delayed at noon and unable to

join the rush. Let your friends

get their copies themselves.

Religion Should

BeAn Experience

Dr. Jones\ States

A. B. HANDLER WILL

TAKE ROGERS' PLACE

Queen's Grad Attended The
London School Of

Economics

Will Finish Session

Announcement was made yes-

terday that A. B. Handler. B.A.,

M.Sc. (economics), who has been

assisting in the political science de-

partment at Queen's this year, will

be retained temporarily on' the staff

of the LTniversity to fill the vacancy

caused by Prof. N. McL. Rogers'

appointment to the King Cabinet.

Mr. Handler's appointment to the

staff has not been ratified, but it is

understood that he will continue to

the end of the current session. He
assumed some of the duties of Pro-

fessor Ropers during the latter's

political campaign.

A. B. Handler received an Hon-

our B.A. in economics and philoso-

phy f,om Queen's in 1931. After

doing postgraduate work in Colum-

bia University, New York, he at-

tended the London School of Econ-

omics in London, England, where

be studied for two years under

Profesor Harold J. Laski. In 1934

Mr. Handler received the degree of

M.Sc. in economics from the Lon-

don University.

Col. Asks Recouut

Of Ayemess Ballots

Rumours that Col. J. Jag Jag-

son had been assassinated in the

heat of the great struggle for the

presidency of the Ayemess were

scouted yesterday by Baron C.

R. Beergutz.

Baron Beergutz explained that

while thi.- G il< me! was nowhere

to be seen at Saturday's game h

had actually watched it from an

invisible sausage balloon sent up

by the trusty Redcoats of Short

Arm C. This, the Baron said,

was a preliminary step in the

Colonel's contemplated advance

on Ethiopia where he plans to

smoke out the pesky Italians and

make Addis Ababa safe for the

forty thieves.

These invisible balloons are Col.

Jagson's own invention. They

consist of cellophane envelopes

filled with Class Room Gas,

almost bodylcss vapour found in

lecture rooms mostly between the

hours of eight and twelve in" the

morning.

(Continued on page 4)

Science Court

The High Court of Science

Hall will be in session this

evening at seven o'clock in

Camithcrs Hall. A large

number of offenders against

the freshman regulations

Will be tried.

FILM SOCIETY PLANS

TO MAKE ONE-REELER

To Take Movie During Next
Fortnight

The making of a on^-reel film

of local interest is the next project

of the Queen's Film Society. The

club's own film will be taken some-

time during the next two weeks, and

its subject is now under discussion

by the executive.

The Film Society has plans un-

derway whereby the Journal will

be enabled to review the club pres-

entations in advance through the

theatre columns. A private draw

ing-room showing of each film on,

Sunday evenings for regular mem
bers of the club is being planned

with the usual 15-cent public show-

ings to lake place on Tuesdays.

There will he no meeting of the

society this week, since Convoca

lion Hall is required for the use of

the Theological Alumni Association

The executive of the Film So-

ciety requests that anyone inter-

ested in the writing of scenarios or

in the production of films get in

touch with the society.

Further announcement will be

made later of the proposed inde-

pendent movie-production by the

Film Snciety.

"We have too often thought of

religion as a tlieory instead of 3

joyous experience," said Dr.

Rufus Jones, speaking on the

Recovery of the Lost Radiance"

u the first of the series of the

Chancellor's lectures, under the

general topic of "The Inward and

the Outward Life."

We cannot keep the reality of

God vivid and vital if our convic-

tion of it rests solely on the testi

mony of ancient books and doc

trincs. God must possess u:

with a faith that is born of first

hand conviction.

There are occasions in life

when the individual soul obtains

its own vision and is aware of

a divine mutual and reciprocal

correspondence." The supreme

idence that something real has

happened through such an ex-

perience is the increase of moral

fortifications, spiritual vitality,

and power to stand the daily toil.

It is not ecstasy that matters.

Emotions are like mirages, they

suggest reality where there is

none.

(Continued on page 8)

TRICOLOR SCORE THREE

TRYS IN FIVE MINUTES

TO BEAT WESTERN 18-10

Slave Lake Lead Discovery

Dates From Klondike Days

by j. n. dati;ma.v

Specimens of ores and minerals

from mines in far places on the

earth are on display in the Miller

Museum which occupies the main

floor of Miller Hall.' One of the

most remote ore deposits in the

Dominion of Canada lies on the

south shore of Great Slave Lake in

the North-West Territories. In this

deposit over a million tons of lead-

zinc ore has been proven to exist.

The lead, in this area, although

known to the Indians for many

years, was not discovered by white

men until the Klondike rush, when

many men made their way to the

Yukon by the Mackenzie River

route. Some of these early Klon-

dikers. while passing through the

Great Slave Lake area, were shown

samples of lead ore by the Indians.

Mot being versed in the technic-

olor of minerals these men mis-

took the lead for native silver and

staked nymy claims in the area.

Some men even abandoned their

trip to the gold-bearing streams of

CAPITALISTIC SYSTEM

DISCUSSED BYL.S.R.

Development Traced Since

Beginning Of Last
Century

Queen's Take Smart- Advantage of Second Period Breaks

To Pile Up 18 Point Lead Over

Purple Grid Team

Mustangs Rally In Second Half

BY AB GRATTON

Ted Reeve's senior Tricolor football squad kept in

the hunt for College grid honors by downing University

of Western Ontario 18-10 at Richardson Stadium on

Saturday afternoon. As a result of their victory the local

Collegians took sole possession of second place in the

standings, two points behind the league leading Varsity

team and one point in front of McGill's Redmen.
Unleashing a scoring attack

which brought them three touch-

downs in approximately five min-

utes of play in the second quar-

ter. Queen's shot into an early

18-0 lead, but were obliged to

fight off a desperate Mustang

Irive that netted the visitors a

(inverted major score and a goal

from placement in the final

id. After the Presbyterians

obtained their commanding lead

they appeared to slump back in-

to the form that marked their

play the week previous in Lon-

lon, and most of the offensive

yesmres during the remainder of

the game were made by the Mus-

tangs. Although the Londoners

were hopelessly beaten they earn-

ed brackets and the admiration

>f the crowd for the gallant man-

ner in which they fought back to

draw within 8 points of their op-

lents.

V

the Klondike; but after discovering

their mistake they continued north

again and, for many years, these

ores were forgotten.

Twenty-five years later, when

prospecting activities had become

widespread throughout the north

country, the Great Slave lead-rinc

deposits were staked apiin and a

company was incorporated to carry-

out exploration work. But the

drop in price of lead and line since

mo necessitated a cessation of

operations on this deposit. In the

vicinity of the lead ores there occur

many "sink holes" in the limestone

—and in some of these the writer

has observed old rope ladders made

frnm buffalo hide which the, In-

dians used to descend into the

"sink holes" and melt down the

lead ore to make bullets for their

muzzle loaders.

Specimens -of this ore from

Great Slave Lake may be seen in

the Mil let/Mu scum. Galena is the

common ore of lead and this min

(Continued orijage 8)

The growth of Capitalism during

the nineteenth century, the role of

the labouring class in this develop-

ment and the gradual formation of

monopolies formed the chief topics

of the discussion by the L.S.R. on

•'The Development of Capitalism

during the Nineteenth Century" last

Sunday.

Colin McMillan dealt with the

prowth of capitalism during the

first half of die nineteenth century.

Ik- briefly sketched the growth of

mercantile capitalism from the four-

teenth century pointing out the in-

fluence on its development due to

the Reformation, the English Re-

volution of 16-I0-1H and the French

Revolution.

By the beginning of the nine-

teenth century the machine had al-

ready become a powerful and im-

portant factor in the economic life

of the people. The drive for pro-

fits and the great advances made in

the application and use of machin-

es now placed -.he grrat mass of

the labouring class in the position

f automats, their already insecure

position became the source of in-

creased exploitation on the part of

their capitalist employers, wages

were gradually decreased until they

reached a position in many cases

barely above the subsistence level.

Woman and child labour was pro-

moted, hours were lengthened and

working conditions were poor and

in many cases almost inhuman.

There was however no solidarity

amongst the working classes who

thus could do little or nothing to

improve their condition, Capitalism

(Continued on page 8)

HARRY SONSHINE

who again demonstrated that he is

the premier flying wing in the College

loop by his great defensive work.

Drama Guild Plays

Early Next Month

The Queen's Dramatic Guild

offers two performances before

Christmas: "The Shining Hour"

will be presented early in Novcm

ber and "June Moon" will be

staged later in the same month.

"The Shining Hour," written

bv Keith Winter, shows

ychological struggle in which

the triangle theme is prcdnrnin

ant. The husband of the story

though formerly happily married

finds himself in love with hi:

ister-in-Iaw. There is shown a

great conflict between the two

opposing natures of the man

himself, hut his wife solves the

difficulty by making the great

sacrifice and withdrawing from

the picture.

Thjs first play will be directed

by Lome Greene and Dorothy

(Continued on page 8)

ROMANELLI TO PLAY
FOR ALUMNI DANCE

Liiigi Romanelli's twelve-piece

orchestra will supply the music

at' the annual rugby dance of the

Toronto Branch of the Queen's

Mumni Association on the night

af tile Quecn's-Varsity game

This dance will be held in the

Royal Vurk Hotel Banquet Hall

at 9 p.m. To accommodate the

many Queen's students attending

the game in Toronto, dress will

be informal. Tickets are $1.10

per person.

P

Game Wide Open

As was expected a wide open

game was displayed, with both

teams doing everything possible

in the football code to pile up a

count. Forward passes fairly

cluttered the air as the opposing

twelves took to the overhead

route in attempts to open up the

play. Western encountered a

fair amount of success with their

forward heaves but the Tricolor

passing game jvas away off

color.

Along the line an even battle

was waged with neither team

showing enough in an offensive

way to enthuse over. However

in the kicking department

mulch's again were superior, the

consistent punting of Johnny

Munro being on the whole better

than that of the Mustang hooter,

Ootig Shales.

Fumbles Prominent

Oddly enough of the four

touchdowns scored by the rival

aggregations, three came as a re-

sult of fumbles. Western in par-

ticular were very erratic and two

Mustang misplays in the early

minutes of the second period re-

sulted in Tricolor majors. On
the other hand the London lads

recovered a Queen's fumble on

the Tricolor 4 yard stripe late in

the 3rd session from which point

they were able to crash over for

a converted
,
try. Thus breaks

were an important factor in the

game and the local students prov-

ed themselves to be opportunists

of the first' rank by taking advan-

tage of the Mustangs' mistakes.

(Continued on page 5)
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sTUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EitabliibeJ 1817

ilfJGSTON BRANCH—King « CUrtow 8»
W. R. BELCHER, M inner

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

Suits and

Overcoats

Clothes that will please the

Young College Fellows

We promise you the best

your money can buy any-

where in Canada.

The Kaufman Clothes

15.00

The Ascot Clothes

19. 75

The Felscraft Clothes

22."

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIAL 35c
Fall Enlargement

Offer

(from your own negative)

NOW ON. AT

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Stores 4

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED BY EDMUND BERRY

ON PERIODICALS
On the reference shelves in the

reading room of the Douglas Li-

brary there are a number of English

and American periodicals which are,

for the most part, neglected by the

Queen's students. When studying

in the reading-room a few look (as

I do every week) at the Illustrated

London News, with its many good

illustrations and. its concise and

clear comments. Mr. G. K. Ches-

terton's writing on topics of the

week has been seen there for many

vears. He is always bearable. He
is always Chesterton. Most of the

students stop here; a few perhaps

look at Punch, although I have

heard complaints that English

humour (especially that of Punch)

does not appeal to people on this

ide of the Atlantic. They prefer

Life. However, Punch at least has

cinema and theatre reviews which

are always lively and amusing.

They, at any rate, are not hard to

understand.

Then there is the Mercury pair.

It is only six months or so ago

that The Bookman was merged In

The London Mercury and R. A.

Scott-James succeeded Sir John

Squire as editor. The merger has

greatly raised the standard of the

Mercury. It is more varied and

includes works of writers from the

extreme left to the reactionary

ghl. The newer poets are receiv-

ing a place in its columns—Stephen

Spender and Cecil Day-Lewis are

iften seen here ; Herbert Read

writes on aspects of the art; the

Sitwells contribute. The picturc-re-

produclions which were a ieaturc

uf The Bookman are even better in

The London Mercury. On the

whole it is one of the best English

monthlies.

In the American Mercury there

have been some changes since H. L.

MenchSn's editorship. It is now
further towards the "left" than

ever—it discusses subjects which

more conservative periodicals leave

severely alone. It is, too, the chief

exponent of the Faulkner and

Hemingway school.

The Atlantic Monthly retains the

high place it has always had. The

New York Times Book Review is

popular, well-written and well-

illustrated. Its criticisms are on the

whole able and fair, although oc-

casionally it gives a new author a

"boost" which he does not deserve.

A front-page criticism in the Book

Review will popularue any book.

1 doubt whether many Queen's

students know that some of the best

adventure stories are found in

Blackwood's. Many a Lt.-Col. (re-

tired) retails an old adventure of

India for Blacktuood's; these, too,

are exciting to read and (a more

valuable feature nowadays) true.

The Spectator is a weekly of high

quality, conservative .in its stand-

ards; the editorials are well-written

and introduce interesting side-

lights on topics of the day. The

articles arc written by authorities in

their various subjects arid some

topic of interest is often made the

subject of "a series of articles by

well-known statesmen, churchmen

and writers. The theatre, cinema

and book reviews are, to my mind,

only equalled by those of The Lon-

don Mercury. Lately, too, Tlie

Spectator has been showing an in-

creased interest in Canada and

Canadian affairs. Before the recent

election, Mr, B. K. Sandwell of

Saturday Night published in The

Spectator a picture of the Canadian

political scene.

From time to time the current

number of one of these periodicals

will be selected and an account of

its contents will be given in these

columns. It is hoped that by this

means some aspects of modern
literature, art and drama will be

brought to the attention of the uni-

versity students who have not much
time for leisure reading.

Campus and Gym
A aoftball game between Le-

vana '38 and '39 is scheduled for

1.00 p.m. today on the Lower
Campus.

» * *

Gym classes for women stud-

ents will start on Wednesday
morning

faJcatalhtm (5ift

Reproduction* ot "L. H.

Morris" pen sketches of

Queen's buildings.

Appropriately framed

Attractively priced

395 Princess St. Phone 1931

Levana Debate Club
Will Meet To-Night

The first meeting of Levana De-
bating Society will 1« held at Ban
High Hall to-night at 7.1S. Dorothy
Stuart, president of the Society,

would like all women students who
are interested in debating to meet
her in the Reception Room for a

•lmri business meeting. A subject

for the Intercollegiate debates and
the date for the debate will lie

chosen.

Intcrycar debates will be held to

choose members for the team, and
frejhettes are reminded that the)
are eligible for places on this team
as well as girls in senior years.

The Society has high hopes of
recapturing the Intercollegiate De-
bating title which they lost to Mc-
Gill last year. The possibility of
sending a team to Canton, New
York, to debate with St. Lawrence
University is being considered for
next term.

THE TRICOLOR

For the benefit of those

students who have not had

the opportunity to look

through a Tricolor, two ol

last year's copies have been
placed on the reserve shelf

in the Douglas Library.

These books are .not to be
taken out.

ARTS '37 NOTICE

A vote will be held at

12.05 tomorrow in Room
201 to decide wheth-

er to make- it compulsory

for all members of the year

to buy tickets for the year

dance. If this is carried out

no year fees will be levied.

All members of the year are

urged to be present.

LETTER WARNS NOT
TO RUSH THEATRES

The following letter has been

received by the University from

the Chief Constable of Kingston

concerning the recent rushing of

the Capitol Theatre by Queen's

students.

October 19th. 1935.

Dr. W. E. McNeill,

Queen's University.

Kingston, Ont.

Dear Sir:

The other evening some

of the students thought fit

to rush the Capitol Theatre

and the manager did not

call the police, and conse-

quently the students monop-
olized the Theatre.

The reason the police

were not called is that, as

you are quite aware, the

Capitol Theatre has under-

gone extensive repairs and

the manager did not want
any damage to occur. He
therefore took the line of

least resistance.

Will you be good enough
to advise the student body
that in future if this occurs

we will havcto step in and
according to the amendment
for the amusement tax 1 act

each patron is supposed to

hold the stub of his ticket.

You can easily see what is

going to happen if a police-

man walks in and demands
the stubs of these tickets

which can not be produced
'by students who have gain-
ed admission by force. I

think it is just as well that
the students be made ac-
quainted with this fact and
govern themselves accord-
ingly.

Respectfully yours,

(Signed) R." J. Rubinson,

Chief Constable.

Advertisers make publication
of the Journal possible. Patron-
ize them and support your paper.

Career Is Decided
By Length Of Queue

The funniest campus incident we
have heard this fall happened dur-

ing the registration period at the

University of Minnesota (Minne-
apolis).

Mr. Asher Giristensen, a profes-

sor, was strolling past two long

lines of freshmen. One line con

sisted of freshmen who planned tn

lie doctors and were registering for

pre-medtcine courses. The olher

line was filled with those about to

enter prc-business courses.

A small voice from the end of

the "prc-niedicine line" piped a call

to Prof. Christensen.

"Hi. mister," the frosh said,

"which is the longest line?"

The professor considered, "I

would say your line is about 25
feet longer," Christensen answered.

"Okay." the lioy said, stepping

out of the queue, "I'm a business
man already." And he registered

for pre-business.

— Indiana Daily Student.
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pew Exchanges Are

Applied For Here

With exchange students coming

to Queen's every year from other

Universities, the Journal was inter-

ested in finding out why no Queen's

students have received exchange

privileges since the session 1933-34.

Miss Jean Roycc, Registrar of

Queen's, explained that in die last

few years no students of merit have

applied at this college.

W. A. Alexander applied for and

received an exchange with t>al-

housie University in 1932-33, and

Miss Helen Hamilton attended the

same college in 1933-34. Since

this time only two or three Queen's

students have applied, and these

could not be considered for acad-

emic reasons.

Exchanges with other Canadian

universities, are open to any student,

male or female, who is about to

enter the third year of his course,

provided that he undertakes to re-

turn to his home university the fol-

lowing year.

Miss Kbyce explained that these

Canadian exchanges have always

proved more satisfactory for pass

students than for honours students

An honours man's work is inter-

rupted by the change from one

university to another.

This year's exchange students at

tending Queen's from other Cana

dian colleges are Miss Patricia

Hathaway of Acadia University in

Nova Scotia and Alan Fawley of

the University of British Columbia.

Students ar^ required in their ap-

plication to state which college they

choose to attend. Queen's under-

graduates may apply for an ex-

change with any universities in

Canada except those in Ontario and

Quebec. Exchange students are

exempt from tuition fees and stu-

dent council fees and are accepted

or rejected by a committee in

charge at the desired university.

The exchanges are available

through the facilities of the Nat-

ional Federation of Canadian Uni-

versity Students. Applications must

be received before March 1 by the

Registrar.
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The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered con

fidential if the writer so desires.

SAVE $ $ $ $

RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.R.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

I HAVE LEARNED
THE SECRET OF
MANICARE
Nills ihit alwayi look )*«¥- Cuticle

(hit ji ncu«r even. Fingira thai ire

alwayi sore from Hangnail. These

thlnn h»ve all cUiipptucd wilh the

diicovery of MANICARE.
Hera ii product that Icipnd from

n unknown 10 a Sinai Seller over-

nljhi, for It hai merit. This ii wl»<
MAN ICARE do** lor your niHi:

Cleanics them thoroughly.
Removm all loots, rough cuticle.

Keepi the nail* ioIt and Heiibl«.

Ptepa/ea the nails for t> better polish.

Vou can't afford to bs without MANI-
CARE at only )Bc.

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

Stores

.

MAHOODDRUCCO.
PHONE 519 • • PRINCESS ST-

PHONE 343 • NEXTTOLOBLAW5

Lack of medical attention for injured

players is deplored by student.

Editor,

The Soap-Box.

Sir:

On Saturday afternoon two

Quean's students broke their ankles

in a rugger game. They were taken

to the hospital immediately by two

spectators, expecting medical treat

ment. When they got there they

were informed that nothing could

be done without a doctor. "Where

is a doctor?" they asked. "They

have all gone to the football game'

was the reply. "You should have

come between 12.30 and 1.45." The

only assistance the hospital could

give the students was to mention a

couple of doctors who might not be

at the game and let them do thei

own phoning. It was a good twenty

minutes before a doctor could be

found.

Not being a medical student,

do not know how much attention

broken ankle merits, nevertheless

cannot help wondering what would

have happened if it had been a case

of an emergency operation. Would

the patient have bad to locate his

own doctor? That twenty mimites

might have meant the difference be-

tween life and death. However, I

suppose the hospital would not have

heen to blame, because, after all

there is a special consulting period

for Queen's students, and they

should be careful to need attention

during that period only.

Two weeks ago a visiting player

was hurt and taken to the hospital

;

it was important that be should

leave for Montreal soon after five

p.m. But once again all the doc-

tors were at the football game, and

there was no one in the hospital

who couia tell whether he had a

broken rib or not; he was not

allowed to leave until he had seen

a doctor, which happy event took

place about 6,45.

This is hardly the treatment one

would expect from a supposedly

efficient hospital,

Arts *37.

A. M. S. Minutes

Crafty Confessing

falPenitent: I have stolen

goose from a poultry yard.

Priest: That is very wrong.

Penitent: Would you accept it

father?

Priest: Certainly not. I will not

receive stolen goods. Return it to

the man you stole it from.

Penitent : But I have offered it to

him and he would not take it back.

Priest: Did he know you had

stolen it?

Penitent: Yes, father.

Priest : In that case you may keep

it.
s

When the priest got home one of

his geese had been stolen.

—The Sheaf.

A meeting of the Alma Mater

Society Executive took place in the

Gymnasium on October 8, 1935,

with the Acting President in the

Chair.

Present: Mr. Sheppard; Misses

Davis and Lyons ; Messrs. Christie,

Malone, Eiesenthal, Joy, J. C.

Young, Marks, R. W. Young,

Barker, Campbell, and the Perman-

ent Secretary-Treasurer.

The minutes of the Executive

meeting of October 1 were read

and confirmed.

Exchange Students

A letter was received from the

National Federation of Canadian

University Students advising the

Executive of the registration at

Queen's of Miss P. Hathaway, of

Acadia University, and Alan Faw
ley, of the University of British

Columbia, as Exchange Scholars

Barker-J. C. Young: That Miss

Hathaway and Mr. Fawley be re-

funded their A.M.S. fees in accord

ance with the agreement with the

N.F.C.U.S. —Carried.

Social Functions

Communications in regard to so

cial functions were received and

considered.

Mr. C. T. Robinson, Convener of

the Freshmen's Reception Commit

tee; Messrs. Smith and Lazarus

Cheer Leaders, and Mr. Neville, re

presenting the Sophomore class

waited on the Executive in regard

to a conflict in dates between th

Freshmen's Reception and a pro

posed Pep Rally and Pyjama Par

ade, on October 11.

Barker-R. W. Young: That the

cheer leaders he given permission to

hold a Pep Rally and Parade on the

night of October 11, and that the

Freshmen's Reception be postponed

until such time as the convener con

siders suitable.—Carried.

J. C, Young- Biesenthal : That

Mr. Sheppard and the Permanent

Secretary-Treasurer be given au

thority to grant the Newman Club

a dale for its Freshmen's Reception

—Carried.

Campbell-Barker: That the Le-

vana A.B. of C. be granted permis-

sion to hold a Tea Dance on

November 9.—Carried.

Malone- Davis : That the Levana

Society be given permission to bold

a Tea Dance on October 12 in Ban

Righ Hall.—Carried.

R. W. Young-J. C. Young: That

permission be given for the reser-

vation of November 15 for the

Medical "At Home" committee.

—

Carried.

Joy-Malone : That October 23 be

allowed as the date of the annual

Science Soph-Frosh Banquet-

Carried.

Tricolor

A letter was received from R

A. Davis advising of the appoint-

ment of W. H. Craig as Assistant

Editor; O. /A. Seeber as Sports

Editor; and R. H. Hay and A. E.

Cooper as Photographers.

Joy-Campbell: That the appoint-

ments by the "Tricolor" Editor be

ratified.—Carried.

Consideration was then given to

providing the Editor of the "Tri-

color" with a private telephone.

Barker - Campbell: That Mr.

Davis be authorized to have a pri-

vate phone installed at the expense

of the "Tricolor" account.—

Carried.

Students' Directory

The committee appointed to select

an Editor for the Students' Direc-

tory reported that Mr. W. Neville

had accepted the position.

Marks-J. C. Young: That the

alphabetical system of listing names

in the Students' Directory be adop-

ted by faculties rather than by in-

dividual years as at present.

MANY ENTER QUEEN'S

WITH SCHOLARSHIPS
Joy-Malone, in amendment: That

the alphabetical system be adopted

as regards the Faculty of Arts, and

that the system of listing names in

Medicine and Science be left as at

present.

The' amendment was put to the

meeting and declared by the Pre-

sident to be carried.

Cheer Leaders

The Permanent Secretary report

ed that Mr. J. H. Gadham who was

appointed as cheer leader in April,

had returned to College.

Joy-Christie: That the Perman

ent Secretary be authorized to pur-

chase cheer leader's sweater for

Mr. Cadham.—Carried.

Campbell-R. W. Young: That in

consideration of the work done by

R, J. L. Smith as cheer leader in

organizing the Freshmen, he be sent

to the Queen's-Varsity game in

Toronto on November 2 in company

with Mr. Lazarus. Carried.

Policing Football Games
Barker-Biesenthal : That the A.

M. S. Sheriff be empowered to con-

trol the Freshmen chosen by the

Vigilance Committee to police the

crowd during half time at the home

football games. —Carried.

$75 Gives Student

30,000 Mile Trip

Accounts

Barker-R. W. Young: That the

A.M.S. 1 furnish a $25.00 deposit to

the A. B. of C. in connection with

the Freshmen's Reception.—
Carried.

Barker-Campbell : That the Busi

ness Manager of the Journal be

furnished with a §50.00 petty cash

account to be administered under

the Imprest System.—Carried.

joy-Christie : That the Editor of

the "Tricolor" be furnished with a

$25.00 petty cash account to be

administered under the Impre

System.—Carr ied

.

R. W. Young-Barker: That the

Permanent Secretary-Treasurer be

paid his quarterly honorarium of

$75.00.—Carried.

Joy-Malone: That the Executive

ratify the payment of $11.00 to the

Sports Editor of the Journal ir

connection with his trip to the Mc
Gill game on October 5.—Carried

A.M.S. Court

Nominations were then called

for in connection with the various

offices of the A.M.S. Supreme

Court.

lunior Judges—G. Garrow, nom-

inated by Mr. Joy. R. C. Hughes,

nominated by Mr. Malone.

Campbell-Barker: That nomina-

tions be closed,—Carried.

Prosecuting Attorney—C. Coch-

rane, nominated by Mr. Biesenthal.

Joy-Malone: That nominations be

closed.—Carried.

Sheriff—R. Thoman. nominated

by Mr. Barker. Barker-Joy f That

nominations be closed.—Carried.

Chief of Police—Murray Griffin,

nominated by Mr Barker.

Biesenthal-Malonc : That nom-

inations be close.!.—Carried.

Clerk—G. Breckcnridge, nomin-

ated by Mr. Campbell.

Malone-Joy: That nominations

be closed.—Carried.

Crier—W. M. Warnick, nomina-

ted by Mr. Joy.

Barker-Campbell: That nomina-

tions be closed—Carried.

Committee of Control

Nominations were called for

three representatives of the Alma

Mater Society Executive upon the

Committee for the Cont'ol of

Social and Social - Professional

Organizations.

The names of Miss Davis, Mr.

J. C Young and Mr. Joy were

placed in nomination by Mr.

Barker.

Malone-Bicsenthal : That nomin-

ations be closed— Carried.

The meeting then adjourned.

The following is a list of stu

dents entering first year at Queen's

holding scholarships. It was pre-

pared for the Journal by the Re-

gistrar's Office.

Honour Matriculation

Scholarships

Ellen M. Nickle Scholarship in

English — Ruth Mcllvenna, North

Bay, Ont. Nicholls Scholarship in

French—Kathleen O'Grady, Brock-

ville, Ont. Mowat Scholarship in

Mathematics — H, F. Philbrick,

Beamsville, Ont. McDowall Schol-

arship in Physics—G. F, Cady,

Fort Erie, Ont. Forbes McHardy
Scholarship in Latin—Phyllis M.

Gummer, Kingston, Ont. John

Macgillivray Scholarship in Ger-

man—W. H. P. Geist, Woodstock.

Ont. Andrew Malcolm Scholar

ship in History—F. Sackfield, Blen-

heim, Ont.

Locality Scholarships

Ottawa — Eric Horsey May
Scholarship — R. Wilson, Lisgar

Collegiate Institute, Ottawa.

Renfrew Collegiate Institute —
The Hugh W. Bry an Scholarship

—

Helen Baird. Renfrew, Ont.

Kingston Collegiate Institute —
Watk'ms Scholarship—Janet Sword.

Kingston, Ont.

Sydenham — Sydenham High
School Memorial Scholarship

—

Donald Gallagher, Harrowsmith,

Ont.—Ruth McRory, Sydenham.

Ont. Sydenham Old Boys' Schol-

arship—John Sigsworth, Harrow-

smith, Ont.

The Kingston Scholarship—Don-

ald Shepherd, Kingston, Ont.

McLeod and McLean Scholar-

ships—A. Elizabeth Day, Kingston.

Ont., and Willis G. Cunningham,

Kingston, Ont.

Dominion Entrance Scholarships

The Sir San ford Fleming Schol-

arship in Mathematics— Arthur

Johnson. Niagara Falls, Ont.

The Grant Scholarship in History

—David Henry. Ottawa, Ont.

The Lcitch Scholarship in French

—Duncan Whitmore, Ottawa, Ont.

Tfie MacKerras Scholarship in

Latin — Nora Quigley, Kingston,

Ont.

Any young man, or even woman,

equipped with good health and a

fair amount of optimism, can travel

around the world as cheaply as he

can live at home, in the opinion of

Leroy Toll, first year Emmanuel

student at University of Toronto.

And he ought to know, if a 364-

day, 30,000 mile world tour, with a

transportation cost of $75 is any

criterion.
)

The story of Toll's wanderings is

one long series 'of adventures.

Starting out from Toronto with his

brother Ellsworth, he hitch-hiked to

Montreal, from whence he took a

cattle boat to England. The boys

then invested in a tandem bicycle

and camping equipment and went

for an extended tour through Eng-

land, Scotland, Ireland and Wales,

following this with more wander-

ings through Holland, Belgium,

Germany and France, to Paris.

Selling their bicycle in the gay

city after having chalked up over

3.000 miles on the cyclometer, the

boys set out to hitch-hike through

France and Switzerland to Italy, in

spite of official assurance that such

a thing could not be done as nobody

used such a mode of travel in those

countries.

Staying in Italy long enough

to be arrested three times, once

as foreign spies, the boys took

deck-passage to Greece, and

thence to Palestine, arriving in

the Holy Land after having spent

$21 for transportation. Then fol-

lowed a trip through Egypt,

across the Syrian Desert to Bag-

dad, around the Persian Gulf, and

another deck-passage to Karachi,

India.

At present, the two boys are

giving a scries of illustrated lec-

tures in many of the churches

throughout Toronto, making up

the expenses of the trip in this

way—Varsity.

Heard after the rugby game:

Two small boys playing football.

First Urchin—I'll be the kicker.

Second Urchin—Heck no, I look

more like Munro than you do.
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Examinations Plus Essays
Willi November tests tti the offing it

t/Qffht be well to review once again the position

in which the student is placed by the invidious

mixture of essays and examinations in the col-

lege Curriculum. This situation is the subject

of general criticism by the student body but no
concerted action has ever been taken by any

nunilier of students to bring it to the attention

of the faculty.

Examinations are the time-honored method
of ascertaining a student's proficiency in anv
particular course. In the final analysis his

rear and his degree depend upon his marks in

examinations. If this is the case the student's

time should be spent in preparing for these

tests, since a degree is the only recognized

symbol of a successful university career.

1*-.:t essays intrude upon this \aluable time.

They create periods of pressure at varying in-

tervals during the entire session. The aver-

age essay, particularly in an honor course, in-

volves a great deal of research, reading, cor-

relating of material, and writing. Although it

is a moot point whether they influence the

standing of a student if bis examination marks
are sufficiently high, yet, if essays are not

banded in, the student might just as well for-

feit his course. Many professors stale that

essays are of considerable importance and do
affect the final standing of the student, but this

practice varies with the professor. As a rule

there arc far loo many essays assigned. Each
prufissor seems to feel that his is the only-

course in the university and assigns essay work
accordingly. The honor student with five

COUKCS is often confronted with the problem
id completing five essays in the time it would
take to do one satisfactorily.

This whole question carries witlt.it most
undesirable ronlis. The constant spectre of
essays and still more essays haunting the mind
of the student precludes any possibility of re-
view, or even thorough study, of ihe course as
a whole. Examination time finds fatigued
brains desperately cramming facts agd theories
which will he forgotten as soon as the exam-
ination is written. The brain cannot assimilate
or retain material crammed into it at the last

moment

.

The essays also suffer in ouality. The con-
stant fear of examinations, due to insufficient
time in which to study for them, has its effect
upon the numerous, far too numerous, essays.
'Ihe whole procedure resolves itself btO a
vicious circle. The constant attention to essays
leaves no lime for study of the course in pre-
paration for examinations, and the resultant
fear of examinations seriously impairs the
quality nf the essays.

The only satisfactory solution would be
either to limit drastically the number of essays
SO that lime could be spent on study for exam
inations or else to dispense with examinations
altogether until the final year. Personalty we
feel that the latter would be the better course
to adopt. Knowledge gained from CSsav
writing, because of the research, reading, and
expression of opinion involved, is far sounder

and deeper than that which is gained by last

minute cramming for an examination. Even

if the student were assured that his essays

would have an equal influence on the final

result of his year's standing we believe a for

ward step would have been taken.

Essays and examinations, as they stand now

work against each other. Until they can be

reconcUcd their real usefulness will continue

to be seriously impaired. Either one or the

other should be discarded or, failing that, they

should be put upon an equal footing, since

if essays are done well the examination is

hound to suffer, and vice versa.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

The Battle of Headlines
Long before the first gun had been fired

in the Italo-Ethiopian war, a merry battle

had^alrcady gotten well under way among
our newspapers. The recent battle of the

ballots was an amazing spectacle, but the

battle of the headlines among our exalted

contemporaries on the subject of the Afri-

can war promises to be an epic. Headlines

have risen in height, full page streamers

two deep have proclaimed the latest chal-

lenges of Mussolini to world peace, together

with the gallant if somewhat belated at-

tempts of the League to stem the tide. The
climax of this interesting battle of the head-

lines was reached early last week when a

late edition of the Telegram ran a streamer

across the front page: MACLEAN KILL-
ED?—NO!!! We are sure that this mes-

sage was very comforting to Mrs. Mac-
lean, not to speak of the thousands of Tele-

gram readers who were 'anxiously waiting

news of the safety of their favourite war
correspondent, but the rest of the world

could have been assured in quieter terms.

Along with this struggle of the head-

liners there is also being carried on a con-

certed editorial attempt to influence public

opinion in the drection of war. Mr. Matthew
Halton writes very brilliant and highly

coloured articles to the Star from an arm-
chair in London. His latest effort appear-

ed in Saturday's issue and the headline was
spread over three columns. In this he points

out lugubriously enough thar England is

wakening from a long dream of peace, and
is now. with the active support of conser-

vative, labour and communist alike, begin-

ning to arm heavily for the next war. Mr.
HaltorL's article makes very stirring read-

ing, none the less because he seems to be
actually smacking his lips over the pros-

pect. There is an air of complacency if not
of <mug satisfaction in his tone when he
describes the present labour attitude to re-

rmanunt. It is very evident that the Star's

correspondent is writing for effect. But to

what effect?

What we have^said about these Toronto
newspapers we could say with equal force
:ih"nt newspapers all Over America. Cer-
tainly something is afoot. Can we see be-
hind these flaming headlines, these power-
ful editorials, a sinister conspiracy to draw
us hack into another war? Newspapers arc
excellent instruments for disseminating
knowledge and facts. They are just as ex-
cellent for purposes of propaganda in the
hands of those who have axes to grind. This
is a time to test our intelligence and our
powers of discernment, to distinguish be-
tween news and views- in our headlines.
—Varsity.

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

No classes will be held in the Faculty of

Arts on Saturday morning, November 2nd.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women
This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

November Hour Examinations, 1935

The attention of students is called to

the time-table for the November examina-

tions which is posted on the Official Bulletin

Board in the Douglas Library.

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible.

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible.

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec-

tion will this year hold a special prelimin-

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi-

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The
University will pay the expenses of the

visit to Toronto for any Queen's students

thus selected.

Photos Wanted

Any students having piO

turcs of college life suitable

for inclusion in the campus

life section of the 1936 Tri-

color, are asked to leave same

at the Post Office. All contri-

butions will be gratefully re-

ceived. The cost of develop-

ing a picture for the Tricolor

will be refunded.

Natural History Club To
• Hear W. D. Hay

Dr. W. D. Hay will give an il-

lustrated address on "Some
Biological Aspects of Tuber-

culosis in Men and Animals."

The lecture will be given at the

regular meeting of the Natural

History Club on Friday at 4.00

p.m.

Dr. Hay lectures in Pathology

and is the Kingston health offic-

er. He will present sonic modern
methods in attempting to euro

and control the disease.

Exhibit Of British Posters

Now In Library

A Futile Refuge
"Gdlcge today is a futile refuge for

those whose ideals are low and whose pur-
poses are selfish' Seldom since the pre-
depression days-'of racoon coats, rah-rah
boys and banality-covered flivvers has such
tribute been paid to the ivy-cloistered halls
of learning as this spontaneous outhurst
from Ralph Cooper Hutchison writing in
the October Usue of the "Inlcrcollcgian."
Maintaining that colleges have outlived
their usefulness for primarily preparing in-
dividuals for positions in the business world
of today, Mr. Hutchison pleads for colleges
to turn out men of an increasingly higher
moral and almost superhuman character,
men who will lead the crusade of our "prim-
itive civilization" on customs and deals
which are so barbaric that "they lead us
to suspect we are only savages in shirt
tails."

Attendance and Work
Students are expected to attend all lectures

^and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-

ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

Mr. Hutchison has here presented two
almost entirely separate problems and it i;

necessary to treat them as such. The first

is obviously the age-old problem of admit-

ting men to college who after six months
or a year prove, to the sorrowful satisfac-

tion of their college, that they should never

have been admitted in the first place. These
are the undergraduates who,, as the author

points out. use a college education primar-

ily as a stepping-stone to soft nloney and
flippant luxury. They go to make up the

deadwood of which every higher school of

learning has its share. But how to weed
out the sheep from the goats is a problem
for which neither Mr. Hutchison or anyone
else has found an acceptable solution. Ob-
viously some means other.than the routine

examinations, by which the unfit are admit-
ted, must be devised. Serious-minded, pur-

poseful individuals are often no more adept
at passing examinations than the country
club squirarchy with playboy intentions,

likewise those who often rate highest in that

intangible quality known as "character" are

not those best suited to receive the benefits

of a college education. Until someone with
an insight and intelligence greater than Mr.
Hutchison's or ours comes along. Prince-
ton and other universities of accepted high
standard in the country will have to forego
shunting off the deadwond before it arrives
and devote their energies to removing it as
soon and as efficiently as possible.

For his second point he takes up the
cross of a civilization that has been pirated
by the dishonest and corrupted by the im-
moral and appears to have ascended a littje

ion high in the requirements he has placed
upon college-. Instead of leaders in gov-
ernment, industry and commerce he wants
"character men" to whom a prosperous liv-
ing means nothing and ideals everything,
men who will become apostles of civiliza-
tion as were Socrates, Plato, Galileo and Paul.

Of course, a college' education today
strengthens and builds character, but at the
same time it gives its undergraduates an
insght into the course of human events and
relations, an insight without which any out-
standing "character", would be hopelessly-
lost. It is this tempering of intellectual
growth with character advancement which
makes a college cducaton seem most worth-

Daily Prince Ionian.iVhile.-

An exhibition of contemporary

British posters will be shown to-

night in Room 111, Douglas Lib-

ary. This group of posters,

loaned by the National Gallery of

Canada, will be on exhibition un-

til November 9.

Goodridge Roberts, resident

artist at Queen's, will give a lec-

ture on the posters this evening

at 8,00 p.m. to the Kingston Art
Association.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting
HAIR CUTTING 2Sc

70 Princess St. Kingston

Col. Asks Recount

Of Ayemess Ballots

(Continued from page 1)

Vi-ur correspondent found Col.

Jagson sitting at the edge of the

parade ground at Short Arm C.
'

He had his old Jew's harp and

the fire of battle gleamed in his

eye as ;he strummed the strains

of "I'll be Glad When You're

Dead, You Rascal You," and

your correspondent sat and shiv-

ered in the pale moonlight and

looked across the^ windswept

square.

Asked why he did not return

to his own campus the Colonel

beat bis breast and choked as

though in the throes of some

great emotional disturbance.

Never," he cried. "Never, un-

til there is a recount of the Aye-

mess ballots. Not one < -ote was

I credited with — not even my
own. Anyhpw," he added with a

despondent gesture, "how can I

beat a platform that steals all my
Thunder. 'Better Dates ,for Le-

vana'—the very spearhead of my
:ampaign. I promised Levana I

would sell degrees to bring dumb
sons of riches to college and these

chisellers. wait till Tuesday and

then advertise all over the Jour-

nal as though it was their own
idea."

"You can fool some of the

people most of the time." the Col-

onel warned, "but there is a limit

to human endurance. Next year

I am going to run without any
platform and I ought to win go-

ing away."

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700
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JOHNNY EDWARDS

Speedy Queen's backfielder who fea-

tured with some dashing run backs in

Saturday's Queen's-Westem tilt.

JOHNNY (TIGER) MUNRO
Shifty Tricolor kicking half who ac-

counted for Queen's first major in the
game with Western on Saturday.

TRICOLOR SCORE THREE TRYS
IN FIVE MINUTES; WIN 18-10

(Continued from page 1)

The Tricolor presented a makes-

hift lineup at the start of the

contest due to the enforced ab-

sence of Abe Zvpnkin and Marty

Jones, two first string linemen,

who were out with injuries. How-
ever, the locals had a definite

edge in the opening period of

play and were able to score a

point, when, shortly after a thril-

ling extension with Krug, Munro

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

VARSITY LEADS UNION—QUEEN'S SECOND
Warren Stevens' classy Blue sn.iiad cruised the "experts" up on

Saturda^_aftcrnoon by walloping old McGill 20-6 riplit in Montreal
when pre-game dupe had it that the Blues were due to suffer their

first defeat of the season at the hands of .the Rcdnieti.

The Toronto clan packed too much speed in their starry liackftckl

for the methodical Motitrealers and as a result of their one-sided triumph
are perched on top of the College standings with three wins and one
tie in four starts.

While McGill were passing out of the championship hunt. Queen'?
remained as the chief threat to Varsity's top position by adding another

loss to Western's string here at Richardson Stadium.
By winning the champion Tricolor machine took sole possession of,

the runner up berth and should make the revised play-off without un-

due difficulty.

Under the newly devised plan for a play-off Queen's and Varsity are

the only, two clubs who can qualify, as McGill have lost hotb their

fixtures with the Blues and are definitely eliminated.

The Tricolor and the Queen City gridders will clash next Satur-

day in Toronto in a game that should be a classic. Having obtained

a draw in their previous encounter the rival, twelves will htittlc it out

with the league leadership at stake.

A capacity crowd is sure to watch the struggle as Queen's-Varsity

tilts have that certain something that other contests seem to lack.

TRICOLOR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MUSTANG ERRORS
Those who like wide open footfall had plenty to enthuse over in

Saturday's game at the stadium.

Both Queen's and Western threw forward .passes with reckless

abandon when line plays failed as ground gainers and instead of watch-

ing the usual tfco bucks anil a kick the fans were treated to a high

scoring contest which contained several thrills.

Although the Tricolor forward passing attack was anything but

effective, the Reevemen had the ability to make the most of the

Mustangs' mistakes and as. a result chalked up three touchdowns in a

little more than five, minutes of play in the scconiJ quarter.

Stunned momentarily by these adverse breaks the Purple squad

settled down to hold the- Presbyterians scoreless for the remaining por-

tion of the contest, and to outplay and outscore their oppimcnts in the

final thirty minutes by 10 points.

Coach Bill Storen may he guiding a last place outfit but he has his

boys in there fighting at all times, and this ncver-say-die spirit may
bring Western at least one victory in their next two scheduled fixtures.

After amassing a huge lead. Queen's seemed to he content in letting

the youthful visitors carry the play to them and were never dangerous

from a scoring standpoint. .

In fact the locals' play in the last half was disappointing to their

supporters who anticipated a Tricolor triumph by a big margin. How-

ever, as it turned out the local Collegians were able to withstand a

withering Mustang drive that brought the visitors to within 8 of the

Queen's total. At that nobody seemed to be worrying a great (ic

it was taken for granted that the Mustangs faced

trying to overcome an 18-point deficit.

HERE AND THERE
Sympathv is extended Ben Fleming and Jack Ewcn, two Tricolor

rugger players who met with serious leg injuries m Saturday s ^imr

with Varsity . . Sandy Seeber was pleased with the turn out at the

first basketball workout yesterday at the gym ... It is rumoured that

a four team cage league comprising two entries from Queen s. and one

each from Kmg.,ton and B.M.C. may he formed soon . .
League games

would be run off before Christmas and would give the teams plenty 01

experience and condition before they are scheduled to compete in then-

own circuits . . No word has been forthcoming as yet concerning

lnteryear football games . . . The, schedules should be drawn up im-

mediately and the hoys should be at it before the end of this week

. . . Intcrfaculty rugby you know is to follow . . .
And that ll a sure

indication of winter . . . The Arena is due to open early in November

In fact there is considerable activity around the local ice palace

right now ... So unpack the blades . . . Voii'll need cm soon . . .

City league hockey will entertain you before the C hristnias vacauon . . .

It is likely that Queen's will confine themselves, to Senior Intercollegiate

competition this year . . . They made a respectable showing m Col ege

hockey last winter and should go even heltcr this season . .
Hut iu

the meantime let's concentrate on taking Var^ty nest Saturday in

Toronto!
. .

herculean task in

and Dennis toting the oval for a

35 yard gain, Munro hoisted to

Sherk who was forced Id rouge

.Ml through the initial period

neither team showed anything

out of the ordinary and vision

of a repetition of the London

game crept inlo the mind of your

correspondent.

Tricolor Score 3 Majors

Things began to happen quick-

ly on the second play in the

second quarter. Forced to kick

Shales drove one to mid field

where Munro picked up a bound-

ing ball and streaked 50 yards

down the sidelines for a touch-

down. Barn a I) e converted

the try with a dr,opkick and Tri-

color supporters really had some-

thing to* cheer about, Western

then kicked off to Baruabe who
returned to the Mustang's 45.

On the first play the oval slipped

away from a Purple lineman and

Frank ( Horse ) Earlc, Tricolor

end scooped it up an ran

opposed 45 yards for another

major which Barnabe again con

verted with a pretty drop. That

made the score Queen's 13, West

em 0 and it looked as if the

Reevemen were getting hot in a

scoring sense for the first time

this year. A minute or so later

with the pigskin in Western's

possession on their own 27 yard

marker, the visitors put on th

liutter-lingered act once more and

Captain Johnny Wing dribbled

the loose oval over the London

line where Harry Sonshtne fell

on it for the third Tricolor try in

less than six minutes of actual

playing time, Wing's bid for the

extra" point via the placement

method was blocked hut Queen's

had an IS point advantage which

TRACK CLUB MEETS
IN GYMJTHURSDAY

A meeting of Queen's Track

Club will be held in the gymnasium

Thursday afternoon, October 31st,

at 5.00 o'clock, Anyone interested

in track is asked to attend, as

at this time the executive for

the coming year will he elected.

All who wish, to buy a picture of

the Intercollegiate team may do so

by placing their order with Dick

Rray, at the meeting. Anyone who

still has any equipment is asked to

^ring it and turn it in to the

manager.

Senior Football Standing
W L T F A P

Varsity 3 0 1 54 16 *

Queen's ...... 2 1 1 31 22 5

McGill 2 2 0 43 45 4

Western 0 4 0 19 64 0

ANNOUNCE NEW
PLAY-OFF SYSTEM

(Continued from page 1)

dropped both their games to the

Blues. This situation would auto-

matic.illy give Varsity the title.

A more likely assumption would

place Queen's and Varsity next to

each other at the top and with an

eligible play-off resulting because

the Tricolor has already tied the

Torontohians.

The changes also call for the

play-off. if any. to be held on the

-rounds of the first team but if the

two learns are deadlocked in the

standings, then the saw-off is to be

held on grounds mutually agreeable.

A second place tie would be played

-fT similarly 3n a tj-hron mutually

arranged, or this failing—on the

ground^ of the first team. All

games, however, must be played on

senior Intercollegiate grounds.

thi held until the half ended.

Throughout the rest of the quar

Leod who dodged and squirmed

another 15 yards before he was

grassed on the Tricolor 10. Sherk

then came into prominence again

by hoofing a sweet placement

quarely between the posts to

conclude the day's scoring. Bark-

in^erception of a Western

forward a few minutes later en-

abled Queen's to keep play in

Mustang territory where the

game ended with the London

boys in possession.

Stars for the Mustangs, were

Shales; Sherk, McLeod, Rider

and Box. Sherk was responsible

for his team's ten points and play-

ed his best game of the seascn.

The husky Mustang back did a

lot of plunging and did it well,

besides running back kicks for

small but important gains. Doug

Shales, youthful visiting punter

tossed nearly all the Western for-

wards and in this department he

was a standout. McLeod. Rider I

and Box distinguished themselv-

es by their general all round per-

formances and look like senior

calibre.

Johnny Munro and Harry

Sunshine were the Tricolor

brightlights, along with Jack

Lewis, Jake Edwards, Grover

Dennis, Mel Thompson. Jim

Scott and- Frank Farle. Murird

ran kicks back well and he was

also in on a couple of ground

gaining extensions that brought

the crowd to their feet. His

tuuebdown in the second session

was a brilliant piece of work, and

stamped the shifty Queen's back

as one of the best backfield men

in the College Union. Sonsbine

was the, head man from a defeu

sive viewpoint, the Tricolor flying

wing being right in his element

as be toppled over opposing ball

carriers with regularity. Lewis

and Thompson looked the best up

on the front wall, while Johnny

Edwards and Grover Dennis

featured with some fine broken

field work. Jim Scott, Captain

Johnny Wing and Frank Parle

were the pick of the open field

brigade.

Queen's again failed to impress

in line plays, earning only 3 first

lowns, two of which resulted

from end runs and the other cum-

g when Krug slipped a pretty

forward to Red McNicbol for a

15 yard gain.

Western made yards 5 times

but they were awarded two oi

these on Queen's penalties. Two
completed passes and a

15 yard dash around the end by

Charley Box ran their total to

fivy.

There didn't seem lo be a great

deal of enthusiasm shown by

student fans and fanettcs. Some

STOP PRESS

A definite report has been re-

ceived by the Meds Formal

Committee that Paul Trcmaine

ml his OrcheStra., well known

radio band from Lonley Acres

will supply the music for the

Meds Formal on November 15th.

Sec Friday's issue for further an-

nouncement.

how the Mustangs appear to lack

color and never give local fans

any thrills.

The Toronto tilt should be a

grid classic.

There were less than 3000 fans

in the stands when the teams

came out for their preliminary

warniiip exercise The fact that

tcr Western attempted forward I Western were at the bottom ol

after forward a couple of which the heap didn't help the attend-

clicked for .good gains but ance any.

Munro's hoofing kept the Mus-

tangs from threatening.

Western Rallies

Coach Storen's gridders garn-

ered their first point midway in

the third quarter when after an

exchange of kicks Boyec Sherk

returned one of Munro's drives

over the Queen's line for a touch

in goal. As the period drew to a

close Shales returned a Tricolor

punt and the pill touched MtintO

as it shot past him to Queen's 4

yard line where a Western play-

er pounced on it. Before the

quarter ended two Mustang

cracks at the strong Tricolor

front wall gained nothing. But

the Mustangs still had one more

chance and on the first play ol

the final session Sherk made it

good by crashing over for a

major count which he neatly con-

verted from placement to put his

team back into the conteptJon.

Western continued its offensive

all during the last quarter and

were tossing -forward passes all

over the lot. From his own 45

yard line Shales shot a nifty for-

ward to Rider who took the ball

on the run and scampered up to

Queen's 25 before passing to Mc-

Queen's tried hard to make

headway via the forward pass

route but one completed flip out

of 15 attempts was their total in

this mode of attack.

Munro held quite an edge in

the kicking duel, his 21 boot-

travelling for a total distance of

1130 yards. Shales on the other

band kicked for. 982 yards. Thus

Queen's were considerably better

in this department than the boys

from the Forest City.

Fumbles were again prominent

and figured Inrgely in the scor-

ing. Queen's dropped the ball on

I occasions but recovered one

of their misplays. Western, still

a trifle inexperienced, fumbled :

times, recovered two and Stood

by to watch the Tricolor gather

in 3 loose balls.

The Reevemen led in penalties,

drawing down 9 during the con-

test for various infractions. The

local Collegians lost 80 yards and

one down for their faults. The

boys on the Purple squad were

set back 20 yards and lost a down

for not adhering to the rules,

'SLATER" SHOES
$6.50 and $7.50

"HE MAN"

SHOES
Yes. sirl Real HE MAN shoes

for gentlemen who arc particu-

lar. No frail weak shoes here

at all. Just the finest your money
can buy in Brogues, Dress

Shoes and straight Patterns.

NaborhooD
166 Princess SHOE STORE Phone 704

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

RUNNING TRUE TO FORM. PRESENTS THE
LATEST FASHIONS AT VERY

ACCESSIBLE PRICES

IN

OVERCOATS
-8-

Eo ^tu&ents of O^upcn's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE RliQl'lREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

-Smith 2£rns. Sapiens, iCimttpa
Estd 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.PHONE 666

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EVES TESTED —

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1537

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET

"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE 529
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A G E. HORIZON

A FREE PRESS? NO!
(Reviewed cjprcially for A.C.E. by

Cecil Owen, Wathinginn Correspondent

for the New York Post)

"Freedom of the Press", George

Seldes' latest book, is required read-

ing for all adult-minded college

men and women. Certainly, no one

interested in a newspaper career can

afford to miss it, The book is dis-

tinctly worth wltile not only for the

facts it sets out so tellingly, but for

the larger questions it raises, and,

incidentally, for much entertainment

value.

By way of preface to a review of

the book, it might be welt to ex-

amine the basic idea on which

Seldes builds his thesis. He, him-

self, makes a beginning at this in

the book's most valuable chapter in

which he asks "Is a Free Press

Possible?" Seldes, however, fails to

answer the question, though he

gives us a valuable discussion of it.

It is universally recognized that

the press is never ^frec in war time.

When the cannons are roaring the

press surrenders its function of

"truth" telling in the name of

patriotism. But, though none will

dispute this, ihere are many who
cherish the thought that in other

than war days we do have a free

press. How much validity is there

in this assumption?

Probably the most helpful way of

getting at an answer to Ihis large

question is In consider what is the

difference between times of war and

of peace. Are the war days and the

peace days so completely different

that we should expect the press to

he smothered in the former, yet al-

together free in the latter? It is the

same press in both periods.

This reviewer believes we over-

look the war-like state that always

exist 9 in our industrial world when
we imagine that because the nation

itself is "al peace" the press ._

"free."

In the modern industrial system,

the word "peace" is at best relative.

War that costs thousands of lives,

millions in property losses, and un-
told misery, is continually going on.

In times when the nation is fighting

a foreign enemy this industrial war
abates temporarily, but resumes im-
mediately with the cessation of
hostilities,

For purposes of simplicity let us
forget the word "peace" and speak
instead of periods of "foreign war"
and "industrial war." Then, let us
ask. can the press which is wholly
absorbed in the, frenzy of the
former, remain aloof and unsullied
from the latter? Of course, it can't.

Newspapers, and newspaper men.
are very much pan of the society
in which they cam- on. The press

is owned, by and large, by the

same men who own the steel mills,

the railroads, the banks, the hotels,

etc. It operates under the same

profit-making compulsion as do

these other business institutions,

The getting out of newspapers is

itself a business—a big one and a

profitable one.

But, one asks, is not this too

harsh a picture? Surely, the press

is not edited solely for profit.

Each newspaper man will have

his own answer to that question. It

is this reviewer's opinion, for what-

ever it is worth, that an over-

whelming majority of publishers

keep the profit idea first in their

minds. But, there are honorable

exceptions. And of course, there

are many differences of opinion as

lo the course to pursue that results

n much diversity of views and news

being aired. Then, too, energetic

newspaper men are quite often

breaking through the inertia and

outright hostility of their bosses.

The matter is not so simple as

Upton Sinclair painted it in "The

Brass Check" but the large body of

facts in Seldes' book offer plenty of

evidence to support the. general

thesis that a wholly "free" press

is a myth. Seldes comes to the

conclusion:

"We have had a very few liberal,

fearless newspapers, but we have

never had a free press."

Seldes, a newspaper man of wide

experience in this country .and

abroad, has presented the first full-

length -review of the publishers' re-

lation with NRA, one of the most

illuminating episodes of recent years

for those who would understand

the place and character of the press

in the United States.

Much of his material has been

printed elsewhere earlier but forms

an essential background for the

more recent history. The book is

marred by some minor errors and

by the fact that some of his matter

is distinctly "dated"—notably his

honor roll.

The book is divided into four

sections. The first tells his own
experiences and is vivid reading

Part two relates the corrupting in-

fluences that play on the press. The
third section contains chapters on
the Associated Press, The New
York Times, William Randolpl

Hearst, and the foreign press. The
final section "The Struggle for a
Free Press" contains much new
material,

Seldes has written a book that

deserves to be read and studied, not

only by every potential and work-
ing newspaper man and woman, but
by every thinking person in this

country.

AT THE THEATRT?
CONDUCTED BY 1 >

NORMA MacROSTIE

CAPITOL
BIG BROADCAST

The producers of this picture

must have taxed their wits to the

utmost to present such a variety of

musical and comical scenes with

the pleasing continuity which we

find in "Big Broadcast."

If it were possible to say there

were two leading characters, they

would be Jack Oakie and Lyda

Roberti. Against the sketchy, but

fast-moving comedy background of

Lyda's conquest of Jack, we meet

many of the favorite radio stars

—

Bums and Allan are perhaps the

most prominent among them.

Lyda Roberti is excellent in her

own way, but she is really no great

artist. You will like her though

—

and she seems to be the main con-

necting link of the whole picture.

You will enjoy too, the "jungle"

dance which features an elephant

chorus. No doubt they are not

real elephants but the effect is

unusual.

The new Prime Minister and

Mussolini vie with each other to

dominate the news-reel—and the

Prime Minister wins. There is an

exceedingly good sports short on

basketball, which is well worth see-

ing. The whole programme is

worth B. —N. MacR.

French Circle

Dr. Frank Harrison, resident

musician at Queen's, will address

the Cercle Francaise on French

Music in Convocation Hall on

Monday, November 4, at 4.30.

Dr. Harrison's lecture will be ac-

companied by recordings and piano

selections designed to illustrate cer-

tain points.

A guide was showing a party of

tourists through an art gallery in

Washington. Pausing before a
beautiful statuette the guide said

:

"This is Venus at the bath—ex-

ecuted in terra cotta."

One of the tourists exclaimed in

horror

:

"What a pity. How barborous

those Asiatic countries are!"

TIVOLI
WAY DOWN EAST

with

Rochelle Hudson and Henry Fonda

The days of melodramatic films

are past and why Fox Films should

revive memories of the over-acting

and artificiality of silent films is

beyond us. Such a picture is "Way

Down East" and to our mind it

fails utterly in its purpose to bring

to life a love story which certainly

has elements of beauty and reality.

Everything is overdone and

many sequences are illogical and

artificial. The scenery was au-

thentically New England and very-

beautiful. Rochelle Hudson and

Henry Fonda have the leading

roles but neither one is given a

great opportunity to display much

histrionic ability in a story that

moves slowly. The brightest mo-

ments are provided by a jolly old

Civil War veteran who quaffs cider

and whiskey with abandon and

beats a mean jig. This is a story

definitely not for the sophisticated,

which includes most college

students.

'We did enjoy very much a short

of the Rimac Rhumba Band, who

purvey the hottest of hot music,

but who are hopelessly out of place

on a C— program. —W. A. N.

Ping-Pong Is New Course
At Kenyon College

Kenyon College students of

Ganibier, Ohio, will be playing

ping-pong and pitching horse-

shoes for college credit this year.

To get credit required for grad-

uation, the student must demon-

strate proficiency in five of a

group of "immediate needs." foot-

ball, basketball, baseball, track,

cross-country, wrestling, boxing,

speedball and touch football, and

in six of a group of "carry-over

activities," tennis, golf, bait-cast-

ing, archery, badminton, horse-

shoes, swimming, polo, ping-

pong, bowling, handball, riding,

volley ball, indoor ball, rifle

shooting, billiards and hiking.

What Did Gladstone Say
In '78?

The hall was crowded to the
point of suffocation when a
scrawny little man about 5 ft. 6
inches, bald, and weighing 112
pounds, finding himself imbedded
in a mass of burly humanity, un-
able to move, or see the platform,
and hearing little of the address
being delivered, began piping:

"What did Gladstone say in
'78?"

In spite of the usual cries from
various people in the audience to
"shut up," the little man persist
ed with his question until two
policemen battled through the
throng, grabbed him, rushed him
to the entrance, pushed him out
and told hira to stay out.

One of the officers, thinking he
would have the satisfaction of
knowing what the great statcs-

LOST

A reddish-brown Waterman
fountain pen between Ban Righ
and the Arts Building. Finder
please return to the Library Post
Office or Joyce Patterson at Ban
Righ.

NOTICE

Frcshettcs are reminded that
they must wear their tarns till

Christmas. Any offenders will
be severely dealt with by the Le-
an a Court.

man had said, inquired of the
ejected heckler:

"And what did Gladstone say
in 78?"

He nearly collapsed when the
reply came back: "Damned if I

know what he said, but I didn'^

intend to be suffocated."

—Mail and Empire

Queen's Night In Toronto!

The Queen's Alumni Association, Toronto Branch,

cordially invites undergraduates attending the

Queen's-Varsity Game to be present at the

ANNUAL

Rugby Dance
AT THE

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
BANQUET HALL

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd

At 9 p.m.

Music by Luigi Romane|li*s 12-Piecc Orchestra

Tickets $1.10 per person, including tax Dancing 9-12

Dress Informal

JOIN THE BIG QUEEN'S PARTY

QUEEN'S FOOTBALL NIGHT

Saturday, Nov, 2nd
AT THE

Silver Slipper
WHERE ALL TORONTO DANCES

Phone Your Reservations

Date Bureau Application

Name Address Phone.

Faculty Year Sex Age Colour of hair.

Eyes Weight Height

Characteristics

Do you drink? Smoke? Dance?.

Do you prefer a "Dutch" date?

What are your interests?

What do you prefer to do on a date?

What sort of person do you want to date?

When are you available?

the "Date Bureau' at the Post Office in Douglas Library. This is

confidential. Enclose 10 cents with this application. Facsimile

Cut this out—fill in—and leave in an envelope addressed to

copies of this application accepted.

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Fares: Adult 76c: Child 40c)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 from KINGSTON
To Brantford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingroood, Detroit, Durham,Goderich,
Grimeby, Guelph, Huntsville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,
Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falla, North Bay, Owen Sound,
Palmerston, Paris, Penetang, St. Catharines, Saniia, Southampton,-
Stratford, Wiarton, Windflor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points

beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Also to all towns in

New Ontario on lines of Temlshamlng & Northern Ontario ft ly ., Knpuekaa-

ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Geraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

tt«5,25 R»turn to Toronto, account "QUEENS" v* "VARSITY''

Rugby Game al Toronto Sat. Nov. 2. Good on 1.05 p.m.

Friday November 1, 1.30 a.m. and 3.07 a.m. Sat. November 2
Return not later than following Sunday evening

Fares, Tickets, Return Umiti and Train lnt< n from Agents. ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL
Aik AnnblorDv1lculviol"CANADA-S MAPLE LEAF CONTEST" hu

PHONE S60
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 50&

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver
H, R. BUCKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

PHONE 821

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
PANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2S44-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. Flrst-CIass Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mendins

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed . . . , 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.M
WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 185ff

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 236

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 10

Evenings by Appointment

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 34fl

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 18/7

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

'

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

NY ROBERT c. LAIDLAW

THE LINGUA

Few people know they possess
this organ until they bite it. How-
ver it is common knowledge that

everyone else has one.

Anatomically the tongue occu-

pies the floor of the oial cavity

and forms the anterior wall of the

oral part of the pharynx. It is

chiefly composed of muscular

tissue. In classical descriptions

it has a nerve supply through

'hich messages from the brain

re supposed to pass in order to

control its muscular activity. As
time passes' experience teaches

us otherwise. We are now firm-

ly convinced that, in the majority

of cases anyway, the action of

the tongue is determined purely

by reflex impulses. This is es-

pecially true in women. Here we
have in the tongue a close ap-

proach to perpetual motion.

The tongue has many func-

tions. Its chief, perhaps, is to

keep out of the road of the teeth,

when the latter are in action. It

also aids in keeping the contour

of the lower jaw normal by pre-

venting the lateral aspects of the

mandible from sagging inwards.

In paralogical conditions, where

the tongue is small, we thus find

pointed jaw. The converse

here is true also. When the

tongue is large, the jaw becomes

squared or rounded. When the

tongue is heavily coated, the jaw

tends to sag. The tongue also

has to do with the sense of taste

In the normal person when eat'

ing, the tongue presents its tast-

ing apparatus to the food. It is

by this action we are able to de

termine whether of not we are

getting our money's worth. In

the paihalogical condition known

as "tongue in the cheek," we find

these cases paying for spinach

and garlic. Another function of

the tongue, interesting though of

>mall importance, is that it aids

in the formation of words. There

are many who consider this abil-

ity of the tongue to be of primary

importance. It is in these cases,

where the tongue has been suffer-

ed to outrun the mind, that we
find on post portcm that! the at-

tachment of this organ is in the

middle leaving both ends free.

However, there is some encour-

aging research being done at this

time for such lingual application.

The difficulty, here, seems to be

that unlike other muscle tissue,

the tongue does not hypertrophy

with use.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

OPENED YESTERDAY

Program Includes Lectures

By Haverford
Professor

The forty-third, annual confer-

e i" the Theological Alumni

Association was opened yester-

day, and will continue until

Thursday of this week. The fea-

ture of the conference is the

Chancellor's Lectures, delivered

this year by Prof. Rufus M. Jones

of Haverford. Pennsylvania,

The Chancellor's Lectures are

offered every evening at 8.00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall. The public

is invited to attend any or all

lectures given in connection with

the alumni gathering.

The program includes seven

addresses besides those given by-

Professor Jones. This morning

Very Rev. James S. Shortt. D.D.,

of Barrie, Out., spoke on "The

Perennial Value of the Bible to

Preacher ancfStudent'', with the

subsequent discussion led by

Rev. J. M. Laird, B.D., of St.

Thomas,

At 11.30 this morning Profes-

sor J. R. Watts, D.D., of Queen's

Theological College, will speak-

on "The Modem Pastor," and at

3.00 p.m. this afternoon Dr. Dun-

can McArthur, Deputy Minister

of Education for Ontario and

former head of the History De-

partment at this university, will

deliver an address on "Whither

Education?"

Tomorrow from 10.00 to 11.30

a.m. Professor W. E. C. Harrison.

M.A., professor of history at

Queen's, will speak on "Sir

Thomas More," after which dis-

cussion will be led by Rev. N. M.

Leckie, D.D., of Turnerville, Out.

"Depression in a Preacher's

Stud/' is the subject of a lecture

by Rev. J. H. Philp, Ph.D., of

Stanstead, Que., to be delivered

at 11-30 tomorrow morning. Dis-

I cnjjioii on this topic will be led

ARTS DEAN QUELLS
RIOT IN RED ROOM

(Continued from page 1)

gathered round the piano, but a

group of twentieth century stu-

dents seeking "atmosphere" for an

English History class, But the

"local colour" was a bit too local

for the more prosaic student, and

just when the songsters were losing

their bashfuluess an interruption

occurred in the arrival of the jani

tor, strongly backed by the Dean

And so the would-be squires and

parsons abandoned their rollicking

songs to learn their eighteenth cen-

tury politics henceforth through the

duller medium of the lecture.

ALEC WILL GET HAT
FOR MEDS FORMAL

We met Alec down behind the

waterworks at the foot of West St.

At first we thought he was two

black cats, but on closer inspection

discovered it was only Alec, dis-

guised as two black cats fighting

over the body of a dead Woofus

woofus (hence the pyramids) bird.

"Why the disguise Alec?" we

asked. "I'm tired of being kidded

about my twins," said Alec

"What's the matter, are you feeling

bad?" we queried. "Only two-

fifths as bad as I might," replied

Alec. "Besides that, my wife is not

any too well and they wouldn't

let her stay in the hospital any

longer." They wouldn't!" we said

with amazement. "No, they said

she littered up the place," he an

swered mournfully.

"But what are you d°i"g down

here in this corner of Hardworken

hurg?" "Well, said Alec, stifling a

yawn with his corkscrew tail ( now

out of its sling) "It's like this, I

filling up on coal to get red hot for

the Medical Formal on November

15. You see they are gouig to

have a famous radio band from

across the border. In fact it's from

New York. Hot dog!"

At this point Alec turned three

backward somersaults, landed on

all luVfive legs, and flagged the

steam shovel operator with bis

corkscrew tail for another bitum

inous morsel.

"My wife insists that I get her

at least one of the unique favors

at the Medical dance." He leered

knowingly and added between

gulps, "We Medical students are

particularly fortunate, we can get

our tickets any time now. whereas

the other blokes will have to wait

for another week. And also boys

from what I have gathered in

snooktngs around, with the enthu

siasm in the Medical Faculty so

great, and the tickets limited to 250,

it looks as though the dance will be

exclusive."

Sticking his tail straieht out be-

hind him, he backed up to a coal

pile anil drilled his way out of

sight.

by Rev. A. D. Cornett, B.D., of

Smith's Falls.

A luncheon will be held in the

Banquet Hall of the Students'

Union at 1.15 p.m. Wednesday,

followed by the annual business

meeting of the association. From-

four to six tomorrow afternoon

Principal and Mrs. H. A. Kent

will hold_a reception for members

and iheir friends.

At 10.00 a.m., Thursday. Rev. J.

D. Mackenzie-Naughton, D.D., of

St. James' Church, Kingston, will

deal with "The Old Testament and

the Problem of To-day", with the

discussion led by Rev. C. V. Mac-

Lean. Ph.D., of Peterborough, Ont.

At 11-30 the same morning a cor-

responding address on "The New

Testament and the Problems of

To-day" will be given by Rev. B.

T. Holden, D.Th., of L'Original,

Ont., with Rev. George A. Brown.

D.D.. of Chalmers' Church, King-

ston, leadinir the discussion.

Last night Professor Jones gave

the first Chancellor's Lecture on

"Finding the Lost Radiance." To-

night he will speak on "Inward Re-

ligion and Social Ethics." To-

morrow Dr. Jones will lecture on

"The Fundamental Nature of Re-

ligion" and Thursday on "Why do

we Obey the Feeling of Ought?"

The general subject of the Chan-

cellor's Lectures this year is "The

Inward and the Outward Life."

wo Players Injured

i Rugger Match

WESTERN STUDENTS
AGAINST FIGHTING

The Queen's rugger team, play

ing two men short, went down to

overwhelming defeat here on Sat-

urday, when Varsity ran up a score

of 30-0 against them.

The game opened with Varsity

attacking hard, but unable to pene-

trate the Queen's defence. The

Tricolor team fought the ball down

nto their opponents' territory only

to lose possession to the Blue for-

wards, and in their counter attack

two Queen's men, Ewen and Flem

ng, were carried off the field both

with broken ankles.

Varsity continued their attack

and tin's time found a hole in the

weakened Queen's defence and

scored their first try, which was un-

converted, making the score 3-0

The home team tried hard to even

the score, but they were sevcrly

handicapped by the loss of two

valuable forwards, making it hard

for them to feed their backfield

often enough. Varsity started a

three-quarter movement which cul-

minated in another try, also uncon

verted. Just before half time ;

Varsity three-quarter kicked ;

beautiful field goal to make the

score 10-0.

Queen's tried hard in the second

half to even up the score, but the

heavier and more experienced visit

ors were too much for them and

out played them in all departments

of the game. Varsity were getting

the ball from hoth line out and

scrum, and their backs were at

tacking all the time, Queen's were

in scoring position only twice ; once

when Grimes-Graeme dribbjed the

hall into Varsity territory, but he

was stopped by the full back and,

having no one to back him up, the

scoring chance was lost, and once

Students of the University of

Western Ontario renounce war

and refuse to bear arms if Canada

becomes involved in a conflict with

Italy, according to a vote conducted

the Western Gazette.

Seventy-five per cent, of the

students voted on the questionnaire

and a majority of the ballots cast

were in favor of economic sanc-

tions by the League of Nations

against Italy hut opposed military

measures even if Great Britain were

drawn into the war.

The tabulated vote based on per-

centage was:

For Against

For economic sanctions 86 14

For military sanctions 43 57

For Canada's partici-

pation if Rritain in-

volved 25 75

Thirty-two per cent, would bear

arms for Canada in event of war,

hut 68 per cent, would not.

ball at his feet, but again an op-

portunity was lost through lack of

support.

Varsity backs were getting the

ball most of the time and were

tearing through the home team's

defence, and at the end of the game,

had piled up a score of 30-0.

The teams:

Varsity—Forwards, Elliott. May-

bee. Kyle, Hilliard, Oulerbridge,

Prowse, Magncr, Coughlan; halves,

Gardener, Stothart; three-quarters,

Egan. Rogers, Sanderson, Young;

full back, McClatclue.

Queen's—Forwards, Hoch, Har-

vey, Kinloch, Fleming, Penney,

Alton. Conacher, Ewen ; halves,

Boyle. Forrest ; three - quarters,

Corlett, Drum. Grimes - Graeme,

Coming Events

Today

:

11.30a.m.—Prof. J. R.

Watts. D.D.

Convocation Hall

3.00p.m.—Dr. Duncan McArthur

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Science Court

Carntthers Hall

7.15p.m.—Levana Debating
,

Society.

Reception Room
Ban Righ Hall

S.OOp.m.—Chancellor's Lecture

Convocation Hall

—Art Lecture

Room 111

Douglas Libnry

Wednesday

:

10.00a.m. E. C.•Prof. W.
Harrison

Convocation Hall

12.05p.m.—Arts '37 Meeting

Rm. 201. Arts Bldg.

4.30p.m.—Music Lecture

Convocation Hall

S.OOp.m.—Chancellor's Lecture

Convocation Hall

Thursday

:

5.00p.m —Track Club

Gym
7.45p.m.—Debating L'nion

Banquet Hall

Students' Union

8.00p.m.—Chancellor's Lecture

Convocation Hall

when Penney got away with the 1 Forrester ; full back, Stuart.

Facincj a

thousand eL]es,(or,

more importantytwo

alone) it is well to

be sure of one's

appearance. Clothes,

cleaned and finished

bu us are worn with

confidence before

any audience.

Lanjjley s

Phone 244
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Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us

by the Old Reliable

Firm of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
THROUGHOUT.
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain

Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers

$5 a,,d $6
Guaranteed for Wear

McGREGOR'S WOOL
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

GET YOUR
Arts Pin
Years 36-37-38-39

This is the pin adopted by

the Arts Society and sanc-

tioned by the A.M.S.

Klonear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

THE
KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING

270A PRINCESS ST.

Learn to Dance in Three Lessons
For the Meds Formal

PHONE 520

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
jpctal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princea* and Wellington
WE DELIVER

CAPT. WATTS TALKS
ON SOCIAL CREDIT

"The Douglas Social Credit Sys

tern" was the subject of an address

Friday evening by Captain J. O
Watts to ihctForum.

Douglas refers to us all as heirs

inasmuch as we, as a unit of society

inherit houses, mills, factories

machinery, etc., from past genera

tions, Mr. Watts said. Douglas

would have us extend our present

nysicm "i relief, which is a step in

the direction of social credit, not

onl) the unemployed but also to

workers.

In i>rder to establish social credit,

it is necessary to control the quan

lity of currency available. Tin's must

be done by basing the amount of

currency put into circulation not on

gold but on the capacity of industry

to produce. This implies that the

more production there is the more

currency is needed to buy the goods

produced.

By this Mr. Douglas would have

us believe in the abolition of taxa

tion, wars and crime. All business

concerns would have to be working

to capacity.

Harrison To Give
Talk On Beethoven

The program for Dr. Harrison's

lecture on musical appreciation this

week will include Beethoven's Sixth

Symphony and Wagner's The
Forest Murmurs, played by the

New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

A rendering by Paderewski of De
BussyJs The Minstrels and The
Wind in the Plain, and On Hearing

the First Cuckoo, a selection by the

London Symphony Orcheslra will

also he given. The meeting will be

held on Wednesday afternoon at

4.30 in Convocation Hall.

Through the courtesy of the

University Dr. Harrison has ac-

quired a new Victor Combination

for his recitals. Reproductions of

the recordings on this machine are

now almost perfect. This interest-

ing and varied program will be
heard to great advantage on the

new gramophone and the students

are urged to take advantage of Dr.

Harrison's lecture.

Religion Should
Be An Experience
(Continued from page 1)

The normal effect of a genuine
mystical experience is an impcr-
itive sense of mission in the
f/orld, No major mystics have
:ver approved of quietism. There
is no beaten road of travel ,to a
mystic experience. Appreciation
of beauty, formation of purity,

ntleness. tenderness of heart,
are far more important steps on
he inner pathway than are the
rtificial techniques of discipline.

What counts most of all is the
influence of spiritually contagious
persons, who beholding the glory

Cod. unconsciously transmit
that Life.

There are three distinct stag-
es which have their place in the
progress of the soul," conducted
Dr. Jones. First, there must be
concentration: the organization
of all one's mental powers for
the specific task in hand. Then
meclitnlion: the concentration of
one's mental powers upon a
spiritual object. And ISstly. con-
templation, which is the highest
stage of concentration. Then the
soul feels as though it had en-
tered the stream of Life itself.

It is activity fused with the peace
and serenity of receptivity. And
with it comes a spiritual' power
which flows out of complete uni-
fication and concentration.

CAPITALISTIC SYSTEM

DISCUSSED BY LS.R.

(Continued from page 1)

had now developed to that point

where it had produced two classes

diametrically opposite to one

another.

Alec Grant gave a brief survey

of the further development of Cap

italisrn from that time until the be

ginning of the present century. He
dealt chiefly with the development

of Capitalism in the monopoly

tage. With this development of

monopoly the state of free com

petition and free markets gradually

hecome non-existent.

The speaker then outlined the

factors in the development of mono

polies. First was the desire for

greater security on the part of the

industries concerned.
1

Secondly

was the fact that large scale indus-

try which required greater capital

ght acquire this through com
hination. Third was the fact that

monopolies grow out of the desire

for monopoly profits.

The monopoly was a natural

stage in the development of capital-

sm because with greater concen-

tration of capital and increased

:cntralizatioh the state of monopoly

ivas naturally arrived at. This in

turn tends towards the socialization

of industry- Production becomes

social but ownership and profits re-

main private.

Mr. Grant then pointed out how
n the United States the growth of

trusts became so rapid at the close

of the nineteenth century that the

government had to pass anti-trust

aws. These were, however, easily

side-stepped by the corporation

lawyers. Today in Canada we have

forty trusts with the four largest

controlling 7&% of the business. As
well, there are thirty loan company
trusts, the fhree largest of which
control 82H% of the business. Mr.
Grant concluded with the statement

that cartels, which had become
established by the beginning of the

20th century were now accepted as

an economic truism—which meant
the impossibility of free competi-

tion.

Mr. Handler discussed the chang-
ng structure of the middle class

and the difficulty of defining its

exact posilion in relation to the

other two daises. He further

showed how a necessary element in

the development of Capitalism is

the co-operation of the working
class.

Next week's' discussion is to

centre about the position of the
market during the nineteenth
century.

36 YEAR BOOK TO
HAVE MANY CUTS

GUILD PLAYS WILL
OPEN NEXT MONTH

(Continued from page 1)

Stuart. The cast of characters
includes Pat Hathaway, Ann
Macdoiinell, Dorothy Stuart. John
Bell, Lome Greene and Larry
Cromjen.

"June Moon." directed by Nor-
man Carrnthers and written by
King ESroVcr anil George Kaiif-
mann. is a rollicking comedy
typically reminiscent of Broad-
way at its best or worst. It pre-
sents the problems of a budding
young song-writer when he ar-
rives in the big city. The line* in
this comedy arc famous for their
speed of repartee.

Included in the cast of the Dra-
matic Guild's production of "June
Moon" arc Erskine Morden. Ger-
ald ChernofT. Wilf Brace, I.oriu-

Sabbath; Bcrncrd Lewis. David
Malen. B. Olioim, Gladys Smith,
Eileen Workman, Betty Mac-
Kenelc, Marion Smith and Sheila
Skelton.

The staff of the 1936 Tricolor

have announced that the prepar-

atory work of the Year Book is

completed and the innovation

that it will contain may now be

disclosed.

Primarily, it is to be a record

of the activities and events of

this year at Queen's and em-

phasis will be laid on itsi interest

for every student. A new sec-

tion is to be added and will con-

tain sub-sections entitled Society,

Drama, Association, Representa-

tive Men and Women, and Cam-

pus Life.

The lay-outs and treatment

will be original and a great deal

of work is being done on them,

Action pictures of all sports will

be featured and competent photo-

graphers are engaged for this de

partment. In its simplicity and

dignity of style the 1936 Tricolor

will follow the example of its

mediate predecessor and in

way will it fall short of the high

standard of last year's issue.

For the benefit of Freshmen

and those who have not seen last

year's Tricolor two copies h

been placed on the reserve shelf

in the library reading-room. These

are not to be taken out but some-

time when you are in the library

look through a copy ; compare it

with other year hooks you have

seen and we think that you will

ree that it is really worth-

while.

Keep in mind that this year's

Tricolor will be 'two dollar*

heapcr providing the staff gets

your co-operation.

Order your Tricolor NOW from

any representative, member of the

Tricolor staff, at the Post Office,

or simply sign one of the lists on

the bulletins of the various build-

ings. It is in the interest of any-

graduating student who intends to

buy a Tricolor to persuade under-

graduates to order copies as, unless

the undergraduates support the

campaign, the book will revert to

its former price. There is a first

prize of $15 and a second prize of

$5 to the student selling the most
Tricolors. "

i

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University-

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable

_
Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St. Phone 641
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

1 \ Serving Queen's over 30 years

LEAD DISCOVERED
IN KLONDIKE DAYS

(Continued from page 1)

eral has the property of crystalliz-

ing into cuhes which may be broken

to form smaller cuhes. Even when
powdered and regarded under the

microscope the tiny particles of

galena still retain their cubic struc-

ture. Sphalerite is the commonest
ore of zinc and usually is found
occurmg with galena.

There arc other less common ores

of lead and zinc which are on dis-

play in the Mineralogy Section of

the Museum. From Broken Hill

in Rhodesia there are specimens of

deacloizite and calamine and from
the great New Jersy zinc deposit

there are samples of franklinite.

Many of the lead minerals have a
very high lustre and this property
of lead is used in the manufacture
of cut glass and other articles in

which a brilliant lustre is desirable.

There are also specimens of ore
from the Sullivan Mine of Con-
solidated Smelters in. British Col-
umbia. The Sullivan is a great ore-
body located on a mountain side
and it is estimated that this mine
could produce at maximum capa-
city for more than fifty years.

RANGERS
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET ^ PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE, STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOF
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting. Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

MARRISON'S STUDIO
. WELCOMES YOU

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

Wo have these from 25^watt to 300-watt

55 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Of all the fishes in the seas
I lovt tlie little bass;

He climbs up on the roots of trees
And slides down on his—hands
and knees.

Hotel L*a Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

GENT'S DRESSING
CASES

We have our Christmas
stock in—price ^rom $4.95

Swaffield's Leather

Shop
Phone 1941 86 Brock
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UNIVERSITIES' DEAD

HAND BLAMED FOR

HAMPERING SCHOOLS

Dr. Duncan McArthur Says
Too Much Stress On

Social Standards

Is Deputy Minister

"The decisions we make as to

the type of education our child-

ren are to pursue are founded up-

on a false social standard," de-

clared Dr. Duncan McArthur,
Deputy Minister of Education for

Ontario, in his address, "Whither
Education?" given before the an-

nual conference of the Theologic-

al Alumni Association last Tues-
day morning.

"There is too much emphasis
placed upon this pseudo-social

standard which designates as in-

ferior certain types of education,"

continued the speaker. Because
of this social sense which feels

that a vocational training is in-

ferior to an academic one there

are many students attending

secondary schools who should

not be there. Our democratic

conception of education is large-

ly to blame for this state of affairs

since the general conception of

democratic success is still largely

materialistic.

None of our social institutions

has been subjected to more point-

ed criticism than the school. In

the first place, it has been criti-

cised by the taxpayers who have

demanded that the cost of educ-

cation be reduced by limiting its

services and curtailing the teach-

ers' salaries. Secondly, it has

been criticised by the intellectuals

who feel the course of study is

too limited. Satisfying the second

group would mean laying an ad-

ditional burden on the taxpayer.

Another defect, according to

Dr. McArthur, under which our

educational system is laboring is

a result of the prosperous years

when so many of our students

were going to universities from

(Continued on page 8)

Take The Blues

MANY ALUMNI FANS
WILL WATCH GAME
Queen's Alumni are going to give

Old Man Depression the bums'
rush on Saturday. Twice as many
grads as have seen any Queen's-

Varsity game in several years have

bought tickets for this one.

Up to noon yesterday the A. B.

of C. office had sold 1100 grand-

stand tickets and there was every

indication that there would be a

record Queen's crowd at Toronto.

Take The Blues

N.F.C.U.S. ACCEPTS

INVITATION TO MEET

HERE AT CHRISTMAS

Organization Aims To Bring
Colleges Closer

Together

Quakers Have Led

Many Great Reforms

Dr. Rufus Jones Discusses
Works Of Society

Of Friends

BY ALLAN KENT
"If it hadn't been that I was for

three years editor or the Haver

fordian and learned then that I

could write, I should have had a

wholly different career," Professor

Rufus M. Jones of Haverford Col

lege, Pennsylvania, told the Journal

yesterday. Dr. Jones was Giancel

lor's Lecturer at Queen's, and has

just completed a series of four ad-

dresses on "The Inward and the

Outward Life."

Professor Jones is a graduate of

Haverford College, and did post

graduate work at Harvard, Oxford

Heidelberg, and Marburg Univer-

sities. He is probably the most dis-

tinguished scholar and one of the

greatest figures among the Society

of Friends, popularly known as the

Quakers.

Asked by the Journal about the

Quaker faith, Dr. Jones stated that

the outstanding feature of the

movement has been its social pas-

sion and dedication. "Throughout

all the periods of Its history it has

produced rather striking social lead-

ers who have carried through great

reform movements for the human

race," he said.

The form of worship of the

Quaker faith is on the basis of

silent communion, and meetings for

worship are without a program or

( Continued on page 3)

JONES DELIVERS SECOND AND
THIRD LECTURES OF SERIES

Christianity Is At Crisis

To-Day, Speaker

Believes

"Christianity is at a momentous
crisis today," said Dr. Rufus M-

, speak inJone; "Inward Re-

"gion and Christian Ethics in

the second of the Chancellor's

Lectures on, Tuesday evening.

We have outgrown the "doll"

stage of religious life with its pic-

torial imagery, and are beginning
to emphasize redemption of social

life. This new philosophy is ac-

*>ve among men and its purpose
ls the Kingdom of God on this

earth."

°r. Jones traced the develop-
ment of the moving spirit of the

Christian religion. In its primi-

(Continued on page 7)

Religion Has Philosophical

And Psychological

Aspects

"Religion cannot legitimately

be reduced to any one compart-

ment of our complicated natures"

stated Dr. Rufus Jones in deliv-

ering the third of the Chancellor's

lectures before the Theological

Conference on Wednesday night.

In discussing his subject, "The

Fundamental Nature ' of

Religion." Dr. Jones presented

the philosophical and psycholo-

gical sides of the problem. He

pointed out that Kant's theories

can be questioned and that rea-

son and emotion must be placed

in separate compartments. "Re-

ligion is not something to be

(Continued on page 7)

Promotes Debates

CAPACITY CROWD EXPECTED TO SEE

TRICOLOR-BLUE CLASH AT TORONTO
Varsity Line Is Complete

For First Time In
Three Weeks

The National Federation of Can-

adian University Students has ac-

cepted the invitation of the A.M.S.

Executive to hold its annual meet-

ing at Queen's during the Christ-

mas holidays. This invitation was
extended to M. K. Kenny, president

of the organization, who was pres-

ent at the Executive Meeting Wed-
nesday evening and Mr. Kenny, on

behalf of the N.F.C.U.S accepted

the invitation.

Mr. Kenny explained that this

conference will bring together

eighteen to twenty-two students re

presenting Canadian universities

from Nova Scotia to British Col

umbia. Although Queen's is not a

member of the N.F.C.U.S. it was

felt that contact with these repres

entatives would be beneficial both

to Queen's and to the members at

tending the conference.

The aims and activities of this

organization were briefly presented

to the meeting by Mr. Kenny. He
explained that its purpose was to

weld the colleges of Canada closer

(Continued on page 6)

Expect Open Game

Gray Again Takes Kicking
Duties In Absence

Of Isbister

Take The Blues

PROF.W.E. HARRISON

LECTURES ON MORE

Best Known As Author Of
"Utopia" And One Who
Crossed Henry VIII

"More's tragedy was that of a

man whose destiny became in-

volved with forces beyond his

control," said Professor W. E. C.

Harrison of the Queen's history

department, speaking on- "Sir

Thomas More" to the Annual

Conference of the Theological

Alumni Association in Convoca-

tion Hall Wednesday mornng.

Professor Harrison opened his

lecture describing the circum-

stances of More's execution.

''His death was the tribute of one

of the finest minds in Renaissance

Europe to the necessity of pre-

serving- the spiritual unity of

Christendom against the inroads

of the nation state; it was also a

Umax in the controversy over

the mediaeval Christian theory of

the nature of society and the re-

spective spheres of ecclesiastical

and secular authority."

When More was forced to op-

pose the wish of the king, which

would mean a charge of treason,

or admit the right of the state to

nationalize religion, the nobility

of his nature drove him to ad-

here to the principle that would

receive fresh impetus by his

death.

More is best known by

(Continued on page 8)

By GEORGE VAIR

Sports Editor, The Varsity

Toronto, Ont., Oct. 31—With
the Varsity line at full strength for

the first time in three weeks the

hig Blue squad should rule as

favorites for the titular battle with

the Tricolor this Saturday.

Inclement weather conditions at

the stadium have not prevented the

Varsity gridmen from participating

in some real hard practice sessions

and Stevens is giving the boys every

opportunity to handle the soggy

oval. Coulter, Connelly, Marks and

Gray, dubbed the Four Horsemen

by Montreal scribes last week when

the ball carriers gained over 400

yards through the McGill line, will

again form the rearguard and are

counted on to give the visiting out-

sides more than their fair share of

work. The presence of these fleet

hackfielders augurs well for a wide

open game although the Keevites

are known to favor a defensive,

wait-for-thc-breaks style of play.

(Continued on page S)

MILITARY TRAINING

DELAYS FRENCHMAN

Exchange Student Held Up
Until Service Was

Completed

his

Take The Blues

I1V DETTY LAIRD

I am very glad indeed to be in

Kingston," said Pierre Saint-Loup.

the French exchange student at

Queen's University in an interview

with the Journal yesterday. Mr.

Saint-Loup did not arrive at

Queen's until last week because he

was delayed by the military train-

ing regulations in France.

He has just completed his com-

pulsory military service. For eight

months he received an officer's

training at the military school at

Fontainhleau anil then served in an

artillery regiment. All the stu-

dents at the Engineering schools

are trained as officers.

The exchange student comes

from Besancon, near the border of

Switzerland and for the last six

years has been studying in Paris.

Here he took the engineering course

at the Ecole Ceutrale des Artes et

Manufacture. There are three well

known Engineering schools in

France but they are in no way

affiliated with the universities as

are similar schools in Canada.

Mr. Saint-Loup- studied engineer-

ing for three years and before that

took a two years' preparatory

course. The science courses offered

in France arc of a more general

nature than those given at Queen's.

Theory rather than practice is

stressed.

(Continued on page 6)

Queen's Squad Terminates
Week Of Stiff

Workouts

Zvonkin, Jones Back

JOHNNY WING

who leads the Tricolor into Toronto
for the annual battle with the Blues

to-morrow afternoon

Drama Guild Opens

oeason On Nov. 1

2

Offer "The Shining Hour,"
Tragedy Written By

Keith Winter

As their first offering of the

season, the Queen's University

Dramatic Guild will present

Keith Winter's three act tragedy.

"The Shining Hour," which is

scheduled for two performances.

November 12 and 13, in Convo-

cation Hall.

Produced for the first time last

winter. "The Shining Hour" was

an immediate success on the Lon-

don stage, more recently achiev-

ing even greater heights of public

approval in Toronto and in New
York, where it played many
weeks to capacity houses. The
original cast included, among
others, such brilliant names of

the theatrical world as Gladys

Cooper (heroine or perhaps "vil-

ainess" of the piece), Raymond

Massey (the Canadian-born actor

of "Scarlet Pimpernel" fame),

and Derek Williams (who earlier

distinguished himself as the

neurotic soldier in "Journey's

end").

Delineating certain calamities

which might befall an English

county family, "The Shining

(Continued on page 8)

Still Can Tie Varsity For
Top Honors In
College Loop

BY AB CRATTON

A determined hand of Queen's

footballers, drilled to perfection for

their most crucial tussle of the 193S

season, boards the noon train to-

day bound for Toronto where to-

morrow they will try conclusions

with their age-old rivals. University

of Toronto in a game that will de-

cide the leadership of the College

Union.

Driven hard by Coach Ted

Reeve in their daily workouts

which began last Monday, the

team is at full strength and is ready

to topple the Blues from their lofty

position as league leaders.

Over one thousand football-mad

fans, taking advantage of a special

excursion rate, will accompany the

champion Tricolor to the Queen

Gty, hopeful of watching their

heroes cross up the so-called ex-

perts by turning hack the Toronto

threat to their 1934 grid laurels.

Advance reports have it that a

capacity crowd will jam the his-

toric Bloor Street oval to see, what

they hope will be, the football tid-

bit of the year, as the two teams re-

new grid rivalry for the second

time this Fall.

Away to a disappointing start the

Presbyterians have completed a

three-week stretch during which

time they have defeated Western

twice while obtaining a draw with

Varsity and are anxious to keep

their winning record intact by

handing the vaunted Blues their

(Continued on page S)

Take The Blues

"VARSITY" APPOINTS
QUEEN'S PRINCIPAL

A new principal for Queen's

has been appointed—by The Var-

ity, undergraduate daily news-

paper of the University of Tor-

onto. The issue of October 28

carries a front-page news item

announcing that Principal Fyfe

of Queen's will exchange posi-

tions with Sir George Adam
Smith, principal of Aberdeen Uni-

versity in Scotland.

No steps whatsoever have been

taken so far towards securing a

new principal, the Journal was

assured by Dr. McNeill, vice-

principal and treasurer of

(Continued on page 2)

PAUL TREMAINE TO

PLAY FOR MEDICALS

Popular Radio Band Picked

By Meds Formal
Committee

November 15

Sleepless and with drawn faces,

et elated withal, the committee

for the annual Medical At Home
announce their completed plans

for the most astounding formal

dance in history. Former ideas

preserved in a new and pleasing

manner and outstanding innova-

tions will place the affair in the

front line of university functions.

In spite of the many difficul-

ties encountered, the committee

expects to put Medicine in the

lead and carry out the new policy

nf building up better and more

enjoyable Medical dances.

The Medical Formal scoops the

honors with the engagement of

Paul Tremaine and his 1-1-piece

Orchestra (Management Colum-

bia Artists' Bureau, Inc.) The

(Continued on page 2)
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Ettabtubtd iBiy

;iNGSTON BRANCH—King A CUrtne* So.
w R. BELCHER, Huiib

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

Suits and

Overcoats

Clothes that will please the

Young College Fellows

We promise you the best

your money can buy any-

where in Canada.

The Kaufman Clothes

15.00

The Ascot Clothes

19.75

The Felscraft Clothes

22."

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

^Prints
ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIAL 35c
Fall Enlargement

Offer

(from your own negative)

NOW ON. AT

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Stores 4

White Ladies, by Francis Brett

Young, London : Heinemonn. 7s. 6d

In Mr. Frank Swinnerton's sur-

vey of modern literature, The

Georgian Scene, there are a number

of good things said of Francis Brett

Young. Mr. Swinnerton (I have

not his exact words) says that

Brett Young is the successor of

John Galsworthy as the writer of

Ihe upper middle class life in the

English countryside. That is

deed high praise and the reader can

see that Mr. Swinnerton has much

faith in Brett Young. After read

ing several of this author's books

one comes to the conclusion that the

words are not fulsome praise- The

criticism is (as - indeed all Mr.

Swinnerton's remarks are) pene>

(rating and true.

Mr. Brett Young has been writ-

ing fairly steadily since 1914 and

has now more than twenty novels

two volumes of poetry and two

volumes of belles-lettres to his

name. Strange to say, the quan

tity of his work is balanced by the

quality. Mr. ' Young undoubtedly

excels in the writing of portrait-

novels—witness The Magic Bride,

The Iron Age and The Red Light.

His best book was Ihe two-volume

long chonicle, Portrait of Claire,

published in 1927. My Brother

Jonathan and Jim Redloke did not

come up to the standard of that

book. In While Ladies we have

another chronicle of a life set in

the Staffordshire which this authot

knows so well.

"White Ladies" is the name of a

house—it does not appear until

half-way through the book, and

then its appearance is somewhat

sudden. However, it became,

through a chance infatuation, the

central point in the uncertain life

of the woman whose life is port-

rayed here.

At the beginning we are taken

hack lo Bella Pom fret's ancestors,

settled as industrialists in Stafford-

shire. Her grandfather had enter-

ed the family and the family's firm

in strange circumstances—I am not

going to go into the whole of the

story. We are taken through

Bella's childhood and education

(Mr. Young's skill in drawing

vivid portraits tinged with a pleas-

ant touch of humour is seen in the

description of her teachers), her

departure from school, her first

position as governess, from which

she was dismissed because her em-

ployer's son fell in love with her.

She inherits her grandfather Jasper

Mortimer's fortune. It is at this

point that she falls in love again

—

with "White Ladies", a deserted,

empty old English house. She goes

off to Italy in search of the owner

(here Mr. Young's knowledge of

Capri proves useful), marries him

(largely for the house) and returns

to "White Ladies." Her husband

dies as a result of the Boer War.

"White Ladies" and her son alone

are left to her. Her son cannot feel

the same powerful, inexplicable pas-

sion for the house. When the house

is burned she rebuilds it putting her

whole fortune into it. Her son is

killed in the Great War. Every-

thing is going wrong. She abandons

"White Ladies" in despair, although

she feels that she is leaving the only

thing she has ever loved, At the

last through a strange coincidence

she comes into her own again.

It is a long and extraordinary

story. Explanation of the plot can-

not do justice to it. It must be

read. It is true to life, it shows

great depth of character—the story

nf ihis woman who in all her

chequered life found at last one

thing which was firm, on which she

could centre all her affection, her

whole being,—and that was "White

Ladies." She could not escape from

it. It was her only anchor.

Those who like Brett Young's

writing will enjoy ihis book. Those

Whose affection and interest are set

n Galsworthy will find him, as Mr.
Swinnerton says, a worthy suc-

cessor. He has Galworthy's stately

grace in writing, Galsworthy's be-

lief in the stability of tradition and

traits of English character, Gals-

worthy's delight in portraiture, and
at the end Galsworthy's

". .calm of mind, all passion spent."

48r<£aUum <Srft

Reproduction! o( "L. H.

Morris" pen sketches of

Queen's buildings.

Appropriately framed

Attractively priced

395 Princess St. Phone 1931

Campus and Gym
In the second interyear softball

game Levana "36 defeated "37 by
the close score of 11-10. Both
teams were handfeapped by a
shortage of players but a little

judicious borrowing from '38 and
'39 helped matters considerably.

'37 were the heavy hitters with

Lilah Wilde and Bessie Ferguson
both chalking up homers. The
other heavy hits came to grief at

Ihe hands of Bud Yuill. Ruth Fish-
lcigh and Ev. Rickard, '36 stalwarts.

Teams

:

'36—Ev. Rickard, Ruth Fish-
leigh, Aileen Mason, Bud Yuill,

Laura Lang, Marg. Fay, Jane
Knowland.

'37 — Bessie -Ferguson, Chick
Turner. Jean Millican, Helen Eaki
Lilah Wilde, Peggie Leach, Louise
Tiefenbacher.

All those wishing to enter the
Badminton singles tournament will

please sign the entry lists in the
S>mnashini, Ban Righ or Arts
Building.

This will be a preliminary rank-
ing tournament, the intervear one
Will not be held till after Christmas

O.C.E, classes arc being conduc-
ted Mondays 3-4 and Wednesdays
1-2. Anyone interested in joining
them should do so at once.

VARSITY" APPOINTS
QUEEN'S PRINCIPAL

(Continued from page I)

Queen's. The appointment of a

new principal is the rcsponsibilitv

of the "Board of Trustees, which
has not met since the announce-

ment of Dr. Fyfe's appointment
lo Aberdeen University;

The trustees of the university

will meet before Christmas to dis-

cuss this and other issues.

To date the Varsity has sup-
plied Queen's University with
two heads in the persons of the
retiring principal of Aberdeen
and the Comptroller of the Prince
jf Wales' Household, Sir Edwa/d
Peacock We doubt whether .two
heads are better than one.

ENGLISH CLUB
Professor J. M. Shaw will ad

dress the English Club on Tuesday
afternoon on "The Poetry of
Literary Waif." The lecture, which
will deal with the work of the
Canadian poet Francis Thompson,
will be given at 3.30 p.m. in the

Red Room, Arts Building.

Afternoon tea will be served by
the club at the close of the address.

PAUL TREMAINE TO
PLAY FOR MEDICALS

(Continued from page 1)

band will pour forth sweet dance

rhythms, played as" only such

masters of the art can play. Ir

featuring this music, made fam

ous by radio from coast to coast

the committee leads the way into

new channels. They are intro-

ducing something new, different

and infinitely better.

The interesting programmes,

novel and striking in design, will

he treasured as souvenirs. The

favours, a combination of the

committee's ingenuity and Birks'

craftmanship, will be lovely

mementos of the happy hours

spent at the Medical Formal.

Grant Hall will be made an

Elysium with new soft lighting

schemes and the stage transform-

ed into a sparkling background.

Tickets arc now on sale for the

Medical Faculty only until Tues-

day, November 5th, when they

will be available to a strictly

limited number of students. The
committee advises immediate res-

ervation by all those desiring

tickets. A limit has been set on

the number of tickets for sale to

avoid over-crowding.

The committee is as follows:

Chas. Amey (3059-W): James

Cunningham (10S4) ; Grant Breck-

enridge (1789-M); Lome Dick-

son (3261-W); headed by Leigh

Greenfield and Len Cohen, con-

vener (3139-W).

Union Notes

lets qo
[j

way Melody of 1 936" . , . and
see another dancing sensotion,
too , . . the Agnew-Surpass
"Dansant" selection of formal
footwear for 1 936 . , . delight-
ful creations in me
match lhat precious gown you
will wear to formal functions. .

.

This fashionable footwear,
styled with an eye to the new-
eit tfendt in formal modes, has
an appeal all its own . , .

and, of course, it is priced in

k
he

The Union was Ihe scene of more

than usual activity this week due to

the Annual Conference of the Theo-

logical Alumni Association, which

was held on Monday, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday. The As-

sociation held a luncheon in the

banquet ball on Wednesday and the

attendance was so great that an

overflow resulted, which was taken

care of in the dining room.

Miss Thcal, the dietician, was
certainly kept busy on Wednesday
and the above luncheon, the stu-

dents, and the rugby players neces-

sitated the serving of 321 meals.

Miss Theal and her staff are to be

complimented on the way they so

efficiently handle these various

occasions.

The 8-tube Westinghouse radio,

formerly on the third floor of the

Union, has been repaired and moved
down lo the common room, where
the use that is being made of it

certainly testifies to the popularity

of the change. As the radio is for

the use of all students and may be

operated by anyone, it is hoped lhat

the entertainment it affords will

continue to be enjoyed.

The 1935-1936 French exchange
scholar, Mr. Saint -Loup, has re-

cently entered College and is

hoarding at the L'nion.

The first Commerce luncheon

was held Thursday, at noon, when
J. C. Cameron of Canada Packers,

Ltd.. the guest speaker, spoke be-

fore a capacity crowd

214 Princess Street Phone 2274
(Capitol Theatre Block)

(Where better shoes art properly fitted)

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

Stone's SUnuier ^>foop
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Gym classes have begun and those
who have not registered in them as
yet may do so at Miss Murphy's
office on Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday, between 1 and 2.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Fall Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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[Ralph Jack Chosen

I
As Basketball Coach

Ralph Jack, well known as the

intermediate rugby coach is also to

handle this year's senior basketball

gquad. Coach Jack has had several

years playing experience with the

Ottawa Senior City League and

last year led the loop in scoring

honours. This is his first attempt

at coaching a senior team but lie

has had considerable experience

with junior and intermediate teams

in Ottawa along this line. Ralph

was on hand to look over the fifty

some candidates who reported for

the first practice session held last

Monday afternoon at 5.00 o'clock

in the gym. He appeared to be

pleased with the interest shown and

also by the calibre of the players

who were on hand.

Noticeable amongst the aspirants

for this year's senior team were

Captain Doug Rooke and Chuck

Finlay, forwards of last year. Mel

Cunningham, lanky pivot man and

Bob Gordon were in unusually

good form for a first practice.

Several of last year's flashy inter-

mediates, in the persons of Bill

Simmons, Stephen, Ansley, Gerts-

man, et al have served warning that

they will be in there fighting for

some of those positions on the

senior team. Coach Jack says that

ever)' player will have to clearly

demonstrate his superiority before

he earns one of the coveted jobs on

the varsity string.

Several freshmen showed quite a

bit of class in the opening work-

outs and should give some of the

more experienced players a run for

the money. Jack Newman, of St.

Catherines, a brother of VV'iJf New-
man, who established such an en-

viable reputation in basketball cir-

cles in the Senior Intercollegiate,

shows a great deal of promise.

Jack Hutchinson of St. Thomas, a

center man. and Mel Hatch of

Toronto, a forward, should, from
advance indications, see consider-

able action during the winter. Hugh
Megill a brother of last year's

stellar guard and captain Bruce

Megill is also reporting for prac-

tice and is a likely looking player.

Sandy Seeber will be senior man-

ager, with Jack Pattinson and

Murray Griffin looking after the

Intermediates and Juniors respec-

tively.

Practises will continue on Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at

5 p.m. in the gymnasium.

Indignant Bridegroom: (burst-

ing- in upon local editor.)

"I distinctly told you to put in

your paper that I was going to

live at the old Manse. What in

blazes do you mean by saying:

"The happy couple will make
their home at the old man's?"

—

S.
J. V. S. Challenger.

1 HAVE LEARNED
THE SECRET OF
MANICARE
"nlli that ilWiyi link ninety. Cuticle
thai ii never even. Fin|tr* < <• art
Iwayi lora 1 from Hunenail. Thtit
thing* have all diiappearcd with the
dlicovery of MANICARE.

litre it a product that ItapcJ from
»n unknown to a Bigtett Seller o«r-
lifht. far it hu merit. This Ii what
MAN ICrtHE doe* for your naili:

Cleanies them thoroughly.
Remove) all looee. rough cuticle.

Keepi the naili aolt and flexible.

Prepare* the naili for a better pollih.

]f°a can't afford to be without MANI-
CARE nt onlj, 39c.

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

The Soap Box

A medium tor the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered con

fidential if the writer so desires.
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Gym showers criticised

To The Editor,

The Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

Something must be done about

the shower heads in the Gym-
nasium Building.

Take the Average Student Go-

ing For a Shower. The A.S.G.

F. S. comes tearing out of the

gym, struggles with the combin-

ation of his locker, prays Jot a

can-opener, and finally summons
Bob, who, with a quick flip of

the fingers, a spot of this-a and

a dash of that-a, opens the locker

with no trouble at all.

The A.S.G.F.S. then peels off

his clothes, deposits them in a

reeking heap on the floor, snatch-

es his towel and a square centi-

metre of soap from the locker and

ambles happily to the showers

with a merry song on his lips

about The Tavern in the Town.

He throws down his soap, turns

the tap, and—Shades of Tantalus

!

—nothing happens ! There he

stands, bone dry, with water

pouring down all around him

!

Tentatively he sways forward a

little. Success! A thin trickle of

water plays across the middle of

his scalp. By dint of much sway-

ing backward and forward, lie

finally manages to become a trifle

moist. Then he looks for his

soap. If he has dropped it at his

feet, it has melted. If he has

thrown it in the aisle, someone

has appropriated it. He finally

borrows a piece, and merrily

lathers tip. He then starts running

around in a small circle under the

shower head and manages to

rinse his shoulders and neck.

Swaying back and forth again, he

rids his hair of a little soap. With

a muttered "T1
hell with it!", he

makes for the pool, rounds the

comer like the third little pig

entering the brick house, falls,

and slides into the pool, thinking

"I'll bet someone has swiped my
(censored) towel!"

Pity the poor A.S.G.F.S. I Some-

thing ha*d better be did

!

\ ours,

Alway; Belittlin'

LEVANA PINS

Girls who want Lcvana pins are

asked to sign the lists on the bulle-

tin board at Ban Righ. ' For fur-

ther details consult Man- Galbraith.

LOST

A plaid motor rug, on the bleach-

ers at last Saturday's rugby game.

Finiler please return to Macdonnell

House. Reward.

Quakers Have Led

Many Great Reforms

(Continued from page t)

official leadership. Public speak-

ing is spontaneous on the part of

members of the group.

"Throughout the history of the

movement Quakers have always re-

fused to take part in any form of

military service, and therefore they

have suffered a good deal for their

position," said Professor Jones.

During the Great War a large

band of Quakers from both Eng
land and America undertook to re-

build the destroyed villages in the

War Zone in France. Dr. Jones

was himself the American head of

this undertaking, in which there

were 600 young Quakers engaged.

This group of Quakers planted

crops and reaped and threshed

grain, took care of children, estah

lisbed hospitals for civilians and

erected portable houses in the de

vastated areas. As soon as the

War was over they went into Ger

man districts and cared for children

who had heen underfed on account

of the blockade. As many as one

million of these starving children

were fed in one day, Dr. Jones said

Besides the work in France and

Germany, a large unit of Quakers

went to Vienna and another group

to Poland and Russia. At present

the same committee is taking care

of children in the depressed soft-

coal areas of America, where owing

to the breakdown of the industry

there is an enormous amount of

suffering.

The Quaker movement is a little

less than 300 years-old. It began

under the leadership of George Fox,

a young Englishman, in 1647, and

spread rapidly so that there were

50,000 Quakers in England before

he died. It has a very large fol-

lowing in at least five of the Ameri-

can states, including Pennsyl-

vania, which was founded by the

greatest Quaker that ever lived

William Penn.

"The Quaker form of religion i;

essentially of the mystical type

making much of a direct approach

to God and little of external author-

ities," Professor Jones told the

Journal. It has no adopted creed,

but emphasizes the light within the

individual soul as a way of guid-

ance. This is, however, always

more or less tested by the group to

which the individual belongs, in

order to keep the movement from

becoming erratic.

Speaking of his brief four-day

visit to Kingston and to Queen's

University, Professor Jones said, "I

have had an extremely good time,

and I was very much impressed by

your institution, which I greatly en-

joyed visiting
"

Dr. Jones explained that his con-

tacts had been chiefly with the

Theological College, its alumni and

staff, and that bis only regret was

that he had bad little opportunity of

meeting students.

Says B.C. Residences
Seat Boarding Houses

BY J. P. MILES

There are two schools of

thought regarding Queen's in

the west," Allen Fawley, ex-

change student from the Univer-

sity of British Columbia, observ-

ed. "The first one is that the

school of mining is the best in

Canada, the other is that it in

merely existing on its reputation

I cannot say that I have found

the latter idea true, nor can it

ever be as long as there are pro

lessors here like those I have al

ready met."

The political interest shown at

Queen's is much less than at the

western university, as many com
munistic, C.C.F., and anti-war

societies arc found there. Com
pulsory attendance is not enforc

ed at U.B.C., and the effects of

this are shown in the fact that

the better professors always ha

a larger attendance than others

There is a very cosmopolitan

student body at U.B.C. including

Chinese, Japanese, a few turban

ned Hindus and a large number
of White Russians.

There arc fraternities and resi

dences for the men at U.B.C,

which Mr. Fawley prefers to the

Kingston boarding bouses. The
college location there is very

beautiful; the buildings are sur-

rounded on three sides by the

Gulf of Georgia and the moun-
tains on the mainland and Van-
couver Island form a snow-cov-

ered ring around that location.

Mr. Fawley is a third year

Mining student here having com-

pleted two years at his own col-

lege where be will return to grad-

uate. He explained that to get

the scholarship the student must
qualify as to marks and courses

by the University to which lie

is going. These exchanges arc

managed by the National Feder-

ation of Canadian University

Students and must be applied for

in much the same manner as a

Rhodes scholarship. The dean of

the faculty and two representa-

tives of the students' council

select the Jiolder of the exchange.

The exchanges are definitely

worth while if the student can

acclimatize himself quickly and

the courses can be arranged. Mr.

Fawley considers there is a

broadening experience in the

travel and the different view

points that are heard.

WEEK-END SPECIAL

OVERCOATS
S19.50

ALL STYLES — ALL SIZES

The quality of these overcoats makes this price phenominal

—By far thev finest coats we've ever offered at this price.

We also have exceptional offer London tailored

OVERCOATS $35.00
Regular $45.00

These are the finest imported coats, generous sweeping

lines, Raglan or Set in Sleeves, From our regular made

to sell $45.00.

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

For authentic University Fashions

Dr. Harrison To Address
Cercle Francais

French Music will be the subject

nf Dr. Frank Harrison's address to

the Cercle Francais in Convocation

Hall at 4..10 Monday afternoon.

November 7th.

Dr. Harrison's lecture will be

illustrated by phonograph records

of ocliestral numbers from Cou-

perin, Berlioz and Saint Saens, and

also by piano selections from De

ftussy and Revclle. The program

promises to be excellent and all

those who are interested are in-

vited to be present, particularly

students attending French classes at

the University.

Hanson & Edgar
Dane PRINTERS *
Programmes .

Every

Constitutions '
117 Brock St

' Description

Phone 1510

Campus Societies To Hold
Armistice Meeting

The part the Canadian student

can play, either in participation or

opposition to prevent war tenden-

cies, will be the main topic of dis-

cussion at an open Armistice meet-

ing planned by the : CM., the

L.S.R., and the S.P.M. for Sunday

afternoon, November lOtb, at the

Y.W.CA.

The meeting, which is expected

lo feature a well-known outside

speaker, will also include student

speakers. Fuller details will be an-

nounced during the coming week.

Each Member Of Arts '37

Must Buy Dance Ticket

It was decided at a meeting of

\rts '37 on Wednesday to make it

compulsory for each member of the

year to buy a ticket to the year

dance at SI. With this system in

force it is fell that no year fees will

he necessary since the financial suc-

cess of the dance will be assured.

These tickets may lie procured at

the Post Office or from any mem-

ber of the dance committee.

Make Laidlaw's -

Your Headquarters for Hosiery

ORIENT KAYSER VAN RAALTE

In Chiffon, Service Weights or Crepe

3 famous makes of pure silk hosiery to choose from—each

in several different qualities. Prices are moderate at

75c $1.00 $1.25

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods Ready-to-Wear

Men's Furnishings

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 21 16-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STALES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS
MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

FUR TRIMMED COATS
HOSIERY — GLOVES

LINGERIE

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eallas &rstaitrattt
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 1130 a.m. to 8 p-m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to I !-' Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519 PRINCESS IT.

JU|vY« PEACOCK
kPHOHE343 • NEXTTQIOBLAWS^
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Take The Blues
Queen's will be moving to Varsity this

afternoon leaving behind it the deserted

village of Kingston. According to all re-

ports this year will set a record for migra-

tions to the Queen City. Interest in foot-

ball has reached a peak on the campus as

the most exciting game of the year rapidly

approaches.

The Tricolor is up against real opposi-

ton and they are going to need the support

of every student. The support of the stu-

dent body is shown by its cheers. With
over a thousand students cheering wildly

for their team the red, yellow and blue will

have a moral backing which should aid

them to surmount every obstacle and come
through with a clean win over Varsity. So
we urge every student to get in there and
yell his head off. Any team' can fight bet-

ter when it knows that the students are

solidly behind it.

To every member of the team we wish
the best of hick. We realize the opposition
you Live to face but we'll be behind you
all the way. And we know you have it

in you to come through with a smashing
triumph, To the cheer leaders we say,
"Work like demons. The students will give
you their entire support. Make those good
old 'Cha gheils' ring out over the Varsity
Bowl."

With students, cheer leaders, and team
all working together the outcome should
not be hard to predict. So we say again.
"Go in there fighting, team, and take those
Blues."

Radicalism In Colleges
In receiving the honorary degree of

Doctor of Laws at Western University a
few days ago. Sir Edward Bcatty made
certain statements about radicalism among
the young professors in our Canadian uni-
versities. Me seems to feel that socialism
is being taught indiscriminately by these
young professors, particularly in the field
of economics. "I fear." be said, "that, with
few exception... ilu- ruo.nl ,„' „ lir univer-
sities in Studying the history o'f the past
and drawing from it lessons for the future i

not, in the field of economies, one in whic
we c;in take much pride."

Sir Edward seems to be perturbed
cause things in the educational world ,

not as they U«d to be. Surely the railw.v
in which he is so interested is not run upon
thr >..me lines as when it was formed,
surely he docs not expect education to nu
here forever to the same time-worn stand
ards Hut he insists that "the duties
university hove not changed." And
Edward seems to he quite sure that
never should he changed.

In his idea of the place of the university
in "this world of doubt, trouble, and alai
it would seem that he has put the cart
fore the horse. "A university is, in
first place, a society of learned men
women," he said. "In the second place it
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is a focus of intellectual activity in the

nation; Thirdly, and only thirdly, it is a

training school for young men and women.'

This may be Sir Edward's considered

opinion but we beg to differ with him. No

university can become a centre of intellect-

ual activity or a society of learned men

and women unless it has as its highest aim

the training of the young men and women

who attend it. This aim must be achieved

before the result can be realized. A uni-

versity does not consist of a small and select

coterie of professors ; it embraces every

student attending it. As a result, its place

in the world depends largely upon the train-

ing which its students receive, and, if the

fearless and independent teaching of pro-

fessors is to be cramped by opinions such

as Sir Edward expresses, that training will

suffer accordingly.

In speaking of the business life of the

country. Sir Edward admits its periodical

inefficiency and its perversion by individ-

uals of less than average moral principal

but against all this he places the single fact

that "the system, as we have it, has, for a

thousand years or more of recorded history,

raised the living standards of the whole
human race and steadily removed, and not

accentuated, the inequalities which a

thousand years ago separated class from

class." We must agree with Sir Edward
that the old days of aristocrat, peasant, and
slave have, to a gTeat extent, disappeared

from our civilization. But, whether Sir

Edward realizes it or not, there arc inequal-

ities between class and class, as insur-

mountable and as inhuman as any which
the past can afford, existing under our
present system. We have merely replaced
one type of inequality for another.

"I honestly believe in free thought and
free speech," he affirmed, a statement which
should have been qualified with—"if such
speech does not run counter to our present
system." If he believes in free speech he
can have no reason for interfering with the
teaching of thoroughly trained economics
professors. We feel sure that no professor
of independent thought will allow Sir Ed-
ward's utterances to veer him from the
pursuit of logical and humane knowledge.
Such an attempt to chastize the independ-
ent thinking of trained university professors
s something against which we must guard.
There is always the possibility that, to
sooth the ruffled minds of certain men, the
restrictive measures of Section 98 could be
widened to embrace all unorthodox teach-
ing. When that time comes, as it has in
Germany and Italy, the intellectual life of
our country will be snuffed out.

Official Notices

WITH OTHER EDITORS

Disenchantment in Higher
Education

Many people have discussed the differ-
ences between secondary and higher educa-
tion—the atmosphere of a university, the
raps in the continuity in learning, the
movements and clubs in a college. Every
college student has felt them. The dis-
tinctions generally drawn, are, of course
quite valid. But the essential contrast be-
tween what a student feels in high school
and in university is the ^conclusiveness
of higher education.

W e leave high school confident that we
are on the threshold of a new era. wherein
will be rolled back the veil that hides the
mysteries of life. We enter college; the
veil rent in one or two places; we peer
anxiously within; but always darkness
greets our gaze, and a web of veils that
overlap within. We shout into the depths
and arc answered with mockery, the echo
of our own inquiring voices. A few ex-
amples from science and philosophy will
suffice to illustrate the point.

In high school wc studied physics. We
were told of gravitation; and parrot-like,
we recited Newton's three laws of motion.
We heard of evolution, and, aflame with
the spirit of modern progress, we believed
in Darwinism as in our daily bread, One
essential point is clear. We took all these
things for granted. The world's mysteries
were closed to us only because we did not
know enough. Only let us learn a little
more — let us go to university, and we

,
should soon possess the secrets of science.

Faculty of Arts

No classes will be held in the Faculty of

Arts on Saturday morning, November 2nd.

Armistice Day

Monday, November 11th, is Armistice

Day and a Dominion holiday. No classes

will be held at the University on that day.

Classes will be held as usual on Saturday,

November 9th, and on Tuesday, November

12th.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women
This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and abib'ty of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron.

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

November Hour Examinations, 1935

The attention of students is called to

the time-table for the November examina-

tions which is posted on the Official Bulletin

Board in the Douglas Library.

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible.

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible.

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec-

tion will this year hold a special prelimin-

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi-

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The
University will pay the expenses of the
visit to Toronto for any Queen's students
thus selected.

Attendance and Work
Students are expected to attend all lectures

and laboratories and to complete all assigned

exercises. Ordinarily absence beyond a total

of one-eighth of the possible attendance, whe-
ther due to illness or any other cause, will sub-

ject candidates to the penalities specified in the

calendars for deficient attendance.

We did so. We went to university and
found that Einstein had smashed Newton's
compact world into bits—and Newton had
seemed firmer than Gibraltar. Well, per-
haps Newton was wrong; there is still Ein-
stein. Then came the crushing blow. Ein-
stein himself is uncertain of his theses.
Darwin himself is called into question. Cer-
tainly his evolution has never been proved.
Thus, the comforting world of fact, the
dogmatic boxed-up world in which our
high school days were lived, is gone.

In high school we conceived a desire to
learn philosophy. The perfection of langu-
age, the nature of science, the secret of
social organization, all these things were
exceedingly interesting. But of more sur-
passing moment was the secret of the uni-
verse itself and the secret of life. Religion
no longer served to solve these problems,
and sanctions for morality grew dimmer
and vaguer. Haltingly, we were becoming
agnostics. "But do not be troubled," we
consoled ourselves, as we looked upwards,
"away off in university is a study called
philosophy, echoes of which have drifted
into our lives. It tells you what you are,
and what the universe. Do not be afraid.

Ultimate reality awaits only the persistent
study of human reasoning, to be revealed.
Difficult as the process may be it is at least
theoretically po;-sib1e."

We went to university and found that
theoretically it is quite impossible. We
bad better have gone on living in the old
spiritually hand-to-mouth way, enjoying
romance and a good cup of coffee, and not
worrying about sanctions or morality, or
the final predicates of the universe.

This is neither a compliment nor an ex-
pression of regret. It is an explanation
purporting to crystallize the differences be-
tween collegiate and college education, and
to clarify the one theme that runs through
all discussions of such differences, and that
theme, the "inconclusivencss of higher
learning."—The Varsity.

S. C. M. PANEL

Scene 1—Union St.

A horse and buggy drives past

a students' residence. Horse
(shaking head) "Oh Well

Scene 2—The Students' resi-

dence driven past.

Oil—Hey Thigh, how about

coming with me to the discussion

group this afternoon?

Thigh—Discussion group. Hell!

I've got something better to do.

And besides, all they do in your

group is discuss futile religious

problems that don't get you any-

where in this world.

Oil—Don't get you anywhere?

Why man, a few weeks ago our

group was wondering whether

life, with all its inconsistencies,

was really worth living -or not.

Since discussing the things open-

ly we have cleared up many of

our misunderstandings and the

future is much brighter.

Thigh—So your group decided

to live on and keep us company

eh Oil boy? That's a relief. But

say Oil, they taught me all that

discussion-group stuff in Sunday

School. I don't need to be given

any excuses to make life worth

iving. I KNOW why it's worth

living.

Oil—Well then Thigh, if you

are so sure, why ARE you liv-

ing on this earth?

Thigh—Oh well Oil, anyone
knows that there are hundreds of

reasons for living.

Oil—Then let's have some o(

your reasons Thigh boy.

Thigh—Well hang it man,

these things are not so easily ex-

plained as all that.

Oil—Yes, but if our ideas are

not clearly defined on these mat-

ters, then we must remain more

or less in confusion. Imagine a

doctor who is not quite sure of

the location of the appendix.

Thigh—Yes but that doesn't

apply to religious and social

problems. They can't be tied

down to scientific laws like chem-

istry for instance.

Oil—That's just where you're

wrong, Thigh. Our group will

accept no religious solutions

which are not really logical. We
are all skeptics in search of truth

in religion and social problems.

Don't you ever wonder. Thigh,

about God and Jesus? Don't you

ever wonder what is your true

function on this earth? Wouldn't

you like to get others' opinions

in discussions where you could

ask as many questions as you

wished ?

Thigh—Listen Oil, I think

your group is trying to surmount

imaginary difficulties but, tell you

what I'll do, I'll go with you this

once to be a- pal.

Scene 3—Union St.

The horse and buggy return

past the students' residence.

Horse (shaking head) "All is

not'lost." —H.M.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE TH\AT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Essay Pads Typewriter Paper
Refills 3 ring and 6 ring

1 Ruled or plain)

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

OPEN 7.30 a.m. TILL U p.m.

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

Marigold (Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, One-

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700
CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
8us. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S
123-125 PRINCESS ST.

SHOE
STORE
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husky Queen's middle, who is

ready to rip that Blue line to shreds
to-morrow.

Tricolor linesman who will return
the lineup to-morrow alter missing the

Western game through injuries.

CAPACITY CROWD EXPECTED
FOR TRICOLOR-BLUE CLASH

QUEEN'S

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

ON TO TORONTO
The University will take on the appearance of the Deserted Village

tomorrow as practically the whole College is moving en masse to Toronto
today, where a little argument involving 6rst position in the College
football standings is to lake place in Varsity bowl tomorrow afternoon.

As in other years the Toronto game stands out as the feature at-

traction of the season, and Queen's students, using every means of

transportation will invade the Queen City to watch the two leading
teams battle it out for grid supremacy.

Queen's has gone football mad. Everywhere cm the campus the

chief topic of conversation is the big game tomorrow. The Tricolor
won't lack support for well over a thousand fans will accompany them
to Ontario's Capital city to cheer them on to a victory over their great-

est rivals, the Varsity Blues.

A great week-end seems to be in the offing1

. All we need is a
Queen's triumph to make it complete.

QUEEN'S FINISH HARD WEEK'S GRIND
Ted RcCvc's Tricolor gridmcn tapered off what was by far their

toughest week of training of the year yesterday, by running through a

liricf signal session.

The coach, plainly dissatisfied with the work of his charges to date,

sent the team through three scrimmages with the Seconds this past

week, and the boys went through their paces displaying the pep and
determination that winning teams usually possess.

The usual Monday holiday was dispensed with this week, and in its

place a strenuous workout was substituted.

Thus the team has experienced a heavy week's work, but every

player should benefit greatly and should be at the peak of his form
tomorrow.

Aware that Varsity will rely on their starry back field to carry the

brunt of the Blue attack, the Reevcmen have been schooled in sound
defensive tactics, and are confident that they will emerge victorious.

While Toronto will naturally rule as favourites, in view of the fact

that they will be playing on their home gridiron, Queen's are not

worrying and arc counting on making the alleged experts take it on
-the chin once again.

The Tricolor always rise to Ihe heights when performing in the

Queen City and Toronto fans will sec a team that never knows the

meaning of the word defeat.

THE "IPS" AND "BUTS"
While tomorrow's struggle will have a definite bearing on the final

standings the fact remains that if Queen's win they will still have to

down McGill here in Kingston on November 9th, in order to make
certain of a play-off berth.

The Redmen should easily turn back Western tomorrow in Mon-
treal for their third victory of the year and if they do they will have
earned sis points.

Taking a Montreal triumph for granted, the Reds will be either

one point ahead of the Tricolor or one point to the rear of them when
the smoke of battle has cleared tomorrow.

Thus the locals' chances of making the play-off grade will depend

on the outcome of their contest with Joe O'Brien's huskies no matter

how they fare in Toronto,
It is indeed an unusual situation hut the Tricolor arc aiming.at first

place and can achieve this objective by winning from bol'n Varsity and

McGill.
Consequently the Gaels will be out to sweep their two remaining

scheduled fixtures, and if they arc successful they will likely tangle

with the Blues for the. College title.

APPLAUSE

The following letter^ from the

President of the University of

Western Ontario has been received

by Charlie Hicks,' secretary of the

Queen's Athletic Board of Control.

The Journal understands that Presi-

dent Fox flew to Kingston last

Saturday by chartered plane, es-

pecially to see the Western-

Queen's football game.

October 28, 1935.

Dear Mr. Hicks:

I appreciate more than I

can tell your great kindness

in providing Mr. Dobson and

myself with tickets for Sat-

urday's game.

I could not help noticing

during the game the very

generous attitude of the.

spectators towards the visit-

ing players. Queen's stu-

dents were singing the West-

ern song and giving the

"Western cheer.

Upon my return home I

have commented upon this

as a most excellent example

of the attitude that should

prevail in all the universities

towards their sister univer-

sities.

Sincerely yours,

W. Sherwood Fox.

Intermediates Meet
Ottawa To-Morrow

Queen's Intermediate Intercol-

legiate football season will be

brought to a closer tomorrow after

noon in Richardson Stadium when

the Tricolor plays host to the Gar

net and Grey squad from Ottawa

University.

The Tricolor's only victor}' to

date was registered over the Otta

wans in the opening game of the

season, and although the men of

fack have suffered crushing set-

backs since then, they hope to

climax their season with a trium

pbant finish by repeating over the

Capital City crew.

The practice. tempo all week at

the Stadium has been full steam

ahead, anil the Intermediates have

opposed their Senior brethren in

scrimmage scrambles which have

placed them in great shape to brush

aside the Ottawa threat.

The week-end excursion Toron-

towards has made a few inroads in-

to the Queen's camp with the result

that Saturday's opening line-up is

altered somewhat from last week

Mac Smith moves into the snap

berth flanked by Sammy Delve and

(Continued on page 6)

VARSITY

(Continued from page 1)

initial reverse of the current cam-

paign tomorrow. The Reevemen.

while not overly impressive in their

games to date, have shown flashes

of that form that brought them the

College title last year and although

Varsity will rule as favorites to

cop the decision, the Tricolor will

offer die stiffest opposition the To-

ronto squad has faced in weeks of

terrific battling.

Invariably the Gaels play thei

best football in the huge Blue bowl,

and they are counting on a repeti-

tion of past performances in th'

Queen City to stop the lengthy

string of victories compiled by

Warren Stevens', fast travelling

outfit.

The local gridders, realizing that

a sweep of their remaining contests

will assure them of at least a tie

for top honors in the Intercollegiate

loop, set a merry pace in their work-

outs this past week. Coach Reeve

really bore down on his athletes

and sent them through three tough

scrimmages against the intermedi-

ates in order to let the boys brush

up on their all-round play and to

perfect the form they need to suc-

cessfully defend their bard earned

championship. In previous fixtures

the famous fighting spirit of Tri-

color teams has been noticeably

lacking and the coach has constant-

ly reminded his proteges of their

shortcomings. As a result the lads

will enter tomorrow's fray filled

with the fight that only champion-

ship teams possess.

Fully aware that they must bottle

up the classy Blue backfield if they

are to triumph, the Tricolor have

spent considerable time in improv-

ing their defence against the for-

ward pass and have also polished

up the work of their tackling

brigade. Consequently close atten-

tion will be given to the main

weapon of the Toronto offensive.

Abe Zvonkin and Marty Jones

who were out of the Western game

with injuries, took part in the daily

practices and will be ready to take

their places in the line-up to-

morrow. Twenty players will make

the trip but just what the exact

personnel of the team would be was

doubtful at press time. However,

(Continued from page 1)

In a scrimmage with the seconds

last night the league leaders were

clicking perfectly with end runs,

literal and forward passing plays

going for long gains. The return

of Al Williams to his regular snap-

back position will find the front line

division at full strength and allow

"Turney" Williams who has been

filling the centre gap for the past

two weeks to again play at inside

with Witzel.

For the first time since the

gruelling tie game in the Limestone

City, the Blues will all be at their

respective positions with the excep-

tion of Bob Isbister who is nursing

had knee. However, with Cam
Gray playing a spectacular game at

kicking half besides fitting in with

the Connelly - Marks combination,

there seems no need for worry in

this respect. Last Saturday the

elusive Gray held his own with

Westman in the kicking duties, tore

loose for a 47 yard run, kicked two

placements, one single and a convert

and was good for many yards

around the ends.

Uueen s vs K. C.V.I.

Game Is Postponed

The game between Queen's

Juniors and K.C.V.I. which was

to have ueen played yesterday

has been postponed indefinitely.

K.C.V.I. felt unwilling to play

as several of their men are play-

ing in a crucial Junior Interschol-

astic game with Brockville this

afternoon. However as Queen's

are in first place they have only

to beat Kingston Grads a week

from Saturday to become cham-

pions.

The Tricolor squad has been

practising faithfully since their

last game wth R-M.C. and Mur-

ray Griffin feels sure that they

can continue their winning streak

in the O.R.F.U. playdowns. Grif-

fin has a well balanced team

which is strong in every depart-

ment. The half line of Williams.

Carsnn, Campbell. Kerr and Mar-

tison has been able to show its

heels to the opposing tacklers in

the games to date. The line is

Coach Reeve has a roster of twenty- 1
very strong defensively with Ab

two huskies from which he made

bis selection late last evening.

Those who arc certain to see

action tomorrow arc Johnny Munro,

Tohnny Edwards, Grover Dennis

and Curly Krug, all back division

men; Reg Barker, centre; Harry

Sonshine, flying wing; Zvonkin.

Jones, Weir, Peck and Kirkland.

linesmen, and Earle. Wing, Scott

and Barnabe ends. Red McNichol

and Art Stollery will likely divide

the work al the signal calling

post while the remainder of the

squad will be chosen from Da foe,

Thompson, McManus, Bews, and

Lewis.

With College football restored to

the same popularity it enjoyed sev-

eral years buck, there is a possibility

that the attendance record set by

Varsity and Queen's in Toronto in

1930 will be smashed. Former

Tricolor- lllue clashes have contain-

ed plenty of the old tobasco and to-

morrow's hattle will prove no

exception.

The Reevemen, to finish in the

monc>, are faced with the task of

turning hack McGill here on Nov-

ember 9th regardless of the out-

come of tomorrow's test. However,

they are bent on finishing on top

of the heap and intend to take their

next two encounters to accomplish

this feat. J %

bott, Conlin and Wood showing

up well.

...coming up.,.

BUCKINGHAM
CIGARETTES

Professor Dollar Speaks
The professor in the classroom works (or the very great advantage

of all the students who use his material wisely. Just so Professor

Dollar works to your very great advantage in "wise buying" at the

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

RUNNING TRUE TO FORM, PRESENTS THE
LATEST FASHIONS AT VERY

ACCESSIBLE PRICES

IN

OVERCOATS
PHONE 860

SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Stores—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

ATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Send the "Journal" to yourfriends. S175 a year.

STo ^Indents of (Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pena and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

PHONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOXX TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPEi "IAHZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 21tt
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eys Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED —

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennia, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529

"It Pays to Play Fair"
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Intermediates Meet

Ottawa To-Morrow

(Continued from page 5)

"Tat" Bryne at inside. Doherty

and McAskill have the middle as-

signments with Cunningham and

Armstrong slated for the outside

positions. "Doc" Eraser makes the

grade at flying sving while Tony

Coughlin will call the signals with

Latimer, Turner, and Handford

completing the backficld.

Since R.M.C. has already been

declared the eastern group cham-

pions, the game is relegated to ex-

hibition status but nevertheless

liotb teams will be out there fight

ing as if everything depends on

Dr. Watts Will Continue To

Discuss Religion

Dr. 1. I<- Watts will continue his

discussion on the subject "Com-

parative Religion" at the S.V.M.

meeting on Friday at 5.00 p.m. in

the Seminar Room in the Old Arts

Building. These meetings are

proving most interesting and stu-

dents are urged to attend.

ARTS RUGBY

Arts Interyear Rugby will start

Wednesday, Nov. 6, with the Soph-

Frosh game scheduled for that day.

| Those interested see your year

I

Athletic Representatives, Charlie

win and the clash promises to be
j

Flanders, Arts '39
;
Murray Griffin,

en interesting wind-up. Arts 38.

Styles to please

College Men
and Women—

No— we do not mean

that we handle

women's wear, but the

College Man's Clothes

these days must be

styled to pass the criti-

cal eye of the co-ed.

This store specializes

in smart clothes fur

students — as you will

see from our window.

And our values are

easy on college allow-

ances and slim pocket-

books. This store has

served Queen's men

for many generations

—having done business

in Kingston continu-

ously since 1870.

TOPCOATS
Styliih new tweeds and fleece* in the POPULAR RAGLAN
and lip-on modeli. All woo) material* of fine quality, very

reasonably priced.

$15 T0 $30
OVERCOATS

Colder days are here and overcoats are now in demand.
We have sold quite a number already. Our STOCK IS

COMPLETE and ready for your selection.

TO

A T THE THEATRTf
J-\ CONDUCTED BY M JX

. NORMA MacROSTIE

$15 T0 $35
SUITS

STYLISH NEW SUITS in tweeds, worsteds or serges

featuring the shades for Fall and Winter. All are tailored

with particular care from FINE QUALITY MATERIALS.

$15 T0 $35
FURNISHINGS

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Good Luck to Queen's Team

TWEDDELL'S

C APITO L

ALICE ADAMS
with

Katheritie Hepburn, and

Fred MaeMurroy

Katherinc Hepburn gives a very

convincing performance in this very

human, rather appealing story. In

fact, it seemed to me that she was

little too convincing, that she over-

acted a bit, and that she "emoted"

little too freely. She must have

used up a fortune in glycerine. Just

one more complaint before we go

to review the play: Why is it

that Hepburn is always given parts

which she has to do such a

terrific amount of talking? It

would not be so bad if she had a

soothing, restful voice.

The story is a variation on the

age-old "Cinderella" theme, with

Hepburn as the little girl in rags

and Fred MacMurry as the hand-

some prince. Alice Adams is the

daughter of a poor family; her

father, well-meaning but i

peient, is goaded by his wife into

a rather shady endeavour to make

more money so that his daughter

would be able to keep up with the

best families in town. Naturally

they all get into difficulties, and,

naturallly the difficulties turn out

happily in the end. But in spite of

the nasty remarks made in the first

paragraph, Hepburn's performance

as the poor girl who pretends she is

rich, makes "Alice Adams" well

worth seeing. B4-. —D,K.

T l VOL I

WANDERER OF THE
WASTELAND

with

Dean Jagacr, Gail Patrick and

Edward Ellis

Contrary to the ordinary run of

Western pictures, the production of

Zane Grey's "Wanderer of the

Wasteland" is vested with a touch

of realism.

The desert atmosphere and the

settings for the scenes at the mines

were most convincing. This pic

hire is an improvement because o

its lack of the usual melodramatic

moments and astounding feats of

daring and strength by the hero.

Dean Jagger and Gail Patrick

are quite adequate in the parts of

romantic hero and heroine. Edward

Ellis gives a good portrayal of the

veteran miner.

"Big J." was a mediocre charac-

terization of the famed hostess of a

western saloon. Numerous other

characters, typical of the time, drift

in and out of the picture.

The story has the usual complica-

tions in which the hero is unjuslly

involved, but extricates himself by

dint of his courage and long-

suffering. In the end he rescues

the helpless hut prelty heroine with

the traditional happy ending. The

story, however lacks the usual

thrills and hair-raising escapades

c+-. > -J- s -

MILTTARY DUTIES
DELAY STUDENT

Announcement Mad
Of Literary Contest

(Continued from page 1)

Approximately twenty French

students applied for exchange

scholarships this year, Mr. Saint

Loup stated. Among these a former

I

classmate at the Engineering School

,

received the Harvard Fellowship.

On his way to Kingston the ex-

I change student spent several days

I in New York andj he hopes to pro-

cure a position there when he has

I completed his work at Queen's.

L While in Canada he will study com-

merce and economics and he hopes

|

to understand English within a few

months. "Canada seems very dif-

ferent and strange but I have been

here for such a short time that 1

can scarcely give my impressions,

he concluded.

SHIRTS. TIES, wool socks, silk and wool socks, heavier

underwear, sweaters, gloves and all NEEDED ACCESSOR-
IES are hero in a great array — all MODERATELY
PRICED.

N.F.C.U.S. PLAN
TO MEET HERE

137 - 139 PRINCESS ST.

Hotel La Salle

PHONE 3706

Bldg.

(Continued from page 1)

together. In pursuing this aim the

N.F.C.U.S has been responsible for

.ill the University Debates between

East and West. It has also spon-

sored the travelling teams of de-

baters from England and has sent

various teams from Canada to the

Old Country. The radio debates,

conducted hy the organization have

been one of its most successful

features.

At the present time it is

working on the problem of play

royalties, attempting to obtain uni-

form treatment from the copyright

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

An international literary com-

petition, under the auspices of the

Bross Foundation has been an-

nounced by the President of Lake

Forest College. A cash prize of

515,000 will he awarded for a book

or manuscript heretofore unpublish-

ed on the connection, relation and

mutual bearing of the humanities,

the social sciences, the physical

sciences, the biological sciences or

any branch of knowledge with and

on the Christian religion.

This award will be made on

January 1. 1940 and the competi

tion will close on September 1,

1939. "The offer is open to scicn

tific men, the Christian philoso

phers and historians of all nations.'

They are to submit their manu

scripts of a minimum of 60,000

words.

This prize is awarded under the

Bross Foundation established

1-ak.e Forest College in 1879 by

William Bross, in memory of hi

son, Nathaniel. His object is to

call out the best efforts of the higl

est talent and the ripest scholarship

of the world.

William Bross was a former

Lieutenant - Governor of Illinois

and a Trnstce of Lake Forest Col-

lege for twenty-six years. With

J. L. Scripps, Joseph Medill, Alfred

Cawles and others he was founder

of the Chicago Tribune. He was

associated with the development of

Metropolitan Chicago of which

Lake Forest is now a part.

The Bross Foundation gives

decennial awards for manuscripts

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Perfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of aoft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

nwners for all university dramatic

societies, Another valuable feature 1
published and appoints special

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street

of the work carried on by the or-

ganisation is the sy;tem of ex-

change scholarships between Cana-

dian colleges. Queen's has two of

thrsc exchange scholars here this

year, one from Dalhousie Univer-

sity and the other from the Univer-

sity (if British Columhia.

Advertisers make publication

f the Journal possible. Patron

Phone 22 'irt them and support your paper

writers from time to time.

Music Lecture

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821

H. R. BECK1NGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

WHEN
HOUR

YOU'VE HAD AN
OF SQUASH . . .

AND YOU'
#
RE FEELING A

BIT FAGGED OUT .

Dr. Harrison's weekly lecture

on musical appreciation fea-

tured several fine recordings in-

cluding Beethoven's Sixth Sym-
phony, two piano solos by Pad-

erewski and On Hearing the

Fjrst Cuckoo played by the

London Symjitbony Orchestra.

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

PB1NCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds oE shoes repaired

Shales Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed .... 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Healed

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Or. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1659

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment
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Today:

4.00(1.1

BY CL. WELCBII (AFTER A MEAL OF ROBERTSON'S MLAT BROTH

)

ADVERTISING

(With apologies to the Medical

Record). Having given the matter

much thought we have come to the

conclusion that patent medicines are

not receiving their dues in this coun-

try. Therefore we have decided to

use this column from time to time,

to call to the attention of the public

ome "of the more worthy products

of the border line drug companies.

The first one on our list is Dead
flirl Soap. This soap contains

carbolic acid and other strong

acids. It also contains some of the

sential oils, such as olive oil, en-

gine oil, mineral oil and castor oil.

It may be used, not only as a soap

liut also as a mouth wash, eye

deancr and headache remover, in

fact when used too liberally it has

even been known to remove the

head. All this of cours£ is just in

the way of an introduction, we
shall now go on with our adver-

tising.

Do your friends wear gas masks

when they come to see you ?

Do acquaintances sometimes mis

take you for a bottle of butyric

acid or a lapse of canine decorum
on the parlor rug?

Do strange aromas follow you
around everywhere you go?

If so write to us and we will tell

you how to meet them like a gentle

man. Do people who engage you in

conversation retreat fifteen feet and

duck behind telephone poles when
you reply to them? You need

bath with Dead Girl Soap. Why
do you ignorant mugs wait for us

advertisers to tell you everything".

Our slogan is "Why stink and be

a social menace", use our soap

Foul odors indicate more than a

mere diet of old hens. They indi-

cate lessened digestive powers. The

healthy digestive tract is as clean as

hound's tooth, there is no fermen-

tation. If offensive odours come

from your body, skin, feet, political

views or young children you need a

good scrub, a mouth wash, a polish

ing with D. G. Soap and the pray-

ers of your pastor. Reform your

mode of life. Read uplifting books

see clean plays; indulge only in re

fined sport
;

quit smoking — eat

garlic instead. Why should other

quests have to faint merely because

remove your shoes at a formal

reception? Think of 'the conveni

ence and comfort of your fellow

men. Use Dead Girl Soap and get

medicine smell. Day by day in

every way learn to smell better and

better.

In proof of nur claims we submit

the following unsolicited testimonial

for which we only paid $8.00 and

two passes to a flea circus.

Dear Dead Girl

:

Until two months ago I was

afraid to appear in public. On clear

days people in my village could see

Ihc moon and thought it was St

Sniven's day. Three good expira-

tions of mine would knock down a

horse, stand it on its feet again and

send it on its way, stark mad with

the hives. When wearing my fleece-

lined underwear and standing by a

hot stove I was irresistible, in fact,

almost incredible, it was just about

this time that I slipped on a cake

of Dead Girl Soap, my aroma

broke my fail and I took a hath. I

now smell like a hospital ward in

hot weather.

Signed, K. K. T«

Coming Events DR. JONES DELIVERS
SERIES OF LECTURES

.00p.m.

-Natural History

Old Arts BIdg.

-S.V.M. Meeting

Seminar Room
Old Arts BIdg.

Club

Saturday

2.30p.m, -Senior Rugby
Queen's vs. Varsity

Varsity Stadium

Toronto

—Intermediate Rugby

Ottawa vs. Queen's

Richardson Stadium

9.00p.m.—Rugby Dance

Royal York Hotel

Toronto

Sunday

:

2.30p.m.—L.S.R. Meeting

Y.W.C.A.

Monday:
4.30p.m.—French Club

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Flying Club

Carruthcrs Hall

—Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.

Reid To Speak On Poison

Gas In Warfare

S.V.M. Convention Slated

For Indianapolis

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

VOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure
1 Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

The twelfth quadrennial conven-

tion of the Students Volunteer

Movement will take place at Indian-

apolis, Indiana, from December 28,

1935, to January 1, 1936.

The speakers will include such

notable figures as the Archbishop of

York, Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa, Dr.

Richard Roberts, Moderator of the

United Church of Canada, T. Z.

Koo and Renhold Neibuhr.

The following topics are ex-

amples of the varied discussions

that will be held, "Christian Fellow-

ship in Relation to the Current

Political Trends," Christian Fellow-

ship and Industrial Problems" and

"A Christian's Approach to the

Jews."

Of the 3000 students and leaders,

there will be ISO from Canada and

from five to ten representatives

from Queen's itself. The expenses

for Canadian delegates will be $60

per student. For further informa-

tion concerning the conference,

phone 3341-W.

Theological Alumni

The executive of the Alumni As-

sociation of Queen's Theological

College was re-elected for the com-

ing year at a meeting held Wednes-

day. G. A. Sisco, M.A., of Tor-

onto, was re-elected president.

Other officers re-elected were T.

J. Thompson, D.D., of Ottawa,

vice-president; H. W. Cliff, M.A.,

of Kingston, secretary ; J, R. Watts,

D.D., of Queen's Theological Col-

lege, treasurer.

FLYING CLUB

professor D. Ellis will discuss

Airfoils and Windtunnels at a

meeting of the Queen's Flying

Club in Room 2. Carruthcrs Hall,

at 7.00 o'clock Monday evening.

The executive of the Club has

announced that it is not too late for

new members to join.

bov orFxcited father: "'.

girl?"

Nurse: "The one in the middle

; a boy."—S. J. V. S. Challenger.

QJhe Arsrulapian Snrirtij

of Queen's University

requests the pleasure of your attendance

at their

Annual "At Hotm?"
to hear and

dance to

femaittt and hip 14 pirn (OrrtiPBtra

;
Management Columbia Artist! Bureau Inc.)

in Grant Hall

on Friday evening1

Tickets $5.00

at 9 o'clock

November 15th

Dr. G. B. Reid will speak on

'Poison Gas and Bacteria

Modern Warfare" at the second

in a series of forums sponsored

by the Student Peace Movement

The meeting will be held on Fri

day evening. November 8th, at

o'clock in Convocation Hall.

Dr. Reid is the head of the de

partment of bacteriology at

Queen's University. The subject

which is pertinent to the present

day situation promises to be most

interesting. Discussion will ful-|when they have

low Dr. Rcid's lecture.

{Continued from page 1)

live stages religion was domin-

ated by fear, but when the belief

life after death was accepted,

love cast out fear. Then ethical

ideals influenced man's behaviour

powerfully.

Religion has influenced the

growth of ethics just as ethics

has had an influence on religion

There never has been a genuine

religion ot the inward life

ethics. Religion gives ethics its

richest goal and at its best is the

inward assurance that the will of

God can be allowed to express

itself through us.

Today religion has launched on

new social gospel. This

omething to be "done" not to

be "sung." It is a religion of in

dividual and inward experience

making society a suitable locus

for religion.

LOST

Wrist watch with mesh wrist-

band in the Arts Building on
Wednesday, October 23rd. Find-

er please return to B. R. Ketchen(

242 Brock St., or phone 3S61-M.

Third Address

(Continued from page I)

argued about; it is something t

feel happening. It goes through

your whole personality and

something that our entire self

feels, is. and does."

"Religion for psychologists is

hound to stay on the ground

stated Dr. Jones. It is uniqu

and cannot be analysed into

elements. No bridge exists by

which wc can unite subjective

with objective realities. The God

of the sciences would be a finite

instead of an eternal being. While

all sciences present clues to God

they have reached their limit

observed pro-

cesses.

Plato says that our mind
which organizes experiences can-

not itself be observed. It must
belong to the world of the in-

finite. Mind is unity; a unique

reality by which we have the

ability to see the invisible.

Dr. Jones concluded by saying

that man is not something which
can be classified biologically.

There is something in human be-

ings which belongs to the world
of the spirit. "Wc are all build-

ers, and are sharing in a world

that is eternally real."
,

Just a little down and
a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ul

J.R.C. D0BBS & CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

finnouncmc

Now you may have

VAL-GLO Sleeve
and Body Linings
LUXURIOUS • ENDURING

Now an added feature of amazing Tip

Top value—thai feeling ol soft, luxurious

ease when you slip into the silk-like

COMFORT of lustrous all-rayon* linings,

both in body aod-sleeves! Among best-

dressed men all-rayon linings have now

become an indispensable requisite. Your

new TIP TOP suit, top coat or overcoat

will ho tailored and styled not only from

the finest British Woollens— it will have

this superb INNER C-O-M-F-O-R-T.

Ol IMTIIH WOOllIM

24
VAL-GLO Ls made wilh Courtauld's

rayon yarns by Ito MOCO Mills ol

ValleyrJald, Quebec.

* Rayon yami are guaianlccd

by COURTAULD

119 PRINCESS STREET
A. E. Kerruish. Manager
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Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us
by the Old Reliable

Firm of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
THROUGHOUT.
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain

Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers

$5 and $6
Guaranteed for Wear

McGregor's wool
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1678

For Better Shoes

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than hy the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 PrincesB St Orange Hall BWg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Ste.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

GLAZO
New
75%

'

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

, Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington
WE DELIVER

Arts '37 Dance Will

Begin Social Whirl

Friday night. November 8th, at

Grant Hall, Arts '37 year dance

will be rhe first year dance of the

term. Telgman's popular dance

hand wilt furnish the music and the

happy combination of date, place

and rhythm guarantees that this

dance will be the best of the year

dances, as well as the first.

Everyone is anticipating a big

week end and dancing Friday night

will sinn the student body on the

crest of a wave that won't break

until—you supply the answer and

Arts will supply ihe opportunity to

made Friday night, November 8th,

a real highlight.

Admission is $1.00 a couple and

the customers who buy will always

he right. Tickets obtainable from

Retty Henry, Mary Galbraith, Gord

Davoud, Don Lapp and John
Sutherland,

Jounal Is Threatened
With Slander Suit

It is reported that the history

class whose singing in the Red
Room was characterized in a re-

cent issue of the journal as a

"riot" is seriously considering an

action for malicious slander. With
that end in view, it is said secret

inquiries are being made as to

the financial standing of the Jour-

nal and its staff. Should the re-

ports be favorable the damages
demanded will probably be high.

On the other hand, should they
be unfavorable, it is expected the

suit will be dropped for the class

is not vindictive and has no de-

sire to terminate the career on the

paper of any member of the staff.

It is believed that the ultimate
guilt rests on a traitor within the
camp. For him there will be no
mercy. If proven guilty he will

be banished from the sacred pre-

cints of the Arts Building to the
arid regions of the Science
Faculty.

GUILD SEASON
OPENS NOV. 12

(Continued from page 1)

Hour" is written with a restraint

and delicacy of feeling no less en-
grossing than the power with
which each dramatic situation is

revealed. Dialogue that is now
subtle, now broadly humorous, a
pace that is leisurely yet cumula-
tive in effect, both contrive to
make the disaster when it comes
as unexpected as it is painful;
and at the same time, preparing
a way for the final scenes which
in poignancy and strength are un-
surpassed in the current theatre.

Under the able direction of
Lome Greene a n d Dorothy
Stuart, who also figure promin-
ently in the cast along with Pat
Hatheway, Anne Macdonnell
John Bell and Larry Cromien-
~Th (- Sbfnmg^Waux^as locally
produced, will have aTSw"ana1
elaborate setting, designed by
John Bell and executed by Arthur
O'Grady.

Tuberculosis To Be Topic
Of Address By Hay

Pr. W. D. Hay will speak on
'Some Biological Aspects of Tu-
berculosis in Men and Animals
at the Natural History Club this
afternoon at four o'clock.

Dr. Hay lectures in Pathology
and is the Kingston health offic-
er. He will illustrate modern
methods in attempting to cure
and control the disease.

PROF. W.E. HARRISON

LECTURES ON MORE

(Continued from page 1)

book "Utopia." In it he discuss-

es such modern topics as public

health. old-age pensions, town

planning, and a six-hour day. He
believed in toleration in an age

when toleration was neither ;

practical nor a psychological pos

sibility.

King Henry the Eighth was so

taken by Sir Thomas More's

ability that he would not rest

until he had dragged him into the

court circle. It was said of More

that "in matters of moment no

counsel is better than his, and if

the king had a mind to be merry

none is a gayer companion. N|o

one has ever induced him to ac-

cept any present. How happy

would the world be if none but

men like More were appointed

magistrates 1"

More could scarcely hope to

avoid being consulted by the king

for an opinion and when pressed

had the temerity to cite authori-

ties unfavorable to Henry's case.

"It would seem surprising, there-

fore, that on the dismissal of

Wolsey he should be chosen as

the next Lord Chancellor," stated

Professor Harrison.

In rlie office of Lord Chancel-

lor, as in every other phase of

his public and private life, his

conduct was above reproach. He
continued to observe a simplicity

of living that neither circum-

stance nor temptation to venality

was able to corrupt.

Henry's efforts to find sanc-

tions for the annulment of his

marriage to Catherine of Ara-
gon caused More to petition for

the acceptance of his resignation

from office. He was opposed to

the repudiation of the' authority

of Rome.

In 1534 the succession to the
Crown was vested by act of par-

liament in the children of Anne
Boleyn. The act was to be rein-

forced by an oath to be admin-
istered to all the king's subjects.

More refused to swear to the oath
the form prescribed, and was

informed that he was the first to

refuse.

He said in part, "I think my-
self I might not well do so, be-
cause that in my conscience this

is one of the cases in which I am
bound that I should not obey
my princes, since whatsoever
other folk think in the matter
(whose conscience or learning I

would not condemn nor take upon
me to judge-), yet in my con-
science the truth seems on the
other side."

More believed in leaving every
man to his own conscience and
wished to be left to his own. "He
claimed only the liberty of
silence." said Mr. Harrison. "It
was too great a claim. It was to
cost him his life."

Even when threatened with
death he still insisted that the
statute making the king Supreme
H^d.^i_Uie-Cbairch was danger-
ous to the soul, and Tie showed
his great spirit in a speech to his
accusers; "Though your lordships
have now here in earth been judg-
es to my condemnation, we may
yet hereafter in Heaven all meet
together, to our lasting salva-
tion."

Tracy To Speak At
Soph-Frosh Banquet

Prof. H. L. Tracy will be the

chief speaker on the program of

the Arts Soph-Frosh Banquet on

Thursday, Nov. 7th. Don Toppin,

convener of the committee, an-

nounced that plans are now com-

plete for the affair. The time

will be 7.00 p.m. at the Hotel

La Salle.

The tickets are being issued to

those who have paid their year

fees and are thus eligible to at-

tend. Freshmen fees may be paid

to Fred Miller and Louis Couil-

lard and Sophomore fees to Bill

Neville and Tony Coughlin. Stu-

dents may leave their fees in an

envelope addressed to the proper

source and a receipt will be left

for them.

Q%*1:!ttilg (ErarofnrinMomt £lfnp
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 151s

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 yearj

Science High Court

FinesManypreshmen

Tuesday evening saw the first

session of the High Court of

Science Hall take place in Car-

ruthers Hall. The court was
faced with a very heavy docket

principally of infractions of the

Freshman Regulations. The
charges included not running, be-

ing on the sidewalk, failure to ob-

serve the ten o'clock curfew and

not wearing tarns or ribbons. Sev-

eral charges of contempt of court

were faced by upperclassmen and
freshmen alike and a slight ripple

of amusement was caused by one
use of an alias.

The officers of the court are

follows: Senior Judge, Bruce
Clement

; Junior Judge, Doug
Isbister; Senior Prosecuting At-
torney, J. Anderson

; Junior Pros-

ecuting Attorney, R, Devlin

;

Clerk, E. V. Briceland; Sherift

T. Smith.

Chemical Engineers Club

A Burning Question for Canada

:

the Use of Peat, is the subject to
be discussed by C. E. Almqvist at a

meeting of the Chemical Engineers'
Club in the Chemical Engineers'
Department. Ontario Hall, on Tues-
day, November 5th, at 4.15 p.m.

UNIVERSITIES
ARE BLAMED

(Continued from page 1)

the secondary schools. High
schools were becoming merely
prep schools for the universities,

which influenced the content of

the curriculum of the secondary
schools. The needs of the rela-

tively small number of students

who did not proceed were entire-

ly neglected.

"But today this has changed
and many do not proceed to the

universities," stated the speaker,

"but the dead hand of the uni-

versities still rests upon the

curriculum of our secondary
schools." To remedy this con-
dition there should be a dis-

tinction between a graduation
diploma from high school and a
certificate for entrance to a uni-

versity.

The speaker insisted that the
personality and character of the
teacher is far more important
than any other part of our edu-
cational system. The most high-
ly trained teachers should be
placed in the upper public school
ami junior " high .school year*
since it is during these years that

the student needs intimate and
wise advice on the important de-

cisions which he has to make.
"There is no problem of great-

er significance in the social and
political life of our country than
that of our rural schools," said
Dr. McArthur. The serious handi-
cap of our rural teachers with
their low salaries and constant
change of position must he recog-
nized. "Until a changed attitude
of mind is apparent among the
parents of the province we can
make little progress in this re-

spect," concluded the speaker.

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173 - 175 - 177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Learn to dance in three lessons for the Medical Formal

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

I C I IS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c . PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these irom 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L»a Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

GENTS DRESSING
CASES

We have our Christmas
stock in—price from $4.95

Swaffield's Leather

Shop
Phone 1941 86 Brock St.
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details important

;ameron believes

Canada Packers Official

Stresses Value Of
Small Savings

Queen'9 Graduate

Accurate Cost Accounting
System Business

Necessity

FOR MANY THE
WEEK-END WAS

A BIG

?

VISION OF MURE
GIVES MAN IMPULSE

"Business success is in improv-

ng little things, not In brilliant

ideas," said J. C. Cameron of

Canada Packers, Limited, in an
address at the Commerce Club
incheon last Thursday.

Since Mr. Cameron's gradua

tion from Queen's with an
M.Comm. degree, his rise to a

position of importance in the

business world has been rapid,

and since 1933 he has been assist-

it to the president of Canada
Packers. Ltd.

Mr. Cameron spoke on the

creamery phase of Canada
Packers, -'Ltd. From an amal-

gamation of packing houses, the

creamery business, consisting of

ten creameries in Western On-
irio, was found to be operating

at a Joss. The managers were
discouraged and equipment was

i a run-down condition.

The speaker showed how, as a

result of small savings on seem-
ingly unimportant items, they

were able to turn their creamery
business ^into a profitable one.

Strict and improved grading and

packing methods, bonusing first-

class cream and more careful at-

tention to butter-making prob-

lems all led to a higher-grade

product and increased profits.

The great advantages of an ac-

curate cost accounting system
and the value of reports to head

office were brought out in Mr.

Cameron's address. To bring

these new methods into operation

required perseverenee and skill on

the part of the management, and
shows the astonishing results ot

small savings, said Mr. Cameron

PAUL TREMAINE HAS

TALENTED TROUPE

Band Secured For Medical

Formal On Broadway
Since 1929

What two racketeers stayed

sober.Friday night and made the

price of - the week-end entertain-

ing their friends with beer at a

crap game?

What guy was seen going

through the corridors in the

Royal York running into doors

and having fun listening to the

mirrors break on the inside?

Whose face gets red when he

recalls a similar pilgrimage last

year when he met a friend who
invited him into a room for

drink? It seems he accepted the

bid and the two went into a room

and the host began an extended

search for said drink. The guest

thought the host had forgotten

where he had hidden it and be

gan to help. They turned out

drawers, slit pillows, pulled up

the carpet, upset the beds and

generally made a job of it. The

guest became engrossed in his

work and when finally he looked

up the "host" was missing and in

his place wjere two strangers

watching the scene with interest

He left without even saying

howdy.

What gent took what gal to

what hotel for dinner and then

created a scene by producing ;

quart of milk and asking for ;

glass?

What Ban Righ blonde will re

member the week-end even if her

boy friend doesn't?

What bright Frosh went to

sleep during the game and came

to with his head nestling in the

lap of the strange but beautiful

creature next to him?

What was the name of the chap

who continually locked himself

in his room at the Royal York

and had to throw his key into the

corridor so passers-by could let

him out?

What curly-headed gent spent

the night worrying about the

bands on his teeth?

Glee Club Exponent

(The information contained in the fob

(MWMfl artirle ij printed b$ courtesy of
tilt Columbia Artists Bureau of the Col-

umbia Broadcasting Company. °f

Ifen York).
The program being arranged by

'he Medical Formal Committee for

>'s gala function at Grant Hall on

Friday evening, Noveniber 15, is

destined to prove the high spot of

'he season's entertaimnents at this

niversity. This was assured with

'he announcement that the orchestra

selected to furnish the dance music

Will be the famous 14 piece broad-

casting orchestra of Paul Tremaine,

pioneer exponent of the spiritual in

rarlio and author of the glee-club

"'ta in microphone performances

'aid Tremaine in April 1, 1929,

°l»ened with his orchestra at Yoeng

(Continued on page 7)

Dr. Jones Delivers Last
Of Chancellor's

Lectures

To Theological Alumni

Ought" Means Affirmation

Of Life With
Ideal Aim

Soph-Frosh Banquet

Arts Soph-Frosh Banquet

admission is by ticket only.

Tickets are procurable on

Wednesday and Thursday

mornings in the Arts club-

room. Sophomores must pay

their year fees in order to

secure a ticket.

The feeling of ought is one of

the main miracles of life," said Dr.

Rufus Jones, speaking on "Why we

Obey the Feeling of Ought" in the

last of the Chancellor's Lectures

given in connection with the annual

conference of the Queen's Theolo-

gical Alumni Association.

The answer to the problem of the

grounds and origin of ought is by no

means an easy one. It demands a

complicated study of the impulsions

and compulsions which come from

the social group, stated Dr. Jones.

In primitive man obligations are in-

stincts but slowly there comes a

transition in man and inward com-

pulsion rather than outward coer-

cion becomes the motivating force

Then man discovers an obligation

to an ideal society. This vision of a

world order not yet born exerts a

greater force than instinct. When
this vision comes into play, there is

with it a feeling of "ought".

"Ought" means the affirmation

of a life dedicated, to an ideal aim

not to the beaten path. It is

rare achievement in the world for

man to discover this absolute world

of personality.

The biological and pleasure the

orics give no warrant for any loft}

estimate of man's life. Yet it can

not be reduced entirely to functions

and behavior. The feeling of

"ought" introduces a feature that

carries us beyond the biological

aspects of life. Such higher values

arc those for which the universe

exists, they cannot be eliminated

explained away.

Self-consciousness is one of the

characteristics of the personality

dominated by pure and selfless love.

It is a swift intuitive act, a mystery,

vet one of the surest of all our facts

in human experience. In man, mind

(Continued on page 6)

Art Foundation At

^ueen s Rumoured

Prosposal That Graduating
Classes Subscribe

To Fund

ROCKS 3000 MILLION YEARS OLD

Found In Ontario Formations

BY J. D. BATEMAN

The east wing of the Miller

Museum is devoted to a display of

thousands of rock specimens and

fossil exhibits from all parts of the

world. To those who have not

been initiated into the realm of

petrology, rocks may appear to be

cold, inanimate substances; but to

the geologist, each different rock

assumes a personality peculiar to

itself, and to the paleontologist, each

aids in revealing the history of

evolution upon the earth.

The layman merely observes the

rock ; but the geologist who knows

the origin and who understands the

structure of different rock forma-

tions, observes in rocks a fascinat-

ing assortment of minerals which

test his ingenuity and knowledge.

The value of rocks lies not only

in their possible value to the non-

metallic mineral industry or in the

fact that they act as the host to

valuable mineral deposits—but also

in aiding human knowledge in an

endeavour to learn the origin and

aye of the earth.

In 1664, Archbishop Ussher,

after a study of Hebrew scriptures,

declared that the earth was created

at 9 a.m. on the twenty-sixth day of

October. 4004 B.C. This was a

most unfortunate declaration be-

cause the Archbishop was highly

regarded in the Church and his

statement became almost an eccles-

iastical taw. Thereafter it became

ahnost a cardinal sin lo believe that

the earth was more than 6000 years

old.

The closest approach to deter-

mining thtf age of the earth can be

made, quite logically, by a deter

(Continued on page 8)

The possibility exists that a

Queen's Art Foundation may be

established here, the Journal

learned last week. The sugges-

tion has been made by several

Queen's graduates and people in-

terested in the university that

each graduating class subscribe

to a fund by which original paint-

ings may be purchased annually.

Several Canadian artists have

signified their interest in huild-

ng up an art collection at

Queen's, and it is indicated that

first-class items can be had at re-

duced prices. Paintings done in

the modern style arc not hard to

find, but the better class of Can

adian art as produced by men Iiki

Jefferys. Thomson and Harris is

more difficult to acquire.

The first aim of the propo»cd

foundation is to gather together

a representative Canadian group,

since these are becoming increas-

ingly harder to find,

Some years ago it was the cus-

tom of graduating years to pur-

chase original paintings. The one

given to Queen's by Arts 1908

may be seen in the Douglas Lib-

rary. The value of these pictures

has risen considerably since their

purchase.

Mr. Robson of the Toronto Art

Gallery, Mr. Jefferys. well-known

illustrator of history texts and

one of the leading Canadian paint-

ers, and Dr. Lome Pierce, a bene-

factor of the university, are

known to be interested in tin-

promotion of the proposed
Queen's Art Foundation.

Tricolor half back who scored Queen's

second touchdown

STUDENT SHAKES AT

PRANKS_0F_ QUAKE

Many stories have come out of

the earthquake but this sounds like

one of the best. At 1.05 a.m. a

Irowsy sftident was awakened from

deep sleep by a rumbling and

craping coming to him from the

other side of his room.

Peering through the gloom the

frightened student saw, to his

iorror, a huge monster with Bap-

iing fins come bumping towards

iim over the heaving floor until it

came to rest against his bed, ^he

flapping fins fanning his hot face.

In the morning the paralyzed form

if the student was found beneath

the cover. His dressing bureau,

two swinging doors still open,

stood guard over him. It is re-

ported that recovery is as satisfac-

tory as can be expected.

VARSITY STILL LEADERS

AFTER HARDEST FOUGHT
GRID BATTLE OF SEASON

20,000 spectators, second largest crowd in the history of

Canadian Rugby, watch Tricolor eclipse a 12-2 deficit

—turn the tide 15-12 and ^then succumb to the speed

of Varsity's hurrying horsemen, combined with the

handicap of 109 yards yielded on penalties.

Broken Wrist Puts Weir Out For Season

BY AB CRATTON

In the highest scoring grid battle seen in Canadian

football in years, University of Toronto came from behind

to outpoint a courageous Queen's twelve by a count of

18-15 on Saturday afternoon in Varsity stadium.

Over 20.000 football fanatics, the largest crowd to

pack their way into the historic Blue bowl since the de-

pression set in, yelled themselves hoarse as the rival, grid

machines put on a display of wide open, spectacular foot-

ball, which for speed, thrills and drama has had few equals.

Underdogs in prc-game bet-

ting, the Tricolor found them-

selves just that, as far as the

score was concerned early in the

second quarter when two con-

verted Blue touchdowns left them

trailing by a 12-2 deficit. How-

ever Ted Reeve's warriors re-

sponded with a smashing offen-

sive that earned them a 15-12

lead in the third period, but pen-

alties and the breaks combined to

snatch a certain victory from

them in a fatal final quarter.

Penalties Costly to Tricolor

For a time it appeared that the

Gaels were headed for a sound

trouncing but the manner in

which the fighting Reevemcn

rallied to completely outplay and

outscore the strong Blue outfit

for two periods was indeed a

revelation. The Kingston stu-

dents had quite a margin on the

day's play and but for their in-

ability to avoid penalties at

crucial moments, would be tied

to-day with Warren Stevens' out-

fit for the leadership of the Col-

lege Union.

Speed was the keynote of the

contest. Both squads presented

a set of fast backfielders that

brought the crowd to its feet time

and again with brilliant running

plays. In fact the game was just

one thrill after another, with the

rival aggregations alternating in

holding the spotlight.

Queen's Get 2 Majors

Rated strictly as a defensive

team Queen's proceeded tr> amaze

the critics by racking up two con-

verted major scorer and three

single counters against the vaunt-

ed Blues. Along the front wall

the Tricolor were superior to the

T-orontonians and besides this

Johnny Munro outkicked the

Blue hooter, young Cam Gray, by

a considerable margin over the

entire route.

Despite their greatly improved

play the local Collegians were

twice victims of the chief Blue

threat—the forward pass, and on

both occasions Toronto touch-

downs resulted^ However, in de-

feat the Tricolor were positively

brilliant and came out of the

game with more glory than their

highly rated opponents.

Seldom has a team overcome

the obstacles Queen's encounter-

ed on Saturday. The fact that

they overcame a huge lead, and

(Continued o» page 5)

EX -EDITOR PLACES

STRESS ON STYLE

Dr. Neil M. Leckie Edited

Bi-Weekly Journal

In 1902

Was Magazine Then

A former editor of the Queen's

Journal was in Kingston last

week when Neil M. I.eckic of

Turnerville, Ont., attended the

annual conference of the Theo-

logical Alumni Association, of

which he was president for

twelve years.

Dr. Leckie told the Journal

that his chief aim while he was

editor was to keep the publication

up to a certain level of prose

tyle "I have always written

for pleasure and to please rather

than to teach." said Dr. Leckie.

This I consider the best form

and the chief function of writ-

ing."

Neil M. Leckie. who is a B.A..

B.D. and a D.D. of Queen's,

was editor-in-chief of the Journal

for the session 1901-02. The

paper was then published fort-

nightly, and appeared in maga-

zine form. It was about thirty

pages in length and about the

size of the Atlantic Monthly.

The former editor explained

that he was appointed to his

position by the A.M.S. after he

had served in a very subordinate

place on the staff several years

previously. J. J. Harpell was

business manager when Dr.

(Continued on page 2)
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THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED BY EDMUND BERRY

An EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY
LETTER-WRITER

Every schoolboy knows the Elegy

written in a Country Churchyard

and feels something at least of what

Johnson so finely expressed when he

wrote of the poem that it "abounds

with-images which find a mirror in

every mind and with sentiments to

which every bosom returns an

echo." But few even of those who

are older are acquainted with the

letlcrs of Thomas Gray who gave

the world the quiet, sad music of

his beautiful poem; yet his Letters

will always be cherished for the

picture the}' give of the man him-

self and his character.

Too often we think of the poet

as the fastidious scholar in the re-

irement of a Cambridge college,

ising the file to polish a few im-

mortal poems; but he was much

more than that, and his Letters re-

veal his manysidedness, his wit and

niniour and gaiety, even though

hese shine out occasionally against

the background of constitutional

melancholy; his fine literary sense

his wide learning, his feeling for

beauty in nature, the tenderness of

bis heart and the enduring love of

his friends.

Gray's Letters cover a long

period of time, from his eighteenth

vcar to the year of his death, thirty

seven years. He was a friend of

Horace Walpole, the son of Sir

Robert Walpole. As his tutor and

companion he made a long tour on

the continent and his descriptions

of France. Switzerland and Italy

contain many passages of great

beauty. "In our little journey up

not a torrent, not a cliff but is

pregnant with religion and poetry.

There are certain scenes that would

awe an atheist into belief without

the help of other argument. One

need not have a very fantastic im-

agination to see spirits there at

noonday. You have Death perpetu-

ally before your eyes, only so far

removed as to compose the mind

without frightening it." By way of

contrast we can take the letter to

Norton Nicholls in 1766, which

gives an account of the poet's stay

Kent. "In the east the sea

breaks in upon you and mixes its

white, transient sails and glittering

hltte expanse with the deeper and

brighter greens of the woods and

corn." Gray was fond of travel.

He visited the Lake District, Wales

and Scotland and he saw everything

with the sensitive eye and imagina-

tion of the true poet. He had, too,

the poet's distinctive gift of felicit-

ous' translation into language of

what he saw and felt.

There is a wealth of fascinating

matter in the Letters which makes

it impossible to give anything but a

few specimens here, but we cannot

help noticing Gray's genius for

friendship and the friends who

gathered round him and who re-

mained round him to the end

—

Richard West (he, alas!, died

young), Horace Walpole, Thomas

Wharton, William Mason, Norton

Nicholls and Charles de Bonstetten.

Dr. Johnson said of Gray, "he

was a man likely to love much

where he loved at all." The letters

bear convincing testimony to a good

man and, as it has been well said

by a recent editor of a Selection of

the Letters, "it is impossible to

read the letters without expericne-the Grande Chartreuse 1 do not re-

member to have gone ten paces ' ing that refreshment of spirit w-liich

without an exclamation that there communion with a beautiful mind

was no restraining. Not a precipice, -done can bring."

Campus and Gym
In the final interyear softball

game. Levana '36 held the cham-

pionship by defeating the fresh-

cltes 8-4 in a close and exciting

game.

In the first two innings the

(reshettes chalked up their four

points and held '36 scoreless. But

the latter had their revenge in

the third inning when they

pounded home seven runs.

Some startling catching was

dune by Ev Rickard and Marg
Fay. Laura Lang, '36 catcher,

wns playing splendidly. Jane

Know-land did some magnificent

base stealing. Betty Webb star-

red for the frcshettes both as

pitcher and bringing in the only

home run of the game. Lil

Gardner and Peg. Archibald were

outstanding in the field and at

bat.

Lineup:

'36—Jane Know-land. Laura

Lang, Ev Rickard, Bud Yuill.

Marg Fay. t hick Turner, Mardic
Graham, Aileen Mason.

'39—Pat Baker. Elizabeth

Wren, Peggy Archibald, Betty

Webb, Bca Walsh. Lil Gardner.

Pearl Payntcr. Helen Eade, Marg
Care foot.

Dinner In Towels Is

Style For Freshettes

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

39S Princeso St. Phone 1931

Choral Society

The Choral Society will meet
Tuesday evening at seven in the
Biology Lecture Room. Old Arts
Building. More tenors and bass-

es arc needed.

Soph-Court was held in the

Ban Righ Common Room Thurs-

day evening, when over forty

(reshettes were brought up on

charges both humorous and
serious.

The court was preceded by the

customary dinner at which the

freshettes appeared clad in bath

towels and ate using the handle

of the fork held in the left hand.

Mavis McGuirc, Ban Righ

House President, was on the

bench, and the House Council

acted as the jury. Kathleen Mor-
rison was prosecuting attorney

and Mary Woodsworth, attorney

for the defense.

Violation of the regulations for

tarns and make-up was the charge

against many of the offenders.

Inability to grasp house rules and
impertinence to seniors were also

among the important charges.

The penalties ranged from bed

making to scrubbing the steps of

the Arts Building 1 at noon with

1 tooth brush. As a pT-nalty for

singing in the bath tub, two
freshettes will harmonize "The
Bells of St. Mary's" in the Arts
Building. Tlmse that enter Ban
Righ some evening soon may he

surprised by the very warm wel-

come they receive by another

freshcttc. The remainder of the

penalties will be quite in evidence

on the campus

Ex - Editor Places

StressOn Prose Style

(jContinued from page 1)

Leckie acted as editor, and be-

tween them they turned out one

of the best Journals on record,

as well as showing an unpreced-

ented large profit at the end of

the year. Professor Wilgar of

Queen's was at that time Science

Associate Editor.

The editorials, which the editor

wrote exclusively himself, filled

usually three or four pages. It

was at the end of Dr. Leckic's

term as editor that Principal

Grant died, and one of his keen-

est regrets is that he was not

present for the last issue of the

paper, in which someone else had

to write an editorial concerning

the principal's death. "And it

was poorly done," Dr. Leckie

added.

He was registered in his last

year in Theology when he was

editor, and he found it possible

to devote much of his time to

Journal work. George Hanson,

of the firm of Hanson and Edgar,

present printers of the Journal,

and who wa? then job printer at

the Kingston Whig Office, where

the journal was born, gave the

information that no Journal editor

ever showed so much keenness as

Dr. Leckie.

The former editor explained

ihat most of his time was taken

up with writing editorials and

reading proofs, both of which

duties he took upon himself

alone. Also there were stories

which had to be re-written, "just

as there are now, I suppose," he

said.

"Comparatively few people

ver say to themselves: 'I must

study the manner as well as the

matter of what I write'—and so

they fail ever to acquire a dis

tinctive prose style," said Dr.

Leckie. "There is nothing more

desirable than the ability to write

clearly and well, without making
a parade of your -skill.".

He recalled particularly an

editorial he had written con

denining fraternities, at 3 time

when the fraternity problem rais

ed its head. He received several

compliments on this work, and

one in particular from students

at the University of Toronto,

where fraternity arrangements

were not too satisfactory.

"Remember," he said as we left

him, "always try sedulously to

keep things on a good level of

English prose."
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The school teacher was giving

her class of young pupils a test on

a recent natural history lesson.

"Now, Bobby," she asked, "tell

me where the elephant is found."

Bobhy hesitated for a moment,

then his face lit up.

"The elephant, teacher," he said,

"19 such a large animal it is

scarcely ever lost.'Healtli Rays,
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Stray Shots FromToronto
BY AB GRATION

BOB WEIt

husky Tricolor inside who sustained

a broken wrist in Saturday's game,

and will be lost to the team for the

balance of the season.

A certain wealthy Jew came to

Harvard University to enter his

son as a student. He was espe-

cially anxious to have him taught

to speak English correctly and

without a Yiddish accent. "I vant

him taught the way you spigg

here," he said, "and I vant you

should take him in hand yourself

and give him private instructions."

"Well," said the Harvard professor

of English, speaking with that large,

cultivated accent that marks the

place and the subject, "I shall cer

tainly he glad to do so. We rather

flatter ourselves here on our

English."

The Jew went away and relumed

a few months later.

"Veil," he asked, "and how iss

my boy getting on mid his

English ?"

"Oh," said the professor, "he is

megging brogress, goot brogress. I

torg mid him effery day."

—Mail and Empire.

Although defeated, Queen's
onvinced their supporters that

the 1935 grid championship will

come to Kingston. If the Reeve-

men play as well next Saturday

they should take old McGill in

their stride and thereby qualify

for the final on November 16th

As expected Varsity featured a

ide open display, but the T
color met them at their own game
and nearly upset the old dope

bucket by their sparkling play.

It was by far the Tricolor's best

showing of the year, and they un-

covered the scoring punch which

had been noticeably lacking ir

their previous fixtures.

IPs Defeat Ottawa

In Final Encounter

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL
Page 3

CITY CAGE LEAGUE
STARTS TO-MORROW

Henry:—I wish I were a star.

Greta :— I wish you were a comet

then you'd only come around ever;

1500 years.—Argosy.
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I HAVE LEARNED
THE SECRET OF
MANICARE
N»1U that alwjrt loo* Cuticle

th« I. n.v.r «ven. Finger, thit M«
•Iwiyi .ore from Hnngn»ll. The"
thlnm hive all dli«PP«'«f w"h (h*

diicovtry of MANICARE.

Coach Reeve was delighted

with the team's work, and can

see nothing but a Queen's vie

tory when, and if, the two club

tangle for the title.

Of course the Gaels have to

defeat McGill here this coming

Saturday in order to clinch the

play-off berth but they should he

able to turn the rapidly fadin

Redmen back without muc

trouble.

For those who devour stati

tics, the following will be inte

esting. Queen's made 8 first

downs to Varsity's 10 but tl

Blue£ were aided on 5 occasions

by Tricolor penalties. The Tri

color completed 5 forward pass

es out of 13 attempts, to 2 com

pletions by the Blues out ot

tries. The visitors intercepted one

flip, while the homesters snared

3 of the Kingston passes.

Penalties were an important

factor in the Queen's loss

be seen from the fact that the Tri

color were penalized 9 times for

, total loss in yardage of 109

yards. The Blues ran into two

rough play penalties and were set

back only 30 yards throughout

the entire fixture.

Varsity outfumbled the Tri

color, bad lateral passes account

ing for 4 Blue misplays. Queen

committed 3 blunders and recov

ered two of their own errors and

gathered in 3 of their opponents

miscues. The Blues only recov-

ered one Tricolor fumble, but that

recovery settled the issue, for

Gray immediately broke the 15

all deadlock by hoofing to Dennis

for a rouge.

Ideal weather conditions pre-

vailed for the struggle. A slight

breeze which came from the

south did not affect the kicking

noticeably, while brilliant sun-

shine warmed the crisp Fall air

to give those in the open stands

great oeal of comfort.

Hi product thit l«»ped I*010

Thi. i» wh»«

MANICARE (low (or your nalta.

Ctiuue. ihcm thoroughly.
Runovn all loo«, rough tutlc c
Keep, the mill toft and flwlbl.-

PMpatt* the naJU lor « b««« pou.h.

You tun't afford to ba without MANI-
CARE aaonly 3«c.

WHEN IN NEElS OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" PHONE

At half time Toronto students

put on an old fashioned chariot

race that no one seemed to watch

particularly. The majority of

the fans were more interested in

a telegram from Lou Marsh,

sports editor of the Toronto Star.

who had been riding the U. oi T.

supporters for their apparent

iack of interest in their team.

Although Marsh wasn't at the

game, someone sent lip two

beautiful lilies to the press box

to Red Burnett, the Star's repre-

sentative. And how the redhead

blushed!

\fter the game there was a

victory celebration in the form of

-u street parade by Blue support-

l er> and judging by the euthu*

BY FRANCIS MURPHV
Branded as "duds" after two

previous humiliating defeats,

Queen's Intermediates double-cross-

ed their critics in Richardson

Stadium on Saturday and gave a

near-perfect exhibition of football

to close their season with a sparkl-

ing 8-0 triumph over Ottawa

University.

The game did not have any bear-

ng on championship stakes since

R.M.C. have already been declared

group titlists, but it redeemed the

Tricolor in the eyes of the small

crowd who witnessed the spirited

comeback and added a glorious

Jimax to a mediocre season. The

win gave Queen's an even break

in their four game schedule

Jack Latimer, member of the

firm of Latimer, Turner, Handford

& Co., lateral experts, emerged from

the fray as hero No. 1. Latimer

was the spearhead of the Tricolor

ground attack and it was his sensa

tional ball carrying' which gave the

Tricolor a territorial edge over the

Garnet and Grey squad

Latimer is just a little fellow—

iiut what little boys can do. In the

second quarter with Ottawa deep

Queen's territory as a result of

three successive first downs made

by Jim Courtright, Latimer took an

attempted Ottawa placement on the

dead run behind his goal line,

headed for his left sideline, and

pranced along the chalk mark for

45 yards before being finally

grassed. This opportune gallop

stemmed an Ottawa rally and pulled

the Tricolor out of a bad hole.

Jackie added to his laurels after the

third quarter opened when he took

the ball on the Queen's 50, swept

wide around his own right end. and

reeled off 40 yards to the Ottawa 25.

Close on Latimer's heels came

Chris Flanders, Uncle Sam's con-

tribution to the Tricolor half line.

This adopted son of the Maple

Leaf was at his peak Saturday and

whenever any obstacle was in his

way. Chris just jumped and kept on

going, which led us to believe that

Sammy Richardson's high jump re

cord was in jeopardy several times

during the afternoon. Ottawa saw

"stars" and counted yard "stripes'

every time the big American per-

formed his hurdling act for consist-

ent gains.

Line honors must go to Mel

Swartz at snap who made the

center of the Tricolor line very' un-

inviting to would-be plungers as he

smashed Up play after play with

bone-crushing tackles. Ottawa made

(-round only around the ends—

which is a compliment to Mr.

Swartz.

The deciding factor came mid-

wav through the first quarter after

Handford had kicked into touch on

the Ottawa 20. Courtright dropped

back to kick for Ottawa but he

never got the b all away as Mel

Cunningham. Tricolor outside,

knifed through and literally picked

Through the interest of And>

Reekie and "Scotty" Pollock of the

local "Y" a city basketball league

has been organized which is for the
|

purpose of furnishing valuable

practice to the various teams en-

tered. The spirit behind the league

is not comprehensive in the sense of

winning but more of conditioning

and bringing out the respective

merits of untried players who

could not demonstrate their abih-

ies in ordinary practices.

R.M.C. and the "Y" will each

have one entry while Queen's is

ntering two teams. The games

are to start on Wednesday, Nov

with the local hoopsters playing

hosts to the "Y" and R.M.C. The

games are to begin at 7.15 p.m.

the gymnasium.

The "Y" is expected to furni

strong opposition this year for all

teams in the Intermediate E.O.B.A

which opens after Christmas. Bob

Elliott, Wilse McMahon, Graham

Thompson, former Queen's Seniors

are expected to don the colours of

the "Y" and these boys know their

"stuff" when it comes to court

tactics.

It could not be learned who

would be representing either

Queen's or the Cadets but both are

expected to furnish much likely

looking material. Coach Ralph

Jack of the Tricolor courtmen will

undoubtedly pick his teams for the

city league at to-night's practice

session.

After this when you enter my

room please knock, I might be

dressing."

I don't need to knock. I alwa>

look in through the keyhole first.

—Red and White

Arts Rugby

Will all men to whom I

have spoken concerning the

Frosh-Soph rugby game, meet

me in the Library at 7.30 to-

night Anyone whom I have

not seen be present if in-

terested.

Charles Flanders,

Ath. Stick.

While the gr*at majority of

Torontoniana were tumbling in

terror out of their beds as a result

of Nature's Hallowe'en prank last

week, William G. Carroll, offi-

cial seismologist at the Meteoro-

logical Office slept peacefully on..

The first intimation which he had

of the shock was when the tele-

phone jangled rudely in his ear. Mr.

Carroll has been recording earth-

quakes for the last eighteen years

and has never yet felt one of them.

—Varsity.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

No Plagiarism This Year

Say Science '36

"We are not taking any chances

of plagiarism again this year," said

Cec. Sager, convener of the Science

36 dance. "Every year for four

years we have produced a new idea

and the majority of these have been

copied by other dance committees.

For instance, four years ago we

produced a frolic—Do you remem-

ber the keg in the corner, or those

programs devoid of capitals?"

The reporter merely nodded,

overcome by the memory.

"Or two years ago when we

itaged a battle of music, with two

orchestras, quite a novelty which

has since become the rage? Last

year there was the Memory Night

with only hit pieces played.

"AU our ideas are going to h

kept under cover until the bst pos

sible moment, but they are going to

be good. This I will tell you, that

Jack Telgman's orchestra is going

to supply the music and with bun

will be Marg. Norris. Yes. sir,

October 29th is going to see a dance

that will go down in the history of

the university. We are going to cap

the climax after three years of sue

cessful novelty dances."

the ball off his toe to give Queen s

possession -on the Ottawa 15-yard

line. Turner made yards on an end

sweep and Latimer then crashed

over for a touchdown. Queen's at-

tempted a pass on the convert but

it was grounded.

Soon after, Flanders recovered

iasm shown one would have

thought the Torontohians had

won the College championship.

In two weeks' time we think the

situation will be reversed and

that Tricolor moters will cele

brate in their own inimitable wajj

the winning of a second succes

sive title.

What do YOU think?

an Ottawa fumble and Handford

kicked to Kealey, who was rouged.

Oueen's came back in the second

quarter and Handford booted to the

deadline for a 7-0 :ead. In the last

quarter Tony Coughlin intercepted

an Ottawa pass tn put the Tricolor

in position from where Handford

again kicked to Kcalcy who was

rouged for the final score.

Ltne-ups

:

Queen's — Swartz. M. Smith.

Bvrnc, Doberr. McAskill. Arm-

strong. M. Cunningham. Fraser,

Ijtimer. Tuner, Handford,

Coughlin. Subs. T- Smith. Delve

J.
Cunningham. Flanders, Porter

Ramsay.

Ottawa—Sweetnam, Bellefeutllc

Kicfl. Mc Andrew. Cobcille

Gidicux, Gignac, Sweeney, Davis,

Brcnnan, O.urtright. Suzor. Subs

Cocoran. Desjardins. O'Flaherty

iBarre. R- Cunningham, Cowan

' Kcalcy, Leclaire.

The form of the athlete

...lithe,qraceful, rhythmic,

and a pleasure to watch...

was not acquired in a day.

It came onlij after uears

of careful . concentrated

effort. So if is with our

cleaninq methods. Years

of specialization have

given them

championship form.

larigleij's
Phone 244

Hanson Edgar
Printing of

Dance PRINTERS ~*
Every

Programmes
117 Brock St. Deacriptjoo

Constitutions

Phone 1510
. .

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag'

Phone 4248

Jg Store

' Wl££ug
Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.
PHONE 519 •• • PRINCESS

JlJ*Y$ PEACOCK
p^HOHE 345 • HIXT TO IOBLAWS.
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The various debating societies on the

campus could profitably take as their next

topic. "Resolved that the compulsory at-

tendance rule is beneficial to the student

body." It would be well to hear both sides

of the case. But as it stands, the rule seems

quite unsatisfactory. The .only students in

the university who profit from it are those

who only go to lectures because they have

to. And, after all. the majority of students

are here because they wish to get all they

can out of their courses.

The Compulsory Attendance
Rule: Is It Satisfactory?

"Students are expected to attend all

lectures and laboratories and to complete

assigned exercises. Ordinarily absence be-

yond a total of one-eighth of the possible at-

tendence, whether due to illness or any other

cause, will subject candidates to the penal-

tics specified in the calendars for deficient

attendance."

Each issue of the Journal during the

first few weeks of the term carries the

above paragraph in the "Official Notices"

column. Is such a rulenccessary in a uni-

versity? Is it beneficial to the student

body? A compulsory attendance rule plac-

es the whole burden upon the students.

Professors can sit back, without undue
preparation for the lecture, and wait for

the students to come to them. They need
offer no incentive to bring the student to

their lectures, since he is forced to attend

or else subject himself to the" "penalties

specified in the calendars for deficient at-

tendance.

"

By the time a student reaches univer-
sity he should be capable of distinguishing
the good from the bad. the worth-while
lecture from the worthless one. This power
of distinction should at least be present by
the time he has completed his first year.
If a student's mental development has been
arrested before he reaches this stage he
should not be at college and the student
body as a whoUj should not be penalized
because i>f the existence of a few such in
dividual* For the average college student
the compulsory attendance rule is not
necessary.

Not is it beneficial. The old adage. "You
can take a horse to water but vou can
make him drink," can be forcefully applied
to tins situation. The student can be (in
fact, is) forced to attend his lectures bu
no power on earth can force that student
to get anything out of the lectures-partic
ularly when there is nothing to get out of
some of them. If the student were allowed
to attend the lectures which he felt would
he of most benefit to him, results would be
much more satisfactory. It js irksome tfJ
the student to have to sit through an hour
Of vapid -nutlerings which he knows will
do him no earthly good; an(| it cannot be
vtry pleasant for the professor facing a sea
of gloomy, discontented faces.

The University of British Columbia ex-
change student at Queen's, in his interview
with the Journal, stated that attendance
not compulsory at his home college A-
result, he said, the good professors attract
large numbers to their lectures while the
worthless ones get few to listen to them
No doubt the worthless ones are soon weed
ed out and cast aside. The same system
could be admirably adopted at Queen's
The present rule serves as a protection for
the poor professors. At the same time, it

is a distinct hardship for students to have
to listen to them.

General Interest Of Conference

Lectures
Every year the annual conference of the

Theological Alumni Association brings to

Kingston and to Queen's men of outstand-

ing scholarship and ability in a variety of

fields. This year addresses were given on

topics relating to history, education, re-

ligion and literature.

The Association might very well plan

each year to hold its conference in the form

of small closed discussions among theolog-

ians on purely theological subjects. Instead

it chooses to offer public lectures on diver-

sified topics of more general interest, and

thus to provide undergraduates and citi-

zens, as well as alumni, with the opportunity

Of hearing addresses by authorities on their

respective subjects.

The Chancellor's Lectures, given each

year as part of the alumni program and

probably the feature of the conference, are

by no means limited to subjects of theo-

logical interest. This year the Theological

Alumni Association brought to Queen's as

Chancellor's Lecturer Dr. Rufus M. Jones

of Haverford, Pennsylvania, probably the

greatest living scholar among the Quakers.

Dr. Jones is one of the most outstand-

ing men in the United States today. He
was in charge of the American band of vol-

untary workers who did such a great work
in rebuilding the devastated areas in France

and Germany after the Great War. He led

a similar expedition into Austria after the

revolution, and he is now in charge of a

group seeking to care for inhabitants of the

depressed soft-coal areas in the United

States.

For bringing to Queen's such men as

Dr. Jones, who are prominent in the world

of those who do things, we are grateful to

those in charge of the annual conference.

Students have the opportunity of attending

these lectures free of charge
;
they are even

at liberty to introduce themselves and talk

to the lucturer at the close of his addresses

—as several did to Dr. Jones this year.

Aside from the Chancellor's Lectures,

the conference presents to Queen's other

addresses by men of ability. Anyone who
head Professor Harrison of Queen's speak

on Sir Thomas More last week will realize

the fine type of scholarship which the con-

ference encourages. Dr. Duncan McArthur,

formerly of Queen's and now Deputy Min-
ister of Education in Ontario, was another
authority brought here for the annual
gathering.

The Journal feels that thanks and com-
pliments are due to those in charge of the
Theological Alumni Association's annual
conferences, Their efforts provide under-
graduates each year with an opportunity of

hearing and appreciating lectures of merit
delivered by men of scholarship.

Official Notices

Armistice Day

Monday, November 11th, is Armistice

Day and a Dominion holiday. No classes

will be held at the University on that day.

Classes will be held as usual on Saturday,

November 9th, and on Tuesday, November

12th.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women
This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible.

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible.

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec-

tion will this year hold a special prelimin-

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi-

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The

University will pay the expenses of the

visit to Toronto for any Queen's students

thus selected.

British Posters On

Exhibit In Library

Show Modern Trend. Are
Impressionistic And

Brilliant

The speaker stressed the point that our

most highly trained teachers should be in

charge of pupils in the last two years of

public school and the first two years of

high school. It is during these four years

that the biggest change needs to be made

in our present system. It is generally

thought that the younger the pupil the less

the teacher needs to know. This myth is

being successfully destroyed by the activi-

ties of educators like Duncan McArthur. At
no time in their lives do young boys and

girls need more wise and sympathetic ad-

vice and co-operation from their teachers

than from the age of eleven or twelve to

sixteen. '

Another step forward in our educational

system is seen in the regulation forcing all

public school teachers to have one year of

university training. Dr. McArthur sees the

time when public school teachers will have

to have a university degree. It is becom-
ing more apparent every year that the stan-

dards of public school teachers must be

raised and the preserft government is mak-
ing a fine start in this direction.

The highly specialized training which
most of our secondary school teachers un-

dergo is having its effect upon our school

system, Dr. McArthur thought. More em-
phasis should be placed' upon the value of

human relationships. The real purpose of

education is to afford the student a com-
prehension of the problem of living. The
highly specialized study in vogue today falls

far short of this aim and makes any rela-

tionship in* one study to another almost im-

possible. Dr. McArthur considered it a

reductio ad absurdum to have to have
courses in correlation of studies on some
school curriculnms.

The exhibition of Modern British

Posters now on view at the Douglas

Library, Queen's University, is

quite representative of the -modern

trend of the poster. The striking

and impressionistic qualities of the

modern work is delightfully

brilliant.

Two of the most interesting

posters are "Rye Marshes" by Paul

Nash and "Epping Forest" by-

Jacob Epstein, both exhibition

paintings which were afterwards

bought for advertising pnrposes. E.

McKnight Kauffer, who has done

much in the modern development,

is well represented in his work for

Shell-Meat Limited and the Great

Western Railway.

The posters do not always tell

about the product they advertise but

they are memorable and put one in

a receptive frame of mind toward

the name. The design is simple

and the colours subtle and, although

they are often unrealistic, neverthe-

less, they give the true artistic im-

pression. Many of them would be

suitable for studio pieces, although

in some cases lettering plays a

large part in the general design.

The idea of posters is not a new

one but is based on the old Greek

and Roman shop signs. Even in

English Club To Hear Dr.

J. M. Shaw To-Day

The English Club will meet in

the Red Room this afternoon at

.1.30 p.m. The special speaker at

this meeting will be Dr. J. M.

Shaw, who will address the club

on "The Poetry of a Literary

Wail." Dr. Shaw will discuss an

interesting literary figure who,

though living in the 19th century,

was not of it.

Refreshments will be served at

the close of the meeting.

lettering the Roman alphabet is the

most successful. In the middle

ages individual sign-hoards were

fine works of art. With the advent

of printing machines posters began

to be used more widely and with

the invention of lithography they

have rapidly progressed to the pres-

ent state.

In 1867, the first really modern

poster was made. Jules Cheret,

Toulouse-Lautrec, Aubrey Beards-

ley, Walter Crane and Gordon

Craig were some of the most ex-

cellent of the early artists. Today

we have Rosemary and Clifford

Ellis, Austin Cooper, Duncan Grant.

Frank Dobson and others too

numerous to mention.

The Exhibition is presented by

the Art Department, Queen's Uni-

versity, and the Kingston Art As-

sociation and was loaned by the

National Gallery of Canada, Otta-

wa. It will be on view until

November 9th.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRfAL WILL CONVINCE THTAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

Our Educational System -Steps
Forward

Those who heard Dr. Duncan McArthur,
Deputy Minister of Education for Ontario,
speaking last week at the Theological
Alumni Conference must have been grati-
fied to know that a man of such liberal

views i> directing education in this province.
It is particularly gratifying to realize that
Dr. McArthur is another member of that
band of former Queen's professors who are
diminishing themselves in the adminis-
trative life of the country.

The Juurnal heartily agrees with Dr.
McArthur's view that the personality and

,

character of the secondary school teacher!
is the mo;t important consideration. Im-
pressions arc more easily made on the stu-
dent of high school age than at any other
time. Education, during this portion of the
student's career, should be more intimate
and advisory. Therefore the character of
the teacher is of prime importance.

The efforts of Hie department over
which Dr. McArthur presides are certainly

a step in the right direction. With the aid

of parents and educators throughout the

province further advances should be made
without difficulty.

STUDENTS I

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.6.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

PICTURES
and S

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Essay Pads Typewriter Paper
Refills 3 ring and 6 ring

(Ruled or plain)

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St
OPEN 7.30 a.m. TILL 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
jSus. Phone 1 763—Conservatories 1137

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

jftartgold Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

Editorial Comment

The cheer leaders are to be congratu-
lated on the way in which they handled the
cheering at the Varsity game. They must
have been tired out at the end of the game,
lint they did a good job and the students
supported them loyally.

The Queen's Band made a fine impres-
sion at the Blue Bowl on Saturday. Varsity
supporters admitted it was a mighty fine
looking Sq llad — and it sounded mighty
good, too. The Band deserves a lot of
praise for the improvement it has shown
this year. It can now take its place be-
side any college band in the country.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOEJ5

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S iT
H
<&!

125 PRINCESS ST.123
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Four Tricolor Stars in Saturday's Grid Clas

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

THE TORONTO GAME
Those who were fortunate enough to be present at Varsitv stadium

last Saturday, saw what was probably the most thrilling uamt played in
College football in modern times.

Everything that the great Fall pastime coulil ever offer was crammed
into those 60 thrill packed minutes of furious battling.

Although Varsity copped an 18-15 decision, Queen's served notice
that they will take a lot of beating before the resting place ol the
Yates Trophy is finally decided for this year.

The Tricolor outplayed the Blues, hut were victims of penalties
and bad breaks which spelled their doom as far as obtaining a victory
was concerned. However, the gallant Rccvetncn are offering no alibis,

but are now pointing to the play-off which will take place on November
16th, provided McCill is overcome here next Saturday.

Both the Blues and the Presbyterians deserve plenty of credit for
their sensational display on Saturday.

It is doubtful if any other two Colleges in the "Union could have
put on a greater spectacle than these two rivals did. The same rivalry
which tor years has characterized the play of .Varsity and Queen's
jtvhcn they clash for grid supremacy was again hi evidence.

Both had the fighting spirit which simply would not admit defeat,

and the result was a game which fans will not soon forget.
Someone had to lose and perhaps Queen's were unfortunate to

come out on the short end. But they still have a chance to -retain their

title and they can repeat, if they approach Ihc form they showed on'

Saturday.
It was a great game for the Blues to win. A team that can come

from behind as they did with defeat staring them in the face, has a

battling spirit that cannot be overlooked when the final results are
tabulated.

Queen's, however, now rate just as highly as the Stevens" coached
crew and are eagerly awaiting the impending clash for the championship.

McGILL BEATEN BY WESTERN
While Queen's and Varsity were fighting it out in Toronto, Bill

Storm's improved Mustangs pulled a surprise by handing the fast

slipping McCill Redmen their third, straight defeat.

The victory was Western's first of the season, and coming after the
Purple and White had taken an unmerciful drubbing in London from
the Montrcalers, demonstrated that Storcn has worked wonders with
his team.

The Reds made an auspicious early season start by capturing their

first two contests, and looked to he going somewhere in the football

world. However, the O'Brien hopctuls have travelled a rough road

during the past three weeks and Saturday's loss was their third in a

TOW.
McGill will come to Kingston thi^ coming Saturday to complete

the College schedule and although a triumph would give them second

place in the final .standings, they would not qualify for the final as the

league leading Varsity gridders have beaten them in two games, and
they are definitely eliminated.

Queen's naturally will shoot the works to grab that coveted play-

off spot and the contest should he a wide open one, as McGill, with

nothing to win, will likely take all kinds of chances to win their third

triumph of the season. .

WEIR OUT FOR SEASON

.Big Bob [Killer) Weir has probably played his last game for

Queen's. The broken wrist he sustained in Toronto on Saturday will

keep him on the sidelines for the rest of the year and as the husky

Tricolor inside is in his final year, his football activities at Queen's

appear to be aver.

Weir's loss will he keenly felt by the Rcevcmen, for the big Fellow,

while not crashing the headlines very often, was a star from the de-

fensive angle, and did invaluable work up on the front line.

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

DY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

On Monday afternoon the

Boxing, Wre^ling and Fenc-

ing Club met to welcome the

freshmen to the squad, and

to recommend a 'manager to

the A. B. of C. It remains

for that body to ratify the

clnb's selection. *nd we hope

to be able to announce the

name next issue.

Boxing classes commenced

yesterday in a formal way, al-

though many of the boys

have been training for more

than a week. The large turn-

out of material is encourag-

ing .to the coaches, and there

promises to be more compe-
tition this year than in any

previous session.

With the rugby season

more than half over, some of

the champion Intercollegiate

team are turning out for early

conditioning. It is an ac-

knowledged fact that the Tri-

color presented the best con-

ditioned squad at, the last

Assault, and the boys are

keen -to get into shape again.

* * *

Among the aspiring fencers

from the freshman year we

have one A. D. Carmichael,

Jr.. and thereby hangs a tale.

A. D. Carmichael, Sr., won

the first Intercollegiate Fenc-

ing title 'way back in 1910.

He was also president of the

B. W. and F. Club during

that year. . Like father, like

son, (we hope).

TRACK
Will all those who still have

track equipment out hand it in

to Dick Bray tonight at 5 o'clock

in the gym dressing room.

VARSITY STILL LEAD LEAGUE
AFTER GRUELLING GRID TILT

(Continued from page 1)

time speaks volumes for the

gallant Tricolor huskies. At that,

had they not run afoul of the

officials and had they made the

most of their scoring opportun-

ities an entirely different story

would have been written. How-
ever, the Gaels ably demonstrat-

ed that they are every bit as pow-

erful as the Toronto outfit, and

should they make the play-off

grade, the clash for the title

should be a gridiron classic.

Reevemen Open Scoring

Queen's lost little time in go-

ing on the offensive in the first

quarter. A few minutes after the

kick off Harry Sonshine scooped

up a Blue fumble and raced 32

yards to the Toronto 30 yard

stripe, but when Varsity held

Munro lofted one to Coulter win

just managed to get the ball out

HoweVer, the play was well mto

Blue territory and when Edwards

and Munro combined on a sen

sational runback of 36 yards the

oval was resting on the Toronto

IS from where Baniahe's attempt

ed drop was good for a single

counter. The homesters then

started a successful drive that

moved play to midfield, but they

were aided considerably by a 15

yard penalty (to Queen's. The

Blues shot into the lead on the

next play when Hugh Marks

tossed Connelly . a beautiful 50

yard forward pass and the l.utLr

plucked the pigskin out of air in

his stride and scampered 20

vards unmulested for a major

which Gray converted from

placement. That gave the Blues

a 6-1 advantage but Queen's kept

.,n battling and forcing the play

and were finally rewarded when

Munro towered, a nifty punt to

Coulter in the second stanza, and

the shifty Blue quarter was

forced to rouge. Minutes later

the home team increased their

margin when another sensation-

al forward from .Marks to Holdeil

was completed to leave the oval

on the Tricolor 8 yard line. Web-

ber then smashed his way over

for a try on the second down.

Gray again made the extra point

to make the score read Varsity

12, Queen's 2.

At that point it seemed a

question as to just how big the

score was going to be, but when

\be Zvpnkiu pounced on a Tor-

onto fumble 10 yards out from

the I'.luf -' goal line, prospects for

a Tricolor major appeared bright.

Queen's, however, were set back

10 for interference and when the

Blue front wall stiffened Barn-

abe attempted another field goal

which failed to connect for the

•desired three points, but which

went for a single when Coulter

as rouged again.

Munro Scores Touch

Towards the end of this spec

tacular second quarter. Bob Weir

broke through to block
Gray'> kick and Barnabe gatb

ered in the loose pigskin on the

Blue 35. Bamahe then threw a

perfect forward to Munro and the

Tricolor ace twisted and squirm

ed over'tbe line for a touchdown

Barnabe's convert via the drop

kick method went squarely be-

tween the uprights to make the

score 12-9 tor the Blues at half

time.

Queen's continued their surpris

ing offensive in the third period

and soon forged into the lead.

About two minutes after the

quarter opened. Edwards and

Munro pulled the feature play of

the game, and a major score re

suited from it. Receiving a Blue

kick several yards on hfs own

side of inidlield, Johnny Edward;

took the ball cleanly and broke

fast towards an open field with i

flock of would-be tacklers in pur

suit. Edwards, while on the dcat

run, handed the ball to Munro

who cut back, reversed his field

and sped to the Toronto 10 yard

line before passiug to Kirkland

who went another 7 yards before

being grassed three yards out. On
the first play Curly Krug crack-

ed through the centre fur a Tri-

color touch which Barnabe con-

erted to give the visiting twelve

15-12 margin.

Blues Draw Even

Then the inevitable breaks

came into the wide open contest

and the Blues soon had the hall

game knotted. After Connelly

hacl run back a Tricolor return

kick 30 yards. Queen's were peit-

lized 15 yards for rough play

and the ball was lugged by the

officials up to the Tricolor 15.

Two Varsity Smacks at the heavy

l-'resbyterian line gained only a

few yards, but on the last down
Cam Gray booted a pretty place-

ment to tie the score at 15 all.

The Winning Point

With only a tew minutes of

play remaining in the hectic third

period Gray boomed a lofty one

to Dennis and when the Queen's

back hesitated in making the

atch,' the ball .bounded off his

bins and Valcrtote recovered it

on the Tricolor's 37. Gray then

pounded a low bounder to Dennis

who was forced to yield a point

when the oval sped past him.

From this point on the teams

(Continued on page 7)
'

IT IS COOL IN THE EVENINGS
These cool fall evenings when your rooms are chilly, you can

keep your feet comfortably warm with a pair of hedroom slippers.

Our Christmas Stock is almost complete now and you'll be able, to

choose something to suit your own budget. Men's from 79 cents up

and ladies from 39 cents up. Come in and sec thent.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

RUNNING TRUE TO FORM, PRESENTS THE
LATEST FASHIONS AT VERY

ACCESSIBLE PRICES

IN

OVERCOATS
PHONE g£0

SUM'S TAXI SERVICE
DAY OR NIGHT

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street •

Downtown Stores—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

'ATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Send the "Journal" to yourfriends. S1.75 a year.

STo £tu&*nt0 of Queen's
WE OFFER A J1RST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

' Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

^mith 2SroB. Usurers, iKximUb
PHfiNR «/ Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 w TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPEv'IALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 2110
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eys Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED —

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE IS?)

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET

"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE 529
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T THE THEATRETOO MANY COLLEGE

STUDENTS ?

College enrolments are increasing. A
survey of sisty-ninr representative col-

elget and universities in oil Parts of the

country made by The New York Times

shmccd oit average gain of 6,6 ptr cent.

m*r last Fall in student numbers. Ytl

some collrge administrators believe thai

our colleges hare too many students. The

question "Should fewer students go la

colleger w otuioered in tht affirmative

here by Dr. Bernard f. Bell, former

Warden of St. Strpheti's College. Tht
negative fide, given by Chancellor Chase

of New York University, will be present-

ed iii a future issue.

AFFIRMATIVE
BY ii I mi 1. BELL

Are too many of our young peo-

ple going to college? The answer

to ih.ii question depends on what

one expects a college to do, on what

one supposes that a college ought

to be.

If a college is a corporate group

devoted, as perhaps is still generally

supposed, to the advancement of

learning, the passing down of the

great tradition that lifts man above

animalism and the training of those

competent for leadership in human

affairs, then there are entirely too

many applying and being accepted.

There can be no doubt about it.

People are not horn equal in men-

tal capacity, nor can any one be

trained beyond the limits of what

capacity is his. Nobody trained in

psychology, or with a considerable

experience of people as they are,

seriously maintains that there is any

such number of persons cducable

into real competence as are encour-

aged to offer themselves to be un-

dergraduates today.

A Poll of Educators

1 recall an assembly of over 200

persons, all heads of American col-

leges of reputation, myself one, of

whom a poll was taken to see what

proportion of their students these

educators thought had any ability to

think for tbemselves—were reason-

ably competent intellectually. The
average estimate was about 30 per

cent.

The rest were being carried along

for some other reason than in hope
of their being aided to get learning,

to comprehend and pass along the

great tradition, to assume leader-

ship in human affairs or to criti-

cize the leadership of others.

Why are such persons accepted

and retained as undergraduates?

The answer is that the American
college no longer regards itself, ex-

cept for advertising purposes, as

existing for furtherance of the ends
mentioned above. One can think of
perhaps a half dozen possible ex-
ceptions; hut most even of those
are doubtful.

It is encouraging that here and
there pretense about the matter is

disappearing from the utterances of
collegiate promoters. 1 recall heal-
ing the president of one of our lead-
ing women's colleges say in a pub-
lic debate, "The American people is

incompetent In thinking. It is a
nation of doers. Our colleges must
therefore be content to train intel-

lectually mediocre girls and boys
competently to manufacture and sell

commodities and securities and to
waili the baby."

A Cynical View
That was honest, at anv Tate,

though it revealed a cynicism bc-
yond belief and also the impercep-

Camera Club

A short meeting of the Queen's

Camera Club will be held this week

on Thursday at 4.00 p.m. in room

207 of the Physics Building. The

dark room is now ready, and it will

be necessary to indicate to members

the procedure to be followed in

order to avoid confusion and to ap-

portion the costs of chemicals fairly.

The possibility of an exhibition

this year will also be discussed.

For those who have had no previ-

ous experience, a brief outline of

technique will be given, and ar-

rangements made for a demonstra-

tion as soon as possible on an actual

job.

Dr. Frost will speak at the next

meeting of the Camera Gub.

tion of a non sequitur. The Ameri-

can college, he thought, was not an

institution of higher learning but an

advanced trade school. America

was incapable of more than that. If

this be indeed true, a vast array of

relatively unintelligent students may

properly he mustered and trained in

the colleges with social profit. But

one greatly fears that all are not so

frank as this gentleman, and that

in consequence many prospective

students, still supposing that a B.A.

degree implies intellectual compet-

ence and achievement, arc being

sold gold-bricks.

The dean of a prominent Eastern

university was talking recently at

a public dinner. He said that last

term more of his students had

failed badly enough to deserve sus-

pension than for years back ; but

that had not been sent home be-

cause, as things are now, it would

have meant their being unemployed

and socially dangerous.

To that man-, a college exists to

keep the boys off the streets. His

college is not, one fears, unique.

What shall* we do with the young

people who, thanks to technical ad-

vance, are unemployable? Send

them to college, of course. If that

be what a college is for, the more

undergraduates the merrier.

The Economic Motice

Nor is it to be denied—we might

as well be frank—that one great

reason for more students, regardless

of their intellectual capacity, is the

need of money to keep the machine
of collegiate instruction going, to

feed the professors and their

families.

The college business is a large

and entrenched business, overcx-

panded in the boom days just like

the shoe business and the radio

business and scores of other busi-

nesses. There must be customers,

or a large number of pleasant peo-

ple will be out of work.

But meanwhile, where is the boy
or girl to go who has competence?
The few places fit for such a youth
suffer from the general ballyhoo.

They are hard to find, somehow.
The collegiate picture, in short, is

part of a national spectacle of De-
mos fooling himself in an attempt
to attain excellence by affirmation.

Do we desire fiat culture, as some
would have a fiat currency? The
colleges apparently arc content to
answer, "Yes, indeed you do; and
we are here to minister to your de-
sire." This, some of us arc per-
suaded, is what is usually meant by
"college serving the community."

{To be continued)

CAPITOL
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1936

with

Jack Benny, Eleanor Powell and

Robert Taylor

The Capitol feature is a gay

musical comedy, which, if it had

kept up the standard of its first

half, might well have been a top-

notcher. It concerns the produc-

tion of a mammoth stage show, the

struggle Jor stardom—you know the

story. What distinguishes it from

the average picture of this type is

the excellent dancing of Eleanor

Powell, both in the tap routines,

and in the ballet scene, which is

really artistic. Then for those

souls who like to be amused, the

man who snores in shades of

blonde and brunette, will thrill

them—he is awfully good. It is

too bad the story drags at the end,

for it certainly had possibilities.

Oh—and Jack Benny is a news-

hound hot on the trail of scandal

and is fair.

A news-reel giving actual Ethio-

pian war pictures, and a colored

cartoon complete the program. B+.
—N. MacR.

What Berkley Saw On The
Road From Barrie

It was a friend of ours • by the

name of Berkley who was driving

down from Barrie recently when

coming towards him he discovered

a speeding car decked . out in

streamers and ribbons and dragging

a full quota of old shoes, tin cans,

etc., etc., in its wake. The deduc-

tion was simple, and our observer

says he smiled benignly as the

happy couple whizzed by. They
had left their pursuing friends far

behind 'and were well away for a

happy Thanksgiving.

A sentimental tear in his eye,

Berkley craned his neck to get a

last sight of the disappearing love

birds, and it was then he discovered

the large placard tied to the spare

tire,

—

TO-NIGHT
is

AMATEUR NfGHT
And it's a true story. If you get

it from Berkley, it's on the square.

—Varsity.

Toronto, McGill Debaters
Go To Manitoba

Working in co-operation with the

National Federation of Canadian
University Students, the Debating
Union of the University of Mani-
toba Students' Union has made
preliminary arrangements for an
inter-University debate between a
team composed of representatives

from the University of Toronto
and McGill University, and a team
from the University of Manitoba.
The Debate, the subject of which
has not yet been decided, but which
will be chosen by the representa-
tives from the University of Mani-
toba, will take place in Theatre
"A" of the University of Mani-
toba's Broadway Buildings, on the
evening of November 20.

—The Manilohan

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St.

T l VOL.1

THE MURDER MAN
with

Virginia Bruce and Spencer Tracy

Murder, mystery, romance and

the newspaper racket are combined

in this week's feature to give us a

picture which, although drawn out

at times, offers an hour and a half

of reasonably entertaining melo-

drama.

The plot gives us the usual Holly-

wood interpretation of the news-

paper men, vivid, if a trifle unreal.

The story deals with a firm of

crooked investment bankers; one of

whom is mysteriously shot, the

other accused. Tracy skilfully

proves the probable guilt of the

other who is accordingly sentenced

to the chair. An interesting last

minute denouement is effected

—

though the veriest freshman should

see it coming within the first ten

minutes.

Spencer Tracy plays his part

most convincingly as usual. Vir-

ginia Bruce supplies an unimport-

ant female interest. Her charming

smile and lovely blondness seem to

compensate for whatever histrionic

ability she may lack.

A very interesting news-reel, a

clever cartoon and two other shorts

complete the bill. B—. —B. M.

(Continued from page 1)

is spirit and is as an inward eye.

Thus knowledge as distinguished

from mere awareness is possible.

This deep unique self-consciousness

with all its powers is the citadel of

our sanity as persons. It gives us

a marvellous power of looking "be-

fore and after" and blazing a new

trail of life out of the blended ex-

periences of memory and imagina-

tion. Man holds in one span of

unity both past and present and can

rise above time.

Not less important or unique is

the power we possess of self-direc-

tion. Our kind of consciousness is

dynamic and gives us a possibility

of going beyond ourselves and be-

coming more than we ever have be-

fore. Man is creative, a carrier of

intrinsic values.

We obey the call of ought out of

loyalty to vision. Yet the state of

mind is not always devoid of self-

seeking features.

When once we truly see and feel

what ought to be, all other alter-

natives are eliminated from our

mind. We are biological, with

utilitarian interests, with urges and

instincts, but we have ideal visions

which link us with the other world.

The burst of a great love sweeps

away all doubts and we recognize

the true fatherland of the soul.

Queen's Music Club Will
Hear Mozart Program

A Mozart program is being offer-

ed by the Queen's Music Gub this

week, at a meeting in the home of

Mrs. MacPhail, 50 Clergy Street,

at 7.30 p.m. Thursday evening.

Operatic selections will be played
from the overture to "Marriage of
Figaro" and from the overture to

"Don Giovanni".

Other Mozart offerings will he
the Piano Concerto in D Minor, the
Mlelnia and lit Jucarnatus.

Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata
and several waltzes of Johann
-Strauss will also be played.

U.B.C. Student Finds

Varsity Conservative

Finding self-expression in the

breezy liberalism of the U.B.C.

campus, Leslie Allen, last year's

exchange student from the Univer-

sity of British Columbia to the

University of Toronto, where con-

servatism is entrenched in Gothic,

has returned to his own province

and given the following story to

his college paper ,the Ubyssey:

The Eastern university, ivy, at-

mosphere, wealth and all, fails to

attract Mr. Allen as does the in-

formality and freedom of our

campus. Suppression of freedom

of the press in the Toronto Varsity,

deep and biding opposition to such

pleasantries as beer and Pacifism,

and consolidation of student opin-

ion on ultra-conservative lines,

were some of the frightening fea-

tures viewed with alarm by the man

who came back.

Toronto's campus, ancient and

distinguished, embodies very much

the traditional university atmos-

phere, thought Leslie. The univer-

sity is divided into colleges: men's

lodgings are in the celebrated Hart

House, which incorporates our

gymnasium, cafeteria, and audi-

torium—together with a swimming

pool. Women have a Women's
Union Building such as is hoped

for eventually at U.B.C.

"I deprecate strongly," worries

Mr. Allen, "Council's recommenda-

tion that the Ubyssey be allowed

editorial frcedam 'within reasonable

limits." At Toronto, editorial opin-

ion is dictated, and at least one

editor has been expelled because he

ventured to express his own opin-

ion on controversial issues." Pro-

fessors who have committed them-

selves likewise have been forced to

retract their opinions by student

opinion. Beverley Nichol's "Crv

Levana Tea Dance After

Saturday's Game

The L.A.B. of C. tea dance will

be held in Ban Righ Hall on Satur-

day, November 9, after the McGill

game.

Dancing, to the music of Cuth

Knowlton's Orchestra, will continue

from 4.30 to 6.00 p.m. Music pro-

vided by an orchestra at a Levana

tea dance will be an innovation and

will doubtless prove very popular.

Tickets at 75 cents can be pro-

cured after lunch and dinner at

Ban Righ Hall from Wednesday to

Saturday from members of the

committee. The committee in-

cludes Mary Woodsworth, Allison

Mitchell, Delta Steen and Norma

MacRostie (convener).

"Miss Krause is much older than

I thought she was."

"Really?"

"Yes, I asked her if she had read

Homer's Odyssey, and she said she

read it as soon as it was published."

—The Intermediate Weekly.

Havoc" was condemned by Presi-

dent Cody of the University on its

publication. Reaction extends even

to the Arts Library, where men

and women students are segregated.

"This is also a bad thing," Mr.

Allen opined, "because I have spent

many pleasant hours with women

in libraries."

Freshman initiation and spirited

inter-faculty rivalry are still ex-

tant, however. The university is

situated in the city, and the citi-

zenry adopt a policy of tolerance

and silent suffering, with an added

mild amusement.

Les took third year Arts at the

eastern university, specializing in

Economics. He was a member of

the Player's Guild, and once ex-

perienced the pleasure of trying for

a part with 225 other applicants.

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver phone w

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
356 Princess Street Phone

Date Bureau Application

Name Address Phone.

Faculty Year Sex Age.... Colour of hair.

Eyes Weight Height

Characteristics

Do you drink? Smoke? Dance?.

Do you prefer a "Dutch" date?

What are your interests?

What do you prefer to do on a date?

What sort of person do you want to date?

When are you available?

Cut this out—fill in—and leave in an envelope addressed to

the 'Date Bureau' at the Post Office in Douglas Library. This is

confidential. Enclose 10 cents with this application. Facsimile

copies of this application accepted.

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eallas *\rstaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
H. R. BUCKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

VISION OF IFUTURE

GIVES MAN IMPULSE
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 PrincesB St. Phone 2S44-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

US Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE

WE
PHONE 2390

CALL AND DELIVER

More Benefactions

Received By Library
VARSITY STILL LEAD

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

The Stomach

The stomach is the most dilated

part of the digestive tube. Its

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 7M-F
Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students lor College
Term fe.OO

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

shape varies depending to a certain

extent on its contents. It is situated

between the end of the oesophagus

and the beginning of the small

intestine.

When you sit in the Union and

shovel food into your face, do you

ever think of your stomach? The
size of an individual seems to make

no difference as to the size of the

stomach. We have watched small

men eat an unbelievable volume of

food. Even in Medical students

the stomach is undoubtedly the most

abused organ of the body. At times

during an average life it is the re-

ceptacle for everything from safety

pins to strong solutions of alcohol.

This alcohol has an irritant action,

it interfere with the activity of the

gastric juice and causes a secretion

of viscid mucus which delays di-

gestion and is a common cause of

chronic dyspepsia. It also causes

hyperacidity and its prolonged use

may lead to a chronic gastritis,

causing that heavy 'wish I hadn't'

feeling after meats.

Gas in the stomach is a fairly

common condition. So long as it

emains within normal limits no

harm is done, but when it reaches

too great a pressure the cardiac

sphincter opens and it escapes up

the nesphagus with a most disgust

ing noise, variously described as

belching* burping, etc. The gift of

swallowing air and bringing it up

again in a very noisy fashion is

greatly prized by some adolescents,

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh

and also we regret to say by some

adults, undoubtedly of restricted

mental development.

Authentic burping is caused by

fermentation in the stomach. The

gas produced may he inflammable,

because of this we suggest that

those so afflicted light cigarettes

during the act. This will undoubt

cdly lead to the top of their head

being blown off, a worthy fate for

all burpers.

Man is unique among animals

in being the only one that loads its

stomach up with a lot of indigest-

ible stuff and then takes a pill to

keep it from hurting. Undoubted

ly a mark of his superior

intelligence.

The stomach by itself has the

power of getting rid of anything it

does not like. This is accomplished

by a process of regurgitation up the

oesophagus (vomiting to vou)-

There seems to he some difference

of opinion among physiologists as

to whether the stomach plays an

active or passive role in this. One

school claims it is entirely an action

of the diaphragm, the other school

crediting the stomach with more

native intelligence believes that it

takes an active part.

The stomach may of course pass

hash house grub on to the duo

clemim, which is known as giving

the small intestine a bum steer

on occasion 'passing the buck'.

In the final analysis it all boils

down to this,—Is it better to

squelch the belch and bear the

pain, or belch the belch and bear

the shame?

DENTIST
106 Wellington St.

'Phone 256

Kingston

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. ErnestB. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

PAUL TREMAINE HAS

TALENTED TROUPE

(Continued from page 1)

Restaurant on Broadway in New
York. He remained at Yoeng's for

sixty-one consecutive weeks, and

after a summer at the Asbury Park

Casino, returned for a repeat

engagement.

It was this same engagement at

Yoeng's that established him as a

Broadway favorite, and won for

him first nationwide recognition

among radio listeners. His theme

song was "Lonely Acres" and the

tvpc of program in which he spe-

cialized, calling for a nicely bal-

anced combination of solo and

choral selections with group-instru-

mental and full orchestra numbers,

established a radio formula which

has bad many imitators since then.

In the past six years it is esti-

mated that the radio appearances of

the famous band from "Lonely

\crcs" have totalled well over two

thousand broadcasts.

In the same six years the or-

chestra has toured the entire coun-

and has been featured for ex-

tended engagements at important

locations in the East and Middle

West, among others twenty-seven

consecutive weeks at the famous

Village Barn Restaurant of New

York's Greenwich Village.

Paul's father, a talented and

prominent musician, was cellist and

conductor for many years of the

Kansas City Symphony. At the

age of fifteen Paul acted as relief

conductor of this band which num-

bered fifty pieces.

After playing in various or-

chestras, Paul, with his father's as-

sistance, organized his own group.

About this time he met Wiflard

Robinson who wrote "Lonely

Acres" for him.

Coming: Events

Today

:

3.;30p.m.—English Club

Red Room
Arts Building

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

4.15p.m.—Chemical Engineers

Club

Ontario Hall

Further; benefactions have been

ceived by the Douglas Library

the last month, E. C. Kyte.

university librarian announced

last week. Six portfolios of re-

productions of drawings by the

old masters have just been oh

taincd, as well as a large number

f papers relating to the Canada

First Movement and to the ac

tivities and work of Charles

Mair. \
The purchase has been author

ized by the library curators of Sir

Austen Chamberlain's biography.

A special purchase has also been

announced of thirty volumes from

the "Calendar of Close Rolls" and

the "Calendar of Patent Rolls.'

which deal with the reign of King

Edward HE
Dr. Holland Rose's last book

entitled "Man and the Sea" will

be acquired by the Library

well as "Six Soviet Plays." edited

y Eugene Lyons and enthusias

ically reviewed by Maurice Hin

dus. This last-named contain

Squaring the Circle" by Balen

tine Katayev, "Days of the Tur-

bins" by Michael Bulgako

Bread" by Vladimir Kirshon

'Tempo" by Nikolai Pogodin

'Inga" by Anatole Glebov

'Fear" by Alexander Afinogen

yev.

The library has subscribed to

the Foreign Policy Association in

taking a special organizing sub-

riptjon for Foreign Policy Re-

ports, which are pamphlets and

study outlines. The curators are

also considering a subscription to

the Van Riebecck Society of

South Africa, which is analagons

to the Champlain Society of

Canada and' "which deals with

travelling in South Africa and a

history of the colony.

Subscription has also been

made to the Indian Register,

whose two volumes per year deal

with current affairs in India anil

which is like the Annual Register

in England. The university t:

also purchasing several author!

tative books on Ethiopia.

Efficiency Expensive

To Efficiency Expert

(Continued from page 5)

ttled down to straight football

waiting for thev breaks, and a

kicking duel was soon underway.

Gray accounted for Varsity's

seventeenth point in the early

part of the final period when he

hoofed to the deadball line for a

single. Queen's looked to be go-

ing places on two or three occa-

sions in this quarter, hut their

gains were nullified by the

officials who set them back three

times for violations o( the rules

Six minutes heforc the game end

ed the Blues clinched a triumph

hen Dennis was forced to rouge

on Gray's hoist and this turned

out to be the final point of the

day. Varsity kept the ball for

the rest of the period in the Tri

color zone where the final whistle

sounded with the Blues in pos-

session, and victors by the score

of 18-15.

r.nop

S.OOp.m.

-Choral Society

Biology Lecture Room
Old Arts Building

-Film Society

Convocation Hall

Wednesday

:

4.30p.m.—Dr. Harrison's Lecture

Convocation Hall

7.15p.m.—Basketball

Y.M.C.A. vs. Queen's

R.M.C. vs. Queen's

Thursday

:

4,00p.m.—Camera Club

Room 207

Physics Bldg.

7,00p.m.—Arts Soph-Frosh

Banquet

La Salic Hotel

,30p.m. -Music Club

50 Clergy St. E.

In 1927 and for two years fol-

lowing the orchestra toured

throughout the Southwest and final-

ly ended up at Yoeng's Restaurant

where they opened on April 1, 1929.

The At Home committee, ever at

your service, are as follows :
Leigh

Greenfield, 3139W; Lome Dickson.

3261W ; Grant Breckenridge.

17S9M: Mai Hill, 4199; Jimmy

Cunningham, 1045 ; Charles Amey,

3059W; convener, Len Cohen.

3139.W, and Alec die perpetual

medical Undergraduate.

L.S.R. Hears Duthie

Talk On Monopolies

The political implications of

monopolies were discussed by Pro-

fessor Eric Duthie in an address to

the League for Social Reconstruc-

tion on "Capitalism and Markets'

last Sunday.

The speaker traced the develop-

ment of combines into national

monopolies, and thence into inter-

national monopolies. The tendency,

however, was rather toward the

national monopoly, inasmuch as

governments favoured the national

form for their own interests.

Professor Duthie spoke of the

development of interlocking; direc-

torates and the domination of vir-

tually all national resources and

production by a handful of men.

Imperialism, liecause it is essen-

tially economic in motive, was

branded as monopolist capitalism.

Monopolies, oligarchy, the striving

for domination rather than liberty,

and exploitation by powerful na-

tions were all mentioned by the

speaker as factors in the develop-

ment of imperialism.

"Imperialism must be defined as

decaying capitalism." Mr. Duthie

said.

A united Armistice meeting of

the Student Giristian Movement,

the Student Peace Movement and

the League for Social Reconstruc-

tion will be held next Sunday at

2.30 p.m. in the Y.W.CA.

Queen's. An All Star Team
To single out stars on an in

spired Tricolor team is indeed a

difficult task. Every man that

saw action literally played him

self into the earth in a suprein

effort to turn back the Blue wav

and all earned brackets for their

hriliiaut play. The fact remains

that the whole Queen's squad

consisted of stars, and in defeat

looked every bit as good as the

winners. Johnny Munro and
Jake Edwards were prominen

throughout the entire sixty rnin

utes, featuring on speedy end

runs, and dazzling run backs that

were sensational to say the least

Although Munro scored a major

and a single to top the Tricolor

scorers with six points he \va

given great support by Edward

and Krug who teamed up nieel

to form a back division that

packed speed galore. Harry Son

shine, at flying wing, gave one of

his best performances since com

to Queen's and that is covering

a lot of territory. The big Tri

color tackling star was

practically every play, stoppm

uppnsing ball carriers with clean

cut tackles. Besides this Son

shine plunged well and was given

a thunderous ovation when he

was forced out of action with an

injury late in the last quarter.

StOllery and Barnabe divided the

work at the pivot position and

both boys played effective foot-

ball, as they flashed their best

form of the season. Chuck Peck

threw* most of the Tricolor for-

wards and in addition shone on

the defensive with some neat

ankle clutching. Up on the front

line. Zvonkin, Lewis, Weir.

Barker, Thompson and Klrkland

did valiant service and were good

going both ways. The open field

crew of Wing. Scott. Dafoe and

Earle had a tough assignment in

stopping the fast moving Blue

backs, but they did their work

well.

Blue Backfield Chief Threat

Once again the Four Horse-

men. Coulter, Gray, ConnWtcy

and Marks stood out fur the Tor-

onto entry, and in these four

speedsters lies the strength of the

Blues. " Although only two for-

ward passes were completed by

the Queen City team, both \\ ere

perfectly executed and led to con-

erted majors. Joe Connelly's

touch in the first period was the

result of the most spectacular

His name was Van Martin,

is official title, as it appeared

i the payroll, was Efficiency

Xpert. But he was more gencr-

Uy known, by all with whom he

came in contact, as "Old Killjoy."

He was a big man. physically. He

looked down on the ordinary six-

footer, and the scales placed his

eight at a figure something over

200 pounds. Yet he was under-

weight in comparison with his

own opinion of his mental capa-

ities.

On. this occasion he \yas on his

way to the Sixth and Main

branch office to inspect the books,

and he wms determined to show

his authority by firing at least

two of his unlucky subordinates.

He entered the office with the

grandeur of a king. The resem-

blance ended suddenly, however,

when he slipped on the the new-

ly-polished floors ; and it was with

great difficulty and lack of grace

that he managed to retain his

equilibrium. Enraged by the

commotion and giggling his en-

trance had aroused among the

stenographers, he became all the

more determined to find fault

with every part of the business.

At first glance, he noticed a

man. sitting at an otherwise

vacant desk, smoking a cigar and

reading the sport section of the

Daily Blah." Assuming his most

official aid. he walked up to the

man .with "fire" in his eyes.

What are you doing here?"

he growled.

"Nothin'." (This without look-

ng up')

"What do you usually do

here?"

"Nothtn'," he again replied

after taking a long drag on his

two-tor-a-nickel cigar.

"Do you mean to sit here with

your bare face hanging out and

tell me that you never work

around here?"

"Yeah."

"Well, you're fired right now."

With that the man looked up

with some surprise and started

toward the cashier's office.

"No, you don't have to go to

the cashier. I'll pay you right

now.' How much do you cam?"

"Thirty a week."

rfc; dealt out three ten-dollar

bills from a shabby bill-fold.

"Now scram!"

Very much pleased with him-

self so far. Van Martin decided

to find out whom he had fired.

He walked up to the cashier's

cage and in a very matter-of-fact

tone asked, "who was that man
that just went out and what docs

he do here?"

"Win, lie works in the store

across the street and was just

waiting to go out to lunch with

me."—Oregon Emerald.

pass ever seen in the Bloor street

Chemical Engineers

C. E. Almpvist will address the

Chemical Engineers' Club on "The

i Isc of Peat" this afternoon at 4.15

in the Chemical Engineers' Depart-

ment, Ontario Hall.

nclosure and Hugh Marks who

did the throwing showed that he

is the foremost exponent of this

particular play in Canadian foot-

ball. Cam Gray was worsted in

the kicking duel with Munro but

managed to get away some drives

that had plenty of carry to them.

The four Blue backfielders show-

ed dazzliAg turns of speed on ex-

tensions., and in running back

kicks, where they gained valuable

yardage consistently. Mike Val-

eriote, Turney Williams. Red

Burke and Holden proved to be

the best of the Blue tacklers.
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Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us
by the Old Reliable

Firm of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
THROUGHOUT,
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain

Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers t

$5 and $6
Guaranteed for Wear

McGREGOR'S WOOL
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN pAVIDSON

386 Princes« St Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAflD
DENTIST

Cor. King an d Johnson Sis.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

Austin's Drug Store
Cor, Princess and Wellington

cordially invite you to attend

a most interesting demon-

stration by

Mrs. Anna E. Walker

appearing through the courtesy

of Lenthiric of Paris. Mrs.

Walker mill discuss the per-

sonality interpretation of

Perfumes, individualized make-

up and other phases of beauty.

Mrs. Walker will be in our

. Perfume and Toilet Goods

Department

Friday and Saturday,

November Sf/t and 9th.

Arrangements may be' mode for
Personal Connitaiiant, which

are vetteamed.

Phase arrangi to meet Mrs. Walter
at the Lenthirie Display at
our Store during her visit.

ROCKS FOUND 3000
MILLION YEARS OLD

(Continued from page 1)

minatinn of the age of the oldest

rocks. The oldest rocks can be re

cognized without difficulty by their

attitude and relation to other forma

lions and, therefore, knowing the

age of the oldest existing rocks

would give a fair idea of the lengtl

of time that has elapsed on this

globe before human history was

recorded.

There are numerous methods of

making these determinations—most

of them are too complex to be dealt

li here, but they are in accord

wiib each other. It is well known

that certain radio-active minerals

disintegrate over a long period of

years to form lead and helium. Thus

by measuring the ratio of lead to

radium in a rock, the length of time

that this disintegration has been

going on may be calculated.

The results of radio-active deter-

minations are amazing. Many
radium-bearing rocks from Canada
and other countries have been

found to beaver 2000 million years

old. In one experiment carried out

three years ago at the University of

Toronto, the age of a certain form
ation in Ontario was shown to ap
proach 3000 million years. These
figures have been corroborated by
other methods and are accepted

among men of science.

It is known also from radio-

active determinations that the older

fossil-bearing rocks are more than

600 million years old. Thus well-

developed invertebrate life existed

a hundred thousand times as long

ago as Archbishop Ussher would
have us believe the earth was crea-
ted. The rocks displayed in the
Miller Museum are exhibits favour-
ably mentioned in the Carnegie Re-
port on Museums.

Arts Frosh Entertain

SophsJOnJThursday

The Arts Soph-Frosh Banquet
scheduled for seven -o'clock this
Thursday evening at the La
Salle Hotel will give local gour-
mets food to their fancy along
with sweet music and an inter-
esting toast list The annual
fete promises to be one to be re-
membered and with final arrange-
mcnts announced by the com-
mittee the stage is set for the
festivities.

Prof. H. L. Tracy, head of the
Classics department will be the
chief speaker. Dean Matheson
and Capt. J. O. Watts are the
other members of the staff on the
program. Such well-known cam-
pus figures as Bill Simmons,
president of the A. M. S., Arch
Campbell, president of the Arts
Society, Wallace Muir, Fred Mil-

and Ralph James will also
speak. An orchestra will provide
music during dinner.

Ldmis^on 4s by -i'icket only
and eligible students, the Arts
freshmen and sophomores, may
obtain them on Wednesday and
Thursday mornings in the Arts
clubroom or from Fred Miller.
Louis Conillard, Tony Coughlin
and Bill Neville. ' Sophom
must pay their year fees
tain a ticket.

Tuberculosis Is Not

Just Medical Issue

Death Rate 40 to 50 Per
100,000 Dr. Hay

States

FILM SOCIETY SETS
FEE AT ONE DOLLAR

"Tuberculosis is not a problem for

the medical profession only," stated

Dr. W. D. Hay lo the Natural H
tory Club, "but one that must be

borne equally with the intelligent

members of the community if the

still high death rate of from 40 to

0 per 100,000 is to be reduced

farther."

The disease is one that comes

with civilization and aggregate

living. Although the death rate has

been reduced by more adequate

hygiene, better housing and pas-

turilation of milk, more stringent

measures must be taken. Two
sources of danger to us are infected

cattle and human beings coughing

contagious matter into the air.

The Federal Government has in-

stituted in Ontario aggressive mea-

sures against the first by testing and

slaughtering all tubercular cattle.

The second and most important one

requires the co-operation of the

community All active open cages

of tuberculosis should be confined

to a hospital and known contacts

with these cases should be carefully

examined and followed up for a

number of years.

~~Tt is estimated that there are five

active cases for every death. The
situation is particularly unsatisfac-

tory in Ontario where hospital fac-

lities are hopelessly inadequate. In

Saskatchewan the sanatoria are

open to everyone regardless of his

financial status. As a result the

death rate has been reduced to one

of the lowest in the world.

As the average patient does not

consult a doctor until he is in an

dvanced condition, Dr. Hay urged

the introduction into schools and

colleges of a regular systematic

testing with tuberculin followed by
X-ray examination.

Travelling clinics staffed with ex-

perts should be available for the

rural doctor. Particular attention

must be paid to industrial workers,

among whom the death rate is dis-

tressingly high. More protection

must be given the nurses of tuber-

cular patients.

Yearly subscription memberships

in the Queen's Film Society at one

dollar for undergraduates and two

dollars for members of the staff

and local residents will be sold, it

was decided by the committee of

the society meeting last week.

Membership entitles the holder to

attend all showings of the club, to

attend all private meetings and to

vote, and to take part in any activity

of the club, which will include the

production of films. Private meet-

ings will likely be held for seeing

the work of other clubs and for

discussion.
[

The general public will continue

to be admitted to the regular week-

ly showings at the rate of fifteen

cents. It is hoped as well to have

occasional general meetings with

talks on films. These will be open

to everyone

This week "Kriemhild's Revenge

the sequel to "Siegfried", will be

shown as the feature. There will

also be shown "Fishers of the Isle

as a short, and not the second half

of "Ape-E-Days". These will be

shown at 4.00 and 8.00 p.m.

Tuesday in Convocation Hall.

Anyone wishing a membership
should get in touch with one of the

student members of the committee

M. Le Huqttet, 642; J. Robertson

4241; Murray Cowie, 589; C.

McMillan, 2409; or Mrs. Walpole

the Treasurer.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

lores

to ob^-

Arts *37 Year Dance

Arts '37 will hold the first year
dance of the season this Friday
night at 'J o'clock in Grant Hall,
.lack Telgman's orchestra will sup-
ply the music. Tickets are only one
dollar per couple and may be" pro-
cured from Betty Henry, Mary
Gall.raith, John Sutherland, Gord
Davoud. or Don Lapp (convener)

Cosmetics Are Futile

Debaters' D'ecision
The motion "that cosmetics

neither adorn the lily m>r gild the

pill" was upheld by the Debating

Society at their first meeting of the

year on Thursday evening.

David' Henry proposed the mo-
lion and Bill Alton opposed it.

When the debate was thrown open
to the house, all sides of the ques-

tion were presented. The members
showed considerable knowledge of
the subject iiuT~were- -inclined to

abandon lilies and pills in favor of
a discussion of stage and screen

make-up. The house was divided

equally on the debate and the

speaker cast his vote In favor of the

motion.

Professor Walpole gave an ad-
dress of welcome and said that the
subjects for the fortnightly debates
would be chosen for entertainment

possibilities and to give special

scope to the more ardent of our
campus politicians.

NOTICE

Will the student who left a let-

ter on Professor Duthie's desk early
this session please get in touch with
him as there was no name given in
the letter.

Dr. Florence Dunlop
IsAlumnae President

Dr. Florence Dunlop of Ottawa
was elected president of the
Queen's University Alumnae A
sociation at the annual meeting
held recently. The past presi

dent is Mrs. Douglas Chown of

Kingston.

Mary Woodsworth was elected

to represent Levana on the

Council of the Association. Other
officers elected were as follows:

First vice-president. Miss Hilda
Laird, Kingston.

Second vice-president, Miss
Beryl Traux, Montreal.

Third vice-president, Miss E
Coon, Hamilton.

Secretary, Miss Melva Grant,
Ottawa.

Treasurer, Mrs. A. C. Malloch.
Toronto. .

Investment treasurer, Miss
Jennie Rogers, Montreal.

Councillors, Mrs.
J. R. Watts.

Kingston
; Mrs. W. W. Swanson,

Saskatoon; Mrs. C. H. Lewis,
Toronto

; Mrs. Walter Little,

North Bay; Miss, Ruby Nash,
Edmonton; Miss Mary McCal-
lum, Smith's Falls; Miss Dorothy
Harris, Montreal.

Dr. Harrison To Lecture
Tomorrow

A muted program is being off-

ered this week in connection with
Dr. Frank Harrison's weekly
lecture on the appreciation of
music, which will be given to-

morrow at 4.30 p.m. in Convo-
cation Hall.

Included in the program will
be ^Mozart's "Sonata in A'," play-
ed by Iturbi; two songs by Schu-
bert, "Margaret at the Spinning
Wheel" and "The Trout;" two
studies by Chopin, Opus 10 no. 1

and no. II. played by Harold
Bauer; and Dvorak's "New
World Symphony."
These lectures are

everyone.

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL,

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Learn to dance in three lessons for the Medical Formal

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

fEANtt CCBBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 2S-watt to 300-watt

55 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 66 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c
We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

open to

Advertisers make publication
of the Journal possible. Patron-
ise them and support your paper.

GENT'S DRESSING
CASES

We have our Christmas
stock in—price from $4.95

Swaffield's Leather

Shop
Phone 1941 86 Brock St.
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A. M.S. MAKES PLANS \Dramatk Guild Will Open Autumn

No. 12

FOR CARRYING OUT

^LECTION PROMISES

Committees Appointed To
Investigate All

Possibilities

Expect Action Soon

Fees May Be Increased To
Give Year Book To

Every Student

The new A.M.S. Executive is

rapidly pushing forward its plans

to carry out its pre-election

nrotnises. At the regular meet-

ling of the Executive on Wednes-

day night committees were
chosen to look into the variou

promises and report upon the

methods by which they can be

carried out.

Lin Watt and Marg Davis

[were selected to investigate the

[possibility of free phones for

Levana and to look into the mat-

ter of the Date Bureau with i

view to placing it under A.M.S

control.

1 The question of theft insurance

and Tricolors for every student

was given to another committee

comprised of Arch Kirkland and

Crom Young. This committee

will attempt to institute a slight

increase in fees in order to take

care of the added expense these

two items would involve.

Tony Forsberg and Max
Malone form the third committee

which will attempt to give

swimming a more prominen

place among college sports. The

plank in the Meds-Sciencc plat

form advocating appointment of

a basketball coach has alread

been attended to with the ap

pointment of Ralph Jack as Tri

color cage coach.

(Continued on page 8)

DOROTHY STUART

who plays the role of Judy in the

Dramatic Guild's production of "The
Shining Hour.*'

LEVANA TEA DANCE
WILL FOLLOW GAME

FIRST YEAR DANCE

TO-NIGHT AT NIN

Arts Juniors Start Festive

Season In Grant
Hall

Teaman's Band

Arts '37 will present the fin

year dance of the term tonigr

at nine o'clock in Grant Hall

Present indications are that

large number of students wi

attend. With the Novembe

examinations only a painful

memory, and the McGill game on

Saturday the highlight of the

week-end, the committee feel

that the dance comes at an

portune moment.

Jack Telgman's popular dance

orchestra will supply the mus
and the selected program includ-

es current dance favorites. An
amplifying system will be in use.

A limited number of tickets will

°c available at Grant Hall to-

n 'ght at $1.00 per couple. Every
effort to make it a successful

da nce has been put forth by the

committee, which is headed by
J°hn Sutherland, phone 3326.

Season With The

Shining Hour

TRICOLOR NEED WIN FROM REDMEN

TO MEET VARSITY IN TITLE GAME
COACH

A large attendance is expected at

the annual L.A.B. of C. Tea Dance

be held in Ban Righ Hall after

the McGill - Queen's game to-

morrow. It will be a fitting start

for the celebrations of the week-

end.

The committee feels that it has

taken a big step forward in tea

dance entertainment by procuring

the services of Cuth Knowlton and

his orchestra to provide the music

for this function. Hitherto the

music has been supplied by one

pianist, and while this was adequate

it hardly had the variety and rhythm

of an orchestra.

(Continued on page 8)

With Pat Hatheway and Lome
Greene taking the leading roles,

the Queen's Dramatic Guild will

open its fall season with Keith

Winter's three-act drama "The

Shining Hour" on Tuesday and

Wednesday evenings in Convoca-

tion Hall.

" 'The Shining Hour', which

has had a long run on both New-

York and London stages, will be a

production that should be of inter-

est to all undergraduates in view of

the moving quality of its theme and

also because of a new set especially

designed by John Bell and Arthur

O'Grady," the president of the

Guild told the Journal.

Mrs. J. B. Goodfellow, assisted

by Dorothy Stuart and Lome
Greene is directing the Dramatic

Guild's production of "The Shining

Hour", the cast of which is as

follows:

David Lome Greene

Mariella Pat Hatheway

Henry John Bell

Hannah Anne Macdonnell

Judy Dorothy Stuart

Mickey Larry Cromien

The play deals with the life of

the Linden family, which is of the

class of Yorkshire gentry. David,

Henry and Mickey are brothers,

Hannah is their sister, Mariella is

the young wife of Henry, and

Judy is David's wife.

The play is modem in tone and

in dress,

WINTERCONCERTSTO

BEGIN ONWEDNESPAY

Violin Recital By Audrey

Cook At First

Of Series

Victory For McGill Will

Give Yates Trophy
To Varsity

Ruschin Is Injured

Expect Much Of Westman
MacQuarrie And

MacArthur

Audrey Cook will give a violin

recital next Wednesday in Mem-

orial Hall in the first of a series of

three Winter Concerts to be held

here this year. Student tickets for

the three performances may he

procured at $1.25 from Murray

Cowie, telephone 589.

The artists for the remaining two

concerts will include Paul de

Markv, pianist, Alfred O'Shey

tenor, and The Hart House

Quartette. Mr. de Marky and Mr

O'Shey will appear on the same

program on January 14th. The

Hart House Quartette will con-

clude the series with a recital on

March 9th,

Last year's programs included

such musicians as Netta Coles and

(Continued on page 8)

Meds Formal

All those who have reserved

tickets for the Medical Formal

may get them in the lobby of

the Union, this afternoon be-

tween 2 and 5 o'clock. A

few tickets have not been re-

served and may be obtained

by anyone so wishing, in the

same place, at the same hour.

This applies to all Faculties.

GRIDDERS JOURNEY

TO OTTAWA MONDAY

Will Meet Rough Riders In

An Exhibition
Match

Queen's senior gridmen, rein-

forced by several men from the

Tricolor Intermediates squad will

journey to Ottawa on Monday to

meet the Rough Riders of the Big

Four loop in a Remembrance Day

exhibition contest. Arrangements

for the game were completed late

last week.

With the possibility of clashing

with Varsity for the College cham-

pionship on the following Saturday,

provided they triumph over Mc-

Gill here tomorrow, the Reevemen

will take no chances of running in-

to injuries in their game with the

third place Riders.

(Continued on page 6)

BY DOUG AHARON
Sports Editor, IpcGill Doify

McGill's senior football squad

entrains for Kingston tonight, d

termined to end the season with

victory over Queen's and to

finish up in second place. Dis-

appointed by their showing

the past two games the Redm

have gone through drills this

week with the determined inten

tion of blasting Queen's out of

the Intercollegiate race. They

hardly expect to do this without

a struggle but inspired by their

early season victory .against the

Tricolor, Coach Joe O'Brien's

men are confident that they can

upset the apple cart.

Lou Ruschin is the only injury

the McGill mentor had to report

Ruschin was injured in practice

last week and is not expected to

make the trip to Kingston. Arden

Hedge, whose spectacular touch

down in the opening game of tl

season brought defeat to Queen

has now completely recovered

from the injury which he sus

tained in that game and will b

out to repeat on Saturday. Doug

Wiglc, brother of the McG
captain and snap, who has seen

little action all season due to

leg injury, is also at top form

again and is expected to help trim

the Kingston squad.

McGill's smooth working back

field combination of Westman

MacQuarrie and MacArthur ha

speeded up its plays in the hope

of finding the scoring pun

which was sadly missing agair

Western. Riddell. who play

only five minutes against West

em wilt be ready for a full tim

(Continued on page 5)

WILL PUSH PEANUTS

IN SIDEWALK DERBY

Climaxing the numerous sport-

ing events that are taking place

over the week-end is a peanut

grudge race between George Mc-

Kay and Allan Church. Equipped

with broom straws these stal-

warts will propel peanuts from

160 to 182 University Ave, at

noon on Tuesday. This is a

strictly amateur affair. Admis-

sion is free.

Scrimmages Keep Queen s

Team In Good
Condition

TED REEVE

who b confident his Tricolor squad

will qualify for the play-off with

Varsity by turning back the Reds

nere tomorrow.

Alec Will Instruct

Black Boys In Crap

Will Remain Here Until

After The Meds
Formal

Alec was sitting on the table in

the Union common room, scratch-

ing circles on its shining top with

the fire-polished tip of his cork-

screw tail. The fire polishing was

due to an accident which had oc-

curred at the city incinerator the

previous day when Alec had visited

it with Fifth Year Medicine.

We approached gingerly and

asked him if there was any truth

in the rumour that be was leaving

for Ethiopia immediately. "No,"

said Alec. "You can quote me as

denying it absolutely. I wouldn't

think of leaving Kingston until

after the Medical Formal. It's per-

fectly true that I have been offered

a good position in a Field Hospital

over there They feel that my long

years at the study of medicine, and

mv great experience acquired peek-

(Continued on page 7)

Beat R.M.C. 26-1

Confident That New-Found
Scoring Punch Will

Spell Victory

BY Afl GRATTON

Ted Reeve's galloping Gaels have

finished training for their all im-

portant game tomorrow at Richard-

son Stadium with the Redmen from

old McGill.

The Tricolor eased off a trifle in

their heavy conditioning grinds this

past week, but even at that they

indulged in a couple of scrimmages

which have placed them right on

the bit for the crucial clash with

the Montrealers.

Passing up the chance to clinch

second position when they came out

on the short end of the score last

week in Toronto, the Reevemen

must either win or tie tomorrow in

order to qualify for a play-off for

the College title with the pace-

setting Varsity machine. A loss for

the Tricolor will give the Blues the

Yates Trophy. Consequently the

local grid huskies, striving for an-

other opportunity to prove they

are the class of the Intercollegiate

Union, will be out to stretch the

losing streak of the Reds to four

straight and thereby case them-

selves into the final which will be

played a week hence.

Still smarting from the unex-

pected trimming the Montreal stu-

dents handed them in the opening

game of the 1935 schedule, the Tri-

color hope to give the Redmen a

real football lesson tomorrow. The

Presbyterians outplayed the

O'Brienmen in every department in

the skirmish in the Quebec mctro-

(Continued o" oage 5)

PATIENTS TREATED LESS GENTLY

IN HOSPITAL SIXTY YEARS AGO

CAGE LEAGUE OPENS

AT QUEEN'S TO-NIGHT

Y.M.C.A. To Meet Tricolor

For First Game
In Gym

BY AILEEN O ORADY

The Kingston General Hospital

was not always the imposing, well-

regulated and well-equipped build-

ing that we see today. A short

sixty years ago it consisted of sev-

eral poorly furnished wards, and a

staff composed of a steward, a cook,

and a few middle-aged women.

The change began when one of

the patients begged the doctor to

have the porridge made thin enough

to drink, for the evil-tasting iron

spoons spoiled the food. The doctor

investigated and found the cup-

board filled with tin cups and

plates, and iron cutlery black with

age. Their smell alone convinced

hira that something had to be done.

His wife took up the cause and,

enlisting the aid of all the churches day, it

in Kingston, held a successful gar- 1
tions of its kind

den party on Simcoe Island. First

set of crockery dishes was pur-

chased. Their tin predecessors

were buried in a well-earned grave

on the hospital grounds. Other

real necessities such as clocks,

chairs and bedding were bought

with this money.

By this time, public interest in

the hospital was, aroused, and a

medical superintendent was ap-

pointed. Then the first nurses-in-

training appeared. Their life must

have been a hard one. They slept

on straw-mattresses and kept a

ferret to chase away the rats.

Private donations poured in but

improvement was slow. All avail

able money was spent on improving

the hospital and gradually it in

creased in size and quality, until to

one of the finest institu

No Admission Fee

Tonight at the Queen's gym, a

blast from referee John Edwards'

whistle, will open the newly formed

Kingston City League, when

Queen's A team will play host to the

stellar aggregation from the local

Y.M.C.A. This game originally

scheduled for last Wednesday had

to be postponed because of a con-

flict with the C.O.T.C. drill which

was held at that time. The R.M.C.

game against the Queen's B team

also scheduled for that time has

been postponed until a later date

which will be convenient to both

teams.

Likely to be seen in action for

the "Y" are Bob Elliott, Wilse Mc-

Mahon and Graham Thomson,

former Queen's seniors who need

no introduction to basketball circles

around the city. Their very cap-

(Continued on page 5)
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Established 1817

NNGSTON BRANCH—Kini « CUrtne. SB.

W. R. BELCHER. M 101fa

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
"9 Princess St

Smart Clothes
Exceptional Value in

young Men 9
s

Clothes
SUITS

Blue, Oxford Grey and

the New Browns
in All Won! Worsteds

SPORT MODELS
in snappy Tweed effects

Suits and
Overcoats

at

19.75

We specialize in

TUXEDOS and
FULL DRESS
CLOTHES

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIAL 35c
Fall Enlargement

Offer

(from your own negative)

NOW ON, AT

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Store! 4

iuiic

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

395 Princcio St. Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

GOLDSWORTHY LOWES
DICKINSON

By E. M. Forster. London

Edward Arnold. §1.25.

Mr. E. M. Forster is well known

to us as a novelist and as a critic

of literature, but not quite so well

known as a biographer. It must

however, be admitted that he has

made a remarkably fine work out

of this biography of Lowes Dickin

son, who had been a friend of

Forster's for some years. Of all

Dickinson's friends he is undoubt

cdly the person best qualified to tell

the story of the life of this very in-

teresting though somewhat perplex

ing character.

^gain, too, Lowes Dickinson

himself is perhaps not very well

known; the title, of his greatest and

hest hook The Greek View of Life

is more famous than is its author's

name. It is an attempt to show the

non-expert the character and en-

vironment of hidden treasures and

to leave him among them. Dickin-

son looked upon it as the most use

ful book he had written, and its

large circulation in England (it

now in its eighteenth edition) and

in the States was a satisfaction to

him.

But the man—who was he? His
father was a prominent member of

the Christian Socialist movement
and helped to found the Working
Men's College. Bom in London in

1S62. "Goldie" was brought up
there in the suburb often called
" Anwcll", under the all-pervading

nlluence of Christian Socialism. He
attended a private school conducted

by a grandson of Coferidtre, later

he went to the Charterhouse and
first became interested in Gaelic
and Creek under the tutelage of
Mr. T. E. Page. In 1881 he went
to King's College, Cambridge, was
etecled to a fellowship and spent

he rest of his life as a Cambridge
Ion. It is customary to regard

Dickinson as a "typical don"—

a

brilliant scholar, a very quiet,

Iwokish person, living a secluded

and, as some would have it, a dull

life. Mr. Forster gives us the true

picture of Dickinson—a man of ex-

ceedingly wide and diversified in-

terests^—a classical scholar, a poet,

a mystic, a student of politics and

international affairs, a literary

critic.

The circle of Dickinson's friends

was small— it consisted of the few

who could understand such a man,

the few who could keep pace with

him in his continual journey from

one thing to the next, from Plato

to Goethe, from Goethe to Shelley,

from Shelley to Wagner, from

Wagner to Confucius and Chinese

Art. It is a strange medley and one

instinctively wonders whether such

a wide field can be at all properly

cultivated. It was not—and that

was the unstable part of Dickin-

son's character— the unstable part

hut also the most attractive.

Mr, Forster has an admirable

epilogue to his biography, in which

he sums up Lowes Dickinson's

character and mind. He has pointed

out what every reader of The

Greek View of Life must feel-

that his style, so "beautifully un
clear", has a hypnotizing effect. "It's

so like travelling in a first class

compartment. It rolls gently on

and I am never certain what has

been said—what station I ha
been carried through."

The big practicaj tiling, perhaps

the only practical thing that Dick-

inson wished for was a League
of Nations. Before the' war he

worked for it unconsciously; the

war instantly brought it to the sur-

face. If the League succeeds—then
only will we see that Dickinson's

work look a practical turn.

He was indeed an indescribably

rare being. "He did not merely in-

crease nur experience, he left us
more alert for what has not yet
been experienced and more hopeful
about other men because he bad
lived." What more need be said
than that?

New LibraryBooks

Benson, Stella — Mnndos. (An

unfinished novel.)

Brooke, Iris—English costume in

the age of Elizabeth.

Clare, John—Poems.

Compton, C. D. — Who reads

what?

Delafield, E. M.—Provincial lady

tn America. (Fiction).

Dincsen, I.—Seven Gothic tales.

(Fiction).

Eastman, Max.—Art and the life

of action.

Finer, Herman — Mussolini's

Italy.

Galsworthy, John — Collected

poems.

Graves, Robert—I. Claudius.

Kennedy, V. M.—S. T. Coleridge.

Laver, James— English costume

of the nineteenth century.

Lewis, C. D.—Hope for poetry.

Matthews, J. B. — Partners in

plunder.

Merriam, C.—Political power.

Owen, H. C—The perfect friend.

(Fiction).

Russell, M. A. — Jasmine farm.

(Fiction).

Ward, A. C.—Book of American

verse.

Campus and Gym
The newly formed swimming

Club will meet in the pool on
Friday afternoon from 2.00-3,00.

Several events will take place and
all girls who are interested are
sked to attend.

Co-Ed Has Birthday During
Excitement Of Fire Drill

Precisely at the stroke of 12.00

m. on Tuesday night. Ban Righ
Blumbers were rudely internipt-
d by a harsh fire gong. From

all corridors poured forth sleepy-
eyed maidens, laying hare the
secrets of daytime beauty.

Miss Kydd officiated and with
deanly solicitude hastened the
scantily clad and shivering crowd
back into the building. When
the excitement of the fire-drill had
subsided, otic young lady remem-
bered that she was a year older
than when site had gone out. Just
Ban Righ's way of saying "Happy
Birthday!"

He: Since I met you I can'l

sleep, I can't eat, I can't drink.

She: (shyly) And why not?
He: 'Cause I'm broke.

Then they tell of the poor soph
taught in a vicious circle; if 1

goes to the Saturday night danc-
es he misses his bath, and if he
doesn't get bis bath the girl-
friend won't go to dances with
hi,,,.—The Sheaf.

Hot-Cha Piano Tries
To Tango On Truck

The hand of fate intervened on
Wednesday afternoon when some
piano movers were transporting
a piano to a local residence in

preparation for a dance. While
their truck was rounding a corner
only two blocks from the house
the piano became dislodged and
descended to the street with a
terrific crash.

Residents in the neighbour-
hood ran to their doors thinking
another earthquake had hit the
town. But all they could see was
a massive piece of furniture in

the middle of ihe street surround-
ed by white keys, black keys,

broken strings, and two cursing
truck drivers. The party for

whom the piano was destined are
wondering what they are going
to do abuut their dance.

Chalmers Church To Hold
Peace Service

"Pathways to Peace" will be
the subject of a peace service to

be held in Chalmers Church 011

Sunday evening. November 10th.
Dr. Brown will present the pro-
posed ways to peace and will sug-
gest the principles which must
determine the choice. Members
of the Student Peace Movement
will stale their position during
the discussion to follow the ser-
vice.

Dr. G. B. Reed To Address

Chemical Society

Dr. G. B. Reed will speak on

"Poison Gas and Bacterial War-

fare" to the Queen's Chemical

Society. The meeting will be held

on Wednesday' afternoon at four

o'clock in the large lecture room of

Gordon Hall.

Read Papers Intelligently

Says Vienna Prof.

America cannot develop an en-

lightened foreign policy unless her

colllege students learn to read the

daily newspaper intelligently, feels

Dr. Karl Polanyi, a political scien-

tist of Vienna, who has been mak-

ing a tour of colleges in the South-

ern States.

"Without the intelligent collabor-

ation of the college and universty

people, it is not possible to'devehj,

that enlightened and critical pubii c

opinion toward which the Exec,,

live will have to look for support

in the field of foreign policy in U t

none too distant future," D-.

Polanyi reported.

Advertisers make publicatior

of the Journal possible. Patron,

ize them and support your paper.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

Stone's Mamtr §>iiap
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Student Admission

Tickets

Next Event No. 5

McGILL vs. QUEENS
Saturday, November 9th

SKATING
AT

JOCK HARTY ARENA
SATURDAY NIGHT

8 P.M.
ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The Soap Box
Science '10 flays complaints oE Post

Mortem re dull lectures.

Nov. 1, 1935.

Editor,

Soap Box,

pear Sir:

Will y°u please convey my
heartfelt sympathy to Post Mortem

(Journal Vol. LXII, No. 7) in

his hour of trial. Poor little

dears, away from mothers' apron

string5 and no shoulder to put their

heads on when they feel life's first

pin prick.

Will you ask them to please

paste in their hats the two enclosed

clippings. What a world

!

"Science '10"

Editor's Note: The clippings are as

follows

:

Energy—Von can (ell froni the kind

of energy a man applies to a spade

whether his mind is occupied with

raising vegetables or digging bait—
Sarnia Observer.

Surplus
—"You ain't Kot no brains."

"Ain't got no brains? Why, man,

Ah got brains which ain't never been
used."—Carstairs News.

Students' Directory

The 1935-36 Students'

Directory will be available

to Year Secretaries on Wed-
nesday, Nov. 13, after 1.00

p.m. at the Editor's house
at 317 Earl St.

Suggestions made to improve giving

of Queen's yell.

Editor,

Soap Box.

Sir;

The Queen's yell is again degen-

erating. Those students who have

tieen here five years or more may

remember that in their freshman

days the yell was rendered with

great speed, so that it sounded like

an inferior specimen of the "rif-

ferty - rafferty - canninny-cananny'

variety. Consequently there was

widespread agitation for a new
yell.

In the fall of '31 however, the

then cheerleaders persuaded the

t
original author of the yell (whose

name I have forgotten) to attend

a pep rally and explain what had

S. CM. And L.S.R.
Will Meet Together

"The Way to Peace" is the

general topic of discussion for the

united meeting of the Student

Christian Movement, the League

for Social Reconstruction and the

Student Peace Movement to be

held Sunday at 2.30 at the Y.M
C.A.

Student speakers will present

•arious aspects of the problem

of peace and war confronting

them today. Pertinent facts will

be dealt with, such as Christianity

and war, the Fascist trend, th

munitions racket and the part

women can play in supportin

averting future conflicts.

Individual talks will be brie

but to the point so that the ques

tions and problems raised may
thrown open to the meeting. Stu

dents nut only will be asked

raise questions but also are in

vitcd to put forth their own poin

of view on any matter of war or

peace.

The scene : Two bananas lying on

table.

Why don't they fight ?

Aiis.; They'rtj'yellow.

HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE
with

Carole Lombard, Fred MaeMurray
Ralph Bellamy

In "Hands Across the Table"

the producers have taken the old

story about a poor girl who wanted

marry a millionaire and put a

new angle on it to make it in to a

very entertaining story.

Carole Lombard plays the part

of the poor girl who is very frank

about the fact that she wants to

marry for money not love.

Her one ambition is to meet

rich man and her job as manicurist

gives her plenty of opportunity to

do this. The rich man turns up in

the person of Fred MaeMurray.

who turns out to be just the son o

millionaire who has lost all his

money in the crash. He also is en

gaged to another girl.

Despite the fact that Carole

Lombard wants to marry someone

with money, she falls in love, and

after a number of scenes in which

Fred MaeMurray has to dispose o

the girl he is already engaged to

they get married.

Fred MaeMurray gives another

terling performance and supplies

most of the humor in a very humor-

ous show. Carole Lombard looks

beautiful and is at her best in thi

picture.

The added attractions are also

good with a Thelma Todd-Patsy

Kellv comcdv that is a take-off on

Just a liHle down and
a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.ft.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

SAFEGUARD
THE VITAL
ZONE
PhymicU Cultum e.pert* ihe world over

»lw»yi irlviia mtn, esp«i»Uy younj
mm. white pMiikitiE ol any *'uve

"porti whether ii bt field, «>(k or iym
<o MuHounly gu»rd the viul ">at.

An »ccid*nt miy c»uie » °'

lot icrious hindle»p ihil mighi follow

yog through lifa.

afford to tike

, blu'e
streak athletic support. wi
hive thf ilie uid price lo mil you Ifom
JOc up.

"YOU ALWAYS SHOP TO
ADVANTAGE AT"

gone wrong. The author told how

he had been appointed, when

student, to concoct a Queen's y

that would be different from the

usual American rah rah stuff. W
the»aid of an old Scot who "had tl

Gaelic" he combined a phrase

meaning "Queen's College for

ever!" with an ancient Scottish

war-cry thrice related, to form th

now famous Queen's yell.

To get the best effect, he pointed

out, the yell should be rendered

jnuch more slowly and wilh more

emphasis than was then the cu

torn. This was particularly true

the war-cry. The "Gia ghcil" as de

livered by the highlanders on tliei

native heath was a long-drawn-o

challenge to battle. It should

pronounced "ha yeil"—the vowel

sound in the "veil" being somethi

between an "a" and an

suggested, if I remember correctly

that to avoid difficulties of pronun

ciation "ha yile" was near enough

The yell was revised on hi

vice something as follows:

Queen's! — Queen's! — Queen

(Heavy emphasis and slower th

previously)

All high) no banreen gu brah

(About as usual)

Ha yi—le ! Ha yi— le !
Ha yi—

(Long drawn out, ami the last

held almost to the echo)

The improvement was very

parent in the cheering of that y

and was even commented on in th

press. Since that time, what

graduatiop and the arrival of new

students — and with them new

cheerleaders—the yell has tended

to fall back into the old, slip-sho

"Kyellkyellkyell" rendering,

seems a pity, for when properl

rendered, as though by a clan

berserk highlanders. it is i"

humble opinion more effectiv

bloodcurdling than any othe

amongst the Canadian Universities

Here's m the old yell, then,
~

may it ring out against McGUI

our Scottish forerunners hear it

their graves!

Yours truly,

post Mortem.

T THE THEATRE 1847 ENTERING OUR 1935

CAPITOL

quintuplets but this time they

go one better and get six. Chai

letters come into their own again

in another short and the versatile

voice of Pete Smith supplies

explanatory remarks. The whol

program is amusing and as ente

tainment rates a B-f-. —C. J

TIVOL1
SMILIN' THROUGH

with

Leslie Howard. Norma Shearer

Fredric March

There are some great pictures

that merit being brought to the

screen for the second time, and, in

our opinion "Smilin' Through"

only just deserves this honour. We
say "only just" for a definite rea-

son ; for, great as the story certain-

ly is, and great as is the perform-

ance of every' actor, still there is

one thing that detracts from the

value of the picture as a whole.

That one thing is the "Hollywood

touch", the tendency to over em

phasize emotional scenes. It i

this tendency that disfigures a scene

that would otherwise be tender and

moving, and causes it to appear

cheap and maudlin. The scene

where Norma Shearer sees her

lover, Fredric March, leave for the

front is an outstanding example o

this over-emphasis. For one thing

the farewell is too prolonged, and

for another, there are too many

tears for the comfort of th

audience.

This defect, however, although

is quite capable of wrecking

lesser picture, may be overlooked

in favour of the charm and origin

airly of the story and the fine per

formanccs given by Norma Shearer

Leslie Howard and Fredric Marcl

A. -D.

EIGHTY-EIGHTH YEAR OF BUSINESS

WEEK-END

WITH NO SECONDS TO SPARE
But he spent leisurely seconds on the Suits and Overcoat

group. It was a wild dash to make the McGill game at

Queen's but, this young Queen's student used his time well

before picking out a suit and overcoat. He'll have a grand

time at the game for the comfort and ease out of one of

Livingston's Suits and Overcoats. The gang up at the

stadium will admire it no end . . For like all Livingston's

Suits and Overcoats they're on top.

$19.50 T0 $35-00
For Suits and Overcoats

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

For authentic University Fashions

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

The Parent—Jean, were you

entertaining a boy in the parlor

last night?

The Child—That's for him to

say. Mom. I did my best,

—The Sheaf.

WHEN YOU'VE HAD A
MEAL WHICH DOESN'T
QUITE "FILL THE BILL'

one

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Make Laidlaw's -

Your Headquarters for Hosiery

ORIENT KAYSER VAN RAALTE

In Chiffon, Service Weights or Crepe

3 famous makes of pure silk hosiery to choose from—each

in several different qualities. Prices arc moderate at

75c $1.00 $1.25

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170 - 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods Ready-to-Wear

Men's Furnishings

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing ol

Every

117 Brock St. De»cription

Phone 1510

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY - GLOVES

SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS 8T.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling

357 Princess Street
Next to Ho»g'» Drug Store

Finger Waving

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PH0ME5I9--"PBI«EJS SI.

JU*Y& PEAC0C*
gPHOHE 5*5 NEXT TO lOBLAWS.

_
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The Purpose of Armistice Day
Seventeen years agti this coming Mon

day the first World W3r in the history of

this planet came to an end. Every student

over twenty can remember that day in

November, 1918—the sudden relief apparent

in the faces of the grown-ups, the flinging

aside of the tension which had bound them,

the cheers and shouts of joy, the praise to

God for His goodness in once more re-

storing peace to a shattered world.

Tiicn came the Peace Conference. Sel-

fishness and a new spirit of international-

ism, avarice and good-will sat side by side,

From the Conference came Great Britain

and France with heightened prestige and

vast new lands. From the same gathering

at Versailles came Germany, impoverished,

bereft of her colonies, torn by revolution,

a defeateil nation, and Italy, an ally of the

victors, with a bit of land in the north and

two strips of worthless desert in equatorial

Africa to her credit. Britain and France,

wishing security for their new-found

wealth, cried for peace. Outwardly, Ger-

many and Italy concurred, but actually

Germany, revengeful and sullen, Italy,

cheated and dissatisfied, bided their time.

Italy feels her time has come; Germany is

still waiting,

This state of affairs exists throughout

the world. The Treaty of Versailles is not

wholly to blame. The nations with more
land than they know what to do with, the

nations intent upon merely consolidating

and safeguarding their own possessions are

the nations who are supporting the cause
of peace in the world today. Britain and
France are standing behind the League of

Nations in its efforts to preserve peace.

On the other hand we have the powerful
but land-poor states with no room to ex-
pand and with no colonies from which tu

import raw materials. These states, Ger-
many, Italy and Japan, are the ones which
are endangering the peace of the world to-

day. We cannot sympathize with Italy's

method of acquiring further territory but
we can recognize the pressing need of that
country for economic markets to which she
will not be refused admittance. Until such
needs are recognized by the other powers
the world will know little security.

What, then, is the purpose of Armistice
Day? Is it an opportunity for peaceful
utterances by ministers of the Gospel who.
when the time comes, will urge their
brothers on to wholesale slaughter in the
name of the Father Whom they serve? In
three days prayers will be ascending to
Heaven from all corners of the earth in
thanksgiving for the close of the four years
of slaughter in 1918, in tribute to the thous
ands of men slain upon the battlefield, in
hope for a brighter and more peaceful
future. But, when the crisis comes, will
these voices, now raised in prayer, exhort
their followers to murder their fellows for
some vague and idealistic cause? Can

Armistice Day have no other end than

this?

Or is it the occasion for a brilliant

militaristic display?' Soldiers marching to

the cenotaph. Military bands playing

stirring martial airs. Parents bringing their

children to sec the squads of tramping men,

marching smartly in their hright uniforms.

"What's it for, daddy?" "They're parading

in memory of a day that brought peace to

the world, my son." "Oh, daddy, and can

I be like them when I grow up and wear a

bright uniform?" It's not funny, it's

tragic.

If these arc the purposes to which

Armistice Day is dedicated, or the methods

by which its purposes are to be achieved,

it might just as well join hands with those

other national holidays whose motto is fun

for everyone. If it is going to live as a

distinct and purposeful holiday dedicated

to the ideal of peace it must become a day

of constructive peace-making. In its fight

for peace it roust fight to eradicate those

factors which are endangering it today.

The world will have no peace until those

nations which are suffering from lack of

colonies and markets are satisfied. The vast

territories acquired by some nations must

he redistributed or become mandated terri-

tories under the League of Nations. No
greater tribute could be paid to those who
sacrificed their lives in support of a great

ideal than the elimination of those causes

which are now endangering the lives of

their children and their grand-children.

Unless Armistice Day ceremonies take upon

themselves this task our present Armistice

Day will soon he displaced by a second such

day.

Official Notices

Armistice Day

Monday, November 1 1th, is Armistice

Day and a Dominion holiday. No classes

will be held at the University on that day.

Classes will be held as usual on Saturday,

November 9th, and on Tuesday, November

12th.

Rules For Reading: Library

Books

The following are a few simple rules

for reading library books. They guarantee

that you will leave an indelible impression

on the book even if vice versa is not the

case.

(a) Take a new book from the Library.

Open it in the middle and with a quick

.flip of the wrists bend it back until the

covers meet. The book will groan

somewhat in protest hut its back will

be broken and' pages may now be
pulled out with no danger of tearing

them.

(b) Fill your fountain pen with red or

purple ink.

(c) Start eating an orange.

(d) You are now ready to begin reading.

With the orange in one hand and the

book in the lap read a few sentences.

Now, with the fountain pen, underline a
few words, e.g.. the heading of Chapter

1 or any sentence. A good plan is to

go through the book underlining all

sentences beginning with a certain

easily recognizable word such as "the."

(e) On the way through the book turn
down the corners of the pages. Soon
these will get caught together and you
will be gratified to see that every time
the book is opened a fresh page will

be torn down the centre.

(fj Last, but probably most important,
don't forget to make notes in the mar-
gin as you go—snappy little bits of

repartee with the author such as "ha
ha" or "rubbish." If you are a member
of the faculty it will be as well to sign
your name to these remarks; then stu-

dents who get hold of the book will not
be misguided.

(g) Now having followed these directions
with care wrap the book up and send
it back to the author. He will proof
read it and turn it over to the publish-
ers who will get out a special edition
marked "For Morons Only."

A New Tune For The College
Song-

"John Brown's Body," the tune to which
we have sung "Queen's College Colours"
for years, is a song worthy of the greatest
respect. It is a song particularly apt at
football games, pep rallies and' street par-
ades. It is a swell song to be used as a
battle-cry.

But there are tiroes when a battle-cry
however swell, is not fitting. There are
certain ceremonies at any university at

A. J. and Margaret Grant Bursary in Arts

This Scholarship is now worth 5600. As

it was not awarded on Matriculation it is

now open in the first instance to properly

qualified students in the Faculty of Arts

who have come from the high schools of

Glengarry. All students from the high

schools of Glengarry who are registered in

the Faculty of Arts are asked to send their

names to the Registrar by November 16th

in order that the Committee on Scholarships

may be in a position to draw up proper

regulations for the award of the Scholar-

ship.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women
This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Levana Court

The Levana Court will be

in session on Wednesday
afternoon. All the members
of Levana 1 '38 who have

failed to pay their year fees

will be prosecuted.

Theology Society-

Rev. H. Todd spoke on C. F.

Andrews the author of "Christ in

Silence" and "What , I Owe to

Christ" at the regular meeting of

the Queen's Theological Society.

The speaker dwelt on Andrews'

contribution to religious life and

gave a brief biographical sketch. A
discussion of missionary problems

was held under the leadership of

Art Gardner and Al Dempsey.

Reed To Speak On Poison
Gas In Warfare

Rhodes Scholarships

Application for Rhodes Scholarships

must be sent in during the first week of

November. Intending applicants should

call on the Principal as soon as possible.

Members of all Faculties are equally

eligible.

In order to facilitate the candidature of

Queen's students the Committee of Selec-

tion will this year hold a special prelimin-

ary meeting in Kingston to choose candi-

dates for final interviews in Toronto. The
University will pay the expenses of the

visit to Toronto for any Queen's students
thus selected.

which something of a more dignified nature
than a battle-cry is appropriate. At Con-
vocation, for instance, or at the installation

of a new principal (a ceremony which unfor-

tunately must be performed within the next
year) "John Brown's Body" is hardly what
is required.

Queen's University and the Carnegie
Corporation have instituted at Queen's this

year a new Resident Musician to teach and
interpret music for students. Some talent
will undoubtedly be aroused by the pres-
ence of Dr. Frank Harrison

; it should not
be difficult for a suitable tune to be com-
posed by someone taking this music course.

"Poison Gas and Bacteria War-
fare" is the subject of an address

tonight by Dr. G. B. Reed in the

second of a series of public

forums sponsored by the Student

Peace Movement. The meeting

will be held in Convocation Hall at

8.00 p.m.

In the light of recent develop-

ments in the field of foreign

affairs, especially with regard to

the great advance in chemical re-

search, the committee in charge ex-

pects a large attendance at the

lecture.

SWEET
CAPORAL
SS Poktr Hindi, any numbtn,
now accepted si a complete itt.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St Phone 302—Driver Will Call

Editorial Comment

There will be two Armistice Day cere-
monies at the University of Toronto this

year. The Student Peace Movement has
decided to hold one of its own to which
the C.O.T.C. will not be invited. A cere-
mony of thanksgiving for peace should be
more forceful with the symbol of war
absent.

Gael Renfrew, in the Toronto Mail and
Empire, states that according to the chief
of the Division of Statistics university reg-
istration in the United States has increas-
ed 15 per cent, since 1930. U60,000 stu-
dents have enrolled in the country's schools
and colleges. Apparently the nation to the
south has almost turned the long-antici-
pated corner.

About three hundred and fifty students
and graduates attended the Alumni rugby
dance in Grant Hall after the last home
ugby game. Most of the members of the
senior football team were present as guests
of the Association. Queen's Alumni nances
are becoming important social events on
the campus this year.

The social season is now in full swine
with Arts '37 leading the parade with itt
year dance tonight. From now until March
there will be plenty of opportunity for
dancers to enjoy their pastime.

STUDENTS 1

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL
5 Auto-Strop Blades tor 25c and

1 Razor FREE
(See our window)

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Es'sblished Florist in Kingston

Flowers For AU Occasions
We telegraph Bowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sua. Phone 1753—Conservatory 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafo

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

MatiQaib OJafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Out

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123-125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

QUEEN'S CLASl) WITH McGILL
But for an unlocked for dcfc.nt Ininl.rl lU-t.. :„ .i.

other im"
t0mOrrow 5 fix, "re t"c Redraw would only be "n-

Hnwcvcr, as matt'

even the score with tl

1 1
.

-
1- shot at Varsity

The Rcevcmen rca

f stand the Tricolor must of necessity
i tomorrow aflernnon if tlicy are to get
: league championship,
it the Montreal students arc no set-ups

flligKl"
Cn'" ,omorrow '

s fTky «pectinB a tough

Although the local* will he favored to topple the Redslnrts. nothing
can be taken for granted with the ever dangerous forward pass threat
how hemg a feature of the Canad>an game. This fict has been demon-
strated on seven! occasions this season when the alleged critics have
keen made to look ndrculous m calling winners.

The Reeve coached crew naturally are hoping that the donesters
won t be crossed up to-morrow, and if they come close to the form they
exhibited in Toronto they should he returned winners by a comfortable
margin.

MUNRO VS. WESTMAN
'Tomorrow local fans should witness a sensational duel between

Johnny Munro and Hcrby Westman, the two best hooters in the College
loop.

In the contest at Montreal the McGill ace had a slight edge on the
Tricolor star in the kicking exchanges, but as it was the first time
the two boys were in action neither was at his best.

Munro has been prominent in every Queen's game to date and has
clearly demonstrated his superiority as a kicking half over Shales of
Western, and Gray and Isbister of Toronto. The only remaining hoofer
in the Union is Westman and Munro will be out tomorrow to show
that he stands alone as the peer of College hoofing stars.

TRICOLOR JUNIORS PLAY TOMORROW
Murray Grifjjn's undefeated Queen's juniors meet the second place

Kingston Grads tomorrow at one o'clock on the lower campus.
A win for the Tricolor will give them the local O R.F.U. group

championship and will qualify them for the Ontario playdowiis.
Griffin's gang have ridden roughshod over all opposition with the ex-

ception of the strong Kingston aggregation, and the latter with a
chance to tie for the group lead provided they are successful, will give
the Queen's youngsters a tough tussle.

The fact that the city lads held the Griffinmcn to a 3-1 score in

their first encounter would indicate that tomorrow's clash will he another
orie of those hard fought affairs.

It should be a tidy battle.

CAGE LEAGUE OPENS

AT QUEEN'S TO-NIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

able running mates are Sheppard

and McLaughlin who are well

known for their accuracy in swish-

ing the ball through the hoop. This

is practically the same team which

fought its way into the Ontario

finals two years ago only to be

eliminated in a hotly contested and
very close series with the Windsor
4iy» Arrows. These boys are

quite a treat to watch in action as

their long experience in court play

makes them dangerous every minute

they have the hall in their posses-

sion.

For the Tricolor A team there

will be more of a mixed group of

players. It will include last year's

senior forward wall of Captain

Doug Rooke, Quick Finlay and
Mel Cunningham. Others with

this group are Bob Gordon of last

year's senior team, Bill Simmons,
Trv Gertzman of last year's inter-

mediates and Ian Vessie and Rich

McMahon, former flashy juniors.

These lads have been demonstrat-

ing a world of class in workouts so

far and should give the "Y" play-

ers plenty of opposition.

These teams are not selected to

put all the good players on one

side as that was not the purpose of

"the league in the eyes of its origina-

tors. On the Queen's B team there

"will be such capable players as

Lloyd Edwards and Harry Son-

shine of last year's Seniors, Gord
Tilley, Bill Stephen, Jack Newman,
Tan MacCalium, Jerry Chernoff

and others. More besides those

named will undoubtedly see action

but the final decisions have not

been made as yet by Coach Jack.

Ralph plans on taking a hand in

the fray himself when his B team

meets the Redcoats in the near

future. He should prove a valu-

able scoring asset to his group.

The game tonight is to begin at

7.30 p.m. and there is no admission

charge.

Arts Interyear Rugby

Won., Nov. 11—Soph-Frosh.
Wed., Nov. 13—Senior-Junior.

Fri.. Nov. IS—Playoff (tentative)

Games to start 3 p.m. sharp.

GRID TEAM TO
GO TO OTTAWA

Page 5

QUEEN'S MUST BEAT REDMEN
TO PLAY-OFF WITH VARSITY

QUEEN'S

(Continued from page 1)

polis but couldn't do the right thing

when in the pay-off section of the

field and were forced to accctft a

bitter 9-7 defeat. Since then

Queen's have uncovered a scoring

punch that has made them the most

feared club in the College circuit,

and they are confident that this re-

cently found power will be suffi-

cient to overcome the Red clad

gridders.

Although a McGill victory to-

morrow would be disastrous for the

Tricolor, it would give the Reds

the satisfaction of dethroning the

1934 titleholders, and that would be

no mean feat. It so happens that

the Tricolor are not counting on

McGILL

(Continued on page 7)

job Saturday. Three Intermed-

iates have been moved up to help

the McGill cause. They arc Hall.

Bourn and Walker, all three cap-

able hall player?. The fighting

McGill spirit which was at a low

ebb last week is again buoyant

and will carry the team through

on Saturday. The game should

be a tough one hut McGill, its

coach and its team, expect to

make it two straight for the Red-

men against Ted Reeve and his

mighty Tricolor.

(Continued from page 1)

It is expected that Murray

Griffin and Ralph Jack, two play

ers of senior calibre, who have

heen forced to sit on the sidelines

this season as both were ineligible

for College football, will be used a

great deal in the Capital City.

Both lads are standout performers

and will get into action for the first

time this season on Monday.

After tomorrow's tussle with Mc-

Gill the Presbyterians will know
just where they stand as regards a

play-off with University of Tor
onto, and until after that tilt it is

difficult to say just how they will

line up in Bytown.

However it is fairly certain that

if the Gaels make the playoff grade,

they will take the precautions ne-

cessary to avoid injuries in their

clash with Coach Bill Hughes'

warriors.

The last time the two clubs met

in 1934, the Ottawans had little

difficulty in lacing the College

boys, when the famous Eliowitz

put on a one man show to score

20 of his team's 25 points.

This Fall Queen's are a more

powerful outfit than the squad that

took a sound trouncing from the

Riders a year ago, and think they

can reverse matters.

Football experts are of the opin-

ion that the Intercollegiate L'nion

teams are much stronger this sea-

son than they have been for the

past five years, and could give any

of the Big Four clubs a real run for

grid supremacy.

Monday's game should give some

indication as.to the relative strength

of the respective Unions.

Arts "36 Rugby

There will be a signal practice

of the Arts '36 Interyear rugby

team at 3 p.m. today on the

Lower Campus. All who are in-

terested in being on the team will

turn out at 3 sharp.

A distinguished old one - legged

colonel,

Once started to edit a jolonel

:

But soon, quite disgusted,

Gave up—he was busted

—

And cried. "The expense is infol-

onel."—Brunswickan.

CHUCK McLEAN
stocky Tricolor lineman who will be

back in the lineup tomorrow, after

being out of the past three games
with a badly sprained ankle.

passing out of the play-off picture

just yet and as a result they intend

successfully to hurdle the last re-

maining obstacle in their road to a

second successive championship.

Queen's will not take the Red

threat lightly. Overconfidence has

often proved injurious to football

squads in several cases, but it won't

affect the Tricolor camp.

The Presbyterians went back to

hard work last Tuesday, when open

field tackling and forward passing

kept them busy until darkness set

in. On Wednesday R.M.C. firsts

visited the Stadium and after an

hour's practice tilt the champions

of the local Intermediate group

went over the bridge singing the

praises of Ted Reeve's warriors,

who had romped to a 26-1 victory

over the Redcoats. In this exhibi-

tion the Gaels displayed the same

form they exhibited against Varsity

and the Cadets Were helpless against

the Tricolor onslaught.

This afternoon Queen's will run

through a short signal session and

their work for the week will be

completed.

Although the Tricolor will miss

Bob Weir who is definitely out for

the season with a fractured wrist,

the return of Marty Jones and

Chuck McLean will enable them to

be at full strength for to-morrow's

test. McLean and Jones are two

powerful linesmen who know what

it's all about and their presence will

considerably bolster the strong

front line.

The same team that started

against the Blues will likely get the

nod from Coach Reeve tomorrow.

Harry Sonshine will be at flying

wing, while on the halfline, Munro,

Dennis, Edwards and Krug are

ready for the fray. Reg Barker,

the best snap in the Union, will

centre a heavy line consisting of

Lewis, Kirkland, McLean, JoneS,

Zvonkin, Thompson and Peck.

Stollery and McNichol will share

the signal calling duties while the

tackling crew will be chosen from

Captain Wing, Scott, Bews, Bam-
abe, Earle, and Dafoe. Joe Mc-

LOCAL ALUMNI WILL

HOLD RUGBY DANCE

THE SEASON IS HERE
Yes the dinohc scWn is here. Formah, Receptions, etc. are the
vobuc now. hSc sure your shoes don't spoil your costume. Yon
can buy snWrt eXn'mg siioes at very reasonable prices. Evening
shoes for uWWic* at J2.9R up in silver, black or white. New gun
metal dance Mioes for men at J3.95.

ABORHOOD
SHOE STORE

166 Pnncess Phone 704

Jack Telgman's orchestra will

again supply the music for the

rugby dance tomorrow night, spon-

sored by the local branch of the

Queen's Alumni Association, The

dance is being held in Grant Hall

and will begin at 9 p.m. Tickets

are only one dollar per couple anc'

proceeds of the dance are applid

to the fund for the renovation fl

the Hall. Miss Margaret Nam.
who sang with the band at the 1st

dance, will lend her vocal supprt

again tomorrow night.

WUR CORRECT ACCESSORIES

FOR THE SOCIAL WHIRL

ARE AT

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

phone 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

Manus, another line stalwart, i on

the sidelines with a badly injured

knee and will not dress for the

combat.

The game has created a peat

deal of interest locally, insoSr as

a Tricolor triumph is impcratve if

the local Collegians hope to retain

their 1934 championship. A Cleen's

win will be the cause for much

celebration, as it will pave tb way

for the College final to be hid the

following week.

Incidentally tomorrow's encoun-

ter is Queen's last schedule! home

appearance of the year, andt larg^

crowd will be present to watch

their favorites perform for he last

time this season on the Isngston

gridiron.

With nothing at stake, sve the

honour of winning as far atMcGill

is concerned, the Reds wj prob-

ably open up the game font the

start and as a result a wile open

tussle similar to the one in Toronto

II be seen.

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-LMVAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone SOS

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Send the "Journal" to your friends. $1.75 a year.

£a students of (Quern's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocka Novel Gilta

Watches And Favora

Pens and Pencils College Inaipiia

Designing to Order

£>mttli iBros. Seiwlers, WtmiUb
Dunwfi-. fM Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTX TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 21 1«

Over Canadian Pacific Eiprew Office.
.

FINE WATCH REPARINU
Spectacles and Eye GlaMes Repaired Broken Lena- Replaced

EYES TESTED —

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakera and Optometriata PHONE ISW

BUCKINGHAM
SO A,20'-a5rwiS'-50r'a'50C

C ICARETTES

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET

"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE S»
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Dartmouth Students Send

Daisy Chain Letters

With the unusually large de-

mand for ready cash on the Dart-

mouth campus these days, for the

journeys to Cambridge and New
Wr.ru. students at Hanover have

devised a pool, whose most vis-

ible result li.i been a tremendous

outflow of mail from the quiet

New Hampshire town. Each stu-

dent participating in one of the

many pools, held in the Dart-

mouth dormitories, contributes

fifty cents daily. Then any man
receiving more than one letter in

that day from any unmarried

female is paid at the rate of one

dollar for two letters, two dollars

for three letters, and so on in

arithmetic progression.

This novel idea not only gives

spice to the daily mail, but has

deluged all the women's colleges

cast of the Mississippi with let-,

ters from Hanover students hop-

ing for replies.—Vale News.

TOO MANY COLLEGE

STUDENTS?

Toda\ tee present tki negative reply of

Chaneeilor Omit of few Yorti Unwer-

ifty in the question, Should fewer stu-

dents go to College t" In last Tuesday')

issue the affirmative tas taken by Or.

Bell, form.r Warden if St. Stephens

Celt/at. This debate it reprinted from

Tlte fftw i'ork Times.

NEGATIVE
BY HARRY W00DD01N CHASE

One of the seriois questions

which confronts us todW is: What

are we going to do withour young

people up to the age of'maturity?

We are learning that memploy-

ment is not' a temporary matter.

With the improvements in eliciency

our industrial organization, indus-

try anil business will have let and

less use for the sen-ices of jpung

jieople during the years of i

turity,

What are we going to do vlth

these boys and girls up to the d(e

of 20 or 21 ? We are not content

think, to let them roam the street

In the long run I believe we are

going to find the only solution of

that problem in an even more gen.

eral prolongation of the period of

education. I do not mean that all

of these young people ought to go

to colleges or universities. I think

we must have more varied types of

institutions for them. Universities

and colleges must come to select

their students more intelligently, in

accordance with their own parti-

cular program and opportunities.

Training for Leadership

Nevertheless, to say that too

many students are going to college

is altogether too simple a solution

of the problem. I would agree

that there are many students in our

universities and colleges who should

not be there, but such facts as we
are beginning to gather indicate that

there are at least as many high

chool graduates not in colleges

who have in every way the neces-

sary ability to be there.

I believe that universities must

train for leadership, but I do not

The Capitol Theatre
is proud to present your two favorite

stars together in their NEW triitnph!

WALLACI JACKIE

BEERY COOPER
m

"O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY"
Tho screen's most lovable pair—in a romance to stea your laughs
and tears! The star of '-China Seas" and his pal of The Champ'
in a picture that ranks among the year's great hits)

SATURDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

ml
WHAT I

HOVE

UJR flTED

T?OU will alwaj

feeling of satisfac ion at the first

glance of your p Top tailored

suit. No matter v lat your size or

type may be, a 1 3 Top garment,

tailored to your wenty-one per-

sonal measuremei '&, is guaranteed

to fat perfectly, an I, of course, you
may choose fron a selection of

hundreds of Brioai woollens. Make
your next suit arTip Top and we
are sure you tod will say, "YES,

I HAVE WHAT I WANTED."

119 PRINCESS STREET
A. E. Kerruish, Manager

believe that their task is done when

they provide such training. They

musfalso, it seems to me, strive to

raise the level of enlightenment and

understanding of the average man

and woman. I am convinced that

in this respect the service that can

be rendered in incalculable.

I would cite numberless cases of

college and university graduates

whose careers will never be careers

of distinction, and yet who them-

selves are better and finer people

and who make their communities

more satisfactory places in which

to live because of the inspiration

and the \\idened horizons which

have come to them as students. I

believe in putting at the disposal of

the exceptional students the fullest

resources of our universities, but I

also believe that, in this day of com-

plex things, we cannot solve our

social and economic problems by

confining higher education to the

xeptional and privileged.

The traditional conception of

higher education in America as-

sumed that the students who

availed themselves of its opportuni-

ties were, on the whole, those who

were economically and socially

privileged. Going to college for

most of these students did not in-

olve a change in the social and

economic class to which they be-

longed before and after their college

experience. The years of higher

education were, it is true, inform-

ally pointed- toward laying the basis

for training for a small and limited

group of professions. But essen-

tially the years of college were

ears devoted to general culture, to

the acquisition of backgrounds

rather than to techniques.

Changes Now Appear

Now ail this is changed. The
foundation and growth of the State

and municipal universities, the de-

velopment of the junior college, the

growth of colleges and universities

whose main task is that of popular

education, have not been accidental.

Developments which have result-

ed in an increase of 600 per cent, in

thirty years in the enrolment of

eges and universities have been

in response to essential changes in

the conditions of American life.

We face, therefore, profound

changes in our traditional concep-

on of education, through the, de-

mands of thousands of young peo-

ple now excluded by economic con-

ditions from both work and school.

There must be not only educational

opportunities for them in the col-

leges and universities, but also selec-

tive educational methods to direct

all classes of students into the

schools which will train them for

the work they are best fitted to do.

Again, we are agreed that insti-

tutions of higher education ought to

train leaders, But important as

this duty of training for leadership

is, I should be very unhappy over

the present situation if I felt that

the only function of our colleges is

co train leaders. A million persons

cannot all be leaders.

We are living in a new type of

civilization. This new world needs

educated people if they arc to live

together successfully.

Classes Of '36

All prospective graduates who
liave in any way communicated
to the 1936 Tricolor staff that
ihey desire a year book will, in

addition, please fill in the form
they will receive and send it to
the University Post Office im-
mediately.

Engineering Society

Dr. N. E. Berry will address a
gjeneral meeting of the Engineer-
ing Society in Miller Hall at 4.15
today. Dr. Berry will speak on
venereal diseases.

Date Bureau Application

Name Address Phone.

Faculty Year Sex Age Colour of hair.

Eyes Weight Height

Characteristics

Do you drink? Smoke? Dance?.

Do you prefer a "Dutch" date?

What are your interests?

What do you prefer to do on a date?

What sort of person do you want to date? I

When are you available?

Cut this out—fill in—and leave in an envelope addressed to

the 'Date Bureau' at the Post^Office in Douglas Library. This is

confidential. Enclose
,
10 cents with this application. Facsimile

copies of this application accepted.

c^>a —c&Hat

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Fares: Adult 76c: Child 40c]

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15 from KINGSTON
To Brantford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collmgwood, Detroit, Durham,Godorich,

Grimeby, Guclph, Huntaville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,
Midiana, Newmarket, Niagara Falls, North Bay, Owen Sound,
Palmeraton, Paris, Penetang, St. Catharines, Saraia, Southampton,
Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points
beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Also to all towns in

New Ontario on lines of Temlskamtng & Northern Ontario Rly., Kopuskos-
ing, etc. Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Geroldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

SATURDAY, NOV. 16 to TORONTO and HAMILTON
Also to all Stations Brockillle to Win thy Jet.Indual*e

ATTRACTIONS— TORONTO— SATURDAy, NOVEMBER 16
National Ltaju. Hod.,y—Totonlo "Maol* Liafi" .1. Nt« York "Rwijasl"

NallonolMolmSho- clCanada—I. Ellon Co. Lid "Sanla Clam" Patadc Id To, land nvc

Fara. Ticket: Iteiurn Limit) and Train Information from Agents. ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

210 PRINCESS STREET

dallaa Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
H. R. BECK INGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess Sl

PRINCESS SHOE REPAID
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed
Two Barbers — Give ub a trial

US Alfred Street Phone 2359
A doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Wo Darn Socks and General Mendine

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Terra $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAB
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1659

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment
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DIETS
In these clays of indigestion,

It is oftentimes a question

Of just what to eat, and what to

leave alone.

Every microbe and bacillus

Has a different way to kill us,

And in time they always claim us

for their own.

Eating huckleberry pie

Is the surest way to die,

While sauerkraut brings on soften-

ing of the brain.

If you eat banana fritters,

Every undertaker titters,

And the casket makers nearly go

insane.

So wrote someone who became

convinced that in order" to remain

healthy he must choose for himself

a diet

Of course, in certain conditions,

special diets arc absolutely neces-

sary. This is essential if the condi-

tion is to be satisfactorily relieved.

However there are certain people

who are not healthy until they are

sick. The thought of a diet sug

dests to them that they are sick so

they begin on one, hoping subcon

sciously, that it won't relieve the

condition they haven't got. But it

makes thorn happy in the thought

that they are doing something for

nothing.

S. C. M. PANEL

It is at the expense of such per-

sons^—there is one born every

minute—that these stomach twisting

digestive regulating newspaper diet-

itions make a living. Although we

can't agree or sympathize with the

advocation of diets, we must admit

that everything they say is absolute-

ly true.

Take Mrs. Plushbottom's F.O.B.

diet for example. There is nothing

much to it.' It's just a matter of

taking it regularly. It's not ex-

pensive. Grape fruit seeds made

he had for very little. There is

lols of grass on the front lawn.

The latter is very filling and con-

tains vitamins from A to Z. Hotel

steaks are recommended for their

bone building properties. Mrs.

Plushbottom's little book will tell

vou how to obtain these for almost

nothing.

The whole thing is extremely

simple. Just take it for a week and

you'll enter a new life. We, agree.

And it relieves you of all your

troubles from ingrown toe-nails to

otitis media. Mrs. Plushbottom's

magnificent little book will relieve

vou of one dollar. You won't need

to worn- about yourself any longer

You'll be past all that.

Yes, we have come to the con-

clusion that should we wish to

commit suicide in the spring, we'll

>tart on a diet in February.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT
Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Coming Events

Today:

4.15p.m.—Engineering Society

filler Hall

7..10p.m.—Basketball

Queen's "A" vs.

Y.M.C.A.

Gym
8.00p.m—S.P.M. Meeting

Convocation Hall

0.00p.m.—A'rts '37 Year Dance

Grant Hall

Saturday:

1.00p.m.—Junior Football

Queen's vs.

Kingston Grads

Lower Campus

2.,10p.m.—Senior Football

McGill vs. Queen's

Richardson Stadium

4.30p.m.—L. A. B. of C.

Tea Dance

Ban Righ Hall

9.00p.m.—Alumni Dance

Grant Hall

Sunday

:

-2.30p.m.—United Meeting of

S.P.M.. S.C.M. and

L.S.R.

Y.W.C.A.

Monday

:

3.00p.m.—Arts Interyear Rugby

Sophs vs. Frosli

Lower Campus

7.00p.m.—Flying Club

Rm. 301. Fleming Hall

—Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.

ALEC TO GIVE
CRAP LESSONS

(Continued from page 1)

ing through key-boles in hospitals

would be invaluable to them. Also

they have offered me a bonus to

teach them something about the

Medical game of shooting crap, so

that iti case they lose the war they

will be able to win the country

back from the Italians. Neverthe

less I feel that I owe my first

allegiance to the Medical Faculty of

this University."

Alec suddenly dived off the table

and gobbled up a large cigarette

butt dropped by a plutocratic Arts

student, Returning to the table be

continued:

I'm here right now waiting to

get my ticket. We can get them

downstairs in the lobby at 2

clock."

"It's 2 o'clock now," someone

murmured. In his haste to get

lown the stairs Alec turned three

double back-flips. He was the

first to get bis ticket and tucking

it between his double chins, be

slipped quietly out the front door,

happy in the knowledge that the last

obstacle to his attendance at the

Formal had been removed.

Flying Club .

<\ir Regulations are to be ex-

plained at the meeting of the

Queen's Flying Club on Monday

in Room 301, Fleming Hall.

As many student pilots fail the

examination on air regulations

very member is expected to at-

tend.

Down Wit' Bosses

I should define religion as that

body of beliefs which unify life,

beliefs being those principles on

which one acts. But coherent

action involves purpose. For me,

the purpose of action is alliance

with the good which is in the

world. This alliance will not be

merely a friendly entente, but it will

involve and employ all my energies

to the exclusion of things inebnson

ant with it.

This good comes to me from

many sources. It comes from

nature, in sunlight, rain, the pro-

ductive ground, on all of which life

depends. Beyond these necessities

of existence, there is the beauty

offered in nature. But the good in

nature is greatly enhanced, and

made available through the good

people. The labors of other peppk-

give me food, shelter, and clothing

Their experience teaches me how to

avoid danger, to preserve life, and

general to recognize what is good

and what is not. Again, 1 find this

good in men of history. Socrates

the Hebrew Prophets, Confusius

arid others reveal it. Most com-

pletely, it is revealed for me in*

Jesus. He shows a mastery and

control of his own life and an adi

justment to the University, mont

perfect than which I am unable to

discover.

Tbe evil which is revealed in

nature, and human history, cannot

he disregarded. Accident, earth-

quake, disease, or human stupidit)

and ignorance are evident and may

destroy me. But I choose to ally

myself with the good and take its

chances.

There are advantages to alliance

with this good. It gives me adjust-

ment to the University in which

and to the people with whom, 1

have to live, because the gr>od

me responds to the good in it and

them; and since some part of it is

everywhere evident the alliance is

alw'ays effective. It gives me
ance because it is an objective

criterion by which to judge myself

and situations in which I find

myself. It releases me from fear

because whatever happens to me.

it shall still go on, and since my in-

terests are there my interests will

go on.

The totality of this good which

appears in nature, human history,

and in the infinite possibility it

holds for the future, I call Cnd.

F.very act which relates me more

closely to God must be descril

as religious, since it unifies life in

purposive action, just insofar as

my life is unified toward God, thus

far am I religious.

Some wag pulled quite a fast one

mtsidc of Jack Dempsey/4 Restaur-

ant, across the way from the

Madison Scpjare Garden. It was
high noon, and the honest toilers

of the needle Industry, and Wall
Street bankers were crowding the

pavements, when this gentleman
n question hopped on a soap box
n front of the ex-heavyweight's

eating emporium, and began mak-
ing an impassioned oration. A
huge crowd gathered, and our
William Jennings Palmolive

Bryan began howling "Down
with the Bosses I"

The capitalistic order verit

ably tottered under the vicious

onslaught, and one terrified fin

ancier made so hold as to ask

"What bosses?"

The Greyhound Bosses !" re-

torted the wag. as he descended

from his rostrum, and entered the

restaurant to order a two dollar

unch.—McGill Daily.

The prosecuting counsel was hav-

ing a little trouble with a rather dif-

ficult witness. Exasperated by the

man's evasive answers, he asked

him if he was acquainted .with any
of the jury,

"Yes, sir, more than half of

them," replied the man in the box.

"Are you willing to swear that

you know more than half of them?"
asked counsel.

"If it comes to that, I'm willing

to swear that I know more than

all of 'cm put together," came de-

fiantly from the witness.

—Mail and Empire.

College Men
want Pep in

and they

their Clothes

find it at

TWEDDELL'S

Harrison Gives Talk
About French Music

ARMISTICE BALL
20th Century Club or Kingston

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11th, 1935

LIBERAL ROOMS

Sid Fox and his 10-piece Orchestra

Admission $1.00 per Couple (tax included)

For Reservation* Phone 2423

Dr. Frank Harrison traced the

i-elopment of music in France at

a meeting of the Circle Francais

held last Monday. He empha>ized

the part done by the Couperin

family in buildinp up musical

tradition in France. The piano

selections "L'Auguste" and "La

Majesteuse" illustnted the digni-

fied and stately measures of their

compositions,

The course of French music has

always tended towards Opera,

which was first introduced by

Lulli. Berlioz produced opera that

was remarkable for its period.

Tlic story of modern music began

in 1S70. Then La Societe Nation-

ale de Musique was formed and

Cesar Franck and Saint-Saens did

much to make it a national institu-

tion. Of the modern school of

musicians. Debussy and Rcville

have l>cst carried on the traditions

of their musical ancestors.

SUITS

TOPCOATS

OVERCOATS

This store has utf'le a

specialty "i" catering 10

college men ior many

We welcome

— and, more than

carry special lines

to iuil their taste». For

your Winter Overcoat.

Topcoat for Spring and

Fall or yovir new Suit

come ami sec what we

can show you—find at

very reasonable prices,

too.

Furnishings for formal parties or for everyday classroom

wear will be found here too in all the new styles for 1936.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
137- 139 PRINCESS ST.

Hotel La Salle Bldg.

PHONE 3706

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Dmie Function PUc*

|
'•"« Orebatr*

Nov. a Arts *37 Grant Hall | 1.00 J. Sutherland Jack Tclgman

-Jov. 9 Lev. Tea Dance bar, R.E h .75 N. MacRostie Cuth Knowlton

«Jov. 9 Alun-rii Dnnce Gr.int Hall 1.00 Jack Telgman

Nov. IS 1 Medical Formal Grant Hall 5.00 L. Cohen Paul Trpmainc

Nov. 22 I Arts '36 Grant Hall I

Nov, 29 Science '36 Grant Hall 1 C. Sager Jack Telgman

Dec. 6 Science '38 Grant HaU A. MUle*

[an. 10 Arts '36 Grant HaU 1.00 R. Park Jack Tdgman

(an. 17 |
Arts Formal Grant Hall

[an. 22
|
Levana Formal Ban Righ

fan. 24
i
Levana Formal Bin Righ 1

Feb. 7 Science Formal Gym W. Lewis
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Men's Shoes
Built up to a High
Standard of Quality

especially for us
by the Old Reliable

Firm of Ritchie

SOLID LEATHER
THROUGHOUT,
FROM HEELS TO

TOES

Brogues and Plain
Patterns in

BLACKS or BROWNS
in smooth or grain

leathers

$5 and $6
Guaranteed for Wear

McGregor's wool
HOSIERY

at 50c and 95c

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

For Better Shoes

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than bv the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

Austin's Drug Store
Cor. Princess and Wellington

cordially invite you to attend

a most interesting demon-

stration by

Mrs. Anna E. Walker

appearing through the courtesy

of Lenthiric of Paris, Mrs.
Walker will discuss the per-

sonality interpretation of
Perfumes, individualised make-
up and other phases of beamy.

Mrs, Walker will be in our

. Perfume and Toilet Goods

Department

Friday and Saturday,

November 8in and 9th.

Arrangements may be mode for
Personal Consultations, which

are welcomed,

Pteaie arrange to meet Mrs. Walktt
at the Lentherie Duptay at

our Store during her i-uit.

Modern Color Prints

To Be Shown Here

An exhibition of modern color

prints loaned by the National

Gallen' of Canada, will be shown in

Room 111 of the Douglas Library

beginning next Tuesday. M
Goodridge Roberts will lecture on

these prinis and how they are made

Tuesday evening at eight o'clock,

bat] Miss Barbara Lowe, assistant

in art. will discuss them on the fol

lowing Sunday at 4.00 pjn.

"The modem color print con

linues to gain in popularity and

favor, and the exhibition has been

arranged with a view to showing

the more recent developments, par

licularly that of the linocut which

lias lately attracted much attention

Mils Lowe told the journal.

As it is today the color print

differs considerably from the old

that the artist now finds in it a

direct medium of expression and

not, as formerly, a means merely of

reproducing and translating his de

signs. Thus there is much more

scope for originality both in choice

of subject and in treatment.

The new type is not ordinarily

seen in color prints. New methods

are used, such as rubber cuts, wood

lypcs and monotypes.

The exhibition includes work

done by men m England, America,

France and Czecho- Slovakia. Some
of those whose prints are to be

hown here are Pierre Bonnard,

John Farleigh, Hans Frank, Clif-

ford Webb and Edward Vuillard,

Intercollegiate Yells

QUEEN'S COLLEGE
COLORS

Tune—John Brown's Body
Queen's College Colours we are

wearing once again,

Soiled as they are by the battle and

the rain,

Yet another victory to wipe away
the stain

!

So boys, go in and win I

CHORUS
Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-

rig-hinn gu brath I

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-
rig-hinn gu brath I

Oil-thigh na Ban-rig-hinn a' Ban-
rig-hinn gu brath I

Cha-gheill Cha-gheil! Cha-gheill

McGill has met defeat before,

they've heard the same old tale

Of Queen's College Colours, boys,

the ones that seldom faill

Remember Captain Curtis and the

conquerors of Yale,

So boys, go in and win I

There may be other colours to the

breezes oft unfurled.

And many another college yell by
student voices hurled.

Queen's College Colours are the
dearest in the world,

So boys, go in and winl

GRADS WILL OPPOSE

UNDEFEATEDJUNIORS

On Saturday afternoon Queen's

Juniors are playing Kingston

Grads in a crucial game at the

lower campus. If Queen's arc

successful in heating the Grads

they will automatically become

group champions without play

ing out the remainder of the

schedule as they have won all

their previous games. When
these teams met before Queen
took the verdict by a score of 3

to 1 and Murray Griffin is con

fident that his boys can repeat

their previous performance.

The Tricolor Juniors are in fine

shape after a layoff of two weeks.

The regular squad has been

working nicely the last few days,

Shorty" Campbell at quarter has

improved greatly since the start

of the season and the Grads will

have to watch his quarterback

sneaks on Saturday. Williams

and Carson on the halfline have

een ripping holes in the oppos-

ing lines in the previous games
and the short layoff has improv-

ed their play.

On the line Queen's have some
husky boys who can carry the

ball as well as make interference

for the backfielders. Conlin and

Johnston are being counted on to

do a lot of the tackling while

Abbott and Wood will do the

plunging. McLean, who has been
out of the last couple of games
because of a leg injury will be
back in the game on Saturday.

TEA DANCE TO
FOLLOW GAME

(Continued from page 1)

The tea table will be presided

over by Miss Winnifred Kydd,
Dean of Women, and Miss Ethel-

wynne Murphy, women's gym in-

structress. Tea will be served at

five and five-thirty.

Tickets will be sold both at the

game and at the door, as well as

after lunch and dinner at Ban Righ
today. The committee would great-

ly appreciate it, however, if all

those intending to buy tickets

would do so as soon as possible.

Admission is 75 cents per couple.

Tickets may be obtained from mem-
bers of the committee, Mary
Woodsworth, Alison Mitchell,
Delta Steen and Norma MacRostie
(convener).

QUEEN'S

Queen's! Queen's! Queen's I

Oil-thigh na Banrighinn gu-brath
Pia gheil I Cha gheil I Cha gheil

!

Oil-lhigh na Banrighinn gu-brath
Cha gheil! Cha gheil I Cha gheil!

M-C-G-I-L-L

McGILL
What's the matter with old McGi
She's all right, Oh, yes, you bet

McGill! McGill! McGill!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah I Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah!

McGill

!

s worst punThe week

"Bear with me," said the speake
"while I point out to you a few
facts about nudism

CONCERTS BEGIN
ON WEDNESDAY

(Continued from page 1)

Naomi Yanova, piano team; Mau-
rice Onderet, tenor, and Miss
Campbell, soprano; and The Hart
House Quartette.

Mrs. A. M. Russel is managing
the Winter Concerts of 1935-36 and
the secretary is Miss Aileen Rogers.
234 Barrie St.

For Inquiring Minds
Kenyon College in Gambier,

Ohio, has set up an "honors
course" system designed to develop
in the student a spirit of independ-
ent research and an "inquiring
mind."

Qualified students in the upper
two classes are permitted to select

a few subjects in their major field

in which they do intensive reading.

J. M. Shaw Talks On
Thompson's Poetry

Speaking to the English Gub on

Tuesday, Dr. J. M. Shaw discussed

the poetry of Francis Thompson,

who lived between 1857 and 1909.

and who is best known for his poem

"The Hound of Heaven."

Owing to his lack of interest in

his medical studies, and his weak-

ness for opium, Thompson was

turned from his home by his father

and thrown upon his own resources.

There followed a period of over

two years during which the youth

walked the streets of London, slept

parks, sold newspapers, and

lived in abject poverty.

During this period he wrote sev-

eral poems, some of which were

finally accepted by the publisher,

Edward Maynell, husband of Alice

Maynell. The Maynells then tool

Thompson under their wing and hi

soon put himself on his own feet

by his literary work.

Dr. Shaw pointed out that there

is an attitude of wonder and a

mystic spirituality in Thompson'

work which is reminiscent of

Robert Louis Stevenson's "A Child's

Garden of Verses".

To Thompson nature "was full

of intimations of divinity," and in-

deed many of his works are of a

religious character. His style and

thought are his own, and his was
mystic, wondering, child spirit

capable of creating daring imagery

and symbolism.

The speaker concluded with the

opinion that Thompson is deserving

of the highest rank as a lyric poet,

and mentioned the fact that "The
Hount of Heaven" has been called

he most wonderful lyric in the

English language."

©ItelEmUg GJramfori.Momn^ap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
:ea Seasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

A.M.S. TO CARRY
OUT PROMISES

(Continued from page 1)

These three committees will

hand in reports in the near future

and the Executive will then pro-
ceed to take the necessary action.

It is felt that, as student opinion

; definitely behind these policies,

I should not be long before they
can be adopted.

At the same meeting a com-
mittee of three, consisting of the

ice-presidents of the four facul-

ies, was appointed to arrange
for rooms and board for the visit-

ng delegates to the annual con-
ference of the N.F.C.U.S. which

to be held at Queen's during
the Christmas holidays.

Peat Production Discussed

At Chemical Club

"The Production of Peat Fuel
Canada" was the subject of a

joint talk by C. E, Almqvist and
G. Hallowell at the meeting of
the Chemical Engineers' Club.

Mr. Hallowell dealt with the
harvesting and cost of producing
peat. He described the various
types of machinery used in these
processes and illustrated his talk
by landcrn slides.

The economic possibilities of
peat as compared with coal were
discussed by Mr. Almqvist. He
pointed out the advantages Can-
ada has over leading peat-produc-
ing countries like Denmark. Dr.
L. T, Goodwin led the discussion.

ROUND TRIP RAIL TRAVEL
From KINGSTON

Saturday, NOV.
_ TO
Port Huron $6.85
Flint - - - S8.20
Durand . - $8.55

Friday NOV. 15

Chicago
$
10'75

BARGAIN

16

Ttciai, Rtturn Limiti, Train In/,CANADIAN
NATIONAL

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Learn to dance in three lessons for the Medical Formal

Floor Shows ,For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reyriolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rCANK ROBES
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

55 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L*a Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 66 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

from A
. ASK FOR HANDBILLCANADIAN

PACIFIC

GENTS DRESSING
CASES

We have our Christmas
stock in—price from $4.95

Swaffield's Leather

Shop
Phone 1941 86 Brock St.
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GALA MEDICAL AT HOME WILL GUILD PRODUCTION

START EVENTFUL WEEK-END OPENS TO-NIGHT IN

'CONVOCATION HALL
Durable Dancers Can Take

Excursion Train After
Fdrmal

Alec To Be Present

One of the most memorable

week-ends in the history of the

University is in store for the stu-

dents this coming week-end On

Friday night the Medical At Home

opens the formal season, on Satur

day afternoon the Tricolor plays off

with Varsity at the Blue Bowl, and

Saturday night there is the big

dance in Toronto. When you are

a graduate and reminisce about

your college days, when you are

middle-aged and dream about the

ivy-covered walls of Queen's, when

von are an old man and tell the

grandchildren all about the far-

off days, this particular week-end

will stand out in your memory.

The superlative music of Paul

Tremaiiie and his 14-pjece orchestra

from "Lonely Acres" (management

Columbia Artists Bureau Inc.) will

entertain you "at the Medical
Formal on Friday evening. Having

larted the week-end in the best

way passible you may, if you in-

tend seeing the game in Toronto,

take the C.N.R. excursion train

which leaves Kingston after three

o'clock on Saturday morning. The"

fare is $3.25 return. The big Tor-

onto hotels will, of course, have

special rates for students. If you

prefer to stay at home the game

will no doubt be broadcast as it was

last year.

When the date was chosen for

this dance the committee was in-

formed by a member of the A. B.

(Continued on page 2)

CORRECTION

The Journal wishes to apol-

ogize for an error in the follow-

ing paragraph which appeared in

last Tuesday's Journal:

What two racketeers stay-

ed sober Friday night and

made the price of the week-

end entertaining their friends

with beer at a crap game.

Rupc says he wants it made

clear that he and his racketeer

friend were not sober the Friday

night before the Varsity game in

Toronto.

Present Keith Winter's

Drama "The Shining

Hour"

Story Reviewed

Tonight and tomorrow night

at 8.30 p.m. in Convocation Hall

the Queen's Dramatic Guild will

present as their first production

of the year "The Shining Hour,"

a psychological drama by Keith

Winter.

"The Shining Hour" is the

story of a woman's sacrifice for

TRICOLOR IN PLAY-OFF FOR YATES CUP

BEAT REDMEN; BOW TO ROUGHRIDERS

CRUSH McGfll 18-4

Queen's Put On Brilliant

Display After A
Slow Start

QUEEN'SJOSE 11-5

Reevemen Outplay Riders

In Final Half But
Succumb

EXCEPTION IS TAKEN

TO BEATTY'SREMARK

Dean Matheson Refers To
Criticism Of Radical

Professors

JUNIOR TEAM WINS

GRID CHAMPIONSHIP

Beat Grads 11-1 To Clinch

Place In Ontario

Playdowns

Archie Kerr Absent

On Saturday afternoon Murray

Griffin's Junior squad captured the

local O.R.F.U. Group Champion-

ship by defeating Kingston Grads

11 to 1 in what whs the hardest

fought game of the* season. The

teams were very evenly matched in

the first half but in the last quarter

the Grads began to fade and

Queen's took advantage of this to

score nine points. Both squads

gave all they had and until the final

stanza it was doubtful who would

win the contest.

Williams and Campbell scored all

of the Tricolor's points. Williams

got a field goal and three singles

while Campbell scored the only

touchdown of the -game. Both

these boys played well in the back-

field and were consistent ground

ainers. Latimer who is a new

(Continued on page 7)

Our education should broaden

our outlook and develop a feeling

for humanity"—said Dr. H. L.

Tracy, speaking at the Annual Arts

Soph-Frosh Banquet on Thursday

evening. Over 200 Arts men at-

icnded the banquet which was con-

\ wied by Don Toppin and presided

over by Bill Neville,

Dr. Tracy said the purpose of his

talk would be fulfilled if he could

establish in the hearts of his

listeners a new hope in the future.

Youth can rebuild society and re-

move the present fear of insecurity.

This new society will not be brought

about by an economic revolution

alone but through an intellectual

revolution in which men will learn

to take a longer and broader view.

Each student will contribute some-

thing to the future of humanity.

In replying to the toast to

Queen's University which was pro-

posed by Bill Simmons, President

of the A.M.S., Dean Matheson took

exception to the remarks by Sir

Edward Beatty that many of the

younger professors in our universi-

ties were responsible for the

"radical" and socialistic ideas which

are quickly developing among

youth. He stated that Sir Edward

knew not of what he spoke and

emphasized that it was impossible

for any man who was concerned al-

most solely with one phase of life

(Continued on page 8)

who, as David Linden, plays the lead-

ing male role in "The ShininR Hour."

net- husband. Judy, played by

Dorothy Stuart, realizes the love

of her husband (Lome Greene)

for his sister-in-law (Pat Hathe-

way), and decides that the only

alternative to a life of misery for

l!1 concerned is for her to step

out of the picture. She chooses

the nobler course.

Those raking part in the Dra-

matic Guild's production of "The

Shining Hour" arc Lome Greene,

Pat Hatheway. John Bell, Dot

(Continued on page 6)

Eliowitz Scores 6

Queen's senior football squ:

playing without the services of

five of their first string men,

dropped an exciting 11-5 decision

to Ottawa Rough Riders of the

Interprovincial Union yesterday

afternoon in the Capital City.

Presenting a makeshift lineup

that failed to function properly in

the first half of the contest, the

icevemen came back to outplay

,nd outscore their heavier oppon-

ents in the final thirty minutes,

_hd would have made it much

closer had they not gambled for

jor scores when in position for

certain points.

The Riders broke in front in

the opening period when Dave

Spraguc crossed the Tricolor line

standing up for an unconverted

touchdown. They increased their

margin minutes later when Elio-

witz shot a perfect placement

over to make it' 8-0 for the home

team. There was no scoring m
the second quarter.

After intermission. Queen's

started a drive that saw them rip

the heavy Ottawa line to shreds

to earn 6 first downs in a row.

However, the Gaels had to wait

until Jack Lewis blocked a kick

by Eliowitz in the third quarter

before they obtained results. Jim

Scott, Tricolor end, gathered in

the oval behind the Rider line for

a Queen's major count.

Late in the same period El

wits again succeeded with

placement to give the Ottawans

the 11-5 edge which they main

tained.

Tricolor inside whose inierceptions

of Red passes featured the McGill-

Queen's clash on Saturday.

GAS FOR WARFARE

NO LONGERJUTLAW

Is Accepted By Civilized

Countries Reed
States

ATTENDANCE ^LE SAFEGUARD

FOR STUDENTS FACULTY FEELS

FILM CLUB TO SHOW
"THE WH1TEFLAME''

"The White Flame
1

' and a short

•'From Santiago to Paris by Plane"

will be shown by the Film Society

on Thursday at 4.00 and 8.00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall. The general

admission is 15 cents and member-

ship cards for students, which give

admission to all performances, can

be procured at the door for one

dollar.

I
Continued on page 4?

Undergrads Agree Change

In Regulation Is

Desirable

Conducting a series of interviews

on the Queen's campus with a view

lo discovering popular opinion on

the compulsory attendance issue, the

journal found most undergraduates

opposed to rigid enforcement of the

le and the faculty in favor of its

continuance as a safeguard to

students.

A.M.S. President

Bill Simmons, president of the

Alma Mater Society and a member

of final-year Science, expressed

himself in favor of the abolition of

attendance regulations for the lasi

two years in each faculty.

(Continued on page 3)

Attendance Optional

For German Students

Dr. Heinz Loefkc and Pierre

Saint-Loup, exchange students at

Queen's from Germany and France,

when interviewed by Journal re-

porters, revealed that in Germany

(tendance at lectures is entirely the

student's concern, and in French

hools of Science and Commerce

it is absolutely compulsory. In

most French universities of Arts

and Medicine, however, there is no

compulsory attendance regulation.

In Germany

In German universities, Dr.

Loefke said, students are allowed

more liberty and attend only those

lectures in which they are interest

Continued on page 6)

The fear of gas is intensifying

the armament race," said Dr. G. B.

Reed, speaking on "Poison Gas and

Bacteria in Modern Warfare", to

the Student Peace Movement on

Friday evening.

The attitude of the world toward

the use of poison gas lias changed

in the last 20 years the speaker as-

serted, .Before the war popular

pinion condemned it but now all

civilized people recognize its use as

legitimate.

Dr. Reed gave a history of poison

gas and outlined the types of gas

used. Namely. (1) the choking

varietyi such as chlorine, which was

used by tlie Germans in 1915, which

effects the breathing of the person

receiving it but which is soluble in

water and therefore can be avoided

by a simple gas mask or even a

handkerchief soaked in water; (2)

tear gases which are compounds

of bromine and affect the eyes; (3)

the sneezing variety which are com

pounds of arsenic and affect the

nose, and (4) the blister gases

which produce violent irritation of

the respiratory passages and the

eyes and produce extremely painful

blisters on the skin.

(Continued on page 8)

EXCURSIONRATEST0
TORONTO ON FRIDAY

Tickets for the play-off game in

Toronto this Saturday may be pro-

cured at the A. B. of C. office in

the gymnasium, It is expected that

30 cents and a book of student

tickets arc all that will be required.

Students are reminded that these

tickets are for students only, and

are not transferable.

(Continued on page 6)

Strong Aerial Attack

BY AB GRATION

Ted Reeve's powerful Tri-

color grid machine took sole

possession of second place in the

final standings of the Intercol-

legiate Union on Saturday after-

noon at Richardson Stadium by

marching. to a convincing 18-4

triumph over the doughty Red-

men from old McGill.

As a result of their easy vic-

tory, the Presbyterians qualified

to meet the league leading Uni-

versity of Toronto squad next

Saturday in a sudden death play-

off to decide the College cham-

pionship.

McGill Takes Lead

Away to anything but an aus-

picious start in their last schedul-

ed encounter with the Redmcn.

Queen's thrilled their supporters

with another wide open display

of football and from the end of

the first quarter the issue was

never in doubt. Trailing by four

points after a rather dull open-

ing period, the Gaels settled down

in the second session and finally

forged to the front by virtue of

a field goal and two single count-

ers to lead 5-4 at the rest inter-

val. In the final half the local

griddcrs continued their brilliant

offensive tactics and completed

their scoring by marking up two

unconverted touchdowns and an-

other drop kick which brought

their total for the day to 18.

The game, although not as

spectacular as the one the pre-

ceding week, contained many

highlights and gave the fans who

[Ike wide open play plenty to en-

thuse over. McGill were only

dangerous in the opening period

when, with a strong breeze in

their favor, they jumped into an

early lead when Andy Anton

belted a perfect placement be-

tween the uprights shortly after

Herb Westman had booted a

deadline single. The edge the

Montrcalcrs held on the play in

this period resulted from the

ofty spirals propelled by the

lanky Westman who kept the

Tricolor on the defensive

throughout the entire 15 minutes

with his long distance booting.

Wide Open Play

When the teams changed ends

however. Queen's suddenly snap-

ped out of their temporary slump

and immediately started to force

the Reds back by means of

M uiiro's mighty toe and by some

valuable yardage gained by

dazzling open field running. After

the Tricolor obtained a lead it

(Continued o" oage 5)
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Dramatic Guild Play Opens To-Night
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EiMtltlbnt 1817

riNGSTON BRANCH

—

KIdi t Clvenca
W. R BBLCHER, Manager

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

Smart Clothesl
Exceptional Value in

Young Men's
Clothes

SUITS'

Blue, Oxford Grey and

the New Browns
in AH Wool Worsteds

SPORT MODELS
in snappy Tweed effects

Suits and
Overcoats

at

19. 75

We specialize in

TUXEDOS and
FULL DRESS
CLOTHES

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

.OF*

ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIAL 35c
Fall Enlargement

Offer

(from your own negative)

NOW ON, AT

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Store* 4

iMnllnm (gift

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

39S Princess St. Phone 1931

ISRAFEL, the Life and Times of

Edgar Allan Pot. By Henry Allan

Gallane:. $2.25.

From his birth—his father and

mother were actors of a travelling

company—Edgar Allan Poe seemed

destined to drift through life

visitor.from another world, his mind

and imagination alive with strange,

forbidding pictures, the music of

love and longing on his lips, the man
himself ever a prey to the tempta-

tions which have such destructive

power over persons highly gifted,

yet cursed with an emotional tem-

perament and weakness of will.

The drifting of this life, in all its

pity and pathos, Mr. Allen has

traced with infinite patience, pains

and detail, so that his book is al-

most certainly the last word on the

life of Poe, one of the saddest liter-

ary lives of all time.

While his life seems to have been,

beyond doubt, weak and almost
sordid we cannot forget that Poe
was a man of moods, at one time
bitter, sour, contentious, the victim

of degenerate will, at another graci

Otis, gentle and refined. But when
we come to assay the work he did

in letters there is more room for

difference of opinion. He was in

his time a brilliant critic and en-
joyed a great reputation. That re-

putation has passed almost inevit-

ably. His critical writings are of
interest only to the historian of
literature but he has a niche of
enduring fame through his Tales
and as a poet. J. W. Chadwick has
recommended that to appreciate
Poe's power and range as a roman-
cer one should read four of his

best stories in four kinds: inten-
sive horror: Fall of the House of
Usher; outraged and retributive

conscience: William Wilson; in-

genious ratiocination: Murders in

the Rue Morgue or Mystery

Marie Rogel; pseudo-scientific ad

ventures : The Descent Into th

Maelstrom. The fixed idea of

Poe's life was melancholy brooding

upon death and in his Talcs the pre

vailing trait is a sentiment of

horror. He has been compared and

contrasted with Hawthorne. But

Hawthorne had a finer spirit and

could not deal with the curiously

horrible in which Poe was

master. The Talcs have a unique

power to grip the reader and to

throw round him the atmosphere of

horror and fear.

But his poems bring us into

different world and some of them

will endure. Everybody knows
The Bells and The Raven and feels

the emotion of regret and sadness

that vibrates there. There is

fsrafet also, the picture of the poet

himself and the beautiful To Helen,

on the poet's favorite theme, the

death of a beautiful and beloved

woman, This was written when
Poe -was still a boy:

Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nicean barks of yore,

That gently, o'er a perfumed sea,

The wean- way-worn wanderer bore

To his own native shore.

On desperate seas long wont to

roam,

Thy hyacinth hair, thy classic face,

Thy Naiad airs have brought me
home

To the glory that was Greece.

And the grandeur that was Rome.

Lo, on yon brilliant window niche

How statute-like I see thee stand

The agate lamp within thy hand.
Ah, Psyche, from the regions which
\re holy-land

!

—J. G. E

DIONNES ECLIPSED
BYOCTUPLETFAMILY

Quite a stir was created in the

Child Psychology class on Sat-

urday morning, when one of the

-tudents learned that he was the

proud daddy of octuplcts, thus

smashing the Dionne record of

five, and Alec's record of six pups

and one Science freshman.

When interviewed by the

journal, Dr. Daphooey, the child-

ren's physician, stated that all

nine (including Yvonne, Ytwo,

Ythrec, Yfour, Yfive, Ysix,

Yseven, Yeight, and their proud

paternal parent) were doing very

nicely.

Professor Humphrey has

assumed temporary guardianship

of the children.

Rugger Team Elect

Tom Boyle Captain

Tom Boyle was elected captain

of the Queen's rugger team at a

meeting held on Saturday night.

Other officers elected were : Vice-

captain. Grimes-Graeme; Man-
ager, I. Drum; Secretary, J. Con-
acher; member of selection com-
mittee, J. Forrester.

Although hopes for a team nc

season look rather doubtful

present, it is hoped that there

be enough recruits next fall

make it possible to get back
) tUfl

the Intercollegiate series agaj M

The retiring secretary moved
vote of thanks to the Engineerin

Society for a grant of fifteen dot

lars to go towards covering th.

cost of the new jerseys bong],,

by the club this year.

Formal Will Begin
Eventful Week -End

(Continued from page 1)

of C. that there would definitely he

no playoff in Toronto. Then came
the news that the Varsity team
would participate in a playoff. Ar-
rangements had already been made
and contracts signed so the com-
mittee was forced to go ahead. But
it is glad to have this opportunity

to pep up the old Queen's spirit

and prime the boys in preparation

for the game in Toronto.

Can you imagine a better way to

start the week-end than at a

Medical Dance? And what a dance.

Grant Hall will be uniquely decora-
ted with the stage transformed into

a sparkling background and a new
soft lighting scheme to add that

certain something. The favors are
different and unusual, beautiful

pieces of craftmanship of a per-
manent nature and the committee
absolutely guarantees that the pro-
grams are unlike any you have ever
seen before. To top it all, the
music will be supplied by Paul T re-

mains and his famous radio band.
This band has played regularly over
the Columbia Broadcasting System
for the past few years. Every
radio owner is familiar with its

music.

This will be the last big week-
end More Christmas, and it still

leaves time to study for the exam-
inations. All those who have not
already obtained tickets mav do so
in the lobby of the union this after-
noon between 2 and 5 o'clock, or
from any member of the committee
who are as follows: Leigh Green-
field, 3139W; Lome Dickson,
3 2 6 1W; Grant Brecfccnridge,

I789M; Mai Hill, 4199; Jimmy I

Campus and Gym
Basketball practices will begin

this week. The interycar games
will probably be played before
Christmas and year captains are
asked to start organizing their

teams. Attendance at these prac-
tices is necessary to qualify for

a year crest for members of year
teams.

Hours

:

M on.-Tues.—2.00-3.00 p.m.
Thurs.-Fri.— 1.00-2.00 p.m.

* * *

The Swimming Club held
meeting on Friday which was
fairly well attended. Some rac«

took place and the members of
the club were given some point-
ers to improve their strokes.

* * *

The Badminton tournament
starts this week. Entries have
been slow to come in and we
would like many more. A few
days of grace will be given late
coiners. Watch for the draw
which will be posted in the gym.
Hours

:

Mon.-Tues.-Wcd.— 1 .00-2 ,00

Thurs.—LOO-LOO.
Fri.—2,00-3.00.

Arc you a good sport?

Sure.

Then let me lean against yon.

—The Gateway.

1 1 UWIey (in Tuck)—Say, wait-
er, where is the menu?
Waiter—Straight down the

aisle and the first door to the left."

—The Gateway.

Cunningham, 1045 ; Charles Ame'y,
305?W ; convener, Len Cohen,
3139W, and Alec, right behind you.

The kiss is a triumph of civil-

ization rather than a natural form

of expression.

This conclusion is reached in

an exhaustive treatise published

by the Prussian Academy of

Science. It studies closely the

kiss, ancient and modern, of all

civilizations, and states that the

ancient Egyptians declared a kiss,

in propitious circumstances, to

be as refreshing as the sweetest

potion.

In ancient China the kiss was
totally unknown, and even today
the Chinese have difficulty in

finding a suitable word for it.

The original "joining of lips"

tates the report, "has fn the

western world of today become
the eating of makeup."

—Chicago Herald

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 ' Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

Stone's Jfflouitfr §>l}a\s
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegrftph Delivery Association

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR
RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Coming Events

Today:
5.00p.m.—Aesculapian Society

Ampitheatre

Richardson Lab.

5.30p.m.—Cercle Francais

Senate Room
Otd Arts Building

8.00p.m.—Goodridge Roberts

Room 111

Douglas Library

8.30p.m.—Shining Hour
Convocation Hall

Wednesday:
3.00p.m.—Arts Senior-Junior

Rugby
Lower Campus

4.00p.m.—Queen's Chemical Soc.

Gordon Hall

4.30p.m.—Levana Court

Ban Ritrh

5.00p.m.—S.V.M. Meeting

Seminar Room
Old Arts Building

(

8.30p.m.—Shining Hour
Convocation Hall

—AVinter Concert

Memorial Hall

Thursday:

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

8.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126- Pnncess St

SAVE $ $ $$
RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Lid.

J.R.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

SAFEGUARD
THE VITAL
ZONE
Phyitcil Culiutf npen» the world over
alwaya advlie men, eaptcially Vouag
nin, while partaking ol any active

•porti wheiher ii be field, track or gym
to cautiously guard Ihe vital lone.

An accident may cauie a more or
leia aerloua handicap lhat might follow

you through life.

Young man you can'I afford to take

thai chance. When doing eitra phy.

•leal e«nlon wear a PAL BLUE
STREAK ATHLETIC SUPPORT. We
have the alii and price to suit you from
50c up.

"YOU ALWAYS SHOP TO
ADVANTAGE AT"

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519 PRINCISSST.

Jl«*Y* PEAC0C*
PHONE 343 NEXT TO LOBLAWS

Campus Clubs Have

Discussion On Peace

Meeting Held In Y.W.C.A.
Sunday, Many

Speeches

"The Way to Peace" was the

topic of discussion at a united

peace meeting held by the S.P.

M.. the S.C.M. and the L.S.R. on
Sunday at the Y.W.C.A.

Miss Pearl Garmaise, a mem-
ber of the McGill League against

War and a visitor to Queen's de-

livered a brief resume of peace
activities at McGill and the part

women were beginning to play in

the Peace movement there. Miss
Garmaise dwelt with the attitude

of college women to such move-
ments. Formerly they have felt

that the whole idea, though a

worthy one was too idealistic and
impractical. "What's the use"

seemed to sum up their attitude.

But lately they have begun to

think and to realize the tremen
dously important part they can

play in such developments. The
speaker stated that "if life is to

mean anything to us we must
have a social interest" therefore

let this interest be one worthy of

their support, namely peace

"Women have already made ;

start, they have begun to realize

the economic implications in the

society of today and now they

stand ready to lend their full

hearted support to the cause of

peace. Miss Garmaise closed

with the pica that women must
unite and co-operate and only

then would they achieve this

state of security which the world

so greatly lacks today.

Dalton Vernon, the S.C.M. rep-

resentative spoke on "The Chris-

tian Attitude to~\Var." He point-

ed out how true Christianity was

incompatible with war in any

form inasmuch as the underlying

doctrine of the scriptures is love

—not greed and hatred. It be-

hooves Christians then, to follow

out the teachings of Jesus and

through a common bond of

brotherhood finally establish

peace on firm foundations.

Don Toppin, who spoke for the

S.P.M. presented statistics rel-

evant to the munitions racket

and the tremendous costs of war.

"When United States entered the

Great War Great Britain was al-

ready spending thirty-five million

dollars a day on the war. Twenty-

one thousand new millionaires

were made in the United States

during the war. It cost Canada

alone the lives of fifty thousand

men and two billion dollars to

participate in the war. And to-

day after our betrayal in the last

war—a conflict ostensibly to es-

tablish peace and preserve de-

mocracy "we find ourselves at the

stage where the world has an

annual war budget amounting to

over four billion dollars." The

speaker summed up Ins remarks

by asking whether "we as think-

ing beings, are going to be part

of the machine — or are we, as

youth, going to seek a way out

through peace rather than war."

The last speaker, Ales Grant,

of the L.S.R. stated that "if we

grant, as wc can. that the major-

ity of people want peace then it

follows that the ideals of democ-

racy have failed us." The speaker

traced the development of Cap-

italism to a new reactionary form

which in turn leads to extreme

AT THE THEATR
CONDUCTED BY

NORMA MacROSTIE E
CAPITOL

O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY
with

Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper

The feature at the Capitol gives

us some excellent acting in a very

simple but stirring story of circus

life. It is difficult to say to whom
special honours should be given.

Wallace Beery as the wild ani

mal trainer is excellent. His port

rayal of the husband deserted by

the wife and son whom he loved is

most convincing, 1

Jackie Cooper is the same "like

able" Jackie. He gives us a good

performance of the son who returns

to his father after his mother's

death.

Some excellent work is also done

by Spanky MacFarland as the baby

son, and by Sara Haden as the

meddlesome sister-in-law.

In fact, the acting of the whole

cast is flawless
4
and together with

some circus thrills and emotional

touches the picture is a very vivid

one.

Rounding up the bill there is an

interesting news-reel, an entertain-

ing short, and a delightful Colour

Rhapsody. B-f. —F. B.

FILM SOC I ET Y

Through an arrangement with
the Queen's Film Society the

Journal wilt review in each
Tuesday issue, the film to be
presented by the Society that

week.

THE WHITE FLAME

"The White Flame", this week's

presentation by the Film Society, is

the story of the thrilling fox and

hound ski chase in the Swiss Alps

This is a traditional hunt in Switz

erland. The winner must snatel

die tongues from the foxes' heads

and reach the goal, a certain chalet

The photography is exceptiona

good, with some very beautiful

shots of the Swiss Alps. The

foxes, who figure in the hunt give

an exhibition of superb skiing as

they elude the pursuing hounds.

The film is of a different type than

those previously shown by the So

ciety and is highly entertaining.

Of special interest to Queen's

students are the pictures of campus

life which include the Freshman

parade and the bonfire before the

Varsity game. Further attractions

are a short entitled "From Santiago

to Paris in Eight Days" and a

Mickey Mouse. B. —B. MacK

EXCURSION RATES
OVER WEEK-END

(Continued from page 1)

A special excursion to Toronto

for $3.25 has been arranged by the

C.N.R. Friday tickets are good

until Sunday, and Saturday ticket*

until Monday. Excursion rates are

pood for trains leaving at 1.05 both

Friday and Saturday.

T bet you were bored on your

trip over to Europe and back.

"Oh, my no, something was

coming up all the time."

—Sarnia Collegiate.

nationalism, ruthless imperialism,

fascism, and war. "For the real

causes of war we must look lo

the Peace Treaties."

T I V O L 1

DANTE'S INFERNO
with

Spencer Tracy and Claire Trevor

Fox Films' screen version of

Dante's Inferno" is not merely

visit to Hell with the great Italian

poet and his guide Virgil but blends

the classic version into a modern

dramatic story with outstanding

results.

The story itself is of sufficient

interest and power to make

worthwhile picture but the addition

of Dante's vision of Hell magni

ficently and impressively staged

raises the picture to an even higher

level.

Spencer Tracy is largely respon

sible for the success of the picture

his role suits him and he handles it

capably. Tracy plays the part of

an ambitious side-show man who.

struck by the possibilities of a con

cession, known as Dante's Inferno

sets about putting "Hell on a pay

ing basis", as he himself expresses

it. Success attends his efforts and

the huge, imposing conception

the Inferno which he builds brings

him wealth, but only leads him off

the beaten track. In the end, true

to Dante's theory, he goes through

a Hell of his own in order to realize

that honesty is more important

than wealth. Claire Trevor is splen

did and we anticipate even better

roles for her in the future.

The vision of Hell is a thrilling

spectacle, the musical accompani

ment stirring and the artistry and

staging superb. Memories of Latin

1 crept in as Charon guided the

boat-load of departed souls across

the Styx. But don't let the mention

of Latin 1 keep you away from a

picture really worth seeing, sup-

ported by two entertaining short

features. U+. —W. A. N.

factory in Science and Medicine,

would not be workable in the Arts

faculty where freshmen and seniors

frequently take classes together.

Upon further questioning, how-
ever, Mr. Campbell stated that he

was in favor of compulsory attend-

ance only for freshmen.

Aesculapian Society President

Max Malone, president of the

Aesculapian Society, believes

compulsory attendance at lectures

the first three years of\ the

Medical course, hut not thereafter

Registrar

"So long as we are dealing with

human beings, we have to consider

human weaknesses, and there arc

always students who are not likely

to do their work satisfactorily

less there is some compulsion," said

Miss Jean Royce, registrar of the

University.

"I feel that compulsory attend

ance at lectures is going to insure

that the student will get the maxi

mum out of his college course,'

Miss Royce added.

Other Students

Stopped on the campus by the

Journal, many students gave ex

pression to definite views on the

question of compulsory attendance

"I think the ruling is all wet,'

^claimed one prominent member of

Levana. "It is simply ridiculou

that students, who are supposed to

be intelligent, should be compelled

to attend a certain percentage of

classes in order to write thei

exams."

"I would not mind attending lec

tures if I learned anything, but as

it is I can accomplish much more

working by myself than listening to

the ramhlings of some of the pro-

fessors," said an Arts student

One individual's views were de

cidedly colored by the fact tliat

last year he was not given the op-

portunity of writing four of his ex

animations because of insufficient

attendance.

"One-sixth attendance at lectures

should be compulsory, and those

students who work seriously should

not have to attend classes in courses

which they would do better

working alone," one of the officers

the Levana Society told the

Journal reporter.

That freshmen should be com-

pelled to attend a certain percentage

of class lectures was the opinion ex-

pressed by several individuals.

Attendance Rule
Called A Safeguarc

(Continued from page 1)

"For the first two years I believe

compulsory attendance is necessary

During that time the student he-

comes accustomed to universih

teaching. In the third and fourth

years, however, a student should be

capable of deciding what percent-

age of lectures it is necessary to at

tend," the A.M.S. president con

tinued.

Principal Fyfe

Principal Fyfe explained that the

attendance regulation was intended

as a protection for students. "Like

other necessary rules, it is designed

holly for the protection of the

young, many of whom would prob-

ably come to grief at the end of the

session if the rule of attendance

were abolished," he said.

Asked whether he thought the

same code should apply to more

advanced students, Dr. Fyfe said,

As to students in Honours in the

Arts Faculty, they may well be con-

sidered unfit for an Honours course

if they need compulsion, but prob-

ably without compulsion the num-

ber of failures would increase."

Arts Society President

Archie Campbell, president of the

Arts Society, said that in his

opinion the abolition of the rule for

the last two years, although satis-

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

Larvgleq's

Phone 244

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli TheatrO

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Every

117 Brock St, Description

Phone 1510

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Waait**
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag't Drug Store

Phone 4248

Famous Fall Formal Friday
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Mac Hubbdl, Com. '3(

'37

Joan swill, Ler. 'J8
/lilr™ O'Gnilj, Let. 'Ji
Mavit McGuiic, Le», 36
FiH« Bdkin, Le*. "38

Ujiiutl Stuce, Ler. '39<
; n

,
Lev. '37

Btttj "MicVeniie, Lev, 'It
Beru Glbaon, Lev, 1

If

Fnnco Thonpton, Lev. '39

Dorothy Davidjcn, Lev. '19

A. Abbott. Sc. "37
Vnl Rot-etUon, Lev. '37

M rt tie Lanuon, Lev. '36

SPORTS STAFF
f. I. Folia. Art* '39 C. Cocliruif. Am '36
M. Aru 'JS f HicDoMld, Sc. '37

J. 1 ii. J f.li, Aru '37

OftVe—Smdenia' Union
|P™ Office - 1
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Opinions On Compulsory
Attendance Rule

During the past week tii> Journal has
been conducting an extended scries of In-

terviews fur the purpose of sounding out
student and faculty opinion on the subject
of compulsory attendance at lectures. The
first group of interviews appears in this

issue of the Journal and subsequent issues

Will tarry further interviews with promin-
ent members of the faculty and the student
body.

Although the Journal is whole-hearted-
ly in favor of abolishing this rule it intends
to give an unbiased report of each inter-

view so that the student nody can review
both sides of the question. The only
qualification which we would make would
be the retention of the present rule for first

year students. The Journal appreciates the
fact that first year students have certain

adjustments to make upon entering college
after having the entirely different routine
of high school days and we feel that com-
pulsory attendance during the first year
would enable them to accustom themselves
to the new system.

In the case of second, third and fourth
year students there seems to be no logical
reason why they should be compelled to
attend lectures. By the time a student
reaches -ccond year he should be able to
decide upon the most advantageous course
to follow. If he is incapable of such dis-
crimination college is certainly not the
place for him. The centres of higher learn-
ing in the country should not be filled with
students forced to do this and that; the
majority of students arc here because they
wish to learn what they can about the par-
ticular field in which they are interested.

In the Medical Faculty conditions are
different and, according to information sup-
plied to the Journal, compulsory attendance
in that faculty is a ruling of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons. It is therefore
not within the power of the University to
make any change in the attendance ruling
for medical students.

'„
Thl" resu,t of the abolition of this rule

in final year Science during the past two'
years is very encouraging. The Dean of
Science has stated that little decrease in
attendance has been evident and that the
Standing of the year remained high. It is
the general opinion that Science lectures
are of far more importance to the course
than are Arts lectures and if the abolition
ol the ruling has been satisfactory in Science
it should be all the more so in Arts

The Journal will welcome contributions
to the Soap Box from the student body dis-
cussing tins question in detail. Is student
°PW'°n behind the move for the abolition of
compulsory attendance?

Passing The Buck
The cheering at the rugbv game la

Saturday could scarcely he classified ai a
cretJif to the student body of the Univer-
sity. FOT the greater part of the game the
yells were so weak the covered stands could

not even raise an echo. It is difficult to

determine just what was the reason for this

lack of enthusiasm. For the most part the

game was an exciting contest : there was

nothing dull or lop-sided about it. But
students still found- it hard to put any pep

into their yells.

Listening to those in the stands one

would feel it was the fault of the cheer

leaders. They were continually being

"panned" for their inefficiency by those Who
never took the trouble to participate in a

cheer or, if they did, made no attempt to

keep in time with the cheer leaders.

The Journal feels it should congratulate

the cheer leaders on the mighty fine job

they have done during the rugby season.

We had occasion at tjie first of the year to

admonish them for their lethargic habits

but for the last few games no one has

worked harder or more conscientiously to

do a good job than these three chaps.

We do not believe the onus can be plac-

ed upon the heads of the men with the white

sweaters. They have capably filled their

positions- The burden for this apathetic

conduct would seem to lie upon the heads
of the students themselves. We would like

to see a little more enthusiasm shown at

rugby games. No team can play its best

when it receives little support from its fol-

lowers. No team cares to gain a big lead

if, in so doing, its followers begin to cheer

for the opposition, and it is no inspiration

to any team when it has to listen to vitriolic

criticisms of its playing ability when it

happens to be on the short end of the score.

Those who attend the play-off game next
Saturday will no doubt remedy this

state of affairs. It seems that the cheering
is usually much better at the games away
from Kingston. Or perhaps we need a Lou
Marsh whose comments we can effectively

disprove in the same manner as did the
Varsity supporters two weeks ago.

Official Notices

Christmas F.xaminations

The attention of students in Arts is call

ed to the first draft of the Christmas Ex-

amination Time-table, which will be posted

on the official bulletin board in the Douglas

Library within a few days.

Any conflicts or omissions should be re-

ported at once to the Registrar's Office.

A. J. and Margaret Grant Bursary in Arts

This Scholarship is now worth $600. As
it was not awarded on Matriculation it is

now open in the first instance to properly

qualified students in the Faculty of Arts

who have come from the high schools of

Glengarry. All students from the high

schools of Glengarry who are registered in

the Faculty of Arts are asked to send their

names to the Registrar by November 16th

in order that the Committee on Scholarships

may be in a position to draw up proper

regulations for the award of the Scholar-

ship.

Canada's Literary Viceroy
The arrival of Baron Twecdsmuir, who

will most probably remain John Buchan
to the majority of Canadians, at Ridcau
Hall will undoubtedly be recognized as a
significant event in the literary circles 6t
the country. In the field of literature Can-
ada has too long be>en backward and un-
productive, Much of this dearth of Can-
adian literature can be traced to the fact
that the Canadian people, as a whole, are
apathetic toward any creative efforts made
by their fellow citizens. Such figures as
Morley Callaghan and Mazo de la Roche
have had to find, recognition outside their
own country. Only then have Canadians
welcomed thein. Frederick Philip Grove,
one of the finest of our writers, has
struggled for years to produce a native lit-

erature of high quality but even now he
has received but scanty recognition.

With John Buchan occupying the vice-
regal chair it is to be hoped that literary
aspirants in the country will be stimulated
to renew their efforts to bring about a gen-
eral literary awakening in the Dominion.
As someone has said concerning the literary
family of which John Buchan is a member
"It is not blood that the Buchans have in
their veins, but ink." His daughter has
already written a first novel. His sister
writes under the well-known pen name of
"O. Douglas." Lady Tweedsmuir is known
to book readers as Susan Buchan. Lord
Twecdsmuir himself has poured out a steady
stream of biography, history, criticism and
poetry, in addition to his remarkable tales
of mystery and adventure.

His biography of Oliver Cromwell is
regarded as a standard work on the life of
the Protector. His lives of Sir Walter
Scott and of the Marquis of Montrose rank
high in the realm of biography. His ad-
venture stories have made his name known
throughout the English-speaking world
Among the finest of these novels is "The
Thirty-nine Steps" which has recently been
produced as a film by British Gaumont—
One of the best English films to be shown
in this country. Buchan's four-volume his-
tory of the war which appeared over a de-

|

cade ago ranks as one of the foremost gen-
eral histories of those four years.

It is generally admitted that Lord
Tweedsmuif'a qualifications fur the post of
governor-general could not easily be better-
ed. In addition he brings to Canada this
background of literary productivity of a

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on
evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask

CLUB TO PRESENT
THE WHITE FLAME

(Continued from page 1)

The list of the fixtures and the

order of their showing has been

printed and will be available for

members at this week's meeting.

Notices of each presentation will be

posted on the campus.

Due to an error, last week's film

arrived a day late and was not the

film ordered. This caused great

disappointment and annoyance to

the audience. Such delays cannot

occur again as the films for the re-

mainder of the college year have

heen ordered and delivery assured.

The Journal will review the per-,

formances in advance and give a

criticism in each Tuesday issue.

SWEET
CAPORAt
CIGARETTES

LEVANA COURT

The Levana Court will be in

session in the Reception Room at

Ban Righ at 4.30 Wednesday af-

ternoon for members of Levana

MS who have not paid year fees.

Salesman—Say, I went to col-

lege, stupid.

Office Boy — And you came
back the same way!—The Gate-

ay.

high order. Now is the time for Canadian
lovers of literature to take advantage of his

presence and stir to action the dormant
literary talent present in the country.

More Lig-ht Needed
The Journal feels that the time has come

to bring to the attention of the authorities

the woeful lack of illumination during the
dark hours around the Old Arts Building
and the Principal's residence, particularly
along the drive leading from the Old Arts
Building to Stuart Street. Walking through
this section of the campus at night is similar
to traversing "the Valley of the Shadow of
Death."

But in this case there is good reason
for evil to be feared. Reports have come
to the Journal that women students have
frequently been followed or accosted by
strange men on this part of the campus.
Such a state of affairs is neither safe nor
desirahle and a little more light on the sub-
ject would greatly alleviate the situation.
Surely the University, with its own power
plant, could erect a few more light poles
with bulbs powerful enough to illuminate
this section. If this drive were lighted as
thoroughly as are the other streets of the
city the most timid soul would have no
reason to fear walking through the campus
at night.

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

"The purest form
in which tobacco
can be looked."

X^ancel
52 Pofcer Hondi, any numbers,
now «cccptcd at a complete id.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

* TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St Phone 302—Driver Will Call

Youth Speaks!

(Dedicated to fellow youth who are
earnestly seeking a way to peace and who.
unafraid, have voiced their disapproval of
our present economic system which they
believe leads to war).

Youth Speaks! But cold confronting hearts
shall close

In shallow apathy; while, still, by choice
We, fearlessly, shall speak and trust our

voice,

Now small and weak, shall be, as Justice
grows,

A power in a confused world which knows
Not peace, because of crafty selfishness.

OUR GENERATION CRIES FOR
RIGHTEOUSNESS.

We yearn to see a simple world which shows
Men being men. not fools; where brother-

hood

Is lived, not only preached. Truth, food,
above

Each head a roof we need. We'll toil for
Good

;

So if exploiters, in their frenzy, shove
Our land to war and crime, we firmly halt
Youth speaks! We humbly plead for life

and love.

Don Toppin.

Nov. 11. 1935.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

5 Auto-Strop Blades for 25c and
1 Razor FREE

(See our window)

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jtdest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph Bowers Anywhere—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1 763—Conservatories 1137

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food tor less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

iflarujald Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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MARTY JONE3

Queen's lineman who returned to

action on Saturday after missing two
games because of injuries.

ARCH KIRKLAND

fiery Tricolor middle who kicked
field goal in the final minutes
Saturday's game.

QUEEN'S CRUSH REDMEN 18-4

TO EARN PLACE IN PLAY-OFF

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
.BY AB. GRATTON

QUEEN'S QUALIFY FOR COLLEGE GRID FINAL

Ted Reeve's brilliant Tricolor senior gridders have battled their

way for the second successive year into the College grid final which
Will be played next Saturday at Varsity stadium.

Romping to a comparatively easy 18-4 victory over Joe O'Brien's
faltering Redmen. the Recvcmcn left no douht as to their right to a
play-off berth and should successfully defend their 1934 laurels next
week-end in the Queen City.

Unimpressive in their first three scheduled fixtures, the Presbyterians,
always noted as a defensive outfit, have confounded the critics by rollinu

up 51 points in their last three contests. In exactly three weeks the

Gaels have become the most talked of club in College football.

In their successful drive to second place in the final standings the
Tricolor have thrown caution to the winds, and have displayed a pleas-

ing, wide open brand of football that has brought definite results. Page
the Redmen!

WESTERN SCARES VARSITY

forced the T>accset ting
claimed a close 13-12

und themselves on the
the thrilling encounter
and score 7 points to

On Saturday Bill Storcn's Western squad
Blues to the limit before the Toronto outfit

decision unr the game Mustangs. The Blues

short end of a 12-7 score in the last quarter o

at London, but they had enough left to rally

nose the Purple and White out.

Varsity, by their triumph, have yet to taste their first defeat of

the season, but they will have to be at the top of their form next

Saturday to burl back the Tricolor challenge. The Blues pack speed

galore, and with one exception have run their total score to double

figures in every game.
The fact that the last plac,c Mustangs held the ppwerful Torontonians

to a one point margin of victory might give the impression that the

Stevens' coached crew is slipping a trifle. However, don't he misled.

Past performances mean nothing when two grid squads clash in a

sudden-death play-off and next Saturday you can take your chance as

to the ultimate winner of the Yates Trophy,
Qtreen's archoping for n repetition of last year's Success and feel

confident that they can retain their championship,

Somehow we think they will.

TRICOLOR JUNIORS WIN GROUP TITLE

To Murray Griffin's great little Tricolor junior squad goes the honor

of winning the first football title for Queen's this season. The Griffin

coached kids eliminated their closest rivals, the Kingston Grads, by

walking off with a well-earned 7-1 victory over the hard working city

lads. The win was the filth in a row for the local Collegians who will

now step into the Ontario playdnwns in order to bring further honors

to the University.
TOUCHLINES

Preparations for the coming Queen' s-Varsity tangle for the College

title are now underway . . . The Bloor street oval should be jammed

to capacity for the battle . . - And we're betting there won't be as

much Varsity money floating around as there was two weeks ago . . .

We wonder why . . . That Tricolor twelve have certainly hit the high

spots lately . . . Any grid team that can count 51 points in 3 games

has what it takes . . . And we don't mean perhaps . . . The Tricolor

go back to the training grind this afternoon at the stadium . . . They

came out of Saturday's struggle free from injuries and with Earle and

Dafoe ready to start in Toronto the Recvemen will be at full strength

for the "croocial" tussle with the big Blue team ... We presume you'll

be there!

(Continued from page 1)

was apparent that they were
heading for a comparatively easy

victory.

Throughout the entire contest

the Gaels held a decided advan-
tage in every department of the

game over the Red invaders. In

handing- the visitors their fourth

straight reverse Queen's continu-

ed to exhibit that same scoring

punch that has made them the

late season sensations of Can-
adian football. Against the vaunt-

d powerhouse offensive of the

Reevemen the Red clad warrior*

didn't have a chance. Outside of

better than average kicker. and
fine line plunger in Doug

Wigle, the Reds failed to show
anyone who gave the local stud-

ents a great deal of trouble. How-
ever, the Montrealers gave s

courageous exhibition, battling

against odds which weighed

heavily against them.

For the first time this year the

Tricolor kept their penalties

down to the respectable low

figure of 4, and this enabled them

to keep up a sustained drive that

brought results. At that, it was

soon after Queen's had been/ set

back 15 yards for failure to give

the necessary five yards on a

bounding ball, that Anton, split

the posts with his placement to

increase the Red margin to four

late in the first quarter. In the

kicking exchanges Johnny Munro

had decidedly the better of the

argument with Herby Westman
liven against the wind the

Queen's ace uncorked drives that

outranged some of those the visit-

ing star shot skyward. "

The Tricolor backs also gained

a great deal of yardage in running

THE SEASON IS HERE
Yes the dancing season is here. Formals, Receptions, etc., are the

vogue now. Be sure your shots don't sfioil your costume. You

can buy smart evening ibocs at very reasonable prices. Evening

shoes for the ladies at 12.98 up in silver, black or white. New gun

metal dance shoes for men at $3.95.

AT

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

[OHNNV MUNRO

QUEEN'SCAGERSWIN
OPENINGENC0UNTER

Coach Jack's A's got off to an

auspicious start in the Intra-city

league last Friday night when

they defeated the smart "Y"

team by the score of 20-16. The

game, although hard-fought, was

ragged, and shooting was away

off. This was to be expected,

however, since practices have

been few, but the boys should

soon round into top form, and

Ralph's new system of play cer-

tainly showed great possibilities.

For the winners, Doug Rookc

•was outstanding., The popular

"'Varsity" captain seems headed

-for a big season. He was ably

suppored by "Mai" Cunningham

and "Chuck" Finlay. This line

garnered 15 of Queen's 20 points.

Of the newcomers, Jack New-

man was best, and he played a

polished game. For the losers,

O. Thompson, individual high

scorer, McMahon and Bol

played well.

The Intra-City League was

formed to polish off the rough

«dges of Queen's, "Y

Sr. Intercollegiate Standing
(Final)

W L T F A P

Varsity 5 0 1 85 43 11

3 2 1 59 44 7

2 4 0 49 69 4

1 5 0 37 79 2

Queen's

McGill .

Western

C. teams, prior to the opening of

sectional leagues. It should prove

a great conditioner.

Queen's — Forwards, Rooke

(Capt.) (5), Finlay (6): centre.

Cunningham (4); guards, Mc-

Callura (1). Stephen: subs, Lewis

(2). Newman (2). Simmons.

Y. M. C. A. — Forwards, M.

Thompson (2), Sheppard (1):

centre, McMahon (2); guards,

Elliott (2), McLaughlin (1);

subs, McLeod, Vivian (1). G.

Thompson (7),. Ratcliffe. John-

son.

Elliott

ami K.M.I

The schedule for the 1936 Inter-

collegiate Basketball Series is as

follows

:

jan
25—Western at Queen's.

Feb. 1—Queen's at McCill

pch. i4_Varsity at Queen's.

Feb. 22—McGill at Queen's,

Feb. 2&—Queen's at Varsity.

Feb. 29—Queen's at Western.

JOHNNY EDWARDS

Tricolor half whose speedy run backs

on Saturday accounted for several big

gains in the Red-Tricolor set-to.

back kicks and in this department

outclassed the Montreal broken

field artists who were consistent-

ly stopped in their tracks by a

flock of Tricolor down field men.

Along the front line the locals

met with a fair amount of suc-

cess in outplaying the invading

front rank crew. Queen's only

completed two forward passes,

but on* of these accounted for a

major score in the last period,

when Munro took Stollcry's short

toss a yard inside the visitor's

goal line. The Redmen threw

forwards with consistence in the

latter part of the contest, but only

succeeded, while 4 were inter-

cepted by the alert Tricolor safety

men.

Play in the first quarter centred

around the opposing hooters who

were forced to take to the ether

route, when line plays and ex-

tensions failed to advance the

ball. About 8 minutes after the

kick-off McGill had the doubtful

honor of opening the scoring

when Weslman skied one to the

Queen's kicking half who added 7

points to his season's total by scoring

.Ja touch and two singles.

deadball line for a single. Then,

after Riddell had recovered the

oval when Munro's hoist was

partially blocked. Anton shot a

pretty placement over from 23

yards out to keep the Reds in the

van by a 4-0 margin.

With the wind behind them

Queen's took to the air in the

second period and gradually

drove play deep into the Red zone

and they cut into the Montreal

margin when Ed Barnabe con

nccted with a beautiful 30 yard

field goal for 3 point*. The home

team tied the count a few

minutes later when Munro tow-

ered a 60 yard punt that bounced

to the deadball line for a single.

With a little more than a minute

to play in the same, period Munro

forced Westman to rouge on a

drive that almost eluded the Mc-

Gill back and Queen's obtained a

lead they never lost.

A series of brilliant plays in

the third quarter placed the Tri-

color in "position for their first

try. "Chuck" Peck started the

Gaels on their victorious march

by skirting the end for a 14 yard

gain. Then Munro took Stol-

tcry's forward toss to move the

sticks again. A Tricolor exten-

sion shook Sonshine loose and the

local stap galloped to the Red 3

yard line before hitting the turf.

On the second down Curly Krug

cracked through a hole for, a

touch that Peck failed to convert,

but Queen's now had a comfort-

able 10-4 lead and the extra point

wasn't needed.

Peck's interception of a Mon-

treal forward shortly before the

d of the third stanza. led to

another Tricolor major which

came in the first minute of play

in the final quarter. After two

smashes at the steady Red front

wall failed to make much head-

way, Stollery threw a fUt forward

the last down to Mnnro who

took the ball a yard or two be-

hind the McGill line for a major

count of 5 points. Barnabe's at-

tempted convert was wide of the

posts.

With the score now 154 in

their favor, the Presbyterians

kept on lighting for points and

continued to outplay the Reds for

the remainder of the contest.

Peck came into prominence again

with less than 3 minutes to play

when he snared an attempted for-

ward fling by Riddell. and hot-

footed it 25 yards up to McGilt's

On the second down Arch

Kirklaud. a port-sided hoofer,

amazed the fans by calmly boot-

ing a nifty drop squarely between

the posts to increase his team'

total to an 184 margin. A few

plays later the game ended with

Queen's in possession

field.

(Continued on page 7)

YOUR CORRECT ACCESSORIES

FOR THE SOCIAL WHIRL

ARE AT

GEORGE Van Horne
MEN'S Shop

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

Uptown Store — 3S5 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY
1- 1 ^_ II 1V» * w—.—

SHOE KRAFTS
Phone SOS

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOK AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Send the "Journal" to your friends. S17S a year.

JZfa Students of <$ueim*B

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clack* Novel Gifts

Watches And F»vorV
Peni and Pencil. College Insignia

Designing to Order

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 ^ TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street
Ph™e 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 21 It

Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

at iniil-

FINE WATCH REPARINU
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenae- Replaced

EYES TESTED "

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S27

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis. Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE S»

"It Pays to Play Fair"
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A. M. S. Minutes

A mewing of the A.M.S. Exccu

tive was held in the Gymnasium at

7 p.m., October 30, 1935.

Present: Messrs. Sheppard and

Simmons; Misses Davis and

Lyons; Messrs. Kirkland, Barker,

Mark, Watt, Christie, Malone,

Forsberg, McLaren. Bicscnthal,

Joy, J. C. Young, Campbell, and

the Permanent Secretary-Treasurer.

Installation of Officers

Mr. Sheppard took the chair and

a communication was read from

Mr. J. D. Batcman, Returning Offi-

cer, renorling the election of the

following officers:

President—W. N. Simmons.

Vice-President—L. Watt.

Secretary—A. Kirkland.

Treasurer—R. D. Barker.

Athletic Stick—A. Forsberg.

The Joint Ejection Committee

recommended the election of Prof.

W. P. Wilgar as staff representa-

tive on the Athletic Board of

Control.

Mr. Sheppard then called to the

chair the President Elect, who in-

troduced the other newly-elected

officers.

N.F.C.U.S.

Mr. M. K. Kenny, President of
the National Federation of Cana-
dian University Students, was
present and outlined to the Execu-
tive the aims and organization of the
Federation. He also proposed that
the Alma Mater Society undertake
to act as hosts to the Biennial Con-
vention of the N.F.C.U.S during
thfl Oin'stmas holidays.

Barker-Campbell: That an invi-

tation be extended to the N.F.C.

U.S. to hold its convention at

Queen's during the Christmas vaca-

tion.—Carried.

Honorary President

A communication was read from

Dr. L. J. Austin, expressing his ap-

preciation of the honour conferred

upon him in his election as Hon

orary President of the Alma

Mater Society.

Debating Union

A communication was received

from Jas. G. Brown, Secretary-

Treasurer of the Queen's Debating

Union, petitioning the A.M.S. for

a financial grant in aid of the

Union.

Campbell-McLaren : That a grant

of $50.00 be made to the Queen's

Debating Union to assist it during

ihe 1935-36 session.—Carried.

Freshmen's Reception

A statement of receipts and dis-

bursements in connection with the

Freshmen's Reception on October

18 was received from Mr. Cless

Robinson, convener, showing a pro-

fit of 542.50.

Toy-Malone : That the Freshmen's

Reception report be adopted.

—

Carried.

Social Functions

Kirkland-Biesenthal : That Science

'38 be permitted to hold its year

dance on December 6.—Carried.

Sheppard-Christie : That permis-

sion be given for the Arts Soph-

Frosh banquet on the evening of

November 7.—Carried.

Christie-Malone: That the Science

Formal committee be given per

mission to hold their "At Home'

on February 7.—Carried.

Barker-Kirkland: That Arts '36

be given permission to hold a year

dance on January 10.—Carried.

Campbell-Malone: That Arts '38

be given permission to hold a year

dance on November 22.—Carried

Malone-Joy: That the Levana

Society be given permission to hold

its Junior and Senior "At Homes'

on January 22 and January 24.-

Carried.

Accounts

Kirkland- Forsberg: That Van
Home's Men's Shop be paid $18.00

for account rendered.—Carried.

Barker-Joy: That the Bell Tele

phone Company be paid $8.17 on

"Journal" account.

Barker-Joy: That the Whig-

Standard Co. be paid $2.00 for ac

count rendered re the "Queen's

Journal."—Carried.

Sheppard-J. C. Young: That the

Jackson Press be paid $7,35 and

Hanson & Edgar, Ltd., $408 for

accounts rendered.—Carried.

Joy-Malone: That $1.00 be paid

to the Ontario Provincial Secretary

as the filing fee for the annual re-

turn under the Companies Act.

—

Carried,

Joy-Kirkland : That the accounts

attached to Mr. Bateman's report,

amounting to $17.99 incurred in

connection with the A.M.S. Elec-

tion be paid, together with a $2.00

honorarium to the janitor of the

Arts Building.—Carried.

Auditor's Report

The Permanent Secretary-Trea-

irer presented separate audited

THE
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PRESENTS

'The Shining Hour
A Psychological Drama in Three Acts

"

by

KEITH WINTER

Directed by Mrs. John Goodfellow

with

LORNE GREENE DOROTHY STUART JOHN BELL
PAT HATHEWAY LARRY CROMLEN

ANNE MACDONNELL

Tues.-Wed., Nov. 12-13
IN

CONVOCATION HALL
Curtain at 8.30 Sharp

Admission 35 cts.

statements frofn Prof. C. E.

Walker showing statements of re-

ceipts and disbursements, revenue

and expenditure, assets and liabili-

ties, in connection with the Alma

Mater Society, the Queen's Journal

and the 1935 Tricolor.

Barker-Biesenthal : That the re-

ports of Prof. Walker be accepted.

—Carried.

Prosecuting Attorney

A letter was received from Mr.

C. Cochrane, declining the position

of Prosecuting Attorney on the

A.M.S. Supreme Court. Nomina-

tions for the office were called for

by the president. R. J. L. Smith

was nominated by Mr. Campbell

and H. R. Park by Mr. J. C. Young,

Mr. Park being elected.

Damage Claims

The Permanent Secretary-Trea-

surer reported that the A.M.S.

Sheriff had located two barber

poles which were missed following

the Pyjama Parade, and that it had

been learned that two others had

been burned. He also reported that

the Varsity Cheer Leader's uniform

had been recovered by the A.M.S.

Chief of Police.

Honoraria

Kirkland-Sheppard: That honor-

aria be paid in the same amounts as

last year to the Returning Officer

of the A.M.S. Elections and to the

Convener of the Freshmen's Recep-

tion.—Carried.

Signing Cheques

Campbell-Matone : That authority

be given to Mr. Simmons as presi-

dent, and in his absence to Mr.

Watt as Vice-President, to sign

heques on the A.M.S., Journal, and

Tricolor accounts, together with the

Permanent Secretary - Treasurer,

—

Carried.

Tricolor

Kirkland-Campbell : That cheques

for $10.00 be given to Mr. R. A.

Davis and Mr. L. Cromien to enable

them to go to Toronto on Tricolor

business.—Ca rried

.

Journal

Joy-Biesenthal : That the Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer be paid

$17.97 commission for collections of

Fournal advertising accounts, as au-

thorized by- the auditor.—Carried.

Kirkland-Joy: That $10.00 be

paid to the Sports Editor of the

Journal in connecion with his trip

to the Varsity game on November
2.—Carried.

"At Home" Representatives

Joy-Kirkland: That the Perman-

ent Secretary-Treasurer be instruc-

ted to write to the various Faculty

societies, outlining the needs of the

Alma Mater Society in connection

with inviting representatives from

sister universities to faculty "At
Homes"

; requesting each Formal

committee to set aside two tickets

for such purpose; and inquiring if

ic Formal committees would con-

der granting the A,M.S. compli-

lentary tickets for the visiting re-

presentatives.—Carried.

Forsberg-Mark : That the Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer be in-

structed to invite representatives

from O.A.C. and It.M.C. to attend

the Medical "At Home" on Novem-
ber 15.—Carried.

Kirkland-Forsbcrg: That Mr. A.
L. Campbell be appointed Queen's

representative to the Hart House
Masquerade on November 15, and
that he he allowed $10.00 expenses
over and above his train fare and
the charges for a costume.

—

Carried. —
The meeting then adjourned.

Attendance OP^ona^

For German Students

{Continued from page 1)

ed. This system forces the pro-

fessors to make their lectures as in

teresting as possible so that they

will attract students.

The privileges granted to stu

dents are generally not abused, al

though there are a few who take

advantage of them. Undergradu

ates attend lectures in the subject in

which they are particularly in

terested.

There is more specialization in

the work done at the German uni

versifies. This is particularly true

of the scientific subjects where

the students often carry on re-

search along their own lines.

Dr. Loefke, while admitting that

in some respects the compulsory

attendance rule as applied at

Queen's is good, stated that he pre-

ferred the German method.

Pierre Saint-Loup attended a

School of Science and Engineering,

as opposed to the so-called "univer-

ities" in which courses are offered

in Arts and Medicine.

Attendance at lectures in the

school he attended was absolutely

compulsory, Mr. Saint-Loup ex-

plained. A student missing two

lectures throughout his course is

denied his diploma. I Illness is the

only excuse acceptable, and a phy-

sician is kept on the staff to in-

vestigate the cases of sick students,

In universities, on the other

hand, a student may miss as-many
lectures as he sees fit. Accord-

ing to Mr. Saint-Loup cutting

classes in a small university was
not advisable, since the profes-

sors remembered the class-cutters

at examination time.

Mr. Saint-Loup thought it

would be pleasant not to be re-

quired to attend lectures, but he

did not think the plan would
work out satisfactorily in a uni-

versity as small as Queen's.

THE SHINING HOUR
OPENS TO-NIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

Stuart, Anne Macdonnell and

Larry Cromien. All these players

have had considerable experience

in dramatics both in Queen's

plays and at other colleges.

Lorne Greene, who plays the

role of David Linden, is president

of the Queen's Guild, and has

played in its productions for two

years. In his freshman year he

was in the cast of "Submerged,''

the performance which won for

the Guild first place in the East-

ern Ontario Drama Festival.

Last year he played the lead in

the Festival play "Limes of

Sicily."

Pat Hatheway, an exchange

student from Acadia University,

has had wide stage experience

at that college. In "The Shining

Hour" Miss Hatheway plays the

part of Mariella, the young wife

of Henry Linden and the lover

of his brother David.

John Bell takes the role of

Henry Linden. Last year he

assisted with the direction of

Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex" as pro-

duced by the Dramatis- Guild, and

played in the Mediaeval morality

Everyman." The sets for "The
Shining Hour" were specially de-

signed by Mr. Bell.

Anne Macdonnell, a freshette

at the university, has appeared in

several Toronto productions. She
portrays Hannah Linden, unmar-
ried sister of the three Linden

brothers.

Dorothy Stuart, who plays the

key role of Judy, wife of David
Linden, has served on the direct-

orate of the Dramatic Guild for

twofyears and has been for three

years one of its leading players.

Larry Cromien, taking the part

of Mickey Linden, the young boy
in love with love, has also been a
member of the Dramatic Guild

for four years.

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Fares : Adult 76c: Child 40c]

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15 from KINGSTON
ToBrantford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood, Detroit, Durham, Goderich,
Grimsby, Guelph, Huntsville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,
Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falls, North Bay, Owen Sound,
Palmereton, Paris, Penetang, St. Catharines, Saraia, Southampton,
Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points
beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Also to all towns in
New Ontario on linea of Temiskamlng & Northern Ontario Rly., Kapuskaa-
ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Gsraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

SATURDAY, NOV. 16 to TORONTO and HAMILTON
Al» (o »1 ISlotion* BrodniilBto Whllbr Jcl.tncliulte

" ATTRACTIONS— TORONTO — SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16
N»tlonil l*«ut Hockty—Toienlo "M«pl« Luh" vt. N«w YoA "Riniwt"

Nillaml Molor Shaw ol Cimdt— T. titan Co. Ltd. "Sinim Cliui" Pmdi (o Toyluid rote

Farm, TichtU, Bttum Limitt and Train Information from Agtnti. ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL
210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask lor our commutation ticket

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT''
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver

H. R. BECKINGHAM. O.B.E.
Proprietor

PHONE 821

Fantastic Favours Feature Formal
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COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed
Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed .... 75c up
"Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

]LY i.;oU>W1N SMITH

FROM THE SIDELINES
QUEEN'S WIN 18-4

GET PLAY-OFF BERTH
TV AB ORATTON

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1859

EYES
The eye is the percpheral organ

of sight. It is situated in the cavity

of trie orbit where it is largely pro-

tected from injury. It has two
chambers each filled with humor,

the anterior one with aqueous

humor, the posterior one with

vitreous humor, but in spite of this,

and the fact that a pupil is involved,

there is nothing very humorous

about it.

The front of the eye is known

as the cornea and is covered by the

conjunctiva which frequently be

comes inflamed and very red, and

from this fact the expression "blood

in his eye" may have arisen.

Sparkling eyes are often found

in healthy people. They must not

be confused with sparking eyes

also found in healthy people, and in

females sometimes known as "come

hither eyes." These come hither or

inviting eyes if taken too seriously

ma)' lead to black eyes which in

turn may lead, to embarassing ex-

planations. The wise man carries

his black eye with an air of digni-

fied mystery a"d refuses to offer

explanations. The excuse of bump-

ing into a door is rather feeble if

not an anatomical impossibility.

Besides inflammation and con-

junctivitis the eye is liable to many

other pathological conditions. Per-

haps we should mention cataract,

which led to the discovery of Ensol

;

melanotic sarcoma, an unpleasant

discovery at any time; and inter-

stitial keratites, often a very shock-

ing discover)'.

Eyes like diamonds, found in the

heroines of some novels, are com

naratively rare in real life, pos

sibly because during the recent dc-

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

"Phone 256

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.

ST.

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

pression they were removed and

sold to keep the wolf with his cold

glittery eyes from the door.

Fish eyes, a term sometimes ap-

plied to some of the cooked forms

of tapioca, are, so far as we know,

only found in fish and in those who

are supposed to drink like fish. This

type of person can be distinguished

on the morning after by his bleary

eyes which arc- also often dull and

blood-shot.

Piercing eyes must not be for-

gotten. They are found in the

hypnotists of fiction and also in

public school principles when ques-

tioning little boys. Green eyes also

are worthy of mention. They in-

dicate, theoretically anyway, jeal-

ousy. Remem he r Shakespeare

:

"Jealousy—St is a green-eyed mon-

ster which doth mock the meat it

feeds on." While on the subject

nf colour, have you ever seen pink

eyes? They are found in rabbits

and albinos, sometimes billed in

circuses as Men from Mars.

Beautiful eyes, found for the

most part in the fairer sex, may be-

come passionate eyes. Then look

out. To quote from Byron

Heart on her lips and soul within

her eyes," and you all know the

saving about a women scorned, She

is apt to call the Evil eye to her aid

if there arc an.v
1

evil eyes in that

part of the country. This may

to sudden death and trial for

murder, and here the eyes of the

world come in. They are unique

in always being focusscd on some-

thing.

Last but not least comes the wall

eye. No doubt you have all heard

of the girl who was so wall-eyed

that when she cried the tears ran

down her back.

Munro's hoofing was far superior

to that of Herhy Westman as the

Tricolor ace hoisted the leather for

a total distance of 1191 yards.

Westman kicked poorly a few

times and as a result only managed

to smack the oval 905 yards, to

trail Munro by a considerable

margin.

JUNIOR TEAM WINS

GRID CHAMPIONSHIP

(Continued from page 1)

comer to die Junior squad also

showed up well. The Juniors were

without the services of Archie Kerr

who will lie out for the rest of the

season with injuries but Jim Cum-

ming who took his place played a

great game on the secondary de-

fence. Coulin and Johnston broke

up several Grad attacks with their

hard tackling. Walker at outside

wing and McLean look like coming

stars when they have had more

experience.

In the first quarter Queen's

marched up the field but they failed

to score. Later in the same period

Oertzman fell on a loose ball and

Williams then kicked for a point

In the second quarter the Grads

plunged their way to the Tricolor

three yard line but they lost the hall

when Smith fumbled. However the

Grads were able to score their only

point of the game a few minutes

later. Plav see-sawed back* and

forth in the third quarter with

neither team having a decided ad-

vantage until Williams kicked a

point to put Queen's in the lead.

In the last quarter the Grads

went to pieces and Queen's put the

came in the bag. Williams kicked

a field goal and a single point to

make the score 6 to 1. Finally,

after Latimer and Williams had

ced the ball for yards several

times, Campbell went around the

short end for a touchdown which

was not converted.

Bodi teams bad strong lines and

it was only the superior kicking of

Don Wiltams that enabled Queen's

to pile up so high a score. The

Grads completed two lovely thirty

yard forward passes from Boone to

fackson in each case. Queen's fail-

ed to complete a forward pass but

they, intercepted a couple of the

Kingston passes and turned them

into long gains. For the Grads

Watts, Smith and Gow were the

best, although most of the boys

played the full sixty minutes with-

out relief.

Queen's—Flying wing, Cumming;

halves. Williams, Carson, Morrison;

quarter. Campbell; snap. Conlin;

in si ties. MacGillvary. Johnston;

middles, Abbott, E. Wood; out-

sides, McCloskey, Gerteman. Subs,

Smith, Holland. Scott, Cairns,

Sampson, Latimer, Walker. A.

Wood, Thomas, Spearman. McTear.

Kingston Grads — Flying wing.

Laltion; halves, McDonald, Gow,

Grant ;
quarter, Boone ;

snap,

Turner; insides, Addy. Mailer;

middles, Smith. Watts; outsider,

Goldup. McGarvey. Subs, Carrol.

Cnmmings, Grey. McGrath. Black,

Blair, Marchand. Jackson, Hughes.

FISTS, FALLS AND FOILS

Queen's moved the sticks 6 times

once on a completed forward pass,

twice on extensions and 3 times on

line plays. McGill on the other

hand made 5 first downs, which' re

suited from 2 completions of for-

ward throws, and 2 others came

from straight plunging. The other

Red first down was awarded to the

visitors when the Tricolor were

penalized for an offside.

The Presbyterians lost 40 yards

and the loss of the ball for breaking

the rules, McGill were set back

only 30 yards during the fixture.

Although the game didn't appea

to be overly strenuous, the number

of time outs for injuries was espe

cially high. Both squads stopped

play about an equal number of

times while the wounded were

being patched up by the trainers.

Queen's threw only 6 forwards

and 2 were completed for short

gains. The Stollery to Munro pass

for a touch in the last quarter was

perfectly executed and caught the

Reds fiatfooted. The Montrealers

attempted 10 tosses and 2 found re-

ceivers for first downs.

The Recvemen intercepted 4 of

the Red flings while only one Tri-

color heave was gathered in by a

Red clad warrior.

Fumbles were few and far be-

tween. Queen's were guilty of only

2 muffs, one which they recovered.

McGill fumbled on 3 occasions,

and picked up one of their

mi splays.

You raised your hat m that girl

you just passed—you don't know

her. do you?

No. but my hrother does, and

this is Ins hat!—Quill

The strong Tricolor line wavered

slightly in the opening period to

allow husky George Stockwell to

barge through and partially block

Munro's kick. Riddell pounced on

the loose ball and Anton wasted lit-

tle time in shooting a placement

over,

Johnny Edwards with his speedy

run hacks, and "Chuck" Peck with

his sensational interceptions of Red

passes obtain our vote for being the

most valuable men out there on

Saturday.

Archie Kirkland amazed the

natives by booting a neat drop in

the final minutes of the contest.

Kirk boots them from the left side

and his successful shot gives him

a perfect average in the art of drop

kicking.

(Continued from page 5)

For the second successive Sat-

urday the Reeve coached aggre-

gation flashed brilliant form to

earn all star rating. On a team

that had no weak spots it is quite

difficult to single out stand-out

performers, as every man was in

the limelight at some time or an-

other, and played a major part

in the fine Tricolor win. The local

rear guard of Munro, Edwards

and Krug stood out for its fault

less catching, for dizzy run backs

of kicks, and for its speed on ex

tensions. Edwards in particular

bowed dazzling bursts of speed

in toting the oval back for huge

slices of yardage throughout the

tussle. The ex-Michigan flash has

featured the last two Tricolor

tilts with his speedy footwork and

is definitely a star.

"Chuck" Peck turned in his

best performance of the season

the rangy lad from St. Mikes top

pling ball carriers with a great

display of ankle clutching, be

sides shining on the offensive

with several lengthy dashes after

he had intercepted promising Red

forward tosses.

Harry Sonshinc again played

his usual effective game, starring

with a grand exhibition of defen

sive work. Barnabe and Stollery

hared the quarterback duties and

both boys were important cogs

in the Tricolor offensive. The

tanks up front. Barker, Lewis.

Kirkland, Thompson, Jones and

Zvonkin did their work well,

while Wing. Scott, Bews and

young Tom Doherty, an Inter-

mediate recruit were "tops" in

dragging down Red backfielders.

The Redmcn trotted out a few

men who would star on any team.

Top performers for the invaders

were Westman. Doug Wigle.

Letourneau. Anton and Cam
MacArthur. The youthful Doug

Wigle was the most consistent

ground gainer for the O'Brien-

men, being responsible for two

first downs which came after he

had knifed through holes in the

Tricolor first line of defence.

Wcstman's kicking was on the

whole steady while Letourneau

was the best of the Montreal

tackling corps.

Injured Listening To Game

Wyoming's state treasurer, J.

Kirk Baldwin, was a casualty of

the N'.itre Darre-Ohjo State foot-

ball game although he remained

2.000 miles from the stadium ac-

cording to a Canadian Press dis-

patch. Baldwin said be became

7o excited while listening to a re-

port of the game, be leaped into

the air. landed on a rug which

skidded, and sprawled on the

floor. His wrist was fractured

Aesculapian Society Hears

Dr. Gibson To-Day

Dr. Thomas Gibson, will speak

the career of Theodore Turquet

de Mayerine, physician to James I

and Charles I. at the meeting of

the Aesculapian Society to be held

at five o'clock, Tuesday afternoon,

in the Amphitheatre. Richardson

Laboratory.

De Mayerine, a Hugcnot, studied

at Montcpellier and became pfrysio

an to Henry IV. of France and to

the nobility of France, England and

Scotland. Dr. Gibson will give a

sketch of his career and illustrate

his lectures with lantern slides

BY " CHUCK COCHRANE

Within the next two or

three weeks the first Fresh-

man Assault will be held in

the gymnasium, and the

fight followers will have the

opportunity of seeing the

new crop. The boys will he

going all out that night in

an effort to catch the coach's

eye.

Coach "Jimmy" Bews con-

tinues to attract over forty

wrestlers to his class each

evening, and on Friday night

gave the boys two minutes

actual competition. It was
gratifying to find that most

of them know what to do

when they have their nun at

a disadvantage. Mr. Bews

promises to hold these im-

promptu bouts often in order

to train the contenders to

think quickly.

Jack Irving and "Tony"

F o r s b e r g. Intercollegiate

lightweight champions, are

turning out regularly. It

seems to this observer that

neither one is taking a chance

on losing his title. It is pos-

sible that either one of these

boys might break the Inter-

collegiate record of four con-

secutive titles, held jointly

by Hoskings and Peever.

Ranald MacDonald, 145-

pound boxer was released

from the General Hospital on

Friday where he was receiv-

ing attention for facial cuts

suffered in an automobile ac-

cident near Odessa. The ac-

cident was unfortunate, but

we congratulate MacDonald

that it was not more serious.

Two fine prospects in the

bantamweight boxing class

have been found by Coach

Jack Jarvis. The coach had

been somewhat apprehensive

regarding the material for

this class, but feels that, bar-

ring injury this weight will

be well looked after.

Another member of the

squad who has been confined

to the hospital is Norm Hoch,

middleweight boxer. Hoch

is reported to be recovering

from an attack of flu.

It is with great pleasure

(and not a little pride) that

we report that the Manager

of the U.W. and F. Club and

your columnist are the same.

We both wish this year's

team every success in defend-

ing the championship won

last year.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Convtntc | Otchutra

Nnv. IS
j

M*di«' Formal "Grant Hall 1 5.00 L. Cohen Paul Trcmaine

V^TB 1 Arts '38 Grant Hall 1
R. Janit..

tiov. 29 1
Science *36 Grant Hall j

1.25 C. Sager Jack relp.man

Dec. 6 i
Science '38 Grant Hall A. Miller

|an. 10 i
Arts 36 Grant Hall

i
100 R. Park Jack Telgman

|an. 17 1
Arts Formal Grant Hall 1

Ian. 22 Lcvarta Formal Ban Righ 1

|an. 24
i

Levana Formal Ban Righ
|

Feb. 7 1
Science Formal Gvm W. Lewi*

Matchiess^lelody For Merry Meds.
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Evening Shoes -

ThatAre Smart

FOR THE LADIES

—

Air-Steps and Golden

Pheasant Slippers in

the new low heel

sandals

IN SILVER KID
OR SATIN

Priced at $5.75 to $9.50

EVENING BAGS
to match

at $2.00 and $2.50

FOR THE MEN

—

The new receding toe in

Patent Oxfords or

Gun-Metal Calf

Priced at $5.00

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Camera Club Drafts

Membership Rules

The Camera Club drew up the

rules for membership and for Uie

use of Hie dark room at a meeting

on Thursday afternoon.

The Club is open to all members

of the A. M.S. which of course in-

cludes Levana. -The fees are fifty

cents for general membership and

one dollar for members who wish

to use the dark room. The general

fund is to be used for print ex-

changes with other clubs and for

exhibition purposes.

Rules for the use of the dark

room were laid down. The room

will be available from 8.00 a.m. to

5.00 p.m. and also in the Douglas

Tutorial periods. Members will

have to pay for developer and paper

used and should record the amount

used in a book provided for the

purpose. Those wishing to use the

rk room should get in touch with

Bob Hay.

The Club hopes to arrange a

series of talks on the technical use

photography. In the meantime

beginners will be interested in the

elementary work bv other members.

BEATTY'S REMARK
IS CRITICIZED

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
lh:t .v the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Ktnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hemlock Dairy

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply wlrh
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. PrinctsB and WcUlngto

WE DELIVER

( Continued from page 1)

make correct judgments regard

an entirely diverse field of ac

tv. He stated that the purpose

a university should be to train

youth to become good citizens

the country and to develop

thin them the ability to examine

ngs clearly without prejudice

Capt J. O. Watts, in proposing

toast to the Arts Society, ex-

pressed bis wish that this organiza

ion might be the centre of all that

nuke* an individual. Do not face

fe with the attitude that a degree

II get for you a living, but rather

th the attitude that a degree will

arrant the world in giving you

ing. Build your castles in the

air, then spend the rest of life put

ting the foundations under them

Arch Campbell, President of the

Arts Society replied by stressinc

ihe value of the unique spirit of

fellowship which so distinguished

our University.

Other speakers of the evening

were Kalph James, Fred Millar

Louis Couillard and Wallace

uir. Kemp Edwards expressed

ords of thanks to Dr. Tracy and

II who had assisted in the banquet.

The song leader was Geo. Miniell

and dinner music was furnished by

Jack Sherman and the Dukes

Mi

)ouglas Chair Has

Symbolic Carvings

The Douglas Chair of Canadian

and Colonial History is occupied at

present by Dr. R. G. Trotter, who

ucceed Dr. McArthur in 1934.

after teaching for 10 years at

Queen's. During the time previous

his appointment, Dr. Trotter

made extensive research into Cana-

dian History and published several

olumes on this topic.

The Douglas Chair was named

fter Dr. James Douglas, former

Chancellor of Queen's; the unusual

feature is that there really is a

chair, carved purposely as a symbol.

The symbolic chair was carved

by a daughter of Sir Henry Joly,

ember of Sir Wilfrid Laurier's

cabinet and at one time Prime

Minister of Quebec. Miss Joly was

sister-in-law of Colonel Dudley

Mills, whose father was one of the

cabinet writers of Colonial History,

Miss Joly was herself interested in

Colonial History besides being an

expert wood-carver.

The chair has two beautifully

sculptured heads—one Indian and

he other white—on either side of

the backrest, representing the coali

Hon of the two races to form

Canadian History. In circular

formation on the back are carved

the crests of the nine Canadian

Provinces with the Queen's crest in

the centre. The background of the

chair was the establishment of the

Beit Chair of Colonial History at

Oxford, which was the first in the

Empire, The connection between

the two chairs was that Professor

W. L. Grant, first professor of the

Douglas Chair, and late principal of

Upper Canada College, had been

Beit lecturer, assisting Professor

Hugh E. Edgerton, who was pro

fessor of Colonial History at Ox
ford. The Douglas Chair was the

second in the Empire.

Professor Duncan McArthur

ti e Douglas professorship of Cana-

dian History from 1910 to 1915,

and his successor was Professor

J. L. Morison who had been teach-

ing at Queen's since 1907 and who

held the position until 1922.

Professor Duncan McArthur
took over the Chair in 1922 and it

was abourthis time it became offi-

cially called the Douglas Professor-

ship or Chair of Canadian and Col-

onial History. Professor Mc-
Arthur retained this position until

1934 when Doctor Trotter received

the professorship which he is still

holding.

GAS IFOR WARFARE
NO LONGER OUTLAW

(Continued from page 1)

About 1000 new compounds have

been tried out since the war but au-

thorities say that the limit has al-

most been reached. The gas masks

problem has yet to be solved per-

fectly. The cost of effective ones

would amount to about $150 per

head. It has been suggested by one

public man that a "psychological"

gas mask be given to the common

people to give them the feelimj of

safety as it would be financially im-

possible to provide other than the

privileged few with real masks.

In 1925 a special protocol of the

League of Nations embodied and

emphasized the prohibition of poison

gases as laid down in the Wash-

ington Disarmament Conference of

1922. This protocol condemned

the use of poison gas and also any

form of bacterial warfare and was

signed by 32 states. Fourteen

nations did not ratify, including

Japan and the United States. All

other major powers signed the pro-

tocol. However, the study of

chemical warefare was not given

up, Great Britain, for example,

stating in official documents that

she must be ready for defence

against any nation in war. Thus

extensive preparations for chemical

warfare is seen on all sides and this

chemical warfare was not given

against troops but also against the

civilian populations as well. In

view of the rather futile means of

protection at hand the cries of pro-

tection uttered by nations today

would appear, to be nothing more

than a "red herring" dragged

across the trail of armament for

wars of reprisals, if not aggressive

wars. The only solution is general

disarmament and this idea has been

ridiculed and there is little hope of

a movement for disarmament reor-

ganizing since Fascism has in'

creased the tension so greatly of

late.

®b*l:tmhj Cdramforn Mamr &hnji
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University

Flowers aent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET J*™*
2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

-O. .GUI SO,!,' Y, YEARM ^^^gg^^"^
NOTE BOOKS

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess ?treet Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Learn to dance in three lessons for the Medical Formal

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

Arts '38 To Hold Dance
On November 22

The annual year dance of Arts

3ft will lake place on November 22

and promises to be an outstanding

event. Certain novel ideas have

been concocted by the committee to

make this dance a little out of the

ordinary. The scene of the festivi

tics will be Grant Hall with Kuth
Knowlton providing the music
Tickets will be on sale this week
from the committee composed of

Phyllis Ross, Helen Ralph, Ron
Merriam, Wallic Muir, and Ralpl

James (convener).

ierre Saint

To Address

S.V.M. Meeting

Dr. J. R. Watts will continue,

his discussion of Comparativi

Religion at the S.V.M. meeting
on Wednesday at 5.00 p.m,

the Seminar Room in the Old
Arts Building.

Peace Service Held
In Chalmers* Church

Loup
Cercle

M. Pierre Saint- Lotip, the

French exchange student at

Queen's, will speak to the Cercle

Franeais on the differences be-

tween a small university town in

France and in Canada, in the

Senate Room of the Old Arts

Building this afternoon at 5.30.

All those who are interested are

nvited to attend.

"Pathways to Peace" was the

topic discussed by Dr. G, A
Brown in Chalmers' Church Sunday

night as part of the Armistice Day

ceremonies.

"Present International goodwill

must be crystallized and made

effective. A peacemaker must have

peace in himself," said Dr. Brown
condemning present-day nation-

ism. Peace is not passive but

must assume aggressive tactics to

achieve its ends. We must study

the causes of war with a view to

solving present-day problems. The

speaker voiced his beliefs in an in

ternational league to promote good

will and world peace.

A discussion led by Dr. H. L
Tracy followed the service.

LOST

A brown key case, Finder

please telephone George Wrigh
at 1216-J.

ROUND TRIP RAIL TRAVEL
From KINGSTON

Friday NOV. 15

«...
t0

*1fl-75Chicago lv

BARGAIN

16Saturday, NOV.
TO

Port Huron 96.85
Flint - - - $8.20
Durand - - $8.55

Tickcti, Htturn LunU

CANADIAN
NATIONAL

Information from Agent: ASK FOR HAKDBTIX.

CANADIAN
P A C I F I C T.„

PRINTING
INKS, YEAR

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO

Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rCANK CCBES
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHO**

Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting. Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3180

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 66 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

GENTS DRESSING
CASES

We have our Christmas

stock in—price from $4.95

Swaffield's Leather

Shop
Phone 1941 86 Brock St.

Formal Tickets On Sale In Union This Afternoon
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RECOVERY SAID TO

HINGE ON DECREASE

OF UMEMPLOYMENT

J. C. Elliott Gives Address
At Commerce Club

Luncheon

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15th, 1935 No. 14

Graduate Of Queen's

Cites Huge Borrowings By
Government For

Relief

"Business cannot he prosperous

until it feels obligated to assist in

problems of unemployment," said

jj. C. Elliott, speaking at the Com-
merce Club Luncheon held in the

Banquet Hall in the Students'

Union at noon yesterday.

Mr. Elliott received bis M.A,
degree from Queen's University.

As chief economist of A. E. Ames
& Co., Investment Brokers, lie oc-

cupies a position of importance in

the business world;

The speaker surveyed current

Canadian conditions from the view-

point of a Bond Dealer. Canada's

foreign borrowing and the balance

of trade were traced from 1896 to

the present time. Because of the

enormous cost of fixed charges on
the huge debt which has accumu-

lated Canada has always found it

difficult to readjust borrowings.

(Continued on page 2)

Game Broadcast

At time of going to press

the Journal received word
that the Varsity - Queen's

game would be broadcast

over the Queen's station,

CFRC at 1510 kilocycles.

Stadium Tickets

Students going to Toronto

are asked to take with them

their full book of tickets.

These, along with 30 cents,

will gain them admittance to

the play-off game. Ticket

number 6 must be presented

at the south entrance of the

n'nk (beside the Stadium) be-

fore 2,15 p.m., after which

time seats will be sold rush.

SUCCESS MARKS NEW

GUILD PRODUCTION

Simplicity Of Presentation

Of Shining Hour
Commended

BY ALLAN KENT

Introducing the drama season

at Queen's with a thoughtful in-

terpretation of "The Shining

Hour" by Keith Winters, the

Queen's Dramatic Guild present-

ed the currently popular psych-

ological study in Convocation

Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday

evenings.

The Dramatic Guild chose

wisely in selecting a play" of the

type of "The Shining Hour."

Simplicity is the keynote of the

latest trends in art; a study of

psychology is the preoccupation

of the modern mind. Keith Win-

ters' three-act drama introduces

no superfluous characters, the set-

ling is the same for all three acts,

and the action is essentially one.

The play is in point of fact a con-

centrated study of character-

growth 'and the contrast of men-

tal types.

(Continued on page 8)

UNDERGRADS AGREE

CHANGE IS NEEDED

IN ATTENDANCE RULE

Favour Complete Abolition

For All Beyond
First Year

Many Interviewed

'Not Sufficiently Mature'
Theology Principal

Believes

Pursuing its campaign to dis-

cover popular feeling on the com-

pulsory attendance issue, the Jour-

nal continues to find students almost

unanimously in favor of some form

of change of the regulation.

Most of those interviewed by the

Journal believed in compulsory at-

tendance for the first year only.

Others believed that it should l>c

abandoned entirely. Dr. H. A.

Kent, principal o£ Queen's Theolo-

gical College, considered the average

Queen's undergraduate incapable

of undertaking the responsibility

of attendance without such a rule.

Principal Kent

"The voluntary attendance system

is the ideal way for university

classes to be conducted. It works

well for the serious mature stu-

dents who are at college to make the

most out of their courses. I dout

however, if the voluntary system

could be introduced at Queen's

since Canadian students are not

sufficiently mature," Dr. Kent told

the Journal .

"So long as we have the lecture

system at Queen's and while our

students are comparatively imma-

ture, the University will have to

maintain the attendance rule. Can-

ada is relatively young and has not

(Continued on page 6)

SYNCOPATING SAWBONES STRUT TO-NIGHT

Festivities To Begin In
Grant Hall At

Nine

The big event of the Fall social

season at this University takes

place tonight in Grant Hall. The
Medical Formal commences at 9

o'clock and continues far into the

following morning.

! am very pleased to have litis

opportunity of wishing the Medical

Faculty every success for their an-

nual At Home.
I believe everything possible lias

beeti flolie to ensure a very pleasur-

able evening for everyone attending

'his function. Assuredly this year's

Medical dance will go down in the

records as another traditionally en-

joyable Queen's Format.

U'm. N. Simmons,

A.M.S. President.

It gives the committee great

Pleasure to announce that the fol-

lowing have very graciously con-

futed ro receive the guests: Dr.

(Continued on page 7)

DEAN'S MESSAGE

To those who have sapped their

intellectual reserve by rigorous

and prolonged study and who

have used 1 up their physical

stamina by a too strenuous pur-

suit. of the more rugged sports

of field, mat, and ring, it may be

permitted rarely to seek relaxa-

tion in capering nimbly to the

lascivious pleasing of the lute.

Thus it is that even the more

staid and senior members of the

Faculty wish the students of

Medicine a joyous evening on the

occasion of their annual dance.

Frederick Etherington,

(Dean of the Faculty of

Medicine)

NOTICE

Admission to the Medical

Formal in Grant Hall will

be by the University Ave.

entrance only. No other

doors will be open.

Honorary President Of
Society Sends

Message

To the members of the Aescul-

apian Society of Queen's Univer-

sity :

The following paragraph is

found in one of the shortest of

the Hippocratic Tracts called

"Law," supposed by some
scholars to be a fragment of an

address to students beginning

their Medical studies at a time,

a few centuries before our era,

when Greek thinkers were begin-

ning to realize that a definite idea

of discipline was desirable among

practitioners of medicine.

"The learning of Medicine may

be likened to the growth of

plants. Our natural ability is the

soil. The views of our teachers

are as it were the seeds. Learning

from childhood is analagous to

the seeds falling betimes upon

the prepared ground. The place

of instruction is as it were the

nutriment that comes from the

(Continued on page 7)

BETTING GIVES VARSITY SLIGHT EDGE

AS TEAMS PREPARE FOR TITLE CLASH
Blues At Full Strength For

Third Playoff With
Queen's

Isbister In Uniform

Cold Weather Promises A
Fast Field And
Open Play

BY GEORGE VA1R

Sports Editor, The Varsity

Toronto, Ont., Nov. 13.—With

every man in excellent condition for

Saturday's crucial play-off game

the Blue gridders are confident of

taking the Tricolor into camp and

winning the Yates Trophy when

the two squads meet for the third

time this season. Varsity's super-

iority over Queen's throughout the

past season gives every indication

that the homesters will rule as fav-

orites despite the fact thai the pres-

ent champions arc reputed to play

their best ball in the Blue Bowl.

A decided drop in the tempera-

ture in the Queen City augers well

for a fast field and should fit into

the speedy attacking system of the

Four Horsemen who have piled up

a greater yardage than any oilier

hackfield in the circuit. With

Hughie Marks throwing the passe

right on the spot the league leaders

have a valuable offensive which is

flangerous at all times. Trailing by

live points well on in the final

quarter in London last week-end

the Blues opened up with the!

aerial attack and seconds later

scored the winning touch. Jack

Holden, hard tackling outside, has

been threatening Connelly's place

as first string receiver. With Isbis

ter back in uniform Stevens will be

spending the next few days tossing

coins as to who will receive the

kicking assignment since Cam Gray

has been playing well nigh perfect

football in the past month. The

blond-haired, nineteen-year-old sen-

sation has annexed the high scoring

(Continued o« oage S)

husky Tricolor lineman who wit] start

at inside tomorrow against the Blues
in Toronto.

AUDREY COOK HEARD

IN WINTER CONCERT

'35 -'36 DIRECTORY
IS NOW AVAILABLE

Fresh And Unhackneyed
Program Wins

Approval

BY M. A, COWIE

The first of the series of Winter

Concerts to be presented in King-

ston this year opened auspiciously

on Wednesday evening in the .Mem-

orial Hall, City Buildings, where a

large audience of music lovers ap-

plauded vigorously the fine per-

formance of Miss Audrey Cook,

Canadian violinist.

It is indeed a pleasure to find an

artist sufficiently above popular de-

mands to give a fresh and unhack-

neyed program. Her first group

presented four contrasting and

well-balanced selections. The Moz-

art Sonata received a standard, if

slightly flat, treatment, hut in the

Schubert Rondo Miss Cook gave

an enthusiastic interpretation of its

lyric beauty.

(Continued on page 3)

Win Will Mean Eleventh

Senior Title For
Queen's

Munro May Be Out

Tricolor Confident Yates
Cup Will Remain

In Kingston

BY AB. CRATTON

It, will be a case of history re-

peating itself today at noon, as Ted

Reeve's champion football squad

hoards the train l>ound for Toronto,

where, tomorrow afternoon at Var-

sity bowl the Canadian Intercol-

legiate Rugby championship will he

decided-

Just one year ago today the Tri-

color left for the Queen City where

they dethroned the then cliatupion

Blues on the following afternoon in

a thrilling exhibition of the great

Fall pastime. And strangely enough,

the same two football machines that

clashed for 1934 grid supremacy,

will tangle tomorrow in a title de-

ciding game, that should surpass in

all round brilliancy all previous

struggles the ancient rivals have

engaged in.

Slow to round into the form ex-

pected of them this year. Queen's

have scaled the football heights

during the past three weeks and

have developed an offensive style

of play which should lie sufficient

to return them winners of the Col-

lege crown for the second succes-

sive time.

The injury jinx which has been

in evidence around Richardson

Stadium practically all season, made

its appearance again this past week

and, as a result, it is doubtful whe-

ther Johnny Munro, ace Tricolor

kicker, will be out there tomorrow

matching punts with Cam Gray

and Roh Isbister, starry Blue hoot-

ers. Munro's injury, received in a

hotel at Ottawa a few hours after

(Continued on page S)

Oriental Official Of Christian.

Federation Will Lecture Here

The 1935-36 edition of the

Students' Directory has n..w ap-

peared on the campus in a great-

ly enlarged form. Many new fea-

tures have been introduced this

year which add to the usefulness

and attractiveness of the volume.

The Arts section is listed al-

phabetically as a whole rather

than by years as has been the

custom tn former years. Science

and Medicine arc st
:

ll grouped

according to year. Advertising,

instead of appearing on the first

and last pages, is interspersed

through the book.

Copies of the Directory are

now available to students through

their year secretaries. The staff

and others may purchase copies

at the Post Office for 10 cents.

t. z. KOO

Secretary of the World Student Chris-

tian Federation, who will speak in

Convocation Hall on Tuwday.

Dr. T. Z. Koo Secretary of the

World Student Christian Federa-

tion, will be in Kingston November

19th anil 20th. While in this city,

Dr. Koo will give a public address

m the subject, "The Contribution

• f Chri>iianity to China," in Sydcn-

inm St. L'nited Church, Tuesday,

November 19th, at eight o'clock in

he evening, lie will also speak

ihoul "The International Situation

n the Far Cast," at an extension

ecture in Convocation Hall on the

iame day at five o'clock,

Dr. Koo is a renowned figure in

the Occidental world as well as in

the Orient and in speaking ot him,

Dr. John R. Mott said, "1 can think

of no personality in all Asia whose

message and influence would be

(Continued on page 8)

Aesculapian At Home To-Night
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Arts '38 Invite Students

To Open Meeting Monday

An open meeting of Arts '.18

will be held in Convocation Hall

on Monday afternoon at 4.00. The

unique program to be offered

will be of interest to all students.

The year executive is striving

to offer something different from

the unpopular business sessions.

With every student invited to be

present. Convocation Hall is cer-

tain to be packed for what
promises to be a very entertain-

ing year meeting.

Particulars of the meeting arc

being sent to every member of

Arts '38. These personal letters

will be in the Post Office on Sat-

urday morning.

sTUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EJtjblilbttJ i0i 7
IINGSTON BRANCH—Kin( A CUrtne* la

W. R. BBLCHER, Nuum

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can
find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been
made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.°°
The Bengal

$19.75

The Polo

$22.50

$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

5hr
fflcOTaUum ©tft

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

39S Princcso St.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

JOSEPH HOWE. By James

A. Roy. Maetmtton. $3.50.

It was with considerable interest

and anticipation that we took up

this biographical volume, written by

a Queen's professor. While one

must admit that the biography of

such a man as Joseph Howe is not

of a very wide interest one must

commend the author's wide re-

search and the great care which is

evident in the preparation of this

hook. Often such a biography as

this is monotonous and dull; Mr.

Ro/s book is more interesting than

one might suppose.

But first of all, Howe himself

and the story of his life. He was

born in Halifax in 1804 and at the

age of 13 entered the printing busi-

ness where he was employed for

ten years. At the age of 23 he de-

cided upon journalism for s career

and by industry and ability he soon

Ivecamc, Mr. Roy tells us, "the most

influential journalist in North

America." In 1827 he secured con-

trol of The Weekly Chronicle,

afterwards The Acadian. At the

end of bis period as editor of The

Xoraseotion he was indeed making

a name for himself, had become

more than merely a young newspa-

per-scribbler and showed definite

signs of a leaning toward the

popular side in the perpetual poli-

tical wrangle of Nova Scolia.

In 1R35 there appeared in The
Novascotian the famous letter

charging the magistrates and coun-

cil of Halifax with corruption and
inefficiency. Howe's trial for libel

followed and in due course bis

triumphant acquittal. The next

lep was exactly what we tnip;ht ex-

pect—Howe entered politics and in

1R37 was elected a* representative

of the Reform party. In 1840

Howe joined Lord Falkland's gov-

ernment but in a year or two he was
stranged from Falkland, sent in his

resignation and from 1844-6 the

Halifax journalist was leader of the

Liberal opinion in the province and

n Sir John Harvey's government
became Provincial Secretary.

Then came the great railway
cheme on which Howe expended
much time and energy. He was
cnt to England to persuade the

home authorities to support the

plan, but indifference alone met him.

It was a hopeless and a thankless

task—to try to interest the govern-

ment in a railway 3,000 miles away

in a colony which was neglected in

England. In i860 Howe became

premier of Nova Scotia and retain-

ed office until 1863—an uneventful

term. It was what Mr. Roy calls

"the tragedy of Howe's life"—he

had a small majority and little en-

thusiasm for his task, little prac-

tical ability in government. Per-

haps the strangest part of the story

is that of Howe's activities as anti-

Confederation leader, and the sud-

den and almost inexplicable change

of attitude which made him a mem-
ber of the cabinet of United

Canada.

The background of the book is

well-laid in a picture of the Nova

Scotia, and the Halifax of Howe's

time. The lively and animated ac-

count of Howe's visits to "England

and the United States are entertain-

ing; and they brighten the political

story.

We cannot agree with the recent

reviewers of this book who accuse

Mr. Roy of lack of interest in his

subject. That reviewer is appar-

ently annoyed that an "academic

import" should be the first to write

a biography of this man, Nova
Scotia's greatest figure. Certainly;

but the fact remains that there is

no other biography of Howe so

complete.

The last part of the book, in

which Mr. Roy sums up Howe's

character and ability is well-written

—perhaps too well-written when
one considers the subject treated.

But, on reading this, all doubt as to

Mr. Roy's sincerity are dispelled

—

he does not say Howe was a great

man. He was not. He is an inter-

esting human character, a politician,

a journalist, a versifier, above all a

man. "He did not lack vision or

faculty divine but ability to work-

out practical details." He was a

theorist but a theorist's life is often

much more interesting than that of

a practical man.

Mr. Roy's book will find a place

in every public library and to all

who are interested in Canada's his-

tory and her historical figures this

book cannot fail to make an
appeal.

RECOVERY HINGES
ON EMPLOYMENT

(Continued from page 1)

Unproductive governmental bor-

rowing for the purposes of unem-

ployment relief has amounted to

early $1,600,000,000 since 1929.

The impoverishment of great masses

of the Canadian people is reflected

by these huge loans. Only by solv-

ing the unemployment problem can

their financial situation be remedied.

Plans for a Commerce Club

Banquet were discussed at the

meeting. This function will prob-

ably be held shortly.

Soviet Drama Discussion At
L.S.R. Tonight

"The Soviet Theatre Drama
Festival of 1935" will be discuss-

ed by Mrs. Lon Lawson of Tor-

onto at a meeting of the League

for Social Reconstruction this

evening at 8^30 p.m. in Room 221

of the Douglas Library.

Mrs. Lawson spent part of last

summer in Russia, after travel-

ling widely on the Continent. She

is a graduate of the University

of Toronto, and took an active

part last year in the New Theatre

Movement in New York City.

The following statement was
taken from last Wednesday's
issue of the Toronto Globe:

Earthquakes are simply the

outward or visible signs of moun-
tain building, and volcanoes are

merely outlets for the expulsion

of larvae."

Levana Notes

Miss Margaret Fyfe will be the
guest speaker at a meeting of

the Levana Society in Ban Righ
on Wednesday evening, Novem-
ber 20, at 7.30.

* * *

The regular afternoon tea held
in Ban Righ Hall at 4.00 o'clock

11 be cancelled on Tuesday,
November 19 and Tuesday, No-
vember 26.

Campus and Gym
Basketball practices are being

held daily. Inieryear teams will

soon be selected as the interyear

games begin Wednesday, Novem-
ber 20. Frcshcttes in particular

arc urged to try for their team.

Hours: Mon. and Wed. 2.00-3.00.

Tucs., Thurs. and Fri. 1.00-2.00.
* • •

The Badminton draw is posted
and several matches have been
played. Please get in touch with
your opponent and play as soon as

possible.

Beginners in Badminton who
have no equipment will be interest-

ed to know that there arc two
racquets available for their use.
These may be obtained from Miss

She Slept With A Dummy

,
You may have bad a "dummy"

for a roommate, but chances are

that you never did sleep all night

with an unknown dummy. Such
was the fate of a sorority girl at

Northwestern last week-end.
Coming in late and fearing to turn

the light on. she quietly slipped

int.
1
bed barely noticing that the

other side of it was already

taken. Thinking her bed mate to

be a guest of the sorority, she

slept on a narrow slice of the bed
as the visitor seemed to be taking

up more than her half. The morn-
ing light revealed that she had
been sleeping with the dummy
used in the sorority home-cuming
decorations.

Murphy.

Hours: Mon. 1.00-200. Thurs
2.00-4.00. Fri. 2.00-3.00.

* * •

The Swimming Club will hold ;

meeting at 2.00 this afternoon. If

you are interested in diving, the

crawl or any stroke, someone will

be on hand to instruct you. The
purpose of the club is to develop

both speed and style in the stroke

Everyone is invited to attend. A
few races will probably take place

also.

Science '36 Dance Will Take
Place Nov. 29

Goaded beyond human endurance

by the jibes of members of other

dance committees who charge that

there is nothing to hide, the Science

'36, dance committee has promised

to come out into the open.

"But not until after the Medical

Formal do we diyulge our plans.

We're taking no chances on those

babies stealing our show," stated

Les Emery of the committee.

The only information availably

at present is that it will take pl ace

on November 29 in Grant Hall

Jack Telgman will supply the music.

Details of the proposed floor show

and other attractions are being

ligiously s u p p r e s s ed by the

committee.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal' possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association —

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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aint-Loup Tells Of

rench College Life

pierre Saint-Loup, French
change student at Queen's, de-

rjbed a small town French uni-

rsity, taking as his example the

niversity of Besancon, at the

eeting of the Cercle Francais, on

onday afternoon.

fli,. town of Besancon is limited

area by the nature of the sur

nindings. For this reason the

liversity buildings are crowded

(
getlier and there is no campus.

Most of the students at the unl

.rsity are residents of the town

,e remainder being drawn from

,e surrounding villages. French

udents who intend to travel usu

|ly attend the large universities at

'aris, Strassbourg or Nancy rathe

ian s m a 1 1 e r ones such as

lesancon.

Attendances at classes is optional

t the university because the small

egistration enables the staff to

:eep in close contact with the stu

lents and direct their work. The

irofessors know the extent of thei

Indies and grade them accordingly.

There arc no societies or organ

zed sports at the University

Besancon but students often jni

!ocal teams or clubs. For the bene

lit of the out-of-town students there

is a co-educational union.

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

surance policy as a provision for

the Future, or contemplating the

telling of life insurance as a pro-

fession, you would do well to

consider the outstanding sixty-

four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
lgcr or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY
OF CANADA

Home Office Waterloo. Ontario

Established 1669

Union Notes

The past two week-ends have

heen very quiet at the Union, but

this coming one promises to eclipse

all others for quietness. Everyone

who can beg, borrow or steal a ride

to Toronto for the play-off will be

there; and may we voice, along

with a multitude of other voices,

our sincerest wish for "Good luck!

team".

The radio after an absence of

several days is once more in opera

ion. The radio expert tells us that

the cause of the trouble is in the

condenser being damaged, because

the volume is on when the switch

turned. To avoid a recurrence

of this trouble a notice has been

posted on the radio, which if adher

ed to, will ensure continuous opera

tion of the set.

It has been suggested that a dup-

licate bridge tournament or tour-

naments be run in the Union—if

duplicate fours can be obtained and
someone who knows how to run

such a tournament can be persuaded

to do so. Will anyone interested in

this please communicate with one

of the House Committee so that

the success of the venture may be

assured.

On Thursday of this week the

second successful Commerce lunch

eon of the term was held in the

banquet hall of the Union. Mr
J- C. Elliott of A. E. Ames & Co
Ltd., investment bankers, was the

guest speaker.

AT THE THEATR
CONDUCTED BY

NORMA MacROSTIE E
CAPITOL

SHE BOSSMARRIED HER
With

Claudettc Colbert. Melvyn Douglas

A.M.S. Court

The Supreme Court of the

Alma Mater Society will be

in session on Tuesday, Decem-
ber 3rd, at 7 o'clock in Con-

vocation Hall.

R. W. Younjr,

Chief Justice.

An exceptionally entertaining pic

ture of an efficient secretary who

married her boss, and attempted to

run his household for him, is the

Capitol feature.

Claudette Colbert is of course

the secretary, and takes her part

with all the charm and ability which

brought her such acclaim in "It

Happened One Night." After she

marries Melvyn Douglas, her boss,

she tries to bring into a rough and

tumble household, composed of

narrow-minded sister, and a spoiled

and nasty tempered little girl

something of the peace and serenity

Inch should prevail. Before calm

reigns there is a great deal

comedy, supplied in large measure

by the little girl.

It is hard to know what to say

of Melvyn Douglas. He has

rather unpleasant role to play, an

cceeds in making the audience

ready to rise up and push him. Wait

till you see the end of the picture

though. He certainly makes up for

his former staidness—and the fil

ends on the same high pitch of

Hon it maintains all the way

through.

A news-reel, and a college comedy

which does not look at all familiar

complete the program. B-f.

—N. MacR

Revival: Grace Moore in "One

Night of Love."

ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL
With

Guy Standing,

Richard Cromwell

and Tom Brown

It is almost unnecessary to say

that "Annapolis Farewell

story, of the American naval acad

envy and the American Navy. It is

almost unnecessary to say any

more about the picture. Because

e have seen so much of the Am
erican Services in the past year

e know this type of picture off

by heart.

There is always a Good Boy and

Bad Boy and they always man-

age to get put in the same room

The Bad Boy is, of course,

credit to the Service, in fact b<

stn

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper

TIVOL1

ongly disapproves of the Service

However, he always manages to

have a father or an elder brother

who. by setting a "shining ex-

ample", makes the young delin-

quent see the error of his ways. This

all happens in "Annapolis Fare-

veil".

Richard Cromwell and Tom

Brown, as the two Midshipmen do

justice to parts that do not require

great deal of acting ability. Sir

Guy Standing is quite good as

retired commodore.

An amusing cartoon and die fact

that Tarzan has been transferred to

Saturday afternoon only, rate tin

picture a B— .

—D- K

Just a little down and

a little each month
buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd

J. R.C. DOBBS & CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST
Phone 819

WHEN YOU CALL TO SEE

YOUR GIRL AND YOU FIND

SOME CHAP HAS "BEAT

YOU TO IT" - .

.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WANT 200 USED
WATERMAN PENS
Htre'i an opportunity lo set rid ol

your old Waterman Pto—and vc pay

HERE'S THE IDEA

Sudjiom you own a J2.J5 Waterman
Pen. The bitrel ij broken ot youi

Pen needi repiirin*. We alio* V°u
one-half iu onrinai value <" m
thli cut II,IB lor your old Waterman
Pen on the purchaie ol new one.

Thi* ii (n (<<e l!tnl offer Oe< ou'

your old Waterman Pen and lake ad-

*»ntig« of ih!»

HALF BOUGHT PLAN

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

AUDREY COOK IS

HEARD IN CONCERT

(Continued from page 1)

GlucVs Mclodie was played i

straightforward manner suited

its classical proportions. The gay

Sicilians a dance form from

Sicily, closed the first group.

In her second group Miss Cook

rendered the first movement of

Saint-Saen's Third Violin Concer-

to. The emotion and drama of this

selection were well brought out, but

like so much of Saint-Saen's music

lacks sufficient intensity and

depth to be called really great

music. At the close of this number

Miss Cook was presented with a

bouquet of American Beauty roses.

Miss Cook was at her best in the

selection, Delius's Sonaia,

iposed in 1930, shortly be-

fore his death. She showed for

the first time that satisfying sense

of emotional and intellectual com-

prehension which comes from a

thorough insight into the corn-

intention. The passionate

yearning of the opening adagio re-

called the nostalgic feeling for the

English countryside so beautifully

expressed in Delius's "On Hearing

the First Cuckoo in Spring".

The haunting rhythm of the

second movement was contrasted

with the concluding largo in its

atmosphere of lyric reiignation. ln

... work Delius gives proof of his

eminence among modem composers,

never descending irto mere banality

and cheap musical ostentation, as so

many modem composers are prone

to do.

Miss Cook's concluding group

began with a Kreisler arrange-

ment of a Bacn Prelude—which

was unfortunately more Kreisler

than Bach—and concluded with

two simple ami effective English

airs by Taylor.

Throughout the program her

lone was large and often warm and

pleasing. She never descended to

technicalities for their own sake,

hut showed command of her in-

stalment and a deep artistic appre-

ciation of the music.

next

com

Its Correct At Livingston 8

Tailcoat Virtually Indispensable For

All Formal Affairs This Winter

This winter for formal affair* where ladies are present the dinner

jacket (tuxedo) is as out moded as the Hanjom Cab. For »tag

dinners and for semi-formal affair*, the dinner jacket is correct,

but for all occasions more formal than those, thc vTailcoat ij

now indispensable. j

The Livingston Tailcoat graciously styled in the London manner,

will make you look your best. Moreover, its careful hand-tailoring

gives you comfort and ease.

TAILCOAT AND TROUSERS TO ORDER $35 to $55

WHITE WAISTCOATS from $5 up

Style Note; The white waistcoat should not show below the coat

Correct Accessories—Shirt, Tie, Socks, Studs, Collars

1

LIVNGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

For authentic University Fashions

Make Laidtaw's -

Your Headquarters for Hosiery

ORIENT KAYSER VAN RAALTE

In Chiffon, Service Weights or Crepe

3 famous makes of pure silk hosiery to choose from-each

in several different qualities. Prices are moderate at

75c $1.00 $1.25

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

170- 172 PRINCESS STREET

Drygoods Ready-to-Wear

Men's Furnishings

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY - GLOVES

. SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver
Pntme 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Hanson & Edgar
Printing of

Dance PRINTERS
Every

Programmes
. . 117 Brock St. Description

Constitutions
117 Brock St.

Phone I 510

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.
PHONE 519 • • PRINCESS JT.

JU
*Yci PEACOCK

hPHONE34?-HEXTTOlOBLAWS.
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Editorial Comment

The Tricolor squad, weakened but not

downheartefl, seeks its eleventh lntercol

Ic/Jfiatc cliampionsliip in Toronto tomorrow

All the students wlio can possibly make it

will be trekking westward this afternoon.

It is hoped that a broadcast of the game
can be arranged over the Queen's station

for the benefit of those students who are

unable to make the trip.

AY, NOVEMBER 15th. 19.15

Literary Ability Among The
Faculty

The recent publication of Professor

James A. Roy's splendid biography of

Joseph Howe, which is reviewed in this

issue of the Journal, is but another sign

Of the increasingly prominent position be-

ing taken by Queen's professors in the

world of letters. Queen's students have
reason to be proud of a faculty which is

contributing so much to the cultural life of

the Dominion.

Last year a sketch of a grandson of as
fiery a political leader as Joseph Howe came
from the pen of Professor Norman McL.
Rogers. This life of the present Prime
Minister, appearing as it did so close to
the Federal election, aroused considerable

interest among the electorate. More re-

cently Professor George Humphrey, writ-
ing under the pseudonym of Donald Mac-
phcrson. has written a thrilling tale entitled.

"Go Home. Unicorn." Students are warn-
ed not to read this thriller before going to
bed. Mrs. G. B. Reed, wife of Professor
Reed, has just had published a novel which
deals with the Nova Scotia of sixty years
ago.

Other members of the faculty have al-

ready established their names in the realm
of literature. The poetry of Professor
George Herbert Clarke, Mrs. W. E. C. Har-
rison and Mrs. George Humphrev, and the
short stories of Mrs. Eric Duthrie are well
known to Canadian readers. Numerous
Queen's professors have written authorita-
tive volumes pertaining to their own par-
ticular field.

A faculty so actively interested in lit-

erary pursuits is a credit to the University
and a powerful force in the cultural life of
Uic country. These professors, through the
outlet gained by their creative activities
have avoided the Dead Sea of mcnt.,1 stag-
nation which is too often the result of steady
absorption,

Attraction Versus Compulsion
The letter from "Pigmiti" which ap-

pears in the next column brings to tin- at-
tention of the student two very different
methods of gaining attendance at lectures
It must he adinit.ed that the co,iM>„Uorv
sysicn. under which the students now labor
is not only a safeguard for students but is

alW a ^feguard for a few professors who
would otherwise find difficulty in getting
anyone lo attend their classes.

To say that such compulsion is unjust
pntt.ng the case mildly. It is sad, but

only too true, that there are a few
pjofessor* at Queen's whose lectures are
of no value to any student. These profes-
sors lire scholars; hut a good professor
uecd> more than scholarship t„ oualifv him
for his task.

The ability to share his knowledge with
others and an attractive character are es-
sentials. With this equipment no profes-
sor would need to fear the abolition of the
compulsory attendance rule. Students
should be attracted to lectures, not forced
to attend them,

Tonight Alec and his cohorts will frisk-

away the hours at the annual Medical At

Home. The program augurs well for a

successful opening of the formal season and

a fine beginning for a big weekend.

Our congratulations to the Queen's

Dramatic Guild 1 Their presentation of

"The Shining Hour" was one of the finest

amateur performances we have ever seen.

With such enthusiasm and such rare talent

they should go far this year. They should

be real contenders in the next Dominion
Drama Festival^

Moon Soon To Break In Pieces, Says

Jeans—headline. There's nothing like keep-

ing people on their toes.

To The Editor

November 14, 1935.

Editor. The Toumal.

Sir:

In the last issue of the Journal I read an

article under the head: ATTENDANCE
RULE SAFEGUARD FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY FEELS. This, I am sure, is a
very benignant attitude. But it might also be

pointed out that, contrariwise, the attendance

rule is also an excellent safeguard for some
members of the staff. It is their only visible

means of keeping the lecture room full.

The head of this university has been heard
to remark from time to time that sUidcnts arc

often exposed to lecture courses without any
appreciable result.

There are many students who share this

viewpoint. They have been taking these ex-

posures for several years in ineffectual at-

tempts to get a close-up acquaintance with
some of their courses. But always there has

been the same obstacle—neurotic and moss-
hack professors.

The latter delivers ponderous, obese phrases

in a mumbling monotone like water dripping
in the bathroom

; reads them from a dog-
eared sheaf of notes written in 1908 at which
date he seems to have become muscle-bound
between the cars and lapsed into a comfort-
able coma from which there issues nothing but
thin reverberations from the past.

The neurotic, gnawed by some secret

worm, takes it out hating students, He keeps
them awake with sparkling witticisms about
the low I.Q. of his audience, not stopping, ap-
parently, to ponder how he came by an audi-
ence with such a low I.Q.

For them there is only one thing that fills

the lecture rooms—compulsory attendance.

Let compulsory attendance at lectures be
cut out for all students who have spent at

least a year at university. Many lecturers will

find little or no change in the size of their

classes. Others will be lecturing to almost
empty class rooms.

To the latter it will soon he obvious that
they must either be more interesting and
stimulating, or quit.

It would be fairer lo everyone, surely, to
require the lecturer to allracl an attendance
of a certain size rather than to compel the
students to give it.

Yours, etc.,

Pignuti.

call

Ex

Official Notices

Christmas Examinations

The attention of students in Arts i

ed to the first draft of the Christma

amination Time-table, which will be posted

on the official bulletin board in the Douglas

Library within a few days.

Any conflicts or omissions should be re

ported at once to the Registrar's Office.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

Old And New Pronunciation
Of Latin

Mr. A. P. Herbert, member of the staff
j

of Punch, and a master of good Ejlglish,
has frequently exposed the crudities and
absurdities which have crept into our
language. In his latest book. "What a
Word!'' his chief enemies are showy new
words, misuse of old words, flabby. construc-
tion .oid uncertainty of meaning.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of S1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may he obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board. Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

A. J. and Margaret Grant Bursary in Arts

This Scholarship is now worth $600. As
it was not awarded on Matriculation it is

now open in the first instance to properly

qualified students in the Faculty of Arts

who have come from the high schools of

Glengarry. All students from the high

schools of Glengarry who are registered in

the Faculty of Arts are asked to send their

ames to the Registrar by November 16th

in order that the Committee on Scholarships

may be in a position to draw up proper

regulations for the award of the Scholar-

ship.

Ban Righ Dietitian

Attended Convention

Miss Alice Pidgcon. B.A.. diet-

itian at Ban Righ Hall, was one

of about twenty members from

Canada who attended the con-

vention of the American Dietetic

Association held in Cleveland

from October 26th to November

1st. The registration this year

was between six and seven hun-

dred and included members from

all over the United States and

from Nova Scotia to Saskatche-

wan in Canada.

The program covered a very-

wide range of subjects and fea-

tured speakers who are well-

known in the medical and scien-

tific worlds, The lectures includ-

ed such topics as Deficiency Stat-

of Anaemius, delivered by

William P. Murphy, M.D. of

Boston. Treatment of Diabetic

Children, by Henry John, M.D.

Cleveland, and AJlurgy and

Its Relation to Dietetics, discuss-

ed by Charles Eyernum of St.

In addition to lectures the con.

ventiou included exhibits
fl j

foods, equipment and literature

The American Dietetic A?so,-ia.

tion meets annually. It is an a[.

filiation of state organizations

These, in turn, are affiliations of

local organizations which meet

oftcner. The American Dietetic

Association is associated with the

American Association for the

advancement of Science. It pub.

lishes from four to six journals

during a year containing articles

on dietetics, abstracts on current

literature and book reviews.

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

ANNUAL
EUCHRE-BRIDGE-DANCE

in aid of St. Mary's Relief

Liberal Rooms. Fri., Nov. 15, 8 p.m.

Euchre and Bridge 8.15 to 10.15 p.m.

Dancing to Sid Fox Orchestra 10.30

p.m. to 1 a.m. Your ticket entitles

you to a chance on Door Prizes a*

follows: 1. Gent's Fine Gold Watcli;

115.110 Cash; 3. Ton of Coal.

Admission 25c (tax included)

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University, The award is based on
evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

One of the wisest and most humorous
of all the good things in this book is Mr.
Herbert's plea for the study of the "dead"
languages. Gleefully he shows how the
"plain practical fellows" who sneer at the
classics are the very people who make them-
selves ridiculous by unnecessarily using
words of classical origin that betray their

ignorance. When an "alibi" is used to mean
an excuse of any sort, and "protagonist" is

taken for the opposite of "antagonist" it is

time indeed that something was done about
it. Mr. Herbert would have everyone
grounded in Latin, and in Latin pronounced
in the way in which it is pronounced when
it is made into English words. He was at
Winchester when the "new" pronunciation
was introduced

:

We boys did what wt could by W3y of
rebellion, and so. to do them justice, did
some of the better-balanced masters. Little
could he done in class, lint we struck a
blow whenever there was a Latin hymn
in chapel. There was a beautiful old
favorite beginning:

"Jam lucis orto sidcrc
Deum prcccmur suppliees."

and I shall never forget the mutinous
hahcl which refilled from the first few
renderings of that hymn under the re-
volting New (or, as sonic will call it, the
Restored) Pronunciation. You could hear
the clever boys, the toadies, long-stops
and new masters singing obsequiously a
Series of alien sounds like:

" i ahm lukis orto seedairay
Dayooin prekaymoor sooplikazc."

While the First Eleven, the small boys,
the rackets pair, the cricket coach, and
the older masters would hellow defiantly
the simple natural sounds which were
good enuiigh for our fathers.

Those of us elders who were taught the
old pronunciation of Latin at the schools
and colleges of Ontario must agree with
Mr. Herhert in regretting the change. We
remember that a distinguished leader of
education in addressing a boys' school in
Toronto a few years ago endeavored to
round off his remarks with a well-known
Latin quotation, but gave up in disgust
when he stumbled over the new pronuncia-
tion which had been taught to the pupils
rite change has led to confusion and is re-
sponsible for the decline of interest in
noble language. The fact is that the new
pronunciation robs Latin of much of
value in the teaching and uuderstandi
F.nglish.—Toronto Mail and Empire.

ts
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THREE BEAUTY AIDS
By the manufacturer of one of the best known por Only
and greatly advertised lines of cosmetics in

Canada

Bring this coupon and 39c to our store and receive

A Beautiful Gold Gift Box Containing

1 2 oz. jar Darlcne all purpose cream .50

1 Compact with puff in metal case .25

1 Lipstick in metal case ... .25

Total Value 1.00

These are regular size, not sample size

Ward Se Hamilton Ltd.
4—Nyal Drug Stores—

4

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

A. TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL
5 Auto-Strop Blades for 25c and

1 Razor FREE
(Sec our window)

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
6u*. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp, Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
_ Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for students

iWanriulZi (Safe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES -

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S
123- 125 PRINCESS ST

SHOE
STORE
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ED BARNABE
who has also been groomed (or punt
ing duties (or the important Queen's
Varsity clash in Toronto tomorrow.

CAPTAIN JOHNNY WING
hard tackling Queen's end who may
do the kicking tomorrow if Munro is

out of the game,

QUEEN'S, VARSITY PREPARE
FOR THIRD CLASH FOR TITLE

QUEEN'S VARSITY

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

TRICOLOR AND BLUES SETTLE GRID SUPREMACY
For the third jcar in a row Queen's and Varsity will hook up in

a post season playoff to decide the championship of the Canadian Inter-
collegiate football Union when they clash tomorrow afternoon at Toronto.

Oddly enough for the past two seasons the Tricolor have finished
second to the Blues in the final standings to earn the rifiht to battle

it out with the Toronto collegians for College grid supremacy.
Tomorrow's struggle should equal, if not eclipse previous meetings

of the two great riyals.

This Fall, after engaging in two gruelling fixtures, the contending
teams are separated by only .1 points, and this slim margin was obtained
two weeks ago by the Blues when they came from behind to nose out
an 18-15 win over the Tricolor in a rousing tussle in Toronto.

As a result of that thrill packed game, the dopestcrs are a trifle

hesitant at picking the winners tomorrow.
However, Varsity having as yet to taste their first defeat of the

season will likely get the call to emerge victorious.

Queen's, though, in recent weeks have ably demonstrated that they
are a force to be reckoned with and stand an even chance of retaining

their championship laurels,

UNCERTAINTY HOVERS OVER QUEEN'S CAMP
A feeling of uncertainly hangs over (he Tricolor camp as a result of

an unfortunate injury' received in Ottawa by Johnny Munro, the team's

leading point scorer.

Munro was ansent irom tne

it is just a (jueslion whether
ready (or the major test of the

Queen's will be greatly wt
the fray, for the ex-Argo half I

offensive in all games to date, i

Aside from Munro, every

supreme effort to bring Queen

this week and right now
ate's ace hoofer will be

if Munro is unable to i;et into

i the spearhead of the Tricolor's

absence would be keenly felt.

is fit, and ready to make the

Seventh senior (ootball title.

The Rcevenien, while respecting the powerful Blues, (eel that they

tan down the Toronto warriors and they arc imbued with that same

fightiiiK spirit which has carried previous Tricolor teams to lofty heights

on the gridiron.

THE END OF THE TRAIL FOR THE LOSER

Although much could be written in comparing the two finalists to-

morrow, wt are of the opinion that pre-game dope amounts to nothing

when two grid machines tangle in a Midden death play-off.

Each squad is on an equal footing and stands an even chance of

hcing returned the winner, and almost anything can, and usually docs

happen in these days of wide open football.

With the forward pass threat now a feature of the Canadian game,

contests are never over until the final whistle has sounded. Too many
teams, with apparently safe leads, have found this out to their sorrow

1 "S
Tomorrow will mark the cud of the football trail for one of the

mighty College grid outfits. The moleskins will be packed away by

one of the contenders until another year rolls around when the cease

fire signal is given late tomorrow afternoon,

And Queen's haven't the slightest idea of calling it a season just

yet! . .

If the Tricolor are the victors they will likely enter the Dominion

playdowns, but. as yet. no definite word as to their intentions along

this line has been forthcoming.

Tomorrow's result should clear the air considerably and should de-

cide whether it will be studies or football for the Gaels for the weeks to

Griffins Ill's Await
Ontario Playdowns

Murray Griffin's Juniors have

not yet heard, who their oppon-

ents will be in the O.U.F.U. play-

downs. In the meantime they

are practising steadily and get-

ting their plays perfected. The

boys won all their group games

scoring seventy-five points as

compared to nine hy the opposi-

tion. This is quite an achieve-

ment when one stops to consider

how well matched the different

teams were.

The Juniors rely on their

strong half line to gain most of

the yards although the linemen

«an be counted on when the go-

ing Ri; ts rough. 1^0" Vvdliarrts

lias proved himself to he the best

"kicker in the local group and be-

sides that he is one of the best

ball carriers. Carson and Latimer

win, are both from Ottawa, are

also K0od broken field runners.

Campbell and Hollard who share

'he quarterbacks duties have great-

ly improved their play since

5c| itember. Latimer and Conlin

Went to Ottawa with the Seniors

A's BEAT CADETS IN

CITY LEAGUE GAME

Led by that fleetfouted lanky

ecntreinan. Mai Cunningham,

who rang up a total of 22 points

via the field goal route, Queen's 'A'

basketball quint heat the Cadets in a

city league fixture played at R.M.C.

on Wednesday night. Chuck

Finlay and Bernie Lewis came

next with 10 and 8 points respect-

ively, to their credit. The team

showed much improvement over

their previous appearance against

the Y. M. C. A. but their foul

shooting was away off. failing to

register a lune tally from the free

throw stripe out of 16 attempts.

For the Cadets the work of

MacDonnld was outstanding hut

llie whole team showed a lack of

practice.

in Monday and from all reports

they played a good game. The

rcs t of the team fill their posi

tions well and always play their

best although they do not get in

the limelight.

( Continued from page 1

)

the Queen's-Rough Riders game on

Remembrance Day, forced the

great little kicking half to miss the

daily workouts and right now Ed

Raniabe and Johnny Wing arc

ready to assume the hoofing duties

in case Munro is unable to slart

against the Blues. Both Barnabe

and Wing are reliable hooters and

can be depended upon to hold their

own in the kicking exchanges.

The Reevemen galloped through

their practice sessions this week

displaying plenty of pep. despite the

dverse weather conditions they en-

countered. Wallowing through a

sea of mud, the Tricolor passed up

scrimmages to avoid further casu-

alties, but held light drills every

day. In their contest on Monday

with Ottawa the Gaels used their

first string men sparingly and even

at that more than held their own

with the famous Riders. This ex-

hibition afforded several Juniors

and Intermediates a chance in big

time football and they all made

good.

Yesterday afternoon an hour's

signal practice concluded the week's

work for die Presbyterians, and

every regular with the exception of

Munro was present to polish up on

the plays which the Tricolor hope

will baffle the Queen City gladiators.

Johnny Edwards, speedy Queen's

backfield star, received daily treat-

ments for a charley horse, and for

a time it was uncertain whether he

would he ready for the hip test.

However, yesterday it was announc-

ed that the fast moving Tricolor

half would take his customary

place on the rear division in Tor-

onto as lie had fully recovered from

the injury that gave him a decided

limp earlier in the week.

The remainder of the team is in

first class shape and set to hand

the Blue aggregation its first defeat

of the season. The Tricolor back-

field will he composed of Edwards,

Krug and Munro, with (~i rover

Dennis the relief man. Harry Son-

shine will he at his usual flying wing

post while Art Stollery and Red

McNicholl will he the field gen-

erals. Reg Barker will do the

snapping and will have as mates on.

the first line of defence, Lewis and

Peck, insides, and Zvonkin and

Kirkland, middles. The tackling

crew will consist of Caplain Johnny

Wing, Frank Earlc. Col Dafoe. Ed

Bamahe anil Jim Scott. To round

out the roster of 20 players allowed

to dress for the game, Coach Reeve

will have Marty Jones, Mel Thomp-

son, Joe McMamis, Tom Dnherty

and Chuck McLean to choose from

for reserve strcnRth.

Another large crowd of fans will

accompany Queen's on this second

invasion of Toronto. Two weeks

ago nearly 20,000 spectators mar-

velled at a thrillintr spectacle put

mi bv the same two teams and pres-

ent reports have it that the Rhie

bowl will seat another capacity

crowd for the major altractimi in

Eastern football circles.

The contendine twelves are all

primed for the fray, and each is

confident that a title will come their

way. With their season's record

marred by only one tic game in

seven starts the Stevens coached

outfit will naturally he installed as

favorites to succeed Queen's as

champions in the College circuit,

but this fact hasn't disturbed the

Tricolor the least bit.

The Gaels have always been

known to play an inspired brand of

football in Varsity Stadium, and

thtnk they can repeat their title

winning effort of last Fall to-

(Continued from page 1)

honor for the second consecutive

season, just nosing out Munro by

one point, quite a record consider-

ing the fact that he only participated

in four mil of six games.

With Weir out of action the

Varsity line is conceding nothing to

the famed brick wall of the Prcs

byterians. With Munro's effec-

tiveness quest innably reduced, Var-

sity supporters will be offering the

same odds as two weeks ago, five

to one on the University of Toronto.

Coming Events

Today

:

8d0p.in.—L.S.R. Meeting

Room 221

Douglas Library

9.00p.m.—Medical At Home
Grant Hall

Saturday

:

2.30p.m.—intermediate Iutercol

legiate Football Final

McMaster vs. R.M.C.

Richardson Stadium

Sunday

:

2.30p,m.—L.S.R. Meeting

Y.W.C.A.

4.00p.m.—Barbara Lowe
Art Lecture

Room 111

Douglas Library

Monday:
4.00p.m.—Arts '38 Meeting

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.

8.00p.ni.—Classics Club

Senate Room
Old Arts Bldg.

morrow, and thereby extend their

rule as College champs to two years

Tf the Tricolor vanquish the

Blues, Queen's will have won her

eleventh senior rugby championship.

For the past two years the Pres-

byterians and the Blues have met

in a play-off to decide the ques-

tion of grid snpremacy and both

have split even, Varsity winning in

1933, while the Tricolor were tops

in 19.14. Consequently tomorrow's

battle will be the rubber contest of

a three year football feud which

the two seats of learning have been

waging.

May the better team win!

FAIR WARNING!
Now that the doubtful weather season is here it is time to

think of getting that pair of rubbers or overshoes that you

have needed for so long a time. A complete stock of fur

trim, light overshoes, wool jerseys and rubbers are obtainable

NOW at

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

YOUR CORRECT ACCESSORIES

FOR THE SOCIAL WHIRL

ARE AT

George Van Horne
Men*s Shop

PHONE g£0
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Send tlie "Journal" to yourfrienrb. $1.75 a year.

So ^tuftenta of Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Gilts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

g>mtth Sroa. dJeurrlrrs, iUmtttrii
S££r£L? Estd^lBW 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 21U
Over Canadian Pacific E«press Office.

FINE WATCH REPAR1NC1
Spectacle, and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lense. R*plsced

EYES TESTED ~"

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

BUCKINGHAM
CIGARETTES

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis. Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquetm.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.

88 PRINCESS STREET
"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE 529
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The Soap Box
Personality of professors should be

considered—sarcasm is detrimental.

Editor.

The Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

A recent change in professors

has once again demonstrated the

urgent need of this college to en

gage on the staff instructors who
arc ahle to put their course over

We all admire the man who has

accomplished much learning in his

chosen line of study, yet unless h

can plan a course intelligently and

deliver it convincingly there is no

place for him in the classroom.

It might he remarked here that

personality plays no small part in the

success of die delivery, ami childish

attempts at sarcasm are not only

detrimental to classroom manage-

ment hu( certainly not conducive to

satisfactory results for cither him-

self or the students. Surely the

students can judge by the attention

of the class whether or not he Is

putting his lecture across. It is to

he hoped that such a state will not

continue.

Yours hopefully,,

Arts Post Mortem.

Where is the democratic nature of
Queen's Student Government?

Nov. 14th. 1935.

Editor, The Snap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

During the last few years, the

tjucstinn of compulsory attend-

ance at Queen's has come up
more regularly than the threat

nf war in Europe ; and just about
as much ha- been done ahout it.

Surely this would bring to mind
the real significance of the much
vaunted democratic nature of

the Student Government, and its

comparative influence in repre-

senting student interests with the
rest of the governing bodies at

the University, including the
Faculties and the Senate.

We all know what lectures

UNDERGRADS AGREE

CHANGE IS NEEDED

Favour Complete Abolition

For All Beyond
First Year

(Continued from page 1)

the cultural tradition of the older

European countries. For this rca

son 1 feel that the voluntary attend

ance system would not be as sue

eessful in Canadian universities as

in those of Germany," Principal

Kent said.

A.M.S. Vice-President

"I think compulsory attendance

should be enforced for the first

year, but it could satisfactorily be

dropped for the second, third and

fourth years," said Lin Watt, vice-

president of the A.M.S. "Pro-

fessors who give good lectures do

not have to worry about attend-

ance."

Mr. Watt felt, however, that par-

ents might worry about their sons

and daughters if they knew they

mean—interesting talks, dull dis-

cussions, or merely vapid mouth-

ings of processors who perhaps

no longer consider new angles on
their various pet topics neces-

sary. We all know the Faculties'

self-imposed responsibility with
regard to the welfare of the sup-

posed youth of the first and
second year men.

t

But where does the Alma
Mater Society come in? Will it

never be thought possible to have

mass meeting of all concerned

in this question, — and who is

not? — with a view to passing

ome sort of motion to abolish a

tatute which does not seem to

come from the students them-
selves.

It was always my impression

that people came to University
to learn, and not to be taught,

Yours truly,

STUDENT.

were going to a college which did

not force them to attend lectures.

A.M.S. Treasurer

Reg Barker, treasurer of the

A.M.S. and prominent member of

the senior football team, expressed

himself in favor of compulsory at-

tendance at class. He believed that

whereas most students were con

scientious enough to realize that

lectures were to their benefit, there

were a few who would abuse the

privilege.

"Some lecture courses, such a

mathematics and economics, should

he compulsory, since in these sub

jects you have to attend in order to

understand the theory. Courses in

history and English, however, need

not be compulsory, since they con

-ift mainly of reading which could

he done just as well outside the lec

turc room," said Mr. Barker.

"I do not feel that marks should

he deducted from the final paper

if the student succeeds in passing

the examinations without having his

full attendance," he added.

A.M.S. Athletic Stick

Tony Forsberg, athletic stick of

the A.M.S., believed that "for the

first two years attendance at lec-

lun_-s should be compulsory. After

that it should be left to the student's

discretion whether or not he at-

tends lectures. If he is interested in

his courses he would naturally at-

tend the lectures," Mr. Forsberg

thought.

Other Students

Other students approached on the

campus at random expressed them-

selves in favor of change of the

regulation.

"By the time you get to Queen's

you ought to be able to decide for

yourself what is best for you," one

=tudcnt saidjn recommending com-
plete abolition of the rule.

"My life will be 'solitary, mean,
nasty, brutish and short' if I have

to continue going to some of the

dull lectures which I must go on
attending," said a member of
Levana.

PERTINENT
TO PEACE

A BRAIN HARASSED BY A PEN
THAT RUNS DRY, LOSES ITS

^>

^^2^^.../^e4_ cut*/£c/>te&4Lcm
Hence Parker Created 102% More Ink Capacity and Visible Ink Supply

Students from Halifax to Vancouver
Are replacing old-time Tb=i'»why th°»«m llB «>rBt,l(],;il taer0
balky pens ,ciih this ^SSSS?SS^S£^
sure-jire sacless marvel. ink enr^ly and 102%WOroofit.

Every time that yoo
*rite, your Train of
Thought flanli.-H along
rniln more drlicalc than
;

in.
i . And every

petty onnoynum—every
aillcaotloD—tuu*cd Ly a

dint ttkin# urn
OtJ ill study }>ri iodi
cloMr*. or ciania, oL-
•trucu the trnLk and do
ruilo tbo train.

(•1111 TWO w*n

WITHOUT HOJUITMINT

By holding mir-
acle writer to the liglit,

ihoyconwJOthointlOToI—wo davit ahead if it's

tanning low. It jg lami-
nated— I,„ilt ,lp Tla?
"ponriiigoftliiiiimeriiig
Pcurlond Jet—smart,
velvet-like, wholly ox-
Inn..

It contains no rubber
no found in nc-typo

pens—no squirt-gun pis-

ton pump like other wclnos peon—
nothing to render it uerlcsa later on.
'riiot'a why it in mechanically perfect.
Go to any good Blorc Belling pen* and
try it yourself. The Parker Fountain
I'ta Co. limited, Toronto, OnL

ParLarKer
lulu, S3
Sei.lei.i10

P tii till, IS.50
SJ.SQ and IS

MADE IN CANADA

WAR?
In the years preceding the

Great War patriotism and nation

alism were stressed in every

civilized country. This is re

peated today. Will there be an

other general war?

There are enough trained men
to wage war at any desired time

There were 6,100,000 men under

arms and at least 28,200,000

civilians with sufficient training

for efficient soldiers in 1931. This

total of 34,300.000 does not take

into account the continual in

creases in the armies, navies and

air-forces of the world since 1931

The expenditures for military

preparedness are colossal. In

1929, one of the few years in the

last century when the world en

joyed a respite from wars and

threats of war, according to the

London Economist U.S.A. spent

$879,000,000, Great Britain $570.

000,000, the whole world, $4,300

000,000 for war purposes.

The underlying cause of war
has always been that someone
wants profits. This is always

cloaked over with justice. The
only gainers are the ruling class-

es or their supporters. This was
clearly shown in the Great War.
The masses pay for those gains

in life and for decades' to come

in cash.

To whom can the masses look

for leadership in ridding them-

selves of this curse ? To the

newspapers? To politicians? To
hurch leaders? No, for only too

often these are swayed by mone-

tary gain from industrial inter-

ests, against organizations really

working for peace.

Who are left? Amongst them
arc the professional people, who
we hope to be. Can we prevent

the storm from breaking? If it

breaks, civilization will be utter-

ly destroyed, if not by the war,

by the ensuing series of economic

depressions. The outcome de-

pends totally on us. C.S.F.
* * *

The Great War lasted 1,600

days and for every day 7,000 men
were killed and many more maim-
ed and wounded.

+ * *

The French Union of Teachers,

at a conference in 1933, passed

by a large majority a resolution

declaring that in case of war a

general strike of teachers will be
called. If the organization as a

whole followed through on this

statement, 600,000 would refuse

mobilization orders.

GRIDIRONPR0BS FOR
TO-MORROW'S GAME

UY FRANCIS MURPHY

Comment has been rife this week

as to the style of play which will

feature tomorrow's encounter in

Toronto, opinion being divided into

two camps. One side contends that

both Queen's and Varsity will con-

centrate on stopping the other's

offensive and thus play a waiting

game with the hope of capitalizing

on one or two breaks to decide the

issue. This would result in a low-

scoring game with orthodox closely-

fought football marking the gen-

eral run of play.

Whether this will be the plan of

attack or not, Mr. Connelly and

Mr. Holden, Toronto pass-receivers

de-luxe, will spend a very sociable

afternoon tomorrow. Sociable in

the sense that they will have plenty

of Kingston company wherever

they are. These two gentlemen

have been pulling in too many
passes of late to be a comfort to

Teddy Reeve and Co., and Teddy

believes in breathing easily.

This humble scribe firmly be-

ieves that if the wings of the Var-

sity Bluebird can be clipped to-

morrow it will he unable to soar

to lofty scoring heights with it's

main effectiveness eliminated. If

the Tricolor can throw up an im-

penetrable pass defense twenty-

four hours hence, then you local

lads and lassies can start celebrating

right now.

To return to my original discus-

>ri. The other crystal gazers

argue that since both teams are

packed with potential dynamite and

are being carried forward on a

wave of recently-acquired offensive

power, they will continue where

they left off two weeks ago and try

to outshine one another in piling up

the highest score. This simmers

down to the theory that the biggest

score you can roll up the less

chance there is of being overtaken.

Add to this the claim that a good

offense is a sound defense.

This second contention seems the

most logical because both Queen's

and Varsity have steam-rollered

over opposition to the tune of 51

points each in their last three

games, and the prospects are that

these totals will be considerably aug-

mented tomorrow.

When a team has acquired a

powerhouse style of attack which

has given consistent results, any

change in strategy usually has dis-

astrous effects in upsetting the

equilibrium of the players,

This state of affairs being most

remote in Teddy Reeve's mind, the

general consensus is that the Tri-

color will trot out into Varsity oval

tomorrow with instructions to

break fast from the barrier, hug
the rail on the first turn, open up a

lead in the backstretch, and pound

down the homestretch to win going

away. * .

Last year's Queen's entered the

play-off on the short end of the

betting order, but double-crossed

the dopestcrs and came out with a

brilliant S to 7 victory. Observa-

tions this year again place the Tri-

color as underdogs, but with all pos-

sibility of history repeating itself.

"We might have compulsory at-

tendance for the first year, until we
get to know what the professors

are like," another co-ed told the

Journal, suggesting that after the

freshman year students ought to be

able lo judge for themselves which
lectures one might profitably attend.

"It ought In lie compulsory in the

first year, because students coming
right from high school who are

away from the control of parents

and teachers for the first time are

inclined to run wild," another stu-

dent suggested.

Still another Arts student did not
agree with this statement. "I think
first-year students usually feel that

they have to fulfil their parents'
hopes, and as a consequence their
first-year record is better than that
«f llieir subsequent terms, The at-

tendance rule, if abolished for some
students, should be considered null
and void for ihem all," he said.

-it— callat

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

210 PRINCESS STREET

Glallas Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE . CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

THE KENT'
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver PHONE 821

H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor
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Alpha Kappa Psi : Do you read?

Pi Sigma : I love to.

Alpha Kappa Psi: Gee! that's

<vcn better than reading.

—Western Gazette.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

BY KOULKT

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial
J

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for College
Term $6.00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

We've searched through the realms

of medical lore.

We've questioned world sages close

onto a score,

We've sifted the learning from

many a shore,

Concerning the why of a kiss.

Of course there are theories, some

good and some lewd

—

A hangover from a bird feeding

her brood

—

The Dying Gaul's thirstiness
quenched by a nude

—

Bunk! but they tally on this:

The old definition is nearly the

same,

From Arthur down lo this present

day reign.

It* varies a little, hut not from the

main.

Peruse it, so put on your specks.

,\ kiss we have learned is some-

thing like this:

Tis the juxtaposition of the

orbiailaris

Protruded and stuck in a moment

of bliss

To each of the opposite sex.

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS
FORMAL BEGINS

AT NINE O'CLOCK

We'll give you the truth of the fact.

The kiss goes back to the start of

all time,

In the garden where Adam said,

"Won't you be mine?"

Twas effect, not cause, of this

famous combine

Which first gave birth to the act.

After a few years of dull married

life,

Adam began to get sick of his wife;

He schemed for a week, then picked

up his knife

And headed for parts in the west.

Perhaps just over that distant vale,

There might be living another frail;

The chances were good so hope

mustn't fail,

The plan was well worth the test

So waving a farewell to bis Eve

every morn,

And saying, "Our last stalk of fig-

leaves is torn,

It behooves me to get some, our-

selves to adorn,

Now I'll over lhat hill and see."

This thing kept happening for

nearly a year,

And Eve got suspicious and her

eye dropped a tear,

"I'll get to the bottom of this

without fear,

He cannot do this thing to me

The truth of statement is no doubt

a fact,

It's a little too awkward in describ-

ing the act,

It had to be shortened or the idea

sacked

,

And the latter would have been sad! So even- night as the sun went

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St. Phone 185P

So somehody knowing a condensing

trick,

Put I for the ego and K for the

kick,

And double S followed for Miss

pretty quick,
.

The idea wasn't half bad.

So now to get down to the why

and the wherefore,

Tin' theories of old we cannot just

go for,

rhey*re clumsy, feeble, discordant,

and therefore,

down,

Eve questioned Adam just where

he had gone,

'Till the man's face wore a persist-

ant frown,

He wouldn't take much more of

this;

His excuses ran our and chaos was

rife,

And meek little Adam, not given to

strife,

Hit on a plan without using his

knife

:

So he closed her mouth with a kiss!

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 3«

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Honorary President Of
Society Sends

Message

(Continued from page 1)

surrounding air to the things

sown. Diligence is the working

6f the soil. Time strengthens all

these things so that their nurture

perfected."

"Things however that are sac-

red are revealed only to men that

are Consecrated to their task. The

profane may not learn them?"

And this second is like unto the

first. It is from the tract called

"Precepts" section VI:

—

"If there be an opportunity of

serving one who is a stranger in

financial straits, give full assis-

tance to all such. For where there

is the love of man there is also

the love of the Art."

It is well to remind ourselves

that our all is not too much to

offer in the service of this high

ailing to which we have set our

hands.

So far as I have been able to

judge, our men settled down to

their studies this session from the

very first, with results highly sat-

isfactory to the teacher and stu-

dent. The weeks fly quickly and

happily under such conditions.

This is Medical Week, par ex-

cellence, crowned by the Faculty

dance. There is every reason to

believe that it will be as success-

fully managed and enjoyable as

of old.

May one be pardoned for re-

minding you of another Hippo-

cralic precept.

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

From what I know of the mem-

bers of the committee and the work

they have done, 1 feel confident

(hot tonight's Medical At Home

will be a memorable event in the

social history of the University.

Max A falone,

(President Aesadapian Society)

"It is well to superintend the

Jck and make them well, to care

for the healthy to keep them well,

but also to care for one's own

self, so as to observe what is

seemly " The italics are mine.

Tn other words for the honour

of the Faculty of Medicine at

Queen's of which you constitute

the vast majority, do not drop

lighted cigarette butts on a fine

dancing floor, nor yet upon fire

proof terrazo. for they leave in

each case, stains hard to remove.

Moreover thoughtlessness of this

kind leaves a stain upon our

reputation for observance of the

minor moralities.

With the best of good wishes.

Thomas Gibson,

{Hon. Pres. Aesculapian Society*

Si—"I didn't sleep well last

night,"

Hiram—"What, insomnia r"

Si
—"No, the shade was up."

-Hiram—"Why didn't you pull

il down?"

Si
—

"I couldn't reach across

the street."—Western Gazette,

BY "CHUCK COCHRANE

Considerable anxiety has

been felt about the campus
owing to rumours regarding

the health of John Kostuik.

popular captain of last year's

Intercollegiate Rugby Cham-

pions. Your correspondent

received this reply to a wire

sent on Wednesday after-

noon:

NEVER FELT BETTER
IN MY LIFE

JOHN KOSTUIK.

The Freshman Assault will

probably take place near the

end of next week or the be-

ginning of the week follow-

ing. For the exact date,

watch this column. Or better

still, watch it anyway.

Not a great deal can be

learned about the fencing

squad for 1935-36. except that

we have at least one mem-
ber with experience. There

are from twelve to fifteen men

taking instruction from
"Jimmy Bews, among
whom arc several likely-

looking prospects. More

later .

Des Smythc is back in the

fold, after a year's retire-

ment. Smythe. you doubtless

remember, is the 155-pound

college champion of two

years ago who lost a close

decision to the Varsity box-

er at the Assault. The de-

cision, like Sraythc's oppon-

ent, was pretty well split;

and we can take it for" grant-

ed that Dcs will put forward

every effort to represent the

Tricolor this year.

We heard a good one the

other day. which is reputed

to have been overheard at

the last Intercollegiate

Assault When the oppon-

ents were going down with

almost monotonous regular-

ity, someone yelled "Better

give those Queen's boys a

saliva test."

Seriously, though, each pass-

ing year gives us less faith

in the discretion of college

men. On Friday afternoon.

November 1st, some of the

undergrads were working

out in the B. W. F. room,

and apparently saw fit to

tear the ring posts from the

floor. As a consequence, the

boxers are at considerable

disadvantage with their

training until such time as

the workmen can be spared

to repair the damage.

Fergie (To-Know-Him-Is

To - Love - Him) O'Connor,

has his eye on another

wrestling championship this

year, and despite a cracked

rib is working out regularly.

Fergie has been a consistent

winner for the college, and

bids fair to repeat his vic-

tories.

Ole Olson's Amateur Night

—correct mc if I'm wrong

—

takes place November 22nd.

featuring Sammy Luftspring,

Dominion welterweight

champ. This lad is some

pumpkins in his own right,

and is worth sitting through

the rest of any programme

to see. #

(Continued from page 1)

and Mrs. Ftherington, Dr. Austin

and Miss Austin. Dr. and Mrs. G.

W. Mylks. and Dr. and Mrs. W. T.

Council. The committee regrets to

liave to announce that Dr. and Mrs

Thomas Gibson will be unable to

attend.

Grant Hall will be attractive!

lecorated, with a new soft lighting

scheme to give that feeling of in

timacy so essential for a successful

Formal. Secluded and comfortable

silting nut places are being ar-

ranged for those who feel too tired

to dance. A background of glist-

ening waterfalls will make an un

usual setting for the Orchestra.

The music is to be supplied by

Paul Trcmainc and bis 14 piece

orchestra, (management Columbia

Artists Bureau Inc.), The com-

mittee has gone to considerable

trouble, and no small expense to get

this orchestra hut they feel that

anything is justified to insure the

success of the At Home.

The favours supplied by Birks

are of a nature to delight the heart

of any girl, and the programs, well

just wait tilt you see them.

This dance is a fitting way to

start the big weekend. In fact the

only way to start such a weekend

as this one seems destined to be.

Admission is hy the University

Avenue door of Grant Hall only.

No other doors will he open.

Those who have not already

picked up their tickets at the Post

Office should do so immediately.

The committee will lie glad to

straighten nut any slight misunder-

standings that may arise.

They are as follows : Leigh

Greenfield, 3139W; Lome Dickson,

3261W ; Grant Brcckcnridge,
1789M; Mai Hill, 4199; Jimmy
Cunningham. 1045; Giarles Amcy,

3059W'i; convener Len Cohen,

3130W; and Alec.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Dale |

Function Plict
i

Pm« Con«n.,
|

Occhtitn

Nov. 15
|

Medical Formal Grant Hall 1 S.00 L. Cohen Paul Tremaine

Nov. 22 Am '38 Grant Hall 1 R. James

Nov. 29 Science '36 Grant Hall
i
1.2S C. Sager lack Tclfiman

Dec. 6 1 Science *38 Grant Hall I A. Miller

Jan. 10 1 Art* '36 Grant Hall I
1.00 R. Park Jack Telgman

|an. 17 Arts Formal Giant Hall

Ian. 22 Levana Formal Ban High

Jan. 24 ' Levana Formal

Feb 7 1
Science Formal

Ban Righ
1

Gym j
W. Lewis
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Evening Shoes -

ThatAre Smart

FOR THE LADIES

—

Air-Steps and Golden

Pheasant Slippers in

the new low heel

sandals

IN SILVER KID
OR SATIN

Priced at $5.75 to $9.50

EVENING BAGS
to match

at $2.00 and $2.50

FOR THE MEN

—

The new receding toe in

Patent Oxfords or

Gun-Metal Calf

Priced at $5.00

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Printesi St Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hemlock Dairy

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

r
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

KUTHT0BROADCAST
AT ARTS 38 DANCE

Arts '38 will present the Soplio

more Sntrec next Friday, Novcm

btr 22, in Grant Hall. The out

standing feature will be a half-

hour broadcast by Kuth Knowlton's

orchestra from 11.00 to 11,30 p.m.

Puring this period of continuous

music Kuth Knowlton will present

a program of special arrangements

and skits. Bill Lamb, the latest

singing ^nsation will be introduced

in a College audience for the first

time.

The committee have many sur-

prises for the dancers and the

SopliomoreSniree will offcra varied

and delightful evening of dancing

ind entertainment. The programs

will be unique and to add a differ-

nt touch a picture of Kuth Knowl-

n's orchestra will be inserted in

each.

Tickets ($1.00) are now avail-

le from the committee or at the

Post Office. Get your ticket early

from the committee: Helen Ralph,

liyllis Ross, Ron Mcrriam, Bill

Neville, and Ralph James (con-

cner, phone 1129J).

Tracy To Speak On Greek

Drama At English Club

'Greek Drama, Some Problems

of Production" will he the topic

of Dr. H. L. Tracy's address to

the English Club on Tuesday
ftcrnonn at 3.30 o'clock in the

Red Room.

Dr. Tracy will consjder the in-

uencc of the physical conditions

f the theatre on the development

f dramatic form. Those who
were privileged to see the Dra-

matic Guild's presentation of

Oedipus Rex" last season
hould find the address of par-

ticular interest.

Afternoon tea will be served 1 as

sual at the close of the mcet-

ng. Students are reminded that

the short story contest closes at

the end of November.

NATIONAL GALLERY

LOANS COLOR PRINTS

Modern Examples Will Be

On View Until

Nov. 25

An exhibition of modern colour

prints, loaned by the National

Gallery of Canada, will.be on

view in Room 111. Douglas Lib-

rary, until November 25. It will

be open on Sunday from 3.30 to

5.00 p.m., when Miss Lowe will

discuss the pictures.

Although colour prints are not

altogether new. their interpreta-

tion has undergone considerable

change in recent times. Whereas

formerly they were made to imi-

tate other mediums, such as oils

or water-colours, this i> now con-

sidered undignified and charac-

terless. An exception is found,

however, in that mediaeval wood-

cuts have a distinct personality.

The realization of the commer-

cial value of colour prints made

them very popular in the nine-

teenth century and they lost their

value as works of art. In the

early part of this century they re-

gained their former fine qualities,

and today they are again most

artistic.

The current exhibition at the

Library is very representative of

modern colour prints from all

countries and in many mediums,

In the field of relief we have

wood-cuts, lino-cuts (perhaps the

most interesting part of the ex-

from the modern view-

rubber-cuts and wood-

Medicos Hear Dr. Gibson
On Life Ot Mayerne

Dr. Thomas Gibson spoke on the

fe and work of Theodore Turquet
Je Mayerne, the father of elaborate

case histories at a meeting of the

Vsculapian Society held on Tues-
day morning.

A paper on Mayerne by Dr,
Gibson was published in the Annals
of Medical History in 1933. Thi
was the first authorative account of

his life and work. Dr. Gibson
pent considerable time on research,

translating old books and records
from French and Latin.

Among other business taken up
by the Society, notice was Riven of
an amendment to the constitution lo
enable the Society to appoint their

new aj;ent to handle Medical Rooks.

hibition

point),

types.

In intaglio there are etchings,

aquatints, monotypes, dry points

and stencil monotypes. There are

also several interesting litho-

graphs.

Some of the methods are en-

tirely new, and interesting from

this'angle rather than because of

their artistic value. Many of the

subjects are treated with careful

distortion, which appears to fit

the mediums and to express the

feeling of the artist.

The lino-cuts by Cyril E.

Power and Sybil Andrews, Pierre

Bonnard's lithographs, Veronica

raun's etchings, Clarice Moffat'?

monotype and John Farleigh's

wood-cut all have modern qual-

ities as well as the craftsmanship

which makes for interesting and

satisfying work.

L.S.R. To Hear Address
On Fascism

The regular Sunday afternoon
meeting of the League for Social
Reconstruction this week will
feature Lon Lawson of Toronto
who will speak on "Fascism."

Mr. Lawson has recently re-

F.uropc where be

Too Much Government Is

Debate Resolution

NEW GUILD PLAY
IS SUCCESSFUL

'Resolved that in the opinion of

this bouse Canada is overgovemed,"

is the topic chosen by the Levana

Debating Society for the intercol-

legiate debates this year. On
Thursday, December 4th, Queen's

will send a team to Varsity and a

team from Toronto will come here

At the same time McGill and Mc
Master will debate, the title going

to the college which obtains the

most points for subject material

and style of speaking.

Dorothy Stuart and Doris Mc-
Ginn- are paired together lo form

one team, while Kay Morrison and

Ailcen Mason make up the other.

All four have had previous experi-

ence in intercollegiate debating at

Queen's.

(Continued from page 1)

We do not hesitate to call the

Guild's production "f "The Shin-

ing Hour" one of the finest

amateur presentations ever shown

in Kingston. The care taken to

interpret their parts was obvious

the portrayals of all the

actors.

It is impossible to select one

player whose performance "was

outstanding. Each was very good

and chose rather to maintain a

consistent level of fine acting than

to emphasize hi-* part to the detri-

ment of the whole. Compliments

arc due to Mrs. John G. Good-

fellow, director of the Guild's

production, for her work in bind-

ing the play into a unified whole.

We understand that Mrs. Good-

fcllow undertook the direction of

the play at the last moment; for

her willingness to take it over

and for the skill with which she

fulfilled her task we congratulate

her.

The setting, designed especial-

ly by John Bell, was appropriate.

In particular we liked the

staircase and the windows, both

of which features were most

effective.

Dorothy Stuart, Anne Mac-

donnell and Patricia Hatheway.

playing the three female roles,

were excellent. Each was admir-

ably suited to her part. Each in-

terpreted her part with deep un-

derstanding of character. Each

gave a very convincing perform-

ance.

The male characters of David.

Henry and Micky were taken

respectively by Lome Green.

John Bell and Larry Cromicn.

Proper restraint in parts where

overacting was more than a

temptation was characteristic of

their performances.

It would have been very easy

to stage "The Shining Hour" as a

series of hysterical outbursts. On
the contrary, however, the Guild's

production avoided this pitfall

and presented the play as a

reasonable picture of life in an

English farmhouse.

The fable of "The Shining

Hour" tells of the unbidden love

between David and his brother's

wife Marietta, and of the great

sacrifice by David's wife I inly

which makes the fulfilment of

their love a possibility.

The stormy love scenes be-

tween Lome Greene and Patricia

Hatheway were convincing. The
student audience, than which
there is probably nothing less

tolerant of romantic exhibitions,

received even these scenes with-

out complaint.

"June Moon" by Ring Lardner

and George S. Kaufman will be

offered shortly as the Dramatic

Guild's second public presenta-

tion. We look forward to it with

hopes that it may measure up to

the high standard set by the un

dergraduates in "The Shining

Hour."

fron

omc hint'

Italv.
lermain

,

and France as well a* )n
Russia. With the speaker's first

hand knowledge of the political
scene in Europe todav the talk
should be of particular interest.

The address will be followed
by the usual discussion period
Hid will take place at 2.30 in the
VAY.C.A.

DR. T. Z. KOO
TO SPEAK HERE

(Continued from page 1)

more helpful just at this time. He
is one of the most lucid, convincin

and impressive Oriental speaker

whom 1 have beard."

Dr. Koo is spending twenty-five

days iu Canada under the auspices

of the Student Christian Movement

Classics Club Will Hear
A. E. Day On Monday

"The Classical Tradition

English Pastoral Poetry." is the

topic chosen for discussion by A
E. Day of the Classics Depart
ment at the opening meeting of

the Classics Club in the Senate
Room of the Old Arts Building
on Monday, November 18. at 8.00
p.m.

Refreshments will be served.

All those interested are invited to

attend.

®h*?2;ttttlg Glrawfnrii Mnvrn Bifap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University-
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

.FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Worltmanfihin C'J aranted

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccot
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY. YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175- 177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Learn to dance in three lessons for the Medical Formal

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erina Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rCANK 1411%
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS
CONTRACT FOR STUDENTS

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L*zb Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco. Cigarettes. Candies and Soft Drinks

Advertisers make publication' of
the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Brief and Paper Cases

in all grades of leather with

straps or zipper

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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Tricolor Oust Blues To Keep College Title;

No. 15
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TREATY SAID TO BE

BROAD BASIS FOR

EXPANSION OF TRADE

Purpose To Make Possible

Production In Best
Fields

Important Changes

Professor IV. A. Mackintosh,

director of Commerce courses

at Quern's, made the follow-
\

i'na statement when asked by

the Journal for an analysis of

the Reciprocity Treaty be-

tween Canada and the United

States, which was announced

yesterday.

BY W. A. MACKINTOSH

There has been no time to ex-

amine the text of the treaty in-

dicated but it is obvious that it pro-

vides a basis for a very consider-

able expansion in trade between the

two countries. Both countries have

reversed the policies embodied in

the Smoot-Hawfey tariff and in the

Canadian tariff of 1930. In the

main, a .part only of these increases

in duties has been wiped out.

Current comment is likely to con-

centrate on an attempt to weigh the

increased markets gained for Cana-

dian products against the inroads

winch will he made by U.S. indus-

tries in the Canadian market. The

purpose of such a treaty is to make

't possible for each country to pro-

duce more of those things in' the

production of which it is most

effective. The reduction of U.S.

(Continued on page 7)

Miss Margaret Fyfe

To Address Levana
i

Miss Margaret Fyfe will P™-
8*nt an informal comparison of

college life at Oxford and at

Q»ecn's, at the Levana Society

meeting to be held in Ban Righ

Hall on Wednesday evening at

7.30.'

Miss Fyfe is particularly well

qualified to speak on this subject

(Continued on page 7)

EUTHANASIA REPULSIVE SAYS

DEAN OF MEDICAL FACULTY

' Duty Of Medicine Is To
Cure Not To

Kill"

Opinions Differ

"The idea of euthanasia is repul-

sive to me," said Dr. F. Ethering-

ton. Dean of the Medical Faculty

at Queen's, when asked by the

Journal his opinion of "mercy

killing." In view of the interest

aroused recently in England and the

United States on this question, the

Journal is conducting a series of

interviews with members of the

Medical Faculty.

Dean Etherington believes that

the only occasion for "mercy kill-

ing" is as a, form of capital punish-

ment. Criminals should he speedily

and painlessly killed by drugs rather

than subjected to hanging and elec-

trocution. If "mercy killing" were

used in this fashion' he would lend

his support.

The primary work of medical

men is to cure and to prevent pain,

not to destroy life, Dr. Etherington

stated. In die past few years many

diseases that were deemed incur-

able have been conquered by medi-

cal science. "If further cures are

discovered in the next few years

this mercy killing would ruin many

chances of life," he said.

Dr. Etherington also expressed

the belief that the whole scheme

was impracticable. It gave to one

man, perhaps a group of men, ab-

solute power over the life of the in-

dividual. When asked whether peo-

ple that were hnrn hopelessly de-

formed should be painlessly put to

death; the Dean said they rarely

lived for very long, and the medical

profession has learned to control

pain by means of drugs.

Dr. Hendry Connell. whose re-

cent discovery of "ensol" has

caused a stir in medical circles was

also questioned concerning euthan-

asia.

He is in accord with I-ord

Moynihan and the other prominent

English doctors and scientists

(Continued on page 7)

h..

COMEDY'JUNEMOON
IS NEXT GUILD PLAY

Next Tuesday and Wednesday

the Queen's Dramatic Guild will

present "June Moon", a three act

play by Lardner and Kaufmann. It

is a rollicking comedy revolving

about the lives of Broadway song

writers. Plenty of laughs combined

with peppy musical numbers should

make it one of the most enter-

taining of the season's shows.

The plot concerns a young song-

writer from Schenectady who goes

to New York in search of fame. He

meets a young girl, also from out

"west" on the train. They continue

their friendship until he falls in

with a different crowd, and—well,

come and see for yourself what

happens in this exciting, fast-

moving comedy.

The leading roles are played by

Gladys Smith and Erskinc Morden.

"Erk" is an old hand at the game,

and appeared last year in "Three

Cornered Moon", also In "Nerves".

Others in the cast include Gerald

Chernoff. who starred two years

ago in "Submerged" and last year

in "Oedipus", Eileen Workman of

(Continued on page 3)

STUDENTS CONTINUE

TO VOICE OPPOSAL

TO ATTENDANCE RULE

Tends To Lessen Degree

Of Self-Initiative

Young Says

17,000 WATCH REEVEMEN

SMOTHER VARSITY BACKS
Overcome An Early 3-Point Lead To Win 6-4 — Sen-

sational 60-Yard Run By Krug Carries Team To
Safety — Barnabe's Kicking And Hard Tackling Of

Ends Keep Varsity Horsemen Checked to Standstill.

I

Queen's Defensive Great In Heavy Going

BY AB CRATTON

Ted Reeve's high flying Gaels are still champions of

the Canadian Intercollegiate Football Union.

They clearly demonstrated this fact to 17,000 specta-

tors in Varsity Stadium on Saturday afternoon when they

overpowered 'the brilliant Varsity Blues by a small, yet

decisive margin of 64 to win their second title in two

years.
The Tricolor in npscitin

Almost Unanimous

Continuing its campaign to sound

out student opinion on the compul-

sory attendance question, the Jour-

nal finds that students, as a whole,

are definitely opposed to the rule as

it now stands although most of them

favor its enforcement for first year

students.

A.M.S. Chief Justice

When interviewed by the Journal

concerning his views on the com

pulsory attendance regulation. Bob

Young. Giief Justice of the A.M.S.

Court and final year Theology stu-

dent, expressed himself as being

decidedly opposed to it.

"Compulsory attendance jeuds to

lessen the degree of self-initiative

which is the prime function of a

university education," said Mr.

Young. He further pointed out

that the business of a university is

to turn out young people with not

only an academic knowledge hut an

nitiativc of their own—something

(Continued on page 7)

DR. T. Z. K00 WILL *T°
u" ^

SPEAK HERE TO-DAY

Seductive Music, Soft Lights

Feature Successful At Home

The Medical Formal for the fall

of 1935 is past, to the sorrow of

all who were there and probably

a few who were not. The music

of Paul Tremaine and his orchestra

was undoubtedly the best that has

hcen heard at a Formal dance here

in n long time. The singing of the

entertainers who accompanied the

orchestra to Kingston added that

touch of perfection which makes a

perfect evening, if possible, even

mure perfect.

The receiving line was fanned

by the Patrons and Patronesses Dr.

and Mrs. Etherington, Dr. and Miss

Austin. Dr. and Mrs. Mylks, and

Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Connell. and

^embers of the committee.

The * method of showing the

dance numbers was most unique,

X-rav view boxes had been mount-

ed on the stage and the numbers

cut from old X-ray plates were

shown on the boxes. These X-ray

plates had all been used and each

one showed some of the structures

,if the human body, the whole

scries giving a short history of

osteology.

(Continued on page 6)

Dr. T. Z. Koo, Secretary of the

World Student Chrisuan Federa-

tion, will lecture on "The Interna-

tional Situation in the Far East" in

Convocation HM1 this afternoon al

five o'clock.

A public address on "The Con-

tribution of Christianity to China"

will be given by Dr. Koo at 8

o'clock in Sydenham Street Church.

Dr. Koo graduated from St.

John's College, Shanghai. In 1925

he was a member of die League of

Nations Committee on the opium

traffic. He has made a reputation

for himself as a speaker both in the

Orient and the Occident.

Players Vote To

Enter Play - Of fs

Challenge Has To Be Made
By Intercollegiate

Rugby Union

A. B. of C. Backs Team

At a meeting of the Queen's

football club held in the Union

t noon yesterday the players

i>tcd in favor of continuing on

i quest of the Dominion cham-

pionship.

This decision was ratified yes-

terday afternoon by the A. B. of

C. which now stands behind the

team in its efforts to bring fur-

ther laurels to Queen's.

According to regulations, a

challenge has to be issued by the

Canadian Intercollegiate Rugby

Union in order that Queen's may

continue into the play-offs. Up
until a late hour last night re-

ports had been received from only

two of the universities. One of

the representatives of the third

college was on his way to Halifax

while the other representative

could not be reached by phone.

It is not yet known who

Queen's opponents will be but it

is expected that Hamilton Tigers

will be the other team. The site

of the playing field has not yet

been decided upon.

the

ther one of their characteris-

tic performances when playing

inder stress and outplayed their

ancient grid nvals for three

quarters of the contest.

The Kingston triumph was the

first in three attempts this sea-

son over the speedy Toronto

twelve, and although the margin

f victory was narrow it was

enough to convince the alleged

xperts that the Presbyterians arc

worthy champions.

In blasting the Blue hope* of

making it a clean sweep of their

seasons games the Reevcmcn had

to be at their best. In fact the

local Collegians had to rely on

the sound defensive tactics for

which they arc noted, in order to

stave off a desperate final period

Blue attack which threatened to

snatch victory- from defeat. On

another occasion in the second

quarter the Tricolor were forced

put up an inspired goal line

defence to stop the homesters

from counting a touchdown.

\sidc from these plays the King-

don students were superior to

he Blues and forced the play

most of the time.

Although the famed "aerial

ireus" of the Blues was in great

•orking form, it failed at crucial

moments due mainly to the in-

\aders' ability to stein the prin-

cipal Toronto offensive weapon

when the situation became dang-

erous.

Varsity Open The Scoring

It is an accepted fact around

tin- ttloor Street stadium that the

team first to score usually comes

nit on the short end when hos-

tilities are ended. This belief

ran true to form on Saturday, for

Varsity opened the scoring in the

lirat quarter, when Cam Cray

kicked a goal from placement to

give his team a 3 point lead, yet

the Blues lost this advantage and

had to bow to a superior team.

Queen's really Ijad to be good

to
* lake the decision. When

Johnny Munro's injured ankle

would not allow him to assume

the kicking duties, Ed Barnabe,

an outside wing, stepped into the

breach, and became the individ-

(Continued on page S)
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TRICOLOR

Any graduate who wants

to have his or her picture

taken, while home during

the Christmas holiday may
do so. DO NOT FORGET
to have the photographer

make a CABINET SIZE
photo for the Tricolor in

addition to the pictures you

have ordered. Turn these

photos in at the Post Office

immediately on your return

hack. Photos taken in King-

sum must be in by Decern-

her 20th at the latest, so

make your appointment

now.

THE BOOKSHELF
CONOUCTED By EDMUND BERRY

sTUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eilablubtd 1S17

:tNGSTON BRANCH—King & Clirtnu So.
Yf. R. BBLCHER, Uuu|«

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St.

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to vou
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats arc beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been
made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.00

The Bengal

$19. 5

The Polo

$22.
$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
KingMon'i One-Price Clothing

Store

iEI?e

fHrOIaUtuu (gift

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

39S Princtso St. Phone 1931

A MAN FORBID. By Else

Reed New York: William Mot-

tow. $1.50.

GO HOME, UNICORN. By

Donald Macpherson. Land:
Faber attd Faber. $1.25.

We have here two more books in

which Queen's students will be

especially interested. The first is

written by the wife of the Bacterio-

logy professor and in the second

hook Donald Macpherson is the

pseudonym of Professor Humphrey
of the department of philosophy.

Queen's is becoming prominent in

the literary world.

Mrs. Reed's book is a most in-

teresting one. The scene is laid in

a little seaside village of Nova
Scotia—there are many like it along

the South Shore. Into this peaceful

scene comes a giant negro sailor,

an ominous figure and one who ex-

erts a peculiar charm over certain

people in the village—a peculiar and
in the end a fatal charm. There are

several characters in the story and
the author treats each one of them
subjectively and sympathetically.

The only fault is that this results

in what is really a series of discon-

nected portraits instead of a unified

story. We are continually being

asked to turn our eyes from Char-
acter I to Character II and then

hack again. Certainly, however,

the little girl—the "seventh child"

with her inexplicable terror and
hatred of the black man, Emma the

servant over whom he exercises his

strange power and Miss Luanda
another of his victims—all are well-

drawn in broad, sweeping lines. The
scenery and background of the

story are vague and we feel that

much more could have been made
of (he sea and its atmosphere be-

hind the characters. Mrs. Reed has
carefully avoided describing the

hero—or rather villain—and he is

left a figure of mystery and ill—

omen who adds to the piquancy of

the story.

Mrs. Reed's style is a simple and
straightforward one, shorn of irre-

levencics, with little detail or elab-

oration. She succeeds admirably

in her efforts to get to the heart of

her characters but her too- studied

efforts to capture their point of

view often lead to paragraphs of

"you" — sentences; this sort of

thing: "You went slowly down

stairs and sat on the bottom step.

The rail felt cold. You wondered

where mother was." It can be

rtverdone. We enjoyed Mrs. Reed's

book, however, and will look for-

ward to more work from her pen.

Mr. Humphrey's book is a

"thriller" of the good, old-fashioned

type, but up to the minute in its

psychology—as one would expect of

author who is a psychology pro-

fessor. We are confronted—and

confounded—with four mysteries

—

the mysterious hand, disconnected

from any body, which appears be-

fore a man as he drives his car.

Then a young lady is pinched

—

vulgarly and painfully pinched—by

an invisible hand. A great or-

rhestra - leader dies mysteriously

Lvhile conducting a performance.

\n unbidden guest appears at a

part)-. Brooks the psychologist

gradually unfolds the solution of

the problem by an obstruse ex-

planation of ectoplasm, the sub-

stance half-way between mind and

matter. X-rays working on a

guina-pig produce a magnetic field

of the stuff, it obeys a mental situa-

tion in which it finds itself and can

create forms, In this way the

unicorn and the mysterious cater-

pillar are created and dissolved.

Ingenious, indeed.

Mr. Humphreys style of writing

1 found more entertaining than die

mystery and its solution. His style

reminds us at once of Mr. P. 0.

Wodehouse—Mr. Wodehouse with

the edges rounded off and a little

seriousness added. However, one

scene—that of the recital conducted

hv Pauii, the great orchestra-leader

—is pure Wodehouse. Mr. Hum-
phrey can poke fun at people and

habits quite cleverly—a psycholog-

ist on holiday.

COLLEGES CONFESS

PLAYER SUBSIDIES

According to newspaper re

ports, several American southern

seats of learning have shed the

veil of secrecy which has hither

to surrounded their supposed

subsidizing of athletics and have

come right out into the open to

declare that they have adopted

as a principle the issuance of ath

letic scholarships to football lum
inaries and lettennen in other

sports.

They declared, however, that

although now existing" as a prin-

ciple, the plan is yet to be fully

operative in practice because of

the expense entailed. Since most

olleges are in the red financially,

the school heads intimated that

the alumni would have to come
to the support of their Alma
Mater if they hope to read in their

morning papers where dear ole'

Bodunk has won another game.

Arguments, which sound logic-

al down south, have been put for-

ward on the subject. The "pros"

declare that those who hold posi-

tions on the varsity paper receive

remuneration because of their

journalistic . talents, so why
shouldn't those students possess-

ing athletic ability be rewarded

for their services which are as

much to the reputation of dear

ole' Bodunk as those efforts of

e cynical pen pushers!

This situation must be a phen-
omenon peculiar only to our Am-
erican cousins because such big

business tactics are frowned upon

(so they say) in Canadian college

circles and we feel sure that

Teddy Reeve & Co., dealers in

pigskin in Kingston and vicinity,

eagerly await from week to week

the pecuniary letter from way-

back 'ome which provides three

squares a day and a roof over

their heads. We are more em-

phatic in saying that your local

college scribes are more depend-

ent on Dad for that weekly pit-

tance which keeps flesh on their

bones and gives them a nicfc

or two for a "paper" when th

have to scratch into the w
hours of the morning.

S.V.M. MEETING

Dr. J. R. Watts will continue
his

discussion of Comparative R (

ligion at the S.V.M, meeting ^
Wednesday at 5.00 p.m. in th.

Seminar Room in the Old Arti

Building.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association-

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Levana Notes
The Levana Council will hold

a tea for Freshettes and their

Seniors in the Common Room at

Ban Righ Hall on Saturday after-

noon, November 30 from 4.00 to
6.00 p.m.

All Seniors are invited to come
and bring their Freshettes. King-
ston girls are especially invited
to come and meet the girls in

residence. A similar tea held
last year proved very popular.

The price. 20 cents, includes
tea for the Senior and her.Fresh-
ctte. The money is payable to

Mary Cliff, Margerv Duff or
Bud Ardell.

* * *

Tea will not be served at Ban
Righ Hall this afternoon.

Campus and Gym
Interyi-ar basketball begins on

Thursday when Levana '36 meets
"37 at 1.00 p.m. and Friday '38

plays '39 at 1.00 p.m.

Tuesday and Wednesday will
be devoted to practices to give
players an opportunity of quali-
fying for crests.

• » #

The Badminton singles tourna-
ment has begun but play has been
very slow. All contestants are
urged to play their games as
soon as possible. The draw is

posted in the Gym and all second
round games must be played by
November 23rd.

Coming Events

Today:

3.30p.m.—English Club

Red Room
5.00p.m.—Dr. T. "2. Koo

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Practice.

Old Arts Bldg.

8.00p.m.—Dr. T. Z. Koo
Sydenham Church

—Film Society

Convocation Hall

—Goodridge Roberts

Rm. Ill, Library

Wednesday
:

'

5.00p.m.—S.V.M. Meeting

Old Arts Bldg.

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Practice

Old Arts Bldg.

7.30p.m.—Levana Meeting
Ban Righ Hall

8.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

Thursday

:

7.30p.m.—Music Club •

50 Clergy St. E.

7.45p.m.—Debating Union
Sergeants' Mess
Students' Union

8.00p,m.—Freshman Assault

Gymnasium.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR
RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The Soap Box
perhaps students need protection from

faculty, thinks Arts '37.

Kingston, Ont.,

Nov. 18, 1935.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

pear Sir:

Much has been said on the part

of the Faculty as to the necessity

of having compulsory attendance at

classes. The Faculty is of the

opinion that the student body needs

compulsory attendance! to protect it

from itsel f . Has the Faculty

stopped to consider that the stu-

dcnls might he just as badly in need

of protection from the professors?

Since attendance, if it were not

compulsory, would be a criterion of

the professor's popularity it might

be well worth a try, for a time at

least, to determine what professors,

in the rriinds of the students, 'are

the best.

Since this trial is probably im-

possible perhaps the Journal might

conduct a straw-vote to ascertain

just where the professors stand

the estimation of the students. It

is doubtful if more than a fe

wnuld obtain an A-plus-plus,

Yours sincerely,

Arts '37.

SEES TREND TOWARD
FASCISM IN CANADA

Advertisers make publication of
the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"
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"Definite tendencies toward some
form of Fascism are expressing "

themselves in Canada to-day and it

behooves those who would preserve

democracy to unite their forces

against all such tendencies." was
the opinion expressed by Lon
Lawson at a meeting of the L.S.R.

on Sunday afternoon last.

Mr. Lawson, a graduate of Tor-
onto University who has recently

travelled in Europe, outlined the

growth of Fascism in both Italy and

Germany, and analyzed its basic

philosophy and pointed to symptoms
of its possible entrenchment in Can-

adian politics.

Mussolini and Hitler gained

power because the people of Italy

and Germany had demanded a

change in social conditions. They
gained the majority of their sup-

port from the large non-thinking

group who endorsed their radical

promises without realizing the con-

tradictions and absurdities. Under
their government the people arc

completely subordinated to the state

and the state is, in reality, a small

group of industrialists and bankers

who have as their moulhpiece the

dictator. In order to maintain

and cer

AT THE THEATRE
CAPITOL

THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS
y

With

Robert Donat and Madeline Carroll

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Milts Building

126-123 Princess St.

SAVE $ $ $ $

RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

from

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.R.C. DOBBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

power, freedom of speed

tain civil lilierties are suppressed

and the unemployed, who might

become a source of discontent, are

enslaved in relief camps

Symptoms of Fascism in Canada

have been the suppression of speech

'especially by Prime Minister

Dennett at the Regina riots) ; the

banning of several books, plays and

magazines; the demand on the part

of the people for social change, as

expressed by the election of the

Social Credit party in Alberta; and

probably the most fundamental, th

gradual concentration of wealth and

power into the hands of a very

few people. Mr. Lawson also added

that the rise of radicalism also may
foster Fascism. Only when the

upper class see that they may be

forced tp forfeit their power of ex-

ploitation of the other classes will

they unite in Fascism

The only means of averting

Fascism is by the uniting of all

forces against it. So long as anti-

fascists are divided there is every

possibility that it will come to any

democratic country.

'The Thirty-nine Steps", an ad

aptation of the book of that name
written by Canada's new Governor-

General, is, without reservation

the best picture of its type we have

seen this year.

The story concerns a young Can

adian, played by Robert Donat,

who becomes involved in the ac

tivities of an international spy ring

at work in England. A woman
comes to his flat and tells htm of a

plot to steal certain military

secrets; before she can tell him the

whole story she is murdered, and

Donat is accused. The rest of the

picture concerns the Canadian's at-

empt to solve the spy mystery

while being pursued by the police

Part of his escaping is done while

handcuffed to the beautiful and

talented Madeline Carroll.

In many British pictures the

photography has not been up to

Hollywood standards, but that

fault is remedied in this case. The

shots of the wild scenery in the

Highlands of Scotland are cspe

daily good. '

The picture has many thrilling

scenes, but not so much of the

"battle, murder and? sudden death'

as is generally found in this type of

picture. Some very amusing situa

tions arise which serve as comic

relief.

Robert Donat and Madeline Ca

roll are both excellent in their

parts, the latter playing the girl

who attempted to turn Donat over

to the law, but who is finally con

vinced of his innocence.

An exceptionally good Silly Sym
phony brings the rating to A—

.

—D. K

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WANT 200 USED
WATERMAN PENS
Here'i in opportunity 10 K«l •<

your old W«l«rmnn Pen—ind -e P»y
you lor It.

HERE'S THE IDEA

Suppok you own S3.7I Witinrun
Pen. Th« barrel is brotitn or your

P«i need. r»piirinj. Wc Y°u

ONE-HALF ill orislml *» ,

1

U « °L,
thi. cud tl.il lor vour olJ Wattrm.n

Th
the ol

. . ccllent offer. Gel

r old W»ttrm»n Pen in<1 "He
'»' ol thl)

HALF BOUGHT PLAK

New Library Books

Bradley, F. H.—Collected Essays,

2 vols.

Benson, E. R—Queen Victoria.

Canadian plays from Hart House

Theatre, vol 2.

Callaghan, Morley—They Shall In-

herit the Earth. (Taction).

Duncan, T. W—Elephants at War
Fifty One act Plays.

Fisher, H.—England Takes the

Lead.

Graham, Angus — The Golden
Grindstone. (Adventures of

George M. Mitchell).

Gervais, Albert — A Surgeon's

China,

Petrie, Sir Chas. (edit,) — Letters

and Speeches of King Charles I.

Monk, F. V.—Adventures Above

the Clouds.
j

Uice. D. Talbot—Byzantine Art.

Strcseruann, Gustav— Diaries, Let-

ters and Papers.

Niven. Frederick — Mrs. Barry.

(Fiction).

Santavana, George—The Last Puri-

tan. (A memoir in fiction

form).

Wallace. Doreen— Even Such is

Time. (Fiction).

Coming: "The Crusades", wi

Loretta Young. -

T I V O L I

bill

THE GAY DECEPTION
With

Frances Dee and Francis Ledert

This is the kind of picture you

ke to go and see when you just

ant to be entertained. There are

no great dramatic scenes, no out

landing pieces of acting

above all, no dull moments.

Probably many of us have won

dered what we would do with

small fortune If it were suddenly

dropped into our lap. Then again

likely, many of us know what

d do. Frances Dee, as a "poor

working girl," was _in the latter

class. She went to New York to

live for a month at the best hotel

with everything of which she had

always dreamed. When a charm

ngly impudent bell-boy, who

really a prince in disguise from

Somewhere, enters her life to tell

her all women's hats are atrocities

one comical misunderstanding after

another leads up to the final happy

ending. Congratulations are due

Francis Lederet for his refreshing

performance of the incogn

prince, and to Frances Dee

nort raying so well, the unsophisti

CTtsd girl from Greenville,

Two shorts, both remarkable for

their pointlessness, and a good

news feature complete a B+ pro-

—N. MacR

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

Curtis Barber Shop \

Darling's Barber Shop
Dan Davidson .

Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

gram, —

Coming— "Thunder M

with George O'Brien.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

for

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING
Ladies' Wear
Jackson -M etivier

J. Laidlaw & Son
Steaey's Limited

Men's Wear

Stcacy's Limited
Bibby's Limited
Fifteen Dollar Clothes Shop

J. Laidlaw & Son
C. Livingston. Bros.

Scott Tailors
Tweddell's
G. Van Horne

CLEANING

Empire Cleaners

Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Den,

DANCING
Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin
Dr. Milan
Dr. E. Sparks
Dr. Waugh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury & Peacock
Ward &l Hamilton
McColts

ENTERTAINMENT

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jewellery
Kinnear 4 D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
McCallum's
Woolworth's

Ernie Cain
La Salle Hotel

Emily Crawford Flower Shop
Kirkpatriek, G. H.
Stone's Flower Shop
Waits

FILM SOCIETY

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

lliem and support your paper.

VERDUN
The world-shaking battle of Ver-

dun is simply and starkly drama-

tized in the Film Society's presen-

tation this week.

The story is a simple one, making

a unit of the different battle scenes.

The French atmosphere allows for

a degree of abstraction in follow-

ing and judging the characterization

and action, which would not be pos-

sible in an American or English

film. The titles are in French but

they present no difficulty to the stu-

dent audience,

The picture will be shown in

Convocation Hall today and to-

morrow at S.00 p.m.. Admission is

15c. but membership cards (SI 00)

are now obtainable at the Post

Office.

MUSIC CLUB

The regular meeting of the

Music Club will be held at the

home of Mrs. Macphail. 50 Clergy

St. E. on Thursday evening at

7.30.

The program will include Cesar

Franck's Symphony in D. Cha-

brier's Espana Rhapsody and

Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody No.

2. Selections from Rigoletto, the

Jewel Song from Faust and the

Finale to Aida will also be play-

ed.

You can't feed a hen tacks and

expect it to lay a carpet.

"JUNE MOON" IS

NEW GUILD PLAY

(Continued from page I)

Campus Frolics fame, Bernard

Lewis, Betty Mackenzie, Lome

Sabbath and Shclia Skelton,

The play is under the direction

of Norman Carruthers, a new-

comer to Queen's, and it bids fair

to number among the Guild's most

amusing productions.

Phone

Gourd iex's Furs
George Mills & Co.

LEATHER GOODS

Swafficld's

MEALS. LIGHT LUNCHES

McGall's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe
Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Campus CofTc Shop
The Kent lee Cream Parlor and

Tea Room

OPTOMETRIST

Arthey, R. 0.

PHOTOGRAPHY

C H. Boyes
Marri«on Studio

A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Han>on ft Edgar
Jackson Press

Ahcrncthv Shoe Store

Lockert'i Shoe Store

Naborhood

SHOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater

Princess Shoe Repair

Shoe Krafts

TOBACCO. CIGARETTES

McGall's Shop
Ranger's Uptown Ggar-Stort
Hendersons Ggar Store

TAXI

Amey's Taxi, Phone 266

Diamond Taxi, Call 32

Slim's Taxi, Call B60

RADIOS

Canada Radio Store

Boyd Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING

Graham's Jewellery

Kinnear 8: D'Esterre

Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING

Neville'i

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE]

FRAMING
Neville's

210 PRINCESS STREET

(fellas 3Ki?Btaurartt
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up trom 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

anson & Edgar
PRINTERS Prindng °l

Every

117 Brock St. Description

Phone 1510

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2U6-M 253 PRINCESS ST,

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

bonds'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Finger Waving

Phone 4248

Stores

MAHOODDRUG CO.
PHONE 519"" PR1NCEJJJT.

JURY& PEACOCK
.PHONE 54J • NEXT TOIOBLAWS.
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Editorial Comment

Having chased the Blues away, it's time V

twist the Tigers' tail.

The Journal's campaign to abolish com
putsory attendance has been called "lindig

ni/icd" by the Dean of Science.

It is difficult to understand how an un
biased and serious presentation of studen
and faculty opinion on an important subject

can be looked upon as an "undignified

procedure.

A Guclph business man hired a full band
to escort him to his wedding last Armistice

Day. At least he has started out with
peaceful intentions. The report failed to

reveal the thoughts of the bride.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th. 1935

Hail Champions!
The Yates Trophy, emblematic of supremacy

in the Intercollegiate Football Union, will re-

main at Queen's for another year. Once again

the fighting Gaels have come from second

place to capture the coveted reward. That
traditional Queen's spirit which knows no de-

feat has not yet deserted the University

Tennis come and go; but the same spirit

spiru them all. They give their best until the

final whistle, and usually that besl is sufficient

to bring home a championship.

Those who attended the game in Torontt

on Saturday will not soon forget it. When-
ever we think of those last five minutes wt
almost suffer another nervous collapse. Rarely

have the last few minutes of a game offered

more tense anil nerve-racking thrills than did

Saturday's fixture. It seemed impossible that

the Tricolor twelve could stem the rising tide

of Blue warriors threatening the goal line

during the final moments of the struggle. But
they did, and the Queen's fans were left ex-

hausted in their scats,

As a rule, we allow our Sports Editor the

privilege of distributing all the orchids. This
time, however, we arc going to break that rule

and hand the biggest orchid we can find to
Ed Barnabc who substituted for another
stellar performer and came through in the
pinches. It is a long time since such an ex-
hibition of canny kicking has been seen in

these parts. The highly vaunted Varsity
backficld was left paralysed by the constant

succession of kicks into touch from the intelli-

gent toe of Eddie Barnabc. Vive Barnabe!
The question of proceeding into the Cana-

dian playdowns is still undecided. We hope
tilial the team will be given a chance to test
their strength against the Bengals or the Oil-
men. And we hope that the professors of
those individuals who form the championship
Queen's team will make some allowances on
the Christmas exams for those who are
bringing glory to their Alma Mater. Such a
course would not be lowering the standard of
the University. The players will have a chance
to bear down as soon as the rugby season is

over.

Every player on the team did his part
to bring another championship to the Uni-
versity. The Queen's Senior Football team
has much to be proud of, and the Journal
joins with every member of thc student
body and the faculty in congratulating; it

And we hope that Ted Reeve, who guided
the team to victory, will remain at Owen's
for many years to come.

Opinions of medical authorities as to

whether hopeless cases should be mercifully

put to death are providing newspapers with
plenty of copy these days. The Dean of

Medicine at the University of Toronto
favors such "mercy killings" while our own
Dean of Medicine is opposed to any such
plan.

The remarkable advances made by
medical science in the last few years lead

one to wonder whether any case can be

regarded as hopeless. At the same time a

patient can scarcely be classified as alive

just because his heart is beating.

Since the Queen's Band was short of

funds, each member of the band paid his

own way to Toronto in order to parade at

the game. The Queen's spirit is not, ap-
parently, a monopoly of the rugby team.

Official Notices

Christmas Examinations

The attention of students in Arts is called

to t he rirsr draft of thc Christmas Examination

I table, which is posted on the official

bulletin board in the Douglas Library.

Any conflicts or omissions should be re-

ported at once to the Registrar's Office.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in 'any

branch of Science or' Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and ait support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University, The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which -she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Times Reviews Career
Of Queens Principa

The London Times speaks of Dr
W. Hamilton Fyfe's appointment

as Principal of Aberdeen Univer

sity in 'die issue of October 27

The Column, "Men. Women and
Memories", written by "Atticus"

refers to the installation of A. E
Morgan as Principal of McGill

University and comments on Dr.

Fyfe's new position in the follow-

ing manner. ,

Scotland is reclaiming from
the other side of the Atlantic

one of her most distinguished

sons in Dr. William Hamilton

Fyfe, who, since 1930, has

been the very successful Prin-

cipal and Vice-Chancellor of

Queen's University at King-
ston, Ontario.

If Dr. Fyfe were asked to

name the most useful phase in

his long academic career, he
would probably give pride of

place to the years he spent in

bringing Christ's Hospital to

the high position it occupies

among English schools. But
all who know something of his

Canadian adventure will agree

that Queen's has benefited in-

calculably from his association

with that vigorous child of St.

Andrews, "the college of the

scarlet gown" beloved by An-
drew Lang.

Dr. Fyfe, who now becomes
Principal of the University of

Aberdeen, is thc author of an

admirable translation of Taci-

tus, and his own mind has

much of that great historian's

incisiveness. By his own fire-

side, and even in that most pre-

carious form of human inter-

course, the after-dinner speech,

he is always good to listen to,

for he possesses in a marked
degree that type of humour,
peculiar to Scotsmen, which
the Sassenach, unable to emu-
late or even to define, habitu-

ally describes as "pawky."

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-
ize them and support your paper

mmmmmmmmmmmm
SPECIAL SHAVING SET FOR MEN

of tile larfr-

iu Canada.

For Only

come along and insist Dr. Johnson did not

write it, but Boswell did.

—New York Times

(

The Queen's Dramatic Guild is putting
the final touches on its comedy, "June
Moon" which is to be presented next week.
With their reputation greatly enhanced by
thc splendid staging of "The Shining
Hour." they should be able to look forward
to packed houses,

The interesting features on the Miller

Museum which appear each week in the
Journal arc a revelation to those who have
never visited Miller Hall. Doubtlessly,
many more students will be visiting these
exhibits this year.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

The Big Broadcast
The students who were unable to make

the trip to Toronto were supplied with a first-
hand account of the game through thc kind-
ness ..f thc Jackson Press in broadcasting a
play by play description over the Queen's
station, CFRC. The expense of the broadcast,
winch will run in the neighbourhood of one
hundred and twenty-five dollar*, is being borne
by the Jackson Press. The sponsors of thc
broadcast can rest assured that their kindness
and co-operation is appreciated by every stu-
dent who listened to the game.

Johnson's Rasselas and
Ethiopia

Christopher Morley contributes a foot-

note to Ethiopia in the Saturday Review
pf Literature. It is a brilliant bit of textual
criticism of the kind that evokes acclaim in

the field of scholarship. Millions and
millions of high school students on their
way to college via the entrance examina-
tions have met the famous Rassclas, Prince
of Abyssinia. It seems probable to Mr.
Morley that the name should be written
Ras Selas, as we read now in thc papers
ab,.ut Ras Seyoum or Ras Makonnen

; and
the whole name Ras Selas would mean
Prince Selassie! The original title of Dr.
Johnson's tale was "The Prince of
Abis>ynia" and it was not known as
Rasselas" until after the author's death.
The item will be read with interest by the

aforesaid millions of high school boys and
girls who found the going through the
Johnson text very much what the Italian
eavy guns are now experiencing in the

Ethiopian hill country.

Mr. Morley quotes a few lines from
"Rasselas" and is quite justified in saying
they have timeliness. It is from the chapter
on the art of flying:

H all men were virtuous." returned thc
artist. "I should with great alacrity teach
them all to fly. But what would be thc
security of the good, if the bad could at
pleasure invade them from the sky?"Against
an army sailing through the clouds, neither
walls, nor mountains, nor seas, could afford
any security. A flight of northern savage
might hover in the wind, and light at once, "back
With irresistible violence, upon the capital
of a fruitful region, that was rolling under
them. Even this valley, the retreat of
princes, thc abode of happiness, might be
violated."

It is a, piece of prophecy so startingly
some one is pretty sure to

vindicated that

The "Educated Man" '

A former headmaster of Rugby School.

Dr. A. A. David, now Bishop of Liverpool,

in a "Speech Day" address made a fresh at-

tempt at describing or defining an "educat-

ed man"—almost as bard to define, says

Thc Morning Post, as a gentleman. His

definition is unique in that it relates chief-

ly to one's attitude toward work and leisure

:

The educated man knows how to

work, is good to work with and is

cquipped'not only for work but also for

leisure.

This is interpreted as requiring that he

should be a master of method, with a dis-

position to "mix" and none to "mope."
There is no suggestion here of "matter,"
though in the early years it is "matter"
rather than "method" that is esteemed by
the schools. But one who is a master of

method will, if he applies it, find his way
to the "matter," to thc things that are
known or knowable.

Question is raised how much conven-
tional education contributes to a man's be-
ing "good to work with"—the use by the
sometime head of Rugby of the preposition
m ending a sentence nohonly making the
statement emphatic, but giving p. gram-
matical freedom to those who enjoy thc
"mixing." But one agrees with the Bishop,
or his editorial interpreter, that the qualities

which cause men to be valued as colleagues
"spring out of personality," and if absent
can scarcely be fostered in classrooms. The
"reliability" essential to "working with" be-
longs to character more than to tuition.

The best test is what one docs when
one is thrown back upon his inward re-
sources—and that is gained for most per-
sons out of school hours, though increas-
ingly through the teaching of the schools.
One recalls in this connection the defini-
tion of an educated man by Ramsay Mac-
Donald, speaking a few years ago at a
supper of the old students of a working-
man's college in London. He was not
necessarily, the former Prime Minister said,
a learned man or a university man, but "a
"man with certain subtle spiritual qualities
"which make him calm in adversity, happy
'Vhen alone, just in his dealings, rationa'l
"and sane in the fullest meaning of that
"word m all the affairs of life." And as
to where he may be found: "He may be

the country somewhere, singing
^the old folksongs or talking about his
"sheep and his dogs, or recalling his Burns."
Abraham Lincoln's statement in the Con-
gressmnal Directory was that his own edu-
cation was "defective." But who will say

'educated man?"
—New York Times.

made exclusively for this sale by on
est manufacturers of shaving crcai

1 Tube Superfine Shaving Cream ,15c

1 Bottle Superfine Shaving Lotion 25c

Total Value ~60c"

AND FREE with this combination
1 Ever-Ready (British Made) Razor with one bladeFREE Packed in fancy gold box FREE

Ward & Hamilton Ltd.
4—Nyal Drug Stores—

4

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

that he was not a

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

SPECIAL
5 Auto-Strop Blades for 25c and

1 Razor FREE
(See our window)

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
260 University Ave. at Johnson St.

FURJ
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Widest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We teleKraph flowers Anywhere—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Belter food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

ittnrtnolii Caft?
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

specialize in Dance Orders
Heated Cabs

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S %Vore
123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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HARRY SONSH1NE

17,000 FANS SEE REEVEMEN
SMOTHER VARSITY BACKFIELD

JOHNNY EDWAR DS

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

QUEEN'S WIN COLLEGE CROWN
For the second successive year an inspired t;rirl machine from Queen's

University has amazed the experts by capturing the Canadian Intercol-

legiate Rugby Championship. And lor the second year in a row Varsity

Blues have been the victims of the Tricolor's victorious march.
On Saturday afternoon the Reevemen rose to diny heights to spoil

a perfect season's record for the Toronto collegians and although their

margin of victory was small, it served to show that the Cads were the

better team. In fact the score practically represents the difference

between two great grid machines.
In handing out verbal bouquets one must not overlook the battling

warriors who failed to lift the title from the grasp .if the Presbyterians.

The Stevens' coached crew fought gamely to the last and came within

an ace of winning the ball game in a desperate last minute drive.

The Tricolor m winning the title gave another one of those mag-
nificent displays of determination and fight that seldom fails to brum

the desired results.

And so once again we have to doff our chapeau to Ted Reeve and

his cohorts. They arc worthy champions and Queen's is proud of every

one of them.

TRICOLOR MAY GO AFTER GREY CUP

The champion Presbyterians now that they have retained the Yates

Trophy may go farther afield and make a bid for the Grey Cuy, em-

blematic of the Dominion football championship.

The college winrters rate with the best in the East and would? un-

doubtedly go far in their quest for all Canadian honours.

The' presence of the Tricolor would, we think, add considerable

color to the playdowns. It will be remembered that Queen's won the

Canadian title in three successive attempts in 1922, 1°23 and 1924 and

consequently a bid for the historic Grey Cuy this year by the College

champs would be welcomed by football fans in general.

There are several arguments which can be advanced bulb for and

against the continuance of a College team in the Dominion playoffs.

However, the players and members of the Athletic Board met separ-

ately late yesterday afternoon to make a decision.

At the time of this writing, no word had been received either from

the members of the team or from the A.B. of C. meeting, but some-

how wc have a feeling that Queen's will go after the national title.

And if they do they might get the opportunity of twisting the Tiirer's

tail, but that, of course, remains to be seen.

Freshman Assault Set

For Thursday Night

The Annual Freshman Assault

is slated to take place at the

Gymnasium on Thursday night,

November 21. when Coaches

Bews and Jarvis will trot out

their latest batch of hopefuls. The

bouts aim to give the inexperienc-

ed newcomers in College boxing

and wrestling an opportunity of

showing their wares for the first

time, and it is certain that every

man will be right in there doing

his best. Entrants are expected in

almost every class, and although

ring experience and technique

will perhaps be lacking, the good

old fighting spirit should make

every bout a real battle. There

is always some promising pros-

pect uncovered in these early

season trials and thi? year prom-

ises to be no exception for there

lias been a large class training

all fall.

Coach Bews is keeping tl

names of his wrestlers to b

self, but there is plenty of

material and enthusiasm

Among the- boxers Pond, Mae

Kenzic and Baker arc taking then-

work most seriously and will_bc

watched by the. coaches,

fencers will not take part m this

Assault, but will be heard from

at a later date.

(Continued from page 1)

ual star of the game. Barnabc

proved himself to be a great

"money" player by accounting

for every Tricolor point. Tlu

starry ex-Ottawa College* flasl

never faltered throughout tin

entire 60 minutes of play ant

outranged the two Blue hooters.

Ishister and Gray, by a comfort-

able margin. It was the second

time in two years that Barnabc

rose to the occasion and led his

mates to a glorious win. for it

was the same gentleman who la

year took" over signal calling

luties in a successful final half

drive that turned a 7-1'deficit

nto a thrilling 8-7 triumph 'for

the Kingston collegians.

Queen's Stronger

In every department', with the

exception of forward passing, the

Tricolor appeared stronger than

their vaunted opponents. Along

the front wall the Tricolor bad

a decided edge in line plays, gain-

ing six first downs from plunging,

while the Blues moved the sticks

four times using the same
methods. Defensively the Pres-

byterian shock troops were better

than the Blues, for when the go-

ing was tough, the borne team

could make but little impression

i m the rock like first line of de-

fence thrown up by the visitors

The game, although not a-

spectacular as the one two weeks

ago was well played and gave the

large crowd several thrills and

chills. That of course depended

on the way one viewed it. There

enough forward passing and

dazzling open field running to

ive the contest a wide-open as-

pect, yet it was -apparent that

neither squad would be able to

run up a sizeable score. Safety

CAPTAfN JOHNNY WING

>ct them back on their heels whi

had reached the pay-c

BY CHUCK COCHRANE

The Freshman Assault on

Thursday night of this week

should attract a good crowd

to the gym. The boys are

reminded that they will not

be over-matched and that the

best of attention will be pro-

vided in the corners. A few

of the senior members of the

squad will probably be seen-

in action and the crowd will

see a classy display of the

manly arts.

W hat two undergfnds

fought on flic lawn of Mac-

dnnnell House while what

co-ed held their coats? And

who won the fair lady?

Jack Ewen, crack college

welterweight who suffered a

leg injury early in the sea-

son, has been present at the

,
work-outs, and was seen tak-

ing lusty swings at the

punching bag last week. It

is hoped that Jack will find

time to defend his crown for

the university again this

year.

Natural History Club

CURLING CLUB

The Kingston Curling Club

offers special inducements to stu-

dents of Queen's University to join

the club and get into the "g™nd

old game". Particulars can t>e ob-

tained from Dr. J.
A. McRae,

Dr. A. C. Ncish oi from the Secre-

tary, P. D. Lyman, 195 Earl St..

'phone 620.

"Fresh Water Forms of Life'

will be the subject of Dr. Corkill":

address at the meeting of the

Natural History Club this week

The meeting is to be held on Friday

afternoon at four o'clock in Old

Arts Building.

Dr. Corkill took his Ph.D.

Toronto University last spring and

is at present doing research work

at Queen's.

JACK LEWIS

first methods were used a great

deal by the rival twelves when

they were in danger of being

scored upon, and the result was

a closely fought battle with the

team that had the most staying

power coming home in front.

Breaks Important

As is customary when two

evenly matched grid machines

lash for supremacy the so-called

breaks played an important part

in the scoring. A recovery of a

Trirolor Hue fumble by Turney

Williams earlv in the first period,

indirectly enabled the. Blues to

break on top. On- the first play

after the Queen's misciie, Mark>

threw Holden a pretty 23 yard

forward fling to leave the ball on

the Tricolor 25 yard stripe from

which point Cam Gray experi-

enced little difficulty in splitting

the posts with a sweet placement

to make the score read Varsity i,

Queen's O. The Gaels soon re-

covered from this reverse and im-

mediately went oiy the attack

consistently outplunging t h e

Blues for good gains, but two 60

yard punts by big Boh Ishister

they

zone.

It was in the early minutes of

the second session that Varsity

looked to be on a march to

touchdown. The oval rested on

Queen's 6 yard line after Joe Con

nelly had speared Coulter's beau

tiful 24 yard flip. Three Blue

smacks at the powerful Tricolor

front line ended with the pigskin

still one yard away from the

promised land and the Gaels ob-

tained possession. A few plays

later Jim Scott, hustling Tricolor

end, stormed through to hurry

Hughic Marks who was fading

for a pass and in the excitement

the Toronto ace dropped the ball.

Scott, taking the leather in full

stride, struggled up tn the Blue

42 from which it was a simple

matter for Barnube to hoof] for

a deadline single. This point was

nullified, however, when after

Connelly had skirted the end on

a sensational 30 yard gallop, Is-

hister boomed one to the dead-

ball line to restore the Blue 3

point margin.

Tricolor Even Matters

However, Queen's still failed to

wilt and kept up a sustained drive

that drove play deep into Toronto

territory. Near the end of the

same period the Tricolor crash-

ed through the wavering Blue

line to partially block a drive by

Ishister. and in the resulting

scramble alter the loose ball, the

Gaels recovered on the Blue 25.

Varsity were set 15 for rotigh

play and on the fir>t down EiJ

aniahe belted a beautiful field

3al to square the count at 4 all

-, the half ended.

The Tricolor snapped into their

work with renewed vigor in the

third heat and paraded the ball

tin; Toronto 14 hefore they

lost 10 yards on a penalty. When

Barnabc's attempted drop went

nto the line of scrimmage the

Toronto lads snared it and Ishis-

ter promptly hoisted it out of the

danger area. About a minute be-

fore three quarter time Hariiabc

towered a lofty drive to Coulter,

who after making t gallant bid

to run the ball out, finally was

downed for a rouge. This point

gave Queen's a lead which they

increased in the closing quarter.

hen. after a scintillating spurt

of 65 yards by Curly Krug. Barn-

be clinched the game and title

<v [...unding the leather to the

deadline for the final score of the

day.

Gray Misses Placement

ONCE AGAIN
we show you a picture of the

smartest, longest wearing- neat-

est lasted shoe in Kingston.

Men'i shoes that are smart, that

wear well and k>oW the finest at

any price. You'll lie pleasantly

surprised at our low prices.

$3.95

NaborhooD
166 Princess SHOE STORE Phone 704

YOUR CORRECT ACCESSORIES

FOR THE SOCIAL WHIRL

ARE AT

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

PHONE g£0
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

DAY OR NIGHT

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store - 355 Princess Street Phone

Downtown Store-208 Princess Street Pbone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Send the "Journal" to your friends. $1.75 a year.

ffia students at Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

\ GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
'

Alarm Clocks - Novel Gifta

Watches And Favor.

Pen« and Pencil* College Inngma

Designing to Order

£,41840 102 PRINCESS ST.
PHONE 666

The astonished Blue warriors

sensing defeat, then opened up

with a concerted drive into Tri-

color territory that had all the

appearances of a victory march

The drive floundered, however

when Cam Gray's attempted

placement was away off line and

soared to Johnny Edwards who

(Continued on page 7)

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 P^nTeSS STREET _

KINGSTON

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO FAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street
Phone 1402

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 211t

Over Canadian Pacific Eaorew Office.

FINE WATCH REPARINO
Spectacles and Eye Gta.se* Repaired Broken Lena* Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S mam
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrist* PHONE 1S27

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton' and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE SM

"It Pays to Play Fair"
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COMMENT FROM THE! Senior Science Men
I
Set Date Of Dance

SIDELINES

Barnabe's Kicking, Krug's
60-Yard Sprint

Feature

BV FRANCIS MURPHY
Hail lo the Tricolor, once more

Intercollegiate football champions,

and worthy to be classed .is one o'f

the greatest teams ever to don the

traditional Red, Yellow and Blue.

Fighting with an indomitable spirit

which is theirs by heritage, they

overcame a disheartening lead,

pulled into the driver's scat, and

then brilliantly fought off a desper-

ate hist period rally by the highly

touted Blues to emerge with their

second college crown in a row and

their eleventh since the start of

competition way back in 1896.

Sympathy must really be extend-

ed, however, to Varsity's valiant

Blues, also a great football mach-

ine. The Queen's Parkers lost only

one game during the season hut that

one reversal happened, to be the

crucial play-off Saturday, and as it

was, it meant moth balls for tlieir

moleskins and best wishes for next

year.

* * *

Ed. Baniahc, the pride of Hull,

P.Q., surely knew his P's and Q's

on Saturday as it was his all-round

kicking brilliance which brought

Queen's home in front for the sec

ond year Itand-riinniii^. This un
ruly-haircd drop-kicking specialist

who last year was chosen as the

most valuable player to his team,
took over the kicking duties as a
result of Monro's injury .earlier in

the week and gave a masterful

exhibition.

He kicked a field goal and three

singles to account for all of the

Tricolor's points and held his own
with Gray and Isbister on the

afternoon's punting exchange.
Barnsbe kicked 20 times while To-
ronto booted 22 times and both
sides averaged -15 yards on each
punt. To cut the Toronto run back
of kicks to a minimum, Barnabe
went into action with instructions

to kick towards the sidelines and
he punted into touch 12 times with
amazing accuracy.

* * •

At the start of the season
Barnabe was off color and was
even relegated to the bench, but
with each game he gradually im-
proved and bis performance Satur-
day stamped him as one of the
East's leading halfbacks and com-
p4«ely erased in the minds of his
critics any doubts as to his ability.

CONGRATULATIONS, ED III! I

toilet] and prepared, in the valley of

the shadow of the deenz office

Verily, verily I say unto you

nun in Scienz, of Kweenz in Kin

there has arisen among you a mighty

convener who has girded up his

loins anil collected his disciples to-

gether. For forty daze he hat)

1 1 prepare

ow of tl

mighty funxion for your entertain

menr.

Verily again I say unto you, from

the multitude of the men of Scienz

of the 36th generation hath come

the convener who will eclipse the

ther noble bawls held in the past

by the men of this generation—one

which shall outshine them as the

lay and the night ,or a man of

Scienz a stude of Artz.

Hear me still, O men of Scienz,

lie final frivolities are yet to come.

For this reason I have returned

from the land of "I'll be seein' ya"

here the rumor hath come that the

men of Scienz have waxed diligent

on their slide rules and the rever-

beration echo in the Hall of Grant

has been calculated to seven times

seven decimal places. Yea, even

this error will be corrected by an

overwhelming improvement in the

amplification system at present in

the Hall of Grant.

Hear me yet, it is not these which

have drawn me hither as winter

comctli, hut the secrecy of the thing.

Verily I say unto you, there is a

noise like the blurping of many
crirkets in the Halls of Scienz in

Kin, for the men of Scienz will not

lightly conduct their last bawl in

an unseemly manner
From the men of Scienz I have

learned that Jack son of Tclgman
of the city of Kin, a lute player of

great renown, will be at the terp-

sichorean revelries with his d
ciples. And even on this the 29th
night of tlie present moon in the

Hall of .Grant there will also be
Marg Norris, female singer of great

volume and high pitch. Also at the

function there will be two beaute

ous dancers of the family of Tap
ping here in Uie city of Kin.

Yea, much of the fruit of the

nne will pour down the leathery
throats of the men of Saenz on the

festive night—even mine own shall

be damp like the falls of Niagara.
Having spake these words before

a great multitude, the Prophet de-
parted, his long robes flapping in

the wind. Your reporter hastened
to find where he could purchase a
ticket to the dance of which the
Prophet had spoken and he found
that Cec. Sager (phone 3499W)
had them for sale and that the price
was $1.25.

Another gem in the college crown
was Curly Kmg, the Woodstock
Wonder, who completely stole the
show from Bobby Coulter and gave
one grand demonstration of ball
carrying. His pigskin toting in-
cluded a dazzling 60 yard run in
the fourth quarter when he caught
a Toronto quick kick on his own
15 yard stripe, pivoted and side-
stepped a la Red Grange, and left
Varsity ladders in his w,ake ns if
they were "prep" school novices.
This was undoubtedly the greatest
individual effort of the afternoon
and firmly installed Curly in Sat-
urday's hall of fame.

* * *
We also take off.' our hats to

Teddy Reeve, old time grid 'warrior
himself and cunning strategist, who
has led Queen's to two champion-
ships in hjs three years at the Tri-
color helm. Teddy, famous for his
pre-game and half-time pep talks,
started the season with new and old
material and molded it into a win-
ning club to keep pace with his

0. T. C. PREJUDICE

TO PEACE OF WORL

Goldberg And Marcuse Win
Debate By 9-7

House Vote

previous college titlists, the "four-
teen miracles" of 1934. This year's
edition to bear his latest trade-mark
was slow to gain momentum, but
progressed offensively with every
game, as welt as displaying inherent
defensive strength, and when Sat-
urday rolled around they were ap-
parently at their peak.

Varsity pounded along at a
merry clip during the regular
hedulc but when the big test came
they were 'found wanting. For

was an anti-climax
the P,hics

after their Victory over Queen's
wo weeks ago and the, men of
Stevens appeared hurried out.

And so for another twelve
months, and maybe longer, the
Yates Trophy, emblematic of col-
lege gridiron supremacy, will re-
main entrenched in its Gymnasium
Show case, a tribute to the greatness
and character of every man on the

Debating on the subject "Resolv

cd that O. T. C. training is pre

judicial to world peace", B. Mar

cuse and W. Goldberg, supporting

the affirmative, won the decision

over Bob Young and Wilf Bruce

hy a margin of 9-7 at a meeting o

the Debating Society on Thursday

night.

O.T.C. training is contrary

ill Christian teachings," said Bert

Marcuse, first speaker in support of

the resolution. Marcuse stated that

the O.T.C. organization exists prim

wily for war, and that the type o

raining given is in no -way con

ducive to peace. He said that the

sole reason for the existence of the

O.T.C. lies in the fact that all other

countries possess some method o

military training, and while this

condition exists we must be pre

pared for war. If, he continued

all methods of military training

were abolished by every country

those countries would be forced to

settle all difference in a peaceful

manner.

The first speaker for the nega

ve, Bob Young, compared the

army with a policeman, who main

tains law and order in a peaceable

manner if possihle, but who
trained in methods of offense to be

used in case of a crisis. "While
seeking the ideal of world peace

they are not blind to grim reality,

he said. ' "O.T.C.
,
leaders hav

nearly all been at the front and
they realize fully the folly and
futility of war and are not anxious

to see another. They are more
fully aware of the horrors of war
than many of the would-be

pacifists." Young pointed out that

Switzerland was the only European
country to remain neutral in the

last war, and this in spite of the

fact that the whole population of

that country had been trained

the art of war.

W. Brace, second speaker for the

negative, maintained that all civil

ization is based on force, and that

it is necessary to preserve peace.

"An army is necessary to coerce

erring groups in the same manner
that the police coerce erring indivi.

luals." he said. He stated as an
example a police strike in Boston
during which crime became rife and
the army had to be called out

E. Power Biggs To
Give Recital Here

E. Power Biggs, the well known
English - American organist will

give a recital in Sydenham Church
on Wednesday, November 27th. at

8.30 p.m ; On the same program
the Queen's Choral Society will

sing two groups of Christmas
carols.

Mr. Biggs has won for himself a
place of honor among the great or-

ganists of the United States and is

held in high esteem by the organ
loving public of America and Can-
ada. At present he is on tour in

the United States.

This recital is made possible for
the students through the George
Taylor Richardson Bequest admin-
stcrcd hy Mrs. F. Etherington.
Admission is by ticket only until

8.15 p.m. Afterwards the general
public will be admitted. Students
can obtain these tickets free of
charge at the Queen's Post Office.
There will he a silver collection in
aid of the Kingston General
Hospital.

PRINCE POINTS OUT

NEEDS OF ETHIOPIA

Mediaevalism Now Being
More Universally

Recognized

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1935

SEDUCTIVE MUSIC
FEATURES FORMAL

"Will the 'League to stop war
nlake.a war?" asked Professor A
E. Prince at the conclusion of an
address to the International Re
lations Club last Thursday. Pro
fessor Prince spoke to the club

on the present world situation

with special reference to the
I talo-Ethiopian conflict.

The speaker quoted Professor
Arnold Toynbee as writing in

1934 "Abyssinia is a by-word for

disorder and barbarity," and
offering this as an argument for

the country's absorption by
Europe.

Recognition of the mediaeval
sm in Abyssinia is now becom
ng universal," Mr. Prince stat

d. People are beginning to

realize that some form of econ-
omic, political and social collab-

oration is necessary for Ethiopia,
" e said.

Of a total population of about
millions, there are some 2 mil-

lion domestic slaves, and al-

though the present emperor en-
deavored seriously to ameliorate
their condition a report to the
League of Nations shows that by
"933 qnly 3,000 ^laves had been
released.

Referring to the tribal and feu-

al character of the country's or-
nization, the speaker said that

from many points of view
Abyssinia is back in the Middle
Ages." The august emperor 15

ttle more than a suzerain over
many feudal chieftans. When in

1923 Abyssinia applied for mem
ership in the League, her admis

sion was opposed by England on
grounds that the govern-

ment's control over outlying
rovinces was inadequate.

Professor Prince outlined the
ree factors contributing to
ussolini's choice of the present

ime for aggression in Abyssinia.
The Fascist dictator realized that

he did not strike now, Emperor
Haile Selassie would have mod

army to too great an

(Continued from page 1)

Soft indirect lighting added great

ly to the attractiveness of the hall

An unusual touch was added hv
skull in the centre of the orchest

with water trickling from
mouth.- Chesterfields and large

comfortable chairs had been placed

at advantagous points.

An amplifying system insured

that everyone could hear with

ease. The orchestra played request

number after request number. Froi

Kingston, Paul Tremaine and hi

orchestra go to Florida, where they

will he situated at the Floridi

Hotel, Miami Reach, for the winter

The names of the committee who
worked so hard to make this dance
a success would not be out of place

here: Convener, Len Cohen; Leigl

rneGreenfield of Final year; Lo
Dickson. 5th

; .Grant Breckenrid

4th; Mai Hill, 3rd; Jimmy Cun
ningham. 2nd

; Charles Amey 1st

rind Alec.

rnized his

tent. There was a danger
of Japanese aggression

iefly economic. Lastly, a rap
proachement had been affected

th France in January by the
Rome Accord, and Mussolini felt

that he had now one nation whose
ttitude was friendly,

A brief review of League ac-
ties since the threat to world

eace was given by the speaker,
n attempt was made for Italy
nd Abyssinia to confer in ac-
rd with the 1928 treaty, hut
ly refused to submit the

onndary dispute to a commis-

Following the failure of nego-
ations, England suggested a

lateral arrangement whereby
t of British Somaliiand be
en to Ethiopia, and some

Ethiopian territory be conceded
Italy. Mussolini objected to
arrangement, probably be-

cause it would give Abyssinia a
maritime outlet, and Englishmen
protested wildly at the suggested

rrender of British territory.
The idea was dropped.
The next step was taken by

Mussolini, when he offered the
suggestion of floating Italian loans
to Ethiopia, in return for which
Italy should be given some con-
trol over Ethiopia. This solution
also was rejected.

At this point the League of
Nations was called upon. The
English people, as revealed by

the recent national ballot, ha
hown itself to be wholehearted

ly behind the League, especially

the application of sanction
France had always been in favor
of sanctions as a weapon against
Germany; now, however, she fell

back, unwilling to enforce san
tions against her new-found, ally

France was in an embarrass
ng position." said Professor
rince. "She could afford

ose the support of neither Italy
nor Britain, and she was forced

side with one .against the
ther."

After the League declaration of
Italy as the aggressor, that body
has now proceeded to enforce
Article XVI of the Covenant
which calls for the application of
sanctions against the aggressi
nation.

"England was alarmed by the
threat in the Mediterranean
Italy should become strong
East Africa," said Mr. Prince
The championship of'the League
and of peace coincided with h
own interests, he maintained.

Did England discover by sec
ret information that Mussoltn
was after Lake Tana, and would
use Ethiopia as a step toward
Egypt?" the speaker asked. The
presence of the British fleet in

Alexandria was compared by
Professor Prince to the mobiliza-
tion of the Russian army in 1914.
which action precipitated the en-
trance of Germany into the Great
War.

It is a strong step, and I am
not altogether sure that it is

wise." said Professor Prince of
the British move in bringing the
fleet into the Mediterranean.

In closing his address, Mr.
Prince stated that since the
League has shown itself unable
to prevent war, it must now show
whether it can slop a conflict
once started.

Soph Entertainment

Ballyhoo For Dance

Plans for the Sophomore Soiree
on Friday night were announced
at a meeting of Arts "38 in Con-
vocation Hall yesterday after-

noon at which over 150 students

of all years and faculties attend-

ed. Advertised as a "Syncopat-
ed session" of "scintillating, siz-

zling excitement", the gathering

was a decided innovation in the

way of year meetings. Kuth
Knowlton and bis. Orchestra pro-

vided the entertainment which
was interspersed by short ad-
dresses by Bill Neville, president

of Arts '38 and Ralph James, con-

vener of the dance committee.

As it turned out, the orchestra

at the meeting was a publicity

stunt for the dance which is

scheduled for Friday night, Nov.
22 in Grant Hall. The arrange-

ents for this event, the Sopho-
more Soiree, were proclaimed by
both speakers. The evening will

e featured by a half hour of con-

nuous music from 11.00 to 11.30

which will give the dncears an
pportunity to see and hear a

roadcast in the making. Special

rrangements and skits will be
presented during this half hour
and the audience will hear for

the first time at a college dance
the romantic voice of Billie

Lamb, the season's sensation.

delightful program of music
will continue throughout the en-

re evening from nine to one.

There will be something doing
every minute from the time the

guests receive their programs,
ith a picture of the band in each,

until the strains of the home
altz bring the Soiree to a close.

Tickets, moderately priced at

ne dollar, are on sale now from
h e committee composed o f

Phyllis Ross, Helen Ralph, Ron
Merrialn, Willie Muir, Bill
eville and Ralph James (Con-

ner), or at the Post Office.

FROSH B.W.F.

BV JIMMY BEWS
All Freshmen desiring to com-

pete in boxing and wrestling, and
that should mean every man who
as been out at the practices, please

ign the entry list posted in the

gymnasium.

These bouts are being arranged!

part of your regular training,

to teach you the correct meth-
followed in Intercollegiate

contests.

You will enjoy the experience

d the result, win, lose, or draw,

has absolutely no bearing on future

bouts.

We have no senior team at pres-

ent—every man has an equal chance

represent Queen's in his weight

the Intercollegiate Assault at

rms, and this is your chance to

gain tactical experience and some
knowledge of your dwn ability.

We will provide experienced mere

the comers to help and advise

(Signed) James Bcws.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver

BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

PHONE 821
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Have you heard of the fellow

who made his doctor say "Ah-h-h"

jjv paying his bill promptly?

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princui St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-CIass Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
W* Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
suits cleaned and pressed 75c up
Valet service to students for CoLiege
Term $6,00

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 18SV

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St.

"Phone 256

Kingston

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 10

Evenings by Appointment

Guests At Formal

Since the Medical At Home
has now gone down in the history
of Queen's as one of the most
outstanding 'social functions ever

held here, it seems to us to bo
most fitting to publish the names
of the fair sex (God bless 'em)

who certainly helped to make it

so.

Patronesses

Mrs. F. Etherington, Miss
Austin, Mrs. G. W. Mylks, Sr.,

Mrs. W. T. Connell.

Committee Guests

Miss E. Rathbun. Miss Jean
Graham, Miss Norma Mylks,

Miss Dorothy Buck, Miss Peggy
Publow, Miss Bernice Nichol,

Miss I. Cameron, Miss' Pam
\nglin. Miss Margaret Rothwell.

Miss Betty Smith, Miss Dorothy

Ross, Miss Ruth Montgomery,

Miss Hilda Scott, Miss Win.

Jones, Miss Pearl Gavin, Miss

Alice Shortall.

A
Anslow, Margaret ; A t k i n ,

Phyllis, Lansdowne; Adsit Bar-

bara; Adams, Marge; Aiken,

Margaret; Allen, Marian.

B
Bowie, Mildred, Ottawa; Bos-

tock, H.; Baker, Elizabeth; Boyd.

Eldon M.J Brown, Lorna, Ham-
Itooi Burns. L. M.

;
(Mrs.)

Bennett. C. ; Byron, Ellen; Bruce.

Marjorie; (Mrs.) Buck, C. A.;

(Mrs.) Burton, Glen; (Mrs.)

Broom. J. C. W.; Bertrand, Ida;

Bragg, Ellen,

C
Connell. D. ;

Connell, Sally

;

(Mrs.) Campbell; Clarke, Anne;

Chileott, 'Reta; Cochrane, Jean;

Clarke, Eleanor: Cohen, Miriam;

(Mrs.) Chown, D. M.; Chubb,

Barbara; Creer, Helen; Carefoot,

M. ;
Chapador, Jean; (Mrs.) Con-

nell. W. Ford ; Coones, Jean.

D
Daly, Marge ;

Delaine, Rae,

Newcastle ; D'Esterre, Betty

;

Dubb, Sally; (Mrs,) Delahaye.

E
Early, Margaret, Toronto;

Ewing, ;
Eddy, Carol.

F
Fleming, Ann; Fay, Jean; Fer-

guson, Irene; Fournier, K; Fin-

negan. Anita, Toronto; Friend-

ship, Hilda,

G
Gardner, Lillian; (Mrs.) Gage.

N. S. ;
Grey, Doris; Gallardi,

Margaret; Gardner. EHythe, Gau-

anoque; (Mrs,) Goodfellow. Bud;

Griffis, Margaret; Gilmoure, G
Gordon, Helen ; G a r 1

1
a n d .

LEVANA TO HEAR
MARGARET FYFE

Florence; Glass, Isobel; Graham,

Marg.

H
Harper, Betty; Healy, Freda;

IT.unilton, Jean, Lansdowne;

I Mrs.) Hinch, Estelle; Hussey,

Edith; Horsie, Marge; Hunt, R.

;

Halperin, Claire; Hird. Freda;

Hoen, Kathleen; (Mrs.) Hay-

tinga, Alice.

J
Johnston, Pearl; Joyce, Helen;

K
Kenny, Doris, Seeley's Bay

;

Kerr, Helen.

L
Locke, Lois; Laird, Dorothy;

Lawson, Audrey; Linnen, Beryl;

Lyon, Margaret, Ottawa; Lumb,
Helen ; Lamson, June ;

Lyons,

Marion; (Mrs.) Linsay, G. C.

M
Mylks, Lenore; MacDonald,

Eleanor; Macdonnell. Anne; Mc-
Cormick, Anne; Moore, Eleanor;

(Mrs.) Mylks5, G. W.; Murphy,

Mary H.; Morton, Barbara; Mor-

rison, Frances; (Mrs,) Milligan,

\. D. ; McGnire, L. ; Mosland,

Beatrice ; Millican, Jean ; Mc-

\voy, Monica ; Mylks, Helen

;

M o o n e y, Dorothy ; Marshall,

Rhoda ;
Morgan, Ruth

;
(Mrs.)

McGregor, C. R. ; Moore, Maisie;

Morrison, Jean; Millar, Minerva;

Mallon, A.: Murray, Hilda; Mc-

Imire, Doris ; Mitchell. Bertha

;

McBride, Marge ;
(Mrs.) Mun-

dell, C.

N
Nelson, Jean, Toronto; (Mrs.)

Nkkle, W. N. : Norris, Margaret;

Neville, Evelyn.

P
Patterson, Betty ; Peeve:

Hazel; Palmer, D. M.; Parrish,

Goldie; Paul, Marion.

Q
Quigley. Rita, Pcnetaug.

R
Rodi, Doris; Robertson, Alice;

Robinson, Marge ; Rumble,
Grace, Hillsdale.

S

Simpson, Gwen : Scott, Betty;

Shaw. Isobel; Shepard, Martha;

Simpson, Mabel ; (Mrs. ) Sudd-

ahy ; Sweezey, Eleanor; Simons,

K-, Thetford, Mines ; Sinclair,

Marge; Slocombe, B.

T
Tenner. Betty; (Mrs.) Third,

J. R Tweddell, Dorothy;

Thompson, Frances ; Timmer-

man, Pat.

W
Walters, Lillian; Winstey.

Beatrice : (Mrs.) Whetham, C.

;

Weir. Phoebe; Wells, Helen;

Woods, Ann; Weston. Ruth,

Hallville; Wartman, Corinne.

(Continued from page 1)

having spent the past two years

at Lady Margaret Hall at Oxford

where she received a B.'A. degree

in Politics, Philosophy and Econ-

omics, a course known there as

"Modern Greats." Miss Fyfc

graduated with an Honour De-

gree from Queen's in 1933.

While in Kingston she took an

active part in college dramatics.

She played the role of '*Viola" in

the Faculty Players presentation

of "Twelfth Night" in the session

1932-33. Miss Fyfc has also con-

tributed several poems to the

Queen's Quill, an undergraduate

literary publication.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

Medical Library Index

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS
LIMITED

CATHARINESST ONT.

A complete, Card Index Cata-

logue of all medical books has been

recently added to the Medical Li-

brary. This catalogue makes it

possible to locate any book by

title or author. The books are

also listed under the general topics.

The service rendered to the

medical students has thus greatly

increased in speed and effciency.

Before there had only been an

authors' index. If the author's

name was unknown a long search

on the shelves followed.

Medical students arc reminded

that the Library is °Pcn

:

Monday to Friday—

9.00 a.m.—12 noon.

1.30 p.m.—6.00 p.m.

7.00 p.m.— 10.00 p.m.

Saturday

—

9,00 a.m.—12 noon.

1.00 p.m.—4.00 p.m.

DEAN CONDEMNS
MERCY KILLINGS
(Continued from page 1)

are advocating "mercy killings",

Init believes that the final decision

should rest with the parents, guar-

dian or close relatives of a child,

and in the case of an adult with the

patient himself. A necessary condi-

tion would be the signature of

legal documents by authorized per-

sons in the presence of a justice of

the peace, Dr. Connell said.

TREATY BASIS
FOR^EXPANSION

(Continued from page 1)

duties on Canadian lumber, cream

and seed potatoes is particularly

important since it applies to com-

modities which can only with diffi-

cult v reach any other external

market. The introduction of the

quota system by the United State-,

is to be regretted.

17,000 FANS SEE

QUEEN'S_WIN TITLE

(Continued from page 5)

easily ran out to the Tricolor 10

before being clipped. As a fleet-

ng gesture the Blues realizing

that their championship hopes
were definitely squelched, tried

STUDENTS VOICE
OPPOSAL TO RULE
(Continued from page 1)

which is greatly needed in the

world today.

Mr. Young also believes that too

much time is taken up in the taking

of attendance with the result that

the lecture has to be crammed into

too short a space. If compulsory

attendance were done away with it

would make the professors realize

that they must have something to

offer their classes because the

silent criticism of their students

would be much more visible than

it is today.

When asked whether he believed

It would work favorably in the

case of freshmen, Mr. Young an-

swered that he could see no reason

why it should not, provided that

the deans of the various faculties

spoke to them as men, and not as

children, when they first entered

the University, pointing out to

them that it was to their own ad-

vantage to attend classes and de-

rive as much as possible from their

university education.

"If a man thinks that you think

him good, be will try to live up to

that reputation, whereas if he is

credited with having the limitations

of childhood and has to live up to

them, he never outgrows them," he

concluded.

Dean Clark

Dr. A. L. Clark, Dean of the

Science Faculty, refused to give the

loumal his opinion on the matter.

When interviewed by the Journal,

he said, "I cannot approve of the

undignified way which the

Journal is conducting this campaign.

If you wish to gain your point you

are unwise in pressing the matter

the way you are."

Engineering Society President

Frank Joy, president of the En-

gineering Society, believes in 100

per cent compulsory attendance for

freshmen, 50 per cent compulsory

attendance for second year stu-

dents, and voluntary attendance for

third and fourth years.

"The compulsory attendance ques-

tion hinges on the purpose of an

education," Mr. Joy told the Jour-

nal. "If education is to develop

initiative then no compulsion should

be needed. If it Is not for this

purpose then compulsion will be

needed," Mr. Joy said.

Other Opinions

Other members of the student

body when approached on the

campus wero a.most unanimously

in favor of al«lition of the re-

gulation.

"It may be all right in first year,

but we are supposed to be respon-

sible people who will go to lectures

if they are worth-while. If we arc

nnt responsible we shouldn't be at

college," slated an Arts man.

"After all, we're not kindergar-

ten kids," was the way one Science

man expressed his views. "If the

only reason people go to college is

because they're forced to, they

shouldn't be here." he concluded.

ARCH KIRKLAND

another placement from 40 yards

out and from an almost impos-

sible angle. This last desperate

attempt was 15 yards short of

the desired mark and as a Queen's

backrieldcr caught the full time

whistle found the Tricolor cham

pions of the College circuit

again.

To topple the Blues the Gaels

had to make their supreme effort

of the year. Having a definite

margin along the wing line, the

Tricolor had to be ever on the

alert to check the dangerous Blue

forward passing attack. The Tor

ontonians at that used the air

ways effectively to complete 1

out of 15 forward attempts and

several of the successful throws

were good for substantial -dices

of yardage. Queen's, while not

needing to take to the overhead

route as often as the Blues, suc-

ceeded in completing 4 passes in

7 tries and alt were important

gains.

Actually the Tricolor's advan-

tage in the kicking exchanges was

the dominant factor in turning

the tide in Favor of Ted Reeve's

battling outfit. Barnibe. kick-

ng his first game since joining

the team last year, used sound

judgment all througth the piece

by consistently booting the ball

out of bounds and in this manner

the mercury footed C>u!lcr-Con-

lly combination Were prevent-

ed from pulling their broken field

pecialty. Thus one <>f the main

Blue methods of ground gaining

lost its effectiveness for the fleet

Toronto "horsemen" seldom had

the opportunity to thrill their

supporters with their speedy run

backs.

Queen's Aggressive

For the most part Queen's were

he aggressors and displayed the

fighting spirit whish often means

ihe difference between victory

and defeat. The Blues, though,

went down fighting hravcly, and,

although with the failure of their

desperate last minute onslaught,

their championship aspirations

went glimmering, they still can

be termed great.

Every Queen's man stood out

the cleanlv fought struggle.

Barnahe naturally was hero

umber one as he was respon-

se for all of the invaders*

points, but the team as a whole
licked perfectly. Curly Krug,

Johnny Edwards and Johnny
Munro did their work well and
overshadowed the classy Blue
back division trio. Krug pulled

the feature play of the contest

when he took a high punt from
Isbister in the last quarter and
electrified the huge throng by
campering up through a broken

field for a 65 yard run. This dash
really won the game for the

Gaels, for Baruabe immediately

kicked the Tricolor's sixth and

last point, and the Blues were
visibly shaken. Harry Son shine
at flying wing again was in his,

ual form and broke up play

after play with his magnificent,

fearless tackling. Art Stollery

handled the team at the pivot post

and was prominent both offen-

sively and defensively. Red Mc-

N'iehol relieved Stollery and

equalled the latler's display. Big

Abe Zvonkin and Charley Peck

were by far the best plungers on

the field, the former in particu-

lar being especially good in ham-

mering the Blue line for huge

gains. Lewis. McLean, Barker.

Thompson, Kirkland and Jones

were outstanding on that power-

ful Tricolor front rank while

Captain Johnny Wing, Scott,

Earle and Bews formed an open

field brigade that hit hard and

fearlessly in dragging down op-

posing ball carriers.

MARTV JONES

Once again, as in all Varsity

games this season, the Blue rear-

guard was the chief Toronto

threat. Coulter, Connelly, Gray.

Marks and Isbister were the Tor-

onto big guns and starred from

ihe offensive angle. Marks and

Connelly performed their specialty

—the forward pass, a number of

times and were always conspicu-

ous. Isbister. Gray and Valeriote

did most of the plunging for the

Blue and White and all three

were hard to stop. Holden. I.

Edwards and Turney Williams

lookeil the best of the remainder

of a team that had no weak spots.

HOT HOPES

The Medal of Merit for Peren-

nial Persistence was awarded this

•.ear to a young ,na" °* extreme

bashfulness who sat for three years

in the front row of theatres hoping

that a careless adagio dancer would

throw a female partner into his

arms.—The Brunswickan.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

Nov. 22 Arts '38 Grant Hall i
1.00 R. James Kuth Knowlton

Nov. 29 Science '36 Grant Hall
|
1.25 C. Sagcr Jack Telgman

Dec. 6
i
Science '38 Grant Hall 1 .25 A Miller Kuth Knowlton

Ian. 10 i
Arts & Grant Hall 1 .00 R. Park Jack Telgman

[an. 17 !
Arts Formal Grant Hall 1 Ken D,iy

(an. 22 i
Levana Formal Ban Righ

1
\

|an. 24 i Levana Formal Ban Righ

Feb 7 1
Science Formal Gym W. Lewis
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Evening Shoes -

ThatAre Smart

FOR THE LADIES

—

Air-Steps and Golden

Pheasant Slippers in

the new low heel

sandals

IN SILVER KID
OR SATIN

Priced at $5.75 to $9.50

EVENING BAGS
to match

at $2.00 and $2.50

FOR THE MEN

—

The new receding toe in

Patent Oxfords or

Gun-Metal Calf

Priced at $5.00

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J. H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sta.

Phones; Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

66 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

,
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush".

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

Progress Of Russian
Drama Is Discussec

"The purpose of the Soviet

Annual Drama Festivals is to

show foreign visitors the progress

which lias been made in dramatics

in Russia." said Mrs. Lon Law
son of Toronto speaking on "The
Soviet Drama Festival of 1935'

at a meeting of the L.S.R. held

on Saturday afternoon at the

home of Professor Duthie.

Sixteen products, including

opera. Russian and foreign clas

sics and modern Soviet play

were presented. Better and more

elaborate products are possible in

Russia because the theatres are

supported by the state, and are

run on a co-operative basis. The
actors are shown every consider-

ation and work together under

the same director for years to per

feet their acting.

There are also theatres which
specialize in children's plays*Th
children are consulted in the

choice of plays, scenery and most
of the production is in their

hands although the acting

done by adults. The plays are

chosen, not for propaganda pur-

poses but for entertainment and
educational value.

Amateur theatricals are

couraged and the professional

actors and directors co-operate

with the amateur groups. Under
the Soviet it is possible for the

smallest towns to see the best

plays and acting at very low
prices.

Cambridge Birthplace Of
Inter-Varsity Fellowship

The Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship of Canada is an as-

sociation of groups of Christian

tudents in the Universities of

our land whose purpose is to wit-
ness while at College to the pow-
er of Jesus Christ in their lives.

It began in post-war Cam-
bridge. Among the students at

the University was a returned
soldier who became the moving
spirit of an earnest group of
Christians. These men brought

their Christian service a fresh
courage, a forthright purposeful-
ness, an air of romance and over-
flowing life.

A year later delegates from
Oxford, Cambridge and London
with a few others met for the
first Inter-Varsity Conference of
the new movement. The vision
seemed too daring at the time,
but almost immediately it began
to be realized. Within ten years
the Inter-Varsity Fellowship of
Evangelical Unions had become
well established, operating in

nearly every University of the
ritish Isles.' Dr. Howard Guin-

ness sailed for Canada as Depu-
tation Secretary, and mainly
through his work the Inter-Var-
sity Christian Fellowship of Can-
ada came into being. Since then

has spread through Australia
...id New Zealand, The work was
begun at Queen in 1933.
Every Monday at 7 p.m. the

group meets at 254 University
Ave. If any of yon are interest-
ed in talking over the issues in-
volved in following Christ, we
will be very glad to see you. You
will not he buttonholed. Some
of

noons at 2 o'clock

Old Arts Buildi

us meet on Wednesday aftcr-

in the Chapel,

FRESHMAN
ASSAULT-AT-ARiYTS
Thursday, Nov. 22nd
Student Adniission

Ticket No. 7

General Admission:
Ringside 50c Rush 25c

DIAMONDS MAY YET

BE FOUND IN CANADA

Miller Museum Has Fine
Collection Of Jewels

And Gems

BY J. D. BATEMAN

How many women, while plac

ing a ring on their finger or fast

ening a necklace about their

throat, ever pause to think of the

source of the jewels with which

they adorn themselves? Few,

indeed, even know from which

part of the world their favorite

gemstone has come; from India

perhaps—or Brazil; or more like

ly, from an electric furnace at

Niagara Falls. Where are gems
found? Are they limited to a few

parts of the world or is their oc

currence widespread?

Gems are merely an unusual

variety of certain minerals. In

a way they are Nature's oddities

in the mineral kingdom. They

may either be clear crystals or

transparent gems which have

been colored by some minute im-

purity, or they may show a play

of colors like the opal. The value

of gems lies in both the rarity and

hardness of these precious stones

as well as their beauty. The dia-

mond is the hardest and one of

the most rare of all jewels and its

brilliance is due to the high index

of refraction for light possessed

by this particular mineral. -

Corundum and its synthetic

brother carborundum, come next

to the diamond in hardness.

Ordinary corundum is a common
mineral of no gem value—but it

is sometimes found in transparent

crystals colored red and blue,

which are then known as the

oriental ruby and sapphire. It

evident then, that gems are

really freaks of nature, and are

the exception rather than the

rule. Synthetic diamonds have
been made, but their size is mic-

roscopic
; however, rubies and

sapphires are being made today

by synthetic processes so perfect

that many of these artificial

stones can only be distinguished

from the natural gem by means
of the X-ray.

In the Miller Museum there is

n exhibit devoted to a display

of jewels and gemstones. Per-

haps the most spectacular exhibit

in this display is a model of the

famous Cullinan diamond with
fascimilies of the nine magnificent

stones which were cut from the
original gem. In addition to the
Cullinan diamond, there are four

eproductions of different cele-

brated diamonds, one of which is

ellow in color. There is also a

plendid exhibit of emeralds, in

hicli the stones are seen both
) their natural crystalline form
nd as cut gems. The emerald
i an unusual variety of the min-
ral beryl, from which the light-

t practical metal, beryllium, is

obtained. Other gem varieties

of beryl in colors of gold and rose
may also be seen in this cbllec-

ion. Turquoise and gem var-

Directory Error

J. Lornc MacDougall, per-

manent secretary-treasurer

of the A. M. S., reports an

error in the Students* Dir-

ectory. On page 5 his tele-

phone is listed as 1964-M.
This should read 1956-M.

ietics of jnalaehite, copper mi
eral, are represented among these
gems.

One of the most remarkable
exhibits in this collection is a
pecunen of amber. What is

amber and from where docs it

omc? Amber is a fossil resin
which was formed from the rich
sap of certain traces and was
trapped in rocks which arc now
millions of years old. There are
also specimens of topaz in both
natural crystals* and cut jewels.
Zircon is another mineral, the

gem varieties of which are on
display. Not many years ago on
the Pacific coast, a group of rm

were purchasing transparent zir-

cons from Germany, setting them

in expensive gold and platinum

rings, and selling these frauds as

diamonds for twenty times their

value.

Even quartz, the most common
of all minerals, has many gem
varieties of which the opal is the

best known. Amythest, moss-

agate and bloodstone are all

quartz with those impurities

which impart the gem value to

the mineral.

Diamonds are mined mainly in

South Africa but many also come
from Brazil and other parts of

the world. Many people have

wondered if diamonds will ever

be found in Canada, and it is

quite probable that they will

sometime be found in our native

country. In the Canadian shield

there are many rocks similar to

these in which diamonds are

mined in other parts of the

world. In the farm areas of Min-

nesota and Wisconsin a number
of loose diamonds have been'

found in glacial drift and gravel.

It known that this glacial

lebris. and consequently the dia-

monds, have come from north-

western Ontario ; and someday
may possibly see their discovery

in that part of the province. Some
years ago Dr. Coleman of the De-

partment of Geology of The Uni-

versity of Toronto reported the

discovery of minute diamonds in

a peridotite rock near Beatty

township in northern Ontario.

In order that the reader may
appreciate more clearly the sig-

nificance of artificial gemstones,

the writer wishes to quote from

Kraus and Holden

:

"Manufactured stones may be
classified as: 1. Doublets, 2. Im-
itation Stones, 3. Treated Stones,

4. Synthetic Stones. Manufactur-

ed stones include gem material

which has been made in the lab-

oratory as well as natural stones

which have been treated, manip-

ulated or 'doctored' in such a way
as to increase their sale value.

"The true doublet consists of

two sections, each of genuine

material, joined with an invisible

cement to produce a larger stone.

The false doublet has a genuine

crown, while the pavillion ordin-

arily consists of glass or an in-

ferior stone; thus a thin slice of

ruby may be backed with red

glass.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers
of Queen's University

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2/44
. Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATEfi
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY. YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173 - 175 - 177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

I « I I \
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARR1SON STUDIO
92 Princess St.Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252

Imitation stones, which are

even more valueless than doub-

lets, are made from paste or strass

which is nothing more than glass

containing a large proportion of

lead to give it a lustre and per-

haps a pigment. Such stones are

rarely worth cuttipg and are

usually made by pouring the

melted glass into moulds.

"Treated stones are lliose form-
ed by melting together a number

chips of genuine material.

This treatment is often applied
to rubies but the resulting stone

often not clear and may be
brittle.

1 '

The dentist having put in fillings,

the patient asked if he didn't intend
to grind them,

'No," said the dentist, "you'll

grind them yourself when you get
iny bill."

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICESNAPPY
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3180

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

Brief and Paper Cases
in all grades of leather with

straps or zipper

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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QUEEN'S PUCK TEAM

MAY ENTER OTTAWA

VALLEY COMPETITION

Future Of Intercollegiate

Now Appears
Uncertain

Last Year Reviewed

Hicks Still Sees Hope
For International

Contest

CLASSES '36

Any prospective graduate

who has not received a letter

from Uie Tricolor concern-

ing the date for graduate

photos, etc., may get one at

the Post Office.

COMEDY BY LARDNER

OPENS ON T jESDAY

BY FRANCIS MURPHY
Willi the Senior Intercollegiate

football title safely tucked away

for another year and with King

Football nearly ready to take a

graceful exit from the college

sporting horizon, it is only natural

that we should focus our attention

lo the realm of hockey and crystal

gaze once more to see what the

Winter's greatest game holds for

Tricolor sextets.

In order to see more clearly the

changes contemplated for this sea

son let us review last year's

Arena campaigns.

To round into shape for their

OH. A. grind after Christmas.

"Senator" Powell's puck and slick

artists entered the local Van Home
Memorial series held in December

and won their way into the finals

where they were defeated by Broek-

ville Magedomas.

After Yuletide, the Tricolor,

grouped with Brnckville. Kingston,

and Gananoque, formed an entry in

the Senior "B" O.H.A. classification

anil after a mediocre season, finish-

ed in second place with no further

play-off.

Coincident with their O.H.A.

schedule Queen's participated with

McGill and Varsity in the Inter-

mediate Intercollegiate league, sig-

nalizing a resumption of college

hockey relations by the Tricolor

after a lapse of eight years. McGill

tn.jk the laurels with Queen's and

Varsity tied in the runner-up posi-

tion. A summary of the season

showed the men of Powell with 10

wins. 9 losses, and one draw. The

Juniors brought Queen's its only

championship, defeating li.M.C. to

(Continued on page 7)

Drama Guild Predicts

Play Will Be
Hit
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ATTENDANCE RULE IS

UNFAIR TO STUDENTS

GENERAL CONCENSUS

TRICOLOR, TIGERS TANGLE TO-MORROW
IN SUDDEN DEATH EASTERN SEMI-FINAL

Daughter Of Principal In
Favor Of Optional

System

Queen's Graduate

Abolition Would Provide
Good Test For

Instructors

Written by Ring Lardner and

George Kaufman, "June Moon" is

guaranteed to be funny and fast-

moving. Presented by the Queen's

Dramatic Guild on Tuesday and

Wednesday evenings in Convoca-

tion Hall, it is assured of sympa-

thetic treatment. Played before a

student audience, it is sure to make

a hit.

"June Moon", which completed a

highly successful run at the Broad-

hurst Theatre in New York in 1020,

is characterized by clever and spicy

dialogue. It is being produced by

the Dramatic Guild under the direc-

tion of Norman Carmthers, Mrs.

J. B. Goodfellow and Mrs. G. B.

Reed.

Advance reports promise a com-

petent portrayal of every role.

Gladys Smith takes the part of

Edna Baker, a young lady whose

unsophisticated charm captivates

Fred Stevens, a shy country

pirant to fame as a New York

song-writer. Stevens is played bj

Krskine Morden.

The seductive Eileen, whose best

efforts are put forward in a play

for Stevens, is represented by Betty

Mackenzie. Eileen Workman as

her sister Lucille is guaranteed to

roll the audience in the aisles as a

misunderstood wife.

Paul Sears, played by Bernard

O'Beirn. is a hag-ridden composer

with ten thumbs. Peppy musical

numbers liave been specially written

for the Guild's production by Ma!

eotm Hill, third-year Medical. These

(Continued on page 6)

SPEEDY SETTLEMENT UNLIKELY

FOR SIN0-JAPANESE CONFLICT

Koo Speaks On Situation

In The Far
East

China Hard Pressed

"We must not be toc> optim-

istic regarding peace in the Far

East," said Dr. T. Z. Koo speak-

ing on "The International Situa-

li"n in the Far East" in Convo-
cati„n Hull on Tuesday after-

noon. The lecture was given un-

<fcr the auspices of the Student

CI ri-iTin Movement.
D r. Koo divided his subject

nito ili riL
.e mil i n st.ctions. He dis-

eased the' relations between

Russia and Japan, then the Sino-

Jjipaiu-sc situation and lastly, the

ar Eastern situation as it con-

>c signatorv powers O
fcc«U naval treaty

>f the

'Continued on page 6)

Policy Of Compromise Laid

To Doctrine Of
Confucius

Addresses Phil. I.

"The apparent apathy of the

older Chinese toward the pres

cut Japanese invasion 'of their

country is a result of their age-

long training," stated Dr. T. Z.

Koo in speaking on China's cul-

tural heritage before the Phil-

osophy 1 class on Wednesday

morning.

The Confucian doctrine of the

middle way. wbicb has two mean-

ings, is a fundamental concept in

Chinese lite.' said Dr. Koo. Its

first meaning is expressed in "the

way Of righteousness" which ac-

counts f->r the Chinese attitude

toward Japan, since the Chinese

(Continued on page 8)

BENGALS AWAIT TILT

Close, Hard-Fought Game
Expected By

Officials

Turville May Play

RE-APPOINTED

"I believe that it is a very (good

indication to professors whether

their lectures are considered \yortl

while," Miss Margaret Fyfe.told

the Journal in expressing herself in

favor of optional attendance.

Miss Fyfe, daughter of the prin

cipal of Queen's, receivedi her

bachelor's degree from Queen's in

1933 and studied for two years at

Oxford, being awarded a B.A.

there last spring. She preferred the

tutorial system as employed at Ox-

ford to the lecture system in force

here.

"The tutorial system encourages

individuality in the student," said

Miss Fyfe, adding that tutors were

much more likely to have an effect

upon the undergraduate than were

(Continued on page 3)

(Sptcial lo Quctn's Journal)

Hamilton, Ont., Nov. 21—With
football enthusiasm here raised

to fever height by the strong

comeback of Tigers, who prac-

tically tore the Big Four apart

in nosing out Toronto Argonauts

after a hectic race, interest mov-

ed even higher here today as word

was received from Toronto that

Queen's University's Intercol-

legiate Champions will contest

the Eastern Canada semi-final

with the Bengals here on Satur-

day.

Always attractive opposition,

the Tricolor will attract a record

crowd here, without a doubt, as

Tigers make their second con-

secutive bid for the Dominion

Crown, and pictures of past play-

offs with the Limestone City stu-

(Continued on page 5)

QUEEN'S GET LAY-OFF

Squad Is Benched While
League Officials

Take Field

COACH TED REEVE

who will return to Queen's next Fall

as coach of the senior grid squad

Lou Marsh Bumps And Is Called

Curly Gets Orchid, Lou Gets Bill

In response to Lou Marsh's

promise in the Monday issue of the

Toronto Star to pay the bill for an

orchid for "Curly" Krug for his

fiO-yard run last Saturday, "Curly"

was presented with an orchid in the

Journal office at noon yesterday.

The bill has been sent to Lou

Marsh.

The Star's Sports Editor made

the promise as a result of a letter

which he received from a Queen's

student. This letter commented on

Saturday's game and rawed Lou

for calling Argos Balmy Beach anil

Varsity to win. One of the letter's

sentences read: "An orchid to

'Curly' Krug who turned in his

best game of the season; we will

never forget that 60-yard run."

Lou, in his Monday column,

said. " 'An orchid to 'Curly' Krug.'

writes a sarcastic Queen's corres-

pondent. 'We will never forget

that 60-yard run.'

"I'll pay the bill for the orchid

if some Queen's man will only buy

it and present it to the sensational

Queen's half-back," said Mr.

Marsb. "Varsity will never forget

that 60-yard run either. It broke

the game up Queen's way."

As a result the "sarcastic

Queen's correspondent'' and the

lournal bought an orchid for

"Curb", and Lou's correspondent

presented it to him yesterday with

(Continued on page 8)

1924—CAN THEY REPEAT?

CHALLENGE ALLOWED

IS MOGUL'S DECISION

Permit Queen's To Carry

On After Muddle Of
Meetings

BY AB CRATTON

Gimaxing three days of quickly

called meetings the Canadian Rugby

t'nion on W ednesday afternoon ac-

cepted the challenge of Queen's

University for national football

honours, and, accordingly, ordered

the Tricolor to play Hamilton

Tigers on the grounds of the latter

on Saturday afternoon in the cast-

em Canada semi-final.

The above decision came only

after the C.R II. had announced the

njght previous that the Queen's

challenge could not he accepted as

the formal challenge must l>e made

through the College Union and not

through the Intercollegiate chain-

pious themselves.

Two local meetings were held on

Monday and it was unanimonsb de-

cided that Queen's would continue

on in guest of the Dominion cham-

pionship. However Professor M
A Mackenzie, president of the C.I.

\,C Mated that evening that the

union would not challenge on bc-

(Cont'mued on page 7)

Team Highly Rated

BY AB GRATTON

The champion Queen's senior

"gridders" leave today at noon on

i Tiger hunting expedition. Held

to only two light workouts by the

uncertainty of the "powers that

be" in deciding whether or not

the Tricolor's entry into the

Dominion playdowns would be

accepted, the Gaels breezed

through a stiff two hour signal

session yesterday afternoon, to

complete their week's work in

preparation for the invasion of

the Tiger lair tomorrow after-

noon.

For three days the Tricolor

players were forced to cut down

on serious training and watch

the various officials of the C.R.U.,

the C.I.A.U. and of the Hamil-

ton Football Club battle it out to

de the fate of the Queen's

challenge for Dominion football

honors.

However, when word was re-

ived late on Wednesday after-

noon that the championship game

lefinitcly on. the Tricolor

huskies immediately reported to

the stadium where a beneficial

workout was held.

Coach Ted Reeve returned

from Toronto yesterday noon

and sent the boys through a

strenuous signal drill and com-

pleted plans for the mode of at-

tack to he used again-t the

(Continued on i>age 5)

WOMEN AT OXFORD
CALLEDDISTRACTINC

"Women arc considered a dis-

tracting influence at Oxford anil

out of over thirty colleges only

four are reserved for them." -aid

Mi-s Margaret Fyfe presentins

an intimate picture of life at Ox-

ford to a meeting of the Levana

Society on Wednesday evening.

Il is difficult to compare Ox-

ford and Queen's life because of

the different organization. There

arc 5.000 students at Oxford and

the student is bound more closely

to his. own college than to the

university. The standard of en-

trance is high and as a result the

average age of the student:

(Conlinued on page 8)

FIVE TRICOLOR MEN

ON ALL-STAR TEAM

Sonshine. Munro. Barker,

Weir and Zvonkin
Included

Five From Varsity

Queen's ami Varsity, the two

leading teams in College football

this past igason monopolixed places

pn the 1935 .dl-star Intercollegiate

football team chosen by sports

writers and the coaches of the con-

tending universities.

The champion Tricolor and the

[Hue-; placed five men each on the

all-star lineup, while the two re-

maining places were filled by West-

ern .-mil McGill stars.

The team h as follows:

Flying Wing — Harry .Sonshine,

Queen's.

Half—Joe Connelly, Toronto.

Half—Johnny Mnnro. Queen's.

Half—Hugh Marks. Toronto.

0 li;irter_Hobby Coulter, Toronto.

Snajv—Rcg Barker, Queen's.

Inside—Frank Veroni, Western.

Inside—Rob Weir, Queen's.

Middle—Abe Zvonkin, Queen's.

Middle—Cus Greco. Toronto.

Outside — Charles Letourncau,

McGill.

Outside—Jack Holden, Toronto.
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Esub!i$b*J iStj

[NGSTON BRANCH—Kmc ' Clirenca tlx.

W. R_ BELCHER. Utntta

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
Clothes Shop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT OXOATS
All our Overcoats are'beau-

tir'ully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every i» an can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.00

The Bengal

$19.75

The Polo

$22. 1

$25.00

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

WE RECOMMEND

SASKASAL
Little Man/tou Supplies

Nature's Own Mineral Sa/ti

SASKASAL has proved itself effi.

carious in the relief of the most
Httibborn cases of H lieumatism, Scia-
tica. Kidney and Stomnch troubles.

These famous Mineral Salts cleanse
the blood stream, purify and tone up
your system to better health.

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Nyal Drug Stores 4

THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU—

(Life

fTOrtitaUitm ©tft

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

395 Princcso St. Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted Bv EDMUND BERRY

MARK TWAIN'S NOTEBOOK
New York: Harper. $4.00.

It was the habit of Mark Twain for

many years to jot down various

observations and ideas in a ndmber

of little pocket memoranda-volumes.

The earliest entries date from

1865, the latest from 1906. Much
rivial and of little wight alter the prevailing concep-

of the matter is tt

and only ephemeral interest. In

several places long periods occur in

which nothing was set down at all.

But mixed with unimportant ancc-

dotageis much which will be of in-

terest to the student of the man and

his works.

What is probably' the most de-

lightful part is made up of the

entries during the celebrated tour of

the Levant which resulted in

Innocents Abroad. Here, through

the notebooks we may come very

close to the author in the act of

creation, or rather of absorbing 'the

material to be used in the act of

creation. Sometimes the remarks

are extremely brief, sometimes of

considerable length. He had time,

fur example, to set down a good

deal about Palestine as his ship was

carrying him from Joppa to Alex-

andria. On ^he other hand the

memoranda about Egypt and several

other parts of the tour are disap-

pointingly meagre.

It is possible here and there to

detect the first sproutings of ideas

which later grew into famous books.

There are interesting impressions

of many celebrated men, chief

among them General Grant at the

time when Mark Twain was nego-

tiating for the publication of his

aOtODlograpny. There are numer-
ous and charming vignettes of

Twain's family life, and though the

much-debated pessimism of bis later

years i? t-vpressed with force and
frequency there is nothing to give ed and
the slightest impression that in pri- , C l clo

vate life he was anything but happy

and content.

A good deal of the material in

this Notebook was used by Albert

Bigelow Paine many years ago in

the official biography and now that

it is published m exienso we must

say that it contains nothing which

tions of the author. The phrase on

the title-page, "prepared for pub-

lication," instead of the customary

"edited", has probably been adopted

in anticipation of the criticism like-

ly to come from those who disagree

with Mr. Paine regarding the char-

acter of Mark Twain, that he has in

any way tampered with the manu-

script. "The entries," Mr. Paine

says, "are as he left them." "These

little books are now offered in full."

The reader infers, as a matter of

fact, from some of Mr. Paine's

commenls scattered through the

text, that there have been some

deletions ; but apparently nothing

has been cut out save tedious re-

petitions of memoranda regarding

for example, Mark Twain's inven-

tion of a "history game," or his in-

terest in the famous typesetting

machines. We are assured that

nothing shedding light upon his

character has heen suppressed.

The Notebook, which is in real-

ity a long series of little manu-

script volumes, is, so far as it goes,

a reply to Mr. Van Wyck Brooks

and Mr. De Vbto, who have

irgued that Mark Twain was thwar-

ted by his environment and by his

wife. In the present publication

Mark Twain is certainly "permitted

lo have his say"; but until the

original manuscripts are available

for examination we shall not: know-

how much material in the novels

and romances are suppressed, aller-

rcfined." The case is not

Union Notes

N"n doubt the news of most in-

terest in any building on the

:ampus this week is contained in

the phrase. "ON TO HAMIL-
TON." "The boys" after a spec-

tacular win last weekend and
with a burning desire to conquer
the Bengals ever dominant are

certainly deserving of the chance
to tame the snarling ? Tigers.
And so on Saturday. BEST OF
GOOD LUCK TEAM!

We understand the Varsity
goal posts are missing since last

weekend due to the enterprising

work of some Queen's enthusiasts

aided by the loan of some Var-
sity blankets. One of the "Con-
querors" has donated (for which
we thank him) his share of the

goal post to the Union. At pres-

ent the post is being mnunUd and
will soon be on display in the

building.

The Warden has hoisted to the

masthead a Commodores burgee
of Queen's colors on the model
flagpole on the training table, and
says it will remain there for six

years at least, as of the 14 pen-

nants flying from the yard arms
showing

,
the yearly champions

from 1922. 9 arc Queen's colors.

TWEDDELL'S ANNUAL

Winter Sale
OF MEN'S SUITS. OVERCOATS AND

FURNISHINGS

COMMENCES SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23

It presents an unequalled opportunity to save on
quality merchandise

See Full Page Announcement in The Whig-Standard
on Friday

Also See Our Window Displays

TWEDDELL'S
137 - 139 Princess St.

PHONE 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg.

Levana Notes
January 22 and 24 Vi'cre chosen

as dates for the Levana Formats

at Wednesday night's meeting of

the Levana_Society. Ibby Cam-

eron will be convener and the

committers as follows: Mamie
McRae, decorations; Anna Mill-

er, music; Margaret Wright, re-

freshments; Barbara Button and

Mary Graham, tickets-,

All seniors are asked to bring

their freshettes to the tea being

held by the Levana Council at

Ban Righ on Saturday afternoon,

November 30. from 4.00-6.00.

The price for senior and fresh-

ette is 20 cents. The money is

payable to Mary Cliff, Margery

Duff or Bud Ardell,

Campus and Gym
There will be hockey practices

and skating on Monday, Wednes-

day and Thursday afternoons from

1.00-2.00.

Badminton players are asked to

finish second rounds in the tourna-

ment this afternoon ; otherwise

matches wilt be defaulted to oppon-

ent who turns up.

Broadcast To-Night

The Queen's station, CFRC,
1510 kilocycles, will broad-

cast the music of Kuth

Knowlton, playing at the Arts

'38 Year Dance in Grant Hall,

from 10 to 10.30 tonight.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOAf|$

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Ticket

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

, EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 2

Stone's JrTtouier g>t|np
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association
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CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402
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Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eallas Restaurant
• WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to S p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The Soap Box

Faculty going "soft" allowing

a "KiBB Dance"

r , ie
Editor,

nueens Journal.

Sir:

ATTENDANCE REE IS

UNFAIR TO STUDENTS

Abolition Would Provide
Good Test For

Instructors

plastered on all the notice boards

( the campus are posters advertis-

tlie Science '38 "Kiss Dance".

jay I ask is this the trend of the

of Science, trying to duplicate

soft brolliers of the Arts

Faulty or even Levana with their

ca dances? Queen's Engineers

,r(Vt hitherto been 'noted for their

hievements in the world of men

I liave never before openly boast-

.^1 of their amorous inclinations.

It is an acknowledged fact that

Sophomores consider themselves

iphisticated, but now we know

tliein for what they really are.

Let them rename (heir dance a

Shindig" and we'll go.

Sc. Post Grad.

Natural History Club

AT THE THEATRE The Quality Shop

TIVOLI

The Natural History Club will be

addressed by Dr. Corkill on "Fresh

Water Forms of Life" this after-

noon at 4.00 o'clock in the Old Arts

wilding.

Dr. Corkill received bis Ph.D. at

University of Toronto last spring

d is doing research work at

Ouecn's this winter.

Debating Union

"Resolved that the Suez Canal

liould be closed to Italy," will

be the subject under "discussion

at the next meeting of the Debat-

ing Union, on Monday, Novem-

ber 25th at 7 o'clock in the Ser-

' Mess room, Students'

Jnion. The resolution will be

tipp'irtcd by David Henry, and

Tnck Newlands will speak for the

negative.

(Continued from page 1)

lecturers "to. whom you're likely

never to speak."

A Science Student

The Journal also interviewed a

third-year student in Applied
Science who_is leaving Queen's at

the end of this monlh. He is a

graduate in engineering from an-

other Canadian university.

" 'Education' should not be injec-

ted at one hour a dose. To force

a student to submit to these injec-

tions and tetl him that if be misses

too many of them he will not escape

failure is not the purpose of edu

cation,"'he said.

"I came to Queen's hoping to find

at a university of its reputation

brilliant and eminent men under

whom I might have the privilege of

studying," he went on. "I hoped

to take advantage of the opportun

ity to work under scholarly people

and to absorb some of the scholarly

atmosphere. Instead I find most

professors in the Science faculty

concerned solely with imparting

certain specific scientific facts; they

have neglected everything except

those things bearing directly on

their fields.

"When people leave university

they will not confine their whole

lives to the narrow limits of their

professions. I think the training

received at a college should reflect

this."

The student explained that

Queen's was not the only university

where this state was to be found,

hut that he had hoped it would be

different here. He said be had once

THUNDER MOUNTAIN
With

George O'Brien •

And still another wild, west pic

turef "Thunder Mountain", the

film version of Zane Grey's latest

novel, is not an inducement for

anyone to read the book. It is dull

even for this type of picture.

Cal Emerson and his partner,

backed by an easterner and liis

lovely daughter Sydney, strike ;

rich claim. In the mix-up that fol

lows, the claim is jumped by a

crooked gentleman Lcavett, who has

the town of Challas and the miners'

court under his thumb. Cal sue

combs to the charms of Sydney

but she deserts him for Leavett

who is in a better position to grant

her desire for wealth. Justice is

done in the end however, and

Emerson realizes the value of bis

little friend "Nugget", a dance-ball

singer.

George O'Brien as Emerson

convincing in a weak role. Barbara

Fritchie deserves praise for her

characterization of the gold-digging

easterner, and Frances Grant as

"Nugget" is very appealing.

A Betty Boop cartoon and an

amusing comedy rate the picture

c+.
Next Attraction: "Grand Exit",

with Edmund Lowe and Anne

Sothem. —A. O'G.

THE CRUSADES
With

Henry WUcoxon, Lorttta Young]

CAPITOL

Just a little down and

a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Lid.

J.R.C. D0BBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Pbone 819

W. H. CURTIS
- BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

?0 Princess St. Kingston

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WANT 20O USED
WATERMAN PENS
H.rt'i

W»ti mm r< n—and we piy

for .r.

HEBE'S THE IDEA

Jppoic you own
tn. Th« b»rrtl

en)» rrpunng.
, oui

ONF_-LIAI,F its original value Q( in

<hli cue tl 38 lor your old W»tecm>n
fen on the puithiie ol new on t-

Thli ia i„ excellent "Str. Gel out

your old Waterman Pen and take ad-

'antago ot thla

HALF BOUGHT PLAN

Stores

MAH00D DRUG CO.
PHONE 519 • • PRIMES! (T.

JU"vY& PEACOC*
PHONE 343 * NEXT TOIOBLAWS

for first-year students.

"I would like to see attendance

optional, because frequently you

don't learn anything from some

professors who continually digress

and are uninteresting," was an-

beefi told to choose his classes not (other's opinion,

with reference to his course as a

whole but for the breadth of mind

and reputation of the professor.

Only lately, he said, had he re*1""1

the value of this suggestion.

A Co-Ed

A sophomore co-ed blamed the

high-school system for requiring

compulsory attendance at universi-

ties. "If. as I believe, the average

student is not capable of using his

own judgment in this connection, it

is the fault of the schools for not

turning out people mature enough

to think for themselves," she said.

Vice-Pres. Engineers

I don't believe there should be

compulsory attendance, except pos-

sibly for the first year," said C. G.

Biescnthal, vice-president of the

Engineering Society and member of

A.M.S. Executive.

"We should know enough not to

need it when we get here," he said,

advocating abolition of the rule.

Vice-Pres. Arts

"I think that the average student

is determined to derive the most

from his course with the minimum

of effort and expense," was the

opinion expressed by Jack Mark,

vice-president of the Arts Society.

"Unfortunately there is a small

minority of students who require

compulsion.

"Is the student not being better

equipped for later life when h

acts on his own initiative rather

than under a set of compulsory

rules:" Mr. Mark asked.

Other Opinions

"I'm in favor of compulsory at-

tendance, Good students attend

classes anyway, and poor students

need some compulsion," said an

Arts student.

"I think that if we didn't have

compulsory attendance the profs

would still be able to pluck us when

we didn't attend." said another.

Five or six more undergraduates

believed in compulsory attendance

and lan Keith

Cecil B. DeMilles latest spec-

tacle does not quite attain the

standard set by "Cleopatra" or

The Sign of the Cross." There

seems to be something lacking

throughout, possibly it is the

failure of the players to convince,

perhaps it was your reviewer's

mood; but . despite the usual

million-dollar production cost,

the colorful, extravagant pageant

of the Middle Ages, and an in-

teresting love story, the picture

as an entity fails to impress. The

performances of Henry Wileoxon

as King Richard, Luretta Young

as Bcrengaria, and Ian Keith as

the Sultan, are commendable

The two men are particular!;

well cast while Miss Younf

lends beauty and sincerity to her

role.

The vaunted Battle of Acre

was noisily and brilliantly staged

but although it was billed as the

outstanding feature of the picture

it was, from the viewpoint of en-

tertainment, forced to give way

to the sensational cavalry battle

before the walls of Jerusalem.

"The Crusades", despite the

usual historical discrepancies,

an entertaining picture but ojie

must not expect too much of it

If. you go in this frame of mind

you will enjoy it despite its

usual' length.

Next Attraction : "The Dark

Angel", with Merle Oberon and

Herbert Marshall

night.

W.A.N

No revival to

WHEN YOUR NOTICE FROM
THE CLUB ISN'T SO GOOD

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Founded 1847

WARM OVERCOATS
Team up with one of our Suits or Overcoats. We have

them in light colors, bright colors and lively patterns

—

All featured because they arc a credit to the Livingston

Standard.

OVERCOATS
$15 $19* $20 $25

$18.50

SUITS
$20 $25

NEW FALL FURNISHINGS, HATS. SHIRTS, TIES

On a par with our Clothing

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

If Off Your Route It Pays To Walk

Congratulations Queen's!

It's great to win—to know you have a team you can depend

on when the going is hard.

Here's another winner you can depend on when you want

to look your best. It's

— Forsyth Shirt —
—WITH THE SMART FORFUSED COLLAR—

It provides stiff collar appearance with soft collar comfort

—does not wilt, wrinkle or crush,' but retains its shape at

all times. In plain white or smart stripes at a popular price.

$2.00 each

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

— Drygoods —

Ready-to-Wear Men's Furnishings

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS
MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

FUR TRIMMED COATS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver
Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Hanson & Edgar
Printine ol

Dance PRINTERS *

Every
Programmes

. , 117 Brock St. Description
Constitutions

117 Brock St.

Phone 1510

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2I16-M 253 PRINCESS 3T

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street Ph™e 4248

Next to Hoag's Drug Store
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The Tangle Partially Untangled

For the last few days C. L A. U.'s.

C.R.U.'s O.R.F.L7s. and C.I.R.F.U.'s have

been bandied about in bewildering succes-

sion until llie average Queen's student

doesn't know whether his team is

in a rugby play-off or participating in a

Chinese puzzle game. The C.l.A.U. said

something. The C.R.U. objected. Murmurs
were heard from the O.R.F^U., and the C.I.

R.E.U. finally consented. All of which

meant! that Queen's will probably be play-

ing a championship game on Saturday.

It all started when Queen's, after their

play-off victory over Varsity, requested the

Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union to

issue a challenge to the Canadian Rugby
Union for their respective champions to

play off. Professor M. A. Mackenzie of

Toronto, president of the CJ.A.U., stated

that the Union would not issue the chal-

lenge on behalf of Queen's, but he added

that Queen's could enter the playdovvns, if

the C.R.U. would accept the challenge, at

repre.Miil.itives of Queen's University and
not of the Intercollegiate Union.

Queen's then issued a challenge to the

C.R.U. which was declined by Secretary

R. W. Hewitsnn on the grounds that

Queen's did not have the approval of the

C.l.A.U. At this point Hamilton Tigers
voiced their disapproval by deciding to

recommend the withdrawal of the Inter-

provincial League from the Canadian Rugby
Union unless they were allowed to meet
Queen's.

Tigers were able to bring enough pres-

sure to bear upon the C.R.U. to have them
change their decision and that body has
now issued a statement declaring that they
have no objection t.f Queen's challenging
on their own behalf and playing Tigers on
Saturday. But the C. R. U. added the
rider "providing Queen's, through its Ath-
letic Board of Control, furnishes to the
Canadian Rugby Union, before 12 o'clock
noon on Saturday, an undertaking in writ-
ing from the Canadian Intercollegiate

Rugby Union to the effect that the C.I.A 1/.

has no objection to Queen's University par-

ticipating in the playoff games as represent-
ing Queen's University and not as repre-
senting the Canadian Intercollegiate Rugby
Football Union."

All of which, as far as we can sec. means
nothing. The C.I.A.U. had already given
iis conv,.„i (or Qucen\ to play representing
Queen's. The whole controversy rests up-
on technicalities. It is hard to believe the
report that Varsity, if it had won last Sat-
urday, had planned to continue in quest of
the Dominion title and had made Varsity
Stadium available this Saturday, apparent-
ly for a game with Hamilton Tigers. If

this if. trite there seems to be no reason for

denying Queen's Ur- privilege oi continu-
ing into the Dominion playdowns.

However, while the C.R U.'s, C.I.A.U.'s,

C.I.K.Kl" etc.. arc smoothing put their

little difficulties. Queen's 1^ playing Ham-
ilton in the Mountain City on Saturday.
No matter what the Unions tnav decide it

will hr regarded by everyone as a cham-

pionship game. We feel sure that the fight-

ing Gaels will be able to "hold those

Tigers." And then—on to the Dominion

title.

Ke-creating Atmosphere

Every so often we sec signs on the cam-

pus that professors are not depending en-

tirely upon their lectures to put their

courses across. A few weeks ago the

Journal published a news item describing

a history class indulging in an eighteenth

century sing-song. During the past week

history students have had the. opportunity

of listening to stn authority on the

eighteenth century speak, by means of a

phonograph record, ahout the lives of the

individuals living in that era of English

history. The same group of students list-

ened to sixteenth century music played on

sixteenth century instruments, such as the

lute, clavichord, virginal, and viol.

The importance of these digressions

from the routine of the lecture period can

scarcely be overemphasized. The other

day a student was heard to remark, after

reading one of the texts on his history

course. "The only people who seemed to

be living at that time were members of

Parliament."

This is true of many of the texts which
history students are obliged to read for

their courses. They are full of the lives

Of outstanding men who were responsible

for this or that, but little is said of the

ordinary individuals, like ourselves, without

whom the great men could have done noth-

ing. Too often these great figures are paint-

ed without the background of the society

in which they moved—its attitude toward
literature, art. music, sport, the theatre, and
so on. The actions of an historical figure

means very little when detached from the

age in which he" lived.

It is in re-creating the atmosphere of

the various periods of history that the

phonograph, movie, radio, and illustrated"

lecture play their most important part in

the college curriculum. Professors are
utilizing these agents more and more with
llie result that hisiory is beginning to con-
cern itself with the evolution of mankind
rather than with the antics of a few in-

dh iduals.

An Ideal Lecturer
Much has been said in the Journal during

the past month abo'ut the desire on the part of
a large number of students to abolish the

compulsory attendance regulation. One of the

chief arguments used by those students inter-

viewed by the Journal who wished to see the

rule abolished has been the fact that many
professors deliver lectures which are irrelevant

lo the course and uninteresting m themselves.

The professors who fall into that category

could profit from the speeches made by Dr.
T. V.. Koo during his short stay in Kingston.
"In our opinion, his lectures exhibited the quali-

ties which are most important for the college

professor.

Firstly and most importantly, Dr. Koo
knew whit he was talking about. He pos-

sessed a fundamental grasp of his subject. On
this -.ore no one could have any complaint
againsi Queen's professors as they are all au-

thcrtiiC m their respective field:

Secondly, llie clarity and precision of his

lectures enabled his audiences to follow with-
out effort each point in his address. There
was none of the rambling incoherence which
detracts from so many lectures. Thirdly, Dr.
Koo bad at his command a ready flow of
language which added immeasurably to his

effectiveness as -a speaker. There was no
groping for the right work in the middle of a

sentence, no constant clearing of the throat, no
long-drawn-out "animu-ds," no abrupt halts

while dreamy eyes gaze into space.

Lastly* the ready humour of the speaker
assured his listeners that there would be no
dull moments. Humorous incidents were used
to illustrate various points, and these incidents,

with the points they emphasized, will be re-

meml>tred far longer just because of the

humour. Some professors feel that in intro-

ducing humour into their lectures they are

debasing the lofty nature of their courses. tV,

Koo's lectures should disprove this theory.

Lecturers like Dr. Koo would never need a
compulsory attendance regulation to bring stu-

dents io their classes,

Official Notices

Christmas Examinations

The attention of students in Arts is called

to the first draft of the Christmas Examination

Time-table, which is posted on the official

bulletin board in the Douglas Library,

Any conflicts or omissions should be re-

ported at once to the Registrar's Office.

Special Fares for Christmas Holidays

Students and teachers are entitled to spe-

cial train rates on tickets for Christmas holi-

days. Certificates for presentation at the

ticket office may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office. The tickets are good for the period

from December 20th to January 6th,

Comprehensive Examinations

Candidates working towards the Honours

degree under the new System of Studies

should note that "they will be required to take

in the final year five Comprehensive Examina-

tions in the Major subject. The Comprehen-

sive Examinations will be departmental papers

and each will be read by at least two examin-

ers. One of the five examinations may be

oral. The final standing will be determined

partlv by course examinations and sessional

work but chiefly by the five Comprehensive

Examinations.

Candidates will be exempt from the rcqular

sessional examinations in the Major snbjeet

hut will be required to write examinations in

such Reading courses, courses in the Minor

and general courses as are taken in the final

' Royal Soeiety of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of §1500 each will be

awarded for 1<)36 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of I he Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the; character and ahility of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

Umv;r:.if .' of Saskatchewan Saskatoon Sask.

Editorial Comment

"Curly" Krug has received an orchid for

his 60-yard run in Saturday's game as a

result of Lou Marsh's promise to pay for

it. Lou should know that this is a Scotch

university.

Smith College in Massachusetts has for-

bidden its girl students to knit during lec-

tures. The click of the needles disturbs the

speaker. What arc the poor girls going to

do in lectures?

The Canadian Press has once again

issued its annual selection of Intercollegiate

rugby players for positions on the All-Star

team. Not that it means anything, but it

gives the fans something to argue about.

McGlIl University has placed on sale its

official matches, in neat red and white
packages bearing the university crest.

Even our institutions of higher learning

arc being invaded by fig- business

A-La-Carte Supper

At Science Dance

A full a-la-carte menu will be

available at the Science '36 Year

Dance next Friday for those

wishing to buy light lunches

during the evening, it was learn-

ed from members of tin commit-

tee in charge. The dance will be

held in Grant Hall with Jacfr

Telgman's orchestra playing.

Tickets will be sold at $1.25 a

couple.

"Every .possible effort is being

made to ensure that our year

dance will be as nearly perfect as

three years' experience can make

it," said Cec Sager, convener of

the Science '36 dance.

The committee considers that

the addition of a caterer is a great

advantage and a decided novelty

in year dances. Sound amplifi-

cation has" been improved, and

novelty programs have been

printed especially to make: the

dance more attractive,

"The trend in most year danc-

es at Queen's has been toward

having as many as possible pres-

ent: as a result the floor is usual-

ly more cro\vded than guests

would wish. We are guarding

against this by selling only a

limited number of tickets," said a

member of the committee.

Tickets may be procured from

Cec Sager (convener), 3499-W;

I.es Emery, 3112-W, or Bruce

Clement. 477-F.

"Do you really like conceited co-

eds better than any other kind?"

"What other kind?"

FOR RENT
One large front double room

2 beds, rate reasonable

THE BELLEVUE
440 Princess St. Phone 35.

SWEET
CAPORAL

52 Poker Hindi, any numbers,

now accepted at o complete i«t.

PHONE g£0
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 212 Sydenham Sc

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BUY YOUR "CRESTED"
CIGARETTES HERE

UNIVERSITY DIIUC STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Open 7.30 a.m. Close at tl p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

One of the Science years should be forced
in explain the meaning of a "Kiss Dance."
We can'l have the students taking chances.

Tin- pr^cnt theme song of the Tricolor

foolbull team is probably "Tij-cr Rag." The
I

refrain
—"Hold that tiger"—is particularly

appropriate.

Leather fooiwear production j n Canada
during September, 1935, showed an increase
of 277,774 pairs over the same month of last

year. The C.O.T.C, must be doing more
marching this ball.

WATTS, FLORIST
Eldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sub, Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St.. Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meat ticket for student*

iflurtgalLi Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, OnL

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

Heated Cabs

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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JUNIORS VS. WES TSIDES TO-MORROW
CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK

BY AB. GRATTON

TRICOLOR, TIGERS, TANGLE
IN SEMI-FINAL TO-MORROW

OFFICIALS HAVE THEIR INNINGS
After a week of official wrangling, during which time the hearts

,„ three football unions have wa^cd a battle in deciding the fatt of
tht champion Queen machine, the Tricolor will leave today for Hamil-
ton to try conclusions with the Tigers tomorrow in the eastern Canadian
semi-nnal.

All week long
i

there has been a great deal of unnecessary uncertainly
at to the Tricolors right in challenging for the Dominion title, and this
uncertainty was caused by official heads holding up ilic Kingston entry
on mere technicalities.

The refusal of the authorities to allow the Presbyterians to* enter
the national playdowus, coming immediately after a football scandal
had broken from Ottawa earlier in the week served to show just how
inefficient the powers that be that control football in Canada really

are.
The wishes of the Hamilton football club and the College winners

were absolutely ignored for a time, as officials went into their huddle
and emerged with statements which further complicated the situation
nnd had everyone connected with the clubs running around in circles.

However, the tangle was finally straightened out much to the relief

of Queen's and Tigers, late on Wednesday afternoon, and plans for

to-morrow's championship contest were then formulated.

QUEEN'S SET FOR BIG TEST

When the Tricolor hivate Tiger town tomorrow it wjll mark the

first time since 1930 that the university has been represented in the
'

Canadian grid playoffs

The Reeve coached crew this year, rale with the best that has ever

come out of Queen's, and that includes those wonder teams of 1922,

1923, 1924 and 1925 that swept everything aside in their march to con-

secutive championships.
Possessing strength in every department this year's edjtion of the

Tricolor has' displayed brilliant form to capture Ihc College champion-
ship and will undoubtedly cause plenty of consternation in the Tiger

camp before hostilities arc ended tomorrow.
Every player, with the possible exception of Johnny Mttnro, is

ready for the big battle and is confident that the Hamilton colors wil

lie lowered when the final whistle has sounded late tomorrow afternoon.

QUEEN'S JUNIORS MEET WESTSIDES

; attemptingWhile their senior brothers

tail tomorrow in Hamilton, Qu
Wcstsides at Richardson Stadium

in the semi-finals of the Ontario1

The Tricolbr youngsters capt

ill their scheduled fiMures by

i twist tile Tiber's

clash with Toronto
ti the first of a honte and home SexlM

ugby Football Union,
cd the local group title easily, winning
oiiifortablc margins and are at full

QUEEN'S

strength for tomorrow's important grid contest

WESTSIDES HERE TO

MEET QUEERS TEAM

"On Saturday afternoon Queen's

Juniors play Toronto Westsides at

Richardson Stadium in the semi-

finals of the O.R.F.U.. The Tri-

color journey to Toronlo the fol-

lowing Saturday to play the second

game and ihen the winner will meet

a Western Ontario team in the

finals.

Westsides were declared winners

of the Toronto group after Varsity

liad decided to default. They

broke even will) the strong Varsity

squad during the season. Westsides

arc rated as one of the hest Junior

teams lo he developed in Toronto

in many years. This is saying a

good 'deal as most of the Junior

champion squads of the last few

years have come from the Queen

City.

Murray Griffin has had his re-

gulars scrimmaging against the subs

several times this week and some

real battle* have taken place. The

reserves proved that they could

play football and succeeded in hold-

ing the firsl stringers in check most

of the lime. The stadium has been

a sea of mud for several days and

if it remains in that condition on

Saturday the local boys should have

a decided advantage over their

opponents.

Queen 3 will rely on (heir light

bui shifty backficld to do most of

the ball carrying. In the previous

games the halves ran wild against

the opposing teams and if they can

<1o the same on Saturday they are

sure to come out on top. There arc

Very few Junior teams who arc able

i to hoast of such a trio of ball car

r»fs as Campbell, Latimer and

Williams. Several of the linemen

arc also good plungers and they will

'* called on Jo plough through the

middle if the going gets heavy.

A good crowd being looked for

tomorrow as the Tricolor young-

Stgrs have been playing great foot-

ball anil are keen on bringing an

O R.F.tJ. championship to Queen's

for i|„- firs) ti me.

DV "CHUCK COCHRANE

At the time of writing, we

do not know the results of the

Freshman Assault, but for days

we have positively yearned to

make a few predictions. Suf-

fice it to- say that we have

been considerably impressed

with the workouts of "Jimmy"

Pond, bantamweight boxer.

HdW he made out last night

we do not know, because last

night lo you, is still two days

away for us ; but we wager that

he acquitted himself

credit.

with

If satisfactory arrangements

can be made. Queen's Boxing

and Wrestling Teams will en-

gage in a number of Assaults

this season. Advances have

been made "to the A.B. of C
by Brockville sportsmen, and

by the Wrestling Club of West

End Y.M.C.A. with a view to

Assaults, A certain amount of

red tape has to be unravelled

before we can make any de-

finite announcement.

We have been wondering if

Murnn Griffin. Intercollegiate

heavyweight wrestling cham-

pion^ is coming out this year

to leant another hold.

One of the hardest worker-

outers in the B.W. & F. room

is lack Williams, lightweight

champion of Science. Whe-

ther Williams can dethrone

the champion at his weight is

a question, but he is certainly

one of the hardest hitters we

have seen in college circles.

TIGERS

Scores from the QucenVTigcrs

eastern semi-final in Hamilton will

be announced as soon as they are

made and fans present at the funior

contest wilt be kept well informed

of proceedings in the Mountain

City-

(Continued from page 1)

mighty Jungle Kings on Satur-

day.

The squad came out of last

week's championship struggle

with Toronto, carrying a few

attle scars, but aside from "sev-

ral injuries of a minor nature

the team reported to Trainer Jack

Howell none the worse for wear.

Johnny Munro. ace hooter of

the Reevenien, still showed a de

eided limp from the effects of ;

prained ankle, and made no at

tempts at kicking during the

daily practices. Ed Barnabe,

Tricolor outside who substituted

for Muiiro in the Varsity classic

and who accounted for all the

Kingston points in the College

final was again doing the major-

ity of the kicking in the practice

grinds, and will be ready to as-

sume the booting burden if

Muuro's ankle does not respond

to treatment.

The remainder of the cham-

pionship aggregation is free from

sen.ius :nj:ir-: and the lads ar;

bent on toppling the Tigers right

on their own stamping grounds.

At the time of going to press

Coach Reeve had not announced

his starting team, but it was ex-

pected that the same line-up that

ssfully hurled back the chal-

lenge of University Of Toronto

nt week-end, would get the call

tomorrow.

This means that Queen's Will

have Mttnro, Edwards and Krng

on the back division, with Harry

Sonshrrifi at Hying witijj;, Stollfery

and Red Mc\"n:hul will again call

the s: njals white Rsg Barker -will

centre a powerful front line com :

posed of Lewis, Peck, Zvonkin.

md Kirkbind. The Tricolor

tacklirr; brigade will be chosen

from Barnabe. Wing. Dafbft

Bews,.EarIe and Jim Scott. FOE

reserve duty Coach Reeve has

Thompson. Dennis. Duhcrty, Mi-

Manns. Jones and McLean avail-

able.

The complete roster of twenty-

three men will make the trip

the Mountain City and it is like-

lv that the Tricolor mentor will

make his selections just before

game time tomorrow.

Tomorrow Queen's will he

making her first bid since 19.10

for a DominicAi title. In that

year, ihe Tricolor lost out !> the

Tigers by a score of 8-3 after a

bitterly fought battle. Since then

the Presbyterians have won the

College Crown on two occasions

in 1934 and the present season,

but last year the boys decided

they bad bad enough football and

declined to 'participate in the Can-

adian playdowns.

However, 'this year the Gaels

possess one of the strongest

squads that the university has

ever boasted and are anxious to

bring further football honors to

the College. All the players feel

that they can upset the Hamilton

plans for a national title and

thereby qualify for the eastern

final to be played a week hence.

A capacity crowd it- assured for

tomorrow's semi-final tilt, as the

game will definitely decide the

relative strength of the two

major eastern football Unions.

Football experts are of
_

the

opinion that the College stand-

( Continued from page I)

dents are conjured as the Jungle

Kings move steadily about the

business of preparing for the

trngglc.

The fact that two Hamilton

players, former Bengals, are with

the Collegians, makes the coming

Of the team more attractive, and

both Reg Barker and Abe Zvon-

kin, graduates of Mike Rodden's

brilliant Bengal teams, will be

sure of a warm welcome.

Also, there is the fact that Fred

Vcale. coach of Tigers, is a native

Kingstonian and former outside

wing star with the Tricolor, and

that "Huck" Welch, brilliant

kicking and scoring half of the

Yellow and Black, will be fight-

ing against Zvonkin. former

team-mate on the Delta collegiate

perennial champions here.

In every way, the game looms

sufficiently attractive to send a

record crowd through the turn-

stiles at the historic grounds

here, and the Bengals arc not

looking forward to the battle with

over-confidence. The Tigers can

appreciate the fact Teddy Reeve

has no team of weaklings, and

while the locals are quite con-

vinced they can take the decision,

they are prepared for a stiff

struggle, with breaks playing an

important part in the outcome.

The Jungle Kings may have

the brilliant Frank Titrvillc~bnck

in uniform for the contest, and

half a dozen players from the

Bengal's O.R.F.U. team will be

in harness ready to get into action

if necessary.

Officials of the Tiger club, ex-

pressing hasty views "regarding

the encounter, declared today the

game should be a close and bard-

fought affair, with Tigers hold-

ing a backficld edge, perhaps to

balance against the Tricolor's

.•strong line.

COUNTESS
One ol our many styles $3.25

BE PREPARED
STORMY WEATHER AHEAD

It pa>s to he ready when the »now

arrives. You can purchase any Mylc

of overshoe litre. Every pair sold is

guaranteed and every pair Caii3tlian

made. Rutilier*. overdiue* and golosh-

es at low price levels. Buy now at

NaborhooD
166 Princess SHOE STORE Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are. without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

ard bearers stand an excellent

chance of overcoming the pow-

erful Bengals and Queen's sub-

scribe to the same opinion them-

selves.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM \T T H K DUWN TOWN STORE

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

\ GOOD STUCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

«£f Rstd 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

•Phone 2110
180 Wellington Street

Over Canadian Pacific Express Oft

BUCKINGHAM
25 &-25*-50 £r50C

CIGARETTES

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacle* and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lento. Replaced

EYES TESTED —

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmak ers and Optometrists PHONE 1S2T

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

!
We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
|
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 529

"It Pays to Play Fair"
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ARTS '38 BEAT '39

WITHSHOWOFCRAFT

Arts MS smothered Arts '39

under .i blanket of touchdowns

in the annual Frosh-Soph rugby

struggle. The match, staged on

the Lower Campus Wednesday

afternoon, was a double-threat

affair, supplying the spectators

with both comedy and tragedy.

The comedy was put on in the

first quarter when the Sophs, in

order to deceive their heavier op-

ponents, played the fool. The

poor Freshies fell for the gag and

in turn thought the game was

just a big joke. Behind this

screen of ribaldry tile wary Sophs

unleashed a dazzling offensive

and literally swept the Tarn team

off the field; It was rumored

among the crowd that a ringer

named Hal Itosis was playing for

the Sophs and doing much to

weaken the resistance of the be-

wildered Frosh.

After assuming a commanding

lead in the first quarter "38 sat

back fCadham and Sutherland

reclined) and let the Thirtjf-Njn-

ers carry the play. Although

they got one touch the Frosh

were still hopelessly outclassed

and the final score worked out

from the estimates of several

fans was 37-5 for Arts *38: Foot-

ball honors go to Arts '38's Four

Horsemen Wib Heenan. Pete

Lochnan. Gord Sutherland and

George Ostrom, while Bill Sim-

onton turned in a heady perform-

ance. Comedy honors however

must be shared by that inevitable

quartet Jack Coulter. Jim Cad- „

ham, Lazy Lazarus and OUie as the officials.

S. C. M. PANEL

In another column in this issue

of ihe Journal will be found an an-

nouncement of a series of two lec-

tures on the subject Religion Re-

interpreted. The suggestion is that

Religion today requires new pres-

entation if it is to be intelligible to

students.

Not long ago we heard a rcmark

the effect that this whole busi-

ness of religion was largely

bunkum. It was described as a

survival of primitive culture when

man. unenlightened by modern

science, ascribed the term God to all

that he did not understand.

I'licre is considerable truth in the

statement. Much in both primitive

religion, and in what goes for re-

ligion today is simply a fear of the

unknown, an unhealthy fear of the

world. But this attitude of un-

healthy fear is not religion, nor is

it religious.

There are other mistaken views

of religion which are common

enough. Hence the necessity for

its re-interpretation. The first lec-

ture is expected to be a statement

of the what and how of religious

discovery. The second is expected

to be a statement of how one ex

presses what is
1

* discovered in

religion.

Wing. Noble Trousdale and

Baync Moreland starred for the

tragic Frosh cause while Sammy
Delve. Gene Noel, and Roy Smith

gave sympathetic performances

C. M. SECRETARY
WILL LECTURE HERE

Miss Margaret Kinney, Associate

National Secretary of the Student

Christian Movement, will speak on

'Religious Discovery" in Convoca-

tion Hall on Thursday, November

28, at 7.30 p.m. Miss Kinney is a

graduate of the University of

Alberta, and has spent the past

three years in touch with Canadian

and American colleges. ,This is the

first of a series of two lectures un-

der the general title "Religion Re-

interpreted", sponsored by the

S.C.M.

Dr. Gregory Vlastos wilt present

the second lecture on "Religious

Expression" in Convocation Hall

on Wednesday evening, December

4th, at 7.30.

After each of these lectures a

half hour or more will be allowed

for questions and discussions.

Coming Events

Today:

3.00p.m

LARDNER COMEDY
OPENS TUESDAY

f Continued from page 1)

hits will be rendered by Lawrence

Sabbath as Maxie Schwartz.

Bernard Lewis will put rhythm

in your feet as Benny Fox, the

song-writer, and Gerald Chemoff

will play the capable musical house

executive responsible for the suc-

cess of Irving Berlin. As his

secretary Sheila Skelton is good for

much clever repartee.

Others appearing in the Dramatic 1

Guild's presentation of "June

Moon" are Margaret Fay, David

Malen and Cameron Vance, all in

comedy roles.

-Intcryear Rugby

Arts '36 vs. '37

Lower Campus

4.00p.m.—Natural History Club

Old Arts Bldg.

—Math and Physics -

Club. Room 204

Arts Bldg.

7.00p.m.—Radio Club

Room 221 .

Douglas Library
(

9.00p.m.—Arts '38 Dance

Grant Hall

10.00p.m.—Ku th Knowlton's

Broadcast. CFRC

Saturday

:

2.30p.m.—Junior O.R-F.U.

semi-finals. Queen's

vs. Toronto Westsides

Richardson Stadium

Monday

:

7.00p.m.-i-Debating Union

Sergeants' Mess

Students' Union

—Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.

BE READY
PLAN YOUR FORMAL ^]£f
WEAR . . . NOW

END UNLIKELY
FOR CONFLICT

Shortly there will be occasions for full drees or dinner jacket. Give a thought

to having your dress clothes correctly express YOUR personality. Tip Top
Tailoring to Vour Personal Measurement will catch those niceties of style,

modelling, true fit and finish whichvwill give you a feeling of "informal ease," L
and thus indicate that your attire ia properly and correctly planned. J

ONE STANDARD PRICE

COAT AND
TROUSERS

24

TAILORING BY Union CRAFTS m E n

119 PRINCESS STREET
A. £. Kemiith, Manager

(Continued from page 1)

"Russia will under no circum-

stances start a war with Japan."

stated Dr. Koo in dealing with

the Russo-Japanese situation. She

is nervous about Siberia and has

just completed the double-track-

ing of the Trans-Siberian rail-

road in preparation for a Japanese

offensive from Manchukuo. Japan

desires war but the restless state

if Manchukuo has prevented any

offensive being started. The

great series of strategic railroads

which Japan isbuilding there are

not complete and she is not yet

in a position to begin operations.

"The Japanese are a sensitive

people and feel like a robber in

another man's house," said Dr.

Koo. describing the effect of the

non-recognition of Manchukuo by

the League of Nations.

Several attempts have been

made by Japan to obtain official

Chinese recognition of the new

3tate but in every case the Na-

tional Government has success-

fully refused. "Friendly" co-op-

eration in military and economic

lines was proposed by Japan. Dr.

Koo said that "if China had ac

cepted the proposals she could

not have helped being friend

with Japan."

Last June an ultimatum wa
delivered to the Nanking Gov

eminent demanding among other

things that North China be sep

arated from National China and

that the Government be reorgan

ized. The demands were not

answered and now Japan is step

ping in with her army to enforce

her will.

Dr. Koo described the clash of

the civil and military cliques

Tokyo. At present the army

heads are running the Govern

ment. Their position is vulner

able because they have not con-

trol of finances. If they are able

to consolidate their power, the

future peace of the Far East is

very uncertain.

Japan violated the Nine Power
Conference limiting naval power,

and now Britain has denounced

the same pact. "The seeds of

war are there", concluded Dr.

Koo. \"China is hard pressed and

cannot yield much more. Her
youth is imbued with a hatred

towards Japan, and with that

spirit prevalent, can we avoid

war?"

orARCHITECTUR

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

If your chin's on your chest, lift it up . . .

for worry vanishes before the magic of

Long Distance. Perhaps the girl friend

hasn't written or the profs have been

riding you or you may be just plain home-

sick. Whatever it is, just pick up the

telephone.

• Night rates on "Anyone"

(station-to-station) calls

NOW BEGIN AT 7 P.M.

— co-1tat

HHP

C3> tltxV— ca Ila t

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED* COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118 - 120 Princess St.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

aTHE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver
H. R. DECK.INGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

PHONE 821
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FOUND

A partly used &4.50 Cafeteria

Jfeal Ticket. Apply Cashier,

Cafeteria, Union.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St Phone ZS44-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-CIass Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.
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COLLEGE ALL STAR CHOICES

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St. Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment *

HARRY SONSHINE JOHNNY HUNf

1
POb WEIR ABE ZVONKtN DEC BARKER

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

Queen's May Enter
Ottawa Valley League

(Continued from page 1)

clinch the local Junior Intercollegi-

ate group.

Plans for this year, as formula-

ted by the Athletic Board of Con-

trol on Tuesday afternoon, call for

drastic changes from last year's

set-up.

After entering the intercollegiate

hockey fold again last year, this

year Queen's is severing their con-

nections with that body and have

eliminated all college competition.

At first sight this action might ap-

pear hasty but it was only adopt-

ed after due deliberation.

The following statement, made by

Mr. Charles Hicks, spokesman for

the Board, clarifies the grounds

upon which the withdrawal decision

was made.

"Since so much tradition has been

connected with Intercollegiate

hockey i'> the past and since those

games were outstanding events in

the Queen's sporting calendar, it is

with deep regret that we are again

cutting ourselves adrift from the

college league. We recognize that

Intercollegiate hockey is the best

type of hockey as it precludes anv

suggestion of "tourist" plavcrs and

infringement of the amateur code

and is the most amateur of amateur

sport.

"However, since both Varsity

and McGill are entered in their

own local senior leagues, Toronto in

the senior "A" O.H.A. and McGill

in the Montreal senior league, they

have heavy schedules in these

groups and have made Intercollegi-

ate hockey a secondary considera-

tion. As a result of this second-

riddle situation the Queen's request

for. a double schedule, comprising

eight games instead of four, was

indifferently turned down and the

Tricolor was offered only the

most unfavourable dates for their

college games. Because of this in-

consideralion. the Board has de-

cided to drop Intercollegiate com-

petition and concentrate solely on

local hockey."

Mr. Hicks also mentioned that

negotiations have been proceeding

for the last three years towards the

establishment of an International

Intercollegiate League, to comprise

Canadian colleges and several Am-

erican universities in close prox-

imity. Progress in the formation

of this league has gone forward

very slowly. Hockey is still

a minor sport across the line and

there are so many impedimenting

regulations to be overcome that

efforts to form the group have

home little fruit to date. Queen's,

however, are hopeful of seeing this

project become a reality in the

near future.

With college hockey definitely re-

jected as part of the coming

A. B. ofC. ANNOUNCE
REEVEKE APPOINTED

Late on Tuesday afternoon

following a meeting of the Ath-

letic Board of Control it was an-

nounced that Ted Reeve had con-

sented to return to Queen s next

Fall to again coach the Tricolor

enior football club.

The announcement was en-

thusiastically received, for
1

the

popular Tricolor jneittor has en-

joyed three successful seasons at

the helm of the Presbyterians,

winning two .College titles and

only losing the other after a

thrilling play-off with Varsity in

his first year in charge.

For three years the Moaner

has been waging ;t private feud

with Warren Stevens, professor

of football at University of Tor

onto, and the Queen's coach has

iiitnianouvcred Steve to take top

honors in 19.14 and again thi

season. In 193.1 his first year at

the helm Coach Reeve led his

proteges into a first place tie with

the Blues, but the latter won the

Yates Trophy in a post season

sudden death game.

Although it is a trifle early to

make predictions for next year

it can be taken for granted thai

the Tricolor, with Reeve again

guiding the destinies of the

squad, will be the team to beat

for championship honors in the

Intercollegiate loop.

schedule, the hockey situation is sti

in the soft-ball stage. Gauanoque

and Brockvillc have withdrawn

from the local Senior "B" O.ll A

loop, leaving only three city aggre-

gations, namely, Queen's, Kingston

and R.M.C. Belleville is a posssi

hility but since they have no home

ice. their entry is somewhat doubt

ful. These withdrawals have ap

parenlly lowered the calibre of

hockey which the Tricolor would

have to face should they enter the

local group, and desiring to provide

Queen's with puckchasiug of a high

Standard, the A. B. of C. is con

templating entering the Otlawa

Valley League.

With the ice in the Arena in

splendid condition, practices will be

called shortly and these workouts

should readily display any budding

prospects. GrndnaMon hasjiot de-

pleted the senior squad of last year

In any great extent and as a result,

the coach this year, who is yet to be

appointed, will have plenty of ex-

perienced material to work with

and prospects are for an auspicious

season.

Meds Formal Favours

Fxtra favours. left over

from tlie Medical Formal, can

he secured from Len Cohen.

3139W, for 75c.

RUGBY MOGULS
ALLOW MATCH

SPORTS NOTICE

(Continued from page 1)

half of Queen's for the Dominion

title, Queen's, if they continued,

would he representing the univer-

sity, he stated.

Thus on Monday prospects for

the Tricolor's continuance in the

Canadian playdowns were slim hut

the Athletic Board went ahead on

Tuesday and filed a formal chal-

lenge with the C.R.U. onNiehalf of

the university. The Dominion body,

however, through its secretary, R.

W. Hcwitsnn, advised the Queen's

Board that the Dominion organiza-

tion was unable to accept the1 King-

ston challenge because it bad not

received the approval of the Inter-

collcgiate Union. The college union

had decided two years ago that its

champions would not participate in

anv further Caivadian playdowns

CoiCTrrtrentrr - rrs - tbe--Crr.*:.y:

would not sanction Queen's cum-

in the play-offs, the ruling of the

C.R.t was barring the Tricolor on

a technicality.

Hamilton Tigers. Intcrprovinci.il

hampions calmly watched the above

proceedings and after the Queen's

challenge had been flatly refused.

Tiger officials swung into action

and 'declared that if the Tricolor

were not allowed to continue in the

Dominion playdowns, they (the

Tigers) would withdraw from the

C.R.U.

On Wednesday a deputation of

Hamilton officials headed by Presi-

dent W. R. Tope of the Tiger*,

went to Toronto and interviewed

President John DeGmchy Of the

C.R.U. and ,W. C. Foulds, vice-

president.

As a result of this conference

the formal challenge of the King-

ston University was accepted and

arrangements for the eastern semi-

final to be held in Hamilton to-

morrow were instituted.

The winners of to-monvw's con-

test will meet cither Snnua Im-

perials or Balmy Beach in the east-

ern final the week following.

Arts Intervcar Rugby, "36 vs. '37,

3.00 p.m. this afternoon at the lower

campus.
* e «

The Gymnasium is open on

Tuesdays and Fridays until

9 p.nt for anyone wishing to

play basketball, take a shower,

or swim.

460 Victims Of Ladder

Superstition

Windsor, Nov. 19— (CP)—

A

man with nothing better to do kept

watch on a ladder teaching up from

a sidewalk here. By actual count

160 people walked out into the road

to avoid the ladder, and only one

had the temerity to defy supersti-

tion and walk under it.

—Whig Standard

Regrets Passing Of Cows
Also Correspondent

The telegraph editor of a Den-

ver newspaper complained to a

country eorre-poudent who omit-

ted names in his stories. He wrote

the man that if he neglected this

essential detail in his next yarn

he would be discharged.

A few days later the editor got

this dispatch

:

"Como, Col., Nov. 15—A severe

•storm passed over this section

this afternoon and lightning

struck a barbed-wire fence on the

ranch 31 Hcitr.- Wilson, kill::tg

three cows — their names being

Jessie," Bossle and Buttercup."

—Mail and Ftnpirc.

He: If you don't smoke, drinlt,

kiss or neck, what do J on do?

She: I tell fibs.

5

Engineering Problem: Get

tar Out Of Bedroom

Cambridge. Mass, Nov. 13.—

Two engineering students faced a

lathematical problem todaJy--rfoW

i remove .*ni ancient automobile

from their room.

Alfred Bunch of Hoboken, N T.,

and Frederick Nacglc of New York

citv, sophomores at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, visited

their homes over the week-end and

turned to their room today to find

eir automobile, with a new coat

bright red paint, inside. In-

stigation developed fraternitv

brothers had dismantled the car

rried it to the room and re

sscmbled it.

—Indiana Dailv Student

Choose your
Coat from
our Grand
Selection of

OVERCOATS
Chooao Irom deep-nap*
pad II ; : -- sturdy

Boucles, colorful choviols

and luxurious volvely fa-

brics many of tham ex-
clusive. No mat let which,

all ihwie Society Brand
overcoats have this In

common. Tha Inimitable

Stylo and superb qua-
lity characteristic of all

Society Brand Clothsi.

For there is something
about these overcoatt

lhat makes them more
than ju.i a means ol

warmth and comfort.

You'll soma it tho mo>
menl you try one on.

Make it soon—winter's

on the way.

ALL AT
MODERATE
PRICES

TWEDDELL'S
137-130 Princess St. ^ Phone 3706

(Hotel La Salle Building)

THE JOCIETf BIAND LAPEL IDENTIFIES THE GENUINE PRODUCT

cat

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
I F.lc.

|

jptf.22 Arts MB

So». & Sc irntc "Jj_

Die. 6 ' Sci<-nce~'38

<an. 10 Arts '36

(an. 17 Arts Fnrrr.il

Formal

lan. 24 Lcvana Formal

Feb 7 Science Formal

Gr.-mi H,ill LyO

Or..rt Hall 1.25

Gr.^t Hall 1_?5

Lrant hall • Iaj

Ji-^tJH^l ___
By^Rhzh '

Bin Rich

Gvn

I. James i Kuth Kriowlton

IT~Sa ger ' Jack Tclgman

\ r.T'lier Kuth Knowlton

R. Park

Ken Day
Jack Telgman
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Evening Shoes -

ThatAre Smart

FOR THE LADILS

—

Air-Steps and Golden

Pheasant Slippers in

the new low heel

sandals

IN SILVER KID
OR SATIN

Priced at $5.75 to $9.50

EVENING, BAGS
to match

at $2.00 and $2.50

FOR THE MEN

—

The new receding toe in

Patent Oxfords or

Gun-Metal Calf

Priced at $5.00

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than bv the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Ktnnear & DEsterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Prince*! St Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

GLAZO
New
75%
larger

bottle

Fashion's favourite
polish,

,
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
jnetal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

MODERN DRAMAAND
ANCIENT COMPARED

"The vi-ry lack uf limitations

on the modem stage mt&lit con-

ceivably brin|j about its down-

fall." suggested Dr. H. L. Tracy

in speaking on the relation be-

tween the tircek play and modern
drama, at a meeting of the Eng-
lish Club on Tuesday.

"It was the clarifying, organ-

izing in i ii. i of the Greeks which
yielded the drama as it is to-

day," said Dr. Tracy, pointing

ljiii that the difference in the two

types of drama is the difference

in the flexibility of mounting a

>Iay.

The speaker explained the

(reek chorus as a mediator be-

tween actors and audience, and
useful in "putting the play

across." For the first time

"drama was directed to the

audience and became expressive,"

and it is worth noting that no

other drama except the Euro-

pean, which is descended from

the Greek, cares about the

andience.

Dr. Tracy discussed other ele-

ments of the Greek drama, such

s the development of the action

y explanatory speeches, the lack

of an intimate connection be-

tween actors and audience, and
the religious significance of the

days.

In conclusion Dr. Tracy asked

f art in general does not perhaps

flourish by means of its limita-

tions. It was the struggle between
artistic purpose and material that

appealed to the Greeks."

Program Is Varied

For Dance To-Night

Kuth Knowlton's Band
Will Broadcast
Over CFRC

Arts '38 Party

For the first time the music at

a year dance will be heard in all

parts of the district w hen
Kuth Knowlton and his Orches-

tra broadcast over Queen's radio

station. CFRC, from the Sopho-

more Soiree at Grant Hall to-

night. The Soiree, sponsored by

Arts '38, will be heard on th

Doyle's Bread Hour from 10.00

to 10.30.

Kuth Knowlton will present a

varied and interesting selection

of dance music for his radio

audience. During the broadcast

period there will be a half-hour

of continuous dancing and the

guests will be able to see a real

commercial broadcast in the mak-

ing.

DR. K00 SPEAKS TO
PHILOSOPHY I CLASS

OXFORD CO-EDS
ARE DISTRACTING

(Continued from page 1)

higher. It is also considered pre-

ferable to have a year out of

school before entering.

Vrtcndance at Oxford is not
compulsory. Professors, there-

fore, must make their lectures in-

teresting to attract the students.

Study is carried on independent-
undcr the "tutorial" system,

dividual student welfare is un-
r the guidance of a moral tutor.

Oxford has no examinations
until final year. Then these are
set by the University, not by the
individual colleges. Again it is

feared that seductive females will

distract the undergraduates so an
unattractive costume of black
hose, skift. coat, academic
and gown must be worn.
Miss Fyfe stated further that

raditions and customs are strong.

Scandal at the university is <trici-

V avoided, although the chap-
rone rule only exists in spirit.

The conduct of the students is

watched by the "Dons" who are
rectors, assisted by men known

"bulldogs." Students arc sub-
ect to arrest and fines for infrac-
m of conduct rules.

The clubs and outside ac-
tivities are numerous, consc-
lucntly most of the work is done
luring vacations, Oxford aims

turn out alert, intellectual
minds, not finished intellectual
minds: in England a degree is

Lcmisidere<Tas preliminary^,
letting a position.

Math Club

Dr. Norman Miller will address
'In- Math and Physics Club at the
first meeting of the session to be
held Ihi- afternoon at 4 o'clock
111 K'""n 204, Arts Building
Election of otticera will be held
at the eWe. „i the lllcclting

Advertisers make publication
of the Journal possible. Patron-
ize them and support your paper

The broadcast is only one of

the many features which Arts '38

offer tonight. In the programs

which everyone will receive at the

door will be inserted a special

action" picture of the orchestra.

From the first fox trot until the

trains of the last waltz ring

down the curtain there will be a

continuous parade of features.

Specially prepared skits will be

enacted by the members of the

orchestra. Billie Lamb, the sing-

ing star about whom you have
heard • so much will delight you
with his songs. Assisting him in

the vocal duties will be Chuck
Saunders, Bill Christmas and
Kuth himself. It is rumored that

a well-known blues singer will

come out of her retirement for

this gala occasion. The commit-

tee guarantees a jolly evening,

full of fun, frivolity, and "sur-

prises.

Tickets will be available at the

door tonight ($1.00) or any time

today from the committee com-
posed of Helen Ralph. Phyllis

Ross, Wallie Miiir. Ron Merriam.

Bill Neville and Ralph James
(convener).

MARSH BUMPS
GETS CALLED

(Continued from page 1)

the words, "T take much pleasure

in presenting you with this lovely

orchiil which Lou Marsh, in his

Monday column, so kindly offered

to pay for."

"Having been kidded about

orchid* for several days now, it's a

surprise to receive one," said Mr.
Krug on receiving the gift. "I

thai)k Lou . Marsh very much,
through his friend the 'sarcastic

Queen's correspondent,' and it will

certainly be kept as a valuable pos-

session for manv vears."

Short Wave Fans Plan To
Form Radio Club

Amateur radio operators and
shortwave listeners are asked to
meet in Room 221 at the Doug-
Jas_J-ibrary on Friday evening.
N'oveiiibpr^22 at^OCLtLclock. The

I
urpo^e <.f the meeting i* \<. offer

Jiams" an opportunity of getting
acquainted and to consider the
formation of a radio club.

Censors (back stage) : You know
that scene where the two blondes
dance and gradually shed their

clothes

Burlesque Producer: Yeah, what
do you want to take out?
Censors

: We want to take
two blondes.

(Continued from page 1)

believe that wrong can never

triumph for long and that Jap

is merely filling its cup of i

iquity. Its second meaning take

the form of "the way of com

promise" which has both its good

and bad angles. The Chinese

never go to extremes. Every

quarrel, such as those constant!

occurring between their wai

lords, always
(

ends in a com
promise, explained Dr. Koo.

In the old schools of China

which Dr. Koo received his earlj

training, education is entirel

ethical, being based on the teach

ings of Confucius, and its whole

purpose is to teach one to H\

rightly with his fellowmen. The

three essences of life, as defined

by Confucius, are heaven, the

material universe, and man.

Confucius' teaching about
heaven, or Cod, is not very cle

since he did not waste time spe

ulating about unknown things

such as heaven. He did not think

of a personal God but described

Him as a state of equilibrium. In

the realm of the material

verse Confucius propounded two

basic concepts of living. H
taught a joyous appreciation of

nature and a thrifty use of it

fruits. The western world has

added a mastery of nature wh
is quite foreign to Oriental

thought. "The Chinese have not

taken the trouble to unlock the

secrets of the material universe,"

said the speaker.^.

A Chinese, trained in the old

school, must reach in his heart

a state of harmony. Dr. Koo
pointed out that this state of har-

mony is attained by a strict dis-

ciplining of the emotions, which

means that propriety must always

be retained. This sense of pro-

priety, an age-long training, is a

fundamental character of Chinese

life. In this connection Dr. Koo
revealed his reaction to the close-

ups of lovers in our movies.

"Such scenes, which to the Orien-

tal mind seem to lack any sense

of propriety, give me goose-flesh."

he said.

The speaker gave a short re-

sume of the teaching of Lao-Tze,

another important Chinese phil-

osopher. Lao-Tze taught that if

man is to live successfully he

must be active and creative with-

out exhausting himself. This

can be accomplished by a spirit

of non-assertivencss and by cul-

tivating the inner life.

The Chinese know that real joy

in life is to be found within. Dr.

Koo criticised Pearl Buck's "The
Good Earth" on the grounds, that

her characters showed no humour
in their personalities. He found

it difficult to understand why
Mrs. Buck's life in China would
not have shown her the humour
in the Chinese character.

"The essence of Chinese ethics

is in the saying, 'Be good to your
friends, and be at least just to

your enemies'." concluded Dr.

Koo.

GlheiEmUg (Srarofnrii Wlavatt &ifap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGERS
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET ' PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE. LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keete and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

FRANK CCBBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
ortraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite livoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICESNAPPY
229 Princess St.

If Modem Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3180

Aimee Finds Students Are
Fine Upstanding Lot

Modern day college students are

a fine upstanding lot, according to

Aimee Scmple McPherson in an
exclusive interview with the Gate-
way, given shortly after her arrival

in Edmonton last week. Asked as
in lier opinion on smoking and
drinking ajnong women students of
a university, she felt that it was a
(lcpl6rablc occurrence, but was only
being practised by a certain low cle-

ment tbat is to lie found on even-
ranipu*.—The Gateway.

'

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

Sport Bag Zipper Duffle

Bport and general purpose bag. So roomy yet light

A range of fabrics and leathers to choose from.

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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'OLL TO SOUND UNDERGRADS
ON COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE

Ballot Boxes Will Be In

Buildings Saturday To
Wednesday

Ballots In Journal

M. S. President Urges
All Students To

Vote

Since most of the students inter

viewed by the Journal during the

last few weeks on the question of

the compulsory attendence regula-

lion have expressed the opinion

that the rule should be changed, the

journal has decided to conduct

poll for the puqiose of getting the

opinion of the entire student body

This poll on the compulsory at

tendance regulation will be conduc

ted in the next two issues nf the

journal. The ballots, which will

appear in these two issues, can be

cut out, marked, and deposited in

the ballot boxes which will be

placed in various buildings on the

campus.

The ballot will contain the fol-

lowing statements: I favour

(1) Abolition of compulsory at-

tendance for students in all years.

(2) Abolition of compulsory at-

tendance for all except first year

students.

(3) Enforcement of the present

compulsory attendance regulation.

(4) Continuance of the present

system with a reduced percentage

of lectures to be attended.

Students are asked to mark X
opposite the statement with which

they agree. A space will be left on

the ballot for any remarks that stu-

dents might wish to make.

(Continued on page 8)

COMEDY 'JUNE MOON'

OPENS TO-NIGHT IN

CONVOCATION HALL

Erskine Morden Has Lead
In New York

Comedy-

Clever Situations

Malcolm Hill, Meds '39,

Composer Of Musk
For Lyrics

Is

PLEDGE EXCLUDES

EUTHANASIA FROM

MEDICAL PROFESSION

Mercy Killing In Records

Of Pare, Father Of
Surgery

Earliest Reference

Was Surgeon In Army Of
Francis I. Of

France

Tricolor Come Back Fighting After Early Bengal Touch-

down—Outgain Opponents In First Two Quarters

—

Then Fade In Second Half Under Withering Passing

Barrage As Tigers Pile Up 44-4 Count.

JACK JARVIS

again coaching the Tricolor

boxing brigade.

PLENTY OF ACTION

IN NOVICE ASSAULT

Promising Material Seen

In Ring Curtain-

Raiser

POWER BIGGS GIVES

RECITAL TO MORROW

Christmas Songs By Choral

Society Will Be
Included

In Sydenham Church

E. Power Biggs, the English-

American organist, will give a re-

cital under the auspices of the

George Taylor Richardson Bequest

in Sydenham Street Church to-

morrow at 8.30 p.m. The Queen's

Choral Society will also take part

in the program.

Mr. Biggs is now on an Ameri-

can tour and has already made a

name for himself in the world of

music. He holds a high place among

the organists of the United States

and Canada.

A program of Christmas carols

and madrigals will be given by

the Choral Society. These will in-

clude two old English songs, "Down

in Yon Forest" and "The Holly

and the Ivy" and in contrast a

Russian Christmas hymn "Hear Ye

People." A quartet, "Sweet Was
the Song the Virgin Snng" and two

(Continued on page 8)

Fans were given a real treat last

Thursday evening, when ten wrestl-

ing and nine boxing bouts were

staged at the Freshman Assault in

Queen's gymnasium. Although the

liberal use of the quarter-nelson,

and much wild swinging were pre-

dominant features of the perform-

ances, every bout was full of pep

and action. Only one knockout was

scored when Geist took a technical

K.O. decision from Hamilton.

Coaches Bews and Jarvis are to be

complimented on the excellent show-

ing the boys made.

In boxing the first bout of the

evening proved a gory affair with

Barker taking a decision from

Barkley. Barkley was struck on

the nose in the first round, and from

then on Barker kept gaining points

on his straight left jabs. Barkley

rallied well in the second. Another

smart leather-pushing affair was

the Duncan-Johnsltm fight, both

boys showing excellent form and

style. Duncan was the winner on

a close decision. Radovsky and

Connelly, in their draw match/

showed they could take it as they

exchanged sledge-hammer right-

hand wallops to face and body. One

of the outstanding bout* of the

evening was between Baker, the

whirlwind from the West and

Poupare, the Toronto hoy. The

latter won on a decision after three

rounds of hectic battling. Mc-

Kenzie and Black also presented a

real slugging-fest with McKenzie

coming out on top. Williams, a

ninner-up for college honours last

year, showed good form against his

heavier oppoent Dingwall. Mill

Jones showed a great right ban'*

wallop in the first round, bu<

faded badly in the last two. losinf

hi a decision to Stone.

(Continued on page 5)

Using "publicity" as a pass-word,

the Journal reporter was admitted

with a "hush" to the rehearsals of

the Dramatic Guild's production of

"June Moon", which is to be pres-

ented tonight and tomorrow night

at 8.30 p.m. in Convocation Hall.

Comedy is the intention of "June

Moon". The thinnish plot serves

especially to provide occasions for

some of the cleverest lines and

funniest situations in the show

business. The contrast between the

graceless up-staters and the big

city sophisticates is accentuated to

good effect.

The entire action of the play

takes place within a New York

music studio. This calls for sev-

eral songs, some of which were

given in the movie production of

"June Moon" but most of which

were composed especially for the

Guild presentation by Malcolm

Hill, Meds. '39. Hill's tunes have

lots of pep, and are amazingly well

adapted to the words of the play.

Erskine Morden, a Guild player

for four years, is headliner in

"June Moon" as Fred Stevens,

ambitious lyric writer from up-

state. Morden is good. The com-

plex tale of his difficulties in the

big city is the main theme; he suc-

ceeds in knitting the various threads

of the plot into an interesting and

fast-moving whole.

Eiken Workman, almost as

funny as the "Workie" of last

vear's Frolics but cast in a part de-

manding more than mere melo-

drama, must be included With

Erskine Morden in any mention of

outstanding ability. There is little

(Continued on page 6)

SCORING RUKo WILD AS

QUEEN'S DEFENCE WILTS

UNDER TIGER ONSLAUGHT

The oath of Aesculapius, on

which medical practice is founded

reads as follows : "To none will I

give a deadly drug even if solicited

nor offer counsel to such an end."

The Journal feels this oath illus-

trates that the practice of euthanasia

is at variance with the aims and

purposes of medicine.

Probably the first reference to

"mercy killings" in literature is to

be found in the journal of Ambroisc

Pare, the father of modern surgery.

Pare was a surgeon in the army,

sent by Francis I into Turin to re-

cover the cities and castles which

had been captured by the Marquis

de Guast.

Pare writes about the following

incident: "Being in the city I en-

tered a stable thinking to lodge my

horse and that of my man; there

I found four dead soldiers and three

who were propped against the wall,

their faces wholly disfigured and

they neidier saw, nor heard, nor

spake and their clothes yet flaming

from the gunpowder which had

burnt them. Beholding them witl

pity there came an old soldier who

asked me if there was any means of

curing them. I told him W. At

once he approached them and cut

their throats gently and without

anger. Seeing this great cruelty, I

said to him that lie was an evil

man. He answered me that he prav

ed God that when he should be in

such a case, he might find someone

who would do the same for him, to

the end that he might not languish

miserably."

fare's reaction would seem to

prove that he, as well as Aescula

pins, was opposed to "mercy

killings."

COMMITTEE CHOSEN

TO SELECT PRINCIPAL

18 Trustees Appointed To
Deal With
Question

LOU ACKNOWLEGES BILL FOR ORCHID

Sends Back Grapefruit

Toronto, Ont., Nov. 25, 1935.

A. E. Gratton,

Sports Editor. Queen's Journal,

Kingston, Ont.

Guess you had better send that

orchid back or could I send you

a flock of lilies. Seriously the

team is certainly not half as bad

as it looked but how they blew

after Zvonkin went out. They

looked helpless as a barge on a

lee shore without an anchor.

Lou Marsh.

The

ceived

Marsh.

Pofonti

ibovc telegram was re-

yesterday from l-"u

Sports Editor of the

Dailv Sta

As a result of the "sarcastic

Queen's correspondent" and the

Journal sending Lou a bill for

the orchid which was presented

to Curly Krug for his 60-yard run

in the last Queen's-Varsity game.

Lou Marsh printed the following

in his column of November 23:

I'm hooked

!

* * *

In Monday's col. I remarked

that Curly Krug. sweet running

Queen's halfback, was entitled to

an orchid for his 55-yard run in

the la-it quarter of the game here

against Varsity . . - the stellar

(Continued on page 7)

Penalty To Zvonkin Signal For Big Parade

BY AB GRATTON

Competing in the Canadian grid playdowns for the

first time in five years, Queen's University gridincn,

champions of the Intercollegiate Union, were crushed

under an avalanche of touchdowns in Hamilton on Satur-

day afternoon, when the mighty Tigers completely routed

the college titleholders by a score of 44-4

For one period the Tricolor

gamecocks gave the Big Four

winners a real battle, but after a

hard fought first quarter, the

Gaels faded from the picture en-

tirely and never had a chance of

topping the victory march of the

Striped Cats. The score by

periods was 7-0, 16-2, 27-4, 4+4,

all the Tigers' way.

approximately 8,000 cash cus-

tomers, expectant of witnessing

a grid classic, watched the Yellow

and Black giants give the Kings-

ton students one of the worst

drubbings ever administered to a

college entry in the national play-

downs.

The Ambitious City warriors

simply outclassed the Reevemen

in evcrj1 department of the game,

after they had successfully halt-

ed a promising Tricolor drive in

the opening fifteen minutes of

play.

Trailing by a 6-0 deficit, as a

result of a soft converted touch-

down, made a minute after the

opening kick-off. the Presby-

terians finally got their bearings

and proceeded to amaze the ex-

perts by decidedly outplaying the

home tcani for the remainder of

the period. Dunns this time the

invaders plunged, forward passed

and ran the ends to mark up 6

first downs and to keep the

Bengals on the defensive. But

their efforts proved unavailing,

when a costly penalty put an end

t<. their sensational march up the

field and from ihi^ lime on the

college hoys never threatened. In

ibis first stanza the Tricolor did

all the forcing but the Tigers, op-

portunists at all times, held the

oppOSjjion scoreless while they

themselves counted a converted

touchdown and a deadline single

10 take an early 7-0 lead.

When the teams changed ends

it looked as if the game was go-

ing to develop into a teal dog

light, for Queen's, with ltarnab.;

doing the booting, counted twice

within a few minutes. However,

the big parade started shortly

after Abe Zvonkin the Tricolor's

ace plunger and bulwark of the

(Continued on page. 5)

A representative committee of

18 members of the Queen's Board

of Trustees was appointed Satur-

day evening to consider the mat-

ter of securing a principal for the

University in view of the resig-

nation of W. Hamilton Fyfc,

whose appointment as principal

of Aberdeen University was an-

nounced recently.

The committee, after extensive

investigation, will make a recom-

mendation to the entire Board at

some future date, the Journal was

informed by Dr. Wi E. McNeill,

secretary of the Board of Trus-

tees and vice-principal and treas-

urer of Queen's University. The

appointment of the new principal

rests with the Board.

Members of the committee in-

clude several trustees not prcs-

eut at the board meeting. Those

attending the meeting were

:

Kingston: H. A. Lavell. J- M.

Farrcll. A. J.
Meiklejohn. T. A.

McGinnfs, Rcv- c'- A
?

Brown j

Ottawa: Hon. Senator H. II.

Horsey. Jackson Booth. Miss

Charlotte Whitton, C.B.E. :
Tor-

onto: J. M. Macdonnell (chair-

man). V- K. Greer. Dr Dennis

Jordan, Frascr Reid. Alexander

Longwcll; New York. Dr. J. C.

Qwycr :
Copper Cliff. E. A.

Collins.

PROPHET PREDICTS

SUCCESSFUL DANCE

And as the Cock crew .those

who stood before the Temple

bowc' down in homage to the

Prophet who appeared on the

threshold thereof, and he spake

thus:

"Oh ye men of great faith, who

have waited here the night, bark

(Continued on page 7)

Guild Presents June Moon' To-Night
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sTUDENTS
your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EtMbliihtd 1817

BRANCH— Kfflf ft CliroK* S
W. JL BE! Manager

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND berry

A Did [I WARY OF MOD
ERN AMERICAN USAGE. By
H, W. Horwill. Oxford: Claren

don Press. S2.25.

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDCS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

6nd an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been
made especially for him.

The Bongard

.00$15-
The Bengal

$19. 5

The Polo

$22.
$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Little Monitou Supplies
Nature's Own Mineral Salts

SASKASAL has proved itself effi.

e»cwus in the rcliel of the met
stubborn cues of Rheumatism. Scia-
Ura, Kidney and Stomach trouble*.

These lampus Mineral Salts cleanse
the blood stream, purify and tone up
your system to better health.

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Nyal Drug Stores 4

THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU-

dHcCtallum <0ift

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

395 Princess St. Phone 1931

Among the hooks .on English

which the Fowlers, F. G. and H.
W., those exact scholars, both of

10m, alas, are no longer with us,

composed, there is one—a Diction-

ary of Modern English Usage,

which is perhaps not so well-known

as The King's English and the Con-

cise Oxford Dictionary. It may
have a dull and unattractive title

but it is none the less a most enter-

taining book. I confess that some-

times I turn to certain pages to

study again the warnings about the

correct use of 'case', or to become
acquainted with 'Genteelisms' or

Polysyllabic' humour.

Now Mr. Honvill has written

:ompanion book to that of H. W.
Fowler and as we are next-door

eighbours to the United States

there is much in the book which
concerns us. We might note, in

deed, that he writes of American
usage, which may include, may it

not, Canadian. At any rate, not a
few of the Americanisms noted and
llustrated are Canadianisms as

well. The task which Mr. Honvill
has set himself is to describe and
llustrate the words and phrases

that have a distinctive American
usage. What does an American
mean when he speaks of a solicitor

panhandler, a fakir or a
racket, or trash ? One might make
quite a good competition. It

would certainly be something new
to translate these and many other
terms into plain English.

Mr. Horwill has cast his net

widely and there does not seem to
be much that escapes him. He has
no less than nine classes of words
from those whose meaning is en-
rely different in America from
ieir meaning in England to words

that, in America, go to form com-
pounds unknown in England. It

may be interesting to give some ex-
amples—"billion" means in America

a thousand millions. "Graduate'

mean the completion of any edu

cational course,

gridiron—a football field (figura

tive use),

guy—a man.

dumb—unintel ligent.

tardy—late,

timber—calibre,

apartment— flat,

homely—plain-looking.

These have been picked at random

tnd nearly all of these are in com

mon use in Canada.

Interesting too are words of

slightly-varying forms of which

orie form is preferred in America

and another in England: aluminum

(aluminium), deviltry (devilry),

telegrapher (telegraphist) and many
others; and there are those word

which commonly take the place of

synonyms that are more generally

known in England, e.g., faucet

(tap), line (queue), mail (post)

two weeks (fortnight). The field

of American politics, law and gov-

ernment where there are many
terms used with a special meaning

different from the ordinary' one, is

fully explored.

A book like this awakens one to

the fact that language is ever in

process of change and is silently

passing from one stage to another.

It is changing on our lips and some
words have already become natural-

zed while others are applying for

naturalization.

It will thus be seen that Mr.
Horwill's book is fitted to attract

the general reader. "It is not so

essential," one reviewer states, "to

readers of English"— no doubt

thinking of readers in England-
hut it is of much interest to Cana-
dians. While dipping into it, we do
not need to be disturbed b>* the

right or ideal use or to confess the

things which we have done which
we ought not to have done, the

words which we have used which
we ought not to have used—for it

deals with the things that are—the
words and phrases that arc in pres-

ent use.

Campus and Gym
The first interyear basketball

game was won by Lcvana '38 by
a score of 18-16 over the fresh-
ettcs. Play was very close and
fast throughout the entire game
with '38 just holding a lead over
their opponents. In the first half
the sophs lead by six points but
the freshettcs pulled up to with-
in two points and for the last few
moments it looked as though the
game would end in a tie. Louise
Howie played a splendid game
for '38 as did her teammates
Ulan Wilde at defence and Kay
Boyd forward.

Margaret Carcfoot. Betty Webb
and Lil Gardner starred for the
frosh.

The teams:
'38 — Toots Thompson (6)

Beryl Linnen (2). Kay Boyd
flO), Lilah Wilde. Louise Howie
Betty d'Esterrc. -

'39 - Betty Webb. Phyllis
Cameron, Grace Asselstine,
Lilian Gardner. Anne Greig.
Marg Carcfoot (16).

Basketball hours in the future
will be as follows:

Monday 2.00-3.00. Tuesday
1O0-2.00. Wednesday 2.00-3 00
Thursday 2.00-3.00. Friday 20f>
3,00.

With this exception, on
Thursday of this week a basket-
ball game will be played between
36 and '37 from 2.00-3.00. On

Deputy Magistrate Likes
To Be Called "Majesty"

London. Ont., Nov. 19—(CP)-
It may have been studied flattery

but it worked. An accused address-

ed Deputy Magistrate Menztes as

"Your Majesty." The court put
the prisoner on probation. A few
minutes later Magistrate Scandrett

was addressed by another prisoner

as "Your Majesty." He dismissed

the charge—Whig Standard.

Levana Notes

The regular afternoon tea will

not be served at Ban Kigh Hall

to-day.
* * *

The Levana Council is holding

a tea in the Common Room at

Ban Righ Hall from 4.00-6.00 on

Saturday afternoon. This event

is promising to become an annual

one as a similar tea held last year

proved very popular. Seniors are

asked to bring their freshettes;

the price,for both is twenty cents.

Pleise pay Mary Cliff, Bud Ardell

or Margery Duff as soon as possible.

S»V.M. Meeting
Dr. J. R. Watts will continue his

discussion of Comparative Religion

at the'S.V.M. meeting on Wednes-

day at 5.00 p.m. in the Seminar

Room, Old Arts Building.

Gramophone Recital

An all request program, includ-

ing Mozart's Concerto in D Minor

and Russian Songs will be given at

the Gramophone Recital Wednes-

day at 4.30 p.m. in Convocation

Hall. This recital will be the last

one for this term.

Radio Club May Set Tjr

Transmitter

The champion athlete in bed

with a cold was told that he had
temperature.

"How high is it, doctor?" he
wanted to know.

A hundred and one."

What's the world's record?"

—Mail and Empire.

The Radio Club held an Qr%
3n

ization meeting on Friday CV(

ing and discussed a program
the year. The executive

ar

looking into the possibility

getting a transmitter on the a ,

and nf instituting code classy

The next meeting will be held

on Friday, November 29 at 7.Q)

p.m. in Room 221 of the Dotig]
a,

Library. A member of the staff

will address the Club.

Advertisers make publication Df

the Journal possible. Patronii
f

them and support your paper.

Brief

He was an Engineering Frosh

nd he wanted to join the Sheaf

Staff. But the Editor, in his mean
way, crabbed and crabbed about

the stories he turned in. "You
make them too long, too many
detailskis ; for Marx' sake make
them shortski!" Finally the

Frosh produced this:

A shooting affair occurred

last night. Sir Dwight Hopeless,

guest of Lady Panmore's ball,

complained of feeling ill, took a

highball, his hat, his coat, his de-

parture, no notice of his friends,

taxi, a pistol from his pocket,

nally his life. Nice chap. Re-
grets and all that."

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

all other Thursdays the hour will

be 1.00-2.00.

* * *

The swimming club will meet
on Thursdays from 3.00-4.00 in-

stead of Fridays in the future.

Crawl and diving instruction

has been changed to Tuesday
2.00-3.00.

* * *

Hockey practices and skating
began this week in the Jock
Harty Arena from 1.00-2.00 on
M o n d a y s. Wednesdays and
Thursdays. AH interested are in-

vited to come out. Later on in

the year interyear hockey games
will be formed.

Players in the third round of
the Badminton Tournament are
asked to play their games before
Friday.

Hours
: Monday. Wednesday

ami Friday 1.00-2.00. Thursday
2.00-4.00.

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OP C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR
RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners , - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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fhe Soap Box

evident muses upon subject o£ War
and Peace.

The Editor,

Soap B°K Column.

Dear Sir:

I sit in the study room of the

Students' Union; it is Saturday

afternoon! somehow I can't settle

down to work; something seems

to be running through my mind;

[I
js a something that I cannot

explain in so many words; part-

ly a feeling of disgust; partly of

pity ;
yes, mostly pity. Around

,] IC walls of this room I see the

pictures of some one hundred and

eighteen men, most of the

young men, all of them clever

men, all of them having been

either graduates or undergradu-

ates of this University. But they

are all dead. They were killed

in a war which was fought to end

war. In their memory, a wreath

is placed on the mantle above the

fireplace of this room; for this

is the MEMORIAL room of the

Students' Union.

Outside, just below the east

windows there is a slight com-

motion ; a shuffling of feet ; a_hum

of voices. Then one voice above

all voices : "Battalion, Hun !"

Then, "From the right, number!"

The C.O.T.C. is going to the city

armouries to practice some for-

mations; to learn how to hold a

gun when shooting people. You
see, there's nothing wrong in

shooting

fare
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person if it's in war
A government can legalize

a little thing like that.

Capitalism
; then monopol)

then imperialism; then war. But
Sir Edward Beatty says we are

to have nothing to do with
Socialism.

A Memorial Room; a wreath;
118 pictures of unfortunate men;
'By the right: quick, march!
Hell! No, War. Oh,

what's the difference?

Reid Vipond

AT THE THEATRT7
CONDUCTED BY I" >

NORMA MacROSTIE

TIVOL

well,

!

Science "Kiss Dance

ride.

Editor Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

GRAND EXIT
With

Edmund Lowe and Ann Sothern

This is one of these fast moving

pictures which leaves enough to

your imagination to make it inter-

esting. Edmund Lowe, as the fire-

takes another
| sieuth for a large insurance agency,

outstanding for the off-hand

manner in which he discovers clues

from the ashes. From these he

amazingly tracks down the fire bug

I should like to join with Sc. who has been burning down all the

factories.

In some complicated manner Ann

Sothern, with whom the hero is

enamoured, is connected

Here again the

C A P I T O L

THE DARK ANGEL
With

Merit Oberon Frederic March

Herbert Marshall

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling's Barber Shop
Dan Davidson
Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING

"The Dark Angel"

war story, with much

Post-Grad. in deploring the fact

that so-called Science men would

hold a Kiss Dance. Little did I

think that my former classmates highly -

would lower the reputation of the with the fires

Hardy Engineers with a panty- debonair Mr. Lowe discovers new

waist affair like this. The sissies and vital evidence at the critical

should be black-balled until they moment, and all ends happily as

change the name of the dance,
j they dash off to Rome to see how

Ex-Sc. '38.

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

|
it was burnt.

The action combined with clever

1 dialogue make this picture a very

entertaining one. Then of course

Miss Sothern's beauty is delight-

I
fully set off by clothes which alone

fashion

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St.

Dance Committee makes reply

Editor Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

We read a letter in the last provide a worth whil

issue of the Journal from one who show for the fair sex

calls himself or herself (for we A news-reel and two shorts, which

think it was really from a frus- would be thought funny by people

crated old maid) "Science Post who laugh m church, complete

Grad „ |B programme.

We feel that his statements are,

basically unfair. This Kiss Dance, Awakening
which will be held in Grant Hall (With apoligi« to R. L. S.)

on December 6. will be run in In winter I stay up at night

accordance with the strictest
\
And dririk up gin and get damned

s anothe

the same

theme as "Smilin' Through."

Frederic March (Allan) and

Herbert Marshall (Gerald) are both

very much in love with pretty

Merle Oberon (Kitty) who, since

childhood has preferred March.

The war comes, both go. and then

Allan is lost in an attack. For

three years they believe him to be

dead, and then, of course, just as

Kitty and Gerald are about to be

married, they discover Allan living

nearby, blind. From then on things

are rapidly cleared up and the p

ture ends happily in a flood of

tears.

There seems to be a great differ

ence of opinion concerning the

value of this production— it appears

to be one of those things you either

like exceedingly well, or rate as

"only fair." You go and see it-

then rate it yourself.

Popeye is back again to add zest

to the program, —N. MacR.

Next Attraction: "I Live My
Life", with Joan Crawford.

Ladies' Wear
Jackson-Metivier

J. Laidlaw St Son
Steacy's Limited

Men's Wear

Steacy's Limited

Bibby's Limited
Fifteen Dollar Clothe* Shop

J, Laidlaw & Son
C. Livingston, Bros.

Scott Tailors
Tweddell's

G. Van Home

CLEANING

Empire Geaners
Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Derrj

DANCING
Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin
Dr. Milan
Dr. E. Sparks
Dr. Waugh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury & Peacock
Ward & Hamilton
McColl's

tight.

In springtime quite the other way

I have my fill of beer each day.

SAVE$

$

$$
RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

from

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.R.C. DOBBS & CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

bounds of propriety.

This is a novelty dance, and is

Sc. Post Grad" so blinded by

the veils of the past that he (or.

.]„ \ can't of won't" reco-gW-c a I have my fill of beer and see

new idea when it appears on the A big pink grampus in each tree

campus' This is the last dance I sing and make an awful noise

before the gruelling grind of the Then pass out with the other boys.

Christmas examinations and we

Mb, e*™d . her., invitation And does it not -m queer to y=

to all.

We'll be seein" you

Si!

When profs mark up the books of

blue,

'38 Dance Committee.
|

My grades should wake me from

my dream

Fears Journal taking Compulsory And send me home to please tlie
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Attendance Campaign too seriously.

Nov. 24th. 1935

Editor,

Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

I feel that the time is ripe for me

to express my opinion with regard

to what appears to be one of the

most burning questions of the hour:

compulsory class attendance. Com-

ing from such a recognized author-

ity on class-skipping as myself, this

pronouncement should be absolutely

the last word on the subject.

But before going any further let

me say a few words to the obvious-

ly gifted individual who is conduct-

ing the struggle for emancipation:

'Don't be so jolly serious and in-

tense, old fellow. Life is too short

in spend in grouching as you have

the past month or more, and be-

sides you have become unspeakably

tiresome. Come from behind thy

veil of mystery, O Shrinking Violet

....and sign your name to your

next broadcast, you- anonymous

fourflusher. 1 say, you know, dash

it. . ..it doesn't quite seem cricket,

what? Suppose your campaign

were successful ,and suppose as a

result that several of the dear old

chappies who guide our erring foot-

steps were pried loose from their

portions, and hurled into Outer

Darkness. A horrible prospect.

You never thought of it in quite

that way, did you? Well, turn

that intellect of yours loose, and let

it browse on the idea for a while.

Seriously. I believe that the

tvrannv of the 87H*Jias been

greatly exaggerated. I have, never

Dean?
-The Gateway.

ENTERTAINMENT
Ernie Cain
La Salle Hotel

heard of any but the most incor-

rigible students being held up be-

cause of deficient attendance. 1

have erred in the matter of attend-

ance in the past, and may conceiv-

ably do so in the future. Vet 1

have every confidence that I shall

graduate with credit, and live

happily ever after.

Admittedly, however, there do

exist cases in which, through seri-

ous maladjustment or lack of in-

formation, the student is enrolled

for better or worse in a class

which he has come thoroughly to

detest. Such a student should not

be compelled against his will to

continue; but trouble of this nature

would be far less prevalent if there

existed a really adequate system of

information as to what the var.ous

courses were all about. The col-

lection and distribution of such de-

tailed information is, I should say.

up to the Registrar.

But in the meanwhile, what is

the possible advantage of dragging

the unwilling student to class day

after day? Surely none whatever.

And what, further, is to prevent

him from taking the easiest way

out, and sleeping the sleep of the

just once he is sprawled at ease in

his pew ? Any attempt on the pari

of the professor to disturb his

slumbers is evidence to me, of a

deplorable lack of consideration for

the feelings of others,

I have spoken

G. H

A Speck Of Lus

In His Eye, Son

The other night your correspon

dent took in Mr. C. (Colossal) B

DeMille's latest spectacle, "The

Crusades (or Tom Swift the

Lion-Heartcd and His Little Army

of Tin Soldiers). We found our

selves seated in front of Junior

Jones—whose very tender age left

him somewhat shy of the mental

set-up necessary to cope with

such a breath-taking extravaganza

Junior struggled manfully to keep

up but it was uphill work and he

had to appeal to the old man pretty

often for an explanation.

This cross talk kept up through

the early scenes until Lorctta Yuung

got herself married to King Rich-

ard's sword. Pa allowed he was

baffled on this point too and after

a brief spasm of clarifying who

were the bad men and who, if any.

Were not, there was a disdainful

silence from Junior for several

minutes.

Finallv we got around to the in-

evitable C. B. iHedroom) De-M.llc

scene in which we were taken W
Rereiigaria's tent. Here Richard's

wife appears in bed. Her golden

transformation falls discreetly over

her gently swelling bosom. She

rests there radiant, expcctingly. So

does the audience.

Suddenly there is a crash out-

side. It is Richard taking off his

uniform. The curtains are ripped

savagely apart—and there he stands,

the King of England, hungrily

drinking in her beauty. The audi-

ence senses the fire that seethes

within his savage breast. It is a

tense moment. Rerengaria cowers

beneath the sheets—trembling

But Junior was left far behind—

he whispered to die old man—but

pa had forgotten him completely.

Finallv he lost his patience.

• '.'Daddy," he said, in a voice that

must have carried to the street.

"Daddy, why is she afraid of that

man ?"
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End Of The Chapter
Another Queen's rugby season has

drawn to a clo^e—not ingtoriously as some,

•perhaps, will think. It has been an excit-

ing Fall, with the Tricolor fighting an up-

hill battle to land on top of the Intercol-

legiate heap. Then they went up against

Tigers and gave their best for "sixty minutes

against a superior opponent.

We feel sure that the players have

brought no alibis back from the Mountain

City. They bowed before a more power-

ful and more experienced machine, and they

were fairly and stjuarcly beaten. However,

it is no dishonour to be beaten by a better

team. Only if they had laid down their

arms when the tide of battle was going

against them could a shadow be cast upon

their glory. And no such charge can be

laid against the Queen's team, Each play-

er, although fighting a losing battle, stayed

in until the final whistle.

This final overwhelming defeat is apt to

overshadow the achievements of the team

during the regular season. When fans think

of the 1935 senior team they may perhaps

associate with it a 44-4 score. But such a

relationship would obscure the real merits

of a team which came from behind to win

its second successive Intercollegiate title.

The final chapter in our football season has

been closed and the tilt in Hamilton will

not be forgotten, but the stellar playing of

the squad throughout the year t> a reminder

of the championship calibre of the teams
which Queen's produces.

The Olympics Controversy

A great many Canadians are becoming

all hot and bothered because the Olympic

Games are being held in Germany, the land

• of the nasty Nazis, next year and they feel

that our Olympic team should withdraw

rather than compete in a country which

discriminates against certain races and re-

ligions.

There are several points which could be

made to show these patriotic citizens that

their fears and many of their assertions are

quite unfounded. In the first place, it must

be remembered that the Olympic Games do

not belong to any one country. Berlin

merely happens to be the location of the

1936 games. The rules and regulations will

be handled by the Olympic Federation, not

by a German committee, and therefore we

can rest assured that the rules will not be

violated.

The governing body of Canadian athletes

should not allow politics or religious

policies to become mixed with its athletic

problems. Germany is not restricting the

make-up of our team, or of any other

country's team, and it seems rather impert-

inent of us to howl because they reserve

the right to choose their own team. After

all we would feel it highly impertinent of

any country that wished to dictate to us

the policy we were to follow in choosing

our own team. As a matter of fact, reports

from Germany show that they are making

every effort to include all races and creeds

in their 1936 team.

There is also something to be said on

the side of the athletes who have beeh

waiting for four years to take part in this

international event. If the Canadian Olym-

pic committee were to decide against par-

ticipating at Berlin next year these athletes

would probably never again have the op-

portunity to display their speed and skill.

Eight years is a long time to wait between

games.

The purpose of the Olympic games has

always been to develop friendship between

nations. Through wars and conflicts it has

been the one connecting link which has held

nations together. It serves as an important

international bond. This is a good time

to forget religious difficulties in the interest

of promoting athletics. Withdrawal, on the

part of the Canadian team or any other

team, would mean the destruction of the

Olympic idea, and the ideal for which it

stands.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

Compulsory Attendance Poll

In Friday's issue the Journal will pub-
lish a ballot on which the students of the

University can register their opinion re-

garding the compulsory attendance regula-

tion. The Journal feels that the opinions

of a representative group of students show
that the student .body would welcome a

chance to express its opinion on the subject

through the medium of a poll.

The success of the poll depends upon
the amount of co-operation which the stu-

dents are willing to give it, Results must
show thai a large majority of the students
arc interested enough to vote, and, further

more, that those who vote have done so
seriously and in good faith.

Every student is urged to vote once
and only ODCO. The aim of the poll will
be entirely defeated if students seize the
opportunity to place more than one ballot
apiece in the ballot boxes. By tins time
everj- student should have formed an
Opinion, one way or the other, on the issue
at stake and we ask you, to express that
OpinjOn next Saturday. The ballot boxes
Will be placed in their various locations nex
Saturday morning and they will remain
there until the following Wednesday.

If the results of the poll show that stu-
dents favor a change in the existing regu-
lation the president of the A. M.S. has prom-
ised lo do all in his power to have the
regulation changed. This makes it imper-
ative that the entire student body register

its opinion.

Official Notices

Christmas Examinations

The attention of students is called to

the final draft of the Christmas Examina-

tion Time-table, which is posted on the

official bulletin board in the Douglas

Library.

Special Fares for Christmas Holidays

"

Students and teachers are entitled to spe-

cial train rates on tickets for Christmas holi-

days. Certificates for presentation at the

ticket office may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office. The tickets are good for the period

from December 20th to January 7th.

Comprehensive Examinations

Candidates working towards the Honours

degree under the new System of Studies

should note that they will be required to take

in the final year five Comprehensive Examina-

tions in the Major subject. The Comprehen-

sive Examinations will be departmental papers

and each will be read by at least two examin-

ers. One of the five examinations may be

oral. The final standing will be determined

partly by course examinations and sessional

work but chiefly by the five Comprehensive

Examinations.

Candidates will be exempt from the regular

sessional examinations in the Major subject

but will be required to write examinations in

such Reading courses, courses in the Minor

and general courses as are taken in the final

year.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each wilt be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board. Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Prejudice and the United States

For over a hundred years, peace has

reigned between Canada and the United Stales.

Economically, the interests of the two coun-
tries are even more closely identified.

Socially, Canada absorbs her ideas, her cus-

toms and her mode of living from the United
State* rather- than from England. The life

and habits of the Canadian resemble those of
the American more than those of the English-

man. Yet in spite of the intimate association

between the two countries there are a great

many Canadians, not only of the older genera-
tion but of the younger, who entertain a defi-

ne prejudice against Americans, not so much
against the individuals whom they have met,
but against the nation in general.

Some of the objections to, and criticisms

of Americans, which are most frequently

raised, arc: Americans arc so materialistic, so
fond of "getting rich quick", so concerned
about the "Almighty Dollar"

;
they are a boast-

ful race of people who regard ihemselves as

the "greatest people on earth" and refer to

the United States as "God's country"; that
they are completely lacking in taste and their

chief products are chewing gum, tabloids,

gangsters and Aimec Semple MacPhersmi ; not
to mention several political grievances which
will nut be discussed here.

One of the most misleading tendencies in

modern thought is that towards generalization
in dealing wtih nations. Obviously it is im-
l>o5sible to enunciate a positive dictum con-
cerning the characteristics of any nation which
is in itself made up of many individual and
distinct units. It is equally unfair to declare
"Americans are materialistic", "The French
are immoral", "English are stodgy".

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Kansas Date Bureau

The Date Bureau of the Univer-

sity of Kansas is going strong. Its

originators have announced the

first applicant. And now as further

achievement, the date bureau an-

nounces the addition of new ser-

vices. Service No. 1—the blind-

date pinch hitter, who will take

one's stood-up date, show her every

courtesy and convince her that the

bnv friend was called out of town

by the death of a near relative.

Service No. 2—the house-mother

explanation service. One middle-

aged person will be furnished to ac-

company any coeds to their respec-

tive rooming house, and pose as a

dear old aunt or uncle who unin-

tentionally kept the girl out late.

—The Indiana Daily Student.

Generalizations are especially misleading in

the case of a nation such as the United States,

with its vast intermingling of races and its

diversity of climates and environments.

When we condemn Americans for material-

ism, are we not adopting a "holier than thou"

attitude in this respect? Materialism is not

confined to the United States alone; it is a

world-wide characteristic of our age. Even
the most altruistic and unworldly Canadian is

not entirely free from the itch for the

"Almighty Dollar."

Nor can national pride and insularity be

regarded as peculiarly American traits. The
Frenchman who thinks of Paris as the centre

of the world and of all foreigners as bar-

barians; the German who believes in the su-

periority and ultimate lordship of the Teutonic

nation; the Briton who considers that Eng-
lishmen are the only fit and proper holders of

colonial possessions; all are equally guilty of

the same type of narrow nationalism. Per-
haps the Americans are a little noisier in their

pride, but they are not alone in their convic-

tion of national superiority.

Moreover, Americans are their own sever-

est critics. Such a hook as "Main Street" is a

witness that American authors entertain no
illusions about their country and its inhabit-

ants. Many of the novels written today in the

United States contain far more damning in-

I dictmenls against the American tlian

English or Canadian Book.
The sooner this tendency to misjudge our

neighbors, and this applies to the American
version of Canada as well as the Canadian
version of Americans, can be corrected, the
sooner can we regard ourselves as the thinking
people we hope we arc.—Toronto Varsity.

Mussolini Fan Mail

Addis Ababa. Nov. 23.—Palace

authorities were chuckling to-day

over an ardent love letter just de-

livered here, and addressed to

"Vittorio Mussolini, Adowa, Ethi-

opia". It came from a girl Fascist

in Holland, who expressed the hope

that, when the war is over, she will

be able to visit Vittorio in Rome.

The letter is being returned with

good wishes for the romance, but

with the explanation that, at pres-

ent, there are difficulties about de-

livering it to II Duce's son, who is

with the Italian air force on the

northern front.

—Toronto Daily Star.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

He: "I want a couple of pillow

cases."

Clerk: "What size?"

He: "I'm not sure, but I wear a

size seven hat.—Challenger.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

TIGERS RUN WILD AGAINST QUEEN'S
Hamilton Tigers, mighty monarchs of Big Four football, sharpened

(heir claws anrl practical y lore Ted Reeve's champion Tricolor twelve
to pieces on Saturday afternoon ,n the Ambitious Gty in the eastern
Canada scmi-linal.

Followers of the Queen's «rid squad were positively stunned at
,|,e outcome of he game hut the 44-4 score in favor of the Bengals

earned and indicates that the College titleholdcrs are still

incapable of threatening the acknowledged superiority of the Inter-
provincial loop.

The Presbyterians looked powerful for a time on Saturday hut
class asserted itself and the Gaels were smothered completely under a
ternfic bombardment which netted the big Cats 7 touchdowns, five of
which were converted, a placement and a deadline single

In reply to this scoring splurge Queen's were only able to count
four times, three of the points coming from the toe of Ed Barnabe and
the other from the good right foot of Johnny Munro.

The Tricolor are offering no alibis. Naturally the lads were keenly
disappointed at their failure to make a respectable showing against
the powerful Yellow and Black giants, but the Rtcvemen are satisfied

lo call it a season.

SCORE UNJUST TO TRICOLOR
Queen's didn't deserve to he beaten by such a tremendous margin,

and at no time did they look 40 points inferior to the Mountaineers.
The enforced absence of Abe Zvonkin left a hole in the Tricolor

line that the Tigers repeatedly used lo their own advantage, and from
tbe sidelines it looked as if the Hamilton board of strategy pulled a
fast one when Stull started to slug it out with the Queen's star." You
know what happened after that!

However, the Tricolor have made their challenge and were found
wanting. Perhaps we should have stayed on our own side of the
fence!

BIG FOUR SUPERIOR TO COLLEGE CIRCUIT

The result of Saturday's fiasco will undoubtedly have a pronounced
influence on future decisions of College champions to continue in the
national playdowns.

Those opposed to the participation of the Intercollegiate winners

in the Dominion playoffs will most likely take the "I told you so"

attitude to-day, but Queen's must he commended for at least trying

to bring the College Union back into football prominence.
The College champs still lack those qualities that make a truly

great football team, but their courage can never be questioned.

Henceforth the top team in the rah rah circuit will hesitate before

deciding lo compete with the highly rated Interprovincial winners.

Now that the best in the Big Four have clearly demonstrated their

superiority over the best the College wheel can produce, football fans

in general will obtain considerable satisfaction in knowing just how
the two big Unions actually compare.

AT THE FINAL FADE OUT *

The press box in Hamilton was jammed to capacity for the big

game last Saturday . . . There were enough writers and wire men
there to form two football teams . . . Tommy McLure and Red Foster

handled the broadcast, with the first mentioned doing his stuff while

strutting up and down the touchline . . . Queen's threw a scare into the

Hamilton die hards in the first quarter . . . The Tricolor forward passed,

skirted the ends and plunged for 6 first downs but couldn't make the

grade when in the pay dirt . . . Timniis battered through the Presbyterian

front wall in Ihe first minute of play to smother Barnabc's kick . . .

Little Seymour Wilson picked the pigskin up and trotted 20 yards for

the first touch of the game . . . And that was only the beginning ...
Huck Welch gets plenty of height and, distance to his drives . . . He's

the best booter we have seen this year with the possible exception of

Abie (The Great) Eliowitz . . Welch also takes plenty of time with

his placements . . . And why shouldn't he with those huge defenders

front? . . . Fcrraro was decidedly on his game all afternoon . . The

SCORING RUNS WILD AS

QUEEN'S DEFENCE WILTS
(Continued from page I) I The game marked the sixth time

Kingston defence was penalized that the Tricolor and the Tigers had

for the remainder of the contest met in the Dominion playdowns and

along with "Pony" Stull. huge of these six contests the Bengals

Tiger tank. Johnny Ferraro be- by their one-sided victory took the

gan the disaster by galloping lead with four wins lo their credit,

through a gaping hole for a 45 Queen's fought doggedly to ore-

yard dash to leave the oval on vent the score from mounting but

Queen's 22 from which point the Tigers could do nothing wrong

Huck Welch kicked a perfect and simply coasted nome as vtctc

placement to make it 10-2 for the by a tremendous margin,

home lads. Two successful for- Along the wing-unc, and m the

ward flips with Ferraro doing the airway* the Interprovincial champs

flinging and Simpson and Welch were far superior to the Limestone

the receiving led to a second City huskies. Although the Tigers

Tiger major before half-time, were slow to start insofar as their

When Welch cracked through |Hne plays Med to function .r^thc

centre for a try which
„-.„j t Tk. . ™lin all departments ant

doubted class was in evidence for

the remaining three stanzas.

The battering rams of the mighty

Mountaineers cracked through the

EXAMINATIONS
Soon you students will all be PUT TO TEST to s«e if

your work is worthy enough. Are you ready?—We are!

All our merchandise is ready fur your examination and we

are confident that it will pass the severest tests you aiay

give it.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

entrc for a try which he con-l*"* quarter, they showed strengtl

erted from placement. The score I
^ departments and their

[ 16-2 in favor of the Bengals at

the rest interval while not par

ticularly indicative of the play

took the heart out of the college.

t all to 1'ghter and less experienced Tn

up
s hands . . . The best
' for a touchdown in

he break; when they

iiDlcted throws out of

.luffalo Italian laid the pill right into the rccci

pass of the day was the Ferraro to Welch f

the 3rd period . . . Queen's didn't get any (

used the ether route to advance the ball ... 4

19 attempts was. the best the Gaels could do . . . The "Tagncrs moved

the sticks 17 times but were aided on one occasion when Queen s were

penalized . . Mr count gave the Tricolor 11 first downs, hut how

impotent the Reevemen were when the pay-nff calnc! . The final

whistle was welcomed by the valiant Presbyterians . I hey look a

terrific pounding out there cm that slippery grid . . . But they deserved

a better break on tbe score . . . And now it will be studies for the rest

of the term . . . Perhaps it is just as well ... It has been a long season

you know.

PLENTY OF ACTION

IN N0V1CEJSSAULT

(Continued from page 1)

In wrestling Munro, Grant, Mon-

teith, MacKay, Cooke and Proud-

foot were winners by two falls

each. The 123 pound bout be-

tween O'Grady and Kempthorne

had to be stopped when
Kempthorne dislocated his left

elbow. Lang and Patterson showed

mid-season form in their struggle.

Lang took one fall in the first

round, and retained his lead to win

the bout. Both are past masters

at the art of wrestling, so their

bout proved a very interesting one.

Munro, at 135 pounds, won handily

from his opponent Hitsman in less

than a minute and one-half. Grant

a promising wrestler in the 135

pound class, showed that he is gomg

to he a real threat for college hon-

ours. His foot-work, speed and

agilitv, all combined well, as he

took two siraight falls from Perry

The foe Humphries part of the

performance was well handled by

Mel Swart r. Refereeing was

handled by coaches Bews and JarviS

with Fergic O'Connor and Cnuch

Carlisle acting as judges.

The results of the Assault were:

Wrestling

12Slhs.-Murray (Sc.) defeated

Moreland (Arts), one fall.

125 lbs. - O'Grady (Arts) won

from Kempthorne' -l <e*

cision.

tandard hearers who weni

pieces in the final half and allow

d the homesters to score practic

ally at will.

During the final thirty minutes

the Jungle Kings paced by Ferraro

went to town in real style and be-

wildered the college students with

forward

treat to see. Fcrraro's deadly

throwing accounted for 7 tosses

reaching their destination out of 11

attempts and all were good for

gains ranging from 12 to 35 yards

No less than five major counts re

suited from this superlative display

of the forward pass threat and the

Tricolor seemed utterly powerless

in solving a defence against it

color front wall for consistently big

gains and the Collegians were forced

to take time out on several occas-

ions in order to have their fallen

mrades patched up. Hopelessly

beaten from the first quarter on the

Gaels tried everything in the foot-

ball code to cut into the gigantic

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"

You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

passing^attack .J.at was a|
]ead ^^ SUQCf:^d in pilillg

up, but it was clearly not their day

to shine.

From a statistical viewpoint the

Jungle Kings led the way in every

department. They were set back 8

times to lose 95 yards for various

infractions of the playing rules, but

this fact didn't disturb them the

least hit. Queen's ran into penal-

ties at critical moments and their

Welch made a leaping catch of 1 total loss of 55 yards for 5 infrac-

Ferraro's 35-yard throw to further
|
tions cost them valuable hard earn-

ed yardage.

Johnny Ferraro and Hock Welch

Midway in I were the spearheads of the smash

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

humiliate Ted Reeve's gang and a

converted touch by Patterson was

single marker when Barnabe tow-

ered a mammoth drive to the dead-

I.15 i| )S , Munro (Sc.) defeated

Hitsman (Arts), 2 falls.

135 lbs. — Grant (Arts) defeated

Perry (Meds.), 2 falls.

135 lbs. — Montcith( Sc.) defeated

Hilton (Sc.), 2 falls.

145 lbs. — MacKay (Sc.) defeated

Wiseman (Arts), 2 falls.

Catehweights—Atkinson (Sc.) won

from Robertson (Arts), decision.

165 lbs. — Cooke (Arts) defeated

Rutherford (Meds.), 2 falls.

165 lbs—Proudfnnt (Arts) defeat-

ed Rahilly (Sc.), 2 falls.

155* lbs.—Lang (Theology) defeat-

ed Patterson (Sc.), 1 fall.

Catehweights—O'Grady (Arts) de-

feated by Clarke (Sc.), 2 falls.

Boxing

147 lbs.— Barker (Arts) defeated

Barkley, decision.

126 lbs. — Eadovsky (Meds.) and

Connelly (Meds.), a draw.

1-10 lbs. — Duncan (Sc.) defeated

Johnston (Sc.), decision.

135 lbs. — Gcist (Sc.) defeated

Hamilton (Arts), technical K.O.

in>second round. .

I -10 lbs. — Dingwall (Meds.) and

Williams (Arts), dra«\

II,7 lbs. — Poupare (Sc.) defeated

Baker (Sc.). decision.

Catehweights— McKenzic (Arts)

defeated Black (Sc.), decision.

155 pounds—Running (Meds.) de-

feated W. Grimshaw (Arts), de-

cision.

Heavyweights — Fee (Arts) de-

feated Grinishaw (Arts), decision.

the outcome of it all.

the 3rd heat the Gaels replied with
|

ing Tiger offensive, the former

being especially hot with his accur-

ate forward passhlg,< while the

ball line for a point. However Matter by his all round brilliant

the rampant Tigers got that one work was top man in the scoring

back and then some when two record with 17 points. The big

pretty forward heaves along with Italian from Buffalo. Ferraro, did

magnificent lincwork enabled Welch n \\ the passing h>r his team and the

take Ferraro's 25-yard throw f3Ct that 9 flings out of 15 at

over the Queen's line for a try tempts found receivers

which he failed to convert. This j^t how important the

nave the Veale coached outfit afluminary

ndicates

-Cornell

the Tigers' aerial at-

their

nmmanding 27-.1 edge and from| tack. Welch, Simpson and Sey

this point on it was just a question m0ur Wilson received the tosses in

of how big the score was going to spectacular style and were pronun

be. In the final minutes of the same Lot throughout the entire surtj

quarter Munro returned a short rninutes of play

hoist by Welch far over the Ham- m os , 0 f t ]K critics thought that

Iton deadline for the Tricolor's L smart piece of strategy was

Eourth and last point of the after- L
(l
nef i by the Bengal? when Stull

noon. picked a fight with Zvonkin. which

The Yellow and Black continued resulted in the removal of

relentless drive in the closing battlers from the encounter. Zvon

hapter lo chalk up 17 points which kin's absence affected Queen

resulted from three touchdowns, great deal for the husky middle

two of which were converted by looked to be in for a great day by

Ferraro. his sterling performance

A blocked kick led to the first opening quarter. Short!

Tiger major in this period when Zvonkin made hi

Craig picked up the bounding ploughed through the Tricolor first

ball and scampered unmolested line of defence with nd.culous ease

for 25 yards to go over fur a gift and went on ,o roll up the largest

try which was not converted. The score ever made In an eastern

next major count came near the
|
off.

end of the period and Bus Reed
,.A if Rccdltl'ev ODiamcu m '"^

ecovered Danube's fumble of an Striped Cats I, brute strength and

ide kick on Queen's two yard by A* ability to use the forward

SIr,pe and took only a couple of|pass to advantage, steam mlercd

stride to account for a try which I
over the Reevemen ...the last .

Ferraro easily converted. With a sessions to outplay and outsenre ll.c

ollege representatives by a

th

after

exit the Tigers

Not content with the huge margin

i the first lial

brute strengtl

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WA1T SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 50S

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STOI

Ed g»tuu*nts of Qjhu«n*0

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks

Watches

Pens and Pencils

Novel Gilts

And Favors

College Insignia

Designing to Order

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street nm
'P"™* 2110

Over Canadian Pacific Express Offic«.

play hefore full-time.

veteran Hamilton count.

\fter the first quarter there was

eedings hy crashing over for the |no comparison Ween the two

Brian rimmi

middle, took

lllbs. Although Queen's offered

stubborn resistance in places the

mcnt. This ' made'"tl.c

'

S"core"+W |
Rengals experienced no difficulty in

and three plays later the slaughter

seventh Tiger touch which Ferraro

again converted with a slick place-

ended with Queens in possession at |

s

mid-field.

keeping the invaders on the defen-

sive for the most part.

(Continued on p*ge 7)

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.

88 PRINCESS STREET
"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE SS
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Examinations Baffle

Los Angeles Police

Of intelligence testa there are

many in these modem days, and

tlinr vogue elxcnds to nearly all

fields of service. A case in point is

an examination held a short time

ago in Los Angeles for patrol

policemen. The California city is

reputed to have a particularly fine

police force, with a system of

training and inspection that is more

than usually exacting, and the re-

cent tests were presumably a part

of this highly efficient system. The

papers turned in by the patrolmen,

who were seeking to qualify for

higher positions, contained some

howlers as good in their way, as

any of the schoolboy variety. For

instance, the following, which were

vouched for by ihe secretary of the

police commission

:

Question : What would you do in

case of a race riot?

Answer: Get the number of both

cars.

Question: What is sabotage?

Answer: Breaking the laws of

the Sabbath.

Question : Name an act that

would constitute reckless driving.

An*wer: Driving without retard

to the Presbyterians on the street.

Question: What first-aid treat-

ment would you give to a person

having an epileptic fit?

Answer: Take him to a doctor

and have the bite treated.

Question: What are rabies and

what would you do for them?

Answer: Rabies are Jew priests

anfl 1 would be very glad to do

anything I could for them.

Question : To what extent may an

officer use force in effecting an
arrest?

Answer: Use good common sense,

and if nut capable, summon help.

—Ottawa Journal.

A.M.S. Court

Alma Mater Society Court on

the evening of Tuesday, De-

cember 3, at 7.00 p.m., in

Convocation Hall.

R, W. Young,

Chief Justice.

Coming Events

Today

:

-UOp.m. French Club

Lantern Room
Ontario Hall

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Practice

Sydenham St. Church

8.00p.m.—Good ridge Roberts

Lecture. Rm. Ill

Douglas Library

8.30p.m.
—

"June Moon"
Convocation Hall

Wednesday

:

4.30p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Convocation Hall

5.00p,m.—S.V.M. Meeting

Seminar Room
Old Arts Bldg.

8.30p.m.
—

"June Moon"
Convocation Hall

—Organ Recital

Sydenham St. Church

Thursday

:

3.00p.m.—Sc. '38 Meeting

Rm. 301. Fleming Hall

7.30p.m.—S.C.M. Meeting

Convocation Hall

Comedy 'June Moon
Will Open To-Night

(Continued from page 1)

of the amateur in the characteriza

lions of Fred and Lucille.

The entire cast has worked hard

to produce a finished performance

From just a recitation of lines the

rehearsals of the past few days have

developed the play into a well

staged entity. Norman Carnith

ers, assisted by Mrs. G. B. Reed

has directed "June Moon" with

good judgment and appreciation of

the tone of the play. '

Gladys Smith as Edna Baker, the

girl who sticks by "our hero", is in

credibly noble and faithful, as well

as very convincing. Set against the

innocent Edna is the seductive

Eileen, entrapper of Fred ; Betty

Mackenzie appears in this role clad

in an alarming negligee.

Others taking part in "June

Moon" include Gerald Chcrnoff

Sheila Skelton, Lawrence Sabbath,

Bernard O'Beirn, Marg. Fay, and

Bernard Lewis.

To enjoy "June Moon" to the

greatest extent, the audience must

not go expecting a powerful drama.

The play is pure comedy, and must

be judged from the entertainment

rather than from the dramatic angle.

It will be well received by a student

audience.

"How long has she been

married?"

"About five years."

"Did she make him a good wife?"

"No, but she made him an awful

good husband."—Gateway.

Advertisers make publication of

the "Journal" possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

THE

Science '38

Science '38 will hold a year

meeting on Thursday afternoon

at 3 o'clock in room 301, Fleming
Hall.

"Pop, will I look like you when
grow up, pop?"

"Everybody seems to think so,

son."

'Well, I won't grow up for a

long time, will I, pop."—Challenger.

(fumt a. Iramatir (&mlb
PRESENTS

JUNE MOON'
A Farsical Comedy

by

RING LARDNER and GEORGE KAUFMAN

Directed by Norman Carruthers

WITH
ERSKINE MORDEN

EILEEN WORKMAN
GLADYS SMITH

GERALD CHERNOFF
and a supporting cast of eight

Tues.-Wed., Nov. 26-27
IN

CONVOCATION HALL
Curtain at 8.30 Sharp

Admission 35cts
1.

PERTINENT
TO PEACE

CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN'S
*** STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

War Propaganda! This force

against Peace, so obviously effective

during war years, is an ever present

obstruction to those of us who

would see the world in a state of

perpetual peace.

"During wartime, its methods are

direct, open, and challenging. "Your

country needs you" is the first mdd

invitation. Soon newspapers are

reporting incidents of torture in-

flicted by the enemy. Their truth

of no consequence—their "value"

depends upon the hatred they can

spread. Even those who know the

average enemy soldier to be a pretty

fine fellow, are hounded and shamed

into doing their "bit" to accomplish

mass murder — yes, and mass

suicide 1

is our soldiers tell us, the hatred

not in the front line, it is at

home. At home where those who

want war are successful in promo-

ting such hatred, by falsehoods and

tricks. Then, when public opinion

aroused, conscription can be ap-

plied. Those who know too much

about the folly of war can be dealt

with by force.

In times of Peace, propaganda is

ever with us. Armament manu-

facturers' methods of terrifying

nation after nation by relating tales

of the supplies of "potential

enemies" is all too well known to

need elaboration. Mr. G. B. Reed

recently stated that European fears

of gas attacks were being used by

the munitions makers to drive the

continent to vigorous re-armament.

Copies of the Queen's Journal

printed during the Great War are

Humiliating. This university was a

recruiting ground during those years

nrl life for malf students who at-

tempted to resist calls of patriotism

must have been a hell on earth.

Shall another war see Queen's a

leader in this field of anti-peace

propaganda? Let us exercise our

potential power as students, and

resolve that never again can this re-

flection be applied to the fine tradi-

tions of our college.—A. A. J.

* * *

The Morgan interests had, as

early as 1915. organized and fin-

anced a huge propaganda
machine, including 197 newspap-
ers and 12 important publishers

for the purpose of "persuading"

the Americans to join the allies.

* * *

In the eight months that the

U.S.A. was in the war she placed

$22,000.000.00 worth of' orders.

Morgan, Du Pont. Vanderlip and
the others remained home to fill

the orders.

* «

During the war Du Pont stock

rose from $20.00 to $1,000.00 a

share.

* * #

In 1918 there were 21.000 mure
millionaires in the U.S.A. than in

1914.

* * *

In Holland, home of the World
Court and the celebrated Peace

Palace, 26 war resisters last year

were serving sentences in prison

fur refusal to violate conscience

by performing military service

under conscription.

A. M. S. Minutes

Diner: "Waiter, this fish is ter-

rible. Why did you so highly re-

commend it?"

Waiter: "Because, sir, if you
hadn't taken it, it would have been
served up to the staff."

—Xaverlan Weeklv.

A meeting of the Alma Mater

Society Executive, was held in the

Gymnasium at 7 p.m., November 6,

1935, with the President in the

chair.

Present: Mr. Simmons; Misses

Davis and Lyons ; Messrs. Mc-
Laren, Malone, Joy, Forsberg, C
Young, Christie, A. L. Campbell

and the Permanent Secretary-Treas

The minutes of the Executive

meeting of -October 30 were read

and approved.

Social Functions

Campbell-C. Young : That the ap-

plication from Mr. J. K. H. Day
for permission to hold the Arts

Formal on January 17 be granted.

—Carried.

N.F.C.U.S.

A letter was received from Mr.

M. K. Kenny thanking the A.M.S.

for receiving him so kindly, and

favourably considering his sugges-

tion to hold the N.F.C.U.S. Con-

ference at Queen's

Campbell-Joy : That the Presi-

dents of the three faculty societies

and Levana constitute a committee

to arrange for billeting the N.F.C.

U.S. representatives and any other

details in connection with the Con-

ference.—Carried.

A. B. of C. Appointment

Joy-Christie: T]»at the Executive

ratify the recommendation of the

Joint Election Committee that Prof.

W. P. Wilgar be re-appointed as

staff member of the A.B. of C—
Carried.

Committees Appointed

The President called for nom-

inations for committees to investi-

gate ways and means of carrying

out the planks of the election plat-

form of the Medicine-Science party.

The following committees were ap-

pointed, the first named to act as

convener, and were requested to

make written reports at the next

regular meeting.

Levana Telephones and Date

Bureau— Lindsay Watt and Miss

M. Davis.

Theft Insurance and "Tricolor"

—Arch Kirkland and C. Young.

Swimming Team and Aquatics

—

Anton Forsberg and M. Malone.

Petty Cash

C. Youngi-Malone : That the petty

cash account of the Permanent

Secretary-Treasurer be reimbursed

in the amount of $6.70 for vouch-

ers shown.—Carried.

A.M.S. Fees

Forsberg-Joy:That R. W. Young
and C. McLaren constitute a com-
mittee, with power to act, in the

matter of the payment of A.M.S.

fees by fifteen Theology students

whose fees were not collected by
the University Treasurer.—Carried.

Estimates

Upon the suggestion of the Pre-

sident, it was resolved upon motion

of Mr. Joy, seconded by Mr.
Christie, to instruct the Treasurer

to draw up estimates for the re-

mainder of the year, showing the

amounts of fixed and controllable

expenses.—Carried.

The meeting then adjourned.

WATCH
FRONT PAGE

IN

FRIDAY'S

JOURNAL
FOR

COMPULSORY
ATTENDANCE

BALLOT
210 PRINCESS STREET

Callaa ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver PHONE 821

H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor
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I'm having trouble

wife."

in sup-

porting' my

"Voit don't know what trouble

j s Try not supporting her."

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed
Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Wo Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . ,40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

PROPHET PREDICTS

SUCCESSFUL DANCE

SCORE RUNS WILD
AS TIGERS WIN

LOVE (AMOR MALIGNANS)

The following is an ancient

discussion {Queen's Journal,

1902) of an affliction which the

human race has been unable la

rid itself of throughout the

ages. Present descriptions of

this disease have not surpassed

this old medical classic.

Definition: Love is a disease of

the nervo-muscular structure of

the heart due to a micro-organism

and characterized by palpitation,

feeling of pain and heaviness in

the praecordial region, and by a

severe derangement of the ner-

vous system, the sufferer at one

time soaring to the heights of

sublime joy and forget fulness,

then again dropping down into

the black abyss of despair and

blue despondency.

Etiology: This malady affects

people of all races and climes. It

s most commonly met with be-

tween the ages of eighteen and

twenty-five. Men are more fre-

quently attacked than women.

Exposure to dances, "at homes,"

and other social trials is a great

predisposing factor.

Students are peculiarly prone

to this disease. The exciting

cause has been discovered by

bacteriologists to be . a germ,

which has received the name

Bacillus Cupid. This organism,

a most virulent one, gains .entry

— how we know not— into the

heart, lodges in the soft tissues

of that organ, multiplies and

gives rise to a toxaemia which

causes the peculiar symptoms

noted.

Morbid Anatomy : On post

mortem examination, the heart

walls are found to be flabby.

Little softened areas arc scatter-

ed through the cardiac tissue. A
curious phenomenon is noted, viz.,

the deposition of little grains of

sugar-like materia! upon the in-

ner surface of the ventricles.

This has given rise to the name
"sweet heart."

When healing has occurred

there is scar formation. The
dream centre in the brain is

greatly hypertrophicd and the

muscles of the neck are found

to have undergone elastic degen-

eration.

Symptoms: There is one form

called Pseudo Amor, more com-

monly known as calf love, but

we shall not discuss it here

Suffice it to say that it is very

acute, attacks the young and runs

a short course when left alone.

The true disease is chronic in its

nature. Generally it comes on

insidiously, the patient not being

able to fix the date of the onset.

Cases are on record, however,

where the onset was sudden and

violent with a distinct chill. The

nd cannot he fixed on work of

any kind. The patient is absent mind-

ed and will often buy two tickets

for an opera instead of one. The

appetite is variable. There is

generally a gnawing pain in the

region of the heart, often alleviat

ed for a time by a photograph

The patient often feels sore

Dreams infest his slumber, A
gone feeling is often complained

of. The respiratory system is. in

terfered with, there being long

inspirations resulting in deep

sighs. (To be continued on Friday)

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St. Phone 18SB

ighDr. F. Wau
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 34fi

yOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Medical Sophs Meet
Freshmen To-Morrow

On November 27 the "Big Blue

Team" of Meds '40 will make its

debut against the freshmen in the

opening game of the Meds Inter-

faculty rugby schedule. The team

has held several secret practice

Irills in the Anatomy Laboratory

and the players are all primed for

the contest."

The team is coached by Jimmy

Cunningham and presents an

rray of stars including "Sarnia

litV Teskcy, "Crabs" Arber,

Powerhouse" Ford and many

others. These standouts will be

seen in action in the forthcoming

game which promises to be a

hrilliant football exhibition.

Page Lifebuoy

Seems there's ;

geezer in London

charitable old

who takes the

Loudon newsboys for a trip up the

Thames every year to a spot where

they can swim to their heart's con-

tent. A group of lads on the outing

were undressing for the swim, and

they noticed that one of dicir num-

| er was-r-well, a trifle unsanitary.

Said one. "Blimey Roscoe, dirty

aintcha?"

Replied Roscoe. "Cawn't help h'it.

Missed the bloody train lawst year."

—Oregon Emerald.

The Kingston Symphony

Orchestra will give their

23rd Annual Concert

Monday, Dec. 2nd, 1935

IN GRANT HALL

Admission: 35c or 3 for Sl.00

Balcony 25c

New Deals Called

Spur For Capitalism

A. B. Handler Speaks On
Century Of Political

Relations

"The history of the modern state

is one of dissent rather than con-

sent." said A. B. Handler, speaking

on "Political Reflections on the

Ninelccnth and Twentieth Cen-

juries" to the L.S.R.

He dwelt upon the political

philosophy of Hobhc, Locke, Rous-

seau and Hegel and showed how in

the final analysis it was the differ-

ence between government and gov-

erned which determined the state.

The growth of trade unionism

and collectivism involved no denial

of the postulates of capitalism but

was merely an attempt to raise the

standards of living of the working

classes. Gradually the workers

realized that they were not sharing

in the accumulation of wealdi.

The post-war period saw "new

deals" in all capitalist countries to

keep the capitalist machine func-

tioning. They arc typical pheno-

mena of the present transition

period. The question is to what

they will lead. In the United States

in spite of the N.I.R.A. the large

industrialists have refused union re-

.msiiiti'in and class antagonism has

become more sharply defined. The

profit motive now has come into

flict with social welfare.

We know a girl who does her

knitting in the picture show and

who gels mad when her date won't

take her to a double feature so she

can really get something done.

—Indiana Daily Student

(Continued from page I)

ft, for I bring you great tidings 1

I have heard again from the men
of Seicnz in Kweanz at Kin, who
are preparing for the Final Feast

of the 36th Generation on the

29th night of the present moon.

"Verily I say unto you, it will

be a time of great rejoicing, with

Jack son of Telgmann. with all

his disciples, supplying the lute

and lyre. Yea, even he hath been

preparing a special lilt which

hath rightly been named "And

Then Good-bye", which shall be

heard in words for the first time

in all the world on that festive

night.

"ft has been whispered that

great comment was passed by

the men of Kin on this same lilt

during the summer season just

passed, and that so great was the

demand for the playing thereof

that Jack adopted it as his

"Theme Song." But verily, it

remained for a fair damsel, and

singer of note, to put words to

this composition. Yea, even she,

by name Marg Norris, will be

present and will sing, as hath

been said, for the first time, the

words thereof.

T have spake of the amplifica'

tion system in the Hall of Grant

and now hear me further! There

will be not two loud speakers

as heretofore, but one more than

five to carry to all the luscious

strains.

"Verily, again I say unto you.

that at the height of the dancing

there will come a restful pause

wherein the beauteous dancers

Jessie of the house of Kiel, and

Friiu of the house of Reynolds,

known as the "Tapping Sisters",

will seek to outclass all dancers

heretofore with arrangements

specially constructed for this

event.

"But hark ye! The men of

Scienz were not content with

even these great preparations.

Consumed with zeal to make this

bawl outshine all other noble

bawls of the men of this gener-

ation they have devised a unique

attraction. To wit: in the un-

derground passages of the Hall

of Grant will be set up an Em-

porium for the dispensing of re-

freshments, liquid and otherwise.

This has been done so that no

man may be inconvenienced by-

lack of tempered fluids for liquid

refreshments.

"Yea, even more! Ye men of

Scienz have decreed that to the

fair maiden on whom the goddess

of luck smiles sweetest shall go

an amazing gift, so beauteous as

to enchant the eye ot any damsel

To attain this end 'tis only neces-

sary that each and every maiden

observe that he who has honored

himself with her presence return

part of the script whereof he has

pained admission.

"Well may you ask from whom
you may procure the necessary

writ to attend this noble func-

tion. Hear me. and mark it well

—The men who have reaped for

themselves the Glory for this

night of nights are none other

than that mighty Convener Cec.

Sagar, phone 3499-W. and his

able disciples Bruce Clement.

477-F, and Les Emery, 3U2-W.

"And now, O mighty men of

Kweanz, haste ye, for methinks

that at the dance of the men of

icicni of a year past, many who

sought plac.es thereat were dis-

gruntled by seeking the neces-

sary writ too late. My blessings

<m thee 1

1"

(Continued from page 5)

The result of the game requires

no explanation. Queen's met a

vastly superior team that had no

weak spots, and could not cope with

the heavy bombardment they 'were

forced to face.

Every- man sporting a Yellow and

Black sweater featured at some time

or another in the massacre of the

Tricolor. Ferraro and Welch get top

rating for their scintillating efforts

but, Simpson, Paterson, Wright,

Wilson, Reed and last, but by no

means least, the old man of the

mountain, Brian Timmins, played

outstanding part in trouncing the

Presbyterians.

Until he departed for the after-

noon, Abe Zvonkin shone offen-

sively and defensively for the uni-

versity squad. Snnshine featured

with a fine display of tackling while

the Tricolor rearguard of Munro,

Edwards, Barnabc and Krug gave

the Queen's rooters something to

cheer about with some dazzling

open field work. Chuck Peck

threw most of the Tricolor for-

wards besides doing the majority

of the plunging and the ex-St,

Mikes' boy played himself into ex-

haustion in a vain attempt to stop

the impending disaster. The re

mainder of the Queen's aggrega

tion battled gamely but could not

prevent the stampede that resulted

from the viscious offensive the

Tigers threw at them continuously

from the first period onwards.

Says Nazi Treatment
Of Jews Inexcusable

"It is one of the. most peculiar

situations in the world and one for

which I cannot find the least ex-

cuse," said Captain J. D. Watts to

the Forum on Friday evening, re-

ferring to the Nazi treatment of the

Jews in Germany.

The speaker felt that since Jews

are usually traders and bankers, not

fanners, the German peop'te ascrib-

ed the poverty and depression which

they have suffered since the war to

Jews and international financiers.

Before the war, while the offi-

cial wage was lower than in either

Britain or America, there was ex-

cellent housing, and good living

prevailed. These conditions declin-

ed during the war and found the

Jews more adept at meeting the

new situation. Bewildered and

faced with defeat, the German peo-

ple blamed the financiers of the rest

of the world, many of whom are

Jews.

Captain Watts stated that due to

the revolution in Russia East Ger-

many's Jewish population increased

thirty-five per cent. The idea pre-

vailed thai if Germany was to re-

deem herself she must do it not by

financial strength, but by physical

strength and Aryan blood. The

persecution of the Jews and other

minorities in Germany are thus ex-

cused on the grounds of necessities

of revolution.

The teams:

Hami Iton—Ferraro. flying wing

Smiley, Welch and Reed, halves;

Paiersnn, quarter; Brock, snap;

Stull and Summerhayes, insides;

Timmis and Wright, middles;

Simpson and Wilson, outsides;

suhs, Turville. Thornton, Agnew,

Harrison. Friday, Dunn. Millard.

Craig.

Queen's—Sonshine, flying wing;

Barnabc. Munrn and Krug, halves;

Stollcry, quarter; Barker, snap;

Lewis and Feck, insides; Zvonkin

and Kirkland. middles; Wing and

Earle. outsides; subs. McNichol,

tones, Dafoc. Scott. Edwards. Mc-

Lean. McManus.

Officials — Hec Crcighton, Joe

Brcen. Sox Kress.

1st Quarter

Tigers—Wilson—touch— 5.

Tigers—Welch—convert—1.

Tigers—Welch—deadline kick— 1.

2nd Quarter

Oueen's—Barnabc— (lOUge)—

1

Omen's—Barnabe— (rouge)— I.

Tigers—Welch—placement—3.

7i ccrs—Welch—touch—5.

Tigers—Welch—convert— 1.

3rd Quarter

Tigers—Patterson—touch—5.

Tigers—Welch—convert— 1.

Queen's—Bamabe—single— I

.

Tigers—Welch—touch—5.

Queen's—Munro—deadline kick— 1.

4th Quarter

Tigers—Craig—touch— 5.

Tigers—Reed—touch— 5.

Tigers—Ferraro—convert— I.

Tigers—Timmis—touch—5.

Tiger:—Fe rra ro—convert— 1

.

Final—Tigers 44, Queen's 4.

LOU RECEIVES
BILL FOR ORCHID

(Continued from page I)

individual play of the game . . .

and offered to pay for one if a

sarcastic but anonymous Queen's

correspondent who took a fall out

of me by mail over the game

would buy and present it to him.

* * •

Maybe I was running a barney

. . . mayhe I was figuring lie

couldn't buy an orchid in King-

ston ... but if I was I gcrried

myself. The "sarcastic Queen's

correspondent" and J. Cromwell

Young, editor-in-chief of Queen's

Journal, got together and called

my bluff. They bought the orchid

and presented it to Krug and to-

day I get a bill h>r a dollar and

a half from Emily Crawford of

Kingston for the orchid, and

Curly King's autograph on a

receipt for the flower. I hope

Curly sent it to his mother.

# * •

Now I'll sell Curly's autograph

for what I can get . . . and toss

the cash into The Star Santa

Claus Fund. What am 1 offered,

you autograph hounds?

• * •

Krug was certainly entitled to

that orchid. If he'll duplicate

that run to-day up in Hamilton

I'll buy liirfl the mountain ... if

someone will take it down to

Kingston and present it to him I

Little Jack Horner

Sat in the comer

Eating his Xmas pic.

He stuck in his thumb

And pulled out a lawnmower.

And said: "How in the devil did

lhar set in there?"

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
PU« I

Prici

Nov. 22 ! Arts "38 Grant Hall
i
1.00 I H. lames

Nov. 29 i Science '36

Dec. 6 I
Science 38

lan. 10
I

Arts 36

Ian. 17 Arts Formal

Grant Hall

Grant Hall

Gram Hall

Grant Hall

C. Safer

|an. 24 I Lcvana Formal

Feb. 7 | Science Formal

[an 22 I Levana Formal \
Ban Righ J

High

Gym

R. Park

Kvn Day

Kuth Knowlton

Jack Telgman
Kuth Knowlton

Jack TelRman

W. Lewis I
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Evening Shoes -

ThatAre Smart

FOR THE LADIES

—

Air-Steps and Golden

Pheasant Slippers in

the new low heel

sandals

IN SILVER KID
OR SATIN

Priced at $5.75 to $9.50

EVENING BAGS
to match

at $2.00 and $2.50

FOR THE MEN

—

The new receding toe in

Patent Oxfords or

Gun-Metal Calf

Priced at $5.00

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Kinnear & D Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sts.

Phones: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

GLAZO
New

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

(
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princeci end Wellington

WE DELIVER

NEED INDICATED FOR
FISH CONSERVATION

"The support of all govern

mcnl departments connected with

natural resources is necessary if

we are to inaugurate any scheme

for fish conservation," said Dr.

Malcolm Corkill in an address to

the Natural History Club on

"Life in Fresh Water." He em
phasized the need for practical

common -sense methods based on

scientific discoveries relating to

fresh water life. ,

Dr. Corkill illustrated his lec

tu# with slides of various water

creatures and apparatus used to

capture them. Algae, plankton

diatoms, crustaceans, snails and

may flies are among the main

forms of life. They provide food

[or many kinds of fish which are

divided into carniverous, plank-

ton and bottom feeders, accord-

ng to their feeding habits. The
lepth and movement of the

water, the amount of material in

t, the type of shore, the temper-

ature and oxygen content are all

tal factors to fresh water life.

If the oxygen content becomes

too low the organisms become
susceptible to parasites and only

some protozoans and insects can

survive.

Pollution of the water by mills

and factories, and too extensive

and unsportsmanlike fishing have

depleted the supply of fish greatly.

BIGGS TO GIVE
ORGAN RECITAL

(Continued from page 1

)

sixteenth century pieces will be

sung by the chorus.

This recital has been made pos-

sible for the students through the

George Taylor Richardson Bequest,

administered by Mrs. F. Ethering-

ton. Tickets can be procured free

of charge at Grinham's Book Store

and the Queen's Post Office. A
silver collection will be taken in aid

of the Kingston General Hospital.

U. S. MINISTER URGES

STUDENTEXCHANGES

Hon. N. Armour Suggests

Plan Like Rhodes
Scholarships

A. G. Ward Elected

President Math. Club

\. G. Ward was elected Presi-

dent of the Math and Physics Gub
at the first meeting of the year on

Friday afternoon. Other officers

for the coming year are: Hon.
Pres., Dr. N. Miller; Sec'y-Treas,

Delta Steen, and Reporter L.

McFadden.

Dr. N. Miller discussed certain

problems in mathematics which are

yet unsolved. Although it is well

known in practice that a map can-

not be colored with fewer tjian

four colors without making adjac-
ent countries the same shade the
problem has not been proved true
by mathematics.

The object of this cluh is to ac-

piaint Mathematics and Physics
students with interesting topics,

which have no place on the regular
courses in those subjects. It is

therefore advisable for all students
interested in Mathematics and
Physics to attend these meetings.

Cercle Francais

The regular meeting of the
Cercle Francais will he held this
afternoon at 4.30 in the Lantern
Room, Ontario Hall. Dr. Tirol
will speak on French life and
scenery. The lecture will be il-

lustrated by lantom slides.

No Peace Prize Award

Freer exchange of students be-

tween American and Canadian uni-

versities was suggested as a valu-

able avenue of fostering friendship

by Hon. Norman Armour, minister

of the United States to Canada, be-

fore the Canadian Club luncheon

recently at the Royal York Hotel.

More American students should

be coming to Canada to enter your

universities to exchange ideas with

men their own age and to form

those contacts of friendship that in

the final analysis are the real bonds

that join our countries," Mr.

Armour said. "Nations after all

are formed of individuals and it is

the friendship between these indivi-

duals that really make true interna-

tional understanding."

Personally I should like to see a

plan worked out along the lines of

the Rhodes scholarships to enable

more Americans to come to Canada

to study as well as enabling more

Canadians to come to American

universities," he said.*

Scholarships for Canadian stu-

dents to study in the United States

are provided now by the Common-

wealth Foundation, the Carnegie

Foundation and the Harvard Law
School, he said.

I hope that the day is not far

distant when we may see a similar

arrangement on a broad scale to

enable our American students to

come to your universities. There

are many fields in which our stu-

dents would benefit in your univer-

sities, in mining, agriculture, for-

estry, economics and transportation,

law and medicine,

"Your facilities in medicine are

particularly strong and with your

splendid hospitals a fine opportun-

ity for practical study is afforded.

Put more important than these con-

siderations, our young men would

join yours in an exchange of

opinion."

He drew attention to King
George's inclusion of United States

in his Jubilee message, and to an

address of Lord Tweedsmuir, Gov-
ernor-General, in which he describ-

ed the problems of Canada and

United States as mutual. The in-

stitutions of Great Britain remain

"the basis and bulwark" of the

structure pf the United States, he

said.

"Great as is the interest of United

States in Canada I believe we
should know more about modern
Canada. The roles you are playing

fn music and art as well as econ-

omics should he more familiar to

us." he said. "And Canada's ap-

proach to prohlems confronting the

world today should be known at

first-hand."

Oslo, Norway, Nov. 19—(AP)
—The Nobel committee decided
today no peace prize should be
awarded for 1935.—Whig-Stand-

WESTSIDES - QUEEN'S

GAME IS POSTPONED

A breakdown in their trans-
portation facilities prevented Tor-
onto Westsides from fulfilling

their O.R.F.U. semi-final engage-
ment with Queen's Juniors on
Saturday afternoon in Richard-
son Stadium. This game was
originally planned as the first of
a homc-and-home series with the
return game scheduled for Tor-
nto next Saturday, but now the
ituation has altered and at pres-

ent the arrangements for further
play are at the discretion of the
Union officials. It is most prob-
able that the decision will call for
a sudden death game next Sat-
urday either here or in Toronto.

PEACE CONFERENCE
SLATED FOR U. of T.

Plans are being made at the Uni-

versity of Toronto for the holding

of a Canadian Student Peace Con-

gress during the Christmas holi-

days in Toronto. The Congress is

being called by the Student Peace

Movements of Ontario and Quebec.

The committee in charge includes

members of many of the larger or-

ganizations on the Toronto campus,

Calls to the Congress will be exten-

ded to all the various organizations

and societies in all the Canadian

Universities, with the hope of se-

curing as nearly a national repres-

entation of students as possible.

Student Peace conferences have

been held in various universities be-

fore, the most recent and the most

successful being at McGill two

weeks ago with almost 200 repres-

entatives from four Quebec univer-

sities and colleges, Congresses of

this nature, in addition to providing

the opportunity of hearing out-

standing speakers on Peace, are of

great value in encouraging peace

activities in the universities. It is

tended that the coming Congress

at Toronto will be able to knit toge-

ther and carry forward the work

done by past conferences in awak-

ening students to the ever-growing

need of working for peace.

(HfoiEtmlg (Erawfxiri* MnmrB^ap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University .

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

Kiss Dance Said To
Have Novel Features

Science '38 will stage a Kiss

Dance in Grant Hall on Decem-

ber 6. The committee have

planned many distinct novelties

and the dance will feature Kuth

Knowlton and his ten piece

orchestra.

This is the first time that a

Kiss Dance has been produced

on the campus and due to the

cold weather and damp park

benches it should be a. godsend

to all couples on the campus",

one member of the committee is

reported as saying.

Tickets are priced at $1,25 and

can be secured from Alfie Miller

or any of the committee.

POLL TO SOUND
UNDERGRADS

(Continued from page 1)

This expression of student opin-

ion can only be successful if every

student co-operates and takes the

poll seriously. "I hope that every

tudent will vote—and vote serious-

ly," said Bill Simmons, president

of the A.M.S., when interviewed

by the Journal concerning the

forthcoming poll. "If student opin-

ion" shows itself opposed to the

present compulsory attendance rule,

the A.M.S. will do all in its power
to change the existing regulation,"

slated Mr. Simmons.

The ballot will appear in Fri-

day's issue of the Journal and will

be repeated in next Tuesday's issue

so that every student will have a

chance to secure a ballot and vote.

The results will be published in the

final issue of the Journal before

Christmas—Dec. 6. Full parti-

culars as to the location of the

ballot boxes will appear in Fridav's

Two Scotchmen were watching
football game ; one had a

bottle, the otber,had only a thirst.

The bottle-man was talking very
largely about his knowledge of
the game and what a fine player
he was himself,

During the conversation he
helped himself very liberally to
the contents of his bottle, where-
upon the thirsty one said: "Weel,
I notice ye're a fine dribbler, but
ye're nac guid at passing."

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco*

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE. LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators AH Work Guaranteed

COEBS
BEAUTY .PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE ;

229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

Sport Bag Zipper Duffle

Very practical sport and general purpose bag. So roomy yet light

in weight. A range of fabrics and leathers to choose from.

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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STAFF ANNOUNCE '36

TRICOLOR WILL SELL

AT THREE DOLLARS

Say Reduced Price Will Not
Mean Change In

Quality

Several Innovations

Orders Will Be Accepted
For Next Two

Weeks

$5.00 Offered

A prize of $5.00 will he

donated by the Journal at the

end of the college year to the

student handing in the best

human interest stories be-

fore the final issue in the

Spring. These stories, pre-

ferably humorous, must
have some connection with

campus characters or their

activities.

For years it has been the dream

of every Tricolor editor to offer a

vear book to the entire student

body at a reasonable price without

reducing its value. With the support

of graduating students alone, low

sales have made it necessary to

maintain a high price level and the

Tricolor, up till now, has been

looked upon as a hook for the

graduating years only.

This term the new Tricolor staff

essayed once more what has been

considered by former staffs a for-

lorn hope. A vigorous sales cam-

paign was instituted early in the

term. Through various mediums

the students have been kept inform-

ed of the intentions of the editor

and staff. Assurances have been

given as to the nature of this year's

edition and of the new price of $3,

(provided that other than graduat

ing students show sufficient in

terest).

CONCERT ORGANIST'S

RECITAL WINS PRAISE

E. Power Biggs Here Under
Auspices Richardson

Bequest

Before a very appreciative

audience, F„ Power Biggs, con-

cert organist gave a recital under

the auspices of the George Taylor

Richardson Bequest in Sydenham

Street Church on Wednesday

evening. Mr. Biggs' program

included many classical pieces

that were very much of a type.

The recital might have been more

pleasing to a student audience if

some selections of a semi-classi-'

col nature had been included on

the program.

In his playing Mr. Biggs

showed almost perfect technique

and a deep appreciation and feel

I

ing. His performance on the

New features have been added,
pej a ]s was particularly outstand

ing. The organist gave a master-

ful recital, really an extraordin-

ary performance for one of his

emphasis being laid on universal

appeal without, however, impairing

its dignity or lessening its value as

a record of the term 1935-36. The

book itself is well on the road to

completion and the staff sincerely

believes that it is doing everything

possible to ensure its success and

confidently awaits your answer.

As the campaign draws to a

close we find that the response has

generally been favourable. Only

70 more Tricolors remain to be sold

to undergraduates to make certain

the new price of $3. The Tricolor

stands on the brink of long hoped

for success and we make a direct

appeal to those students who have

not yet ordered a year book, do not

let this opportunity slip by when

we are within sight of our goal,

—

the publication . of an excellent

book at n reasonable price It

to YOUR advantage to order

YOUR Tricolor NOW. Between

now and the holidays is positively

your last chance to make sure of a

Tricolor for $3

years.

Handel's Concerto in F was

perhaps the best of the first group

on the program but Fugue in G

Minor, the opening number and

a charming and rhythmical selec-

tion also delighted the audience.

Two Choral Preludes by Bach

and Haydn's Air and Variations

from Symphony in D. completed

the first group of organ pieces.

The latter was a spontaneous and

enjoyable composition with deli-

cate and piquant motifs inter-

posed between the more sub-

stantial themes.

The Queen's Choral Society

made its first public perform-

ance at this concert. In the first

intermission they sang Richard

Edwardes" Lullaby and two old

English carols. "Down in Yon

Forest" and "The Holly and the

Ivy," The choir gave a fine in-

(Continucd on page 6)

Veins Of Quartz Hold Many Of
Great Mineral Deposits Of North

BY J. D. ItATEMAN

Most of us are familiar with the

mineral quartz in one or another of

its forms; hut few of us appreciate

the innumerable varieties in which

this common mineral occurs. The

relative importance of quartz is well

illustrated in the splendid exhibi-

tion of the various forms of this

mineral which is on display in the

Miller Museum. Quartz is simply

silicon dioxide or silica. It is the

most abundant substance in the

crust of the Earth and is the most

common of all minerals and a con-

stituent of >most rocks. The grains

of sand upon the beach and the

iridescent opal are the same mineral.

The uses of this mineral are many

in both the arts and sciences. The

sand from the beach is used in the

making of concrete or, if consoli-

dated into sandstone, may be em-

ployed in the construction of build-

ings. The vein quartz in northern

Canada is the host of the great gold

deposits and the silica content of

(Continued on page 8)

VOTE SERIOUSLY
It has frequently been said that student government at

Queen's is really a myth, that the voice of the students carries

little weight when decisions arc being made concerning the

University and its affairs. Despite this, the Journal still be-

lieves in the importance of student government and the real

power which it can exert oti the campus, when properly directed.

To this end the Journal has continually supported student

opinion in its efforts to bring about needed reform.

Once again the Journal has supported a cause which it

believes has, the backing of the majority of students, a cause

which will be beneficial to both students and faculty. For

several weeks a series of interviews with leading figure-, on the

campus has appeared. Members of the faculty have also been in-

vited to express their opinions, These interviews were con-

ducted in an unprejudiced and dignified manner with the sole

purpose of acquainting students with the views of their pro-

fessors and fellow students.

The results seemed to prove that the contention of the

Journal was correct—students are in favour of some change in

the Compulsory Attendance Regulation. However, before bring-

ing the subject of a change before the student governing body

of the University it was felt that the entire student body should

have. an opportunity to express its opinion. Without student

opinion solidly behind the change nothing can be done.

As" a result, the Journal opens its Compulsory Attendance

Poll tomorrow morning at nine o'clock. The response of the

students will indicate their interest in the question, and the

interest they take in student government. The Journal, as its

editorials have shown, is interested in abolishing the present

regulation except for first year students, but it is much more

interested in discovering the opinion of all the students.

The ballot appears at the bottom of this page, It says,

"Please vote seriously." It is important that students realize

that unless the voting is done seriously the purpose of the poll

will be defeated. If the voting is treated as a joke, or if a

student votes more than once, the results will indicate nothing,

nor will they form any basis for further action. The president

of the A. M.S. has promised that the student governing body

will do its utmost to effect a change if the poll shows that

students are seriously in favour of it.

Ballot boxes are being placed in convenient places on the

campus. Science students will place their ballots in the boxes

in the Science Club Room or Fleming Hall; Medical students

in the Anatpmy Building or the Hospital; Theology students

in the Old Arts Building; Arts students in the Arts Building.

(Continued on page 4)

Ballot Boxes

Ballot-boxes for the Com-

pulsory Attendance Poll will

be placed in the following

buildings tomorrow morning

at 9 o'clock: Science Club

Room, Fleming Hall, main

entrance of Arts Building,

Ban Righ Hall, Students'

Union, Old Arts Building,

Anatomy Building, and the

Hospital.

PROPHET ELOQUENT

ON SCIENCE DANCE

Science "36 Year Party

To-Night In Grant
Hall

WESTSIDES HERE FOR

0. R. F. U. SEMI-FINAL

Meet Griffin's Junior Team

In Richardson Stadium
To-Morrow

Toronto City Champs

Toronto Westsidcs otherwise

known as the Golden Tornados

will be in town tu-morrow after-

noon to meet Queen's Juniors in

an O.R.F.U. sudden death fixture

to be played at Richardson

Stadium. The winner of this

game will advance to round three

in the Ontario playdowns.

Scheduled to appear in King-

ston last Saturday for the first

contest in a home and home

series, the Queen City youngsters

were forced to have their game

cancelled when their transporta-

tion facilities broke down outside

of Napanee. The starting line-

up, it will be remembered, thumb-

ed a ride to the city but on arriv-

ing at the stadium at 3.40 p.m.

the boys found that the Queen's

outfit had departed and conse-

quently it was impossible to play

the game.

Acting under the instructions

of Secretary Harold Bailey of the

Provincial Union, who has ord-

ered to-morrow's encounter to be

a sudden-death afFair. the West-

sides will arrive in Kingston at

(Continued on page 5)

WEAK PLOT HAMPERS

PLAYERS IN COMEDY

Acting Commendable But

Selection Of Play
Ill-Advised

Music Pleasing

BY -MARY GIKK

With the principal piayers acting

well in a weak play, the Queen's

Dramatic Guild presented "June

Moon", a three-act comedy hy Ring

Lardner and George S. Kaufman.

Tuesday and Wednesday even-

inns of this week in Convocation

Hall.

The plot of "June Moon" is

negligible; rather, it offers a series

of character sketches of individuals

,-ho are not esstntially interesting

The intention of the play seems to

be to arrange amusing situations

and opportunities for witty dialogue.

The Dramatic Guild was ill-

advised in selecting "June Moon'

as their seconr*. performance of the

year. Despite the inherent weak

ness of the play itself, however, the

directors, Norman Carruthers. Mrs

J. B. Goodfellow and Mrs. G. B.

Reed, capitalized on the talents of

iheir cast which on the whole was

well -chosen.

The catchy musical numbers

written specially for the production

by Malcolm Hill will long be

hummed on the campus. The Mcds.

(Continued on page 7)

FOOTBALL PLAYERS

JOIN CAGE ASPIRANTS

IN DAILY WORKOUTS

Edwards, Sonshine, Bews
And Peck Turn

Out

R.M.C. Beaten 17-14

Queen's 'A' And 'B' Teams
Meet Soon To End

Series

Gather round, O you men of

Kweanz, for behold 'tis the day of

days on which has been promised

thaf great feast of merrymaking.

Yea, already the men of the 36th

Generation of Scienz have com-

pleted the plans for this event of

events and even now the Hall of

Grant presents a splendor such as

has not been seen heretofor.

And now hearken to my last

words—for Wfore the sun rises

again in the East all things whereof

I have spoken shall have come to

pass. T have foretold most all that

shall hap on this day—of Jack of

the house of Telgmann—his dis-

disciplcs of the lute and lyre—his

new lilt "And Then Good-bye",

and of the words thereof ne'er

heard before—of Marg. called

Norris-^of those dancers Jessie and

Frma—of a new Amplification Sys-

tem—of the Emporium in the un-

derground chambers of the Hall of

Grant—and of the gift to the lucki-

est maiden— but one more scroll re-

mains to be unrolled
—

'tis this:

Vou have heard of one in your

midst known as "Bill", of the

family Amodeo, who has distin-

guished himself as the leader of the

Apostles of Brass that rouse the

fighting spirits on days of jousting.

'Tis he who has added one more

mark to his achievements by fost-

ering in his agile brain, and at last

giving birth to. a stirring martial

(Continued on page 8)

With about three good weeks

of practice behind them the senior

cage squad is gradually begin-

ning to show signs of rounding

into a real Intercollegiate "dark

horse." The senior squad has

been strengthened this week by

several members of the football

team, namely, Edwards, Son-

shine, Bews and Peck. John

Edwards, a forward, was unable

to do much playing last year be-

cause of an injured foot but is

hoping to make a real bid for

varsity honours this year. He

may change over to a guard posi-

tion.

Harry Sonshine. better known

"Love and Kisses," has dem-

onstrated in the few practices this

week that he is as versatile as

ever with those southpaw shots

of his. Harry, showing much

more speed than last year will be

a real threat to all aspiring for-

wards as he plays a very rugged

and active game.

Mai Bews subbed at a

guard position last year on the

seniors. Hampered by a faulty

appendix during last season he

should cume along fine. Being

an understudy to such fine guards

as Don Bews and Bruce Megill

is good training for any basket-

bailer and Mai did just this.

Charley Peck, the newcomer

from St. Michael's College in

Toronto has had previous basket-

ball experience there and when

one stops to think that he play-

ed with Hugh Marks and Joe

Connelly that may mean some-

thing good in store for the Tri-

color as the above mentioned are

two of the best hoopstcrs per-

(Continued on page 5)

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE POLL

PLEASE VOTE SERIOUSLY

I Favour:

(1) Abolition of the Compulsory Attendance Regula-

tion for students in all years -

(2) Abolition of the Compulsory Attendance Regu-

lation for all except first year students -

(3) Enforcement of the present Compulsory Atten-

dance Regulation ~

(4) Continuance of the present system with a reduced

percentage of lectures to be attended -

Remarks

:

Mark "X" after tlie statement wliich expresses your own opinion.

Cut out and deposit this form in one ot the ballot hoxes on the campus.
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sTUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EiUbllfbn/ 1817

INGSTOM BRANCH—King * Clirene* Sli.

W. R. BELCHER, Uuuttr

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

/or a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.°°
The Bengal

$19."
The Polo

$22.
$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Little Manitou Supplies

Nature's Own Mineral Salts

SASKASAL ha» proved itself effi-

cacious in the relief of the mow
tlubbom ea»es of Rheumatism, Scia-

tica, Kidney and Stomach troubles.

These famous Mineral Salts cleanse

the blood stream, purify and tone up
your aysteni to better health.

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Nyal Drug Stores 4

THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU—

fHcdaltum (gift
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THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED By EDMUND BERRY

LETTERS OF CHARLES AND
MARY LAMB. Edited by E. V.

Lucas. London: Methuen and

Dent. 60s.

In these three volumes have been

collected the whole nf the known

correspondence of Charles and

Marv Lamb. This, one might say.

s the final edition. There are more

hat) one thousand letters in all and

they have never before been all pub-

lished in a single edition. Mr.

Lucas has been at work on Lamb

for the past thirty years, has writ-

ten much about him, and is beyond

(oubt the greatest authority on this

strange and extraordinarily attrac-

tive figure. The mass of Lamb's

orrespondence. in the originals,

ias had a chequered career during

the twentieth century—Lamb wrote

11 any thousands of letters; they are

cattered over England and the

United States, in private collections

n museums and no doubt a few of

Elia's letters still lie forgotten in

attic trunks.

We can readily imagine what

very great pleasure it must have

been to receive a letter from Lamb,

and that pleasure still survives for

modern readers. It is still amusing

to read about the Lamb circle,

which was a wide one. There is

Limb in the midst, always amusing

;ind always amused among his dis-

traught revolutionaries and roman-

ce ; at the background always

looms the shadow of Mary's mad-

ness; the Shelleys are in a mix-up;

the Hazlitts leading the cat-and-

dog life Mary had predicted; the

Coleridgcs not belter, and the

Wordsworths big and respectable.

Here we see that Lamb, strangely

enough, preferred the works of the

old authors to the new work of his

friends though in the acquaintance

of his youth he had great admira-

tion for Coleridge and Wordsworth.

A true Tory, charm and the flavour

„f words are the most important

dements in writing.

The first letters arc those written

hy Lamb at the age of 20 to Cole-

ridge, who was slightly older. There

is much lengthy criticism of Cole-

ridge's verses, but they are inter-

esting chiefly because it was to

Coleridge that Lamb unburdened

himself of all his secrets and trou-

bles when the family tragedy came

The younger Lamb is not the later

and mor^ lovable character— ir

youth he is more sober and serious

his humour is colder; his piety i:

eloquent; he is not the jocular

playful Elia of his later years.

It was only five years later, how-

ever, that the change began, when

Manning, the Cambridge don, ar-

rives on the scene. The pious,

moralizing young man changes to

the Elia we know. A new style of

letter begins,— the letter which

Lamb loved—one with a hoax or a

practical joke of some kind. Now

he is a lively, up-to-date young man

firmly planted in the eighteenth

century—he stands up to Words

worth with geniality, admiring the

"Lyrical Ballads."

The stones of Lamb's hoaxes are

very entertaining and are justly

celebrated. We regret that we have

not spacer to describe some of them

here. More and more Lamb be

comes the playboy, the man with a

hag of tricks; a connoisseur and

occasional moralist. The letters of

Mary, free alike from pretense and

from pranks, reveal more of her

brother's life and of her own. She

is prudent and shrewd, kind and

loving. Her letter to Sarah Stod

dart, hesitating on the brink of

marriage with Hazlitt, has been

called "the best sardonic note

marriage that a confirmed spinster

has ever written."

New Library Books

Bourinot, Arthur G. — Selected

Poems, 1915-1935.

Bullongh. Geoffrey — Trend of

Modern Poetry.

Fox, L. W.— Modern English

Prison.

Hugres, C. E-—Ahove and Beyond

Palestine.

La Sage, Oliver— All the Young

Men. (Short Stories).

Maugham, S—Don Fernando.

Macpherson, Donald— Go Home

Unicorn. (Fiction),

indbergh, Anne Morrow— North

to the Orient.

itt, Frances — Naturalist on the

I
Prowl.

Rate!, Simmons—The High House.

(Fiction).

Sawer, D. D.—Art in Daily Life

for Old and Young.

Stringer, Arthur— Out of Erin

(Songs in Exile).

Stark, Freya— Valleys of the

Assassins.

Scholes, P. A.—Complete Book of

Great Musicians.

Roy, James A.—Joseph Howe.

Zweig, Stefan— Mary, Queen of

Scotland and the Isles.

Campus and Gym
Girls who are going to take their

life-saving test this term are asked

to be at the pool in their bathing-

suits at 2.00 o'clock either Monday

or Tuesday afternoon.

Levana Notes

Miss May Oiown and Miss Mary
Macdonnell will pour at the Levana

Council tea being held in the Com-

mon Room at Ban Righ tomorrow

afternoon from 4.00 to 6.00.

All women students are invited

to attend and seniors are asked to

bring their frcshcttes. Tea will be

ten cents for each person and may
he paid to Mary Cliff, Margery

Duff or Bud Ardell.

Tricolor Notice

There will be a meeting

of the staff of the 19.36 Tri-

color, on Monday. Decem-

ber 1st. in Room 201 of the

New Arts Building at 5.00

p.m. This meeting is a very

important one and full at-

tendance is desired. Year

representatives of Arts,

Science and Medicine arc

asked please to be on hand

at the specified time.

Editor-in-Chief.

Sprains Back At Snooker

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

39S Princcso St.

Classics Club

Professor A. A. Day addressed

the opening meeting of the Classics

Club held recently in the Old Arts

Ruilding. Mr. Day traced the in

fluence of the poets of Greece and

Rome in literature, particularly on

English Pastoral Poetry. Follow

ng the discussion refreshments

were served by Dr. and Mrs. H
L. Tracy.

Prisoners Seek Culture

Washington. Nov. 25—(CP)

—

A few of the "public enemies" in

Alcatraz prison island off San

Francisco, thwarted in crime,

have turned to the higher life.

Sanford Bates, director of the

son bureau, said today 25 or

30 of the inmates of the prison

which houses the most dangerous

criminals are taking correspond-,

ence courses from the University

of California. Al Capone is not

among them. "We have no ob-

jection to the men studying if they

want to," Bates said. "But they

do it on their own time."—Whig-

Standard.

Gym Open Nights

The Gymnasium is open on

Mondays and Fridays until 0

p.m. for anyone wishing t0

play basketball, take a shower,

or swim.

Scrimmage and kick,

Till you're hard as a brjek.

Early to bed,

And early to rise,

While your gal goes out

With skinnier guys.

—Oregon Emerald.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

Stone's Mawvr ^Ijop
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street ,
.

Phone 1402

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

Delegates To Atten

Peace Conferenc e

A missed cue landed a student

of the University of Minnesota ir

he hospital last week. He tried

SO hard to make a hard combina

n shot in a pool game that he

placed a vertebrae in his back.

However, the hall rolled in, winning

the game for him. Resting easily

at the hospital, the patient said. "I

thought football was a tough game.
I guess I'll have to start in with

checkers after this."

—Indiana Daily Student.

Mother; "Run outside and play

with your friends. Jimmy."

Jimmy (Mtllenly): "1 only have
one friend—and I hate him."

The Student Peace Movement

of Queen's University has

nouhced that it will be sending as

many delegates as possible to the

National Student Peace Congress to

be held in Toronto during the com-

ing holiday. This congress will be

the largest student Peace Congress

ever held in Canada and is taking

place under the auspices of The

Canadian Student Peace Movement.

Representatives are expected from

every university and a great num-

ber of high schools in Canada. An
invitation is extended to any inter-

ested Queen's organization to ap-

point delegates to the Congress.

The exact date of the Congress,

the program and the delegates will

be announced during the course of

the next fortnight.

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OP C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals

204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The Soap Box

Kiss Dance" preferred to lectures

and homework.

The Editor,

Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

pear Sir:

I came to Kingston and hud

mv views on college life com-

pletely changed—instead of foot-

ball and dances I discover there

are dull lectures and homework.

Mow I learn that there is to

be a Kiss Dance. This is more in

my line. I would like publicly

to thank these courageous sopho-

mores for making a life-long

dream come true. They have the

initiative to do something differ-

ent and 1 admire the spirit thus

shown by these budding engin-

eers.

Lcvana '39.

Forum

H. D. McCormick will addre

the Men's Forum at 6.45 this

evening. The meeting will be

held in the Sergeants' Mess, Stu

dents' Union.

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

jurance policy as a provision for

the future, or contemplating the

telling of life insurance as a pro-

fession, you would do well to

consider the outstanding sixty-

Four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
ig«r or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY
OF CANADA

Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1869

FISTS, FALLS AND FOILS

Just a little down and
a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Lid

J.R.C. DOBBS& CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

BY HAROLD FOKES

The boxing and wrestling

room has been a bee-hive of

activity during the past week.
The boys are taking a trip

to Brockville today, and so
all have been training ser-

iously for their bouts.

Jack Leng, who was con-

fined to the hospital after re-

ceiving several severe mat
burns at the Freshman
Assault, is expected to be
among those contesting the

160 pound wrestling title at

the Island City.

The ever-popular, fighting

parson, Sammy Delve, is

once again in training. He
has been playing football and
should be in fairly good
physical condition. Many
throws to you, Sammy.

Much interest is being

created by the prospective

trips of the boxing and

wrestling teams after Christ-

mas. The former intend to

visit Cornell University,
while the- wrestlers will
grunt their stuff at Syracuse.

The old war-horse, Jack

Ewen, certainly looks good

in training. Under the watch-

ful eye of Jack Jarvis, he has

rounded into the form which

always brings him a title.

After much hesitation

Coaches Bews and Jarvis and
Manager Cochrane have pick-

ed the following to perform

at Brockville

:

Boxing

126 pound— Bell (Q), Con-

nellyJQ).
135 pound — Williams (Q),

Spence (B).

135 pound — Irving (Q),

Williams (B>.

175 pound — J. McKenzie

(Q), J. Moore (B).

168 pound— L. MacDonald
(K), H. Squibhs (B).

160 pound — P. Black (Q),

Gobart (Q).

155 pound — Poupare (Q),

Symthe (Q).

Wrestling

165 pound — Lochnan (Q),

Carlyle (Q).

160 pound— Patterson (Q),

Running (Q).

135 pound — Forsberg (Q),

Mackay (Q).

160 pound—Leng (Q),

155 pound — Haight (Q)

Aitchison (QJ.

165 pound — Cooke (Ql

Proudfoot (Q).

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WANT 200 USED
WATERMAN PENS
Htit'i an opportunity to <«t rid 01

your old -Wiitermin Pen—and we pay
you for It.

HERE'S THE IDEA

Suppoit you own «» Witermun
Ptn. The biml L« broker, or your

pen needi rernirine. We «Uow you
ON E-H ALP lu orijrin»l in

thl» cue ;i Jp lor your nld Watermin
Pen on tilt purctme ol n new one.

This Is nn ei«llent offer. Gti out

your old Wsttrmsn Pen snrl tske id-

vtntsce of this

HALF BOUGHT PLAN

AT THE THEATRE Quality by Livingston Founded 1847

Tl VOL CAPITOL
THE IRISH IN US

With

omes Cagney, Pal O'Brien and

Frank McHugh
The Irish In Us", as a picture,

s slightly reminiscent of that de-

lectable dish "boarding-house hash"

ou wade through a great deal of

rubbish and only occasionally find

something interesting or amusing.

It is the story of an Irish family,

mothsr and three sons, with the

happy family atmosphere laid on

with a very heavy hand. So

heavily, in fact, is it laid on, that

one expects from the first that dis-

ruption will soon take place and

that it will be caused by a woman.

Women always cause disruptions

in this type of picture.

And sure enough the eldest son

—

a cop—and the youngest—who man-

ages fighters—fall in love with the

same girl and with disastrous re-

sults. Nevertheless all ends

hap [lily.

Some slight entertainment is

caused by the clowning of Frank

McHueh. as the fireman brother,

and Allen Jenkins as a punch-drunk

prizefighter. McHugh puts on orfc

of his inimitable drunk scenes

which always raise a laugh or two.

Pat O'Brien is only fair as the

policeman. There is a really good

fight scene at the end which is

worth waiting for. B— . —D. K.

Next Attraction: "Dr. Socrates",

with Paul Muni and Anne
Dvorak.

/ LIVE MY LIFE
With

Joan Crawford and Brian AhtTttB

You will find the Capitol program

exceedingly good entertainmerit,

that is, if you like witnessing

domestic squabbling.

The scene of action shifts from

a Greek island to the playgrounds

of New York's elite. Brian Aherne,

a penniless archeologist, falls

love with Joan Crawford, the

wealthy play-girl, who in turn de

cides she loves him. Things are

complicated by their difference in

social position, a second suiter of

the independent Joan, and a fiery

temper on the part of both the hero

and heroine. They storm and

fight their way through to the

final outburst at the altar, and, we

presume all ends happily.

Lavish settings, and beautiful

Crawford clothes are a background

for this comedy. There are a few-

discrepancies which you may dis-

regard. All the parts were well

cast—Frank Morgan was parti

cularly good. Alice MacMahon

did not have, on the other hand,

role adequate to the ability she has

formerly displayed.

A colour cartoon and excellent

news-reel make a B-L-f- program

—N. MacR
Next Attraction: "In Old Ken

tuckv". with Will Rogers.

LIVINGSTON'S
BEGINNING TOMORROW MORNING

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL

Film Society

''Vaudeville" with Emil Jannings

will be presented by the Film So-

ciety today at -1.00 and 8,00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall. The film did

not arrive in time to be reviewed

by the Journal but Emil Janning

can always be counted on for

performance that will make the

most of the material offered.

20 DISCOUNT
'Q SALE

OF ALL MEN'S AND YOUTHS'

OVERCOATS
NOT AN OVERCOAT WITHHELD

Our regular low price marked on each garment in plain figure*.

Deduct one-fifth and pay us balance. Hundreds of men wait to

make their purchases during our Semi-Annual Sale.

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

WHEN YOU GET AN
OMINOUS LOOKING

LETTER FROM THE
BURSAR'S OFFICE

Arts Rugby Team

The Arts Interfaculty Rugby

Team will practise on the Lower

Campus thi.-- afternoon at 3 p.m.

Murray Griffin,

Head Coach.

Alibi Out

The Alibi, "It's too slippery to

get out," perennially used by

students who cut classes on cold

and snowy days is good no longer

at the University of Wisconsin.

The old alibi will have to be re-

legated to the pages of history,

university authorities say. as they

are planning to steam heat some

of the steepest sidewalks on the

hilly campus. Heating tunnels

for the various buildings will be

run under the sidewalks.

—Indiana Daily Student.

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

CHILLY?
Not if you have a suit of good wool underwear|

from our men's department. 'Drop in and see

the assortment we have here at most moderate

prices

—

TURNBULLS PENMANS
HATCHWAY

All good makes Various weights

john LAIDLAW & son

172 Princess Street

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Callas ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE C1TY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a-m. to 8 pjn-

Real value for your money—Give u* a trial Ask for our rommutation ticket

FINE WATCH REPARINCi
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Ler.se. Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
Watchmakers and Optometrists

216 PRINCESS ST.
PHONE 1JJ7

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS
.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS *

Every
Programmer!

. u 117 Brock St. Description
Constitutions r

Phone 1510

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BV APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoau's Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 5I9 - " PBiHttMl*

JURY& PEACOCK
gPHOHE 543 • HEXTTOLOBLAWS^
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EII1TOH IN CHiEF

J. CROMWELL YOUNC-40M
BUSINESS MANAGER—C A. JAMES— IMO-F—17(9

H. V. SHAW—1080-F MANAGING EDITOR
A. H. KENT—111! NEWS EDITOR
BETTY LAIRD—17J1W .

A- B. GRATTON— 1 1 Sfi

MARY GINN—1199 W
ANDY RODGER—37 1 J

DAVTD KIN'LOCH—J JJO

GOLDWIN SMITH— 1*10 W
J. F. 1KLES—J707 H
EDMU.S'U DERBY—I8B7-F _
NORMA MicROSTIE—194 _

ASST NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
LEVANA EDITOR

ARTS EDITOR
EXCHANGE EDITOR

MEDS. EDITOR
SCIENCE EDITOR

_ LITERARY EDITOR
THEATRE EDITOR

Iiill Hannic. Arw '18

Bm Neville, Art* 'IB

Jack Alley, Arti '18

Alin Johnjoo, Aru '19

Mic GrimiriB, An* '17

M,. : Lt H. :..„.-, Sc.
Don Toppin. Am '18

P. S. DroidliDrat, Sc. '17

Ailr-ri Muon, Ler.
PMHi Vid Luvcd, Ln.
Helm Milton. Lcr. 'U
Mac Hubbdl. Com. '11

A- C. Wtfiton, Sc. 'J|
Join Swill Lcr. 'II
Aileen O'GniJ/, Ler. 'Jl

NEWS REPORTERS
M.i- MfGufrt. Ln. 3t
FieJa BelVin. Lt*. 'II!.- Slmet Ler. '19

Clidri Smilh, Le*. '17

BtHi Ler. 'i

Beiir Clbioo, Lc*. '19

Fnnca Thornpra. Lit.

DofolhT Din'ditra, Ler.

A. Atiboli, Sc. '!>

Vol Rotic/Uon. Lei. '17

M ..ii' I . Let. '16

Jim Kidd, Sc 'J9
'|

L.t.ri l'..nr. Mull. '«
J.xrph G>scnl.litl, Mcda. 'AO

tllfl Fonrth, Moll. 'Jl

It i> hoped that students will take ad-

vantage of tho sjiace for "remarks" on the

ballot to give any other views they may

have on the subject. If you hold any other

view than those which appear, write it on

the space reserved for the purpose.

The Journal urges every student to co-

operate and make this poll a success. It is

undertaken in the hope that it will be bene-

ficial to the student body. So please vote

—and vote seriously.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

SPORTS STAFF
Poke*, Art* 'II I. Edwtnb. Art* *17

i
'39 J. MicDoarJd, Sc 'V

J7 I' M tci.-. Art* 'II

H. P.
M. II

F. Murphjr. Art

Office—Student*

Frcu Oflice

FRIDAY NOVfiMBl

For Peace, Learning and
Science

One hundred years ago last Monday
Andrew Carnegie was born in a humble
cottage in Dunfermline, Scotland, and the

world has reason to be thankful for his

birth. Queen's, itself, has benefitted great-

ly from the millions he left to carry on

educational work in all parts of the world.

Many of the books in the Douglas Library

have been bought with Carnegie's money.

Our Resident Artist is here through a

Canu fie Grant. Many hundreds of Jewish

professors and scientists, exiled from Ger-

many, have been aided by money which he

gave to the world.

It seemed inconceivable in his youth

that within a few decades he would be the

most powerful industrial figure in the

United States. At the age of twelve he

came to America with his family who were

having b hard time of it in their Scottish

village. But, although poor, they were a

cultured group and young Andrew was
raised on literature, philosophy, and ad-

vanced social and political ideas.

On his arrival in America he became a

telegraph messenger, then shifted to the

railroads for twelve years, and finally be-

gan his adventure in steel which was to

hring hiin millions. Before be was seventy-

five he had given away $300,000,000. Of
the $150,000,000 that remained he gave
$125,000,000 to the Carnegie Corporation of

New York. It is said that be intended to

keep the final $25,000,000 for his own use
but gave away another $10,000,000 to a de-

Irving cause which he had overlooked.

In 1868 he decided to devote his money
to the cause of making the world a better

place in which to live. He felt that he was
not handing out his wealth but handing it

back. Peace, knowledge and science were
necessary, be knew, to forge a better world,
His funds built the Peace Palace at the
Hague atid established the Carnegie En-
dowment for International Peace. He es-

tablished a . Hero Fund for exceptional

courage in everyday life because he felt that

all the glory should not go to the heroes
of battle.

Through the Carnegie Institute of
Washington he aided every kind of scien-
tific research. Carnegie scientists are
scattered about the globe. He knew the
value of reading, as a boy. and, in later
years, he built 2.811 libraries. The public
libraries of many Canadian towns and cities

owe their origin to Andrew Carnegie. He
was one of the pioneers in a new realm of
giving.

Vote Seriously

(Con turned from page 1)

Boxes will also be placed in Ban Rigb Hall
and the Students' Union. Voting will take
place from tomorrow morning until next
Wednesday noon in order that those stu-
dents who are unable to get ballots from
today's Journal may clip them from Tues-
day's edition. The results will

next Friday's issue.

Thinking in Education
"Go to college and leam how to live, not

just to obtain the skills for earning a living,"

students are constantly told by their professors

and advisers.

But how? The student of not great tal-

ents often discovers that routine college

courses deaden his first sharp eagerness for

knowledge and scatter his thoughts. A col-

lege senior many times has less originality and

fewer enthusiasms than the high school senior.

He knows facts, but he is not a thinker,

and he hasn't built up his inner resources.

Some colleges in the East, however, have a

remedy for the uninspired student. The}' are

cutting down the number of studies a year

and bringing in a less formal plan of teaching.

Vassar College this year requires only four

courses instead of five. The help of tutors is

provided first in the sophomore year and in-

creases in ihe senior year in preparation for a

final examination over the field of major study.

Swartlimore has further reduced the num-
ber of studies to give the student more free-

dom lo follow up questions that arise in his

mind and to read more books that he wants
to read. Swarthmore professors believe that

their students should have more leisure time

for music and art, for creative writing and for

handicrafts and hobbies.

For ten years, Princeton has had a four-

course plan for upperclassmen. Last year it

was changed to give the best students of the

senior class a "three-course" schedule for the
fir.it semester and a "no-course" program for
iheir final semester. These honour men must
do only three things in their last term—make a

weekly report to advisers, write a departmental
thesis and take a general examination. How
they study ami investigate is their own concern.

Some of the other colleges and universities

using similar plans are Ihe University of Chi-
cago, University of Buffalo, Goucber, Colgate,

Bennington, Sarah Lawrence and Rollins.

Ferms College, a Y.M.C.A. school in Cleve-
land, last year tried a "blended curriculum"
in which student groups and advisers worked
together on a broad problem such as "How
can we improve Cleveland?" They tackled

the question through their study of sociology,

economics, fine arts and expression.

All these plans are experimental. But
under such programs, with good men to advise
them, students will have more freedom to be
themselves.

Education should not be a knowledge of
little tricks for getting by in the world. It is

a study of basic principles, of fundamental
methods, and experience in intellectual curio-
sity, an intellectual discipline, an adventure in
intelligent living.

It does, indeed, need more quality, more
discrimination, more creative experience, less
quantity, fewer tricks of trade, less mediocrity,
fewer shortcuts and formulae.

—Columbia Missourian.

ippear

Hitler and Mussolini

BY EMIL LUDWJG

Two powers are a menace to peace, Ger-
many and Italy. But while the Italian war in

Africa is not necessarily a world danger, Ger-
many and the German people's character,
which I have sludicd for the past thirty years,
are. There is a difference between Mussolini,
who docs not believe everything he says, and
Hitler, who does.

Italy will soon come to terms with England,
and Mussolini will get his share in Africa. The
intervention* of the white race in Africa may
or may not be humanitarian. But Mussolini
makes a mistake by thinking that he will be
able lo civilize that country within twentv
years. Within that time the general situation
will not have changed, either in Italy or in
Ethiopia. Mussolini really does not dream of
a Roman empire. It is just a gesture of his
and a tremendous bluff.—New York Times.

Official Notices

Faculty of Mrts

Last Lectures of the First Term

All classes in the Faculty of Arts will close

on Friday, December 13th, at noon.

Classes will be resumed Tuesday, January

7th, 1936, at 8 a.m.

Final examinations in half-courses of the

first term are being written from January 3rd

to January 7th.

Christmas Examination

The attention of students is called to

the final draft of the Christmas Examina-

tion Time-table, which is posted on the

official bulletin board in the Douglas

Library.

Special Fores for Christmas Holidays

Students and teachers are entitled to spe-

cial train rates on tickets for Christmas holi-

days. Certificates for presentation at the

ticket office may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office. The tickets are good for the period

from December 20th to January 7th.

Comprehensive Examinations

Candidates working towards the Honours

degree under
I
the new System of Studies

should note that they will be required to take

in the final year five Comprehensive Examina-

tions in the Major subject. The Comprehen-

sive Examinations will be departmental papers

and each will be read by at least two examin-

ers. One of the five examinations may be

oral. The final standing will be determined

partly by course examinations and sessional

work but chiefly by the five Comprehensive

Examinations.

Candidates wUl be exempt from the regular

sessional examinations in the Major subject

but will be required to write examinations in

such Reading courses, courses in the Minor

and general courses as are taken in the final

year.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any
branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-
ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women
This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on
evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Slogans

"Carthage must be destroyed"—an old man
spoke,

And thousands, answering his cry, laid down
Their lives—their bright young lives—that

foreign gold

Might flow unchallenged into Roman marts.

"God wills it." Then men fought the Holy
Wars,

And children, thinking they should cross the

seas

To save the birthplace of the gentle Girist,

Were lured on sailing boats and sold as slaves,

While merchants filled their coffers full of

gold.

"A war to end all war," or if that seem
Too wild a dream, "A war to make the world
Safe for democracy." Again they went.
The youth with souls uplifted, giving all

They had to give, to make the world more
safe

For those who heaped up fortunes here at

home.

Oh, wise-eyed youth, who look at war today
And see it as it is, beware the time
When those who trade in death shall find the

words
For some new slogan, with its shining lie.—Makcaict King Moore, in New York Times.

Roberts D iscourses

On British Painting

"British Painting from the Si

teenth Century to the Present" was

ihe subject of an illustrated lecture

on Tuesday by Goodridge Roberts
:

resident artist at Queen's, to the

Kingston Art Association.

Mr. Roberts first showed ex

amples of the work of such artists

as Holbein, Lely and Hogarth, and

traced the advance of portrait

painting during this period.

Gainsborough and Reynolds, or-

iginal members of the Royal Acad-

emy, were a strong influence in the

field of portraiture in the eighteenth

century, and Reynolds is often said

to be the greatest of all English

portrait-painters. His picture of

Dr. Johnson is strong and full of

the character of the sitter.

Richard Wilson was the first

British landscape painter of genius.

He was followed by Crome, who
broke away from the old brown

tradition and began painting earth

and sky as he saw them. Turner

and Constable reached the peak in

landscape painting of this period,

and their work is direct and true to

nature.

Two examples of the work of

William Blake served to show his

mysticism and his interest in scrip-

tural and allegorical subjects—an

interest which was somewhat like

that of pre-Raphaelites who in the

nineteenth century reacted against

the superficial dexterity of tech-

nique and intellectual emptiness inio

which English painting had fallen.

The motto of the pre-Raphaelites,

"Truth, not imitation of the old

masters, but that close study 0 f

nature which the old masters prac-

tised," was exemplified by Holman

Hunt, Millais and Rossetti, who
very often had story subjects for

their pictures.

J. M. Whistler was one of the

earliest of the Impressionists, and

while reacting against the pre-

Raphaelites, greatly influenced Eu-

ropean as well as English painters.

Modern painters such as Amesby

Brown, Frank Brangwyn, Augustus

John and Paul Nash show various

phases of the impressionistic and

post-impressionistic schools of land-

scape painting. Much of their work

is strong and vigorous.

In the field of modem portraiture

the late Sir William Orpen, Sir

John Lavery and Dame Laura

Knight are among the most popular

and interesting.

When better dates are made they

won't be blind. Ask the man who

phones one.—Gateway.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

Nov. 29 ! Science '36 Grant Hall
|

1.25 C. Sager Jack Telgman

Dec, 6 | Science '3B Grant Hall
|
1.25 A. Miller Kuth Knowlton

Ian. 10
|
Arts '36 Grant Hall | 1.00 R. Park Jack Telgman

[an. 17
I
Arts Formal Grant Hall

1
Ken Day

Jan. 22
|
Levana Forma! Ban Righ

|
2.00 E. Cameron

|an. 24
|
Levana Formal Ban Righ | 2.50 E. Cameron

Jan. 31
|
Science '39

r

Feb. 7
|
Science Formal Gym W. Lewis

Feb. 14
1 Newman Club

1

Feb. 21
|
Meds '40

!

Feb. 28
|
Meds '39

1

Mar. 6
!
Science '37

1

Mar 17
1 Meds '38

1

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BUY YOUR "CRESTED"
CIGARETTES HERE

UNIVERSITY DBUC STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Open 7.30 a.m. Close at 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Bu*. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment o£ Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

fHaruiolt» ©afe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

Heated Cabs

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHYS
123-125 PRINCESS ST.

SHOE
STORE
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

WESTSIDES HERE FOR

. R. F. U. SEMI-FINAL

WESTSIDES

For the second succcisi

BACK IN TOWN AGAIN
ve Saturday Toronto Wcstsidcs Jun

to tangle with Queen
r O.R.
ni'fc

.oiled to arrive on, time for their
youngsters and as a result the
here tn-niorrow to play a sudden-

ly U. champs will journey to Ki

Last week the Golden Tom
scheduled fixture with the Tii

Toronto kids have been ordered

death game with the local gridii

The winners oii this content will clash with the winners of the western
division of the U.K.r.U. a week from to-morrow.

The local Collegians haven't seen action in an actual grid contest
(or three weeks, hut have been turning out daily at the stadium for
conditioning grinds and will be in top form for Saturday's struggle.

HOCKEY SITUATION STILL DOUBTFUL
Following the decision of the A. B. of C to withdraw the Univer-

sity's entry from senior Intercollegiate hockey competition, the puck
chasms situation at Queen's still remains "in the formative stage.

Negotiations lor the Tricolor's entry into the Ottawa Valley League'
have been going on for the past two weeks but as yet it is not definitely

known whether the clubs in that circuit will be in favor of admitting

the Tricolor to competition.

Up to the present a hockey coach has not been appointed, but it

is likely that Senator Jack Powell will again guide the destinies of the
Tricolor puck squads. Practices will probably begin early neat week
and until then it is difficult to get a line on just how the teams are

going to shape up.

The senior six will be practically intact from last season, but it

will miss the services of Mac Forsythe, ace goaler, who will be stopping

pucks up in the north country this winter. However, Queen's will trot

out two strong sextettes and regardless of what leagues they will be

found in they will give College fans plenty to shout over.

INTERFACULTY RUGBY BEGINS MONDAY
Certain indications of the winter season will he in evidence on Mon-

day afternoon when the Interfaculty rugby series will get under way

with .last year's champions Arts hooking up with Science at 1.45 on

the Lower Campus.
The annual competition will be over by next Friday and football

will fade out for the year at Queen's at that time.

Little is known at the present moment about the respective merits

of the contending squads, but Sammy Delve says that his Theologs

will prove to be the darkhorses of the loop. That, however, remains

to be seen.
EASTERN GRID FINAL TO-MORROW

To-morrow Hamilton Tigers, the hottest grid team in the east for

the past month, will attempt to dethrone Sarnia Imperials, present

Dominion titleholders in a sudden death eastern final at Varsity Stadium.

Toronto. '

. . i
The dopestcrs are a trifle hesitant in picking the winners ot to-

morrow's struggle for both outfits have power aplenty and each will

shoot the works in order to qualify for the all Canadian final to be

played a week hence. .

After watching the Jungle Kings roll up a record score against

Queen's last week in Hamilton we are inclined to install the Cats as

favorites in to-morrow's clash, hut at the same time the undoubted

class of the Imps must not be overlooked. A team that can complete

its schedule two years hand running without a defeat has what it takes

and then some.

fOI

ARTS RUGBY TITLE

ANNEXED BY SOPHS

1936 PUCK PLANS
ARE NOT SETTLED

In' er- Faculty Rugby
Dates Are Announced

(Continued from page 1)

norm on Saturday determined to

We the measure of the Tricolor

kids.

Little is known about the Cold-

Tornados, although the Tor-

to team has received plenty of

publicity this past week, due

rgely to that eventful journey

ade to the Limestone City last

week-end. It can be taken for

granted however, that the T.R.U.

representatives will field a squad

that will make the Tricolor lads

tep fast to capture the verdict

Tlte local Collegians, inactive

three weeks, are right on the

it for to-morrow's set-to. Coach

Griffin has had his battlers out

Or daily drills and the hoys have

been showing the same flashy

form that characterized their play

local group games. The junior

edition of the Tricolor possesses

sweet running, shifty back

division and a heavy, hard-hitting

front wall, and this combination

should be capable of toppling

Toronto's best. To date the local

kids haven't tasted defeat and

they expect to continue their

string of successes to-morrow and

to go out and win the provincial

title.

All season long the junior

Gaels have played a wide-open

pleasing brand of football and

those who attend to-morrow's

struggle will see in action the

strongest Queen's kid team that

the University has ever boasted.

The lads are deserving of the

support of every College football

(an and it is to he hoped that the

lands will be filled to-morrow

with Tricolor rooters.

Arts '38 subdued Arts '37 in

thrilling gridiron baltle on the lower

campus Monday afternoon to se-

cure the Arts Interyear rugby

championship. Led by Murray

Griffin the Sophomores by means

of a first quarter onslaught gained

a lead which stood them in good

stead when the Juniors turned loose

their steam-roller late in the second

session. The final score was 20-11

with the Sophs gaining full value

for their victory.

Arts '38 lost no time in taking

the offensive. Recovering a fumble

deep in Junior territory early in the

game they carried the ball to the

3-yard line on two plays. Here

George Ostrom reversed the field

and went around the short end for

a touch which was converted hy a

Griffin to Heenan pass. From the

kick-off '38 started another offen-

sive drive. A thirty-five yard

pass from Griffin to Sutherland and

a series of line plays culminated by

a 30-yard run by Sutherland gave

the Sophs another louch which they

failed to convert.

Facing an 11-0 deficit
'3" settled

down to hard battling and were re-

garded when Enstone took a long

pass from Macpherson and galloped

over for five points. The convert

added another to make the half-

time score 11-6. Arts '37 continued

their aggressive tactics in the third

quarter. They tied the score on a

touch half-way through the period

out the convert failed. The count

was not tied for long, Lochnan's

monstrous punt, soon after, going

for a rouge to give the Sophs

slight margin.

By the time the last quarter had

tegun the daylight was fast fading

and this proved to the advantage

«f '38. Using some of their famous

"stealth" plays which wrought so

much havoc among the Freshmen

last week, the Thirty-eighters

The college high in farcical

amusement is nearing its zero hour

as the interfaculty foothall squads

taper off their year round "post

mortem" training preparatory to

their crucial series which will oc-

cupy the campus limelight over the

coming week-end.

Arts, last year's champions de

luxe. Science, runners-up to the

men of letters, Meds, and Theology,

are all down to blue blade edge and

the winner this fall will come down

in front by a close shave.

All faculties claim that they have

the best squad in the history of

the fall "classics" and are deter-

mined to get "that there pigskin

over that there goal line somehow

and to come pounding down the

home stretch in a canter with the

aid of a liquid prompter in a de

canter:—so what

!

The following slaughters will

take place where and when:

Science vs. Arts—Mon., Dec. 2.

Medicine vs. Theology— Wed.,

Dec. 4.

The winners of the above pair-

jjs will meet in the play-off on

Saturday, Dec. 7. All games will

be played at the Lower Campus at

1.45 p.m. sharp.

FOOTBALL PLAYERS

JOINCAGEASPIRANTS

(Continued from page 1)

forming in Canada today. His

extreme height coupled with very

flashy ball handling might make

him a valuable playmaker. A
knee injury has kept him from

very active practice but he ex-

pects to be handing it out with

the best of them by next week

fowled over the opposition .ith

In a City League game Mon

day afternoon at the gym the "IS'

team defeated R. M. C. by tin

score of 17-14. The game wa;

very slow and the Tricolor offen

sive did not get clicking until well

into the second half. The Cadet;

put on a last minute spurt led bj

MacDonald but failed to over

come the lead. There were no

dividual stars on either side

and at times both sides looked

agged. Harry Sonshine was

high scorer with seven points

There is one game left to play-

namely, the Queens "A" and

"B" teams must meet in the near

future. The date has not been

A week ago plans for the forth-

coming hockey season were very

problematical and they arc still in

the process of development without

any definite decision likely for an-

other week or so.

At present there seems to he the

probable alternative of the Queen's

senior team cither entering the local

Senior "B" O.H.A. group or the

Lanark County League which

part of the Ottawa and District

Hockey Association. This county

league was composed last year of

such teams as Perth, Smith's Falls,

and Carleton Place.

A Queen's entry in the local

group would receive welcome ad-

mittance while a berth in the Lan-

ark County League would require

unconditional assent from all the

county teams, and it is feared that

this might not be procured without

extensive dickering on the part of

the college A. B. of C.

There seems to Ire two obstacles

the way of securing Lanark con-

sent, one is the matter of finances,

and the other the question of com-

petitive strength.

If the Lanark moguls were sure

that the county league games would

draw well in the Limestone City,

then apparently there would he no

hesitation on their part in granting

the Tricolor a franchise. But if

their decision should be based on

the last drawing power of the local

O.H.A. group, Queen's would re-

ceive small consideration because

these games have been sparsely at-

tended with public support decid-

dlv in the discard.

This is not really a true picture

because, as contrasted with the pre-

Christmas local city league here

O.H.A. hockey has been of a much

lower calibre and the fans will just

not attend. However, the appear

ance of new teams would create a

favourable situation and interest

would be revived to the extent that

past years attendance would not be

a sound basis for predicting the

future support which would be ac

corded a superior brand of Lanark

puckchasing.

The Lanark county represent*

lives are suspicious that a Queen's

team would !>e relatively too strong

for the other teams. Actual com-

petition can only prove or disprove

this contention and it is hoped that

Queen's will be successful in their

negotiations for a berth in the Lan-

ark loop.

EXAMINATIONS
Soon you students will all be PVT TO TEST to see if

your work is worthy enough. Ajc you ready?—We are I

All our merchandise is ready for (your examination and we

are confident that it will pass the severest tests you may
give it.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

A. TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

points in the final stanza to lead

20-11 at the closing whistle.

Even- man on the Sophomore

team played brilliantly and each

trives credit for his playing to the

water-bov who apparently had the

right "spirit". Griffin, Ostnim

Sutherland, and Lochnan were the

big ground-gainers for the winners,

while Heenan and Coulter stood

out on the defensive. For the

losers "Mucker" Macpherson and

Toe Enstone were the pick of the

hackfield with Lyons. Allen and

Dave Kinloch playing well on the

line. "Long John" Lewis, "T-wish-

] - had a -whistle-that-would-blow-

louder" Noel, and "Silent Sammie"

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WA1T SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 3S5 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

decided as yet.

and

reckless abandon and counted eight I Delve were the offtoals.

Jim Rose, former playe

coach of Queen's senior basket-

ball teams is now coaching a

team in Niagara Falls. Ont, his

home town, and rumour has it

that he seeks an exhibition game

in the local gym at some date

after Christmas. Every effort

will be made to bring this about

as Jim's popularity on the campus

should make the playing coach

and his team a good drawing

card. (Good luck to you and your

team, Jim — we know you read

the Journal.)

Is it true that, Ralph Jack, the

basketball coach, spends fifteen

minutes every night combing his

hair (?) in the dressing room?

©a Stu&pnts of flpueeiVa

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gilts

Watches *** Fasror\
Pen. and Pencil* College Insignia

Designing to Order

Smttb Eros,JN™te*$vM
t

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

'Phone 21 If

pacific Express Offtc*
180 Wellington Street

Over Cuiidl

Students of Queen s your own

with all your requirements in

and Departments

Slide Rules, Queen's

NOTICE
Book Store can furnish you

Text Books for All Faculties

Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Pennants and Cushions, Our used

Book Exchange ia at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
University Grounds ONTARIO

KINGSTON Que*

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.

88 PRINCESS STREET
"It Pays to Play Fair"

PHONE 22»

J
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Tricolor Sells For 3 Dollars
LEAVE CANAL OPEN

DEBATERS DECISION

Vote Suez Artery Shoulti

Not Be Closed
To Italy

That tlic Sue* Canal should re-

main open to Italy was the decision

of the Queen's Delating Union H
the meeting on Monday night. The

motion was defeated by a vole of

8-6.

David Henry, speaking for ihr

affirmative, stressed the fact that

Article 20 of the Covenant of tlr

League of Nations terminate*; all

treaties between League states

signed before 1918. Tims the treaty'

signed in Constantinople in ISRfi by

powers interested in the canal, is

Nullified and presents no obstacles

to the legal closing of the waterway.

Mr. Henry traced the causes »>f

the ntlo-Ethiopian war, pointing

out that should Italy triumph, she

would he in a position to menace

I gj pi and tli - 'Aitian by cutting off

the wniiT supply of the Nile. A
peaceful solution i" the war was

impossible, he contended, both Italy

'and Ethiopia having refused all at-

tempt's to solve the problem by

arbitration.

"The closing of the Suez Canal

Would be disastrous to Italy," af-

firmed the speaker. She would

have to go to Ahyssinia via the

Cape and could not carry on war

under those conditions,

In upholding the negative side,

Jack Newtands slated thai the clos-

ing of the canal was not necessary

for the operation of sanctions. It

would be a menace to world peace.

The speaker stated in the event of

war, Mussolini had and could keep,

QUEEN'S MASCOT IS

RECALLED IN TUNE

Included in the program of the

Kingston Symphony Orchestra's

annual concert to be held this Mon-

day evening at 8.15 p.m. in Grant

Hall will be "The Mascot (Boo-

Hoo)" This is a popular tune

written by O. F. Telgmann some

years ago on the occasion of

Queen's victory in the Dominion

Rugby Championships,

( Doo-Hoo, some students may re-

member, was the name of the bear

which for years was the mascot of

Queen's football teams).

O. F. Telgmann is conductor of

the Kingston Symphony, and his

son Jack, well-known as leader of

one of Kingston's dance bands, is

among those included in the or-

chestra. Altogether the Kingston

Symphony consists of 34 string in-

struments, 13 wind instruments, a

piano and timpani.

The program of the concert is as

follows : Overture, Oberon by Von
Weber; Suite, A Day in Venice, by

Nevin
;

Songs, "Standehen", by

Schubert and "Wicgenlicd" by

Brahms, sung by Mrs. S. M. Gil-

monr, wife of a Queen's professor;

Mobile, La Chasse by Seybold

;

control of the Mediterranean area.

Italy would be supplied through

Austria by Japan and Germany.

France does not wish lo act too

strongly because Italy is an import-

ant ally.

The task of closing the canal

would fall mainly to Britain and

Mr. Newlands doubted whether it

would be possible, let alone feasible,

to attempt lo keep Italy from

using it.

Dear Fellow Students:

Whm vow were in high school you thought it your duty to

buv a copv of the school's annual magazine—it was not a difficult

duty to perform because you felt that the book had definite values,

and would be realty worth keeping for future reference.

The same purpose that the annual served at high school is

filled by the Tricolor at Queen's, filled to a much greater and

more perfect degree because it aims at permanence. The Itand-

some leather-bound Tricolor becomes at once a worthy and per-

tmtient member of your library and in time, when text-books are

forgotten, it will still be read frequently.

This is perhaps contrary to the general idea that is held about

the Tricolor, namely, that it is a book for graduates only; it is

this false idea thai we wish to expel.

The other day I attempted to sell a Tricolor to a sophomore.

Here is the conversation.: In answer to my question the Soph,

replied. ".-J Tricolor? but I'm not graduating." I then asked him.

"Why do you want one in your graduating year?"'. After due

deliberation the answer come back, "For memories' sake, I

suppose."

You know as well as I. fellow students, that the book this

Soph, wanted to buy would only bring back memories of his

final year. What about the first few years? Are tlicy not worthy

of a lasting memoryf

So we are today presenting our final appeal to the students,

particularly to those not graduating. Two weeks remain during

which you can order your copy. Is it worth while? J think so.

Yours very truly,

R. A. DAVIS,
Editor-in-Chief

.

Sonata. Opus 69, by Beethoven, for

piano and violinccllo, played by

Dr. Thomas Gibson and Dr. Ger-

hardt Schmidt both of Queen's

University; Symphony, The Fare-

well, by Haydn ; Two Unique Comic

Dances (performed for the first

time in public), The Nutcracker of

Canada, and Muskoka Rustic

Dance, both by Namglet; Songs,

"Lo Hear the Gentle Lark", by

Bishop, and "Pirate Dream", by

HuertLT, sung by Mrs. Gilmour;

Sqlection, Lilac Time, by Schubert;

and the Queen's Victory March,

"The Mascot (Boo-HooJ", by

Telgmann.

Coming Events

Today

:

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

6.45p.m.—Forum
Sergeants' Mess
Students' Union

7.00p.m.—Radio Club

Room 221

Douglas Library

8.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

9.00p.m.—Sc. '36 Dance
Grant Hall

Saturday

:

2.30p.m.—Junior O.R.F.U.

Football Play-offs

Toronto Westsides vs.

Queen's

Richardson Stadium

4.00p.m.—Levana Council Tea
Ban Righ Hall

Play-offs

Sunday

:

2.30p.m.—L.S.R. Meeting

Y.W.C.A.

4>15p.m.—S.C.M. Chapel

Service

Morgan Memorial

Chapel

Old Arts Bldg.

7.00p.m.—Dr. Vlastos

Chalmers Church

Monday

:

1.45p.m.—Interfaculty Football

Arts vs. Science

Lower Campus
5.00p.m.—Tricolor Staff

Meeting

Rm. 201, Arts Bldg.

7.00p.m.—Flying Club

Rm. 301, Fleming Hall

—Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.

8.15p.m.—Kingston Symphony
Orchestra Concert

Grant Hall

RECITAL BRINGS
ORGANIST PRAISE

(Continued from page 1)

terpretation of these lilting carols

and Dr. Harrison is to be con-

gratulated on the performance of

his singers.

Reubke's powerful and magnifi-

cent Sonata in C Minor was the

most outstanding selection on
the second part of Mr. Biggs'

program. This is based on the

ninety-fourth psalm and the

music is unequalled for its sus-

tained level of power anil inter-

est. The first movement from

WidorX Fifth Symphony con-

cluded the second section of

Power Biggs* program.

In the ensuing intermission the

Choral Society rendered another

group of carols including Prae-

torius' well known "Lo, How a

Rose e'er Blooming." and a pow-

Dr. Vlastos To Speak

Dr. Gregory Vlastos of the Phii,

osophy Department of Queen's

University will speak on "The Re-

ligious- Man in the World Today"

at the evening service in Chalmers

Church on Sunday, December
1.

Rev. J. M. Shaw will lead the dis-

cussion which will follow tie

service.

erful Carpathian carol, "Hear Ye
People."

Mr. Biggs' last selections were

not on the same high level as the

rest or the program. The Pre-

lude in B Minor and Heroic Piece

by Cesar Franck required great

technical skill which Mr. Biggs
possesses in a very high degree

but were not outstanding. A
charming Prelude and Fugue in

G Minor by Marcel Dupre was
the last selection of the recital.

The Prelude was the more ap-

pealing of this work.

PHONE g£0
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmtr Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham St

©was
You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comEort of sof^neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
N DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS
MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

L.S.R. Meets On Sunday In
Y.W.C.A.

The League for Social Recon-
struction will hold its final meet-
ing of the season on Sunday, De-

cember 1st at 2.30 p.m. at the

Y. W. C. A. Mr. Walpole will

trace and consolidate the line of

study previous!) followed, indi-

cating the economic highlights
of the era of imperialism in the

19th century and its implications
in the 20th century. Discussion
will follow.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
H. K. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor
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Have >' ill heard the Meds

gong? You know, the one

uBt
goes, "When you grow too

.j „, dream. I'll have you to dis-

"—The Gatew

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Vlahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

\Vc also make shoes to order

S54
Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2353

4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Wb Darn Socks and General MendingW FREE

PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

'40 Outclasses '41

In Meds Rugby Tilt

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

Z2B Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c

With Extra Trousers 50c

Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . -40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

LOVE (AMOR MALIGNANS)

Continued front Tuesday

Symptoms (continued) : De-

lirium is quite common; it is

paroxysmal and of the joyful

type, giving a sure sign of the

firm hold oE the disease. At times

the patient refuses food and ad-

vice and will not be comforted.

Often there is a mania for writ-

ing poetry. The eye "symptoms

are peculiar. The pupil will not

respond to light. This disease

causes blindness in many cases.

There is frequently a far awaj

look in the eye, accommodation

for near objects being interfered

with. At times there is intense

thirst and the patient may tak

to drink. The capillaries of the

face will often relax giving rise

to extensive flushing. The heart

heats very rapidly as a rule. It

is not uncommon for the patient

to spend hours in arranging his

personal appearance. In such

cases the outlook is grave. Moon-

light nights seem to aggravate

the toxic delirium of joy. There

we see that while the primary

lesion is in the heart, the

symptoms arc rather those of a

disordered brain

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Diagnosis: When the patient

head over ears in the disease

the diagnosis is simple. The

frequent sighing, flushing of the

face, praeternatural mobility of

the heart and the far away gaze

indicate the trouble. Upon mak-

ing a microscopic examination of

verses and letters written by the

patient, if the germ Cupid is

found it is conclusive evidence

that the trouble is love.

Prognosis: The disease runs,

a rule, a protracted course. It

is apt to recur in many. Com-

plete recover)' however is rare.

Cases supposed to have been

urcd generally show callous for-

mation -with hardening and scar

tissue in the position of the

wound.
Treatment: (1) Prophylactic

Keeping company should be

avoided. The mind should be

trained to rule the heart. (2)

Hygienic—A sea voyage to the

Arctic regions is often helpful.

Cold baths are recommended, and

an ice cap to the head may be of

service.

The physician should try to

allay the emotional symptoms by

the giving of sound advice, but

this does not seem to be very

successful. Occupation of the

mind with other things and fresh

air are good remedies. Alcohol

must be prohibited. Tobacco

seems to soothe the disordered

nervous system. It acts as a

olace and should be tried. Drugs

are not of much use. Iron in the

form of a "knocker" is often bene

ficial. Arsenic in the form

Paris Green has been tried, but

we would not recommend

Calcium and magnesium taken

over long periods is the late

treatment. The belief is that

there will be a calcareous deposit

in the heart walls with consc

nuent hardening and the cond

tion of "stony heart" will

reached which means almost cer

tain cure.

In a close and exciting struggle

featured by welr*played foolbnlt.

the Meds Sophomores defeated the

Freshmen by the score of 8-0. The

much heralded "Big Blur Team" of

Meds MO outclassed their opposi-

tion and showed that they will be

logical contenders for die Meds

Inlcrfaculty rugby title.

Burly Ed Gibson was the star

player for the Sophs and accounted

for all his team's points. Archer,

Anderson and Handfonl were also

outstanding for the Senior men

with the latter two showing mar-

vellous ground-gaining ability.

The Freshmen team acquitted

themselves nobly and were led ir

their attacks by Carson and Weaver

Their inexperience in Medical foot

hall games cost them the decision

The Waterboys were much in evi

dence. They used the usual

bottle water to revive th(

whenever the game seemed to

flowing up.

The head linesman was foolish

enough to call an offside on the

2nd year team, on a drop kick play

I
that had just netted them 3 points.

The Soph team and their supporters

immediately chased him from the

held and appointed a head linesman

from their own year.

After that the game featured by

high tackles arfd-freshmcn penal-

ties went smoothly until the final

quarter, when it was discovered, to

the amazement of everyone hut the

Freshmen, that the Freshmen were

playing IS men.

To even matters up the Sophs

called in all their subs and some

of their supporters. The First

vear retaliated by ringing in their

H. H. Langford Addresses

Plying Club Monday

Members of the Queen's Fly-

ing Club arc asked to attend a

t-ery important meeting at 7.00

p.m. Monday evening in Room
30f, Fleming Hall.

H. H. Langford will give a

Venire on night and blind flying,

and flying in the north.

Elections will be held to fill

two vacancies on the committee.

Since this is the last meeting

of the fall term, the ground school

attendance sheet will be posted.

remaining subs and the game

went on to a grand climax.

He: Tell

.10 do you have

boys' She: I giv

me F.smerilda. why
so many boy-friends?

e up.

We read that a surgeon has

succeeded in making over the

feet of a middle-aged woman. It's

the opportunity of a liletimc to

observe what comes of giving an

old trick new dogs.

—The Gateway.

Siddy-widdy says that fun is

like insurance, the older you get

the more it costs you.

of

be

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

It-RAY Q*8
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 185*

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

WEAK STRUCTURE
HAMPERS ACTORS

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St "Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
- TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.

ST

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

(Continued from page 1)

'39 student has shown exceptional

talent in composing the song hits

of "June Moon".

Erskine Morden gives a splendid

performance as the central figure of

the play, Fred Stevens, a lyric

writer from Schenectady aspiring to

fame on Broadway. In addition to

clever lines, the part calls for a

good deal of action, and Mr.

Morden leaves nothing to be desired

in his portrayal of the small town

hoy making good in the big city.

The characterization seems a bit

exaggerated, but that is the fault

of the play rather than the actor;

and although we know that no

G.E. employee could be quite so

ignorant, apparently Fred Stevens

is the New Yorker's conception of

the typical up-stater.

Gladys Smith is a convincing

heroine in the role of Edna Baker,

the unsophisticated girl who first

captivates the unsuspecting Fred.

Miss Smith displayed a real under-

standing of this part and gained the

sympathy of the audience from the

beginning.

Eileen Workman as Lucille, dis-

satisfied wife of the song-writer,

Paul Sears, plays a part which,

.while essentially comic, is more than

slightly tinged with the dramatic.

"Workie". in our opinion, gave the

best display of real dramatic abil-

ity in the easy manner of her

interpretation.

Betty MacKenzie in the unsym-

pathetic role of Eileen, Lucille's

sister, falls a little short in her at-

tempt to portray the gold-digger.

Her stage presence and her cos-

tumes, however, were effective

throughout.

Bernard O'Beirn did not present

a very convincing Paul Sears, com

poser of a one-time hit. While h

actions were good, his manner was

somewhat stilted. Maxie Schwartz

the good fairy who untangled

Fred's love affairs, was well played

by Lawrence Sabbath.

Lome Green called upon at th

last minute to replace Bernie Lewis

gave a brilliantly polished perform

ance as Benny Fox, another song

writer.

Gerald Chernoff, of "Oedipus

fame, showed a certain lack-

feeling in the role of Mr. Hart

music publisher, and failed to gi

that abandonment to the part which

characterized the acting of Lome

Greene.

Shelia Skclton was good a

Goldie. the office force at Hart'

and Patricia Hatheway was

Broadwav baby par excellence.

Special mention must be made of

the Window Geaner, so delight-

fully played by Dave Malen: al-

though he appeared only momcn

tarily he remains one of our happi

est memories of "June Moon". His

scene with Benny Fox was

masterpiece of humour and

pression.

Overlooking the weakness of

Tune Moon" we appreciate the

ability with which the Dramat.c

Guild interpreted the humour of the

play and the subtle differences of

character.

The Kingston Symphony

Orchestra will give their

23rd Annual Concert

Monday, Dec. 2nd, 1935

IN GRANT HALL

Admission: 35c or 3 for $1.00

Balcony 25c

TWEDDELL'S ANNUAL

Winter Sale
Which Opened Last Saturday

Has Been Most Successful Ever Since

The opening day und the following

days have been the biggest business

days we have had since we have been

In business. The public of the City

and Dlstrlot took advantage of our

Winter Bale, because Ihey know

sale is somewhat different - It Is gen-

uine. Quality Clothing and Furnish-

ings at drastically reduced prices.

The moat important pari of it i»

that It Is right In season. Unusually

mild weather Ibis Fall has made Hiese

savings possible for you. You can

thank the weatherman.

Were you one of those who iltend-

ed our sale? U nut - net quickly.

Take advantage of these great sav-

ings.

KINGSTON DAYS
THURSDAY - FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Shop at Tweddell's Winter SHe for

reul values and receive prtee cou-

pons with every purchase a^ well

Overcoats
$14.45

$17.45

$19.45

$22.45

$27.45

Suits
REGULAR CZ2JU

SALE PRICE

KEG ULAB 117.50

SALE PRICE

REGULAR 130.00

SALE PRICE

REGULAR K5.00
SALE PRICE

REGULAR HO 00

SALE PRICE

$14.45

$17.45

$19.15

$22.45

$27.45

Furnishings at Winter Sale Prices
Save on Furnishings, too-und with Christmas gift buyiiifi ouh/a few weeks off

,1 will pay you to take advantage of these reductions now. Shirts. Arrow and

SteUonTties, socks, gloves, scarves and many seasonable lines at real savings.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
HOTEL LA 8ALLE 3LDG.

137-139 PRINCESS ST
PHONE 3706
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(of this week) ONLY

C. & E. LEWIS

FAMOUS

NORTHAMPTON

ENGLISH SHOES

Reg. $8.50 to $9.50

F0R $6.95

IN SMOOTH OR

GENUINE SCOTCH

GRAIN LEATHERS

BUY NOW AND

SAVE

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Kinnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

LIVED WITH ARABS
DISGUISED AS NATIV

Major T. H. Carter who lived

for some years as a native among

the Arabs, described his experi

enccs in a lecture entitled, "Death

in the Desert" at Oialmcr

Church on Monday evening,

Major Carter was a member o

the British Secret Service, and

has been honored by our own

tnd foreign governments for his

services during the Great War.

For t lie two years preceding the

war. he lived in Ethiopia and the

rior. and in 1914 was sent by

the British Government to live

mong the Arabs as one of them.

Twice his disguise was penetrat-

ed, and he was in danger of tor

tun- and death. The famous

Lawrence of Arabia" rescued

him on both these occasions

Major Carter said that the

\rabs were on the whole a most

spicable race, only equalled by

the Turks. He gave lurid de-

scriptions of his adventures with

the Arabs, the Turks and Amcri
cans. "Every Canadian, espec

ially every Canadian woman
should be humbly grateful for

living in a decent and moral

country," he said. He admitted

there were a few redeeming char

acteristics in the Arabs.

"The Ethiopians are a fine

nation," he continued, "and
should not be called Negroes
they are Senees. Their main mis
fortune is that the country is

overrun with priests. I am cer-

tain there will never be another

Great War, for the Italians can-

not possiby conquer the Ethiop-

ans — the weather conditions

alone would prevent them."

The lecture was illustrated

with lantern slides, including

views of Marseilles, Naples, Con-
stantinople, Palestine, Egypt and
Baghdad, and many pictures of

the natives.

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Cor. King and Johnson Sta.

Phone*: Office 911—Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

3B6 Princesi St Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

,
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 330

Cor. Princai and Wellington

WE DELIVER

SCIENCE SENIORS
DANCE TO-NIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

air which he has named "The Tri-

color". And on this eve it shall re-

sound, for it's initial debut, through-
out the Hall of Grant
And to you more fortunate ones

who have heard and hearkened to

my prophecy before, have pity on
thy brethren more blind than thou,

for methinks there shall be weep-
ng and gnashing of teeth by those
who gain not admission. - For-
sooth, the lights shall be soft—

fter than e'er before—and the
music enticing — and they shall

stand without and bewail they
were so negligent in producing the
necessary shekels for writ of
idmission.

Haste, for the hour is almost at
hand. Godspeed, to Cec. Sager,
M99-W; Bruce Clement, A77-V,
md Les Emery, 3112-W.

I have spoken II

Expect 75 Hostesses
At Kiss Dance

There are two theories in circu-
lation regarding the Science "38

Kiss Dance.

It is understood that one of these
is that there will be 75 professional
hostesses at the dance. This is

borne out by the rumour that Alfic
Mill' r. the COnvener, is leaving fur
Montreal this week-end. The other
is thai he ts being run out of town
by infuriated Science students who
cannot obtain tickets for the
function.

It was learned however, from re-
liable sources that there are still 50
tickets for sale. Therefore this lat-
ter couldn-t be the reason for the
alleged trip to Montreal.

QUARTZ VEIN HOLD

MANY R1CHDEP0SITS

(Continued from page 1)

the iron formations of the north is

*o great that they have no value as

commercial iron ores.

The interest of quartz lies not

its abundance— but rather in the

rarer forms in which it is some-

times found. Most of these odd

forms are on display in the West

wing of the Miller Museum. Rock

crystal, which is one of the most

common forms, is merely pure

quartz which nature has allowed

to crystallize into six-sided prisms

which are pointed at the end. These

may vary from minute pajticles up

to crystals two or more .feet

length.

Some of the largest rock

crystals are cut and polished into

perfect spheres, such as crystal

gazers use, and are then worth up

$2,000 or $3,000. Sections of

rock crystals are employed in the

transmitters of radio stations

order to retain an exact frequency

or wave-length.

The amethyst is another variety

of quartz, and its use as a gem-

stone is well known. Other varie-

ties arc rose-coloured, and the yel-

low species is known as False

Topaz or Citrine. Many of these

coloured quartz crystals are cut and

mounted as low-priced gems ; but

most of them are of little value and

may lose their colour on heating.

The reader, however, is not urged

to test the genuiness of his jewels

by this method.

So far we have dwelt on the

transparent varieties of quartz; but.

in the Miller Museum, there are

many fascinating opaque specimens.

Of these, carnelian is crimson,

chrysophase is applegreen and

asma almost approaches the

emerald in colour. The onyx and

agate are two well known varieties

of quartz which are composed of

othing more than different col-

oured layers of silica. Jasper and

flint arc other silica minerals which

ere indispensible before the inven-

tion of the match.

Pure quartz is either white or

colourless, and the different hues

possessed by these specimens are

due to minute amounts of other ele-

ments. Cat's Eye and Tiger's Eye

are two striking varieties which are

composed of fine silica fibres pro-

ducing a silky luster.

The opal is a first cousin of

quartz which contains water in ad-

lion to the silica. It is composed

f fine lamellae of silica which im-

part an iridescent sheen when
polished. In the Miller Museum
the opal is displayed in both the

natural and polished stone in the

exhibit of gemstones. Also there

arc on display many 6nc examples

of fossil wood in which the wood
fibres have been replaced by silica

thus preserving the original struc-

ture of the wood.

How many people have seen a

rock which is flexible? In the

Museum there are a few specimens
of Itacolumite, a variety of sand-

stone, which possesses the unusual
property of flexibility. It is found
in India and Brazil and a slab of
this rock two feet long may easily

ARTS COURT RAPS
"LOVE AND KISSES

The Arts Court held their first

session of the year last Thursday in

the Banquet Hall of the Union

Several prominent members of the

Faculty were called upon to de-

fend their fair names against the

merciless besmirching of the pro

secuting attorneys, Mac Hubbell

and Don Lapp.

Harry Sonshine was maliciously

accused of making a girl blush

This charge was obviously trumped

up because everybody knows that

Harry is absolutely incapable

such a grave offence (not our Love

ind Kisses Sonshine). However

he was not there to vindicate him

elf against his prosecutors.

Norm Giristie and Ralph Tack

were all made to feel the power of

Good old British Justice." Bill

Stephen was Senior Judge and was

gentle, yet not too gentle with of

fenders, after all there is money to

be made in fining people.

Test Broadcast By
C F R C Successful

A program intended for distant

isteners was broadcast from

Queen's radio station CFRC be

tween the hours of four and five

Sunday morning, to test the range

and quality of the equipment. Prof.

S. C. Morgan was in charge of the

broadcast and was assisted by Prof

Stewart . who operated the

ransmitter.

The program, consisting of

honograph recording and DX taps

was dedicated to Canadian DX Re-

lay of Goderich, Canada's only

radio club. Their representative at

Queen's, Mr. Leslie Scourfield, an

nounced the program.

A number of letters have been

coming in from various points in

Canada and the United States,

stating that the broadcast was well

received.

S. P. M. AND L S. R.

SENDING DELEGATES

he bent with one hand.

A disease which is becoming in-

creasingly frequent is caused by the
inhalation of quartz dust over a
period of years. Silicosis or miner's
consumption, as it is sometimes
called, is common in some mining
districts where the men work un-
derground. Silicosis causes a fib-

rosis of the lungs which is analogous
to tuberculosis.

The Museum, which comprises
the ground floor of Miller Hall, is

open from eight in the morning un-
til five in the afternoon and is free
of access to anvone.

Professor E. Duthie and Donald
Toppin will represent the Student

Peace Movement of Queen's at the

second Canadian Congress Against

War and Fascism to be held in To-
ronto on December 6, 7 and 8. The
League for Social Reconstruction

has chosen Dr. G. B. Reed and Alex
Jeffrey as delegates.

Organizations throughout the
world will be represented at the

Congress. Among the outstanding

personalities who will attend are

Professor R. M. Lovett, editor of

the "New Republic," Heywood
Broun, famous columnist, Hanns
Eisler. noted German composer and
Sonya Banting, daughter of the
premier of Sweden

The organization and unification

of those bodies leading in the fight

against war and fascism is to be
further improved and developed;

plans for action are to be laid that

the widespread resistance to these

twin menaces may be made more
powerful and more effective

The reports of the S.P.M. and
the L.S.R. delegates to the Con-
gress will be made public to the

student and faculty bodies of the

university at the beginning of next
term.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays l5jj

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL &TLATER
Phone 64i

Serving -Queen's over 30

292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

Z94 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2boh

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

Personal Christmas Carftjs
WITH YOUR OWN YEAR CREST—EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. ORDER
EARLY. PRINTING FOR EVERY PURPOSE. STUDENTS LOOSE

LEAF FILLS, BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
Phone 485 Wellington Street

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

FRANK CCEBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOf
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
ortraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We nave these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
. J9 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

LOST

A blue mottled fountain pen, with
Mace/s, New York, inscribed on it.

Finder please return to Sheila Skel-
ton, Ban Righ Hall.

'Mr. Williams is an optimist."

'I'll go sec him— I need glasses."

—Acadia Athenaeum.

Hotel Lsi Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

Sport Bag Zipper Duffle

Very practical sport and general purpose bag. So roomy yet light

in weight. A range of fabrics and leathers to choose from.

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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SCIENCE EKE WIN

OVER '34 CHAMPS ON

ISNOW-COVEREDFIELD

Mush Way To 1-0 Victory;

Score Comes In Last
Quarter

O'Brien, Griffin Star

The Stadium on Monday again

the scene of a typical Arts-

Science nighy battle and this year

the Science team came through with

1-0 victory. The game was play-

ed under very adverse conditions,

field was covered with several

ches of snow and the weather

as bitterly cold.

The first quarter saw Science

doing the pressing and only brilli-

ant passing from Griffin to Ostrom

kept the Science team from scoring.

These two Arts players put on a

daring exhibition of ball-handling

Hint was really remarkable consider-

ing the condition of the field.

In the second quarter Arts

dominated the play but their scoring

hance faded when they lost the

ill on an incomplete pass inside the

vard line. The first half "ended

with no scoring and from the play

here was nothing to choose between

tlic teams.

Science forced the~play- in the

third quarter and an end run by

Cranston put the ball on Arts 13-

yard line as the quarter ended. They

could make no further headway so

Ray O'Brien booted it too far back

for Murray Griffin to get it out.

This was the only scoring play of

the game and was a well-earned

I>oint.

(Continued on page S)

Journal Staff

All members of the Jour-

nal staff will meet in the

Journal Office, Students'

Union, this afternoon at 5.00

p.m. Owing to the resigna-

tion of the News Editor a re-

arrangement of the Masthead

Staff will be made.

NOTICE

Friday's Journal will be the

final issue for this term. The

secretaries of all clubs and so-

cieties on the campus who plan

to hold meetings after Decem-

ber 6 are urged to communi-

cate with the Faculty Editors

or the News Editors in order

that notice of their meetings

may be published.

CLASSES IN ART ARE

GAINING POPULARITY

Department Founded Here

With Carnegie Fund
Two Years Ago

Anxious to find out the activities

and scope of the Queen's Art De-

partment founded here two years

ago by the Carnegie Corporation,

the Journal reporter attended the

classes being offered as part of the

department's program.

The purpose of the Art Depart-

ment is twofold. Besides the

classes in art, talks are delivered

every Tuesday by Goodridge Rot

erts, resident artist at Queen's.,

cither on an exhibition, usually

loaned by the National Gallery of

Canada, or on some phase of art.

Mr. Roberts is helped in his

class work by Miss Barbara Lowe,

Assistant in art. who has charge of

the administration work. Classes

in practical application of art are

given to public school children,

high schcfol students, and adults.

Courses are offered in sketching,

water-colours, bils, cartooning, let-

tering, poster-designing, lino-cut-

ting and clay-modelling. Several

Queen's undergraduates are enroll-

ed in these classes.

We visitefl first the public school

class. Here children from the ages

of five to thirteen do sketching or

model in clay with advice from

Mr. Roberts. They all seemed

very keen to learn. Two boys were

constructing a mountain and a log

cabin, while the others sketched,

either copying something they saw

or drawing from imagination. Miss

Lowe explained that original work

rather than mere copying is encour-

aged in the public school classes.

(Continued on page 7)

LAST CHANCE
Observers have informed us that ballots are flowing thick

and fast into the ballot boxes on the campus. Students are

taking a lively interest in the Journal's Compulsory Attendance

Poll. But there are some who have not yet voted. Tomorrow

is your last chance—take advantage of it.

All the ballot boxes will he removed tomorrow noon ex-

cept those in Ban Righ Hall and the Students' Union, The

latter will be collected at 7 o'clock tomorrow night. This will

allow the tardy voters extra time in which to cast their ballots.

\gain, we repeat: if you have already voted, do not vote,

a second time. We do not want a multiplication of each student s

opinion. But we do urge each student to vote once.

UNBEATEN TRICOLOR JUNIORS

HUMBLE TORONTO WESTS1DES

Winter Term Extension Lectures

To Deal With Classical Tradition

Ballot Boxes

A series of extension lectures

under the general topic, "Some

Aspects of the Classical Tradi-

tion" have been arranged for next

term. These lectures will be

given each Monday, afternoon

at five o'clock in Convocation

Hall.

Dr. H. A. Thompson, Assistant

Director of Archaelogy at the

Royal Ontario Museum in Tor-

onto will give the first of these

on January 13. His topic will be

"History and the Spade," the

lecture will be illustrated.

In connection with the bimill-

nnary celebration of Horace's

birth which is being held this

ear, Professor N. W. De Witt

of Victoria College, University

of Toronto, will deliver the bi-

millennary lecture on Monday,

January 20. This address, which

will be broadcast over the

Queen's University station CFRC

is entitled "Horace and Western

Culture."

On January 27 Sir Andrew

Macphail, Professor of. the His-

tory of Medicine at McGill Uni-

versity will speak on "Greek

B W. F. SQUAD FIGHT

EXHIBITION^ BOUTS

Mat And Mitt Men Put On
Good Display In

Brockville

Medicine." Sir Andrew Macphail

enjoys a wide reputation as a

speaker, and should gSve a most

musing address.

The remainder of the series will

be given by the staff of Queen's

University. Professor H. L.

Tracy. Head of the Classics De-

partment will talk on "Homer

nnd Vergil" on February- 3. The

following week Professor P. G.

C. Campbell, Head of the French

Department will discuss "De-

mosthenes and Cicero." "Justice

and Love in Plato" will b* the

topic of 'the lecture to be give:

by Dr. Gregory Vlastos on Feb

rnary 17.- Dr. W- H. Fyfc will

lecture on "Two Greek Critics"

on Monday. February 24. On

March 2 Professor L. E. Law of

the Classics Department will g

an illustrated, lecture on "Greek

Architecture." This will be the

final aifdress in the series. All

the extension lectures, with the

exception of the first and the

last, will be broadcast over the

Queen's station CFRC
[frequency 1510 kc).

DISCUSSES QUALITIES

OF RELIGIOUS MAN

Dr. Vlastos' Gives Address

At Chalmers United

Church

Ballot boxes for the Com-

pulsory Attendance Poll will

be removed from the Science

Club Room, Fleming Hall,

main entrance of the Arts

Building. Anatomy Building,

and the Hospital at noon to-

morrow. The boxes in Ban

Righ Hall and the Students'

•Union will remain open until

7 o'clock tomorrow night in

order to accommodate laic

voters. Results of the Poll

will appear in Friday's

lonrnal.

Advance In Ontario Play-

Downs With 10-6 Victory

Over Queen City Golden

Tornados.

Queens Grads Are Prominent

In Conquest Of Mining Fields

BV J. V. BATEMAN

The prominence of the Miller

Memorial Museum among

institutions of this kind in Canada

is due, not only to the untiring

work of the members of the

Geological a n d Mineralogical

staffs of Queen's University, hut

also to the many graduates of

Queen's who have spent both

time and money in their contribu-

tions of rock, mineral and paleon-

tologies! specimens from all parts

of the world.

Owing to this support given

hy Queen's graduates, the Miller

Museum stands today as a monu-

ment to the success that these

men have achieved in the realm

°f mining, metallurgy and

geology. Many of these men
studied, at one time, under Pro-

fessor Willct G. Miller for whom

the Museum was named; and

rhere still remains, not only in

Miller Hall, but throughout the

mining regions of Canada, evi-

dence of the powerful personality

that Dr. Miller exerted on his

students.

Met Eight Queen's Men

Even today Queen's graduates

in mining and geology cJrrv away

with them some part of Dr.

Miller's pioneer spirit, and the

prominent part that these men

play in the development of the

mineral industry of Canada is a

great credit to the man who in-

spired theni. The writer, while

passing through Great Slave Lake

a few years ago, encountered

eight Queen's men in the course

of a few weeks, ranging from one

(Continued on page 6)

DANCE COMMITTEE

BAFFLED_BY_ POSTER

Notices Indicate Science '38

Kiss Dance May Be
Banned

Carlyle Beats Miller

Fighting at Brockville last Friday

night. Queen's boxers and wrestlers

exhibited fine form and training in

presenting a good program to the

Island City spectators. Chuck

Carlyle. in the feature bout of the

evening, defeated his highly-touted

opponent, Martin, a native ot

Brockville. by one fall. Martin

was outclassed throughout the

whole fight being unable to get bis

much talked-of Indian deathlock on

the elusive Chuck. Martin had

only last summer gained a victory

over the Ontario champ.

Patterson! and Running in 165-

pound wrestling class provided a

very interesting and sometimes

amusing bout. They showed pro-

fessional style with their aeroplane

spins, flying tackles and scissor

holds. Tony Forsberg, fighting

twice on the same night defeated

both Munro and MacKay, winning

(Continued on page 7)

"Let us consider together the

question, 'What is the religious

man of today?" and dwell rather on

his positive attributes than on his

negative characteristics," said Dr.

Gregory Vlastos in addressing the

evening congregation of Chalmers

United Church on Sunday. "Three

marks of the religious man are his

sensitiveness to evil, his dedication

to his work of amelioration, and his

transparency."

In dealing with his first point,

Dr. Vlastos quoted from the pro-

phet Isaiah who, when he had

caught a vision of the righteousness

of the Lord of Hosts, exclaimed.

"Woe is me for I am undone; for

I am a man of unclean lips, and I

dwell in the midst of a people of

unclean lips." Such was the pro-

phet's sensitiveness to the evil alwut

him.

In suggesting ways in which peo-

ple might demonstrate their aware-

ness of evil, Dr. Vlastos discarded

charity because "Charity breeds

self-righteousness." The speaker

said that he could offer only one

way of expression, and that was the

(Continued on page 8)

Levana Not In Arms
*

Considerable speculation was

aroused on the campus over the ap-

pearance of "news" notices on

Monday morning. The signs were

as follows:

Science '3S K : ss Dance may be

l>anncd

;

Levana in arms;

Protest to A.M.S.;

C.O.T.C. may be called out

;

Embargo on onions.

These signs were obviously imi-

tations of posters put out by vari-

ous newspapers summarizing the

day's news. The Sc. '38 dance

.-otnmittee disclaimed all knowledge

of the signs, which appeared on the

campus sometime between Sunday

night and Monday morning.

The committee assured the

Journal that the dance would take

place as announced and that there

was no truth in the "Flash".

Marg. Davis. President of Le-

vana, stated that as far as she

(Continued on page 8)

Seventh Straight Win

BY FRANCIS MUSPHY

Regarded as one of the great-

est college "kid" football teams

to appear m recent years, Queen's

Juniors maintained their unblcm-

shed season's* record in Richard-

son Stadium on Saturday when

they turned back the challenge of

Toronto Westsldes by 10 to 6 irt a

udden-dcath O. R. F. U. second

round tilt. By chalking up this

important game as their seventh

consecutive triumph, the Tricolor

kids earned their way into the semi-

finals of the O.R.F.U. playdowns

which will he played next Satur-

day with Windsor as opposition.

A three weeks lay-off took its

toll on Murray Griffin's proteges

as the Tricolor were not as im-

pressive Saturday as in previous

performances, but the versatile

football they displayed was good

enough to brush aside the Queen

City threat and force the, Tor-

onlonians into the ranks of those

who have fallen before the

Grifimuicn in their victorious

march towards provincial honors.

The talented toe of Don

Williams, which accounted for all

his team's points in the form of

two field goals and four singles,

opened up a commanding lead

for the men of Griffin and then

aided by some splendid pass de-

fensive work by Morrison and

Cumming. the Tricolor had suf-

ficient reserve to Stave off a last

period rally by the desperate

Westsidcrs.

Sustaining a fighting spirit

throughout the game despite the

apparent hopelessness of their

cause, the Toronto squad stamp-

ed themselves as a gallant grid

aggregation and their persistent

threat kept the Tricolor hopefuls

battling all the way to preserve

their unbeaten record.

(Continued on page 5)

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE POLL

PLEASE VOTE SERIOUSLY

I Favour:

(1) Abolition of the Compulsory Attendance Regula-

tion for students in all years
-

(2) Abolition of the Compulsory Attendance Regu-

lation for all except first year students ' -

(.1) Enforcement of the present Compulsory Atten-

dance Regulation "

(4) Continuance of the present system with a reduced

percentage of lectures to be attended -

Remark?

Mark "X" after the statement which expresses your own opinion.

Gut out and deposit this form in one oi the ballot l.o*es on the CMOpw
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Jlitmblnbid 1S1 7' HI: AM II i. '. I t
c"

W. R. BBLCHEK, m .<

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT OXOATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially, for him.

The Bongard

$15-
The Bengal

$19- 5

The Polo

$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

STUDENTS
Something brand new!

We are showing, this year.

CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS

Folder style, with assorted views
ot University Buildings in

Sepiatonc

These are appropriate to send
your (ricnils at this season

Only each

Sec them V>day at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Nyal Stores 4

fMf (flaUunt OMft

A SMALL DEPOSIT

WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

St. Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

THE STARS LOOK DOWN.

fly A. J. Cronin, Boston: Little,

Brown./ 52.50.

A. J. Cronin has become one of

the most interesting figures in the

literary world of today. He is

known as the London physician Who

it the age of .14 allandoned a prac-

tice which was rapidly growing lo

ome a writer of fiction. His first

el Hatter's Castle achieved a

reputation which was noteworthy i»

that it is seldom that a first novel

cts with such an acclaim. In his

latest novel The Stars Look Down

he is the same writer as the man

ho wrote Hatter's Castle, with

the same bold drawing of character,

the same fearless sweep in handling

he chosen theme and the same deep

mdcrslanding of people's charac-

ters and hidden motives.

n Hatter's Castle it was almost

lent that the writer was a

lical man. He examined James

Brndie as a biological specimen and

t is for this reason that the univer-

al was lacking in the appeal of

he novel. It is the fauU of first

novelists to select specimens, in-

tend of selecting the universal in

human nature and drawing it so as

create a living and credible in-

.idual.

The background of The Stars

Look Dovnt is in an English

Tyncside coal-mining town, where,

believe, Dr. Cronin formerly

practised. The story covers the

thirty years between 1903 and 1933

the era of the great struggle be-

tween capital and labour, and of the

war. These two topics—the first

seen close at hand, the second only

on the home front—form the un-

derlying theme.

The novel opens pathetically. The

miners at one of the big mines have

gone on strike and are starving;

faced by tragedy (ihere Dr. Cronin

draws an unforgettable picture of

horror) they go back. Another

tragedy follows—ttfe mine is Hooded

and one hundred and five men

drown. Old FcnWick was lost in

the disaster and Waves a son David

who manages to attend college and

becomes tuior torthe mine-owner's

son, The son bfceomes convinced

that a plan existed which showed

the flooded mine to have been dan*-

genius and is convinced, too, that

his father knew of the danger. So,

doubting lus father's :htegrity, the

son turns' upon him and in wartime

is sent to prison as a conscientious

objector. Space will. not permit us

to outline the whole plot. Suffice

it to say that the story of Gowlan,

the handsome, unscrupulous villain,

and Jenny the worthless and sad

fipire, seduced by Gowlan and then

handed over to David and finally

uoing to London and meeting her

husband in a hospital is a complete

and moving'narrative. The story of

David's struggles and his election

to parliament is well done. There

are indeed ^several separate threads

in the story, which Dr. Cronin suc-

ceeds in weaving together skilfully

so that the unity of the story is

maintained and the threads are not

tost.

It is moving and powerful

tragedy, well-told. Underlying it

all is the sense that conflict of

masses against capital is co-eternal

with humanity. The whole is deli-

cately balanced, and the ending

—

effective but not overstrained

—

brings to a close one of the beat

novels we have read for some time.

Campus and Gym
Levana '3R are the new interyear

basketball champions by virtue of

their win from '37 by the over-

whelming score of 48-11. How-
ever the Juniors put up a good
fight for the first half but were out-

played from then on. Lila Wilde,

Georgie Ross and Eleanor Mac-
donald starred for '38, while Mar-
garet Hossie and Jean Millican led

ihe scoring for '37.

Teams:
'38—Georgie Ross ( 16) , Betty

d'F.sterre, Lila Wilde (8), Tootes

Thompson (g), Eleanor Macdonald

(16) Louise Howie. Beryl Linnen.

'37—Jean Millican (5), Gladys
Smith, Donna Pannell, Harriet

Lockhart, Margaret Hossie (6),
Margaret McLeod, Doris McGuire,

The Badminton tournament
which has reached the third round
must be completed this week.
Please play your game as early in

the week as possible.

* • *

Tin- Swimming Club will meet
Thursday at 3.00 p.m.

Hockey, and skating practices are
being held every Monday, Wednes-
day and Thursday from 1.00 lo 2.00.

Beginners are urged to take thi

opportunity of learning lo skate.

Levana Notes

Members of Levana '36 are askc
to pay their year fees to Charlotte
Abl>ott or Ibby Cameron.

Advertisers make publication
of the Journal possible. Patron
ize them and support your paper

A. M. S. COURT SITS

TO-NIGHT, ONE CASE

One case will appear before the

Supreme Court of the Alma Mater

Society when it sits at 7 o'clock to

night in Convocation Hall. Thi:

case will take the fonn of an ap-

peal by Medicine '39 against the

penalty imposed upon it by the

Acsculapian Court for rushing the

show last Spring.

This will be the only Fall sitting

of the Court. The next Court will

he held sometime during the Spring

term. The Court will be without

the services of Russ Thoman, vet-

eran sheriff, who is at present in

the Hospital recovering from an

operation for appendicitis.

Lion As A Watch Dog

After cracksmen had robbed the

zoo safe of $1,053, John T. Millen,

superintendent of the Detroit muni-
cipal zoo, announced that, here-

after, the safe would be placed, at

night, in the lions' den. Then he

issued an invitation to burglars to

"come and get it."

—Indiana Daily Student.

Ken Day Convener

Of Arts At Home

The Arts At Home, the first of

the formal dances to l>c held after

the Christmas holidays, will open

the festivities of the new term on

January 17.

The committee, headed by Ken

Day, who did so much to make last

(car's formal a success, would

make no definite statement regard-

ing their plans. It is likely that de-

tails regarding the orchestra and

special features, will be announced

before the Christmas holidays.

Students arc advised to make their

lates well ahead of time for there

vill be a rush to the dance when

the final plans are divulged.

Music Club

The Queen's Music Club will

liold the final meeting of this term

on Thursday, December 5, at 7.30

p.m., at Mrs. Macphail's, 50 Clergy

St. E. A synopsis of the opera, La

Forza del Destine, including the

famous duets for tenor and bari-

tone will be played. Other selec-

tions on the program will include

SonL; of India, Hymn to the Sun

and some Spanish " pieces. The
main orchestral work will he

Mozart's Violin Concerto in A
Minor, played by Hcifetz.

Cop: "Hey, where are you go-

ing? Don't you know this is a

one-way street?"

Abie (in new car): "Veil,

goin' von vay, ain't I?"

I'm

^mm^Mtmi Mi n nmr ™
Exhibit Of Old Woodcuts

In Douglas Library

An exhibition of wood-cut re-

productions of (be sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries will be shown

in Room 111, Douglas Library, this

evening at N.QU p.m., when Good-

ridge' Roberts, resident artist, will

speak on the development of the

woodcut. The exhibition will re-

main here until the Christmas holi-

days, y
The exhibition includes examples

from Italy, Germany, France and

the Netherlands. The best work of

the period as done by such masters

as Durer, Altdorfcr, Burgmair and

Hans Bchan will he shown.

Miller Club

An organisation meeting of the

Miller Club, the geological cluh ,„

Queen's, will be held on the second

floor of Miller Hall, Wednesday
at

4,00 p.m.

Motion pictures of the GrMl
Bear Lake area will bethc features

of the meeting. All geologists- and

miners are requested to attend

' ithers are cordially welcome.

She—Mother Superior will

you if you kiss me.

Sugtue—But I'm not kissing

you.

She—Oh. I just thought I'd tell

you.—Xaverian Weekly.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

Week's Worst Pun

Handlebar Hattie brought two
stooges down to the Manitoban of-

fice Sunday night. The boys were
in from Rcgina—Blake Butterworth

and Bill Nelson. After looking

after them for two days, Hattie got

pretty mad. Seeing a package of
grass seed on the desk she grabbed
it up and started to sprinkle it all

over herself. When asked the big
idea, she said, "Please, ay vant to

be a lawn."—Manitoban.

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Radical Professors

Defended By Watts

I "The universities arc not ful-

filling their function if new ideas

L
r(

. „ot originating there," said

E*rof- J* ®' Watts speaking on

Universities and Radical Profes-

,rs a t the weekly meeting of the

'onim.

\ university is not only a place

0r the training of undergradu-

tes but also for the canvassing

{ new ideas with the utmost of

,-,,,[. in :mii tlic discrimination

p f such of those as s are valuable.

rofessor Watts commented

Ion Bcatty's recent speech and

showed that the universities have

been accused of radicalism right

through the ages. He cited the

accusations made against such

!>ple as Socrates. Galileo, New-
i and Thomas More.

The university ought to be

both popular and free said the

speaker. Otherwise it will die

become a mere technical

school. There are already suf-

ficient checks and safeguard? in

a university to' make it impossible

fur any member of the staff to

get away with any nonsense.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL Page 3.

The Soap Box

A (indium for the expression o

student opiman otr any topic con

ccrning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi

dential if the writer so- desires.

All letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday night

unless they arc written on both

sides of tht paper, in which ease

they need not reach him at all

Hymn of Hate

We do not love

Miss Dolly Minx.

She never means it

When she winx.

—Xaverian Weckl

"KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Building

126-128 Princess St

SAVE $ $ $ $

RENT YOUR

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

front

THE MAKER
UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Lid.

J.R.C. DOBBS & CO., Agenls

171 WELLINGTON ST
Phone 819

Journal talks too much about world
peace.

Nov, 30, 1935.

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

It has never been my custom to

ntieize the efforts of ray con

temporaries in the publication oi

such an excellent organ df stud

eirt opinion as the Queen's Uni

versity Journal, but I feel calle

upon at this point to express iny

opinion upon a subject which h

recently engaged my attention.

I view with alarm the repeated

appearance of articles dealing

with the subject of world peac

which have practically filled the

editorial pages of the Journal i

recent issttes. A H-h o uirh- my
Opinion is entirely in sympath

with the cause of world peace

;ind the efforts of those who are

endeavoring to outlaw the rav

ages of war. I cannot but deplore

the use of our only periodic pub

lication to such an extent in tl

respect.

I I is my opinion that the Jour

ual should devote itself to articl

dealing with student activity

with some of the more humorous

and interesting phases of catnpu

life, and with reports on the i

tivities of the various University

AT THE THEATRIC
CONOUCTED BY 1 V

NORMA MacROSTIE

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

T I V O L 1 CAPITOL
DR. SOCRATES

With

Paul Muni and Ann Dvorak

A well-written script with no

heavy taxes on the imagination

makes this one of the season's hest

gangster films.

Paul Muni portrays well and

the young country doctor who be-

comes involved against his will m.

international criminal gang. His

activities as a doctor seem genuine

and he is very human when he

emerges from his philosophical

books.

Ann Dvorak is a charming young

hitch-hiker who hikes her way into

trouble and love in a very short

time. "Red Corrigan", a big time

gangster, dominates any part of the

picture in which be appears. The

minor characters, such as Doc's

housekeeper and the town spokes-

man, are adequate hut not out-

standing.

The picture is on the whole very

well done for one of this type.

There are no gruesome details hut

certainly no lack of excitement. The

activilies of neither the racketeers

nor the G-men are exaggerated, but

both give us many a good thrill.

A fairly good news-reel and a

comedy with at least three laughs

rate this picture a B+. —B.MacK.

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

while and concentrate on Christ-

mas exams. A little work often

helps us understand and ap-

preciate the lectures we hear.

Scornfully,

ARTS '37.

IN OLD KENTUCKY
Wilh

'

Will Rogers art Bill Robinson

Once again, in his own illimitable

manner, Will Rogers walks right

into our hearts. Perhaps it is be-

cause we realize thit this is the last

time we shall see our old favorite,

laughing and joking his way along

that makes this picture doubly

interesting.

Rogers' winsome niece, Nancy

Martingale, owns a horse which is

scheduled to wm a forthcoming

race. The plot,:entres around the

attempts of a rival owner to prevent

this horse from running. The

niece's "grancVpop". whom one

might call slightly eccentric, dashes

around trying to shoot people and

in so doing ccuses a great deal of

amusement to the audience.

At the last minute after numer-

ous difficulties, have been overcome

the horse is entered and Nancj

Martingale herself rides the horse

to victory.

This hasty review does not give

any idea of tht picture's true merits

Will Rogers B at his best aijd Jus

trusty negro servant, Wash, played

by Bill Robinson, does some excel-

lent tap-dancing not to mention

Rogers' own attempt at this trick)

feat.

A news-reel, colour cartoon, and

an intimate glimpse at some of

Major Bowes" talented amateurs
|

bring to a close an entertainment

which fullv deserves a B-f +•
—M.S.S

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling's Barber Shop
Dan Davidson
Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING
Ladies' Wear
Jackson-Metivier

J. Latdlaw & Son
Steacy's Limited

Men's Wear

Steacy's .Limited

Bibby's Limited
Fifteen Dollar Clothes Shop

J. Laidlaw & Son
C. Livingston. Bros.

Scott Tailors

Tweddell's

G. Van Home

CLEANING
Empire Cleaners

Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Der.,

DANCING

Kingston School ot Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin

Dr. Milan

Dr. E. Sparks

Dr. Waugh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury & Peacock
Ward & Hamilton
McColl's

ENTERTAINMENT
Ernie Cain

La Salle Hotel

FLOWERS
Emily Crawford Flower Shop

Kirkpatrick, G. H.
Stone's Flower Shop
Watts

The "uninteresting prof" is given

a rest.

Editor, Soap-Box.

Sir:

Among the various reasons put

forward for abolishing compulsory

regulations, may I beg space to give

my version on the subject. The

"uninteresting prof." is given a rest

ibis time.

I am told the business of univer-

sity is to train students for leader-

ship in the world of every-day af-

fairs. It is the step from xollegi-

bie. had

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING ZSc

?0 Princess St. Kingston

ate life to life in the

. world, where industry and initia-

organizntinns. These subjects live are prime factors for success,

should supply ample material While at universtty the studenl

which would be of great interest

jtudent readers. Articles on

world peace may be found in

great profusion in many period-

icals, such as the Forum, the At-

lantic Monthly, and many others.

Therefore, I , wish to go on

record as one who urges a little

ore variety in our paper.

Arts Post-Mnrtem.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WANT 200 USED
WATERMAN PENS
Here', an opportunity to tel ri" ol

yom old Wllcrmin Pen—ant! we p«y
Vou for ll.

HERE' THE IDEA

loit you own a Wiiermm
The birrtl ii btoken ot your

reed. r»P»irin B . Wc alia* y««
E HALF in oriemal *»1u« ot

(ui 11. ]g lor your old Wamman
on Mir nurthi»e ot a ne" one.

i it an e>«H«nt offer. Oct oul

old Waterman P™ and take ad-

age ot thti

HALF BOUGHT PLAN

Stores

MAHOODDRUCCO.
PHONE 5IO---- PRIKCIMJT.

JU*Y«PEAC0C*
PHOHE J43 • NEXT TOLOBLAWS

"Dear me, Sua!"

The Editor,

Soap Box, ^
Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

May I use your column for an

answer to "Levana '39" of your-

last issue.

Mv pobr misguided Freshette!

Queen's University is an institute

0f higher education. "Football

and dances" should be of secon-

dary consideration here. Or did

upu come here to find a husband?

If v<>n want a degree your lec-

ture- should prove interesting—

if not then try a matrimonial

bureau.

A word to students in general.

Much has been said about the

dulness of lectures. I find mine

extremely interesting — hut then

I came here to work. Suppose

l\ve "lay «(T the professors for a

must he transformed from the high

school kid into a man of the

world.

The Freshman Gasses (high

school kids) are entering a new ex-

perience, and must be subjected to

certain rules and regulations until

they are accustomed to universe-

lite One of these regulations is

compulsory attendance. What would

happen to the "inexperienced fresh*

if he were permitted to attend lec-

tures as he chose. Would the re-

sults not show signs of over-indul-

gence in this new-found freedom.'

This freedom must be taught to him

"until he has found himself." He

may not \realize it, but it is for his

benefit, and to give him a fairer

chance, that attendance is com-

pulsory.

By his third year the student has

more experience; he should know

what he wants and be capable of

judging what is best for himself. Is

be to be sqnt into the unknown

world without having been given

the privilege of judging for liimself

If bis "human nature" is still the

type that must be shown the way.

it is time he realized it. He may

realirc it before the examinations—

or after the examinations It is his

own bu>ine>s and for his own good.

Humbly yours,.

"The Sage"

FILM SOCIETY

Faust, the famous German pic-

ture, will be presented by the Film

Socictv today at 4.00 and 8.00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall. This produc-

tion features Emil Jannings, Gosta

Ekmonn and Camilla Horn.

The story is based on the German

legend which inspired Goethe and

tells of the tempting of Faust by the

Evil Spirit and the pleasures he en-

joyed through his bargain with the

Devil. He received youth and the

power to relieve the suffering of

mankind and in return gave his

soul to the Devil.

Yet in his heart Faust had kept

faith with Gud. this, with his love

for Margaret, proved to be his

salvation.

The picture will have a strong

appeal for adult audiences and

should make an interesting com

parison with the realistic treatment

of Inst week's production. "Vaudc

villc". Shorts, entitled "London"

and "New York" -will he included

on the program.

Gourdier's Furs
Georpe Mill; & Co.

LEATHER GOODS

Swaffield's

MEALS. LIGHT LUNCHES

McGalt's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe

Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Cajiipus Coffc Shop
The Kent lee Cream Parlor an

Tea Room

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jewellery
Kinncar & D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

LAUNDRY
Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.

M cCallurn's

Woolworth's

OPTOMETRIST

Arthey, R- O.

PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. Boyes
Marrison Studio

A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Hanson St Edgar
Jackson Press

SHOES
Aherncthy Shoe Store

Loekelt'< Shoe Store

Naborhood

SHOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater

Princess Shoe Repair

Shoe Krafts

TOBACCO. CIGARETTES

McGall's Shop
Ranper's Uptown Cigar Stort

Hendersons Ggar Store

TAXI
Amey's Taxi. Phone 266

Diamond Taxi. Call 32

Slim's Taxi, Call 660

RADIOS

Canada Radio Store

Boyd Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING

Graham's Jewellery

Kinnear & D'Esterre

Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING

Neville's

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE
FRAMING

Neville's

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Ey. Glasses Repaired Broken Lens™ Replaced

EYES TESTED *~

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S37

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver PQOne 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Student Peace Conference

The Student Peace Movement

of Queen's University has ar-

ranged to send at least one and

possibly more delegates to the

National Student Peace Con-

gress being held in Toronto over

the coming holidays.

The purpose of this congress

is further to unify Student Peace

Groups, to set up others else-

where and to decide upon a com-

mon course of action for the com-

ing vcar. The S. P. M. will be

represented by Bert Marcuse and

if finances permit it is hoped that

several others may be enabled to

attend.

Hanson & Edgar
Oance PRINTERS -

Every
Programmes

. . 117 Brock St. Description
Constitutions r

Phone 1 5 10

QUEENS STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

UUurfis'

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Finger Waving

Phone 4248
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Rugby Postscript

As the 1935 rugby season draws to a

close it might be of pront to review the

unsatisfactory play-off system in the Inter-

collegiate Union which has been the source

of so much criticism and caustic comment

during the past season. Most of this

criticism has, of course, come from Varsity

and rightly so. We do not wish to de-

trait from the achievement of the Queen's

senior team. After all, it won its title under

the present rules and it certainly cannot be

blamed for adhering to the rules which

were adopted two years ago. But we do

believe that the play-off rules, as they now

stand, are extremely- unfair.

Varsity did not lose a single game in its

Intercollegiate schedule this year and, ac-

cording to the law oi averages, was plain-

ly the better team. Queen's, on the other

hand, lost two games and yet was able to

emerge, because of one lone game, with

the Intercollegiate title. It is a commonly

accepted fact that a team's merits can not

be judged by a single performance, yet the

play-off idea fosters this illusion, and for

no other reason than to enhance the gate

receipts of the Union.

For two years Queen's has profited

under the new system, Naturally, then

il is in favor of this plan. But, in the spirit

of fair play, we believe it would be advisable

fur Queen's to support Varsity in its stand

against the one-game encounter for the

title. A team whose claim to the title i

constantly under criticism loses much c

its glory. It would be much better to

establish superiority during the regular

schedule of games than in an extra play-off

game promoted solely in the hope of in

creasing gate receipts. Queen's is clearly

entitled to championship honors, both thi

year and last, since they played accordin

to rules laid down by the Intercollegiate

Union, but we suggest that they could aid

in changing those rules in the future in the

interests of* greater fairness!

that they should answer the bugle call and

hurl the country into further disaster.

But it is a moot point just how

good these peace organica

Certainly there has never been

history when peace has been more in the

minds of all the citizens of the world ; prac-

tically everyone is in favor of peace. Yet

before the World War people thought pre-

cisely the same thing. Germany had a

powerful labor movement which ardently*

advocated world peace and denounced all

militaristic policies. However, when the

propagandists let loose their lies and: the

war drums began to beat, there were very

few pacifists left in the German Empire.

We arc faced with the same situation today.

Too much time is devoted to decrying the

horror of war, not enough time is spert.t in

trying to eradicate its causes. \

A hatred of war is not enough, the

cause of war does not lie in men's hearts,

it is not an emotional outlet. To those \\H\0

participate in the slaughter it seems a very

struggle for existence or, at least, a struggle

for a better and happier existence. We in

Canada find it very difficult to appreciate

the conditions under which the nations q
Europe live. Our own comparative security

blinds us to the fact that no nation, on

the Continent has known the meaning of

the word since it achieved nationhood. Fear

is the predominant emotion in the hearts

of all Europeans. Just as the rich capitalist

fears an attack upon his fortunes by the

lean and hungry multitude, the rich nations

of Europe fear the sudden onslaught of their

Starving, embittered neighbours. And just

as that lean and hungry multitude cowers

under the oppression of its slave drivers, the

dissatisfied nations of Europe fear the en-

croachment and further expansion of the

land-rich powers.

We favor any organization of youth

which has as itsiaim the eradication of war.

ut we believe they will gain little by an

appeal to the cmotiops of their adherents.

Emotions which are swayed in favor of the I

i til. J

Faculty of Arts

Last Lectures of the First Term

All classes in the Faculty of Arts will close

on Fridav. December 13th, at noon.

Mid-year examinations will begin fil-

day, December 13th, at 3.30 p.m.

Classes will be resumed Tuesday. January

7th, 1936, at 8 a.m. '

Final examinations in half-courses of the

first term are being written from January 3rd

to January 7th.

Special Fares for Christmas Holidays

Students and teachers are entitled to spe

cial train rates on tickets for Christmas holi-

days Certificates for presentation at the

ticket office mav he obtained at the Registra

Office. The tickets are good for the period

from December 20th to January 7th.

M. C. Cameron Prize ill Gaelic

Value 540. Founded by the late M. C

Cameron. M P.. Godcrich. Awarded to the

best Gaelic scholar, reader, andy speaker

Applications for examination should be :

mittcd to'tbe Registrar before January lath

in each year. Work prescribed: any 600

lines of Ossian's Fingal. or an equivalent

amount of any other Gaelic literature select

ed by the candidate; Blackic's Language

and Literature of the Scottish Highlands

Gaelic Grammar, translation at sight of

Gaelic into English and English into Gaelic

This scholarship will not be awarded to

any candidate who, does not take at least

fifty per cent, of the total number of marks

in the examination.

The Orchestral Society practice

will be held on Tuesday, December

3, at 8.30 p.m. in the Biology Lec-

ture Room. Musicians are asked to

turn out and bring their instru-

ments.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Ah. me ! It isn't at all like Uie

good old days. There was the old

gentleman who didn't try to help

his wife into their new car as hc

used to in"the horse-and-btiggy.

days.

"You're not as gallant as when

I was a gal," she told him.

"No," he replied, "and you're

not so buoyant as when I was a

hoy, Manitoban.
/

January Examinations in Half-Courses

Attention of students is called to the

first draft of the January Examination

Time-table, which is posted on the official

bulletin board in the Douglas Library.

ause of peace can just as easily be swayed

the other way under the pressure of war

propaganda. Germany, Italy, and Japan

cannot be blamed for their militaristic

actions unlil the cause of such actions has

been eliminated. These young nations have

the same desire for imperial expansion as

bad Britain in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. They have the same right to

be satisfied. Some more equal distribution

>[ the land and markets of the world must

be made. Until then all the peace fervour

the world will not prevent another

slaughter like 1914.

Oh, Canada!

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Dale |

Function PU« |
Prico( Convener

|

A. Miller

Otcheitr*

Kuth Knowlton
Dec. 6 |

Science '36

Ian. 10 |
Arts "36

Grant Hall j 1.25

Grant Hall
|

1-00

Grant Hall
|

R. Park

Ken Day

Jack Teleman

Jan. 17 j
Arts Formal

|an. 22 |
Levana Formal Ban Rich |

2.00 E. Cameron

|an. 24 |
Levana Formal Ban Righ | 2,50 E. Cameron

lan. 31 \ Science '39
1

Feb. 7 1
Science Formal Gym W. Lewis

Feb, 14 |
Newman Club

1

Feb. 21 1
Medfi '40

1

Feb. 28 |
Meds '39

Mar. 6 1
Science '37

1

1

Mar. 17 |
Meds

Peace And The Present

One of the students has written t" the I

Soap Box decrying "the repeated appear-

ance id iirlicles dealing with the subject

of world peace" in the editorial columns of

the Journal. The letter seems strangely

contradictory. Although our correspond-

ent is in sympathy with the cause of world

peace, he "views with alarm" the efforts

of the Journal in attempting to make stu

dents think and act along such lines.

We make no apology for these articles

There are several organizations on the

campus which are vitally interested in the

subject and which are doing their utmost to

bring the subject of world peace to the

attention of the student body. These or-

ganizations arc often disparaged by un-

thinking students who feel thai such efforts

should be left for wiser brains to tackle and

who consider the tactics used by these paci-

fist students unpatriotic in the extreme.

We can only say that they are much

For some time the United States has

been trying to decide whether or not it

will consider itself a part of the world or

apart from the world. "No war for us, but

if the others want war we don't mind

making money out of it" and "No war for

us, and no war for the world if we can

prevent it" — these two attitudes, among
Americans have placed the country in a

dilemma. Father Coughlin, the late Will

Rogers and many U.S. senators have long

been advocating the selfish national view

and until recently there has been' little

opposition.- Secretary Cordell Hull, how-

ever, backed up by a more international

spirit arising at last among Americans, has

succeeded to a certain extent in throwing

the Lot of the United States with the

world at large.

Canadians generally watched the

struggle in the U.S. with hopes that she

would join in sanctions against Italy, it

never occurred to Canadians to doubt their

own country's position. Yesterday the

newspapers carried the government's denial

of Canadian subscription to the League's

program to include oil among the economic

sanctions. The explanation is that the

permanent Canadian representative at

Geneya, Dr. W. A, Riddell, expressed hi

own opinion, not Canada's. What
probably means is that the Canadian repre-

sentative expressed the Bennett govern-

ment's views, not Mr, King?s,

The world and the League of Nations

are bigger things than domestic politics in

this country. We consider it most unfor-

tunate that the new government has seen

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must lie sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

fit to change Canadian foreign policies at

a time when definite and strong action is

essential to the continued existence of the

League of Nations. Let us hope that the

stories in yesterday's papers are merely

stories, or at least that if true this denial

of Canadian backing to Mr. Bennett's rep-

resentative is only a "formality.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

BUY YOUR "CRESTED"

CIGARETTES HERE

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR

Open 7.30 a.m. Close at 11 p.m.

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Editorial Comment

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-Ycrk Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food lor less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

fHartgoIfc (Safe
346 Princess St. Kingston. Ont-

George Hanson, senior partner of Han-

son & Edgar, the firm which prints the

Journal, was elected Mayor of the City of v

Kingston in yesterday's municipal elec^

tion. The Journal extends its congratula

tions and best wishes to Mr. Hanson.

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldcst Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
aiia. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La SaUe Hotel

24 Hour Service

specialize in Dance Orders

Heated Cabs

After Sarnia's disastrous defeat at the

bands of the Tigers, the Tricolor team

doesn't look so bad. The players should

feel a lot better now. It's too bad they

this
|
didn't meet Sarnia first.

The Queen's Juniors won their seventh

straight victory on Saturday by defeating

Westsides of Toronto. If the team were

able to proceed they would probably bring

another rugby title to the University. Con
g ra t n la t :.->n s to Murray Griffin and his b;ys!

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S IVcJki
123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

st the local students had
>rcvtnt thrin from turning
tling Tornados,
icd to nipcl cither Windsor
cial play-offs, but whether
their quest for an Ontario

h oF Christmas exams are

tation in deciding whether
)g& away for the season,

mgstcrs husy right up to

ikcly nuke the lads decide

QUEEN'S JUNIORS ADVANCE

Outscoring and outplaying Toronto Westsides hy a count of. 10-6

on Saturday afternoon at Richardson Stadium. Queen's Ill's hy their
impressive win advanced to the semi-final round of the Junior O.R.F.U.
playdowns.

Although Saturday s contest was the

engaged in in three weeks, this fact didn't

in a steady performance to eliminate the 1

The Griffin coached crew have now qui

<ir Hamilton in the scmi-nnals of the proi

or not the junior Gaels would continue on

title was problematic yesterday.

Lateness of the season, and the approach o

ihe reasons advanced for the Tricolor's hesitatic

to advance Further or to .store the foothall togs
Two more rounds would keep the youngs

Christinas and this alone would mure than likeli

lliat they have had enough Foothall For this year.
However, a decision will he reached cither today or tomorrow and

if satisfactory arrangement? can be made, it is just possible that the
Tricolor will go after the provincial championship.

TIGERS SMOTHER SARNIA

Sarnia Imperials today arc recovering from the after effects of a

terrific pasting administered to them on Saturday in the eastern grid

final by the rampant Hamilton Ticerp.

The Imps were helpless before the inspired onslaught the Junirle

Kings unleashed at them in a determined last half drive and a> a result

their one year reign as monarchs of Canadian Football is ended.
Paced by the brilliant Ferraro-Welch combination the Mountaineers

steam rollered to an impressive 22-3 triumph over the O.R.F.U. repre-

sentatives, and as a result they will enter the Dominion final next

Saturday top heavy favourites to turn back the western threat, the

champion Winnipcgs.
Incidentally, by lacing the classy Tunnel Towners by such a huge

margin, the Tiger's feat irt trouncing our own Queen's aggregation a

week previous doesn't appear to make the Tricolor look so bad.

And that is some consolation!

CAGE TEAM PREPARES FOR U. S. TOUR

Coach Ralph Jack is bearing down on his senior Queen'* cage

aspirants these days, and the Tricolor master-mind is rapidly rounding

the squad into shape for the annual invasion of New York State which

is slated to begin next January.

The coach has given no indication as yet as to just who will make

the trip across the line, hut it is certain that the University will he repre-

sented hy a strong quint.

Interest in basketball is greater this year than ever before, judging

by the large turnouts for the daily practice periods.

Queen's finished third in the College cage circuit last winter, but

this year the Tricolor are aiming at the top berth in the league, and

Coach Jack and manager Sandy Seeber are taking the necessary steps

to see that this objective will be attained.

RAMBLING AROUND

TRICOLOR JUNIORS science.
eke win

HUMBLE WESTSIDES
0VER 34^MP10NS

(Continued from page 1)

\rts rallied and marched down

field. They tried for 'a single

but fell a few yards short. A last

lespcrate effort to score -was crush-

d when Griffin was. carried off the

held with a bad leg.

Griffin. Ostrom and Heenan

starred for Arts while O'Brien

Tiohinsnn andjohns were the pick

on an evenly balanced Science team.

Kirkland and Munro handled the

same capably.

Arts — Lazarus, Mills, Stone

P„rt<-r. Hocking. Bartell, Heenan.

Lockman. Ostrom. Griffin. Camp-

bell. Sutherland, Cadham, Kctchcn,

Barker.

Science—Tones, Patterson, Leckie,

Code, IsbiMer, Edward, Law,

Mnntcith, Haight, Robinson. Cran-

ston, Johns. Matcer, Warnecke

Yeal, Dennis, Knowles, Dundas

Corlett ,0'Bricn.

h^ been
ratify

I that

The Junior Foothall club plavcd to a mere handful oF spectators on

Saturday . . . Ccrtainlv the kids arc not receiving the support they

should get From student fans ... The only Queen's yell we heard at

the game came after the Westsides scored a touchdown . . .
lhats

co-operation for you! ... No word as to hockey practices

forthcoming as yet ... In fact the A. B. of C has Failed

the appointment of a coach for the. two puck squads . . .
Ana

is done you hockey enthusiasts might just as well keep your thoughts

Em the "contests" with the Faculty scheduled for the midd c of this

month ... It might be wiser in the long run . . Handball " q«" *

a popular sport around the gym and large numbers keep fit daily by

playing this excellent game . - . Perhaps a tournament won!

cood thought for after the Christmas vacation . . .
tricolor no*

wrestlers arc going through strenuous practice session

paring tor the jaunt to Cornell for an assault . . .
Coa

Bcws have some good looking newcomers who will make the old guard

step to hold their positions on the B. W, & F. squad

a prominent Queen's athletic official wl

he
and

and are prc-

les Jarvis and
ih

. We know of

bet that Tigers would whip

Sarnia by 15 points ... He should he congratulated not only on his

Success in winning, hut also for having the nerve to even post such a

wager . . . The luck, or rather Ihe nerve, of these guys!-

(Continued from page 1)

Queen's appeared headed for a

shutout victory as they led 10-0

with only a tew moments to play

but a slip on the part of "Shorty"

Campbell resulted in a converted

Toronto touchdown. Wise tow*-

red a punt to the diminutive

quarterback and as he misjudged

its flight, the ball got past him

after he tried to smother it and

Toronto dribbled the loose oval

over the goal line for a touch-

down, This one instance of faulty

judgment did not detract, how-

ever, from "Shorty" who turned

in a creditable master minding

job.

Queen's resorted to a 5-4-2-1

defence which effectively throt

tied the Toronto passing attack

and allowed but five first downs

while the Tricolor stalwarts piled

vcr the visitors' line for yards

ten times.

Garth" Morrison and Jim

umming were standouts in thei

econdary positions and besides

batting down passes they pulled

fT some alert interceptions t

bange the tid« of battle whe

Toronto drives look imminent.

George "Baby Face" Carson

gave another fine performance on

the half line and backed up the

front wall with some great tack-

ng. This pink cheeked Adonis

excelled, however, in ball carry-

and as No. 3 man on the Tri-

color laterals he purloined ground

for consistent gains.

Of the tanks up front, the

laurels must go to "Jerry Conlin

at centre who played an inspired

game in checking the Westside

tdvance and he was aided with

fine support from Teddy Wood.

Ash" Abbott, Don McGillivray

nd Larry Johnston.

CAGERS TOUR N. Y.

STATE 5 IN JANUARY

Scheduled To Meet Teams

At Albany, Oswego
And Clinton

Next in line of march is Hamil

ton College at Clinton, N.Y., about

-:0 miles from Syracuse, and if the

locals have any energy luft after

EXAMINATIONS
to see if

We arel

Soon you students will all be PUT TO TEST
your work is worthy enough. Arc you rcady?-

AU our merchandise is ready for your examination and we

are confident that it will pass the severest tests you may

give it.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

to keep their goal unmolested and

take the ball on downs. Wise

then kicked to Williams who re-

turned it for another rouge to

put the Tricolor in the van 5-0

at the half.

On the first Queen's kick of

the third quarter Toronto fumb-

led
1 and Cumming recovered for

the Tricolor. A Westside penalty

and a first down put Queen's in

position from where Williams

connected for another point on

attempted field goal. Jim

Cumming again played the role

of opportunist as be intercepted

a Toronto pass and galloped 44

yards to the Westside 6 marker.

Williams field goal was success-

ful this time for a 9-0 advantage.

Toronto were again forced into

their own end and Williams kick-

ed a rouge for the filial Tricolor

point, .As mentioned above, Tor-

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"

You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

K TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302-Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked. /

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc. /

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY /

SHOE KRAFTS /

of Western Ontario

ie international I
Playing on Saturday. Jan. 25th.

ill be taken

On January 11, 1936, the Queen':

basketball team will start on its

annual invasion of New York

State to begin

hasketball wars. They will open on

the night of Jan. 11 in Albany,

N.Y., against the strong State

Teachers' College team there. They

remain in Albany over the week-

end and play the Albany Business

College on Monday night. Jan. 13.

Despite their names, both the above

institutions boast of strong court

aggregations and their records dur-

ing the past few years support the

•claims made.

Alhany is more or less the basket-

ball centre for the entire state and

high school teams from this dis-

trict win state championship* with

an almost clock-like regularity

Tloth schools have about the same

enrollment as Queen's so can hardly

be put in the class of "pushovers"

On January 14 the team wi

come north to Oswego, (which is

about sixty miles across Lake On-

tario from Kingston) to engage the

"Normal School there. Last year the

wearers of the Green and Gold

trimmed the Tricolor by a 10-point

margin and Capt. Doug. Rooke is

eagerly awaiting the opportunity for

revenge.

this Cooke's Tour will play tin- Buff

and Blue on Jan. IS. After tins

will be "Home Dingo, and don.

spare the horsepower."

The following week the regular

Senior Intercollegjate schedule

opens here with the Mustangs of

University

[ust what players

on the American trip has not been

lecided bv Coach Jack as yet but

he 'expects to he able to make a

final decision before the Christmas

holidays begin. Last year the team

was sadly crippled on this long

iaunt by the loss of three first

iiring players because of examina-

tions in half courses coming at the

same time.

However, in planning this win-

ter's schedule the games were ar-

ranged so that they would come

after the examination period, which

will enable every one on the squad

in make the trip. Chuck Finlay is

especially pleased over this because

in his four years of Senior basket-

ball at Queen's he has yet to make

ihe U.S. tour—now alljie has to

do is make the team.

The date of February 8 is still

open on the schedule and an effort

may be made to line-up Jim Rose

and his Niagara Falls outfit for that

fate in an exhibition game here.

The Ogdcnsburg Canandaiguas. a

very strong amateur club from

Ou'dcnsburg, N.Y., may be booked

The Toronto team went down

to defeat with colors flying and

can be classed as true sportsmen

by the way they gave and took

without a whimper. Wise kicked

a good game for the visitors,

holding bis own with Williams,

and it was no fault of bis that

the club headed westward with

an elimination ticket on their

baggage. Duncan. Burns, Mc-

Coieman.'and Redpatb impressed

with gritty exhibitions.

Queen's took advantage of the

opening kick-off to keep play

deep in Toronto territory and

when Carson ripped off a 22-yard

dash to the Westside IS. the ball

was directly in front oi the up-

rights. Williams then calmly

drop-kicked a perfect field goal

to send the Tricolor away to a

flying start. A moment later a

had snapout on ;

down gave Queen

from the Westside 35 Williams

looted to force a rouge and give

the GrifTinmen a 4-0 lead as the

first quarter ended.

Midway through the second

quarter Carson scooped up, a

Westside fumble on the Toronto

1-yard stripe and it was here tb
"

the Golden Tornados rose

their greatest heights. Three

times Queen's charged fast into

the middle of the Toronto line

and three times did the yellow

garbed visitors repel the thrusts

ilh freaki-honto follow

touchdown-

Queen's — Abbott, Gertsman.

McCloskey, McGIUivray, Conlin.

Williams, Carson. E. Wood.

Johnston. Cumming. Morrison.

Campbell. Subs — Wilder, A.

Wood, Scott, Bredin, McLean.

Cairns, Thomas, Walker. Spear-

man. Sampson ami Holland.

- Toronto— Burns, Brownridgc,

Ward, Duncan. Wagman. Mc-

Coleman. Lihman. Wise. Red-

path. Coleman. Provan. Beddis.

Subs—Quinn, Thompson. Ogle

and Fraser.

Toronto last

the ball and

Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street ^"/uS
Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN

— m —
©0 Students of (guren's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE/

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clock. Novel Gift. /

Watches And Favor. /
Pen. and Pencil. College In.ignu/

Designing to Order

Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.#ntith 23ros. JJmuelens,

for later on in the season but ar-

rangements as to dales are not com-

plete as yet. This club which is

composed of former college players

are rated as one of the best teams

in upstate New York, and should

be a real treat for local court fans to

watch in action. There may also be

an exhibition game in Ottawa but

negotiations are incomplete for this

fixture.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

scoxx
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND ^ROUPS

,80 Wellington Street
'Phone 2lW

Over Cnn.dian Pacific E»pr«9 OrTicfr-

NOTICE
Book Store can furnish you

Students of Queen's your own

with all your requirements in Text Books ffor All Facult.es

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies^ Fountam Pens

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.
J

TECHNICAL SUPIM-IES
KINGSTON Queen

1

. Univereity Ground. ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co,

88 PRINCESS STREET
"It Pays to Play Fair

PHONE at
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Subsidized Sports

Scored By Editor

Following is an editorial on

football player subsidies which

appeared in ibe Western Gas*

elte on November 22 and of-

easioned considerable comment

in the daily press.

In an editorial early in the year

we commented briefly on the matter

of subsidising athletes, and we be-

lieved at the lime that our last word

had been said. More recently, how

ever, certain circumstances have

arisen which seem to call for fuller

consideration of the subject, and

the fact that it is tabled for dis-

cussion at the Students' Union

meetinE next Sunday provides an

excuse, if not a reason, for bring-

ing it up at this time.

An excuse, however, is hardly

necessary; a pood and sufficient

reason is not far to seek. We hapi>eti

to know thai a definite plan lias

Iwcn suggested in influential quar-

ters, whereby rugby players would

be "induced" to come to Western

and "aided" in a material way to

stay here. W'e do not know how,

far the scheme has progressed, al-

though we hope anil believe that it

will come to nothing. We do know
that it has been advanced, that it is

entirely feasible, and that llie Uni-

versity authorities arc not to know
anything about it.

Wc arc unalterably opposed, and

WC believe the great majority of

Students arc unalterably opposed, to

any suggestion of commercialism

creeping into sports at Western.

Subordination of the game to the^

spectacle strikes us as being, from

e student's viewpoint, ihe poorest

lifid of policy. Interest would

pnfbahly be maintained, but it

wofjd be a different kind of intcr-

i'st. bid much icss to be desired

than -he brand we now have.

The argument* in favour of sub-

sidling arc chiefly three: It would
give us more winning teams, it

would itrreasc gate receipts, and

—

Prize Offered

A prize of $5.00Js being

offered for the best photo-

graph turned in to the Tri-

color, suitable for the College

Li fe Section of the book.

Here is an excellent oppor-

tunity for amateur photo-

graphers to display their work.

it is an open secret—many college

and other "amateur" teams do it.

The first argument may be true,

though Western (|jd remarkably

well with rattier poor material this

year, and will do considerably bet-

ter next season. Moreover, the

fact that we want a winning team

should not make us lose sight of the

kind of winning team we want.

The same applies to the second

plea: we need money, but may wc

not be particular, without being

finicky, about the kind of money

we get? As for the tu quoque argu-

ment, it is not an argument at all.

We cannot advance the policies of

Dthers as justification for our own.

In brief, then, the subsidizing of

athletes is diametrically opposed to

the interests as well as the policy

of the University. Incidentally, we

should perhaps make it clear that

we are not speaking of athletic

scholarships, which are another mat-

ter entirely.

We will be censured, by those

who favour a hush-hush policy, for

speaking so plainly. As a matter of

fact, we have been tempted to be

even more specific, and it is only

.-ifter careful consideration that wc

have brought the subject up. We
believe that those who favour sub-

sidizing players are a very small

group; but they arc a dangerous

minority because they work in the

dark. The only way of combating

any such proposal is to hring it into

ihe light where it has a good chance

of being squelched.

Western at present has a simon-

pure team. By all means, let us

Veep it so.

FISTS, FALLS ANDFOILS

Since there was only one in-

ter-city bout on the card in

Brockville last Friday, the Tri-

color can claim a perfect aver-

age for the season, by virtue of

"Chuck" Carlyle's victory over

Ins opponent.

"Hank" Thoman has been

re-appointed chief trainer to the

team for the ensuing year.

"Hank" won the heavyweight

boxing title last year, and will

endeavour to carry on the two

offices again this season.

Manager "Chuck" Cochrane

spent a couple of days in the

hospital last week recovering

from a very, very severe ill-

ness. ( Professors please copy,

in case the vote goes against

us).

Probably the most interest-

ing and surprising bout of the

evening was the showing made
by Gobart against the more

experienced MacKenzie to earn

a draw. Gobart floored his

opponent twice in the first

round.

It is reliably reported that

the newly - appointed trainer

possesses some unusual vocal

and histrionic ability with

which lie entertained the team
on the rerum trip.

GraduatesProminent

In Mining Industry

Scattered In Far Outposts
Of Northern

Canada

A hotel guest, finding that his bill

had not been added correctly, com-
plained to the manager.

"I'm so sorry," said the man-
ager, "but you know I'm a very
bad adder."

"Yes, I know you are," replied

the guest, "but you needn't think
you can sting me."

"THE OLD ONTARIO STRAND"
AN EXAMPLE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHY TO BE SEEN IN THE . B3B TRICOLOR

(Continued from page 1)

graduate of 1898 to men who had

just left the University.

It has become almost axioma-

tic that, if one travels off the

beaten path in northern Canada,

he is sure to meet a Queen's

man. The writer can say from

experience that, whether he has

been on a reconnaisance trip in

an isolated area, hastening to a

reported gold discovery, examin-

ing a far-away prospect or even

in the vicinity of an established

mining camp, he has encountered

men of all ages from his Alma
Mater with whom he has discuss-

ed both old things and new about

Queen's and her affairs. Cabins

and tents, canoes and snowshoes.

picks and axes, bannock and

moose-meat—these are the things

that men miLjt use to show of

what mettle they are made, and

the men of Queen's have used

them, and not only they have

profited, but their country.

Old Prospectors' Methods
The day of the old-time pros-

pector has parsed. The Klon-

dyker and his predecessor played

a part in the development of the

north country the importance of

which cannot be over-emphasiz-

ed. These pioneers, who received

little glory and small recognition

for their work, gathered their

small grubstakes, beat their own
trails, cut their own portages and
opened up for development a

vast expanse of northern Canada.

Their day has passed and, from

the work they did, there develop-

ed the modern methods of pros-

pecting for minerals. The old-

timer knew little of geology and
could recognize but a few min-

erals; his keen eye, however,

could spot those signs in the rock

surface which might indicate a

nineral deposit lying beneath

and, with unwavering persis-

tence, he has opened up many
veins which have resulted in pro-

ducing mines.

New Era Has Begun
That day, to a large extent, is

gone and prospecting is now
carried out on a commercial scale

by exploration companies, pros1

pecting syndicates, and groups
subsidized by operating mines.
The work of prospecting for

minerals is. today, highly special-
ized arfd the modern prospector
requires a thorough knowledge
of economic and structural
geology. He must be well vers-
ed in mineralogy and familiar
with the occurrence^, of different
types of ore deposits; but, like
the old-timer, he must often be
his own cook, doctor, laundrvman
and jack-of-all-trades. He must
be a competent canoe-man under
all sorts of river and lake condi-
tions. He should be able to
handle with equal facility an axe
or a compass, a rifle or a pros-
pector's pick.

Aeroplane Used
The use of the aeroplane in

traversing grjat distances and
reaching isolated areas has prov-
ed to be of great importance in
opening up the north country
The success of a number of mines
whnh have been brought to pro-
duction at Kreat distances from
the railroads, has been largely
dependent on aerial transporta-
tion.

Nearly aLJ the mineral deposits
that have; been found in northern
.Canada have been located on ex-

posed or semi-exposed rock sur-

faces ; but it is estimated that

over eighty percent, of the favor-

able prospecting ground of the

north country is overlain by a

thick mantle of glacial drift.

What mineral deposits may lie

beneath this overburden of sand,

gravel and clay—no one knows;

but it is reasonable to assume

that just as many gold-bearing

veins or copper ore-bodies lie

beneath the glacial drift as arc

exposed in rocks which outcrop.

Old Order Changes

New developments and new
methods of prospecting must
arise in order to explore the

drift-covered areas and those will

be dependent on geophysical ap-

plications of electrical^and mag-
netic devices. Thus the old order

changeth— and prospecting will

require far more specialization

and engineering knowledge than

it has in the past, and the univer-

sity-trained mining man becomes
more and more essential to the

development of the industry.

There is an old and a rather

true saying that "mines are made,
and not found." Certainly the

prospector finds his discovery

—

but that does not necessarily

make a urine. Of the tens of

thousands of mineral i bearing

veins and discoveries that have
been found throughout the north

country, only a few hundred

have resulted in producing mines

—and many of these would never

be mines today if it were not tor

the men who made them. Cap-
able engineering ability with

perseverence and faith have
turned discoveries of dmiblful

G.B.S. Again Heard

London, Dec. 1.—(AP)—British

music, thinks George Bernard

Shaw, has virtually no charms to

soothe the savage breast. Quite on

the contrary, says Shaw, it might

easily imperil international relations,

Invited by the British foreign of-

fice council for relations with other

countries to attend a luncheon for

foreign music critics, Shaw de-

clined with this explanation:

"The foreign office only want to

create or aggravate a hatred be-

tween nations by inflicting British

music on them."—Mail and Empire.

One day a rooster wandered

from hi* own barnyard to a neigh-

boring ostrich farm. He was ab-

solutely taken aback when he came

upon an ostrich egg. He pushed

the egg before him as he returned

to his own' farm. On his return he

called the hens around him and

showed them the egg, saying, "I

don't want to appear grouchy but

just look what oir neighbors can

do!"

value into important mines add-

ing materially to our national

wealth. And Queen's is proud
of the part her men have played

in making mines—and the mines
once producing, in turn, make the

men.

The Miller Museum stands, not

only as a memorial to Dr. Willet

G. Miller, but as a record of the

part Queen's men have played in

the development of the Canadian
mining industry.

YOU HAVE SEEN THE RHUMBA, CARIOCA,
CUCARACHA AND CONTINENTAL

SEE THE KISS DANCE
SCIENCE '38 FRIDAY, DEC. 6

GRANT HALL

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Fores: Adult T6e : CMld 40c>

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13 from KINGSTON
To Brantford, Buffalo, Chatham. CoUiDgwood. Detroit, Durham. Goderich,
Grimsby, Guelph, Huntaville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaibrd,
Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falls. North Bay, Owen Sound.
PnhnerBton, Paris, Penetang, St. CatharineB, Sarnie, Southampton.
Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor. Woodstock, and all intermediate points
beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Also to all towns in
New Ontario on lines of Temlskaming & Northern Ontario RIy„ Kapuskas-
ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Geraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

SATURDAY, DEC. 14 to TORONTO and HAMILTON
Alaotoial I Siulloiia Brockvillem Whllby Jci .Inclusive

(ATTRACTION — TORONTO— SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
Nillon.l [.••gut Hoik«»—Toionlo "Mapk Ltih" Drtclt "Rid WTnji"

Farri. Tickets, RrlL. fromAuenti. ASK tOFt HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL
210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Stestaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to S p.m.

Real value (or your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

W. P. Midmc-r

PHONE
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham St.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST. LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver PHONE 821

H. K. BECK1NGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor ...
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TO RENT
bit bedroom and lied sitting

with all conveniences,

.mi, board optional, at

. Albert St. Phone 3719-W

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

IVlahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

PBINCESS SHOE REPAIR
AH kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

55* Princess St Phone 25W-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

X1S Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

TEETH

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE empire:
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

K RAY OAS

Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1B5V

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St

-Phone 256

A tooth is a bone-like body,

rooted in the Jaw and projecting

from the^gum. Man is provided

with two or more sets of teeth that

make their ap]>earance at different

periods of life,

The first set, some twenty in

numher. appear between the 6th

and 20th years of life. The second

set, totalling 32, appear from the

nth to 25th years, the last to appear

being the wisdom teeth, which may
ir may not account for the foolish-

less of adolescence. The third set

icqiiired in dentists' offices and

general stores may appear at any

time.

A certain amount of discomfort,

cither physical or financial is char-

acterising of the begetting of teeth.

Teeth may be very beautiful.

Imagine a well made set of false

teeth, snarling up from a tumbler

of clear water.

The average person requires a set

of teeth to enjoy that most pleas-

urable of human occupations, name-

ly eating. Natural teeth are greatly

to be preferred. Having no plate

nothing can get under it, to cause

severe, and if at a dinner party

unremedial agony. The plate that

slips when its owner is talking has

always intrigued us, and on occas-

sion wc have laughed heartily at

the mumblings and mutterings of

one who has forgotten his or her

teeth.

Teeth are subject to many pain-

ful paralogical conditions, often

necessitating a call upon one of

those men who live by the suffer-

ing of others. Wc refer of course

to dentists.

Bad teeth, also known as carious

teeth, from the word "caries' mean-

ing molecular decay of bone, have

varying effects. First and foremost

a psychic effect. The posscssers of

such teeth are noted for their bad

temper and general crabbiness. An

infection of the gums, resulting in

abcess formation may be secondary

to carious teeth.

The abscess, referred to by those

n the know as a focus of infection

causes systematic symptoms: that

tired feeling, lack of energy

Kingston

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES. ONT.

thenia, nausea even, sometimes pal.

pitation. The condition may pro-

gress further to bacteraemia. then

septicemia and sometimes acute

Bacterial Endocarditis and chronic

invalidism.

These carious teeth have also

been known to cause ulcers of the

cheeks and tongue. In whooping

cough even normal teeth sometimes

cause very painful ulcers of the

tongue. Carious teeth further may

cause furring of the corresponding

side of the tongue, or pain in the

corresponding ear, due to irritation

of one of the branches of the

trigeminal nerve.

False, or store teeth, have also

l>een known to cause pain. There

is on record the case of a inan^who

carried his teeth in his hip pocket,

and accidently sat down hard on

them. It is said that for several

weeks following he carried the

teeth marks in this most unusual

place,

Teeth have occasionally been

mentioned in literature. Shakes-

peare mentions one case. The Duke

of Glnster, after murdering Henry

VI says, of his own birth

:

•'The midwife wondered: and the

woman cried,

O. Jesus' bless us he is born with

teeth;

\nd so I was, which plainly signi-

fied

That I should snarl and bite and

play the dog."

We offer this as a warning, his-

tory has bean known to repeat it-

self.

Coming down to our own times,

Robert Service in his poem "Ambi-

tion", brings out the failing of the

human race for personal adorn-

ment thus:

"They pulled bis teeth so white and

sound,

They put in teeth of gold instead,

Oh never saw T man so gay,

His very being seemed to swell:

Ha, ha, he cried, now Injun say,

Me heap big chief, me look like

hell."

Even in the popular language of

the day teeth have played a part,

as witness the old saying "Freeze

your teeth and give your tongue a

sleigh ride."

Commerce Club

J. Stitt, KtC, of the Civil

Service Commission in Otta-

wa, will be live guest speaker

at theCommerce Club Lunch-

eon on Friday at 12.15 p.m. in.

the Banquet Hall, Students'

Vnion-

Errors In Printing' HOLDS LITTLE HOPE

Utten Improve Lopy

Bum Reporting Also Brings

Some Wierd
Results

Arts "36 Hold First Dance

After Christmas

Arts "36 will hold their annual

v en r dance in Grant Hall,, Friday,*

January 10. Tclgmanns orchestra

has heen secured and has promised

a new and cntcrtainig program.

This is the First year dance after

Christmas so start the new year

right by revelling with Arts '36 in

their final dance. Tickets may be

secured before Christmas at. tl

price of one dollar from Marion

Lyons, "Bud" Yuill. "Tod" Booth

'Cam" Hilbncr and "Ham" Park

(convener).

BW.F. SQUAD FIGHT

EXHIBITION BOUTS

Experiments Indicate Little

Change In 4 Years

Aimee Says Students

Are Upstanding Lot

We read in the Edmonton News

that Sister Aimee has come to town

and spread enlightment to the

effect that modem day college stu-

dents are a fine upstanding lot,

that women who drink and smoke

an- a low element, that co-education

has her blessing, that mysognists arc

adolescents, that the view from the

hotel window is great, and that she

chooses not to discuss Social

Credit

Evidently our good confreres of

the Gateway, Alberta student paper,

have been Contacting Life through

the famed Los Angeles evangelist,

and judging from the husky tone of

their interview article, have swal-

lowed it whole.

It brings to mind our reporter

days when in company with Z. and

N. we too essayed forth to inter-

view Aimee. After a decent heel-

cool, we were ushered into the

Great presence, hastily forgot our

flippant prepared questions and

listened reverently to a discourse on

the blasphemy of evolution, until

the Sister thought us sufficiently

Choral Society

The Queen's Choral Society will

hold their first practice of Handel's

Creation this evening at 7.00 o'clock

in the Biology Lecture Room. More

tenors and basses are asked to

attend.

Who's Who

(Continued from page 1)

from the first by two falls and from

the latter on a decision.

In boxing only one knockout was

scored when Stone took a technical

K.O. decision from Barkley. The

Duncan-Johnston fight, as is usual

with these two boys, was fast and

furious with plenty of wild swing-

ing. Duncan once again won the

decision from his opponent of the

Freshman Assault. Dingwall and

Williams, both experienced boxer-,

fought well all the way through

their bout with Williams taking the

decision.

The results of the bouts were:

Boxing

\2f> lbs. — Connelly defeated Bell,

decision,

If,-; lbs.—Egnn defeated Black, de-

cision.

135 lbs. — Duncan defeated John-

ston, decision.

140 lbs.—Williams defeated Ding-

wall, decision.

147 ihs. — Stone defeated Barkley.

technical K.O.

165 lbs. — McKcnzie defeated Go-

hart, decision.

Wrestling

135 lbs—Forsberg defeated Munro

2 falls.

135 lbs.—Grant and Clark, a draw

125 lbs.—Murray defeated Ferry ?

falls.

Catchweights — Lochuan defeated

Monteitb, decision.

135 lbs—Forsberg defeated Mac

Kay, decision.

160 lbs.— Patterson and Running, a

draw.

160 lbs. — Carlyle defeated Martin

one fall.

Even the best organized new

papers make blunder* a little

more than occasionally, many of

them are purely typographical

rrors resulting in a misplaced

letter hert and there, or the ap-

pearance of the inevitable and

baffling words "ctaoin sbrdlu."

Often, Imwcver. one funis errors

of a more distressing nature

which are the result of ignorance

on somchody's part. The fol-

lowing arc examples of both

tyj»es.

"Fifth Avenue Maria"

A cub reporter on a Los An-

geles paper turned in a write-up

of a Symphony concert. "Do

not print abbreviations
-1 was £

proof-reader's rule. And s<

Gounod's "Fourth Mass", be

came Gounod's "Fourth Mass

adiussets", and Bach's "Fifth

Ave Maria" became Bach's "Fifth

Avenue Maria".

The same write-up contained

the following rcn/arks: "During

this movement the kettle drum-

mer sat like Buddha regarding

his navel". The prudish editor

objected to the word "navel", so

he crossed it out. forgetting to

provide a substitute; and the

final copy read: "... the kettle

drummer sat like Buddha regard-

ing his . .
."

Chamber Music

A poetry club dinner also came

State College, Pa. — The ability

ihowiil by a student in the opening

weeks of his college career is a

reliable index to his final attain-

ments, according to John R.

Richards, assistant to the dean of

the School of the Liberal Arts at

the Pennsylvania State College.

Students tend to continue in the

relative npsttions 'tbev rrach in the

first semester in college. Mr. Rich-

ards reported today alter complet-

ing a study of records of some

1.500 recent graduates. The study

ma made to evaluate the predictive

validity of several testing methods.

"A given student's record re-

mains rather remarkably consistent

throughout his course," Mr. Rich-

ards said. "The correlation coeffi-

cient between the first semester

grade averages and those at grad-

uation are .80 to .85. A perfect

relationship would be indicated by

the coefficient 100.

Los Angeles. Nov. 25-(AP)--

It was just a bit complicated today

when William James Judge faced

Judge William James in federal

court. Judge. 52-year-old Cana-

dian, wanted to become an Ameri-

can citi/en. "Are you William

lames Judge?" inquired Jbdge Wil-

liam James. "William James Judge,

judge," admitted the applicant. So

William James, judge, administered

the oath of allegiance to William

lames Judge, affixing his official

signature. "William James, judge.'

—Whig-Standard

Kreisler Explains Refusal

To Broadcast

First Year Indicative

"The assumption that the first

semester is hardly indicative be-

cause of strange conditions of work

and new surroundings is apparently

without foundation. A freshman

whd just gets passing grades in his

first semester in college has one

chance in thirty-one of being grad-

uated in the top half of the class,

whereas the student who averages

in the highest brackets in the open-

irig term at college has twenty

chances to one of being graduated

the top half of the class,"

for%omc harsh treatment at
English Composition Compulsory

the hands of this same paper

"Walter Bymer", said the paper,

"was the pot of the evening".

Some wit remarked that, "they

must have thought that it was a

recital of chamber music."

Even the actions of the Presi-

dent of The United States are

not free from distortion. "Sur-

rounded by his cabinet and a few

friends. Mr. Roosevelt took his

simple bath as President of the

United States". "Oa—thay can

you see—", said the same would-

be witty reader.

tamed,

ejected.

Then we were politely

The next day each of us scoffed

superiorly at the other two for

being taken in! Good old Aimee

knows her business,—Ubyssey.

In answer to the inquiry as to

why he has always refused to

broadcast over the radio, Kreisler

replied

:

"I like to control the condi-

tions of my concerts, so they will

not be ruined by the weather or by

static. I do not want to he turned

nn and off like hot watet Radio

is a detriment to music, on the

hole. In former days, when one

wanted music he had to learn to

play an instrument, to study music;

be could not get it already manu-

factured. Now we have music 24

hours a day and that much good

music can't be produced."

—Indiana Daily Student

CLASSES IN ART
GROWING POPULAR

(Continued from page 1)

The class for high school students

includes drawing From the model

and working in clay. This class

was probably the most enthusiastic

of all the reporter attended. The

Imys and girts arrived early and set

immediately to work. Three hoys

were working in clay, making copies

of plaster models provided by the

department. Some of those draw-

ing from the model were doing ex-

ceptionally fine work. Mr. Roberts

said.

The same models are used in die

adult classes. Frequently these are

costumed, and occasionally two

models are procured for group com-

position. The Journal was told

that the Art Department Wfilcomej

new models, especially students,

bo arc paid a small sum for each

sitting.

Adult classes are offered in man

types of art of specialised interest.

\t the class we attended Miss Lowe

was instructing in lino-cutting with

he members of the group making

their own designs for Christmas

rds and commercial work Others

were studying poster-designing and

ettcring under Mr. Roberts. These

two fields, we were told, are becom-

ing increasingly popular. Courses

are also available in water-colours,

oils and cartooning, as well as in

sketching and clay-modelling.

The only course taken by every

freshman at the Pennsylvania State

College, with no variation to adapt

It to the rcnuiremcnts of bis major,

English composition, Mr. Rich-

ards said, and the predictive value

of grades in this course is also

excellent.

The chances of a student at

Pcnn State completing his college

career in the first quarter of the

class varies directly with the grade

attained in the first semester work

in English composition," Mr. Rich-

ards reported.

Mr. Richards gave fiffu™* t|,ow-

ing that in a raufic from a grade of

CO to oO, denoted by "0". to the

highest mark available, marked by

".1." chances of graduating in the

first ouartcr of the class were:

0. 1 to 25; 1, 1 to 13; 2. 1 to 2,

and .V 10 to 1.

Various Predictive Devices

"Reliable predictive devices are

of great assistance to advisers in

their contacts with students," Mr.

Richards said " While intelligence

testi and Fuulisb tests have proved

their value in indicating the ex-

tremes, in pointing out those who

will succeed or fail regardless, only

actual work in college has been

found to have predictive value for

the entire student body."

William c
.. Hoffman, registrar,

has found that the average grade

attained by freshmen varies direct-

ly with their high school standing.

'

First fifth, tfi; second fifth. 1.1 :

th>rt| fifth. V: fourth fifth, .6. and

fifth fifth, .5.

Advertising

Mr. McTavish was preparing for

a round of golf.

"I'll print your name on your golf

ball," said the attendant, 'so in case

it is lost, whoever finds it will re-

turn it to you, doctor."

"That's fine, my lad," said the

doctor, "and could you just put

M.I), after the name. And ym*

might squeeze in, office hours U

|
to 4."- Mail and Empire.
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FOR

THURS. FRI. SAT.

(of this week) ONLY

C. & E. LEWIS

FAMOUS

NORTHAMPTON

ENGLISH SHOES

Reg. $8.50 to $9.50

F0R $6.95

IN SMOOTH 01?

GENUINE SCOTCH

GRAIN LEATHERS

BUY NOW AND

SAVE

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Religious Discovery

Subject Of Address

"The question. 'Why Live?' is a

most important one in the world

today," stated Margaret Kinney

Speaking Oil "Religious Discov-

ery" to the S.C.M. on Thursday

evening in Convocation Hall.

Miss Kinney, who is a travelling

secretary for the S.C.M. gave the

first in a seTics of lectures on the

general topic, "Religion Rein-

terpreted."

"To achieve full life man must

discover something outside him-

self 'which will give him the

security he desires," continued

lite speaker. He must commit

himself to God, taking away the

supports that the world offers

and standing alone.

The results of such ait act arc

not ready answers or abiding

peace. One does, however, gain

freedom from internal conflicts

which arise from the attempts to

rind security in the world. A
;lcarer relationship with people

is gained for he sees them as they

are and not as lie wants to see

them. After such committment

he no longer stands alone, for he

discovers joy in association with

other people who have accepted

this way of life. This group is

the Church.

Miss Kinney pointed out one

of the reasons for the existence

of the Church is that its members

may be a check against one

another. There it has failed, be-

cause each of our separate

churches are made up. largely, of

people gathered from one social

group. The interests of other

social groups are not brought be-

fore them. This is what we must

remedy, to get the most benefit

from our Churches.

Dr. J. H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evening! by appointment

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess SL Orange Hall Bldg

New Hemlock Dairy

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

.
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to

metal sh

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

0 apply with
iaft brush.

DANCE COMMITTEE
BAFFLED BY POSTER

(Continued from page 1)

knew there was no criticism of the

dance among members of Levana.

As far as the Journal could ascer-

.ain the A.M.S. had not been ap-

proached and officers of the CO.
T.C. ridiculed the idea of the CO.
T.C. being called out.

Further probing into the purpose

of the "Flash" and the identity of

the person or persons who put it

up, has only served to deepen the

mystery. At the time of going to

press no one has appeared who can
nr will shed any light on the

matter.

RELIGIOUS MAN'S
TRAITS DISCUSSED

(Continued from page 1)

common participation in the joint

protest against the social and
economic conditions which exist.

With regard to dedication, the
speaker remarked that in this a^e
there was a notable lack of willing-

ness to make any sacrifice in a
cause. One must, of necessity, be
willing to sacrifice a great deal, if

any decree of amelioration was to

he attained.

The religious man of today must
be transparent in that his actions
must point not to himself, but be-
yond himself, the preacher said.
His work must be seen as obedi-
ence to his convictions, rather than
as a means of making his own per-
sonality more attractive.

In concluding Dr. Vlastos said
that only by this active partic,™
Hon, with self-denial, is j t possible
thai the kingdom of love and righte
ousness can be ushered in.

Coming Events

Today

:

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

5.00p.m—Journal Staff Meeting

Journal Office

7.00p.m.—A.M.S. Court

Convocation Hall

—Choral Society Practice

Biology Lecture Room
Old Arts Building

8.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

—Goodridge Roberts

Room 111

Douglas Library

8.30p.m.—Orchestral Society

Practice

Biology Lecture Room
Old Arts Building

Wednesday

:

2.30p.m.— Interfaculty Football

Medicine vs. Theology

Lower Campus

4.00p.m.—Miller Club
' Miller Hall

5.00p.m—S.V.M. Meeting

Seminar Room
Old Arts Building

7.30p.m.—Dr. Vlastos

Convocation Hall

Thursday

:

7.30p.m.—Music Club

50 Clergy St. E.

Friday:

12.15p.m.—Commerce Gub
Banquet Hall

Students' Union

Dr. Vlastos To Speak On
Religious Expression

Professor Gregory Vlastos of

the Philosophy Department of

Queen's will speak on "Religious

Expression" on Wednesday ev-

ening at 7.30 in Convocation

Hall This will be the final ad-

dress in a series on the topic

Religion Reinterpreted" being
held under the auspices of the

S.C.M.

The nature of the discussion is

iggested by the following ques-

tions. Does a man's religion con-

sist in what he believes or what
he does ? Can religion be ex-

pressed in secular pursuits. Can
it be expressed anywhere else?

An opportunity for discussion

will be given after the lecture.

Science '38 Dance Set For
Friday Night

"All plans for the Science '38

dance have been completed and
despite rumors to the contrary
the dance will take place Friday
evening, Dec. 6, in Grant Hall,"

Mf. Miller, convener, announced.
Tickets may be secured from

Alf Miller* Gil Palcster, Murray
Campbell. Jack Ferguson, Jack
Brackenhury, Phil Broadhurst or

at the Post Office. The price is

.25;

Four Fifths Elmira Grads
Find Employment

Elmira, N.Y.—More than four-
fifths of the 101 graduates of the
class of '34 of Elmira College are

gainfully employed, according to a
survey by the Bureau of Appoint-
ments.

Of the 82 yourlg women employ-
ed. 49 are engaged in teaching and
the remaining 33 in a variety of
occupations, including secretarial,

social and laboratory work, store

service, nursing, dietetics, art and
dramatics.

Half ..f the class of '35 hold re-

gular paid positions'. Over 50 per
cent, of tins numher are teaching.

—New York Times.

BARGAIN
1934 Philco 5 tube radio

$20.00

BURFORD McLEAN
Phone 533-W 57 Union St

Walpole Speaks On
GrowthOf Capitalism

Prof. H. Walpole, speaking to

the L.S.R., traced the growth of

the present Capitalistic system from

its earlier expression in feudalism

to the Industrial Revolution.

At this point the great differ-

ences between the owners of pro-

duction and the workers became

manifest. Capitalism became the

socialization of industry in every-

thing but the profits. This system

continued automatically once

plunder had been seized from cap-

tured peoples or land from the

peasants. >

Colonial expansion was a result

f the need for new markets and

new spheres of investment ahead.

The export of capital is the unique

feature of Imperialism," said Mr.

Walpole. In the last twenty years

of the 19th century finance capital

accumulated to an enormous extent.

Conflict between the nations on

economic and national questions is

not the only conflict to which we
are witness. There is also the

constant struggle between the men
who own the machines and those

who do the work.

Legion Is Assailed
By Western Editor

Saskatoon — (By Wire) — A
controversy still wages through-

out Saskatchewan over the policy

of the "Sheaf," student paper of

the University, which has em-
barked on a program against war
and militarism. First press puh-
ii ity fOF the student publication

line when the Canadian Legion.

Saskatoon Branch, protested to

the Hon. T. C. Davis. Attorney-
General of Saskatchewan, and
Dr. Walter C. Murray, president!

of the University, because of a

now famous article of "The Staff

t Ibscrver," which appeared in the

Thanksgiving number of the

Sheaf."

The article, of slashing and
ironic nature, is said to have been
scditous according to a press re-

port of a meeting of the Canadian
Legion in which the answers of

the Attorney-General and the

University President were read.

Mr. Davis declared that he was
surprised, and was investigating

the matter. Dr. Murray advised

that things be left for the stud-

ents of the University to decide

and stated that interference from
outside was rarely the best

method of securing results.

Speaking in Regina on the

matter of student opposition to

war, Brigadier-General J. F. L.

Embury. Justice, made a heated

attack on the "brats and squirts

)f boys" who were "writing lies

n the press."

Replying to the attack of the

Canadian Legion, Alex Tooth,
student editor, declared that in

attempting to have opinions and
ideas suppressed the ex-service-

men were seeking to defeat the

very freedom of thought and
speech for which they fought in

the Great War. The United
Farmers of Canada and the C.C.

Y.M. have issued statements to

the press defending the Sheaf
and protesting efforts to suppress
freedom of speech. The debate
continues.—Ubysscy.

"How are you getting along
with your courtship of the bank-
er's daughter?"

"I'm getting some encourage-
ment now—last night she told me
he had said 'No* for the last

time."—Acadia Athenaeum.

ulfolEmilg (Erarofnrii 3Flnm*r
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 151s

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guarantee*)

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen"s,over 30 yean

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

lEferscmai Christmas (Earfts
WITH YOUR OWN YEAR CREST—EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. ORDER
EARLY. PRINTING FOR EVERY PURPOSE, STUDENTS LOOSE

LEAF FILLS. BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
Phone 485 Wellington Street

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses : Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

I I AM 14 11%
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess SL

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Ttvoli Theatre)

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. i Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel Lai Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We Keep Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

Sport Bag Zipper Duffle

Very practical sport and general purpose bag. So roomy yet light

in weight. A range of fabrics and leathers to choose from.

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Block St.
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CHANGE RULE - STUDENT VERDICT
MEDS '39 APPEAL SUSTAINED
AT SESSION OF A. M. S. COURT

ftesculapian Court Decision

Reversed Owing To Lack
Of Evidence That Year
Raided Capitol Theatre

Practice Condemned

The A.M.S Court sustained the

ppcal of Metis '39 against the

\esculapian Court, hecause of in-

efficient evidence of a raid by the

lledica! years involved, in the ses-

ion on Tuesday night in Convoca-

ion Hall. The court, in rendering

lie verdict, pointed out the serious

pature of the charge.

If self-government is to he con-

inued at Queen's, the students must

>rove themselves, capable of this

responsibility." said Bob Young,

Chief Justice of the A.M.S. Court

in dismissing the charge. "Such

neidents as the alleged theatre raid

tave become distressingly frequent

and the rights of citizens and pro

v-nwners must be respected. In

future, cases of a similar nature

mil come under the jurisdiction of

he A.M.S. and severe penalties will

!>e imposed by the court."

The prosecution charged that,

afler the Meds Soph-Frosh Ban-

quet in October, 1934, some 150

members of the combined years of

'39 and "40 raided the Capitol The-

atre. Considerable damage to pro-

perty resulted. They called a num-

ber of witnesses, including a senior

Medical student. On cross-exam-

ination the witness admitted that,

owing to the poor visibility in the

thealre be could identify positively

|

only one member of Meds '39 A
letter from Mr. Smithies, the man-

(Continued on page 8)

NOTICE

The first ^sue of the Jour-

nal
f

after the Christmas

holidays will appear on Fri-

day, January 10.

MEDICOS OUTNUMBER

FIGHTING THEOLOGS

TO WIN MATCH 6-3

Big Blue Team Get Major
Score In Second

Quarter

Snell Kicks Goal

REMARKS ONBALLOTS

EMBRACEWIDE FIELD

Students, Professors And
Journal Under

Fire

POLICY OF ISOLATION 500 OF 600 VOTERS ARE

d? mnSf™ AGAINST PRESENT SYSTEM

Speaks On Relations With
U.S. And Empire

Since 1867

At I.R.C. Meeting

LEVANA, U. of T. TO

DEBATEJTO- NIGHT

Queen's To Defend Motion
That Canada's Over-

Governed

In Ban Righ Hall

Dorothy Stuart and Aileen

M,-lsi hi will support the motion,

"Resolved That Canada is Over-

governed" to be put before the

house at the Women's Intercollegi-

ate Debate at Ban Righ Hall to-

night at 7.30. The debate is open

to the public and everyone interest-

ed is asked to attend.

Ann Fergusson and Winnifred

Fletcher from the University of

Toronto will oppose the motion.

Prof, W. R. P. Bridger of

R.M.C., Ambrose Shea, Police

Magistrate, and Rev. Harry B.

Clarke will act as judges. Marion

Clarke, will preside at the meeting

which will be open for discussion

after the debate.

Kay Morrison and Doris Mc-
Guirc of the Levana Debating So-

ciety will take the negative side of

the same motion at Varsity this

(Continued on page 81

"Are we MEN? Can we

WORK under compulsion?" re-

marked one riled student on his

Compulsory Attendance Ballot.

Everyone, including the Faculty.

Levana. and the Journal, came

under the fire of the students'

wrath in the remarks added to

many of the ballots.

"In no event should Levana be

granted the privilege of being ex-

empt from lectures." said one

student, while another added

that besides compulsory attend-

ance for first year students, he

would suggest compulsory at-

tendance for Levana in all

years.

The bright genius of Science

shone forth in two or three re-

marks. "Why vote for (2)?"

asked one Science man. "First

year students always attend any-

ways, more regular than the other

years." "There may he some

dumb profs, but there are a hell

of a lot more dumber students."

sisted another man uf action.

One bright soul, after making

remark, concluded, "I consider

compulsory attendance too child-

ish to even merit a remark."

A certain Medical man, who

was kind enough to contribute

several ballots in favor of com-

pulsory attendance, also attached

several remarks. One of them

assured-thc Journal that be had a

young brother coming to Queen's

who wouldn't be able to come

unless compulsory attendance

were enforced. He reached the

high spot, however, when he in-

serted this phrase, "Dr. Fyfe

wouldn't like compulsory attend-

ance to be abolished."

Eight o'clock lectures and
November tests were the objects

of much criticism. "I find 8.0U

(Continued on page 3)

Led by a triple-threat captain

(stumble, fumble, and grumble) the

big blue team of Meds defeated

Theology 6-3 at Richardson Sta-

dium on Tuesday. Snow on the

field and in the air made the game

a rather ragged exhibition. The

Thenlogs put up a game battle but

sheer numbers overpowered the

sky-pilots.

Shortly after the first quarter

opened McManus, the "flame" of

'37, gathered in a loose ball and

galloped through to the cleric's five-

yard line. The game-cocks from

the Old Arts Building held for

three downs but an offside penalty

gave Meds first down and they

promptly pushed it over for a major

score. This tough break seemed to

spur the parsons on and the battle

was quite even to half time.

During the intermission the two

dollar a gallon water boys got in

their work on the linesmen and they

became Thelogy's best substitutes.

About midway through the third

quarter Young gathered in a

blocked kick and on the third down

Snell split the posts with a beauti-

ful placement. Meds added a

single and the game ended Meds 6,

Theologs 3.

Medicine—Flying wing, Coun-

tryman : Halves. Carson, For-

sythc. Thoman ;
Quarter, Colin

Campbell; Snap. Mack'; Insides.

Collins, Hayunga; Middles, Capt.

P. McManus, Brcckenridge

;

Outsidcs, James. Cliff Campbell:

Subs, Whyte. Jolliffe. Clare,

Arber, Johnson, Dingwall, Jen-

kins, Forsberg, McDonald.

{Continued on page 5)

I STITT TO SPEAK

TO COMMERCE CLUB

J. Stitt, K.C.. of the Civil

Service Commission in Ot-

tawa, will be the guest

speaker at the Commerce

Club Luncheon today at

12.15 p.m. in the Banquet

Hall. Students' Union.

"If Canada has a national des-

tiny worth fulfilling and if there is

a reason why we should keep se-

parate from the United States, we

should*fostcr our connection with

the Old World and with the Bri-

tish Empire," Professor R. G.

Trotter told members of the Inter-

national Relations Club on Monday

evening in tracing the progress of

Canadian-American relations since

Confederation.

I don't see how the circum

stances of the present make isola

tionism workable in Canada any

more now than in the past," the

speaker continued, speaking of the

recent denial of Canadian subscrip-

tion to the League embargo on oil.

coal and iron.

Dr. Trotter explained that to-

wards the close of the last cen-

turv the ties of personal contacts

between Canadians and Americans

were becoming much more numer-

ous with the freedom offered to

Canadians in crossing the border

either to study or to find work.

The last boundary difficulty was

cleared up in 190.1 with the settle-

ment of the Alaska dispute. It was

dissatisfaction with the British

handling of this case, #r. Trotter

said, that speeded up the idea of

Canadian autonomy.

In 1911 President Taft set out

on a deliberate policy of friendship,

offering Canada a very generous re-

ciprocity treaty in order to estab-

lish really good relations between

the two countries. An appeal on

the basis of linking up N<irth Am-

erica was successful in getting the

bill past the United States Congress,

(Continued on page 6)

Poll On Compulsory Attendance Indicates Over Half Of

Students Favour Abolition For All Except Members

of Freshman Years — Medical Faculty Alone In

Favour Of Continuance Of Existing System.

Simmons Says AJV1.S. Will Back Students

, BY J. CKOMWELL voung

EditOr-wt-Chitf

With 521 nut of 615 students voting for a change, the

present Compulsorv Attendance Regulation was »ver-

whelmingly condemned bv the students in the Journal

Poll which closed Wednesday. Eighty-five percent, of

the voters declared for a change, while over half voted for

the abolition of the existing rule except for first, year

students. In a poll which expressed the opinion of over

one-third of the entire student body, there was httle doubt

left as to the attitude of the students upon this question.

A.M.S. To Back Change

EXOTIC ENGINEERS

OSCULATE TO-NIGHT

Tickets To Science Sdph

Kiss Dance Still

Available

COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE POLL RESULTS

FOR A CHANGE

6 c
5»_ *o- M

hit-

>•
M

POLLS 3 g
Si? < o z

H > < « £ r
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20 100 17 137 .8
!

155

Old Arts Building 3 18 1 22 6
1

28

Ban Risrh Hall 1 32 16 49 53

ARTS TOTAL 208 . 1
236

Fleming Hall 16 26 5 47 19
|

66

Science Club Room . .

.

7 5 0 12 1 13

SCIENCE TOTAL
1

&
-

1

|
20 79

4 24 3 1

»
I

36 67

Students' Union 1 » 165 20 L i
10 233

I

TOTAL .. I
89 i

370 62 U 1 615

"Yes despite all rumours to" the

onirary. & Kiss
i

Dancc wi"

take place1 tonight," said Alf

Miller, convener of the Science

'38 year dance, in an interview

with the Journal.

Is there any significance in

the name of the dance?"

Yes. there sure is. but if you

want to know just what that sig-

nificance is you'll have to come

to find out."

This dance is rumoured and

advertised to be one of the most

spectacular and novel on the

campus, what's so unusual about

it?"

"Well, without disclosing too

much I can say that lights will

be softer, music better, ladies

better treated and men bolder

than ever before at a year dance.

We have arranged for two Gen-

eral Electric amplifiers and the

music will be more distinctly

heard than at previous dances."

"Say, just who is going to pro-

vide this softer music?"

"Kuth Knowlton and his or-

chestra, We chose them hecause

we thing that his orchestra is the

best procurable."

This dance will take place to-

night in Grant Hall. Tickets

may be secured at the door for

$1.25.

POLICE IN QUEST OF

OWNER OF N. Y. CAR

The Kingston Police De-

partment has asked the Jour-

nal to try 1° 8et in touch with

the owner of a car bearing the

N.Y. license number 5 Zl-160.

It is believed to belong to a

student and has been parked on

Brock Street near King for

several days. The police sug-

gest that the owner come ' r

it soon it he wants to a.

a heavy fine.

As a climax 19 a vigorous cam-

paign conducted by the Journal,

[he students have whole-hearted-

ly endorsed the stand which the

Journal has taken. The students

were promised that the Alma

Mater Society Executive would

take action if a large majority of

the students showed themselves

in favor of abolition, or partial

aholition. As a result, the AM.

S. Executive now stands behind

the Journal and the entire stu-

dent body in an effort to do away

with this unnecessary and out-

moded regulation.

"Although I have not had

time to consider the results

in detail they do seem to

show that the student body

favors a change in the at-

tendance regulation," stated

Bill Simmons, president of

the Alma Mater Society,

when interviewed by the

Journal concerning the re-

sult of the Poll. "If this is

the case the A. M. S. will

stand behind the students in

an endeavour to change the

present rule." Mr. Simmons

affirmed.

In addition to the 521 who cast

their ballots in favor of a change

there were nine unmarked ballots

which, in the space fur "remarks,"

suggested compulsory attendance

for both freshmen and sopho-

mores. These swell the number

who voted for a change in the ex-

sting system to 530.

Arts and Science Polls

The polls in the Arts Building,

Old Arts Building, and Ban Righ

Hall have been grouped together

since they indicate, as a whole,

the opinion of Arts and Theology.

Eighty-eight percent, of those

who voted at these polls realize

[hat some change is in order.

At the pulls in the Science Club

Room and Fleming Hall voting

tvas somewhat slighter, only 79

votes being cast. However. 75

percent, of those who voted felt

that the present regulation is un-

satisfactory.

Medicine Stands Atone

Mcdicim was the only faculty

wbicn i ^turned a majority m
favor of the existing regulation.

(Continued on page 4)
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

titsbltibtd i8n
[VflSTON BRANCH—King ft CJiitncc S

W. R. BBLCHER, M.-..--

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDUS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop
79 Princess St.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted by EDMUND BERRY

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.°°
The Bengal

$19.75

The Polo

$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

STUDENTS
Something brand newl

We are showing, litis year,

CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS

Folder style, with assorted views
of University Buildings in

Sep latone

These are appropriate to send
your friertdi at this season

Only £g each

Sec them today at

Ward & Hamilton
DRUGS, LIMITED

4 Convenient Nyal Stores 4

An Bed (gift

A leather, ripper closed bridge
wallet, containing pad. pencils
and two gold edged packs ol
cards.

A wonderful gift for a man or
EM. Made in black and alsobLc leather. Priced at Jj.SO

She
HKcflEallum (Sift

39S Princcso St. Phone 1931

Open Evenings

PARTNERS IN PLUNDER

By J. P Matthews and R. E

Shallcross. Nw York : Coviei

Fricdc. $1.75.

A year or two ago there appeared

thnl sensational volume Twenty

Million Cuineafiiijs Can't be Wrong

The book systematically "debunk-

ed" many of the popular brands of

cereal, toothpaste, chewing gum

and tobacco, professing to expose

Jjc tremendous boax by which in-

ferior products were widely sold at

what is called a "popular" price

which usually means a high one),

rid which told us that many of

these very well-known products

were cheap, of poor material and

ften dangerous to use.

Messrs. Matthews and Shallcross

evidently decided to try their hand

at something similar and Partners

iii Plunder is the result, Their

purpose has been far wider than

that of Twenty Million Cuineapigs

—they "debunk" everything hut pay

special attention to profiteering. The

preface says: "It has been our pur-

pose to indicate the areas where

business is at present clamping

down upon consumers and work-

ers to prevent them from striving

for, or even being conscious of

their rights to higher standards of

living in terms of both quantity and

quality."

It is undoubtedly true that of all

the troubles which affect the con-

sumers the root evil is the insist-

ence of business that all goods and
crvices must he subject to the chief

and over-riding consideration of pro-

fits. The industrialists, this book tells

us, are getting a hold on business

and there is the greatest danger that

Fascism will be the result in the

United Stales—it will be sold to

the people in the very manner in

which so many worthless and dan-
gerous products are sold now. Thev
will accept it eagerly and will not

perceive the trick. The whole book
13 :i warning E^nst Fascism wh;rh.
we are told, is slowly and surely

growing up.

The chapter "The Rococo Front

of Business" marshals a large

numlwr of very interesting exam

pics of false advertising, showing

how the public is being made the

dupe of skilled "psychological" ad

vcrtising. An example: wc are

told that the Fuller Brush salesman

acts the pari of a skilfully instruc

ted robot. In bis manual, he finds

ifte following inviolable instruc

lions: "If possible carry old wooden

lack bath brush. Look disgusted

Draw a picture so realistic of

germs, etc., that she will throw

away her old brush." There are

countless examples of this sort of

thing. The racket of testimonials,

too, is examined—the manner in

bich manufacturers obtain com-

mendation for their wares from

prominent people, usually screen

slars
—

"I cannot go to work with-

out my dish of cero-grapo-grits ev-

ery morning," says Mary Astor;

and so on ad infinitum.

The American Federation of

I-abor is in an increasingly difficult

position. The displacement of labor

by machines in one important indus-

try after another renders it increas-

ngly ineffective as a fighting force

on behalf of better living standards.

Capital lends to centre in industries

where labor costs in production arc

lowest. Everything is gradually, so

Messrs. Matthews and Shallcross

form us, under a control of in-

dustries and Fascism is on the way.

The authors refer repeatedly to the

Roosevelt administration as being

completely under the thumb of in-

dustrialists and capitalists.

Tliii bno!; is crammed with facts;

and every fact has a particular re-

ference, and its source given. It

is undoubtedly an extremely one-

sided view—the writers have start-

ed writing with one aim and have

centred all their facts on one idea

:

that labor is being exploited by

capital and that Fascism will be the

result. However it must be admit

ted that a good case seems to have

been built up here and we should

like to see a reply to it.

Union Notes

The Union cafeteria, as evidenced

by the number eating there, is cer-

tainly maintaining its popularity as

an eating place, and with the ad-

vent of cold weather should become

even more popular.

The training table, absented for

the past two weeks, will be the

centre of interest on Friday night

when the rugby team stage their

final get-together in the form of a

"Grab and Eat" contest. As E. H.

"Moaner" Reeve will be present

for the occasion there is not much

doubt as to the winner of the con-

test, although we understand that

"Love and Kisses" has always been

a close second, and who knows but

lie may upset the dope on this

occasion. However we still lay our

money on the "coach".

The title, "Chief Moaner of the

Union", held last year by "Shorty"

Hare has found a very suitable

owner for this term. It is said that

he is even a better chief moaner

than last year's holder, which is, to

say the least, a very /broad state-

ment. This year's holder (from all

reports) is a dark, wavy haired

chap with a French look. He is

also a great talker when his hands

aren't tied, and they very seldom

are. Although he may he seen in

the Union at almost any time and

any place, he can most often be

found at the Tuck Shop buying

cokes" for the boys. Take care

Unionists or he will gesticulate and

moan you to near hysteria. And
thus the title is awarded for another

vear.

Come outjand^^y

in Canada's
||

Low Rail Fates to VANCOUVER,
VICTORIA, B.C., and SEATTLE, Wash.

For your Winter vacation this year choose

Canada'* Ecergrceli Playground. Golf, tenni),

yachting, riding, motoring . . . enjoy all your
favourite outdoor sports in (his land of glorious

balmy weather.

Low first dais round trip rail fares from Dec. 1st

to Feb. 15th, Return limit, April 30th. Stop-
overs allowed at intermediate points. Special

winter rates available at hotels.

OUTSTANDING EVENTS : Winter Golf
Tournament, Victoria, Feb. 17-22, 1936.

Fall information frvm yaar local

ALWAYS
USE

CANADIAN
NATIONAL
TELEGRAPHS

AND
EXPRESS

•
Speed,

Dependability,

Safety

CANADIAN NATIONAL

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

Campus and Gym
The final rounds of the Badmin-

ton tournament must be played this

fternoon or Saturday morning.

* * *

Hockey practice and skating will

be held Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday from 1,00-2.00. There
have been some misunderstandings
lately concerning Lcvana hours at

the rink hut these arc definitely cor-
rect unless announcement is made
to ihe contrary.

* * *

liasketball enthusiasts will get a
chance on .Saturday at 2.00 to see
a play-off game between Cobourg
and Oltawa at the Gymnasium.

FOR RENT
Two comfortable wclf-heated

rooms with separate study. Con
veniently located. $2.50 a Week

APPLY
239 Johnson St. Phone 4280W

Betty Laird Receives

Post Of News Editor

The A.M.S. Executive has ap-
pointed Betty Laird, Levana '36, to
till the position of News Editor of
the Queen's Journal in place of
Allan Kent. Am '36, whose re-

signation from this position takes
effect with the present issue.

Mary Ginn, formerly Levana
Editor, was appointed to fill Miss
Uird's position of Assistant News
F.ditor.

Tin- Levana Editorship, for the
remainder of the year will be held
by Ailecn O'Grady, Lcvana '38.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess- St

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

86 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OP C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF §3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

lurancc policy as a provision tor
the future, or contemplating the
telling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding sixty -

lour year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
»g«r or our Home office

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo. Ontario

Established 1869

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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REMARKS COVER1 MANY SUBJECTS

(Continued from page 1)

-lock lectures especially annoy-

ting" - '

"Dow" witn ^.OO

blocks II" "I think abolition

[of 8-00 o'clock classes is more im-

[port.mt than abolition of cnmpul-

Uory attendance." . . . "8.00 o'clock

Classes are 35 antique as hoop

skirts and hustles and therefore

should be discarded" . . .

"No November tests because

no one cares whether they pass

[or not, and it just gives the pro-

cessors that much more work,'

remarked a sympathetic Levan-

fite.
'"Down with the Faculty!"

one ardent voter shouted all over

|lis ballot.

The Journal receiver! its share

[of attention. "I have found some

lectures rather boring, but none

[as boring as the recent propa^

gaiula for the abolition of com
pulsory attendance," said one

'An excellent way to fill up the

[Journal.,"
1

stated another. The
Journal was severely chastized by

of its readers. "What you

people need is a little more dts-

:ipline to make you appreciate

what you have got," he said.

Listed beluw are a few other

random shots:

"What the devil i> this? A
;University or a kindergarten?"

'I vote this way as it would

not give poor lecturers a chance,"

remarked a student who voted

[or complete abolition.

'Warmer classrooms would re-

[duce mo.^t of the complaining."

"Why vote otherwise? Student

government IS a joke, and you

enow it."

The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box witl

not accept any letter without know

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi

dential if the writer so desires.

All letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are written on both

sides of the paper, in which case

f/ifV need not reach him at all.
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AT THE THEATRT7
CONDUCTED BV |* _j

CAPITOL

Newman Club

All Catholic students are

iled to attend the final Newman
Club Communion breakfast of

this term on Sunday, December

15th. in St. James' Chapel. The

breakfast will be held as usual

the Roy York Cafe but there

will be no speaker or business

meeting, because of the pres-nre

>f time at this season.

Just a' little down and

a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

He/pj all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Ltd.

J.R.C. D0BBS& CO.. Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

Frosh is disgusted with Arts "37

Editor, Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

Might I be so hold and brazen

(dear me!!) as to answer our

studious colleague "Arts '37", or

am I taking too great a liberty to

respond to the mighty piece of

isdom by our unknown sage who

finds all his lectures interesting.

(It's a cinch he hasn't been in some

of our classes).

As for our studious friend

(God's gift to women) I may give

him one piece of advice—don't go

to the Kiss Dance, you wouldn't

know what to do anyhow and you

really might meet some of our

beloved Levana who frequent this

"institute of higher learning

Here's to the Freshette who had

the initiative to speak her mind

and that of many another pretty

pining Levanitc, "It's too darn

bad there aren't more Freshmen

with .some life in them."

Wishing you hick with y

studies, I remain,

Yours most scornfully,

An expectant Freshman

PETER IBBETSON
With

'Inn Harding and Gary Cooper

Exceptionally fine music forms a

lackground for this unusual, and

brilliantly acted production.

Of a deeply psychological nature,

the picture deals with the intense

love of two children in Paris—so

intense, in fact, that it remained

with them years after. They were

separated, then meet a long time

after, and fall in love all over

again, but the girl is married to

an English lord. When her husband

is accidentally killed in a struggle

Peter is sent to prison for life

From here on the story is a mix

turc of fantastic unreality and

beauty. Although apart, the two,

by strong mental affinity, pass the

remaining years of their life in a

mutual dream world, wakening to

actual life only in the daytime.

Wonderful photography, and fitting

musical accompaniment are import

ant in this last part of the picture.

Ann Harding more than excels

herself as a great artist. Gary

Cooper we feel at times is a little

nadequate in the very difficult

role he has to play. On the whole,

however, he is good. Fidelity in

setting and costumes is noteworthy.

The shorts and news-reel are

^ood. A— . —N. MacR.

Next Attraction: Wm. Powell in

Rendezvous."

Revival : Warner Baxter in

Broadway Bill."

T IVOL I

POWDERSMOKE RANGE
With

Harry Carey and Hoot Gibson

This is the wild west film in its

lowest form—a picture of wild and

woolly days when men were men

and some were savages.

Harry Carey in the leading role

of the weather-beaten old ranchman

is a likeable character in spite of

the impossible situations which

arise to confront him on ever,

hand. His two pals. Hoot Gibsoi

and Crum Williams, stand by bin

when he shoots his way through ti

establish his claim to a deed. Hoi

Steele is the young man wh

French Movie Coming

Harry befriends, and he saves th

life of and reforms William

Famum. His next step is to clean

up the town, and this he does with

much hefty gun-play.

"Powdersmoke Range" drip

melodrama at every point. The

feminine element is supplied by a

sweet young thing who appears only

momentarily and although it is ad-

mittedly a he-man picture, we

feel the lack of that softening

influence!

Only an interesting news-reel, a

good short and an amusing cartoon

.give this a C. —B.M.

Next Attraction ;
"Broadway

Melodv of 1936."

Soph '. "There are several things

I can always count on."

Frosh : "What are they?"

Soph: "My fingers."

Little Reggie Dowdell—Papa

are you growing taller all th

Father—No, my child. Why
do you ask?

L.R.D.— Cause the lop of your

head 'is poking through your hair.

—The Gateway.

WHEN
HOUR

YOU'VE HAD AN
OF SQUASH . . .

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
WE WANT 200 USED
WATERMAN PENS
Htrc'a in
your old Vt
YOU for It.

HERE'S THE IDEA

Supixju you Qwn , Ji 7J W«lerrnin
Pen. The Urr<l U broken or your
pen need* repairing We Bltow you
ONE-HALF >U onjtnul vilue ot in

Itiin cue tt.JB lur your oM Wiltrmin
Pen on (ho puithait of « new onc >

Thii It ui eieellenl offer. Gel oul

your old Waterman Pen and take ad-

nan lag e of tnli

HALF BOUGHT PLAN

The French-Canadian picture,

"Maria Chapdelainc" will be pre;

scnted by the Cercle Francais

at the Capitol Theatre on Wed-

esday. December 11th at 4.00

p.m.

This picture was made by a

well-known French Company and

the first French-Canadian one

to be filmed. It is based on Louis

Hemon's well known story of the

habitants of the Lake St, John

region.

T ickets are on sale at the Post

Office or can be obtained from

members of the committee and

class representatives.

Queen's Students Will Go
To S.V.M. Conference

A ?roup of eight or nine Queen's

students will be in the Canadian

delegation to the S.V.M. Quadren-

nial Convention being held in In-

dianapolis from December 28 un-

til January 1.

Many speakers of international

repute including Dr. T. Z. Koo, Dr.

JCagawa, William Temple. Arch-

bishop of York, and Dr. Richard

Roberts, Moderator of the United

Church of Canada, will be the lead-

ers at the Conference. It is expec-

led that 2.500 to 3,000 students

from all countries will attend, in-

cluding a Canadian delegation of

about one hundred and fifty,

AND YCUTRE FEELING A
BIT FAGGED OUT . . . .

THE BEST

MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

The Quality Shop Founded 1847

Get the Habit Shop at Livingston's

IT'S HERE
WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR

LIVINGSTON'S SALE

20 DISCOUNT
fQ OFF ALL

MEN'S OVERCOATS
Utmost money savings. Prices that say Buy Right Nmv.

All coats marked in plain figures. Look up ticket, deduct

20 per cent and pay us balance. Buy Now.

LIVINGSTON'S

CHILLY?
Not if you have a suit of good wool underwear

from our men's department. Drop in and see

the assortment we have here at most moderate

prices

—

TURNBULLS PENMANS

HATCHWAY

All good makes Various weights

John LAIDLAW & sbl
LIMITED

172 Princess Street

JACKSON- METIVIERS
U4 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY - GLOVES

SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

DERRY
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ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver
Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS ^ "

Every

117 Brock St. Description

Phone 1510

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

ItUmits*

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag"! Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.
PHONE 519 PRIHCEJIIT.

JlJRY& PEACOCK
j^HONE 34? • HEXT TO IQBLAWS^
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The Student Verdict

From a onc-eided avalanche of hallots

comes the clear and unmistakable verdict

of the students. The present Compulsory

Attendance Reg-ulation is unsatisfactory.

The Journal is delighted to know that it

has been representing the opinion of the

entire student body.

We would like to devote a couple of

sentences to those who voted for enforce-

ment of the present rule. Most of them
seem to feel that abolition of the rule will

mean deserted classrooms. We venture to

predict that the attendance would remain
much the same. The rule would not be
abolished with a viuw to skipping lectures.

Its purpose is to protect students from
worthless lectures and to aid professors to

realize just how well their lectures are be-
ing received. It will not hurt the good
professor, and, after all, that is the kind
of professor we want at Queen's.

The students have spoken. It is now
np to the A.M.S. to act upon the verdipt.
The New Year should see the hig guns
being drawn into position.

Changes In Masthead Staff
One of tin* i<ld-timers and one of the

best workers on the Journal staff has had
to resign owing to the pressure of studies.
Allan Knit, who for the last two years has
been News Editor of the Journal, has dug
up anil written many of the best articles
which have appeared in the columns of this
paper, h is with sincere regret that we
have to allow him to relinquish bis post

It is fortunate, however, that the Journal
had capable hands in reserve to help fill up
«he gap. Betty Laird. last year's Levana
Edilor and Assistant News Editor this Fall
steps up to fill Mr. Kent's position as News
Editor. The Levana Editor, Mary Ginn
takes over the post of Assistant News
Ed.tor. and Aileen o'Grady is the new
Levana Editor.

Although wc regret Mr. Kent's rcsie-
nation we have confidence in the ability of
the new members of the masthead staff to
carry on the work of the Journal in the
same enthusiastic spirit.

low price should make it easier on the stu-

dent's pocketbook, and a copy, worth three

dollars now will be worth much more to

its owner in future years.

Get behind the editors and help them

make the new price a standard one for

the future.

Reciprocity With Canada

BV SECRETARY COUDELL HULL

The reaction of the country to the trade

agreement between the United States and

Canada has 1-ecn overwhelmingly favorable. I

have noted a number of protests, confined al-

most entirely to professional partisan poli-

ticians or to some of the specially privileged

individuals benefiting from excessive tariff

rates, with a notable division of opinion, how-

ever, among the latter.

'

Such protests as have been made arc con-

fined almost exclusively to a very few parti-

cular interests. No one questions the broad

economic benefits which will result to the

nation as a whole.***

If we cannot sell surpluses abroad we

must inescapably restrict our production to

our domestic consuming capacity. This means

new waves of unemployment and a permanent

dole to many millions on a steadily increasing

basis.

The many millions of wage-earners thrown

out of employment from 1929 to 1933 and of

farmers thrown into conditions of bankruptcy

during the same period, who know/their pres-

ent improved and steadily improving condi-

tion, will, I imagine, think twice before giving

heed to the small but powerful Hawley-Smoot

wrecking crew that dominated the agricultural,

business and economic affairs of the nation

during the years prior to 1933.

—New York Times.

It's Worth Buying
This year's edition of the Tricolor, the

colh'gw year hook, is rapidly approaching
completion. The editors have been work-
ing steadily since the beginning of the term
to get the book out in good time next year
Their efforts are worthy of the co-operation
of every student.

The Tricolor is not a book for graduat
ing students alone. It is designed to in-
ter, ,i every student in the University.
Every lopic and event of interest will be
discussed and illustrated. The appearance
of the book will be second to none. The
binding is superb and the

not be improved upon.

If every student were to buy a Tricolor
each year, after his graduation he would
possess a valuable and complete account
of the years he spent at college. The new

500 OF 600 VOTERS ARE

AGAINST PRESENT SYSTEM

(Continued from page 1)

This can be explained by the fact that

compulsory attendance in Medicine is con-

trolled by the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, not by the University. As one

Medical student explained to the Journal,

"We have to have the attendance regula-

tion anyway, so we might as well make all

the other faculties have a similar regula-

tion. Wc don't want to be the only ones

who have to attend lectures."

This opinion has been expressed by

several Medical students who voted. If

the Medical vote, which was naturally

biased, is discounted it means that 90 per-

cent, of the remainder are in favor of some

change.

Heaviest Vote At Union

The poll at the Students' Union held the

heaviest vote with 233 ballots cast. At this

poll every faculty was represented and 96

percent, of the voters condemned the pres-

ent system. Only ten votes were cast in

favor of compulsory attendance at 87J/S

percent, of the lectures.

Many Remarks Made
Over sixty of the students were inter-

ested enough in the issue to add thoughtful

and serious remarks. The tone of most of

the remarks indicate that students feel they

are mature enough to decide whether they

should attend lectures or not. Little sym-

pathy was extended to the students who are

not interested enough in their work to at-

tend classes.

Even those who voted for enforcement

of the present rule stipulated that the "in-

cluding illness" phrase should be struck

from the regulation. Several were doubt-
ful if abolition would be very satisfactory

.since professors would still hold the upper
hand.

"If this is successful will it abolish

favoritism?" asked one. "Added to this

should be a system whereby exams be tried

and no name signed on the exam book, only
number."

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

Last Lectures of the First Term

All classes in the Faculty of Arts will close

on Fridav, Deccmt>er 13th, at noon.

Mid-year examinations will begin Fri-

day, December 13th, at 3,30 p.m.

'Classes will be resumed Tuesday, January

7th, 1936. at 8 a.m.

Final examinations in half-courses of the

first term are being written from January 3rd

to January 7th.

Atrial Fares for Christmas Holidays

Students and teachers are entitled to spe-

cial train rates on tickets for Christmas holi-

days. Certificates for presentation at the

ticket office may be obtained at the Registrar's

Office. The tickets are good for the period

from December 20th to January 7th.

M. C. Cameron Prize in Gaelic

Value $40. Founded by the late M. C.

Cameron, M.P., Goderich. Awarded to the

best Gaelic scholar, reader, and speaker.

Applications for examination should be sub-

mitted to the Registrar before January 15th

in each year. Work prescribed: any 600

lines of Ossian's Fingal. or an equivalent

amount of any other Gaelic literature select-

ed by the candidate; Blackie's Language

and Literature of the Scottish Highlands,

Gaelic Grammar, translation at sight of

Gaelic into English and English
1

into Gaelic.

This scholarship will not be awarded to

any candidate who docs not take at least

fifty per cent, of the total number of marks

in the examination.

January Examinations in Half-Courses

Attention of students is called to the

final draft of the January Examination

Time-table, which is posted on the official

bulletin board in the Douglas Library.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarVied for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.
*

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

Universitv of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Tricolor Deposits

Undergraduates who have

ordered a year book but have

not, as yet, paid fheir dollar

deposit are urged to do so im-

mediately. It was stipulated

at the time of sale that this

dollar was to be paid before

December 20th. so band in

your deposit and rest assured

that a Tricolor will be yours.

Classics Club

The Classics Club will meet on

Monday evening. December 9 at 8

p.m' in the Faculty Flayers Lounge

in the Old Arts Building. A drama-

tic reading of Euripides' "Medea"

will be presented by some members

of this club under the direction of

E. G. Berry. The "Medea" is in

many respects one of the best of

the extant examples of Greek

dramatic art and is beyond doubt

one which has retained remarkably

well its original feelintr and power

for modern ears. Everyone who

is interested is invited. Refresh-

ments will be served at the close of

the meeting.

The head clerk in an office was

admonishing one of the girl typ-

ists.

"You are the last to come in

the morning." he said, "and the

first to go at night."

"Well," replied the typist, "yon

wouldn't like mc\to be late twice

a day, would you?"

—Mail and Empire.

BARGAIN
1934 Philco 5 tube radio

( $20.00

BURFORD McLEAN
Phone 533-W 57 Union St

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

Si Poker Hands, my numbers,
now accepted at e complete iet.

FOR RENT
Two rooms in quiet Comfortable

home

370 Brock St. Phone 1529W

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ze them and support your paper.

contents could

Should Be Up To Student

"Every university student should have
attained the ability to judge for himself

whether or not attendance will be to his
benefit." said a Theology student.

' Another voter remarked, "Good students
will attend good lectures. Bad students
should not be in college, so why worry
over their failures."

"Complete abolition will enable us to

get rid of the students we don't want here

anyway," declared another student.

Helpful Suggestions

Many helpful suggestions concerning

better methods of teaching and studying

were submitted. It was suggested that the

type of examination would have to be

changed, if abolition were adopted, since

examinations are now, as a rule, based on

the lectures. The parents received their

share of the blame for the existence of the

regulation, as they feel that their children

should be forced to do what is best for

them. Parents forget that children do grow
up.

One student suggested that "there is no,

reason why professors should not be raised

to the position of a business man facing

competition."

A Good Cause
"The Journal is supporting a good

|
cause. May the A.M.S. do its sharel" ex-
claimed one of our readers. The Journal
believes along with this student, .that it is

supporting a good cause, and wc also be-
lieve that the A.M.S. will do its best to
carry out the wishes of the student body
by endeavouring to change the present
Compulsory Attendance Regulation.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Ey«
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BUY YOUR "CRESTED"
CIGARETTES HERE

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Open 7.30 a.m. Close at 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Any lime
Sua. Phone 1763—Conservatorlea 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

2B0 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

fHartgoIb Cafe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Out.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

Heated Cabs

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY

S

SHOE
STORE

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

HOCKEY TRANSFER

MUST BE RATIFIED

QUEEN'S JUNIORS FORCED TO WITHDRAW
Owing to thefact that satisfactory arransemcnt* cnuM not be made

rfth Hamilton, the Tricolor s opponents >n the semi-final round of the
O.R.F.U. playdowns, Queen's juniors have been forced to call it as^:£r 8o,n8 about ,hc scrious busin«» °f

The outlook for their continuance in provincial competition had been
decidedly gloomy ever since Murray Griffin's sang succeeded in eliminat
inl! Toronto Westsides. and the announcement on Tuesday that their
football for the season was over canie'as no surprise.

Under exist.n K conditions it would have been impossible for the
Tricolor to continue for. had they done so it is quite obvious that the
rugby season would have overlapped with the Christmas tests, and this
would have created an unfavorable situation.

Naturally the lads were anxious to «o on, but the general opinion
is that no mistake was made when the Queen's entry was withdrawn

"

The local youngsters have experienced a highly successful season
being undefeated and untied in seven contests, and this fact speaks
volumes for Coach Griffin who has worked hard with the team and
who can derive plenty of satisfaction from knowing that his charges'
record is still unblemished.

MEDS AND SCIENCE CLASH TODAY
King football makes its final how for the 1935 season this afternoon

when Meds and Science arc slated (o tangle in a sudden-death game
for Interlaculty honors.

Both clubs triumphed in their scheduled tilts with Theology and
Arts and possess unusually strong lineups, a fact that augurs well for
a terrific struggle today before the championship is decided.

SENIORS HOLD ANNUAL DINNER TONIGHT
Queen's senior gridders, champions of the Intercollegiate Union,

will get together this evening for the last time this year when the annual
football dinner will he held in the Students' Union.

At this meeting the players will decide who was the most valuable
player to the team during the past season, and the winner of the vote
Will have his name inscribed on the Johnny Evans Memorial Trophy.

Coach Ted Reeve will arrive in the city early this evening and
will be present at the dinner along with the Vice-Principal, Dr. McNeill,
and several members of the Athletic Board.

The footballers always look forward to this annual event and to-

night's meeting promises to surpass all previous ones, in that the hoys
will be celebrating the winning of two consecutive College champion-
ships.

There should be a hot time in the old town tonight.

HOCKEY WORKOUTS BEGIN

Although it has still to be decided in just what league Queen's
hockeyisls will be found this winter, the Tricolor puck chafers began
work yesterday at the Arena when two light workouts were held.

The Juniors had an hour's skating practice at noon yesterday while

the senior squad went through their pace; from six to seven o'clock

last evening. Senator Powell was on hand to give the hockey hopefuls

the once over.

Practice sessions will continue next week and those desirous of

catching on with the two clubs are advised to get in touch with Coach
Powell immediately at the Arena.

FISTS, FALLS ANDFOILS

BY CHUCK COCHRANE

Rumour lias hecn confirm-

ed that Jack Ewen, Intercol-

legiate ' wet tcrwei g\\t boxing

champion will not defend bis

title at the forthcoming

Assault. Though the re-

tirement of Ewen will put a

bit of a crimp in the team, it

should not he difficult to find

.i man capable of bringing

bis title home where it be-

longs.

The fencing team will

probably be built around

Hyslop, the only member of

the 1935 squad, and winner
of six bouts last year. Other

experienced men are Feters,

"Watt, Anderson, Garrow and

Stuart. Among- the new-
comer*, we have Cannichael,

Allen, Barker, Bailey, Henry,

AVainwright, Crawford, Wil-

son. Scott, Keeley and

Everard. All these boys arc

enthusiastic, and will send a

strong team to McGil.l.

We recommend to our

many (?) readers the article

entitled, "What is Fencing?"

appearing in this issue, con-

tributed by "Jimmy" Bews
who coaches the Tricolor

squad.

One of the wrestlers who
particularly catches our eye

is Johnny Munro, Arts fresh-

man. It may be that before

long he will have establish-

ed a bit of a reputation for

himself without reference to

his more illustrious name-

sake.

Since this will be our last

public appearance before the

axe falls, we should like to

give a little, timely warning

to the mutnbers oi the Club.

MEDS OUTNUMBER
THEOLOGS' TEAM
(Continued from page 1)

F.mcry. Billings. N e s h i 1

1

Smolkin.

Theology—Flying wing. Mac-

laren ; Halves, Young, Dalton,

Fleming; Quarter. Snell
;

Snap,

Todd: rnsides, Martin, Forrester;

Middles, McConnack. Delve;

Outsides, Leng, Lawson
;
Subs,

Vipi Hutton.

The trip to Cornell comes

only two weeks after you re-

turn. There is not much time

for conditioning.

Don't lose all your hard-

won condition in the next few

weeks.

O. H. A. Consent Necessary
For Queen's To Join

Ottawa Loop

Out of the simmering cauld-

ron of hockey uncertainty has
emerged another possibility to

further complicate the chances of

definitely locating the venue this

winter for Queen's senior puck-

hascrs.
,

The Senior "B" O.H.A. league.

i which Queen's played last

ear, is on the verge of abandon-
ment because of withdrawals.

In their efforts to arrange an
entry into a satisfactory group in

which to operate the senior team,

the A. B. of C. has in turn con-
sidered the Ottawa Valley
League, and the Lanark County
League, but developments in the

past week have caused these
former possibilities to be di

carded.

A week ago Queen's, through
its Athletic Board of Control, ap
plied for grouping during the

coining winter in the Ottawa
City League. This league, whose
bedulc has not as yet com

menced, is composed "of five

teams to date, four Capital city

squads, namely, La Salle, Royal
Air Force, Rideaus, Emeralds
ami one outside club, Brockville

Cecil Duncan, secretary of the

Ottawa and District Hockey
Association, received the Queen'

request for admittance. After

talking the matter over with the

officials of the senior hockey

association in Ottawa, he prompt
ly replied that they.would be very

glad to have Queen's included in

the Ottawa league and were sure

That the inclusion of the Tricolor

would foster additional interes

in the league and provide it with

some attractive college color.

However, before Queen's can

be permitted to play in the

Ottawa district, it will be neces-

sary for the club to secure the

consent of the Ontario Hockey

Association of which it is still a

member. Mr. Duncan, vice-pres-

ident of the Canadian Amateur
Hockey Association as well as an

official of the Ottawa loop, con-

tacted immediately with Mr.

Hewitt of the O.H.A. in the de-

sire of having the Queen's parent

body give sympathetic consider-

ation to the Tricolor's request.

Queen's have also applied to the

O.H.A. governing body for ap-

proval of their impending trans-

fer.

It seems that Canada is divided

into geographical athletic sec-

tions and that in the realm of

hockey, Queen's are included un-

der O. H. A. jurisdiction. It is

thought that this body will be

very reluctant to release their

control over the Tricolor in favor

of another body and there is

bound to be considerable wrang-

ling before the matter is cleared

up.

There is a meeting Saturday of

the O.H.A. executive in Toronto

and out of the midst of heated

discussions should he discerned a

clarification of the present situa-

tion.

illlUMmrliWal
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Hockey Practices

Hockey practices are be-

ing held at the Arena as

follows : Seniors today, 1-2

p.m.. next week : Tues..

Thurs., 7-8 p.m. Juniors:

every day except Saturday.

12-1 p.m.

WHAT IS FENCING?

BY "j IMMy BEWS

The art of attack and defense with

the foil is one of the oldest diver-

sions in vogue today and the fact

that it has liecome increasingly

popular is a real testimony to the

fascination of the play and clash of

steel on steel.

The sword play of the mediaeval

ages was the forerunner of modern

fencing, and in those days the life

and honor of the cavaliers depend-

ed very largely on their ability to

handle the sword or rapier. As the

carsAvent by, the heavy sword anil

the slashing and side-cutting pecu

liar to its use were replaced by the

sensitive tapering foil which we use

with so much pleasure at the pres-

ent time, and the thrust and lunge

which science has brought us makes

success with the foil a matter of

quickness and speed of arm and

leg, instead of mere brute strength

as formerly with the more cumber-

some weapon.

History tells us that the first

swords were used by the Greeks and

Romans and were clumsy weapons

of bronze that inflicted terrible

wounds; the scientific use of the

sword however was developed by

Spain, and the daring dons rose to

great heiuhts in their deftness with

the glistening steel.

From Spain swordplay was in-

troduced into Italy and France and

later it spread to Germany and

England and then to America. Dur-

ing the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries the introduction and usage

of steel weapons brought about the

most quarrelsome period in history,

and everywhere instruction in the

handling of weapons of protection

and assault was in demand.

The rapier was the favorite

weapon, and was used in conjunc

lion with a poniard or dagger, and

a gauntlet or cloak, the latter being

used as a means of defense.

The rapier at first was simply a

cross-handled sword, but later the

cup form of guard came into gen-

eral use as offering the best pro-

tection to the hand. In course of

time the blade was made shorter

and lighter anil with a correspond-

ing increase of the use of the

parry, feint and lunge, the science

of fencing l*came permanently

established.

The French system of fencing is

today recognized as the belter style,

and calls forth all the grace, agility

and sensitiveness of touch a man

or woman is capable of manifesting.

The Italian style of fencing lays

stress on the power of attack,

seeking to overcome the opponent

by strength and vigour of the

thrusts, whilst in the French style,

finesse and skilful maneuvering

are predominent features in the

effort to win.

The fencer is always enthusiastic

alwut his art and no heller form of

exercise can be taken, since the

mental as well as the physical side

of his nature is taken care of.

Every muscle is brought into

play, individually and in combina-

tion : the fingers, wrists, arms,

shoulders and legs are doubled in

power by methodical fencing.

Fencing aims at developing the

agility, litheness and speed of the

individual and has a particular

faculty of producing symmetrical

muscular tissues. You will rarely

find a fencer with large muscles as

these are invariably slow in action

and detrimental to the t>est work in

this art, and they usually tire more

quickly than those of the average

man or woman.

The exercise requires study-

thought and memory and is none

the less a science for being

recreation.

DECEMBER 6th !

Yes it is now very hard to realize that Christmas is just

around the corner.

If you are wise, you'll do your Christmas Shopping early

while there is plenty of choice.

We can help you choose your gifts now—and of course

they may he exchanged if need be. Shop now at

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Mews Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE
Uptown Store — 35S Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

KRAFTS
Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM Al ['HE DOWN TOWN STORE

So ^iu&ents of Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gilts

Watches And Favors

Pens and PoieOs College Insignia

Designing to Order

PHONE 666 *•*<« "» PRINCESS ST,

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS HQ vp TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPEv'IALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street *Phone 2110

Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens.

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis. Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquets

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE S»

"It Pavs to Play Fair"
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ISOLATION POLICY
NOT WORKABLE

(Continued from page 1)

but Canadian opiwsition to this

pc.il was shown in Ihe defeat of

the hill in the Ottawa parliament.

This rejection of the hill was a

revelation to Americans in that

Canada proved she was very jealous

of her position in the Empire, Dr.

Trotter said. It was revealing to

us, too. he said, for Canadians had

taScn for granted that annexation

in the United States was a dead

issue. Americans who hail not

made a special study of Canada's

relations with" Great Britain hc-

licved the government of this coun-

try to be still monarchical and still

colonial. Canada was considered by

many Americans as the North Am-

erican outpost of British imperial-

ism, the speaker said.

"In 19.15 no Canadian party dare

say a word against reciprocity as a

general principle. The Canadian

people generally agree to its neces-

sity." Dr. Trotter stated. This

Changed view lie attributed partly

to the depression, but more funda-

mentally to the fart that Canada has

grown lo a national status and that

this was recognized by the whole

world, even the U.S.

Canadian autonomy was recog-

nised after 1927, a dale signific;int

as the peak of economic nationalism,

the speaker said. Dr. Trotter add-

ed that imperialism as a dominant

motive in the United States waned

even so far brick as the time when

Woodrow Wilson refused to make

war on Mexico; a great step away

from imperialism was the actual

granting nf independence to the

Philippines this year.

With the shutting nut of Cana-

dian goods from the United States

in 1927, Canada was forced to

turn td the Empire for preference.

"Within the Empire the Economic

Conference may t>e seen as an econ

omic corollary to the Statute of

Westminster,
-
* said the speaker. "To

Americans this had a reverse reac

tion, for they saw the bilateral

pacts a^ proof of our still being a

British sotnething-or-other."

In speaking of the attitude of

Canada and the United States to-

ward the League experiment, Dr.

Trotter said that there was a wide-

spread feeling of North American-

ism in both countries Although

Canada is in the League and the

U.S. is not, Canada's stand has al-

ways been what one would expect

the Tinted States to do, he said.

The fact that the United States

won ii% nationhood through a war

of independence, which involved a

complete severing of tics with Eu-

rope, was given as one of the rea-

sons for American hesitancy to

join' the League of Nations. The

liberty and democracy in the U.S.

lead inevitably to violent popular

opposition to any international

agreements and commitments.

"Canada was able to make her

own national experiment only be-

cause she was a part of the British

Empire. A cutting of the British

connection would have thrown us

into the arms of the United State*.

England pushed our Confederation

through and she has stood up for

us in the past against the United

States.

"Many Canadians think that we
should stay out of an Empire war.

As a student of history and as a

citizen of Canada seeing our coun-

try's prohtem, I am inclined to say

that if Canada has a national des-

tiny worth fulfilling, if there is a

reason why we should keep separ-

ate from the L'nited States, we
should foster our connection with

the Old World and with the Em-
pire," Dr. Trotter said.

Whether it's ENGINEERING

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

You may be down bui you're never out,

not with Long Distance at your elbow 10

waft you to your girl's arms or to the old

home fireside, li costs so Utile, too and,

if you're very short, why just reverse the

charges,

• Night rates on "Anyone"
(stacion-io-starinn) calls

NOW BEGIN AT 7 P.M.

HISTORY OF LIFE IS

FOUND JN FOSSILS

Story Of Evolution Told

By Display In

Museum

BV J. D. BATEMAN

The history of life throughout

the ages is wVitten in the sedimen-

tary' rocks of*the world; for, en-

closed in these rocks, lie the rem-

nants of invertebrate and vertebrate

life that has roamed over the sur-

face of the earth through countless

millions of years. Most fossil'rem-

nants, however, consist only of the

remains of the hard parts of ani-

mals—such as their bones and their

shells. Paleontologists working
nd in hand with biologists have

reconstructed the original animal

forms from the fossil remains.

In the west wing of the Miller

Memorial Museum there is one of

the finest collections of fossil life

to be found in Canada. These

fossi|s arc so arranged in the

Museum that, by passing from one

exhibit to the next, the visitor may
view them in the order in which

they are found—from the earliest

to the more recent. The visitor's

first impression from viewing this

exhibit is that the most recent fossil

life represents the most highly de-

veloped forms, while 1 lie oldest'

fossil remnants are characteristic-

ally simple and invertebrate.

Late in 1900 a Russian hunter in

eastern Siberia discovered by acci-

dent the partially exposed, carcass

of a mammoth elephant which

was tightly frozen in the soil. The
news of this discovery reached St.

Petersburg and, in 1901, the Im-

perial Academy of Sciences sent an
expedition to investigate this re-

port. Upon excavation it was
found that the animal resembled a

Oiastadon and that its flesh was
still red and well-preserved and had
been partially eaten by dogs and
wolves. Geologists estimated that

the monster elephant was 20,000

years old and that it had remained
in cold storage all that time. Al-

thoiiRh spectacidar. this was a very

recent fossil. The earliest forms of
life that are found in the Cambrian
period probably represent a period

that occurred more than 500 million

years ago.

Unfortunately the first forms of
life on the earth have not been pre-

served in rock formations owing to

the fact that these biological anti-

uuities possessed no hard parts in

'heir bodies which could impress
themselves on the rocks which en-
closed them; thus the oldcsl fossils

represent a fairly well developed
form of life. Much of this early
life was the ancient prototype of
the sponge, the clam and the crab
and from this invertebrate life, u
successive geological formations, de
velnped the first vertebrate, the
fish; and from the fish came tl

reptiles and birds. Last of all to
develop was the mammal of which
man is a member.
The story of evolution is evident

'" IV,I> thetasnal observer of this

splendid display of fossil life. An
interesting afternoon may be spent
'ii the Miller Museum viewing these
fascinating exhibitions.

SCHWEITZER'S LIFE

CITED IN ADDRESS

Vlastos Discusses Means Of
Religious Expression

Dr. Vlastos, speaking on Wed

ncsday evening in Convocation Hall

introduced his topic, "Religious Ex-

pression," by giving a brief bio-

graphy of Albert Schweitzer.

Though of obscure origin, Schweit-

zer, while still in his early twenties,

became an accomplished organist

and musical critic, and, at twenty-

nine was appointed principal of the

theological faculty of the Univer-

sity of Strassburg. When he was

thirty, he suddenly renounced his

established career and decided to

study medicine, with the intention

of going to Africa as a medical

missionary. Schweitzer explained

his sudden decision by stating that

i a Christian, he believed in the

ligion of love and he thought that

it. should be expressed in a direct

way.

Dr. Vlastos questioned the re-

ligious value of a decision of such

momentous consequences, which

was made, apparently, without due

consideration. He also criticized

Schweitzer's motive in that he had

claimed that he should go to Africa

to atone for the white man's sins.

The speaker then dealt with three

cases of religious pathology; that

of the Pharisee, the Sentainentalist

nd the Liberalise He stated that

the Pharisee, in reality a material-

ist, was a religious counterfeit and

violated the law of love, whereas

the Sentamentalist merely used

religion as an emotional escape.

Roughly speaking the religion of

the Pharisee is the false religion of

the ruling class whilst that of the

Sentamentalist is the religion of

the slave.

The third case, the religion

of Liberalism did not appear

until the nineteenth century and is

fundamentally the compromise of

religious traditions with science.

Socially this is the cult of the

middle class, However, the Liber-

alist refuses to judge his belief

from scientific standards. Such a

religion lacks backbone and ultim-

ately collapses in time of stress,

This is best illustrated by the Great

War crisis.

The Prophetic type of religion

was recommended by Dr. Vlastos.

In contrast to the Pharisee, it is

essentially concerned with the in-

terests of the oppressed, is realistic

when contrasted with the Senta-

mentalist's materialism, and it is

extreme as opposed to the middle

course advocated by the Liberalist.

Prophetic religion cannot accom-

plish/much ^unless practised' in or-

ganized groups and it is completely

devoted to the one adequate ideal

—

love,

Flying Club

There will be no more meetings

before Christmas of the Queen's

Plying Club.

Chemical Engineers

There will be a meeting of the

Chemical Engineers Club on
Tuesday. Dec. 10 in Ontario Hall.

Short Story^Contest
The English Club has announced

that its short-story competition will

remain open until January 7. 1936.
\n encouraging response has been
given so far. but the executive of
the club feels that there is some
more undiscovered" talent among
undergraduates.

Short stories from 1500 to 3000
worth in length will be received un-
til January 7 by the secretary of
the English Club.

Mining Society

Th Mining and Metallurgical

Society will meet this afternoon

at four o'clock.

Professor S. N. Graham will

speak on "Mining Experiences
Mexico."

PHONE £60
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham St

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Thcairt)

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Classes Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 15ft

^tmte'fi Jffloiujer &tpip
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

210 PRINCESS STREET

CaUas Stestauratit
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to S p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

<^>a — coHat

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Fnroa: Adult 15c: Child 40c)

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13 from KINGSTON
To Brantford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood, Detroit, Durham, Godericb,
Grimsby, Guelph, Huntsville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,
Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falls, North Day, Owen Sound.
Palmereton, Paris, Penetang, St. Catharines, Sarnia, Southampton,
Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points
beyond Newmarket, Guelph. Grimsby and Brantford. Also to all towns in
New Ontario on lines of Temishaming & Northern Ontario Rly., Kapuskaa-
ing, etc. Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Gcraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

SATURDAY, DEC. 14 to TORONTO and HAMILTON
Alio tonHSlaUiin»Brockvllle to Whitby Jet. inclusive

ATTRACTION — TORONTO — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
Nillonal L, i Hotltcy—Toionlo "Mtolt L«h" vl DtUoll "Rid Wlngi"

Fartt, Ticket; Return Limit* and Train Infer ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting
HAIR CUTTING 25c

'0 Princess St. Kingston

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver PHONE 821

H. R. BECKINGHAM. O.B.E.
Proprietor
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BUY A TRICOLOR •
A COMPLETE PICTORIAL PAGEANT

OF THE YEAR'S ACTIVITIES

Advertisers make publication of

. Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

j54 princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialises in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

IIS Alfred Street Phone 23S9
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2330

VE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BY UOLUWIN SMITH

LA GRIPPE

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

K-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

Ul Princess St. Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh

Grippe, or to use its more tech-

nical name, Influenza, is an acute

specific iufectuous disease, char-

acterized by fever and other un-

pleasant symptoms, occuring epi-

demically in its more malignant

forms and cndeniically and sporad-

ically in its benign form. Among
college students it seems to occur

during the winter.

There are three well-known

forms of the disease: Respiratory,

Intestinal and Nervous. In college

students approaching the Christmas

exams the condition may start as a

respiratory condition, but most of

its victims can confirm that it is

usually intestinal causing diarrhoea

and very often there is marked

nervousness. In freshmen approach-

ing their first important university

examinations this nervousness may
or may not be due to all the in-

roads of the disease. With the

completion of the exams the symp-

toms usually disappear.

Exposure is a factor in the

causation of the disease, also con-

tact with others who may have it,

Night air is believed by some to be

a causative factor.

To be in good shape for a return

lo college, students should observe

(be strict:--, pr j

'".
I. .luring lb:

Christmas holidays. In otber words,

<;n to bed early, night life is always

risky, and stay away from the

fairer sex. Kissing a girl during

(he winter months is an open invita-

tion to the Grippe genii. Unless of

course she i* so hot that the germ

will be burned to a crisp,

A stuffed stomach is also apt to

be a predisposing factor, therefore

on Christinas and New Year's, eat

wisely and not 'loo well.

Students have been known to get

out of attending classes by claiming

they have a slight attack of Grippe,

and staying in bed. They have

Wood-Cuts Began In

The FifteenthCentury

DENTIST
106 Wellington St. Kingston

Or.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

probably as much excuse as the man

who produced this gem:

I haven't got the rheumatix,

I haven't got the Grippe,

I haven't got the Whooping cough,

No doctor's dope I sip.

But I must stay in bed all day,

1 dare not stir a stump,

They've taken all my underclothes

To wrap around the pump.

No specific treatment has as yet

been developed for Grippe. Rest in

bed with aspirin or' A.P.C.'s to

counteract the symptoms is as good

as anything.

Tn proof that research his been

done on the treatment we 'repro-

duce here the following poem from

the Queen's Journal of 1901.

The Flight of the Grippe Germ

An adipose Med was he

And a merry maiden she,

As they laughed and talked

Down the snowy walk,

In the twentieth ceiiturec.

Said he, "My dear Nell-ee.

I fear you'll get grip-ee.

So now to be sure

There is a new cure

For the dread malad-ee.

Vaccination has bad its day,

Antitoxin and all the rest,

We have a new plan,"

Said this adipose man,

"Let's give osculation a test."

And osculation forth he tried,

Alas, alas, for him;

She quickly raised her little hand

(It was the athletic brand)

And then the sky and all the land

A mass of stars did swim.

r>h man tlie obt cures
1

are the best.

And when lit raised bis aching head

(And stopped the places that still

bled)

He swore within himself and said.

"Bv fove she bad Ihc grip."

"Today the wood-cut is used as

'be direct expression of the artist;

all work including the cutting is

done individually, while formerly

the medium was purely a reproduc-

tive one", stated ( ioodridge Roberts

in his talk at the opening of an ex-

hibition, of reproductions <>f wood-

cuts of the fifteenth to seventeenth

centuries now showing in Room

111, Douglas Library. The exhibi-

tion is loaned by The National Gal-

lery of Canada and will he on view

until December 19th.

Wood-cuts were first made in Eu-

rope in the fifteenth century and

wore used as the poor man's picture

gallery ol religion. The themes

were presented in an intimate and

informal way, often with brief cap-

tions which were the first type

printing,

A St. Christopher, on view here,

is the earliest dated wood-cut known

and was done in 1423. In parts

'bea- is much feeling and a delight-

fully 'naive quality which makes up

for the lack of perspective and the

clumsiness of some of it. The

fifteenth century eye did not see

as wc do and therefore there

was mure than failing of the hand

to account for poorness of work

Willi the invention of printing

(be wood-cut became the illustra-

tion, and in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries the best illustra-

ting of all limes were made. Many
of the wood-cuts now showing ait

book-illustrations. Durer is known
to be the greatest master of the

medium of all times.

The pictures by Italians are quite

different Here wc have the feeling

of grace and languor. The figures

arc elongated and less ragged and

homely. The Italians were not usu-

ally a~ successful in their actual

cutting of the block and there are

not as deep contrasts of light and

shade.

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

'59 Wellington St. 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada^ Finest in Pure
' Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.

ST.

LIMITED

CATHARINES. ONT.

Coming Events

Today:
2.30p.m.—Interfaculty Football

Meds vs. Science

Richardson Stadium

4.00p.m.—Math and Physics Club

Rm. 200, Arts Bldg

—Mining and Metal-

lurgy Society

Miller Hall

7.00p.m.—Forum
Sergeants' Mess
Students' Union

7.30p.m.—Women's Intercol-

legiate Debate

Varsity vs. Queen's

Ban High Hall

0,00p.m.

Monday:

800p.m.

-Sc. '38 Dance

Grant Hall

-Classics Club

Faculty Player's

Lounge
Old Arts Bldg.

Tuesday

:

4-.O0p.iM.—Chemical Engineers

Club

Ontario Hall

4.30p.m.—French Club

Senate Room
Old Arts Bldg.

Wednesday:

4.00p.m.—French Film

Capitol Theatre

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

Dec. ti |
Science '36 Grant Hall

|
LZi

Urant Hall |
1.00

A. MilHr Kuth Knowlton

|an. 10 |
Arts '36 R Park

"Ken Day"

Jack Tollman

|an. 17
i

Arts Formal Grant Hall
1
500

|an. 22 1
Lcvana Formal Ban Righ

|
2.00 E. Cameron

|an. 24 ]
Levana Formal Ban Righ 1

2.W E. Cameron

|an. 31 1
Science '39

1

Peb, 7 |
Science Formal Gym 1

W. Lewis

Feb. H 1
Newman Club 1

Feb. 21 1
Meds '40

1

Feb. 28 Meds '39
1

Mar. 6 |
Science '37

1

Mar. 17
1
Meds 38

TWEDDELL'S ANNUAL

Winter Sale
Which Opened Last Saturday

Has Been Most Successful Ever Since

The opening duy arid the following

days have been (In? biggest business

days we have bad ilnce we have been

In business. The public of Hip City

and District Look advantage of our

Winter Sale, beoau.se Ihoy know our

sale is somewhat different - It is gen-

uine. Quality Clothing and Furnish-

ings at drastically reduced prices.

The most important part uf it I*

that It Is right In season. I nuauaHy

mild weather this Fnll has mode U»«se

savings possible for you. Y inn

thank the weatherman.

Were you one of those who attend-

ed our 3ale7 If not - net quickly.

Take advantage or these great sav-

ings.

College Men!
You should not miss this oppor-

tunity. We carry a big assort-

ment of clothing, especially

selected for you, and it i* in-

cluded tOO at Winter Sale Prices

Overcoats
iiEGULAR S22-50 *61zl AT
SALE PBJCE

iEGULAR 587.50 fi»"f H \ C
SALE PRICE <PM.i»*XV

•-EGULAR $30.00 ffi-i Q JC
SALE PRICE «pX*F«i:w

EGULAR S33.00 4£99 4*5
SALE PRICE ty£t£l*

lX*f

!
EGULAR 540.0O <C*>7 4*5
SALE PRICE tPAlI. 1**?

Suits
KEGULIB
SALE PRICE

REGULAR SJ7.5

SALE PRICE

REGULAR 530.00

SALE PRICE

REGULAR S35.U0

SALE PRICE

REGULAR f-lii-i)

SALE PRICE

$14.45

$17.45

$19.45

$22,45

$27.45

Furnishings at Winter Sale Prices
ave on Furnishings, loo- find with Christmas gift buying only u few weeks off

t will pay you to take advantage of these reductions now. Shirts, Arrow and

lletson, ties, socks, gloves, scarves and many seasonable lines at real savings.

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAYS

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 PRINCESS ST. HOTEL LA SALLE 2LDG.

PHONE 3706
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SCIENCE '38 KISS DANCE TO-NIGHT
FOR

THURS. FRI. SAT.

(of this week) ONLY

C. & E. LEWIS

FAMOUS

NORTHAMPTON

ENGLISH SHOES

Reg. $8.50 to $9.50

pOR $6.95

IN SMOOTH OR

GENUINE SCOTCH

GRAIN LEATHERS

BUY NOW AND

SAVE

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

ARTS "FINAL FLING

SETFOR JANUARY 10

As previously announced. Arts

36 will hold their "Final Fling"

m Friday. January 10, 1936.

Since this is the first college

dance of the New Year, it is ex-

pected t<> be a gala affair. The

ommtltee asks students to keep

tbis date in mind.

[acfe Telgmann's orchestra has

been secured, and he has prom-

ised some rare selections befitting

il event of this kind. The com-

mittee is trying to make the

'Final Fling" a successful con-

dition to the long line of smart

niertainiiient provided by Arts

36.

Arrangements have been made

for refreshments to be obtained

fur those so desiring.

'Start the New Year right,"

>.iid the committee, by revelling

with Arts '36 in their "Final

Fling" on January 10.

Price $1.00 — and tickets may
be secured before Christmas from

the committee, Marion Lyons,

Bud Yuill, Cam Htllmcr, Toddy
Booth and Ram Park (convener).

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Kinnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phone*: Office 479 — Hoipital 2700

Evenings by appointment

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

,
Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princtu And Wellington

WE DELIVER

LEVANA—U. OF T.

DEBATE TONIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

evening. McGill and McMaster

are also debating, the winner of the

Women's Intercollegiate title being

chosen by points. The title was won
from Queen's last year by McGill.

Western University asked to be

admitted to the Women's Debating

Union and probably will enter a

cam in future debates.

A.M.S. SUSTAINS
MEDS '39 APPEAL

(Continued from page 1)

ager of the Capitol Theatre gave

details conccrninR the date of the

incident and the damage entailed.

Maurice James, past president of
'39 and witness for the defence

stated that approximately 30 mem-
bers of his year attended but did not

enter until the manager consented.

The prosecution suggested that

such permission was given only un-
der pressure but the witness denied

that any force was used.

The defence endeavored to prove
that Mr. Smithies was not in a posi-

lion to recognize the intruders as
members of any particular year.
They claimed that no evidence had
been produced to prove that the
year as a body was present. The
defence asked for dismissal of the
case because of lack of substantial

evidence for conviction.

FOUND
A man's gold ring in the Arts

Building.. Owner apply at the
Journal Office.

Ace College Band

Likely For Formal

Arts Committee Negotiates

For Famous American
Orchestra

Negotiations for the engagement

of an internationally famous

dance orchestra for the Arts For-

mal are nearly completed, Ken

Day, convener of the Formal

committee told the Journal yes-

terday. Not wishing to divulge

the name of the band because

the contracts were not definitely

signed. Mr. Day released a few

interesting facts about it.

Having played at practically

all the leading colleges in the

eastern United States, including

Harvard, Cornell. Colgate, Ohio

State. Bucknell, Princeton, Wash-

ington and Lee, and many others,

this outstanding orchestra will

be in northern New York State

in January and therefore avail-

able for the Arts Formal which

s set for January 17. Long, and

often return, engagements have

greeted this "Ace of College

Dance Bands" all over the United

States, even at such widely sep-

arated venues as the million-

dollar Auditorium at Miami,

Fla., and the "Normandie" in

Boston. It has also been heard

over the N.B.C. network.

When the final arrangements

re completed, which will be very

soon, announcements will be

posted around the campus. Mr.

Day added that the price of the

dance would be the usual Formal

levy of five 'dollars.. The or-

chestra in question is under the

management of the Continental

Orchestra Corporation, with
headquarters at Utica, N.Y., an

agency which supplies the or-

chestras for most of the best

dance spots in upper New York
State and New England.

Every effort is being put forth

by Mr. Day and his committee to

stage an Arts Formal that will

exceed even the best Formal in

the memory of the oldest Meds
student or Arts post mortem.
Assisting Mr. Day with the de-

tails of the ball is an able com-
mittee comprised of Bill Stephen.

John Sutherland, Larry Cromien,
Mac Hubbell, Andy Rodger, and

II Neville. Tickets will go on
sale when the orchestra is

engaged, which will be very
soon. The date is January 17, in

Grant Hall.

PIANO -'CELLO DUET
FEATURES CONCERT

Cercle Francais

DV FREDA BELKIN

The outstanding feature of the

Kingston Symphony Concert,

Monday night at Grant Hall, was

the Allegro Ma Nontroppo

Movement from Beethoven's

Sonata Opus 69, for piano and

violincello, played by Dr. Thomas
Gibson and Dr. Gerhardt Schmidt.

The beauty and charm ' of this

movement were excellently

brought out, and it was a treat

tp watch Dr. Gibson's agile

fingers fly up and down the key-

board.

'\nother feature of the concert

was the singing of Mrs. S. M.

Gilmour, who has a very clear

and pleasant voice. Schubert's

Stiindchen and Brahms' Wiegcn-
slied were very sweetly sung
but| a little more expression and
feeling might have been put in-

to them. Bishop's "Lo, Hear
the Gentle Lark" and Hucmr's
Pirate Dream" were beautifully

interpreted, showing off to final

advantage the clarity of Mrs.

Gilmour's voice.

The Orchestra, conducted by

O. F. Telgmann can be consider-

ably improved. • Their tone was
seldom clear, and their playing

lacked polish and uniformity.

The wind instruments were
rather raucous, and the strings

were harsh. The programme,
which was of a light classical

nature, was wisely chosen as it

was more suitable for an orches-

tra of this type.

The Orchestra was at its best

in two of Mr. Telgmann's com-
positions, two unique Dances;
The Nutcracker of Canada and
Muskoka Rustic Dance, Scotch

hythm. The musicians seemed
to lose themselves in these

vivacious pieces and played them
more enthusiastically and less

mechanically.

The string instruments were
rather good in Seybold's Mobile
La Chassc. The Presto from

Haydn's Symphony, Farewell in

F sharp minor, the Gondoliers
from

. Nevin's Suite, A Day in

Venice, and Brahms' Plungarian
Dance No. 5 were also some of

the better played selections.

The programme was conclud-
ed with Mr. Telgmann's Queen's
Victory March — "The Mascot
(Boo-Hoo)," giving the audience
a good idea of how noisy a

Queen's rugby game can he.

The Cercle Francais will hold

the last meeting before Christ-

mas on December 10th at 4.30

p.m. in the Senate Room, Old
Arts Building. Professor Con-
acher will give a Chalk-talk on
Lafontaine's fables.

Watts To Address Forum
On Methods Of Education

Tricolor Deposits

All prospective graduates

who intend to buy a Tricolor

please remcmlwr that a deposit
of SI ,00 is required along with
your photo. If you do not
hand in the deposit your pic-

ture will noi he included in the

year book, and you will not
be regarded as liaving ordered
one.

Editor-in-Chief.

Captain J. O. Watts will speak on
'University Methods of Education"
at the meeting of the Forum this

evening at 7 o'clock in the Scr-

geanls' Mess, Students' Union.
Captain Walts will discuss such

questions as the place of fact ma-
terial and discussion in education
and freedom of choice in subjects

to qualify for a degree. The ques-
tion is there a compulsory attend-

ance rule in the Arts Faculty now?
will also be brought up. Everyone
interested in these matters is urged

Miller Club Elects
Bateman President

Dan Bateman was elected pres-
ident of the Miller Club at the

organization meeting on Wednes-
day afternoon. Other officers in-

clude, Hon. Pres., Professor M.
Baker; Vice-Pres., Bill Gummer
and Secretary, Paul Auger.
Three reels, taken in the Great

Bear Lake and Mackenzie River
districts were shown to the Club.
The gently-dipping character and
the sheer cliffs of Paleozoic and
Cretaceous sediments were out-
standing. Scenes of prospectors'
camps were shown.
The Club is to meet every week

with talks by the students on
their field work, as well as out-
of-town speakers. Both under-
graduate and graduate students
will play an active part in the
Club. All interested arc invited
to attend.

©faiEmUg Qlramfnri Momn^ap
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaran Ie*d

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp, Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30' years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

Z94 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccot
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

personal Christmas Carina
WITH YOUR OWN YEAR CREST—EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. ORDER
EARLY. PRINTING FOR EVERY PURPOSE, STUDENTS LOOSE

LEAF FILLS. BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
Phone 485 Wellington Street

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Ertna Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

14 11*
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST, (Ground Floor)

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco. Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Block St.
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FIRST OF EXTENSION

LECTURES WILL BE

HEARD MONDAY AT 5

Dr. H. A. Thompson Speaks
On History And

The Spade

Eight In Series

Dr. H. A. Thompson, Assistant

Director of Archaeology at the

Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto,

ill deliver the first of a series

f lectures on "Some Aspects of

the Classical Tradition" which

begins on Monday, January 13. at

5.00 p.m. in Convocation Hall,

Dr. Thompson's lecture "History

and The Spade" will lie illustrat-

:d.

Dr. Thompson, who regularly

pends half of each year in

\thens. played a prominent part

n the1 excavation of Agora. He
ias had wide experience also in

iiher excavations in Greece.

January 13th, "History and The
Spade" (Illustrated) by Dr. H.

\. Thompson, Assistant Director

of Archaeology, Royal Ontario

Museum, Toronto.

inuary 20th, "Horace^ and

"Western Culture" (Bimillennary

Lecture) by Professor N. W. De

Wifr, Victoria College. Univer-

ty 8f Toronto.^
January 27th. "Greek Medicine'!

by Sir Andrew Macphail, Profes-

r i.f tin History of Medicine,

McGill University.

February 3rd, "Homer and

/ergil" bv Professor H. L.

Tracy.

February lOtlv "Demosthenes

and Cicero" by Professor P. G.

Campbell.

February 17th, "Justice and

in Plato" by Professor G

Fehruary 24th, 'Two Greek

Erhics" by Dr. W. H. Fyfe.

March 2nd, "Greek Architect-

e" (Illustrated) by Professor I.

Law.

These lectures aro open to the

public and all except the first and

t will be broadcast over station

UC (frequency 1510 kc.)
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DELEGATES FROM COLLEGES
MET HERE DURING VACATION

$5.00 Offered

Reporters are reminded
that a prize of $5.00 is offer-

ed by the Journal to the stu-

dent handing in the best

human interest stories dur-

ing the year. Any story,

preferably in a humorous
vein, dealing with student

or campus events is accept-

able. AH students, whether

reporters or not, are elegible

for this prize.

A. M. S. PERMANENT

SECRETARY RESIGNS

L. MacDougall, Arts '30

Gets Post In
Ottawa

J. Lome MacDougall, assistant

editor of the Queen's Review and

permanent secretary-treasurer o

the Alma Mater Society, has re

signed his position at Queen's to

take over a position with the

Dominion Department of Insur-

ance. Mr. MacDougall left for

Ottawa last week where he will

spend several months. It is ex

pected that he will then be shift

ed to Winnipeg to take charge of

the department branch there.

Mr. MacDougall is a graduate

of Queen's University and during

his student days was prominent

in student politics. Since grad-

uation live years ago he has serv

ed as permanent secretary of the

A.M.S. and as secretary of the

Twentieth Century Club.

S. C. Lundy. of Kingston, also

a Queen's graduate, has been ap-

pointed to succeed Mr. Mac-

Dougall on the Queen's Review.

Mr. Lundy has served for some

time with the General Alumni

Association office assisting Gor-

don J. Smith with the Employ-

ment Rureau. The new secretary-

treasurer of thyA.M.S. has not

yet been appointed.

CommitteeEngages Popula rRadio

Band For Annual Arts At Home

Cornel! students demand his re

turn for their leading parties every

year; Colgate will liave no other

band; his music was the hit of the

Dartmouth Winter sports Carnival;

and now he comes to Queen's to

provide tin.- music for the outstand-

»g social event of the year, the

Arts Formal. By a fortunate turn

°f events the Formal committee

have been able lo engage Jan Camp-
hell and his Washington and Lee

Orchestra for Friday, January 17.

one week from to-day, thus assur-

ing the dancers at the Formal of

'he ultimate in dance music.

The Washington and Lee Or-

chestra was organized at the Vir-

ginia university of that name while

Jan Compbell was still an under-

graduate. After graduation the

baud, having acquired quite a repu-

tation in the South, went on an ex-

FederatiOn Officers Chosen
Many Problems

Discussed

Queen's Not Member

Welcomed to Kingston and
Queen's by Principal W. H. Fyfe

and "Bill Simmons, president of

the A. M.S., the biennial meetings
of the National Federation of

Canadian University Students

were held in the Students' Union
from December 26 to 28. M. K.

Kenny of Toronto and P. G.

Davies of Alberta were re-elected

for two years as president and
secretary-treasurer of the Federa-

tion, and W. D. Ross of Manitoba

and Gerard Joncas of the Univer-

sity of Montreal were appointed

first and second vice-presidents.

Queen's University is not at

present a member of the M.F.C.

U.S., but the offer of hospitality

to the Federation made by the

Alma Mater Society Executive

last fall was accepted.

Representatives were present

from the Universities of British

Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,

Manitoba, Toronto, Western Ont-

ario, Ottawa, Montreal, McGill

Bishop's, Macdonald College (St

Anne's), Mount Allison, New
Brunswick, Acadia and Dal

housie. Unofficial representatives

were also admitted to the meet-

ings from Queen's University.

The N.F.C.U.S. exchange plan

which is the Federation's major

undertaking, was unanimously

approved by delegates. The ob-

ject of the plan is to permit

pecially selected students to take

one year's university work at col-

( Continued on page 7)

GUILD WILL AGAIN

HANDLE PRODUCTION

OF CAMPUS FROLICS

Promise New Comedy Skits

And Hand-Picked
Chorus

O'SHEA, DEMARKY

HERE FOR CONCERT

Will Give Joint Recital In

Memorial Hall

Tuesday

OLYMPICS -QUEEN'S CLASH
PROMISES FAST HOCKEY

February 4, 5, 6

The 1936 Campus Frolics, sche-

duled for February 4, 5 and 6, will

feature snappy sophomore singing,

hot music, co-ed dancing and latest

Broadway comedy hits. The Frolics,

revived last year after a lengthy

absence from the college program,

was the outstanding performance of

the Queen's Dramatic Guild.

The growing student demand for

another musical revue has encour-

aged the Dramatic Guild to hasten

its plans for the production of what

promises to be the liveliest, funniest

and most rhythmical show ever"

staged in Convocation Hall. The

Frolics will be staged three nights

this year, in place of the two-even-

ing stand, to accommodate the large

audiences expected. A snappy

orchestra will be engaged to give

the maximum of attraction to the

program.

The faculties of Science and

Medicine are expected to contribute

a scene or two. "The Shooting of

Ynrt MeGrew", staged last year by

final-year Science, was enthusiastic-

allv received. It is rumored that

the faculty plans to pull a fast one

bv reserving th*e first three rows.

Students are urged to forestall this

calamity by reserving seats early.

AH fruits and vegetables will be

cheeked at the door.

The Campus Frolics will star

prominent Dramatic Guild actors

Who are well-known from earlier

productions and many newcomers.

2nd Winter Concert

JAN CAMPBELL

who will lead his Washington and

Lee Orchestra at the Arts Formal

tended tour of Europe. The Eu-

ropean sojourn included a season at

Les Ambassadenrs in Paris and

(Continued on page 6)

Paul de Marky. pianist, and

Alfred O'Shea, tenor, will give a

joint recital in Memorial Hall, City

Buildings, Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.

This will he the second in a series

of three Winter Concerts. On

March 9 the last of the series will

he presented when the Hart House

String Quartet will be guest per-

formers. Tickets for the two con-

certs at $1.00 may he obtained from

M.A. Cowie, phone 589. No

separate tickets for each concert will

he sold.

Included on their program will

be Aubadc (from Le Roi D'Ys) by

Lalo and a recitation and air by

Handel, both sung by Mr. O'Shea

accompanied by Mrs. A. M. Russell,

and Chopin's Sonata in B Minor

anil Liszt's La Campanella played

by Mr. de Marky. In addition there

will l<e a German I.ieder group and

an Irish group by Mr. O'Shea and

a group of Giopin Etudes by Mr. de

Marky.

(Continued on page 6)

CURLY KRUG VOTED

JOHNNY EVANS CUP

Team Choses Shifty Half

As Most Valuable

Player

captain of Queen's senior hockey club

who will patrol the right boards in

to-morrow night's Port Arthur-

Queen's clash.

PRICE WAR FORESEEN

IN ARTS '36 MOVE

99 Cents Will Admit Couple

To Year Dance
To-Night

Had Brilliant Season

At the annual banquet tendered

the champion Queen's senior foot-

ball club at the Students-' Union on

December 6, 1935. Ciyly Knig,

shifty Tricolor running half was

the choice of his team-mates as the

most valuable player to the club

during the 1°3S season.

As a result of the voting of the

players Krug's name will be in-

scribed on the Johnny Evans Mem-

orial Trophy, while the player him-

self will receive a replica of the

beautiful cup.

The choice of the senior College

titleholders was an exceedingly

popular one, for K-ug has been a

standout for three years on the Tri-

color hack division, and completed

what was undoubtedly his most

brilliant season last Fall. His abil-

ity to knife through boles for con-

sistently big gains, along with his

almost faultless catching and his

sensational runbacks of kicks com-

bined to make the Woodstock flash

one of the most feared backfielders

in the College circuit.

"With half courses over and ev-

erybody flush, a spirit of ease fills

the air, so the best way to start the

new year off right is by revelling

with Arts '36 in their 'Hard Time

Hoe-Down, tonight" Ram Park,

convener of the dance, told the

Journal.

"Put on the oldest things vou can

find and make this a real Hoe-

Down. The more people who dress,

the more fun we'll have," said Mr-

Park. Jack Tclgmann and his

'Professional Panhandlers" have

secured and have promised some

rare selections befitting an event of

this kind.

Prizes arc being given to the

toughest looking couple, and there

is also a door prist. To make the

dance a greater success punch and

refreshments are being provided.

Dancing is from 9 to 1 in Grant

Hall. Tickets may be procured at

the door, or from Marion Lyons,

Bud Yuill, Toddy Booth, Cam
Milliner, K'ain Park (convener!.

Canada's "Representatives

Reinforced Since Last
Game, Play Here To-
morrow Night

Game Set For 9.15

BY AG, GEATTON

Port Arthur Bearcats, upon whom
Canada pins her hopes for a fifth

consecutive Olympic ice hockey

championship will be in town to-

morrow night to meet a combined

Kingston-Queen's squad in an ex-

hibition game at the Harty Arena.

Appearing with the Olympic Club

fnr the first time since the General

shakeup in the team last Monday

sent four Halifax Wolverine stars

winging towards their home port

completely fired Jrom the squad,"

will be Hugh Farquharson. speedy

winger from the Montreal Royals,

"Dinty" Moore, veteran Port Col-

bome goaler. and Walter "Pud"

Kitchen, nigged defence ace of the

Toronto Dukes. To-morrow even-

ing's encounter will be the third in

as many nights for the Maple Leaf

standard bearers and their fourth

of the week. To-night they jump

to Brockvillc to clash with the

Majicdiunas and then double back

to Kingston for their final exhibi-

tion of the week. From here the

next stop on the Olympic tour is

Montreal where they arc scheduled

to appear Monday.

Following out an established cus-

tom in having the Dominion hockey

representatives perform in King-

ston while on their jaunt to the

coast, arrangements were completed

over a week ago to have the Bear-

cats include the Limestone City in

their lengthy exhibition list. Other

famous Olympic clubs that have

displayed their wares on local ice

were the Granites in 1921 and the

Varsity Grad wonder team in 192-S.

Although the 1936 selection of

puck chasers, chosen tu retain the

world'- amateur hockey champion-

ship for Canada at the Winter

Olympic ' games to he held next

month in Gamiisch-Partenkcrchen,

Germany, has been subjected to

probably the severest criticism any

national team has ever received,

the general consensus of opinion

has it that the team will be strong

(Continued on page 5)

Lineups for Tomorrow Night's Game

Port Arthur Queen's

1 Moore Goal Gowsell 1

15 Nash Scrutton 18

2 Murray Defence Stollery 3

3 Friday Barnabe 8

1 1 St. Gcrmaine Centre Wing 6

G Neville Wings Patterson 9

9 Deacon Woodcock 4

5 Sinclair Subs Munro 5

7 Milton Catlin IS

8 Saxberg Thurlby 16

16 Kitchen Guy 11

10 Thompson Wilson 7

14 Farquharson Roberts 14

Bentley 2

Gordon 10

Poupore 12
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sTUDENTS
. , . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EitmbtubtJ 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—Kini* Clarence Stt.

W. B. DEI fn I'.

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTEO BY EDMUND BERRY

FOR RENT

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St.

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

/or a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant*

I y tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.00

The Bengal

$19."
The Polo

$22.
$25.00

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We (in NOT Bive advice on
lovr mailers. ,tocV markets or
weather condition!; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

fur Dependable Drug Service
plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—\\'e are "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery. Fountain
gens. Selection Loose Leal
Refills—alwuy* in Mock.

HAMILTON ( ]
LIMITED \^STOR|y

4 Nyal Stores 4

Ships
Have you seen the two masted
sad boat at McCaUWir
Chrome tails and hull Port hole*
ablate with light-Blue waves
beneath. Itn tenMtion. .

And there, are smaller boats ofchrome resting on blue mirron
See them now.

MtdLaiimn (Sift

395 Prince** St. Phone 1931

WE, THE ACCUSED. By

Ernest Raymond. Cossets, $2.SQ.

Emest Raymond is a contem-

porary English novelist, best known

as the author of the trilogy Once

in England and of Tell England.

All his previous novels give the im-

pression of containing a portion of

autobiography, ll'e. the Accused is

somewhat different. For the first

time Raymond is writing for the

purpose of propaganda. The whole

story, which is powerful and grip-

ping, is an appeal for the abolition

of capital punishment.

The story centres around Paul

Prcsset, a small, undistinguished

I.ondon school-maslcr of fifty. Out

of his love for another woman he

yields to the temptation of poisoning

his wife, an unaffcctionatc and un-

sympathetic woman older than him-

self, whom he has married for

money and who never lets him for-

get this fact. For several months

Paul lives free from suspicion, but,

then, the neighbours become curious

when they hear of his relations with

Myra, and one of them reports the

matter to the police. 'Paul asserts

his innocence and assents to the

exhumation of his wife's remains.

Gradually, however, he loses his

nerve, and persuades Myra to fly

with him. At first she does not know
that he is guilty, hut even when she

cams the truth, she remains loyal

lo him.

After being pursued through

southern England, they are driven

to the north where they are finally-

captured in Cumberland. They are

then brought to London, and after

a long, harrowing term in prison,

Paul is condemned to hang although

Myra is acquitted.

Paul is portrayed so sympathetic

ally and understanding!)' that one

cannot help pitying him. He has

his failings, he is weak and vain, he

cannot refrain from exaggeration,

and his language and actions are

often common. On the other hand

he is gentle, kind, introspective, and

a lover of books. Especially, he is

noble, antfroJ nobility appears most

strikingly in his attitude toward

Myra. She has not a strong char

acter either, but her love for and

her devotion to Paul exalt her

Like characters in Raymond's other

books, she endeavours to discover

some belief to which she can cling.

Resides Paul and Myra many

clearly drawn figures enter the

story. Raymond posesses an iron

cal sense of humour and a keen

insight into the woakneses of human

nature. He is, however, sympathe

tic rather than superior. He recog

nites the good as well as the bad

in men, and often shows how two

seemingly incompatible qualities can

exist in one personality.

As one reads about the man-hunt

and the desire of the whole nation

for the capture of the criminal, one

wonders how human beings can he

so bestial, Raymond stresses the

rigidity of the prison routine and of

trials. He describes poignantly the

living hell which the condemned

man has to endure. He shows, how-

ever, that there are elements of

mercy entering the system of jus-

tice. Many of the officials are

human men with real sympathy for

the prisoners.

We, the Accused should be read

for several reasons, but if for no
other, for its beautiful descriptions

of the English countryside.—E.L.R.

Campus and Gym
Basketball practices will begin

today from 2,00-3.00. Everyone
wishing to try out for the Senior

team should show up at this first

practice. A Junior team will also

he organized to play in the city

league. An organization meeting

was held several days ago and
there was a fairly good attendance

that augurs well for the Intercol-

giate team. Practices must begin
at once and do not fail to come out
on as many days as possible. Every-
one must turn out Thursday and
Friday.

Hours:

Monday—2.00-3.00.

Tuesday—1.00-2.00.

Thursday—2,00-3.00.
Friday—2.00-3.00.

Other hours will be arranged and
announced in Tuesday's paper.

On Saturday afternoon a basket-

hall game is scheduled between
K.C.V.I. and Levana.

* • *

Will all those girls who took the
Life Saving test before Christmas,

d those who took the classes but
not the test, please sec Miss Murphy
in her office any day next week be-
tween LOO and 2.00, also anyone
whn is intcrcsled in trying for the
silver medal.

* * *

Life saving instructors of last

term are also requested lo see Mis?
Murphy any day between 1.00 and
2.00.

* * *

The Swimming Club will resume
its activities next week. Look for
a further notice Tuesday.

* * *

A Badminton team will be selec-
ted soon, but the players will be
open to challenge from anyone for

their places. It is hoped that inter-

city ganu-s may Ik- arranged with a

possibility of a tournament with

McGill.

* * *

The following six people will try

out for positions on the badminton
team

: Eileen Workman, Alison

Mitchell, Margaret Casey, Aileen

Graham, Marjorie Morton, Aileen

Mason.
* * *

Levana hockey and skating wilt

begin next week.

Advertisers make publication of
the Journal possible. Patronize
them and support your paper.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

War Cost EnoughTo
Make Everyone Rich

The Great War cost about $400,

000,000,000. With that amount, if

we had settled our international

disputes by peaceful means, we
could have huilt a $2,500 house and

furnished this house with $1,000

worth of furniture, and placed it

mi Sve acres of land worth $100

per acre and given all this to each

and every family in the United

Stales, Canada, Australia, England,

Ireland, Wales, Scotland, Belgium,

France, Germany, and Russia. After

doing this there would have been

enough money left to give each

city of 20,000 inhabitants and more,

in every one of the countries named

a $5,000 library and a $10,000,000

university. Out of the balance we
would have enough money to en-

dow the salaries of 125,000 teachers

and 125,000 nurses for all time to

come, After having done all this,

we would still have enough money
left out of our war investment to

buy every farm, home, factory,

church, railroad, street car, store

and products, everything which can

be bought for money in all France

and Belgium in 1914.

—Fradkin ; The Air Menace and

The Answer.

Coming Events

"Tackle the dummy!" cried the
coach.

We will," the frosh replied.

And after the dust had settled

down,

They carried the coach outside.

—H.G.D.

Today

:

9.00p,m.

Saturday

9.15p.m.

Sunday,

2.30p.m

Monday,

3.00p,m

5.00p.m.

7.00p.m

—Arts '36 Dance

Grant Hall

, Jan 11:

—Bearcats vs. King-

ston-Queen's

Jock Many Arena

Jan. 12:

—L.S.R.

Y.W.C.A. , i

Jan. 13:

—Dr. Thompson
Arts Building

Room 308

—Dr. Thompson
Convocation Hall

—Flying Club

Fleming Hall

Room 301

DIRECTORY CHANGES

Elizabeth Cameron, 160 King

St. E., phone 157; home address.

Westmount, Que.

Mary Ginn, 160 King St. E.,

phone 157; home address. Kirk-

land Lake.

Dr. Fyfe To Give Addres
s

On Democracy

Dr. Wr H. Fyfe will speak
„,

the subject "Why Democracy?

in the first of a series of thr*

lectures under the general ity

"The Road to Progress" to
\y

given on successive Tuesday ev

enings, beginning on Tuesd,i
v

January 14th, at 7.30 p.m. in 1}

Common Room at Ban Righ Hal]

The series which is sponsors

by the S.C.M. will afford an op.

portunity to hear about and di

cuss the main issues of social

personal and political problems

Dr. Fyfe's lecture will consider

what are essential elements u

democracy, their value and pl,1C(

in ihe modern world, and whether

they are worth preserving.

Dean Matheson in the second

lecture on January 21st will deal

with the problem of choosing
s

vocation. The third lecture q|

the series will he delivered hy

Professor George Humphrey on

January 28th on the subjeel

"Mental Unity."

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

HOCKEY
Canadian Olympic Team

vs

! THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

surance policy as a provision lor
the future, or contemplating the
lelling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding sixty-
four year record of The Mutual
Life ot Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
*gei or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo. Ontario

Established 1869

Kingston All -Stars

JOCK HARTY ARENA

Saturday, January 11

9.15 p.m.

Reserved Seats SOcts. Rush Seats 25cts.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Queen's Delegates

Visited Indianapolis

With t°la' registration of 2765

delegates, of whom 275 were from

Canada an<^ ^ *rom Quecn s Uni-

rersitj , a mammoth convention was

held i'1 Indianapolis from December

28 to January 1 under the leader-

ship of t^lc Student Volunteer

Movement of North America.

Representative of 435 colleges in

(he United" States and 23 Canadian

universities, the convention included

103 foreign students such as

Chinese, Japanese, Hindus, Filipinos

id Hawaiians.

General sessions were held each

orniiig of the conference, with

outstanding men like Rev. Dr.

Richard Roberts, moderator of the

United Church of Canada, Dr. T.

Z, Koo, who spoke at Queen's re-

cently, the Archbishop of York,

John R. Mott, Robert Spear and

Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa as plalform

speakers.

Seminar groups of fewer than

fifty members were held each day,

with Dr. Henry Van Dusen, Conrad

Huffman, Basil Matthews, John

Line, Miss Gertrude Rutherford

and many others as group leaders

of discussion. Some of the sub-

jects of discussion were religious

frtedom in the modern state,

Christianity and current political

trends (Fascism, Communism, So-

cialism, etc.), the Christian ap-

proach to the Jews, and the prob-

lems of world peace.

The object of the Indianapolis

convention was to give a new per-

spective on missions and to present

the challenge of the world to this

II' ge generation.

. The ten delegates from Queen's

were: Helen Young, Eleanor

Clarke, Pearl Paynter, Mary Wil-

liams, Helen Eakin, Bessie Fergu-

on, Reid Vipond, Alex Grant,

Douglas Facey, and Alex Cameron.
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The Soap Box

AT THE THEATR

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any Utter without know

inq the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi

dential if tfie writer so desires.

Alt letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday night

unless they are written on both

sides of the paper, in which case

thev need not reach him at all.

Just a little down and
a little each month

buys a new

PORTABLE
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Helps all through school

and business

UNDERWOOD ELLIOTT FISHER Lid

J-ft.C. DOBBS & CO., Agents

171 WELLINGTON ST.

Phone 819

THE MOTORIST RACED
FOR THE "CORONER"
AT 60 MILES PER HOUR
Th" ii (iking chance with ipted—
"ut if.- 'ii km who nini out of Shivini

c'«m. Tooih Puts. R»i<jr Blidrs.

Roage, Lip«riek or what-not jiut »l ilit

Psychological moment, whin ht hu it

asi made the contact he hu been wait*

(or through the Student*' Date

Bureau realiia how SAPE and SATIS-

FACTORY Ii ii to 'phone for hit or

her DRUG STORE NEEDS to

Stores

MAHOODDRUCCO.
PHOHI 519 - • - PRINCESS ST.

JU
^VcX PEACOC*

PHONE 545 • NEXT TOIOBLAWS

Noisy professors in the library.

Editor,

Soap-Box.

Sir:

A serious situation exists in the

Library reading room. No, it's not

petting, or even holding
,
hands

that's old stuff and individual.
,

I refer to NOISE. This evil

condition is most apparent during

examination weeks, for then the

habitues are really trying to do

little work there, and are not mere

ly engaged in the pleasant pastime

of holding hands and playing peek-

a-boo. At least it can be said that

these delectable diversions are de

cently dulcet and comparatively

quiet. No, the students aren't the

cause of the noise, nor even

CAPITOL
/ FOUND STELLA PARISH

With

Kay Francis. Ian Hunter and

Paul Lttkos

In spite of the fact that superla-

tives have lost their full meaning

for our increasingly sceptical pub-

it is only fitting to say here that

Kay Francis in this picture tops all

her previous performances. Beau-

tifully gowned, and with a becom-

ing new coiffeur which, alas, re-

verts before long to the old, familiar

style, she seems to put her whole

being into the production of "I

Found Stella Parish", and reaches

high emotional, if at times, not too

emotional heights. She is very ably

supported by Ian Hunter as the

news-hound whose constant prying

nearly ruins everything, and Paul

Lukas, as the worshipful producer

Special note should be made of the

little girl who played the part of

Stella Parish's daughter. She cer

tainly revives our faith in the

lovableness and naturalness of the

very young—poor Shirk1
)' I

Thus, with a good cast, an ex

ceedingly well-connected plot, and

an excellent supporting program

you are assured an entertaining two

hours. B+-f-. —N.MacR
Revival Tonight: "Sweet Music'

with Rudy Valee, Alice Faye.

Coming Attraction: "Mutiny on

he Bounty", with Charles Laughton

T 1 V O L I

THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII
With

Preston Foster. Louis Calhern and

Basil Rathbone

To those who hope to see an in

lcrprctation of Bulwer - Lytton'

book of this name it may be as well

to issue a_warning. The picture is

not based on the book; the produc-

ers state that they are indebted to

Lytton only for the title and the

descriptions of Pompeii.

The story is not a bad one, al-

though it tampers with history in

places. It concerns one Marcus, a

blacksmith who manages to become

one of Pompeii's most wealthy citi-

zens, and head of the Arenai he

passes through several stages en-

route, being in turn a gladiator and

a horse-thief.

The scenes in the Arena are well

done, the fights being realistically

bloodthirsty, but the final scene, the

destruction of Pompeii, for which

we are being prepared from the

opening minutes of the picture,

falls rather flat. Vesuvius looking

pitifully ineffective.

Preston Foster has no trouble

with the rather straightforward role

of Marcus; Louis Calhem is excel-

lent as Pontius Pilate. We can't re-

member the name of the actress

who played the heroine—a very

small part—but we didn't like her.

—B. —D.K.

QUEEN'S
BE PREPARED FOR FULL DRESS OCCASIONS

FORMAL CLOTHES
Tuxedo Suits $22.50 to $35.00

Tails $25.00 to $45.00

Dress Vests, Dress Shirts, Dress Studs, Dress Ties,»Head-

quarters for everything for Full Dress occasions.

sweet young library assistants, w

do occasionally forget themselves by

too audible conversation when the

gossip becomes particularly spicy

f By the way, couldn't they shut up

that damned typew riter?). No, the

offenders to whom I refer are our

revered professors.

It is a commonplace, though it is

unwise thus to generalize, that most

professors like to make their pres

ence felt. Some are satisfied with

their pre-eminent place in the lec-

ture room; others must make an

additional impression in the library,

where there is a larger, and foreign

audience. These professors have

various methods of propagandising

themselves. Professor A struts in

with a bang-bang of his leather

heels.' Professor B makes a big

racket taking down his newspaper.

Professor C clears his throat

noisily. They all have the affable

practice of greeting the girls at the

desk,—commendable in itself; but

whv out loud ? Good-morning, good-

morning, good-morning ! And not,

mind you, even in a stage whisper,

but in their lecture-room voice.

Then follow a few comments about

the weather, new books, etc., etc.,

all in that I'm-Professor-So-and-

so-voice. Usually, having made

heir stage entrance, they settle down

to the book in hand, though a few

indulge in lengthy conversations in

the reserved bookroom, or behind

the desk. The real picnic occurs

when one profeisor happens to meet

another. Ah ! then the pearls begin

to drop, noisily, from those wise

lips!

But whats the use in being a

Professor, if he can't have a few-

privileges?

Silently suffering,

Arts '36.

The Alkymist

(Experiments upon the effect of

alcohol on the breath are being con-

ducted in the Biochemical Labora'

ton-.)

The Chemist makes experiments

Incessantly for good.

No soothing note of tabors

Accompanies his labours.

His are no choral merriments,

No strain of brass or wood,

But sad, remote, unguided.

And weary unto death.

In trials never ended

He analyses breath.

He loathes the taste of sherry

He scorns the lure of gin,

No whiskey makes him merry

And yet he pours it in

;

Then from his draught of liquor

He turns to his machine.

And if he makes it long enough

And deep enough and strong enough

His breath inside the test-tube

Will turn the water green.

And so, with marked emotion,

He fills the hated cup,

No murmur or complaining

Accompanies its draining.

In studious devotion

He simply laps it up,

And thus from morn to luncheon

And orj to midnight strike

Drains glass and stein and puncheon

With infinite dislike.

H<-'s definitely anti

Madeira and Medoc,

Abominates Chianti

And loathes the sight of Hock,

Yel for the good of science

He breathes and breathes anew,

And if he's taken wine enough

And old enough and fine enough

His fragrant respirations

Will turn the water blue.

An infinite variety

Of bottles, jugs and jars.

LEVANA FORMALS

Tickets for the Levana Formals

will be sold beginning Saturday,

at Ban Righ Hall after meals and

between lectures in the Red

Room. They are S2.00 and may

be procured from Barbara Bolton

or Mary Graham.

L.S.R. Meeting

The League for Social Recon-

struction will meet on Sunday at

2.30 p.m. in the Y.W.C.A. Alex

J. Grant will report on the Third

Congress of the American League

against War and Fascism in

Cleveland.

Important business will be hrought

up at this meeting.

Tackle: "How did Jack get that

Another chap cracked a

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUIT SALE
$35.°°

Our entire stock of British Woollens to select from

Nothing Reserved

LIVINGSTON'S
75-79 BROCK ST.

'I here Is No Substitute

For QUALI1 Y -

That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

m

Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY — GLOVES

SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

sore jaw.'

Guard

:

smile."

Tackle

:

Guard

:

'Well?"

'It was his smile."

—American Boy

"From burgundy to brandy

He has to keep them handy,

The cocktail of society.

The bitter beer of bars.

And since to err is sinful

He often finds it best

To take another skinful

And make a second test.

And shall this noble toiling

No honour have, nor praise?

The chemist's ceaseless oiling

Be still undecked with bays?

Not In this humble anthem

His praises I unloose,

\nd if I've made them sweet enough

And warm enough and neat enough,

Perhaps he'll let me help him

To turn the water puce.

—T.C.D.

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS PliD** 01

Every

117 Brock St. Description

Phone 1510

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

ARTS '36 "HAfiD TIMES" DANCE TO-NIGHT
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Her "Bestest" Picture

Last Saturday. Monday^ and Tuesday

were hip days for one of the local picture

houses. Crowds milled about the entrance

to the theatre waiting for a chance to buy

an admission ticket and find a scat. Two
performances had to be given Saturday afr

ternoon to accommodate the hundreds who

wished to see their favorite star in action.

The No. 1 Box Office Star of America was

playing here.

And who is this captivating creature

that attracts larger and more enthusiastic

audiences than any other star in the world?

None other than Shirley Temple, the little

darling. The world has been eagerly wait-

ing to sec the littlest rebel in her "bestest"

picture, so the "trailer" reformed the public

last week. The result would seem to in-

f./r Queen's students intimate scenes culled

from campus activities. The loss of this

brilliant commentator deprived the Journal

of one of its most interesting and humor-

our columns, and we sincerely hope that his

return will be permanent.

Many columnists have attempted to imi-

tate the style and intimateness of the great

seventeenth century diarist but few have

done so with greater success than Queen's

Sam Pcpys. From morning till night his

sharp and observant eyes ferret out the

secrets of students and professors. Late

at night he sits himself down and relates

the intimate events of the day for the benefit

of fellow students. Then he is able to for-

get the cares of the day, and so to bed.

dicate that the trailer was speaking the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth, so help us.

The composer of that hideous piece of

rhythm and worse verse known as "The
Music Goes 'Round and Around" has been
quoted as saying that his song is a sign of

returning prosperity., Such tidbits as "Yes,
We Have No Bananas," and "It Ain't

Gonna Rain No More" attained their popu-
larity during the last era of prosperity:

"Hence," Mr. Hodgson says, "it follows
that wc arc now entering upon a peril id of

industrial expansion which will put the
twenties to shame, since my song makes
less sense than any heretofore devised for
human consumption."

It must be that Miss Temple is another
sign of a return to the good old pre-de-
prcssion days—which is going to make a
lot of people wish that the depression were
still upon the world. Child stars are one
of the greatest menaces with which the
moviegoer has to contend, but little Shirley
is probably Public Menace No 1 With
wagging head and arms akimbo, she
epitomizes all the artificiality of precocious
childhood. Little children adore her but if
one of their own playmates were to imitate
Hie little tyke it would mean a good kick
applied to the nether regions. Ecstatic
mothers revel in the saucy, impertinent
gestures of the little darling, but similar
conduct on the pan of their own little o„cs
would lead to continual cuffs on the ear.

Not that Shirley ever does anything very
wrung. She is never represented as the
menace to public morals that Mae West
ond Jean Harlow arc supposed to be, al-
though she did tell a lie in her "bestest"
picture. Hut the sugary sentimentality of
her good old fashioned melodramas is apt
to produce a generation of mental diabetics
If the public must have its child stars, Jane
Withers would make an excellent insulin
treat t,

The New Diplomacy vs. The Old

Recent events on the Continent have

Vividly illustrated the great difference be-

tween the two types of international diplom-

acy—the new and the old. The old type is

the survival of pre-War diplomacy, while

the new has been gradually gathering

strength, through necessity, since the end

of the War and the formation of the League

of Nations,

At the outset of the Italo-Ethiopian

struggle the new diplomacy began to make

greater headway than ever through British

championship of the League. Diplomatic

activities were based ostensibly upon

League- decisions and affairs were handled

in an open and fair spirit with due regard

for the rights and opinions of minor powers.

Sanctions were applied against Italy with

the consent of practically every nation in

the League. The proposals to Mussolini

were drawn up by committees of the various

nations.

But the old diplomacy was not dead.

With astounding suddenness,, news of the

Laval-Hoarc plan was given to the world.

Disregarding the rights and opinions of the

minor powers who had given their support

to League proceedings, two great powers
had decided to take matters into their own
hands and arrange a plan to meet their own
interests. Instead of concerted action by
the League of Nations separate action was
to be taken through the chancellories of the

principal powers, The right of aggression

was to be rewarded.

Public opinion, which immediately blew
this plan to pieces and threw Sir Samuel
Hoare from office, showed that the British

people, at any rate, are in favor of the new
diplomacy. To believers in collective

security the result was one of the most
gratifying yet experienced. AH that has
been gained since the War was not to be
thrown over in the interests of two or three
powerful nations. The result also served
t<> reveal the great influence which British

public opinion is able to exert upon the
Government in times of crisis.

Official Notices

M. C. Cameron Prise in Gaelic

Value $40. Founded by the late M. C.

Cameron, M.P.. Goderich. Awarded to the

best Gaelic scholar, reader, and speaker.

Applications for examination should be sub-

milted to the Registrar before January 15th

in each year. Work prescribed: any 600

lines of Ossian's Fingal, or an equivalent

amount' of any other Gaelic literature select-

ed by the candidate: Blackie's Language

and Literature of the Scottish Highlands,

Gaelic Grammar, translation at sight of

Gaelic into English and English into Gaelic.

This scholarship will not be awarded to

any candidate who does not take at least

fifty per cent, of the total number of marks

in the examination.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J.
Burpee, Secretary' of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st. 1936,

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Fined In Engineers'

Court For Conduct

A heavy fine was imposed upon

the one offender appearing before

the Science Court last December,

when a sophomore was found guilty

of "acting in a manner unbecoming

to an engineer" while in the course

of surveying a part of the city.

"It is to be regretted that occas-

ionally some members of Science

forget themselves so far as not to

uphold the traditions of the faculty

as scholars and gentlemen," said

Bruce Clement, chief justice, in

handing down the judgment. "No

doubt the lady who instigated this

charge did not understand the rea-

sons for the presence of the embryo

surveyors on her property, but such

conduct and remarks as ensued can-

not be tolerated."

The court warned that in the

event of a recurrence of such an

offense the punishment would be

much more severe.

should be something definitely defined by

the authorities.

Editorial Comment

A Hindu professor was caught imper-

sonating his favorite student at an examin-

ation when an electric fan blew his false

moustache off. It takes the Indians to

develop a real system of co-operation.

The collegian drove a goodlook-

ing roadster, and the co-ed knew it.

"I love cars", she said soulfully.

"I learn all I can about them."

"Fine", said he. "lust for fun,

tell me how to cool an engine."

She thought a moment. "Oh, by

stripping the gears of course", she

cried.—American Boy.

ROMANCE
sitting by the lilyThey were

pond,

The young man and his maid,

"The stars are not so bright, my
love,

As your brown eyes," he said.

She said to him, "You flatter me,

But I will put you right;

The moon above is not so full

As you, my love\. tonight

SWEET
CAPORA1
CIGARETTES
52 Poker Hondi, any numbers,

now accepted as a complete i«t.

INTRODUCING

The Rendezvous Tea Room
, and

Muriel Graeme
Handicrafts and Fine Woollens

EARL ST. AT WEST
Opening January 15th. Telephone 29S

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

The Siisaf. 'ize them and support your pa^er.

The Journal regrets the recent resigna-

tion of Lome MacDougall from the posi-

tion of permanent sccretar-treasurer of the

Alma Mater Society. Mr. MacDougall's

live years in office were marked by

co-operation, friendliness and efficiency.

Sam Pepys Returns
The Journal takes great pleasure in pre-

senting once again the diary of our in-
imitable Sam Pepys, who, after much per-
suasmn, has consented to emerge from his
retreat in the Lower World and describe

Contradictory Statements
The January 3 issue of the local daily

carried a vigorous editorial dealing with
"The Menace of Communism." In glowing
terms it deals with the recent Toronto mun-
icipal elections in which Tim Buck, running
as candidate for the Board of Control, re-

ceived over 20,000 votes, and points out the
horrors in store for Canadians if Commun-
ists succeed in getting a hold on the politic-

al life of our country.

The final paragraph of that editorial is

particularly interesting. It reads as follows:

The Toronto newspapers may be alarmed
i.i Hie yrowiiiH Communist vole in that city,
but more alarming to thb newspaper arc
the constant and insistent rumors that com-
munism is hi-ing nol merely taught hut ad-
vocated openly in the classrooms of our
OniVCMitie*, .Some of these rumors make
its wonder whether the govcrninK autliori-
tiei ol our universities ever sit in at lec-
tUrea. or have any real cunlacl with what
i* hrhiK tauprtt in the classrooms. Our
universities are kept up to a considerable
CXtcM by llie taxpayers of this country,
who have no sympathy whatsoever with
•' OBiim or ila teachings, and it might
perhaps not be amiss for the Department
of Education to make a few enuuiriea be-
fore the people's money it banded out in
granti.

Aside from the inaccuracy of the state-

ments contained in the above paragraph, it

deliberately contradicts a quotation which
appears on the same page of the same issue.

This quotation, by E, P. Whipple, reads:

No education dexcrves tlic name, unless
it develops thought.

Perhaps the Whig-Standard merely
made a slip, or perhaps it believes thought

Queen's students are having an oppor-

tunity to do some extensive travelling this

year. The basketball team is touring New
York State this weekend and the follow-

ing weekend will see the Boxing, Wrestling

and Fencing team visiting Cornell. It may
break their backs but, at least, it should

broaden their minds.

Half-term courses have once more help-

ed to spoil the Christinas holidays fur a

good many students. Surely some more

agreeable system could be devised by the

powers- that-be.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye

Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

BUY YOUR "CRESTED"
CIGARETTES HERE

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Open 7.30 a.m. Close at 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

With Shirley Temple now departed,

movie fans will have a chance to have their

faith in Hollywood restored when "Mutiny

on the Bounty" with Charles Laughton

plays lure this weekend.

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Es'ablished Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywlien

Anytime
3us. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafo

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for studen"

346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE

Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

Heated Cabs

With the New Year now well

way some interesting developments

campaign to abolish compulsory

ancc should soon become public.

on its

in the

attend-

Offici.il figures recently released show
that "Love in Bloom" was played over

24,000 times over the air in 1935. It is no
wonder thaf its popularity has now faded.

Almost three thousand delegates attend-

ed the convcntinn in 1 ndi.tnapolis held under
the auspices of the Student Volunteer
Movement of North America. This hardly

seems right in an irreligious age such as

this is supposed to be,

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S iT
H
<&!

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.

\
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

The sports department of the Journal wishes all student
fans a happy and prosperous New Year.

CANADA VS. QUEEN'S
The local sporting year get, away to an auspicious Mart to-morrow

«v«mnjr when onc of ,hc nia, or ev<nls o( the .„ take ,

,he exh.u.tmn name between Port Arthur Bearcats and an all-sfar KinT
ston-Quccn s team.

" IM»

Nearing the end of a lengthy list of conditioning contests, the Can-
adian Olymp.c rcpresentativei wl stop at KinBS t.>n on their way to
Hal.fax. from which point they w.ll sail on January I7th for Germany
where the 1936 Olympic games are to be held next month

To-morrow nights game will inaugurate the 1936 sport, year for
Queen s athletes, and there i. no doubt but that a capacity crowd will
be present to watch the local puckehascr* match strides with Canada's
best.

Anxious to convince their critics that they have the class expected
of a Canadian Olympic hockey entry, the starry visiting ice men will
likely go out after a flock of goals from the opening face-off but they
will find the strong local speedsters big Stumbling blocks to their plans.

The Kingstori-Queen s crew of 16 well chosen players will, in all
probability, provide stout opposition for the louring Maple Ltfaf blade
artists, and a hockey classic should be in the offing.

QUEEN'S BASKETBALL SQUAD LEAVES
Tomorrow Coach Ralph Jack takes his 1936 edition of the Queen's

•basketball team on (heir usual trip to Northern New York State,
Ten players will be taken on the U. S. jaunt, and the tour should

prove beneficial to the squad winch will begin its Intercollegiate schedule
tbt latter part of this month.

Captained by Doug Rookc, the Tricolor hardwood pounders have
indicated it> the daily practice sessions that they have class aplenty, and
a successful road tour would augur well for a College cage title later on
in the season.

Varsity and Western invaded the Stales late last month and were
forced to accept a string of defeats by various Yankee clubs which seem
to have little difficulty in asserting their superiority over Canadian hoop
learns. v

However, the local cagers expect at least an even break on their

series of encounters with the crack State of New York houpsters, and

if they should succeed in returning home with a .500 percentage or

better, big things can be expected of them in their own loop.

Best of luck gang.
SPORT SHORTS

Congratulations (although belated) to Curly Krug, Tricolor ace

backfielder for his winning of the Johnny Evans Memorial .Trophy . . .

The Woodstock marvel earned the award . . . Johnny Wing, Queen's
centre ice star, has been Hashing brilliant form this season ... In the

City League final last Monday at lhe Arena the Tricolor flyer scored

two nifty goals, and led bis team. Kingston Fashion Craft, to the

Vanhorne Cup championship . . . We understand the pro. scouts look

with longing eyes towards the Gananoquc smoothie . . Bui the Maroons
have the inside track on his services 'tis said . . . Other Queen's men
on the victorious Kingston six were Reg Patterson and Art Stollcry

. Incidentally the last mentioned player rapped home two counters

to' sort of make it a decidedly Queen's night . . . The final score was

Kingston 6, Prescott 3.

CAGE TEAM LEAVES

TO-MORROW ON VISIT

TO N. Y. COLLEGES

Play State College, Albany
Business College And

Hamilton

To Last A Week

Brilliant Play As

Queens Loses To

Air Force, 5 - 3

Four - Goal Second Period

Assault Airmen's
Margin

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

To our readers, the season's

greetings, and to our fighters,

Jiappy landings.

The Cornell Assault looms

up only one week away, and.

the boys have been working

very hard to get into shape for

the big test. The coaches

speak very confidently this

year, and expect to produce a

team the equal of last year's

representative. In that case, the

boys will take the champion-

ship again without a great deal

of trouble.

The champions arc beginning

to turn out again, in view of

the major engagements for

which they arc scheduled. It

looks as if the Tricolor squad

will be hosts to a team from

"West End "Y", Toronto,

shortly after their return from

New York. Every effort js

1)cing made to arrange this

meeting, and give the local

fans a chance to see the

Queen's boys in action.

Jack Ewen has assumed

managerial duties for the team

<lue to the retirement of your

scrihe from this position. There

is also a persistent rumour,
-

Respite denials, (hat Ewen will

don the gloves once more in de-

fence of his title. (Would that

we could get a statement).

There is no denying the fact

that Ewen's decision to com-

pete would materially strength-

en the team's chances and

morale.

Definite word has been re-

ceived from "Hank" Thoman
that he will not contest the

heavyweight title at the In-

tercollegiate Assault in Feb-

ruary. Pressure of work is

given as the reason.

OLYMPICS TO MEET
QUEEN'S TOMORROW

' (Continued from page I)

enough to turn back the challenge

of the other nations,

At the present moment the club

looks a lot better than it did three

weeks ago when the training grind

began at Port Arthur, and each

game sees a great improvement in

the team play so essential to a

hockey aggregation. The three

new additions to the team, Moore,

Farquharson and Kitchen have

added sufficient strength to give the

machine the power it needs. The

actual makeup of the lakehcad lads

as it now stands consists of Jackie

Nash, "Num" Friday, "Deac"

Deacon. Alec Sinclair, Ray Milton.

Gus Saxberg. and Norm Thompson

all of Port Arthur, and Ralph St.

Germaine, Dave Neville, Hennan

Murray and Hughie Farquharson

of the Montreal Royals. To com

plete the squad Dinty Moore ol

Port Colborne and "Pud" Kitchen

of Toronto Dukes, goaler and de

fence player respectively, round

out a leant, which has fine defen

sive qualities and packs speed and

scoring power in the front ranks.

The local players, numbering six-

teen in all have been carefully

selected from among the Queen's

and Kingston clubs, with Coach

lack PoweU- of Queen's doing the

masterminding. The combined
Kingston-Queen's outfit will hold a

workout at the Arena to-night, and,

although it will be their only oppor-

tunity to work together and polish

their plays for the big test to-

morrow, they will likely show

enough to make the Canadian

Olympic entry step fast to win.

Such stellar ice performers as

Wing, Patterson, Munro, Wilson.

Catlin and Gordon will be included

on the local all-star line-up. The

two goalies, Bill Gowscll and

"Red" Scrutton are Kingston lads,

and both are sensational puck

stoppers.

To add more color to the big

Same. Queen's baud will be present

To-morrow morning the
Sem'orBasketball team leave

on their annual visit to the

neighbouring States, with a

three game schedule facing

them in four days. Seeking

experience for the Intercol-

legiate series, a squad of nine

players will meet highly rat-

ed quintets from New York
colleges in Albany and Clin-

ton.

Travelling by private bus, the

Tricolor reach Albany Saturday

evening, where they immediately

engage the New York State Col-

lege team. A day of rest and they

return to the floor against Albany

Business College, after which they

journey westwards to Clinton,

N.Y., where QueenVptay Hamilton

College on Tuesday night and return

home the following day. The suc-

ceeding Saturday sees the gold-clad

hasketeers playing another Ameri-

can team—this time on our own
court against a visiting Ogdensburg

five.

College Season Opens Jan. 25

This series of four games acainst

experienced basketball squads should

prepare the Queen's team for the

opening intercollegiate game here

against Western on Jan. 25th.

Coach Ralph Jack, student men-

tor for the Tricolor this year, has

high hopes for his team, both in the

coming tour and the winter schedule

here. He has installed a some

what novel system in basketball at

Queen's, and the players, both vet-

erans and newcomers, are infused

with their coach's enthusiasm

Manager Sandy Sceber, who has

seen many Queen's basketball teams

in action, was approached by this

writer and asked his opinion of

Coach Jack's new ideas. Ever

loyal to his native homeland across

the border, Sandy states: "the Tri-

color look very good with their

speed and effective forward line.

Bin those Yanks will be at liome

and will surely provide fine opposi-

tion for us in this year—so we'll

see on Saturday."

Team Work Improved

The personnel of the travelling

Queen's squad is led this year by

Munro Shines

BY FRANCIS MURPHY

In a wide-open, fast skating duel

which produced, a total of eight

goals, Queen's dropped a 5 to 3 de-

cision to Royal Air Force last night

in the Ottawa Auditorium in a

scheduled Ottawa City League

hockey game.

In their first appearance on Otta-

wa ice, a large crowd saw the col-

legians hold their own territorially

but lack sufficient finish around the

nets to clinch the verdict.

As adept on the blades as he is

cleats, Johnny Munro led the

Tricolor with two goals and

assist while Art Stollery got the

other local tally.

The first period was scoreless,

but in the second stanza the red

light twinkled merrily. Janson and

Eric McNeely counted for the Air

men in the space of a minute, and

then Munro scored on a lovely solo

effort. Ottawa came right hack and

counted twice through McNeely

again and Porteous before the

period ended.

The Powellmen opened a deter

mined assault in the final stanza

and at 9.25 Munro scored on Mc
Corkindale's rebound to make i

4-2. Janson nullified this five min

utes later. In the last minute Stol

Icry scored from scrimmage, Munro

and Wing assisting.

Referees — Dutch- Dougall and

Happy Hooper.

to offer selections at the rest inter-

vals and in general to liven things

up by lending a College atmosphere

to ih'e affair. The game "is billed to

start at
r'.I5 p.m. in order that the

merchants of the city will be able to

attend.

Judging by the interest displayed

about the campus a large number

of student fans will take advantage

of the opportunity presented only

once in every four years to watch

the cream of Canada's amateur

crop fly over the ice lanes. It

should be a brilliant display of the

great Canadian pastime.

Captain Doug Rookc, veteran of

three senior teams, and last year an

outstanding forward for Jimmy

Rose. This year, he has been moved

back to guard, where he has shown

great form with Gord Tilley. ball-

handling genius, and Mai Bews,

another member of last year's team.

Mai Cunningham, Queen's lead-

ing scorer last season, will again be

at centre, and already appears head-

ed for an even better record with a

vcar's experience in college hall un-

der hts belt. His forward teain-

fnatcs will be Bounding Chuck Fiu-

lay, speed demon extraordinary, and

Lloyd Edwards, tall and rangy

backboard snnteher who broke into

senior last year. Harry Sonshine,

equally as htmous in basketball as

in football. Jake Edwards, and Bill

Stephen, starry newcomer to senior

this winter, will make up a second

forward line which -asily matches

the first for speed and aggressive-

ness.

Steady practice has seen the squad

develop slowly into a fine-passing,

high-scoring combination, and great

things are expected of them during

the coming campaign. Saturday's

game will be their first real test of

1936, and they are confident that it

will not see them lacking.

' CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
Adult l&e: Child«W

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17 from KINGSTON
To Brantford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood. Detroit, Durhftm.Godonch,

GnmX. GuolPh. HuntsvUle. Kmcarijne. Ktc^r. Uno^ Mwford.

od,
Owen Souud,

Midland, "Newmarket, Niagara Falls. North Bay.

PJrners on Paris. Penctang, St Catharines, Sanua. Southampton.

Stratford? YViartoc, Wind"? Woodstock, and.all intermedin" P°»£
beyond Newmarket, Quelph. Grimsby and Bwntford A|«, to »Jltow"-«>

New Ontario on lines of Tetnlskaming A Northern Ontario Hly., Kopu

ing. etc. Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Gernldton, HardrocK, ue
kns-

Uicoe.

SATURDAY, JAN. 18 to TORONTO and HAMILTON
AUotaBllStailaniBrockTlllala Whlibj Jc« Jneliui™ rar

Fa™. ffcltf*. ft**™ LLmU, and Trel* Wo™*™ /™> A<«.». ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

BACK TO THE GRIND
.Once more the grind is on. You. students will be

working hard for the next few months.

Nq matter how much of a grind is on nor how much
you work them, our shoes will stand the test.

Buy the best at

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

* TRIAL. WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

Zt» ^tuoenta of (Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks

Watches

Pen* and Pencils

Designing to Order

Novel Gilts

And Favors

College Insignia

PHONE 666 EstdTlMO 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SP&'IALUING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 211«

Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules. Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE S»

"It -Pavs to Play Fair"
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Sam Pepys at Queen's

January 7th. Lord! Lord! This

day is begun a new turn and my
jesislcncc is so far weakened by

the rigours of the vacation that

I am persuaded to fall again to

scrivening in my journal. And
on my way to lectures it is pass

ing strange to sec the great num
her of pale faces and dark ringed

eyes, so that I am led to bcltcvi

that the holidays were not with

out revclric for Ihc great part o

our clerks. After lectures to that

cave of iniouitie that passes by

the name of Journal Office and
here I am told of my friend

Bogdhu (the Magnificent) that

he bath been seen wearing a pair

of dark spectacles, very large and
round. And we spend srmic time

in guessing what this strange
thing may portend. Anon com
ctb my lord Bogdhu himself( who
is perchance better known
P.U.w.rd) and who tells us he
hath sorely strained his eyes by
over much studie in the vacation

ifnt this we arc loath to believe,

and one of our companie cometh
privily behind him and whiskcth
away his spectacles. And lo-I

there is discovered to our wond
ering gaze two eyes of a bluish
blackness surpassing in inky
luster aught I have ever seen, and
exceeded in glorie only by the
deep redness of their owner's
face,—and nose. Whereupon my
lord explains that he hath had
some few days since a mighty
fall upon the ice so that he light-

ed upon his face to the disfigure-
ment of his handsome visage.
But wc are hard put to conceive
h"w th 's might black his eyes.

nor can wc discover where were

his hands that they did not scrv

for protection. Albeit Bogdl

doth sustain his statement with

unprecedented vigour. And
further denies with much vchem

ence that he had previously fre

quentcd the Wagon Wheel <

done aught else to jeopardize h

equilibrium. So in the afternoo

I frill to my Mint with resolution

but not, I do confess, with

much vigour as I could wish.

6th, This day is come to th

Office a bill from the magaainc

ESQUIRE for two subscriptions

sent to Mistresses El.z.b.th M.c

D.n.UI and In McK.nn.n and

hilled to my friend Col. Jagson
who is unfortunately not to be

discovered about the campus (he

being of somewhat elusive tern

perament). But my friends of the

staff, having some reason to be

licve that the colonel is without

means to make such purchase

proceed to make enquirie.

they can discover only one of the

iforesaid damsels, namely Mist

rcss McK.nn.n, and she disclaim-

eth all knowledge both of the gal

lant (though shiftie) colonel, and
of the whereabouts of the other

damsel. So that there are dark

rumours about the campus, and
some do suspect that the wilie

warrior hath lured the unsuspect-

ng maid into an elopement, and
others do name deeds of darker

hue. And in sooth I myself

know not what to suspect. But
this is enough of mysterie for one

day, mcthinks, and so home to

my stint with a better "will, and
presently to bed.

Hazing Disappears From
American Campus

The blow that bruised father—
the whack of a yard-long paddle
against the seat of freshman slacks
—is becoming just a memory on
the American college campus.

Hazing and "hell week," once
twin ordeals to test the loyalty of
the first-year man at any school,
are on the wane in most Midwest-
ern and Pacific Coast schools, a re-
cent survey showed. In many
others the practice already is for-
gotten.

An official of one large Midwest-
ern school said he believed that

fraternities had tabooed the rough
stuff when dollars became scarce

among prospective pledges. The
dollars, he thought, were needed

more than the amusement—and the

pledges took the welcome path of

least friction.

At the University of Illinois the

paddle swingers can be remembered
only by the oldest students, In

other Big Ten schools the torture

has disappeared or is on its way
out.

Levana Lose Debate

To Toronto Women

Motion "Canada Is Over
Governed" Voted

Down

WEEK'S WORST PUN
IVo fltfas retired and bought
msclves a dog. Itch a great

:!

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
THE MOST COLOSSAL, STUPENDOUS,
TREMENDOUS FLOOR SHOW EVER

&n;-fnrk Glaft
Starting Monday, January 13th—9 till 1

THE GREAT NELSON COMPANY
(Formerly with Ringling Bros. Circus)

Three shows every night - Each one different

FREE Even- lady will receive a 1936 Horoscopc-FREE

DANCE TO THE MERRY MUSIC OF

KUTH KNOWLTON and His Orchestra
Borrow, beg or Meal the small admission fee

(ONE BUCK A COUPLE)
The biggest dollar's worth you've ever had

MUSIC - DANCING - FUN - P, U8 .^ floor^
Phone 1150 for reservations—NOW

!

The motion "Tliat Canada

Over-Governed" went down to de

feat in Ban Righ Hall on the even

ing of Friday, Dec. 6th, in the de-

bale between Queen's and Varsity

Dorothy Stuart, the leader of the

nffirmntive, in introducing the qucs

tion pointed out the deficiency in the

RX.A. Act which provides no am

dtnent procedure for the consti

tntion and indicated the financial

disadvantages arising from over-

lapping of departments in a group o

provinces hound together as looselj

as is the Dominion of Canada.

Anne Ferguson, of Varsity, the

leader of the negative stressed the

iportance of sectional interests in

country 'be size of Canada, and

showed that strong provincial

government precludes the danger of

secession.

Aileen Mason, second speaker

for the affirmative, pointed out

the misinterpretation of the argu

ment advanced by the first speaker

for the negative. She also illustrated

the weaknesses of over-legislation,

caused to a large extent by the

duplication of federal department

f government by the provinces.

The second speaker for the nega-

ive. Winnifred Fletcher, of Var
sity, explained that the vast size of

Canada, necessitated provincial gov-

ernments. She concluded that Can-

ada is by no means in the final

stage of administrative development

ut is in a purely experimental state.

Dorothy Stuart was given a chance

for rebuttal as leader of the

affirmative.

The vole of the house was in

favour of the affirmative but the

dge's decision was unanimously

for the negative.

Kay Morrison and Doris Mc-
Guire, of Queen's were successful

in defeating the same motion at

Varsity. Teams from McGill and
McMasler are also entered in the

Women's Intercollegiate Debating

Union.

Smoking By Women
Called Silly Show

Under an imposing headline,

"Why Courageous Damsels Enjoy
the Demon Tobacco," Leona Pie-

traszkiewicz of Wayne University,

Detroit, Michigan, offers the opin-

ions of two women and two men
as characteristic of; the general

feelings of the multitude.

According to Miss Pietraszkie-

wics, the woman who smoked
among the four examples stated.

"Yes. I smoke, but don't tell any-
one that knows my mother! I think
that most of us really enjoy it. . .

.

Well; anyway, why shouldn't wo-
men smoke?" The lass who didn't

sully her lips with the "demon
cigarette" didn't condemn the
practice.

The men accepted the question
laughingly. Said the first man,
"Why do women smoke? Well, if

you ask me, they're just trying to
*how off.

. . .Silly of them," what?
Bui what are you going to do about
it?" The other male confessed that
he guessed "women did it" because
they liked to do it. And, "It's only
wnmen whose minds are really

grown up who realize that life will
never amount to much if one per-
sists in the child's game of make-
believe, and what is women's
smoking if not a game of would-
be sophistication?"

—Oregon Emerald.

The Religious Sphere

HV CIIAS. C. COCHRANE

Introduction

A college song gives us strength

To yell and howl and cheer.

But the thing that really peps

us up

Is a dozen quarts of beer.

—H.G.D.

A Sophomore's hug has its effects

A Co-ed's kiss has too.

But a Freshctte's love rates

A+-h
And I know, believe me you,

—H.G.D.

In keeping with the highest

ideals of an undergraduate pub-

lication, the "Journal" has offer-

1 yet another column for the ex-

pression of student thought and

opinion. Under the above cap-

tion we propose to discuss, once

eek, views and trends in cur-

rent religious thought ; and to

point out both critically and ap-

preciatively, the more recent

rends in church belief and ac-

ivity.

We can scarcely approach this

ubject without being involved in

the enigma presented by the

word "religion". Religion has

come to be identified with ethics

and pertains only to a way of life

It is probable that an earlier clef

inition would have included

arger measure of worship than

at present. A further confusion

results from the consideration

number of religions, each one

being dealt with as on a com

mon plane with the rest. This

early Christian could never

acknowledge. He felt rather

that there was something unique

about the Christian religion whicl

enabled it to rise above all other

inds of worship. But probably

the most dangerous error into

which one can fall, is to fail to

istinguish between that which

religious and that which is

purely secular.

Whatever may yet seem ob-

scure with regard to religion in

general, let us define the Christian

ligion as man's activity in re-

ponse to the Word of God. It

abundantly clear that there is

nothing rdivine about religion. It

remains man's activity. It is also

clear that this activity will take

e forms, both of worship and

service.

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE
Midmer Day or Night 25c 2 ?2 Sydenham St

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

Wo have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

S3 PRINCESS StREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre;

O'SHEA DE MARKY
HERE FOR CONCERT

(Continued from page 1)

Paul de Marky was bom in

Budapest and was a student of the

mous Liszt - pupil Stephen
Thoman. He grew up in the at-

mosphere that gave the world its

greatest composers and performers,

nown to be at home in even' kind

music, Mr. de Marky particular-

excels in the interpretation of the

romantic composers. He has since

become a Canadian citizen and has

received acclaim both here and in

the United States.

Alfred O'Shea was born in Aus-
ralia of Irish parents. He has had

wide experience both in opera and
on the concert stage. He went to

London as a very young man, where
he became the protege of Lord
Dunsany, who sent him to Milan
where he studied with the best

Italian teachers. The great Melba
took him with her to Australia on
her farewell tour, on which he sang
leading tenor roles. Coming to New
\ork three years ago he gave re-

citals in Carnegie Hall and in the
Town Hall, and had important en-
gagements on the radio.

LOST

A celluloid key holder with
four keys. Finder kindly return
to the Journal Office. Students'
Union,

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers No Waiting
HAIR CUTTING 2Sc

'° PrinceM St. KinBston

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lense* Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1ST)

Blanks Mowtr M>i}ap
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

— callat

<^>ti^— c&llat

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118 - 120 Princess St

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS,

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING
Call and Deliver

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR

REPAIRING

Phone 487

STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
We Deliver

BECK1NGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

PHONE 821
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RADIO CLUB

There will be a meeting of the

Queen's Radio Club on the top

YooT of the Old Arts Building

MILLARD'S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 princess St. Phone 2544-W
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

IIS Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Hockey Team HaslN.F.C.U.S. Meeting

Extensive Program [Held At Queens

BY CL. WELCH11

SUFFERING IN SILENCE

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE CMPIRC
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed.. .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All.

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Can

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

t-RAY 6*8
Evenings by Appointment

1*1 Princess St Phone 1858

Tlunisands of people suffer in

silence each year. They go around

as usual, 'trying to smile, laughing

at the jokes of bosses and pro-

fessors, yet suffering terribly. And
why do they suffer? Because of

false modesty of course. They

hesitate to tell their doctor what

every doctor knows anyway.

Suppose we work a few case his-

tories into this article just about

here. Case histories are always de-

pressing but then so is suffering, so

after all, what (lie hell.

Take the case of Mrs. X„ she

suffered for years in secret until

finally she could stand it no longer.

Then she came right out into the

open and suffered publicly where

everyone could see her. She thought

doctors were too modest to listen to

her story. In fact she had told one

chiropractor all about it. He was

young and inexperienced and before

she bad finished her story he rushed

out of his office and down the main

street, shouting "The woman is posi-

tively indecent." Then he jumped

off a bridge and has not been heard

of since. The moral is "keep away

from chiropractors".

Well to get on with the story:

case histories are supposed to be in

narrative form and that is why this

takes so long; Mrs. X. was suffer-

ing in a public place one day and a

little dog, attracted by her evident

discomfort, was sitting beside her

howling dismally. A doctor walked

up to her and said "What is the

matter with you, you drunken

hussy?" This evidence of sym-

pathy and tenderness was too much

for Mrs. X. She burst into tears

and taking the doctor by the arm

whispered, "Let's go down to the

docks and sit on the piles and I

think I can tell you about it."

We seem to have lost the second

page of the history, and also the

part about the physical examina-

tion. However like most narratives

it has a happy ending. Mrs. X. was

cured and the doctor is now writing

linnk.

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

iX> Wellington St. Kingston

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

159 Wellington St. 'Phone 3*

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

A word or two about the book

might not be out of place. Its title

is "How to be Happy Thougl

Married" or "Why suffer in secret

when you can just as well suffer in

public." It starts off something like

this
—"Authorities on the life of the

common housefly who obviously

know nothing about it, estimate that

thousands of people get married in

this country every year." This is

too bad, but as the poet once said

love will find a way 1 He must have

been thinking of the nudist colony

that advertised an existence of

forty (40) years and the fact that

the women and children had always

been kept on one side of a high

stone wall, and the men on the

other. That is the way this classic

begins, every intelligent moron

should read it. It is written with

the one idea of making a fortune

for someone. Mrs. X. demands AO

per cent, of the profits. Hot dam

wotta book.

To return to our original subject

of suffering, take the case of Mr

Ouch. He had suffered for years

It hurt him when be sat down, and

when he stood up. When he moved

and when he didn't move. To make

matters worse his abdominal organs

were continually rubbing against

each other and be wheezed and

rumbled and was troubled with gas

pains, communistic tendencies, and

lice. His wife wore a gas mask

when be was in the house and sev-

eral of his children had been pre-

maturely deafened. They were in

the habit of ducking into trash re-

ceptacles when he came along.

This poor man's suffering was

totally unnecessary. It was only

his shy and retiring nature that

made him put up with it for so

long. Finally his wife left htm. She

was literally Mown out of the

house. No doubt something he ate.

To make a long story shorter Mr.

Ouch went to the very same doctor

who bad treated Mrs. X. This kind

man gave him a copy of the hook

he had just finished writing. Mr?

Ouch returned to her now gas free

husband, and they have lived

happily ever after.

JUNIOR PUCKI'GAME
SET FOR TUESDAY

Prospects are exceedingly

bright for the Junior hockey

team this year with a heavy,

speedy squad out every day bat-

tling for positions. Senator

Powell, popular Tricolor coach,

expressed satisfaction with his

"riff" prospects. The kids will

bo well fortified with veterans

when they step on the ice against

Kingston next Tuesday.

Remaining from last year's

team are three regulars who were

outstanding in the 1935 campaign.

Captain "Red" McGinnis and

lack Jenkins will again team up

on the defence although there is

a possibility that "Red" will be

slrifted to right wing to make

mom for Willis Cunningham, a

Kingston boy who is showing up

well on the rearguard. The main-

stay of the forwards will be the

brilliant, fast-skating Hughic Gib-

son who will again hold down

the left wing job on the first

string line. A galaxy of promis-

ing looking youngsters are fight-

ing it out for the other forward

positions. Merve McEwen. who

played for the Seniors in their

first game and Julius Briskin will

likely divide the goal-tending

job.

The Juniors are in the Junior

"B" O.H.A., grouped with K M

C. Kingston, Gananoque, and

Belleville and it is expected that

the teams, will provide an inter-

esting race. ^^^^^^^

UY FRANCIS MURPHY

All hockey trails for "Senator"

Jack Powell and his hoys during

the present season will lead to-

wards Ottawa and Brockvillc.

ueen's. seeking a satisfactory

league in which to operate their

senior puck team, applied to the

Ottawa City League for grouping

nd were warmly received and

ready assurance was given that

their entry would be most wel-

onie. This move, however, re-

paired the consent of the Trt-

olor's governing body, the O.

H.A., before the impending trans-

fer could become legitimate.

On December 7th, the day fol-

lowing publication of the last pre-

Christmas Journal, the O.H.A.

moguls put their heads together

Conference and out of their

confab arose permission for the

Tricolor to play in the Ottawa

loop.

There was a rider attached to

this sanction, however, to the ex

tent that Queen's may only par

ticipate in the Capital City league

for one season, their entry to re-

vert back to the local O. H. A
group next winter.

The squad had oidy five day:

in which to practise for their op

ening encounter on December

14th, and consequently were not

n top form when Ottawa Rideaus

vaded the Arena for the initial

clash.

Queen's turned in a creditable

performance considering t h e

short time in which they bad to

round into form, and despite dm
out on* the short end of a •

2 count, the Powcllmen im

pressed as having good chances

of being right up amongst the

leaders when the end of Fcbruary

rolls around.

The fast pace which both teams

set at the beginning of the game

told on the Tricolor in the third

frame, and Rideaus ticketed two

goals to put the game on ice and

give Queen's a fair idea of the

opposition they will have during

the season.

Johnny Wing, veteran play-

lker, was the pick of the Tri-

color sextet and capped a good

night's play by scoring one of the

Tricolor's goals. Art Stollery.

showing great improvement over

last year, bounced home the other

Queen's tally and his display

augurs well for a premising

cason.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

10 1 Arts 36

17 |
Arts Formal

22 |
Levana Formal

24 | Levana Formal

Jan. 31
I
Science 39

Feb.

Feb.

; [
Science Formal

14 |
Newman Club

21 |
Mods '40

Mar. 6
I

Science

Mar. 17 1
Mcds i

GramJJalLLLOO
Grant Hall

j

5.00

Ban Righ^
B.in Rifili

Grant Hall

2.00

2.00

US
Gym

Jack Telgman

Jan Campbell

E. Cameron

J Haight

/ Jack Telgman

i and

'Kuth Knowlton

(Continued from page 1)

leges other than the "home" uni-

versity and in a different part of

Canada. Each university may
select for attendance under the

plan a number of students not

xcceding one percent, of the

•tal student body.

The per capita levy on member
ollcges for the facilities provid

cd by the N.F.C.U.S. was raised

from 5 to 6 cents per year.

Commissions of inquiry were

appointed to investigate such

items as the employment of uni-

versity graduates, scholarships,

curriculum changes, extension

services and their relation to

adult education, medical services

nd health insurance, college

newspapers and the' administra-

tion and extent of loan funds to

tudents in unfortunate circum-

stances.

The Debates Committee, hcad-

d by Saul Rae. I", of T. repre-

sentative, announced that in the

spring of 1936 the radio debating

program will be carried out

usual. In the fall of this year

team of debaters from Great

Britain will tour Canada under

N.F.C.U.S. sponsorship. Tin

general recommendation of the

>mmittce was that the connec-

tion be resumed between the Can-

adian Radio Commission and the

Federation.

A discussion on advantages and

ilisadvantagcs of the C. O. T. C
was concluded with the appoint-

ment of a commission of investi-

gation. One delegate suggested

that the government he approach-

ed by the N.F.C.U.S. and request-

ed to reduce or eliminate the

grant to the Training Corps in

favor of the establishment of fed-

eral scholarships.

It was decided to nss*st the In-

ternational Student Service for

travel abroad by supplying in-

formation of the I.S.S. to member

colleges rather than by contribut-

ing any financial grant

The attendance regulations en-

forced in universities throughout

Canada were described upon the

request of Bill Simmons, unof-

ficial Queen's delegate, who an-

nounced his intention of using

this material in an effort to carry

out the wishes of Queen's stud-

ents now protesting the compul-

sory attendance regulation at this

university.

Flying Club Meets Monday

In Fleming Hall

The first meeting of the Queen's I

Flying Club for the new term will
|

he" held in Room 301, Fleming Hall,

on Monday at 7.00 p.m. It is an-

nounced that some mee'.ings tins

year will he held at the Airport.]

where practical demonstrations of,

rigging, compass swinging and|

motor adjustments will be given.

A number of copies of the

'Manual of Ground School Train-

ing" have been received by the De-

partment of Civil Aviation and may

be purchased from the executive
j

for 50 cents. This manual, which

is just off the press, covers thor-

1

oughly every phase of the work|

that must be mastered by an appli-

cant for a pilot's certificate.

The club's banquet will likely be
|

held, on February 1*?. but final ar-

rangements have not yet been com-
j

plcted. the club announces.

Although the series of lectures

is nearly half completed, special ar-

rangements will be made so that]

members joining within the next I

two weeks may be able to qualify

for attendance certificates.

TWEDDELL'S

January Sale
MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS

and FURNISHINGS

Clothes

NOW

and

SAVE

Queen's students will

he quick to realize the

advantage of buying

needed apparel at this

season of the year. Our

January Sale prices are

drastically reduced and

mean genuine savings.

SUITS and

OVEfiCOATS

in 4 special groups

$14.45

$17.45

$19.45

$22.45

SHIRTS
Aitow Shirts, collar attach-

ed or separate collar.

Reg. S2.00 and $2.50

Sale Price $1.59 or

2 for $3.00

The famous Stetson Shirts.

Reg. $1.50 and higher.

Sale Price 95c ea.

TIES
Hundreds beautiful pat-

terns to choose from.

Group 1—Reg. 55c

Sale Price 43c ea.

or 2 for 75c

Croup 2—Reg. $1.00

» Sale Price 59c ea.

or 3 for $1.45

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 Princess St.

Phone 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg.
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ARTS FORMAL
JAN CAMPBELL SWINGING
THE MUSIC 'ROUND AND 'ROUND

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17

FOR

THURS. FRI.SAT.

(of this week) ONLY

C. &' E. LEWIS

FAMOUS

NORTHAMPTON

ENGLISH SHOES

Reg. $8.50 to $9.50

F0R $6.95

IN SMOOTH OR

GENUINE SCOTCH

GRAIN LEATHERS

BUY NOW AND

SAVE

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Ktnnear & D Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Z64 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

GLAZO
New
75«
larger

bottle

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor, Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

JAN CAMPBELL TO
PLAY FOR AT HOME

' (Continued from page 1)

four months at the El Mirador in

Madrid. Since reluming to Am-

erica the engagements of the unit

have been varied, extensive, and

notable.

To complete the setting for the

fullest enjoyment of this starry,

versatile band, Grant Hall will be

attractively lighted and decorated.

The l>est amplifying system will be

uscil so that the vocalists may be

heard to the best advantage. Spe-

cial arrangements for food par ex-

1

crllcncc have been made and con-

noisseurs of appetizing delicacies

will he in their element.

Favours that are different are

guaranteed—they will be unique,

useful, and attractive. What more

could one ask for? Then, too, the

material for the programs has been"

imported from England thus mak-

ing the "line-up" complete, and out-

standing.

Colleges 'all over the eastern

states, including Florida, Georgia,

Tennessee, Virginia and Virginia

Military Institute in the south,

Wisconsin, Notre Dame, and Chi-

cago in the middle west, Michigan,

Ohio, and Ruffato in the north, and

Penn State. N.Y.U., Harvard, Yale,

Brown, and many others in the

east, have danced to the famous

swing music of Jan Campbell. Ball-

rooms and night clubs from Miami

to Rochester have been the means

for long and popular engagements.

Playing at the Greenwich Village

Inn in New York, the Marigold

Restaurant in Rochester, and the

Grev^tone ballrooms in Cincinnati

and Cleveland brought him to the

air lanes of the Columbia and

NBC networks. The band has

toured the RKO, Locw's. and

Kj tlis vaudeville ciiT.nto and has

appeared in Warner Bros. Vita-

phone pictures. This past fall they

were featured over the Yankee Net-

work from the Totem Pole and

Normandie ballrooms in Boston.

With such cosmopolitan acclaim

Tan Campbell's name .has become
the symbol of smart dance music

purveyed by expert and versatile

musicians. A glance at the hand's

personnel gives every indication of

that most desired combination in a

dance orchestra, sweet mu>ic with

plenty of swing. Two pianos, a

brass section with lots of heat,

sweet saxes and a rhythm section

of guitar, violin, string bass and
drums, with every musician capable

<>f doubling on another instrument,

gives promise of unique musical

settings.

The vocalists are headed by a
new addition to the troupe. Betty
IWman. the ' Platinum Queen of
S°ng". whose captivating voice has
en featured recently with Sammy

Walkins and his orchestra. While
the boys are g. iting an eveful of the

JAGSON INVOLVED IN

SUBTLE FRAUD PLOT

Freshettes Get Gifts Of
"Esquire", Jagson

Gets Bill

Never Met Him,

An insidious perjurer is in

our midst. And once more

Col. J. Jag Jagson's name is

whispered to a waiting world.

Dragged as a red herring

across a trail of larceny and

forgery, it has been used as

a front in a vicious plot to

swindle the masculine mag-

azine "Esquire" out of eight

dollars.

A few days ago a letter reach-

ed the University addressed to

Col. Jagson. Since it is known

that the colonel is in Hollywood

scouting the G-Men actors for

rugby prospects, the letter was

opened and to the surprise of all

present it was discovered to ,be

a bill for two gift subscriptions

to "Esquire"—for two freshettes.

\t last some light had been

thrown on the dark subject of

the colonel's private life.

Did Betty Macdonald and Jean

McKinnon of Goodwin House

li to break down and tell all

now that the truth was out? Cer-

tainly. But all they could tell

was that they had two "Esquir-

thank you, and no inkling

of who sent them.

Confronted suddenly with a

picture of Col. Jagson, Miss Mc-
Kinnon drew back, disclaimed

any memory of attentions from

him and felt sure she could not

tavc forgotten such an cx-

lericnec.

"Queen" the girls will be thrilled by
the inimitable vocalising of Bill

Cress, who was swamped with fan
may the day after the band's first

l>n.gram over WHAM, Rochester.
Pill also leads the boys in some
brilliant chnir effects. From him
'be ]>ot I ight_ swings to Paul Rhod.
at the tenor sax. and then the fu:

begins, Rhoda's comic antics and
vocals on the hot numbers are :

panic. Frankie Smith, the hand
some guitarist, is also a featured
vocalist; while most of the arrang
ing is done by' the pianist. Howard
Kelly. The unit is under the c

elusive management of the Cont

B0ARDF0RC0NNELL
FOUNDATION CHOSEN

Dr. Ellicc McDonald, former

cancer research director at the

I nil ersity l 'ennsylvi i and

now director of the biochemical

research foundation of the Frank-

lin Institute. Philadelphia, has

become a member of the board

of directors of the Hendry Con-

ncll Cancer Research Foundation

of this city, according to a Can-

adian Press report.

William de KrafTt of New
York, trustee "f the Franklin In-

stitute and vice-president of the

United States Rubber Corpora-

tion, has also become a member

of the hoard of directors.

The Connell Foundation is

carrying out the work of Dr.

Hendry Connell, of Queen's, who

last July announced his discovery

of "ensol" for treatment of can-

cer.

OJlwIEmUtt (Erauifnrii Mawtr #lfon.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reaeonable Workmanship Guarantee*!

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvalion Army Citadel

Phone 641
:en's over 30 yean

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco*

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

.

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

FOUND

A pair of Skalcs left in a

Checker Cab on Tuesday

night. Owner apply at cab

stand opposite La Salle or

phone 800.

STOP PRESS

Information has just reached

tlie Journal that Mai Hallett and
his Orchestra have been secured
for the Science Formal.

ntal Orchestra Corp. of Utica

N.Y,

Tickets, at five dollars, arc avail

able now from the committee and
huu Id be obtained at once in order

to avoid disappointment. A mem-
ber of the committee will be in the

Union every day and tickets may
be purchased there.

The committee is comprised of:

Bill Stephen, Mac Hubbcll, Larry
Cromien. John, Sutherland, Andy
Rodger, Bill Neville, Ken Day, con-

venor, phone 3178W.

Varsity Co-Eds Are

66.4 Percent Pure

"The virtue and moral integrity

of Varsity co-eds is approximately

7 per cent, higher than that of men

students", reads an article in The

Varsity. A group of undergradu-

ates canvassed the campus with a

"purity test" and found that the co-

eds averaged 66.4 per Cent, while

the men only attained 59.3 per

cent.

The test, consisting of 18 ques-

tions ranging from "do you smoke",

to, "have you gone the limit", was

given secretly to a representative

group of 150 students. The weight

of penalties incurred varied with

the length of progress along the

primrose path.

One S.P.S. student made the

amazing score (for men) of 99.5

per cent. He missed having a per-

fect score because he once smoked

a cigarette. One woman student re-

vealed that she had not made even

this trifling slip, and scored a spot-

less 100. The women were not

only "tops" but "bottoms" too, for

one black sheep readied only 35

per cent., while the lowest for men
was 38 per cent. It was revealed

tbat women living in residence had

lower purity quotient than those

living out of residence.

Every woman, except the 100 per

center, admitted to' having been

kissed and a large majority claimed

to have kissed ten men and also to

having kissed the- same man ten

times. Only a very few owned up

to having "gone the limit". Men
students scored more heavily or

questions of drinking and smoking

Says The Varsity: "Every man
under 70 per cent, had kissed ten

women and bad generally been tight

on several occasions."

The students who sponsored the

test believed it to be fairly repres

cntative of the social habits and

general purity of Varsity students.

Personal Christmas Cards
WITH YOUR OWN YEAR CREST—EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. ORDER
EARLY. PRINTING FOR EVERY PURPOSE, STUDENTS LOOSE

LEAF FILLS, BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
Phone 485- Wellington Street

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on 'your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

CLASSICS STUDENTS

Dr. H. A. Thompson, Assistant

Director of Archaelogy'al the Royal
Ontario Museum, Toronto, will

speak informally to classics student;

in room 308 of the New Arts
Building at 3.00 o'clock on Monday
afternoon.

Dr. Thompson will relate some of
his experiences in the excavation
fields of Greece and anyone who is

interested is asked to attend.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

ECEES
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes. Caniies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICESNAPPY
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses •

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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SPEAKER DESCRIBES

UNEARTHING OF CITY

OF ANCIENT ATHENS

Dr H. A. Thompson Gives

I First Of Extension
Lectures

BAND FOR ARTS AT HOME IS lu'SheaandDeMarky

POPULAR AT MANY COLLEGES Will Give Recital

" To -Night At 8.30
Campbell Looking Forward

To Engagement
'At Queen's

Many Features

LOCAL GOALIES STAR AS

OLYMPICS SHUT OUT 2-0

In Convocation Hall

"History and the Spade" was

,- subject of an illustrated lec-

rt- given by Dr. H. A. Thomp-

in of the lioyal Ontario Museum
Convocation Hall yesterday

tcrnoon, as the first of a series

entitled "Some Aspects of the

Classical Tradition."'

In tracing the history of Arch-

aeological research in Greece, the

.peaker briefly described the

work of a German party in 1896

jndiof the Greek Society in 1907.

After the War, the American

School of Classical Studies at

AthHB took up the work by per-

mission of the Greek Government

with the understanding that all

objects discovered should become

the property of the people of

Greece.

The working season each year

lasts from January to July. On

the scene there are some fifteen

I archaeologists, architects, photo-

graphers, and artists, besides

. about two hundwd-Greek work-

men. In five years a great

amount of pottery, marble in-

scriptions, coins, and a few

statues have been unearthed.

About half of the area has been

cleaned out.

The American School is exca-

vating on the site of the market

square of ancient Athens and its

surrounding buildings. The dif-

ferent buildings are identified

from an account by Pausanias,

a visitor from Asia Minor. From

his description of the square,

modern archaeologists are able to

reconstruct the earlier history of

the area and the various build-

ings. ' .'

(Continued on page 8)

Jan Campbell, who brings his

famous Washington and Lee Or-

chestra to the Arts Formal on

Friday 'night, has a keen know-

ledge of the type of dance musii

ollege students prefer and, there-

fore, has selected a student-pleas-

line-up from his music library

for his initial appearance at a

Canadian college.

Mr. Campbell has been looking

forward to an engagement in

Canada and is desirous of im

pressing Canadian students with

his unusually brilliant band. Long

jxperience in playing at college

dances all over the eastern United

States combined with lengthy en-

gagements in leading night clubs

and hotels account for the ver-

satility of the orchestra. They

are not just a dance band but also

show band, and their skits and

novelty arrangements will be

highlights in the evening's fare.

The committee has spared no

effort in preparing this "Dance

of the Year". Favors, pro-

"gramrnTs. 'food, and decoration?

will all be above average. Every-

thing is being done for the com-

fort- of the guests whether they

are dancing or sitting out. The

Arts Formal of 1936, with out-

standing arrangements, promises

to be the highlight of the 1936

social season.

The patronesses for the Formal

are Mrs. J.
Matheson, Mrs. G.

Humphrey, Miss W. Gordon.

Mrs. W. A. Macintosh and Mrs

J. L. McDuugall. The Hon.

Norman McL. Rogers. Minister

of Labor, and former professor of

political science at Queen's, and

Mrs. Rogers have been invited

to attend the function as guest;

I of honor.

TONY FOBSBERG
Another Tricolor "rasaling" luminary

and also a College titleholder who will

be included in the Queens-Cornell

wrestling card this week-end.

League War With

Involve Canada

Italy Would Not

Zimmern Believes

"Canada is in no danger ofjnili-

tary participation in ease of Italy,

declaring war on Great Britain

as a result of the sanctions im-

posed by the League under the

leadership of Britain." was the

opinion expressed by Sir Alfred

Zimmern; professor of Inter-

national Relations at Oxford and

head of the School of Internation-

al Studies at Geneva, in a brief

talk to the Politics 2 class on

I' "day morning.

"If Italy attacked Great Bri-

tain, wc now know that there

won't be war between Italy

a»d Britain, but between Italy

a«d the Mediterranean states

promising to aid Britain if at-

tacked," the speaker continued.

'This doesn't mean that Canada is

°»t of the affair. She Is out of

't from a military side, but not

economically. The world is be*-

•ng divided into regional protec-

torates but the whole world is in-

;eards tradeterdependent

and finance."

Sir Alfred explained Canada's

part of*thc League system as in-

volving no derogation of Can-

adian independence but involving

thinking more clearly of her

foreign relations.

Canada lives by international

trade. She must find buyers for

her raw materials, therefore, she

has a greater interest in peaceful

international relations than any

other country. If Internationa

relations are satisfactory, capital

would flow from countries of the

world having great purchasing

power to buy Canadian goods.

Great Britain has been criticiz-

ed for protecting British interests

thr0Ugh the League. Sir Alfred

declared that this was nothing to

he ashamed of. In the develop-

ment of foreign relations Euro-

pcan relations to .he British Com-

(Continued on page 8)

B. W. F. SQUAD SET

FOR CORNELL TRIP

Leave Here Thursday For

Assault At
Ithaca

Lineup Uncertain

Hi* Queen's champion- Atsotrfl

Team will entrain on Thursday for

Ithaca, NX, where they will en-

gage the Cornell squad in their first

Assault of the season. It is under-

stood that Varsity came to grips

with the American team last year

and defeated them. Despite the

comparative records of Queen's and

the Blue and White scrappers, the

local bovs although confident, are

not under-estimating their oppon-

ents.

The line-up has not as yet been

given out, but pre-season dope points

fairly accurately at a few. Of the

wrestlers, either O'Connor or

Thomas will represent the 125

pound class. Forsbcrg in the light-

weight, and possibly Running will

fill the welter-weight brackets.

Johnny Haight looks likely to make

the grade again in the 155-lb. class,

and either Chuck Carlylc or Peter

Lochnan btf the next weight.

Zvonkin and Griffin appear to be

the logical heavyweights to start.

The boxers will be chosen from

Pond or Bell at bantamweight.

Raddwski or Smallkin at feather-

weight, Irving at 135 pounds, Mac-

Donald, Poupore. or Baker in the

welterweight class. Smythe or Mac-

Kenzie- in the 155 pound class, and

Gohart at 165 pounds. MacCor-

mack will likely see action m the

Hght-heavyweight division, and pos-

sibly Grimshaw at heavyweight.

Coach "limmy" Bews has not de-

cided upon a good many of his

wrestlers and refuses to be quoted.

The second in a scries of three

/inter Concerts will be given in

lemorial Hall. City Buildings,

his evening at 8.30 when Paul

c Marky, pianist, and Alfred

YShea. tenor, will hold a joint

ecital.

Paul de Marky was born in

Judapesl. studied under Stephen

Dioman, and has since become a

:anadian citizen. Alfred O'Shea

is an Australian born of Irish

parents.

On 'March 9 the last of the

Winter Concert series will be

given by the Hart House String

Quartet. Tickets for both con-

certs may be procured at $1.00

from M. A. Cowie, phone 589.

The Journal has been asked to

make it clear that no tickets will

be sold separately for either con-

ert in advance.

Included in the program of de

Marky and O'Shea are Lalo's

Aubade, and air by Handel,

Chopin's Sonata in B Minor, and

Liszt's La Campanclla. In addi-

tion Mr. O'Shea will sing a Ger-

man Liedcr group and an Irish

group, and Mr. de Marky will

play a group of Chopin Etudes.

Winky" Wilson Nets Both

Counters; Passing Of.

Bearcats Ineffective
Around Goal

Wing Impressive

JOHNNV WING

Tricolor centre ice star, whose steady

play Us a feature of the Forth Arthur-

Queen's exhibition at the Arena.

D. MARETT BECOMES

A. M. S.JECRETARY

F. D. Marett was appointed per

manent secretary-treasurer of the

Mma Mater Society, at a meeting

of the A.M.S. Executive last

Thursday night. He takes over the

duties of J.
Lome MacDougall who

has accepted a position in the De-

partment of Insurance in Ottawa.

Mr. Marett is a graduate of Arts

*32 and Science '34. and. beside;

serving as permanent secretary

treasurer of the A.M.S., is at

taclml to the Queen's Employment

Office under J.
Gordon Smith.

BV AH. CBATTON

Canada's touring Olympic

ockey club, the Port Arthur

Bearcats, gladly shook the dust

Jl Ontario from their heels on

Saturday evening after absorb-

,ng their third defeat of the week,

i 2-0 lacing from a combined

Kingston-Queen's team in a game

which was a pleasing exhibition

to some 2000 fans, but which only

intermittently produced brilliant

hockey.

Two successful shots from the

stick of Roy ("Winky") Wilson,

hustling right winger, on which

goaler Jackie Nash had absolute-

ly no chance to save were all

that was necessary to turn back

the Olympians who were playing

their third game in as many

nights, and who visibly showed

the effects of a tough exhibition

1936 is Leap Year and another schedule,

reason whv all Levana will want Thc local aggregation, out-

,„ attend the Ban Righ Formal. The Lumbering the visitors in man

decorations are entirely Afferent, pciw„. using 16 Payers to the

i,h lifting effects that will make threats 10, actually outplayed

BAN RIGH FORMALS

JANUARY^ AND 24

Tickets Are On Sale The

Rest Of This

Week

Ban Rigb Hall a perfect setting for

the best dance of the year. Kuth

Knowlton and lack Telgmann will

play all your old favourites as well

as the best dance hits of the season.

The ticket sale will close on Mon-

day. January 21st.

The junior dance will be held on

Wednesday. January 22nd. and the

senior dance on Friday. January

2-lth. Freshcties and sophomores

can only attend the senior dance if

they are inviting out-of-town guests,

or can exchange tickets with a

senior. Tickets are on sale now in

Ban Righ after meals and in the

Red Room between lecture?. They

are $2.00 and may be obiained from

Barbara Bolton and Mary Graham.

the Canadian standard bearers

throughout the greater part of the

sixty minutes and, after they had

obtained a two goal lead they

threw up a defensive barrier

which the land of the Maple Leaf

preventatives could not pene-

trate. In a desperate, but futile,

last period drive to even the

ount. the visitors rained pucks

on Gowscll, the Queen's goaler,

they constantly put on the

ganging act. hut the Tricolor star

hurled himself in front of every

hoi and kept his net clear. On

(Continued on page ')

Lucky Joe Stumbles On Swell

Way To Get Asked To Dinner

Arts Formal

Students attending the Arts

Formal may procure their

tickets and programmes at the

Post Office on Thursday and

Friday by presenting their re-

ceipt forms.

There are still a few tickets

available at thc Union.

Joe is an Artsman and is becom-

ne a great bov for getting himself

invited to dinner. The other day

Joe got a phone call.

'This is Professor B", said a

voice, "can you come to dinner to-

morrow at one?"

Coax me," Joe said, repeated the

time, and hung up.

\t Professor B's at a quarter to

one thc next day a maid answered

the door. Joe asked for Professor

The maid disappeared, return-

ed in a few minutes to say Professor

H\vas busv and disappeared again-

For some time nothing happened.

Then Mrs. B arrived and asked Joe

what could Professor B do for him.

Joe swallowed. "Dinner, he

muttered, "the professor invited me

io dinner at one—to-day."

Mrs. B was mildly incredulous

She had heard nothing about it her-

self but admitted that her husband

was often absent-minded about some

things. Mavbe Joe would hke to

sirfak io thc professor: After a

search the latter.was tracked down

in bis bath.

Eventually thev smoked bun out

of the bathroom but thai was no

good either because the professor

denied everything.

|" said Joe to

himself! B«t suddenly he placed a

hand to his brow. "Eureka." he

said "I see it all now. It wasn l

you who invited me but Professor

C His name sounds like yours.

And also it couldn't have been me

he invited, but my brother who is m

Science."

Professor B and Mrs. B. opened

their mouths but said nothing.

Joe called a number on the phone

—listened to Professor C for a

minute and then turned to his im-

promptu hosts with a triumphant

smile.

The B's gave J« a fascinated

look. Now Joe is having dinner

with them to-night at seven.

DR. FYFE SPEAKS AT

BAN RIGHjrO-NIGHT

One Of Series Of Talks

Sponsored By
S.C.M.

Begins at 7.30

•Whv Democracy?' will be the

subject of an address by Dr. W. H.

Fvfc to be given this evening m

the Common Room at Ban Righ

Halt at 7.30. This is die first of a

jerSa of three lectures sponsored by

,,„. 3 i M. on thc general topic,

The Road to Progress."

Dr. Fyfe will consider such ques-

tions as the purpose and value of

political organization in the Christ-

ian ethic and whether distinctive

national characteristics should be

obliicrated. The right of the Gov-

ernment to interfere in business

will be discussed.

The problem of choosing a voca-

,ion will be discussed by Dean

Matheson on January 21st.

The third lecture of the senes will

be given by Professor George

Humphrey on Jan. 28. His subject

will be "Mental Unity."
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STUDENTS
, , . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Established 1817

Sl.Sf.STON BRANCH—Kin« * CHrtnca StJ

W. R. BELC HER, M»n»B=

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT OTOATS
AM our Overcoats are beau-

Ciiully designed and elegant-

ly tailored, Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.°°
The Bengal

$19."
The Polo

$22.
$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

Wc do NOT give advice on
love matters, Mock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
Imricd treasure

—

— li U T —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—Wc arc "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery. Fountain
Pens. Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

HAMILTON ( sei!Sr

4 Nyal Stores 4

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted bv EDMUND OERRY

THE LAST PURITAN. By

George Santayana. Constable, $2.25.

Seldom does a philosopher of the

first rank write a novel but George

Santayana, who has long been as-

sociated with Harvard has written

one which is indeed notable. It is,

as we might expect, the revelation

of a rich and cultured mind. Here

is orle who
1

has surveyed with

searching eyes many men and cities,

many faiths and ways of living ;
and

all this is in the attractive form of

a novel. Here is the philosopher

not arguing or proving or criticizing

anything, but painting a picture.

Tht Last Puritan is the life his-

tory of Oliver Alden of New Eng-

land, He is the son of Peter

Alden, MJ)„ who was wealthy, im-

pulsive, weak; and Harriet Bum-

sicad, goodlooking, managing, never

nervous, fussy or meddlesome.

Oliver spends his childhood and

boyhood in New England, taught

by a German governess. Later he

goes to a provincial high school.

Then comes bis first pilgrimage to

England where he meets his Cousin

Mario Van de Weyer whose father

ban made his home in Europe—he

has a post at the Vatican—his mo-

ther is an Italian. Peter Alden,

addicted to drugs, lakes an overdose

and dies. Oliver returns to Boston,

goes to coltege, finally to Harvard.

Then the Great War comes and

Oliver makes the great sacrifice, cut

off :r nil hi: promise just when hf--

was opening out.

Oliver is the central character.

The book is a memoir of him. He
is portrayed as lie develops under

the influence of his ancestral puritan

background, living in New Eng-

land
;

brought into contact with

England and English life, then with

hb cousin Mario, who represents

the product of a different civiliza-

and way of life. "Oliver's

puritanism worked itself out to its

logical end. He convinced himself

on puritan grounds, that it was

wrong to be a puritan. But he re-

mained a puritan. He kept himself

for what was best.
' He was a

millionaire, yet scrupulously simple

and silently heroic."

It is quite impossible to do any-

thing more than to give the frame-

work which is clothed with the

rich garment of life and thought in

ihis unusual book. But there is a

luable Prologue and Epilogue in

which Santayana the philosopher

peaks and illumines with meaning

the picture which he has painted in

the novel. The predominating im-

pression which this book leaves is

of wealth—wealth and variety of

life and reflection, set forth in un-

forgettable pictures and judgments.

Here are one or two of these pick-

ed at random. "The truly sweet

fruits of existence were to he pick-

ed by the way: they were amuse-

ment, kindness and beauty. But re-

formers Mindly pursued something

else which, if realized, would proh

ably he worthless; and meantime

they screamed with the fanatical

hatred of everything human." "Life,

for the spirit, was no walk in

paved city, with policemen at every

crossing : it was an ocean voyage

—

a first and only voyage of discovery

in which you must choose your own

course." "Boston and Harvard

have need, nowadays, of new blood,

of fresh spiritual courage. They

are becoming too much like the rest

of tin? country, choked with big

business, forced fads and merely

useful knowledge. Our fearless

souls of other days have left nc

heirs."

The tasl Puritan holds the wis

dom- of a lifetime and lifts up its

brilliance amid the host of lesser

lights.

dr. macintosh to
talk at ban rich

Dr. W. A. Macintosh, head of

the Commerce Department at

Queen's will be the guest speaker at

the first meeting of the Levana So-

ciety this term, in Ban Righ Hall

on Wednesday, January 15th at 7.00

p.m.

Dr. Macintosh who spent the

preater prtrt of the past year abroad

will talk informally on his impres-

sions of Europe. He will speak

generally, stressing political and

economic conditions.

Helen Young, the Levana dele-

gate to the S.V.M. conference held

at Indianapolis during the Christ-

mas holidays, will present a report

of the conference at the meeting.

Institute

Head
Of Chemistry
To Speak

M. L. Davies, President of the

Canadian Institute of Chemistry

will address a joint meeting of the

Canadian Institute of Chemistry and

the Canadian Chemical Association

in the Students' Union on Wed-
nesday, January ISth, at 8.00 p.m.

Mr. Davies will discuss Institute

activities and talk informally on his

recent visit to the U.S.S.R.

The meeting will be preceded by

an informal dinner in the Union at

6.30 p.m. Members* of the Queen's

Student Branch are welcome to

attend.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

SCIENCE_FORMAL

Students are reminded that:

(1) Tickets are reserved for

sale in the Science Faculty only un-

til 4.00 p.m., Jan. 29.

(2) At 4.00 p.m., Jan. 29,

tickets will go on sale in the Stu-

dents' Union for those whose names

are on the reserved list. .

(3) On Monday, Feb. 3, if

there are any tickets left, they will

be sold to anyone.

Tickets may be procured from

the committee: Taf Byrne, Cles

Robinson, Marston Fleming, Russ

Emery, Jerry Thompson, Bruce

Clement, C. Biesenthal, Louis King,

Neville Spence, Don Cfothers and

Walt Lewis (convener).

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14th, 19
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NOTICE

A life saving classi for men will

begin in the Gym next Thursday

at 5.00 p.m. This class will be

held every Tuesday and Thurs-

day from 5.00 to 6.00 p.m. All

those interested are asked to re-

port on Thursday.

Asbbee, C. R.—Caricature.

Rates, H. E.—The Poacher.

(Fiction).

Detaficld, E. M.—The Brontes.

Conrad, Jessie—Joseph Conrad

His Circle.

Gervais, Albert—Surgeon's Chi^

Haines, G. E.—Living with Bool^

Jones-Gwynn—Four Icelandic

Sagas.

Lyons, Eugene—Six Soviet Play^

Lindbergh, A. M.—North to th[

Orient.

Maugham, W. S—Don Fernando

Murray, Mrs. Lena—Schoolhoim

in the Foothills.

Pitkin, W. B—Life Begins at

Forty.

Sigmund, J. G.—Least of These,

(Fiction)

Next five years—an essay in polj.

tical agreement.

Nicholson, Harold—Dwight

Morrow.

Wallace, Doreen—Even Such is

Time. (Fiction).

Williamson, G. C—Art of the

Miniature Painter.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA BOOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street PHone 1402

SKATING
AT THE

fttfta

SMART
D1FIHR'BKT

ATTRACTIVE
Every article of high quality

and reasonably priced

Come in tomorrow

IBift

MctEtdium (gift

395 PrinctM St. Phone 1931

1

Campus and Gym
Notice to Life Savers

All those who have passed the

Life Saving tests will please see

Miss Murphy today or tomorrow
al>out arrangements for their

morning classes.

• * * *

Those who have taken the prac-

tical test will write the examina-
tion next Monday, January 20th,

at 4 p.m. The place will be an-

nounced in Friday's paper. The
fee is not fixed yet but the exact

amount will also be announced
Friday. The money must be pay-
ed to Mr. Dong-all at the Gym be-

fore the examination may be
tried.

* * *

Life Savers who as yet have
not taken any test will please
euntiuue practices on the same
lays they were assigned before
Christmas.

» * *

Those wishing their award of
merit in life saving please call at

Miss Murphy's office this after-
noon or Wednesday from 1-2 p.m.

(« » *

.

The follow ing Badminton play
ers will report in the Gym Wed
iiesday for practice, Eileen -*Gra
ham, Margaret Casey, Eileen
Workman, Alison Mitchell, Mar
jory Morton.

Remember, ifj'ou hope to make
either of the teams you must get I

in regular practices. A game with :

K. C.V.I, will be played on Wed-|
nesdav.

Jock Harty Arena

LOST

A black wool fleece overcoat

(Mount Rock trade name) at the

Arts '36 Year Dance. Finder
|

please return to Bob Greenamyer,

phone 4220.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

fol-

Basketball and Badminton
hours for this week are
lows:

Tuesday, Basketball 1-2 p.m.
Wednesday, Badminton 1-3 p .,„

Thursday, Badminton M p.m.
Friday, Badminton 1-2 p.m.
Friday, Basketball 2-i p.m.

THE

Students' Barber Shop
" DAN DAVIDSON

66 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic^ Board of Control

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

lurance policy as a provision for
the future, or contemplating the*
lelling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding sixty-
four year record ol The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
iger or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo. Ontario

Established 1869

Superior Restaurant and
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS

Soda Fountain S

Tea Rooms
MEET

lervice

Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

, _
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fan Detects Prof.

Impersonating Pupil

Vassar Curriculum

To Include Crime

Had there not been an electric

fan close to the desk in Ripon Col-

L~ University of Calcutta, where

professor A. K. Gupta sat imper-

sonating his favorite pupil, Samar-

„j, Crandra Mookerjee, in the

lamination for the B.A. degree of

t l R.
university, all might have been

wfiy aI|d, in due time, the wealthy

y[r. Mookerjee might have" received

Ihe coveted diploma.

As it was, the professor was

,
liargfil With several crimes, includ-

ing forgery, impersonation, and at-

tempting to "cheat the State," and

was sentenced to a cumulative term

of one year's "rigorous imprison-

ment." Mr. Mookerjee was arrang-

ed for abetting the offences but was

acquitted, and advised to seels bis

degree in the usual manner.

AT THE THEATRT? 1 Sam Pepys at Queen's
CONDUCTED BY I J II II

NORMA MACROSTIE HI I'

Poughkeepsie, N.Y. — Vassar

College is going to have an op-

portunity to study crime in a pro-

jgram that will extend through the

rest of the college year.

It will begin Monday when
Charles Poletti, chairman of

Governor Lehman's Crime Con-

ference, will address a college

assembly on the general aspects

of' the nation's crime problem.

A two-day conference has been

proposed for April 3 and 4, when
experts in various fields of crim-

inal research will be invited to

attend. The committee in charge

plans to centre on causes and

prevention of crime, legal and

judicial handling of prisoners and

treatment and rehabilitation of

convicts.

CAPITOL T1VOLI

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY
With

Charles Laughton, Clark Gable, and

Franchot Tone

To those who have read Charles

Nordhoff and James Norman

Hall's great sea epic "Mutiny on

the Bounty," and its sequel, "Men

Against the Sea," the cinema ver-

sion of the former will bring to

life in vivid panorama, and with

remarkable fidelity, the stirring

events aboard the British frigate

Bounty" which cleared Ports-

mouth, England, in 1787 bound

for Tahiti

Whirling Fan His Nemesis

The nemesis was the fan. Had it

been fixed at its highest pitch of

wind production, it would doubtless

have caused uneasiness to the pro-

fessor, who, thereupon, would have

changed his seat. On the contrary,

its breeze was zephyric, caressing,

and in the torrid heat, pleasant to

the professor who continued to

answer the questions with expert

rapidity, until he realized that he

was gradually undergoing a meta-

morphosis.

His disguise had been perfect

—

as far as it went. He had made

himself up to look like hundreds of

genuine Hindu students—ill fitting

clothes, heavy glasses, and a shave-

less chin and upper lip. No sus-

picion was aroused when he entered
|

the room, took his place, and began

his task. He worked easily, for he

friew all the answers. ^-l.-

Then the fan got in its work. The

false mustache was first to suc-

cumb to its caresses. Bit by bit it

detached itself from the professor's

upper lip until one side of it had

completely disappeared, giving him

a most extraordinary appearance.

Before the process of disintegration

couia go further, the professor,

realizing that detection was inevit-

able, bolted from the hall leaving

documentary evidence of identity

behind him.

Chased Down The Street

A hue and cry was raised, and the

professor was chased down the

street and eventually caught, by this

time entirely devoid of his mustache.

Professor Gupta, who has had a

brilliant academic career, is the son

of the late Satischandra Mookerjee.

an advocate of the+Caleutta High

Court.

The case caused great excitement

in Calcutta, both on account of its

remarkable nature and by reason of

the high social position of the ac-

cused persons.—New York Times.

The experts are expected to

furnish material for round-table

discussions of more specific ques-

tions such as the economic and

psychological causes of crime,

the parole system, types of

prisons, juvenile delinquency,

probation and the category of

political prisoners.

A booklet of background mate-

rial is being prepared by classes

society wardship and social

elfare under Professor Joseph

K. Folsom.

This material will deal with

the history and philosophy of

treatment of criminals in the

United States and other countries

and with changes in court pro-

cedure and criminal law.

I Already the Social Wardship

and Welfare students have visit-

ed Sing Sing, only an hou£s

mOtor-rirte from The caTTrpfrs.

Attention of the. college com-

munity was focussed on' the

crime study this week by a letter

published in the Miscellany News

announcing the plans and pur-

pose of the conference. It was

signed by Professor Emerson D.

Fite. Assemblyman from this

district; Professors Folsom and

C. Gordon Post and several stu-

dents.

Princeton, Harvard

Clash At Dinner

JUST BETWEEN
WE GIRLS
V» id. writer heard about a erand
Am Ai Home beinc held in *«
tiflinR—nni) h new all Ihe co-eds would

want to look renl swell so: tAtA
'rained cosrocricians for a word of ad-

vice—Tell tbe ct-ed», »V ""X; '°

pruerve Iheir comple»ions until .the

wee in' hours of vibe, morning, with-

required define (ViWuunl"' treatment t>|

1' UZAFiETH H. ARTJENS. HELENA
RUBINSTEINS or BELCANO
TOILETRIES and we "ill Rla'Hv

E've them freely of our experience.

So tirl», to look your beat for "he

HOME OF FINE TOILETRIES

Stores

MAHOODDRUCCO.
PHONE 519 PRJK«5SIT.

JU1V,SPEAC0C
*

PHONE J43 NEXT TO lOBLAWS

There's a ftmny'story going the

rounds about the proverbial riv-

alry that exists between Harvard

and Princeton. They 'tell of a

certain banquet, attended by

alumni of both universities, at

which a very stiff and uncom-

promising atmosphere prevailed.

The chairman, fn an effort to

loosen things up called on each

man to rise, and tell something

about himself.

The ball was started rolling by

dignified looking gentleman,

who began: "Walter Comptons

Ehe name- Harvard '02. Married

08 Two Sons, Harvard, of

course!" And he sat down with

a Bostonian accent.

There was a strained silence.

The. man to his right then got up.

"James Fairchild's my nttme.

Princeton '05. Unmarried

son. Harvard of

McGill Dajly.

Tourist (in park looking at a

peculiar shaped boulder:
;
And

•

U5t where did you say 3his
reck

ame from?"

diid^- rA S^ier, brought it

down."

, Tourist [looking arou«d

A„d where did the glacier go?

Guide.^Obrit-wCTHmrk
-after

nother rock l"-Argosj

Brilliant performances by

Charles Laughton, Clark Gable,

and Franchot Tone imbue the

picture with reality and vitality.

Each is superb in his role. Laugh-

ton. as the cruel and sadistic dis-

ciplinarian, Captain Bligh. a vic-

ious martinet but a great seaman,

gives another characterization,

equal, if not superior, to anything

he has done before. In keeping

with the high standard of Laugh-

ton's work is Gable's interpreta-

tion of Fletcher Christian, the

strong and virile master's mate

who believes in stern discipline,

with fbrce when necessary, but

also with justice. This is, in our

opinion, the best performance of

Gable's screen career.

The young midshipman, Roger

Byam, filled with the spirit of ad-

venture and youth, British pat-

riotism and naval tradition, is

perfectly portrayed by Franchot

Tone. The spirit Tone brings to

his characterization is priceless.

On the whole it is stern stuff

but nothing is overdone. The

severe contrast between the

cramped, lifeless life on board

ship and the carefree, beautiful,

lotos-eating existence in Tahiti

is admirably brought out. But

"Mutiny on the Bounty" is more

than a pageant of eighteenth cen-

tury sea life, it is a masterpiece

of character study. Excellent

acting and masterful direction

bring out this angle very strong-

ly and it is for this reason that

the picture attains such great

heights.

If we were asked to single out

the outstanding historic scene

! would select that in which

iger Byam exposes the cruel-

s, abuses, and personal vicjous-

ss and selfishness of Bligh be-

fore the Admiralty court: the

actor, in a magnificent mrfniwr

sums up the entire plot iu a thnll-

f perhaps too oratorical,

outburst. "Mutiny on the

Bounty" is a memorable picture

worthy of our highest rating.

—W.A.N.

THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS
With

Robert Donat and Madeline Carroll

"The Thirty-nine Steps", an ad-

aptation of the book of that name

written by Canada's new Governor-

General, is, without reservation,

the best picture of its type shown

during the past year.

The story concerns a young Can-

adian, played by Robert Donat,

who becomes involved in the ac-i

tivities of an international spy ring

at work in England. A woman I

comes to his fiat and tells him of a

plot to steal certain military

secrets; before she can tell him the

whole story she is murdered, and

Donat is accused. The rest of tbc

picture concerns the Canadian's at-

tempt to solve the spy mystery

while being pursued by the police.

Part of his escaping is done while

handcuffed to the beautiful and

talented, Madeline Carroll.

In Biany British pictures the

photography has not been up to

Hollywood standards, but that

fault is remedied in this case. The

shots of the wild scenery in the

Highlands of Scotland arc espe-

cially good.

The picture has many thrilling

scenes, but not so much of the

"battle, murder and sudden death",

as is generally found in this type of

picture. Some very amusing situa-

tions arise which serve as comic

relief.

Robert Donat and Madeline Car-

roll are both excellent in their

parts, 'he latter playing the girl

who attempted to turn Donst over

to the law, but who is finally con-

vinced of bis innocence. A—.
—D. K.

Next Attraction: "Scrooge"

9th. This noon set to thumb-

ing through those pages of the

directory wherein arc listed the

names of the maids of this college;

this for want of better occupacion

in ignominie to the undoing of their

labour.

G. T. Tt.nh.m tells me also the

truth of my friend Bohgdu, namely

that he hath been seized on the Eve

and out of idle curiositie. And 1 1 of the New Year with a desire to

am much surprised to find there the essay the fit of sundry of the laches

name of J.
B.ll, who is withal

ppeminent among the alleged loftie

brows of tbe campus, but not, I had

drought, of the appropriate gender.

10th. To tbe office after lec

turcs, where I fall to pcrusinc this

mornings news sheet and in parti-

cular my own scriven'mg, to which

I am pleased to <ee the printers

have for once got correctiy. And 1

am also much flattered by the great

civilitie which my friend C. Y. .ng

accordeth me in bis editorial not-

withstanding that some of his

epithets are of distinctly doubtful

natury and in especial I resent'his

imputation that I inhabit what he is

pleased to call "the Lower World."

I had rather he had suggested a

stooping from some more Olympian

plane. But Lord! Lord I 1 cannot

have everything.

So at my stint, and in the evening

to dine, where I meet sundry friends

by whom I am persuaded to accom

panie them in old clothes to

tlance this night in Grant Hall,

mightie fine party I thought it, very

merry, and withal strange; for the

most part of the companie is array-

ed in old and mean" garments of

most wonderous diversitie. And in

especial tbe costume of Mistress

Fr.s.r, who is late editor of this

paper. Here, too, is much gossip:

and one of the members of the

companje tells me that the test of

puritie-.which was writ of in the

cloaks, and in especial a very, fine

ermine one. But while his hands

arc yet cumbered in its sleeves an

enraged swain delivers him a mighty

buffet betweenThe" cyS. But I am

deeply grieved that their deep hue

hath so. Swiftly faded; for I had

hoped that it might last until this

day, and the appearance of my

Journal. As it is„I fear myword

iball be doubted by those who have

seen of P. H.w.rd thaCms eyes MB

lt>ain quite normal.
] \

\

1 1th. Sate for soW <ime in the

afternoon in the office talking of

this and that; but Lord! there is

little profit in these "bull sessions"

as some do" term them. So home

and at my stint for the remainder

of the day and betimes to bed.

Miners And Metallur gists

Hold Smoker Monday

The Queen* Mining and Metal

lurgica! Society will hold their

annual Banquet and Smoker on

Monday. January 20th. This tra-

ditional event is the Society's high

spot of the" year featured as

it always has been by. the pres-

ence of some distinguished man

connected with the industry.

This year the committee has

heeh fortunate in obtaining two

guest speakers, one a Queen's

graduate and now a prominent con-

sulting engineer; and the other

the discoverer of the only com-

mercial deposit of radium in the

British Empire and president of

the mining company which if

working the deposit.

Some very fine moving picture

dealing with mining in the sub

Arctic, Great Bear Lake couhtr>

:ll be shown.

last number hath caused much stir

among the maids in Ban Righ
;
but

she cannot, or, as I am led to sus-

pect, will not tell me .the results,

the which should prove of great in-

terest. There 19 also a tale abroad

of A R-g r, who with certain

companions hath barred the east

door of the Librarie with great

balles of snow so that none may

come out hv that door and my

Lords of the Focultie are driven to

alk about the whole block to the

other door. But anon comes the

keeper of the building and takes

them in

12th (Lord's Day). Up fairly

betimes and after breakfast read the

Sunday comics which I Jo fear are

becoming near a religion with me

(and with some few others I do

perceiveV- After lunch met my

friend Jojo, who tells me that in

returning in company with certain

other clerks from the game of

hockie last night he had occasion to

pass Macdonnell House while walk-

ing in Stuart Street. And they 4«

greatly startled by an apparition in

a lower window, wherein the light

vet burned. He scemcth even yet

greatly agitated and with the aid of

graceful motion of his hands he

(WrihMh the phenomenon as

worthie of nmlgtit. less than the

talent of the .xenowned Petty of

ESQUIRE. But" me thinks our

damsels should exercise greater

discretion. Else is their influence

vcrv disturbing to .certain of our

weafter masculine intellects and like

to turn their heads in more ways

than one, to their sorry undoing.

their guilt and they are put

A .Frosh'a pride i? in-hts taro

A Soph's is in his rank

A Junior doesn't give -t damn

A Grad's is in the bank.

—H.G.D.

A+.

Next

iiey in

Attraction: Sylvia Sid-

Wary Burns, Fugutive."

One

course I"

—

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain tXCURSION

FRIDAY JANUARY 17 from KINGSTON

Pttlmorston. Vara. P«peUng,bt. t.
. inlemedillto poinU

Stratford Wiarton, Wmdeo* W<*4»™
.

" "
>

, t „ towIlliulK Newnuu**. Qfgffi^$$S$2£$tt. W,., Kanaka.

^T^TT^TiTl^TORONTO and HAMILTON
SATURDAY, JAN

(V̂ ^ 2=

FILM SOCIETY

KRIEMHILD'S REVENGE

This week's presentation of the

Film Society is a sequel to "Sieg-

field" which was shown last term.

The imagination, displajtfd in its

settings and photography is worthy

of all the rich ingenuity of die Gor-

man mind. The picture- is of the

same" high standard as the other

Gcrmai) pictures presented by the

Society. Some shorts will complete

the. program.
,

The picture will be shown today

aM.OO and-8.00p.m. -In Convocation

Hall.

Dancer's Bubble Bust

St. Petersburg. Fla , Jan. 9—

(CP) — An unclothed — she ap-

peared that way. anyway — fan

dancer tripped across the stage

h„re behind a sii^fcjot practically

transparent balloon.

Little Alfred, aged 10 (who bet

a pal 35 cents he would d> it)

pulled Back with a rubber band

and let tlv with a ball of tmic.LJ.

BangL.wc.nt the balloon. Away

,VCTit the dancer, fleeing to-th*

QUEEN S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2U6-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

wings. .. ju* A
'"Oil 1 \hl" breathed the; audi-

ence. \SfGUJ JjP S iJ-Cr-
'

An usher grabbed,- Alfred anrf

took him to the manager's .office.

Alfred's father was summoned

strtd- »1d- the balloon wtnHd cost

I him $28.

* * 'Where the jStudents Go .

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP ANDBEAOTY (PAlRLOR^

357 Princess Street -

Next to Ho»g'» Drug Store

Phone- 4248
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Regional Protection
- Sir Alfred Zimmern, in speaking to the

Politics 2 class on recent international

events and the activity of the League of

Nations, stressed the fact that Canada need

have no fear that she would be called upon

to assiit in military sanctions in the event

of war arising out of the present interna-

tional crisis. The speaker is professor of

international relations at Oxford and head

of the School of International Studies at

Geneva and is, therefore, well qualified to

advance opinions upon world affairs.

It Italy were to declare war upon Bri-

tain in the near future only those states in

the Mediterranean area would be called

upon to apply military sanctions, stated Sir

Alfred. These states would form a regional

protectorate to curb Italy's aggression. It,

war were to break out in any section of the

world only those states in the immediate

area would be asked by the League to bear

arms in defence of the covenant. Other
member nations of the League would be

expected to help by applying economic

sanctions. This would be. Canada's task-

in the event of a war with Italy, a task

which would imply hardship and sacrifice,

but also a task which would be well worth
the suffering involved.

The most* interesting feature of the hour
ivai the period given over to discussion

(luring which students were allowed to ask
the speaker any question connected with
the topic under discussion. It is not very
polite to suggest that Sir Alfred is con
dueling this lecture tour with the purpose
of arousing a righteous enthusiasm foi

Britain in her present crisis. His partifiu

lar sphere of activity should insure an im-

partial outlook upon world affairs, but
some of his remarks would lead students
to believe that he was drumming up sup-
port, not for the League, but for Britain.

One student suggested that Italy's pres
em war is an attempt on the part of Musso-
lini to bolster up the capitalistic system. Sir
Alfred's reply,—that the war is merely the
result of personal ambition.—seemed lo be
just as far from the truth. It is difficult.to

believe that economic conditions in Italy
did not play a large part in forcing Mnsso
lini to attack Ethiopia. Dictators have the
knai I; of diverting the attention of their sub'
jects from their own domestic troubles.

In addition, these eighty-five items took up

16 per per cent, of the time given to music

on the air and had a grand tital of 1,255.669

performances.

The most popular tunc during 19.14 was

"Love in Bloom" which, was played 24.374

times. Next in order came "AH I Do Is

Dream of You" which soothed the souls of

listeners 23,910 times. The remainder of

the first five were, in order, "Carioca,". "The

Very Thought of You," and "For All We
Know." One gets to No. 26 before any

song with more than a season of experience

is met. This is the Gershwin melody, "I

Got Rhythm," which was written in 1930.

"Tea for Two" and "Limehouse Blues" were

also in the running. Poor "Old Black Joe"

hobbled in with 1,451 performances.

The constant demand for new songs is

blamed by the composers on the radio. In

prc-radto days the life of an average song

hit was about sixteen months, and the

hit could be counted upon to sell about 1.-

200.000 copies in the sheet form. Today it

dies a distorted death within three months,

and "Love in Bloom" sold only 500,000

copies. A few years ago a hit from a forth-

coming stage production was given to radio

bands before the show went into rehearsal

in order to get advance publicity. The

piece was played so many times that when
the show finally opened the producers were
forced to parody their own song hit.

Editorial Comment

The rain, which receives the curses of

Kingston students, is no doubt the recipient

of prayers of thanksgiving from Ethiopian

soldiers.

Perhaps the Olympic team, after their

defeat Saturday night, will resign and allow
Kingston All-Stars to travel to Germai
—or, perhaps they won't.

iny

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

No classes will be held in the Faculty of

Arts on Saturday morning. January 18th.

M. C. Cameron Prise in Gaelic

Value $40. Founded by the late M. C.

Cameron. M.P., Goderich. Awarded to the

best Gaelic scholar, reader, and speaker.

Applications for examination should be sub-

mitted to the Registrar before January 15th

in each year. Work prescribed: any 600

lines of Ossian's Fingal, or an equivalent

amount of any other Gaelic literature select-

ed by the (candidate; Blackie's Language

and Literature of the Scottish Highlands,

Gaelic Grammar, translation at sight of

Gaelic into English and English into Gaelic.

This scholarship will not be awarded to

any candidate who does not take at least

h ft v per cent, of the total number of marks

in the examination.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada. Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Music Goes 'Round And Around
During the last few years the volum

oi music which has been going '"round and
nrQUnfl" has been enough to make the head

every individual in the country perform
a similar gyration. The constant use by
the radio of all the hit tunes quickly sends
one after another of these masterpieces in-
to a limbo of their own, where discord,
rather than a gnashing of teeth, must pre-
vail, A recent article in the New York
Times Magazine presents interesting figures
released by the Society of Composers. The
statists of this society reveal that some
eighty-five songs were each played more
than 10.000 times on the air during 1934.

One Who Does Things
f Thr fallowing article on the Hon. Norman

McLeod Rogers appeared in the section,

"People Who Do Things", in the November 29
issue of the Toronto Saturday Night.)

Although the Hon. Norman McLeod
Rogers, recently appointed Minister of

Labor, is the youngest of a somewhat
youthful cabinet, as federal cabinets go, he
brings to that position a wealth of academic
and practical experience that should carry
him far when tackling the many complex
unemployment problems that will confront
him in carrying out his new duties.

A native of Amherst, N.S., after attend-
ing the local public and secondary schools,
in order to raise college fees he worked for
a year in a carworks, and he regards the
period when he carried a dinner-pail as one
of the most valuable experiences in his edu-
cation. His studies at Acadia University
were interrupted by the outbreak of the
Great War, and he proceeded overseas with
the 6th Canadian Mounted Rifles. Although
the members of .that unit were served out
with bandoliers and spurs, he recalls with
amusement that no horses were forthcom-
ing, and they eventually served in France
as an infantry unit. After service in the
trenches Mr, Rogers was invalided out of
the army in 1917, and then followed several
years' struggle back to health.

In 1919 he was selected as Rhodes
scholar for Nova Scotia, when he was re-

lieved to find that the serenity and peace-
ful atmosphere of Oxford was highly bene-
ficial to one in his condition, for during
the three years spent at that historic seat
of learning he acquired not only greatly
improved health but also the degrees of
Master of Arts and Bachelor of both Law
and Letters. Although the thesis for one
of his degrees was entitled "A Study of
Labor Legislation in Canada," he little

realized when digging up material for th
work in the Library of the Department of
Labor, while on a vacation in his native
land, that one day he would be the head
of that department.

Upon his return from Oxford in 1922
be was called to the bar of' Nova Scotia
and appointed Professor of History at
Acadia, which position he occupied until
1"27 when he became private secretary to
Premier Mackenzie King. In that capacity
he gleaned the intimate and sympathetic

Week's Worst Pun Comes

From New Zealand

According to Mr. J. W. Collins,

the New Zealand Trade Commis-

sioner, the Rt. Rev. W. G, Hil-

liard, Bishop of Nelson, tells the

following story concerning a

poultry farmer and his favourite

cockerel. During the farmer's

absence, the local vicar called and

the farmer's wife, wishing to

show hospitality, slew the cock-

erel for lunch. On his return the

husband consoled himself by re-

marking, "Oh, well, it came to a

good end, and entered the min-

istry. I knew he would never be

a good layman."—Mail and Em-

pire.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University IVotnen

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

knowledge of the Liberal leader that en-

abled him to write his recently published

work. "Mackenzie King." generally regard-

ed as one of the outstanding biographies of

recent years. He no doubt partly inherited

his literary abilities as well as some of his

political ambitions from his mother, Grace

McLeod Rogers, well known as the author

of "Tales from the Land of Evangeline"

and other stories, who fifteen years ago con-

tested the riding of Cumberland, for the

Nova Scotia Legislature, in the Liberal-

Conservative interest.

He resumed his teaching career in 1929

on taking the chair of political science at

Queen's University, which he occupied un-

til a recent political landslide landed him
with a scat in Parliament and a place in

the cabinet. On election day, when he won
what had long been a Tory stronghold for

the Liberal party, it is recorded that he

lectured as usual to his class at Queen's,

his theme being the political philosophy of

a 17th century worthy, which goes to show
that he possesses somewhat remarkable

qualities of concentration which should

prove of inestimable value to him in deal-

ing with the many problems that will come
before him in bis department.

Mr. Rogers has always held firmly to

the opinion that academic and political life

should not be kept in two separate water-

tight compartments, and that members of

a faculty should be free to express opinions

on public questions provided the class-room

is not used as a recruiting ground' for any
particular party. He believes that the suc-

cess of a democracy depends upon the

popular understanding of all political

problems and that imperfect understand-

ing is often due not so much to want of

intellectual capacity as to indolence and
lack of quiet, methodical thinking.

While at Queen's he was actively identi-

fied with the Workers' Educational Associa-
tion and for a number of years he lectured

weekly under its auspices in co-operation
with the local Trades and Labor Councils,
in both Kingston and Brockville. An
hour's lecture on economic, social and
political questions was followed by en-
lightening discussions, which Mr. Rogers
declares would have done credit to any
university.

He Would Certainly Enjoy
Being Quintuplets

FLASH! The Baronet has- just

brought me in the story of

the pie-eyed celebrant who was

wending his way home when he dis-

covered a cop on his trail. Quickly

turning into an apartment building,

he wobbled up to the first door and

fumbled with bis keys. To his

great surprise the door opened. See-

ing that the law was still watching

him, the tipsy one entered the

apartment.

"This where you live?" the cop

asked.

"Cert'nly, that's my piano there

and my golf clubs and my golfish."

Still the officer wasn't convinced

and followed him into the bedroom.

There were twin beds.
,

"That lady sleeping over there is

my wife." He pointed with a waver-

ing finger.

"Is that so?" said the cop. "Then

who's that other man sleeping there

in the other bed?"

"That's easy," said the drunk.

"That's me."—The Manitoban,
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AS. GRATTON

KINGSTON-QUEEN'S SQUAD BLANKS OLYMPICS
Forced to accept a humiliating 2-0 shutout at the hands of a com-

bined Kingston -Queen's all-star team, at the Harty Arena, the Port

Arthur Bearcats on Saturday evening closed a disastrous week of puclc-

chasing-
The defeat of the Olympians, their third in four starts against

eastern opposition was nut surprising in view o[ the fact that the game
was their third in three nights. It must he remembered, however, that

il,,
Canadian standard hearers played minus the services of five out-

standing stars, and this, along with the (act that the visitors were
completing a "suicide schedule," outlined ahovc, would serve to account

/or their loss.

Incidentally the game marked the first time that the tourning players

were completely blanked, but at that the two local goalers were forced

i„ perform fancy contortions to hold the speedy visitors off the score

5
The local club looked surprisingly strong against their talented

position and every player did his share in hanging the S.O. sign or

Maple Leaf lads—a feat that no other team has accomplished thus

The season's best crowd was on hand for the exhibition, and

fans while naturally a trifle partial to the home team, also gave approval

to the Bearcats for many fine plays.

liven though the invaders failed to get at least one goal for their

night's work, the general opinion oi the fans was that when at full

strength the Canadians should uphold Canada's hockey prestige at

Garmisch-Partenkirchen next month.

We wish them luck.

B.W. & F. TEAM PREPARES FOR U.S. ASSAULT

There is a buzz of activity these days at the gym as Queen's B.W

A F. team prepares for its United States Invasion this week-end.

The College champions will present many new faces to local ring

fans when an inter-club assault is held here at the end of the month.

The boxing squad has suffered several depletions from its ranks,

as already four Intercollegiate winners of last year have expressed their

intention of retiring from competition.

However, Coach Jarvis has been grooming several promising boys

to replace the retired athletes, and is of the opinion that his team will

he just as strong as ever.
,

Jimmy Bews, of course, can he depended on to turn out a classy array

of wrestlers and the team as a whole should measure up to the con-

lincent that won the College Assault here last winter.

The results of the Cornell meet should give some indication as to

ust how far the team has progressed to date m the manly art of sell

defence, and. local fandom will eagerly await the outcome.

MAGEDOMAS HERE TO-NIGHT

Brockville Magedomas, undefeated leaders in the Ottawa iCity Leagut

hrceae into town to-day for a regular scheduled game with Queens at

,hC
Thc'slrdTown six, led by that centre ice wixard Jo> Graboski.

have burned the league up thus far in the schedule and it's abou tune

SSnfe S2STh-ultire'llory parade of Jesse Sprmg's ™« before

the easterners m^ke a runaway race of the championship schedule.

Sor Powell has hopes his Tricolor ice stalwarts Will break into

the win c hum i this evening at the expense of the starry Brockville club,

ind thereby inaugurated winning spurt which he hopes will consid^r-

thi. week for. besides meet

aS&sffi
evening for an encounter with La banc.

))(

f^iWsh^tnr-or a hard »^ reigning.

BROCKVILLE MAGS

AT ARENA TO NIGHT

Tricolor Anxious To End
League Leaders' Long

Winning Streak

Locals In Fine Form

In what should undoubtedly be

the tid-bit of the college sporting

week, those rampant league-leading

Brockville Magedomas, flying High

on the crest of an eight-game win-

ning streak, invade the Harty Arena

tonight at 8.30 for a scheduled

Ottawa City League hockey fixture

with our own Queen's Seniors.

It will be the first clash of the

season between the two clubs and

the Island City brigade will stack

up against some determined opposi

tion when tliey match strides with

the Tricolor. In two starts the

locals have yet to register a victory

league competition and afc

secretly confident that they can

stop the meteoric rise of Jess Spring

and his "pink pill" boys.

Tricolor stock soared on the

hockey market over the week-end

following their surprising 2-0 win

over the Canadian Olympics and

this victory lias been the needed

tonic to put the team on fighting

edge for tonight's game.

Brockville, in running up their

string of successive triumphs, have

plaved heads-up hockey all the way

and if their display last Friday,

when they held the Olympic squad

to the narrowest of victories, is any

criterion, then the cash customers

tonight are assured of a great battle

JUNIOR PUCKSTERS
FACE CITY TO-NIGHT

Queen's Junior puck squad

makes its season's debut tonight

meeting Kingston in the first

game of a hockey twin bill. In

the second half of the bargain at-

traction the Tricolor Senior ic<

gladiators will attempt to put an

end to the winning streak of

Brockville Magedomas in a sched

uled Ottawa City League fixture

The junior contest which is due

to start at 7.15 p.m. will see the

local College youngsters receive

their baptism under actual fire for

the first time this year. Their op

ponents, the Kingston Front

enacs, have corralled two wins i

two starts to date and think the

can make it three triumphs in a

row at the expense of Senator

Powell's puckstcrs. However

the university kids also have de

signs on the local group cham

pionship and intend to open in

an auspicious manner their cam

paign to that end tonight.

At the time of this writing

Coach Powell hadn't made his

final decision as to the, local start-

ing lineup, but indicated that his

boys were all big and fast and

ready to take a fall out of Wally

Elmer's city crew. Several play-

ers from last year's club, namely.

Hugh Gibson, Moultcr. Jenkins

and "Red" McGinnis will give the

team the essential experience, and

these men together with the new-

comers will form a fast skating

outfit that promises to make

things interesting for the othct

clubs in the group

BACK TO THE GRIND

Once more the grind is on. You students will be

working hard for the next few months.

No matter how much of a grind is on nor how much

you work them, our shoes will stand the test.

Buy the best at

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"

You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and Btyles.

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

• TRIAL. WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
K

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302-Driver Will Call

Just who will attend to the goal

Because of exams and vacations,
teiljjng duties is a matter ot con

Games This W«k"||

To-Night

Kingston vs. Queen's

(7.15 p.m. Arena)

Brockville vs. Queen's

(8.30 p.m. Arena)

Thursday, Jan. 16

Emeralds vs. Queen's

(8.15 p.m. Arena)

Saturday, Jan. 18

Queen's vs. La Salle

(Ottawa Auditorium)

TECHNICALITY PUTS

GOALER ON BENCH

Junior Netminder Played

One Game Senior

Hi's Win; IFs Lose

In Basketball Debuts

The Queen's Junior basketball

team opened their season in a

promising manner by defeating

Napanee on the latter's floor 28-

U on Saturday. Queen's were

ahead all the way. Knowles led

in the scoring with half the

points. Lewis and Friedman got

most of the others. The team

looked very promising and should

be well up in the hunt for the

title against R.M.C.. K.C.V.I. and

toapanee.

Queen's lineup:

Guards, Chernoff, McCallum;

centre, Knowles ; forward, Lewis,

White; subs, Newman. Friedman,

Brown, Miller, Megilh

II's Lose

Queen's Intermediate basket-

ball team were defeated by Belle-

ville Y.M.C.A. 38-22 at Belleville

on Saturday evening. The win-

ners were ahead 17-4 at half tune.

The stars for Queen's were Cless

Robinson and Vessie.

Queen's lineup: McMahon

Flatch, Vessie, Gertsman, Ansley

Robinson, Carson, Nicol, Steven

son and Clare.

BY AH. GRATTOI*

Taking advantage of a mere

technicality, officials of the King

ston O.H.A. Club, have succeeded

in having -Mervc McF.wen, Queen's

junior goaler, declared ineligible for

competition this season in the local

Junior O.H.A. group.

As a result of the determined

;tand taken .by the city club, Mc-

Ewen, a lad of 18 years of age,

will be forced to remain inactive

this winter due to the insistence of

thc Kingston Club that McEwen bc-

came ineligible for junior hockey

by participating in one game in the

Ottawa City League,

The situation briefly is this. When

McEwen played for Queen's last

month in an Ottawa City League

fixture he automatically debarred

himself from participating in any

games under the jurisdiction of the

O H A As the Ottawa loop is not

under the control of the body that

controls hockey in Ontario, anj

player who, having taken part in a

contest or contests in one league,

may not, during the same season,

play in the other.

Knowing this to be a rule to

which the O.H.A. strictly adheres,

the Kingston executive entered a

protest against the use^o ^McEwen

L Queen's and the O.HA.. early

yesterday upheld the protest, de-

claring the Tricolor goalie ineligible

for competition this year.

Latt yesterday afternoon, the

A B of C. board and the junior

ulav'ers met to discuss the situation

and to decide whether tonight s

scheduled game with Kingston will

talte place or will be postponed un-

til a later date.

it is only in the last week that Jack

Powell's puckchasers have got down

to serious training and they are

slowly rounding into top form

which will make them a feared club

n round the circuit

Captain Reg. Patterson, out of

action in the last game bacause of

a painful rib injury, will be back

in uniform tonight to team up

with Johnny Wing and "Bummer"

Woodcock on the starting forward

line

With Patterson back in harness

Johnny Munro, who turned in a

sparkling game in Ottawa last

Thursday, will be moved back to

junior

center on the second line, flanked raent.

by Guy and Poupore The third

line will be chosen from McCork-

ndale, Christie, Holland, Davis,

Dixon and Cowley.

One of the defense berths will be

held down bv Art Stollery, up and

coming barricader of the Eddie

Shore type, who is in great shape

after an impressive showing in the

local Van Home Series.

He will be partnered at the blue

line by cither "Spud" Murphy or

Ed. Barnabe. That leather hinged,

orator, Murphy, has been away on

matrimonial business of late (no,

not his own) and if he returns m

lime for tonight's game, he Will fill

die other defence position. Barnabe

relieving.

Bill Gowsell, deserving election

to the faculty for his determination

that "they shall not pass." has been

dusting rubber from his doorstep il

sensational fashion the past month
1

and will take charge of the Tri-

color's iietminding duties. The

visitors will hud Bill a big stumbl-

ing block in their efforts to ring up

victory No. 9.

The Magedomas. composed chiefly

of home town talent, are led by that

flashy pivot performer, Jo Jo

Graboski. Graboski was given a

iryout la^t year with Chicago Black-

hawks and could catch a place on

any man's team. Other stars on

their roster arc Verdell Price, de-

fenseman, Coleman, Nicholl and

jecture at the present. Kingston

has protested the playing of

e McEwen, a lad who is oT

' age limit but who has

already played one game senior

and this latter fact forms the basis

fur the howl set up by the officials

of the city aggregation. The

tangle over McEwens eligibility

may be straightened out before

game time this evening and

Merve may be able to take his

position between the posts. In

any event the university team

has Julius Briskin available for

the puck stopping J"'' an,i wi "

be well fortified in this depart

SHOES-Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

SHOE KRAFTS>

Uptown Store - 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store-208 Princess Street

THE DOWN TOWN STORE
PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT

2T0 ^tu&cnta at fl&upen'a

u»tt OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A
W
C
E0»KF,

0
R
F COLLEGE

Designing to Order

£mitb 9va»J™elerB
!fclg£&.

PHONE 656 Eatd. 1SW

Lowrey on the first string line, and

..pahlc substitutes in MeMShon,

Sheridan, and Dexter.

The game tonight is the first of a

trio for which the Tricolor arc

listed this week. On Thursday

evening Ottawa Emeralds make

their debut on Arena ice, engaging

Queen's for the first time this

season.

The lads of Erin, holding down

second place in the league standing,

promise to entertain the locals 'with

sonic slam-bang hockey, and this

game, coupled with the one tonight,

should provide even the most rabid

fans with plenty of speed, thrill:

and spills.

On Saturday night, in the Ottaw,

Auditorium, Queen's play La Sail

to round out a tough week'

schedule.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

,80 WelUngtonJtreet^^^^ Phone/2n«

KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
FUR STORE"

GEORiBE MILLS & CO.

Mi '.-.< Bunding
126-128 Princes* St

NOTICE

used

Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furn,^

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Pa^«.

Id Departments. I— Leaf Supplies Fountain/ Pens.

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLlEl
KINGSTON (J—'- GTOUnd'

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have *e latest machine for repairing and re-str^ng racqu~

Treadgold Sporting Goocfs Co. ^
88 PRINCESS STREET^

^ ^^
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A. M. S. Minutes

'" A meeting' of the Alrtja Mater

Society Executive was .'held in

the Gymnasium on the
1

evening

of November 26, 1935,/with th

president in the chair.'

Present: Mr. Simmuoa; Misses*

Davis and Lyons ; M ell r Bark

*r, Kirkland, R. W. young, Mc-

Laren, Watt, Mark.) Shcppard.

(Bl'esonthal, J. Cs Ymmg, Joy

Campbell. Forsberg a^id the Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer.

The minutes of the Executive

meeting of . November 6 were

read and confirmed.

Theatre Rush
A roniiniiiiii.iliuii was received

from E. i©, Smithies, manager ol

the Capito] Theatre, complaining

of a theatre rush by the Arts

Sophomores and Freshmen.

R. W. Young-Barker: That the

presidents of all the Year Execu-

tives be summoned to a meeting

of the A.M.S. Executive to dis-

cuss ways and means of prevent-

ing theatre rushes in future, and

that Mr. Smithies be notified of

the action being taken. Carried

English Club
A letter was received from the

English Club, asking for a finan-

cial grant from the Alma Mater
Society.

Kirkland-Joy: That the Eng-
lish Club's request for a financial

grant be refused.

J. C. Yoimg-Miss Davis: In
amendment, that a decision in the

mailer be deferred until the Eng-
lish Club submits a detailed

statement outlining the purposes
for which the grant is required.

The amendment was put to the
meeting and carried.

N.F.C.U.S.

—A letter from M. K. Kenny,
president of the N.F.C.U.S., stat-

ed that the dates or the Federa-
tion's annual conference had been
set for December 26, 27 and" 28.

A.C.E.

The Permanent' Secretary re-
ported that

.
the Association of,

College Editors had been dis-

banded, temporarily at least, and
that the Journal's membership
fee had been returned.

Students' Directory

.A communication from M. M.
Gowland embodied a suggestion
that students be required to fill

in Directory forms at the time of
registration, In or^er to speed up
its publication.

Campl.ell-J. f Young: That
Mr (lowland's suggestion he re-
jected as impracticable, but that
in future the Editor of the Dir-
ectory be appointed before Col-
lege closes in the spring. Carried.

\ Tricolor Copyright
A n application was received

Horn the official photographer of
ll\ "Tricolor" yoking f0r a copy-
"fjit agreement in connection
wit> the use of (heir photographs
by ulhiT parties.

joV-Barker: That the A, M. S.
grant the application of Messrs,
A. B. Cooper, K. W. GiU>er£fcnd
H- fV Sor a copyright in con-

ncetlQjj with their work fur the
"Tricolftr". Carried.

' Pyjama Parade
J urtli;r communication! were

received fern Messrs. F. Doughty
and D, bavidson in connection
[vjth the barber poles removed
from ihejr^rcni^s qn thc nij., u
Of the Py^ma Parade.

YoungMarker-R,' Vf.

Mi
TJba

Radio Club

A letter from G. W. Mother-

well requested official recognition

by the AJVl.S. of the newly-form-

ed Radio Club.

J. C Young-Campbell: That

the Radio Club be given official

recognition as an undergraduate

organization. Carried.

Journal Staff

Mr. Allan Kent tendered his

resignation as News Editor of the

Journal.

Jpy-Biesetithal: That Mr.

Kent's resignation be accepted

with regret. Carried.

Social Functions

Applications for permission to

hold social functions were receiv-

ed from Medicine '40. '39 and '37,

Arts '39, Science '39 and '37, and

the Newman Club^

arker-Kirkland : That, with

the exception of, Arts "39 and

Medicine '37, permission for

social functions be granted as

requested, and that Arts '39 and

Medicine '37 be informed that

they must select other dates be

cause of conflict with functions

previously sanctioned. Carried.

Barker-Davis: That the invita

tion from the Students' Council

of McMaster University to send

representative to thc "Mac
Purmal" on December 13 be

gratefully declined because of thc

examinations at Queen's. Carried.

Kirkland-Barker: That the bill

for $10.00 for two representatives'

tickets to the Medical Formal be

paid to the Medical Formal com-
mittee. Carried.

A communication from C. W,
Lewis, convener of the Science

Formal committee staged that

two complimentary tickets would
be issued to the Alma Mater
Society Executive,

Account

Accounts were presented to the

meeting as follows:

Hanson & Edgar, Ltd.. $11.08

and $9.45; 'Technical Supplies,-

$2.75 ; Abramsky and Sons. $4.50:

J. E. Corrigan, $2.50; Laturney
Carriage Works. $12.00; Under-
wood, Elliott and Fisher, $75.00;

Bell Tclephoue Co., $4.25 ; Whig-
Standard Co., $8.80.

Barker - Kirkland : That the

[.resident and the permanent
secretary-treasurer be authorized

Co pay the bills as presented.
Carried,

N.F.C.U.S.

Campbell-Biescnthal: That J.
Mark be appointed, convener of
the committee to investigate ways
and means of billeting N.F.C.U.
S. delegates. Carried.

Estimates

Estimates for the Alma Mater
Society income and expenditure
for the year were presented by
thc Permanent Secretary -Treas-
urer and adopted.

Theological Fees
Mr. R. \V. Young reported that

14 of the 15 Theological studentsM paid their A.M.S. fees, which
had been turned over to the Per-
manent Secretary-Treasurer.

Christmas Cards
Kirkland-Forsbcrg: That the

President and Permanent Secre-
tary.Treasurer be authorized to
order Christmas cards, to be sent
io the student councils of sister
nnjvcrsitics. Carried.

Honoraria

Joy-R. W. Young: That the

''""slay I* paid $j 2.00 ^
reimburse him for the loss of hi-

barber pole^ and that Mr. David
son be authorized to Htflfe bis bar
bur pole re-jiiiotfd by a' profes-
sional painter, ihc cost to- bo
borne by the ,AM.S. Carried.

Queen's Included In

Scholarship System

Students Offered Chance

To Study At Another

Canadian College

usual honoraria in connection
with the officers and employees
of the "Queen's Johrnnl" be paid
Carried.

; J- C. Young - R. W. Young
That the: Permanent Secretary
Treasurer be paid his quarterly
honorarium of $75.00. Carried

Scholar's Fees Paid

With the announcement of the

Exchange Scholarships for 1936-37,

a limited number of students at

Queen's have the opportunity of

ohiaining a year's scholarship at

some other Canadian university.

These scholarships, which arc spon-

sored by the National Federation of

Canadian University Students, en-

able students to study at an "ex-

change" university for one year

without paying tuition fees or Stu-

dents Union Fees. The N.F.C.U.S.

representative on this campus is the

secretary of the A.M.S. and pros-

pective applicants can obtain full

details from htm.

The Exchange of Undergradu-

ates Plan was initiated about seven

\ears ago by the executive of the

N.F.C.U.S., and came into opera-

tion six years ago after the presi-

dents, registrars and financial au-

thorities of the Canadian universi-

ties had given their consent. Under

the plan the universities are divided

into four groups—the University of

British Columbia, the universities of

(he Prairie Provinces, the universi-

ties of Ontario and Quebec, and the

universities of the Maritimes.

Scholarships may be awarded only

where a student of one university-

wishes to obtain a scholarship at a

university in a different "division".

This Is subject to one exception

—

Ontario students may apply for

scholarships to French - Canadian

universities in Quebec for the pur-

pose of taking special studies in the

French language and vice versa.

Any student, male or female, may
apply if he is, at the lime of his

application, in the second year of

his course or, in the case of five year

courses, in the second or thircl year.

It is a condition of each appointment

that the Exchange Scholar must re-

turn, at the conclusion of his

scholarship yeas to complete his

course at his "home" university.

Consequently a Sophomore taking

the usual four-year Arts course may
be awarded a scholarship for his

third year; in the case of five-year

courses the scholarship may be

awarded either for the third or
fourth year. The scholarships are

particularly easy to arrange in the

Arts pass course, It is not necessary

that the* candidate be in his second

year at university, so long as he is

n the second year of his course.

An Exchange Scholar is expected
to be a representative student of his

home" university in every way. It

s not necessary that he should have
a first-class academic standing but
he must be a competent student who
will^be able to enter freely into the

life of the "exchange" university

without fear of class-room conse-

quences.

About eighty, students have re-

ceived Exchange Scholarships dur-
ing the past seven years. This year
a tolal of thirteen are enjoying the
privileges of the Exchange Plan. In

most cases the saving in tuition
fees more than balances the trans
portalion costs involved. Applica-
tions must be handed in to the
N.F.C.U.S. representative before
March 1st, 1936.

The Religious Sphere

BY CHAS. C. COCHRANE

GOD

Many and varied have been the

conceptions of God suggested by

man throughout the centuries since

the earthly life of Jesus, These

range from the Absolute Mind of

the philosopher to the Supreme In-

telligence of the man who wishes

to*account for the order of thc uni-

verse. The moralist has conceived

God to be thc Highest Good, Love,

and the Spirit of Fellowship, These

latter three concepts are particularly

nn fortunate for the Christian be-

liever, because in them he is no!

confronted with his distance from

God and he comes to identify God

with something differing from him-

self only in degree, not in kind. The

foregoing attributes of God have

absolutely no spiritual meaning for

the worshipper, and do not indicate

God's transcendence over both

man's love and man's hate, his

goodness and his sin.

The conception of God, peculiar

to the Christian rcligion( and the

Jewish) is that of Father, as reveal-

ed by our Lord's Prayer and the

Apostles' Creed. This concept is

not incidental to the Christian but

fundamental. The Christian sees

himself in this unique relationship

with God (however over-awed he

may be by this knowledge) and

feels it to be the central truth in

regard to his life. In fact the

meaning of life itself, is that God is

both man's Source and his Destiny,

his Creator and Redeemer. It fol-

lows from this idea of God that He
should he concerned with our ac-

tions and thoughts; indeed Paul

peaks of "grieving thc Holy Spirit

of God."

Whether or not this conception

of God is tenable can hardly be dis-

cussed,here. The writer presents

the problem, the reader must seek

his own answer.

NOTICE

Owing to sickness, the Great

Nelson & Company Floor Show
scheduled to open Monday, January'

13th, at the Roy-York" Cafe, has

been postponed until next Monday,
January 20th. Those who have al-

ready made reservations and
lesire refunds, will receive same by
applying at the Roy-York Cafe
office. Regular dances, with Kuth
Knowltori's Orchestra, will be held

:very night this week—75c. per
couple.

Arts Jfarntal

Extra (a) Fox Trot-.

(b) Fox Trot

1 Fox Trot

2 Fox Trot

3 Fox trot

4 Waltz
5 Fox Trot

J Love to Take Orders From You
_ Please Believe Me

-„__ Where Am I?

.I'm Sitting High on a Hill-top

Treasure Island

I Love You Truly

i ^ Truckin'

6 Fox Trot The Music Goes 'Round ""and Around

7 First Supper (a) Fox Trot Eenie- Mccnie Miney Mo
(b) Fox Trot — I Wished on the Moon

S Fox Trot . Lydia Pinkham Novelty

9 Second Supper (a))

(b)J

10 Fox Trot

.Piano Selections by Bill Glimmer

Without a Word of Warning

11 Third Supper (a) Fox Trot A Little Bit Independent

(b) Fox Trot T
_It's Dangerous to Love

This Way
12 Waltz -
13' Fourth Supper (a) Fox Trot..

' (b) Fox Trot..

14 Fox Trot _i ._

15 Fox Trot

16 Fox Trot

17 Fox Trot

18 Waltz

- , _Love Me Forever

.Twenty-four Hours a Day
...Rhythm is Our Business

Red Sails in the Sunset

From the Top of Your Head
I Found a Dream

i
No Other One

When the Leaves Begin to Fall

God Save the King

Music by Jan Campbell and his Washington and Lee
Orchestra

(Exclusive management: Continental Orchestra Corporation)

Hansoa & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
117 Brock St

Phone 1510

Printing of

Every

Description

PHONE

SUM'S TAXI SERVICE
W. P. Midmcr Day or Night 25c 372 Sydenham St

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

2SS PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

FINE WATCH REPARI.NC
Spectacles and Eye Classes Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

Stone's JtTlourer ^hop
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eallas SRestaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

LOST

A pen and pencil set with the
name, G. Carmichael. stamped on
each, Friday, on the side of
tennis court nearest Library.
Finder phone 3713.

Arts Vigilantes

.
An important meeting of the

Arts Vigilance Committee will
be held in Room 201 of Arts
Building, this afternoon at three
(/clock,

Chairman Arts Vigilance.

A.M.S. Court

Barker-Joy: That the Chief
Justice be- 'authorized to order
pictures of the A.M.S. Supreme
Court, to be charged to the A
(M. S. Carried.

The meeting then adjourned.

FOUND

2 men'? coats, pair of men's
rubbers and sum of money in
Grant Hall after Arts '36

dance. Apply to Mr. Annabre,
janitor.

'

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting
HAIR CUTTING 25c

JQ Prince*. St. Kingiion

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND T-Q. ,NQNE
1 PHONE 821We Deliver

H. K. BECKJMtSfl&M. O.B.E-~'
^Proprietor
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Choral Society

The Choral Society Practice will

held this evening at seven, o'clock.

,
]ie

orchestra will practice at 7.45

JO'

MILLARD'S TAXI
PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

554 princess St Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialises in Ladies" and Gentlemen !a

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give ua a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER
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FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

BY GOLDWIN SMITH

HICCOUGH

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . ,40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Singultus, hiccough, or hiccup, is

a noise made by the sudden and in-

voluntary contraction of the diaph-

ragm, and the simultaneous contrac-

tion of die glottis which arrests the

air in the trachea. It may occur in

otherwise healthy, people but is

often a symptom of some underlying

condition

The causes of hiccoughing are

many and various. They are some-

times classed under the following

headings : Epidemic, neurotic, irrita-

tion type, inflammatory type and

specific or idiopathic type. They

might also be classed according to

the sound. The sex and natural

voice of the sufferer would influ-

ence this classification. The deep

abdomen shaking type is more

often found in men while the super

ficial effeminate, polite variety is

more often met with among ncuras-

Ihenic women at bridge parties.

Discussing them under their phy

siological headings we come fin?t to

the epidemic type. This type is be

lieved by some to be in some way

connected with Encephalitis Lcth

argica or sleepy sickness. Anyone

with an imagination can realize

just how amusing an epidemic of

hiccoughs might be. . Suppose one

swooped down, during the night, on

Kingston. ~ You would arise as

usual and in a hiccoughing voice de-

mand that your neighbour from

across the ball hurry and get out of

the bathroom. His usual reply

might sound rather strained and

you would no doubt put that down

to the fact that he was-shaving.

At breakfast the startling real-

zation that everyone was similarity

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

f RAY GAS

Evenings by Appointment

141 Prince** St. Phono 18M

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.VincentA. Martin
' DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

afflicted would begin to dawn.

Toast and coffee disposed of, not

without the occasional regurge

caused by a bolus going down meet-

ing a hiccough coming up, you pro-

ceed to your S o'clock. The pro-

fessor enters with the customary

'morning after the night before'

look on his face and greets you,

not with the usual platitude but in-

stead with a hiccough. The pos-

sibilities are infinite.

The second in our classification

is the neurotic type. This variety

may last for weeks or months. It

aused by hyperesthesia gastrica

and also by fright, shock, sudden

mental emotion, h y s t e r i a and

epilepsy. When your neighbour at

an examination begins to hiccough

you will know how he feels about

that particular paper,

Irritation is also a cause of hie

coughs, this means of course mech-

anical irritation somewhere in the

gastrb-intestinal tract. When caused

by vour roommates political views

or the landlady's daughter they come

under the neurotic heading. The

specific type includes all cases that

can not be classified under any of

the other headings.

The treatment depends on the

case. Probably there is nothing

found around the average house

that has not at some time been

utilized in some way in the treat

ment of hiccoughs. Holding the

breath, breathing into a paper bag,

eating boiled beets, sneezing,

gular forced breathing, thrusting

the tongue out regularly, firing off

a gun behind the sufferer, and in

jeering or resecting the phrenic

nerve have all been tried with vary

ing success,

Frosh Fannies Tender

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

*» Wellington St 'Phone 3«

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNII

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They axe on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Along the Pacific Coast the stick

stilt is a tradition but its punch is

gone. Stanford, Southern Califor-

nia, both bmnches of the Univer-

sity of California and Washington

still "fan the frosh" after a fashion,

but the bruising touch is passe.

The University of Kansas "K-

men" have substituted leather pad-

dles for the pants bats of old. Stu-

dents "booed" even these imple-

ments when they were brought into

play on freshmen who arrived late

at a recent football game. Other

Big Six schools, such as Missouri,

Nebraska, Kansas State and Iowa

State, still haze, but "with modera-

tion."

Marquette upper classmen abol-

ished their paddles a year ago, and

they are gone from Utah and Utah

State. Arizona clings to its tradi-

tions, says The Associated Press.

Paddles are prohibited on the

campus of the University of Colo-

rado and frowned upon at Denver

University.

At the University of Oklahoma,

where a panhellenic rule has banned

hazing, one student said he had a

nourishing business in manufactur-

ing "bootleg" paddles.

—New York Times.

LOST

A black and white mottled

Sheaffer.'s eversharp pencil between

the Arts Building and Ban Rigb

Hall on Saturday morning. Finder

please return to Joan McElroy at

Ban Righ Hall.

Love In Childs

"Ripe of lip, and bright of eye,

Pity my unhappy state,

I must love you, or I die.

Eyes so deep and dark and dear-

Sad the story I relate

;

Listen, O responsive car;

Hear. Beloved, what I say-

Very easy to arrange

In this far-away cafe;

Pav no heed to other browsers.

Hearken. . .1 have left my change

All at home in other trousers I"

"Now, Sir 1" Thus the blasted waiter

In a deprecating way—
"Well, it's now or later

—

Later! Gods and little fishes!

Half-past ten! We must away!

Come, My Love, we wash the

dishes

!

(Ending of a perfect day.)

—Argosy Weekly.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Due

|

Ian. I?
I
Arts Formal

|an. 22

|an. 24

Levana Formal

Levnna Formal

Jan. 31

Feb. 7

Feb. 14

Feb. 21

Science '39

j
Science Formal

Newman Club

Feb. 28 I
Meds 39

Mar. 6 I
Science '37

Mar. 17 I
Meds 36

Piatt |
Prica

|

Grant Hall
I

5.00

Ban Righ
|
2 00

Ban Righ
I
2.00

Ken Day
|

Jan Campbell

Jack Telgroan

and

CStocking vKuth Know!ton

E. Ca meron

E. Cameron

BY CHUCK COCHRANE

FLASH! Jack Ewcn will

not defend his title this year,

but is helping to train the

aspirants to his crown.

News, folks! The man has

bitten the dog. The fencers

this year give greater promise

than in many seasons. More

si)ccifically, Fred Peters dis-

armed the instructor on Satur-

day' afternoon. It was no ac-

cident. Coach Bews was prob-

ably the most pleased of jthose

who witnessed the feat, and

readily gave credit to his pupil.

(Apologies to "Jimmy" for the

figure of speech).

"Chuck" McLean has an-

nounced his retirement from

the ring for this year, because

of studies and -time lost during

his injury in the football sea-

son. Gobart, his successor in

the 165 - pound division is

showing up splendidly in train-

ing, packs a terrific punch in

either hand and can take it.

McComiack, last year's In-

ter-faculty lightheavy boxing

champion is taking his work

seriously this year, and is al-

ready in good shape. In the

Cornell bout Mac should gain

the experience necessary to

make him a "first class figlitin'

Looking into the future, we

see bonis ah&d that will make

the mutiny on the "Bounty"

look like a bridge game In the

Union. *For the wrestling fans

.FcrgicO'Connar. H\
Jack Thomas for the 125-

pound title. O'Connor has

found it impossible to make the

bantamweight limit, and has

been advised not to try.

Pete Lochnan and "Chuck"

Carlyle will renew their feud

of last year when Carlyle was

crowned king. It is rumoured

that Peter will try to finesse the

king.

The boxing fans will also he

served up some high class re-

freshment. In the middle-

weight class, Des Smythe and

MacKrnzic will probably stage

a two-man riot before the win-

ner is decided

And last but not least, it is re-

ported that Jack Irving is con-

sidering a challenge to. the

welterweight class because of

weight difficulties. Jack has

held a reputation as a knocker-

outer for the past two years,

and will look awfully good in

any clnss He "ill have to be

on his best behaviour if he

meets Ranald MacDonald, who

has been showing more aggres-

siveness than ever in work-outs.

Now isn't that a dainty dish

ta set before the Queen's?

Two London eahmen were

glaring at each other. "Aw,

what's the matt;r with you?" de-

manded one.

Nothing's the matter with

me."

You gave me a dirty look,"

persisted the first.

"Well," responded the other,

"now you mention it, you cer-

tainly have a nasty look; but I

didn't give it lo'you."—Mail

Empire.

and)

OALIES FEATURE IN

DEFEAT OF OLYMPICS

(Continued from page 1)

cvcral occasions in this thrilling

final session it appeared as if the

lads in the red and white jerseys

would break their goose-egg, but

they lost many chances when in-

side the locals' blue line, by play-

checkers with the disc with

complicated passing system

that was nice to watch, hut which

failed to produce llic desired re-

suits.

The Olympics were without the

services of "Deac" Deacon, Dave
Neville, Jim Haggarty, "Pud"

Kitchen, Hugh Farquharson and

Dinty Moore, but they used

Cros" Sherwood, a speedy wing

man from Ottawa, and Janscn,

another Ottawa product, who
played only about six minutes,

and both men looked only ordin-

ary.

Kay Milton, pudgy, fast mov-

ing defence stalwart was a stand-

out performer with the touring

icemen, along with Ale* Sinclair,

moo tli skating pivot man. and

Billy Thompson on the right rail

who showed a nice turn of speed

and participated in many hue

passing plays. The best line the

Bearcats tossed out was the Sax

berg-Sinclair-Thompson trio, and

they gave a dazzling display of

puck passing. However, as with

the other visiting front line." the

fast skating first stringers

ouldu't complete their plays, and

yere impotent when it came to

punching the puck home. Ralpt

St. Germainc, the elongated

centre ice star and Herman

Murray went well in spots, but

appeared fatigued from the heavj

schedule of the week.

Handled superbly by Coacl

Senator Powell, the Kingston

Queen's crew had a definite edge

on their more illustrious opp

ents and deserved the win. At

times through penalties they

were hard pressed, but the fact

that they blanked the opposition

speaks volumes for their sound

defensive tactics. The team made

hockey history in Kingston, in be-

ing the first local club to ever

claim a victory over an Olympic

hockey entry. In previous years,

1924 and 1928 to he exact, the

local hockeyists were easily dis-

osed of by the famed Granites

and Varsity Grads. Thus Satur-

day evenings impressive triumph

was indeed a feat of which the

Limestone City boys and Coach

Powell might well be proud.

A bright feature of the game

from the local point of view was

lie sensational work of Bill Gow-

ell and Red Scrutton who shared

the goal tending chore*. Scrutton.

who took his turn between the

pipes in the second session, was

positively brilliant in blocking

well meant attempts of the red

and white snipers. The Redhead

earned a big hand by coming out

uf his cage three or four tunes

to smother close-in drives from

Sinclair, Milton and Thompson.

On one occasion, Sinclair, catch-

ing practically the whole King-

ston team up the iec in a gang^

attack, broke clear and sailed in

lone with Scrutton at his mercy,

but Red dived headlong into the

incoming forward atid came up

with the disc between his pads.

Gowsell worked the first and third

periods and had to be especially

good in the final heat to with-

stand a heavy barrage oi rubber,

hurled his way by the trailing

Olympians.

Three sets of. forward lines al

FF.RGIK O'CONROR

Queen's lightweight wrestling star and
Intercollegiate champ who will at-

tempt to throw Cornell's best at ths
International Assault at Ithaca this

coming Friday.

along with two defensive pairs.

The Gordon-Catlin-Wilson at-

tacking unit was the most prom-

inent line on the ice, due, chiefly,

to the fact that it produced the

only goals ot the contest. The
locals scored in the first period

little over seven minutes of

play when Gordon carried the

puck behind the jnvadcrs' nets,

passed it to Catlin who relayed

it to Wilson, who was parked,

uncovered, right in front •>{ goal-

er Jack Nash, and the right wing

star whipped it in Only 10

-econds of play remained in the,

middle period when Wilson pick-

ed up .i loose puck, stickhandled

beautifully past the Olympic rear-

guard duo to make them look like

cigar store Indians, and parked

the pellet high in the mesh from

about eight feet Out. That end-

ed tin- scoring but both cages had

several narrovV escapes during the

fast closing cnapter.

Along with the Gordon-Catlin-

Wilson line the front rank with

Wing at the pi^ot position, flank-

ed by Patterson and Woodcock

worked well together. They cov-

ered their checki closely, and un-

covered several promising offen-

sive sorties. TheVest of the play-

ers on the big rosier, all looked,

good going both ways and held'

their own with tlWir highly tout-

id opponents throughout the

The teams:

Port Arthur—Goal. Nash; de-

fence. Murray. Friday; centre,

Sinclair: wings. -Thompson. Sax-

berg; subs, Sheivood, St. Ger-

maine, Janscn, MUton;

Queen's—Goal, poWselt, Scrut-

ton; defence. Baniabc, Stollcry;

centre. Wing; wiigs, Patterson,

Woodcock: subs. Ratlin- Wilson,

Bentlcy. Roberts,! I'oupore, Gor-

don. Guy, Munro; Thurlby.

Officials—Joe Smith and Bill

Watts.
Summary

1st Period

Queen's-Wilsun (Gordon.

Catlinl

[eii.iltle.-—Woodcock.

2nd Ptriod

Queens-Wilsjn 19.50

Penalties—Mutray, Gordon,,

Munro.

3rd Ptriod

No Score. \

Pe nal tics—Goidon.

Dear Genevieve,

You're expecting too mi

jtcrnatcd .for 'the local all -stars, the man.—The Minitoban.

.7.32

Shots on goal:

Port Arthur . . ,
-5.

Queen's K-..7,

10—24

3—Ift

Dear Baron:

Do you think I ihould get mar-

ried? I've alwajs wanted to

raise a family, tut the man I

love simply can't leaf children.

I Genevieve.

:h ot



ARTS FORMAL -

"THE DANCE OF THE YEAR"
JAM CAMPBELL - FAVOURS

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17

FOR

THURS. FRI. SAT.

(of this week) ONLY

C. & E. LEWIS

FAMOUS

NORTHAMPTON

ENGLISH SHOES

Reg. $8.50 to $9.50

F0R $6.95

IN SMOOTH OR

GENUINE SCOTCH

GRAIN LEATHERS

BUY NOW AND

SAVE

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST, 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear Si D Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 4?p — Hoipital 2700

Eveainga bij appointment

GLAZO
New

larger

bottle

i.CTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 509 longer.

Easier to ipply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHOBE 230

Cor. Princess ajid Wellington

WE DELIVER

VITAL STATISTICS

NAME—The Arts At Home.

SPONSORS—Arts Society of

Queen's University.

WHEN—Friday. Jan. 17.

WHERE—Grant Hall.

ORCHESTRA—Jan Campbell

and his Washington and Lee

Orchestra.

ORCHESTRA FEATURES —
(ij 14 versatile musicians in-

cluding three male vocalists

and Betty Bowman, "Platinum

Queen of Song." (ii) Smooth,

sweet music with plenty of

swing—the kind of music Col-

lege students go for.

ATMOSPHERE — Decorative,

appealing and soft.

SPECIAL FEATURES—Favors,

attractive, useful and unusual

—

Comfortable chairs for "sitters"

—Food par excellence, served

in a different way.

THE REQUIRED— Five dollars.

VT YOUR SERVICE — Bill

Stephen. Mac Hubbell, Larry

Cromicn. Andy Rodger, John

Sutherland, Bill Neville, Ken
Day, convener, phone 3I78-W.

Coming Events

Today:

3.00p.m.—Arts Vigilance Comm.
Arts Building

Room 201

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Practice

Biology Lecture Room
7. 1 5p.m.—Double-header

Hockey
Harty Arena

7.30p.m.—Dr. Fyfe

'S.C.M. Meeting

Ban Righ Hall

7.45p.m.—Choral Soc. Orchestra

Biology Lecture Room
8.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

8.30p.m.—Winter Concert

Memorial Hall

Wednesday, Jan. IS:

7.00p.m.—Ltvana Meeting
Ban Righ

8.00p.m.—M. L. Davies

Students' Union
Thursday, Jan. 16:

7.30p.m.—Debating Union
Students' Union

8.15p.m.—Senior Hockey
Harty Arena

STOP PRESS

To-night's Junior O. H.A.
game has been postponed to

a later date. The senior game
Brockville vs. Queen's Will

start at 8.15 p.m.

Debating Union

"Resolved that Indoctrination

Threatens Academic Freedom", is

the motion to come before the De-
bating Union at a menting in the
Banquet Hal! at the Students'
Union on Thursday, January 16th,
#t 7.30 p.m,

NOTICE

All Science '37 year fees
must be in on or before Feb.
1, 1936. After that date the
names of those whose fee-
arc not paid will be turned
over to the Science Court.

H. E. Marion,

Treas.

Canadian Students

Confer On Peace

Desmond Smythe. Alex Jeffrey,

William Goldberg and Bert Mar-

cuse were Queen's delegates to the

first All-Canada Student Peace

Congress held in Toronto on Dec-

ember 30th and 31st. Over one

hundred delegates were present

from different parts of Canada.

Quebec was represented by the

strongest delegation, over forty

coming from Montreal alone. These

delegates represented the Universi-

ties of McGill, MacDonald, Bishop's

and the Universite de Montreal who

sent two French delegates as well

as a delegate from the French high

schools of Montreal. Most of the

high schools of the City of Mont-

real were likewise represented. On-

tario was represented by Queen's

and Varsity. Observers from the

University of Manitoba and Dal-

housic were also present.

Organizational problems were the

main task of the conference. The

University of McGill was organized

uto a branch of the Canadian Stu-

dent Peace Movement. The head-

quarters of the movement was like-

wise moved to this University. Con-

siderable impetus was likewise given

to the formation of branches

amongst the other universities and

high schools who have not already

joined the movement.

Attention was also given to the

drawing up of a proposed plan of

action for the coming year as well

as to a Manifesto embodying their

aims and platform.

The success of the Conference

was further heightened by addresses

and discussions given and led by
outstanding members of the faculty

of Toronto University.

The executive of the Student

Peace Movement of Queen's Uni-

versity have announced that a

meeting will be held in the near

future at which reports will be

presented on this Congress and on
the recent Canadian Congress
against War and Fascism. The
election of officers for the coming
year will also take place at this

meeting.

WAR FOR CANADA
HELD UNLIKELY

(Continued from page 1)

monwealth have become closely

ntertwined with relations to the
League. The larger League and
the smaller league have become
mutually interdependent.

It is our interest as men and
women of the modern world, as
citizens of the British Common-
wealth and of the League to think
ihout our part in world affairs

and to accept the large respon-
ihility which has fallen on our

generation.

EXCAVATIONS
ARE DESCRIBED

(Continued from page 1)

The speaker described the Stoa
Basileios where Snerates lounged,
and before which he was tried, a

temple of Apollo, the Council
Chamber of the Five Hundred,
ami the Odeion or music hall.

Concluding. Dr. Thompson
said "We may expect to learn a
good deal about the history of
the city from a study of the build
ings in the market square."

LIBRARY PROCURES
HISTORICAL LETTERS

The Douglas Library is procur-

ing a valuable collection of letters

and papers, including the diary of

William Bell, some of William

Morris's letters and the Charles

Mair papers which throw light on

the history of the Canadian West

from I860 onwards, E. Cockburn

Kvte, university librarian, told the

Journal.

Among oilier things, the library is

also endeavoring to bring up to date

its collection of State Papers.

A Music Room has been estab-

lished in Room 210, in the library

building and is now well equipped,

through the facilities offered by the

Carnegie Grant, with a varied col-

lection of instrumental music

scores, both modem and classical.

This includes music for the piano,

chamber music, strings, miruature

scores of classical composers, and

the more modern classics.

A large number of modern

classics for reading in English 1

»ve been obtained through Carne-

gie, providing from 10 to 12 copies

of each book.

Mr. Kyte will leave this week for

North Bay where he will inspect the

library of A.C. Casselman, whose

collection is one of the best of pri-

vate libraries. The librarian hopes

to make a selection with a view to

completing the data on the War of

1812.

(Hb^EmUtj QlrarofnrSi Mamn9^
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 151

5

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Pncee Reasonable Workmanship Guarantees

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 year*

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

Personal dtyristmas Cards
WITH YOUR OWN YEAR CREST—EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. ORDER
EARLY. PRINTING FOR EVERY PURPOSE. STUDENTS LOOSE

LEAF FILLS, BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
Phone 485 Wellington Street

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

Dr. Fyfe Second

From Queen's To

Get Aberdeen Post

Dr. W. H. Fyfe, principal of

Queen's University, who has been

appointed principal of the Uni-

versity of Aberdeen, is the second

Queen's man to receive that

honor. The first was Rev. Peter

Colin Campbell, who was born in

Argyllshire, Scotland on the 21st

of January, 1810. He received his

early education in France, took
his M.A. at Edinburgh in 1829,

then studied for the Church of

Scotland ministry. He came oui
to Canada and was ordained min-
ister of the Presbyterian Church
n Brockville in 1835. In 1839 he
married Jessie, daughter of Hon-
orable James Wylie, M. L. C. of

Burnside-Ramsay (Almonte).

In 1841, Rev. Mr. Campbell
was made professor of classics at
Queens and his was the first ap-
pointment to the staff of the new-
ly chartered University. In 1845
he returned to Scotland as min-
ister at Capeth, Perthshire. In
1854 he was appointed professor
of Greek at King's College, Ab-
erdeen. In 1855 he was made
principal of King's College, and
n 1860 when King's and Maris-
chal colleges were united to form
the University of Aberdeen,
Campbell was made principal of
the University, and remained in
that capacity until his death on
the 12th of December, 1876.

Principal Campbell's first
cousin, Elizabeth Stewart, mar-
ried ui 1838 one of the earliest
trustees of Queen's, George Mal-
loch, of Brockville, County Judge
for Leeds and Grenvillc. Their
children, grandchildren and great-
grandchildren have attended
Queen's, the dates of their grad-
uation ranging from 1862 to 1935.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

I I AM I « I I \
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHUF
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco. Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Block St.
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TRICOLOR TEAM GRAB

SEASON'S FIRST WIN

AT HARTY ARENA

Strengthened Queen's Club
Skates To Impressive

Win Over Irish

Musicians And Co-Ed Chorines

Rehearsing For 1936 Frolics

Final Count 6-1

BY AU GRATTON

A greatly strengthened Queen's

puck team, re-inforced by three

Kingston players, skated to an im-

pressive 6-1 win over Ottawa Em-

cralds last night at the Harty

Arena in an Ottawa City league

scheduled fixture.

Paying strict attention to hockey

throughout the entire 60 minutes

the Tricolor, for the first time this

season, looked like a club destined

to go places in the Ottawa loop.

The new men performing for tl

first time with the team added speed

id gave balance to the club and

the result was a well earned

triumph.

The second place Emeralds pres-

ented a fast skating outfit that

troubled the locals at times, but it

was decidedly the Tricolor's night.

Art Stollery gave Queen's a lead

they never lost in the first chucker,

when he scored after 3 minutes sf

play on a sizzling drive from the

blue line. Four minutes later the

same player slipped Munro a sweet

pass and the centre ice star flicked

the disc past Becker. Col. Sher-

wood cut the Tricolor lead to one

by Jabbing in Mentzel's rebound off

the back boards but Woodcock got

that one back three minutes before

the session closed.

(Continued on page 8)

Glamorous co-ed chorines are

turning out in targe numbers to the

rehearsals of the Campus Frolics

which began on Monday. Judg-
ing by the appearance of the beauti-

ful dancers selected, the male mem-
bers of the University, students and

faculty alike, are going to gel their

money's worth. The college will

be given a sparkling fare of hit

tunes and snappy dances with a

popular dance orchestra lending

music, pep and rhythm to the show.

Specially imported skits have

been set to music. This new and

humorous presentation of some of

Broadway's funniest skits will thrill

college audiences. "Workie", the

star of last season's Frolics, heads

the bill, with Edmund Berry fea-

tured in several of the numbers.

The judges have almost finished

their selection of the Campus quar-

tet. A special voice test has been

designed by some enterprising and

romantic femmes from Ban Righ

and many applicants have already

passed. They have proved to the

judges and now will prove to you

that their voices have that "some-

thing" which makes the fair sex

listen starry-eyed and the male fans

clap with satisfaction. Such will

be the crooners of the Frolics.

Reserve a ticket now for the

smartest musical show of the year.

COURT TEAM BREAKS

EVEN IN FOUR GAMES

WITH N. Y. COLLEGES

Basketeers Look Better

Than Any Squad
In Years

TENOR AND PIANIST

AREHIGHLY PRAISED

Second Winter Concert Is

Called Success

N. W. DE WITT WILL

LECTURE ON HORACE

Second Extension Address

In Series Monday
At Five

To Be Broadcast

Professor N. W. De Witt, head

of the Classics Department and

Dean of the Faculty of Arts at

Victoria College, Toronlo, will" give

the second in a series of lectures on
"
s<"ne Aspects of the Classical

Tradition" in Convocation Hall on

Monda} afternoon, January 20th,

at .\00 o'clock.

Professor De Witt, who is well*

known for bis humorous style in

shaking, has, as the subject of his

address. "Horace and Western

Culture."

He is the author of "Vergil's

''•iographia I.itteraria," published in

-923j as well as numerous articles

Which have appeared in magazines,

"e was a visiting professor at

' "rndl University and is a mem-
ber of the staff of the American
School in Rome.

(Continued on page 2)

The concert given by Paul de

Marky, pianist, and Alfred
O'Shea, tenor, on Tuesday night

was probably one of the finest

Kingston has heard fur some

time,

Mr. de Markyis a very accom-

plished pianist with a most amaz-

ing technique. His playing

throughout the evening was

brilliant. It is difficult to say

just where Mr, de Marky was at

his best — everything he played

was most ably and skilfully in-

terpreted and very polished, from

the most exquisite tones to the

most intricate and fiery parts.

His interpretations of Chopin's

Sonata in B Minor and Four

Studies and Liszt's La Campanello

were outstanding, Scriabirte's

Nocturne for left hand alone was
particularly well played as were

Heyrnau's Elves Dance and Drigo

de Marky's Valse Blvette.

Mr. O'Shea, though outshone

by de Marky, gave a rather fine

performance. He has a clear

ybice which be uses with great

ease, arid his enunciation is flaw-

less. The outstanding feature

of his singing is the pianis-

simo notes which he gives re-

markably well. Mr. O'Shea ex-

celled himself in the Irish Song's,

Massenet's Le Cr.epuscuie, which

was interpreted in a beautiful and

charming manner, and Stephen

Foster's Recitative. The rest of

tin.- songSj though sweetly sung,

lacked force. Mrs. A. M. Russel

axct unnamed,

Arts Frosh

Arts Freshmen are request-

ed to present themselves at

Grant Hall at 2.00 p.m. this

afternoon to assist the Arts

Formal Committee in the pre-

paration for tonight. Attend-

ance will he taken and those

failing to put in an appearance

will I* prosecuted.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
FOR LEVANA DANCES

Decorations With Nautical

Motif Hinted

A deep air of mystery still sur

rounds the plans for Levana Formal

decorations which arc rapidly near-

ing completion. The convener, lhby

Cameron, however, has hinted of a

nautical motif and a lighting

scheme both novel and romantic

which has been designed by Loui

King who is in charge of the light-

ing arrangements for the Science

At Home.

Both the Common Room and

Dining Room will be used for danc-

ing. Sweet music and a glamorous

background will combine to make

Ban Righ the perfect setting for

the year's most delightful dance

Jack Tclgmann and Kuth Knowl

ton's orchestras will provide the

music for a program which has been

arranged lo include dance favor

itcs of former years as well as cur

rent popular hits.

Tickets, which are $2.00, arc be-

ing sold now ill the Red Room be-

tween lectures and at Ban Righ

after meals and at tea time by

Barbara Bolton and Mary Graham.

The ticket sale will close on Mon-

day. January 21st.

Freshettes and sophomores will

attend the dance on Wednesday.

January 22nd, juniors and seniors

on Friday, January 24th. except in

cases where a girl in her first or

second year is inviting a guest from

out-of-town, or if she can exchange

tickets with a senior. No one may

attend both dances.

Games Fast

Journal Reporters

The reporters' photo for

the Tricolor will be taken

at Marrison's Studio, Prin-

cess St., next Tuesday at

5.15 p.m. All Journal re-

porters, the associate edi-

tors, and literary and theatre

editors arc urged to reserve

this date and turn out on time.

BY JOHNNY EDWARDS

Queen's senior cage/s returned

home yesterday with the best re-

cord for an American tour in years,

having won two games and lost

two. Having beaten the crack

State College in Albany in their

first contest Saturday last, the

Tricolor pulled out a surprising

victory over an all-star Ogdensburg

five Wednesday night by die score

of 34-25. This last win before open-

ing their home schedule here to-

morrow evening gave the gold

haskethallers an even break on

their four game trip, and it looks

as if Queen's student fans will see

one of the best teams the univer-

sity has had in years.

AT ALBANY
Jan. Uth

Queen's senior basketball team

defeated Albany State Teachers'

College in a thrilling, rough game

tonight by 28-27, the one point dif-

ference just about indicating the

close struggle hetween the home

Americans and the visiting Cana-

dians.

The Tricolor, presenting a very

smart appearance in all gold playing

suits, were greeted by a large

crowd of rabid fans who appar-

ently take their basketball seriously

down here. But organized cheering

and comment* from the spectators

failed to unnerve the Queen's team,

and after a shaky start, they settled

down to work their way to a 4

point lead at half-time. Checking

was extremely close and rough, but

accurate shooting by Cunningham

and Sonshine placed the visitors in

command of the first half. Tillcy

and Rooke were playing brilliantly

at their guard positions and it was

mainlv due to this pair that Vlbanj

were unable to find the hoop.

The second half was packed

with thrills as the two teams met

in scrimmages under each basket,

and when Albany caught and

passed the Queen's team by one

point, the croud went wild. Ban-

croft and Welter led r. furious

rally on the Tricolor basket, and

only careful ball-handling by the

(Continued on page 5)

Business Placing

More College

Grads

(The following is the first

pari of an article, describing

the opportunities for college

graduates in "Big Business,"

written for the Journal by_a

Queen's nraduate, A. J. E.

Child, Commerce '31, who is

now Branch House Efficiency

Expert for Canada Packers

Ltd. The article will be con-

cluded in next Tuesday's issue.)

BY ABTHUS J. E. CHILD

The expression, "Big Business*

in this article, is not meant to in

elude the realm of finance or trans-

portation, but covers that o£ the

producing industries. Also, the

graduates discussed are not those

holding degrees in practical science.

Industry today is able to absorb

more and more university gradu

ates. Efficiency in business de

pends entirely on the personnel, and

if university men can supply that

efficencv belter than other recruits

because of their iratning, then bnsi

ness wants university men. But, i

is astonishing how many young

men, armed with university degrees,

arc failing to make the grade in

"Big Business". Why? From

close contact witll this subject for

the last few years, the writer is

confident that he can explain some

of the reasons for diis situation.

Atmosphere Entirely Different

In the first place, very few uni

crsitv students have had any close

contacts with industry before grad-

uating. This is unfortunate, be-

cause the atmosphere of "Big Busi-

ness" is hewildcringly different

from anything that a graduate may

have previously encountered. In-

dustry must, of necessity, move at

the highest possible rate of speed

;

schedules must 1* maintained, the

daily routine cannnt he interrupted.

To-iby's work cannot be put off

(Continued on page 6)

A.M.S. WILL CONFER

WITH FACULTY ON

ATTENDANCE RULE

Two Committees Appointed

From Arts And Science

To See Deans

Report Is Presented

Committees were appointed at

last night's meeting of the A.M.

executive to investigate the at-

tendance situation at Queen's. It

was decided to form two com-

mittees, one for Arts and one for

Science.

Since attendance in the Medical

faculty is controlled by outside

authorities it was considered un-

necessary to appoint a committee

for Medicine. The Science com-

mittee consists of Frank Joy, C.

Bicscnthan and Hill Simmons.

Margaret Davis, .Archie Catup-

hcll and Jack Mark will serve on

the Arts committee.

The executive thought it advis-

able to communicate with the

Deans of the two faculties as to

a suitable time when the commit-

tees could interview their respec-

tive Deans and some members of

each faculty. The purpose of the

interviews will not he to lay down

any definite plan of action but

to discuss with the faculty the

present attendance situation and

see if any possible changes can

he made.

Mr. Simmons, president of the

A. M.S.. presented to the meeting

the result of a questionnaire

which he hud circulated among

delegates lo the recent N.F.C.U.

S. Conference at Queen's. Mis

report showed that compulsory

attendance is in force in practic-

ally all Canadian Colleges.

QUEEN'S DELEGATES

AT U. S.

ARTSMEN ANKLE AMOROUSLY ANON

Revelry' wil1 rc 'Sn in c ' rant

Hall tonight when the music of

Jan Campbell and his famous

Washington and Lee Orchestra

will entertain the dancers at the

Arts At Home. The complete-

ness and smartness of the ar-

rangements assures the guests o(

an evening full of pleasure, cx-

itement, and novel

t

One of the innovations which

the committee has announced

concerns the supper. Supper will

be served ill the Union where

more comfortable accommoda-

tion may be provided. There are

certain advantages in this plan;

the opportunity for a breath of

fresh air and the fact that the

supper room at Grant Hall will

he used for other purpose

Everything points to an enjoy-

able party. The orchestra is ex-

pected in Kingston early this af-

ternoon, with Betty Bowman, the

"Platinum Queen of Song" head-

ing their line-up, and will be rar-

ing to go.

There are a few tickets left

which may he obtained this af-

ternoon at the Union. There will

he no sale of tickets at the door

Anti-War Leagues Met At

Cleveland, January

3, 4 and 5

Alec, Crant presented a re|>ort on

the third Congress of the United

States League Against War and

Fascism held in Cleveland from

lanuary 3-5 at the regular meeting

of the I..S.R.

Two thousand five hundred dele-

gates, representative of organiza-

tions all ovk the country, attended

Representatives were sent from

Anti-Fascist Leagues, educational

organization* and many other clubs.

The congress was the realization of

a great united front of liberal opm-

to the tide of reaction in

ihe United States.

The conference adopted a ten-

point program advocating the pro-

hibition of the manufacture and

transport of war materials and op-

posing all Fascist measures, such as

the use of armed force against the

workers and unemployed and legis-

lative attempts to curb civil rights.

(Continued on page 4)

ARTSFORMAL - JAN CAMPBELL - TO-NIGHT
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EtUtlitbitJ i Si 7

KINGSTON BRANCH—Kim » CUteoc* S
W. H. BELCHER, M.B.ger

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND DERRY

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come id

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.°°
The Bengal

$19.7S

The Polo

$22.50

$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matters, stock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried trnnic

—

— BUT —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We are "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Founiain
Pens, Selection Loose Leaf
Ke Mil—always in stock.

WARD|&

Hamilton (
LIMITED N^STOftEy

4 Nyal Stores 4

POT POURRI
Pot Pourri (rom an Old Eng.
luh Garden and contained in a
fine English China bowl ii an
ideal thing (or any girl's room.

Tnc aroma la delightful intrigu.

ing and lasting.

See them at

Shr
fHrCSallum (gift

395 Prineosi St. Phone 1931

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
AND SOCIAL NEEDS. By Julian

Huxley. London: Watts and Co.

$1.50.

Professor Julian Huxley, one of

England's outstanding scientists,

gives a most interesting and in-

struclive survey of scientific re-

starch in Great Britain in relation

to the social needs of today. Hux-

ley visited government departments.

Universities. Research Stations and

industrial laboratories to secure the

material upon which he bases his

analysis and conclusions.

The author does not claim that

his survey has been in any sense

complete, the scope of the subject

being SO tremendously broad, but

nevertheless he is driven to the con-

clusion that our present structure

of civilization and hope of progress

are based on science. Furthermore,

Huxley is of the opinion that the

lack of appreciation and under-

standing of science among educa-

tional authorities, politicians, iin.ni-

rs and others is a serious feature

n our present situation. He finds

the physico-chemical sciences very

highly developed, the biological

sciences growing, but hardly any

research, in a comparative sense

being undertaken in the psycholo-

gical and social sciences. He con-

ludcs that we need careful plan-

ning in scientific research in order

to prevent unnecessary duplication,

and that research may be directed

nto the fields where it is most

needed.

Specific cases of Huxley's obser-

ations will be of interest. As a

direct result of Mendel's classical

work on heredity, there lias been

Icvcloped by careful crossing a

itrain of wheat combining the char-

acters of hard grain, rich in gluten,

trong straw to help the plant dur-

ng storms, and resistance to rust

liseasc. Research is being pursued

with an aim to develop all kinds of

wheat land in Great Britain. This

problem is obviously linked with

soil-research, a subject which is

being thoroughly studied. A large

amount of research in the important

subjects of the testing and stand-

ardization of materials is being car-

ried out in the building trades and

textile industries. In the latter in-

dustries, original work is being

done on the subjects of shrinking,

moth-attack prevention, clothes-

comfort, bleaching, etc.

The relation of this research to

economic and social conditions is

considered. In the medical sciences

studies in the functions of all the

ductless glands, on diabetes, parrot

disease, cancer, etc., are described

Unfortunately, a large amount of

our knowledge, due to economic and

social conditions, is not finding the

application it should in raising the

level of health of the general

population.

In the subject of communica-

tions, problems of skidding, stream-

lining, road building, town-planning,

television and radio are being

studied. The tremendous sums

spent on war research and some of

the results are noted. Particular

examples of research in the indus-

tries are cited and the application

of these advances in technical meth-

ods to problems of unemployment,

welfare of workers, etc., are con-

sidered. Huxley debates at some

length the value of research in pure

science, as contrasted with that in

applied science and the relation be-

tween the two phases of the subject.

The national and international

aspects of scientific research are

dealt with in an interesting manner.

Only the scope of this volume

has been indicated—the reader will

find himself well repaid for time

spent on Professor Huxley's book.

R. P. Graham.

Campus and Gym
The Badminton team has begun

practising and will play a team
'rom McGill here on Jan. 31st. The
teams will consist of four players,

ach competing in one singles and
one doubles match. In the mean-
time, games will be arranged with

other clubs.

Badminton players not on the

team are asked to keep in practice

for the final interyear tournament
which will begin in a few weeks.

* * *

Lcvana has secured the use of the

pool every Wednesday evening,

7.30-9.30 p.m. There will be a

wimmhig meet in the near future
and those interested should take
idvaniage of every available hour.
Please remember that if one student

found alone in the tank her
swimming rights will be forfeited.

The Swimming Club will meet
Friday 3-4 p.m.

Swimming hours;

Daily 2-3 p.m.

Wednesday evening 7.30-9.30 p.m.
Friday 2-4 p.m.

* * *

The Life Saving examination will

be held in the gymnasium on Mon-
lay, 4 p.m. The Society's charge
for certificate and medal is $1.05.
The badge for a bathing suit is 50c.
extra.

* * •

Levnna Baskelball team will play
K.C.V.I. on Saturday evening at
7.30. before the Senior Men's game.

* * *

Ice-hockey practices will be held
at the Arena Tues., Thurs., and
Fri., 1.1S-2.00 p.m

The Levana Basketball team de-

feated K.C.V.I. 23-20 in the second

game of the season held at the Col-

legiate gym on Wednesday. Play-

ing was fast and the Queen's girls

gained only a narrow margin. A
few days practice has made a big

difference in their performance. As
yet, however, it is difficult to pick
out any individual players.

Teams:

Queen's—Kay Boyd, Bud Yuill,

Georgina Ross, Marg. Carefoot,
Lilah Wilde. Louise Howie, Marg.
Way. Lillian Gardiner, Betty
d'Fsterre.

K.C.V.I. — Thelma Hartman,
Vivian O'Neil, Barbara Rooke,
Mona Guthrie, Betty Corhctt]
Vivian Hartman, Pat. Clarke, Babe
Aldridge, Evelyn Watson.

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

iurance policy as a provision for
the future, or contemplating the
telling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding sixty-
four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
mth our nearest Branch Man-
lger or our Home officeJ

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1669

Miss E. MacCallum
To Discuss Ethiopia

_Elizabcth P. MacCallum. Near

Eastern specialist on the staff of

the World Peace Foundation,

who is making a short lecture

tour in Canada will speak on "The

Ethiopian Conflict" in Convoca-

tion Hal] on Thursday, January

23rd, at 5.00 p.m.

Miss MacCallum, who is a

graduate of Queen's, is the author

of many magazine articles and

one full length book — "The
Nationalist Crusade in Syria.''

Late last summer she was called

to New York by the World Peace

Foundation to do. a special work

on Ethiopia. The product, "Riv-

alries in Ethiopia," was publish-

ed in October.

The lecture is open to the pub
lie without charge.

Eldorado President

To Address Miners

Gilbert LaPine, President of the

Eldorado Gold Mine and Fraser M,

Rcid, M.E.. Consulting Engineer,

will be the guest speakers at the

Banquet and Smoker to be held by

the Mining and Metallurgical So-

ciety on Monday, Jan. 20, at the

No Science '37 Dance

Sc. "37 will not have a Vb
Dance this year. This decision v
reached at the year meeting, ytJ(

day afternoon. J. K. Teal was

pointed the Science representati
Vi

on the Junior Prom Committee,

banquet Hall, Students' Unifj

at 7.00 p.m. Tickets are $l.oo'

n. w. Dewrrr to
SPEAK ON HORACE

( Continued from page 1

)

Professor De Witt's lecture on
Monday marks the celebration at

Queen's of the 2000th anniversary

of Horace's birthday, an occasion

which is being celebrated at univer-

sities ajl over Europe. Professor

De Witt is chairman of the cele-

brations in Canada.

The lecture is open to the public

and will be broadcast over station

CFRC (frequency 1510 kc.)

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

JACKSON - METIV/ERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL 1

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS
MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY — GLOVES
SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST,

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harfy Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box mil

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi

dentta! if the writer so desires.

All letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are written on both

sides of the paper, in which case

they need not reach him at all.

Old College Songs should be revived

Editor Soap Box.

Not long ago I attended a din

ner of one of the various branch-

es of Queen's Alumni scattered

throughout this country. It was
a distinctly enjoyable affair, this

fellowship with graduates of

former years, until it came to the

customary round of songs. Then
I felt very much embarrassed.

Here they were, these Queen's

enthusiasts, singing lustily, joy-

ously, reminiscently, good old

Queen's songs,—and I, a present-

day student in my third year, had

to sit back and take no part. My
repertoire was the chorus and a

hailing first verse of "Oil Thigh."

My ignorance of Queen's songs
is by no means a merely individ-

ual lack; it is a universal neglect

in the student body. Probably

most of us think we have only

one college song. But there is

in the librarian's office a bound
collection of such. Ah! you say,

they are old, 19th Century. Very
well, concoct some new ones

Surely there is qualified musical

talent to write down a new tune,

or sufficient literary genius to

think up some verses which could

be adapted to extant tunes.

But apartr from this, many of

lh<.- older Queen's songs are really

good and have passed from one

generation to the next, I would
cite "Litoria," a bright happy
melody which catches the ear in-

stantly and lends itself to im-

promptu harmonization and "ad

libitum'1

interpretation. Then
again, there is the old favourite

"The Old Ontario Strand" with
its neat verses. Perhaps not so

popular is "Alma Mater, Queen's'

which however, has very satisfy-

Coming Events

Today

:

4.00p.m.—Math, and Physics

Club

Arts Bldg. Room 200
4.15p.m.—Engineering Society

Physics Bldg.

7.00p.m.—Radio Club

Old Arts Bldg.

9.30p.m.—Arts At Home
Grant Hall

Saturday, Jan, 18:

7.30p.m.—Basketball

Lev. vs. K.C.V.I.

Gym
8.30p.m.—Basketball

Ogdensburg vs.

Queen's—Gym
Sunday, Jan. 19:

2.30p.m.—L. S. R.

Y.W.C.A.

Monday, Jan. 20:

5.00p.m.—Prof. N. W. DeWitt
Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society

Banquet Hall

Students' Union
7.00p.m.—Flying Club

Fleming Hall

Room 301

8.00p.m.—S. P. M,
Lecture Room
Old Arts Bldg.

JUST BETWEEN
WE GIRLS
" e »d. writer he»rd about frind
fttM Al Home beini; hclj in the nc»r
°!1id.£—.i7i.! knew »lT the co-edi would

r,i M ],.,,. ,,,, . v .,|, 10 ,
:
„ , ou[

Itiined coimeticiirn [or * word of td-
VICt—Tell the ity they, "to
Preterve their complexioni until the

|ll!L the morning, with.
of it ullppinp.

require! definite indiv/diml treatment by
V,.'^AF1ETH H. ARDENS, HELENA
1-UBINSTEINS *t B81CAKO
TOILETRIES uid we will ulldly
*'vo them freely ot our experience."

S» alrli, to look your bat for the

HOME OF PINE TOILETRIES
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ing, solid harmony, making
rather stately song.

I do not suggest that we should

throw into the discard "Oil

Thigh" as our chief song; rathe

do I stress the need for such

auxiliary songs, songs which are

a delight to sing, which would

give us variety at a football game
songs which we would cherish

long after our college days are

over.

Tn give practical form to "the

above remarks, may I suggest a

couple of ways and means. To
make known these songs

mediately, the Choral Society might

introduce them at one of its con

certs, or better still, the songs

would lend themselves to popular

treatment for presentation at the

Campus Frolic. In order that

successive Years might become

acquainted with Queen's songs,

I suggest that the incoming

Freshmen be taught them as they

are the yells, and that this group

would form the nucleus for sing-

ing them at games.

I hope that this matter will not

be allowed to drop; personally I

should be glad to assist in any

way possible to remedy this rath-

er appalling situation.

ARTS '36.

Mr. Neelands refutes Mr. Cochrane.

Editor of Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

I note with interest that Chas.

C. Cochrane, writing in the Jour-

nal. Jan. 14, has claimed some-

thing of a monopoly on the mat-

ter of denning God.

"The moralist has conceived

God to be the Highest Good,

Love and the Spirit of Fellow-

ship. These three concepts are

particularly unfortunate for

the Christian believer."

Mr. Cochrane bases both his

condemnation of these heresies

and the true faith (his own),

which except a man believe he

cannot be saved, upon Scripture.

While I would not care to defend

the inspiration of the Word, it is

convenient to answer Mr. Coch-

rane from his own authority.

According to 1 John 4:8, God

is Love.
Yours,

W. NEELANDS.

MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE
With

Sylvia Sidney, Mervyn Douglas,

Alan Baxter

You know the plot. You've read

it often in books and in magazines,

you've seen it more often on
the screen, and you've seen Sylvia

Sidney do it before'. She is im-

prisoned again for complicity

crime she knew nothing of, she

escapes, unwittingly she leads her

gangster-lover into a police trap,

but eventually she is forced to dis-

patch him herself. He carried too

many guns.

But although you know the story

you'll like the show. The action is

swift enough that you forget what

is going to happen next.

For once prison life is not pres-

ented as a sentence worse than

death. It is recognized by the pro

ducers to be a none-too-desirable

situation, but we are not forced to

be witnesses to horrible cruelties

and merciless discipline. It is not

because of the tortures she has

suffered that Mary Burns becomes

a fugitive; she only rebels against

the captivity.

Sylvia Sidney, Hollywood dis

covered, looks a little better

prison garments than most people

We wonder whether this fact will

be exploited to the usual extent

will she become confined for good

behind prison bars?

Sylvia Sidney is good as Marj

Bums, the fugitive. We did not

find her voice so thrilling as the

snow-blinded Mervyn Douglas, but

we find her acting and personality

better than his. Perhaps the un-

exciting role in an exciting picture,

which is Douglas's assignment, re-

acts against his appeal, but he is the

weak link in the cast.

Nevertheless, characterization on

the whole is above the average in

"Mary Burns, Fugitive." Alan

Baxter, who now becomes our can-

didate for clever-gangster parts, is

more than a brandisher of guns,

One does not need to stretch an

elastic imagination to the limit

wondering how a small-town nice

girl could fall for him.

You can arrive late—everybody

else seems to—because the extras

are worse than ever. The main

picture rates a B-|— —A.k.

Next Picture : "The Bride Comes

Home", with Claudette Colbert and

Fred MacMurray.

Revival Friday: Joe F. Brown

in "Six-Day Bike Ride."

T I V O L 1

TAILORS 89 YEARS TAILORS 89 YEARS

SCROOGE
and

THE HEADLINE WOMAN
English actors have once more

given us a superlative film. This

picture, in its presentation has

lost none of the original charm

of Dickens' Christmas Carol.

Sir Seymore Hicks as Scrooge

gives a splendid performance. He

has caught admirably the spirit

of the avaricious old miser Who
through a dream on Christmas

eve suffers a change of heart. H
becomes a benevolent and entire

ly delightful old man. The only

flaw in his performance is that

he verges on the ridiculous at

times. Donald Calthrop as his

clerk, Fletcher, seems to have

stepped directly out of the book,

and he and his family give us

many fine pictures of English life

in 1843.

The photography is excellent,

if somewhat weird at times, and

the method used to show the

spirits of the dream is exceeding-

ly clever. The picture is on the

whole very well done and rates

a B++.

The second feature shows

newspapermen at work with the

usual 'atmosphere.'

In the role of a clever reporter

fighting the police, Rodger Pryor

is very entertaining. He leads an

exciting life in which Heather

Angel as the daugher of a news-

paper magnate becomes inextric-

ably involved. Sterling as the

dub policeman is unbelievably

Stupid and only makes us hope

that no such person could belong

to a police force.

The story has a rather weak

plot but is amusing and full of

action. The show is entertaining

and gets B— . —B.M.

THE QUALITY SHOP

TAILORED TO MEASURE

ANNUAL SUIT SALE
$3S.OO

Our Entire Stock of British Woollens to Select From.
Nothing Reserved. Let us make you your next suit

either now or for later delivery if required.

DRESS VESTS DRESS CLOVES
Full Range Dress Accessories

Be Prepared for Full Dresa Occasions

FORMAL CLOTHES
Tuxedo Suits 22.50 to 35.00

Tails 25.00 to 45.00

Everything for Full Dress Occasions

DRESS STUDS DRESS TIES

Mrs. Vlastos To Lecture On
Influence Of Drama

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

Scholarships Offered By

U. Of Missouri

The University of Missouri offers

annually a number of scholarships

and fellowships for properly quali-

fied students who are desirous of

continuing graduate work in vari-

ous phases of agriculture and home

economics, the physical and bio-

logical sciences, education, the

humanities, social sciences, journal-

ism, business and public administra-

tion, fine arts, engineering, etc..

Applications for scholarships and

fellowships for the year 1936-37

must be in the hands of the Univer-

sity not later than March 1, 1936.

\ppointments will be made and an-

lounccd April I, Application blanks

may be secured from the Registrar

of the University of Missouri or

from the Dean of the Graduate

School, University of Missouri.

Columbia, Missouri.

Mrs. Gregory Vlastos will address

the next meeting of the English

Club on Tuesday afternoon in the

Red Room, Arts Building, at 3.30

p.m. Mrs. Vlastos will speak on

developments in the theatre. In

view of the increasingly important

part which the drama plays in

modern life and of the recent

developments in the theatre
the countries of Europe and

America this talk should prove ex-

ceedingly interesting. All who are

interested are invited ar.4 refresh-

ments will be served.

Dr. N. W. DeWitt To Speak
To Classics Club

Dr. N. W, DeWitt will address

the next meeting of the Classics

Club on Monday evening at 8.00

p.m. in the Senate Room, Old Arts

Building. Dr. DeWitt will speak-

on "Philodemus, a Greek Contem-

porary of Horace."

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princeas St.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barben — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 2Sc

70 Princess St. Kingston

(g®S&QI?(DIE^

<^> tl ca ita t

YouTl be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes tip to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

I here Is No Substitute

For QbALIl Y -

That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods*
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to H. j. Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAH00D DRUG CO.
PHONE 519.--. PRINCESS IT.

JU1Y$PEAC0C*
JHOHE 343 • NEXT TOIOBLAWS.

I
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Basketball Prospects Are

The Queen's Senior Basketball Squad

returned from its American tour on Wed-

nesday evening, bringing with it the bright-

est prospects for the coming season. Two
American teams, the Slate College five of

Albany and the Ogdensburg All-Star team,

bowed before the local cagcrs. The other

tWo games were lost by narrow margins.

These triumphs over American teams, al-

though coupled with two defeats, would

seem to pt*>ve that the Queen's Seniors are

in for one of their best years. American

cage teams have always outstripped Can-

adian teams mi the basketball floor arid it

is something to brag about when our own
learn is able to wrest two victories from its

opponents across the line.

- The local team deserves all the more
credit in view of the fact that basketball

at Queen's has never received the attention

it deserves from either the athletic authori-

ties or the student body. Year after year

the team has had to be content with a stu-

dent coach. It has to train under the dir-

ection of one of its Own members and has

to play inspired by its >>vvn enthusiasm,

since it receives little encouragement from

outside sources.

It is years since the local baskcteers

have been able to bring the Intercollegiate

Championship to Queen's. This would
seem t<> be their year. The journal asks

every student to make a special effort to

support the team this year. Not only will

it lend encouragement to the players them-
selves but it will also show the athletic

authorities that the Queen's Basketball
Team is a team worth supporting. With
student co-operation, another senior cham-
pionship should come to Queen's this year.

Tariff Ballyhoo
Since 1900 there has been a rapidly grow-

ing eCAWOnjje nationalism among the nations
of the world. This has resulted in an era
of high tariffs which has undoubtedly re-

tarded the economic growth and prosperity
of mankind.

The main arguments for 'protection' by
means of a duty, which, in reality, is the
imposition of a tax on some or all of the
goods crossing a national boundary, arc
to a large extent fallacious. Similarly, the
.ardent free traders may be openly condemn-
ed for their failure to realize the benefits
and the necessity of a tariff under peculiar
circumstances,

The common cry of the manufacturer
seeking a protective tariff for the products
of his industry is that his foreign competi
tors p;,y lower wages to their employees
than he docs and therefore they have an un-
fuir advantage over him. To the politicians
and Tariff Boards, whose knowledge of
tariff principles has been woefully lacking
m past years, this argument appears to be
very reasonable. If this were so. a country
of high wages, like the United States, would
l>e tillable i,, compete with F.uropean coun-
tries whose level of wages is relatively
lower. American industries would go

bankrupt anil there would be countrywide

unemployment. The misconception upon

which this point is based is that high wages

means high costs of production. However,

this is not the case. The only reason that

the level of wages is higher in the United

States than in France is because the em-

ployees of American factories are more pro-

ductive than the French workmen.

Jf a Frenchman produces 5 shoes a day

for a daily wage of $3. each shoe he produc-

es would cost the employer 60c for wages.

If an American who is paid $5 a day can

turn out 10 shoes a day, it is only costing

the employer 50c a shoe for wages. Thus,

while the American employee receives a

higher wage than the Frenchman he is, in

reality, the 'cheaper' man. As long as the

Japanese continue to be inefficient in the

manufacture of textiles it makes no differ-

ence to the American textile industries what

wages are paid to the Japanese workmen.

Since the American is adapted to the use

of machinery he can produce more articles

in one hour than an European can in the

same period : thus, the unitary cost is lower.

Tariffs, however, have an important ser-

vice to perform. An infant industry which

is just commencing operations may have

large expenses which will bear very heavily

upon it until it is able to increase its pro-

duction to the point of maximum efficiency.

After it has become firmly established, un-

der normal conditions, it will be able to

compete successfully with foreign produc-

ers.

Iron manufactures grew enormously
during the period of high protection in the

United States. To a large extent this was
a direct result of a protection tariff. With-
out it the iron industry would never have
been established on a competitive basis with
the iron industry of England which was
founded many years previous to that of the

United States.

The general principle of any tariff is

to restrict the importation of articles which
domestic producers can only manufacture
at a higher cost. In this regard the com-
munity, as, a whole, suffers in being forced

to sustain an inefficient industry — one
which should discontinue operations. On
the other hand, the economist or politician

who urges the cancellation of all tariffs

should pass into oblivion, where many of

Mr. Roosevelt's Brain Trust have already
gone and where Mr. Aberhart is destined
to go. because of their misunderstanding of
the fundamental economic principles.

The effect of any tariff can only be dis-

cerned by the examination of each particu-
lar case. It is sheer folly to say that the
imposition of all tariffs is a hindrance to
economic growth or that prosperity will be
achieved by raising tariffs against foreign
imports.

Editorial Comment

Boxing is becoming a popular sport on
the campus since the hockey team began
to rival the B.W.F. squad. But it would
be better for the puck-chasers if they stuck
to their own game.

If the male students appear particularly
chummy with the co-eds these days it just
means that the Ban Righ Formats are in
the offing.

Excuse-It-Please

To the accusation that Italian airmen
bombed a Swedish Red Cross unit out of
existence, Mussolini replied that—

(a) The airmen didn't bomb a Red Cross
unit.

(b) If they did bomb such a unit, they
mistook it for a deer.

(c) If the airmen recognized the tents
as belonging to the Red Cross and bombed
them, they were justified because of the
ungentlemanlike behavior of the Ethiopians
m lighting in their bare feet.—Toronto Star

3n Taking Notes
Next week some seven thousand two

hundred and fifty-three students at this in-
stitution of higher learning will be tested
on what they have or have not learned dur-
ing the past three months. Professors will
harangue the students with the usual ad-
vice about having a good sleep the night
before in order to have a clear mind the

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

"No classes will be held in the Faculty ol

Arts on Saturday morning, January 18th.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships arc open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any,

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of 51250 is"

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on
evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

next morning. Students will stay up half

the night studying and will go to school

bleary-eyed to push a pen-shod hand over

a piece of paper which at the end of the

allotted time will be filled with information

of varying degrees of reliability. For most
of the students the flesh will be willing but

the mind will be very weak.

There are four main broad general types

of note-takers within the confines of the

University. The first type is represented

by the student who assiduously and dili-

gently—and foolishly—tries to take down
everything the professor says. He regards

the lecture hour as something-to-be-made-

-the-most-of. He never once removes the

pen from paper; never looks up; never tries

to understand what the lecturer is saying.

As a result he leaves out key words and
he leaves the lecture with writer's cramp,

a complete ignorance of what the lecture

was about, and a misleading set of notes.

Then there is the type of student who
goes into the lecture hall with the best of

intentions, He sincerely and honestly re-

solves at the end of each lecture to attend

more closely next time. But whether be-

cause of the sonorous tone of the lecturer,

or the morning-after feeling, or—well—the

dullness of the topic, — he finds it very-

difficult to keep his mind on the subject.

Thus, if one should ever peruse the result-

ant notes—no one, not even the student
himself, ever does—one would find that the

author has engaged in sporadic bursts of

writing interspersed with sudden lapses.

When the pricking of conscience is suf-

ficient to awaken in the specimen a sense
of duty sufficiently strong to cause him to

write, he writes, But when this is not so
he speedily drifts into a soporific lethargy.

Perhaps it is just as well that the notes are

never read.

The third general type of college note-

taker is that personified in the student who
deliberately and consciously—or so it seems
—counts every tenth word, and writes it

down. He cares not whether what he writ-

es is important or not. In between his jots

of writing he looks about him with disdain

at types numbers one and two. He tries

to ape type number four but his labours

result merely in a meaningless jumble of

incoherent phrases.

Finally, there is the man who listens in-

tently to what is being said, and listens

intently throughout the whole hour. He
knows when the lecturer is saying some-
thing important and writes down only what
will be of permanent and examination value.

His notes an.' in summary and tabulated

form and contain the gist of what was said.

When completed, his notes are readable,

logical, and concise.

Yes. next week some seven thousand
two hundred dnd fifty-three students at the
University of Toronto will he examined for

their knowledge. It will be a time when
notes will he put to the acid test. The
students will then find that they helong
in one of the above four groups. In which
group will you be?—Varsity.

Macintosh Tells Of

Mussolini's Reforms

Dr. W. A. Macintosh, head of

the commerce Department, who

spent the greater part of last year

abroad, spoke informally on some

of his impressions of Europe at a

meeting of the Levana' Society

Wednesday evening.

He devoted the greater part of

his talk to the recent changes in

Italy for which Mussolini is respon-

sible. He is definitely a reformer

and is attempting to change the

Italians from carefree, irresponsible

individuals to a reliable, industrious

group.

Rome has been revived and im-

proved in an attempt to make Italy

conscious of its relation with the

past. The historic ruins have been

given a background of parks, the

government stressing the fact that

the Italian nation is a continuation

of ancient Rome.

One of the greatest achievements

of the Fascist regime is the re-

claiming of the Pontine Marshes.

A symbol of modern Italy, it is a

spectacular project which has been

attempted since the downfall of

ancient Rome.

Dr. Macintosh stated that al-

though there are many excellent

features about Fascist Italy, the

central object seems to be to indoc-

trinate modern youth from the age

of six to twenty-one with prop-

aganda in the hope that rational

thinking will be thwarted. Such a

policy tends to the frustration of

intellectual life and the stagnation

of individual thought. The future

of Italy looks black with men with

such training as leaders.

Helen Young, the Levana dele-

gate to Indianapolis, gave a report

of the S.V.M. Conference.

QUEEN'S DELEGATES
AT U. S. CONFERENCE

(Continued from page 1)

The congress opened with
s

mass meeting of ten thousand
arilj

a challenging statement by

chairman, Dr. Harry T. Ward 0f

Union Theological Seminary, ^ y
Other speakers were Laughto,,

Hughes who expressed the views of

the American negro and General

Smcdley D. Butler.

Caroline Hart of Ohio Stale Uni.

versity, who is facing a two year

penitentiary term for participating

in a student peace demonstration,

made the student delegates feel tl,f

activities of reaction.

Other features of the Congress

were a memorial service for Henri

Barbuse, the famous author of

"Under Fire" and founder of the

World Committee Against War-and

Fascism, and an international

session with speakers from all the

danger spots on the globe. Exiled

men, white, yellow or black, felt a

common purpose in fighting against

the twin dangers of war and

fascism. Among these were Gen-

eral Dr. Fang who spoke on the

Far Eastern Situation and describ-

ed the protest of the Chinese stu-

dents against the pro-Japanese

policy of the government. Exiles

from Germany and Italy told of the

activities of anti-Fascist under-

ground movements in these coun-

tries.

INTRODUCING
The Rendezvous Tea Room

ami

Muriel Graeme
Handicrafts and Fine Woollens

EARL ST. AT WEST
Opening January 15th, Telephone 295

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

STUDENTS

!

At the first sign of Eye
Trouble, Consult

R. ARTHEY, R.O.
Optometrist and Optician

143 PRINCESS ST.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

lenderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

Z80 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Caia

NOXZEMA CREAM
For Chapped Hands

Reg. 25c on sale 15c

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Where the Students Eat and Meet!

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

iHariijalft ©afe
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700
CHECKER TAXI

AVATTS, florist
Ideal Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flower* Anywhere—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

phmiSOO
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES -

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES
v For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S ffiSl
123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB, GRATTON

FISTS AND STICKS FLY HIGH
AS QUEEN'S BOW TO MAGS 8-2

QUEEN'S DROP THIRD IN A ROW

ssa" ssfir^—25 "~fiss
The loss was the third in succession for the college skaters and

Presenting a lineup in which there were no weak spots the power-
squad clLcked off their 8th straight win. and.

team to beat for top honors in

to be played by each club there
Tricolor to get back into the

fill Island Town puck
in doing so, showed that they are the

the Ottawa loop.

As the schedule calls for 20 games
still remains plenty of time for the
race for a play-off berth.

However, the boys will soon have to shake their slump if they hope
lo make the university fans hockey conscious this winter.

PENALTIES COSTLY TO TRICOLOR
In Tuesday's game penalties incurred by the Powellmen at critical

moments ruined any chances the locals might have had of keeping the
score down to respectable proportions.

Both teams helped to maintain the name of the "blood and thunder
league by engaging in several scraps in which few good blows were
struck, but which provided plenty of excitement while they lasted.

Five major and 14 minor penalties were handed out during [he
conflict, and the penalty box was almost continually filled with culprits
who were fenced for not adhering to the rules. And even at that the
officials let the boys away with plenty!

Ill feeling between the two clubs was apparent early in the game,
and despite a close tab kept by the referees on the unorthodox methods
of play, open warfare broke out in the final period.

Perhaps by this time Queen's have learned that games arc not
won in the penalty pew.

The team has had more than its share of penalties in three games
to date, and the sooner the boys make up their minds to stay on the
ice the better for the club's success.

TRICOLOR HOOPMEN IMPRESS
Jack and bis Queen's hoop
i the annual American tour

Congratulations are in order for Ralph
squad for the impressive record hung up c

which was concluded on Wednesday.
The trip gave the local cagcrs some much needed experience, and

besides enabled the boys to perfect the plays which it is hoped they

will use to good effect in the Intercollegiate Big . Four circuit.

Coach Jack believes he is guiding a club that will keep well up in the

race for College honors.

Local fans will have the opportunity of giving the lads the once-

over tomorrow night at the gym when the Ogdensburg Canadaiguas

will be here for an exhibition.

And don't forget to give the locals a big hand for their fine per-

formances in U.S. territory! They deserve one.

Court Team Breaks

Even In Four Games

(Continued from page 1)

gold team stopped the Albany offen-

sive. With one minute to go and

still one point down, the Queen's

forward line caught Albany asleep

on a throw-in from the end zone,

and Doug Rooke dropped an easy

basket to settle the game.

Albany Y.M.C.A.

Jan. 13th

Playing their second game in

three days, Queen's senior basket-

ball team lost a very close struggle

in the Albany Y.M.C.A. to the

Business College here tonight.

With the first string five on the

floor during the first half, the Tri-

color led at half-time by one point,

but despite the loss of four players

from personal fouls, the Business

liiintet staged a steady, pressing

Tally to finish on top by three points.

Queen's also lost two players by the

foui route, Cunningham and Fiulay,

tut a fighting team almost caught

"t lie home squad.

This game was rough and replete

with thrills for the packed gym

nasium which greeted the first Can

adian basketball team to visit

Albany. The snappy gold team was

so popular with both the spectators

and opponents that they were ex-

tended an invitation to return there

next year. The whole Queen's team

played a fine defensive game, but

weakness in foul shooting cost them

the close verdict.

AT UTICA
Jan. 14th

A sharp-shooting Hamilton Col

'ege five defeated the Canadian

Queen's University team here by

the score of 38-22. The visitors

kept pace with the American squad

through most of the first half, but

they wilted under a barrage of good

shooting and an extremely tight de-

fensive system in the second period.

f
The Tricolor were held scoreless in

Brockville Score Mounts
While Queen's Serve

Penalties

Exciting Encounter

Ogdensburg Quin

At Gym Saturday

Followers of basketball will get

a real treat Saturday night when

they see the Ogdensburg Canada-

iguas in action at the Gym. against

Queen's senior team.

Included in the visitors' line-up

are many former college stars such

as Billy Farrand, formerly of Syra-

cuse, and "Hick" Gamache of St.

Mary's who are co-captains of the

team. Then there is Tom McNally,

formerly a captain of Niagara.

The chief scoring threat is usually

flashy little "Oyster" Graveline. In

addition to the*c classy players

mentioned above there are also

[im Nichols, late of St. Lawrence.

Jim Durr of Clarkson Tech and

Ken Simpson of Mercersburg Prep.

This team will undoubtedly be

very hard to stop but with the ex-

perience gained on their American

tour Queen's should put up an ex-

cellent battle.

The game will give a definite in-

dication both to the coach and the

fans of how the team will shape up

in die Intercollegiate title race. The

boys have rapidly improved under

the excellent tutelage of Coach

Ralph Jack and have shown far bet-

ter form than their most rabid sup-

porters ever expected of them. The

players' names are all familiar to

people who followed senior and in-

termediate basketball last year and

among them are "Chuck" Finlay.

Doug. Rooke, Mai Cunningham.

Mai Bews. Lloyd Edwards, Bill

Stephen. Harry Sonshine, Gord

Tillev and Johnny Edwards.

this stanza except for three field

goals- by Lloyd Edwards, all on

^lose-in rebounds off the Hamilton

backboard.

AT OGDENSBURG
Jan. 15th

Starting slowly, on a very large

Ogdensburg court, the Tricolor

came from behind to lead at half-

time by 13-11, and then went on to

fight their way to a decisive win.

The passing improved one hundred

per cent. Queen's were a real team

tonight with good combination and

fine shooting from beyond the foul

line.

The Queen's line-up for the tour

was as follows:

Finlay, Llovd Edwards. Rooke.

Cunningham, Tillcy, Johnny Ed-

wards, Sonshine, Stephen. Bew».

Brockville Magedomas demon-
strated to 1200 wildly excited fans

at the Arena on Tuesday night

just why they are setting the pace
in the Ottawa City Hockey
League by walloping a belliger-

ent Queen's sextet, 8 to 2, and
subjecting the collegians to their

third consecutive defeat.

In blazing this trail of prolific

scoring to extend their winning

streak to eight straight, the Mage-
domas triumphed at the expense

of a Tricolor club almost contin-

ually shorthanded because of pen-

alties. It is questionable which

factor contributed most to the

locals' downfall — their own
bellicose tactics which produced

nothing but a succession of pen

allies, or the fast-skating Mage
domas who took advantage of the

Tricolor's shortage of man power

to put their checkerboard passing

game into action with great re

suits.

Brockville presented an evenly

balanced, smooth-skating aggre

gat inn which displayed some

smart passing plays and a world

of speed. Their starting line of

Lowrey, Nicol and Coleman, was

a treat to watch, time after time

beating the Tricolor to the puck

with speed to spare and pulling

the Tricolor defence out of posi-

tion repeatedly with an accurate

short-passing game. Dexter, Gra-

boski and McMahon also turned

in polished performances, while

Tice in goal was in the limelight

Tricolor Goalie Shines

Without detracting in the least

from any of the Magedomas, the

spotlight of stardom must be

focused on Bill Gowsell, Tricolor

custodian deluxe. Bill no doubt

felt downhearted after Tuesday's

scoring orgy, but he bad no rea-

son to be because he turned in

one of the most amazing displays

seen in the Arena for a long

while, even overshadowing his

performance against the Olym-

pics.

Bill was the backbone of a sub-

merged Tricolor club and if it

hadn't been for his sprawling,

blocking, clutching antics, the

score would have reached box

car proportions. In a display

which had the crowd cheering to

the echo his persevering efforts,

Gowsell thwarted the Magedomas

by either outguessing them or de-

flecting their sizzling shots, all

of them from less than ten feet

out. Bill was bombarded on

close-in shots all night and those

which heat him were labelled un-

stoppable all the way. Munro

and Poupore were the best of the

forwards. Nothing can be said

of any of the other regulars be-

cause what efforts they made

were woefully weak and nullified

by their uncalled for battling.

Rough Tactics Used

The game started at a fast clip

and befcire long slicks were fly-

ing high, knees came into prom-

inent use, and both defences

tossed opposing forwards in

nierry-go-ruund fashion. Queen's

racked up the first counter

through Cowley. Holland assist-

ing, hut this lead was short lived

as McMahon scored thirty sec-

onds later.

At 12.00 Woodcock was bench-

ed for tripping and the Mage-

domas ganged the Tricolor nets

with the odd man advantage. Two
pretty passing bouts ended up

with Nicol and Coleman scoring

a minute apart to give Brockville

a lead which was never threaten-

ed.

Second Stanza Fast

The second period produced

even more spirited play and the

goggle-eyed throng went into a

delirium as players went sprawl-

ing on the ice from bruising

checks, as play went from end to

end with lightning rapidity, and

as both goalies pulled off miracul

ous stops.

With Munro off for talking

hack to an official, McMahon and

GrabosklG broke away with the

former scoring from close in at

the middle of the period.

The Tricolor came back with a

persistent drive and after a lot

of erratic shooting, Patterson

finally golfed home a passout

from Stollery to cut the visitors'

margin to 4-2.

Dynamite in the Air

The tempo of the battle was

increasing each minute and as the

score mounted the locals started

playing the man more than the

puck. The germ became con-

tagious and the Magedomas re-

taliated in similar style so that

by the start of the third period

the air was super-charged with

dynamite.

The final chukker started with

the spectators urging the Powell-

men to cither get some goals or

get the puck carrier. Trailing

+-2. the locals opened a smashing

offensive and carried the play to

the visitors' goal mouth with a

rugged display of body checking.

Boys Drop Their Sticks

Seven minutes had elapsed

when Patterson and Dexter wen

off for shoving, only to be follow

ed by Wing who tripped Gra

boski. The first flare-up came a

minute later when Stollery and

McMahon tangled at the Tricolor

blue line. Both were jugged with

McMahon receiving a cut fore-

head from the brawl.

This left Brockville with three

men against two. Woodcock and

Munro ragging the puck for al-

most ninety seconds with a great

exhibition o f procrastination.

Then Sherry poked it away from

Woodcock and Fed Graboski a

goal-mouth pass which Jo Jo

rifled home.

Woodcock Penalized

\t 10.00 Woodcock went off

(or dumping Price beside the Tri-

color citadel and from the ensu-

ing face-off Lowrey banged in

goal No . 6. Brockville came

sweeping back on a ganging act.

Coleman denting the draperies on

Lowrey 's pass to extend the lead

7-2. Gowsell didn't have a chance

i any of these siiots.

The McMahon-Stollery bout

was a premonition of what was

to come and the inevitable loosen-

ing of tempers came with four

minutes to play .vhen the bard

feeling between the two clubs

flared into a miniature donny

brook.

Free-For-All Breaks Out

i one of his few sorties near

the Island City net Johnny Wing

clipped Tice in the Magedomas'

goal. Tice became incensed and

made a pass at "Joe Crow." Pat-

terson and Dexter, who had been

bumping each other all night,

were in the vicinity al the time

and eagerly darted into the fray

to swing the battle in their

favour. This was the signal for

a general melee, arms swinging,

slicks swirling, and a pile-up of

players.

(Continued on page 7)

OPENING SPECIAL
MID-WINTER SHOE SALE

Heavily Lined, Fur Trimmed

Overshoes in Black or Brown.

All Sizes — All Heels

$2-79

NaborhooD
166 Princess St. SHOE STORE Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS 'SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made. Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc

WHILE-U-WA1T SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone SOS

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STOI

2Io Students of (Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gilts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Inilpiut

Designing lo Order

dmith Srna. JkiurterB, ffiimitri
-_.V. n ,« l|M PRINCESS ST.PHONE 666

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS »16w TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

!80 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Expresf Office.

•Phone 21 It

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules. Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your DisposaL

TECHNICAL 5SUf»l*LJES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racqtw*.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET

"It Pays to Play Fair"
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Sam Pepys at Queen's

;;

13th. To dine in Union Street

as is my custom, and there I

meet D. C.rb.tt who tells mc that

Mistress M.rn. M.cR.. hath taken

of late to riding and that sh<

hath given a marvellous fine ex

hibition not long since in Prin-

cess Street.

Hth. Lay long, it being but a

sorry day and my chime-clock

being at the clockmakcr's. So up
not at all, betimes, but this is a

small matter for I am not re-

quired before eleven of the clock

to wait upon my Lords of the

Facultic. Yet 1 am resolved in

future to make better use of these

morning hours. So in better

content for my good resolve, and
continue so all the day. To dine

in Union Street, where I hear of

P. B.wl.-Ev.ns that he was late-

ly seen by the maids of the "Hen-
Coop 1

' about midnight very high

up a street-pole. And they tell

e that he was playing most
.merry at swinging back and forth

Ihe street lamp, the' while crying
out "Yipee!" Methinks the watch
will yet apprehend the said

gentleman and he will do penance
for his many riotous acts. So
home and at my stint all the day
and to bed. yet not so soon as I

could wish, seeing that I must
wait upon my Lords at eight
o'clock on the morrow which is

a most vile hour.

15th. Up very betimes, being
waked by a chime-clocke that I

have borrowed till my own be
fixed. But being yet only half
awake 1 could not find the scurvy
thing till I ca i| to mind tl]a(

I had hid it in my great coate for
Us monstrous loud ticking, which
I cannot abide. And I am in a
frenzie to get it out and silence
it ere the household be roused
too. So dressed in an ill humour
for being so rudely waked, but
yet wtthal 1 was so truly waked
that I had full leisure to break
my night's fast, and so is my

that I have not myself stirre

much abroad this long while and

so hear but little gossip, and

that my hand hath lost some

thing of its cunning through long

disuse. But this last I' am d

tcrmined to overcome if I may

1 heard also this day that P.

B.wl.-Ev.ns had with him

the pole that I writ of yesterday

great armchair which the Lord

knows where he got it, nor to

what end neither. But they do

say it hung there some few daj

to the great wonderment of the

1
' 1 by. Lordl Lord I 1 d

fear this clerk will come to a bad

finish at the last.

16th. To the office where J

find a note telling me of one

F M.ll.nd how he hath been

privily wed this past summer to

maid of Hamilton. And his

comrades, discovering the truth

make it, and him too, the occasion

for mightie great mirth, and how
they would have me write of it

But 1 am grieved that they do
give me no better details.

good nature restored.

This morning my Lord T.r.l of
the Facuttie. and whose opinion
I do Valuc

, teUs rae h do^
my screening not near so good
this year as it hath been afore-
t>mcs, which I ant [othe to hear
Yet J do fear there is some truth
in it and so set

»c reason,, which
thinking of

is I believe

One whose name I am pledged

to conceal brings me word of

Messrs. C.rb.tt and M..die how
they have been sadly slighted and
turned misogynist, uttering many
harsh things against the name of

Romance. Which I do think

strange thing in that I do call to

mind that I but lately heard D
C.rb.tt (who goeth also by the

pseudonym of "Teantoast") pro-

posing a gigolo's clubbe to sup-

plant that splendid, but I do now
fear decadent, institute of Lib-
rarie Lovers. The same person
tells me also of one of our maids
who hath late been so overcome
by sleep in the midst of great
revelrie that a chime-clocke plac
ed upon her brow doth not wake
her. Which seemeth in itself

strange enough, but yet I doubt
there is some reason that she
should sleep so sound which my
informant doth withold. Lord!
lord! these half-told tales do
plague me sorely.

"What job is likely to suit a
youth whose only asset is the abil-

ity to run a hundred yards in ten
seconds?" demands a business man.

Bee-keeping.

—Moucton Transcript.

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
THE MOST COLOSSAL. STUPENDOUS,
TREMENDOUS FLOOR SHOW EVER

Sflrfork <Mp
Starting Monday, January 20th—9 till 1

THE GREATNiLSON COMPANY
(Formerly with Singling Bros. Circus)

Three shows every night - Each one different

FREE Every
lady will recdv,it a 1936 Horoscope—FREE

DANCE TO THE MERRY MUSIC OF
KUTH KNOWLTON and His Orchestra

Borrow, beg or steal the small admission fee
(ONE BUCK A COUPLE)

The biggest dolly's worth yOU
-
vc ever had

MUSIC — DANCING — FUN _ Pi„« »u ™ Plus a grea, floor ahow|

Phone 1150 for reservations—NOW

!

Business Placing

More Grads

(Continued from page 1)

until to-morrow.

Any university man who contem-

plates going into industry should

do everything possible to get into

ndustry during the holidays. It is

true that this is no easy thing to

do, but ii is a sad fact that many

do not make the attempt.

Must Start at Bottom

PERTINENT
TO PEACE
CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN S

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

ARMAMENT
MANUFACTURERS

The average young man emerges

from university with a healthy idea

of his own importance. He has

probably become an executive of

some undergraduate organization

by the time he reaches his final year

or has been prominent in athletics

The fact that he holds a degree

seems to him to be worthy of spe-

cial note. However, when he starts

to work for a large corporation, he

periences a distinct let-down. He
finds that be must start at the bot-

tom, with no preferences, and must
ork side by side with young fel-

lows of much less education, who
seem at first to be doing the work
much better than he can.

Many a university graduate feels

that industry should give him pre-

ferential treatment, should not ex-

pect him to work himself up from
the bottom. He does not stop to real-

that men holding responsible

positions must be thoroughly

familiar with every step of the

operations for which they are

responsible, and that familiarity

comes only from actual ex-

perience. It is axiomatic that pro

motion will come only to those who
clearly demonstrate their superior-

ity. Therefore, the university

graduate must start from scratch

along with the young fellows who
hold only matriculation certificates,

or less.

The university man has the

advantage of his superior educa
ion, and his ability will be judge*

the way he makes use of it to

increase the efficiency with which
he does his job. Industry is not
primarily interested in qualifica-

tions, but in results achieved

Summer (Employment

To revert again to summer em-
ployment, nothing could be of
more benefit than to work as an
rdinary labourer. (This has been
necessity for some, of course.)

Students should get out and dig
ditches, assemble automobile parts,

rive trucks. They should learn to

ow the men whose living depends
their hands. When the univcr-
man graduates, he must work

with these men, and eventually he
hopes to command them. s When he
steps into industry without this
kind of experience, he will find it

difficult at first to adjust himself,
especially as, after graduation, he

working to earn his living, and
cannot look forward to going back

school in the autumn.

Work the Chief Interest

Too many failures of university
men result because they are not
prepared to work as hard as indus-

demands. All ranks now con-
form to a 48-hour week, bul those
J« hours must be the best that it is
humanly possible to give.

Industry cannot afford to buy in-
efficient machines, neither can it

afford to pay for inefficient labour.
Students usually fix their daily
schedules, (outside of lectures), to
suit their own convenience. In busi-
ness, each man must conform to
schedule, and that schedule is gear-
ed to the most efficient man in each
department.

(To be continued)

Disarmament was prescribed

one of the chief duties of th

League of Nations. Yet in no work

has there been such a dismal

failure! Why is this?

Disarmament and naval confer

ences have come and gone with lit

tie permanent success. It should

be noted that about a fortnight be

fore the opening of many of these

conferences the value of the mun
tion firms' stocks showed a decided

increase. This implies that certain

men behind the scenes knew that

the cards were laid for the confer

ence to fail. In the intrigue goin

on before and during these confer

ences few people take as great an

interest as the munition makers

ho do not desire peace which
would destroy their profits.

Deplored Absence of War
Several years- before the war

three members of the Laurier Cab
inet were lavishly entertained by

Vickers, Limited, in London. Their

host bitterly commented on the Bri

tish premier's attitude toward dis

armament. "Business is-- bad," he

said. "How could it be otherwi

with a man like Campbell-Banner

man in office? Why we haven't had

a war for seven years." He dedar
ed that the government were

hopeless lot, the Empire was going

to the dogs as there had been no war
for several years and there was not

even a small one in prospect.

Austrian Munitions to Serbia

Before the Great War the owner
of a French paper, which was the

spearhead in the campaign for in

creased armies and armaments to

meet the German menace, was
shown to be Krupp, the chief Ger
man armament producers.

The Great War was preceded b\

a seven year tariff war between
Austria and- Serbia. The Austriai

government and press openly ac

knowledged that the tariff war could

not end until Austria regained by
treaty her former position from
France as the supplier of munitions
to Serbia.

German War Material from
France

In 1933 a member of the French
Chamber of Deputies charged that

the Great War could have been end
ed in 1915 by the bombardment of

the Briery Valley factories which
furnished the material for German
guns. An order, apparently to safe-

guard private interests, was given
to the French military chiefs pre-
venting this. Moreover, during the
war French traders supplied the

Germans with raw material. In

order to conceal this they hindered
investigations, but these accusations
have never been refuted.

During the Great War Zaharoff,
super-salesman in armaments, was
the confident of Lloyd George.
When the advisability of peace ne-
gotiations in 1917 was discussed.
Zaharoff decided in favour of the
continuation of war, "since a lame
peace would result in quarrels be-
tween the Entente Allies." He was
paid in cash for his services by
both sides!

The American Munition Senate
Investigation Committee disclosed
that money had been paid by muni-
tion makers to ministers of the
Gospel to justify increases in mili-
tary expenditures from their
pulpits.

Effect of Successive Conference

The 1922-23 Washington Naval

Treaty almost bankrupted the two

principal British armament firms

Vickers and Armstrong. These

however, merged into Vickers

Armstrong, Limited in 1927. This

incident shows the ill effect that

even a slightly successful confer-

ence can have on the munition in-

dustry.

These are only a few instances of

their activities which have come to

light. They control banks and
newspapers in many countries, force

governments to make vital decisions

in their favour, wage tariff wars,

divide the territory of the world to

be exploited by each firm, cause

ars in which the armaments of

each nation are made by the same
i, which sometimes is situated

in one of the belligerent nations.

L. S. R. Plans A Week-En
d

School On Current TopiCs

arc being completed f0r
a

week-end school on modern

lems to be held on Saturd
l>n,l,

ami
Sunday. January 25 and 26th und*.

the auspices of the local League
f0r

Social Reconstruction. Under
t),c

able direction of Mr. Herbert Nor
man. a graduate of the University

of Toronto and Cambridge,
arid

ocal leadership, the School promise,

to be of exceptional value to ay

students who desire to gain

keener insight into some of the

burning issues of the day.

When asked by the Joum,i| ^
garding this event, Alex J. Grant

president of the local group

promised to make a statement next

eek as to the purpose and detailed

program of the School.

ROUND TRIP RAIL TRAVEL
From KINGSTON

BARGAIN

JAN. 24 and 25

Chicago10 75

JANUARY 25
TO

Port Huron $6.85
Flint - - - $8.20
Durand - - $8.55

Itctda. Rrt

CAN ADIAN
NATIONAL

Limits, Trainlnformatlon from Agent: ASK FOR HANDBILL.

CANADIAN
PACIFIC...

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Every

Description

Dane*

Programmes

Conjtitutions 117 Brock St.

Phone 1510

PHONE g£Q
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham St.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

S3 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenseu Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S2?

Stone's Mnwvr Sijnp
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas 2R?staurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE
356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING
Call and Deliver

REPAIRING

Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO
We Deliver

R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

NONE

PHONE 821
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BED SITTING ROOM
Warm— AH Conveniences

368
Albert St. Phone 3719-W

MILLARD'S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
AJ1 kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

VVe also make shoes to order

554 Princess St Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street i Phone 23S9
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Ufa Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 7Sc up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

BY R. C. L.

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
Now
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

t-RAY GAB
Evenings by Appointment

HI Princess St Phone 1859

WATCH YOUR STEP
We think it is our duty and it seems to us quite clear.

To help you form a New Year's resolution.

With disease, chaos, corruption rife, we've just begun to fear.

That you will suffer also from pollution.

Our advice to you is plain and we hope you won't be mad,

As we wish to guard you safely from all ill.

Of course we don't suggest that perhaps we have to pad,

Because it is our job this spate to fill.

We hope that you'll be moderate in everything you do.

That is the first commandment for good health.

Don't drink, smoke, or eat too much and Nature will not sue

Your noble body's storehouse for its wealth.

Perhaps it's well you ought to know the price you'll have to pay,

As regards the items mentioned in verse three.

If you drink it in excess they'll be putting you away

With tears and pansies prematurely.

And if you stoke your furnace high with sugars rich and sweet;

You're only chalking up another sin.

Diabetes will sneak up behind and knock you off your feet

—

And [hen you'll pay the price of insulin.

And suppose your looks are bad; your fate will be quite worse,

If you try to hide behind a screen of smoke.

Get a mask or you'll be trading in tobacco for a hearse

And they'll sink you to the level of the soak.

There are bugs, insects, and wormy things and all that kind of stul

Upon whose ravages we could go far,

But now we feel you comprehend the problem well enough

P.S., in crossing, watch the motor car.

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St Kingston

'Phone 256

Or.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Or. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

•59 Wellington St. 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1S77

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Fists Fly As Queen s

Bow To Mags 8 to 2

(Continued from page 6)

Despite the scuffle's bone-crush-

ing impression, little damage was

done as most of the players were

trying to separate the original

combatants. Dexter. Patterson

and Wing were thumbed to the

cooler and until the end of the

game comparative peace was re-

stored.

As a friendly parting gesture

Nicol lit the red lantern at 17.45

with a bullet shot to the upper

corner, Price being given an

assist.

Line-ups:

Broekvilie—Tice. Price. Sherry,

Nicol, Coleman. Lowrey; Subs,

Dexter, Graboski, Kennedy, Mc-

Mahon, McDonald, Ryan, Sheri-

dan, Murray.

Queen's — Gowsell. Barnahe,

Stollery, Wing. Patterson, Wood

cock, Munro, Poupore, Guy

Murphy, Cowley, Holland, Davis,

McCorkindale.

First Period

1 Queen's—Cowlev (Holland)

8.30

2 Broekvilie—McMahon ?.O0

3 Broekvilie—Nicol (Coleman

Dexter) I-*-50

4 Broekvilie—Coleman (Price,

Lowrey) 14.00

Penalties—Woodcock (2), Me

Mahon, Wing.

Second Period

5 Broekvilie—McMahon (Gra

boski) 10.00

6 Oueen'.--— Patterson (Stollery)

15.05

Penalties—Sherry (2). Munro,

McMahon.

Frank Joy Is Permanent
President Science '36

F. W. Joy was elected pres

dent of the Permanent Exccut

of Science '36 at the Year Meet

ing held on Wednesday after

noon. Others officers include:

Hon. Pres.—Prof. D. L. Ellis

Vice-Pres.—C. G. Biesenthal

Secretary—R. H-, Hay
Treasurer—J. B. Clement

Statistician—N. W. Byrne

Representatives of Sections'

W. D. Cameron, O. Chaput, J

H. Smith. W. N. Simmons, J. B

Anderson. I., R. Thomas, A. A
Hesketh, R. B. Gibson, T. W
Gilbert.

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

This is the story of the chauffeur

who ran over himself.

James, the chauffeur, told little

Herbie to run over to the store and

get him some cigarettes. Little

Herbie refused and told James to

run over himself.

So the chauffeur ran over him-

self.

Third Period

7 Broekvilie—Grabosky (Sherry)

9.00

8 Broekvilie—Lowrey 10.10

9 Broekvilie—Coleman

(Lowrey) ^.i0

10 Broekvilie—Nicol (Price)

17.40

Penalties—Dexter (2). Patterson

(2). Wing (2). Stollery, Mc-

Mahon. Woodcock, Kennedy.

Nicol.

Shots Stopped

Tice 8-5-10—23

Gowsell 14-9-22-45

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

The manager's job has final-

ly lighted on the shoulders of

Jack Corlctle. after Ewen's

brief stay at the helm. We
wish the new boss a very suc-

cessful season.

Coach Bews could not be

located at the time of going to

press to obtain his line-up of

wrestlers. It is rumoured

that he will take with him some

men who were on last year's

championship team

Jack Jarvis, boxing impres-

sario, has named the follow-

ing team, with only one alter-

nate yet to be selected. Bell,

Smallkin, Irving. MacDonald,

Smythe or MacKenric, Gobart,

MacCormack and Grimshaw.

Ranald MacDonald, welter-

weight contender, deserves

honorary mention for his sterl-

ing work-outs of late. Mac-

Donald will be remembered by

the oldtimers for his gallant

stand here five years ago

against the redoubtable Merve

Peever who was then going

great guns.

The Tricolor fans will have

an opportunity to have most of

their questions answered in the

forthcoming engagement with

Cornell. While most of the

wrestlers are "known quanti-

ties", it remains to be seen how

the freshmen in the boxihg

circles will make out.

Grimshaw will battle at

heavyweight for the Queen's

aggregation and if faithful

training means a thing, he

should have no trouble in dis-

posing of his opponent with

ease. MacCormack looms up

as a mighty good man, and a

hard hitter. He is right now

in A-l condition and should get

the nod. Gobart is probably

one of the best prospects to be

seen in these parts for some

years (as we modestly said

last issue). Bell, who will be

seen in the pee-wce class has a

trick or three up his sleeve.

He is ambidexterous (this word

has no place in a sports col-

umn, hut it's true). What-

ever happens, we can count on

it that the boys will carry the

good wishes of their admiring

public, and will put up a

courageous and well fought

Assault.

If Senator Powell has any

promising young men in his

squad we would he very glad

to hear of them.

Radio Club
The Queen's Radio Club will

meet in the Old Arts Building to-

night at 7.00. Mr. Stewart will

a talk on elementary a.c.

theory.

Newman Club

TYPING DONE
Special attention given to student's

—Notes typed, Prices right. Single

space 8c page ; double 5c page.

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 3720

The Newman Club of Queen's

will hold the first Communion

Breakfast of this term on Sunday,

fan. 19th, at nine o'clock. The

service will be he'd in St. James

Chapel, and the breakfast at the Roy

York Cafe. There will be a guest

speaker and all are urged to turn

out.

L.S.R. Meeting

The League for Social Recon-

struction will meet on Sunday, Jan.

19th. at 2.30 p.m.. in the Y.W.C.A.

Two members will give short state-

ments on the Ttalo-Ethiopfan Crisis

and discussion will follow. Import-

ant business will be taken up and

for this purpose a full membership

turn-out is requested

K
Hundreds and Hundreds of the Well-

Known Sanforized Arrow Brand

Shirts in This Great Sale

All have been taken from our rccnlar well selected stock. Collar

attached style or neckband and 2 collars to match style. Most-

Lj cottar attached. Shirt* have the famous Wlltleat Arosei

eoltara. Fine Imported materials. Including broadcloths, ma-

dniuo, oxford cloUu and chamtaraja.

Iletrular ;
- '"> and C-JO

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE PRICE

$1.59^ or 2°$3.00

» Urre variety of the famous Stetson Shirts, collar attacfteo

and separate collar. A wide selection ot new pattens, stripe:

and neat checks. Also white broadcloth,

Shirts Sold Rcrulartj at S1.50 and in. n.-r

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE PRICE

95c each

The famous TweddeU Sanfortied White Shirts. Collar attach-

ed and separate collar.

Regular tJ-00

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE PRICE

S1.59 each or 2 for $3.00

Hundreds of TIES
A smart selection of beau-

tiful neckwear. M.ni
lures, poplins, 9 a t i n

-tripos nnil checks — in

II the witnled colors.

Ties you wilt he proud

io wear - right up to the

minute.

GROUP 1

—

Regular 55c

43C eaoh

2 for 75c
GROUP 2—

Regular SI .00

59c each

3 [ot $1.45
Never In the history of

Kingston have ties of this

fine quality beeo sold at

such low price*.

Other Items

At Sale Prices
Arrow pyjamas, wool

socks, sweaters, gloves,

mufflers, and all acces-

sories.

See Our Window Display

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 Princess St. Ptione 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg.
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$5.00
TRICOLOR OFFERS $5.00 FOR
BEST COLLEGE LIFE PICTURE $5.00

FOR

THURS. FRI. SAT.

(of this week) ONLY

C. & E. LEWIS

FAMOUS

NORTHAMPTON

ENGLISH SHOES

Reg. $8.50 to $9.50

F0R $6.95

IN SMOOTH OR

GENUINE SCOTCH

GRAIN LEATHERS

BUY NOW AND

SAVE

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST, 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Dr. J. H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

Z64 Bagoi Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hoipiul 2700

Evening! by appointment

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cot. Princest and Wellington

WE DELIVER

All Plans Completec

For Science Forma

Mai Hallet And His Band
From Boston To

Play

Dance In Gym

The Science 'Formal committee

has announced that all plans have

finally lieen concluded for the an

nua! At Hnme to be held in the

gymnasium on February 7th. In

making arrangements the tradi

tions of this occasion have been

kept in mind and every effort lias

been made to make the dance

better in all respects than those

which have gone before.

Supper and favours have been

arefully attended to, and decor-

tions in the true Science Formal

manner will be featured, an en-

tirely novel setting having been

designed which the committee

hopes will overshadow even the

elaborate scenes of previous

Science dances.

The committee has been ex-

ircmely fortunate in obtaining

through the National Broadcast-

ing Company Artist's Service, the

music of Mai llallett and his

regular orchestra. Hallett's is a

Boston orchestra which has, for

many years, played in all parts

of the United States. He has

made movies, records and broad-

casts and having enjoyed tremen-

ious popularity for so many-

years, his list of important en-

gagements is extensive.

It should only be necessary to

mention Castle Farm in Cincin-
nati and a lengthy stay at the
famous Cocoanut Grove of the

\mbassador Hotel in Hollywood
:o show that Hallett stands at

the top for music, entertainment
mil personality. All undergrad-
uates who have summered in At-
lantic City or near Ol'd Orchard
will he familiar with his music
for Hallet and his organization
has been featured for many sea-
ans at both famous resorts.

As is usual Science students
will have every opportunity to
obtain tickets before the sale
thrown open to undergraduates
of other faculties, as it will be
limited to them until the 27th of
this month. However, the com-
mittee urges their co-operation
"> buying tickets as soon as pos-

The reserved list is alrcadv

LOW PRICE ASSURED

BYSTUDENT SUPPORT

Successful Sales Campaign
Of Tricolor Editors

Closes Tomorrow

Contest Ends Feb. 20

iblc

lengthy so uther students desir-
nckets would be advised to

ose no time in giving their nam-
- to Walt Lewis, the convener

(pllOno 17J1-W). or any other
member of the committee: Louis
Kmg. Nev Spence. Don Colliers,

Biesenthal, Lcs Emery, Cles
Kubin^on, Jerry Thompson, Taf
Byrne, Bruce Clement or .Marg-

in Fleming.

FEDORA MISSING
Tht

taken

owner of the brown fedora
by me in mistake last Fri-

day noon, Arts Building, may ob-
tain same by phoning T. Andre,
Phone 1651-W, 324 Johnson St

Math Club

- G. Macphcrson will address
the Math and Physics Club on Fri-
day, January 17, „n "The Applica-
nt! of Mathematics to Business
anil Lcnnomics."

Students of mathematics, espe-
cially, arc urged to attend.

\ntiouncement that the Tricolor

sales cam|«ign has been highly suc-

essful and that the price will be

definitely three dollars was made

yesterday by the editors. With such

ndications of student support edi-

torial work on the book is proceed-

ing apace in order to have it in the

students' hands as soon as possible.

The competition for the best

photograph illustrating some phase

of campus life is still open and will

remain open until February 20. By

present appearances it is likely that

the judges will have difficulty in

selecting the winner of the five dol

ar prize There will be plenty of

opportunities between now and the

closing date, however, for students

With an eye for humorous and

ypical events and a camera hand}

to snap some of their pals in deeds

and poses that ought to be pre

served for posterity by appearing

in the Tricolor Entries should be

left at the Post Office, addressed to

the Editor of the Tricolor,

There are still a few groups who
ave not yet tumed in their pic-

tures. These, as well as certain de-

nquent individuals who are in the

same boat, are urged to contact a

photographer at once so that they

II not be disappointed by the

failure of their picture to appear in

the book.

\ few of the students who signed

the list on the various noticeboards

during the past months have neglec-

ted to hand in their one dollar de-

posit. This should be left at the

Post Office or given to a member
of the Tricolor staff at once.

Undergraduates are reminded that

Saturday, January 18th, is posi-

tively the final date on which they
can order a eppy. Orders, which
must be accompanied by a one dol-

lar deposit may be placed at the

Post Office or with a member of
the Tricolor staff which includes:

Bob Davis, Dill Craig, Ruth Fish-

leigh, Neville Spence, Lindsay Watt,
Bill Neville and Sandy Seeber.

Engineering Society

"PeTe" King will address a gen-
eral meeting of the Engineering
Society in the Physics Building on
Friday, January 17th, at 4.15 p.m.
The subject of Mr. King's talk is

"Boat Building.'1

Flying Club Dinner To Be
Held Jan. 29

The Flying Club dinner will be
held at the Badminton Club on
Wednesday. January 29lh. George
Ross, secretary of the Canadian
Flying Clubs Association, will be
the guest speaker. Club members
will be admitted for $1.00 and
tickets must be purchased before
Monday, January 27th.

Squadron Leader Waile wilt give
the second lecture of his scries next
Monday, January 20th, at 7
in Room 301, Fleming Hall.

p.m.,

Prof.: " T have went'. Is lhat
sentence wrom;?"

Frosh: "Yes, sir."

Prof: "Why is it wrong?"
Frosh

:
"Because you ain't went

yd."—The Bnjnswickan.

TRICOLOR REQUIRES

GROUP PHOTOS NOW
Certain campus executives and

teams have not yet sent in their

pictures to the Tricolor. Som
of these require individual photos

while others are group picture

If you arc a member of any of

these executives we urge you to

act at once in order that your

picture will appear in the Tri

color. These pictures positive!)

must be in by February 1st. Tht

following is a list of the delin-

quents: Journal Reporters; A-B.

of C. Executive; Arts '36 Perm
anent Executive ; Arts Concur

sus; Levana Council; Science '36

Permanent Executive ; H i g I

Court of Science Hall ; Meds '36

Permanent Executive ; Aescul-

apian Society Court
;
Theological

Executive ; Intermediate and
Junior rugby, basketball and

hockey; B.W.F. team; Tennis

team ; Interfaculty rugby cham-

p i o n s ; Women's basketball

;

Drama Guild Executive; Debat-

ing Union ; Women's' Debating

Society; I.R.C; S.C.M.; L.S.R.;

Music Club ; Chemical Club

;

Natural History Club
;

Mining

and Metallurgical Club
; Biolog-

ical Club; Newman Club; all

Year Executives. The following

composed of individual pictures:

A-M.S. Executive; Tricolor Staff;

Journal Staff; Arts Society; Le-

vana Society
; Engineering So-

ciety; Aesculapian Society; Com-
merce Club.

OJhelEmtig (Erarofnrii Momn IHfn},
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 151s

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 yan

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco*
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

Xhe Jackson Press
173- 175 -177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

S.PM Will Meet In

Old Arts Building

The Student Peace Movement of

Queen's University is holding its

hrst meeting of this term Monday
at 8 p.m. in the lecture room of the

Old Arls' Building.

The meeting will feature reports

from Don Toppin and William

Goldberg. The former will report

on the Congress of The Canadian

League Against War and Fascism

held in Toronto on December 6th

and 7th when he represented the

S.I'.M. The latter will report on
the Canadian Student Peace Move-
ment Congress held in Toronto on
December 30th and 31st. Both re-

ports will be followed by discussion

from the floor.

Following the reports the election

of a new executive for the coming
year will take place. Queen's stu-

lents arc reminded that the Stu-

dent Peace Movement .is not a
narrow or semi-private organiza-
tion; but that it is their movement
and needs their support and co-

operation in the fullest sense. The
S.P.M. has accomplished a great

deal in the past. In the future,

with increased under-graduate sup-

port it can accomplish a great deal

more.

Senior Puck Squad Earns
Initial Victory At Arena

(Continued from page 1)

Wing made it 4-1 just 15 sec-

onds before the second stanza ended
a passing play with Patterson

and Stollery.

Thurlby rammed home the fifth

local counter in the last period and
Bun Gordon shot the sixth and final

goal of the game at the 17 minute
mark of the same canto. Munro
and Wing drew assists on the plays.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc - PERMANENT WAVES 12-00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 26 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c
We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICE
Phone 3180

SNAPPY
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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NEW EXECUTIVE IS

ELECTED BY S. P. M.

To Make Group A Clearing

House For Student
Opinion

Minute's Silence

Last night's meeting of the S.

P.M. was opened with the ob-

servance of a minute's silence in

honor of King George V, not as

an empire builder, but as a man

who earnestly did his best to fur-

ther the cause of peace in the

world.

Following this Don Toppin

gave his report on the proceed-

ings of the Second National Con-

gress against War and Fascism

held in Toronto. As a result of

this meeting Mr. Toppin felt that

he was able to inform the S.P.M.

at Queen's that their efforts were

not in vain and that the S.P.M.

is trying to build in Canada a

centre for all peace and freedom

loving people.

Mr. Goldberg, the delegate to

tlie National Student Peace Con

[efence held in Toronto, also gave

his report, giving the following as

tlie resolutions reached: "We re

solve to support all governments

tliat support the League of Na
Nuns to secure peace. We re-

solve tu work to organize the

Canadian. Student Bodies in the

struggle for peace, freedom and

culture."

Don Toppin was elected presi-

dent with a supporting executive

of Bee Walsh, G. Chernoff, H.

V, Barker, Wni. Goldberg and

S, Tissenbaum.

The new president stated that

lie would, endeavor to make the

S.P.M. a clearing place for stu-

dent opinion, and to show that it

is not a breeding place for com-
munists.

The retiring executive felt that

had it carried out last year's pro-

gram there would have been a

great many more members of the

S.P.M. at Queen's. They felt that

Queen's students should he made
more conscious of the S.P.M.

Empire Mourns King's Death

Death Occurred Late Last
Night At Sandringham

House

HIS LATE MAJE5TV KING GEORGE V

whose death, at 6.55 p.m. last night,

has thrown the Empire into mourn-
ing. His Majesty's death followed a

long and severe illness due to a car-

diac weakness.

ENGLISH CLUB WILL
HEAR MRS. VLASTOS

At the next meeting of the

English Club Mrs. Vlastos will talk

on "Developments in the Theatre."

Last year Mrs. Vlastos' production

of "Peace on Earth" created much

interest in the newer drama.

There have recently been many

significant developments in the

theatre; and the theatre in Russia

under the Soviet regime shows

many interesting experiments and

new trends which have permeated a

large pan of the modern American

drama. Mrs. Vlastos' address is

sure to be of the greatest interest.

The meeting will be held in the

Red Room on Tuesday afternoon at

.1.30 p.m. Refreshments will be

served.

King's Jubilee Year

His late Majesty George V.

died at Sandringham House at

6.55 p.m. (E. S.T.) yesterday

in his seventy-first year. In

this, the year of his jubilee cele-

bration the affection of his

people has been particularly

manifest and the nation mourns
deeply the death of this best-

loved of monarchs.

The official bulletin of his

death reads as follows: "Death

came to the King at 11.55 p.m.

in the presence of his wife,

Queen Mary, the Prince of

Wales, the Duke of York, the

Princess Royal, and the Duke

and Duchess of Kent."

The late King is succeeded

by his eldest son Edward

Albert who assumes the title

of King Edward VIII and is

survived by his widow, four

sons and one daughter.

George V. was born on June

3. 1865. the second son of

Edward VII. On the death of

his elder brother in 1862 he was

placed in direct line of acces-

sion to the throne. The late

king married Princess Mary of

Tek in 1894. He succeeded to

the throne of England on his

father's death on May 6, 1910.

OVER 200 RESERVE

TICKETS TO FORMAL

Tickets To Science Dance

Held For Engineers

Until Jan. 27

Committee Pleased

Science students have only one

niore week to get their tickets for

the Science Formal before the sale

is opened to those on the reserve list.

The reserved tickets will go on sale

"ii Monday, January 27, at 4.00

I>.m.

"Since there are over 200 names

nn the ^reserve list, those Science

indents' desiring tickets should im-

mediately get in touch with one of

"'e members of the committee,"

said Walt Lewis, the convener.

Members of the committee in-

clude Walt Lewis (convener)

,

ll ntce Clement, Louis King. Mars-
ton Fleming. Neville Spence, C.

B'Menthal, Cles. Robinson, Jerry
ri,ompson , Don Carruthers, Frank
Jov.

FAMOUS CAPTAIN TO

BE COMMEMORATED

Plan To Erect Memorial To

Late Guy
Curtis

Visited Here 1928

The grave of the late Guy Curtis

famed in song and story as th

greatest of Queen's athletes, lies un

marked at Delta, Ont. A move is

now on foot to have a proper mem

orial erected, and old friends of the

noted hockey and football player are

contributing to the cause.

In Oct., 1928, Curtis returned to

Kingston after an absence of many

vears to witness the Queen's rugby

team defeat its old rival the Univer-

sity of Toronto. On that occasion

!ie was recognized in the grandstand

and with the band playing the stu-

dents carried him around the field

while thousands cheered. It was a

splendid tribute to the hero and one

that pleased him immensely.

Captain Curtis was content to

live quietlv and simply in the little

town of Delta where he was born

in spite of the glory and renown he

had won in sports circles while at

Queen's. -

Queen's folk everywhere Will

learn with pleasure that the friends

Of the famous 'captain" are to erect

a fitting memorial.

MISS E. MAC CALLUM

TO DISCUSS ETHIOPIA

Official Of World Peace
Foundation Here

Thursday

BASKETBALL TEAM IMPRESSIVE

DEFEATING OGDENSBURG FIVE

Formals Cancelled

Because of the death of

His Majesty George V. the

Levana Formal Dances will

be cancelled.

Margaret Davis,

Pres. of Levna Society.

Speaks On Rivalries

Miss Elizabeth P. MacCallum,

Near-Eastern specialist on the

staff of the World Peace Founda-

tion and for six years in the same

capacity in the Foreign Policy

Association in New York, will

speak on "Rivalries in Ethiopia."

in Convocation Hall on Thurs-

day, January 23rd, at 5.00 p.m.

Miss MacCallum left her work

with the Foreign Policy Associa-

tion some time ago to return to

her home near Toronto. Late

last summer she was called to

New York by the World Peace

Foundation to do a special work

on Ethiopia. The product "Rival-

ries in Ethiopia" was published

in October,

Miss MacCallum was born in

Turkey, and lived there till she

was fourteen. She then came to

Canada and after finishing secon-

dary school in Kingston she at-

tended Queen's University, and

in 1921 went to Columbia Uni-

versity to do postgraduate work

in economics and politics. In

1925 she was called to the staff

of the Foreign Association and

because of her early Turkish af-

filiations was appointed to do re-

search work on Near Eastern

problems.

During this time she wrote a

number of monographs including

"American Oil Interests in Meso-

potamia", "American MissioTiary

and Philanthropic Enterprises in

Turkey'*, "Egyptian Nationalism

and British Imperial Interests",

as well as many articles for

magazines and newspapers. Miss

MacCallum is also the author of

full length book—"The Na-

tionalist Crusade in Syria
"

The Lecture is open to the

public without charge.

Journal Reporters

The reporters' photo for

the Tricolor will be taken

at Morrison's Studio, Prin-

cess St., today, at 5.15 p.m.

All Journal reporters, the

associate editors, and liter-

ary and theatre editors arc

urged to reserve this date

and turn out on time.

Toronto Classics Head Gives

Second Of Extension Lectures

Speaking

era Culture"

bimilleuial

poet's birth,

m "Horace and West-

in connection with the

celebrations of tlie

Professor N. W. De

Witt, head of the Classics Depart-

ment and Dean of the Faculty of

Arts at Victoria College, delivered

the second in a series of Monday

afternoon lectures yesterday. The

general topic of these lectures is of

the Classical Tradition."

Professor De Witt is chairman of

a committee in charge of the hi-

millenia! celebrations in Canada. In

explaining this year's observance of

Horace's anniversary Dr. De Witt

admitted that the frequent calendar

changes since the great poet's time

have made it impossible to ascertain

exactly the correctness of calcula-

tions in this connection.

Addressing a certain Dellius,

Horace was quoted as saying "You

are going to die no matter whether

you have a good time in this life or

not, so remember to keep a bal-

anced mind in adversity." This text

TICKETS TO FROLICS

GO ON SALE TO-DAY

Revue Will Run For Three

Nights, February

4, 5 and 6

illustrates the fundamental qualities

in Horace's philosophy. Dr. Dc

Witt said.

It was in the poet's code of

ethics, the speaker said, to work lo-

rd helping ordinary people to a

greater degree of happiness, He

appealed to men to adopt a phil-

osophical view of life.

It was part of his philosophy also

tp correct people in their funda-

mental faults by endeavoring with-

out malice to point out faults in the

characters of others that they might

set about bettering themselves. He

recognized that 'no one fs born

without faults."

The great Roman poet sought

to correct the ductrine of false

opinions. - Many people believed

in things that were false and

lived by them. Love of money,

public office and fame were

characterized as the chief roots

of evil according to Horace. He

condemns competitive ambitions

(Continued on page 8)

Owing to the insistent demand

for tickets for the popular college

revue, the Campus Frolics, the

ticket sale will open on Wednesday,

February 22. AH tickets will be

fifty cents and can be secured at

the University Post Office. Every

seat in Convocation Hall is reserved.

A rollicking good time is in store

for all on those three nights, Feb-

ruary 4, 5 and f> when the Drama-

tic Guild will present the Campus

Frolics of 1936. The rhythm of

Kuth Knowlton's orchestra, the

peppy dancing and singing of the

pretty chorines will set your feet

tapping. Marjorie Morton, who

originated and directed" the dance

numbers in last season's frolics is

again in charge of the dances.

I'nder the skilful direction of

Lome Greene, the comedy skits arc

quickly taking shape. The latest of

Broadway comedy hits, filled with

song and laughter, and starring such

favorites as 'Workie', Anne Mac

donnell and Ed Berry will top off

three evenings of hilarious enter

tainment.

The clever musical skit "Vtt

Sitting High on the Hilltop" y

only one of many numbers whicl

will delight you. Take a tip, re-

serve your ticket now for the

Campus Frolics and ensure ynursctf

a good time. They'll be standing

in line for scats for this superla

tivc revue so make your reserva

tions carlv.

Tricolor Shooting Gives

Then Early Lead
Never Headed

Never In Danger

Before a large audience on Sat-

urday night Queen's Senior Basket-

ball team opened its home schedule

by impressively defeating an ex-

erienced Ogdensburg team 41-2S.

Fresh from a successful tour of

the American colleges, Queen's

clearly demonstrated a scoring

power with which the visiting

Canandaiguas were unable to cope.

From the opening whistle, the

Tricolor were never in danger,

:hiefly because the gold squad cap-

talized on ever)' opportunity for set

shots by sinking goals from the

floor. Actually the first four throws

for the basket went for eight points,

and from then on, Queen's support-

ers were treated to a marvelous ex-

hibition of shooting.

Defensive strength was demon-

strated as tlie Ogdensburg team,

always good from beyond the foul

line, were never allowed to shoot

on balance; hence half time found

Queen's leading by 28-10,

The second half was not nearly

as gnod a brand of ball as the first

had been. Heavy scrimmages un-

der the two baskets delighted the

crowd and enahled the visitors to

score consistently from the free

throw line. Gamache, left forward

for the Americans, was the spear-

head of his team's attack, while

Lamacchia gave a fine display at

his guard position.

Coach lack was pleased with his

team's fine ballhandling and pass-

ing, and is confident that tlie open-

ing intercollegiate game against

Western here next Saturday will

find the Tricolor fit and ready to go.

(Continued on page 5)

CORNELL TURN BACK

TRICOLORJNVADERS

Irving And MacDonald Win
Only Queen's

Decisions

QUEEN'S PRINCIPAL

SITS FOR PORTRAIT

Mrs. Lilias Torrance New-

ton, well-known Montreal ar-

tist, is at present engaged on

a portrait of Dr. Fyfe, prin-

cipal of Queen's.

It is the custom at Queen's

for each principal, upon relin-

quishing his post, to leave be-

hind him a portrait of himself.

Since Dr. Fyfe expects to he

leaving Queen's at the end of

March, he began last week to

sit for his portrait.

Mrs. Newton Dime to King-

ston a week ago Saturday. She

expects to return every week-

end until the portrait is com-

pleted.

Zvonkin Gets Draw

Handicapped severely by rules

to which they were not accus-

iomed, the Tricolor Assault team

went down to defeat at the hands

m' a more experienced squad from

Cornell University at Ithaca,

U Y on Friday night The meet

was not without its bright spots

from a ^Queen's stand-point, al-

though they returned with only

two winners and two draw de-

cisions.

* Jack Irving, Intercollegiate

lightweight ' boxing champion,

added another to his lung string

uf K.O. victories when be stopped

Goell i» 58 seconds. Ranny Mac-

Donald triumphed over his op-

ponent by a close decision in

three rounds. Smolkin. at 125

pounds earned a draw with

Tausig of Cornell. Abe Zvonkin

(Continued on page 5)
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STUDENTS
. . . your accovat

will be welcome »t

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EittMiibtd 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—Klni ft CUrtne* St*.

W. R. BKLCHER, Uuiib

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

If A Choice

OVERCOAT
means anything to you
We invite you to come in

for a look at

OUR NEW
ASCOT O'COATS
All our Overcoats are beau-

tifully designed and elegant-

ly tailored. Every man can

find an Overcoat here that

will seem to have been

made especially for him.

The Bongard

$15.°°
The Bengal

$19.75

The Polo

$25.°°

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love mailers, sloclc markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT—
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We are "on the spot"

366 day* in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
Tens. Selection Loose Leaf
Relil Is—always in stock.

WARD1& Slyy.

HAMILTON (sewicE
LIMITED ^RMSra«J

4 Nyal Stores 4

ALABASTER

LAMPS
with cream or ivory monVscloth
shades arc the latest thing in

lamps for a girl'i room. Styled

in new temi-vertical form they

re among the "creations" of

the ' L. ,:...!,.

©be
USrCEaUimt (Sift

39S Princeia St. Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTEO Bv EDMUND DERRY

RUDYARD KIPLING

It was with the deepest regret

that W« heard of the death of Mr.

Rudyard Kipling, whose name was

familiar to us for so long that we

might call him a British institution.

eternal with the Empire which

he celebrated in his poems and

novels. During the thirty and more

years since he first came into prom-

nence as the Empire-poet in the

dark days of the Boer War he had

maintained a suddenly-made repu-

tation throughout a period in which

many bright lights rose and fell in

the" literary world.

Mr. Kipling fir^t came into the

public eye with the publication of

Barrack-Room Ballads and Oilier

Verses in the early nineties and his

popularity steadily grew. Born and

brought up in India, his earliest

verses dealt with the rank and file

of the men in the Anglo'- Indian

army. Some critics of poetry are

inclined to sneer at these verses

(and indeed they were, in many

ways, far from perfect) yet they

embodied a feeling which was to be

perceived by everyone, high and

low alike—the spirit of courage,

faithfulness and humour which

went to make up the British soldier.

The secret of his remarkable

popularity is not hard to under-

stand—he captured simple feelings,

ommon to all men and portrayed

them realistically. The poetic genius

was, in Mr. Kipling, well-mixed

with everyday sensibility and this it

was which gave him the power to

invest simple things and simple ac-

tions with poetic significance.

In the field of the popular novel

he succeeded equally well and his

portrayal of military life in India,

of sea life on the Atlantic created

new standard. He appealed to

hildren in the "Just-So" Stories, the

Jungle Books and Puck of Pook's

Hill. All youth has enjoyed Stalkey

and Co. his school story, and Kim

his greatest and best novel of life in

India. His prose is vivid and

readable; it shows a richness in

choice of words, an appreciation of

emphasis and rhythm. "To read his

sentences," Mr. Hugh Walpole has

said, "will always be for anyone

who loves literature, a marvellous

experience," We cannot agree with

the critics who condemn every-

thing which is popular with the

man in Ihe street. To attain such

a popularity requires an artistry and

an insight into human character and

feeling which belong to genius

alone; and such genius Mr. Kipling

had.

As he had been in the Boer War,

so in the Great War his work was

the embodiment of the British sol-

dier's courage and the figures he

portrayed in poems and stories were

the epitome of the characters of

thousands of men, and created a

patriotic confidence and cheerful-

ness which exerted no small influ-

ence in the trenches and at home.

As the Birthday and New Year

Honors have come out each year

many have wondered that Mr.

Kipling's name did not appear. It

was indeed strange; but he has

always had an honored place in

many hearts, a place which may

mean, more than decorations.

Mr. Kipling's idea on Imperial-

ism may seem old-fashioned today,

when so many newer and, it is :

asserted, superior, allegiances are

claiming the attention of mankind. I

Nevertheless, in days like these)

when many disruptive forces are

at work in the world, the feeling of
j

unity and kinship which Mr. Kip-

ling found in the British Empire are I

not wholly to be condemned.

Coming Events

Today

:

3.30p.m.—English Club

Red Room

8.00p.m.—Newman Club

Old Arts Bldg.

—Goodridge Roberts

Douglas Library
(

Room 111

—S. C. M.
Dean Matheson

Ban Righ Hall

Wednesday, Jan. 22:

4.30p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Red Room
5.00p.m.—S. V. M.

Old Arts Bldg:

8.30p.m.—Levana At Home
Ban Righ Hall

Thursday, Jan. 23:

5.00p.m.—Elizabeth MacCallum

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Choral Practice

Biology Lect. Room
Old Arts Bldg.

7.30p,m.—Orchestra Practice

Old Arts Bldg.

—Music Club

50 Clergy St.

8.15p.m.—R.C.A.F. vs. Queen's

Hockey
Harty Arena

After giving three farewell per-

formances, the French actress de-

cided to return to the stage.

Much adieu about nothing.

—Acadia Athenaeum

Mary had a little lamb—and
all the nurses fainted.

Dean Matheson To Speak At
Ban Righ Tonight

Dean Matheson will speak on the

"Problems of Choosing a Voca-

tion", this evening at 8 o'clock in

the Common Room at Ban Righ

Hall. This lecture will be given

under the auspices of the S.C.M.

He will discuss the qualities

essential to success in any vocation

and the kinds of vocations open to

the) youth of today. Those people

who desire a vocation are, neces-

sarily, of several types. The

speaker will distinguish between

these types and give some general

advice on the question of choosing

a vocation.

Engineering Society Hears
Talk On Boats

Pete King discussed some of the

problems of building and designing

a general knock-about sail boat be-

fore the Engineering Society, Fri-

day afternoon in Ontario Hall. His

talk centered on problems he had

encountered in building his own 18

foot "knock-about" boat.

Wait Till He Grows Vj.

When W. S. Cary, of Scail

Wash., was born his fathe

<to overjoyed that he had
h„

christened with the surname

all the captains in Indiana's
c ; f

war troops. His full nanit

Oscar William Free Omtis p,

Allen John Don Pedro All Ponlj]

Mell Tare Gustafson Tittle Tutu

Step Carl Cary.—Indiana Da jj!

Student.

Italian Blues

A danca

A data

Perchanca

Out lata;

A classa

A quizza

No passa

No passa

Alasa

!

Taking the sex by and large,

it comes in two types : the

womanly woman and the oat

who looks well in shorts—Detroit

News.

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES -AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

Campus and Gym
The Levana Basketball Team de-

feated ICC.V.I. 35-11 in its third

game of the season on Saturday

ening. Teamwork showed mark-

improvement since the last game
and the plays were faster and surer.

Lilah Wilde and Georgie Ross were
outstanding, and they were splen-

didly supported by the rest of the

team.

* » *

Swimming hours are as follows:

Daily 2-3 p.m.

Friday 2-4 p.m.

Wednesday 7.30-9.30 p.m.

• * *

The Badminton Team will play a

tournament this evening. It will be
"mpuM.-rl of tin- following players:

Margery Morton, Eileen Workman.
Alison Mitchell, Eileen Graham.
Members of the team arc reminded
that they must turn out for prac-

ice several times a week.

« * •

Hockey practices will be held
Tuesday and Friday 1.15-2.00 p.m.
The hour on Tuesday will be de-

rated to skating.

'

In a house in Forest Hill Village
dwells a cat named Twinkic, , v

years of age—a daughter somewhat
older, and a maid very considerably
older. Recently the maid called at
lention to the fact that Twinkie was
beginning to show his age. "One
eye is turning red and the other
green," she remarked. "Oh," said
the daughter, "port and starboard
lights, eh! He's getting to be quite
a nautical cat." "Oh, no," said the
maid, "he's not naughty so long
you let him out regularly."

Levana Debaters

The Debating Society will hold

a meeting on Thursday evening at

7 p.m. in Ban Righ. Members will

decide about a debate with the men's

Society and with St. Lawrence Uni-

versity. This meeting is important

and all are asked to attend.

Film Society Fee

The Film Society decided at a re-

cent general meeting to sell mem-
berships for the rest of the year at

half |irice A student desiring one

may obtain it at the door or from
any memlicr of the committee for

fifty cents.

Ideal Wife Must Cook

College men won't marry girls

who drink or smoke.

A majority of men students in-

terviewed on the campus yester-

day admitted that while an occas-

ional drink or cigarette was all

right, the women they marry
must not have these habits. Also
they must be good cooks.

College girls want cave-man
husbands.

In answer to the campus mas-
culine opinion of the ideal wife,
coeds yesterday expressed their
ideas on the husband situation.

—Washington.

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

JB6 Princcw St Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hcmlork Dairy

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. 6. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Exchange Plan Is

Approved By Heads

Several Canadian university heads

have
expressed high approval of the

jyechange Scholarship Plan spon-

sored by the National Federation of

Canadian University Students.

president R- C. Wallace of the

University of Alberta thinks the

flan
has worked well. "The im-

portant thing seems to me to be,"

pr Wallace has said "that students

ability be sent out as ambassa-

dors, who will not be so bound

down to their studies, because they

nnd their studies difficult to keep

up with, as to be unable to mingl

in the student life. They ought to

he able to bring back to their unif-

versity- both sides of the university

I

they have visited. . . .1 think we all

agree that the scheme is a states-

manlike one and we ought to re

member to the credit of our Cana

dian undergraduates that they initia

ted it by themselves."

President Murray of the Univer

sity of Saskatchewan, in whose

opinions Principal Wallace of Uni

versity College (Toronto) concurs,

thinks that there are two excellent

reasons for supporting the scheme.

The first reason is educational.

"There is a great tendency for our

students to become too restricted in

their outlook." Dr. Murray said,

"The other reason is a national one.

I forsee great danger of estrange-

ment between East and West in the

years to come, and every movement

ttirit brings the people of the East

and West together is of great nat-

ional value."

An Exchange Scholarship permits

llie holder to study for one year at

a Canadian University other than

his "home" university without pay-

ing tuition fees. Full details may
be obtained from the local N.F.f
U.S. representative, the secretary of

the A.M.S. Exchange Scholarship

candidates need not have first-class

arademic standing. He must be a

reasonably competent student and a

representative one.
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Air Force Pucksters
To Oppose |Tricolor

Coach Senator Powell's battling

Queen's Senior puck artists will

hosts on Thursday evening to

the Royal Air Force team of

Ottawa, when they meet the fast

travelling Capital City six at the

Arena.

The game, at which student

season tickets will be honored,
is slated for 8.15 p.m. and it is

to be hoped that student fans will

turn out in large numbers to sup-

port their team.

The locals dropped a close de-

cision to the Airmen in Ottawa
over a week ago and consequent-

ly will be out on Thursday to

even their season's record with

the visiting team.

Last Saturday the Fliers snap-

ped Brockville's win streak by

hanging a 3-0 shutout on the

classy Magedomas, and in doing

so slipped into the second slot

in the league standing. Queen's

however, think they can cop the

decision over the Ottawans, and

will shoot the works in an at

tempt to get back into the run

ning for a play-off position.

The Tricolor face another

tough schedule this week as they

are again booked for three games.

Tonight they appear in Ottaw

where they clash with Rideaus.

while on Thursday and Satur-

day evenings, the Air Force and

La Salle clubs respectively will

tangle with the Powellmen at the

local ice palace.

CAPITOL
THE BRIDE COMES HOME

With

Claudelte Colbert, Fred McMurray

and Robert Young

To begin with, what bearing the

title has on the picture is beyond

Helen Eakin Winner

Of Tricolor Contest

"Weel, Donald, and hoo did ye

like London ?"

"Mon, it was awful. Al

pound for a bedroom
i dreamt ah was
P-mbankment."

—

. id

an' then

sleepin' on the

Mail and Empire

ROUND

Of almost unbelievable light

ness, this production from begin

ning to end is a series of scenes

noticeably planned for the sole pur

pose of creating comical situations

After a while it begins to pall. The

whole thing lacks any atmosphere

of reality, or naturalness, and if it

were not for those frequent scenes

where the tempers of Claudette

Colbert and Fred MacMurray clash

our advice would be to save your

money and sleep at home. Fur

thermore—but probably enough has

been said, for no doubt there will

be some who will derive great

pleasure from this ultra obvious

comedy.

There are two things to be thank

ful for on the program, however,—

ie colored cartoon "Three Orph

Kittens," which is one of the

cleverest so far, and the best travel

short, if it may be called such, that

we have ever seen, "Wings Over

Mount Everest." This is a master

piece of photography and descrip

tion, and will certainly hold your

interest.

These extras raise the rating to

g —N. MacR

Next Attractions "Ah, Wilder

ness", with Wallace Beery.

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

Helen Eakin. Levana '36, is the

winner of the first prize of $15.00

in the Tricolor sales contest, it

was announced yesterday. Miss

Eakin, who sold 52 subscriptions,

was given a close run for the

award by Sandy Sceber, Am '36.

Mr. ^eeocr, oy selling t6 dooiw,

garners the second prize of ?5.

With the announcement of

these winners students are re-

minded that there is ?5 of Tricolor

prize money still to be won. The

campus life photo contest will re-

main open for another month. This

will give local camera fans plenty

f opportunity to snap the prize-

inning picture.

TRIP RAIL TRAVEL BARGAIN
From KINGSTON

JANUARY 25
TO

Port Huron $6.85
Flint - - - S8.20
Durand - - $8.55

JAN. 24 and 25
to $1fV75

Chicago

RED SALUTE
Wilh

Barbara Stomoyek, Robert- Young

Following the great success of "It

Happened One Night," "Red

Salute" was planned along the same

Jines. Barbara Stanwyck plays the

part of the spoiled young lady who

runs away and gets into a b.t o

trouble. Robert Young, a soldier

becomes involved in a great deal o

difficulty by breaking many rule*

The action is caried along swifti>

and humorously. Robert Young

his usual easy-going self lends a

general rollicking atmosphere to the

picture while Barbara Stanwyck

portrays with a fair amount of con-

viction the part of a girl with an

adolescent flair for communism

The idea of two people who*c

hate changes to love after travelling

together in discomfort for a few

days is still amusing. The humour

,g greatly increased by the presence

of a better than average hen-pecked

husband. B. —J-
J-

Next Attractions Zane Greys

Nevada".

n**., Bttum LimO.. Tr«in Wormolion /rom A*m,,. A3K TOR HANDBTU.

CANADIAN I CAN AD AN
NATIONAL |

PACIFIC,,,

phone g6o
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

Day or Night 25c 2" Sydenham StW. P. Midmer

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite TivoH ThctM)

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

and the music goes
Round and round - -

You pmh a buHon here—mil it comes
n|H ihera—Boy whuto headache thai

one haa btcome—ye! it ii a very »e-

curate deicriplion o< jult win! happen)
when you want, wl.al you want, whtn
you want It By limply lilline the re-

ceiver of ..ii.i telephone^ tranimtitinc
" "it . ia i«mlngly ii)lilIlRcnt

Penonell, it arrive* right there—at

prontol Maybe thin p]cuing aallifac-

""V Dnif Store aervite will come in

handy whin you have a hangover head-

—Boop.boop.

you always shop to
advantage: at

IV -^-.1

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519 PB1NCEJIST-

J|J|*YtXPEAC0^
PHOHI 345- NEXT TOLOBLAWS

Chemist Finds Woman Is

Peculiar Compound

The scope of the subject of

chemistry is really surprising. A

University of Chicago professor

gives the following chemical defini

tion of women

:

Woman: Symbol, WO. (woe to

us), -a member of the human

family.

Occurrence: Can be found wher-

ever man exists.

Physical properties: Boils at

nothing and may freeze at any min-

litfr. Melts when treated properly.

Wry bitter if not used correctly.

Chemical properties: Violent ac-

tion when left alone by man.

Highly explosive and likely to prove

dangerous in inexperienced hands.

—Indiana Daily Student.

Girls Run Paper

\ 1 1 1 c b o r o, V t. — (A.P. —
Wheatoii College girls took over

The Attleboro Sun today and pub-

lished the paper with slories of

[heir own choosing. The "lead

„3 the Condon-Hauptman story.

Other crime news was played down.

\ front-page interview with a local

WisJator brought forth the opin-

ion ,hal bachelors should be sym-

pathized with rather than taxed.

FILM SOCIETY
CAGLIOSTRO-

On Tuesday afternoon and even-

ing of this week at 4.00 p.m. and

8.00 p.m. the Film Society will

ihow the famous picture "Gaglios-

tro" in Convocation Hall. Set in

the eighteenth century, which has

so caught the fancy of the twen-

tieth by its fantastic extravagance,

immoral splendour, and its constant

intrigue, the picture makes full use

of the artistic possibilities of its

background.

GagHostro" actually lived, being

born, or rather baptised, with the

more normal name Guiseppe Bal-

sama. He was notorious for his

impositions in Russia. Paris, the

East and elsewhere. He Lasted the

.nsides of prisons in three different

countries—and probably more—the

Bastille, the Fleet, and finally the

Fortress of San Leone in his native

Italy, where he died. His adven-

tures arc highly interesting, and, as

may be imagined, the picture deals

with bis mon- daring exploits and

makes him out to be more of a

hero than he probably was.

Use Lipstick Enough To

Paint Four Barns

Madison, Wis. — University of

Wisconsin co-cds use enough lip-

stick a year to paint "four good

sized barns."

A reporter for the Daily Card-

ial, student publication, said today

he had found this out by cajoling

co-eds to press their rouge-coated

lips tcTa graph paper.

Then he took the average hp

coverage—S3 square inches—multi-

plied it by 32, the average frequency

of application per week, the total

was multiplied by the number of

weeks in the year.

Result

:

Average annual coverage per co-

ed of 9,68 square feet. This times

2875 (co-eds) gives 27,800 feet.

And that's "enough to cover the

four barns," he calculated.

—Argosy

Frugality Fatal

St Louis (CP)-A frugal rob-

ber was in jail recently because

be couldn't resist the temptation

to save 59 cents.

The man. who held up Miss

Frances Dyer, clerk in a clean-

ing establishment, found in the

cash register a slip showing he

owed the firm that amount. He

grabbed the slip, along with SS.50

cash, and ran.

Miss Dyer checked her hooks

found the name and address, and

police caught up with the erst

hile customer and his debt.—

Mail and Empire.

Uncle John Brings Nudism

To Nether Regions

When Aunt Maggie was dying

he called lean to her side.

"I want ye ta' tak' the back

width oot of ma* buryin' dress and

use it for yerscl," she said. "It'll

mak" ye a gran' cloak."

"Oh, hut Aunt," protested Jean

"1 couldn't do that. Why. when

ye walk oop the stairs o' Heave

w'f Uncle John a' the folks will

stare at yc."

"No, thev won't," retorted Aunt

Maggie. "They'll be lookin' at yer

Uncle John. I buried him wi'out his

kilt."—Manitobian.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Swallowed Whistle

Hamilton. Out. (CP) — The

music went down and around tot

eight-year-old T.ddy Watson.

He sucked in his breath for an

ear-shattering blast on his whistle

and the whistle popped down his

throat. It's still somewhere in

Teddv. going down and around.

Hospital doctcrs told Mm he

ight as well go home as he was

no Immediate danger.—Whigr
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Where the Students Go
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The King Is Dead
At seven o'clock' yesterday evening, as Big

Ben was prejKiring to strike the hour of mid

night in the heart of the Empire, the tolling

of the church hells in Kingston conveyed to

students the news that His Majesty King
George V of Great Britain, Ireland, and the

British Dominions beyond the seas, and
Emperor of India, had passed to rest, sur-

rounded by the members of his family, in his

Country home at Sandringham. Few messages

have been received by the Empire with greater

sorrow and regret, with deeper and more
sincere sympathy than that which told of the

passing of the monarch who has guided the

English peoples through the last twenty-five

troubled and chaotic years.

The latest illness of His Majesty served to

illustrate once again the loyalty, affection, and
devotion of his subjects 10 the man and to the

institution which he represented. It is in times

of stress and anxiety, such as the last few days

have been, that true patriotism shines forth in

its noblest and purest form. The rallying of

subjects to their monarch was not stimulated

by the blast of the trumpet, by the' eloquence

of the |wlitician, or by the lust for power. It

welled from the heart of every subject, stimu-

lated by a feeling of personal devotion to the

man himself, and of abiding love for the prin-
ciple for which bis high office stood.

Ascending to the throne at a time when
European diplomacy was crumbling before the
onslaught of the rule of force, George V was
soon faced with the devastating years of 1914-

18. Through the period of social unrest which
followed the Crcat War he led his peoples to
n new understanding of the role of the modern
monarch, until his serious illness in 1928 drove
him from the helm, Upon his recovery, he
was forced to undergo, in company with his
subjects, the hardships, the deprivations, and
the heartaches of the years of depression.
Now, al his death, the war clouds hang heavy
over Europe.

His shoulders were forever burdened with
heavj and oppressive cares, but under his rule
the Kingship of Britain grew firmer, stronger,
more loved, and more respected than ever in
the past. His late Majesty leaves to his eldest
son an office unique in modern European
government,

King George V possessed the qualities of
dignity, nobility, wisdom, and courage. He
was kingly, but the human touch was not
wanting. Moreover, he represented an institu-
tion whose principles of freedom and justice
have ever been dear to British hearts. His
nobility of character, his wise and generous
undei standing have served to exalt more highly
than ever the rote of gentleman and king

'

But we will leave a fuller appreciation

of Mr. Kipling's literary qualities to our

literary editor. It is sufficient, for our pur-

pose, to note how completely he fitted in

with the age in which lie wrote—an age of

imperialistic fervour and expansion. Much

of his work will probably die with him. but

the characters of Mulvaney, Othcris and

Learoyd, Mahbub Ali the horse-trader, and

Macintosh Jelaluddin, Sherc Khan the

tiger, and Bagheera the black panther will

long be remembered.

In poetry, he swept from the stately

"Recessional" to the awful drivel of "If."

But his verse was the means of giving

many a young boy bis first taste for poetry.

For this, if for no other reason, Kipling

deserves the gratitude of all lovers of

literature.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

Poet Of Empire
The death last week of Rudyard Kipling

took from the stage a man who bad become
tin st a tradtt-jii in the theatre of EcftVcfc
letters, For the last few years be left his
retreat in the South Downs at very rare in-
terval*. His period of literary greatness
came u> an end long ago. Jt is difficult to
reconcile the real Kipling with some of his
later works.

College Trustees

By Bishop Francis J. McConneJl

Of Die Methodist Church, in a Talk at a Meeting
of the Educational Association

The college president has not only to

keep in mind the material conditions upon

which the college income depends, but also

the trustees, who have for the most part

succeeded in getting on with the present

financial order.

Many such trustees have been extraor-

dinarily successful, judging by the conven-

tional standards of success. But for the

most part they are not qualified to pass

judgment upon social problems.

In spite of their success, or because of

their success, they are extraordinarily prone
to get on the wrong side of any issue in-

volving the larger social welfare. — New
York Times,

Ending The War
By Professor Gilbert Murray

In a Letter to The London Times Pointing Out
the Duty of the League of Nations

I see with astonishment a tendency in

some political circles to, deprecate, any
further action by the League to bring the
Ethiopian war to an end on the ground
that Italy is sure to be defeated 'in the long
run and that the Ethiopians, the rains and
the mountains between them may safely he
trusted to do the League's job. This policy
seems to me entirely to miss the point at
issue. The question is not whether Italy
can beat Ethiopia or Ethiopia beat Italy; it

is whether the League can be trusted to
put an end to an aggressive war.

As a practical policy, this plan of letting
the war drag on seems to me about the
worst conceivable. It indicts a maximum
of distress and social danger c-n the Italian
nation and a maximum of prolonged war
and suffering on the Ethiopians. It would
show the League to be a body without
either courage or conscience and betray the
whole principle of collective security.—New
York Times.

Studying Made Easy
Among other things that students will

have to consider during the next few
months is the problem of studying. A few
find it no problem at all. Many find it one
which must be dealt with repeatedly. Since
we arc inclined to consider the opinions of
authorities in every other phase of human
activity, it might be advisable to extend the
tendency into the realm of studying. What
do those who have amassed a great deal ..(

academic learning say about their methods
"f doing it? Here are the opinions of a
few scholars and comments upon them.

Make a habit of studying 0nd refuse to
allow things of minor importance to interfere
wth thai habit. This will do away with the
great effort required in getting down to work.

Plan to do your work hi the easiest possible
way.

When doing work requiring intensive
mental effort, always leave off at a point where

\you are getting along well.

Be fair with yourself- m imposing your
work.

He was a keen observer who said, "it is
little wonder that individuals are unfair with
one another, for they are unfair with them-
selves." It is particularly true of students.

Official Notices

Prise in Chemistry

A prize of $25 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis of

an essay competition. Competitive essays must

be sent not later than February 29th to the

Secretary of the Ottawa Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry. The competition is

strictly limited to undergraduates.

Further information may be obtained from

the Registrar or from the Department of

Chemistry, Queen's University.

The Religious Sphere

BY CHAS, C. COCHRANE

JESUS CHRIST

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

Select the best possible environment for

studying. Scholars doubt the inspirational

value of placing the dear girls' or dear boys'

pictures where they may be gazed at every

time a student's eyes are raised from the

books. Other distractions, to be avoided

if possible, are too numerous to mention.

You may agree or disagree- with these

opinions of successful students. You may
be already following some of the sugges-

tion's or you may think some of them worth
trying. They are submitted here for what

they are worth.—The Varsity.

It is inevitable that most of the

criticism of the Christian religion

should be directed at the claims

made for its Central Figure. This

is particularly true in considera-

tion . of the impossible paradox

presented by His divine, and yet

human nature. It was not, how-

ever, until comparatively recent

times that such criticism became
so severe and seemingly devasta

ting to the Christian faith as to

rob it of its essential message

The first alternative offered,

(and one which is still adhered

to by man) is that Jesus, above

all else, is the Supreme" Teacher.

Undoubtedly this was a little

weak, for it presented no induce-

ment for anyone to follow His^

teaching any more than those of

Confucius. The necessary stim-

ulus was provided by consider-

ing Jesus to be also the Example.

Not only did He teach, but He
was the walking precept of His

own teachings. This still did not

account for the almost fanatical

devotion which was accorded

Him by bis early followers, and

by some in recent centuries.

There ensued an inquiry into the

"personality" of Jesus, from

which sprang one of the most

notably doubtful phrases in con-

temporary theology, "the re-

ligious consciousness of Jesus."

As a result of this investigation

Jesus has been proclaimed a "re-

ligious genius," whatever that

may mean.

It will be observed that ail

these later conceptions of our

Lord place Him in the realm of

human possibility. All seek
j ft

eliminate the divine essence
j (

His nature.

For the Christian, the question

of the divinity of Jesus does nn .

stand or fall upon the results ,,t

scientific investigation. It
njl

long been recognized that
i(,

e

Resurrection isi an impossibility

that the miracles are prepostc
r!

ous, and that the Virgin Birth

constitutes a denial of what W(,

know to be the laws of naturp
But. in God, the impossible be.

comes possible. If these Chris,

tian truths are to be rejected

they must be rejected, not be-

cause they themselves are impog.

sible. but because they 3re

theologically unsound.

It is a fundamental considera-

tion of Christianity, that what
i

important for the believer can

nfver be the subject of scientific

inquiry, but must be revealed.

Note: In reply to Mr. Nee-

land's letter of last issue, the

statement that God is Love,

found in the Gospel according u>

St. John is not to be confused

with the love of which we, as

human beings are capable. We
do not claim a monopoly on the

definition of God, Mr. Neelands;

rather we do claim that an ade-

quate definition of God is beyond

human scope. The readers of

this column must recognize the

difficulty of an exhaustive treat-

ment of any subject in the allot-

ted 200 words.—C.C.C.

S.V.M, Meeting

Dr. J. R. Watts will continue

his discussion on Comparative

Religions at the S.V.M. meeting

on Wednesday at 5.00 p.m. in [lie

Seminar Room, Old Arts BhJg.

Sanptions In Italy's Case
By Andre Tardieu

Former French Premier, in a Letter to Deputy
Paul Reynaud, President of the Centre

Republican Group

Great Britain has so well understood

during the past fifteen years this inefficacy

and danger of unorganized sanctions with-

out an agreed charter and without means
of action that in every part of the world
she has constantly refused to have recourse

to them. In February, 1932, Sir John
Simon, then Secretary for Foreign Affairs,

during the Manchurian troubles declared

that under no pretext would the govern-
ment permit his country to be drawn into

a conflict.

Great Britain has since then changed
her mind, which is this friendly country's

right. But it is also our right to recognize

that this brusque change constitutes an in-

justice to Italy, a danger to peace and* a risk
of failure to the covenant. — New York
Times.

INTRODUCING *

The Rendezvous Tea Room
and

Muriel Graeme
Handicrafts and Fine Woollens

EARL ST. AT WEST
Opening January 15th, Telephone 295

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

NOXZEMA ^CREAM
For Chapped Hands

Reg. 25c on sale 15c

UN1VEBSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Where the Students Eat and Meetl

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccoa

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princesa St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

A Defense of England
By Paul Reynaud

In a Lcllcr to Andre Tardieu, Punning Out That
Fifty Nations Called for Sanctions

You complain about this new evolution
in England. I don't. When the present \

conflict broke out, fifty nations decided who
was the aggressor and that sanctions should
be taken,

You protest. You complain that the ag-
gressor is the victim of injustice. Further-
more, you denounce as a danger this com-
mon action which lo me seems an important
date in the history of humanity.

And so just at this moment, when Great
Britain is doing what we have been asking
her to do during the last fifteen years, you
want to prevent it.

Our hesitant attitude during the past
months has dug a deep ditch between
France and world opinion. — New York
Times,

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph Bowers Anywhere—

Anytime
8u_ Phone 1763—Conservatory J137

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

iftarigolD (Cnfr
346 Princess St. Kingston, Ont

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S 1T
H
<&|

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

PUCK MEN STILL IN SLUMP
Senator iPowell's Senior ice gladiators arc m it.. £ (

, prolonged early season 5lump I to & thfoBLw
Ci(y League shows only one victory in five s)ar , a

l"e UUa* a

*On Saturday night at Ottawa the collct-ians lonkr ii ™ .1,. „i „

g^k^er^? haU,lCd ^\%UtZ
It was apparent on Saturday that the schedule grind which forced

Queen s to play 3 games ,n 5 nights had definite Xi* on he S
play for he Kingston crew at no time during the encounter flashed
anything that approached thoir previous form

nasnea

With only a two day rest the local pucks'ters embark on another
of.?^7«. 8 S" t0meht WhCn they visi

< Ottawa [o cross stickl
.I'll K.10C3US-

,°n a
T^rS^y

1
1"

d ^turday. the AJr Force and La Salle will appear
31 lht

,
Ar W° l

"i

Cal "l,lnP«s would help considerably to boost
Queen* chance* of making the play-off grade in the Ottawa circuit:

NEW PLAYERS HELP THE TRICOLOR
In acquiring the services of three Kingston hockeyists, namely. Tip

Roberts, Tommy Thmlby and Bunny Gordon, the Tricolor board of
strategy made a wise move to bolster the team's playing strength

The above players showed class last Thursday and were prominent
in the local win over the Emeralds. v

With more work together the three new men should give the
club added power as all are experienced campaigners and know all
the hockey answers.

TRICOLOR HOOP TEAM STRONG
The 1936 edition of the Queen's Senior basketball team made an

auspicious local -debut on Saturday by marking up an impressive 41-25
victory over the Ogdensburg CanartaiguAs.

The win gave the gold hoopstcrs a 3-2 edge in their series of ex-
hibitions with American clubs, and indicated that Queen's will have
plenty to say as to the ultimate resting place of the College Big Four
championship.

Coach Ralph Jack has welded together a strong ball club, one that
shows the results of superlative coaching and which looks like the
strongest Queen's hoop team in years.

Every one agrees that it is about time the local university produced
a cage winner, and don't be surprised if this is the year the boys turn
the trick.

Western will be here next Saturday to inaugurate the local Inter-
collegiate season and they will he sure to get a warm reception from
the Tricolor five.

Ralph Jack's men ore hot at the present moment and they expect
to stay that way for the rest of the season.

ONCE OVERS
You'll notice no doubt that we arc refraining from passing com-

ment on the B. W. & F. team's showing in Cornell . . . Chuck Cochrane
can explain everything perfectly . . . Don Williams won the most valu-
able player award on the Tricolor Junior football s(|uad ... In case
you've forgotten the award is the Royal Todd Memorial Trophy . . .

Williams enjoyed a brilliant season and his many successful drop kicks
garnered several valuable points for Murray Griffin's gang . . . The kid
looks like senior timber . . . Merve McEwcn, Queen's Junior goalcr has
at last been declared eligible , for competition in local Junior O H.A.
circles ... He was reinstated to good standing only after Mr. Charles
Kicks paid a visit to the O.H.A. secretary in Toronto last week . . .

Guess Charley can convince 'cm.

Powellmen Fail To Click In
Game With La Salle

At Ottawa

John Wing: Scores

The Ottawa Auditorium on
Saturday night -was the scene of

convincing 5 to 1 victory scor-

ed by the La Salle hockey team
ver Queen's Seniors in an Ot-

tawa City League tilt.

Suffering a comparative let-

own from their brilliant display

last Thursday when they rcgist-

red their initial win of the sea-

son, the Powellmen couldn't get

their passing plays to click and
their attack at times was com
pletely disorganized.

The Tricolor were a poor

second when it came to matching

trides with the flying French

men and their strategy of con

inually carrying the play into

foreign territory had boomerang

effects.

Games This Week

To-night

Queen's at Rtdeaus

(Ottawa Auditorium)

Thursday, Jan. 23

R.C.A.F. at Queen's

(Jock Harty Arena)

8.15 p.m.

Saturday, Jan. 25

La Salle at Queen's

(Jock Harty Arena)

8.15 p.m.

CORNELL TURN BACK

TRICOLOR INVADERS

(Continued from page 1)

wrestled brilliantly to hojd the

American heavyweight even.

Glen Bell, in his first ring ap-

pearance lost a close decision to

Torregrosa, Cornell's crack ban-

lam weight. The Queen's boy

waa never in trouble and battled

well throughout.

Cramer, one of the finest 155-

pound boxers in the New Eng-

land States, gained a technical

knock-put over Des Smythe, in

the second round, Smythe was
out-gcncrancrj by a man of great-

er experience and devastating

punching power.

Gobert at 165 pounds looked

«Ke a sure winner for the Tricolor

"Mil he let up and lost the de-

c,sion. Gobert stood toe to toe

w 'th Thayer for most of the first

round, and was getting a good
deal the better of exchanges when
he withdrew expecting the referee

to stop the fight. The interval

allowed his opponent to recover
& "ffk-ientfy to catch the judges'
nod,- , j?*

"

Grimshaw of Queen's suffered

* technical knock-out at the

Bfifidj of Jenkins, who is reputed

to have defeated -the national

champion two weeks earlier, Dur

ing the first half of the first round

Grimshaw was every bit as good

as his opponent, but could not

sustain the pace.

The wrestling team suffered

more severely from the unfamiliar

rules than the boxers, when the

scissors, and the figure four hold

were allowed. Such stars on the

Tricolor squad as McMshon
Forsberg and Carlyle went down

to defeat, although none of them

were thrown.

Jack Thomas went in over-

weight in an exhibition bout and

his shoulders were pinned by

Moshor after seven minutes of

fighting. Ken Running gave

twenty pounds to his opponent,

and lost a fall in four minutes to

a more experienced battler

Ross of Cornell. Johnny Haight

came out Oil the short end of the

decision in a tussle with Floros

who displayed a good deal more

experience than the Queen's ma

but was not as strong.

Wrestling summaries:

118-pound class—Cornell won by

forfeit. 125-pound class—Mosher,

Cornell, threw Thomas. 7.15. 135

pound class—Hartsch, Cornell, de

feated Forsberg, time advantage

9.28. 145-pound class — Floros

Cornell, defeated Haight, time ad

vantage '\A7. 155-pound class—

K

Smith, Cornell, defeated McMahon

time advantage 4.29. 165-pound

class—H. Smith. Cornell, defeated

Carlyle, time advantage 8.29. 175

pound class—T. Ross, Cornell

threw Running, 4.20. Unlimited

c ]ass_Zvonkin. Queen's, and Spell

man. Cornell, drew, two overtime

periods.

Boxing summaries:

115-pound class — Toreegrosi

Cornell, decision over Bell.

120-pound class— Taussig. Cor

toll, and Smolkin, Queen's, fought

draw.

LYING FRENCHMEN OUTSKATE
TRICOLOR PUCKMEN TO WIN 5-1

La Salle Grab Openings

\s fast skating a club

Queen's have met this season. La

Salle bided their time as the Tri

color pressed the play and when
openings presented themselves

the Cadets executed some pretty

blue line breakaway plays which

gave them a clear path to th,e

Tricolor goal crease.

Queen's had some gorgeous

chances when right in on Ab
Bordleau but the wily La Salle

goalie was unbeatable. The Tri

color did not variate their finish

ng movement enough, alway

electing to shoot when in close

instead of attempting to draw

Bordleau out of his net. Patter-

son and Gordon had two oppor-

tunities apiece but Bordleau

blocked them every time. The

Patterson-Wing-Gordon line was

the choice of the locals and ex-

perienced some tough luck.

Woodcock Is Injured

The game was marred by a

painful charleyhorse to 'Bummer'

Woodcock in the third period.

Woody came hack fast as a La

Salle foray neared his net and he

was bounced into one of the goal

posts by Paul Bordleau who was

given a five-minute penalty fur

his unprovoked charging.

The La Salle squad exhibited

a smooth passing offensive and

their sound regional play had the

Tricolor defence baffled. The

homesters three and four-men

passing relays filtered through

the Queen's barricade with ap-

parent ease and repeatedly left

men uncovered in dangerous

spots. Queen's were "also rans"

when it came to speed and La

Salle took every advantage of this

superiority to break up the Tri-

olor attacks with Effective back-

checking.

After forty-five seconds of play,

ordleau saved from tjordon only

to have Wing sweep in from the

side and bang in the rebound. The

locals relaxed under this lead and

some poor clearing two minutes

later permitted Howe to tie it up

on Jean Rienhardt's pass. At the

five-minute mark Jean Rienhardt

and Howe trapped the Tricolor

behind the La Salle blue line and

the former scored with Howe
assisting.

Ganging Act Fails

The second period saw Queen's

trying desperately to get organ-

ed and mid way through the

canto a ray of hope appeared

when Coulter was benched for

tripping Wing. Playing every

man up in their anxiety to tie

the score, Queen's were again

rapped as Jean Rienhardt streak-

ed away to score unassisted.

The Tricolor showed strength

at the opening of the last period

but weakened before the tightly

knit La Salle defence, supported

by Ab Bordlcau's sensational

work between the pipes.

Although Poupore was penal

ized with a minute to go, Queen's

had to cut down the 3-1 deficit

and opened fire. Again the speedy

La Salles shook three men loose

on a breakaway manoeuvre, P

Rienhardt, Guzo and Coulter, the

latter scoring.. On the end of ;.

pretty triangular passing play

Jean Rienhardt tallied in the last

second of play, Guzo and Legree

earning assists.

Line-ups,:

- La Salle—A. Bordleau, Coulter

J.
Rienhardt, Howe, P. Rien

hardt, Savageau, Bain, Guzo

Lajoie, Legree, Hulqnist, P
Bordleau.

Queen's — Gowsell, StoNery

Barnabe, 'Gordon, Wing, Par

terson, Wing, Munro, Poupore

Guy, Woodcock, Davis, Holland,

Roberts.

Summary

First Period

1 Queen's—Wing (Gordon)

2 La Salle—Howc( P.,Rien-

hard) 2

3 La Salle—P. Rienhardt

(Howe) AOC
Penalties—Savageau, Woodcock

Second Period

4 La Salle—J. Rienhardt. .. 11.30

Penalties—Wing, Bain.

Third Period

5 La Salle—Coulter fj, Rien-

hardt, Guzo) 19.40

6 La Salle—J. Rienhardt (Guzo

Legree) 19.59

Penalties — Woodcock, Barnabe

P. Bordleau, Coulter, Poupore.

135-pound class—Irving, Queen's,

technical knockout over Gocll in

.58; first round.

145-pound class — McDonald,

Queen's, decision over Ira Wilson.

155-pound class — Carmer, Cor-

nell, technical knockout over

Smythe, 1.18; second round.

165-pound class — Thayer, Cor-

nell, decision over Gobert

175-pound class— Rankin, Cor-

nell, decision over McCarmock.

Heavyweight class—Jenkins, Cor-

nell, technical knockout over Grim-

shaw, 1.20 second round.

BASKETBALL FIVE
WINS 41 TO 25

(Continued from page 1)

Line-ups

:

Queen's: Forwards, Finlay (4)

L. Edwards (11), Stephen, J. Ed-

wards (6) ; centre, Cunningham

(12); guards, Rook;, (2), Tilley

(6), Bews.

Ogdcnsburg: Forwards, Grave-

line (7), Gamache (U), Simson,

Wing, Nichols; guards, Lamacchia

(6), Farrand (1), Durr and Mack.

Music Goes Round and Round

CAN YOUR SHOES TAKE IT?
Yet, dancing is hard on footwear and it is only a pleasure

when your feet are comfortable.

Why not take advantage of the service our store offers, wheTC
we make it a point to give you the best of style and finest

quality at lower prices and properly fitted to your feet.

BUY SHOES THAT CAN TAKE IT at

NaborhooD
166 Princess St SHOE STORE Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WH1LE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 50S

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORS

So Stu&enta of Cpueen'fi

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocka Novel Gilts

Watches And Favora

Pens and Pencils College Insignia.

Designing to Order

^mitb IBvob* $£xt%vWxa J
iCfmttrik

ohom R fjJ Eatd. 18« 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPf

180 Wellington Street "Phone 3111
Over Canadian Pacific E»pre» Offlca.

Jack and Jill went fur a thrill

A"drinking rum and potter

They got so drunk they did

some things

They really hadn't ortcr.

"You referred to the Lord's

Prayer in your speech to-day.

Senator. I'll bet you §10 that you

can't repeat the Lord's Prayer."

"I'll take you—'Now I lay me

down to sleep . .
.'

"

"All right. Senator, here's your

$10. I didn't think you knew it."

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for Ail Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queen's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE <&

"It Pavs to Play Fair"
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17th. The great ball nf the

clerks of the Facultie of Arts tlii

night, and I somewhat sad that

I be not there ; but presently

meet with certain others in like

'case and wc drown our ill humour

in a glass of ale, with the end

that wc brand these revelries not

worth the pence. So to bed in

much better spirit.

18th. This night being the

last in the week indulged myself

so far as to sit late over a stoup

of good ale with sundry of my
acquaintance. They for the most

part proceed into the town for

further pleasures, but myself and

E. St.v.ns sate longer in convers

ing of this and that and in par-

ticular of the goodness of the ale.

So to a late supper together, and
to bed fairly betimes.

19th (Lord's Day). Lay long.

Anon up and to break my fast,

and presently to the office where
are A. J.m.s and H. Sh.w who
tell me of their doing last night

after they had come into the
town; but nothing wonderful ex-

cept that they see cause to sus-

pect D. C.rb.tt to have forsworn
his Jale girding at romance. For
they tell me that Mistress Sw.z.y,
with whom he -was seen privily

in converse did suddenly cry out
joyfully that they might now be
wed. But Lordl *Tis Leap Year
and it may well come to no more
than the price of a silk gown.

20th. Up betimes, but with an ill

grace, for my borrowed chiroe-
clockc doth plague me sorely with
its loudness; and this time I had
hid it in my hat of which it tore
the lining when 1 reached it forth
in over much haste. So to wait
upon my Lords and afterwards
to dine, where I do hear from R
D.v.s that he hath secured for the
Tricolor a marvelous fi„c picture
at the rcvelrie on Friday of
Messrs, T. El.sl.y and W. Cr.g
and some others. But he saith

they would have him withhold if,

not, I think out of modesty. D.

C.rb.tt reproaches me, too, for

that 1 have writ his name in my
journal so that lie is now called

Rl.hb.rm.th and but one in three

of his acquaintances will speak

with him. For this, if I am to

blame, 1 do confess myself heart

ily sorry, but his friends do hin

darkly that there is more in tin"

censure than meets the eye of

those that know him not over

Work Should Be

Chief Interest

Business Success Requires

Great Deal Of Energy
During Day

Curtails Diversions

.ii.

Anon to attend a discussion of

philosophic where they fall

discussing selfishness. And some

strange wight would know
whether, if a man sitteth upon a

tack placed by intention upon hi

chair, and so starteth violently up

again, he doth not act of 3 sel

fish motive. And for the most

part the companic would have it

for that he acteth to relieve

his own privy pain. But one

trange zany saith them nay
For," he saith, "did he act sel

shly he would continue to sit

upon the tack and thus depri

tormentor of the great

pleasure he hath to see him start

p suddenly to the distruction of

his dignitic." And Lord! Lord!
so goes the most part of this phil

osophie, round and round like that
scurvy piece of music we are
lately so plagued with.

To the office afterwards to
continue my scrivening, and in
my way met the Rev. S. D.lv
who tells me there is a base plot
abroad to the undoing of his spot-
less reputation: for he hath late-
ly found in his pocket a certain
article of female apparel, and yet
he cannot call to mind to have

consorting of recent times
with any lady. And it grieves
me that any should have designs
upon the character of so upright

clerk, and tell him so. So at
my screening, in haste to finish
and be home and at my stint.

NERVES

Ted went to the Calgary Stam-
pede. The city was full and after
being turned away from several
hotels he entered one and insist-

ed that he must have a room on
account of if he slept outside his
marcelled and peroxided hair
would be a terrible mess. In the
end the hotel keeper admitted
that he had a vacant room on the
third floor of the hotel (gross ex-
aggeration), but that the man
directly below it had reserved it

and insisted hat no one occupy

..''Mow come?" inquired Ted.

^
"Well." replied tile proprietor,

"this man is very, very nervous
jnd can't sleep very well at night.
The slightest sound makes him
jiunp a mile; sc. he reserved the
room abov.- him."

"If I promise not to make a
sound, can I have the room?"
queried Ted.

"O.K."

Staggering, pardon me, return-
ing home about .1 aCk emma, Ted
wearily removed one shoe, and
with a sigh dropped it on the floor
With a bang. Suddenly he re-
membered the nervous bloke and
quietly placed the other shoe on
the floor: removed hi

without a sound and
crawled into bed,

the shoe.

Not Taking Any Chance

A University of Washington
prof was observed sitting on the
steps of a certain building while
Ins class sweated out a difficult
exam within. A querulous one
persisted, "Say, why aren't you
ms.de? Aren't your students
taking an exam? Won't some of
them cheat?" "Nope." the prof
reassured, "it won't do them any
Rood to cheat. I turned in their
grades ycstcrday."-Mc r;i|| rydh.

clothes

likew

worrying about

About 15 minutes later, a wild-
eyed looking individual stormed
into the room, his hair pulled to
•hrcds, and foaming at the month

Sighting Ted, he hoarsely

Harvard Considers Leacock

Cambridne.Mass. — Stephen
Leacock, Professor of Political
Economy at McGill University
'* being considered as the first
of the new interdepartmental pro-
fessors at Harvard University.
At present Dr. Leacock is teach-

ing current affairs, and his knowl-
edge nf government, economics and
English would, it is believed here
make him an ideal man for the
P»st. particularly since Thomas W
Umont of New York, who con-
tented $500,000 lo endow the first

professorship, expressed the
money be used for

r in political economy,
r>r, Leacock'

ne iv

desire that the

i chair

retirement from
'heMcG.ll faculty next August has
mrcn<k been announce,!, Harvard
"f'-cials refund to comment on the
lability of his appointment to the
Harvard faculty.

—New York Times.

croaked, "For Gawd sake, mis"tc7
drop that other shoe!"

—Gatcwav

(77im concludes the orticlc

by Mr. Child, Commerce '31,

which began in the last issue of

the Journal, on the graduate's

opportunities in "Big Busi-

ness.") .

( Continued)

While at university, the average

student becomes associated with

wide variety of interests. These

may be various branches of athle-

tics, debating unions, fraternities,

flying clubs, student newspapers

etc. ft is possible to follow all

these after graduation. Naturally

ery graduate tries to, but those

who go into industry find that they

cannot give these interests the at

tention which they would like.

Industry demands a great deal of

energy during the working day, and

does not leave enough over to cover

a number of other activities. This

does not mean that these other ac-

tivities and social engagements must

be completely eliminated. They
must, however, be curtailed to a

point where they are a beneficial di

ersion, not a harmful absorption

of energy. Industry demands that

its men be at their best from 8 to 5

the day, not from 8 to 12 at

night. Many university people do

not realize this, and one of their

chief complaints is that their work
does not allow them to follow

enough outside interests. They fail

to understand that their source of

ivelihood should be their chief in-

terest in life.

Must Enjoy Work
Some men take a job simply be-

cause it is a job. They have no
king for the business in which they

re working. "Big Business" to-

moves at such high tension that,

unless one actually enjoys one's

work, and finds one's interests vit-

lly bound up with that work, it is

better to stay out.

Many failures are accounted for

a simple lack of "guts", for

which no amount of education will

compensate. The going may be

hard and monotonous, the knocks
may be. plenty and reward seem far

istant, but the man who can "take

and keep striving, will win out.

This sounds like Horatio Alger, but
is also plain, hard fact.

Specialization Decried
In some quarters there is a cry

for more specialization, particularlv

in Commerce courses. It is this

riter's opinion that university

courses should not move in this

rection. With the exception of
technical men with science degrees,
every recruit to industry must
start at the bottom and begin an-
other education, which cannot be
learned elsewhere.

Industry wants men who have
been trained to think, not men who
have memorized business systems,

not surprising, therefore, to

QUEEN'S PIONEERED

IN CO-EDUCATION

it

find successful business men who
graduated in classics, or * even
theology.

Human Element in Business
It is hoped that this short out-

line will give university men a bet-
ter understanding of industry. It

may strike the reader as a rather
cold-blooded presentation, but it is

difficult to present otherwise a
business which can measure effi-

ciency and results in concrete
figures.

There is really a very human cle-
ment in "Big Business", and. de-
spite opinions to the contrary, busi-
ness leaders to-day are beoming

Queen's was one of the first

Canadian Universities to admit

women on equal terms 'with

men. Her initiative in this re-

spect, and the high prestige of

her women students and gradu-

ates, are strikingly illustrated

in the following article, pub-

lished twenty-five years ago by

The Montreal Standard:

An eminent authority has said

Tell me the status of the women

of any nation and I will tell you the

quality of the civilization of that

nation." Queen's has been a pioneer

recognizing and giving effect to

this principle, for her attitude to

wards the education of women ha

been most liberal and progressive

Of Canadian universities, she was

the first to accord to women all the

educational advantages of a univer

ity; the first to confer an honoran

degree upon a woman; the first to

lect women to a seat on the univer

sity governing board; and, despite

her poverty, among the first to es

tablish a temporary Women's Resi

dence. Moreover, Queen's is co

ducational to the fullest sense of

the term. All her educational pri

ileges, physical as well as intellec

tual, are shared alike by men ant

women. Not only do women at-

tend the university lectures with

men and compete with them at ex

aminations, but when a thoroughly

modern gymnasium was recently

erected, a section was specially

equipped for the women students

ueen's women graduates have

been singled out as possessing a

arked individuality. The struggles

f the University have bred in her

omen, as well as in her men, the

power to initiate, to endure and

sacrifice for a cause. At present

ueen's women are active as never

before. They realize that if Queen's

to hold her own in the front

rank of coeducational colleges, an

adequate Women's Residence, such

those existing at other Canadian
universities, must be established,

and that this work because of the

any problems which now confront

ueen's, must be undertaken by
the women themselves. A vigorous

campaign has been outlined, and the

women of Queen's are practically

a unit in the determination to bring

this enterprise to a successful

issue.
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Essay Recognized After
15 Years Obscurity

A student in an eastern college

realized at the last minute that
he had an essay due. He selected

one from the fraternity library,

wrote it, and handed it in. The
paper was returned with a large
"A" on it, and a note to see the
professor.

"Did you think this essay
worth an 'A'," he was asked. He
replied that he would have been
well satisfied with a 'B'.

"Well, it's worth an 'A'," said

the professor. "When I wrote
it. fifteen years ago, it got a 'C'.

I'm glad it's had proper rccogni-
li"ii at last."—Varsity.

more and more concerned with the

welfare of the thousands under
their control. University men are

fortunate in that they are able to

secure a broader outlook on life in

general than are those who have to

earn their own living at a compara-
tively early age.

In closiiTg, it can be said that the

opportunities for university men in

husiness are many and varied, but
they are won only by hard work
and superior ability.

ffruatia JrTnrmal programme

10.

n.
12.

13.

14.

4
15.

16.

17.

18.

Fox Trot I've Got a Feeling You're Fooling

Fox Trot Dinner for One
Fox Trot Sweet Suc

Waltz Moon Over Miami
Fox Trot I'm Sitting High on a Hill Tojj

Fox Trot Top Hat
Fox Trot No Other One
Fox Trot Accent on Youth
Fax Trot Boots and Saddle

(First Supper)

Fox Trot A Little Bit Independent

(Second Supper)

Fox Trot J Mad About the Boy
Fox Trot Star Dust

Novelty The Music Goes Round and Round
Waltz When April Comes Again

Fox Trot And Now You've Got Mc Doing It

Fox Trot Orchids in the Moonlight

Fox Trot .
.' The Broken Record

Waltz Sweet Dreams, Sweetheart

Bob Hay To Give Talk On
Camera Optics

The Camera Club will hold its

first meeting of the term on Thurs-

day at 8.00 p;m., in the Sergeants'

Mess, Students' Union. Bob Hay
will speak on "Camera Optics."

Other talks outlining the funda-

mentals of camera work will follow

up this week's discussion. The sub-

jects will be "Exposure and chem-
ical reaction in taking the picture,"

and "Chemical reactions in develop-

ing and printing the picture."

Arrangements will be concluded

f/>r the club exhibition to be held

about the third week of February.

All interested are invited to sub-

mit pictures. Further details will

be published next week.

Co-eds Send Boy Friends

Onion Corsages

Coeds of the University of Ne-

braska escorted their boy friends

to the Mortar Board party, held

there recently, in everything from

baby carriages and wheel chairs

to ambulances. It was the men
at the affair who wore the cor-

sages, most of which were made
up of onions, carrots, radishes

and other choice vegetables. One
coed who went to the party sent

her date a corsage of garlic,

which the boy friend thought to

be very appetizing. As a result,

the couple were not on as inti-

mate terms as they should have

been.—Indiana Daily Student.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
117 Brock St.

Phone 1510

Printing of

Every

Description

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Leniea Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1327316 PRINCESS ST.

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation tick>-t

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DER RY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

DORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver

f Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
H. K, BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor
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R00M FOR RENT
I,,

wdl appointed home.

Warm and comfortable

For Women

APPLY 59 WEST ST.

MALABO'S TAXI
phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

jj4 princess St. Phone 2544-'

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialise* in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

f/otk. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

[IS Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
ruxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
All

Heated

PHONE

32 New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
. DENTIST

I-RAV OAS
Evenings by Appointment

hi Princess St. Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

t« Wellington St.
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CASTER

The stomach is a large hollow
organ located on the left side of
the body, partly hidden behind
the short ribs. It acts as a sort
of septic tank. Into it flows the
more or less raw food as we en-
gulf itVfrom it is discharged at

intervals a partially digested
mess known as chyme, The
stomach is a great convenience
in that it enables one to store up
fuel for fairly long ^intervals, and
in correspondingly larger quan-
tities than would be possible to

a person deprived of the conven-
ience of this food-tank, or reser-

voir. Imagine the inconvenience
of having to eat all the time, as
such a one would be forced to do.

As we have said, the contents

of the stomach are normally com-
posed of the carbohydrates, fats,

and proteins we engulf with such
glee, along with hydrochloric

acid, pepsin, amylase and all the

other enzymes about which one
hears so much in physiology and
biology. However this happy
family is often disturbed by a

rude intruder—a sort of Frank-

enstein's monster. No, it is not

the wolf at the door, the bailiff,

or the iceman. No, that noise

you hear is not an earthquake

prosperity around the corner, or

little Willie next door practising

on his violin. True, it does re-

semble the last day of Pompeii

hut don't let the similarity mis-

lead you. That is Social Enemy
Number One, the belch. The
stomach is the body's burp-fac-

tory. Here are manufactured all

sorts and sizes of burps, from the

grand reverberating ones to the

little apologetic ones. The pro-

cess is very simple. The action

f all these kind enzymes pro-

duces gas, which accumulates.

The pressure goes up and up and

p until something happens. The
tension necessary to make some-

thing happen varies with the self-

ontrol and stoicism of the

victim, his social standing, his

politics, and his surroundings

and company. This social crime

often leads to amusing accidents

to the dentures. One case i^ on

record of a man who relieved

himself while lighting a cigarette

He exploded with a flash of flame

and a loud report, greatly to bis

embarrassment. However, most

of us prefer to save our pyro

technics for Hallowe'en, and do

our burpings as surreptitiously

as the urgency of the attack will

permit.

The popular cure lor this di

tressing condition is bicarbonate

of soda. Any chemistry student

knows that this, in contact with

hydrochloric acid, produces car

bon dioxide. While this is very

admirable in a fire-extinguisher

it is somewhat out of place in

vour man-about town.

Guests at Arts Formal

Kingston

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

IWi Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
l5« Wellington St 'Phone J«

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They axe on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Patronesses: Mrs. John Mathe-

son, Mrs, G. Humphrey, Miss W.
Gordon, Mrs, W. A. Mackintosh,

Mrs. J. L. McDougall.

Misses Helen Ackerman, Barbara

Adsit, Margaret Akins, Wilhemina

Allen, Betty Allen, Pam Anglih.

Doris Baker, Cecile Barker,

Freda Belkin, Ruth Best, Marjorie

Rradt (BowmanviHe), Miriam
Brown (Orillia)-, Hilda Brown

(BowmanviHe), Marjorie Bruce.

Ruth Burgess (Ottawa).

Marg. Callaghan, Isobel Cameron.

Ann Clarke, Eleanor Clarke, Mar-

garet Casey, Barbara Chubb, Ruth

Council, Jean Cochrane, Helen

Coltee, Irene Coulson (Ottawa),

lean Coones, Helen Creer.

Marjorie Daly (Napanee), Betty

D'Esterre. Betty Doherty, Marjorie

Duff, Margaret Dunbar.

Carol Eddy, Marjorie Edgar,

Man,' Edmison, Maudic Edmison,

M, Elliott (Belleville).

Frances Flynn, Marjorie Forrest.

Dorothy Gage, Mary Galbraith,

Lillian Gardner, Kay Gordon, Helen

Gordon, Barbara Graham, Bernice

Graham. Eileen Graham, Mary

Graham, Dorothy Grand. Anne

Greig, Marg Griffiths. Gwyneth

Gwillim.

Jean Halpenny (Woodruffe,

Out.), Claire Halperin, Kay Harri-

gan, Marian Harrigan, Pat Hathe-

way. Diana Hazen, Ha Hewitt,

Freda Hird, M. Hiscicks, Isobel

Hope, Louise Howie.

Geraldinc Isbell.

A. M. S. Minutes,

Margaret Jamieson.

Jane Knowland.

Dorothy Land, Ev Lasbley

Gwen Lawlor, Marion Lyons.

Mamie McRae, Norma MacRostie

Elisabeth Mahood, Lturith Max-

well, Eleanor McCally, Lcnore Mc-

Cann, Vivien McCartney, Helen

McCrcady, Jean McDougal, Olive

McElroy, Viola McGee, Doris

McGuire, Madaleine McNevin, Jean

Millica:: Dorothv Muuii-", Isobel

Moore, Elsie Morrison, Frances

Morrison, Jean Mott. '

Evelyn Neville, Catharine Nickle

Goldie Parrish, Marion Paul.

Shirley Piatt, Edna Pound. Edna

Pyke.

Helen Ralph, Norah Rees. Edith

Reid, Helen Richards, Anne Rich-

ardson, Don Richardson, Ev Rick-

ard, Phyllis Ross, Patricia Row-

laud, Winnifred Rutledge.

Audrey Silcox, Helen Simpson,

M. Sinclair, Pat Soper, Dorel

Smith, Delta Steen, June Strickland.

Jean Taylor, Nellie Thomas.

Marjorie, Uglow.

Jane Waddell, Margaret Walt,

Lillian Walters, Leona Walmsley.

Jessie Ward, Muriel Waters, Mar-

garet Way. Helen Wells, Lou

Welter, Louise Wolthausen, Gladys

Wylie.

Helen Young.

Elizabeth Cameron, Mary Mc-

Farlanc, Audrey Lawson, Betty-

Scott, Dorothy Stuart, Frances

Thomson, Marion Wilson.

Mrs. D. Argue, Mrs. E. F, Wood-

;k (Trockville).

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

\ meeting of the Alma Mater

Society Executive was held in the

Douglas Library on the evening of

December 5, with the President in

the chair.

Present: Mr. Simmons; Misses

Davis and Lyons: Messrs. Kirk-

land, R. W. Young. Watt, Mark,

Campbell, Malone, J. C. Young and

the Permanent Secretary-Treasurer.

The presidents of nine year execu-

tives were present.

The minutes of the Executive

meeting of November 26vwere read

and approved.

Theatre Rushes

For the benefit of the Year re-

presentatives in attendance the Pre-

sident outlined the situation in re-

gard to theatre rushes and the need

for co-operation of all year cxecu

lives in preventing spontaneous

rushes which had not secured the

approval of the management of the

local theatres. Considerable dis

cussion ensued.

Watt-Kirkland: That a sub-corn

mittee composed of the A.M.S.

President, as convener, and Messrs

Mark and Biesenthal be appointed

interview Mr. E. O. Smithies in

regard to the attitude of the theatre

authorities.—Carried.

S.C.M. Convention

Mr. Alec Cameron addressed the

meeting on behalf of the Queen's

branch of the Student Christian

Movement. He said that it was de

sirable to have Queen's send a dele

gallon to the Quadrennial S.C.M.C.

to be held in Indianapolis from

December 28 to January 1. Certain

funds had been secured from pri

vate sources, and if a grant were

forthcoming from the A.M.S.

delegation of nine Queen's students

would he cnahlcd to attend. This

delegation was willing to pay :

large part of its expenses personally.

T. C. Young-Miss Lyons : That a

grant of $-10.00 be made to enable

9 Queen's students to attend the

Indianapolis Convention.—Carried

with two dissenting.

Social Functions

Watt-R. W. Young: That Arts

'.19 be given permission to hold ;

dance on the evening of March 13

—Carried.

Kirkland-R. W. Young: That

the C.O.T.C. be given permission to

hold its annual dance on February

19.—Carried.

Watl-Malone: That representa-

tives to the Arts Formal be invited

from McMaster and the University

of Western Ontario, and that re-

presentatives to the Science Formal

be invited from McGill and the

University of Toronto,—Carried.

Accounts

Kirkland-R. W. Young: That the

following accounts he paid. Kim;-

iton Cleaners. 54.00; Miss A. F.

Corrigan, $10.00; J. G. Gumming

for Globe Indemnity Co., $10.00;

R. A. Davis for "Tricolor" Petty-

Cash, vouchers shown, $19.78—
Carried.

N.F.C.U.S.

Mr. Mark reported on billeting

arrangements in regard to the dele-

gates attending the N.F.C.U.S.

Convention.

Social and Social Professional

Organizations

The following report was pres-

ented by the President:

'A meeting of the Committee for

the Control of Social and Social-

Professional Organizations was held

on Monday. Dec. 2nd in the gym-

nasium. Those present were Miss

Davis, Dr. Tracy, Dr. Orr, Prof,

lackson, Mr. Joy and Mr. Sim-

mons. A letter from the D.O.K

Society was read requesting the

sanction of a society pin and per-

mission to hang pictures of the

Delta Omega Kappa Fraternity on

the walls of their house.

\fter discussing the matter fully

and referring to the A.M.S. Con-

stitution on the matter, the commit-

tee decided to make the following

recommendations to the A.M.S

Executive.

Re Pins

That the request of the D.O.K.

society be refused on the ground

that the sanction of such a pin

would be contrary to the A.M-S

Constitution, and that the granting

of such a privilege to a society with

a restricted membership would be

creating an unfortunate precedent.

Re Pictures

That the request of the D.O.K

society for permission to hang pic-

tures of the Delta Omega Kappa

Fraternity on the walls of their

house be granted.

The Committee further recom

mends that the secretary of the

A.M.S. communicate with the

Medical organization requesting

them to hand in a list of their mem

bers immediately.

The question of constitutions

was brought up and it was pointed

out that no constitution of the

medical organization bad been sub

milled to this committee after the

[rial last year. Tilts committee re-

commends that copies of the up-to

date constitution of both societies

l>e submitted to the A.M.S. and

that each member of the committee

receive one.

Kirkland-Malone: That the re

pun mid recommendations of the

Committee for the Control of Social

and Social-Professional Organiza

tions be adopted.—Carried.

Journal Staff

Mr. J. C. Young reported the fol

lowing appointments to the Queen';

Journal" staff in a reorganization

of the various editorial positions

News Editor—Miss Betty Laird.

Assistant News Editor — Miss

Mary Ginn.

Levana Editor — Miss Ailcci

O'Grady.

Malone -J. C. Young: That the

Journal appointments he ratified.—

Carried,

The meeting then adjourned.

FISTS, FALLS AND FOILS

A meeting of the Alma Mater

Society Executive was held

the Gymnasium on the evening

of January- 9. 1936. with the

President in the chair.

Present: Mr, Simmons; Misses

ons and Davis; Messrs. For

berg. R. W. Young, Sbeppard.

Malone, J- C. Young. Watt and

Barker.

The minutes of the Executive

;eting of December 5 were nut

read.

Permanent Secretary -Treasurer

A communication from Mr. F

D. S. Marctt containing his ap-

plication for the position of Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer of

the Alma Mater Society was read.

Barker-Forsberg: That Mr

Marctt's application for the posi-

tion of Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer be accepted and that

he receive the usual honorarium.

Carried.

Signing Cheques

Watt-Malone: That authority

be given Mr. Marett to sign

heques together with the Presi-

dent on the Alma Mater Society.

Journal and Tricolor accounts.

Carried.

Tricolor Statement

BY CHUCK COCHRANE
Although the score would

seem to indicate otherwise, it is

not hard to pick encouraging

signs from the Queen's invas-

ion of Cornell University. We
have been tooting the horn for

MacDonald and Gobert for

quite some time now, and not

without reason. The Tricolor

welterweight acquitted himself

with distinction by winning his

bout across the line, Gobert

made the mistake of anticipat-

ing that the referee would inter-

cede for his opponent, but is not

likely to do it again. At that,

from the Queen's corner he

looked like a sure winner after

the bell had gone.

MacCormack in the light-

heavy class also showed his in-

experience by dropping to his

knees in the final round after

having won the first two cantos

bands down, The general feel-

ing is that die worst the judges

could have done by- our Mac is

a draw, since he had bis oppon-

ent out on his feet with a ter-

rific right just before the gong

sounded to finish the fight.

Irving's opponent came out

(fighting and landed a hard left

to the body before Jack had

time to shake hands. The Tri-

color glove artist fell to with a

will, and finished off the offen-

der in 58 seconds. After the

bout the Cornell man searched

for the winner to ask him what

he had been hit with. That's

one for the books,

Cornell officials would no*

give an inch in respect to the

rules of the match. As a re-

sult, the punishing "figure

four" and "scissors" holds were

permitted, and wrought great

damage to the Tricolor camp.

Zvonkin took Spclman two

extra periods before the draw

was declared. Forsberg and

McMahon gave their opponents

some anxious moments hut

lost out more because they have

been trained to Canadian rules

than because of their inahitity.

They also missed the guiding

presence of Coach Bews.

A week from tonight Queen's

R.W.F. squad will be hosts to

a team from West End Y.M.

C.A., Toronto. The campus

critics will then have the

chance to see their team in

competition before they go to

McGill in defence of their title.

narker-Watt : That Mr. Davis,

Tricolor editor, be allowed to

continue his pr.scnt business and

financial policy. Carried.

Watt-Joy: That the Secretary-

be asked to write a letter to Mr.

MacDongall. requesting a list of

any important matters which may
come up during the present term.

Carried,

The President reminded the

committees on election promises

that they should have their writ-

ten reports ready to submit to a

subsequent meeting.

The meeting then adjourned.

A profit and loss statement of

the 1936 Tricolor was received

and read.

Unseen by the referee, the all-

wrestlcr bit his opponent

severely.

You're biting," hissed the

(sufferer.

"Well." gasped his adversary

'do ycr expect me to swaller y~er

n a lump?"—Mail and Empire.
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Campus Frolics
BETTER THAN EVER
SMART DANCING
TUNEFULL SINGINd|
MUSICAL SKITS

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG -

LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

CARNEGIE DONATES
KADIO-GRAMOPHONE

Through the Carnegie Grant

the University has obtained a

new Victor D22 radio-gramo-

phone. It has 22 tubes and the

widest range of expression of any

machine produced yet. It chang-

es its own records, has a long and

short wave radio, a gramophone,

and divisions for home and radio

recordings. A new selection ot

records has been purchased.

The machine is being installed

in the Red Room and will be used

for the first time this Wednesday

.-it 4.30 p.m. for Dr. Harrison's

lecture. The University is also

buying miniature scores of the

recordings which will be avail-

able for the listeners.

This Wednesday Dr. Harrison

will speak on Tone Colour and

instruments of the orchestra. His

talks this term will be divided

into three series:

1 Symphony and Symphonic

Poems.

2 Pianoforte Music.

3 Opera and Song.

Levine Will Review Italo-

Ethiopian War For L.S.R.

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phonw: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

Hyinan Levine, in reviewing the

ltalo-Ethiopian situation before the

L.S.R. on Sunday afternoon, stress-

ed the capitalistic activities of Italy.

"An immediate application of oil

sanctions would have a fourfold

effect," he claimed. It would bring

Italy to her knees and save the

Italian and Abyssinian peoples. The
example of a discredited fascist

Italy would weaken dictatorial in-

fluence in Germany. The applica-

tion of oil sanctions would train

popular opinion to act in future

crises of a similar nature.

Mr. Levine tinted the efforts of

Italian Capitalists in the Balkans

and the Near East. They finally

nmed their efforts to Abyssinia,

the only African country free from
foreign domination.

H. Barker dealt with the political

history leading up to the present

situation, with special mention of

treaties.

GLAZ
New

larger

bottle

QUEEN'S PROFESSOR

INVITEDJO^ BERLIN

James Roy To Give Series Of

Lectures In Germany
Next Spring

Unique Honour

Professor James A. Roy. of the

English department at Queen's, has

been invited by the University of

Berlin to deliver a series of public

lectures next May and June before

the Universities of Berlin, Breslau,

Gottingeh and Giessen. The invita-

tion, as far as known, is an honour

which has not previously been ex-

tended to a member of a Canadian

university and is probably an in-

direct result of Professor Roy's

book, Pole and Czech in Silesia.

which created quite a "stir" in in-

ternational circles when it was

published.

The professor will base his lec-

tures on the theme "Canada and

Some of Its Problems." After

concluding the series, it is probable

that he will return to England to

deliver several talks for the British

Broadcasting Commission,

Part of Professor Roy's educa-

tion was received at Giessen Uni-

versity, one of the centres at which

he will lecture in the forthcoming

scries. Later, in 1919, he was a

member of the Inter-Allied Com-

mission of Control in Silesia. Since

coming to Queen's, he has written

several books, possibly the rribst im-

portant of Which is his life of

Joseph Howe, recently off the press.

At present he is at work on a life

of Sir James Tiarrie. which he hopes

to publish in the autumn.

TO ANALYZE CRISIS

AT L SJ^SCHOOL

The L.S.R. will hold a school

on Current Problems next week-

end. Alex Grant, the president,

gave the following statement re-

garding the purpose of the

school.

"The crises in the world to-day

have become so intense that a

constantly growing body of stu-

dents must feel the need of

analyzing these situations with a

view to discovering what action

must be supported.

"Accordingly, the League for

Social Reconstruction will hold

a week-end School for its mem-

bers and others who are genuine-

ly interested. A limited number

of students will be enrolled and

will be,expected to attend all the

sessions. The school proposes

through informal lectures and

discussion seminars to study
these situations under the general

heading: "The Modern State-

Its Powers, Policies and Conse-

quences."

\nyone interested may register

through L.S.R. members, or by

phoning Alex. Grant at 1034.

DR. HARRISON GIVES
RECITAL ON ORGAN

Application Of Mathematics

To Business Discussed

©bpEmtln (Sraujfrtrli llnuier&m
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays l5i S |

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER- SATISFACTION PHONE 6«

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY

Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guarantee

McGALL & SLATER

1TAL

CALL

Irais

S

292 Princess St.

Opp- Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 64i|
Serving Queen's over 30 yeaiJ

sue:

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

29* PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2a*

I

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoil

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced .Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE. LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,

I

NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL|

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175- 177 Wellington St.

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite

polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Prince*! and Wellington

WE DELIVER

Jesuit Priest To Address
Newman Club Tonight

Rev. Father Daly, S.J., will ad-
dress the Newman Oub tonight at

8 i>.m. in the Senate Room, Old
Arts Building.

Father Daly is a graduate of

Mil. ill and lias spent several years

Studying in Europe. He has pre-

pared a special talk for the Oub
An open discussion will be held

afterwards! of any questions the

students wish to ask. As
there are no study groups 'his

month, all the members and their

friends are invited. Refreshments
II be served.

Music Club To Hear Brahm
Overture

The Muttc Club will meet on
Thursday at 7.30 p.m. at the hon
of Mrs. MacPhail, 50 Clergy St.

The programme will include THANKS
Brahm's Tragic Overture; H
Yo To—Die Vukurie; Brahm
3rd Symphony; Bach's Fugue in

0 Minor: Excerpts from Gou
nod's Faust including Jewel
Song. Garden Scene. Final
Scenes; and Brahm's Hungarian I

Dances. 19. 20, 21.

Dr. Frank L. Harrison, Musical

Director at Queen's, gave an organ

recital on Sunday at St. George's

Cathedral to a small group .of

Queen's students after the regular

evening service. He played several

numbers from Bach's immortal

compositions.

His accuracy and technique com-

ned with a marvellous interpreta-

lon of the composer's intention

rings to Kingston music lovers an

individual artistry much appreciated.

The short program included

Bach's Tantasi and Fugue in B
Minor, the following Choral Pre-

ludes, "In Thee is Joy," "In Dulci

Jubilo," "If Thou But Suffer God
li> Guide Thee" and Finale from the

3rd Symphony by Vicrossc.

L. G. Macpherson discussed the

Application of Mathematics to

Business and Economics at the

meeting of the Malli and Physics

Club on Friday afternoon.

He dealt with the subject of

Statistics and Probabilites, showing

that mathematics was, though indis-

pensible, only a tool in the hands

of the economist. Mathematics in

relation to life insurance and "«
description of certain economic

theories was mentioned.

A. G. Ward, B.A., and Len

McFadden will address the next

meeting.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 5201

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lwson.|

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

Chemical Cheater

An enterprising New York Uni
versity student, through cxperjj

mentation has discovered another
way to cheat on examinations.
His method: Notes written on
glass, such as water crystals and
pectacles, with grapefruit juice,

becomes visible when breathed
upon.—McGill Daily.

Art Lecture

Goodridge Roberts will give an

illustrated lecture on Spanish Paint

ing to the members of the King

ston Art Association and to the

pupils in the Art classes in Room
111, Douglas Library, this evening

at 8.00 p.m.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operator* All Work Guaranteed

TEANK CCBBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHUF
Specialiaing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES *2.«
[

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We 8 ell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

CLASSICS HEAD
GIVES LECTURE

(Continued from page 1)

finding that they bring out the

worst traits in people, and he

also states when money, office or

fame is sought the determination

of an individual's happiness rests

with others. The alternative to

this and the true line of conduct

for the acquisition of happiness is

for one to set his own standard.

Horace's advice to liis readers

was to make the most of each

day. for each day is a gift and
ought to be received with deep

gratitude.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing|

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE

229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3189

"Sargc" Plumb has asked

us to say he wants to thank
all the boys whose votes

bellied his daughter to win
Ward and Hamilton's popu-
larity contest before Christ-

mas.

The mistress of the house heard

the bell ring and saw standing at the

open front door a Chinese hawker.

Quickly retreating, she called out

lo the maid

:

"There's a Chinaman at the door.

You go, Ella."

This was too much for the

Chinese, who stuck his head into

the hall and shouted indignantly

"You go 'ella yourself!"

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.Phone 1941
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ITALIAN AGGRESSION

CALLED EFFORT TO

RAISE SELF-ESTEEM

Elizabeth MJicCallum
Speaks On War

In Ethiopia

SUEZ CANAL VITAL

Penvjng that Mussolini is seek-

ing expansion in Ethiopia primarily

{or economic reasons and explain-

ing that the Italian aggression

ises from a desire to restore

Italy's self-esteem, Miss Elizabetl

MaeCallum gave an address yester

day in Convocation Hall on "Tin

Ethiopian Conflict." Miss Mac-

Callum, Queen's graduate and

World Peace Foundation authority

the Near East, spoke in Kings-

Ion under the auspices of the

Oueen's International Relations

Club.

'If we put the • emphasis on

economic factors, \vc are missing

the crux of the problem being pre-

sented to vs by Mussolini," said

Miss MacCallum. The Italian

penetration cannot he attributed to

a desire for cheaper raw materials,

,
said the speaker, because Italy

i would be obliged to pay as much

for raw materials from Ethiopia as

(or those from Brazil or Argentina.

Ethiopia would not provide a

;reat market for Italian manufac-

tures, for Japanese goods would

then, as they do now. undersell any

others coming to Abyssinia. If

against this tariff walls were erect-

ed against competitor nations, this

action would provoke retaliatory

(Continued on page 8)

No Journal Tuesday

Since next Tuesday is the

day of the King's funeral,

the next issue of the Journal

will appear on Wednesday,
instead of Tuesday.

"GREEK MEDICINE"

IS TOPIC OF LECTURE

Sir Andrew MacPhail Will

Give Third Address

In Series

McGill Professor

Sir Andrew MacPhail, professor

of the history of Medicine at Mc-

Gill University, will speak on

"Greek Medicine" in Convocation

Hall on Monday afternoon at 5.00

o'clock. This is the third in a

series of public lectures under the

general title "Some Aspects of the

Classical Tradition."

Sir Andrew, who is a brother of

Professor Alexander MacPhail of

the staff of the Science Faculty at

Queen's, received a knighthood in

recognition of his distinguished war

services.

He is the author of the celebrated

book "Three Persons", and of the

"History of the Medical Service of

•be Great War," as well as several

works on religious subjects, notably
"The Bible in Scotland" and

'Essays on Theology." He writes

a,so for many of the English re-

views and is a frequent contributor

to die Queen's Quarterly.
Sir Andrew lectures a good deal

on subjects of public interest and is

wcl]-known for his humorous style

of speaking.

Monday's lecture will be broad-
ist over station CFRC ( frequency

151Q kc.)

PUCKSTERS SET FOR

SPEEDING LA SALLES

Play In Harty Arena At
8.30 Tomorrow

Night

SNOOKER TOURNEY

IS BEING PLANNED

Frog 2 Says He Kin Lick

Anyone—The Mexican
Athlete

MAL HALLETT

PLANS ARE COMPLETE

FOR SCIENCE DANCE

Mai Hallett's Band Rated

A— By Music
Magazine

Patrons of this years Science At

Home need have no fear that the

music and entertainment provided

will not meet with their satisfac-

tion. Mai Hallett's orchestra

which has been procured through

arrangement with the National

Broadcasting Company's Artists

SerVice is rated at the top of the

continent's dance bands.

In the January edition of Met-

ronome, professional journal of

modem music and its makers,

George Simon, a prominent review-

er of modern music has placed

Hallet fifth on the list of orchestras

under review. In the first two

groups rated for 1935 Metronome

has, in the "A" group. Benny

Goodman, Al Kavclin and Ray

Noble and the complete "A—"

group in their proper order shows

Glen Grav and his Casa Lbrfla or-

chestra, Mai Hallett, Hal Kemp

and Henrj" King. The rating con-

tinues to the "D—" mark and in-

cludes most of the prominent hands

heard over the air and occupying

enviable positions at the box office.

There is no doubt that tin's or-

chestra will he at its best in the at-

mosphere of Queen's Science Dance

for Hallett has enjoyed tremendous

popularity at the major colleges

from coast to coast. Among the

universities where the orchestra has

been featured for important func-

iions are: Dartmouth, M.I.T., Har-

vard, Amherst, Holy Cross, Duke,

Washington and Lee, William and

Mary, Welleslcy, Cornell, Colgate,

and Fordham.

Students arc again reminded that

those whose names are on the re-

served list may obtain their tickets

nt 4 00 p.m. on Monday, January

27th, at which time they are to be

no longer held for Science men.

The committee: Watt Lewis

f convenor). Les Emery. Taf Byrne,

I ouis King. Cles Robinson. Jerry

Thompson, C. Biesenthal, Don

Crothers. Bruce Clement Ne-

wpence. Frank Joy and Marston

Fleming.

Tricolor Improved

Gradually finding their true

stride after a rather disastrous

break from the barrier, Queen's

Seniors will attempt to improve

their league standing Saturday

evening in the Harty Arena when
they oppose the La Salle squad in

an Ottawa City League fixture.

The game will g*et underway at

approximately 8.30 o'clock.

Although defeated 5-1 by the

academy boys last week in Ot

tawa. Queen's have been display-

ing some impruved hockey since

then and the game tomorrow

night promises to be anything but

a repetition of the previous clash

between the two teams.

In the last two weeks the Tri

color have found it difficult to

match play with the rest of the

clubs who have been working to

gether for over six weeks. The
Powcllinen arc now picking up

in their team play, getting into

better shape, shooting more ac

curately, and are ready to give

any invader a tough battle.

Without the deadening effect

of a long bus ride to contend

with, Queen's have showed to

much better advantage on home

ice and it wouldn't be any stir

prise to see them topple L;i Salb

tomorrow after sundown.

(Continued on page 7)

COMMERCE CLUB TO
HEAR A. S. ROGERS

A. S. Rogers, Secretary of

the Canadian Bankers As-

sociation will be the guest

speaker at the Commerce

Club Luncheon to be held

at 12.15 today in the Ban-

quel Hall, Students' Union.

Mr. Rogers is a brother of

the Hon. Norman Rogers.

Minister of Labor in the

present Liberal government

and formerly Professor of

Political Science at Queen's.

Union Notes

Here is some welcome news for

the bridge fiends and snooker shark!

who frequent the Union. There is

to be a snooker and a bridge tourna-

ment so that the much debated ques-

tion of "who is the best" can In-

settled for another year. Frog 2

says he can beat anyone shooting

left handed—boasting eh!! "The

chief moaner" or "the leashed

moaner" as some call him, also says

he is high class.

Jim Scott is in charge of the

snooker bout, and rules, etc., will be

posted on the bulletin board down-

stairs. Jack Ewcn is taking care

of the bridge "set to", and respec-

tive communications shonld be

given to those two boys.

We notice with interest the scores

of many of our young men who

have obtained questionnaires of the

"Purity Test" held at Varsity. Al-

though no official test has been held

at Queen's, everyone seems to be

very much interested in how pure

the>- arc. We note with pleasure

the score of one of our rising young

theologs who reported a 96. We
feel that he should have a 100 but

it seems that during the Christmas

holidays he was caught on friendly

terms with a girt in one of the back

seats at a hockey game. At any

rate our hats are off to you, Sam!

Many of the other scores were

quite respectable with, of course,

some exceptions, such as our Gait

hero's; and he was such a nice boy-

tool

flying forward of the Tricolor Senior
cage team who will be seen in action

tomorrow evening when Queen's hook
up with the Mustangs.

ALL CLASSES WILL
BE CALLED TUESDAY

All classes in the Univer-

sity will be called on Tues-

day. January 28th. the day

set for the late King's fun-

eral. In view of the servic-

es being solemnized in the

churches of the city, the

University will not hold a

special ^service. «

Difficulties Of Mining In Arctic

Described By Gilbert Labine

Mr. Gilbert Labine, President of

Eldorado Mines, addressed the an-

nual Mining and Metallurgical So-

ciety Banquet on Monday evening.

This was followed by an illustrated

travelogue of the Great Bear and

Red Lakes districts, conducted by

Fraser Reid, consulting engineer.

Mr. Labine. who was introduced

by Prof. Graham, is a veteran

prospector and the original staker

of the present Eldorado mining

properly. He described the finding

of this property and the subsequent

opening up of the Great Bear I.akc

district. He paid great tribute to

the aeroplane as a factor in bring-

ing the area within close touch of

civilization, Mr. Labine pointed

out the mining difficulties and

stated that they were down 3-10 feel

and still in frost.

The mine and mill are on the nm

of the Arctic circle, but the con-

centrates are shipped to Port Hope

where a refinery is located. Here

the radium is extracted and sent to

practically every foreign country.

Canada has thus assumed a leading

place in the production of this ex-

tremely rare clement.

In conclusion, Mr. Lahine told of

the leading part being played by

Queen's men in this field and in

general mining,

The meeting then adjourned to

Miller Hall, where Mr. Reid show-

ed a moving" picUtre of a trip into

the Great Bear and Red Lake

mining districts. The desolation and

hardship of mining in the far north

were vividly portrayed.

ft
CHOCK FINLAY

COURT TEAM MEETS

MUSTANG QUINTET IN

FIRST LEAGUE TIT

Tricolor Confident Of
Good Showing In
Intercollegiate

CROWD EXPECTED

KUTH'S BAND HIRED

FOR COLLEGE REVUE

Advance Sales Indicate

Frolics Will Have
Large Audience

Several hundred tickets for the

Campus Fiplics have already been

taken up since the sale opened

Wednesday at the L'nivcrsity Post

Office. Beginning next week scats

will lie on sale at Grinham's Bonk

Shop. If you don't want to 1« dis-

appointed, get your tickets now for

this hilarious musical revue.

The Campus Frolics was revived

last season by the Dramatic Guild

after a period of five years. It

proved to be the most outstanding

hit of the college session. This

ye.ir's production promises to be

lietter than ever.

The snappy dancing of the beau-

tiful coeds and hot dance tunes pro-

vided by Kuril Kimwlton's popular

orchestra will be featured in litis

sparkling revue. -Pat Hatheway,

John Sutherland and Gerry Chern-

off, popular Guild actors, are starred

n several breezy comedy numbers.

The student crooners arc practising

daily and will sing your favorite

numlwrs. just as you like to hear

them.

In order to avoid disappoint-

ment, reserve your tickets now.

ROBERTS DISCUSSES
SPANISH PAINTING

Unlike other countries, Spain

has only produced three masters in

painting." stated Goodridgc Roberts

his lecture on Spanish Painting,

to the Kingston An Association on

Tuesday evening. These three

masters were El Greco, Velasquez

anil Goya, and they were all of very

different types.

Examples were first shown of

the work of E! Greco. He. a

Greek who came to Spain in his

youth and living by himself became

(Continued on page 8)

Science Formal

Science Formal tickets

for those whose names are

on the reserve list will go

on sale at 4 p.m. Monday,

January 27th in the Science

executive room in the base-

ment of the Students' Union.

BY JOHNNY EDWARDS

In the second game of a double-

header in the gym tomorrow night-

Queen's Senior Basketball team

opens the 1936 campaign by meet-

ing the strong Western University

quintet. The curtain-raiser will see

Queen's Intermediates at home to

Belleville Y.M.C.A., and a fine

evening's entertainment is assured

for Kingston court fans.

Reports from Ixindon reveal that

the Purple team has lost its smart

forward line of last year hut that

it has been replaced by another

wKich apparently is just as good.

If so, guards Rooke. Tilley. Stephen

and Pews arc in for a strenuous

game, as it will be rerncmhered that

Western played their game here

last year in a spectacular and finish-

ed manner. Our own forwards,

Cunningham. Sonshine. -Finlay and

the Edwards twins will be right in

there when it comes to scoring, as

their previous games this season

have clearly demonstrated. Only

three members of the gold squad

have yet to see intercollegiate ex-

perience, but after the showing

made in the five games against

American opponents, confidence and

shooting power are not lacking in

any of the players.

A novelty this year will be the

use of two referees in all intercol-

legiate games, ami this should min-

imize the rough tactics which have

been so apparent in the past.

Queen's basketball fans have high

hopes for the \93A championship, a

" (Continued on page 7)

FIRST L S. R. CLASS

TO-MORROW AT 2.30

Herbert Norman Directing

School On Current
Affairs

Fee Is 20 Cents

The L. S. R. week-end school

which opens at 2.30 to-morrow

afternoon in Convocation Hall is

fortunate in having as its director.

Mr. Herbert Norman. The general

topic for discussion will l>e "The

Modern State— its Powers. Policies

and Consequences."

Mr. Norman, who graduated

from the University of Toronto in

1932. has done advanced
work in history at Cambridge.

During his post-graduate flays, he

was a student of modern colonial

iperialism, and was already known

as an expert on the Far East

where he himself has lived. Mr.

Norman had the distinction of

rising to responsible positions of

student leadership during his two

year stay in Cambridge.

The program is as follows:

1. Saturday afternoon, Jan. 25.

2.45 p.m., "The State", lecture

and discussions.

(Continued on page 8)
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sTUDENTS
. . . your accovat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

KINGSTON BRANCH—King A Clarence S
W. R. BELCHER, Uinipr

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted by EDMUND DERRY

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, 80, 82 Princess St.

Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matter*, siock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried Ircaiure

—

— BUT —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We arc "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
£en*, Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in slock.

WARD& /i^rx
Hamilton ( se^)
"limited -

4 Nyal Stores 4

COLLEGEMEN
H you wont a very expressive

Gilt for o very nice "someone"

and you need a little friendly

help, come to McCalluro's.

Every article new, smart and

attractive,

iKrCaUum (Sift

39S Princes* St. Phone 1931

THE INQUISITOR. By Hugh

Walpole. London: Macmiilan.

S2.25.

For the fourth time Hugh Wal-

pole has written a story about the

cathedral town, Polchester. The

Inquisitor offers a valuable oppor-

tunity to anyone who lias not yd be-

come acquainted with the novels of

Walpole, an opportunity of reading

a most interesting, powerful and

moving story. For, like the others

of the scries, this is a novel of

event and the reader is carried

with a sense of things about to

happen until they do happen with

a climax of tragedy, of death and

destruction.

Polchester the ancient town, or

rather two towns in one, for it has

its Seatown, the lower quarter with

its poor, lawless and revolutionary

population, lies quiet and prosper-

ous under the shadow of its his-

toric church. But its state of rest

suddenly begins to pass into a state

of action through the conflict of

men possessed by the evil spirits of

covetousness and love of power.

"Men in Ihe pressure of daily

business forget the examiner...This

spiritual world may at any moment

hreak in upon the material world,

causing a general disorder which

men in their blindness attribute to

casual accident." This thought—of

ihe control exerted by spiritual

forces over human lives— is central

in the story and we are never

allowed to pass out of the super-

natural atmosphere into that of

common day. Indeed the power of

ihe whole book lies here.

Michael Furze, after wandering

over the world, comes back, drawn
lo Polchester, his native town. He
is penniless. But his brother,

Stephen Furze, lives here with his

wife and daughter. Stephen is a|

sells to Klctch the antique-dealer a

beautiful and valuable ivory cruci

fix, the one beautiful thing that he

loved and prized.

Everything follows from that

"Way I figure it is I was Judas'

like, betraying the thing I cared for

most in the world. . .And there was

the Cathedral just over the grass

watching me as I did it." Nothing

was right from that moment,

deadly spirit of hate between the

brothers grows until Michael i-

goaded on by his brother's mean

ness and insults to strangle him in

the Cathedral and to leave his body

in the old. deserted tower. Mean

while the cruel, covetous ways of

Stephen Furze have brought anxiety

and despair into many homes, in the

Cathedral circle and in Seatown

until, with his disappearance, the

whole town is seething with appre

hension and fear. Michael, at last

driven lo commit two other mur-

ders, can bear the strain no longer.

He reveals his crime and takes his

own life.

This is the mere thread of the

plot, with the two main characters

but the while life of Polchester is

depicted and the manner in which

evil works co-operatively. All have

a share in it. There is a rich array

of characlers, clerical and lay, men

and women, notably Lampiron and

Elizabeth Furze; Penny Marlowe,

her father and James Bird. Behind

the interplay of life and passion

there is the Cathedral, the towering

symbol of the unseen world and the

past.

None of Mr. Walpole's recent

novels can approach the standard

which he established with his earlier

ones. Captain Nicholas showed

weaknesses which had not been in

this
i

writer's work before. Never-

theless, if only because of his earlier

moneylender and a miser, possessed works and their excellence, a novel

by greed; and Michael, in order to from the pen of Hugh Walpole is

pay for his board at his brother's, 'always of interest.

Campus and Gym
The swimming hour, Wednesday
ening, has proved very popular

and will be continued. Time 7.30-

9.30 p.m.

* * *

The skating hour, Tuesday, 1.15-

2.00 p.m., has been an unqualified

success. Beginners and skaters who
are not expert have the use of the

rink at this period. Hockey prac-

tice is on Thursday and Friday,

1.15-2.00.

* * *

There will be a tournament in the

near future for the badminton play-

ers. Pick your partners and start

practising.

Members of ihe Badminton Team
hould get in several hours practice

week, especially in doubles.

Sour Grapes Dep't.

A minister had been asked to
a certain home to supper and, as
he was the special preacher for
the evening, the hostess had gone
to a lot of trouble in preparing
the meal.

But when be arrived he inform-
ed his hostess that he never ate
before preaching. This so an-
noyed her that she told her hus-
band she wasn't going to hear
that ungrateful soul preach and,
accordingly, she stayed at home.
The husband, however, felt it

his duty to go and upon his re-
turn his wife asked how the min-
ister had gotten along.

"Well", said the husband, "he
might as well have et."

GIRLS

College girls were severely

criticized on several counts when
two reporters interviewed Lynne
Gordon, star of Harry Reset's

show at the Royal York, and
former student at New York Uni-
versity.

"You can nearly always tell a

college girl on a dance floor,"

Miss Gordon, the loveliest singer

Toronto has seen in long months
lid. "They carry themselves

absurdly erect and are hopeless-

ly distant." In appearance the

majority are feminine versions of

the pictures in Esquire—careless-

ly dressed to a certain point, she

claimed.

Experience with women grad-

uates, she said, has shown her
that "most of them are not any
cleverer than the average girl

without a university degree. The
majority have merely memorized
a few books and written a few
essays," However, she admitted,
a few have real ability.

For cultural background a uni-

versity education ts a fine thing."
she said, "but of little value in

practical affairs." Miss Gordon
was of the opinion that a degree
is not an important thing, and
that two years at any university
is enough to get ail the culture it

has to offer.—Varsity.

Coming Events

Today

:

12.15p.m.—Commerce Club

Students' Union

Saturday, Jan. 25:

2.45p.ra.—I-.S.R. School

Lecture

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Basketball

Preliminary—Gym
8.00p.m.—L.S.R. School

Si icial Evening

8.30p.m.—La Salle vs. Queen's

Harty Arena

9.00p.m.—Western vs. Queen's

Basketball

Gym
Sunday, Jan. 26:

10.00a.m.—L.S.R. School

Lecture

Convocation Hall

2.30p.m.—L.S.R. School

, Lecture 11

3.30p.m.—I. R. C.
!

Old Arts Bldg.

Senate Room
Monday, Jan. 27

:

5.00p.m.—Extension Lecture

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

254 University Ave.
Tuesday, Jan. 28

:

7.30p.m.—S. C. M.
Prof. Humphrey
Ban Righ

THEY'RE COLLEGE-MAID MEN

When 1 asked her

Why
She left the party

In such haste

She smiled and said

Oh I

Was being chaste.

JACK

POPE-EYE and other treats

CAPITOL SAT. MON. TUES.

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princeas St. Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

HOCKEY
SATURDAY, JANUARY 25th—8.15 P.M.

LASALLE vs. QUEEN'S
EVENT NO. 12

BASKETBALL
SATURDAY, JANUARY 25th—QUEEN'S GYM

WESTERN vs. QUEEN'S
ALSO

TWO PRELIMINARY GAMES STARTING AT 7 P.M.

EVENT NO. 13

SKATING
FRIDAY EVENING—8.15 P.M. AT ARENA

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Arts Dean Speaks

3n Choosing Jobs I

Importance Of Character
And Industry Stressed

Character and industry were the

two prerequisites to success which

Bean Matheson stressed in his talk

on' the "Problem of Choosing a[

Vocation" given to a meeting spon-

sored by the S.C.M. at Ban Righ

CAMPUS
FROLICS
FULL ORCHESTRA!
COED DANCING!
PEPPY SINGING
COMEDY SKITS
SWEET MUSIC!

I THREEBIG NIGHTS

FEB. 4, 5, and 6

| Tickets Now on Sale at g
the University Post

Office

%
Ail Seats Strictly Reserved g

50c

Humphrey's Address Will

Conclude Series

AT THE THEATRE
CAPITOL

AH WILDERNESS
With

Lionel Barrymore, Wallace Beery

It is a simple story, "Ah Wilder-

ness," and might very conceivably

have been a page torn from the

on Tuesday evening. The speaker I everyday life of an everyday family

emphasized also that the choice of in 1906. We are in reality carried

vocation must be one's own, and back into the very atmosphere of

pointed out how many sad misfits! the early twentieth century, and

and heartbreaks have resulted from I the care and detail with which the

unwise and insistent advice. entire picture has been worked out

Character, one of the essentials to is a credit to the producers. It is

success in any vocation, Dean 1 absolutely flawless, The humour is

Matheson defined to include reliabil- what you would expect to cxperi

ity, common sense and sympathetic ence in a family of thriving, scrap-

understanding. Industry simply [ping young ones ranging from the

and

means the willingness to work.

Dean Matheson explained that

there are two kinds of vocations

some, such as medicine, teaching,

engineering, need a course of spe-

cial training or years of apprentice

ship; others begin with a "job
1

ige of twelve to twenty-five. Of

course we, with all our "advanced

ideas and techniques will find the

[restricted and unsophisticated doings

I of the high school graduation class

I

somewhat amusing. Every thin

is true to the age it represents, how

with the possible opportunity of ever, and if Eric Linden, as the

rising to a position of responsibility, poetry-struck youth seems a little

The person who doesn't know too much so. perhaps the fault lies

what he wants must use his own with ourselves, in that we are not

judgment in choosing a vocation, able to accept him as such . in our

allowing taste and aptitude to lead own world.

the way. The speaker advised per- Lionel Barrymore has never

sons who are not aware of special given a better performance, and

tastes or special talents to do what
|
Wallace Beery is good, although

The last address in the series

"The Road to Progress" will be

given by Dr. Humphrey on Tues-

day. January 21st in Ban Righ

Common Room at 7.30 p.m. Dr.

Humphrey has entitled his ad-

dress "Mental Unity."

The following statement will

indicate its content. "From the

psychological point of view men-

tal honesty is the best policy.

This means recognition of one's

own abilities and -motives. Such

hunesty is difficult to attain and

\~ perhaps completely attained

by only a very few gifted people

It means that there arc no con

flicting elements in the mind and

thus that the mind is at unity

witli itself."

All interested are welcome to

this address and the meeting will

he open for discussion and ques

lions. '

comes to hand and they would prob-

ably discover their tastes. Experi-

rather incidental, as his drunken

brother. You will find yourself

ence has shown that conscientous entirely given over for the time

hard work leads towards a desirable] the charm and simplicity of thi

genial family.

Another excellent color cartoon

Honcyland" adds to the program

A—. —N.MacR

Next Attraction; "Collegiate

with Joe Penner, Jack Oak

Frances Langford.

FIRST WOMAN CAME
TO QUEENS IN 78

Co-Education is to-day
,
so well

stablished at Queen's it is difficult

to realize that it was not always

thus on the Old Ontario Strand. It

is just half a century since the first

women s'udents graduated.

The first women to enter an Arts

Classics Club

Dr. N. W.
the Classics

vening. on

And, since we must start off

tight, I must tell you the little

story of the Medical student,

who, on being offered a "lift" by

a friend (not a camel), said: "No,

thanks. I haven't vertigo,"

—Manitoban

De Witt addressed

Club on Monday

"The Epicurean

course at yueen s in the session |sc hool in Rome." Dr. De Witt

1878-79 were Miss Annie L. Fow-
u)lc was especially interesting

ler, Kingston; Miss Elizabeth S- he has studied the subject from

Fitzgerald. St. Catherines; MjasLne or jg ina l manuscripts of Ph

Jennie H. Greaves, Kingston; Miss
ocjemus . An open discussion w

Josephine A. Hooper, Kingston;
lK-ld afterwards, and refreshmen

and Miss Margaret M. Spooner,
|
wcre scrve(j

Glenbumie. In 1884, the first wo

men graduated in Arts. They were. n
Miss Fowler and Miss Fitzgerald. \[S/eW LibraryDOORS

In 1880, the Medical Faculty also

opened its doors to women. Four
p,uchan, John-

stered and in 1882 their
|

AND THE MUSIC GOES
ROUND AND ROUND - -

Vou pmh button here—ind il coma
out there—Boy whitti hcidichc ih4t

*°ng hu become—ytt it ii n very «•
cursta dacilption ot juit whit happen*

"hen you wini, «1.ai you want, when
you want it By limply lilting the re-

ceiver ol Mill telephone, trammittlng
your want* (o a letmlngly InieWaent

penonell, it arrives ri<hl there—at

rrontol v Maybe thia plcuint »*li>l«-

lory Drug Store icrvico will come In

handy when you have a hangover head-

* che—Boop-boo p.

YOU ALWAYS SHOP TO
ADVANTAGE AT

Stores

MAHOODDRUGCO.
PHOMI 519...- PRINCESS I*

JU|vYciPEACOC*
PHONE J*P HEXTTOIOBLAWS

women regisi

The King's Grace

1910-1935.

classes were combined with those I Ruchan, John—

of the men. A strong agitation was Winds. (Fiction),

stirred up, and the authorities were chambers, R. W.—Thomas More

forced to establish a small Women's Cooper, Duff—Haig.

Medical College. It went out of Coupland, R.—Empire

exislence after twelve years. Days.

Thus did Queen's embark on the Dakin, W. J

troublous seas of higher education turers.

for women. In the course of time, Farago, L.—Abyssinia on the bvc.

all became serene—in Arts at any Johnson, R. B.-Jane Austen,

-and the progress of co-educa- Keats. John—Letters,

has been steady and harmoni- Morgan, M. D.-The Leica Manual.

And of the many women who Morison, J.
L.—Lawrence of

-House of the Four

in These

-Whalemen Adven

TIVOLI

ustcr"

NEVADA
With

Crabbe, KatMean Burke

and Monte Blue

If you like Zanc Grey's stories

western pictures you

ke this one. There's nothing new

particularly different. The ac

lions seem more plausible than

ual and the guns are kept unde

ntrol fairly well until the end

when everyone shoots to his heart

content. There is the usual display

f cattle and fine horsemanship.

The story is one that never grows

Id: the attractive young man ol

bad reputation proves himself th

hero in the end. the villain is dis

of, and so, we suppose, "he

marries the girL"

"Buster" Crabbe makes a charm

ng hero and the audience, if not

the cast, do not doubt his innocence

The rustler, Monte Blue, is most

convincing in his appearance and

his actions. Kathleen Burke is ade

quate in her part as the heroine and

daughter of a rancher. The re

mainder of the cast Jends ilself

the fictitious western atmosphere.

The picture is accompanied by

amusing short about Mooey Co

and Rip Van Winkle. A cow

which has had quite a bit of be

behaves most strangely. B

—

&

-J

Next Attraction : "Woman Want

edi" with Maureen O'Sullivan.

Science '38

LIVINGSTON'S
Established 1847

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
Suits and Overcoats

ENTIRE STOCK

0*f"\\07 DISCOUNT
£Aj /O SALE

In line with our traditional policy our semi-annual sale of Suits

and Overcoats begins today. A significant feature of this sale is we
withhold nothing from our stock, our finest clothing included.

Men's Suits, All Odd Trousers, Tuxedos, Dress Suits, Dress Vests.

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Tailored specially for us *

$20 grade now $16

$25 grade now $20

$30 grade now $24

WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811
Meal Tickets

Science '38 held a year meet-

ng in Fleming Hall yesterday

afternoon. A committee was ap-

pointed to look into the possi-

bility of having a private year

dance or sleighing party.

Monday Meetings To Study

Christian Fellowship

The Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship has announced a

series of meetings to be held at

254 University Ave., Monday

evenings of this term at /.00 p.m.

Fellowship" will he the central

theme studied, with "Fellowship

the beginning" and "Fellow-

ship in the days of the prophets"

as typical subjects.

The group meets for prayer in

the Chapel, Old Arts Building,

every Wednesday at 3.00 p.m.

All those interested are asked

to watch for notices concerning

the visit early in February of Miss

Catherine Nicoll and of Steacy

Woods in the same month.

All meetings arc open to stu-

dents.

Lucknow.
-Outline of Music.

and their Alma Mater.

have graduated from Queen-s m

the last fifty vears, no small number \t.f, K

Lve brought' honour to themselves Nesbitt. L. M.-Desert and Fore,!

1 —Exploration of Abyssinian

Danakil.

Error Gives [Squire. A. O.-Sing Sing Doctor.

(Fiction).

Speck, F. G.-Naskapi.—Savage

Hunters of Labrador.

Typographical

Famous Story New Angle

A bunch of germs were hitting it up

In the bronchial saloon:

Two bugs in the edge of the laryu?

Were jaziiug a r»g-time tune.

Back in the teeth, in a solo game

Sat dangerous Ack-Kccirhoo

;

And watching his pulse was his light

of love

—

The lady that's known as Flu.

—The Sheaf

pographical errors are usually

hut everv so often |
Silcock, A.-Introduction to

onlv annoying

one crops up with something in the

nature of character to it. W.tncss

this account of the famous "E

.Hole of Calcutta."

Surajah Dowlah put 146 Lng

Ijshmen in

Chinese Art.

Wilenski, R. H.—English Painting

At times Hollywood shows

evidence of a sense of humour.

There I and a coming attraction hilled in

oom. and [the lobby at Loew's carries the

erfect title~and cast of all time

Jean Harlow in "Riff. Raff

-Oregon Emerald. I
—Varsity

small room

ivas one vAdow

in the morning all t

were dead."

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros
113-115 PrinceM St.

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT

LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street
Phone 1402

There Is No Substitute

For QUALI1 Y -

That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

John LAIDLAW & son

Drygoods

—

LIMITED

—Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST.

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

.

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

(0 Princess St Kingston

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Hoods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street -

Next to Hoas's DruS Store

Phone 4248
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A Fitting Tribute

Wc arc devoting most of our editorial

page this issue to a fitting tribute paid to

His [ate Majesty King George V by Dr.

H. A. Kent, Principal of Queen's Theo-

logical College, at tjic Chapel service held

Uje day after l tic King's death. Few stu-

dents were privileged to hear this eulogy

of the late King ^nd we feel that it is of

such high merit that it should he printed

where every student will have an oppor-

tunity to read it.

L.S.R. School
The present world situation makes the

L.S.R. School, which is to be held this

week-end, of timely interest. It intends to

take as its subject, 'The Modern State."

and to discuss its powers, policies, and coti-

-«*u;ticnec-s. The school will be rcomplered
in four sessions on Saturday and Sunday.
Such topics as "The Far East—China" and
"The War Situation" will be discussed
Under the leadership uf Herbert Norman.

All students who are interested in the
present state of the world will undoubted-
ly find these lectures and discussion groups
of great interest. Mr. Norman, director of
the school, is an authority on the Far East,
where he himself has lived.

King George The Fifth
BY DR. Jl. A. KENT

Principal of Qncen't Theological Colltgt

Since the beginning of history many
Itings have passed across the stage of human
affairs. They have had their entrances and
their e.\i>ts, some in peace and sonic in

violence. They have played their brief and
little part in a drama which has-f-ften been
tragedy, and most of them havT been for-
gotten as if they had never been. "The
wind passcth over it and it is gone and the
place thereof shall know it no more."

Sonic, however, of these royal figures,
have made a mark upon the history of
mankind which the pasting year* and cen-
turies have not been able to obliterate.
Their mark in some cases has been black,
a kind of sublimate of their evil lives. The
early Christians were appalled by the in-
famy of Nero and the cold calculating
wickedness of Dornitian. Other kings have
left behind them a long mark of red. hvun
at this distance imagination shudders at
the twill) cruelties of the Assyrian kings
and the horrors perpetrated by Tench:
Khan.

But others, thanks he to God, have left

f
m" r(1 !n wWch the white predominates-

it =s. true, not always clear and clean, but
still the white is there. There is the first
King Ol Israel who lost his life after a brave
struggle to free his nation: He was the
William Wallace of the Hebrew people
There is the great Roman Emperor Marcus
Aurelius in the second century, whose reign
was the happiest time in the history of the
ancient world. There is Saxon Alfred who
freed his people from the Danes and taught
both Danish and English to serve God,

There is the Princess Margaret of England,

who stole the heart of Malcolm Catimore,

king of Scotland, and turned him from a

savage into a Christian. There are Edward

the Confessor and Henry HI of England

who have left Westminster Abbey as their

gift to the nation; and in our own day

there has been the good Victoria whose

long reign saw English life and manners

lifted to high places. All these and a multi-

tude of others have written their names

into the long story of our race.

Twenty-six years ago a King died in

England. He was a wise and prudent

sovereign with long and varied experience

in the affairs of state. European rulers and

diplomats had long known that King

Edward VIP was a force to be reckoned

with in determining the direction of inter-

national affairs. What would happen now

that this shrewd and patient ruler was no

more ?

The King who succeeded Edward VII

was a man very unlike his father. He had

not had that long training in public affairs.

He had been Prince of Wales for a brief

ten years, while his father had been heir

apparent for sixty years. He had lived

the comparatively quiet life of a younger

son until the death of his older brother, the

Duke of Clarence, made him heir presump-
tive to the throne. And when he with his

gracious consort took up the task which

his father had laid down, there may have

been some anxious fears as to the future

of the British Monarchy and the stability

of British institutions. People who had

keen ears had heard already the rumblings

of trouble in Europe, Kink Edward him-

self had heard the sound. Would his suc-

cessor be able to stand firm in a possible

storm? All such forebodings, if there were
such, were most .•'nlendidly disappointed.

Within four years of the accession of

King George V, the frightful tempest burst

upon the world, more1

violent than any that

have torn and uprooted nations in all past

history. Before it was over the throne had
come crashing down in nearly every great

monarchy -of Europe
; Germany, Austria,

Russia, Greece; and with this collapse,

tragedy upon tragedy, for untold multitude*.

But in Britain and the Dominions the long

agony of the War only made stronger the

bond between the King and his people. He
identified himself so simply' and so honestly

with all his folk, he felt their burdens as
his own. He became one with his subjects,

not by condescension, but by simple affec-

tion and faith. Who that has heard the
King say in his deep voice "my people" has
not felt something stir within him? Soldiers

felt it in the field and toiling workers felt it

in the mine and in the factory. And so
while other kings were fleeing for their

lives or struggling in the hands of their
captors, the King and Queen in Britain

became a very centre' for those who rejoic-

ed in peace, as they had been for those who
suffered through ,War.

The years which have gone by since

1918 have been fateful and trying times.
Men who faced death have had to turn and
face life again, which is sometimes the
harder thing to do. There has been in-

dustrial strife with strikes and lock-outs
and that ugly thing, class hatred, fn it all

a King might easily make mistakes; it is

so easy to take sides. But King George
made no mistakes and the affection for him
of all classes was never broken. His
patience and, tact averted political crises,

and his unfailing sympathy and assistance
broke many a deadlock. Some royal per-
sons have thought it necessary in order to
maintain their regal status to be ever in
glittering uniform and attended by a
retinue of followers. No such pomp and
show have been necessary for the British
royal house; but every hat comes off in
Piccadilly or in Hyde Park when a British
king passes as a simple gentleman/ No
royal family has moved about' with such
case, among all classes of people, and yet
since the days of the Saxon King Edward
the Martyr, nearly a thousand years ago,
no reigning English Sovereign has perish-
ed at the hands of an assassin. How differ-
ent has been the story in other lands. In
my own life-time I can recall the violent
end of a king of Italy, a king of Greece, a
king of Portugal, two kings and a queen
of Serbia, ah empress of Austria, an em-
peror and empress of Russia, two Presi-
dents of France and a President of the

Official Notices

Notice"

It has been announced that the funeral

of the late King will be held Tuesday, Jan-

uary 28th. There will be no classes at the

University on that day.

Student Exchange with France and Germany

It is expected that in Session 1936-37

student exchanges will be arranged with

France and Germany. Applications will be

received by the Registrar until February

7th from any students who wish to be con-

sidered.

Prize in Chemistry

A prize of 525 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis of

an essay competition. Competitive essays must

he sent not later than February 29th to the

Secretary of the Ottawa Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry. The competition is

strictly limited to undergraduates. *

Further information may be obtained from

the Registrar or from the Department of

Chemistry, Queen's University,

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be

awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians

who have done advanced work in any

branch of Science or Literature. Applica-

tion forms and regulations may be obtained

from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the

Fellowships Board, Rayal Society of Can-

ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-

ing papers must be in the hands of the

Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

S. C. M. PANEL

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University IVomen

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on

evidence of the character and ability of the

candidate and promise of success in the sub-

ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than

February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,

University of Saskatchewan,. Saskatoon, Sask.

United States. And in England none of

this for a thousand years. It speaks volumes
for the character of English royalty and
for the loyalty and moderation of the Eng-
lish people.

The history of the world has written

after the names of some kings and queens

the word "great." Alexander, Julius Caesar,

the Prankish Karl, the Russian Catherine.

Some of them have deserved the adjective

and some have not. History has been less

generous with the epithet "good," and
therefore it should mean more when it is

given to those who have deserved it. His
Majesty King George V will be remcm-'
bered as a "good" king, not in any narrow
sense of the term but in its widest and most
generous application. "Kind hearts are

more than coronets, and simple faith than
Nornian blood." King George V had all

of ihesc-
; the coronet, the Norman blood, the

kindly heart, and the simple faith.

And now, having completed his-three-

score years and ten, and having carried a
load which would have crushed him save
for the upholding arms of God, he has gone
into the immediate presence of the King of
King* whom he served and worshipped.
Eyes Mill moisten today from England even
to far Cathay and to the going down of
tin- sun; and all will pray that a double
portion of his spirit may rest upon his
successor. King George has entered into
his rest. God rest his pious soul. And
God save and bless his son King Edward.

One of the means employed by

the Student Christian Movement

of the world to create under

standing and gain new know

ledge is to hold conferences.

Even now two are being consid

cred which will be of wide inter

est to Canadians.

The first is the Conference of

the World Student Christian

Federation which is to be held

in August of this year in Cali-

fornia. The movements of Can-

ada and the United States are co-

hosts for this Conference. The

Canadian delegation is limited

to twenty, several of whom must

be students from other countries

studying here. While most of

the Canadian delegation will be

chosen from the Western Univer-

sities the East will be represent-

ed.

The second conference of much
more local interest is the annual

Central Area Conference held at

Y.M.C.A. Park, Lake Couchich

ng. Out. It meets sometime dur

ing the two weeks previous to

college opening. The planning

committee meets this week-end

in Toronto to set up plans, choose

subjects, and suggest leadership.

Two Queens students will rep-

resent Queen's on the Couchich-

ing Planning Committee. Further

information concerning these con-

ferences will be available later.

Useless Information

The Metropolitan Opera House

in New York has cuspidors two

feet in diameter. Not only is this

information utterly useless, but

onsidcring.the tony crowd which

goes to the opera, probably the

spiders are, too.—Ubyssey.

Intrigued by an advertisement

in a* magazine for. a book 0.

"What Every Woman Shouij

Know." a young bride-to-be wjl0

recently was graduated from

large Eastern university quite e».

citedly posted the remittance
0(

one dollar. Imagine her keen d.

light upon receiving a 24-p;i„t
cookbook.

—Indiana Daily Student

SWEET
CAPORAL

INTRODUCING
The Rendezvous Tea Room

and

Muriel Graeme
Handicrafts and Fine Woollens

EARL ST. AT WEST
Opening January ISth, Telephone 295

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

NOXZEMA CREAM
For Chapped Hands

Reg. 25c on sale 15c
at

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Where the Students Eat and Meet!

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We lelegraph flowers Anywhere—

Anylime
Bus, Phone 1 763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

lenderson's Cigar Store
Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student*

iftarirutld (Cnfr
Kingston, Ont346 Princess St

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

25c Per Passenger

The King Is Dead; Long Live
The King

Beneath numb Norfolk skies

On oaken bier, at altar bare,

A heart that stirred the world
Lies stilled—a nation's trumpets blare
And English heads are bowed in prayer.

Amen, amen, and eyes
Are raised to see the royal Crown
A-top new younger brows;
The King! Again their heads bow down:
God bless our heritage and Crown 1

—W.A.N.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB, GRATTON

TRICOLOR COME FROM BEHIND

TO EARN TIE WITH RIDEAUS
INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL TOMORROW

Batkctliall fans will have their trinities tomorrow evening when the

V,M,
InUTi'.'Htk'iate cai;i-s<M*»n pits under way locally with the Western

Onlario MnstniiR five providing the opposition for Queen's vastly im-
proved court (cam.
1 Although little is known regarding the actual strength of the Purple
jn ,l

White hoopmen, it is more than likely that the London University
„.ill floor a squad that will force opposing cluhs to the limit before a.

decision is reached.

Last year, it will be recalled, the Mustangs finished in the runner up
spot, a notch ahead of our own Tricolor hoopstcrs. But as this is an
entirely new season the local hardwood huskies having designs on the
College title, expect to grail first place from Hie opening gun, and
think that tomorrow night offers an excellent opportunity to carry out
their intentions.

The locals, under the crafty tutelage of Ralph Jack appear to be
at least SO per cent, stronger than last year's third placers. The team
ha* hcen exhibiting a nice, passing game, has a fine assortment of plays,

aud is evenly balanced with enough veterans from the 1935 club till

3round to lend the experience essential to a hoop squad with champion-
ship iJeas.

QUEEN'S HOCKEY SQUAD FACES HEAVY SCHEDULE
Queen's Senior ice men conclude another week of a heavy schedule

tomorrow when they tangle with Ottawa La Salle at the Arena.
The Powell puck pounders have been the busiest athletes in the

university since College re-opened, what with three games scheduled
fur every week and the odd practice session tossed in for good measure.

\ nd the end is not yet in sight. Beginning on Monday when the

Tricolor visit Brock ville the team faces its toughest test to date as

the locals are booked to play four contests in six nights.

Still testing in the cellar position as these lines are written the

locals trail the fifth place Rideaus with whom they obtained a tic on
Tuesday by 3 points.

However, when the battle smoke has cleared a week from tomorrow,

[sn g should pretty well know whether the club has what it takes to

gel into the play-off dough. In the meantime your whole-hearted sup-

port at. home games would go a long way in assisting the boys on
their climb up the hockey ladder.

PUCK NOTES
We didn't get a chance to interview Senator Powell after Wednes-

day's Junior fiasco . . . But we heard the coach was talking to himself

. . That 11-2 trouncing of the Tricolor kids by the clever Frontcnac

six was hardtto take . . . And the score represents the actual play! . . .

The Kingston midgets buzzed around Coaler McEweu like a pack of

hornets . . . The game was the first of the season for the College crew

and perhaps they'll improve . . . But they can't waste much time in

doing it . - . Right now the Limestone City club has a stranglehold on
group hprtors with 3 straight wins . . . Senator Powell's Senior stal-

warts broke their losing streak on Ottawa ice last Tuesday when they

divided the. points with Rideaus . . . Setting away to a slow start the

Tricolor had to rally in the final period to pop home two goals to even

matters 1 J|! We pick Art Stollcry as the most improved player on the

club : r . The burly defence man has been good going hoth ways for

the past two weeks ... . And he has been getting his share of scoring points

. . , The Ottawa league statistician has a great time compiling the

scoring records ... He claims someone is stingy with assists in these

parts as there haven't been many recorded in the official summaries

. . Perhaps the Tricolor iiucksters can do something about this short-

coming . - . Personally we haven't seen a 4 point goal on local ice since

the new point scoring system came into existence . . . Obviously too

inuCh attention is paid to the actual goal getter.

R.A.F,-QUEEN'S GAME CANCELLED
Last night's scheduled Ottawa City Hockey League contest between

the Royal Air Force and Queen's was cancelled late yesterday morning,
' "owing Id lift" ISP! IhaY'Sir'rrnttraTy athletic teams in Canada" ' hav

ordered to postpone all their games

Munro And Wing Scorers
In Close Checking Game

At Ottawa

BY AB GRATTON

Queen's senior puck men, dis-

playing their wares for the third

time this season on Ottawa ice, last

Tuesday, obtained some satisfaction

from their latest jaunt to Canada's

Capital City by coming from behind

to earn a 2-2 overtime draw with

Cy Denueney's Rideaus.

In snapping their losing streak

at the spacious Auditorium, the

bet1

ll

of Kinguntil after the funera

George V next Tuesday.
As a result of the cancellation the Queen's hockey ists took advantage

of an extra two days rest, and should be ready to hit the high spots

against La Salle tomorrow night. -

FRONTENACS SWAMP

JUNIOR TEAM 11-2

On Wednesday evening Senator

Towell's Tricolor Juniors suffered

an overwhelming 11 to 2 defeat at

the hands of Kingston Frontenacs.

The College boys could not keep up

with their speedier and more ex-

perienced rivals but they went down

fighting to the last.

The Queen's kids had a heavier

team than the Frontenacs but they

could not match the fast pace of

the City boys. They showed the lack

of sufficient practice and as a re-

suit their passes seldom clicked.

Lick of finish around the nets

spoiled many good scoring chances.

Merve McEwen in the Queen's

nets played a smart game and had

vciy little chance on the shots that

'vent past him. Indeed he had quite

1 bit more work to do than Bridgen

who was never pressed very hard.

""iii'ighnm played well on defense

and led many dangerous solo rushes

hut he did not receive enough sup-

Port from his teammates. Baker,

nt"rry and McGinnis tried hard but

""v were outskated by their oppon-

ents and could only carry the play

that the hoys could not seem to do

anything right. Kingston ran wild

it the last period and were able to

find the net five times. The game

was not an exhibition of good

hockey on the part of cither team

but the lads should improve after

more competition.

Line-ups

:

Queen's—Goal, McEwen ; de

fense. Cunningham, Jenkins; centre

Berry ;
wings, Gibson, McGinnis

Subs, Baker, Kempthorne, Molter.

Ross.

Kingston — Coal, Bridgen; de

fense, Hagan. Carey; centre, Partis

1] wings, Goldup. Dixon ; subs, Bclwa

Carr-Harris, Mosley, Catlin.

into the opposing zone on a few

occasions. Vat- Kingston, Catlin,

partis and Dixon were the best, al-

though the whole team played well

together.

The Limestone City boys carried

the play from (j,,, face-off and were

""ever in danger after the first few

minutes. Berry scored the first

EOa] for Queen's on a pass from

^eGmrtis early in the first stanza.

'" the second clmckcr Gibson chalk-

*d up the second counter for the

First Period

1 Kingston, Partis (Dixon) . . 5^30

2 Kingston, Hagan (Dixon,

• Partis) 7.20

3 Queen's, Berry (McGinnis) 8.30

4 Kingston. Partis (Goldup) . 15.10

Pi-n.ilties—Catlin, Jenkins.

Second Period

5 Kingston, Goldup (Partis). 30

6 Kingston, Catlin 1120

7 Kingston, Dixon (Partis,

Goldup,)

8 Queen's, Gibson

Penalties—Jenkins.

Third Period

Q. Kingston, Dixon (Hagan) 3.45

10 Kingston, Goldup (Partis). 10.37

11 Kingston, Partis (Goldup). 12.1"

12 Kingston, Partis (Catlin.

Mosley) 1433

13 Kingston, Goldup 17.44

Penalties—Jenkins. Carey.

Referees—Bellringer. Watts

15.00

.15.50

Its raining -cats and dogs out

side

I know, I just stepped into

Si

Triculpr on a pretty rush, but after poodle

JOHNNY MUNRO

smooth Tricolor forward who added

l goal and an assist to his scoring

ecord on Tuesday in the Rideaus-

Queen'a tilt at Ottawa.

collegians had to overcome a two

goal lead garnered by the home

team in the second period and but

for a couple of penalties at crucial

times might have romped home the

winners.

The game, played before slightly

over 300 of the faithful, was

clnsely'fought affair throughout the

70 minutes of play, aud the division

of points just about represents

the general trend of the struggle

Few openings were presented to the

opposing snipers as the front liners

kept close fall on their checks, and

the defence used their bodies effec-

tively to stop incoming attackers.

Although both goal guardians had

comparatively little work to do

there were occasions when they had

to be on the alert to keep the marks-

men from increasing their scoring

records.

In the heavy going the boys

bumped one another around rather

freely, but most of the checks were

of the legitimate kind, as only Sevefi

penalties were imposed by the offi-

cials, all for minor offences. Each

team put on the power play several

times when taking advantage of the

enforced absence of a man, but only

two goals, one by each club, was

the net result of these gang man-

oeuvres. As it turned out the visit-

ing hockevists knotted the count

midway in the final session when

McDonald, towering Rideau rear-

guardsman, was doing time for

roughing things up with Johnson,

Tricolor forward.

After a dull, listless, opening

period during which neither team

gave the goalers anything to

worry about, the boys started to

warm up to their work early in the

middle chucker. After six minutes

of spirited play in this period. Norm

Darragli laid a perfect pass on

Ching McDonald's stick inside the

Tricolor ''cfensive zone, and the

nigged dfencc star bla/ed the puck

past Gowsell. Seven minutes later

ihc Rideaus increased their lead,

when, with Bun Gordon seated in

the penalty pen. Darragh took

Riopellc's pass out from the back-

boards and tucked in goal number 2.

Down two goals entering the

final 20 minutes, the Tricolor used

four forwards continually and the

.rtotetn- worked perfectly, Munro

jabbing home Stollery's rebound in

8 minutes. The ticing counter came

3 minutes later when Munro feinted

the Rideau defence out of position,

shot Wing a short pass, and the

Tricolor centre ice star rode in on

Claydon unmolested tor a nifty gnal

at 11.05.

Play for the remainder of the

period and during the 10 minute

overtime session was mainly of the

defensive variety as lw>th clubs re

fused to open up sufficiently to

provide scoring opportunities.

Queen's used Newsome and

Johnson, two husky front rank

players who were making their

senior debuts and both lads did

their work well. Munro, Wing and

Gordon looked the best of the Tri-

color forwards, but the whole team

back-checked consistently and show-

ed a noticeable improvement in

their general play. Art Stollery

picked up another scoring point anil

was strong defensively.

Riopclle, Darragh, McDonald and

Henry stood out for the Ottawa

crew along with Buck Claydon

,

lanky goaler who kicked out sev-

eral labelled drives.

The teams:

Queen's—Goal. Gowsell ; defence,

Stollery, Roberts; centre, Munro;

wings. Thurlby, Poupore. Subs,

Cowley, Wing, Gordon, Patterson,

Dixon, Johnson, Newsome.

Rideaus—Goal, Claydon ; defence

McArthey, McDonald ; centre. Rio-

pclle; wings, Darragh, Ritchie

Subs, Mil'ford. Henry. Mulvagh,

Cummings, Christie, Saunders, Mc-

Farland.

Referees. Dutch Dougall and

Harry Fleming.

Summary
, 1st. Period -

No score.

2nd Period

1 Rideaus—McDonald

(Darragh) .'. 6-05

2 Rideaus—Darragh

(Riopelle) 13.10

Penalties—Gordon, Henry.

3rd Period

3 Queen's—Munro (Stollery) 8.55

4 Queen's—Wing (Munro). 11.06

Penalties-^Mulvagh, Patterson,

McDonald.

Overtime Period

No score.

Penalties—Riopclle. Wing.

Shots on goal:

Rideaus 4. 7. 8. 6—25

Queen's 5, 4. 6. 6—21

IN SYMPATHETIC UNISON WE
EXPRESS OUR SINCERE
REGRET WITH ALL THOSE
WHO MOURN THE DEATH OF
OUR BELOVED SOVEREIGN
KING GEORGE V

NaborhooD
166 Princess St. SHOE STORE Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS ^
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505

DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

— # —
En ^tu&entB of Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gilts

Watche* And Favor.

Pens and Pencils ^ College Insignia

Designing to Order

Smith Srns* 3f*u»l*rB, ffiimttrfc
nunM r RatJlMO 1<K PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Eiprcw OGiee,

'Phone 2110

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, QueeVs Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal,

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grouoda ONTARIO

HEADQUARTERS!
Tennis, Badminton and all Athletic Equipment

We have the latest machine for repairing and re-stringing racquet*

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 PRINCESS STREET PHONE

"It Pavs to Play Fair"
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Sam Pepys at Queen's
jj

21. Up not very betimes, ami

at this and that all day to small

profit. So to bed with nothing

worthy to be writ of.

22nd. To the office in the

evening in companie with certain of

Ihc other scribes who do gather

there for no better reason than that

it is their custom, Here we find P.

li.w.rd a tearing at his hair; and

liehuld he hath writ a mighty fine

poem about nothing at all but with

every mark of a most singular wit.

And we decide to print it tomorrow

in the paper for the pleasure of all

the college. So with E. St.v.ns to

the playhouse to sec "Ah Wilder-

ness." Nothing extraordinary, but

very amusing withal.

23rd. This day to the office

comes the Rev. S. D.lv., bis face

wondrous long. And he iclls me
thai by reason of the incident that

hefel him last week the lady of his

choice is very cool toward him.

though I do not see why this should

follow. But he tells me. too, that he

is much consoled by the solicitude

ftir his Tinir.il hr.-illh ih.d in/mv have

shown him in his trouble. So he

falls to gossiping of some of our

notables, and in especial of H.

S.nsh.n., who, he saitb.'bcing late-

ly abroad with other players of

basketball, hath made an assignment

for the evening with a certain

serving-maid at an inn of those

parts and hath then most basely jilt-

ed her; he being some five leagues

distant at the appointed hour. Also

of It. B.rk.r that he bath been

playing at Tanran in the gymnasium

to the great edification of two

damsels. And he saith that these

talcs 3re told me by way of revenge,

the which I pointed out to him is a

most unchristian motive for a man

of God; and this he do freely ac-

knowledge, hut not I perceive with

thai measure Of contrition that per-

tains to bis calling. He hath been

told also, be saith, of a sorry wight

who did appear after the revelries

of last Friday in an alehouse in the

citie, and who maketh known thai

be hath taken home his partner and

put her to bed. but not, as he dis-

covered in her own house. More

tlian this, though, and the names of

those concerned he do not know.

So Ihis strange zany takes his leave,

seeming in better case for the un-

burdening of his soul, and I set to

ny sc livening. Lord! this sorry

journal can be at times a most

scurvy taskmaster!

Ohio Professor Refused To
Accept Salary

Delaware. Ohio— (A.P.) —
It's going to cost Ohio Wcsleyan

University money next Fall when

70-year-old Dr. Rollin H. Walker,

Professor of English Bible, retires

and must be replaced.

For Dr. Walker, leaving after

thirty-six years on the faculty, has

not accepted a salary in years and

has even paid the salaries of his

assistants from time to time. Now

he has reached the age of retire-

ment set up by the board of

trustees.

Dr. Walker says there's nothing

remarkable in refusing to accept

his salary.

"The fact that I have done this

isn't news," he insists. "This is my
golf, my country club, my automo-

bile."

A "modest" private income, be

says, has enabled him to hand back

his salary check all these years.

WHEN YOU'VE HAD A
MEAL WHICH DOESN'T
QUITE "FILL THE BILL"...

CoIlegesBroaden

Journalism Courses

New Brunswick, N. J.
— Major

changes will be made in
_
the

journalism curriculum of Rutgers

University next year so that the

course may more adequately meet

the needs of daily and weekly

newspapers, President Robert C.

Clothier anounced today.

Provision for training students

in newspaper business administra-

tion, advertising and circulation con-

tinue the main revisions, The cur-

riculum,' at present, is limited al-

most entirely to news reporting,

editorial and copy work.

Mathematics and modem lan-

guages, now required subjects for

all students who intend to enroll in

the journalism department, will be

made optional in order that they

may elect more work in history,

economics, political science) sociol-

ogy and psychology if desired.

As planned by the authorities at

Rutgers, with the co-operation of

the New Jersey Press Association,

the revised curriculum will be di-

vided inlo three sequences after the

freshman year. The first is for

students preparing to go into news

work and is essentially the same as

that offered at present. A second

designed for students wishing to

prepare for v>ork in advertising,

rculation and business depart-

ments of daily newspapers. Spe-

cial preparation for students in-

tending to go into the weekly news-

paper field will be offered by the

third sequence.

Courses in the sequences in busi-

ness- and the weekly newspaper will

include a study of newspaper and

advertising typography, principles

of advertising, newspaper circula-

tion problems, local newspaper ad-

vertising, national and classified

advertising, the newspaper business

office, weekly newspaper business

problems, current affairs and press

and public opinion.

—New York Times.

W. Morse Will Speak At
I.R.C. Meeting

Eric W. Morse, former president

of the I.R.C. and winner last year

of the R. B. Bennett Fellowship

entitling the holder to attendance at

summer session at the Geneva

School of International Studies,

will speak to the International Re-

lations Club on Sunday at 3.30

p.m. in the Senate Room, Old Arts

Building.

It is understood that Mr. Morse
will give some personal impressions

of Geneva and will outline the

workings and methods of the

League of Nations' permanent staff.

Attendance at the meeting will be

by invitation only.

PERTINENT
TO PEACE

This Week Little Audrey
Makes Worst Pun

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

On this occasion little Audrey
and a party of her friends had
gone boating and were in the
middle of the lake when one of

the boys pulled a package of cig-

arettes out of his pocket and
offered them to whosoever wish-
ed to smoke. He apologized,
however, that he had no matches
and asked if any of them had
any. They all searched pockets
but failed to find any. Then little

Audrey bad a bright idea. "Give
me one of the cigarettes," sh
said. As soon as she received
one, she threw it into the lake
They didn't understand, hut she
just laughed and laughed because
she knew that that would make
the boat a cigarette lighter.—
Indiana.

CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEENS

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

The question of peace and war

i-, or should be, a very real and

personal one to every^individual

today. Someone has stated, cor-

rectly we believe, that over 80%
of Canadians are against war-

Someone else has ventured to

claim that every person of every

clime, race, and creed desires, in

his saner moments, peace and

freedom and the satisfaction and

culture which spring from these

sources. Is not war, then, tin-

necessary, destructive and even

foolish? We, as students, would

murmur a unanimous "Yea" to

that challenging question; but. at

the same time, many of us have

been content to sit back in our

cosy corners and refuse to do our

share in seeking a vista which

may lead to permanent peace.

Student Opinion Welcomed

Everyone desires peace. But

we are not agreed as to the means

hich we must pursue in order

to attain that common end. For

that reason, the Student Peace

Movement at Queen's should be

"clearing house" for student

opinion on problems pertaining

to "ways and means." It should,

also, serve as an "information

bureau" on matters vital to the

cause of peace. In addition, it

shonld act as a co-ordinating unit

for all campus organizations and

ndividual members of the student

body and faculty who desire to

co-operate with it in its pursuits.

Our program of action will be

consistency with the above

principles and no "cut and dried"

theory will be advanced by the

executive to those co-operating.

We desire, rather, to provoke

thought on this vital question of

the day and to awaken student

opinion to the dangers inherent

n a policy of inaction and apathy.

Movement Non-Political

The movement must be essen-

tially non-political. " In the past,

popular opinion at Queen's has

been inclined to ignore the efforts

of the S.P.M. because of what

they have termed "communistic

tendencies." May we emphatic-

ally assert that the new executive

stands staunchly opposed to the

domination of the movement by

dogmatic extremists." We wel-

come all shades of opinion to our

ranks. Through study and free

discussion may we discover com-

mon ground upon which all may
unite in a concerted effort to gain

and to preserve peace.

In closing may I say, person-

ally, to each student; THIS IS

YOUR MOVEMENT, IF YOU
DESIRE PEACE. Its success

or failure; its effectiveness or in

effectiveness, both immediate and

ultimate, depend upon YOU and

the degree of seriousness with

which you welcome our new
endeavors.

—Don Toppin,

S.P.M. President

<rr> ti44— coIlat

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness oF starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sues up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

W. P. Midmtr

PHONE g£Q
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham St

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 2S-watt to 300-watt

253 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

216 PRINCESS ST.

An emu and his lady

Lived in old Australia.

And with their' tale. Aunt Sadie

Will now forsooth regalia,

The emu and his shemu
Billed, cooed, and all the rest,

And soon a little wemu
Was cuddled in the nest.

Then haughty was the shemu
Down 'neath the eucalyptus,

When emu gaed on wemu
And said, "M'Gawd! They've

gyptus."

—Aunt Sadie in the Varsity

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programmes ' Kverj

Constitutions
117 Brock St

- Description

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lensea Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 15??

M>txmt'& 3filxnutv si*hop
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DE R RY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
K. BECKINGHAM. O.B.E.

Proprietor
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ROOM FOR RENT
In. well appointed liomc.

Warm and o imf< triable

For Women

APPLY 69 WEST ST.

MILLARD'S TAXI

PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

\Vi also make shoes to order

j54 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialises in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359

4 doors above Union St.

Special Kate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
We Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE

WE
PHONE 2390

CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed .. .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841
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M. S. LAL'DER

HYPOTRICHOSIS

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

Ml Princess St Phone 185ff

Far down on our list of drug
company products worthy of
mention in this column we find
the name "Alpro." evidently de-
rived from the first few letters of
the words Alopecia and produce,
meaning to cause baldness, or

to remove hair.

Many people who suffer from
hypertrichosis (excessive hairi-

ness to you) have for years been
ing Alpro with exceedingly
tisfactory results, if one can be-

lieve their testimonial letters, un-
solicited, of course.

We investigated this paste care-

fully and found it to contain a

high percentage of Thallium
Acetate, in a base of banana oil

and distilled boloney. In spite

of the distilling process it is still

boloney.

It must not be believed that

the Alpro company is in business

for its health : far from it, or for

anyone else's health cither. Thal-

lium Acetate is a deadly poison,

so deadly that it makes a

inirable substance with which to

annihilate rodents. It literally

knocks the hair off them, and as

the manager of the company once

remarked "Let the Hospitals look

after health."

Gentlemen who wish to become

bald should consider Thallium

Acetate. It not only causes bald-

ness but also produces severe

muscular pains, general nerve

impairment and paralysis.

Doctors hesitate to use it, even

in ring worm treatment where

absolute baldness is a big help.

However, manufacturers can rush

in where doctors fear to tread;

hence the success of Alpro.

The advertising makes it safe

to use. Advertising can do al-

most anything even to the ex-

tent of making this a harmless

devitahzcr of hair rouis, and actu-

ally good for the tissues. There

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St.

'Phone 256

Kingston

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

'05 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
l *> Wellington St 'Phone 3«

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
s° often if you invest in ft

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.

ST.

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

are some cynics who claim that

advertising is the bunk; imagine!

We bought some Alpro and

tried it out. First we tried it on
the bath mat and the result, as

might be imagined, was a strip of

linoleum. Next we sprinkled a

little of it on the dog and con-

verted him from a Scotch Terrier

into a hairless Mexican hound.

The change was so complete that

he would no longer answer to

his name of Angus, so now we
have to call him Juan, Next we
fed some to the cat. The results

were truly astonishing; she ha

had no kittens since, in fact there

is no more cat.

Our latest experiment was on

the lawn. We got tired of cutting

it once a week in the hot weather

so In a moment of pure cussed

ness sprayed it with Alpro. The

grass disappeared as if by magic

and a heavy growth of dandruff

sprang up. The dandruff when

collected in an electric vaccuni

cleaner and ground up fine made
excellent flour. Successive crops

have since come up. and sale of

this 'flour' pays the interest on

our mortgage.

Next we tried it on the neigl

hours children—they had a habit

of banging around anq* makiii)

pests of themselves. One appli

cation of Alpro was sufficient to

completely eliminatc
i

them. How
ever, we have been bothered with

detectives since then. They get

in our hair, so much so, in fact

that we are considering using

Alpro on ourselves thereby get

ting rid of the hair and also the

detectives.

Alpro also causes the takerto

put on weight (if they live 1

enough). It is a well known fact

that too much hair on the face

and not enough flesh on the bone

is fatal to romance, especially ii

women. To these unfortunates

Alpro is offered as a sure way of

getting a husband.

COURT TEAM MEETS
MUSTANGS IN GYM

(Continued from page 1)

somewhat elusive crown to Tricolor

teams in recent years. The swish

of baskets last Saturday night

against Ogdensburg to the tune of

41 points sent Queen's chances up

one hundred per cent, and the

cairlpus is amazed at the teamplay

and scoring punch Ralph Jack has

instilled in his squad so far. The

student mentor, in a responsible

position, remains quietly confident

that the Tricolor will come through

tomorrow with a win.

Basketball is being put on its

feet here at Queen's this year,

hence the players feel that campus

support at their home games will

be a big measure towards success.

So when the home hobpsters appear

on the court tomorrow evening, a

large number of studtent fans will

be there to give them a big hand.

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

BY CHUCK COCHRANE

The meet with West End

Y.M.C.A., which was to have

taken place on Tuesday has

been postponed until next

Thursday.

It is reported that Jack Irving,

crack lightweight boxer is con-

sidering making a bid for the

Olympic honours. The going

will be a great deal tougher, but

then no one seems to be able

to make it even interesting for

the Tricolor star.

"Jimmy" Hews has announced

a tournament for the fencers

early next week. This will

provide the boys with some-

thing to work for, and give the

fencing fans an opportunity to

sort out the material on hand.

From here, it looks as if we

have the strongest team in

years.

Sammy Delve, the plunging

parson has reported that he has

only thirty odd pounds to take

off before he will be eligible for

the light heavyweight class.

Nice going, Sammy.

TYPING DONE
pecial attention given to students

— Notes typed. Prices right —
Single space 8c page, double 5c page

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 3720

LOST
Hetwecn West St. and Ban High

a red mottled Waterman's fountain

pen, with E. Backus stamped on

barrel. Finder please phone 1230-W

or leave same at Ran Righ.

Newshounds Visit Type Lice

And Attic Mice; Served Ice

The Manitoban decided to have

an "At Home\' on Sunday, in its

offices at the Canadian Publishers.

It had not been the intention of the

staff to serve tea but it was even

further remote from its mind that

they should serve cracked ice.

However such was the case.

The building was so excited at

having an "At Home" on its

premises that it burst a water main

;

which flooded the funiace; which

doused the heat; which warmed the

air; which inspired the reporters;

which worked in the house that

printed the Manitoban.

Nevertheless the reporters thor-

oughly enjoyed their visit, having

been shown everything from type

lice to the attic mice.—Manitoban.

For those interested in child

welfare, a baby recently gained

sixty-four pounds in two weeks

on elephants' milk. It was the

elephant'* baby.—The Sheaf.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

PUCKSTERS SET FOR

SPEEDING LASALLES

(Continued from page 1)

La Salle won over Queen's in

the Capital City mainly because

of the blistering speed they ex-

hibited and it is most likely that

the flying Frenchmen will use

this "Howie Morenz" ability as

their biggest offensive gun in tb

return engagement.

This speed gives the Cadets a

great instrument for back-check-

ing and they rely on this as a

protection for Auricl Bordleau in

the nets hecause their defence is

none too strong, Bordleau is a

sensational performer and can

kick out gutta percha from any

angle.

The visitors scoring punch is

packed into the first-string line of

Jean Rienhardt, Howe and Sav-

ageau, and when these boys apply

the pressure their movements are

a constant source of worry to the

opposition. Coulter on defence

strengthens their rushing brigade

while the Bain-Guzo-LegTee trio

give added offensive power.

Queen's will be using their reg-

ular line-up of Oowscll m goal.

Stolhry and Barnabe on defence,

and Patterson, Wing and Gor-

don in the starting forward posi-

tions. Munro, Poupore, Holland,

Johnston. Roberts and others

will be ready to hurdle the hoards

on a moment's notice.

Jack Powell is determined to

have a winning club anil the

locals will be out their tomorrow

night to provide the "Senator"

with some consoling thoughts

over the week-end.

OnPearls Of Wisdom Penned

An Empty Keg

NUTS? NUTSI
Oh why should I prefer to sigh

Than smile the while

I'm drinking rum.

You promised me a cup of tea

Instead 1 find that my behind

Is stuck with gum.

Come" let us play at break of day

Along the strand in fairy-land

My charming lass.

Oh cpsom salts before the waltz

I don't advise, it isn't wise

You silly ass.

—P.

JANUARY

SALE
MEN'S SHIRTS

AND NECKWEAR

Hundreds and Hundreds of the Well-

Known Sanforized Arrow Brand

Shirts in This Great Sale

Ml have been taken from our retnlar weU aelceled itock. Collar

attached style or neckband and 2 collars to mulch style. Most-

ly collar attached. Shin* have the famous WUUea* Aroatt

collars. Fine Imported material*, Including broadcloths, ma

druaes, oxford cloths and ctuunbrajs.

Regular J2.M and 8.50

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE PRICE

gj
ggench or 2 ' $3.00

A larre *ariel* or the famoos SleUon Shirts, collar attachen

and senarate collar. A wide selection o( new pattern*, strips

and neat Checks. Also while broadcloth.

Shirts Sold Reenlarljr at J1.S0 and Hither.

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE PRICE

95c each

The ramou Tweddell Sanforlied White Shirt*,

ed and separate collar.

Betolar tz.00

Collar nltncl:-

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE PRICE

$1.59 e«h or 2 for $3.00

Hundreds of TIES

Other Items

At Sale Prices
Arrow pyjamas, wool
socks, sweaters, gloves,

mufflers, and all acces-

sories.

A smart selection of beau-

tiful neckwear. Mngn-

dorea, poplins, satin
stripes and checks — in

:ill the wanted colors.

Ties you will be proud

to wear - right up to the

minute.

GROUP 1—
Regular 55c

43C each

or

2 for 75c
GROUP 2—

Regular $1.00

59c each

of

3 for $1.45
Never In the history of

Kingston have lies of this

fine quality been sold al

such low prices.

See Our Window Display

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 Princess St.

Hotel La Salle Bldg.

Phone 3706
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Campus Frolics
"WORKIC" WORKS AGA|^

' BROADWAY SKITS
FULL ORCHESTRA
DANCING - SINGING

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES Ctf- QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 1700

Evenings by appointment

Theatre Development
Topic Of Discourse

"The new theatre is n work

ing man's theatre," said Mrs
Vlastos speaking to the English

Cliih on Tuesday afternoon. She

discussed recent development;

the drama with particular refer-

ence to the American stage.

In recent years dramatists have

been questioning the convention

at methods of production and ;

new movement has arisen, bring;

ing with it changes both in the

subject matter of plays and
methods of interpretation.

Mrs. Vlaslos explained this

movement as a result of social

conditions today. "Art," she said

"never has been above the econ-

omic battle. Changes in econ-

omic conditions affect human ex-

perience." Such change is re-

flected in the new drama which

centres around the class struggle

jnil finds its inspiration in relief

ramps, the oppression of capital-

ism and the desire for peace.

The new movement has pro-

duced such plays as Clifford

Odcts' "Paradise Lost" and
George Sklar's "Peace on Earth"

which presents the anti-war

movement. Another play, "Steve-

lores" deals with the feeling be-

tween negro* and whiles in the

States.

The bourgeois drama is ex-

piring," conclnded the speaker,

but this radical drama will not

fade with the depression. The
new theatre, however, is in no
sense a mouthpiece for party

slogans."

AGGRESSION SAID
TO BE FOR GLORY

We, the loyal subjects of

our gracious and beloved

Sovereign, Kino George the

Fifth, huwldy mourn Uis

death... and pay tribute to

his most noble reign.

In Loyal and Heartfelt Re-

spect this Store will Remain

Closed nil day Tuesday.

Austin s Drug Store

PHONE 230

Cor. Prince** ud Wellington

(Continued from page 1)

measures, against Italy throughout

the world.
" Nor would Kthpiopia serve as a

desirable outlet' for the Italian ex-

cess population, Miss MacCallum

said. Only the few Italians now
living in high altitudes would be

(adaptable immediately for work in

Ethiopia, and these are not the ones

which Mussolini proposes lo send

Moreover, in the past Italians hav<

tmlunited only to countries where
wages are higher. Italians going to

Africa would find it almost im
possible to live.

Mussolini has encouraged the

rearing of large families, and has
taken steps to prevent emigration

from Italy. 'If Mussolini really

wished to solve the problem of
lialy's huge population, he could do
so far more satisfactorily by re-

claiming waste areas which are

available for development and im
provement," stated Miss Mac

Hum.

Mussolini was quoted by the

speaker as saying. "Fascism rejects

pacifism; it is only a cloak for
owardicc." When Mussolin
planned a military venture i:

\frica. he wished to restore Italy's

self-esteem, to widen its authority,

and to improve its character
Miffening its character.

Miss MacCallum asked the ques-
tion: "Arc we ever going to be
able to do away with aggressive
wars as long as the policies of the
League of Nations are dctermncd
by previous arrangements by the
'Great Powers', that is the nations
having the strongest armies?
we do not find some solution for

by

Science '39 Plan

1 6 Round Struggle

The fans of fists and falls

are soon to bei given a real thrill

when the two main ,aspirants

for the local ring Crown meet

on the canvas of the Grant

(Hall) Gardens. .

For two .years these two

great battlers have striven for

the championship, each elimin-

ating i" turn, all other comers.

And now the great match that

the public have been eagerly

awaiting is to come to pass,

There has been a great deal

of controversy in some circles

as to whether these two would

'

ever actually meet. Supporters

on each side have steadfastly

maintained that the opposite

aspirant has been dodging the

match. But it remained for

the go-getters of Science '39 to

finally bring things to a head,

and on Friday, Jan. 31, the

question will be settled once
j

and for all.

On that night "Dina mite"

Knowlton and "Bat(on)Ling"

Telgmaim will slug it out for a

full 16 rounds. We say this

with confidence, as the general

opinion is rather adverse to

even a suggestion of a knock-

out on either side,

A blow by blow description

will be rendered over the Lane
Broadcasting System.

I f hard work and strict

training will count in the final

decision, it is our opinion that

both contestants will be pretty

eniy matched. It promises

to be 'an epoch-making event

—

as these two heavyweights are

decidedly opposite in style.

"Bat(on)Ling" favoring a

smooth, steady offensive, while
"Dinamite", as his name im-
plies, favors a fast and furious

assault.

All in all it will be a bout

not to be missed. All seats are,

of course, reserved, and may be

procured from the following

promoters : John Haight, Milt

Bloom, Russ Weir, Chas.
Stocking (convener).

Delegates To Speak

On S.V.M. Convention

In order to present the high-

lights of the Indianapolis Con-

vention, arrangements are being

made for a supper meeting next

Thursday. January 30 at 6 p.m.

in the school hall, Sydenham St,

Church.

While the subjects touched on

at Indianapolis were many and

varied, the delegates have fixed

m three as most significant for

presentation. First "Christianity

I Current Political Trends."

:ond. "Religious Freedom in

the Modern State." Third, "Re-

lationships between Christi ins

and Jews."

After these reports the mcet-

; will divide into three groups

where, opportunity will be given

for questions and a more inten-

sive consideration will be given

to these questions, Obvii msly,

ten minute speeches and forty or

sixty-minute groups can not deal

very fully with such problems. It

can, however, lead to some fresh

thinking, and new insight on

some of these questions. \

oUtpSmtlrj (Uraroforu SUmttwSh^
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays l$i s

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty,

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army /Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 ye»n

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE Z8O0

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,

NOTE BOOKS, IHKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St

Dean Matheson Will
Give Talk At Forum

Dean .Matheson will open the

winter program of the reorganized

Student Peace Movement with an

address at the Public Forum to be

luld in Convocation Hall on Wed
nesday next, January 29, at 8.15

p.m. His topic will be "Univer
sity Students and the Road to

Peace."

A question and discussion -period

will follow the main address and
students are invited to come prepar

cd to express their views on the

subject. The S.P.M. has decided

to feature an open membership and
for that reason donations to cover
Ihc expenses of the movement will

be received from those interested

ROBERTS SPEAKS
ON SPANISH ART

(Continued from page 1)

very popular with a special group of

patrons, painted pictures which

re forceful and grand. In many

of his religious paintings there is

much elongation of the figures by

which it is thought he intended to

stress the spiritual quality^ His

portraits are considered to rank

with those of Rembrandt. The work

of Herrara, Ribera and Zurbaran

who followed El Greco is rather

superficial and dramatic although

some of Zurbaran 's paintings have

primitive charm and an archaic

stiffness which is refreshing after

many theatrical gestures.

Velasquez is the most famous of

Spanish painters. He was court

painter to Pbilip IV and his court

paintings express the atmosphere of

the time. He is most remarkable

for his subtle rendering of the play

of light on surfaces, and for the

colours which he employs. Murillo

was a popular but sentimental artist.

Goya, who lived during the

French Revolution, was a man of

action and his pictures are full of

the spirit of the age. In his pictures

he criticised and ridiculed many of

the abuses and affectations of his

me and he was honored for his

work even by those at whom he

laughed. 'He exaggerated both u

ness and beauty and some of his

work is actually magnificent in its

ugliness. His pictures are all full

of vitality and the sense of move
ment.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing in one lesson.

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

this situation in Geneva, we may
expect always to have the marginal
powers involving us in wars, which
are brought ahout by our failure to
face up tothis problem

L.S.R. LECTURES
START TOMORROW

(Continued from page 1)

J. Saturday evening, 8.00 p.m
"Informal Social Evening,

dramatics, refreshments, etc.

1. Sunday morning, Jan. 26, 10.00

p.m., 'The Far East—China,'

lecture and discussions.

1 Sunday afternoon, 2.30 p.m.

"The War Situation," lecture

and discussions.

School closed 5.00 p.m.

Registration may be'procured for

20 cents from any member of the
league or from the President, Alex

J. Grant, phone 1034.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

fCANI\ CCECS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOF
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.M

PHOME 578 18S WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 66 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 31 HO

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES I !

!

A newty arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.

(
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Graboski Shoots Winning
Goal With Two Seconds

To Play i

Gaels Drop Thriller

BY AB CRATTON

Lady Luck refused to give

Queen's hapless puck men a tumble

mi Monday at Brockville when the

marauding Magedomas nosed out a

3-2 win over the tail end Tricolor

in ,i thrill-packed Ottawa City

League hockey game.

Showing surprising strength with

a re-arranged line-up that clicked

better than any combination tried

previously this season, the Kingston

students forced the pace for the

greater part of the contest only to

go down battling gamely in the

final two seconds of play.

Consistent backchccking by the

two Tricolor sets of forwards who

blanketed their checks nicely, along

with a sensational bit of puck-

stopping by Bill Gowsell and effec

live clearing by the Kingston de

fense duo kept the home town bij

guns strangely filent most of the

evening.

Once again penalties minimized

the students* chances of obtaining

a victory or at least a tie score, as

of the eight enforced rests meted

out by the officials, six came

Queen's way- Bun Gordon led the

penalty parade by drawing down

three trips to the box, white Bum-

mer Woodcock was forced to "sit

out" on two occasions.

The collegians jumped into a lead

late in the opening period when

Thurlby, assisted by Holland and
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SHARPSHOOTER
SENIOR FIVE BEST

WESTERN 23-21 IN

FIRST COLLEGE TILT

s Courtesy

LLOYD EDWARDS

whose deadly foul shooting brought
Queen's a cage triumph over Western
Mustangs.

ERIC MORSE SPEAKS

ON GENEVA SCHOOL

Last Year's President Ot
I.R.C. Addresses

Club

Close, Defensive Style Of
Play Employed By

Both Teams

Science Formal
Ticket stubs for the Science

Formal must be deposited at

once in the box which has been

put near the notice board in

the Library for that purpose.

Little Excitement

MISS E. MAC CALLUM

DESCRIBES HER WORK

Foreign Policy Association

Tries To Create

Interest

Has Wide Influence

BY BETTY LAIRD

"The Foreign Policy Association

and the World Peace Foundation,

have had a definite influence on

American foreign policy," said Miss

Elizabeth McCallum in an interview

with the Journal. Miss McCallum,

who is on a lecture tour under the

auspices of the World Peace Foun-

dation, was formerly with the

Foreign Policy Association.

Both these organizations have

Wen doing a valuable work in edu-

cating the American people with

r*gard to foreign relations. The

World Peace Foundation acts as a

distributing agent in the United

States for League of Nations publi-

cations and also publishes books and

pamphlets. Some of the most re-

Cc"t publications arc "Soviet Rus-
sia", by Vera Dean; "America
M«« Choose," by H. A. Wallace,

"Germany Under Hitler," by
Mildred S. Wertheimer.
These publications fall into two

R^ups. scholarly studies used for
r«fcrence work in the universities

(Continued on page 8)

Eric Morse told members of the

I.R.C. on Sunday afternoon that he

was struck most by the varieties of

points of view with which he came

in contact at the School of Interna-

tional Studies at Geneva last sum-

mer. Mr. Morse, who was last

year's president of the club, spoke

informally of his impressions of

Geneva and the League of Nations.

The students attended three lec-

tures in the mornings and discus-

sion groups in the afternoons. These

groups included the study of Poli-

tical Science, International Law

and Nationality. Mr. Morse stated,

however, that they got a great deal

more out of discussions at meal

time and in the evenings at their

pensions than in the more formal

study.

About seventy students, including

American, English, French, Egypt-

ian, Persian and three Canadians,

were enrolled in the School, which

represented a wide contrast in ideas.

Everyone spoke either in French or

English.

Mr." Morse was present at the

first meeting of the League Coui

cil where, he confessed, he, was

disillusioned by the way in which it

was conducted. He had not real

ized that the meeting was merely a

pantomime, everything having been

arranged beforehand by the leading

delegates. He believed, however,

that the League worked more

efficiently in this manner and it

was really the old diplomacy acting

in a new setting.

If the League had taken action

sooner in the Italian-Ethiopian

affair, Mr. Morse felt all opportun-

ity for conciliation would

(Continued on page 8)

BV JOHNNY EDWARDS

Queen's Senior Basketball team

just managed to pull through on

Saturday night with a win over

Western's Mustangs, 23-21, in a

close-checking, unexciting-game.

Only occasionally did the gold

squad flash the speed and power

they proved themselves capable

earlier this year, and even then, it

was on set plays from the centre

tip-off. Both teams, played a close

defensive game throughout, and

for the majority of the spectators it

was but a poor brand of intercol

legiate ball.

Western presented a medium

sized squad of inexperienced play-

ers for the most part, and only the

steadying influence of Rider and

Wilson kept the Purple team in the

running. Queen's at all times gave

the impression that they had just

enough reserve to keep on top dur

ing the close second half, but as it

was, they just pulled out a win

With the score tied three minutes

from the finish, the game opened

up a bit and fouls were frequent.

Wilson stood on the Tricolor foul

line with the winning free throw,

but he missed, and in the ensuing

burst from the Queen's forward

line, Mai Bews put the game away

with a goal from the floor. Lloyd

Edwards sank a free throw awarded

his team on a technical foul by

Garrett, and the game was won.

Failure by the starting gold for-

ward line to capitalize on rebounds,

hitherto their specialty, cost many

possible chances during the first

half, and the interval found West-

ern leading 11-9. On three or four

occasions, Queen's had satisfied the

large crowd with amazing bursts of

speed and precision that netted

baskets, but for the most part, the

(Continued on page 7)

Canada-USPuck
League Again

Mooted

have

NEW DATES FIXED

FOR LEVANA DANCES

The Levana Formals, which

were postponed because of the

death of George V. will be held

on Wednesday, February 19 and

Friday. February 21.

Those who want ticket money

refunded should see Barbara

Bolton or Mary Graham.

TRICOLOR WILL MEET STRONG
RING OPPONENTS TO-MORROW

BY AB CRATTON

Press reports drifting from

Montreal over the past week-end

carried the information that

definite steps had been taken to

form an International Intercol-

legiate hockey league. The pro-

posed loop would include teams

from McGill, Queen's. Varsity,

and either Western or McMaster

University of Hamilton on the

Canadian side and from Yale.

Princeton, Harvard and Dart-

mouth as United States repre-

sentatives.

The new circuit will, according

to present plans, operate on a

sectional basis with the winners

of the Canadian group meeting

the American group champion

in a play-off series of games to

decide the International college

championship.

Bobby Bell, coach of "McGiH's

powerful Red puck squad, who

made the announcement concern

ing the new International circuit

spoke enthusiastically regarding

the ultimate success of the league,

which, it is hoped, will be in op

cration next winter. The athletic

directors of the seats of learning

mentioned as members of the

eight team group, will meet in

the Spring to complete the essen

tial details relative to the for-

mation of the league. Thus it

appears that an International

puck loop, long the dream of Am-
erican and Canadian college

hockey authorities, will at last

become a reality.

For the past few years interest

in Canadian college hockey has

been decidedly on the down

grade and university teams have

(Continued on page 7)

Sir A. Macphail Speaks On Debt

Of Medicine To Ancient Greece

"Hippocrates the Father was the

exemplar of the medical profession,"

said Sir Andrew Macphail. pro-

fessor in history of Medicine at

McGill University, speaking on

"Greek Medicine" in Convocation

Hall Monday.

"For the modem expression of

every arl antl a11 sclcncc we must

consult the Greeks," said the

peaker. Hippocrates' methods in

Ihe scientific sphere still prevail and

we are yet governed by his ethical

precepts.

The foundation of professional

confidence which was laid in Greek

medicine is embodied in the Hippo-

cratic Oath which demands the

mplete fidelity of the doctor to

his profession. Without this obliga-

tion, the practice of medicine would

be impossible.

In 1865 the Superior Court held

that professional secrecy could only

be violated by a physician when a

witness in Court. But in 1907 an

amendment was cractcd providing

that a physician cannot in any cir-

cumstance be compelled to disclose

what has been revealed to htm

confidentially in his professional

capacity.

The Greek fidelity to the inner

truth of naturr extended to medi-

cine and a new medicine arose par-

allel with the new literature and the

new art.

Hippocrates was not an educated

man. He knew nothing of anatomy.

The Greeks did not dissect; they

venerated the human body too

highly. This practice began in

Alexandria. Once a year, the

Greeks removed the bones of

soldiers from the battlefield and

buried them in the Acropolis.

From these, Hippocrates knew

(Continued on page 8)

Bone Benders Of West End
"Y" Are Highly

Rated

FERGIE O'CONNOR

125 lb. College mat champion who
will perform on Thursday's Toronto-

Queen's tight card.

EASY MONEY PLANS

SCORED BY ROGERS

Addresses Commerce Club

Members on Bank
Clearings

Brother of Minister

The bank clearings system and

changes which the Bank of Canada

has introduced in this field were

discussed by A. S. Rogers, Secre-

tary of the Canadian Bankers' As-

sociation, at the Commerce Club

Luncheon held last Friday in the

Students' Union. Mr. Rogers, a

brother nf the Hon. Norman

Rogers, present Minister of Labour,

is well known around Queen's and

has addressed the Commerce Club

ii several occasions.

The history of bank clearings

as traced back to London and the

days when gold and silversmiths

performed the bankers functions, In

Canada the first clearing house was

established at Halifax in 1887 and

banking facilities increased tfcsy

spread over the country and today

there are 33 clearing houses loca-

ted in all the principal cities of

Canada. The purpose of these

clearing houses is to trade obliga-

tions between the banks and settle

in cash any balance due to each

other.

Prior to the Bank of Canada the

.ast bulk of clearings was settled in

Mnntreal, but at present (lie Bank

of Canada acts as a central clearing

house for the commercial banks.

Measuring the turnover of bank

deposits, through bank clearings

provides an important index of

economic conditions in the country,

(Continued on page 6)

Pease To Fight

The Tricolor Assault team will

have to be on their toes when a

hand of fighters from Toronto West

End Y.M.C.A. invade their home

grounds on Thursday evening. The

strong Queen Gty team boast a

number of champions and former

champions on 'their roster.

At 12S tbs.,0'Connor will be asked

lo meet Laurie who is a former Ont-

ario title holder. Modzik of Tor-

onto will try conclusions with

Forsberg, and Plumb will test the

mettle of Johnny Haigbt.

The most imposing record among

the invaders is liome by Pease, In-

ternational Y.M.C.A. champion, To-

ronto City Titlcholder and cham-

pion of Canada and United States.

"Chuck" Carlyle will get this heavy

duty assignment, and a powerful

struggle should result. Abe Zvon-

kin will tackle Cliff Worthy, former

heavyweight champion of Canada,

The boxers are highly reconV-

mended by "Cosy" Cansano, one Of

Toronto's leading coaches and form-

erly a boxer of international re-

nown. At 135 pounds Joe Stechin-

son will try to halt the progress of

the redoubtable Jack Irving. Gobcrt

take* on a fighting Irishman named

Joe Riley, and Ranald MacDonald

will trade punches with Jim Stone.

All these bouts look like headliners,

and the Tricolor squad know that

they must win to cover up the

score that came back from the

States.

HUNDRED TURN OUT

FOR L. S. R. CLASSES

Under Tutelage Of Herbert

Norman. Toronto
Graduate

PRIZES OFFERED TO
DEBATERS OF MERIT

The announcement of 10 prizes

offered hy the Thoruurn fund, to

stimulate interest in public speaking

and debating in the University has

drawn attention to the activities of

the Debating Union.

All students are eligible for these

prizes which will be awarded at the

end of the term to those debaters

(Continued on page 6)

Discussions Held

Herbert Norman, a graduate of

the Universities of Toronto and

Cambridge, was the director of the

first League for Social Reconstruc-

tion School held at Quren's during

this last week-end. The school,

which proved its value both as an

intellectual and cultural medium,

was attended at each of its four

sessions by almost a hundred

students.

Mr. Norman's first lecture was

titled "The State". It dwelt in

concentrated form on the develop-

ment and rise of the state from a

historical and economical view-

point, on its development as the

nstrument of the dominant econ-

omic class, and particularly the

state in the epoch of modern im-

iwrialism. At the conclusion of

this, and each of the later talks the

members were divided into discus-

sion groups under the leadership of

Grant. Smylhe, Lcviue and Mar-

cuse. The groups later re-convened

and the findings and questions of

each group were submitted by their

respective secretaries for further

amplification by the speaker.

(Continued on page 3)
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STUDENTS
, . . your accouat

will be welcome st

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Etlttblisbtd 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—King A CTirene* Stt.

W. B. BE IX HER, Mioifti

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, 80, 82 Princess St.

Kingston's One- Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matters, slock markets or
wcjillier conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

-BUT-
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—Wc arc "on the spot"

306 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

WARD'X

HAMILTON
LIMITED

4 NyaJ Stores 4

VALENTINES
Choice and Exclusive

Valentine Cards
20% Discount Sale of other lines
now on. Now is the time to buy
things that every girl likei
and every boy likes to give to
a ctfl.

Costume jewellery, dgolitc
powder boxes, dainty lamps
china and glassware.

No shop worn goods.
Everything new and smart.

iEl?r

fHrOEnihim (gift

THE BOOKSHELF-
Conducted By EDMUND DERRY

BREAKDOWN. By Robert
Briffault. New York: McCann.

$2.25.

For those who are not looking at

all times lor complete condemna

lion of the Soviet experiment there

is much interest in a book which

sees in the new Russia an abandon-

ment of adolescent elements in tradi-

tional civilization. In Breakdown,

Robert Briffault, the author of

Europa, begins with this proposi-

tion: The structure of the Milky

Way and of the atom is in many

respects better understood than is

the nature and structure of what

call human society.

He maintains, too, that never in

he history of the past has a social

organization of mankind been at-

tempted. He believes that the

Greek civilization was an improve-

ment upon all previous attempts,

because for the first time society

was organized on a basis other than

the rule of seers. Except for this

abondonment of superstition there

tas been no real advance in man's

jcial ideas in traditional ciyiliza-

on. He affirms that the people

who form this civilization are ta-

rns of mediaevalism.

When wc consider the usual be-

lief that traditional civilization is

progressing toward universal justice

by a slow but sure process of en-

ightenment and altruism among the

controlling forces in financial, edu-

atjonal, religious aha* political

fields, Mr. Briffault's argument is

turbing. Whether the individual

can accept his thesis or not, this

book should be the acid test for at-

tudes. The author is one of those

thinkers who come rarely upon the

scene, a nonconformist who has

omcthing constructive to put in the

place of the outworn mechanisms

—

e calls them myths—which are the

irgets for his iconoclasm.

39S Princess St. Phone 1S31

He says that society is organized

not for the good of mankind, hut

rather for the profit of those who

arc in control of the inert and easily

manipulated popular mentality.

"The reason why the discovery has

only of late been made that wars

are unsatisfactory is not that a sud

den concern for the good of man

kind has developed, but that wars

have become extremely expensive

and apparently unprofitable." Ideal

ism lies outside the sphere of prac

tical politics, he argues, because

"the transactions of organized so-

ciety are conducted on business

lines." Society as organized under

traditional civilization cannot be

made to work otherwise than it

does, for it connot be "modified or

adapted so as to perform a function

wholly different from that which it

was designed to perform, except by

abolishing it." "To expect an alleged

social organization established in the

interests and for the profit of the

holders of power to provide for the

good of mankind is absurd."

Mr. Briffault maintains that

traditional civilization is much more

than a concrete material structure.

It is a mental structure. Through

the ages it has carried the accumula-

tions of wisdom and experience that

have brought great richness of

knowledge down to the present day.

It has also brought along a cargo of

outworn prejudices and customs of

exploitation that have as justifica-

tion a society that subscribes to the

theory of equality of opportunity.

The argument of the book may be

slimmed up in this proposition

:

"When an opinion is said to be

founded upon the authority of

tradition it might as well be said

that it is destitute of ground." We
leave to the reader of Mr. Brif

fault's book to accept or reject that

proposition.

Campus and Gym
Friday evening the Levana Bad-

minton team will play McGill here

n the Gymnasium. The team will

consist of four players, each playing

one singles and one doubles match.

\s yet the members of the team

have not been picked.

W ill the following players come

Out for at least one hour's practice

daily : Eileen Workman, Eileen

Graham, Alison Mitchell, Marjory

Morton.

- * * *

Swimming hours are: Daily 2-3.

Friday 2-4. Wednesday evening

30-9.30. A swimming meet will

he held soon.

* * *

Hockey practice this week will be

on Friday with skating Thursday.

Wrong Road

A ticket-inspector entered a

train at Chomutov, in Bohemia.
He examined several tickets and
told each of the holders that they
ere in the wrong train. They
itist, he said, change at once.

As his progress along the car-
ages continued, he found still

more passengers who had made a
istake about the train.

Then one of them had a bright
idea, and asked the ticket-inspec-
tor whether he was not in the
wrong train.

He was.—Mail and Empire.

The Broadway Columnist
.

He didn't talk to his wife for
month because she knew she was
going to have a baby before he
did.—Paul Yawitz.

K.C.V.I. AT HOME
FRIDAY, JAN. 31

Dance to

BORDEN LEONARD'S
RHYTHM BOYS

Ex-pupils of recent years

welcome

Tickets $1.00 per couple

Obtainable at main office of

the new building

Dancing 8 p.m.

Cosmetic Statistics

Coming Events

Today

:

3.00p.t

4.00p.m.

4.30p.m.

-

5.00p.m.-

7.00p.m.-

7.45p.m.-

8.00p.m.-

8. 1 5p.m.-

Thursday,

1.30p.m.-

6.00p.m.—

7.00p.m.

7.30p.m.-

8.00p.m.—

-Inter- Varsity

Cliristian Fellowship

Queen's Oiapel

-Film Society

Physics Bldg.

-Cercle Franca is

Arts Bldg.

Room 208

-S.V.M.

Old Arts Bldg.

-Choral Society

Old Arts Bldg.

-Orchestra Society

Old Arts Bldg.

-Film Society

Physics Bldg.

-S.P.M.

Dean Matheson

Convocation Hall

Jan. 30:

Arts '37 Meeting

Students' Union

S.V.M.

Supper Meeting

School Hall

Sydenham St. Church

Radio Club

Old Arts Bldg.

Debating Union

Banquet Hall

Students' Union

West End "Y" vs.

Queen's

B.W.F.

Gymnasium

TYPING DONE
Special attention given to students

— Notes typed. Prices right. —
Single space 8c page, double 5c page

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 3720

Choral Society

Members of the Choral Society

are reminded that attendance at re

hearsals is compulsory. Mr. Harri

s«n has announced a shortage of

copies of the music and all those

not intending to participate are

asked to return theirs.

Choral practice for this week has

been changed from Tuesday to

Wednesday at 7.00 p.m.

Mystery Monger

Rex Stout, who was a legiti-

mate novelist before he took up

the trade of mystery monger, ex-

plains himself as follows:

Once I lived in humble hovels

And wrote a few legitimate novels.

Now, tiring of the pangs of hunger,

I ply the trade of mystery monger.

Murder, mayhem, gun and knife,

Violent death, my staff of life!

'I
I wrote, though eating not bewhiles,

Of fate profound and secret trials.

Now — calmed the empty belly's

fury.

Suspense, excitement, thrills, sus-

picion,

Sources of excellent nutrition!

I took men's souls on bitter cruises.

Explored the heart and necked the

Muses.

But now to me I say : poor critter.

Be fed, and let who will be bitter.

Clues, deductions right and wrong,

O Mystery! Of thee I mong!

Gramophone Recital

Dr. Frank Harrison will talk

Beethoven at the Gramophone
|^

cital to be held in the Red

on Wednesday afternoon.

Now It's Perfidy

The people of antiquity were cradl-

in iniquity

And nutured in the very depths,
oj

ethical obliquity;

But oh, their sweet posterity
lr[

famed for their severity

Of morals, faith and principle

uprightness and sincerity!

The earliest community at ever,

opportunity

Could kill and steal and get

toxicated with impunity;

But nowadays society is noted (or

its piety

—

We only kill a little, and we knr

no insobriety.

Granddad was a monstrosity 0f

criminal ferocity,

Whose ordinary conduct was

positive atrocity;

But our immense majority respects

all high authority

—

From whom did we inherit such a

marked superiority?

(I doubt Granddad's pugnacity,

rapacity, salacity

—

I also doubt our own high culture,

virtue and sagacity.)

—Ted Robinson in Cleveland

Plain Dealer.

The Chisler . . The fellow who

will always pat you on the back

when your face is down in the

mud.—Paul Yawitz.

Chester—It was computed by

the Archdeacon of Chester
Bishop Norman H. Tubbs, ad

dressing 220 girls of Queen's

school, Chester, that the woman
who spends half an hour a day

"making up." devotes a year of

her life to it.

No wonder Britain spends

more than $250,000,000 a year on
cosmetics," he said.

"Suppose the average girl here

will live at least another fifty

years, and supposing she spends
half an hour every day sitting in

front of her mirror dealing with
paint and polish, how many days
in her life will he devoted to the
outward adornment of Iter person
anil what would be the total num-
ber of years which the girls here
would spend in this pastime?

"I imagine it would be well
over 220 years—that is, a year
in each girl's life spent on paint
and polish."—Whig Standard.

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Convocation

Hall
8.30 p.m.

Sharp

Sir A. MacPhad On Bands T

Tuneful Peppy4 \
CAMPUS FROLICS

Shapely Coed Dancers Snappy Singing
Hot Rhythmn Full Orchestra

Riotous Broadway Skits

AN INTIMATE MUSICAL REVUE WITH
THAT GOOD OLD COLLEGE SPIRIT

ram or

Our Speech [Science '39 Struggle

College Graduate Of Today
Is Often Nearly

Illiterate

Frosh Year Dance Takes
Place This

Friday

— 3 BIG NIGHTS —
NEXT TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

ALL SEATS RESERVED
On Sale At

The University Post Office and Grinham's Book Store

50c

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 PrincesB St Kingston

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hemlock Dairy

L. S. R. CLASSES
WELL ATTENDED

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

OUR HEADS ABE OOWEO

OUFJ HEARTS ARE RENDEO

OUR HANDS ARE STILLED

With deepest reverence

and humility we dedicate

this space as a memorial

to our late, departed

Sovereign, George V.

(Continued from page 1)

Saturday night was devoted to in-

formal social activities. Examples

of literature illustrative of the left

trend was shown as well as a strik-

ing poster display. The feature oi

the evening was a reading of Odet's

well-known play "Waiting for

Lefty", presented by members of

the group.

Mr. Norman's second talk con-

cerned China and conditions in the

Far East, with particular attention

paid to the Chinese Nationalist

Movement under Dr. Sun Yat Sen.

The conflicting capitalist interests in

China were shown as restricting the

economic and cultural growth of the

people. The speaker traced the

development of the Chinese Soviets

in the face of almost insurmount-

able obstacles, including intense op-

position to them by Japanese and

other foreign interests.

On Sunday afternoon Mr. Nor-

man discussed the war situation in

the world to-day. He pointed out

the alignment of world powers on

a common anti-Soviet ground. The

capitalist fear of the further devel-

opment of socialism has lead to

Great Britain playing a game of in-

ternational chess with the other

world powers and at the same time

staying in the background that she

might pose as the arbiter rather

than the director of present poli-

tical trends. The speaker aJso

touched on the growing economic

rivalry between Great Britain and

the United States and expressed the

belief that present conditions might

everituaTly lead to conflict:

Dr G. B. Reed in closing the

school paid lribl,te t0 the dirCCt°r

anil to the L.S.R. movement.

Canadian L.S.R.". he said,

shown itself lo be a broad and truly

progressive movement and the in-

telligent interests and activity mani-

fested by the members of the

school is a happy augury for the

future."

Sir Andrew Macphail recently

wrote an article entitled "Our Cana-

an Speech," which has been wide-

ly quoted by various papers through-

out Canada and has finally been

printed in pamphlet form. The

booklet is well worth reading in its

entirety, but there are some pas-

sages which have a particular hear

ing upon the speech of students

and graduates of Canadian Univer-

sities^—Miss Walker please note!

To quote from his introduction:

"The young men and women fresh

from our universities have just

made the painful discovery that a

graduate does not enter thereby

automatically upon an easy and as-

sured way of life. His degree

may even be a handicap to him,

when he finds himself in competi-

tion with fellow workers who en-

tered business as boys and now

have an established place. It comes

as a shock of surprise that he has

acquired at the university neither a

useful education nor a good manner

of speech; and it is by his speech

he is first judged."

And hcrejs a little dig for the

science department. "The modern

business man is quick to discover

that the modern graduate who has

followed a purely technical course,

r a purely scientific course may

be quite illiterate. He may be un-

able even to speak or write correct

English. This is not entirely the

fault of the university, since the

staff cannot in four years do what

should have been done in the home

and in the school. Besides, manv

of the young instructors in the

professional faculties are only a lit-

tle more literate than the under-

graduates. Their own course has

been purely technical; and any man

is illiterate who does not know

some Latin and something of

Greek."

A Few Tickets Left

'The

"has

This situation could hardly occur

at Western, where all the first years

in any of the courses include three

types of English instruction, read-

ing, writing and speaking the lan-

guage. This last note struck, how-

ever, that of the necessity of know-

ing something about Classics is not

a new one by any means. Some

time ago, when speaking in Ottawa

before an audience at the Drama

Festival, Professor H. W. Auden,

of our own Classic Department,

said some wise things about spoken

English. The Greeks regarded one

who used his own language badly

as "guilty of a species of disloyalty

to his country." and Professor

Auden drew the very proper moral

that we should be as meticulously

correct with our English as were

the ancient Greeks with their Greek,

and that enterprises such as the

Little Theatre movement do much

to develop and encourage the cor-

rect use of words.

But Sir Andrew Macphail holds

that there is no Canadian speech.

He claims that there i s' only a

variety of accents—the dull mono-

tone of the Maritime provinces;

the flat vowels of the Ottawa

valley; the narrow voice of Ont-

ario, as if there were no vowels in

the language, improved, however, in

the Niagara district where it has

come in contact with the softness

of the negro. A catalogue of the

word "Yes" has been constructed

from which it appears that the

word can he pronounced in 37 dif

A visit to the training camp of

"Dina mite" Knowlton. situated

the "Blue Room" of the Roy York,

would prove an eye opener to any

and all, interested in the looming

"Battle of The Century".

To say the lad is looking his

best would be putting it pretty

Idly. He's in tip-top form, and

what he does to his unfortunate

sparring partners is nobody's bust

ness. To see him in action is like

watching a well-groomed, h

speed automaton.

As he stepped out of the ring

after an hour's workout with hi

sparring partners, the only indica

tion of hard work we could see was

his tousled hair. He looked

promising we began to feel sorry

for his opponent "Bat(on)ling"

Telgmann, so decided to give him

the once-over before placing our

bets. Here's what we found

In the "Brawl Room" of the La

Salle were gathered a round dozen

of those musicalar men one

mediately recognizes as being more

at home in a ring than anywhere

else. Two of them were engaged

fist flinging contest that made

the smooth even flow of a piston

seem rather crude in comparison

With that lithe, easy swing, so

deceptive to his opponents, "Bat

fonlling" looked as harmless as

can to TNT. His unique style has

been greatly improved in the last

few weeks and promises to be a big

surprise for the fans.

On the whole the two aspirants,

though favoring opposite styles,

seem almost unbeatable. There

have been no odds placed on either

side in the betting, and excitement

has reached fever pitch in the ranks

of the more ardent supporters.

Knowlton is still a couple of

pounds overweight but at the rate

he's training ought tc be able to

balance the scale by Friday. Telg-

mann on the other hand has held

steady to the required weight for

the past week.

Tickets for the bout are becom-

ing as scarce as the proverbial

hen's teeth, and those who haven't

theirs as yet had best bestir them-

selves. The promoters in charge

are John Haight, Milt Bloom. Russ

Weir and Chas. Stocking, convener.

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling's Barber Shop
Dan Davidson
Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jewellery
Kinnear 8t D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

LAUNDRY
Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

Ladies' Wear
Jackson-Met ivier

J. Laidlaw St Sod
Steacy's Limited

Men's Wear

Steacy's Limited
Bibby's Limited
Fifteen Dollar Clothes Shop

J. Laidlaw & Son
C. Livingston, Bros.

Scott Tailors
Tweddell's
G. Van Home

Empire Cleaners
Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Pen*

DANCING

Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin
Dr. Milan
Dr. £- Sparks
Dr. Wangh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury Si Peacock
Ward Sc. Hamilton
McColl's

ENTERTAINMENT
Ernie Cain
La Salle Hotel

|

FLOWERS
Emily Crawford Flower Shop
Kirkpatrick, G. H,
Stone's Flower Shop
Watts

FURS

Gourdier's Furs
George Mills & Co.

LEATHER GOODS

Swaffield's

MEALS, LIGHT LUNCHES

McGall's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe
Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Campus Code Shop
The Kent Ice Cream Parlor and

Tea Room

NOVELTIES
Mahood Bros.

McCallurn's

Wool worth's

OPTOMETRIST
Arthey, R. O.

PHOTOGRAPHY

C H. Boyes
Mam son Studio

A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Hanson & Edgar
Jackson Press

SHOES
Abernethv Shoe Store

Loekett's Shoe Store

Naborhood

SHOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater

Princess Shoe Repair

Shoe Krafts

TOBACCO. CIGARETTES

McGall's Shop
Ranger's Uptown Cigar Stora

Hendersons Cigar Store

TAXI

Amey's Taxi, Phone 266

Diamond Taxi, Call 32

Slim's Taxi. Call 860

Millard* Tail—Phone 1883

Checker Taxi—Phone 800

Lines Expressing Disgust at

All Human Manifestations of

Ostentation, Pretense, Posturing

and Other Reprehensive Forms

of Sincerity.

Damn
Sham

!

—Nora Heflcy Mahon.

It begins : Eab, Yah, Yak ;
Yis, Yus.

Yep. O.K.

Good sj«cch is now an asset for

a housemaid, a nursery governess,

a school teacher or a professor. The

young man who has his way to

make in the world submits himself

to judgment. That judgment is

swift and superficial. The first

count is good manners and good

speech; and for some reason good

speech and good manners are in-

separable. If in addition be can

write a sentence correctly he is

judged to be an educated man and

therefore a man of good characte'.

There is nothing the world respects

so much as this education. By ill

speech the graduate. docs himself a

great injustice ; his real quality

ferent ways. For easy learning the does not come forward for

catalogue has been put in rhyme.
|

appraisement.—Western Gazette.

RADIOS

Can ad > Radio Store

Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING

Graham's Jewellery

Kinnear & D'Esterre

Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING

Neville's

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE
FRAMING

Neville's

210 PRINCESS STREET

Dallas ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 1130 a

Real value for your money—Give us a trial

to 8 p.m.

Ask for our commutation tick*

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Tickets

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

PHONE £60
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

YV. P. Mfdmer Day or Night 25.: 212 Sydenham St

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 21 16-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
_

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

Stores

MAHOOD DRUG CO.
PHONE SI9'"- PRIMCIII IT.

U*V4 PEAC0C*
Lf"ONE 345 NEXT TOLOBLAWS.
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The Hockey Situation

For those who attend hockey games
with the hope of seeing a Roman holiday

the game Saturday night must have been

3D enjoyable spectacle. But the fans who
appreciate good hockey and clean sports-

manship were repulsed by the brutal and
childish actions of a few members of the

local team.

The Journal has always been an ardent

advocate of all kinds of sport, but we find it

impossible to condone the disgraceful dis-

play provided by two or three players on
the Queen's squad. It would be much
better to erase hockey completely from the
list of Queen's sports than to continue to
give the cntir* team and the University a
black eye by such rough-house tactics. No
excuse is sufficient to cover an attack upon
a referee.

Till the ink is on the paper, when it grows

to mountain size.

The boss he stares with horror, then he

grabs his hair and groans;

The copy reader drops his head upon his

hands and moans

—

The remainder of the issue may be clean

as clean can be,

But the typographical error is the only

thing you see.

Typographical Errors

Typographical errors arc the banc of
the newspaperman's life. In every issue
two or three of these pests glare forth in a
particularly offensive manner, and, although
most of them are probably never noticed
by the average reader, from the editor's

point-of-view they seem to spoil the whole
paper. Bui every once in a while one is

ma<!c which is entitled to rank with the
efforts of the best humorists.
We remember one issue last year in which

the Dean of Women was almost quoted
as requesting every girl who wished to love
in residence to get in touch with her. For-
tunately, or . unfortunately, 'love" was
thanked to "live'

-

before publication and
iht- Journal was thus able to evert a moral
catastrophe from overwhelming the college.
Monday's issue of one .of the Toronto
morning papers carried the announcement
of a strange ceremony which occurred dur-
ing the Queen's-La Salle hockey game last
Saturday night. "l n the first period. J
Ricnhardt, young La Salle player, collided
w.tb Pouppre at the Queen's defence, and
it was found that the La Salle defence per-
former had broken his ankle.

1

' said the ac-
count. It continued. "He*was married from
the ice and later removed to hospital here."
Of curse, stranger situations have provid-
ed the setting for such rites, and. perhaps.
>ust as strange have been some o( the re-
sults.

As a rule, every such atrocity is systcm-
ancally pointed out to us by our fervent ad-
mirers, etc. (as though we hadn't already
wept for shame over it). John W. Harden
m the Charlotte (North Carolina) News
states the situation very clearly in ten
line*.

The typographical error is a slippery thine
and sly.

You can hunt till you are dizzy, but it somt
how will get by.

Till the forms are off the presses, it i

strange how still it keeps;
It shrinks down into a comer and it never

stirs or peeps,

That typographical error, too small for
human eyes.

Queen's Debating- Society

University men normally anticipate the

responsibilities of leadership which will de-

volve upon them when they emerge from

academic halls. Leadership implies essential

superiorities. But all moral and intellectual

benedictions become & tragedy if those who
are endowed fail in point of ability to give

convincing expression to their ideas. How
much that might have increased the sum
of human happiness has perished within

the minds of those who conceived it be-

cause the necessary faculty for presenting

their creation to a critical world has never

been developed.

Every university man in every Faculty

owes it to himself, his Alma Mater and
the world of men he seeks to serve to de-

velop an adequate mode of expression in

writing and in speaking. Since there are

no compulsory classes in public speaking

at Queen's we heartily recommend the

opportunity provided by the Debating
Union. Membership in the Union is free

and is open to all male students in the Uni-
versity.

.In order to stimulate interest and talent

in debating and public speaking in the Uni-
versity ten prizes are being offered through
the Thorburn fund and will be awarded at

the end of the current session to those who
show merit. All students of the University
are eligible for these prizes and it is hoped
that they will take advantage of this oppor-
tunity.

Official Notices

O.UA. Scholarship

Applications are invited from students

now enrolled in the University for the

Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship of

1935. The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously been

awarded on the basis of Matriculation. As
no matriculation candidate was eligible last

summer the Scholarship will he awarded

this session to some student within the Uni-

versity on the basis of the candidate's

academic qualifications and on his rating

as a clean, effective hockey player.

No credit towards fees is given when
the Scholarship is not awarded on the basis

of Matriculation, but the regular cash pay-

ment of $80 is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the hands of

the Registrar by February 15th, Applica-

tions should give evidence that students

have played in O.H.A. or N.O.H. Series,,

Student Exchange with France and Germany

It is expected that in Session 1936-37

student exchanges will be arranged with

France and Germany. Applications will be
received by the Registrar until February

7th from any students who wish to be con-

sidered.

The Toronto West End Y. M. C. A.
Boxing and Wrestling squad, with its

string of champions, would seem to be in

a position to provide a spectacular series

of bouts for Queen's fans tomorrow night.

WITH OTHER EDITORS

The Cinema's Contribution to
Life And Death

The cinema has leveled caste so that
millionaires aspire to comport themselves
like Jimmy Durante and shopgirls traffic

spearmint choongum in an aeolian Kay
Francese. The dour Yankee will gesture
and knock you across an upholstered divan
if you-speak lightly of a woman's name, and'
there is not a drugstore-window cleaner but
dresses his hair flat and shiny, as it is well
known sheiks do. and knows all/he cow-
boy chanteys.

And the movies' beneficences have dealt
not merely with manners. Under their
tutelage we have learned how to die grace-
fully. No American, properly informed,
would dare henceforward merely to turn his
face to the wall and become clay. First
he must say: "We won the race, didn't we.
Mammy?" as well as: "Tell Jenny that (a
grimace of anguish) it didn't hurt. Paw."

—Bergen Evening Record.

Perspective

The college student of today is living
in a world which is losing its sense of bal-
ance in relation to passing events. The
perspective of the world is abnormal. The
lenses through which it sees have become
imperfect. Events possessing little signi-
ficance in the march of progress loom large
and all-important on the horizon, while
those which will be remembered in days
to come arc relegated to a small corner of
the picture.

It is not difficult to present examples
Over the week-end one of the modern
great of English literature was lost to.

j

this world, and yet the headlines devoted
most of their attention to the reprieve of
a popular criminal — popular because of
another faulty perspective. At first public
indignation, and now pity, for a man prov-
ed guilty is being raised to an unwarranted
Pitch. The sense of mental balance is beine

Prize ill Chemistry

A prize of $25 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis of

an essay competition. Competitive essays must
be sent not later than February 29th to the

Secretary of the Ottawa Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry. The competition is

strictly limited to undergraduates.

Further information may be obtained from
the Registrar or from the Department of

Chemistry, Queen's University.

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be
awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians
who have done advanced work in any
branch of Science or Literature. Applica-
tion forms and regulations may be obtained
"from Lawrence

J. Burpee, Secretary of the
Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-
ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-
ing papers must be in the hands of the
Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women
This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a
Canadian University, The award is based on
evidence of the character and ability of the
candidate and promise of success in the sub-
ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in. not later than
February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron.
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.

lost with the result that fundamental occur-
rences which are allied with world prog-
ress or retrogression are pronounced of in-
ferior importance.

Scientific discoveries, as announced -m
the recent meetings of the American Medi-
cal Association, are discussed less than the
relative merits of a popular ditty dealing
with the mechanism of a circular 'horn.
Fortunate is the individual who can keep
the correct perspective in spite of the false
emphasis to be found all about him. This
is one of the assumed purposes of a college
education. We are contacted with many
sources of supply; we are led to sec what
the world has done before us ; we discover
how vast and complex the organization of
nature and the creatures in it have become
through the millions of years. Then we
look about and arc able to see in a true
light the relative importance of world
events.

Perspective ability may be applied use-
fully to our own personal affairs. We must
not become obsessed with the importance
of membership on this or that' executive.
The realm of athletics must not occupy
too much of our daily energy: nor, on the
other hand, must we become a slave to
hooks and a fiend for study. Since all ex-
tremes are errors, moderation in every field
is an accomplishment to be envied.—McGill
Daily.

Rules For Learning

Perfect Penmanship

"The first thing to do to learn

how to write well is to take your

self into a post office or bank

building (depending upon the

amount of money you have

)

says H. D. N., writing in the

Keene Evening Sentinel.

"Pick up one of the writing

desk pens and after cleaning it

upon a blotter (which must be

very black) find a scrap of paper

in your pocket or possibly in the

waste basket and scribble a letter

home," he continues. "A govern-

ment post card will do if you

can't find anything with a rough

surface. What you write is of

no consequence (since the recip-

ient will not be able to read it

anyway) so take pains (if you

already haverr't them) to move
the pen across the paper's surface

in an effort to form letters.

'The sole object in learning

how to write well is that one

may be able to go into a post

office or bank and write with one

of the pens on the desks with

unmitigated finesse and the great-

est possible insouciance. It is an

art which, few are able to accom-

plish.

'Years of experience with post

office and bank pens, however,

will inure you to the vagaries of

this medium of creative an, and

eventually, as the fine etcher

skilfully produces his lines, you

will create swift masterpieces in

this field of art — masterpieces

that will be unrecognizable for

their hieroglyphic scope and not

a line of which will have been

made without a scratch."

Halifax N.S.F.

Goderich; Jan. 14—(CP") —
^

junior clerk in a bank here, -,

little groggy from wielding
j

rubber stamp, sent a letter dow,,

to be mailed addressed to "Hali,

fax, N. S. F."—Whig-Standard.

The Gigolo ... He is the fi r,t

man to discover that the goldc„

calf is part of the female anatomy

—Paul Yawi( z

The Wise Man . , - The fellov;

who locks the door after his wife

has been,,5to]en.—Paul Yawitz.

SWEET
CAPORAL

INTRODUCING
The Rendezvous Tea Room

and

Muriel Graeme
Handicrafts and Fine Woollens

EARL ST. AT WEST
Opening January 15th, Telephone 295

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

NOXZEMA CREAM
For Chapped Hands

Reg. 25c on sale 15c

UNIVERSITY DRUG STORE
and

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Where the Students Eat and Meet!

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Ideit Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sub. Phone 1763—Conservatories W37

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York C2fe

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat
Better food (or less money

Special rate meal ticket for studena

fQangold Cafe
346 Princess St Kingston, CnL

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S iT
H
<&|

123-125 PRINCESS ST.
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WEST END "Y" HERE ON THURSDAY
CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK

BY AB. GRATTON

PUCKSTERS PERK UP
Gaining two tie score? in their only games played last week Queen's

Senior six drew to within 3 points of the fifth place Rideaus in the
Oiuwa City LcaRue standing. Oddly enough, the battling qualities
0 [ the Tricolor were ably demonstrated in both contests, as in each
game Ihey were forced to rally to earn the division of points on the
nighty play.

Senator Powell's puck proteges still arc firmly entrenched in the
cellar position looking up at the other team in the loop, but they
indicated in their two starts last week that they will be occupying a
more favorable spot before long.

The team is severely handicapped in having to play three or four
times each week in order to make up for its period of 1 inactivity during
the Christmas vacation, With 13 games remaining on their schedule
the local puck men have ample time to move up a few notches into a
play-off spot and Coach Powell firmly believes his boys can make the
grade. Time alone will tctl,

.
PENALTIES RUIN QUEEN'S CHANCES

Too many penalties at critical moments are hindering Queen's drive
to a play-off spot in the Ottawa Senior City Hockey League

This fact was evident in Saturday's tussle with La Salle when
Bun Gordon drew a penalty for unnecessary slashing at a time when
the locals were holding an advantage in man power. Gordon had his
sentence stretched to a major for jostling Referee St. Armand and during
Hk next five minutes the Tricolor had to use safety first tactics to keep
the score down. Again in the overtime session the same situation existed
when with an Ottawa player doing time for a minor offence, Woodcock
fiery forward of the college squad, erased the local hopes for a triumph
by drawing down a tripping penalty.

Thus two glorious opportunities for a Queen's victory were passed

As soon as two or three of the local "bad men" learn to stick to
their knitting and forget playing the man, the better for the team's
success.

SERIOUS INJURY MARS GAME
Jean Rienhardt, fast breaking La Salle defence man, met with an

unfortunate accident in Saturday's game at the Arena when he had
the misfortune to fracture his left ankle.

The speedy rearguard collided with Johnny Poupore, Tricolor left
winger, and after the boys had untangled themselves both sported serious
in)urns, with Rienhardt getting the worst of the two

Poupore was kept out of action for the balance of the encounter,
but will likely see service again this week.

TRICOLOR HOOPSTERS CAPTURE CLOSE VERDICT
Nosing out Western by two points in their first college cage fixture

Queens court squad started the 1936 campaign in a rather auspicious
manner, but Coach Ralph Jack wasn't particularly satisfied with his
learn s play.

Favored to. take the Mustangs into camp by a sizeable score the
(ncolor had to apply the pressure in the closing minutes to grab a
win over the Purple clad hoopstcrs.

The local starting line-up had to be altered somewhat during the
first half of the game due to Chuck Finla/s enforced absence, and
Una partly explains the team's failure to function properly in cuttine
(he cords with baskets. *

Coach Jac k, howeve r, will give the boys plenty of work -this week
to restore the lorm displayed on the U.S. trip

The tangle with McGill next Saturday at Montreal is the reasonwhy the coach will really bear down on Ihe athleles during ihe dailvworkouts. Queen's wonts that gamel '

ASSAULT SLATED FOR THURSDAY
Queen's renovated B.W. & F. team makes its first home appearance

ol the season on Thursday at the gym when a show with West End
*fc

of Toronto will be presented for your approval.
The visiting mitt and mat artists are men who have had con-

siderable ring experience and the local fighters will have to.be right on
edge to get the nod in the majority of the listed bouts.

The local wrestling brigade, practically intact from' last season, will
encounter stiff opposition from the "Y" men, several of whom are
provincial champs at their respective weights.

Jack Jarvis, Tricolor boxing coach, thinks he has three or four
boys who can take care of themselves in anv companv, hut points out
(hat the team as a whole needs plenty of experience in the squared ring
iietorc the Intercollegiate Assault takes plate next month in Montreal

Ihursdays inter-club bouts should give the local battlers the season-
ing necessary to make them ring stars.

H's Win Cage

From Belleville "Y"

McMahon High Scorer In
Tight Game

On Saturday evening Queen's
'ntermediates nosed out Belle-

ville Y.M.C.A. by the score of

32 to 31. The Belleville boys put
011 a rally in the closing minutes
"' 'he game but they tossed up
^I'veral chances to tie or win in

the last few seconds. At half-
time the Tricolor led by a com-
f-Ttable margin but the visitors

fgari to catch up and they gave
1 le Queen's supporters some
:ill*tous moments in the last
5*anza.

Tl le t\v,o teams were very even-

"Hied although the College
u>'5 had a slightly better pass-
es attack. Both squads broke
aWaY fast and they relied" on
^peed to get the ball down the

•
Oor

- The boys seemed to be
"v«-anxious and as a result there

•ore personal fouls thanwere

Usual.

^''^lahon was the top scorer

|

icen's getting twelve points

e-Burlfy of the visitors also
S^ncrcd an even dozen. The ex-

' passing of their teammates

allowed McMahon and Simmon
to get in scoring positions many
times. Cole and Atkins for Bell

ville ably supported Btirley and

led an always dangerous attack

on the Queen's basket.

. The Tricolor jumped into an

early lead and at half-time were

leading 19 to 13. They continued

to pile up the score in the second

period but in the last few min

ntes Belleville went scoring crazy

and came within one point of

tying the score. Atkins was in

jured in the last minute of play

and bad to he led from the floor.

The game ended with the Belle-

ville boys still carrying the play

hut unable to score.

Queen's — Simmons (4), Mc-

Mahon (12), Vessie (2). Ansley

(3), Gordon (3), Clare (3), Nicol,

Robinson (3), Carson (1).

Belleville—Cole (6), Faulkner

(3). White (2). Wilkenson (1)

Atkins (5). Lobe, Burley (12)

MacLean.

Referee—Johnny Edwards.

ARTS '37

Arts '37 will . hold a meet-

ing in the Students' Union on

Thursday afternoon at 1.30. All

those interested in hockey or basket-

hall are urged to attend.

GARRISON FINISH BY QUEEN'S
BRINGS TIE WITH LASALLES

Came From Behind During
Last Period To

Finish 4-4

BY FRANCIS MURPHY

A blazing drive from the stick of

Johnny Wing, Tricolor pivot star,

which tickled the twine with only

twenty seconds of play remaining in

JOHNNY

Tricolor pivot ace who nicked the "pay

goal" with 20 seconds of play remain
ing in Saturday's La Salle-Queens
joust. The successful shot gave the

local six its second draw of the week.

the last period, provided the Ottawa

City League battle at the Arena on

Saturday night with a story-book

finish and enabled Queen's Seniors

to eke out a 4-4 tie with La Salles

Trailing by one goal towards the

end of the game after an uphill

fight had twice tied the score for

them, Queen's uncorked a wither

ing bombardment on the Otlawa

citadel and it fell to the lot of

Johnny Munro and Bunny Gordon

to set the stage for the dramatic

finish by relaying a double pass to

Wing.

With the dying moments of the

encounter slowly ticking away and

some of the fans already heading

towards the exits, the Gananoque

Galloper accepted the pass just in

side the La Salle blue line and

winged a low shot at the Ottawa

cage which goalie Aurel Bordeleau

made a valiant effort to block. But

Wing's marksmanship was too ac-

curate and the disc nestled cosily

in the lower right-hand corner for

the tying counter.

This belated tally set the crowd

cheering wildly because the Tricolor

were never in the lead and their

pressing play for the equalizer fully

deserved the division of the spoils

which resulted.

Early in the sandwich session and

again in the last canto Queen's

squared matters with the visitors

only to see La Salle forge ahead

4-3 on a shot by Patsy Guzzo which

trickled over the line from an im-

possible angle with thirteen minufes

of regulation time to go. From then

on Queen's opened a furious as-

sault and Wing's goal climaxed per-

sistent power plays which the

Powellmen thrust into La Salle

territory.

In the overtime Queen's went

out after the major points but La

Salle were content with a draw

and plavtl a defensive game to

hold the Tricolor sharpshooters at

hay.

The only goal of the first period

went to La Salle at the sixteen

minute mark as Howe drew the

Tricolor defense to one side and

passed aftvad to Phil Rienhardt wh(

made no mistake in beating Gowsell

Queen's evened the count after

the second period opened on a spec

taeular play. Art Stollery travelled

the length of the ice at a dizzy pace

and as he neared the Ottawa goal

passed to Munro who lifted the

rubber over Bordeleau's prostrate

form into an open net.

Queen's became more confident

with this goal to their credit and

allied boldly into foreign ice with

the result that three Mercury-

bladed visitors broke away, Guzzo

sniping in Phil Rienhardt's rebound

at the middle of the period.

At 15.45 Barnabe was benched

for handing out a check of the

"cream puff" variety. La Salle

bore down with this advantage and

in ninety seconds were leading 3-1

on Howe's marker with Savageau

assisting.

"Senator" Powell must have

loosened up on his vocabulary dur

ing the intermission because- the

locals came out for the final frame

in fighting trim, determined to

drop the flying Frenchmen from

their lofty perch. Tommy Thurlby

cut the deficit in half with four

minutes gone when be took a long

pass from Stollery,
.
poked the

puck through the La Salle defense,

and followed in quickly to pick it

up again and beat Bordeleau

cleanly.

The score was tied 3-3 two min

utes later on a combination play by

Wing and Patterson. Paddy car

ricd deep into the comer, edged

towards the La Salle goal, and

passed back to Wing who budged

the twine with a bullet drive from

close in. Then came Guzzo's tall}

which barely bounced over the Tri-

color deadline, to be followed n

utes later by Wing's equalizer.

As the game progressed Queen's

showed a better brand of hockey

and produced some of their real

form which has been lying dormant

hard hitting Tricolor defence stalwart

who returned to action on Saturday

. tai a one _amc la_--oiI.

lately. The defense displayed some

weakness in the first two periods

as La Salles buzzed in and around

the loopholes, but as the Tricolor

forwards improved their game the

rearguard tighlened up and the

team was working uniformly and

effectively in die later stages of the

tussle. Along with Johnny Munro,

the regulars—Gordon, Wing and

Patterson were the sparkplugs of

the Tricolor attack. These locals

were in fine fettle, checking the

man very closely while finding time

to be king pins offensively as well

The academy boys from Ottawa

lived up to their reputation as speed

merchants and retailed enough of

their commodity to scorch the sur

face of Dutch Dougall's frozen* pas-

tures in mile-a-minute style. Patsy

(Continued on page 7)

NOW
is the time to buy your Fur
Trimmed Overshoes at a genuine
saving. Black or Brown, all

heels and all sizes at

$2.49

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess St

STORE
Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season'i

fabrics and styles.

smartest

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc

WHtLE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

— # —
<Td students of <QutenfB

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

Smith Bros. $vuselets 9 ffihttitcfc
PHONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 ^ TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT XAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPBv'IALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

'Phone 2110

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties!

and Departments, Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pena,

Slide Rules, Queea's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Sam Pepys at Queen's

24th. Up lictimcs and to wai

upon my Lords, and n«>ing thence

to the oflicc I find there A. J.m.s,

H. Sh.w and others; and in par

titular D.mhr.ll who doth give

me word of a might ie fine revel

thai was lately held at the great

hostel in the citie with a great

store of good ale "given free. And
he condoles with me at some

length that I was not present;

hut I tell him that 1 was bidden

to go b\it did not. in which 1 do

take somcipride. He tells me toc^

of Mistress D. St,.rt how she

hath made distribution of tracts

am otu: the companic to their

great edification, though he doth

not think tiny did much abate

the spirit of revelrie. Yet I am
glad withal to hear that this

good work is toward and that

there be even some talk of pro-

curing more of these same tracts.

Thence to dine and so home and

at my stint all the day.

25th, Lay long, for my scurvy

chime clocke is not yet come. So

up and to wait upon my Lords;

ihence away and to dine, where

1 had some discourse with Mist-

Jess W.rkm.n and others. She

|clls tndthat sith thaj I have

gain been at ><rivciiing in my
journal the maids "of the college

art afiMred lake up their knit-

ting ,'ilmn-l, wlm* 1 .mi sorry t<>

hear, for idle hands will make

mischief. But in truth I have

noticed of late some falling ofT

of the converse in my presence

and I doubt there is too great

reason for it. So awav home

where for it was a marvellous fine

day 1 did don my clothes for this

mad sport of skiing which do be

come so popular .of late year;

Thence abroad through the town

walking upon those unmanagc

able planks they do call skis to

the gTeat mirth of sundry urchins

Thence across the ice to Fort

Henry where it is a most brave

sight to see so many people dis-

port themselves on these same

planks, and in all manner of

bright costumes. Anon home and

hanged and so joined with some

of my acquaintance that I find

seated about a mighty pretty

firkin of ale that it does my heart

good to see after so long in the

cold air. To dine with three of

the company, very merry and in

high good spirits, but not, I do

fear appreciated by mine hostess.

So for the remainder of the night

about the cask, talking of this and

that till the last bubbling do an-

nounce the sorry end.

26th (Lord's Day). Lay long

and at my stint all the day, and

to some effect which do please

me mightily.

27th. Mistress W.rkm.n tells

me she will take infinite pains to

break my neck if she do find I

have writ of her. and expects to

derive some pleasure thereby.

But Lord, methinks one more

such hazard is but a drop in the

bucket and not like to affect nie

more than another. But yet 1 do

think did she set her mind to it,

it might fare ill with me.

PRIZES GIVEN
FOR DEBATING

(Continued from page 1)

who have shown merit. All de-

bates must be carried lo the floor of

the house.

The Queen's Debating Union

has drawn up a schedule of weekly

debates on topics of current inter-

est. The first of Ihcse will be held

on Thursday, January 31 in the

Banquet Hall at the Students'

Union. The motion will be: "Re-

solved that Mussolini is justified in

his present course of action." All

debates will be conducted in parlia-

mentary procedure.

On Friday. November 7, Queen's

will oppose McMaster University

in a radio debate over C.R.C.T.

J. G. Brown and Hob Young of

Queen's will support the motion.

"Resolved that Democracy is trium-

phant in Canada today.

ROGERS SCORES
MONEY POLICIES

(Continued from page 1)

and shows the rate at which bank
credit is being used, stated Mr.
Rogers. From studies made in

10.14 it was found that the turnover
of sayings accounts is about 1-5/8
tunes a year and current accounls
about 4-1/2 times a month.

In order to increase the use of
bank credit there has to be a return
of confidence, and no amount of
easy money policies are of any
avail until tin- business man can see
his way dear to profitably employ
this credit.

To choke

Eating goose

—

How ill-bred!

To croak

In a noose

—

How ill-dead I

—Andrew Hewitt

4 McGill Professors

To Be Superannuated

Four McGill professors will he

superannuated before the begin-

ning of the 1936-37 term, accord-

ing to an announcement made by

university authorities last night.

Other members of the faculty are

kely to be similarly affected, and
the whole question will be dealt

with finally at the next meeting
of the board of governors.

Those who will be retired are:

Dr. Stephen Leacock, famous
Canadian humorist, and William
Dow, Professor and Chairman of

the Department of Economics.
Dr. Alfred Stansfield. Birks

Professor and Chairman of the

Department of Metallurgy.

Dr. Herman Walter, Professor
of German, and Chairman of the
Department.

A change has also been made
in the administrative staff, al-

though this was not confirmed by
University officials. A. P. S.
Gtassco, secretary and former
bursar will retire at the end of
this month.

Stephen Butler Leacock, a
graduate of the Universities of
Toronto and Chicago, first came
to McGill in 1903. He is inter-

nationally known as a humorist,
and has been awarded several
honorary degrees from Colleges
uch as Brown, Dartmouth and

Queen's.

Alfred Stansfield was educated
at the Royal College of Science
ond the Royal School of Mines,
in London. Before joining the
McGill staff in 1901. he was in
charge of the Metallurgical Lab-
oratories at the latter university
—McGill Daily.

Lines on the Antiquity of

Microbes

Adam
Had 'cm.

—Strickland Gillilan

King* Edward Wil

Have Larger Income

Retains Revenue Received

From Duchy Of
Cornwall

Exempt From Tax

King Edward probably will be

much wealthier than his father was

because, in addition to the usual

perquisites of the Crown, he will

continue until he has a son to draw

the revenues of the Duchy of Corn-

all which he has received as heir

to the throne.

In 1927. the last year for which

an accounting was published, the

Cornwall revenues amounted to

$364,000 a year. Because of this

huge income the bachelor Prince

as long regarded as the richest

member of the Royal Family. It is

said he often gave financial assist-

ance to his brothers, who have

families to support.

King George received a civil list

of the equivalent of $2,355,000 a

year, most of which went for

household and other expenses of the

court. He also received the in-

come from the Duchy of Lancaster,

amounting in 1934 to $425,000. He

was considered thrifty, accustomed

to simple habits, and was reputed

to have been a good business man.

He had the best advice in the coun-

try regarding his investments.

Estates to be Kept Secret

The exact lextent of his private

estate or the disposal he makes of

it never will be officially known and

will be formally revealed only to

members of his family. The King's

will will not be probated in any

court or examined by any authority

nor will his estate pay an inherit-

ance tax.

Unlike other royal persons, who

are his subjects just as commoners

are, the King is above the law. ex-

empt from all official jurisdiction of

the state he rules.

The Duchy of Cornwall,
,
which

was the chief source of Edward's

income before his accession to the

throne, embraces fanning lands,

quarries and mines at the western

tip of England and also valuable

lands in the southern part of Lon-

don. It has been a profitable pro-

perty since Prince Albert placed it

on an efficient basis when he man-
aged it during the minority of the

son who became Edward VII.

In the fourteenth century the

Duchy of Cornwall became the

property of the Black Prince and
"his heirs, the first begotten sons of

the kings of England." Since then

the dynasty has been changed sev-

eral times so there is doubt regard-

ing the legal right of the eldest sons
of modern kings to inherit the

duchy. This constitutional snag,

like many others, has been over-
come by ignoring it and precedent
has now established the validity of
the inheritance.

Consequently when a new king
ascends the throne his eldest son,

if he has one. immediately becomes
the Duke of Cornwall. Since the

present King is a bachelor mere is

nobody to inherit the Dukedom of
Cornwall or his other titles of
Duke of Rothesay and Earl of
Camrick. So the dukedom reverts

to Hie crowd, remaining in Ed-
ard's possession.

Wales Principality Lapses

Edward acquired the title of
Duke of Cornwall by being the
King's eldest son but—contrary to
a widespread impression—he did
not become the Prince of Wales
merely by s right 0f birth. That
title had to be conferred by the
King, which was done when he
was 16.

Levana Court

The Levana Council will hold a

Court at the end of this week for

all Frcshettes who have failed to

obey the regulations concerning the

wearing of tarns. All summonses

will be sent to the University Post

Office so
1 watch the mailing list

This applies especially to the

Kingston Frcshettes. A number of

Sophomores who failed to appear

at the Court held last term will also

be summoned for contempt of

court.

CO-ED LOVE SONG

(Engendered in a mood of bit-

ter irony induced by watching the

classroom behaviour of a number

of the species.)

My love is a professor,

He's such a handsome dresser

I need a strong supresser

When e'er I see him pass.

I endeavour him to flatter.

And my heart goes pit-a-patter

As he listens to my chatter

At the finish of each class.

I ask dumb questions daily,

And smile on him so gaily

That even if I fail he

Is bound to let me pass.

In him my fervid interest

Will brook no single hint o' rest.

Oh may my green eyes' glint arrest

On me his sole attention

!

Oh how I'd love a date with him !-

Adore to stay out late with him

!

—In fact I'd like to mate with him

(But this I shouldn't mention).

Envoi

Alas ! My ears they tingle,

Tears and mascara mingle,

I find he is not single

—

AND I DOUBT HIS GOOD
INTENTION!

—Joe Gripe

The principality of Wales, which

also is an heritage from the Black

Prince, falls not to the King's eldest

son but to the King and the King in

lurn gives it to his eldest son.

There is no son so the title is again

merged in the Crown until it is

again created by the King.

It has been suggested that since

the King is the source of all titles

he might make one of his brothers

the Prince of Wales but custom

ordains that the principality be re-

served for the eldest son of the

King. Until the King has a son

there will be no Prince of Wales,

and no heir apparent, but his

brother, the Duke of York, is the

heir presumptive.

Queen Mary is now one of the

subjects of her own son. By ceas-

ing to be Queen Consort and be-

coming Queen Dowager through the

death of her husband she ceases to

come under the protection of the

law of treason which has hitherto

safeguarded her. Whether she may
remarry without her son's consent

is one of the numerous disputed

points of the Constitution.

—Mail and Empire.

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Foron : Adult 75e: CttildWdJ

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 7 FROM KINGSTON
To Brantford, Buffalo,Chatham, CollinKWOod, Detroit, Durham, Goderich,

Grimsby Guelpb, Huntsville, Kincardine, Kitchener, London, Meaford,

Midlund, Newmarket, Niagara Falls, North Bay, Owen Sound,

Palmereton, Paris, PenetaDg, St Catharines, Saraia, Southampton.

Stratford Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points

beyond Newmarket, Guelpb, Grimsby and Brantford. Alao to all towns in

New Ontario on lines of Temlskanilng & Northern Ontario Rly., Kapuskus-

ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury. Longlac, Geraldton, Hardrock, Jellicoe.

SATURDAY, FEB. 8 TO TORONTO AND HAMILTON
Also to all Stations Brockville to Whitby Jet. inclusive rjs!c

Fares. Tickets. Return Limits and Train Information from Agents.

ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp,

ening machine sharpens your
skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

88 Princess St. Phone 529

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

Hanson & Edgar
Duice PRINTERS Printing ot

Programmes Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St
- Description,

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

, EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S2T

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

A TTENTION !

Petro s Lunch
WiLL OPEN FRIDAY, JANUARY 31st
DINNERS LUNCHES SODA FOUNTAIN SERVICE
"A trial will convince you of the quality and wholesomeness of our foods."

244 PRINCESS ST. PETER THOMPSON, Mgr.
Inquire about our meal tickets
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gOOM FOR RENT
jn well appointed home.

Warm and comfortable

For Women

APPLY 69 WEST ST.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL Page

MILLARD'S TAXI
phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
AJl kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpened

We also make shoes to order

4 Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

V/ork. First-Class Service Guaranteed

I Two Barbers — Give us a trial

jl5 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

speci

SING

Special Rate For Students

D00 LAUNDRY
Wt Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F

nits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c

I aits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

Student's Preference

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32All

Heated
New
Cars

ANNUAL ADVERTISING
NUMBER

Patent Medicine Vendors of

America

Ointments, tablets, powders, pills

We have a cure for all your ills

Our cures are all the surest

For our drugs are always purest

magnesia sure will pleaseThis

ya.

From acid stomach it will ease

ya,

While the tortures of lumbago
Flusterole yt\\\ make away go.

Alfa-zeltcr's good for pains,

Aches and twinges, bruises,

sprains,

And I have no doubt you know
about

Killjoy; it puts B.O. to route.

I only hope you'll try Doc
Graces,

It'll make you feel like going

places.

While Snooto Water from min

eral springs

Will make you feel like doinj

things.

Next on the list comes Snovul-

teen

It fattens those who are too lean.

But the beauty of this food is that

It takes off weight from those

too fat;

\nd if you're neither fat nor lean

It always keeps you in-between.

2. Daily Dozen League

-Mkalinize your muscles,

My free booklet tells you how;

Fortune favors him who hustle-,

Clip this coupon; mail it now!!

I'll lift up your fallen arches,

Add six inches to your trunk,

Fie on proteins, fats and starches

!

They are all a lot of bunk.

Don't rely on pill or ointment

Or on operations drastic

You'll be doomed to disappoint

ment

If you don't try ways gymnastic

To have the build he prizes

Any person now is able,

Just by doing exercises

On my triple-stranded cable.

Correction

The Campuscope of Jan. 24th

entitled "Hypotrichosis" was
written by Goldwin Smith and

not. as stated, by M. S. Lauder

BILLIARDS

Ernie Cain
233 Princess St. Phone 2841

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

l-RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

HI Princess St Phone 1BS9

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St.

'Phone 256

Kingston

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
1J9 Wellington St. 'Phone 3+

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.

ST.

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

FAST FINISH GIVES
QUEEN'S 4-4 TIE

(Continued from page 5)

Guzzo set the pace for the Cadets

by being the most dangerous player

on the ice. a constant worry to

Queen's defense. Phil Ricnhardt

and Howe followed close on Guzzo's

heels, the former collecting one

goal and two assists while Howe

garnered one of each.

Line-ups

:

La Salle—A. Bordeleau. J. Ricn-

hardt, P. Bordeleau, P. Rienliardt,

Howe, Savageau, Legris, Guzzo,

Hulguist, Lajoie, Beahen.

Queen's—Gowsell. Stollery, Bam-

abe, Patterson, Wing. Gordon,

Thurlby, Munro, Poupore, Wood-

cock, Johnston, Newsome, Roberts.

Summary

First Period

1 La Salle—P. Ricnhardt

(Howe) 16.05

Penalties-Howe, Gordon.

Second Period

2 Queen's—Munro (Stollery) 5.50

3 La Salle—Guzzo (P.

Rienhardl) 10.00

4 La Salle—Howe
(Savageau) 17.20

Penalties—Stollery, Barnabc.

Third Period

5 Queen's—Thurlby

(Stollery) 4.10

6 Queen's—Wing (Patterson) 6.30

7 La Salle—Guzzo (P.

Ricnhardt) 7.00

8 Queen's—Wing (Munro,

Gordon) IW0
Penalties—P. Bordeleau,

Gordon.

Overtime—No score.

Penalties—Hulquist, Woodcock.

TRICOLOR FIVE
BEATS WESTERN

FISTS, FALLSANDFOILS

(Continued from page 1)

spectators were yelling for i

players to open up the game.

Cn.ich Jack evidently gave h

men the old 'oil' in the dressing

room, because Queen's came out

with a little more fight and pep

zipping the hall around and gener

ally showing some of their expeetc

form. Cunningham led a rally that

took the Tricolor ahead by three

points, showing fine ability under

the opponents' basket. When West

em pressed hard with long shots by

R ider and McWha, Mai Bew

saved the game with his two goal

from the floor. It was close, but

was a win and a fine start toward

the Intercollegiate banner for 1*536

Mai Cunningham played his usual

stead v game, leading his team

scoring with eight points, while

Lloyd Edwards demonstrated that

foul-shooting can win any close

struggle. Bcws was the only

Queen's player to sink a basket

from beyond the foul line, and

played a bang-up defensive game as

well. Tilley and Rookc loomed

large as barriers to Western scoring

attempts, and their steady ball-

handling as the game closed was a

feature.

Tricolor court fans can be sure

that their team is capable of much

better ball than they showed on

Saturday, and the squad themselves

are determined that slow, listless

games are 'out' from now on. A

fa st-breaking system such as the

Queen's team showed against

Ogdenshiirg cannot long remain

dormant, even in the intercollegiate,

and McGill will have to be at their

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

West End "Y" is sending

down imposing rosters of box-

ers and wrestlers to do battle

with the Tricolor. There will

be several names on the card

which are seen weekly in ama-

teur shows in Toronto. In

both sports there are a num-

ber of head-liners making the

trip.

We suppose it depends upon

whether you like your Assault

a/ Arms or in Arms, whether

you will turn up on Thursday

evening to see the fights or

Friday evening to sec

sights.

the

Canada -U. S. Puck

Loop Again Mooted

EX- QUEEN'S HOCKEY
STAR WINS PRAISE

It is understood that the op-

ponent selected for "Abe"

Zvonkin will be a former

Canadian title holder. In any

case big "Abe" has promised to

send him back, with a broken

record.

Although Russ Tbnman has his

eye on heavyweight honours

this year, it is probable that

Grimshaw will again get the

signal for battle. According to

the coaches this lad has been

coming along in fine style, and

has gained a great deal in ex-

perience from the Cornell trip.

The boys who like the going

tough (for the other fellow)

will be on hand to watch Jack

Irving. The improvement in

the Tricolor flash since he first

donned the gloves two years

ago lias made him the most

feared man in Intercollegiate

circles.

It will be more than inter-

esting to watch MacDonald,

G o b e r t and- MacComiack.

These rads will be matched

with the best that West End

can produce, and some cork-

ing battles will result,

West End wrestlers have a

reputation all their own in these

parts, and will be out to show

the local ttisslers how it is

done. In Forsberg, Haight,

Carlyle, and the aforemention-

ed Zvonkin the campus has a

band of mat men ready to take

on all-comers at their respec-

tive weights.

We have thought of serious-

ly, and may yet sue the com-

mittee of the Science "39 year

dance for plagiarism, or some

such. According to Webster

we have a good case.

Fcrgie O'Connor will likely

get the 125-pound assignment,

since Thomas worked at Cor-

nell. It is a pleasure to sec

this wrestler go to work. He

makes all the hard ones look-

easy.

(Continued from page 1)

been forced to enter provincial

competition. At one time the

ollegiate puck artists used to

draw large crowds to the arenas,

but the Intercollegiate league was

not in the main, well balanced.

In fact the circuit was confined

chiefly to three clubs namely.

Varsity, Queen's and McGill and

consequently the resulting >li>>n

hedule of four games failed to

produce the competition neces

sary for the league's success.

The Canadian Intercollegiate

hockey championship winners

seem to have run in cycles since

the Great War, as it will be re

mcmbered that University of To
ronto with its many super-sex-

tets took the title for seven or

eight consecutive seasons. Of

late years McGill has dominated

the College hockey world.

Queen's struggled vainly for

years to stop the victory parade

of her sister universities and

finally withdrew from the league

hich operated under very' un"

favorable conditions with only

two clubs competing for honors.

Last winter the local College

re-entered the scries, but with-

drew again this season because

of the lack of suitable playing

dates allotted by Varsity and

McGill athletic officials. How-

ever, a few weeks ago Mr.

Charles Hicks, in a public state-

ment, declared that Queen's

would be ready to join the new

International hockey circuit.

The movement to form the

league began two or three sea-

sons ago, but up to this year the

league has never advanced be-

yond the suggestive stage.

Circular letters were sent to

members of the Intercollegiate

Press last year to sound QUI

opinion as to the potentialities of

the proposed hockey wheel. The

various writers agreed that the

league would revive interest

among student fans and would

retire college hockey to the high

level which it formerly occupied

as a major sporL At the time

it was suggested that the league

function as an eight team group

with each team playing home and

home games thus rounding out a

14 game schedule for each entrant.

This system presented many

difficulties, chief among which

were the financial burdens con-

nected with the long jaunts into

I". S. icrritory. and the inevitable

time lost from studies by the

players of the competing teams.

The ,
various problems have

been carefully dealt with during

the past year and a satisfactory

olution of the main hindrances

has been uncovered. Hence it

ppears reasonably certain that

the league will function for the

first time next winter. Future

developments will be eagerly

awaited.

best next Saturday to beat off the

determined gold cagers.

The line-ups:

Western— Garrett (41. McWha

(51. Gcttas (4). Rider (7). Wilson

(1), - Elliott. Narefr, Patterson.

Golgovc.

Queen's—L. Edwards (51. J.

Fdwards. Cunningham (81. Bews

(51, Rookc (31. Tilley (2), Son-

shine, Finlay, Stephen.

Referees—Gillespie and Elliott.

Another advantage in alying up

treasure in heaven is that you don't

get soaked for having it.

—Austin American

One of the London, Eng.,

daily papers recently carried

the following concerning How
Peterson, former Queen's

hockey star who is chasing

pucks this winter for the

F-arlscourt Rangers in the Eng-

lish league. Peterson played

with the Tricolor two years ago

in the senior B series of the

O.HA before migrating to

Brockville where last season he

held down the left wing posi-

tion on the Magcdomas. Along

with several Canadian ice stars

"Pete" crossed the pond last

fall to take up residence in Lon-

don where his smooth, speedy

skating has evidently caught

the fancy of British puck

experts.

Some of the fans are looking for

the fastest man on skates. This

season there are many fast skaters,

hut which of these is the fastest is

a debatable question. Hodges is

fast; so is Shaw. Earl Nicholson.

Peterson, and the Lemay brothers.

Just who is the fastest is a ques-

tion of trial and tests.

In Canada each year the pros,

settle this question for the fans. AU

speed trial amongst ice hockey

players are tested with the man

carrying the puck around the rink,

the time being taken once around.

This method doesn't always

satisfy. The judges found that

some of the slower men actually

beat the time of the faster skaters.

This was explained away by the

slower man having^more puck

control.

Some men break fait, but can't

hold maximum speed for long.

Others need a start before they are

travelling all out.

This department thinks that

Howie Peterson, of the Rangers, is

as fast as anybody on skates in

Europe.

Others may think otherwise.

We would like to hear what the

ice-hockey fans think on this sub-

ject of speed.

Zippers Now Being Used

In Surgery

Using a zipper on an operation is

no longer a gag. Dr. Morris Fish-

bein, editor of the Journal of the

American Medical association, has

revealed that the use of an ordinary

zipper to permit the opening and

closing of an incision for day-hy-

day surgical treatment of a cancer

in the stomach actually was being

carried out. Dr. Fishbein said the

revolutionary experiment is being

made by a Chicago surgeon, but lie

refused to disclose the name of

cither the doctor or the patient.

—Indiana Student

CERCLE FRANCAIS

Prof. W. M. Conacher will give

a chalk talk on La Fontaine's

fables at the meeting of the Cercle

Fraucnis this afternoon at 4.30 in

Room 208, Arts Building.

Go West, Young Woman!

Fair lady why emit such wails

If at ten-stone you tip the scales?

Know you not that modern males

Are fed up with more fragile

frails?

You jejune janes of contours

humble

They ne'er so much as give a

tumble

;

Our gallants get terrific crushes

On corn-fed maidens sleek and

luscious.

The bonny damsels of their choice

Are chock-full of avoirdupois.

So realize it's not so wise

T" exercise and frown on pies.

Perceive that Rembrandt's mbust

dames

Indulged in no Olympic games.

And now that fickle^ fashion

swerves

From austere angles to classic

curves,

Be like the rest. — by style

obsessed,

Come, do your best, like Mae. go

West 1

Oh. Sylph, Ah, Venus, 'tis no

mystery

;

Thin women never made history."

—Sidonie Gurner.
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Campus Frolics
ROLLICKING SKITS
SOPHOMORE SINGIN
CO-EE) DANCING
HOT MUSIC

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phonet: Office 479 — Hoipltal 2700

Evenings by appointment

YARDLEY * *
ENGLISH LAVENDER PERFUME

YARDLEY * *
COMPLEXION POWDER

Tak« advantage ot this, amai-
ln5 offer NOW.., J1.65
value Valley Pedum, and
Yatdley Complexion Powder
In « special box.

YOUR CHOICE FROM FIVE
. . POPULAR SHADES . ;

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE U0

Cor. PrLncc*i end Wellington

WE DELIVER

DEAN MATHESON TplRADIO HAMS INSTALL

AMATEUR STATION
LECTURE AT FORUM

Dean Mntheson of* the Faculty

of Arts will speak on the topic

"University Students and Peace" in

Convocation Hall this evening at

8.15 o'clock. This will be the first

address in a winter scries of Public

Forums on the general topic

"Pathways to Peace" which

being sponsored by the Student

Peace Movement of Queen's,

Each Forum period will consist

of an address by some member of

the faculty, followed by a discus

sion and question period in which

student;: arc invited to participate.

As a supplement to the series dis

cussion groups arc being organized

to be held weekly at opportune

periods in the Arts Building. The
time and place will be posted in the

Library and students and members
of the faculty who desire to register

vith one of the groups will be able

o do so by signing sheets provided

Since the S.P.M. has an open

membership financial contributions

defray expenses wilt be wel-

comed and a collection will be taken

at each Forum meeting.

Detailed plans for the remainder

f the year will also he revealed

and discussed at the meeting to-

night.

FORUM
"The social and economic order

of a country can be changed with-
out affecting the position of a

king, if he rule constitutionally,"

said D/. J. O. Watts in the
weekly Forum Meeting. In his

discussion of "The Function of a
King," the speaker stressed the
Monarchy, as a centre of public

interest, binding the country to-

gether. He spoke of the place
of the king In a cjemocratic
country, reviewing the history of
the English crown since the time
of George III.

The Radio Club will hold their

regular meeting on Thursday even-

mi; at 7 o'clock in the club-

room in the Old Arts Building.

The club has installed an ama-

teur radio transmitter in the club

rooms. Operation of the transmit-

ter is expected to start almost im

mediately. In the meantime code

classes for those wishing to obtain

iliu-ir amateur certificates are being

held each Wednesday and Thursday

fternoon from 4.00 to 5.00 in the

club rooms. All interested are in

vited to attend.

FLASHY FASHIONSTO
BE FROLICSFEATUKE

MISS MacCALLUM
DISCUSSES WORK
(Continued from page I)

Short Short Poem
We
De-

spise

Flies.

—Thomas H. McDill

TRICOLOR LOSE
CLOSE BATTLE

(Continued from page 1)

Munro whistled the rubber past
Tie*. At 9.30 in the second session

snared the count on a pretty play
with M c M a h o n away to a
lead and just thirty seconds
later Ked McDonald snared a nifty
pass from Price and scored while
Cordon was planted in the cooler.

Early in the final frame Wing
converted Stollery's perfect pass in-
to a sweet goal to even matters at
two all. Near the close of the same
penofT a momentary lapse on the
part of the Queen's rearguard cost
the visitors the game. A two man
break with Dexter carrying the
puck flanked by Graboski. ended
successfully when Jo Jo accepted
the defence man's forward flip at
the Tricolor blue line, swerved
beautifully and raced in to beat
Jowsell cleanly from close range.
The official time was 19.58.

Parody

Who?
You?

and short monographs written in a

popular style for readers without a

background of international studies.

The Foundation, because of its

established reputation attracts such

mportant and well knowVi authori-

ties as Sir Norman Angell. It is

attempting to reach the people who
were not previously interested in

foreign affairs. "It is necessary

that the masses of the American

people should be educated in foreign

policy because of the importance of

ihe U.S.A. in world affairs," said

Miss McCallum.

The Foreign Policy Association

is a membership organization for

the purpose of educating the Ameri-

can people. They hold public

forums on international relations

and publish fortnightly monographs.

These publications represent serious

research and are accepted as the

standard reference on current

affairs. .

*

The Society is attempting to re-

duce scholarly research to popular

terms in headline books, for it un-

derstands the danger of franchise

in the hands of people uneducated
in world affairs.

Administration departments in

the United States rely on the
Foreign Policy Association "and

foreign countries have a high regard

for its work. When the Cuban
government requested a commis-
sion on their problems, they asked
the President of the Association to

come down with his own commis-
sion.

Both the World Peace Founda-
tion and the Foreign Policy Asso-
ciation play a valuable role in Am-
erican public life. At the present
time the United States is involved
in a tremendous struggle over the
neutrality policy. The result of this

struggle and the part these two edu-
cational leagues will play in it is

of tremendous interest to the stu-
dent of international relations.

Science '39 Dance

Tickets for the Science
'39 Dance on Friday even-
ing are going fast but a few
can still be obtained from
Milt Blomc. Russ Weir,
Johnny Haight, and Chas.
Stocking (Convener). The
price is $1.25.

"Do you get angry with inanim-
ate things?" asks a psychiatrist.

exactly; still on the
"Well, not

other hand, we vc never patted an
alarm clock on the head."

—Atlanta Journal

Lome Greene, the crooner who

thrilled you in last year's musical

revue, is again featured in several

novelty musical numbers in the

Campus Frolics, to be presented on

February 4, 5 and 6 in Convocation

Hall. All who heard Lome last year

will be back clamoring for more and

the new-comecs will be just a

anxious to hear the singiwg sensa

tion of the campus.

Dot Grand, a newcomer to Guild

product iohs, will present a dance

number—with a difference, and Art

Wood, that tap-dancer extraordin

arv, will give several zippy dances

in this peppy, sparkling revue.

Levanites with an eye to fashion

trends will be delighted by the

fashion show which will be another

feature of the Frolics. Co-eds will

be charmed by the smart sophisti

cated gowns displayed while the

male sex will thrill to the charms

of the models themselves, the most

beautiful and alluring of campus

manequins.

Tickets, 50 cents, for the produc

tion are now on sale at the Uni

versity Post Office and Grinham's

Book Store. Every seat is reserved

but remember there are only a lim-

ited number obtainable so get yours

NOW.

SPEAKS ON DEBT
TO EARLY GREEKS
(Continued from page 1)

something" of the bony structure of

the body. -

Hippocrates believed that a

sick man survived if left alone

and if nature were allowed to assist

instead of being thwarted. In his

Pronogsis, Hippocrates stated the

requirements of a student and
physician, a natural talent, instruc-

tion, early tuition, love of labour,

perseverance and leisure. He freed

medicine from the dominion of
caste and superstition. He lifted it

out of the hands of the unworthy
and inspired it with a lofty moral
ideal. v

MORSE DESCRIBES
GENEVA SCHOOL

' (Continued from page 1)

been lost. More than anything

else France intervened. By refus-

ing to take any definite stand

against Italy she made it difficult

for the League to take action. It has

been fortunate, too, that action was
delayed since it gave public opinion

the opportunity to observe Italy's

mentions which resulted in its

present attitude of upholding the

League.

The League is not a legislature.

It can only function with the back-
ing of public opinion and public

opinion must be earned,

Mr. Morse claimed that the

League must be removed from the
atmosphere of idealism. We^must
think of it as the expedient for self-

interest, and the greatest self-inter-

est as peace.

World's Shortest Poem

The Chosen People

How odd

Of God
To choose

The Jews!

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays lsi

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Price* Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone G4]1

Serving Queen's over 30 ytaJ

RANGERS
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2sA

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi]
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,!
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALlI

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 52(>|

BALLROOM DANCING
Ballroom Dancing in three lessons. Brush up on your dancing; in one k

|

Floor Shows For Queen's Dances
Instructresses: Jessie Keele and rErma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOf
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES til

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

HARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICESNAPPY
!9 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 3!i

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone '1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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PEN'S EARN TIE

ON MUNRO'S LATE

OVERTIME GOAL

Close-Checking Game With
Emeralds Ends In

3-3 Draw

Irish Score First

CAMPUS FROLICS CHORUS

BY BILL NEVILLE

For the third time in their last

iur starts Queen's Senior hockey

•am played a tie game. Unable

o break the jinx which seems to

nut them at the Ottawa Audi-

oriuni, the Tricolor managed to

iold Ottawa Emeralds to a 3-3

eadlock last night. The point

ained ^brings them closer to

*ideans whom they can catch by

winning Saturday's game in

ingston.

Emeralds were first to score,

Scollon netting Mentzel's pass at

lie two minute mark. Dull

lockey was the order until Munro
nutted the count when he picked

up a loose puck inside the Irish

ilue-line and beat Becker with a

ow drive. Towards the end of

the period Thurlby gave Queen's

the lead when he batted in

Kukris' rebound.

Queen's continued the pressure

rly in the second session but

e in the period Wing was pen-

zed for holding. Again Scollon

und the net on a pass-out from

oran and the count was 2-all.

The third period was scoreless

and uninteresting except when
each team turned on the steam

Lalonde and Roberts were pen-

alised in turn. Munro broke

way but Becker saved brilliant-

(Continued on page 8)

MOURNING SERVICE

BRINGS OUT CROWD

TRICOLOR TEAM WINNERS IN

ASSAULT WITH TORONTO CLUB

A GROUP OF THE BEAUTIFUL CO-EDS

who will appear in one of the choruses next Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday evenings. They are.

in the usual order: standing-Helen Young, Sally Putnam. Bea Schafran. Ruth Best Elsie Mormon

Pat Soper, Pat Hathcway, Isobel Glass. Helen Gordon; seated—Dot Grand. Margaret Wnght. txlitti

Marco, June Lamson.

Thousand Tickets

Sold For

Revue

Held In Grant Hall And
Conducted By City

Clergymen

C.O.T.C. Attend

The day of mourning set aside in

nemory of his late Majesty King

eorge V was observed at an im-

ressive service held in Grant Hall

"i Tuesday morning. Organized

'J' the Kingston Ministerial Asso-

•aiion it was, attended by a large

'rowd of citizens and students of

'arious creeds which filled the hall

0 capacity.

"*ev. Dr. J. D. Mackenzie-

"ghton, rector of St. James'

El'can Church and president of

«e Ministerial Association was in

wgc of the service, assisted by

-rincipal W. H. Fyfe, Rev. J. M.
>haw of Queen's Theological Col-

£ec, and Rev. C. B. Freeman of

Baptist Church. Music was
Pravidtt) by the band of the Salva-

p Army, which besides playing
acconipaniment for the hymns.

Rawed "The Dead March" and
^«d*Save the King".

service was brief but lost
T|le

ot »s meaning or impressive-
bv this. The three hymns

(Continued on page 7)

A bevy of beautiful coed dancers,

tuneful singers and rhythmic tap

dancers are preparing to go into

final rehearsal this week-end to

polish off Iheir performances in the

most hilarious and sparkling music-

al show ever to be staged at the

college, the Campus Frolics. The

revue will be presented next Tues-

day, Wednesday and Thursday

evenings in Convocation Hall.

Tickets went on sale yesterday at

the Kingston Public Library and

not, as previously announced at

Grinham's Rook Store. Over a

thousand of the seats available for

the performances have been sold al-

ready and there are only a few left

for the students and Kingston resi-

dents who wish to attend.

Last year every seat in Convoca-

tion Hall was sold before the show

opened. This year the same state

of affairs is expected. To avoid

disappointment, reserve a seat now

for the funniest and most scintilla

ting show of the year.

Dorothy Stuart, Gladys Smith

Jim Conacher, Dave Malen and

Gordie Pipe will be featured in

some of the cleverest comedy skits

ever presented. Don't fail to see

Dot Grand do her blank face dance

and Art Wood donee up and down

the stairs, balancing a broomstick

on his nose. They are both riots.

Eileen Workman, Anne Macdon-

nell and Pat Hatheway are other

Guild favorites who will star in this

superlative revue.

The Campus Frolics is a clean,

wholesome entertainment packed

with sweet music, breezy comedy

skits, snappy dancing and songs.

Kutb Knowlton's popular dance or-

chestra will add to the show with

hot music. The Senior Intercollegi-

ate Rugby Champions will be on

hand to remove all vegetables from

would-be pleasure-seeking students.

Get in line and reserve a seat for

the best show of the season. Tickets.

50c are on sale at the University

Post Office and at the Kingston

Public Library-

COMMITTEE REQUIRE

TICKET STUBS NOW

Decorations For Science

Formal Are Being
n Completed

The Science Formal committee

has announced that construction

work on decorations is progressing

according to schedule and there

seems to be little doubt that the

setting will be appropriately effec-

tive. The favours, which are being

procured from Montreal, are the

most attractive to be offered at any

Queen's dance in the memory of

the committee.

It is unnecessary to say more re-

tarding the entertainment than that

the orchestra, which has been ob-

tained through the N.B.C. Artists'

Service, will be the regular broad-

casting organization headed by Mai

Hallett, at present playing at the

Westminster Hoiel in Boston,

In order that invitations may be

sent out and seating arrangements

made for the suppers, ticket stubs

must be deposited in. the boxes

placed in the library for that pur-

pose before 4.00 p.m. on Saturday,

February 1. The stubs should have

printed on the back the name and

address of the lady to whom the in-

vitation is to be sent and the sup-

per preferred, along with the names

of the other gentlemen

party.

the

TRICOLOR EDITORS

WANT SN00PSH0TS

There is still time to enter the

snapshots competition being held

by the Tricolor. A prize of five

dollars will be given for the group

of photographs which in the

judges' opinion were the most

valuable feature of the campus

activities section. All entries of

sufficient interest will be publish-

ed.

Entries must deal with Queen's

life and the funnier they arc the

better. The editor has received

many entries from various uti-

( Continued on page 8)

CAGERS WILL FACE

REDMENTOjMORROW

Both Teams Victors Over

Western By Small
Scores

Seeking their second victory m
the Intercollegiate race for basket-

ball honours, Queen's senior squad

are off to face the Red Raiders of

McGill tomorrow.

Coach Fuzz Jack, apparently

somewhat dissatisfied with the lack

of fight and zip in bis hoopsters

against the Mustangs here on Satur

day last, has been driving the Tri

color hard all week. Scrimmages

against both Junior and Intermedi

ate teams have been the order for

the practice sessions in preparation

for this important game, as one loss

will practically eliminate a team in

ilic short schedule-

Reports show that the Montreal

collegians had to go all out to win

from Western in their opening

game, and unless the gold squad

snap out of the lethargy that char-

acterized their contest here, they

are bound to find a real struggle

in their hands in a strange gym.

(Continued on page 4)

DR. SHERWOOD EDDY
HERE SUNDAY NIGHT

Dr. Sherwood Eddy of New

York will preach at the first Uni-

versity Service this year, in

Sydenham Street Church at the

regular evening service. The

title of his sermon Is "Dare We
Be Christians?"

Dr. Eddy is i well known Am-
erican Y. M. C. A. and student

worker. As national secretary of

the Y.M,C.A. he devoted himself

to work among the students of

India tor many years. Later he

was appointed International Y.

MX".A. Secretary among the

students of the East, in China,

Japan and India. During the war

years Dr. Eddy worked first with

the British and then with the

(Continued on page 7)

Applications Wanted
For Journal Post

Men Students who wish to

apply for the position of Busi-

ness Manager of the Journal

for 1936-37 are asked to leave

thcit applications at the

Queen's Post Office' during

the next week, stating name,

year and qualifications. The

principal duties of the Busi-

ness Manager are selling ad-

vertising and collecting ac-

counts.

This means he must be in

Kingston at least two or three

weeks before the term opens

in September.

Anyone applying for this

position should be prcpared-to

act as assistant business man-

ager for the remainder of this

term.

Gym Crowded As Queen's

Win 4 Bouts And
Draw 3

Two Knockouts

Frosh Predict A
Novel Assault

To-Mght

A straw vole of the women's re

sidenccs to determine the outcome

of the pending "Battle of the Cen

rury" shows a surprising interest

being taken by the fair sex.

Ban Righ gives a slight edge to

"Bat (on) ling" Tclgmann, while

MacDonnell House throws the

majority to "Dina Mite" Knowlton

Both Gordon and Goodwin Houses

proved a draw.

In the course of the vote we se-

cured some startling revelations—

a

few that will jar both fighters—but

more that were just comical

—

"Who? Knowlton? He doesn't

stand a chance against Telgmann.

Win I understand Telgmann has

eaten nothing but raw meat and

Spinach for the past three weeks..."

"...and Knowlton will lay him

away so fast..." "...if Knowlton

lasts six rounds he's lucky..." "Of

course I really don't know much

about it. but I think Knowlton's

kind of cute." "Knowlton Iwltcr

tick to checkers or tiddleywinks

;

he's got a big surprise in store for

him..." "...Telgman's all right, just

outclassed, that's all." "... Dina

mite? What a laugh! They ought

to call him "Kitten..." "...can't see

how Telgmann even stands alone,

he's so bowtegged." "They must

feed this Knowlton on egg-noggs

and arrowroot..." "Who's been

kidding Telgmann into thinking

he's a fighter?"

And so it goes—the girls are sure

pepped tip about it so pepped up

fact, we expected a riot to break

before this. There were a few

anxious faces ones whose boy-

friends had put off purchasing

tickets for the l>out too long.....

partly re-assured when we con-

vinced them there were a few seats

left hut very few.

The controversy carried on in the

women's residence is typical of the

interest and discussions going on

everywhere. At the Union we

found the atmosphere tense, charg

ed. The boys were a little reticent

in declaring themselves for fear of

(Continued on page 2)

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

A near-capacity crowd saw 3

thrilling evening of the manly arts

inthe Queen's gymnasium last night

when the Tricolor defeated a strong

West End "Y" aggregation. The

campus lads won four bouts, lost

two, and earned draws in three

fixtures.

The feature boxing bout of the

evening was the welter-weight

match in which "Ranny" Mac-

Donald got up off the floor to get a

well-earned decision from Riley of

Toronto. MacDonald stole the

show, and showed the customers

why he is favoured to take the In-

tercollegiate title.

"Tony" Forsberg turned in an-

other of his sterling efforts to take

Mlodzik in straight falls. The first

came in two minutes and fifteen

seconds, and the second followed

closely in four minutes.

Irving gained a technical knock-

out when his opponent failed to ap-

pear for the third round, and

"Sammy" Siuolkin outpointed a

lighter boxer in May of Toronto.

Thomas and Lowric wrestled

evenly to a draw decision, as did

Zvonkin and Worthy in the heavy-

weight class. Johnny Haight lost

{Continued on page 5)

DR. TRACY TO GIVE

EXTENSIONJLECTURE

Speaks On Epics OE Homer
And Vergil Monday

At Five

Fourth In Series

Dr. H. L. Tracy, head of the

Classics Department at Queen's,

will deliver the fourth in a scries of

public lectures on "Some Aspects

of the Classical Tradition" in Con-

vocation Hall on Monday afternoon

at 5.00 o'clock.

Dr. Tracy has chosen "Homer

and Vergil" as the subject of his

talk. The comparison of these

two poets involves the contrast be-

tween the primitive epic and the

literary epic. Dr. Tracy will point

out in what ways the poetry of

Homer compares with the tradi-

tional epic of other countries and

show how many of the primitive

types arose more deliberately than

the artificial types, such as the

works of Dante.

Dr. Tracy is a well-known

speaker at Queen's and in addition

tu his connection with the Classics

Club he has taken a prominent part

in Kingston musical activities. He

was for several years a director of

the orchestra in the Peasant

Operetta sponsored by the Queen's

Gioral Society. "The Decline of

Folk Music", an article by Dr.

Tracy, appears in the current issue

of the Queen's Quarterly.

Monday's lecture will be broad-

cast over station CFRC (frequency

1510 kc.)
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sTUDENTS
. . . jour accovat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Ettabltibtd 1817

KIS'fiSTON BRANCH—King A Cltrtncc St».

W. Jt BKLCBER,

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, 80, 82 Princess St.

Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matters, slock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost

articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—Wc are "on the spot"

366 days in 19.16.

College Stationery, Fountain
Pens. Selection Loose Leaf
Refil Is—always in stock.

WARD& sjwt
HAMILTON ( tj^cEX

.DRUGSTORE.LIMlttb

4 Nyal Stores 4

VALENTINES
Choice and Exclusive

Valentine Cards
20% Discount Sale of other lines
now on. Now is the time to buy
things that every girl likes—
and every boy likes to give to
a i irl.

Costume Jewellery, cigclite
powder boxes, dainty lamps
china and glassware.

No shop worn goods.
Everything new and smart.

Site

fStr(!rnllum (Gift

39S Princess St, Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND DERRY

THE REIGN OF KING
GEORGE THE FIFTH: AN
ENGLISH CHRONICLE, .fly

D. C. Somtrvell. Faber and Faber.

$2.50. i

The past year during which the

Empire celebrated the Jubilee of

King George's accession produced

several books on bis life and on the

England of his reign. This year

will doubtless produce more, for the

Georgian era is over; a new era,

and probably one which will see

many changes, has commenced. The

events of King George's reign arc

rapidly becoming history. It is

only now that we are being enabled

to sec the period in true perspective

;

it is only now that we can begin to

interpret its events and the changes

which it brought.

Mr. Somervell, the author of

Disraeli and Gladstone, entitles his

book An English Chronicle; and a

chronicle- it is. He has put into

plain and continuous narrative a

sequence of events, as he says,

"mainly political in the wider

sense of that term." He has not

included in bis survey what might

have been placed under the head-

ing of manners and customs,

modes of fashion and modes of

thought. That has been left for the

social historians, some of whom are

already at work upon the period.

Mr. Somervell's book is well ar-

ranged. It is divided into five

parts and the events of the Great

War are treated year by year. The

most interesting feature of the ar-

rangement is the frequent insertion

of extracts from contemporary

numbers of The Round Table,

which might be called the Georgian

quarterly. Mr. Somervell explains

that in making these insertions his

aim has been similar to that of the

Greek dramatists in employing a

chorus—to express the opinion of

the intelligent spectator in the

vents enacted under his eyes. The
dca is ingenious. The author

might well have adopted the opin-

ion of other journals, and variety

thus imparted ;but The Round Table

is well chosen, for its observations

re anonymous, carefully consider-

ed and, it will be conceded, do re-

present fairly accurately sober, un-

prejudiced contemporary opinion.

The chronicle of the war years

is interesting to read. Little space

is devoted to the actual campaigns

(although all the important battles

are noted)', but the whole state of

morale at home, the attitudes in

parliament, the economic problems

which war brought in its train, the

condition of affairs at army head-

quarters, the opinions of those in

charge, so far as they are known,

are all portrayed. It is a vivid

picture, accurate in detail.

More than half the book is de-

voted to the chronicle of the post-

war years until 1933. The peace

conference and the endless wrangl-

ings on reparations problems are

well described. The first of the re-

covery years were disturbed by

Sinn Fein riots in Ireland and by

trouble in India and Egypt. Then

came the growth of the Labour

Party and the struggles of Mr.

McDonald's first labour govern-

ment So the chronicle con-

tinues until within very recent

times. Amid the governmental and

political changes occur entertaining

interludes—the state of India, the

coal strike, the changes in the

Prayer Book.

It is the history of governments

rind movements—an accurate super-

ficial chronicle by a man who has

had a finger on the pulse of the

limes during the past twenty-five

years. There is no original, in-

genious interpretation; no account

of men and manners generally; and.

except for an occasional touch, lit-

tle of the human element intruding,

that we must get from other writers.

There is a brief final chapter

entitled The King. Here at last

we have a real human being. It is

a chapter which makes a fitting

epitaph for the late king. It is not

the fulsome praise of a second rate

journalist but the expression of an

Englishman's feeling of love for the

monarchy and for the sovereign ; a

true appreciation of the King's

character and of the part (and no

small one it was), which he played

in the great events of a notable

period in history.

FROSH PREDICT
NOVEL ASSAULT

(Continued from page 1)

precipitating a free-for-all. Here

too, we noticed several anxious

faces caused either from anxiety

over bets placed....or the uncertainty

of securing good seats.

A last minute interview with the

managers of both combatants left

us in a quandary..."Bat(on) ling will

finish him off sudden-like, he aims

to surprise everyone" said one,

white the other came through with

"I don't want to hrag, but Telg-

mann might just as well lay down

in the first round....he*s going to be

beaten
!"

\t any rale to-night will tell the

tale.....May the best man win.

— LAST MINUTE FLASH —
The Committee in charge of the

Science '39 dance have just an-

nounced that there will be Novelties

distributed during the dance, and

that a Special Door Prize is being

offered.

Committee in charge: John Haight,

Milt Bloom, Russ Weir, Chas.

Stocking, ( Convener)

.

ROOM FOR RENT
In well appointed home.
Warm and comfortable

For Women
APPLY 69 WEST ST.

TYPING DONE
Special attention given to students

— Notes typed. Prices right. —
Single space 8c page, double 5c page

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 3720

Biological Club

Dr. L. J.
Austin will lecture on

"Cancer" to the Biological Gub in

the Biology Lecture Room on Fri-

day afternoon at 4.00 o'clock.

A /privileged man is one who

never has abv oppositions.

—H.G.D.

Camera Club

Queen's Camera Club will hrjU

_ short business meeting on Mon]

day evening at 8.00 o'clock. Th
(

meeting will discuss rules for a ,

exhibition. Members are ask
((j

to watch bulletin boards for a n.

nouneement of the place of ^
meeting.

<cr> tl<H— catla, t

You'll be interested in our

showing of trlese new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with
I

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Sizes up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

Campus and Gym
There has been a change in the

swimming hours.

Daily 2-3 p.m.

Thursday 2-4 p.m.

Wednesday evening 7-9 p.m.

A swimming meet will be held

sonic time in February.

* * *

The Levana Junior Basketball

team will play its first inter-city

atch next Friday at the Y.W.
C.A.

* * *
j

The Senior Baskelhall team has
been practising daily and shows
great improvement. Games will
he arranged in the future with
Belleville and Glebe Collegiate,

Ottawa.

* * *

Hockey hours are Tuesday.
Thursday anil Saturday. 1.15-2.00

p.m. More arc urged to come
mil for hockey practice. Inter-

year teams will be organized soon
for the matches to be held to
wards th eend of February.

* • *

The entry lists for the Inter
year singles and doubles cham
pioqshipa In Badminton will be
posted Saturday in Ban Rigb. the
Arts Building and the Gymnas-
ium. All entries must be in by
February 8th, and games will hi

gin February 10th.

Interycar patches bearing a
j

small bird will be given to all

who win their first two matches

other than by default. Large A'
are given to the winning team.

Every game counts a point, so

turn out and work for your year.

Girls' Badminton Team
Meet's McGill To-Day

The Levana Badminton team
will play a tournament this after-

noon with a team from McGill
on the courts of the Kingston
Badminton Club. Badminton is

till a fairly new sport at Queen
but the team is expected to make
a good showing against McGill.
This is the second time Queen's
has played an Intercollegiate;

match. Last year a team was
sent to Montreal.

The fpur Queen's players are
Aileen Mason, Eileen Graham.
Alison Mitchell and Eileen Work-
man. Aileen Mason and Eileen
Workman will pair to form one
doubles learn, and Alison. Mitchell
and Eileen Graham will form the
other. Each will play one singles

game. All four have had previous
tournament experience.

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

A "bad night" very rarely means
a cold one.—H.G.D.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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CONVOCATION HALL
8.30 p.m. sharp

PERTINENT
TO PEACE

THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847

GET THE HABIT—SHOP AT LIVINGSTONS

SEASON

CAMPUS FROLICS
AN INTIMATE MUSICAL REVUE IN 30 SCENES

CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN S

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

Under the "same old" caption
|

.the executive of the reorganized
|

I

Student Peace Movement will at-

I tempt to bring to you weekly,

|

through tins column, crisp, read-

able and accurate facts on thcl

pertinent issues making for Peace

or War.

Our Very Successful

209 DISCOUNT
SALE

Tantalizing Coed Dancing
Mirthful Comedy Skits

Sweet Music Peppy Singing

Full Orchestra

irs are coming, Hurrah, Hurrah!—And so are YOU, Hurrah, Hurrah!

3 BIG NIGHTS next Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
ALL SEATS RESERVED JQq

Tickets on sale at the University Post Office and the Kingston Public Library

The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

jludfiit opinion on any topic con

cemng Queen's University.

' The Editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any tetter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

All letters must reach the editor

bv Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are written on both

sides of the paper, in which case

l/irv need not reach him at all.

A strong note on a strong subject—
' smell in the east entrance to the

Library

[Editor^of the Soap Box.

Sir:

ainst that unfettered lethal

chamber — the east entrance of

the Library.

Surely something can be done

a check the awful, nauseating

tench that always seems to fill

the place. Maybe some despond-

ent member of the Library

Lovers' Club crawled in among

the stacks and died there. What-

ever it is, anyone with any kind

of a nose and a strong stomach

should be able to track it down

without the aid of bloodhounds.

i Indeed it is doubtful whether a

bloodhound could be persuaded

to do it.)

It seems strange that those

who could do something about

this discomfort have put up with

it for so long. It is possible, per-

haps, that the great ones descend

from their Olympian heights and

mistake this fetid effluvium for

the ordinary air of the lesser

order;. But I doubt it.

Whoever is responsible for the

management of the Library build-

ing might at least investigate this

unsavory situation and hire a

plumber or an undertaker, as the

case may be, to try to remedy it.

Yours,

Thnuff,

shooting marbles in the men s

rooms, and let the girls sing Lon-

don Bridge or something among

their red curtains.

Ben Flemin

While I am proud to say that

I overlook most of the discom

Ports of life in Kingston with ad-

mirable and patient good humor

—there is a limit to human en-

durance, indeed I feel there arc

i some things about which it is re-

'""incing civilization to remain

(silent.

So, should the League for

ocial Reconstruction or some

B<indrcd body be casting about

for something to view with alarm,

' '"ggest and endorse action

"What has become of the Compulsory

Attendance Campaign?" That's what

we'd like to know.

OUR HEADS ARE BOWED

OUR HEARTS ARE RENOED

°UR HANDS ARE STIU.E0

With deepest reverence

and humility we dedicate

this space as a memorial

to our late, departed

Sovereign. George V.

Edkor. The Soap Box

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

The Compulsory Attendance

Campaign has fought a good

fight, but now seems to have died

a feeble death. Having plumbed

the depths of the student mind

as regards their opinions on the

subject, everyone now seems

quite content to let the matter

drop.

Apparently it wasn't a

very important question after all

—and it would be a shame to take

the mind of our governing body

off ladies and telephones. But if

the Alma Mater Society would

rather save their nickles, than

their faces, that's their business,

which is ours — though we do

seem so weak-kneed about things

i„ general nowadays, that the

only thing that grievances do is

Concerning those morons that deface

library books

Editor, Soap-Box.

Dear Sir:

Not infrequently, when reading a

book from the library, one find

various marks and remarks left on

the pages by previous readers, who

apparently believe that the privilege

of using library hooks includes the

ight of using pen or pencil on the

pages-
. .

The most common pest ot this

species is the underlines He grimly

and consistently draws heavy marks

beneath a few lines of nearly every

page. Possibly he believes that the

underlined words are of particular

mportance, but he offends the

taste and insults the intelligence of

the reader who prefers to decide for

himself what is most interesting or

important.

Less common, but more irritating,

is the maker of question marks.

Whenever he doubts the truth of a

printed statement (and he is a fre-

quent doubter) he draws a large

question mark in the margin, beside

ihe offending passage. No one will

dispute a reader's right to disagree

with what he reads, but all serious-

minded readers will emphatically

dispute the right to indicate such

disagreement on the pages of a

borrowed book.

Then there is the moron who

crosses out some word or phrase of

the author's and writes in what he

considers a more apt word or re-

mark. It is true that poorly writ-

ten books are published, but the

average student is not likely to im-

prove upon

supply good copy for that pure

sheet of ours, the Queen's Jour-

(Hurrah)

[0Wever, we hope that the few

t did take it seriously, will

feel ton badly about
One cannot

con-

not

the outcum e.

expect much more, if we

tiriue to believe that the majority

students — as one

ted—are inv

1 about
mature.

of Queon

haughty don intima

So let's quan

And, incidentally, one of

the biggest factors pertinent

to peace is YOU. Our gen-

eration will be forced to fight

the wars of our age. How
about fighting for peace now?

Do we lack the backbone or

the brains?

3.P.M.

Following the example of the

larger nations of the world, th«

government of Brazil has adver

tised for bids for the construe

tion of two 8000 tonicruisers, nine

destroyers, six submarines and

other units of its new naval con

struction program. (Nofrontier

News Service).

Mars wouldn't stand a chance

against our so-called Christian

civilization, now.

S.F.M .

Armamentality
He said, "This beer's un-

drinkable,"

And filled his mug—the king

of boozers.

"Another war's unthinkable,"

The statesman said, and ord-

ered cruisers.

("Tomorrow," Christchurch,

N.Z.)

S.p.M.

Chances
In the gamble of insuranc

companies with ftUe, what are

the relative chances for war an

peace? Reports by leading in

surance firms are revealing.

For example, Lloyd's, in Lon

don, quotes odds

;

Japan and Russia, 20 to one for

peace.
(

France and any major power

to one.

Italy and any major power. 15 to

one.

United States and any majo

power, 100 to one.

Finally—invasion of the Unit

ed States by any power. 500 to

one.

(Nofrontier News Service)

Still, the war-mongers of U.S

V. insist on a bigger navy. O

have you heard some of their re

cent radio speeches?

S.F.M.

the author's choice of

words. In any case, dislike for the

architecture of a neighbour's house

does not confer the right to deface

the building.

Lowest in the scale is the wit

(probably this is only a half-truth).

This menace to the printed page is

usually able to comment on what

he reads by such sparkling queries

as "Oh yeah?" or "Is that so?", al-

though occasionally he leaves other

interrogations or comments which

indicate an intellectual capacity

equal to that of the average imbecile.

No one will complain when

books arc marked by their owners.

But a library book is borrowed pro-

perty and common courtesy should

compel the borrower to remember

that he ought not to take liberties

with the property of others.

Yours, etc,

A Lover of Books

IS DRAWING TO A CLOSE—YOU MUST HURRY IF YOU
WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT

AL.L*
READY -TO - WEAR

CLOTHING
TUXEDOS AND DRESS SUITS ALSO INCLUDED

HURRY — HURRY — HURRY

Unequalled opportunity to replenish your clothing wardrobe in

this sale. Come tomorrow.

LIVINGSTON'S
75 -79 BROCK ST.

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS
MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

FUR TRIMMED COATS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

There Is No Substitute

For QUALITY'
That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our, customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

John LAIDLAW & son

Drygoods

—

—Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811
Meal Tickets

Canadian Statesmen of all

parties have decried the

march on Abyssinia. Never-

theless, the Canadian Pacific

ships, Melita and Minnedosa

have been sold to Mussolini

to transport troops.

Rather ironical, eh? And

did Sir Edward Beatty know?

s. v.m .

And if you are interested in

discussing a few of these prob-

lems in more detai'.. why not

register with one of the discus-

sion groups to be held every Mon-

day beginning next Monday.

February 3rd. Lists arc posted

the Douglas Library for your

ivenience. Get particulars and

meet us next Monday in one of

the groups. WE NEED YOU.

YOU NEED US.

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M

Little is thought about those girl:

who never have any dates, but in

the long run, less is thought

those that do.—H.G.D.

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmcr Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham R»

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

Phone 4248
357 Princess Street

Next to Hoag'i Drue Store

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519.... PRINCESS IT.

U*V4PEAC0C*
gPHOME)^. WEyT TOU)BLAWS^
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flucncc upon European affairs. Moreover,

the Crown is the only link which holds to-

gether the vast and diversified regions of

the Empire. That link will remain as long

as it is forged of sympathetic understand-

ing and tolerance.

A New King And A New Age
Edward VIII now reigns as sovereign over

one-quarter of the earth's surface. Five

hundred million whites, blacks, Indians.

Arabs, Chinese, and Malays owe allegiance

to him. Hindus, Moslems, Protestants,

Roman Catholics, Buddhists, Animists, and

Jews are free to worship under his rule.

He is practically the only link which binds

these various races and diversified religions

together into the semblance of a united

whole. Although it is a commonly accept-

ed fact that the King is above the strife of

party and plays a small part in the working

of government, his influence, nevertheless,

is all-pervasive and deep.

With his accession a new age is about

to dawn upon the Empire over which he

rules. The last important link with the old

Victorian era has passed away with the

death of his father. In the best sense of

the word, Edward VIII is a modern man
and a modern king. Unlike his father,

whose placidity and tolerance were his out-

standing characteristics, the new King is

restless anil curious. These characteristics

have led him to travel by air. to advance-

new styles uf dress, to practise ranching in

Alberta, to hunt in South Africa, and to

visit practically every Dominion and

colony in the Empire.

Most important, they have led him to

investigate the condition of the poor, to

ponder their troubles, and to consider

methods of alleviating the destitute. Since

he gave up golf and horses he has devoted

his time to relieving the condition of the

working man. He has visited the distressed

areas, created a relief fund for the poor, and
ameliorated some of the worst conditions

Such actions speak well lor the future his-

tory "i the monarchy and of the Empire
As long as there is an understanding
sympathy between the throne and the work-
ing class there will be no dictatorship in

Britain.

The King comes to the throne with a

first-hand knowledge of the lands over
which he rules. He has visited every
dominion and every important colony in the

Empire, and even some very small and nn
important one;.. In the many years during
which he was Prince of Wales he had an un-
excelled opportunity to become acquainted
with conditions «t home and abroad, an
opportunity which his father never had

E lwir l c economic training jc almost
unique among kings. Several years ago
the King acquired an economic adviser
from the Bank of England who found him
unusually quick to learn the fundamental
principles of the business world. This
training will prove invaluable in a world
which depends so largely upon the work-
ing n ol business and finance.

The King is no mere figure-head. The
death of King George, and the absorption
of the English people in their own domestic
sorrow, threw the diplomatic undertakings
on the Continent into confusion. The ban-
quets and meetings of sovereigns after the
funeral were more than mere social func-
tions. They will probably have a direct in-

A 100 To 1 Chance

A recent despatch from London tells of

the enormous strides which the British are

making along the education front. It is

planned to institute more state scholarships

in universities, more scholarships in secon-

dary schools, increase government grants for

school buildings, and improve the school

medical services. Scholarships from grant-

aided secondary schools to universities now

number .100 a year, but this number is to be

increased to 360. Such advances in the

matter of education in the British Isles em-

phasize the deplorable lack of such opportuni-

ties for Canadian students.

In Canada fewer than one per cent, of

the citizens are university graduates and

yet eighty per cent, of our leaders in politics,

law, the church, all our principle profes-

sions, and our business executives arc uni-

versity graduates. This means that eighty

per cent, of our leaders are produced from

one per cent, of the youth of Canada, that

one per eent. being those who attend uni-

versity.

It is estimated that every oyc in a hund-

red students is exceptionally gifted and has

the qualities of potential leadership. But

only one in a hundred students every year

is able to proceed to university and com-

plete his or her course. To make matters

worse it is only very rarely that the one

brilliant student out of a hundred students

coincides with the one out of a hundred

who is sent to college. There is just one

chance m a hundred that the young man
or woman of exceptional brilliance is the

one who will be sent to college.

Every country in the British Empire is

well on the way to solving this problem

except Canada. Other nations, such as

Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand,

Germany, japan, and Russia have instituted

a system of national scholarships whereby

brilliant students with insufficient funds

may proceed to higher centres of learning.

Canada still lags far behind. E. Barker,

Professor of Political Science at Cambridge,

says in his book, "The Universities of Great

Britain," that "the state, through the Board
of Education, grants 'State Scholarships'

and other modes of assistance. The Local

Educational Authorities grant local or

'County Scholarships'; these, with other

forms of public scholarships, give various

forms of aid which enable poor students of

promise to proceed to the University. It

has been calculated, on the basis of official

returns, that nearly one-half of the total

number of students in British Universities

have obtained assistance in one or other of

these ways, on account of the promise they
show, either before entering upon a Uni-
versity career, or at some point in their

course."

The same system could, and should, be
adopted in Canada. Every year brilliant

students are forced to give up their schol-

astic career at matriculation, or sooner, be-
cause they lack sufficient money to pro-
ceed. Every years Canada is losing brilliant

and competent leadership, at a time when
it was never needed more urgently, because
she refuse* to lend financial assistance to

needy but worthy students.
v
During the

past few years a movement has been on
foot in Parliament, and without, to bring
into effect a system of national scholar-

|

ships. Until now it has received little at-

tention or encouragement.

This recent news from Great Britain

should awaken Canadians, and their mem-
bers in Parliament, to the fact that, by their

hesitation to go forward, they are losing

for their country one of its most valuable

I
assets.

Official Notices

Dorothy Chard Parker Memorial Prize in

Classics

A prize of $25 has been donated by Mr.

F. R.^Parker of Elmira, New York, to be

awarded to the student in Classics, or Latin

and French with Greek, who at the end of

his first Honours years in his Major sub-

ject has shown the greatest promise and

p/oliciency in the courses of the Department

of Classics. No award will be made unless

candidates are of sufficient merit. The prize

will be awarded in May 1936, and the stu-

dent to whom it is awarded must continue

his work in residence during Session 1936-

1937.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from students

now enrolled in the University for the

Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship of

1935. The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously been

awarded on the basis of Matriculation. As

no matriculation candidate was eligible last

summer the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within the Uni-

versity on the basis of the candidate's

academic qualifications and on his rating

as a clean, effective hockey player. .

No credit towards fees is given when
the Scholarship is not awarded on the basis

of Matriculation, but the regular cash pay-

ment of $80 is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the hands of

the Registrar by February 15th. Applica-

tions should give evidence that students

have played in O.H.A. or N.O.H. Series.

Student Exchange with France and Germany

It is expected that in Session 1936-37

student exchanges will be arranged with

France and Germany. Applications will be

received by the Registrar until February

7th from any students who wish to be con-

sidered.

Prize in Chemistry

A pri7.e of $25 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis of

an essay competition. Competitive essays must
be sent not later than February 29th to the

Secretary of the Ottawa Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry. The competition is

strictly limited to undergraduates.

Further information may be obtained from

the Registrar or from the Department of

Chemistry, Queen's University,

Royal Society of Canada Fellowships

Ten Fellowships of $1500 each will be
awarded for 1936 by the Royal Society.

These Fellowships are open to Canadians
who have done advanced work in any
branch of Science or Literature. Applica-
tion forms and regulations may be obtained
from Lawrence J. Burpee, Secretary of the
Fellowships Board, Royal Society of Can-
ada, Ottawa. Applications and all support-
ing papers must be in the hands of the
Secretary not later than February 1st, 1936.

The British Crown
By Stanley Baldwin

Prime Minister ot England, in an Address in

the House of Commons
The power of the Crown today is not

a force; it is a great moral power and must
depend on the character and quality of him
who sits on the throne, and, important
as we may think ourselves in our genera-
tion who wrestle with the country's political

Scholarship of the Canadian Federation of

University Women

This Scholarship of the value of $1250 is

open to any woman holding a degree from a

Canadian University. The award is based on
evidence of the character and ability of the

candidale and promise of success in the sub-
ject to which she is devoting herself.

Applications must be sent in not later than
February 1st to Miss Margaret Cameron,
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.
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problems and act as the King's advisers,
}

we are but ephemeral compared with the
monarch of this country.

The character of him
(

who sits on the
throne today has influence for good or evil

not only over the vast portion of the world
which is part of the British Empire but
in these days particularly over the world
itself.

Liberty in government is not important
merely because the Government is com-
pelled to explain and defend its policy, but
equally because as a by-product it induces
a very healthy process of self-questioning,
and examination of the terms of its trust.
Herman Finer, in "Mussolini's Italy."
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FOR COLLEGE WEAR
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SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

Star, picked an excellent
His goal with just two

a hitter pill for Queen's
hail the Indian sign on

HOCKEY TWIN BILL TOMORROW
Tomorrow night student puck fans will have the opportunity to

,ake m a hockey donMcheadcr when both college teams <win« into
action on the same evening.

Striving for their first win of the season, the Tricolor Junior will
attempt to leave Gananoque's hustling hand of youthful nuckchasers
alone in the cellar of the local O.H.A. group in the first part of the
bargain bill which starts at 7 p.m.

The fifth place Rideaus wilV make their second and final appearance
of the year on Kingston ice in the second game clashing with the rapidly
improving Queen s Senior ice squad.

Supporters of the local Senior club are going to sec a team that

Jus taken a lease on life, if its performance on Monday at Brockville
can he taken as a criterion.

If Queen's can show the same dash and pep tomorrow evening
that ihey exhibited on Monday the Rideaus should receive a neat hockey
lesson.

However, the Ottawa hladestcrs have proven that they are any-
thing but set-ups in their games to date* and will be desirous of sink-

ing the locals deeper into last position in the league standing.
A win for the Tricolor will tumble Denneiiey's skaters into the tail-

end spot, so there will he plenty to fight for in the joust.

MORE ABOUT THAT BROCKVILLE TUSSLE

Jo Jo Graboski, dashing Magedoma centre

spot on Monday to fatten his scoring average,

seconds to play in the final period was indeed

In swallow for it appeared that the collegians

the Mags.
Immediately after the ensuing face-off the bell jangled and Queen's

skated off the ice with another defeat tacked on to their record.

Coach Powell used only two front lines during the encounter instead

of the customary three, and the result certainly justified the mentor's

strategy.
Each line had plenty of work to do and the boys seemed to thrive

©n it, They outplayed the opposing checks for most of the game and
deserved a better break on the score.

While only eight penalties were imposed by the referees, the battle

was inclined to be a trifle strenuous, and many offences especially on

the part of the home team were allowed to pass unnoticed. As an ex-

ample of this, in the first period, Vcrdcl Price, towering Magedoma
defence man, deliberately cross checked Bummer Woodcock across the

face and- when the Queen's man retaliated he was immediately, given

the gate, How Mr. Price missed a penalty we'll never tell you.

However. Queen's aren't complaining. A loss like that one has

served to give the locals more confidence and providing they get their

share of the breaks they will yet he heard from in deciding the ultimate

winners of the Ottawa loop.

QUEEN'S CAGERS MEET McGILL

Queen's Senior court team will he in Montreal over the week-end

for a scheduled College cage fixture with McGill.

• As both squads have won their only starts to date, the victors to-

morrow night will gain leadership of the rah rah circuit for the time

C 'n
Confident that his charges will revert to the fine form which they

exhibited earlier in the month against American cage clubs. Coach Ralph

Jack expects to bring his boys home firmly entrenched in first place.

Once this lofty spot is attained the coach avers that the other hoop

squads will find it a tough task to dislodge the Incolor from the

pace-setting position. f

Puck Chasers Plan

Hot Reception For

Rideaus To-Morrow

Second Feature Of Double
Bill At Harty

Arena

FISTS, FALLS AND FOILS

BV "CHUCK' COCHRANE

Casualties have begun to take

their toll for the. present sea-

son in the campus Assault cir-

cles. "Slim" Gohcrt is appar-

ently out for the year with a

broken finger, sustained during

training.

The Inter-year and Inter-

faculty assaults will be held

during the week Feb. 10th to

the 17th, and all prospective

battlers are reminded that they

must be down to within three

pounds of weight for these

matches.

Tony Forsherg has been

showing great form in daily

work-outs lately, and is just as

fast as ever.

"Fergie" O'Connor has an-

nounced his retirement from

active competition. It is with

great regret that his resigna-

tion has been accepted, for

"Fergie" has been a consistent

1*)iiit-winner for the past few

years.

Bayne Moreland looms up as

*he most likely bantamweight

Wrestler in training if he can

Tnake the weight. Fie is excep-

tionally rugged for- his sine, and

^nows a good many of the

tricks.

Rifle Club Meeting

Thtl Rifle Club

£
Cetin? on Monday at 4 p.m. in

^leminrr Hall. All interested in

ta rget shooting are invited to

attend.

Juniors Meet Gan. In

Ice Tilt To-morrow

With over a week's hard prac

tice under their belts Queen's

Junior1 puck pounders swing back

into action tomorrow night at the

Arena meeting Gananoqtie in a

regularly scheduled O. H, A
gTOup fixture. The game which

will be played as the first part

of a twin bill is booked to start

sharp at 7 p.m.

In their first start against King

ston the college kids took a hum-

iliating thumping from the city

lads but since that time the

youngsters have shown steady

improvement in daily drills and

will be out tomorrow, gunning

for their initial win of the season

Coach Powell will likely shake

up his two front lines in order

to get a combination that can pop

home goals with consistency. The

rearguard has had plenty of

pepping up and should be ready

to step out and tumble opposing

attackers. The kids have lots of

avoirdupois which should enable

them to easily stop puck carriers

with goal getting ideas.

CAGERS SET
FOR REDMEN

for

(Continued from page 1)

Yesterday in a practice game, the

whole squad showed plenty of pep

and precision, hence the feeling of

confidence among the players that

they will bring back a win

Queen's.

The personnel of the team

Montreal will include manager

Sandy Seeber, coach Jack, and die

players. Finlay, Cunningham. Bews

Stephen. Tilley. Rooke, Sonshinc.

and the Edwards twins, Lloyd and

Jake.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize them

and support your paper.

Tricolor Winners

From Toronto Club

Cy Denneney, one of Ottawa's

illustrious contributions to the realm

of hockey in years gone by, will

breeze into town tomorrow at the

head of a contingent of Capital

City Rideaus who are billed to pro-

vide the fireworks for Queen's

Seniors Saturday night at the

Harty Arena. The face-off for this

scheduled Ottawa City League

hockey battle will take place about

8.30 o'clock and the opening bell

should find a large gathering on

hand to take advantage of the

bargain" bill.

This senior tilt will be the second

half of a double-header, Queen's

rid Gananoqne juniors exchanging

trides in a preliminary O.H.A.
game at 7 p.m.

From beneath the shadows of

Parliament Hill Denneney has

rounded up a compact bunch of

puckchasers in his Rtdeau sextet,

and the squad features that style of

play which Denneney starred at in

his heyday with the now defunct

Ottawa Senators—a close checking,

cautious, and hard hitting game.

The canal namesakes will have

he elongated Buck Claydon between

the piping in bis rubber stopping

capacity while McArthey and Mc-

Donald will knock 'cm down and

drag 'em out on defence. Riopetle

holds down center on the firs

and will have two chunky wingers

in Darragh and Ritchie. Two
other lines will be chosen from

Milford, Henry, Mulvagh, Cum-
mings, Christie, Saunders, and

McFaHand.
A Queen's triumph over Rideaus

would be more valuable than over

other clubs at this point because the

visitors are occupying the notch

immediately above the Powellmen

in the league standing, and to

humble their nearest neighbors

would increase the Tricolor

chances of presently escaping from

cellar environment.

The Tricolor are also looking

for a win against the visitors so as

to square matters on their season's

play to date. Rideaus beat Queen's

before Christmas in the locals first

gSme while the two clubs battled to

a 2-2 stalemate in Ottawa last

week. A win for Queen's tomorrow

night would balance the Rideau ac-

count on the Tricolor ledger.

Critics of the Tricolor, who had

been bemoaning the lack of scoring

punch on the club lately, had their

opinions bumped overboard during

last Saturday's storm in the Arena

as the Tricolor showed some neces-

sary vim and vigour to break even

with La Salle.

Again on Monday night the Tri-

color ran up against the pace-sel-

ling Brockville Magcdonias and al-

most ran off with the laurels. A'

though a heart-breaking Island

Citv goal, scored with two seconds

of play remaining, pulled a possible

victory from their grasp, Queen's

displayed a versatile attack and

sturdy defensive work which hint-

ed to the railbirds that a red, ye

low and blue jerscyed combination

will be in the upper brackets before

long.

In Urnci-ville Queen's only used

two forward lines and this layout

worked very smoothly and it is

probable that the Truolor will line

up in the same way tomorrow

night. Gowscll will be in goal,

Ramahe and Stollery assigned

humping duties, and the first-string-

ers .if Gordon, Wing and Patterson

doing attacking chores. Tire second

(Continued from page 1)

a decision to Plumb, who is prob-

ably the ablest mat artist to display

his wares locally in some years.

"Chuck" Cariyle fought a careful

bout and was given a draw with the

much advertised opponent.

Des Smythe suffered a knock-

out in the first forty seconds at the

hands of Jim Stone. Stone waded

in from the opening bell and landed

a terrific right which put an end to

the proceedings.

The results:

Wrestling

125 lbs.—Lowrie (T) vs. Thomas

(Q), draw.

US lbs.—Forsberg (Q)
Mlodzik (T),2 falls.

145 lbs. — Plumb (T) d<

Haight (Q), decision.

165 lbs.—Peace (T) vs

CQJ, draw.

Heavyweight — Zvonkin (Q) vs

Worthy (T), draw.

Boxing

Catchwcights — Smolkin (Q) de

feated May (T). decision.

135 lbs.—Irving (Q) defeated Rose

(T), technical K.O., third

145 lbs.—MacDonald (Q) defeated

Riley (T), decision

Catchweights—Stone (T) defeated

Smythe (Q), K.O. in first.

Local Exhibition Bouts

Clarke vs. Grant.

O'Connor vs. McDadc.

Connelly vs. Radouski.

MacKcnzie vs. Egan.

Grimshaw vs. Fee.

defeated

Carlyle
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forward trio will have Woodcock

and Thursby flanking Munro at

center. Tip Roberts will be die

extra defence player and Holland

the spare forward.

The game tomorrow night will be

the fourth within a week for th

Powellmen and if they can come

through with a victory after such

a gruelling grind, then their stamina

and ability as deserving of. a play-

off berth cannot be questioned.

No matter how sporadic their

play is on foreign. ice, Queen's al-

ways show the needed pep and con-

fidence when cutting capers under

the parental Arena roof. Display-

ing their wares tomorrow night be-

fore a supporting crowd and with

all omens pointing to their success,

the collegians should have another

win in their record books after th

Rideau set-to.

Thev can do it.
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Foreign Statesmen In London

When the Kaiser arrived in

London at the close of the year

1899, when the European
scramhle for defensive alliances

was at jjs height, there was wild

speculation among newspaper-

men and others as to the object

of his visit. It was assumed—

cOrreetly, as it afterwards appear-

ed—that his mission must be one

seeking an improvement in the

diplomatic relations between
Great Britain and Germany.

This week sees in London a

number of prominent European

figures attending the funeral of

the late King George V, but their

presence, thus accounted (or, does

not occasion any orgies of con-

jecture on the part of the Press,

As a matter of fact, however,

many of these visiting statesmen

are taking advantage of the op-

portunity provided to confer with

the new king, as well as Messrs.

Baldwin and Eden, 011 the pres-

ent situation and its future possi-

bilities.

It is a wellJcnown fact that the

sovereign in Britain no longer is

in a position to shape England's

policies, much less those of the

constituent parts of the British

empire, but the king's place is

not one wholly without influence.

His counsel, indirect as it may be

and entirely of a suggestive

nature, [days a definite part in

forming the judgments of his

ministers.

King George was known to

have been an advocate of caution

in (he current Ethiopian crisis.

He knew, from his own and his

cousin's experience, of the dan-

gers to be encountered as a result

of too aggressive and provocative

a foreign policy. His advice

against the imposition of oil

sanctions upon Italy was of con-

siderable influence in formulat-

ing the present stand of the Bri-

tish government.

The conference of the Austrian

vice-chancellor and the German

foreign minister with the new

king can result in no commit-

ments, but rather will it contri-

bute to the sovereign's under-

standing of the Central European

problem. It would appear that

the forces demanding some
measure of union, cither simply

inomtC or more extensive, be-

tween the two German republics

are now becoming more vocal, but

the presence in London of the

hampion of tlic Little Entente

and the Soviet foreign commissar

(the first Russian representative

to be received in London since

1917) will forestall any one-sided

presentation of the case by the

German-Austrian representatives.

From bis early childhood King

Edward VIII. even more than" his

father, has been trained to fill the

responsible position he has
assumed within the past few

days. He has made periodic

visits to all the British dominions,

he has studicd the problems of

each, and he, ascends the throne

at a mature age when he can

employ this knowledge to best ad-

vantage. Probably more than

any other man he understands

the complexities of the British

Empire - Commonwealth. As a

permanent adviser with no other

interests than the common weal

ot the 450 million people in

British lands and as an authority

on their problems, King Edward
VIII will perform the ideal func-

tion of monarchy.

—Allan Kent.

AT THE THEATRE

No Matter WhatYoure Going in for;

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

Maybe you have the sweetest of natures:
maybe you out-Pollyanna Pollyanna her-
self. But the time will surely come when,
like the GilbcrrJan policemen, "your
heart is in your boots". Which is the
ngnal to pick up the telephone and Long
Distance the family (with charge* reversed,
if ncce«ary) or perhaps the girl friend.

nm,Uw N,Bh. rates apply , flK , pjn . mdLow Weekend r*,« ALL DAY SUNDAY

CAPITOL
RIFFRAFF

With

Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy and

. Una Merkel

The literature of the day, we are

told, should reflect the conflicts of

the day. Moderns are loud in their

clamoring that new plays should re-

flect the tremendous element of

class struggle. Drawing-room

comedy and episodes in the lives

of the well-to-do are condemned by

these individuals without a hearing.

In "Riffraff" these people will

find what they so ardently wish for.

But perhaps they won't enjoy it too

much, for it shows the young hot-

headed revolutionary evolving grad-

ually into a man who finds that he

can serve a better purpose by ad-

justing himself instead of every-

thing else.

Jean Harlow has been given the

chance for once to do more than

appear as a sexy little devil, She

has proved that she can play a part

calling for some dramatic ability,

and yet still retain all her attrac-

tiveness. Spencer Tracy is well cast

as the swelled-head revolutionary,

but to us his romantic approach

seemed somewhat revolting. A
thick tongue licking a firm tip after

bit of osculation is perhaps not

the most alluring subject for a

close-up.

Life in the waterfront shacks, in

the Big House and in the relief

camp is presented to us, and pres-

ented, we are glad to announce, ob-

jectively. No men starve to death

or are furiously beaten in this pic-

ture, and orderliness and rationality

are rated high xamong the trade

unionists. B-f- —A.K.

Next Attraction: The Marx
Brothers in "A Night at the

Opera."

Revival Friday: W. C. Fields in

"The Man on the Flying Trapeze."

Weil-Known Artist Paints
Principal's Portrait

The trustees of the University

have commissioned Mrs. Lilias Tor-

rance Newton of Montreal to paint

a portrait of Principal Fyfe. It is

a custom at Queen's for a retiring

principal to present a portrait to

the university.

Mrs. Newton has recently paint-

ed portraits of the Hon. Vincent

Massey and Mrs. Massey, Sir Wil-
liam Clarke, recently British High
Commissioner at Ottawa and Eric
Brown, Keeper of the National
Gallery at Ottawa.

Inter-Varsity Fellowship

Miss Catherine Nicoll will ad-
dress the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship in the Red Room on
Monday, Feb. 3rd. at 4 p.m.
Miss Nicoll has had wide ex-

perience in Young People's work,
and has a thorough understand-
ing of student problems. She was
born in China and received her
education at the well-known
Chefoo Schools. Since coming to
Canada a few years ago, she has
devoted her time to the work of
the Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-
lowship in schools and univer-
sities,

Mr, Anderson Linton, M.A.,
will also give a short talk. Mr.
LintOn is a recent graduate of
M.Master and Varsity and un-
derstands tw%tu(k-nt outlook.

A cordial invitation is extended
|to all students, and refreshments
will be served. .

T I V O L

FRISCO KID
With

James Cagney. Margaret Lindsay

and Ricardo Corlez

"Barbary Coast" pictures arc be-

coming almost as common as

"Westerns" ; however, this one hap-

pens to be quite good, so that we

can almost overlook the fact that

we have seen some of it before.

The story concerns the final

"clean up" of the Barbary Coast by

the law-abiding citizens of Sari

Francisco. James Cagney plays the

leading role as the hard-boiled

sailor who becomes leader of the

"Coast"; he falls in love with the

beautiful Miss, Barret (Margaret

Lindsay) who owns the town news-

paper and through her influence

makes a quick change from villain

to hero just in time to save himself

from hanging.

In our opinion one of the high-

lights of the picture was the fight

between Cagney and the one-handed

sailor—don't accuse James of bad

sportsmanship, the sailor had a

sharp hook where his hand should

have been. This is one of the most

blood-thirsty fights we have seen on

the screen,

Margaret Lindsay is quite good

in a rather melodramatic part.

James Cagney, even in his most

re-it fid moments, seems to be get-

ting ready to throw his fists all over

the place—which means that he is

just the same as he has been in all

his other pictures. If you like lots

of action, this picture, without any

assistance from a couple of very

weak shorts, rates B. —D,K.

Next Attraction: "She Couldn't

Take it", with George Raft and

Joan Bennett.

Math Club

The Math, and Physics Club
will hold a meeting in Room 200
of the New Arts Building this

afternoon at 4 o'clock. Mr. L.

McFadden will address the Club
on "Modern Cosmologies." Mr.
A. G. Ward will also present a

paper.

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting
HAIR CUTTING 2Sc

'0 Princess St. ' Kingston

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

CENT A MILE Sound Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Faros; Adult 75o: CbiltHOc]

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7 FROM KINGSTON
To Brontford, Buffalo, Chatham, Collingwood, Detroit, Durham, Goderich,

Grimsby, Guelph, Huntsvillo, Kincardine, Kitchener. London, Meaford.

Midland, Newmarket, Niagara Falla, North Bay, Owen Sound,
Pulmerston, Paris, Penetang, St, Catharines, Sarnie, Southampton.

Stratford, Wiarton, Windsor, Woodstock, and all intermediate points

beyond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Alao to all towns in

New Ontario on lines of Temfshaming & Northern Ontario Rly., Kopuakfis-

ing, etc Parry Sound, Sudbury, Longlac, Geraldton, Hardrock, JDllicoe.

SATURDAY, FEB. 8 TO TORONTO AND HAMILTON
Also to all Stations Brockville to Whitby Jet. inclusive tt^e

Far^t, Tickets. Return Limils tmd Train Information from Agents.

ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp-

ening machine sharpens your
skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St. Phone 525

1

If It's Sports Try "TreadgoId's"

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

ZSS PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre

Hanson &t Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing *
Programmes Every

Conatitutions
117 Brock St

- Description

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Classes Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1527

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street ' Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
H, K. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

attention

!

Petro s Lunch
WILL OPEN FRIDAY, JANUARY 31st

6 P. M.
DINNERS LUNCHES SODA FOUNTAIN SERVICE
"A trial will convince you of the quality and wholesomeness of our foods."

244 PRINCESS ST. PETER THOMPSON, Mgr.
Inquire about our meal tickets
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ampus Frolics
TANTALIZING CO-ED DANCING

SWEET MUSIC
RIOTOUS SKITS
THE "BESTEST" FROLICS EVER

MILLARD'S TAXI
PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

PRINCESS SHOE REPAIR
All kinds of shoes repaired

Skates Sharpancd

We also make shoes to order

Princess St. Phone 2544-W

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

ifork, First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

[15 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

IING 000 LAUNDRY
/e Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
Vith Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up

icdos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

Wc specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

!33 Princess St. Phone 2841

>r. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

•RAY GA8
Evenings by Appointment

HI Princes!" St. Phone 1858

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

1106 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

t Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

'OS Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

>r. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
59 Wellington St 'Phone 346*

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
80 often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.

BY M. S. LAUDER

CRANIUM
The cranium, or skull, is an ir-

regularly rounded box, composed
of eight bones, completely en-

closing an ovoid cavity, and per-

forated by numerous canals and
foramina. The largest opening
is the foramen magnum, through
which passes the medulla oblon-

gata, or spinal cord. The cavity

of the cranium contains mem-
branes, bloodvessels, cerebro-

spinal fluid, and, in some cases,

brains. This box is balanced on
the top end of the vertebral

column. To the bottom of it, in

front, is attached, for some
strange reason known only to a

benificient Providence, that
strange relief map known as the

face, visage, or more colloquially,

physog, map, or dial.

The shape of the skull, or

rather, that upper portion thereof

which i? covered only by (he

scalp, varies greatly in different

races, individuals, and at differ-

ent stages of life in the same in-

dividual. This difference between

individuals is considered' of value

in the Bertillou system of identi-

fication. It is also used by the

unscrupulous as a means of sep-

arating fools from their money.

These charlatans claim that the

shape of the skull conforms to

the shape of the brain ; and that

d protuberance indicates an over-

development of the underlying

portion of the brain, and there-

fore of the faculty located in those

particular convolutions. T h u *

they claim to be able to read the

character of the dupe, although

there is absolutely no- basis (or

these claims. It is impossible to

localize these "faculties" to any/

particular region of the brain.

There is no proof that the ex-

ternal contours of the head con-

form to the shape of the brain

;

the general shape of the head is

a matter of race and heredity.

This fraud is on a par with palm-

istry and astrology, but is un-

doubtedly remunerative, for as

Barnuni said "There's one born
every minute."

The shape of the skull may be

affected by disease. In rickets

the skull is eulical, more or less

like a lump of sugar, with de-

pressions on it like a Banbury

bun. In Paget's disease and
acromegaly the skull becomes

progressively larger, necessitat-

ing a larger size in hats.

The thickness of the skull

varies considerably in different

parts, and in different people.

Thickening occurs at the expense

of the cranial cavity, hence a

thick skull usually accompanies

a small brain, This fact is re-

sponsible for some of the idioms

in common use.

The skull was the site of one

of the earliest surgical proced

ures—trephining. It was quite

commonly preformed for the re

lief of severe headache; it is now

considerably rarer. Minerva, god

dess of war, was delivered fullj

grown, from Jupiter's head, by

means of an axe, greatly to the

amazement and consternation of

the amateur surgeon. Since then

we have been more circumspect

Dead Line Is Near

For Group Photos

The following list of individuals

have not, as yet, turned in photo-

graphs for the Tricolor: R. A.

Sheppard, F. D. S. Marett, William

Craig, Sandy Sccber, Arthur Coop-

er, Professor G. Humphrey, E. D.

Rookc, C. W. Danby, Presidents of

Meds. '36, '37. '38, '39, '40, '41, R.

Billings, Robt. Wilson and members

of the Engineering Society. This

matter must be attended to within

the next three or four days.

The following is a list of group

photos that have not been turned in

to the Tricolor. As with the above

individual photos, turn these group

pictures in to the Post Office ad-

dressed to the Editor. Journal Re-

porters photo, Arts '36 Permanent

Executive photo, Science '36 Per-

manent Executive photo, Interme-

diate and Junior Rugby and Basket-

ball teams, Junior Hockey. B. W.
& F. team, Interfaculty Rugby

champions. Women's Basketball

team, Levana Debating Union, In-

ternational Relations Club, and

Drama Guild Executive photo, It

is essential that these photos be

turned in by February 7th. If your

group or individual photo has al-

ready been taken, please take steps

to have it put in the Post Office as

soon as possible.

Arts '38 Meeting

4.15p.m.-

4.30p.m^

9.00p.m.-

Coming Events

Today

:

4.00p.m,— Biological Club

Biological Lect. Room
—Math and Physics

Club—Arts Bldg.

Engineering Soc.

Fleming Hall

Levana Court

Ban High

Science '39 Dance

Grant Hall

Saturday, Feb. 1

:

7.00p.m.—Hockey

Harty Arena

Sunday, Feb. 2:

7.00p.iii.—University Service

Sydenham St. Church

Monday, Feb. 3:

4.00pm.—Inter-Varsity Chris-

tian Fellowship

Red Room
5.00p.m.—Prof. H. L. Tracy

Convocation Hall

7.30p.m.—S. C. M.
Prof. G. T. Humphrey

Ban Righ

Dr. Humphrey; Speaks At
Ban Righ Monday

"Mental Unity" is the subject

chosen by Dr. George Humphrey,

professor of psychology at Queen

as the last in a scries "The Road to

Progress", sponsored by the S.C.M.

Dr. Humphrey's address will be

given in the Common Room at Ban

Righ on Monday, February 3, at

7.30 p.m.

The following statement will in-

dicate the theme of Dr. Humphrey's

talk. "From the psychological

point of view mental honesty is the

best policy. This means recogni-

tion of one's own abilities and

motives. Such honesty is difficult

to attain and is perhaps completely

attained by only a very few gifted

people. It means that there are no

conflicting elements in mind and

thus that the mind is at unity with

itself."

All who are interested are wel-

come to attend this address. The

meeting will be open for discussion

and questions.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Dm!* |

Functio |
Pric.

fan. 31 I
Science '39

peb. 7 I
Science Formal

Feb. M I
Newman Club

Feb. 19
I

Levana Formal

Grant Hall
|

l.ZS

Gym I
7-00

Grant Hall !
100 V. Corrigon I Jack Ttlgmann

Ban Righ
|
2.00

Feb. 21 Levana Formal

Feb. 28 1
Meds

rnr fi I
lunic-r Prom

17 I Meds '38

Mar. 27 I
Final Splaah

Ban Righ |
2 00

M. James
B. Gittnamycr

Jack Telgmann

Kuth Knowlton

Arts '38 will hold an import-

ant general meeting in Room 201,

Arts Building on Tuesday. Feb-

ruary 4th at 4.15 p.m. Business

will include the treasurer's report

and discussion of inter-year

sports. Co-eds as well as men
are urged to attend.

SHERWOOD EDDY
HERE ON SUNDAY
(Continued from page 1)

-\nierican forces under the Y.M.

C.A.

Dr. Eddy is well known as a I

popular lecturer and has toured

through Russia and the Far East.

He is a prolific writer on inter-

national and social customs.

Some of his best known works
I

nclude "The New Era in Asia,'

'The Challenge of the East,'

'Facing the Crisis." "The New
World of Labor" and "Religion

and Social Justice."

JUNIOR PROM
The Junior Prom Conunitteeh

been chosen as follows: Alison

Mitchell, Mary Calbraith. Lloyd

Nesbitt, Lome Dickson, Joe Teal,

A. W. McLaren, Mac Robson, Bill

KWpfer and Bob Grcenamyer

(Convener). The date selected for

the dance is March 6 and further
|

details will be given later.

Interyear Hockey

All year athletic reps, in

Arts and Science are hereby

given notice that Interyear

Hockey will start the week be-

ginning Feb. 10. Practices

should be arranged as soon

as possible.

Jim Scott (Science)

Sandy Seebcr (Arts)

Lithographs By Rockwell
Kent On Exhibit

An exhibition of Lithographs by

Rockwell Kent, from the collection

of George C. Miller will be on view

in Room 111, Douglas Library,

from January 29 to February 6.

Rockwell Kent is an active figure

in the modern scene. He is a suc-

cessful artist whom the public

knows and admires and is a skilful

writer and a fluent lecturer.

Kent works in many media—oil,

watercolor and most of the print-

makers' techniques. He is a 'styles!

in design', design of a sometimes

almost barren simplicity.

Whatever the method, his subject

matter is fairly similar, land and

seascopes and dramatic figure

studies. Among those in the ex-

hibition at Queen's will be "Green-

land Hunter", "Log Cabin".

"Bringing Home the Giristmas

Tree", "Beowulf" and "Self

Portrait".

WELL-ATTENDED
SERVICE HELD

(Continued from page 1)

sung were suitable to the occasion,

namely: "Forever with the Lord",

"Nearer, my God, to Thee", and

"Peace, Perfect Peace". Psalms

23 and 121 were read, while the

lesson was from I Corinthians XV,
35-38.

The Queen's C.O.T.C. contin-

gent attended in a body, wearing

black arm-hands. Officers of the

corps acted as ushers. Others pres-

ent included members of the King-

ston Ministerial Association, many
members of the faculty of the Uni-

versity, and the Roy Scouts of the

city.

ENGINEERS' SOCIETY

Dr. W. H. Fyfe will speak on

"Democracy" to the Engineering

Society this afternoon at 4.15 in

Fleming Hall.

AT TWEDDELL'S

Suits and Overcoats
AT REMARKABLE SAVINGS

Queen's men will be wise to avail themselves of this

opportunity. Buying clothing now is good "economics," no

matter what course you are in. Every garment in our store

is reduced for disposal now in season. We do not carry

anything over.

There are still plenty of models and

styles to choose from, though natur-

ally our size range in any one style

may not be complete now. Come in

and pick out a suit or coat and be

dollars and dollars ahead.

14
17

19

22

.45
formerly priced

up to J25

.45
formerly priced

up to $28. SO

.45
formerly priced

up to %3Q

.45
formerly priced

up to %3S

In our Furnishings Department you will also find great sav-

ings on all merchandise—shiots, tics, mufflers, gloves, socks,

underwear, pyjamas, sweaters, bathrobes, etc. — all at real

Sale Prices.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 Princess St. Phone 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg.
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FRESHMAN ASSAULT
PRIZES AND NOVELTIES

NO TIME OUT
FRIDAY, JANUARY 31st

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

om^ AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT. RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 187S

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

yARDLEY * *
ENGLISH LAVENDER PERFUME

yARDLEY * *
COMPLEXION POWDER

30TH

Take advantage ot Ihii a mat-
ing offci NOW . . • $1.65
wlut v«(dky P.rfume and
Yardlcy Complexion Powder
In a tpeciil box.

YOUR CHOICE FROM FIVE
- POPULAR SHADES . ,

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princcu and Wellington

WE DELIVER

OHIO PROFESSOR TO
GIVE LECTUKE HERE

Professor Howard Robinson

Ohio Stale University, Columbia

will lecture in Convocation Hall on

February 12tli at 8.00 p.m., under

the joint auspices of the Kingston

Historical Society and the Interna

tional Relations Club of Queen's

His subject will be "An American

Looks at the British Empire." Pro

feasor Robinson was a member of

the staff of W'eslcyan Theological

College. Montreal, from 1911 until

1^15 and since then has been pro

fessor of history at Carleton Col

lege, Minnesota, Miami University

and Ohio State University.

A graduate of Columbia Univer-

sity, a member of the American

Historical Association, the Royal

Historical Society of London and

several other societies devoted to

the advancement of historical know-
ledge, Professor Robinson is unusu-

ally well trained for his special field

study, which includes research

n the problem of relations between

Britain and the United States. He
the author of several books of

which the best known are "The
Development of the British Em-
pire", published in 1922, and "A
History of Great Britain", publish-

ed in 1927.

The meeting in Kingston will be

open to the public, without charge.

SNOOP SHOTS
ARE NEEDED

(Continued from page 1)

scrupulous camera-men that will
roll 'em in the aisles, so get out
our Brownie and see what you
an do.

This is your chance to get back
t Sam Pepys for that last little

ig. Shoot him and anyone else
on know and send them to the

Tricolor at the Post Office or
ve them to Bob Davis or Bill

Craig. Do a little Winchelling
around the campus, the ideal sit-

uation is waiting for you.

Arts '36 Meet Todav

Arts '36 will hold a year meeting
ii Room 201 of the Arts Building
"n Friday aflernoon at 4.00 o'clock.

A report of the year dance will be
read and a date set for taking the
year picture. This meeting will
also discuss plans for choosing the
permanent executive.

ADVICE FOR LEASE

BREAKERS

Easy Ways To Get Thrown
Out Of Drafty

Rooms

TRICOLOR -IRISH
PLAY TIE GAME

f Continued from page 1)
The regulation time ended with

the count still 2-2. The extra
penod was only a m inutc old
when Pyefinch sent Emeralds
•mo the lead on a triple passing
Play with Lalonde and Warring-
ton. Queen's, faced with a loss
showed plenty of fight and were
rewarded 5.30 when Johnnie
Munro scored on Pouporc's pass
from behind the goal. There was

furllu scoring. Gowsell,
Munro and Stollcry starred.

Tricolor Deposits

February 8 is positively the
final date for turning in the
$1.00 deposit on your Tricolor.
Any students who have not
paid by this date will be con-
sidered as not having ordered
a book.

Beer's The Thing

For those who are too soft-

hearted or timorous to tell their

landlady that they are moving out

because they think Tier house is a

gloomy barn, or her children are

nasty little hell-cats, or that her

radio, or her abject, ghost of a hus-

band get on their nerves we offer

the following suggestions of ways

to overcome the difficulty.

First find out your landlady's spe-

cial dislikes. Intoxicating bever-

ages will be found to be anathema

to many of them. If this is the case

the job is going to be easy—fun

even. A bottle of whisky will do

the - trick, but experienced lease-

breakers prefer a keg of beer

—

they say they like the fine aesthetic

appeal of the stark devastation it

brings. Invite a few friends in and

consume the beer. If your voice is

not too well trained it will help mat-

ters to sing "Columbo, It's a Bloody

Good Song" or other collegiate

classics. When the keg is empty

roll it down stairs.

Of course it is just possible that

you have got into a place where the

fe is a hard old shell-back who
will heartily applaud efforts like

he above. In this case the best

way out will be to pay attention to

the small things. Leave the front

door open—spit on the floor, or, if

ou can't bring yourself to do this,

chew gum and throw a wad on the

ving room carpet whenever you

come in or go out—scare the land-

lady's daughter—put the plug in the

bathtub and leave the water running

when you go to bed.

These arc but a few suggestions.

Other ideas more or less diabolical

will suggest themselves as time

passes and may be used with discre-

tion according to the urgency of the

ituation.

In the event of all these failing

to cause your removal from unde-

sirable quarters there is only one
thing left for you to do. You must
kill your landlady's husband. On the

face of it this may seem a harsh and
extreme measure. One might well

believe it more forthright and sport-

ing to shoot the landlady. But it

must be remembered that if you kill

the landlady suspicion will at once
fall on you, whereas if you quietly

erase the husband the chances are

no one will ever notice it except his

wife and she is hardly going to risk

her business by accusing one of the
boarders of murder.

First make sure the husband
sleeps upstairs (it is quite possible

that he has been relegated to the
dog house or the coal bin). Sure
of this, some night when you have
come home'late take a broom and
shove the handle through the slats

of the stair rail. Now yell "FIRE"
and keep it up until you hear him
jump out of bed. As he comes
bounding down the stairs he will

trip over the broom-stick and break
his neck.

Now with no one to carry out
the ashes or wash the dishes or
make the beds it will only be a mat-
ter of weeks before your landlady
has to go out of business. Success
will be yours at last.

dean gives first Sh^iEmtlgQIraujfnrJt Jfflmtwr §l|op

LECTURE IN SERIES

"If pacifism is a belief in fight

ing for the peace of the world

through the enlightenment of an

ternationa! conscience, then, we

should be pacifists and do our part

by diagnosing the causes of war and

acting when the occasion demands'

was the opinion expressed-by Dean

John Matheson at the Student

Peace Forum held on Wednesday

evening in Convocation Hall. The

meeting was the first in a winter

series on "Pathways to Peace" and

was under the sponsorship of the

Student Peace Movement.

Dean Matheson pointed out that

it was necessary to study both the

diagnosis of war and the means of

treatment. But without the correct

diagnosis, the treatment is useless.

He gave as considered causes of

war; economic conditions, lust for

power, urge for supremacy, desire

for expansion of territory in order

to provide for congested popula-

tions, attempt to "square" interna-

tional pride and the insidious

propaganda of makers of war ma-

terial. The real cause must be at-

tributed to a general condition

among the people. The condition

precedes the actual outbreak.

It is therefore necessary to edu-

cate international conscience so

that war will no longer be con-

sidered a normal thing. 'We must

think in terms of universal peace.

But we must attempt something

broader than merely tackling one

phase of the problem, such as the

economic. The main duty of the

student is to recognize the implica-

tions of the situation and this can

lie accomplished through co-opera-

tion with such movements as the

S.P.M.

Don Toppin, local President of

the Student Peace Movement, oc-

cupied the chair and made an ap-

peal to those present to assist in

building up a stronger local organ-

ization for this much needed work.
Fie also announced that Capt. J. O.
Watts and Prof. G. Humphrey
would be speakers at the forum in

the near future. Discussion groups

are being formed to be held weekly
on Monday afternoon—and evening.

The exact tirrte and place will be

decided by each group. Those
wishing to register may do so by
signing the lists which will be
posted in the Douglas Library, or
by getting in touch with Don
Toppin, Ph. 4256-J; Gerry Chern-
off, Ph. 3414, or Miss Bea Walsh
Ph. 2919.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty

McGALL ^SLATER
292 Princess, St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's oven 30 yeari

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE ZS00

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

HAVE YOU LEARNED THE LATEST BALLROOM STEPS
FOR THE SCIENCE FORMAL?
NO?
Do so at our studio in 3 lessons

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

Levana Court

The Levana Council will hold

a Court this afternoon at 4.30. in

the Reception Room, Ban Righ
Hall, for all Freshettes who have
failed to obey the regulations

concerning: the wearing of tarns.

A number of Sophomores will

also be summoned for contempt
of court. All summonses have
been sent to the University Post

Office, to watch the mailing list.

Journal Photo

Any reporters desiring a

picture of the Journal re-

porters kindly notify the
Editor or the News Editor
before next Wednesday.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

HQANIx ECEBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 66 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Sott Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICE
Phone 3180

SNAPPY
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L*si Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

PURSES ! !

!

A newly arrived choice collection of extremely smart

English and Domestic Purses

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 BAGGAGE REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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CAMPUS FROLICS OPENS TO-NIGHT
CHORUSES, CLEVER

MUSICAL SKITS WILL

FEATURE '36 REVUE

Hot-cha Sound Effects By
Kuth Add Pep To

Performance

Few Tickets Left

Your Journal reporter had a

preview glance at the Dramatic

Guild's Campus Frolics and came

away more than enthusiastic.

From the opening chorus "Who's
Been Polishing Up The Stm" to

the grand Finale this revue is full

of pep and merriment.

Anne Macdonnell and Gerry

Cliernoff dramatize three rounds

between husband and wife in a

hilarious manner. The show is

Worth seeing for this skit alone.

Don't miss Workie as Little Eva

and Gordie Pipe as Uncle Tom
in a musical presentation of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin." It's a

panic.

Kuth Knowlton's orchestra

makes a very special addition to

[he revue with amusing and in-

teresting musical effects. "Chin

Up" with Margaret Jamieson is

only one number which is all the

funnier because of Ruth's music,

1-ornc Greene gets the spot-

lit in a grand musical number
Top Hat Revue" supported by

beautiful and' talented co-ed

ch'rines. Dot Grand will be the

lancing1 sensation of the show in

ler original tap dance.

These are only some of the

'ifili spots of that sparkling

musical revue, the Campus
F r"Hcs, to be presented tonight.

Wednesday and Thursday even-

ts- Only a few seats are left

ami these can be obtained at the

Applications Wanted
For Journal Post

Men Students who wish to

apply for the position of Busi-

ness Manager of the Journal

for 1936-37 are asked to leave

then applications at the

Queen's Post Office during

the next week, stating name,

year and qualifications. .The

principal duties of the Busi-

ness Manager are selling ad-

vertising and collecting ac-

counts.

This means he must be in

Kingston at least two or three

weeks before the term opens

in September.

Anyone applying for this

position should be prepared to

act as assistant business man-

ager for the remainder of this

term.

LEACOCK PREDICTS

EXAMLESS COURSES

Condemns Present System
Of Education

In Arts

C. R. C. DEBATE WILL

TAKE PLACE FRIDAY

Qniv ersity Post Office or the

"'gstpn Public Library.

Queen's-McMaster Speakers
Will Be Heard
Over CRCT

Jim Brown and Bob Young of

Queen's University will uphold

the motion "Resolved that De
mocracy is Triumphant in Can-

ada today," against McMaster
University in a radio debate on
Friday evening from 9.00-9.30

over C.R.C.T.

This debate is one in a series

sponsored by the Canadian Radio

Commission. The Queen's team

will speak from the University

station while the McMaster boys

will be hooked up from Hamil-

ton,

The winner of this debate will

meet the winner of a debate be-

tween University of Toronto and

Western. The last in the series

will be between the western and

eastern schedules.

Sherwood Eddy Finds Russia

Leading World In Education

Aim Is Mind Training

"Examinations and such things

will only remain as queer, half-

forgotten formulas — the marks
being assigned on some method
only understood by antiquarians,"

said Stephen Leacock. proph-

esying future changes in the uni-

versity system, in an address to

McGiH students.

Professor Leacock advocated

the further use of the principle

of imaginative stimulus in the

liberal arts, and gave as hi

opinion that the average indiv

ual can learn as much in a yea

in the world as is picked up in

four years in college.

He outlined the changes ir

method of training people in Arts

saying that in the past the cur

riculum was almost entirely dis

ciplinary. It aimed at training

the mind—not to do any particu

lar thing but to learn afterwards

with ease any particular thing it

had to do. "Many of my class-

mates who had been trained in

Greek syntax," he said, "could

easily learn to keep the books in

a laundry. Many of them did."

More recently there has been
the idea of a practical curriculum.

It is supposed to teach people

how to do the very things they

are going to have to do. Pro-

fessor Leacotk said that he re-

garded this system as a failure,

and that it substitutes four y
(Continued on page 4)

PUCKSTERS SHUT OU

OTTAWA R1DEAUS 1-0

Queen's Evacuate Cellai

Position In
League

GROUP PHOTOS FOR
YEAR BOOK WANTED

Should Be Handed In As
Soon As Possible

indents were privileged to hear

balanced .survey of the Soviet

Mem, when Dr. Sherwood Eddy.
1,1 famous traveller, author and
ire-r spoke to a mass meeting of

Estonians on Sunday afternoon

" "What I Saw in Russia." This
°nty on international and social

"Moms came from New York to

''rest the University Service in

Pderdiain Street United Church.
r

- Eddy, who visited . Russia
''' during the Czarist regime and

,! times since the revolution, re-
'm that under the planned econ-

J

°f Communism slow progress
'~mg made in all matters and

r
J rapid progress is being made

! *«*u affairs.

e pointed out the three major

[n

S th« system, all of which he

j

crs to be morally impossible.
st 18 "he denial of political and

civil liberties. Although the people

enjoy more economic liberty than

we, yet they are not free. Secondly,

he stressed the violence of a con

tinning revolution which never ends

until the last enemy of the system

is dead. Thirdly, the system

supports harsh, dogmatic athe-

ism. Although the constitution

guarantees freedom of worship,

there is no marked belief in God

because the ideology of the people,

especially of the youth, has been

moulded tremendously by the Com-

munist press.

"What are the virtues of Russia?

What lessons can we learn?"

Dr. Eddy asked. First, is the

socialism or sharing of the

means of production, distribution

and exchange. There is neither un-

employment nor starvation wages

(Continued on page 6)

The following list of individuals

have not, as yet, turned in photo

graphs for the Tricolor: William

Craig. Sandy Seeber, Arthur

Cooper, E. D. Rooke, C. W
Danby, Presidents of Meds. '36,

"37, '38, '39. '40, R. Billings and
members of the Engineering

Society,

The following is a list of group

photos that have not been turned

to the Tricolor. As with the

above individual photos, turn

these group pictures in to the

Post Office addressed to the

Editor. Journal Reporters photo,

^rts '36 Permanent Executive
photo, Science '36 Permanent Ex-
ecutive photo. Junior Rugby and

ketball teams. Junior Hockey.
B. W. & F. team, Interfaculty
Rugby champions, Women's
Basketball team, Levana Debat-

g Union and Drama Guild Ex-
executive. It is essential that

hese photos be turned in by Feb-

ruary 7th.

Wing Is Scorer

An uncomfortable seven week

sojourn at the bottom of the Otta

wa .League hockey ladder ended

abruptly for Queen's Seniors at the

Arena on Saturday night as the

Tricolor, uncovering some of their

potential passing ability, white-

washed Ottawa Rideaus 1 to 0 and

moved up into a tic for fifth place

with the visitors. This victory, thei

first in more than two weeks, left

the Powcllmen only four points in

arrears of the fourth-place Emcr

aids and within striking distance o

a possible play-off berth.

After doing nearly everything in

the hockey repertoire but scoring

Queen's brought the crowd to their

feet at the close of the second

period with a brillantly executed

triangular passing play which pro

duced the eventual winning counter

Wing Gets Lone Goal

Barnabe launched a drive down

center and after shooting wide, re-

gained possession of the puck in the

corner. Woodcock, standing twenty

feet in front of the Rideau goal

took Bamabc's passout and after

pivoting quickly, slipped the rubber

through a maze of legs and sticks

to Wing who was located near the

Ottawa goal crease. The rest was

easy for Gananoque Joe.

One goal was a meagre reward

for the tremendous territorial ad-

vantage Queen's held over the

Capital City sextet, and at the

(Continued on page 6>

AUTOPSY CITED AS
CANCER STUDY AID

Dr. Austin Is In Favour Of
General Postmortems

"The refusal of the right to per

form universal postmortems is one

of the greatest barriers to advance

in the knowledge of such diseases

cancer," said Dr. L. J. Austin in

address to the Biological Club

"Cancer."

Dr. Austin pointed out the great

increase in cancer during the last

few years. It is now the third

most common disease, while less

than fifty years ago it stood tenth

or twelfth on the list of common

diseases. Many theories have been

developed to account for this in-

crease, part of winch may be due to

greater facilities for diagnosis. The

well-known theorv that cancer of

the lip and tongue, prevalent in men,

s due to smoking has been proved

fallacious since the habit is no

longer confined to die male.

Discussing the origin of cancer

Dr. Austin stated that there is

little doubt that cancer growth may

result from irritation of certain

parts of the body, or from over-

(Continued on page 4)

Science Formal

Those who bought tickets

to die Science Formal who are

unable to use them are cau-

tioned against transferring

their tickets to others without

first notifying the Committee.

The Committee will be only

too glad to make such a trans-

fer, and will do all in its

power to help those who are

unable to use their ticket, but

they must know of the trans-

fer in order to arrange for

place cards, etc.

The dance will start at 9.30

instead of 9.45 as previously

announced.

LEVANA BADMINTON

TEAM BEAT MC GILL

COURT TEAM SWAMP

REDMEN 39 TO 14;

NOW IN FIRST PLACE

Tricolor Greatly Improved
Since Game With

Western

Aggressive Attack

'Workie' Stars As Queen's
Girls Win Five

Matches

The Levana Badminton Team
scored a decisive victory over Mc
Gill on Friday afternoon on the

courts of the Kingston Badminton

Club. The Queen's girls won the

four singles matches and one

doubles match.

The doubles provided the best

play of the day. Eileen Graham
Marg. Casey of Queen's easily

defeated Pearl Garmais and Anne

Naron of McGiH, in a two-set

game. The other doubles match

was won by the McGiH team after

a hard struggle. The outcome was

doubtful 'till the end of the the third

set. In this game Aileen Mason and

Eileen Workman of Queen's were

defeated by Daphne Chalk and Alice

Dunn of McGill.

Efleen Workman's net play, and

Daphne Chalk's consistent driving

ere outstanding features of the

play.

(Continued on page 8)

BY JOHNNY FJ)WARDS
Queen's Senior Basketball team

shot themselves into first place

in the Intercollegiate race on Sat-

urday at Montreal with a speetu-

lar win over McGill's Red Haid-

ers by the score of 39-14. Set-

tling back into the stride which

was seen in their successful

American tour, the Gold team

swarmed all over the McGill squad,

flashing an aggressive attack and a

tight defensive play.

Tricolor Grab Early Lead
Every Queen's player showed

himself a potent factor in a sys-

tematic attack which netted

basket after basket, and half time

found the Tricolor out in front

by tbo big margin of 17-4. Cun1

tiingham took the first five con-

secutive centre jumps from Mc-
Gill's Brown, and the Red team
failed to advance into their op-

ponent's court before Queen's had

scored nine points. Bews and
rilley were playing carefully but

spectacularly, and the forward

line of Cunningham, Edwards
and Finlay were flashing in on
rebounds, fighting for every ball

rind getting it back out to the

guards.

Referees Sharpe and Swyn-
bourne were eagle-eyeing to the

extent of calling a total >( 32 per-

sonal fouls, 17 on Queen's and 15

the home team. The large

crowd sat silent throughout the

first half, dumbfounded at the

speed and precision of the

Queen's attack, but they came to

fe at the sp[cndid shooting by

(Continued on page 5)

Homer And Vergil Compared
In Dr. H. L. Tracy's Lecture

Homer preserves illusion by sim-

plicity . the Roman poet Vergil is a

master of organization and deliber-

ate technique," said Professor H,

L. Tracy in comparing the two

great classical poets, Homer and

Vergil. This was the fourth of the

series of extension lectures under

the general topic "The Gassical

Tradition."

As Homer chose only one main

event in the many wars in Greek

History as the substance of his epic,

so Dr. Tracy, in his lecture chose

one characteristic of each poet to

illustrate his comparison. The

pcakcr stressed Homer's simplicity

and Vergil's craftsmanship.

'The ingenuousness of Homer is

nowhere more evident than in his

account of the games in the twenty-

third book of the Iliad," said

the speaker. He is a chronicler rather

than an artist. His works liavc an

air of quaintness without crudity

and a lack of direct appeal to the

moral sympathies of the reader.

Vergil's Aeneid is based on both

the Iliad and the Odyssy; it is in a

very true sense the proclamation of

Roman nationalism. Vergil is much
more emotional than Homer. The
Roman poet exercises the careful

alternation of moods, the rise of

passion, and employs allusive and

literary epithets.

The speaker pointed out the con-

trast between the visit of Odysseus

to the underworld in the Odyssey,

with that of Aeneas in the Aeneid.

The former is purely a wonder-

tale. "It is a grisly story of con-

juring up ghosts by spells The

conversations are rambling and

pointless." In the Aeneid the under-

(Continued on page 7)
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STUDENTS
. . . your accovat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eitmtliibnt 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—King A Cliience SU
W. R. BELCHER, lUntatr

FOR RENT
new'

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, 80. 82 Princess St

Kingnton's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

Wc do NOT give advice on
love matters, stock markets or
weather conditions; locale lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— B U T —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We arc "on the ipol"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

WARD &
,

HAMILTON («^ce
LIMITED V^STO*

4 Nyal Stores 4

VALENTINES
CHOICE AND EXCLUSIVE
VALENTINES AT ALL

PRICES

!0% discount sale on all other

goodi

You'll enjoy a visit at

Sip
fftriffaUuin (Sift

39S Princtw St. Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED BY EDMUND DERRY

THE JEW OF ROME. By

Lion Feuchtwanger. Translated

from the German by ll'Ula and

Edwin Muir. London; Hutchinson,

52.25.

In The Jew of Rome we have

the middle part of the trilogy which

was begun in Josephus. the central

episode of which, it will be remem-

bered, was the destruction of the

Temple at Jerusalem under Titus.

This second instalment runs to great

length and is described as "a his-

torical romance." The first scene is

he death of Vespasian and Feucht-

-anger's story of bis dying rounds

off a portrait painted with skill and

no sma II amount of subtlety. Titus,

the man who at the time of the

burning of Jerusalem had been

under the power of the Jewish

Princess Berenice is ready to as-

sume power; and Josephus who is

>usin to Berenice and who has

purchased freedom and rank with

many humiliations, hopes for more

lucrative favour under Vespasian's

successor. He has written the seven

olumes of the "Jewish War" and

as a writer has won fame which sur-

passes his very doubtful reputation

as a statesman and general. Now
he begins to revise his work and to

plan a universal Jewish history; for

he is still a Roman citizen who can

best interpret the genius of the

Jewish people.

Josephus is now a prominent per-

sonage. He is admired, grudgingly

perhaps, by Jew and Roman, yet is

humiliated and despised by every-

one. He is hard to understand—the

astute politician and advocate of the

fax Romane: at the same time the

advocate of Hebrew philosophy in a

world dominated by Greece and

Rome. The man himself too is im-

petuous and passionate yet often

calculating; an adventurer and an

idealist. He has chosen for himself

anil for the five million Jews in the

The Soap Box

Empire a hard way, that of

sacrifice.

The book is long and of involved

structure. The whole makes a

portrait which is vivid and care-

fully consistent, yet not often im-

pressing the reader with its human-

ity. It may be seen that the writer

has made much careful and exten-

sive study of the characters and of

the period. The whole period has

been elaborately restored with all

its trappings and we must respect

the writer's industry. None of the

scenes, so far as I can see, are out

of place or situation; none of them

fail to stimulate the imagination in

recalling historical scenes.

At the same time there is a defi-

nite weakness in the drawing of

character, and this especially so in

the case of subordinate characters.

Herr Feuchtwager can undoubtedly

create character but he has the habit

of associating a person with a char-

acteristic gesture or mannerism or

tone of voice, which is described in

the same words a dozen times. It

creates an impression of having

been taken from actual life but the

character represented does not really

live.

The chief characters are, how-

ever, quite vivid. Of the women

the most interesting is Dorion,

Josephus's second wife, who is half

Greek, half Egyptian.
m
We see

Josephus's indifference to the boy

Simeon, his son by the slave girl

Mara whom he had divorced after

a public scourging. We see, too, his

struggle to reach the heart of his

son Paulus and to teach him the

Jewish thought which was scoffed

at by his Greek tutor. Bernice

arrives in Rome only to find that

her enchantment for Titus, is over

The book ends with the acces-

sion of Ddmitian and the final

humiliation which Josephus has to

endure in his attempt to bring

Jewry into the centre of the Roman
world.

Arrangement of ring and seats at

B.W.F. Meet deplored.

Editor Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

Please permit me space to yoice

my disapproval regarding the in-

efficient manner in which the

rowd was handled at the B.W.
& F. Assault on Thursday night.

Only those who could afford

ring side seats could see the

wrestlers when they were on the

mat.

The seats were put so close to

the ring that those sitting block-

Medical Course At

McGill Is Reduced

To Consist Of Four College
Years Of Nine

Months

The academic course at the

medical faculty. McGill Univer-

sity, will be reduced by one year,

beginning with the n,ext school

year in September, Col. Wilfrid

Bovcy, director of extra-mural

relations, announced a few days
ago. *

Instead of five school years of

7 x/t months each, the reorganized

ourse will be four years of nine

months each. In addition, the
new regulations require a fifth

year be spent either in interne-

hip or in advanced work either

at McGill or another medical
chool approved by it.

There will be no change for

tudents who have already com-
feted part of their courses.

There is an insistent demand
Col. Bovcy said on behalf of the
university authorities, for an even
more thorough training than has
been required in the past. The
school was endeavoring to meet
this demand without increasing
the period of preparation and
while reducing the cost to the
student.

"The effect of this action/' he
said, "will be to replace the pres-
ent undergraduate course, which
spreads over five academic years
of 7y, months each by a course

covering four years, each with

nine-months session, and to bring

the year of hospital hiterneship

within the five-year period of

training which is now required

before license in 28 provinces and

states and which the faculty be-

lieves to be a necessary part of

every doctor's education.

"It is to be expected that in

the majority of cases the post

graduate interne year will be

chosen, since it is the most direct

and most economical pathway to

practice. Those who travel thi

route will be able to accomplish
in five years what it now takes

six to do and will save the cost

of tuition, board and lodging for

one year."

For those who prefer to devote

the fifth year to fields in which
they are particularly interested

Col, Bovey added, they may study
either at McGill or abroad. An
opportunity would thus be pro t

vided for a year to be spent in

in English hospital school, fur

example, preparing for examina-
tion by one of the British licens-

ing bodies.

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

All letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are written on both

sides of the paper, in which case

they need not reach him at all.

ed the view almost entirely of

the others. If these seats had

been placed six feet farther away,

everyone would have been able

to see. and also the contestants

would run less chance of injury

when thrown either through or

over the, ropes (as happened on

Thursday night.)

Also there were those who

insisted on standing up, behind

the ring side seats, and though

told many times to stand aside,

or sit down, by those behind, ab-

solutely refused to do so.

This was particularly so, at the

latter part of the meet when many

"cheap skates" came in free, and

blocked the entire view from

those sitting behind.

I would suggest a good strong-

armed official to keep the spice

clear, and possibly teach the

offenders something about de-

portment.

—R.H.B.

Quite unintentional, sir,

Editor, The Soap Box,

Sir:

My friends and I have been

having an argument, which you,

with your knowledge of the inner

workings of the Journal, can per-

haps settle for us.

The question we arc debating

is this: Is there a slight touch of

irony, sarcasm, or something, in

the fact that the "Lines Express-

ing Disgust at All Human Mani-

festations of Ostentation, Pre-

tense, etc., is placed directly un-

der that highly amusing and

original advertisement for the

Science '39 dance? Personally
j

think there is. but I may be
p,( ,

judiced in favor of the Journal.

Arts '37

Another student mentions incilj
t.

lency which characterized last Thurj,

day's Assault.

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

Please permit me to use a f,

lines of your valuable space. N

being an Arts man, I will con

directly to the point.

Last Thursday night I bought

ticket to the Assault in the Gym

tiasiutn, hoping to see the fight

But, to my amazement, what did

see, but two rows of ringside s«

tucked in so close to the ring il

in order to see the combatants one

bad almost to look directly dow

To make matters worse, literall

hundreds of people, crowded into

the vast space between the ring

seats and the ordinary seats making

visibility extremely poor. Thei

didn't seem to be a soul around

direct them away.

I say there was poor management

somewhere. Here's hoping thy

next time they will have some order

and some sense in placing the seati

properly.

Yours truly,

Observe

Want Ad.

For Sale—New baby carria

bought in error; never been us

A bargain at $15.00.

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OP C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Tricolor Deposits

February S is positively the

final date for turning in the

$1.00 deposit on your Tricolor^

Any students who have not

paid by this date will be con-

sidered as not having ordered

a book,

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Coarse Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Convocation

Hall
8.30 p.m.

Sharp

Hilarious

Jm m
Sparkling

CAMPUS FROLICS
AN INTIMATE MUSICAL REVUE IN 30 SCENES

Snappy Dancing by Beautiful Coeds
Peppy Singing Sweet Music

Broadway Comedy; Skits Full Orchestra

OPENS TO-NIGHT
,
ALSO TOMORROW and THURSDAY EVGS.

A FEW SEATS STILL REMAIN AT THE
University Post Office and The Kingston Public Library

Chemical Engineers

S. Bulbuck will speak lo the

Chemical Engineering Club in Ont-

ario Hal! on Tuesday, February 4,

at 4.15 p.m. Mr. Bulbuck has

chosen "Stelllte" as the topic of his

Jfrture.

Film Society

The Film Society has found it

necessary to cancel this week's film

because the projector is at present

being repaired. It should be back

in time for next week.

On account of the two cancella-

tions to date, and also because some

of the films are not available in the

Order first named, a new schedule

GLAZO
New

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite
polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
-B«al shaft brush.

^HEN in need of drugs
QUICKLY" PHONE

Stores^

MAH00DDRUCC0.
pHOHE 519.... PRJHCESSIT.

J>dPEAC0CK
*"OHt j^j . next TOIOBLAWS

Jias been made out for the remainder

of the year and will be sent to

members.
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T THE THEATR£
CONDUCTED BV

NORMA MacROSTIE

CAPITOL
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA

With
The Three Marx Brothers

Kitty Carlisle

Being anti-Marx-brothcrs-mindcd

makes it a little difficult to give

what probably is the popular opin-

ion of this comedy. It is a peculiar

thing, but these actors seem to rate

much higher with boys than with

girls. Thus to boys the rating is

about A , and to girls, B+.
It must be admitted that as a

comedy, it is exceptionally funny.

The "cracks" are fast and furious,

and the keen - edged repartee and
Harpo's silent additions to die con-

versation, keep your interest to the

top pilch. Of course the situations

encountered are utterly impossible,

but add their own little bit to the

general topsy-turviness of the film.

There is some very good music
in it, but try and overlook Kitty

Carlisle's singing—it isn't part of

the comedy.

It is certainly the correct thing

to do to see this picture, even if

only for self protection. You'll be

hearing the wise-cracks and funny

situations gone over and over for the

next week, and it is rather nice to

know what your friends are chortl-

ing about

An excellent short on "Popular

Science" adds to the program.

—N. MacR.

TIVOLI
SHE COULDN'T TAKE IT

With

George Raft and Joan Bennett

George Raft as the reformed

gangster once again holds our at

tention as he tries to reform the

mad Van Dyke family. Walter

Connelly, as the tired father, ap

points Mr. Raft trustee of • hi

estate before his death. Joan Ben

nett, the daughter, departs from her

usual timid role and becomes a wild

young society girl. George Raft in

Hhe process of taming Miss Bennett

falls in love with her.

Connelly's acting is up to its

usual high trend but we arc sorry

to see him expire so soon, although

with such a plot who could expect

him to do otherwise.

The plot is too hackneyed to be

put over by the best of acting

George Raft's race with death a;

he crosses in front of a train is too

old-fashioned to be thrilling. His

deft, handling of a gang of ruthless

crooks is so smooth that it verges

on the ridiculous. As a comedy

this picture ranks high, but as an

exciting gangster picture is barely

deserves a C. —M.S
Next Attraction: "Born for

Glory," with John Mills. *

Coming Attraction: "M
Hobo," with George Arllss.

ROOM FOR RENT
In well appointed home.

Warm and comfortable

For Women

APPLY 69 WEST ST.

TYPING DONE
Special attention given to students

— Notes typed. Prices right —
Single space 8c page, double Sc page

Apply

32 Nelson St Phone 3720

Now Open - - Drop In

PETRO'S LUNCH
244 PRINCESS ST.

A BRAND NEW RESTAURANT TO SERVE
YOU BETTER

DINNERS LUNCHES SODA FOUNTAIN
COUNTER OR TABLE SERVICE

A trial will convince you of the quality and wholcsomencu of our
foods. Inquire about our meal tickets.

PETER THOMPSON, Manager.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Sam Pepys at Queen 3

s

3Ist. This day 1 have done thai

which I have not before done

since I have been scrivening in

my journal. For I did fail to

send in to the office any record

of my doings these past three

days. But yet this was not sloth

on my part, but rather the lack of

any matters worthy to be writ

of. And I am given to think that

this college is dead in very

truth, since 1 do hear no talk not

gossip of aught but tasks to be

done for my Lords and other

sorry drudgery that is quite

without that zest and liveliness

that it do please me to write of.

And I am driven to wonder at

this, and to look back some years

since, what time the college was
a merrier place.- Lord! 1 Lord!

Lord ! I do verily think our

schools do breed a less enterpris-

ing crop of freshmen than of

former years, both in" the initia-

tive that do pertain to revelrie and

to merry gatherings ot an even-

ing, and also in those mure ser-

ious projects that my Lords arc

wont to name "extra curricular

activities." But 1 doubt this sad

moan is evidence of a premature

the telephone by some strange

damsel whom he doth not know
by name. But he will tell me
nought of his converse nor what

she would with him, he bliishin

most pretty to see. He tells me.,

though that he do darkly suspec

this to be some subterfuge of R
B.rk.r and H. S.nsh.n., but this

they do utterly denie. Yet the

zany scemeth not unwilling to

have further knowledge of the

damsel, and to this end he hath

had writ an advertisement for

the Journal. Methinks he might

well have a care for that( as he

would have it ) unsmirched lair

name of his; and too, I think that

bright spark in his eye most un-

becoming a man of bis high call-

ing.

enility, in pail at least and I

hall quit me of it.

Feb. 1st. Up betimes, which is

not a little strange in that I am
not required to wait* upon my
Lords before eleven. At ray-

stint, and thence up and away

tH wait upon my Lords and so at

this dull unbroken round that irks

my spirit sorely. In the evening

my Lord |Boghdu and some

others do hold revel after a

fashion, but I did not join them.

And he going presently abroad

did betake myself soberly home

and to my stint. The Rev. S.

D,Iv. tells me (and I have heard

it of some others too) that per-

suant to my late scrivening ol

2nd (Lord's Day). Abroad be-

times, it being a marvellous fine

day. Having broken my fast,

home again and fell to reading

the comics, and especially in

mirth over Pa Perkins. In the

afternoon abroad again with H.

Sh.w to see the flying coaches

outside the citie. Here met with

A. J.m.s and E. St.v.ns, both very

professional in their speech and

manner, using many strange and

difficult words as "mushing in"

and "going upstairs," for they

have but lately mastered the use

of these newfangled contrivances.

So home and straighway abroad

again to partake of tea on the

bidding of Mistress Sw..z.y. Here

is gathered a most merry com-

pany, and some guud discourse

wherein I was most sadly rout-

ed in speaking of philosophic for

an essay that I must fabricate at

the pleasure of my Lords. I hear

too that P. B.wl.-Ev.ns hath con-

trived some few days since to

bring into a room near-by a large

and heavy iron gate, and that all

attempts to carry it away thence

Ode to a Darling

Darling, are you nearly through

Jack's been waiting hours for you

You would make St. Peter wait

While you put your hat on

straight,

Till your curls were just, just so

Every one set, row on row.

Powder up the nose a bit

'Till you're sure you'll make

hit.

Put the lipstick on, and then

Wipe it off and try again.

Jean, my darling, have a heart.

Will you never, never start?

—G. N. Northrop in

Boston Herald

FOR SALE

One Science Forml ticket

Phone R. O'Brien at 2443-W or

906-M.

him, he hath been summoned on
|

have been fruitless. They do say.

too, that he do attribute this feat

to the action of some strange

elixir that he wot of, but uone

are sure by what name he call

it. I hear also of F. Fl.nn that

they have named him Smoky Joe

for that he hath "t>one cokey" it

an ale-house this past week ti

the great shame of all his ac

quaintances, So away thence

more for need to save my fact

from furdier disputation than for

wish to leave, and also in part

that I have this scury senvening

in philosophic :o be accomplish-

ed. So home to. my stint and be-

times to bed.

3rd. To wait upon my Lords,

and thence away to dine, and on my
way met with K.D.mbr.l who tells

me that he and his co-partner in

villainy did gel sadly beal yesterday

at cards to the extent of some £3
each. The which I cannoi bui

smile to hear when I recall some

marvellous fine plucking I have seen

done by this pair of vultures. So

at my scrivening, in great haste to

finish and so be shut of it.

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling's Barber Shop
Dan Davidson
Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS

Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING
Ladies' Wear
Jackson-Metivicr

J. Laidlaw & Son
Steacy's Limited

Men's Wear

Steacy's Limited
Bibby's Limited
Fifteen Dollar Clothes Shop

J. Laidlaw it Son
C. Livingston, Bros.

Scott Tailors
Tweddell's
G. Van Home

Empire Cleaners

Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Der. ;

DANCING

Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin

Dr. Milan
Dr. E. Sparks
Dr. Waugh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury 4 Peacock
Ward & Hamilton
McColl's

ENTERTAINMENT
Ernie Cain
La Salle Hotel

Eniilv Crawford Flower Shop
Kirkp.nrick, G. H.
Stone's Flower Shop
Waits

Gourdier's Furs
f

George Mills & Co.

LEATHER GOODS
Swaffield'i

MEALS. LIGHT LUNCHES
McGall's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe
Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Campus Code Shop
The Kent Ice Cream Plrlor anc

Tea Room

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jewellery
Kinnear & D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
MeCallurn's

Woolworth's

OPTOMETRIST

Arthey, R. O.

PHOTOGRAPHY
C. H. Boyes
Marrison Studio
A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Han*on & Edgar
Jackson Press

Abernethy Shoe Store
Lockell's Shoe Store
Naliorhood .'

SHOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater

Princess Shoe Repair
Shoe Km (--.

TOBACCO. CIGARETTES

McGall's Shop
Ranger's Uptown Cigar StOM
Hendersons Cigar Store

TAXI

Amey's Taxi, Phone 266

Diamond Taxi, Call 32

Slim's Taxi, Call 660
Millard* Taxi—Phone J883

Checker Taxi—Phone 600

RADIOS

Canada Radio Store

Boyd Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING

Graham's Jewellery

Kinnear & D'Eslerre

Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING
Neville's

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE
FRAMING

Neville's

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

PHONE 86©
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham n*.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
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Examination Of Examinations

For a long lime we have believed, along

with a good many other students—and pro-

fessors—that there is something radically

wrong with the examination system as prac-

tised in our secondary schools and univer-

sities. Too much is at slake to hazard the

future on two or three hours work. There

IS too much of the element of chance in the

nvstcin. During those few hours when the

examination is being written,—and they are

the only hours when that particular exam-

ination can be written,—the student may

be suffering from a severe headache or a

stomach ache, the day may be cloudy and

the mind befogged, or the student may just

be having one of those off-days (which

would not he at all unusual).

But the worst is yet to come. The stu

dent may have had a bad day, but just as

much depends on what kind of a day the

professor is having when he marks th

paper. He may have fallen out of bed the

niglil before, his poorly cooked breakfast

may have given him an acute case of in

digestion, or, sitting down to mark your

paper, he may have broken his favorite pipe

or sat on his eye-glasses. Then goodncs

knows to what depths your mark may des-

cend. Noi that we blame the professors.

Not at all. After all, they're human,—but

that human element is the weak link in the

exami nation system.

* * *

Stephen Leacock of McGill. in prophesy-

ing to McGill students future changes in

education, frankly expressed his opinion on

the examination system, "Examinations,"

he stated, "and such things will remain as

queer, ha If- forgotten formulas—the marks
being assigned on some method only under-

stood by antiquarians." We arc loath to

believe that examinations will even remain.
* »

That we consider the examination sys-

tem radically wrong, we have already stat-

ed. But we never realized just what a dis-

astrous thing it really is until our atten-

tion was drawn to a recently published book
called "An Examination of Examinations"
by Sir Philip Hartog and Dr. E. C. Rhodes
An International Conference on Examina
tions was held in England in 1931 under
the auspices of the Carnegie Corportion. the
Carnegie Foundation, and the International

Institute of Teachers College, Columbia
University. The Conference set up com-
mittees in the various countries represented
to carry out investigations, and this volume
summarizes the report of the English Com-
mittee. It is an amazing expose of human
frailty.

Some of these tests conducted by the
English Committee provide interesting and
startling reading. Moreover, they furnish
abundant food for thought. In one instance
forty-eight candidates were required to
write a School Certificate English paper.
Seven examiners were appointed to mark
the papers. One examiner failed no candi-
date and gave Special Credit to twelve,
while another failed nineteen and gave
Special Credit to none. On another paper,

with the same candidates and examiners,

one candidate received respectively 28, 32,

46 56 56, 58. and 80 marks out of 100 from

the seven examiners. We might mention

that these examinations were conducted

under typical examination conditions, with

qualified and experienced examiners who

were paid for their work.

Entering into a higher realm of edu-

cation we encounter a University Honours

Examination in History. The markings for

this paper can be represented in grades

numbered up to 24. the highest. One candi-

date was given grhde 16 by one examiner

while he received grade 5 at the hands of

another. The average difference between

the highest and the lowest marking of each

of eighteen candidates by ten examiners

was no less than 11.4. Oral examinations

were also conducted and the results proved

just as contradictory as those of the writ-

ten papers.

On another occasion ten examiners were

given 150 English essays to mark. Seventy-

five were to be marked on a simple impres-

sion, and the remaining seventy-five by a

system of allotting certain definite marks

for grammar, vocabulary, and so on. It was

found that the second set was, in all cases,

marked more highly than the first, the diff-

erence in the average of one examiner being

as high as 27 out of 100.

One of the most startling tests was that

in which fourteen examiners marked each

of fifteen School Certificate History papers,

giving on each a verdict of Failure, Pass,

or Credit. Then, after not less than twelve

months and not more than nineteen, they

marked them again. Thus, on each occa-

sion, there were 210 verdicts—and on the

second occasion in ninety-two cases the ex-

aminer altered his verdict.

* * *

These facts, gathered from this little

book, would seem to prove conclusively that

examinations are not a particularly fair test

of ability or proficiency in any subject, un-

less, perhaps, it be mathematics. It favors

a particular type of mind which is not, in

most cases, the most desirable type of mind
for an individual to possess., As we stated

before, the human factor is too unstable,

too unreliable. There is no intention of

blaming the professor—he can't be blamed.

The examiner is not responsible for his

mood when he is marking papers. It is

quite comprehensible that, when he is feel-

ing poorly, he will not be quite so generous
toward the lowly student. But, neverthe-

less, this weakness is a detriment to the

student, and, until human nature attains

perfection, the examination system will

will never approach the perfect state. By
that time, let us hope, it will have been re-

placed by a more satisfactory system.

What is the result of all these investiga-

tions other than to condemn the present

system? Has any alternative been propos-
ed? Unfortunately, no! These men, who
have been studying the situation for many
years, have been unable to provide any sub-
stitute. "It is only by careful and system-
atic experiment," they say, "that methods
of examination can be devised not 'liable to

the distressing uncertainties of the present
system." There is little doubt

, that the
system is unsatisfactory, but there doesn't
seem to be anything we can do about it.

The Journal would welcome the opinions
of others on this important question. Has
anyone got any workable substitutes? Per
sonally, we would like to sec a system
which stressed essay work rather than ex
animations. Such a system would empha
size the more desirable features which be
long to our present system, and it would
have no room for many of the less desirabl

ones. But it is unlikely that the present
generation will benefit from the investiga
tions now being carried on. The new ideas
resulting from this work, will probably b
incorporated in our system in time to find
themselves just about out of date. The
present system was good enough for our
fathers (by golly!), so it should be good

Official Notices

Near Scholarships

Family of Applied Science

Scholarships will be awarded in the

faculty of Applied Science in May 1936, as

follows:

Three scholarships of the value of $100

each will be awarded to the students with

the highest standing who are completing

the third year in each of three Courses.

Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Civil

Engineering*. Candidates for these scholar-

ships must have an average of at least 60

per cent, on the work of the third year and

no failures.

Scholarships of $100 each will be award-

ed to the student in each of the first and

second years who has the highest average

in all the work othis year.

These scholarships will be tenable only

by students who are in residence during

Session 1936-37.

'Dorothy Chard Parker Memorial Prise in

Classics

A prize of $25 has been donated by Mr.

F. R. Parker of Elmira, New York, to be

awarded to the student in Classics, or Latin

and French with Greek, who at the end of

his first Honours year in his major sub-

ject has shown the greatest promise and

proficiency in the courses of the Department

of Classics. No award will be made unless

candidates are of sufficient merit, The prize

will be awarded in May 1936, and the stu-

dent to whom it is awarded must continue

his work in residence during Session 1936-

1937. 1

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from students

now enrolled in the University for the

Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship of

1935. The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously been

awarded on the basis of Matriculation. As
no matriculation candidate was eligible last

summer the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within the Uni-

versity on the basis of the candidate's

academic qualifications and on his rating

as a clean, effective hockey player.

No credit towards fees is given when

the Scholarship is not awarded on the basis

of Matriculation, but the regular cash pay-

ment of $80 is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the hands of

the Registrar by February 15th. Applica-

tions should give evidence that students

have played in O.H.A. or N.O.H. Series.

AUTOPSY CALLED
AID TO RESEARCH

(Continued from page 1)

exposure to X-rays. A further

theory is that cancer may arise

from the remains of cells which

suddenly become activated to divide

and form a cancerous growth.

At the present time one in eight

persons is destined to die of cancer.

The disease seems to be increasing

in certain parts of the body, parti-

cularly the lungs.

The speaker explained that there

are four methods of attack on can-

cer—surgery', active rays, sera of

various types and ferments, such as

Ensot. Surgical methods must be

applied early and forcefully and are

never certain.

Dr. Austin described Ensol as a

preparation made by dissolving out

cancer cells with baccilli, then steril

i/ing and filtering this product. The

chemistry of it has turned out to be

of great complexity and the methods

of dosage very difficult to deter

mine. Dr. Austin believes that the

control of cancer will finally come

from tlits, the bio-chemical side,

rather than the surgical or active

ray attack,

DIRECTORY CHANGES

Gordon. R. V. N.. 261 King St

Phone 1243-W. Ottawa.

Vinebhrg. Lloyd. 261 King St

Phone 1243-W. Ottawa.

Cole. John, 261 King St.. Phone

1243-W. Ottawa.

Sabbath, Lawrence, 492 John

son St., Phone 3+14. Montreal

Shapiro, Clifford, 492 Johnson

St., Phone 3414. Montreal.

Chernoff, Gerald, 492 Johnson

St., Phone 3414. Montreal.

LEACOCK SEES
EXAMLESS ER4

( Continued from page 1 )
'

t,college for one in a workshop

as it is now taught, belongs
t(

this system.

'Now, in the last few years ap,

pears a new force, the Invocation

of Imagination", Professor

cock continued. "I am thinking

of the work now being done
i n

the Arts colleges in the way 0(

writing and producing plays, 0(

getting the spirit of literature
u[

the past by trying to recreate
it

:

and with all 'those exercises ani

excursions into journalism ani]

imaginative literature whic.],

adorn every great college today.

This part of the curriculum
.if

Arts, is destined, I think, to Cn.

gulf an<J swallow up all the rest."

He stated that only two sub-

jects would find the change dis-

turbing, namely Economics and

Mathematics. "Mathematics," li e

said, "will have to retreat to tlie

clouds from whence it came."

"The more difficult subject -,i

the two is Economics. Somehow

it has got to invoke the aid of

synthetic creative imagination.

Unless Adam Smith's "Wealth of

Nations" can be put on the stage

along with Faust as a tragedy,

it will soon be forgotten. "Late-

ly," he concluded, "I have my-

self essayed to state some of the

greater economic theories with

all the emotion and passion of

comic verse,"

Education does us good,

It makes a worldly man.

But many a grad turns out to be

Just a rugby fan. ' —H OD.

Student Exchange with France and Germany

It is expected that in Session 1936-37

student exchanges will be arranged with

France and Germany. Applications will be

received by tilt Registrar until February

7th from any students who wish to be con-

sidered.

Price in Chemistry

A prize of $25 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis of

an essay competition. Competitive essays must

he sent not later than February 29th to the

Secretary of the Ottawa Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry, The competition

strictly limited to undergraduates,

Further information may be obtained from

the Registrar or from the Department of

Chemistry, Queen's University.

Hollingsworth of Texas (or to us) if he

had read it.

It seems that fifteen-year-old Willie was

found hanging by a cord from the rafter:

with a note beside him telling of his des<

pairing affection for P. M. N. 1 Temple
Perhaps some enterprising altruist wil

supply Willie with another cord.

THE RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday

Suppers by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme's
SEASONABLE WOOLLIES

Earl St. at West Phone 29:

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron

ize them and support your paper

EXAMS ARE COMING!
Ink, Refills, Typing Paper, Etc.

Fountain Pens Repaired

AV R McCOLL
DRUGGIST

Where the Students Eat and Meet!

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaceoi

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cad

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES

Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Beticr food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student

iflcuutalil Cafp
346 Princess St. Kingston, OnL

WATTS, FLORIST
Eldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions

We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sub. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Order*

25c Per Passenger

enough fur us.

Editorial Comment

Many students have taken exception to
one of our editorials dealing with that de-
lightful child actor, Shirley (Public Menace
No. 1) Temple. We shudder to think mi
what would have happened to William

We extend congratulations to the Dal-

housie Gazette, student publication of Dal-

housie University, on the sixty-seventh an-

niversary of its founding. It claims to be

the oldest college paper in America with

continuous publication, dating its first issue

from January 25, 1869.

Queen's loomed large on the sports hori-

zon over the week-end. Five victories and
no losses is an achievement worthy of note.

Hockey, basketball and badminton players
should feel that their efforts are not in vain.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S 1T
H<&I

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

A PROFITABLE WEEK-END
There's plenty of good news this morning!
Looking Over the various sport stories you'll notice that alt the

Queen's teams that were in action over the week-end returned
winners in every event. There isn't a defeat to mar the entire set-up.

And that's something to really boast about!
To start the string of Tricolor triumphs Queen's ladies badminton

team downed McGill on Friday on the courts of the Kingston Bad-
minton Club. Then on Saturday afternoon the local Junior caffe outfit

walloped K. C.V.I, to practically clinch croup honors.
Three Tricolor squads grabbed important decisions on Saturday

evening to round out a highly successful two days of competition
In Montreal Ralph Jack's Senior hoopsters handed McGill a terrific

39-14 pasting, while here at the Arena, the two local puck teams blanked
their opposition in each instance, with the Juniors beating Gananoque
5-1), and the Senior club chalking up a much needed 1-0 win at the
expense of Ottawa Ridcaus.

From the local viewpoint the past week-end was indeed a profitable

one. A few more like it would be appreciated.

HOOPMEN LEAD COLLEGE LOOP
Displaying strength in every department of the game, Queen's Senior

cagemen were full value for their sensational victory over McGill Red-
men at Montreal on Saturday.

The Tricolor, showing a complete reversal of the form that char-
acterized their play against Western the week previous, simply out-

classed the faltering Red Raiders and led all the way.
As a result of their fine win the local court men are sole occupants

of first place in the College circuit and from this corner it looks as if

the other clubs are going to find it a difficult task to dislodge the Gold
quintet from their lofty perch.

Next Saturday the Tricolor will enjoy a rest from league competi-

tion, but. it is more than likely an exhibition tilt with an out of town
team will be arrangel.

WESTERN UPSETS U. OF T.

Staging one of those Frank Mcrriwcll finishes Western Mustangs
polished off Varsity Blues 26-25 in a thrilling College fixture at

London over the week-end.- The Loudon triumph was a distinct sur-

prise (and we might add pleasant) as the Toronto cagcrs were expected

to win without undue effort.

Champions of the Intercollegiate basketball loop for the past two
seasons, the Blues were picked to retain their laurels again this winter,

hut that Western loss won't help their chances a great deal:

However, the Queen's Parkers have a powerful club, and will be

there or thereabouts when the 1936 championship season is brought to a

close.

jananoque Beaten

3y Improved II 's

Junior Puckchasers Show
Better Form Taking

First Win
,

FISTS, FALLS ANDFOILS

BY "CHUCK COCHRANE

Thursday's evening's Assault

was not the best card that has

been presented in the local gym,

but it was not the fault of the

inter-city bouts. There were

simply not enough of them.

Some of the exhibition engage-

ments were too obviously "ex-

hibtion' for the crowd to en-

thuse over. The Connclly-

Radouski and MacKenzie-Egan

bouts left us wondering what

would happen if these lads were

really playing for keeps.

Coaching played an import-
'

ant part in the excellent show-

ing made by the Tricolor

against their Queen City rivals.

(And so did a couple of the

decisions).

"Sammy" Smolkin displayed,

among other things, excellent

judgment when he refused to

press his case against May

'luring the third round. He
had the Toronto tad pretty

much at his mercy, hut de-

clined to follow up this advan-

tage on account of the differ-

ence in weight.

Tony Forsberg gave another

finished performance against

Mlodzik to take the bout in

straight falls. We find diffi-

culty in thinking up adjectives

for this Tricolor star. He is

certainly the best bet for the

Intercollegiate since Henry

Hoskings took four in a row.

Johnny Haight deserves a

word of credit for his showing

against a more experienced,

wrestler in Morgan Plumb.

Falling victim to a leg figure

four in the first round, Haight

Put up one of the gamest dis-

plays we have ever seen to stave

off a fall.

"Chuck" Carlyle kept his

^ad and kept his feet, if you

know what we mean ; and the

judges were so over-awed by

l,»e feat that they gave him a

draw.

LLOYD EDWARDS

His 9 points made him top man among

the point getters in the Queen's-Mc-

Gill cage clash at Montreal on Satur-

day.

Cliff Worthy found out

shortly that he was slapping

the wrong face when he under-

took to cuff our Abe around the

ring. However, they shook

hands and made up, and then

began to throw each other out

of the ring, for which each got

a draw.

Reports have it that Irv'tng's

opponent was fouled during the

second round, and was unable

to continue. But no one saw

it. And further, when a boxer

is hit low, he does not complain,

he drops. Rose just got one too

many in the lunch basket, and

wasn't having any more.

At that. Irving had an off

night, due to recent illness.

His timing was exceptionally

poor, and he was carrying too

much weight.

Showing the best left hand

it has been our privilege to

watch in some years. Ranald

MacDonald got a well-earned

decision from Joe Riley. Riley

had a weight advantage of some

ten pounds over the Queen's

scrapper, and height and reach

to burn. After piling up a

considerable lead i

round, MacDonald

use his right

bring

i the first

elected to

an effort to

the match to an early

finish. Riley put the Tricolor

welter down for a two-count

(Continued on page 6)

Queen's Juniors won their first

game of the season on Saturday

ght when they blanked Ganan-
oque 5 to 0. The Tricolor boys
displayed a better brand of

hockey than they did against

Kingston and they experienced

no trouble in beating the visitors

Queen's carried the play from
the start and easily kept their op
ponents at bay. They relied on
two man rushes as a rule and

proved effective against their

ess experienced rivals. The visi

tors could not get passes work
ng and they relied too much on

individual play. Instead of carry

ng the puck in close, they spent

most of their time shooting from

the blue line and McEwen had
little difficulty in handling thei

hots.

Senator Powell trotted out

new second forward line and the

wisdom of his change was show
when Forrest and Holmes each

scored. McEwen in goal wa
called on to stop only a few bar

shots but he earned his shut out

Cunningham and Jenkins easil

broke up most of the visitors

rushes and gave McEwen plenty

of protection. Cunningham's rush

es were always dangerous

though he was unable to score

The regular forward line of Gib

son, Berry, and McGinnis wa

very effective and their close

checking broke up most of

Gananoque rushes at centre ice

For Gananoque the Matthew

brothers and Wheeler tried hard

but they were not given mu
tipport.

McGinnis scored the first goal

n a pretty solo rush when tl

first stanza was about halt ove

Early in the second frame For

rest, who was standing in front

of the net, took a pass fro

Holmes and banged in the secon

goal. The Collegians pressed hr

but could not score again in tl

period. Early in the last sessio

Holmes scored a freak goal whe

his shot careened off Matthew

into the net. A few seconds lat

Gibson scored when he split the

defence and gave Nalon no chance

to save. McGinnis chalked up h

second goal on a pass from Wot ><

with about five minutes left

play. Gananoque kept turnin

on the pressure but they

not get through the Queen

fence.

Queen's— Goal, McEwen: d

fence. Jenkins, Cunningham

centre, Berry ; forwards, McGi

nis. Gibson : subs. Baker, Holm

Forrest, Wood.

Gananoque— Goal, Nalon

f e n c e. Matthews. Matthew

centre, Harding; forwards

Wheeler. Willis; subs, Kirkbee

Tompkins, Macdonald, Sheets

Green (sub goal).

First Period

1 Queen's—McGinnis .

Penalties—Cunningham
Second Period

2 Queen's—Forrest

(Holmes) 8.35

Penalties— Baker.

Third Period

3 Queen's—Holmes 9.05

Junior Cagers Beat

K. C. V.I.37tol5

Quern's junior Basketball team

aturday afternoon stamped them-

elves as the class of the league

hen they defeated K.C.V.I. 37-

at the Gym. Queen's never

ft the issue in doubt for they

ran up an ll-l lead before the

opposition could score a field

goal. The teams split the next

two baskets, then the half end

, with the score 19-5.

The second half started off in

ery ragged fashion, featured by

ild end to end rushes that spent

themselves on ineffective shots

at the basket. Then'Whyte and

Knowles started the teams off on

scoring spree by dropping lay

p shots. When a more method

ical manner of play was resumed

Queen's had assumed a deci

28-7 lead. At this stage in the

game the home team's defen

got a little careless and let thei

checks sneak behind them and

coast in for a couple of baskets.

Just
' before full time Knowles

slipped in a couple of quickies to

make it a clear-cut 37-15 victory.

The winners presented two

strong teams, the second of which

played about one-third of the

time. The forwards were all rep-

resented in the scoring column

with Knowles, the first-string

centre being especially effective.

The defence, except for a brief

lapse, smothered the high school's

attacks in nearly perfect fashion.

The losers put up a consistently

game struggle but went down be-

fore a bigger team with more ex-

perience. Drysdale and Gray

were their mainstays.

Queen's^—Whyte 6; Lewis 3;

Knowles 11 ; Stevenson 2 ; Chern

Off 2; Hutchinson 4; Newman 4;

Friedman 3: Miller 2; Mac-

Callum.

K.C.V.I. — Allen 2; Watson;

Swain 2; Drysdale 2; Peters;

Finlay; Moore 1; Gray 4; Ken-

dall 2; Clark.

MID - WINTER

SHOE SALE
Now is the time to buy a first quality pair of shoes at a

very low price. Our complete stock is reduced to make room

for spring merchandise,

NaborhooD
STORESHOE

166 Princess St. Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You axe certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smarteBt

fabrics and styles.

GEORGE Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

210 PRINCESS STREET

Catlas Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 ajxi. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask lor our commutation dekst

dc

...12.10

Jenkins.

4 Queen's—Gibson - - -

5 Queen's—McGinnis

(Wood)

Penalties—Jenkins.

Referee— Bill Watts.

14.0?

COURT TEAM
BEAT McGILL

(Continued from page 1)

Sonshine, Tilley and Bews dur-

ing the second .stanza.

Finlay was banished early after

(he play was resinned, and Cun-

ningham followed about half way

through the period. Then Lloyd

Edwards suffered a sprained

ankle, but his retirement only

roused his team mates to further

scoring. Zipping the leather

around in speedy, crosscourt play.

Rookc and Sonshii.e combined

for several baskets from beyond

the foul line.

Corrigan and Brown showed

sjieed and goud ball-handling for

McGill, but they were unable

to get near the Queen's
basket and their long shots were

futile and ineffective, Mai Cun-

ningham left the court amid a

tremendous ovation, and captain

Dong Rooke filled in at centre in

capable manner. Lanky Lloyd

Edwards lived up to his name as

rebound-snateher, while Harry

Sonshine played fine ball when

nsertcd in Finlay 's forward posi-

tion. McGill were still trying to

find their shooting-range as the

gun went to end the game, and

Queen's had given their oppon-

ents as goed a beating as has

been seen in the last few years.

McGill—Gormley (2). Scrivcr

(1). Tcahan (2), Greenblatt (4),

Brown (4), Bowes, Corrigan.

Rutherford (1).—14.

Queen's— Finlay (4), Cunning-

ham (9). Bews (6), Rooke (1),

Tilley (5), L. Edwards (9), J.

I
Edwards (I). Sonshine (4).—39

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned. Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

^tu&ents of (Queen**

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Watches Ar.0- Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insipua

Designing to Order

-Smith 3Bros* 31cun?li?ra t
iZ'xmiUb

RkMIMo 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

'Phone 21

W

180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Expr

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculty

and Department.. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pen..

Slide Rules, QueeVs Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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PUCKSTERS SHUT OUT

OrTAJVA R1DEAUS 1-0
' (Continued from paje 1)

]

time it appeared to be insufficient

to bring victory. However, the

final hell found Queen's Jtill ahead

by the solitary marker, jnough. to

givo them their second \rin of die

scant).

The Tricolor display indeed

might be called rejuvenation in the

ligh( of recent performances, Their

passing had that long! awaited

knack which had been (conspicu-

ously absent lately, and their decis-

ion to discard bench warming as

an integral part (if their play was

the second feature to bring gratify-

ing results.

What gave the 1300 enthusiastic

fans the biggest surpriic of the

evening was the manner in which

the Tricolor went about their busi-

ness of escaping from cellar

occupancy.

Queen's Play Good Hockey

Without sacrificing any of their

aggrcssivene-ss Queen's played

straight hockey by leaving exces-

sive penalties out nf tiieir bag of

tricks and the combination of top

form and clean play brought the

timely triumph.

Instead of witnessing a continua-

tion of the Tricolor's "bad man"

reputation, the critics saw all butt-

ends, high sticks, and cross-check-

ing left behind in the dressing

room as the collegians played one

nf their best games of the season

will) orders to lay off the rough

stirff. The advantage* of such a

policy were only too obvious in a

game which gave Queen's even'

chance to attack without having to

lei up because of penalties.

Until Wing's goal, the game for

Queen's was" almost one of lost op-

portunities. The Tricolor went

through some lovely manoeuvres to

make openings for themselves but

when it came to beating Ruck
Claydon, Rideau custodian, they

lacked that scoring finesse which
would have given them a command-
ing lead,

After taking a panning for his

numerous penalties in recent games,

"Bummer" Woodcock was the most
"rrfi.rmed" man on the ice. guard-
ing his wing position closely and
showing some of the effectiveness

of which he is capable when play

ing clean hockey.

Queen's had to re-arrange their

line-up with Munro and Thurlby
away on week-end excursions, and
the revamped squad steamed along
in grand style Poupore took
Monro's place on the second line

and went well with Woodcock and

Holland as wingmcn. Poupore was

the shining light defensively, his

..peed and rangy poke check wreck-

ing havoc with Rideau drives.

Johnny Wing, ever the opportunist,

turned in some brainy playmaking

to be favoured with a fattened

scoring average. Patterson also

showed great improvement and de-

served at least two goats on the

night's play. Bamabe and Stollery

came through the barrage intact

while Bill Gowsell chalked up an-

other enviable performance in goal,

particularly in the third frame.

Tricolor Turn It On

"Queen'a stepped up the pace from

the starting whistle and kept play

decidedly in Ottawa ice with fast-

breaking attacks. The Tricolor

offensive did not bother Claydon as

most of the shots were off line and

missed the Rideau citadel by a city

block. The figures speak for them-

selves in that both goalies had four

saves in the first period although

Rideaus were continually hemmed

in behind their blue line as Queen's

pressed the play vigorously. In the

last half of the period Patterson,

Poupore. Bamabe, Wing, and Gor-

don had dead-on shots but none

could crash through.

The second period was even more

wierd with Gowsell stopping only

two shots in the first eleven minutes

and Claydon under terrific fire at

the end—yet there was no scoring.

Rideaus weathered the storm and

it was when they started attacking

again that Wing planked tbe disc

behind Claydon.

Queen's improved offensive was

their best defence and the Tricolor

persisted in their wide-open play to

protect their slim lead in the face

of a last minute surge by the gang-

ing Rideaus.

Rideaus invaded the Arena when

ihe collegians were clicking and tbe

Capital City aggregation were the

last ones to begrudge Queen's their

victory after being outplayed by a

wide margin. Oaydon, Darragh

and Saunders were the cream of the

Rideau crop.

Line-ups

:

Rideaus — Claydon. McCarthy.

McDonald, R i o p e 1 1 e, Darragh,

Ritchie, Milford, Henry; Mulvagh,

Cummings, Christie, Saunders,

Miller, McTeer.

Queen's—Gowsell, Barnabe, Stol-

lery, Gordon, Wing, Patterson,

Woodcock, Poupore, Holland, Mc-

Corkindalc. Roberts.

Summary

First Period

No score.

Penalties—Barnabe, Wing,

I terraeh.

MAL. HAL.LETT
whose orchestra will delight Science

Formal guests on Friday night. The
Formal Committee secured his orches-

tra through the National Broadcasting

Company Artists Service.

ALUMNI NOTES
COURTESY OF queen's review

RUSSIA LEADS
IN EDUCATION

Fists, Falls And Foils

(Continued from page 4)

with a barrage of lefts and

rights, and Ranny went back to

boxing. The third round saw

MacDonald floor his opponent

for five seconds, and win going

away.

The Science '39 Assault the

following night was called a

draw at the end of the sixteenth

round, with the crowd- pretty

well out on its feet. There

were also a number of "punch

drunks".

Fencing elimination tourneys

are in progress, with a view to

uncovering Intercollegiate ma-

terial. Competition is very

keen this year and a number of

the first year men hold great

promise. Watt and Hyslop of

die old guard are fencing bet-

ter than ever, and Peters and

Carmichael are looking very

good in training.

One closing word about

another find. Watch Egan.

He may go far.

Second Period

1 Queen's—Wing (Woodcock,

Barnabe) i 18.20

Penalties—Milford, Ritchie.

Third Period

No score.

Penalties — Stollery, Woodcock,

McCarthy, Wing-

Shots stopped

:

Claydon ... 4 10 6—20
Gowsell ... 4 5 4—13

A. T. (Red) Ashley. Arts '31,

is teaching at Whitby, Ont.

George Ault. Arts '35, and Jack

Cliff, Arts '32. are in attendance

at Osgoode Hall this year.

Miss Florence Bailey. Arts '33,

is engaged in social service work

in Chicago.

Miss Rosemary Bauer, Arts

'34, is a nurse-in-training at the

Kingston General Hospital.

Gilbert Bauman, Arts '34, is in

the actuarial department of the

Manufacturers Life Insurance

Co., Toronto.

Miss Eileen Bogart, Arts '32,

is teaching a kindergarten class

in Ottawa.

Miss Anne B. Brodie, Arts '34.

is now in tbe botany department

of the University of Toronto.

Miss Ursula Brennan, Arts '30,

is teaching in the collegiate insti-

tute at Windsor, Ont.

W. R. Burnett, Com. '34, has

been with the law firm of Mac-

Crackcn, Fleming and Schroeder,

Ottawa, during the past year and

is now attending Osgoode Hall.

H. G. Campbell, Sc. '35, is with

Canadian Industries, Ltd., Ham-
ilton. Ont.

Miss Marjorie Carson, Arts '31,

is teaching at Port Hope, Out.

J. B. CaJlan, Arts '32, is teach-

ing in the English department of

the Glebe Collegiate- Institute

Ottawa.

Verne Campbell, Com. '34,

Arts '35, is in the annuities branch

of the Department of Labour,

Ottawa.

E. E. Carter, Com. '31. of Ot-

tawa, is a supervisor for the Can-

ada Genera] Insurance Company
Miss Margaret Chant, Arts '34

is on the chemistry staff of the

Canadian Industrial Alcohol Co
Corbyville, Ont,

Arthur Child, Com. '31. who
has been in charge of the Wind
sor office of Canada Packers

Ltd., is now branch efficiency ex

pert for the company. His for

warding address is Canada Pack
ers Limited, Toronto.

G. R. Dulmage, Arts '32. i:

practising law with the firm of

H. *A. O'Donneil, Perth, Ont.
Dr. W. H. English, Med. '30

has been on .the staff of the New
York State Hospital, Rochester
N.Y., since graduation.

Dr. J. B. Ewing, Med. '32. i

senior resident surgeon of West
era General Hospital, Edinburgl:

Scotland. .

(Continued from page 1)

in Russia, and industries cannot get

workers fast enough. Secondly,

social justice is given to all who

toil. Full citizenship is granted

to anyone if they prove their ability

to work. Thirdly, it is a classless

societv of unbroken brotherhood.

There are no rich or poor. Large

ncomes may be gained but these are

handed over to the state for social

welfare work. There is no need

for money. Love and service are

the incentives to enterprise. Fourtlv

y, provisions are made for

hildrcn, women, youth,- criminals

and prostitutes. Since the Soviet

ducational system is truly social in

character, misfits are given treat-

ment and are adjusted to their en-

ironment rather than being con-

demned as in our system.

Regardless of our attitude toward

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

JSS PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

KIWANIS
ICE CARNIVAL
Jock Harty Arena -Fri., Feb. 7

Forty Champion Skitcra — A Presentation by

The Granite Club of Toronto
The most extravagant production seen in

Kingston for many a year

PERIOD AND COSTUME SCENES
STARTLING AND VIVID LIGHT EFFECTS
THRILLING AND APPROPRIATE MUSIC

"With whining whirls, siiilinej spins and
in graceful curve*, the skaters, like Uic
music, go round and round."

Tickets 50c, 75c and $1.00
(tax extra)

Seat Plan at Smith Bros. Jrwtilers. Ltd.

Proceeds for Kiwanii Welfare Fund

The engagement of Ellen
Huebner to Captain Wolfgang
Buhring of the German Flying
Corps was officially announced
in January. Fraulein Huebner
was the first German exchange
student to attend Queen's and
was here in the session 1931-32

Classified Advertising

AGONY EXTRA

86 Freshettes Fined

The Levana Council spent a

busvyafternoon on Friday. Eighty-

six freshettes paid the penalty fo r

going arou nd minus their tai

before Christmas. This seems to

be a record number of fines. Five

Sophomores were also summoned

for contempt of court.

Communism, Dr. Eddy emphasized

that we are forced to admit that it

has captured the core of the belief

in God, which is brotherhood and

comradeship. It has demonstrated

that progress can be made through

conflict. Organized religion has be-

come interlocked with the worst

evils of the day, namely, the capital-

istic system. After ten thousand

_years God is working out the

destiny of man, and Russia is bring-

ing in a new order of justice—by

violence. Can we not do it by

Christian methods?" he conclud-

ed.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programmes Every

Constitutions
117 Brock St Description

Phone 1510,

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Classes Repaired Broken Lenseu Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE i I

Stone's 3fflniu*?r ^bop
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

1)1] R RY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

Will the mystery woman
who tried to lure Sam Delve
over the telephone the other

evening please get in touch

with him as soon as possible.

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
- FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princeas St

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

ccTHE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821We Deliver
H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402
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MILLARD'S TAXI
phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

jg6
princess St Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialises in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give ub a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Via Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

233 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Aahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

-RAY OA8
Evenings by Appointment

Hi Princes* St Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

IM Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Ir.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

'OS Princess St. Phone 10

Evenings by Appointment

>r. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
ISf Welling ton St 'Phone 346

yOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
s° often if you invest in a,

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.

BY GOLDW1N SMITH

DANCING

Dancing is the graceful motion

of the body adjusted by art lo the

sounds and measures of musical in-

struments or of the human voice,

(Dr. Talinage).

There is no phase of social life

that contains so much of hidden

peril both mental and physical, as

that which relates to dancing. Of
itself, there is nothing sinful in

dancing, but its association and

temptations, and the tendencies of

modern dancing to frivolity, un-

healthful dissipation and immorality

are so obvious as to need no enum-

eration here. It is a positive detri-

ment to the 'spiritual growth of

young men and women, and is

prolific of promiscuous acquaint

ance—ships that cannot be claimed

to- be safe or desirable for any

young persons having a serious

object in life. The ball-room has

for many thousands proved the

first step to peridition. So wrote

G. H. Sandison in 1895.

All nations have danced, but in

ancient times the exercise was so

utterly and completely depraved

that the church anathematized it

St. Chrysostom says: "The feet

were not given for dancing but to

walk modestly, not to leap impu

dentty like camels."

One of the dogmas of the ancient

church reads : "A dance is the

devil's possession, and he that en

tereth into a dance entereth into his

possession. As many paces as

man makes in dancing, so many

paces does be make in hell." Please

note this carefully, all you who are

tempted to stray from the straight

and narrow path and attend Form-

als, Year Dances, Proms, etc.

Elsewhere the old dogmas de-

clared : "The woman that singeth

in the dance is the princess of the

devil, and those that answer arc her

clerks, and the beholders are his

friends, and the music is his

bellows, and the fiddlers are the

ministers of the devil. For as when

hogs are strayed, if the hogsherd

call one all assemble together, so

when the devil calleth one woman
to sing in the dance, or to play on

some musical instrument presently

all the dancers gather together.

This universal denunciation

proves beyond the shadow of a

doubt that the exercise is utterly

and completely depraved.

"How many people in America

ave stepped from the ball-room

into the graveyard! Consumptions

and swift neuralgias are close on

their track. Amid many of the

glittering scenes of social life in

America diseases stand right and

left and balance the chain. The

breath of the sepulchre floats up

through the perfume, and the frotl

of Death's lip bubbles up in the

champagne."

The dance must be classed with

the wine-cups as the insidious

enemy of a pure, upright whole

some society. Pleasant and fascm

ating at first it lures its victims to

sacrifice after sacrifice until the end

is reached. No man or woman was

ever benefited, morally, intellectual

ly or physically by the dance; thou

sands and tens of thousands have

found it their bane, and date their

ruin from the first step they danced

to the music across the floor of a

lighted ball room. To sum up

dancing is an insidious, immoral

depraved evil, an entrance to the

primrose path and a direct passport

to hell.

We offer this as a warning

Many of our readers are already

beyond redemption, but if by writ

ing this we have succeeded ii

saving one innocent freshman or

freshettc we shall feel that our

labour has not been in vain. Now
you laugh.

For the medical angle on dancing

-ec Friday's Journal.

A. M. S. Minutes,

Coming Events

Today

:

4.15p.m.—Chem. Eng. Soc.

Ontario Hall

—Arts '38 Meeting

Arts Bldg.

Room 201

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Old Arts Bldg.

7.45p.m.—Orchestra Practice

Old Arts Bldg.

8.30p.m.—Campus Frolics

Convocation Hall

Wed., Feb. 5:

4.30p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Red Room
8.30p.m.—Campus Frolics

Convocation Hall

Thurs., Feb. 6:

SJOp.m.—Campus Frolics

Convocation Hall

The Practical Joker . . . The

fellow with the ambition to pull

the electric chair from under a

condemned man.—Paul Yawitz.

Alex Deans Leads
Fleet Toronto Cops

Friends of Alex Deans, a form-

er Queen's student will no doubt

get a kick out of the following

extract from the Toronto Star:

Alex Deans, former Queen's

University athlete and now a

member of the Toronto police

force, is all "liet up" over the

champion relay swimming team

at No. 5 station. Deans is captain

of the squad which won the city

championship, breaking the old

record by five seconds.

The team is composed of Gord.

Radford, Charlie Ross, Gordon

Law, Earl Parsons and Alex.

Deans. They are all under 25

years of age and in the rookie

brigade of the force. Inspector

Bolton coaches the "infants" and

is taking them to Hamilton on

Feb. 1, where they tackle the

cream of the Hamilton police

swimming teams.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Dan |

Function |
prio

I

Com

tiyrn |
7.00

Grant Hill |U»Pe~b7 7 |
Science Formal

Feb. 14 I
Newman Club

Feb 19 1
Levana Formal Ban Righ

|

2.00

p^-jri Levana Formal* Ban Righ
|

2™

Feb, 28
I

Meds J» _ Grant Hall

Mar. 6 I
Jun ior t-rom

Mar. 17 I
Meds 38

La Salle 3. SO

La Salle
|

V. Corrigan

E. Cameron

M. Jamee
R. Grnci«yn

D. Pollock

J ack Tclgmam,

Jack Tclgraann

Kuth Knowlton

A meeting of the Alma Mater

Society Executive was held in the

Gymnasium on the evening of

January 16, with die President in

the chair.

Present : Mr. Simmons; Miss

Davis ; Messrs. Watt, Forsberg,

Sheppard, Christie, J. C. Young,

Malone, Joy, Barker, McLaren and

the Permanent Secrctary-Treas,

The minutes of the Executive

meeting of December 5 were read

d approved. ^

Dormitory Regulations

A communication from Mr. M
Wershof. Assistant Secretary. N.F

C.U.S., was received, asking for

information re dormitory regula-

tions at Queen's.

The Permanent Secretary-Trea

surer was directed to obtain this in-

formation and forward it to Mr.

Worshof.

Arts Formal

A letter from the Arts Society

was" read, re two tickets to the

Arts "At Home" and tendering the

President of the A,M.S. a com

plimentary ticket to the Arts

Formal and stating that, unless a

profit were made on the dance, they

could not regard the second ticket

as a complimentary one.

Social Functions

An application was received from

Mr. W. H. Craig, on behalf of the

executive of Arts '36, requesting

permission to hold the "Final

Splash" on March 27.

Barker-Christie: That Arts '36

be given permission to hold the

"Final Splash" on March 27.

—Carried

N.F.C.U.S.

A letter was received from Mr
P. G. Davies thanking the A.M.S

for their co-operation during the

N.F.C.U.S. convention at Queen's

in December, 1935.

Science Formal

A communication was received

from the Students' Executive Coun

cil of McGill University stating

that they would be unable to send a

representative to the Science

Formal.

Auditor's Report

Separate audited statements from

Prof. C. E, Walker were presented,

showing statements of receipts and

disbursements, revenue and expen-

diture, assets and liabilities in con-

nection with the A.M.S. and W. A.

Neville, Managing Editor of the

Students' Directory.

O.A.C. Conversat

A letter from O.A.C. was re-

ceived inviting the Alma Mater So-

ciety to send a representative to the

O.A.C. Conversazione.

Rarker-Malonc: That Mr. L. O.

Watt be sent as the A.M.S. repres-

entative to the O.A.C. Conversat.

/ —Carried

Medical House

A letter from the Medical House

was received stating that due to the

pressure of examinations the re-

quest for a copy of their constitu-

tion would have to be deferred to a

later date.

The Permanent Secretary-Trea-

surer was directed to reply request-

ing immediate action by the Medical

House.

British Debating Team
A communication was received

from Mr. P. G. Davies outlining a

proposed tour of Canada by a Bri-

tish debating team.

Barker-Joy: That this letter be

turned over to the Queen's Debat-

ing Society and that this Society

attend to the matter as they saw

fit.—Carried.

N.F.C.U.S.

A communication was read from

Mr. Davies requesting the A.M.S.

Executive to consider the question

of becoming a member of the N.F.

C.U.S. and not paying the fees.

This question was discussed at

great length. The Executive was

of the opinion that Queen's should

not become a member unless all

fees could be paid.

Barker-Joy: That the matter of

Queen's membership in the N.F.C.

U.S. be placed in the hands of a

committee which should report their

findings at a later date, the commit-

tee to be composed of Mr. Sim-

mons, Miss Davis and Mr. Shep-

pard.—Carried.

The Permanent Secretary-Trea-

surer was instructed to inform

Mr. Davies of this decision.

Accounts

Malone-Forsberg : That the fol-

lowing accounts be paid: Technical

Supplies, $2.55 : Marrison Studio,

S0.25; Bell Telephone Co.. $4.25:

R. H. Hay. $10.18; Jackson Press,

$5.29—Carried,

Pyjama Parade

The report of R, K. Thoman who
investigated the claims arising out

of damages done during the Pyjama

Parade of last fall was submitted

to the meeting.

Joy-J. C. Young: That Mr,

Thoman's report be accepted anil

the claims paid and assessed the

Freshman and Sophomore years of

the Faculties of Arts. Science and

Medicine.—Carried.

The claims presented in the above

report were: F. Doughty (barber

pole) S12.00;T.J.Todd (two small

polesl $12.00; R. Hartman (use of

car) $2.00; E. Wishart, $3.00;

Latumcy's Carriage Works, $12.00;

Court Charges. $10.00.

As Mr. Wishart's bill of $6.75

did not agree with Mr. Thoman'

report, this bill was to be left un-

paid pending further investigation

Considerable discussion followed

regarding steps that could be taken

to prevent a recurrence of such

conditions in subsequent parades.

Forsberg-Barker : That next year,

before the Pyjama Parade, a notice

he inserted tn the Journal that any

man being apprehended doing such

damage would be held personally

responsible and liable to a fine of

S25.00. This notice will show the

cost of former parades and be

signed by the A.M.S. Court.

—Carried.

Kubelik Concert

Mr. Simmons reported a conver-

ation with Mr. Simpson regarding

a concert to he put on by Kubelik.

violinist of note. It was decided

such a concert would not he advis-

able since last year only a small pro-

fit was made, and a similar one this

year would conflict with other social

functions now arranged.

The Students' Directory

Toy-Malone: That Mr. Neville

receive an honorarium of $20.00 in

view of his services as managing

editor of the Students' Directory,

and that he Iw congratulated on the

splendid form which the Directory

has taken,—Carried,

Levana Tea Dance

Mr. Simmons reported that the

Levana Society wished to register

disapproval of the sum paid by

them in Social Function Fees.

Holding three Tea Dances in the

fall term, and two Formals and one

Tea Dance in the second term, the

total fees paid by the Society would

amount to $30.00, which was much

in excess of the fees paid by any

other society. It was mentioned

that the three tea dances held in the

Fall term were not held for the pur-

pose of making a profit and that no

orchestra was in attendance.

J. C. Young-Barker: That the

MISS ELEANOR O'MEARA

One of the brilliant champion skaters

who will be at the Kiwanis Ice Carni-

val in the Jock Hart? Arena on Friday

night.

HOMER. VERGIL
ARE COMPARED

(Continued from page 1)

world visit is the axis of the whole

poem and points out the ultimate

destiny of Aeneas and his comrades.

Dr. Tracy summed up his lecture

in the following words : "Here there

arc some hints of the contrast be-

tween natural and literary epic, be-

tween the untroubled freshness of

Hnrner and the majestic seriousness

of Vergil; between the Greek spirit,

like a maiden, winsome, frank, and

charming, and the Roman spirit,

like middle-age, sober and thorough.

Both were destined to decay: the

Greek to become an elderly coquette,

full of wanton mannerisms, the

Roman lo change his seriousness

for bombast and his craftsmanship

for technical dexterity. But it is

more pleasant to remember them at

their best."

The lecture was broadcast over

the Queen's University station.

CFRC.

three Tea Dance? held by the Le-

vana Society in the Fall term be

classed, as one dance, and one fee

f $5.00 he collected.—Carried.

Compulsory Attendance

Mr. Simniuns reported the result

of the questionnaire, placed before

members of the several universities,

represented at the N.F.C.L'.S. con-

vention held in Deciml*r. 1935. as

to attendance regulations at tneii re-

spective universities. Considerable

discussion followed, it being decided

by the Executive that nothing could

be done in the case of the Faculty

of Medicine-

J. C. Young-Barker: That two

committees of three In,- appointed

from Arts and Science respectively

for the purpose of discussing the

matter of compulsory attendance

with tliu Dean and members of the

staff of their respective faculties.

—

Carried, one dissenting.

Barker-Malone: That the Science

committee be composed of Mr. Sim-

mons and the President and Vice-

President of the Engineering So-

ciety, and that the Arts committee

be the President and Vice-President

of the Arts Society and President

of Levana Society.—Carried, one

dissenting.
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TIME TELLS
THE TALE^

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR. DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- TINTING-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Prince** St. Kingston

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klonear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Debaters FindDuce
Action is Unjustifiec

The motion "Resolved that

Mussolini is justified in his ores

cnt course of action in Ethiopia

was defeated by a vote of 9 to

at the meeting of the Queen'

Debating Union held Thursdn

evening in the Bamjuct Hall of

the Students' Union.

J. Conacher and M. Butters

were successful in defeating the

motion which was very ably up

held by H. Soloway and I

Shapcro. During the debate the

irly history of Ethiopia was
(raced in ap attempt to show its

fleet on the present situation

The economic and political in-

terests in Ethiopia of the three

great powers. Great Brita

France and Italy were outlined

to show why Great Britain and
France are particularly opposed

o Italian control of Ethiop
Much discussion took place on the

bligations of both countries to

the League of Nations and th(

respective guilt in breaking these

obligations.

\fter tlie main speeches of the

evening the debate was thrown
open to all members and general

discussion followed. At the close

f the meeting the executive

gain reminded all those iuLerest-

d in debating that the Thorbnrn
Fund is offering ten prizes to

timulate interest in public speak-
ing and debating in the Univer-
sity and these will be awarded on
the basis of interest shown and
the part taken in debates.

SAYS CAPITALISM IS

IN STATE OF DECAY

Dr. Sherwood Eddy Speak
In Sydenham St.

Church

"The old order is crumbling

and giving away because of its

inherent injustices. It will van

ish as have the periods of slaver)

ind feudalism. Christianity

volvcs applying the gospel

love. It therefore means oppos

ing war, Fascism and all form

of oppression. Dare we be Christ

ians. then?" In brief, this was
the stirring challenge presented

by Dr. Sherwood Eddy in his ad

Iress at the first University Ser

vice of the year which was held

in Sydenham Street Church on

Sunday evening. He was assist

ed in the service by Dr. H. A
Kent, Dr. McNeill and Rev. H
B. Clark.

LEVANA TEAM
BEAT McGILL

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

YARDLEY * *
ENGLISH LAVENDER PERFUME

YARDLEY * *
COMPLEXION POWDER

BOTH
FOR

Take advanlast ot thii amaz-
ing olf«r NOW..* $1.65
value yeidlcy Perfume and
Yardley Complexion Powder
In a special box.

YOUR CHOICE FROM FIVE
. . POPULAR SHADES . .

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princen and Wellington

WE DELIVER

( Continued from page 1

)

Singles:

Eileen Workman vs. Pearl Garmais,

I!-3, 11-2.

Marg. Casey vs. Anne Naron,

11-3, 12-13, 11-3.

Eileen Graham vs. Alice Dunn,

14-11, 11-1.

Aileen Mason vs. Daphne Chalk,

13-12, 11-6.

Doubles

:

Eileen Graham, Marg. Casey vs.

Anne Naron, Pearl Garnais,

15-8. 15-8.

Daphne Gialk, Alice Dunn vs.

Aileen Mason, Eileen Workman
15-10, 10-15, 15-12.

Kiwanis Carnival In

Harty Arena Friday

One of the most attractive events

to be held in the Jock Harty Arena
this winter will take place on Friday
night .when the Kingston Kiwanis
Club will stage their annual Ice
Carnival.

This year's Carnival will be dif-

ferent to previous years, the entire

proRram being a presentation by
nearly fifty champion figure skaters
from the Granite Club of Toronto.
Their attractive costumes, depicting

scenes, periods and nationalities,

with appropriate scenery and light

effects, will provide a brilliant back-
ground fnr the graceful figures.

Warraington's Orchestra will pres-
ent special musical entertainment.
The program which the Granite
Club will present is being repeated
in Toronto, Buffalo and Chicago.

The Kiwanians regret that the
date of their Carnival conflicts with
the Science At Home but they are
hoping for generous support from
the student body. Tickets are 50c
75c and §1.00, p]us tax. All seats
arc reserved ami arc on sale at the
Store of Smith Bros., Jewellers,
Limited.

Taking as his topic, "Dare We
e Christian?" he emphasized

that "Christianity is not mere
form, ceremony or outward mor
lity. but demands that its adher

ents be followers of Jesus Christ

the love of God and Man. Re
ligion is not complete uViless it

embraces the love of God and

one's fellow men. It must be

practical and spiritual, outward

and inward, social and personal.

Me outlined the development

of his personal experience in suc-

cessive steps until now it involv-

d a universal recognition and

duty to all classes. He had seen

ar as a symptom of a warring

world and as strife between class-

es, a struggle between labour and
exploiters of labour expressed

both in the internal and external

relationships of a nation.

There is war menace in three

quarters; Italy, Germany and
Japan. Two classes must stop

war; the absolute idealists or

pacifists who refuse to fight in

time of war, and the pragtuatists

or realists who will work for

peace through such organizations

as the League of Nations.

Fascism is wrong and un-

christian. It exists in 17 coun-
tries and is swiftly spreading

throughout America. Symptoms
are the suppression of academic
freedom, the lessening of liber-

tics and the pressure being

brought to bear against certain

minority groups.

The economic order passes

hrough four stages; first, slav-

ery, in which the few own the

workers; second, feudalism, in

which the few own the land;
thirdly, capitalism, in which the

few control the means of produc-
tion; fourthly, socialism or shar-

ing, in which love and justice

shall reign. The three processes
have been almost completed.
The capitalistic order is crumb-
ling and the new order is rushing
in. it may come through violent
or non-violent methods. The
Christian must do his share in

this transition period.

Musical Evenings

Beginning this Sunday evening a
series of musical evenings will be
held at Ban Righ Hall each week
at 9.00 p.ni.

On the, first of these programs a
trio consisting of Miss Phyllis
Cummer, Dr. Frank Harrison and
Dr. Gcrhardt Schmidt will give
some selections. Songs by Miss
Ruth Connell and piano selections
by Miss Shirley Van der Voort will

complete the program. This will be
followed by community singing.

Members of the staff and students
arc invited to attend.

Report Presented On
S. V. M. Convention

The high lights of the Indian-

polis Convention were presented at

supper meeting at Sydenham St.

Church on Thursday evening.

Giving a general survey of the Con-

ention Miss Pearl Paynter men-

tioned that while thej delegates were

drawn from many countries and

states, the views expressed in

seminars and discussions were often

provincial and limited. This was

less true of representatives from

countries • where Christianity was

new. People from the Orient seem-

ed to display a more virile type of

eligious thinking and living than

those who have grown up in

Christian environment. Another

interesting sidelight on modem

missions is shown in the fact that

Mr. Boris, a missionary 'in Japan,

supports himself by following his

business as a builder.

A "Christian approach to the

ews" was the seminar on which

Miss Bessie Ferguson reported.

The leader, Dr. Conrad Hoffman,

pointed out that while the

question of the relationships be-

tween Jewish and non Jewish peo-

ples had been brought into the

limelight by Hitler's policies, it was

really an ancient problem, which

sted from pre-Christian times,

n general non Jewish people had

tried four methods of solving the

problem. These four methods were

forceful conversion, massacre,

exile, and the ghetto. None of them

had either quelled the Jews or es-

tablished harmonious relationships.

Today there are sixteen million

ews in the world, thirteen millions

of whom are living in nominally

Christian countries. The Zionist

movement has been a somewhat

happier effort so far and many
lousands of Jews have settled

in Palestine. This plan, however,

as its limitations, one of which

tat Palestine can only support 3

million people. At the present time

Palestine is the only country in the

world which has balanced its budget.

While the Jew is the most inter-

nationally minded of all people he

also the most race conscious.

The more he has been persecuted

the more he has learned to over-

ome difficulties, and to succeed,

The seminar reached the conclusion

that indifference would never solve

s question of relationships but
only those policies which would lead

greater mutual understanding

and appreciation.
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Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone' 2744 Night and Sundays IS15

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guanntcwt

McGALL & SLATER
Phone 64i

Serving Queen's over 30

292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2^
Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain
English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

HAVE YOU LEARNED THE LATEST BALLROOM STEPS
FOR THE SCIENCE FORMAL?
NO?
Do so at our studio in 3 lessons

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp-

ening machine sharpens your
|

skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
38 Princess St. ,

Phone 529

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

Arts '36 Fees

Members of Arts '36 who have
not yet paid year fees are asked to

o so by February 12. Those who
have not paid by that date will be

prosecuted in the Arts Court. Year
fees may be paid to any member of

the executive, 'I
'

Newman Club Dance

The executive of the Newman
Gub announces the annual dance

of the spring term to be held on
Friday. February 14 in Grant Hall,

[ack Telgmann's orchestra will

pply the music.

Tickets for $1.00 can be obtained

from Vince Corrigan (convener).

Gramophone Recital
Dr. Harrison will talk on

Symphonic Poems at the regular

Gramophone talk Wednesday at

30 p.m. in the Red Room.

Journal Photo

Any reporters desiring a
picture of the Journal re-
porters kindly notify the
Editor or the News Editor
before next Wednesday.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rRANR CCBES
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES UJto

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

j

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Phone 31

Hotel L»zi Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Business Me ;1

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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R. YOUNG, J. BROWN

DEBATE M RADIO

AGAINST MC MASTER

Will Be Broadcast Tonight
9.00-9.30 Over

CFRC

One Of Series

he first of a series of radio de

bates will be held over the air to

jght from 9.00 to 9.30 when Jin

Brown and Bob Young of Queen's

oppose a team from McM aster

University.

The topic of this debate will be

'Resolved that democracy is trium

phant in Canada today." The
Oueen's debaters will uphold the

resolution.

The Queen's - McMaster encoun-

ter will be broadcast over the local

station CFRC ( 1510 kilocycles) and

the Ontario net-work of the Cana

dian Radio Commission. The
Queen's team will speak from the

University station while the Mc-
Master debaters will be hooked up
from Hamilton.

The winner of this debate wi

meet .the winner of a debate be-

tween the University of Toronto

and Western. The last in the series

will he between the western and
eastern finalists.

PROF. P. t CAMPBELL

TO SPEAK MONDAY

Gives Extension Lecture
On Greek Orator

Demosthenes

At Five O'Clock

Professor P. G. C. Campbell has

chosen "Demosthenes" as the sub-

ject of his lecture to be given in

Convocation Hall on Monday aftei-

noon at five o'clock. This address,

which is the fifth in a series of pub-

lic extension lectures on "Some

Aspects of the Classical Tradition,"

vraa originally scheduled to be a

discussion of the two great orators

of classical times, Demosthenes and

^itero, but Professor Campbell

considered that the hour allotted for

^'se lectures would not be adequate

,0 deal with so broad a subject.

Professor Campbell will show the

tremendous influence Demosthenes,

the Greek orator who lived in the

fourth century B.C., has had on

"story. Humanity changes very

fj'He and the problems which con-

honied Demosthenes 2300 years

are much the same as those

Rising to-day.

The remaining lectures in this

scries are "Justice and Love in

^lato" by Professor G. Vlastos on

February
17; "Two Greek Critics"

K Dr"W - H. Fyfe on February 24;

Greek Architecture" by Professor
L E. Law on March 2.

(]

^" lectures with the exception of

Li tast will be broadcast over

Il£ffrequency 1510 kc.)

MAL HALLETT

whose orchestra will entertain Science

Formal guests at the Gym tonight.

Stats Stand Out
In Campus

Frolics

BY BETTY LAIRD

"Campus Frolics," presented this

week by the Dramatic Guild, had

all the makings of a good musical

show but somehow it failed to click.

The performance was uneven, some

of the skjts were hilariously funny,

the singing and dancing were good

but the whole show seemed to drag

at times for no apparent reason.

Perhaps the funniest bit in the

show was Workie (Little Eva)

going to heaven. The Guild's star

comedian did well 'with the roles

given her which ranged from the

Belle of the. Nineties to the little

brat next door but she had not

sufficient scope for her talents.

Dot Grand was the hii of the

show with her "dead pan" dance.

This freslietle is certainly a dancer

and has originality in her work

Anne Macdonnell and Gerry

Chernoff staged a hilarious break

fast bout in a rousing manner. We
would like to have seen more of

this cdmedienne. Gerry gave

all round performance throughout

the show and as that old villain

Simon Legree got roundly hissed

Lome Greene, the director and

crooner of the Frolics, handled the

production well. He put over the

songs, especially "You Hit the

Spot", in fine fashion. Our con-

gratulations to the technical staff

for that grand hilt top in the num

ber "In the Clouds".

Kuth Knowlton's orchestra made

a distinct addition to the perform-

ance with musical interludes and

sound effects. The intervals between

skits passed pleasantly to sweet

music.

The chorus under the able direc-

tion of Margery Morton gave sev-

eral attractive numbers, The cos-

tumes were smartly designed and

executed and the dancing was, on

the whole, good, hut the girls could

have put more pep into it; after all

the audience wasn't going to bite

them.

Other numbers deserving special

mention were: "A Visit to Radio

Station \V-H-Y,"a grand take-off on

(Con tinned on page 8)

STAGE ALL SET FOR COLORFUL
AT HOME IN GYM TONIGHT
COMMITTEE SATISFIED DECORATIONS

AND BAND LEAVE NOTHING
TO BE DESIRED

At 9.30 tonight the Engineering

Society will present the 1936 edi-

tion of the annual dance. Since the

first dance to be held in the New
Gymnasium, each committee has

sought to better the efforts of their

predecessors, and each year it has

been believed that finally the ulti-

mate in elaborate entertainment has

been achieved. This year is no ex-

ception and those in charge believe

that subsequent committees will

have to go a long way in order to

prepare a better dance.

Scrupulous attention has been

paid to the small details which con-

tribute so largely to the success of

a dance. Decorations, always the

highlight of these occasions, are

better balanced than in previous

years and, for novelty and effective-

ness are going to be very hard to

improve upon.

After several set-backs and dis-

appointments, favours have been

obtained which will meet with ap-

proval from the most fastidious,

and which are so attractive that the

committee feels the extra expendi-

ture and trouble to be fully justified.

This year the general dance trend

seemed to be toward better music

brought from greater distances

and, following the traditions of the

Science At Home, an orchestra was

obtained which should, without a

doubt, mark the ultimate in musical

entertainment. Mai Hallett and his

orchestra, whose services have been

obtained through the N.B.C. Artists

Service, have a style which per-

fectly suits the occasion and will

show that "Music Goes Round

and Round" can be more fact than

execrable verse.

Tickets and programmes are in

the Post Office and may be obtained

upon presentation of the purchased

ticket stubs.

ST. CATHARINES GRADS MEET
COURT TEAM HERE TOMORROW

Visitors Tied For First

Place In Big
Five

Queen's Grad Is Coach

A full evening's entertainment

will be assured the after-Formal

crowd when Ralph Jack's league

leading Golden Tornadoes en-

counter the well-known St. Cath-

arines Grads here on Saturday

night in the main "go" of a hoop

and dance meet.

The Tricolor basketball team

has won five out of seven starts,

dropping two to American schools

at the first of the season, and tak-

ing the last three consecutive

games. This Saturday they will

meet a team which has all kinds

of power offensively and defen-

sively. Although the Grads rate

higher on paper, the Queen's

team has not been given the acid

test since hitting their stride, so

a thrilling game is expected.

Grada High Scorers

The St. Kitts team, at present

tied with the Niagara Falls

Echoes for Big Five supremacy,

had won 7 straight prior to last

Saturday when they were nosed

out by the Echoes by a single

basket. At the time the Grads

were minus the services of their

star forward Orin Hanna who,

in eleven games to date, has rung

up the amazing total of 128 points.

His nearest scoring competitors

are Lefty Maine, forward and Hal

Collins, guard who have garner-

ed 58 and 54 points respectively.

Even this storing is well above

hi. average for^e type "f cum-

Journal Reporters

Journal reporters may get

mounted copies of their Tri-

color photo at 75c each. Leave

orders with the Editor or

News Editor.

UAL CUNNINGHAM

centre man of the Tricolor iquad who

will be seen in action agunit St.

Catharines Grads on Saturday night

petition found in the Big Five in

the O.A.B.A.

Among other players who will

be seen in action arc the Cam bray

brothers. Deuce and Trey. Deuce

holds down a guard berth while

Trey is the 6 foot 4 inch centre

who is expected to cause Mai

Cunningham plenty of stretching.

Fitzgerald, Storin, Hoba, and

Madsen complete the line-up.

The Grads are ably coached by

Wilf. Newman, Sc. '33, who has

(Continued on page 6>

Humvhrey Talks

On Mental

Unity

"Common mental disturbances

are conflicts between individual

wishes and the rules and regulations

laid down by society, stated Dr.

Humphrey during his talk on

"Mental Unity" to the S.C.M. at

Ban Righ last Monday. "These

troubles may be caused by private

upsets with friends or relatives, or

by a feeling of inferiority," he

continued.

Dr. Humphrey pointed out that

the human body is an extremely

complicated structure and needs

co-ordination between the nervous

system and the sense organs,

muscles, and glands. If this co-

ordination is for some reason lack-

ing, the body does not act as a unit,

and physiological, as well as

psychological, conflict results. One

of the most common examples of

the former is functional blindness

due to a severe shock. The organ

itself is normal, but the connection

hctween it and the brain has been

severed.

Mental unbalance is similar. One

side of life seems to loom far

more important than the other. The

student is overcome by thoughts to

which he gives too much import-

ance. He cannot concentrate, can-

not study, is good for nothing. He
is miserable, but does not see any

way out. Dr. Humphrey advised,

"If you find yourself worrying un-

duly over your troubles, face them,

look at them logically and sensibly,

admit your deficiencies and abili-

ties, examine your motives—in

short, be honest with yourself, and

you will achieve a mind that is at

unity with itself."

LA SALLES RALLY TO

OUTSCORE TRICOLOR

Penalties Ruin Kingston
Hopes As Queen's

Lose Another

Final Score 3-2

MUSICALES BEGIN IN

BAN RIGH 0NSUNDAY

Sunday evening musicales are

to be held in Ban Righ Hall this

term each week beginning this

Sunday. An interesting program

has been arranged for the first of

these concerts. An instrumental

trio, consisting of Miss Phyllis

Gummer, Dr. Frank Harrison and

Dr. Gcrhardt Schmidt will play

Beethoven's First Trio. Miss

Ruth Connell will give a group of

Schubert's songs including "Hark

Hark the Lark," "Ave Maria"

and "Thine is My Heart." Piano

selections by Shirley Van der

Voort and community singing

will conclude the program. Mem-
bers of the staff and students are

ited to attend.

BY AB ORATTON

Penalties again halted Queen's

drive to a play-off berth in the

Ottawa City League last night at

Ottawa when the collegians dropped

a heart breaking 3-2 decision to

La Salles in overtime.

For two periods the Tricolor out-

played their speedy opponents by a

wide margin and sported a two goal

lead entering the final frame. But

the Powellmen apparently couldn't

stand prosperity, for, before the

session had closed the French flyers

had knotted the count at two all,

and went on to win on Gu«o's

goal scored after 2 minutes of play

in the overtime period.

Wing shot the Kingston lads into

an early lead with a slick unassisted

counter in the first chapter. Munro

rifled Thurlby 's rebound home to

make it 2-0 a little more than a

minute after the second heat had

started.

By the trend of the play it looked

as if the Kingston lads were head-

ing for their initial win at the

Auditorium, hut penalties in the

third stanza brought about their

downfall. With Paupore doing

time for some unknown offence,

Hun Gordon put on one of his cus-

tomary hooking acts and he was

promptly Ihunilx-d to the box.

In less time than it takes to write

it the homesters rapped home two

quick goals. Savageail flipped in

the first Ottawa marker in 11.50

and less than a minute later Pete

Howe evened the score.

(Continued on page 5)

QUEEN'S SPEAKERS

DEBATE WITH MC GILL

Alexander And W. Alton

Speak At Mock
Parliament

On Academic Freedom

The resolution "That Indoctrina-

tion Threatens Academic Freedom"

was upheld by the House of Com-

mons in a Mock Parliament at

McGill University in which Queen's

debaters joined with McGill. Prime

Minister Allan Anderson of McGill

and Douglas Alexander of Queen's

supported the resolution while Bill

Alton of this tlniversity and

Geoffrey Hess of McGill formed

the opposition party.

Jack Wigor, who introduced an

amendment to the effect that the

word "Political" be placed before

the word "Indoctrination" in the

Original resolution, in order to limit

the debate, was unsuccessful in or-

ganizing a Third Party, and the

amendment was defeated.

Allan Anderson, who introduced

(Continued on page 8)

Science Formal In Gym Tonight
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sTUDENTS
. . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EilsiUtbnJ 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH

—

King & Clarence 8
W. R. DELCJ1ER.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted by EDMUND DERRY

THE POWYSES—
A LITERARY FAMILY

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop
79 Princess St

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, 80, 82 Princess St.

Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matters, (lock markets or
wcallicr conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT —
f°r Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—Wc are "on the ipot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
I en*. Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

WARD&
,

HAMILTON (serwce
LIMITED \£RU°STO«-

4 Nyal Stores 4

VALENTINES
CHOICE AND EXCLUSIVE
VALENTINES AT ALL

PRICES

20% discount sale on all other

goods

You'll enjoy a visit at

Che
UHrOtnUmn <Stft

39S Prince** St Phone 1931

Dorsetshire will always be associ

ated in literature with the name of

Thomas Hardy and the Dorsetshire

we think of is that of his novels.

There is, however, a trio of brothers

who have made Dorset their own

since Hardy's death. They are the

Powys brothers.

The Powyses are undoubtedly

nonconformists m the literary world.

Some of John Cowper Powys*

novels arc startlingly unconventional

and those of his brother Theodore

no less so. It is not the unconven-

tionality of 'smartness' but the

ability to see the necessity of pre-

serving a healthy individualism. As

Emerson said nearly a century ago.

We come to wear one cut of face

nd figure, and acquire by degrees

the gentlest asinine expression.

Who so would be a man must be a

nonconformist."

John Cowper Powys was born in

1872, Theodore Powys in 1875. He
has been much of a recluse all his

life and has written many books of

which the best known is Mr.

Weston's Good Wine. Llewellyn,

born in 1884, has written a number

of memorable hooks, among them

The Verdict of Bridlegoose, The

Cradle of God—written after a trip

Palestine, and The Thirteen

Worthies, in which be dealt with

Montaigne, Chaucer, Marlowe and

ter more modern authors.

John Cowper Powys has written

many works. Perhaps the best

known are Wolf Solent and A Glas-

tonbury Romance, both books of

Dorsetshire life. Both are weird,

fanciful books with strange streaks

f great realism, portraying a new
and strange Dorsetshire, one of

mediaeval superstition and perver-

ted outlook on life. John and

Llewellyn Powys are the individual-

sts. John graduated from Cam-

bridge and said that the university

had not the least influence upon his

taste, his intelligence, his philosophy

or his character. Both brothers have

something of that Celtic spirit

which makes the mystic and the

passionate lover of nature.

John Cowper Powys' last book

was The Art of Happiness. Here

we have a philosopher with some-

thing of the Socratic spirit; he is

always searching for the essential

values of life. It is in the mind

..f man, we are told, that the deep

roots of happiness or unhappiness

lie. And then Mr. Powys brings in

his defence of individualism, re-

marking that the modern western

tendency is so furiously "social"

that all types of individualistic

thought are under a ban, tarred with

the brush of bourgeois liberalism.

Happiness is healthy. Nobody more

clearly apprehends the mysteries

that surround us. "There is no

doubt that psychic vibrations of

some kind emanate from all our

moods. And when a person allows

himself to be unhappy he is really

helping the spirit of evil."

The father of this interesting

family, the vicar of Shirley, was

descended from the ancient princes

of Wales and the mother sprang

from a line that included William

Cowper and John Donne. One

would think that a religious strain

as well as a literary strain would

haraclerize the Powyses. It is

shown perhaps in Llewellyn; but

his is a religion of assurance in the

rooted solidity of the visible world.

He repudiates the dogmatisms of

accredited theology and he lauds the

glory of "this" life. It is perhaps

melancholy creed, but he lias re-

markable insight into nature.

Llewellyn Powys writes in a com-

pelling and beautiful prose style

—

the style which is the common

property of this literary family.

Campus and Gym
The entry lists for the Badminton

Singles and Doubles Tournament
are posted in the Gym, Arts Build-

ing and Ban Rigb. Entries close

Feb. 10th. This tournament will

decide the interyear champions.

Hockey practice and skating

hours are Tuesday, Thursday and

Friday, 1.15-2.00 p.m. Year teams

will be selected and interyear

matches arranged in about ten days.

* *

The Senior Basketball Team will

play a game with Glebe Collegiate

Sctuors on Saturday evening. Glebe

has always had a strong team and
there is every' indication that they

will give the Levana team good

competition. Practices have been
held regularly and the new rules

have made possible fast, sure

combinations.

* * *

A swimming meet will be held in

the near future. There will be

si*ced and style competitions, as

well as beginners and advanced
diving classes.

Hours

:

Daily—2.00-3.00 p.m.

Wednesday—7.00-9.00 p.m.

Thursday—2.00-4.00 p.m.

Girls Will Defend
Famous Bronze Baby

It is almost a year since the

famous Bronze Baby, emblematic

of Women's Inlcrcollegiate Basket-

ball Championship took up residence

at Queen's—the first time in thir-

teen years. Whether or not she

will return this year, is still a

doubtful matter.

Even- day since the beginning of

the year, the girls have been prac-

tising hard, preparing for the final

.struggle in Toronto, this month.

Only four of last year's team are

able to play, but promising new-

comers have filled in the vacant

places. A change of rules which

has eliminated the centre jump, has

made possible a fast tricky com
hi nation.

The team plays Glebe Collegiate

here on Saturday evening at 7.30,

and needs your encouragement. It

reflects honour on the whole Uni
vcrsity if the Bronze Baby returns

to Queen's .

Toastmaster (introducing speaker)—1 am sure that Mr. Jones, of
the soils and fertilizer depart
mcnt, will give us a pleasant half
hour—he's just full of his sub
ject.—Okla. Whirlwind.

Dr. Goodwin Talks

To Chemical Society

Dr. L- F. Goodwin spoke on

"Trends in Professional Societies"

and "Modern Scientific Methods of

Maniifacture" before the Queen's

Chemical Society.

In the former, he dealt briefly

with the growth and development

of the Canadian Institute of Chem-

istry, as compared with the Cana-

dian Chemical Association, a non-

professional body, and the Engi-

neering Society of Canada. Dr.

Goodwin, chairman of the examina-

tions' board of the C.I.C., lamented

the fact that very few graduate

chemists from Queen's applied for

admission to the Institute. He laid

stress upon joining some organiza-

tion and taking an active part in its

activities.

In the second speech he chose

the manufacture of acetic acid as an

example. He dealt with the history

of the various methods of prepar-

ing it, and the application of the

principles of physical chemistry to

these processes.

ARTS '36

An Arts '36 year meeting for the

election of the permanent executive

will be held in the Roy York Blue

Room on Wednesday evening, Feb-

ruary 12, at 8.00 o'clock. Dancing

and refreshments will follow the

meeting. Tickets must be procured

beforehand from the executive and
will be sold to members of the year

only. They are 25c per couple.

LOST

Combined pencil and Ronson

cigarette lighter lost on gol f

course last Sunday. Finder please

return to Vince Smith, phone

3461 -J.

FOR SALE

One Science Formal ticket.

Apply to Toddy Booth, phone

4080.

A
No. 578, G.R.C.

Regular Meeting 2nd Wed.
MASONIC TEMPLE

Cor. Johnson & Wellington St3 .

February 12th

Official visit D.D.G.M.
All Masons at Queen's
are cordially invited.

L. T. Rutlcdge. L. A. Munro
S«. W.M.

Science Formal Guests
ARRANGE YOUR BREAKFAST PARTY AT

PETRO'S LUNCH
244 PRINCESS ST.

OPEN ALL NIGHT

COUNTER OR TABLE SERVICE

Try Our Tasty Foods. Inquire About Our Meal Tickets.

PHONE 1572 PETER THOMPSON, Manager,

Our new C.C.M, skate sharp,

ening machine sharpens your

skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St. Phone 529

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Krstauratit
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticks

Senior Exhibition Basketball

And Dance

SATURDAY, FEB. 8th
THE GYMNASIUM

Queen's vs St. Catherines Grads
GIRLS' PRELIMINARY

QUEEN'S vs GLEBE C. I. (Ottawa)
PRELIMINARY STARTS AT 7.30 P.M. SHARP

ADMISSION 35c (Tax Included)

NOTE: As the result of popular request TAG DANCING WILL
NOT BE PERMITTED

WARMINGTON'S 8-PEECE ORCHESTRA

OTTAWA CI1 Y HOCKEY LEAGUE
EVENT No. 15

R. C. A. F. vs QUEEN'S
HARTY ARENA

TIME Of GAME 8.30 SHARP
COME AND CHEER YOUR TEAM ALONG

Paul Bourgct: Life can never be-

come entirely dull to 3n Amercan.
When he lias nothing else to do he

can always spend a few years trying

to discover who his grandfather

was.

Mark Twain: Right, Your Ex
cellency. But I reckon a French
man has his little standby for a dull

time too; because when all other

interests fail, he can turn in and
see if he can find out who his father

was!—The Golden Book.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Ful^ Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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PERTINENT
TO PEACE AT THE THEATRE
CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN S

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

Australia Leads

The Defense Act of the Aust

ralisn
government contains :

section (49) which provides that

Australians may not be compel

led to serve as soldiers outside of

Australia.

Why does not Canada adopt

such a policy?

f —5.P.M.

—

Peace Action by "Brethren"

More than 2,500 members

of the Church of the United

Brethren have already sign-

ed a vigorous yet moderate-

ly expressed statement of

willingess to serve the Unit-

ed States by peaceful means,

but unwillingness to serve in

war. The statement asserts

:

"I, as a Christian citizen,

hereby declare my love for

my country, my purpose at

all times to be a good citizen,

and my willingness to lay

down my life in the service

of humanity. I further de-

clare that, because of my con-

scientious convictions, I can-

not engage in war, and do

protest the appropriation of

taxes for military purposes."

—S.P.M.

—

Can we assume that all who
are prepared to lay down their

lives for their country in times

of war are really for peace? Or,

is war to them merely a means

of self-glorification? Or, are they

deceived regarding the real

i jues? And, if really for peace,

why do they not co-operate with

those forces who are working for

peace? A strange situation!

—S.P.M.

—

Under Mussolini

An organization which is

naturally banned in Italy,

nevertheless exists, known as

the Italian Community for

Peace, Freedom and Pro-

gress. The work is directed

from outside the borders of

the Fascist state of II Duce.

Many of its members have

been forced to flee from the

country, but the work goes

on. It distributes pamphlets

in Italy calling upon the

Italian youth to rise against

Fascism and denounce war,

as shameful and dishonour-

able for the country of Gari-

baldi. Secret organization

work is also being carried on.

—S.P.M.

—

Believe it or Not

Working the platinum deposits

ol Ethiopia is a company whose

make-up should be the occasion

«f laughter among the gods of

war. The firm itself is French;

'Is founder is an Italian; the

board of directors is composed
°f French and Italian officials;

a "d good old Haile Selassie him-

5(il f is one of the largest stock-

aiders.

—S.P.M.

—

But Why?
It has been voted, accord-

ing to reports from the No-

frontier News Service, by the

Juridical Faculty of the Uni-

versity of Pecs, Hungary,
that Benito Mussolini should
be given the next Nobel
PriZe i

S.P.M.;

—

^n <l, incidentally, we want all

numbers of the Executive and

,

* u others who are interested in
xc Queen's Student Peace Move-
nt to incet ;n the Senate Room
the Old Arts Building next

W,3n <lay at four o'clock.
'

CAPITOL
MISTER HOBO

With

George Arliss

Lovable George Arliss ! He must
get tired of being lovable all the

time. Even as a cute little old

tramp wishing everyone well and

working only so that the crook may
be exposed and the victim of the

crook may not be cheated, he is still

the same lovable George Arliss.

When he speaks of the birds and

the beasts and the flowers he

touches our romantic souls and

radiates his human kindness right

into our hearts.

The play is one of the most

sloppily sentimental we have yet

ofencountered, a veritable orgy

sentiment. And you just know that

if George should ever become a real

live tramp he would be just like

Mr. Hobo (ne Rothschild). The

cuteness of the picture is a little

cloying.

What you really ought to see,

however, is a musical extra. Th
contortionist-heroine of this short

feature may be overlooked as one

listens to the singing of a certain

Rita Rio. Is that babe hot! Her

'Fickle Flo from Buffalo"

masterstroke of lung and wiggle.

Her "I like myself for liking you

you will like too. B.

TIVOL1

BORN FOR GLORY

With

John Mills, Betty Balfour and

Barry Maekay

This thrilling naval picture is

adapted from a story by C. F.

Forester. It is a Gaumont-British

production, and despite all that has

been said about English pictures,

this one is superior to many of the

American films. It is Unusual in

showing the detailed operations of

a battleship. The co-operation of

the British navy with the film com

pany was remarkable in producing

a picture in which the navy instead

of being a background for the

actors is the central theme.

John Mills, supported by Betty

Balfour and Barry Mackay does a

commendable piece of acting.

The story concerns a young man

who is brought up in the navy and

gives his life for his country with-

out the usual display of melodrama.

Romance takes only a minor role.

The sea battle and the hunt for the

escaped prisoner are most convinc-

ing. There is little to say except

that it is definitely a man's picture

and well worth seeing. B-|- —J.S

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying life in-

mrance policy as a provision for

the future, or contemplating the

idling of liie insurance as a pro-

m. you would do well to

consider the outstanding sixty-

four year record oi The Mutual

Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
iger or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE

ASSURANCECOMPANY
OF CANADA

Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1869

GLA
New

THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847

GET THE HABIT—SHOP AT LIVINGSTONS

Tuxedos
Dress Suits

See the New Backless Dress Vests $5.00 to $6.50

READY FOR THE COMING
SOCIAL EVENTS

*25 *30 *35
You will appear at your best if you wear a Livingston

course are considerably lower than such fine quality com-

Tuxedo or Dress Suit—Irreproachably correct. Prices of

mands elsewhere. Dress Shirts, Collars, Ties, Etc.

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

in "A Tale of Two Cities."

Revival Tonight: Oaudette Coi-

Next Attraction : Ronald Colman bert in "The Gilded Lily."

Sam Pepys at Queen's

4th. My friends do twit me

this day that I do write so often

of being at my stint, the which

I do make plain to them is

through fear that my lords may

gain an ill impression of my in-

dustriousness ; as indeed I think

loine few did in the past year.

But Lord! I doubt they pay small

attention to it and so I do ac-

knowledge the subterfuge.

5th. Up betimes, but yet I did

not wait upon my Lords, out of

necessitee to accomplish a special

task. So busy all the morning

and afternoon too. But in the

evening lured with bate of a free

seat to the college play-house to

see the so much cried-up "Fro-

liques" as they do call it. A

most merry piece though not to

be too closely critjeised; and it

takes exceedingly, the house in-

finite full. Did by good fortune

get a most excellent seat in the

front row and a little to the side,

so that I did see much that went

on behind the scenes, and a

strange sight too. 1 do perceive

that for all the grumbling over

the censoring of it, it is yet not

without that ribaldry that is so

beloved of the most part of the

students. And in espcciall I did

like a scene of "Me and Marie,"

more particularly for the cos-

tumes which do become Mistress

W.rkm.n most excellently well,

she looking the finest I have ever

een. The playing of the clerks

of Physic was most admittablc

too. though methinks they did run

somewhat contrary to the find-

ings of Mendel ; but it may be thai

I have missed the import of the

old rhyme. The dancers a

mighty pretty sight too and

stranger than any chorus I did

ever see. or hope to hereafter,

and withal mighty entertaining:

and 1 greally content to sit so

near them that I might even see

the dimples in their legs. Some

fine dancing also by Mistress D
Gr.nd which doth well pleas*

the house as they show fay the!

plaudits. The last scene mos 1

mirthful; and especially the "Hilly

Bill v- Boys" both for their music

and their appearance (though I

was sorry to see that Grandmaw

did not bring the baby, Uncle

Rafe, that she lately had); and

the tone-poem o f Mistress

W.rk.in.n, though its tone was

not over high. So out again,

well enough content with the

play, though I do believe they

would mend ii infinitely, did tin
.

double the speed. In my way

met with R. D.mbr.U who
bids me to his house, whither

he carries me by coach. Here

are gathered some dozen or fif-

teen of the players; and in their

midst one C.rl.ng, wearing a red

cap on his head, most pleasant

to see, and who is presented to

the companie by S. S.nd.rf.r; and

he is shortly become the whole

spirit of the revel and mighty

fine entertainment to those pres-

ent. So in most merry discourse

with the companie, and specially

with H. K.dd and with Mistress

Kn.wl.nd Mistress St..rt and Mist-

ress Gr.h.m: and they propose to

write my journal for me on the

morrow, which I am quite will-

ing that they shall.

Anon, the said C.rl.ng becom-

ing somewhat dissipated by the

rcvelrie we put him to bed, (with

due removal of his cap,) and so

abroad to take coach home. But

on my going out from the house

I did slip on the ice to the un-

doing both of my equilibrium

and of my person, and also to the

great mirth of the companie. So

home by coach and to bed.

6th. Up fairly betimes and

find myself very stiff and sore

from my fall of last night, so

that I must sit for some time in

a hot bath to ease me of mine

ACTUAL SIZE

Fashion's favourite

polish.

Lasts 50% longer.

Easier to apply with
metal shaft brush.

'

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519 *•• PRINCESS IT.

JURY$ peacock
PHOHE3M ' NEXT TOIOBLAWS

Levana Guest Speaker

Mrs. Jean Hutchinson, graduate

of Toronto University, will be the

guest speaker at the Levana Meet

in& next Wednesday evening in

Ban High Hall. Mrs. Hutchinson

was a very popular speaker at the

Uikc Couchiching Conference this

September. Her subject will b*

"The Relations of Men and Women

on the Campus."

Youll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. Siiea op to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

A little negro girl in Texas was

asked to answer the question.

"What is anatomy?" she wrote:

"Anatomy is a human body.

It is divided in three parts, the

haid. the cheist, and the stum-

mick. The haid holdcs the skull

and the brains if they is any, the

cheist holdes the liver and the

lights, and the stummick holds

the entrails and the vowels which

are a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes

w and y.—Varsity.

anguish. So abroad to break my

fast, and in the coffcc-housc meet

with sundry' members of last

night's revelrie, all very merry

and full of wit, and making a

great noise over the rehearsing of

last night's doings. And Mistress

Kn-wl.nd tells me they will not write

my journal for me as they had

promised. I doubt the morning

puts a different complexion on

thu matter, and further I h.id

ade threat to publish it beneath

their names, that I might not my-

self bear the blame for theii

scrivening.

So about my business; and

anon at my journal, in haste to

be quit of it.

There Is No Substitute

For QUALITY-
That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son

Drygood; —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

PHONE 860
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmex Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham S*.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
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National Scholarships

We reprint on this page a letter from

Robert H. Hay which enlarges upon the

subject of National Scholarships—a subject

which we discussed in one of our recent

issues. In view of the fact that the matter

is to be brought forward during the present

session at Ottawa we feel that Mr. Hay's

letter is not only informative hut exceed-

ingly timely.

The plan which Mr. Corrigan presents

is well worth considerable thought and

study on the part of the Canadian people,

of whom university students should form

an influential minority. Apart from the

individual advantages which would Fall to

the lot of the winner of one of these

Scholarships, the system itself would be

an excellent investment whose profits would

be apparent within a few years. We heart-

ily endorse Mr. Hay's suggestion that stu-

dents write the Hon. Norman Rogers as

an indication of their interest in the plan.

There is no evil like that of unjust, indirect

.npprcssion. no theory that will right it. And

what can be more apparent than the fact that

the voung people who will form, if not the

entirctv of the governing bodies of the future,

at least the educated elates, should at the uni-

versity possess the same relationship of edi-

torial' freedom as is found in the country at

large. Could anything be more just? Politics

ami indeed every "vital issue" should concern

vouth as much as it does old age-and perhaps

more. College newspapers if they were grant-

ed the necessary freedom could and would

lead the way to a new democracy amongst

youth.

Let us reach towards that freedom.

—McGilt Daily.

To The Editor

Democracy And College

Newspapers
The dissemination of editorial opinion

through the medium of the editorial column
has always been recognized as one of the

stock-in-lrarle rights of a newspaper, and all

in all it cannot honestly be said that this privi-

lege has been misused. The power of finance

oflen gives a partisan tinge to certain issue*

that are at stake, but such an argument, valid

against an ordinary newspaper, does not hold

against a college daily. The question that ap-

pears to worry some authorities revolves

around the query: Has the college paper the

right to have any opinion? Even granted as

much impartiality as one can expect under the

circumstances, has it the acknowledged free-

dom to attempt to sway other people by its

policies, using on its masthead the name of

the college?

We think it has that right.

Undergrad nates are the core of a univer-

sity. Whatever tradition a college has rests

not on the subjective merits of its professors

but on the objective attainments of its scholars

— in the outcome. Also, we refuse to believe

thai donations to a college are given with the

though! ihat the status quo of the college will

remain unchanged. The donor does not wish
in impose his own attitude oil the college with
his gift, certainly he does not object to liveli-

ness on the part of the college newspaper—
he probably does not know it exists. On first

thought it might seem that donations would
cease if candid opinions without the modifying
influence of common sense were spread flam-
boyantly in the college press, But in the first

pl&ce die donors often possess much common
letisc and make allowances for the so-called

irTOponsibttjty of young men, and in the sec-
ond place, very few, or. no editorials of the
foolishly thoughtless type appear, advocating
revolution and whatnot. Editorials are the
considered opinions of individuals who, gener-
ally, have spent several years in newspaper
work and who are the sounding boards for
campus attitude on questions concerning the
undergraduate, questions that the under-
graduate should be given an opportunity to

discuss.

February 5, 1936.

The Editor,

The Queen's journal,

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ont.

Dear Sir:

1 noticed with interest your editorial en-

titled "A 100 to 1 Chance" appearing in

the Journal issue of January 31. If I may

be permitted to express an opinion, it is

that your editorial deserves commendation

but that you stopped too soon. Would it

not be well to give in rather more detail

just what has been done in Canada toward

the establishment of National Scholarships

and to what extent and in what way we, as

University students, may help a movement

of undoubted national worth?

Previous to the appearance of your edi-

torial there came into my hands a pamphlet

prepared and distributed by Mr. A. E.

Corrigan of Ottawa. It contained a sum-

mary of what has been done in Britain,

Russia. Japan and some of the British

dominions in the way of National Scholar-

ships and most important, it contains a

tentative plan of what might be done in

Canada. 1 quote Mr. Corrigan:

" .... In view of the fact that a measure

to introduce National Scholarships in Can-

ada will be presented to Parliament at the

coming session, I am suggesting a tentative

plan. To give a basis for constructive dis-

cussion, I give definite figures, but they are

not, of course, to be considered fixed and

unalterable. I suggest:

1. 1000 National Scholarships of the annual

value of $100 with free tuition to be

awarded by the government of Canada.

2. National Scholars to be chosen only from

those who would otherwise be unable to

attend a University by reason bf lack ol

funds.

3. National Scholars to be chosen because

of their mental and intellectual gifts but

consideration to be given also to char-

acter and temperament.

4. National Scholars to be assigned to

courses best suited to their special talents

and individual hent of mind on the prin-

ciples of vocational guidance. All such

courses to be assigned to fit the student

for work in Canada and for the benefit

of Canada.

5. A proportion of the scholarships to be

for nation wide competition, the remain-

der to he allotted to the Provinces accord-

ing to population, and there assigned to

definite districts, so that opportunities to

win them will be available to brilliant

boys and girls in every part of the

Dominion."

We, as University students, may. with
what is too often characteristic selfishness,

decide that a plan for National Scholarships

is of no interest to us. If we do, we lose

sight of the fact that we are, whether we
like it or not, to some degree the future

leaders of this country and, as such, any
plan which will materially benefit Canada
is our vital concern. Many of us enjoyed
the privilege of the franchise at the last

election; I would suggest we write the Hon.
Norman Rogers a letter indicating our in-

terest in the matter. Many others of us
can bring a great deal of light and atten-
tion to bear upon the matter by mention-
ing it to parents and friends. Legislators
will work, sometimes, for what they think
public opinion wants. This, I think, is

worth wanting.

Official Notices

Near Scholarships

faculty of Applied Science

Scholarships will be awarded in the

faculty of Applied Science in May 1936, as

follows:

Three scholarships of the value of SJIUU

each will be awarded to the students with

the highest standing who are completing

the third year in each of three Courses.

Chemistry. Chemical Engineering and Civil

Engineering. Candidates for these scholar-

ships must have an average of at least 66

per cent on the work of the third year and

no failures.

Scholarships of $100 each will be award-

ed to the student in each of the first and

second years who has the highest average

in all the work of his year.

These scholarships will be tenable only

by students who are in residence during

Session 1936-37.

Dorothy Chard Parker Memorial Priae in

Classics

A prize of $25 has been donated by Mr.

F. R. Parker of Elmtra, New York, to be

awarded to the student in Classics, or Latin

and French with Greek, who at the end of

his first Honours year in his major sub-

ject has shown the greatest promise and

proficiency in the courses of the Department

of Classics. No award will be made unless

candidates are of sufficient merit. The prize

will be awarded in May 1936. and the stu-

dent to whom it is awarded must continue

his work in residence during Session 1936-

1937.

O.H.A, Scholarship

Applications are invited from students

now enrolled in the University for the

Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship of

1935. The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously been

awarded on the basis of Matriculation. As

no matriculation candidate was eligible last

summer the Scholarship will be awarded

this session to some student within the Uni-

versity on the basis of the candidate's

academic qualifications and. on his rating

as a clean, effective hockey player.

No credit towards fees is given when
the Scholarship is not awarded on the basis

of Matriculation, but the regular cash pay-

ment of $80 is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the hands of

the Registrar by February 15th. Applica-

tions should give evidence that students

have played in O.H.A. or N.O.H. Series.

The Soap Box

Student Exchange with France and Germany

It is expected that in Session 1936-37

student exchanges will be arranged with

France and Germany. Applications will be
received by the Registrar until February

7th from any students who wish to be con-

sidered.

Prize in Chemistry

A prize of $25 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis of

an essay competition. Competitive essays must

be sent not later than February 29th to the

Secretary of the Ottawa Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry. The competition is

strictly limited to undergraduates.

Further information may be obtained from

the Registrar or from the Department of

Chemistry, Queen's University.

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

AH letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are written on both

sides of the paper, in which case

they need not reach him at all.

What will such a scheme cost the

country? $1,600,000 plus about $425,000 to

$800,000 annually. At interest at 3% per

annum it would require an investment of

$80,000,000 to pay fur the scheme from now
until the Socialists abolish interest. When
one considers

,
the potential returns to the

country the sum is small. Why, the money
the National Research Council has saved
for just three Canadian industries is great-

er than the total cost of the whole Research
Council to the Canadian people.

In conclusion, 1 should like to mention
New Zealand's example. That dominion,
whose population is only one and one
quarter millions, has long since established
almost 2,000 National Scholarships worth
$300 and free tuition each annually. They
find it pays, evidently, so why would not
we?

Yours sincerely,

Robert H. Hay.

"Grateful" expresses one opinion.

Editor,

Dear Sir:

May I presume on your good

nature to use part of your columns

for an open letter to that band of

passionate pilgrims — The Student

Peace Movement?

To the Student Peace Movement.

Gentlemen :,

Fascinated by the trick para-

graphs in your column of the 31st

I read some of it and was sur-

prised to find the following passage

:

"Get particulars and meet us next

Monday in one of the groups. WE
NEED YOU. YOU NEED US."

I'm damned if I need you.

Yours,

Grateful.

WANTED

36

Contact with person who kid.

napped the Science Tani frOIri

Union Saturday evening. Stau

terms. No questions. Charlc,

Henry, University Post Offi C( .

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron

ize them and support your paper

EXAMS ARE COMING!
Ink, Refills, Typing Paper, Etc.

Fountain Pens Repaired

I

At. R. McCOLL
DRUGGIST

Where the Students Eat and Meet]

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldeat Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions

We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Bug, Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccos

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

Z80 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafs

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for student!

iMangolb Cafe
i46 Princess St.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Order!

2Sc Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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Cagers Meet St. Kitts Grads To-morrow
CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK

BY AB, GRATTON

AIRMEN MEET QUEEN'S
Alex Smith, farmer National league hockey star, bring* his second

place Royal A,r Force club to town tomorrow for 3 scheduled oL"
City League puck fixture with Queen's at the Arena.

Possessing one of the most powerful outfits in the circuit, the \ir-
meri bold the distmctron of being the only team to capture a decision
from the league-leading Brockville MaReda llias . The Flier, turned
the trick some two weeks ago when they blanKed the Mags 3-0 at the
Ottawa Auditorium. °

Tomorrow's clash between the fast travelling Ottawans and the
Trico or. will mark the second time the teams have met this season
and the locals will be out to avenge a 5-1 trimming they received from
lhe Capital City skaters earlier in the year.

THE STRETCH DRIVE BEGINS
Teams in the Ottawa Senior City Hockey loop arc now entering

the final two weeks of campaigning, and as the various clubs swing into
the stretch that leads to play-off money, only one position has hcen
definitely decided.

Brockville Magedomas, with only one loss to mar a brilliant season's
record, have already clinched first place in the league standings, and
will, therefore, draw the customary bye into the league finals. The
other two playoff spots still remain open to the remaining clubs, and
during the next fourteen days bitter battles will be waged before the
coveted places arc determined.

In the drive down the stretch Queen's will he the most active club
in the league, as the collegians are booked to play 9 games in 14 days
in order to complete their 20 game schedule.

This tough assignment will make the locals' road to a play-off berth
a bit rough, but Coach Powell is quite confident that his pets will
emerge from the grind with a "money" position firmly in their grasp.

After tomorrow's encounter with R.C.A.F. the students will appear
before home fans only three times, although a postponed home game
with the Airmen still remains to be played.

A week from tomorrow night the Tricolor should pretty well know
whether or not it will he curtains for the season as far as their partici-
pation in the league playdowns is concerned.

In the next seven days the local puck pounders are scheduled to
perform 5 times. Results of these contests will be anxiously awaited.

It will he the well known acid test for the Powell coached crew,
and if three local 'wins are written into the records you can reserve
your seats for the post season series.

THE LOCAL JUNIOR O.H.A. SITUATION

For the past few years O.H.A. hockey in Kingston and district has
been slowly but surely fading from the sports picture, but this season
a new low has been reached. To completely break up the old inter-

mediate group which operated with the Limestone City as the nucleus
with three entries. Kingston Frontcnacs, Gananoque and R-M.C. with-
drew this year from the provincial body. The first named clubs had
been taking a terrific financial beating and decided that they bad taken
the rap long enough.

Queen's then applied for, and received permission from the govcrn-
ing O.H.A. executive to play in the Ottawa City League and the local

group ceased to exist.

The local Junior O.H'.A. group continued to function, but the clubs

had to accept a Junior "B" rating. However, right now the kid group
is having plenty of trouble.

R.M.C. dropped out of competition shortly after the schedule was
drafted, leaving Kingston, Queen's, Gananoque and Belleville to fight

it out for group honours.

But, unfortunately, the fight didn't materialize, for after the King-
ston team had taken five straight games, Belleville decided to call it a

season and default their remaining games.

To make matters worse, last Tuesday Gananoque used several in-

eligible players against Queen's and as a result the Tricolor were credited

with a victory by the default route.

Due to these developments outlined above the Tricolor youngsters

were given the opportunity to force a play-off for the group title. A
victory for the students last night over Kingston would have dead-

locked the two clubs in first place each with five wins and a loss apiece.,

although Queen's have actually participated in only four games.

It all sounds complicated but when you figure that the college kids

were awarded three triumphs the situation is not so complex.

In our opinion local O.H.A. hockey has truly fallen on evil days.

Unless clubs arc severely reprimanded for folding up in the middle of

a schedule there is bound to he a continuance of the evil in future

years.
ORCHIDS TO RALPH JACK

Ralph Jack. Tricolor Senior basketball coach made a decided hit

in Montreal last week-end when Queen's trounced McCill.

The following paragraph from the McCill Daily's account of the

game indicates the big impression the Queen's master mind created in

the Quebec metropolis.

"Boasting a new coach and a perfectly-drilled squad. Queen's gave a

smart exhibition on both the offensive and defensive that shaded anything

McCill could offer. Ralph Jack, who combines studies with bis coach-

ing duties, lends a new note to Intercollegiate cage circles. Sucking

placidly on a well-worn but empty briar, the former Ottawa Rougbriders

hurley lineman controlled bis team with an ease and gond humour in line

with the Teddy Reeve tradition. The manner in which they hung on

to their checks impressed this observer considerably, and if they can

repeat their performance against Varsity it will

Rluelioys."

it too bad fur the

FRENCHMEN WIN
OVER QUEEN'S

(Continued from page 1)

Then Patsy Cttzzo cashed in on

R'tmhardt's pass early in the extra

Period of play and away went the

Same as far as Queen's were

concerned.

The most prolific newspaper
Col»mnist on record was Rakosi

Jeno. a Hungarian journalist

Jcno wrote 7 newspaper columns
* d&Y for 60 years. But this left

hlm a lot of free time, so he
vvr°te. in addition, 30 novels. 42

Pfey?, reviewed 11,000 books,
^fote some 219,000 letters. Not
«ntent with this, he delivered
6.240 speeches.

Arts Interyear Hockey

Mon. Feb. 10—Frosh vs. Sophs

- (3-4 p.m.)

Tues. Feb. 11—Juniors vs. Senior;

(2-3 p.m.)

Friday Feb. 14—Playoff

(3-4 p.m.)

See your year rep. for details.

Science Interyeax Hockey

The schedule for Science Inter-

year Hockey games has been ar-

ranged as follows:

Tues., Feb. 11—Sc. '36 vs. Sc. '37

1.00-2.00 p.m.

Wed., Feb. 12—Sc. '38 vs. Sc. '39

4.00-5.00 p.m.

Wed., Feb. 19—Playoff

4.00-5.00 p.m.

Brockville - Queen's

Renew Hockey Feud

Here On Monday

Tricolor Hope To Tumble
League Leaders In

Third Meeting

BY AB C.HATTON

Jesse Spring's rampant Brockville

Magedomas. still Hying high in the

Ottawa City League, will be in

Kingston on Monday for a renewal

of their hockey feud with Queen's

senior puck men. The game, which

is billed for 8.15 p.m. and at which

students' tickets will be honored

should be one of the ice classics of

the season.

It will be the third meeting of the

Iwo teams and to date Brockville

holds a win advantage, having

whipped the Tricolor in Kingston

8-2 and in the Island Town 3-2.

The Tricolor were unfortunate in

dropping that 3-2 decision to the

Mags, for they held the easterners

even for most of the conlest. only

to go down battling in the final two

seconds of play, when Jo Jo Grab-

oski sifted through for a goal.

Queen's figure they are due to

take a fall out of the League lead-

ers, and believe Monday will be the

day that onu of their pet ambitions

will be realized.

Suffering only one reverse this

season, the starry Mags are bent on

setting up a new win record in the

Ottawa loop and intend to make

clean sweep of their remaining

games. However, the first placers

are sure to encounter a rough pas

sage in their joust with lhe local

students.

Monday's fixture will be the first

of four games listed on Queen's

schedule for the week. On Tues

day and Thursday the Powellmen

appear at Ottawa to clash with

Emeralds and Rideaus in that order

and then wind up an unusually busy

week when they will be at home to

La Salle next Saturday.

Unless the collegians can case

themselves into a play-off berth dur

ing the next two weeks of cam

paigning, Monday will be the last

time thai Brockville will be seen

action in the local ice palace this

year. Jesse Spring's men have an

all-star collection of puck manipula-

tors with Jo Jo Graboski, the one-

eyed centre ice marvel heading the

list. Graboski turned down a pro-

fessional contract offered him hy

the -St I.ouis club of the American

Association just last week, and the

sensational pivot star will be in the

line-up on Monday. Other standout

performers on the Magedoma six

are Verden Price, rugged defence

man; "Yip" Coleman, tricky left

winger, and Mike McMahon, an-

other centre man who packs prob-

ably -lhe most powerful shot in the

entire league.

Coach Powell will likely rely on

his present roster of 12 players to

halt the winning ways of the pace

setters. Bill Gowsell will guard the

goal and will be protected by Barn-

abc, StriUcry and Roberts. The

two front lines will be chosen from

Wing. Munro, Patterson, Poupore,

Tburlby, Holland. Gordon and

Davis. Only two attacking units

will be used so that both sets of for-

wards will get plenty of opportunity

to warm up to their work. The

two line strategy worked well in

Brockville and the Tricolor mentor

is confident that the same move wilt

be a success here on Monday.

FRONTENACS DEFEAT

JUNIORS 9-4 WITH

GREAT PASSING GAME

Defeat Drops Tricolor From
Further League

Running

A smart passing band of

Kingston Frontenacs eliminated

Queen's Juniors from further O
H A. contention at the Arena last

night when they toppled the col

legians 9 to 4 in a drab battle.

Because Kingston presented

such a threat offensively Queen's

spent most of the night protect

ing their own goal and had little

time to go on the attack. What
chances came their way, how
ever, the Tricolor capitalized on

to secure their four markers, each

one the result of some brainy

play-making.

A three-goal splurge hy King-

ston in the final canto sealed the

doom of the Tricolor after the

locals had come out of the sand

wish session trailing 6-4. The
sensational blocking of goalie

Merve McEwan saved Queen's

from a worse drubbing and tin

custodian was the busiest man on

the ice. spearing rubber frum all

corners. Willis Cunningham,

lanky defenceman. and Berry.

Tricolor centre, were the big

guns offensively and played

sound hockey. Dixon, (joldup

and Partis starred for the Elmer

men.

Holmes and McGinnis kept the

locals in the running in the first

period with sparkling goals while

Cunningham and Barker tallied

for Queen's in the second frame

to make things interesting.

Legal Procedure

(By Our Special Adviser)

The boat began to roll and pitch.

The judge clung to the rail;

He didn't like the bounding waves,

his solemn face grew pale.

But happily a clever thought

Came to his legal brain.

—

He overruled the motion

And felt alright again. —Sheaf

MID - WINTER
SHOE SALE

Now is the time to buy a first quality pair of shoes at a

very low price. Our complete stock is reduced to make room
for spring merchandise.

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess St.

STORE
Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

A. TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

J12 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

throat- easy

BUCKINGHAM
ao iC^aot-as^ast-so A--soe

2Eo ^tu&enfs of (Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gift*

Watches And Favor*

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

PHONE 666 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE
SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS

AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office.

'Phone 2116

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for AU Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, QueeVs Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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58-1 1 VICTORY GIVES
QUEENS HI'S TITLE

One Queen's basketball team was

eliminated Wednesday at R.M.C.

wliilc the other clinched their

group title. In the first game the

Junior team demonstrated why they

arc considered the class of their

league by swamping R.M.C. 58-11.

The first half ended with Queen's

way out in front by a 30-8 score,

compiled largely by Whyte and

Knowlcs. The second half was a

repetition of the first, only more

onc-stded, as the losers were out-

scored 28-3. The scorers for

Queen's were Whyte 18, Newman

8, Knowles 20, McCallum 6, Fried-

man 4, Hutchinson 2.

In the Intermediate game the

Queen's baskctcers led virtually all

the way only to come out on the

short end of a 24-22 score. The

game was close throughout with

Queen's ahead 11-8 at half-time.

The ultimate winners were trailing

19-16 when they began their win-

ning spurt. A basket by Rowland

(of football fame) and three free

throws gave them a two point lead

which held till the game ended.

Simmons led the Queen's scorers

with six points while McMahon,
Vcssic, Gordon, Robinson and Car-

son also scored. Rowland, Mac-
donald and Snow played the major

part in bringing about the defeat

of the Queen's team .

Coming Events

-S.V.M. Discussion

Old Arts Bldg.

-Radio Debate

CRCT
-Science At Home
Gymnasium

Mr. Potter—"I notice your hus-

band always has his hair cut short."

Mrs. Cotter—"Yes, the coward."

—Mail and Empire

Today:

5.00p.m.-

9.00p.m.-

9.30p.m.-

Saturday

:

7.30p.m.—Exhibition Basketball

and Dance
Gymnasium

8.15p.m.—Senior Hockey

R. C. Air Force vs.

Queen's

Arena

Sunday:

2.30p.m.—L.S.R. Meeting

Y.W.CA.
9.30p.m.—Musicale

Ban Righ Hall

Monday:
3.00p.m—Arts Soph-Frosh

Hockey—Arena

4.00p.m.—S.P.M. Discussion

Senate Room
Old Arts Bldg.

5.00p.m.—Extension Lecture

Convocation Hall

7.00p.m.—Inter-Varsity Christ-

ian Fellowship

254 University Ave.

8.15p.m.—Senior Hockey
Brockville vs. Queen's

Arena

FLEET FLYERS A

ARENA TO-MORROW

Air Force, Recent Victors

Over Brockville, Tackle
Tricolor

Arts '38 Theatre Party

Arts '38 will hold a theatre party

at the Capitol Theatre next Thurs-

day afternoon, Feb. 13. Admission

will be by ticket only and these will

be forwarded to those who have
paid their vear fees.

THE RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday Suppers by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme's Seasonable Woollies
EARL ST. AT WEST PHONE 295

WHEN YOUR NOTICE
THE CLUB ISN'T SO

FROM
GOOD

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Royal Canadian Air Force are

scheduled to do battle at the

Jock Harty Arena tomorrow

night with Queen's Seniors. The

hockey pilots of Canada's ozone

corps will be making their initial

appearance of the season on local

ice, their first engagement with

the Tricolor two weeks ago liav

ing been cancelled because of th

death of King George V.' Th
game is billed for 8.15 p.m

When the Airmen skate ou

tomorrow night college fans wi

have their first peek at a club

which boasts of an accomplish

ment which other teams in the

league have failed to do as yet

that of defeating the league-lead

ing Brockville Magedomas.

R.C.A.F. Beat Magedomas

They halted the Brockville

winning streak at nine straight a

fortnight ago by humbling the

pompous Magedomas 3-0

Ottawa ice, and since then have

chalked up four consecutive vie

tories which have lifted them into

second position in the league

standings.

Instead of crediting their recen

successes to any outstanding per

formers on their roster, the Air

men point to their team pla\

the reason for their gradual rise

and the squad has shaped up nice

ly under the guiding hand of

Alex. Smith, old-time Ottawa
puck star. The "key" men on the

team are Eric McNeeley, Arnie

Morrison and Eric Jansen.

Jansen With Olympics

It will be remembered that Jari

sen turned out with the Canadian
Olympics in^ that memorable
game with Queen's early in Jan
nary which wrote such an epoch
making chapter into the history

of local hockey, while Morrison
and McNeeley will he getting
their first baptism under Lime-
stone City fire tomorrow even-

ng.

There's another angle, how-
ever, to the story of who's who,
and a very imposing one at that.

It's none other than Queen's
Seniors, with "Senator" Jack
Powell at the controls, who will
round out the gala cast of the
other half of the aerial circus.

Queen's Greatly Improved

With an added impetus given
to their play-off aspirations by
their improved showing in the
last week, Queen's are rated an
even chance of beating the Air-
men if they can continue where
they left off last Saturday against
Rideaus. Rideaus found the go-
ing tough with the ambitious Tri-
color six showing all kinds of
"stuff", and if the collegians can
tender their Ottawa visitors this
week-end the same calibre recep-
tion, then midnight on Saturday
should find the Powellmen with
two more points added to their
mounting total.

It is expected that Queen's will
trot out their regular line-up with
Hie return of Mnnro and Thurlby
bringing the club up to normal
strength again. Ed. Barnabe and
Art Stollery are slated for de-
fence duty and will be backed up
by Bill Gowscll in the nets. Up
front Patterson, Wing and Gor-
don will occupy No. I trenches
on the firing line and these snip-
ers should produce some valuable
goals on the basis of their recent
standout performances.

ST. KITTS TEAM
HERE TOMORROW
(Continued from page 1)

made quite a name for himself in

Intercollegiate basketball circles

both at Queen's and Varsity.

Edwards in Shape

Lloyd Edwards, lanky Queen's

forward, who received a sprained

ankle last Saturday in Montreal,

is hoping for a speedy recovery

for purely personal reasons. In

1931, as Eastern Finalists, the

Grads went to the Pacific Coast

to play the Victoria Blue Ribbons

for the Dominion title. They
stopped off in Regina to play an

exhibition game against the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan. As the

records show the plainsmen were

defeated by some forty points. It

happens that Edwards was
jumping centre for Saskatchewan

that game and hopes to seek

revenge for that walloping.

Semi-Finalists Last Year

Last year the Grads were de-

feated in the Ontario finals by

Assumption College of Windsor
who were later Dominion final-

ists. They lost to Windsor by
one game in a Series of three.

This year they are again playing

fine basketball and their great ex-

perience should prove a hard ob-

stacle for the golden - attired

Queen's players.

The probable line-up for
Queen's will be Finlay and John
Edwards at forwards; Mai Cun-
ningham, centre; and Rooke and
Tilley holding down the guard
positions.

Girls Meet Glebe

The girls will meet Glebe C.I.

who were last years Eastern I11-

terscholastic champs and are con-

idered due to repeat again this

year. It should be interesting to

see what the Interscholastic and
Intercollegiate champions will do
against each other.

To Dance After Games
Bob Warmington and his 8-

piece band will furnijh music f<

the dance to follow which should
tart by 9.30 p.m. Because of the
after-the-Fonnal" crowd at the

game tag dancihg will not be
permitted. Students are asked to

co-operate in this way to insure
pleasant evening for all. B

cause of the high guarantees for

these outside teams a small ad
mission price w.ill be charged.

ROOM FOR RENT
In well appointed home.

Warm and comfortable

For Women

APPLY 69 WEST ST.

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given

|0
Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right.

Single space 8c page, double 5c pa^
Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 372q

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
DEJA FROCKS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

FUR TRIMMED COATS
HOSIERY — GLOVES

LINGERIE

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

ZS5 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Th«t,,

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Printing of

Every

Description

Dance

Programmes

Constitutions 117 Brock St.

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eyo Glasses Repaired Broken Lenin RepUced

EYES TESTEDORAllAMS
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1S2J

The teacher had explained the

cruelties of Nero, and believed he
had made an impression.

He asked the class—Now, boys,

what do you think of Nero? Do you
think he was a good man ?

Not one answered. The teacher
ingled out Tommy.

Well," returned the boy after a
long pause, "he never done nothin'

to me!"—Mail and Empire.

Strong Second Line

An equally compact and dang-
erous second line will have
Johnny Munro back at centre
working between "Bummer"
Woodcock and Johnny Poupore.
Although it is not definitely

nown if a third line will be used,
Holland and Roberts are also sure
starters, the former as reserve
forward and the last named as a
efence substitute.

When Queen's made their dc-
ut in Ottawa some four weeks
ack with Royal Air Force as
eir ho*ts, the Fliers blighted the

locals' "coming out" party to the
tune of 5-3. And so tomorrow-
night when acting as hosts in

their own bailiwack, the Tricolor
will take a firmer hold on their

"sticks" and are planning on
sending the visitors' craft into a
tail-spin as a return compliment,

^tone's Jfflouipr §>tiap
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

SANITARY SERVICEEXPERT
356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821
h.Ir. beckingham, o.b.e.

Proprietor

Where the Students Go
WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR
Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 140Z
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MILLARD'S TAXI
PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

3B6
Princess St Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialises in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give ub a trial

US Alfred Street Phone 2359

4 doors above Union St.

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Wo Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c

With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
Tuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

BV GOLDWIN SMITH

FISTS, FALLS AND FOILS

Q..„„«' C Chemical Meeting Tuesday
ueen s - bananoque .

Juniors Draw 1-1

DANCING A DISEASE

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32
We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

233 Princess St. ' Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
1I3-11S Princess St

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY GAB
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princes* St Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St

Phone 256

Kingston

Definition — Dancing is prim-

arily a disease characterized by
intense and at times irresis-

tible desire to move the hody and

limbs in a rhythmic fashion, pre-

ferably in time to music. l,t ' is

highly contagious and heart com-

plications arc common.
Aetiology—The disease has its

highest incidence, and occurs in

its most acute and violent forms

among young people, althougl

no ages arc exempt from its rav-

ages,' Females seem to be par

ticiilarly suspcctible in this
country. It is one of the oldest

diseases known to mankind and

is found jn all parts of the world

occuring alike among the civil

ized and uncivilized races. It i

doubtful if civilization has low

ercd its virulence, some observ

ers even claiming an opposite

effect.

The disease in its typical forms

s described in the literature of

very race, as far back as lit

:rature goes. It occurs endem

ically and epidemically and

spread by direct contact and also

apparently by carriers. In this

country it seems to have a slight

seasonal incidence, cases being

more frequent in the winter

months.

Falling in love and mild de

grees of alcoholism predispose to

severe attacks. Broken legs and

sprained ankles give at least

temporary immunity.

Infants under 12 months of age

rarely take the disease.

When introduced to unprotect

ed communities it spreads with

appalling rapidity to persons of

all ages, causing often lasting

effects.

The virus, upon gaining admit-

tance to the body, travels direct-

ly to the brain where it settles

in the motor areas in the pre-

central gyrus.

Pathology — The causal agent

is a filter passer, but has not been

positively identified. It has var-

ious effects on different organs of

the body. A slight inflammation

of the motor area of the brain is

the most common. This inflam-

mation naturally irritates and

causes the symptoms. In severe

cases, post mortem examination

has shown extravasation of

blood in the prc-central gyms.

d also softening of the heart

muscle, thus causing the patient

to become very susceptible. Toxic

change in the spleen and liver are

common finding. Perhaps the

most noteworthy feature in long

tanding cases, is hypertrophy of

the muscles of the lower extrem-

ities. A complication is varicose

eins.

Symptoms—The symptoms are

many and various. An intense

desire to move the limbs and

body in more or less rhythmic

fashion is the most outstanding

one. With this goes a love of

hot music, a tendency to grav'i

tate to social gatherings, par'tic

ularly where there is a large

smooth floor and an orchestra

and a liking for the opposite sex

Shyness and an inferiority com-

plex rarely bother the victims of

this condition. In its more violent

forms, the victims acquire mar

velous powers of placing the

limbs suddenly in odd positions

One of the worst forms is the

Black Bottom. It has been de

scribed as the dance that leaves

not one flexor inactive nor an ex

tensor untroubled. It summon

the gluteus maximus to prodig

ious devolutions, inspiring sym

pathetic tremors in the ischial

region. Every degital tendon re

sponds. Palmaris and biceps take

up the disturbance. The whol

syndrome culminates in a pro

found disquiet of the pectoralis

major.

Diagnosis — From the symp

toms and the marked restless

ness of the patient.

Progress—The disease is sub

ject to relapses and is rarely, if

ever, completely cured.

Treatment — Many treatments

have been tried. A large dose of

-luminal immediately after the

evening meal is recommended by

some, and is effective as long as

it is used. Surgeons 'advocate a

plaster cast from the arm pits

to the ankles for two years, and.

in severe cases, amputation of

both legs at the knees has been

known to help.

Dr.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST

'59 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They" are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.

EGOIST

The night was stormy and dark.

Lightning jabbed through the

rain and murk as an abject little

spaniel made his way through the

deserted park. The rain dripped

from his silky ears and he seem-

ed to droop at every joint as he

snuffed along testing and reject-

ing one tree after another. But

at last he came to a prodigious

oak, snuffed vigorously and ap-

parently decided that this was the

vintage he sought . . . But just

then there was a blinding flash

and a bolt of lightning uprooted

the oak and left it torn and splint-

ered on the ground.' The spaniel

backed away sparring gently and

sat down to survey the chaos.

"Ha" he said softly, "so you

can't take it"

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

Ain't it the Truth

Much of a man's true metal is

lost at college.—H.G-D.

Two letters appeared in the

"Soap Box" column last issue

criticizing the manner in which

the fights with West End "Y"

were staged. Without labour-

ing the point, we would like to

agree with their opinion, but at

the same time absolve Manager

Corlett from any responsibil-

ity. We felt at the time that a

raised rina would not have

been too much to expect for

the only local show this year.

There is ho lack of material

in the llSUb. boxing class this

year. With Fredericks, Pond

and Bell turning out the com-

petition will be very keen for

this berth on the team. Any

one of these boys looks good

enough to capture the point at

the Assault.

Another championship which

should come to the Tricolor is

the 165-pound wrestling title.

"Chuck" Carlyle has been

knocking at the door for sev-

eral years, and has never been

pinned in Intercollegiate com-

petition. His showing against

Pease of West End seems to

justify high hopes for the Col-

lege fixture.

Predictions are hard to make,

and especially in this game

where injuries, illness, and

weight difficulties play so big a

part. We have engaged lately

in a little idle speculation on

our chances at McGill, and find

them excellent. If. as in

bridge, we can count on our

opponent* for at least one tnck,

we're a cinch.

The Inter-faculty Assault

looms up for the next week,

and should provide a good deal

of high class scrapping. Mac-

Kenzie. Egan and Smythe will

probably contest the 155-pound

glove title, and Connelly and

Radouski will battle it out for

the featherweight champion-

ship and the right to challenge

Smolkin. Bell, Pond and

Frcdricks will get down to

business with friendships tem-

porarily forgotten.

And '"Sammy" Delve has

only IS more pounds to go! 1

The marriage of Jack Ewen,

crack Tricolor welterweight, to

Miss Margaret Hos>ie has been

announced. Congratulations.

Jack! And may this "ring

engagement" be marked with

the same success as your

earlier ones.

Queen's Juniors and Gananoque

played a tic game 1-1, in Gananoque

on Tuesday evening. The Tricolor,

lowever, won the game by default

because several of the Gananoque

players were unable to produce

playing certificates.

Senator Powell's squad was

handicapped by ihe smalt ice sur-

face and could not get going until

the last two periods. Gananoque

forged ahead in the first session

hen Hastie took a pass from

Willis to score their only goal. The

first stanza was very ragged 3nd

neither team played good hockey.

Queen's started off the second

frame at a furious pace and were

rewarded when Berry poked the

puck past Nalon to tie the score,

McGinnis and Gibson getting assists

The Tricolor continued to dominate

the play for the rest of the game but

they were unable to get the puck

past Nalon again and had to be

content with a tie.

McEwen played a nice game in

goal and had no chance to stop

Hastie's hard shot in the first

period. Cunningham played his

usual effective game on defense and

The meeting of the Chemical

Engineers Society which was to

have been held on Tuesday. Feb-

ruary 4, has been postponed un-

til Tuesday. February 11. at 4.15

p.m. It will be held in Ontario

Hall. Mr. S. Bulbuck will speak

on "The Manufacture of Stellite."

he was ably supported by both

Jenkins and Wood. Gibson, Berry

and McGinnis teamed up well to-

gether and their passing attack was

unusually effective. Forrest and

Baker on the second line broke up

many rushes hy their close checking

but they could not find the net.

The Gananoque boys were

strengthened by the addition of

their star centre, Hastie. who had

been on the injured list for some

time. They played better than they

did on Saturday and were able to

give the Tricolor a hard battle.

Queen's — Goal. McEwen : de-

fense, Cunningham, Jenkins; centre.

Berry ; forwards, Gibson, Mc-

Ginnis; subs, Forrest, Baker, Ross,

Wood.

Gananoque — Goal, Nalon; de-

fense, H. Matthews, Sargent; cen-

tre, Hastie; forwards. Willis, E.

Matthews; subs, Kirkly, McDonald,

Tompkins, Green.

S. C. M. Want Suggestions

For Handbook

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS

Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE

In past years the Student Ginst-

,an Movement has annually pub-

lished the Handbook which is dis-

tributed to all first year students. A

committee has been appointed to

reconsider the question of publica-

tion and is asking for comments

or suggestions along the following

lines :
,

Could information contained in

the handbook be gained just as

easily in other ways ?

Is the information contained real-

ly useful?

Is there more important informa-

tion which might he given?

Students are requested to send

their opinions to the Soap-Box or

communicate with the S.C.M

I Committee.

AT TWEDDELL'S

Suits and Overcoats
AT REMARKABLE SAVINGS

Queen's men will be wise to avail themselves of this

opportunity. Buying clothing now is good "economics." no

matter what course you are in, Every garment in our store

is reduced for disposal now in season. We do not carry

anything over.

There arc still plenty of models and

styles to choose from, though natur-

ally our si*e range in any one style

may not be complete now. Come in

and pick out a suit or coat and be

dollars and dollars ahead.

14
17
19

22

.45
former!? priced

up to $25

.45
formerly priced

up to $28.50

.45
formerly priced

up to $30

.45
formerly priced

up to $35

In our Furnishings Department you will also find great sav-

ings on all merchandise-shirts, ties, mufflers, gloves, socks,

underwear, pyjamas, sweaters, bathrobe,, etc. — all at real

Sale Prices.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
137-139 Princess St.

Phone 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg.
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Deadline for $ 1 .00 Deposit on Tricolor Feb. 8
- Orders Will Be Cancelled For Those Who Fail To Pay

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

only AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
i TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Kinnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bacot Street

Phone*: Office 479 — Hoipital 2700

Eveningi by appointment

YARDLEY * *
ENGLISH LAVENDER PERFUME

YARDLEY * *
COMPLEXION POWDER

Take advantage ot this amaz-
ing offer NOW. .a $1.65
value Yerdley Parlume and
Yerdley Complexion rowder
In • special box.

YOUR CHOICE FROM FIVE
. . POPULAR SHADES .

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Printcm and Wellington

WE DELIVER

DR. HARRISON PLAYS
ORGAN PROGRAMME

Dr. Frank L. Harrison, Queen's

Resident Musician, gave his first

public organ recital Sunday night

following Dr. Sherwood Eddy's

address. His programme includ

ed Bach's "Fugue in G Major'

and four Chorale Preludes also

by Bach. Dr. Harrison then

played his own composition, "A

Winter's Poem," which won the

Willingdon prize in 1931. This

was followed by two composi

tions by Whitlock, "Folk Dance"

nd "Scherzo." Widor's stirring

Finale from the Eighth Sym
phony" brought the programme

3 a close.

The selections seemed unusu-

lly appropriate, varying from

Whitlock's sprightly "Scherzo"

Widor's magnificent "Finale."

Dr. Harrison's own composition

was the attraction of the evening.

It was impressionistic and ex-

edingly varied, ranging from

the majestic, through the weird

d fearful, to the sprightly and

delicate.

MOCK PARLIAMENT
HELD AT McGILL

(Continued from page I)

the motion, maintained that, while

there is not a very apparent indoc-

trination of academic freedom in

Canada, a stir has been made by

what does exist and thus is illus-

rated the harshness tliat should be

Xpected were it allowed to increase,

He illustrated his point by the re-

cent disturbance over socialist econ-

jmists in Canadian universities,

whose numbers are limited for the

most part to Toronto and Montreal.

The speaker stated that "the rest of

the professorial staffs are almost

prosaically conservative, and when
they wake up, indoctrination will

raise its ugly head."

Bill Alton, leader of the Opposi-

tion contended that indoctrination

implies that anyone who believes he

can bitter conditions in the world
be allowed freedom of expression.

He suggested that professors and
teachers who had made a study of
certain problems must necessarily

have some definite views, and ex-

pression of these should not be

limited.

The second speaker for the gov-
ernment, Douglas Alexander, stated

thai "The practice of indoctrina-

tion is completely opposed to the
ideal of academic freedom, for in

its nature it precludes any theories

but those of the indoctrinator."

Hess, speaking for the opposition
admitted at the outset his convic-
tion that the bill would pass the
House without much determined
opposition.

STARS STAND OUT
IN CAMPUS REVUE

(Continued from page 1)
America's favnrite program, Major
Bowes with the Hilly Billy Boys
who might just have stepped out of
Esquire; a mighty good harmonis-
ing trio from Science '36; and
Claire Halpcrin, a charming little

singer; Art Wood who brought
Stcpin Fetchit to life in a shambling
tap dance; and John Sutherland
who staggered through the prod
tion.

The Dramatic Guild are to be
complimented on an entertaining
show, a worthy successor to
Campus Frolics of 193S.

the

Lamera Club Plan

To Hold Exhibition

The Queen's Camera Club has

made definite plans to hold an ex-

hibition, probably during the last

week in February. It has been

decided to allow any one in the

University to submit prints and it

is hoped that many will do so.

Certainly, there are photographers

of sufficiently wide interests at

Queen's to make up an exhibition

of work of varied appeal.

Any subject matter is permitted,

which includes purely documentary

photographs, such as those of engi-

neering structures, pictures of local

personal appeal, pictures of the in-

sides of stomaches, if there are any,

and, in a word, anything the camera

will take.

There follows a set of rules

drawn up by the committee to gov

ern exhibitors:

There is no entry fee.

Anyone, in the University may
ubmit prints.

One person may not submit more

than five prints.

Any photographic process is al-

lowed and any type of enlarging or

mounting paper may be used.

Prints may not be framed but

must be mounted.

Prints, exclusive of mount, must

measure less than 11 in. x 14 in.

and preferably more than 4 in. x
6 in,

Prints may be commercially

finished but the exhibitor must
have taken the picture.

No subject matter is disallowed.

On the back of the mount shall

be placed the exhibitor's name, the

title of the picture and, if possible,

technical details. Don't put infor-

mation on the front.

Prints must be submitted by 5

p.m. on Feb. 20lh and preferably

sooner, to one of the following:

J. K. li. Robertson, Apt. 406,

Annandale (4241 ) ; R. P. Graliam.

205 Collingwood St. (915M) ; A.
E. Cooper, 372 "Brock St.,

(2I64W), at their addresses or c/o
the Post Office. Ring one of the

numbers given for any information.

Mountings may be obtained at

local "Art" stores.

FAMOUS HISTORIAN
HEREONWEDNESDAY

ALUMNINOTES
COURTESY OF QUEEN'S review

R. A. Finlay, Sc. '30, has been
with the Mclntyre - Porcupine
Mines. Ltd., Schumacher, Ont.,
since graduation.

Miss Melva Grant, Arts '33, is

m the mathematics department oi
Glebe Collegiate Institute, Ot-
tawa.

W. S. Gardener, Arts '31, is

practising law in South Porcu-
pine, Ont.

W. C. Glissow. Sc. '33, is doing
postgraduate work this session at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, towards his Ph.D.

geology.

V. W. Hermanson, Arts '31,

was called to the bar in Novem-
ber and is the first Finnish bar-
rister and solicitor in Canada. He
was born in Lapvaartti, near
Kristiina, Finland.

Dr. W. M. James, Med. '32,

formerly of the Morrisania Hos-
pital, New York City, is now
house surgeon at Westchester
Souare Hospital, in that city.
James Lichead. Arts '31, is with

the Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany, Kitchener, Ont.

"An American hunks At the

British Empire" will be the sub

ject of a lecture to be given hi

Professor Howard Robinson of

Ohio State University under the

auspices of the Kingston His-

torical Society and the Interna-

tional Relations Club- of Queen's

The lecture will be given in Con-

vocation Hall on February 12 at

8.00 p.m.

Formerly a member of the Staff

of the Wcsleyan Theological Col-

lege, Montreal, Professor Robin-

son is at present Professor of his-

tory at Ohio State University.

He is well - trained for his

special field of study, which in-

cludes research in the problems

of relations between Britain and

the United States. The best

known of his many books arc

"The Development of the British

Empire" and "A History of Great

Britain."

The meeting in Kingston will

be open to the public without

charge.

Newman Club Dance
On Valentine's Day

Valentine's Day—the perfect set-

ting for a perfect dance. Come

revel with Cupid for an evening

packed with fun and favours. Soft

lights, tender haunting waltz

strains, and your best girl tucked

under your arm—what could be

sweeter ?

The Newman Club executive

have promised something really big

this time. Novel prizes and noise-

makers will add to the merriment.

Jack Telgmann and his band have

arranged a special program with old

favourites on the list as well as

popular new tunes.

Dale your sweetheart up for next

Friday evening's entertainment.

Tickets at $1.00 may be procured

from Vinny Corrigan, (convener),

Ah Gratton, johnny Wing, Mike

McGuire and other members of the

executive.

S. P. M. Discussion Group
To Be Inaugurated Monday

The first discussion group of

the Student Peace Movement will

he held in the Senate Room of

the Old Arts Building at four

o'clock on Monday next, Febru-
ary 10. The topic under discus-

sion will be "What can Students

do for the Cause of Peace?" All

interested students are invited to

attend.

The Executive of the S. P. M.
is also reminded that a short

business session will follow the

discussion.

Photographic Exhibit

The Second Canadian Interna-

tional Salon of Photographic Art,

which will be on view in Room 111,

Douglas Library, until February

17th, should appeal to those inter-

ested in either art or photography.

In the foreword to the catalogue it

is stated that "Photography, as a
medium of artistic expression

worthy of serious consideration, is

a comparatively recent develop-
ment." The National Gallery of
Canada has appreciated this devel-
opment and by forming the Salon
has gathered together a very re-

presentative collection from all

parts of the world.

StteiEmttg (timvafavb 3Flmo*r Sffop
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE QALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable " Workmanship Guarantee

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 yean

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS^
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175 -177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OP DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

HAVE YOU LEARNED THE LATEST BALLROOM STEPS.

FOR THE SCIENCE FORMAL?
NO?
Do so at our studio in 3 lessons

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

FRANK CCBB§
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco. Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Bjasiness Men

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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LADINS OF THREE

CULTIES CLASH IN

ISAULT TO-NIGHT

,eral Will Contend For
places On College

Team

lso Exhibition Bouts

impus fig'11 fans wiI1 have a

,i see their coming repres-

in action tonight in the

gymnasium, when the In-

cUlty Assault will be held,

te is plenty of good material in

ranks, and some interesting

i
will be staged. Smythe, Mac-

:Ic anil Egan will probably be

lied in the 155-lb. boxing class,

cide the Intercollegiate repres-

ive. Pond, Fred ricks, and

will stage keen competition for

bantam-weight class; and Con-

;nid Radouski should provide

nsulv contested bout,

ck Williams appears to be the

lightweight seeking college

njrs, but it is doubtful if he

challenge Jack Irving,

i wrestling circles, Grant is

ing an effort to get down to the

htrweight limit, in order to

Utngt Jack Thomas. Grant put

a mighty fine display in a pre-

nry to the West End engage-

, and has shown great promise

ining. Oarkc will be seen at

>ounds, and should make a

hid for his Interfaculty crest.

- probable that a number of

frcollegiate men will perform, to

ut an evening of sparkling

10 PROFESSOR TO

NE LECTURE HERE

BREAKS TIE

im.

CHUCK FIN LA Y

flying fdrward of Queen's cage quintet

whose last minute field goal gave the

Tricolor a sensational 30-28 triumph
over St. Kitts on Saturday.

ALBERTA STUDENTS

PROSCRIBE RULES

C. Sponsors Lecture By
American History

Authority

n Convocation Hall

rofessor Howard Robinson of

Jtate University, who will

ire in Convocation Hall to-

' night at 8.00 o'clock, has
Jpicd a number of posts in

"i the best educational in-

wns in America and is well-

w" (or his historical works.

*" American Looks al the

P
gh Fmpire" will be the' sub-

01 Professor Robinson's ad*

I
s "hich is being sponsored by

^'"gston Historical Society
' International Relations

Queen's.
r"fcssor Robinson is a former
w of the Professorial Oiair

"'story at Wesleyan Theo-
M College, Montreal and
jfcwor of History at Carleton
fveraity, Minn. He is dean
he College of Liberal Arts,

' *M Professor of History at
lm

University, Ohio, before

appointed to Ohio State

,^
rs 'ty last June.
cssor Robinson has special-

111 the problem of relations
ten

Britain and the United

£ * The best known of his

g . \
c "The Development of

ntlah Empire' and "A His-
° f

Great Br.tain."

Sign Petition Demanding
Change Of Campus

Regulations

Students at the University of

Alberta recently signed a petition

calling a meeting of the Students'

Union to discuss the interference of

the faculty in the private life of the

students. The text of the petition

was as follows

:

" Whereas we, the undersigned

believe it to be in the best interests

of the students that a general

meeting of the students be called

as soon as possible to settle certain

problems which have been causing

considerable disturbance among the

members, such as:

1. Financing of senior sports by

the Union.

2. Increasing interference by the

faculty in the private life of the

students. Examples:

(a) Over town dances.

(b) Liquor.

(el Enforcement committee.

We hereby petition the president

of the Union to call a general meet-

ing at the first convenient oppor-

tunity."

University authorities have long

forbidden the holding of any Uni

vcrsity major function off the

campus, and this fact has been be-

coming more and more of a sore

point, especially as the accommoda

tions on the campus have become

insufficient for the increasing num-

ber of students at major dances.

The faculty has also frowned on

the practice of students keeping

(Continued on page 2)

NEWMAN CLUB PLAN
VALENTINE_ DANCE

Interviewed concerning the New

man Club Valentine Dance on

Friday. Cupid replied:

"Going to the Valentine Dance?

Why of course I am! I've got a

new red sash for the occasion. And

I expect to get some of my best

shooting practice on that mght.

What with shaded lights, and my

favourite orchestra playing soothing

symphonies, the atmosphere of ro-

mance couldn't be improved upon.

There'll be quite a few with heart-

trouble before the evening .s over.

(Continued on page 8)

COURTMEN WIN FROM

ST. CATHARINES IN

THRILL-PACKED TILT

Fast, Well-Drilled Queen's
Squad Scores 30-28

Victory

Fifth Straight Win

BY JOHNNY EDWARDS

Queen's Senior basketball team
won their fifth consecutive game
on Saturday by defeating the

highly publicized St. Catharines

Grads by the score of 30-28. Fast,

rough, and very close during the

closing minutes, court fans were

treated to a wide-open game
which had them on their feet

many times as the struggle be-

came a hectic battle marked by-

many fouls and thrilling mom-
ents.

After leading by the wide mar-

gin of 15-4 at half time, Queen's

faded steadily under the pressure

put on by the experienced Grads'

forward line in the second period.

Hanna, Haine, and Mcretski cag-

ed 22 points between them dur-

ing this half, and their tricky ball

handling and low dribbling allow-

ed them fairly easy access to the

Tricolor basket many times as

the last few minutes ticked off

Meretski. former Detroit cuurt

star, had chances under the

basket to lay the game away, but

failed to click on these 'dogs' by

narrow margins. Twice within

the final three minutes, a breath-

less crowd watched his shots

trickle around the edge of the

hoop and fall outside.

Jack's Golden Tornadoes be-

gan the game in their usual sys-

tematic style, quickly running up

a safe lead through the fine shoot-

ing of Lloyd Edwards; Cunning-

ham and Bews. Play was ter-

(Continued on page 5)

YOUNG AND BROWN VICTORS IN

RADIO DEBATE WITHMcMASTER

Over 400 Couples

Attend Science

Formal

Over four hundred couples

danced to the music yf Mai Hallett

and hfs orchestra last Friday night

one of the outstanding social

events of the college year—the

Science At Home. The music, de-

corations, favors and supper all

contributed their share to a night of

unexcelled merrymaking.

Mai Hallett and his boys domin-

ated the scene on their revolving

platform in the centre of the floor.

White pillars rose from the base of

the orchestra platform to meet a

huge canopy overhead from the

centre of which was suspended the

large crystal globe which has graced

50 many other Science Formals

Spotlights played upon the faces of

the orchestra members as they gave

their individual numbers.

The hall itself was decorated in

blue and silver. Large silhouettes

of dancing girls occupied the end

walls while, on each side, a tinkling

waterfall descended upon the shoul

ders of a bathing girl. Red flames

from silver urns cast an eerie light

over the walls.

Supper was served in one of the

rooms off the gym floor. The walls

of the supper room were decorated

with symbols representing the vari

oua courses in Science. The favors

consisted of handsome gold picture

frames.

Members of the committee res

nonsible for the dance were: Bruce

Clement, Louis King, Marslon

Fleming, Neville Spence, C. Biescu-

thal, Cles Robinson, Jerry Thomp-

son, Don Carruthcrs, Frank Joy,

and Walt Lewis (convener).

ProjessorP. Q. C. Campbell Speaks

On Ancient Orator Demosthenes

"The great orator aims at per-

suading his hearers, always with a

view to action on their part: he

appeals both to their reason and to

their emotions or instincts, and one

is inclined to believe that the funda-

mental appeal is to instinct or emo-

tion rather than to reason." Pro-

fessor P. G. C. Campbell stated in

a lecture on "Demosthenes" at

Grant Hall yesterday afternoon.

This was the fifth in a scries of pub-

lic extension lectures on "Some As-

pects of the Gassical Tradition."

"His main instrument is the spoken

word, therefore a speech in print is

not Oratory, any more than a play

in print is drama. It omits the

living personality of the speaker."

Professor Campbell continued.

"None but those audiences who

heard him can ever know what

Demosthenes' oratory really was.

"Ever since men invented tliat

wonderful instrument known as

speech, they have been suspicious

of it. And if mankind is suspici-

ous of words, it professes itself to

be infinitely more so of speech in

its highest development, Oratory;

Demosthenes had in his day to meet

the same distrust."

Professor Campbell felt that the

fault, if there be one lies not in the

rare and peculiar gifts of the orator,

but in the use to which he may pro-

stitute them. He stressed ihe power

nf great oratory, and the influence

it may have on the course of his-

tory, through the awakening of a

nation to hard facts, or to higher

ideals.

The speaker quoted Emerson as

saying: "There is no true orator

who is not a hero." If ever there was

hero-orator we find l im in Demos-

thenes. No great speaker ever had

a more painful apprenticeship or

greater difficulties to overcome. By

nature he was a most indifferent

speaker; of delicate constitution, he

had a poor physique, awkward bear-

ing, thin voice and a most unfor-

tunate lisp. Yet with indomitable

perseverance, astounding in one so

young, a tenacity of purpose which

characterized him throughout his

life, he set to work to surmount

these physical handicaps,

(Continued on page 4)

Democracy Is Triumphant
In Canada To-day

They Prove

Heard Over CFRC

Queen's University debaters

defeated McMastcr in a radio de-

bate sponsored by the C.R.C. on

Friday night. Messrs. R. W.
Young and J. G. Brown success-

fully upheld the motion "Resolv-

ed that Democracy is Triumphant

in Canada Today." Miss Edna

Robinson and Mr. Raymond
Labarge representing McMaster,

spoke from Hamilton while the

Queen's debaters were heard front

CFRC.
Mr. Young, the first speaker

for Queen's, dealt with the politi-

cal and industrial aspects of the

motion. He described the im-

portance of the minority in our

parliamentary system. The free

do in to debate, discuss, and com
promise was stressed by Mr.

Young as one of the greatest

triumphs of Democracy. He up-

held Acts regulating wages; hours

of work, and compensation, as

restrictions giving the maximum
of freedom to workers. He point-

ed out that under our present

system we have complete free-

dom in our choice of occupation

and liberty to produce as much
as we desire.

As leader of the negative, Miss

Robinson contended that de-

mocracy as we know it has failed

to solve unemployment and ex-

ploitation of the majority by the

few who control most of the

money and credit. She pointed

to the long list of bankrupt muni-

cipalities and governments as

evidence of the failure of De-

mocracy. We have a Govern-

ment of the privileged, the speak-

er said. "What chance have we
against a controlled press and

the elaborate -political organiza-

tion which exists in Canada to-

day?" she asked. Miss Robinson

L-ontended that the control of the

great mass of the wealth o( the

country by a relatively few large

ndustrial corporations consti-

tuted a virtual dictatorship.

Mr. Brown pointed out that in

Canada today the' church is com-

pletely free from control by the

Government. He described the

position of the church in Ger-

many and Sweden as servile to

the State and stated that in

Russia religion is practically pro-

hibited. The triumph of democ-

racy in education was shown by

the governmental establishment

of schools, primary, secondary

and technical, in every com-
munity. Mr. Brown gave as fur-

( Continued on page 8)

QUEEN'S CLUB WILL

SHOW FRENCH FILM

The Queen's Film Society will

present this week as its main fea-

ture. "Destiny", a history of Napo-

leon, in French. Added shorts will

round out an interesting program

which will be shown in Convocation

Hall today at 4.00 and 8.00 p.m.

TRICOLOR PLAY-OFF

HOPES FADE WHEN

MAGEDOMAS WIN

Island Town Six Capture

Strenuous Contest
At Arena

Gowsell Shines

BY AD CRATTOtJ

In another one of those knock

'em down and drag 'em out affairs

in which 16 penalties were meted

out. Queen's losing streak was

stretched to three in a row last

night at the Arena as Brockville

Magedomas sped to a compara-

tively easy 6-2 triumph over the

league trailers.

The defeat just about eliminated

the Tricolor from the running for

a play-off position in the Ottawa

loop.

Last night's game was a repeat

performance of Saturday's Airmen-

Queen's contest as far as strenuous

hockey was concerned, hut the

MjgS had things their own way

after a sizzling first period, and

earned their victory.

Held even in the opening stanza,

the Island Towners forged to the

front after just 18 seconds of play

in the second frame, and experi-

enced little difficulty in running up

a sizeable score in the last chukker.

Bill Gowsell was constantly on the

hop, booting out smoking drives

and had the Tricolor net guardian

not been dccidedlyt on his game the

score would have mounted into

double figures.

Brockvtlle broke on top on Cole-

man's solo goal in 9.0S in the

initial period, but the Tricolor,

clicking on a ganging act. evened

matters 10 minutes later, when

Woodcock hammered home a coun-

ter on which Stollery. Munro, and

Wing drew assists.

(Continued on page 8)

TRIO IS HIGHLIGHT

OF SUNDAY CONCERT

Beethoven's "First Trio"

Rendered In Striking

Style

Ban Riffh Musicale

The highlight of the musicale

held Sunday evening in Ban Rig!)

Hall, was the playing of Beeth-

oven's '"First Trio" by Miss

Phyllis Gum me r. Dr. Frank

Harrison and Dr. Cerhardt

Schmidt. This brilliant work was

executed in the striking style

which shows it off to best ad-

vantage. The instrumental trio

also played two Movements from

Mciidlessohn's "Trio in D minor."

The program was opened by

Miss Ruth Connell who sang d

group of songs including "Hark

Hark, the Lark." "Ave Maria."

and "Thtne is My Heart." Miss

Connell sang again, later.

Miss Shirley Van dcr Voort

played two piano selections, God-

ard's "Barcarolle," and a selec-

tion from Godowsky's "In Old

Vienna." The program closed

with community singing.
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STUDENTS
. . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eittbhtbttl i8ij

N BRANCH—KlacftCUrcocc S
w. R. BELCHER. Uuncr

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St.

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, SO, 82 Princess St

Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND BERRY

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matters, slock markets or
weather conditions; locale lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We arc "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Selection Loose Leal
Refills—always in stock.

WARD'S s]wAi\
HAMILTON ( *'£f
-LIMITED- \SS^fTOW>

4 Nyal Stores 4

VALENTINES
VALENTINE CARDS TO

SUIT EVERY WISH

Some of them express a perfect
sentiment. Some of them are
rog irh and some arc ridiculous-
ly funny.

Whatever your taste there's a
card lor it.

ittcCInlhim (gift

DWIGHT MORROW. By

Harold Nicholson. New York

Harcourt Brace. $3.00.

Yel anoilicr biography (and some

may say that of an unimportant

man; and there is liltle room nowa-

days for a biography of a man

whose achievement is not of the

firsl rank. Mr. Nicholson, however,

has not treated Dwight Morrow

merely as another prominent Am-

erican; he says that the reason for

his writing the biography is that to

him Dwtght Morrow, besides being

the perfccl lype of American, also

became the model for the "com-

pletely civilized man."

So Mr. Nicholson approaches him

from, as he says, the human or

universal ralhcr than from the nat-

ional and particular point of view.

Dwighi Morrow was a man who

crealcd in Europe during the war a

new idea of the American ami of

lhe American mind in action and a

new standard in the theory and

practice of diplomacy.

Dwight Morrow was born in

1S73 in Virginia. From 1891-95

he attended Amherst College and

e are told of his financial diffi-

ilties; his struggle to overcome

irly uncouthness ; his love of

orator}' and his academic Iriumphs.

Aflcr leaving Amherst he entered a

law school and then became clerk

and later partner in a law firm in

New York City. Then for fifteen

years he practised law ; gradually

his practice grew until he attained

great prominence as a corporation

lawyer. In 1914 he became a

partner in the firm of J, P. Morgan

& Co. He was not fundamentally

interested ,in the art of banking but

his association with Morgan enabled

him to discover and affirm his dip-

lomatic ability. After the firm was

appointed American financial agent

of the British and French govern-

ments Morrow played an increas-

ingly important part in international

finance; this was increased by his

connection with the Allied Maritime

Transport Council.

After the war he became involved

in politics and took an active part

in the "Coolidge for President"

campaign of 1920. When Coolidge

became President in 1923, Morrow

entered upon a testing period.

Finally in 1927 came the great

event of his life—his appointment

as Ambassador to Mexico.

It was no enviable task and it

required all the store of Dwight

Morrow's diplomatic ability. The

question of the ownership of oil

lands was a vexing one—the

Mexican government had literally

onfiscated all the property and

would allow no development of the

resources. Here Morrow's legal

knowledge and tact toward Presi-

dent Callcs enabled him to secure

repeal of the confiscating law.

Thenceforth he was hailed as the

greatest diplomatist which the Unit-

ed States had yet produced. Of

the rest of his work in Mexico and

of bis great influence at the London

Conference in 1930 we have not

space to speak.

,

As we read this book we became

aware of the real importance of

.Dwight Morrow and of the fineness

and strength of his character, The

essence of his genius was the

civilized mind, a combination be-

tween the rigid and the mobile, be-

tween romance and science. No

small credit is due Mr. Nicholson

for his able portrayal of such a

man; who trusted his fellow be-

cause he understood them and who

had the gift of making goodness

charming.

Students At Alberta

Proscribe Authority

(Continued from page 1)

liquor in their rooms in the Uni-

versity residence buildings. Two

years ago a complete prohibition

against bringing liquor on to the

campus was passed. Many of the

students living in residence are over

21 years of age ,and they contend

that they should be allowed to keep

liquor in their residences, as it is

provided for by provincial regula-

tions.

The enforcement committee is a

committee set up under the con-

stitution of the Student's Union to

enforce the regulations, and so does

not come under the head of faculty

interference. The committee has,

however, held it's meetings in

secret, and complaints against this

manner of meeting have been

numerous."

This was the second petition to be

circulated. The previous week
another petition went the rounds

and resulted in a special meeting.

Nearly 700 students turned out,

constituting the largest meeting of

the student body to be held for

many years. The president of the

Union explained that the meeting

had been called as a protest against

the action of Dr. Wallace, president

of the university in refusing per-

mission for the Union to hold a pep

rally in the morning, and also in

refusing to allow a special meeting

of the union to be held in the

morning. These meetings would
have necessitated the cancellation of

the lectures on the mornings con-

30S Prinecto St.

Campus and Gym
Entry lists for the Badminton

Tournament will be left in Ban

Righ, the Gym and the Arts Build-

ing until Wednesday. Those inter-

ested should fill in their own name

and that of their doubles partner.

* * *

Interycar hockey .teams will be

formed next week, Those wishing

to turn out for their year may do

so by yetting in touch with Grace

Hiscocks, '38, Peggy Archibald,

"39, and Helen Cram, '37.

* * *

\ swimming meet will he held

oil tin- 2'~>lh of this month. There

will hi: speed and style competitions

as well as novelty events and ex-

hibition diving. The following are

the events:

1. Spring side, 25 yds.

2. (a) Elementary back stroke

style

fb) Breast stroke style

(cl Side stroke style

(d) Crawl style

elementary diving.

I .t ) Standing front dive,

(h) Running front dive.

Spring crawl, 25 yds,

Stunt.

Life Saving Demonstration.

Scientific Swimming.
Diving.

Relay (Inleryear, breast, side

back, crawl) ". 25 yds
Exhibition Swimming.

Arts Formal Favours

There are a few Arts

Formal Favours left which

may be purchased from Mac

Hubbell (Phone 1129-J) for

fifty cents.

To Address Levana

Mrs. Jean Hutchinson, graduate

of Toronto University, will be the

guest speaker at the Levana meet

ing Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock

in Ban Righ Hall. Mrs. Hutchin

son was a very popular speaker at

the Lake Couchiching Conference

this September. Her subject will

be "The Relations of Men and Wo
men on the Campus."

*

10.
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cerned, and Dr. Wallace refused on

the grounds that it is contrary to

the policy of the university to can-

cel lectures for student activities of

that type. The meetings were de-

sired in order to stimulate interest

in the hockey series with Saskat-

chewan, as the hockey club already

has a deficit and a good turn out

will be necessary to make the series

pay.

Student interest which had al-

ready been aroused by the circum-

stances under which the general

meetings had bejen called, was fur-

ther heightened by the appearance

of a small green pamphlet entitled

"The Picador". This sheet was

principally devoted to a scathing

attack on The Gateway, the uni-

versity paper. It was charged

that the editorial policy of The

Gateway "oscillates between a cheap

tabloid tendency, which it lacks the

courage to carry out, and the

sophisticated strain, which is above

the mental competency of those res-

ponsible for its appearance, and ends

up by being a sort of strap-book

for the moronic outbursts of a fav-

Choral Society

Dr. Harrison will discuss
pj.

forte music at the regular C, fj

phone recital in the Red Roqn
Wednesday at 4.30 p.m.

The Choral Society will
hoi

practice at 7.0Q p.m. Tuesday,

orchestra will meet at 7.45 p.m

The Choral Society Con«n

provisionally set for March
\

The programme will include
|

songs, orchestra numbers, fi nt

second parts of Haydn's Cr^
accompanied by the orchestra,

rangements are being made to h

two outstanding Canadian pcrfr,

ers as guest artists.

LOST

A brown velour hat.

please return to Bea Schafi

Goodwin House.

oured few, and the putrk

published elsewhere in tit

gone by."

Our new C.C.M. skate shar

fr-^. ening machine sharpens yc

^=3 skates the scientific way,

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.

88 Princess St.

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

Phone

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callaa Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ri:

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

Levana Formal Tickets

TfcketJ for the Levana Formats
will be on sale again on Wednesday.
They may be obtained from Mary
Graham and Barbara Bolton in the

lied Room between classes and in

Ban Righ after meals.

Dr. M. H. McKinnon, Med '34

is practising at Canterbury, N.B.

W. G. Manning, Arts '31. is

leaching science subjects in the

collegiate institute at Moosomin,
Sask.

A. D. Matheson, Arts '35, is

back at the University this ses-

sion, doing postgraduate work in

chemistry.

J. W. S. Major. Com. '33, is in

the treasurer's department of the

Algoma Steel Corp., Saulte Ste.

Marie, Ont.

Ted Simpson, . Com. '32, has

been in the employ of Condem-
ning, Gray and Roberts, charter-

id accountants, 1106 C. P. R
Building. Toronto, since the fall

of 1933.

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON QN TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTAR10



TUESDAY, FEBRUARY nth, 1936

Coming Events

Today:

1.00p.m.—Hockey
Science '36 vs.

Science '37

Harry Arena

4.00p.m.—Film Soc.

Convocation Hall

4.15p.m.—Chem. Eng. Soc.

Ontario Hall

—Arts Soc,

Arts Bldg.

Room 201

8.00p.m.—Film Soc.

Convocation Hall

—Inter-faculty Assault

Gym
Wednesday, Feb. 12:

4.00p.m.—Hockey
Science '38 vs.

Science '39

Arena

4.30p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Red Room
7.00p.m.—Levana Meeting

Ban Righ
8,00p.m.—Prof. H. Robinson

Convocation Hal!
—Arts '36

Roy York
Thursday, Feb. 13:

2.30p.m.—Arts '38

Theatre Party

Radio Club

Queen's Radio Club will hold a

meeting in the Old Arts Building
on Thursday, Feb. 13, at 7.30 p.m.
Arrangements are being made to

have a speaker. All interested are
nvitcd to attend.

Also those who wish to learn the

rode are reminded of the classes

Ml Wednesday and Thursday at

p.m.

Japanese National Hobhy: Coi-
ling China.—Reader's Digest.
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"KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

GLAZO
New

:

*nniU* NEED 0F DRUGS
QUICKLY" PHONE

SI9-... PRINCESS IT.

A I' THE THEATR£
CONDUCTED BY

NORMA MacROSTIE

CAPITOL
A TALE OF TWO CITIES

Witit

Ronald Coleman, Elisabeth Allen
and Donald Woods

The director of ''A Tale of Two
Cities" could almost say, in the
words of Sydney Carton, "It is a
far better thing I do now than I

have ever done." For this picture

ranks with the best that Hollywood
has produced.

We must admit to having gone
to it expecting a disappointment, be-

cause we have seen so many fine

stories mangled by Hollywood
methods, but in this case we were
agreeably surprised. The picture

version follows Dickens' story

closely: no liberties have been taken

with either plot or characters, Even
the most minor characters are fine-

ly drawn and superbly portrayed.

Ronald Coleman gives a sincere

and sympathetic performance as

Sidney Carton ; in our opinion it is

one of the best efforts of his career.

Elizabeth Allen makes an admirable

heroine of prim and unsophistica-

ted type. Donald Woods as Charles

Darnay is perhaps the most notice-

able weak spot in the cast; his aris-

tocratic bearing is more wooden
than dignified. Edna May Oliver

has a part that suits her peculiar

talents to perfection. We were a

little disappointed, not in the per-

formance, hut in the appearance of

T I V O L

DIAMOND JIM
WUh

Edward Arnold, Jean Arthur and

Binnie Barnes

Probably one of the most notori-

ous men of his day was Diamond
Jim Brody, big, goodhearted, and
as hard as they come. This film

has tried to reproduce episodes of

his flashy career, and give an out-

line of the life of this man whose
passionate love of diamonds, and
glitter, brought him his fame. With
more money than he knew what to

do with he was the original gambl-
ing, extravagant Broadway playboy
of the gay nineties. What a pair

he and Mae West would have made

!

You will enjoy seeing this some-
what unusual story, which gives you
a new slant on the Broadway with

which you are so familiar. Edward
Arnold, it should be noted, looks

very' much like the real 'Diamond
Jim, and acts his part most con-

vincingly. Jean Arthur and Binnie

Barnes are both good too. B.

Madame DeFarge; we thought she

should have had a few more wisps

of matted hair hanging in front of

her face, and. perhaps, buck teeth.

This picture, as a faithful repres-

entation of Dickens' book, is worth

an A. —D.K.

Coming Attraction: "So Red the

Rose", with Margaret Sullavan.

PUCK SLANTS
Flyers' Defence Socks 'Em-

Stollery Earns Orchids

—

McNecley Gets It

—

Boys Carry Wands High.

Well how did you like Satur

day's thriller with the Airmen

Aside from the fact the Tricolor

again took it on the chin the fans

seemed to get a big kick out of

the game.

The Flyers really flew in the

opening period. Four pretty

goals on sweet passing plays that

had the professional touch, left

Queen's squarely behind the eight

hall.

Visiting defence men hit Tri-

color attackers regularly all even-

ing, and when those giants bowl

'em over they don't fool ! Wing.
Patterson, Munro et al took a

rough ride but always came up
battling.

Alex Smith has schooled hi

boys thoroughly in the pro style

of play. His club looked the best

coached outfit to show on King
ston ice this winter, especially in

the first period. But in the final

forty minutes the Pilots were
hard pressed to keep the ganging

locals from getting the duke.

Smith left immediately after

the game for Windsor where it

is expected he will do his master

minding for the Bulldogs in the

International hockey wheel for

the rest of the winter.

Playing with a 'badly injured
back which kept him out of last

Thursday's game in Ottawa, Art
Stolk-ry deserves orchids for his

sterling two-way performance.
Stoll's goal boosted his scoring
record to 11 points made up from
6 goals and 5 assists.

Jo Jo Graboski of Brockville is

top man among the snipers in

the Ottawa circuit. The Mace-
donia marvel has 12 goals and 7

assists for a total of 19 points.

Johnny Wing, Reg Patterson
and Johnny Pouporc formed the
best front line Queen's had out
there Saturday. Patterson. long
overdue in a scoring sense, fash-

ioned three points out of a stellar

night's performance.

The game had plenty of zing to

it. and the crowd roared lustily

as players toppled over like ten
pins when they collided with
rock-like rear guards.

This chap Eric McNecley who
had a hand in several Ottawa
goals, proved to be a real puck
star, but always seemed anxiou

to mix it with someone. His clash

with Gowsell, Stolk-ry and Wood
cock ended too quickly to prove
serious, although Mr. McXeeley
at least had the satisfaction of

starting something. He actually

asked for it when he charged the
Tricolor goalie for no good rea-

son at all.

Sticks were carried high

throughout the game by player*

Cross Crossed

Ben Grauer, NBC announcer,

spins one about an alleged argu-

ment between his fellow announcer,

Milton J. Cross and a newly hired

XBC guide.

"rm Cross, and I must get into

that studio 1"

"Sorry, sir, but I don't know you
and we're not allowed to admit

strangers to the studios!"

"Listen, I'm Cross and I am
going into that studio."

"I don't care if you're furious,

you can't get in 1"

on both teams but the officials

didn't seem to mind. The boys
apparently were having lots of

fun and the refs couldn't spoil

the entertainment. Had they
called all the cross-checks, slash-

es, knees, etc., the penalty timers

would have become bosom pals

of the rampant pucknien. As it

was the timers were hosts to 15

visitors.

Queen's arc no set-ups for any
team and usually give home fans

a wide-open, thrilling game to
look at. Personally we'd tike a
few victories to enthuse over.

Saturday's loss was the Tri-

color's seventh in twelve games.
They've won 2 and drawn 3 for

a point total of 7.

FOUND

A lady's purse at Science For-
mal. Call 477-F.

EDGEUUORTH
Junior

JUNIOR!
• Meet Edgeworih Junior— the new double-duty tobacco by the

makers of Edgcworth! All the quality and rich flavor of the world-

famous Edgeworih in an extremely mild, light, free-burning pipe

and cigarette combination.

If you are now using a tobacco suitable for both pipe and ciga-

rcnes, here's your chance to get Edgeworih quality in the form of

tobacco you like best. Edgcworth Ready-Rubbed and Edgewortb
Plug Slice remain unchanged for regular Edgewonh fans.

We predict Edgeworih Junior will meet YOUR specifications for

a perfert double-Jury— pipe and cigarette— tobacco. Thousands of

new pipe imokers will join the Edgcworth ranks with Edgewonh
Junior. Try it— today—and enjoy a new, delightfully mild smoke.
Lams & Brother Co., Richmond, Va. Tobacconists since 1877.

Mdde by tit auken ej Edgtuvrib Plug Stic* tad Edgtunrth Rtjdy-Rubbtd

-CUT.. SMOKE THE TOBACCO Y0UVE BEEN LOOKING FOR
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A Queen's Publication

The last number of the Queen's Quart-

erly, Which appeared before Christmas, con-

tains many articles of interest to the aver-

age student. Every article is written by

an authority in his particular ^ctd, and not

a few of these writers are members of our

own faculty. Students of economics, lit-

erature history, politics, and lovers of the

short story, music, and poetry will find

articles of special appeal to themselves.

"The Apathetic Fallacy'; by Robert

England, deals with a factor which is usual-

ly overlooked by the economist. In literature

the pathetic fallacy is the tendency to invest

inanimate objects with life. The opposite

tendency, thinking of living creatures as

inanimate, Mr.~ England calls the "apathetic

fallacy." and it is this fallacy which he

finds prevalent in our economic thinking

today. The economist, while building up

his theories, fails to take the human factor

into account.

Among the members of the faculty who

have contributed to this issue is Dr. H.

L. Tracy whose article on "The Decline

of Folk Music" offers an extremely fair and

capable analysis of present conditions in

the realm of music. This decline' is traced

by Professor Tracy to the present "cult of

virtuosity" which places eccentricity and

pose above true art. Professor Alexander's

"John Donne, Poet and Divine" and Pro-

feSsOr l_ "tut tier's "Rousseau—Moralist and

Reformer'' are scholarly articles upon two

vivid and interesting personalities in Eng-

lish and French letters.

Politics students will be particularly in-

terested in "Parliament in Poland" by

George AdamVitwiis, t snsttl General of

Poland in Ottawa, "The Case For the

Alabama," and "A Tree And Its Fruits."

One of the finest pieces of writing in

the Quarterly is a short story by Sinclair

Ross, a Westerner, entitled "September
Snow " It captures the atmosphere of the

western blizzard, of man struggling against

the cruel onslaught, and it speaks well for

the Future of this new author.

Besides the wealth of material already

alluded to, the magazine contains items on
public affairs and a wealth oi book reviews

capably bandied by lUvinberi of the faculty

thing left for him is to present tactfully

only part of his views.

Students should be aware of this and

co-operate with their instructors. . . . When

a professor docs have courage, we should

be careful not to misinterpret or misquote

him, We need also to determine which of

the three positions the instructor is taking

and evaluate his teachings accordingly.—

Washington State Evergreen.

To The Editor

February 5th, 1936.

Dear Editor:.

A national conference of students was

held at Toronto on December 30th and 31st

of last year at which the "Canadian Student

Peace Movement" was formed. The object

of the new organization is to co-ordinate

the activities of students throughout Can-

ada in their efforts towards world peace.

At this conference were present delegates

from universities in Eastern Canada and

as far west as the University of Manitoba.

Our immediate objectives for the re-

mainder of the session are

—

(i) to set up Student Peace Movements

on all Canadian campuses, or co-operate

with bodies already existing for such a pur-

pose.

(ii) to prepare for a National Peace

Hour for students to be held in March.

(iii) to publish a montlily bulletin con-

taining information-pertaining to the Move-

ment.

(iv) to send as large a delegation as

possible to the annual meeting of tfte

League of Nations Society at Ottawa in

May.

(v) to send a representative Canadian

delegation to Geneva this summer for the

World Youth Conference on Peace.

In order to attain our ends we need

the full support of Canadian students in

all parts of the Dominion, and in particular

of those in whose hands are the organs

which express student opinion. We wel-

come suggestions and criticisms from stu-

dents individually a*nd in organized groups.

To this end, we would greatly appreciate

publication of this letter.

Cordially yours,

Wesley H. Bradley,

National Secretary

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table—Faculty of Arts

The attention of all students in Arts is
1

directed to the Examination Time-table

posted on the Registrar's NMice Board.

This time-table includes only Pass courses,

with the first Honours course in each sub-

ject The dates for these examinations arc

to be definitely settled before the courses in

Honours are arranged, All students are

urged to check the Pass Time-table very

carefully and report conflicts or omissions

at once to the Registrar's Office.

Notional Research Council Scholarships to be

awarded in 1936

Bursaries of the value of $500 will he

open to award to applicants who have grad-

uated with high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of $600 will

be open to award to applicants who have

already done some original graduate re-

search in science.

Fellowships of the value of $700 will be

open to award to applicants who have given

distinct evidence of capacity to conduct in-

dependent research in science.

Attention is called to the fact that ow-

ing to drastic reduction in the appropria-

tion available this year for scholarships,

only a limited number of awards can be

granted. Consequently, applications should

be strictly confined to candidates with out-

standing records, both in their undergradu-

ate and postgraduate courses.

March 1st is the final date on which

applications may be mailed.-

Application blanks and copies of the

regulations governing these awards may be

obtained from the Registrar.

What Can A Professor Profess?

There are three possible Answers, He
may refrain from saying anything that he
believes; in which case, he is worthless

lie may honestly and frankly state his con

elusions on the problems he has studied

and win the disapproval of the pseudo-
patriots. Thirdly, he may state only part

Ol lo- conclusions (those which will offend

none "i the controlling interests in society),

which is misrepresentation and dishonesty.

This places the poor professor in a

terrible predicament. The first choice is

not only unworthy but impossible; even
when an instructor selects a textbook he is

stating his belief that the book is worth
reading and he must give his opinion of it.

The lecond position is the most desirable,

but apparently the least practical. The only

February 8th, 1936.

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

At this time, through the medium of

your columns, I would like to make some
measure of public acknowledgment on be-

half of the Engineering Society. What-
ever success may have attended our annual

Formal was to a great extent due to the

willing assistance of many friends.

U is with that thought in mind that 1

wmld like to voice our deep appreciation

—

To Dean Clark and his staff for their

helpful co-operation, advice, and assis-

tance.

To Mr. Bews, the caretakers of the

buildings, and the workmen who helped us

prepare. -

To our many friends both within the

city and beyond who gave us .access to

material, equipment, and services.

To the various years in Science, par-

ticularly the Freshmen, who turned out so

willingly to work.

To the members of the committee and
some others in addition, who gave so free-

ly of their time.

To Mai Hallett and his orchestra who
climaxed the evening with their perform-

ance.

In particular I would like to congratu-
late the convener. Walt Lewis, on his suc-

cessful manipulation of the forces avail-

able—including the committee. Something
of^ record was broken in that said com-
mittee were still on. speaking terms with
each other on the afternoon of Feb. 7th.

To all uf these, 1 wish to acknowledge I

for the Engineering Society, our debt of

gratitude for things done, which arc hard
to adequately repay.

Yours sincerely,

F. W. Joy,

Pres. Eng. Soc.

Near Scholarships

faculty of Applied Science

Scholarships will be awarded in the

faculty of Applied Science in May 1936, as

follows

:

Three scholarships of the value of $100

each will be awarded to the students with

the highest standing who are completing

the third year in each of three Courses,

Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Civil

Engineering. Candidates for these scholar-

ships must have an average of at least 66

per cent, on the work of the third year and

no failures.

Scholarships of $100 each will be award-

ed to the student in each of the first and

second years who has the highest average

in all the work of his year.

These scholarships will be tenable only

by students who are in residence during

Session 1936-37.

PROF. CAMPBELL
SPEAKS ON ORATOR

(Continued from page 1)

Demosthenes embraced law as a

profession, possibly as the most

promising approach to political life.

The best-known stage in his

career began when he was thirty,

and Athens was in dire need of a

new leader. The city was sunk in

materialism and economic content-

edness, with dangers threatening

her from outside almost completely

ignored.

It was this state of affairs in his

city which Demosthenes set his face

to remedy. His first care was to

improve affairs within the state, to

arouse a\ sense of citizenship, and

awaken national consciousness. His

early mission was purely a Greek

one; but events soon forced him to

broaden his vision and envisage an

imminent peril which, in his judg-

ment threatened the whole' Greek

race. In this role the great orator

was helping to mold the course

of History.

Demosthenes was a fearless and

clear-sighted statesman and a clever

lawyer, but more than that he is

the orator in all ages, even in his

own, acknowledged to be the great-

est the world has ever heard.

19;,,

FOUND

At the Science Formal an.ep

ing purse containing comp^,
mirror, handkerchief and

srri)
|

"tajil

hair cup and a green

Owners may obtain these artici*

from Walt Lewis, phone 173].^,

Price in Chemistry

A prize of $25 given by the So-

ciety of Chemical Industry is award-

ed on the basis of an essay competi-

tion. Competitive essays must be

sent not later than February 29lb to

the Secretary of the Ottawa Sec-

tion of the Society of Chemical In-

dustry. The competition is strictly

limited to undergraduates.

Further information may be ob-

tained from the Registrar or from

th~e Department of Chemistry,

Queen's University.

SWEET
CAPORAL

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

'0 Princess St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron

ize them and support your paper

• Dorothy Chard Parker Memorial Prise in

Classics

A prize of $25 has been donated by Mr.

F. R. Parker of Elmira, New York, to be

awarded to the student in Classics, or Latin

and French with Greek, who at the end of

his first Honours year in his major sub-

ject has shown the greatest promise and

proficiency in the courses of the Department

of Classics. No award will be made unless

candidates are of sufficient merit. The prize

will be awarded in May 1936, and the stu-

dent to whom it is awarded must continue

bis work in residence during Session 1936-

1937.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from students

now enrolled in the University for the

Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship of 1

1935. The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously been

awarded on the basis of Matriculation. As
no matriculation candidate was eligible last

summer the Scholarship will be awarded
this session to some student within the Uni-

versity on the basis o( the candidate's

academic qualifications and on his rating

as a clean, effective hockey player.

No credit towards fees is given when
the Scholarship is not awarded on the basis

of Matriculation, but the regular cash pay-
ment of $80 is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the hands of

the Registrar by February 15th. Applica-
tions should give evidence that students
have played in O.H.A. or N.O.H, Scries.

BRIGHT DAYS INVITES
YOUR KODAK

Leave your films here

r%V R. McCOLL
DRUGGIST

260 University Ave.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccoi

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cili

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter

CANADA RADIO STORES

Roy-York Cafe next to u

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions

We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sub. Phone 1763—Conservator^! 1137

The Good Place To Eat

Belter food for less mono'

Special rate meal ticket for stud*

4t9artgald Cat*
346 Princess St. Kingston.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Oid"1

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S iT
H
<&!

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

TRICOLOR FAIL TO ADVANCE
Queen's luckless pucksters passed Up two excellent chance, last

,vfCk ,o mo c up as contender for a play-off portion in the Ottawa
s ,.„ior circuit by dropping close decisions to La Salle and R.CAF

ln each contest the local blade artists outplayed the opposition "most
of the nW. y«t were forced to accept two bitter defeat* just when
appeared that their game efforts were to meet with success.

as they en ered t ie last penod with a two goat lead. But successive
penalties (. lowed the hum, tea,,, to square the count before the session
<nded, and the Capital Cly lads wen, on to Wrah a i-2 win in overtime.

On Saturday on home ice the Powcllmcn rallied bravclv after a
disastrous opening period to ontscorc and outskate the smart passing
Air Force chin m the remaining two sessions, but were still on the
short end of a 0-5 count when hostilities were over

The two setbacks seriously impaired the local clubs' chances of
qualifying lor a place m the league nlaydowns as they remained dead-
locked in fifth position with Rideaus, both teams having hut 7 points
Emeralds, in the fourth slot, hold a 6 point advantage over the two
irailers who will have to show a sensational reversal of form If they
hope to participate in the post season series.

REFEREES HAVE TOUGH NIGHT
While we have noticed considerable inefficient work by officials

from time to time in the various games in which Queen's have "figured
this year we refrained front passing comment in the hope of seeing
some improvement. However, it remained for Saturday's display by
rejerccs Hooper and Watts to surpass in ineffectiveness anything we
have lamped thus far.

Naturally with Queen's boasting a season's record which is none
tno impressive, it would be stretching things a bit far to blame their
lowly standing solely on incompetent work on the part oi the officials.

But when it is considered that three of the seven local losses have been
by the narrow margin of one goal, and that in all three games mentioned,
the poor work of the men handling the contests was particularly notice-
able with many of their decisions affecting the Tricolor unfavorably,
the present standing of the local club can be partly accounted for.

The men who worked the R.A.F.-Quecn's battle here on Saturday
let the boys on both teams away with practically everything in the
way of high sticking, slashing, hooking, cross checking and what not.

That the game did not develop into a free for all was no fault of the
officials, who checked up on a lot of petty unorthodox play several
lime*, hut continued to allow the players to really "lay it on" most of
I he night.

Referee Hooper was subjected to a severe panning by the big crowd
for some of his wild guesses, but he was not alone out there, even
though he did have to impose most of the penalties to try and keep the
affair under control.

It looked to us as if the red were enjoying a game of blind man's
buff most of the night, but the fans apparently enjoyed every minute
ol the rough tussle.

Most people voted it the season's best.

HOOPSTERS NOSE OUT ST. KITTS
Queen's classy cager.e bad to light off a determined last half stand

by the St. Catharine Grads hefore emerging with a 30-28 triumph in

a crowd pleasing exhibition at the Gym on Saturday night.

Ralph Jack's proteges forged into a commanding lead in the open-
ing twenty minutes of play, but had to bring all the tricks of the trade
into use to get the nod over the St. Kills speedsters.

The game served to keep the Tricolor right on edge for this Friday's

scheduled fixture here with the Varsity five.

The Blues and the locals are setting the pace in the Intercollegiate

Big Four loop with two wins and no losses to their credit. Western
ate next with an even break in four games, while McGill bring up the
rear with no victories and four reverses.

INTERFACULTY ASSAULT TONIGHT
Fight fans who attend tonight's Interfaculty Assault will be pro-

vided with an excellent entertainment as several of the bouts
will bring together hoys who will be fighting for a place on the Tricolor
Si. W. & I", squad.

In other years fierce battling marked the fnlerfaculty card and to-

night's championship meet promises to overshadow the events of past

seasogs.
Coaches Jarvis and Bcws haven't quite decided on the make-up of

their respective teams that will defend the Gibson Trophy at Montreal
this month, but the mentors ought to know just who's who after this

evening's warfare is ended.

COUKTMEN WIN
IN FAST GAME

(Continued from page 1)

Tificallj fast throughout this open-

ing- period, and failure to substi-

tute for the fading Queen's centre

and his forward team-mates cost

Ihe Tricolor dearly in the second

half.

The Grads came out to resume

play with a fine defence and a

very tricky attack. Though
down eleven points, the St.

Catharines team played spectac-

ularly until they caught and then

li 'I t he Gold quintet by one point.

15 'inning Chuck Finlay. aggres-

sive and-spcedy Queen's forward,

almbst raised the roof by sink-

ing two difficult long-range field

goals from the corners, giving his

'l-jhi-mates a new lease on life.

Captain Doug Rooke was playing

a tremendous game at, centre

a(ter Cunningham had gone to

the bench via the personal fotd

rt"'te, and his seven points were
ltl ^ difference between a defeat

a"d a win. Holding off a furious

attack within their own foul line

Tricolor managed to secure

Possession and the gun ended tl

^"le with Queen's winning 30-

S * Catharines—Hbba, Meretski

Hanna (9), Storm. Hallett

Maine (8), Madsen (3). Collins

Queen's — Finlay (6). L. Ed

J*M« (7), Sonshinc,' Cunning
«ooke {?), Bews (4), Stephen.

PiSS K*). Tilley (2). J.
Edwards,

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

DY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

From the write-ups appear-

ing in the "Varsity" the

Queen's Assault squad are

the most feared in Intercol-

legiate competition. And not

without reason. /

"Slim" Gobert who was re-

ported with a broken finger

some days ago, says that the

injured member is not re-

sponding to treatment with

the desired rapidity. It looks

as if he will be out for the

year. It is undoubtedly a loss

to the team, for as we said,

Gobert was going places this

year.

We regret to announce too,

that Norm Hoch, middle-

weight boxer is still in the

hospital where lie has been

confined since the turn of the

year.

Students who wish to com-

pete in the Interfaculty As-

sault are asked to sign up as

soon as.possible so that there

will be little difficulty in ar-

ranging the bouts.

Training was interrupted

during the week-end. but a

few of the boys went up to

the gym °n Friday evening

for a work-out.

AIR FORCE NOSE OUT TRICOLOR
IN THRILLING ICE ENCOUNTER

Brilliant Queen's RaUy Led
By Patterson Falls

Short

Score 6-5

BV FRANCIS MURPHY

In one of the most thrill-packed

struggles uncovered at the Arena

many a month, an inspired

Queen's rally fell one short of tying

the score and permitted Royal

Canadian Air Force to skate off

with an eventful 16 fc 5 victory on

Saturday night in an Ottawa City

League hockey fixture.

Staging their comeback after bad

positional play in the first period

had given the Airmen openings for

a 4-0 lead, the Tricolor outscorcd

the visitors four to two in the sec-

ond canto and tallied' the only goal

of the final frame to show some
1300 vociferous fans aggressive

hockey at its best. The game, pro-

ducing a total of twenty-two scoring

points and thirty-three minutes in

penalties, was the most exciting

clash at the Arena this season with

the spectators in almost as exhaust-

ed a condition as the players when

lie final tiong sounded.

For sheer speed and unlimited

body checking, the second period

was the best of the night with six

goals being counted, a fight injec-

ted, and nine penalties handed out.

The feature of this period, how-

ever, was an unusual jienalty meted

out to Queen's goalie, Bill Gowsell,

for slashing. This sentence, as rare

as roses in January, was the after-

math of a fight which started be-

side the Tricolor nets. Gowsell

was outside his crease when be took

a whack at Frit: MeNeeley for the

latter's charging tactics, and the

^nliseqitent heated dispute after the

air had been cleared of fists found

Gowsell sent off. Stollery, Me-

Neeley and Morrison, also in the

brawl, were benched as well to add

spice to the fast moving drama.

Missies were thrown onto the ice

at this stage of the game, showing

the disapproval of some of the fans

at the referee's decision. Bunny

Gordon took Gowscll's place be-

tween the posts and scored a shut-

out for two minutes.

2nd Period A Thriller

After the Airmen had taken ad-

vantage of the Tricolor's listless

plav in the first period to tally four

glials through F.ric MeNeeley twice,

Lecompte. andBergin, the majority

of fans were conceding the Pilots a

clear-cut triumph. The Tricolor,

however, were not abashed and

came back with a characteristic re-

vival in the second frame to present

the fans with as sweel a display of

attacking persistence as you are

likely to see. The Airmen were

not far behind in offensive ability,

either, and the result was a period

of hockey whtcii was crammed with

enough hair-raising incidents to

satisfy the appetite of every blood

ind thunder fan. In fact the entire

sixty minutes was nothing but ac-

tiori, the Air Force setting the pace

in the first period with lightning

thrusts while Queen's touched off

the fireworks in the last two periods

with a great exhibition of smash-

ing, crashing play.

The six goals in the second canto

came in clusters. At 4.20 Lecompte

stretched the visitors lead to 5-0 and

twenty seconds later Pattersob

scored Queen's first goal on a shot

to the upper corner. Play then be-

came wild and wooly with plenty

of slashing and tripping going un-

penalized—the outcome being the

fight with Bill Gowsell in the

middle of the squabble.

Rapid-Fire Scoring

When the smoke of battle had

cleared and both teams were back

at full strength, four goals were

scored in as many minutes, Queen's

getting three and Air Force one.

Stollery worked a criss-cross play

with Poupore at the eleven minute

mark and lowered the deficit to 5-2.

Portcous came right back to score

on a triple-passing play only to

have Munro heat St. Denis on Pat-

terson's assist and Patterson bang

in Woodcock's passout.

With this 6-4 lead in the third

period, Air Force lay back anil

played a waiting game, letting

Queen's carry the play to them. The

Tricolor took to their task in an

energetic way, forming one power

play after another which kept

goalie Louis St. Denis bouncing

around like a cork stopping their ac-

curate drives. Only the spectac-

ular work of St. Denis and a couple

of prayers kept Queen's from

knotting the count.

Tricolor Miss Chances

Bummer" Woodcock picked' a

choice, time to score his first goal

of the season at the middle of the

period, tipping in Johnny Wing's

pass from a face-off beside the

Ottawa net. Before the period

ended Thurlby was right in and

St. Denis smothered the drive

:

Munro had two hot shots glance off

someone's glove and go bouncing

over the net; and Poupore, Wing

and Patterson each took a slap at a

loose puck from a pile-up around

St. Denis but the elusive rubber re-

fused to go over the line.

The Tricolor were completely

outplayed in the first period, but

their pile-driving rally during the

rest of the game really deserved

a tie on the basis of the night

play. A disorganized first period

was the reason for their downfall

and the defeat, which put another

serious crimp in their play-off

hopes, was their third within two

weeks to be lost by one goal

margins.

Patterson Scores Two
Replacing the tempestuous Bunny

Gordon, Johnny Poupore was

moved up on the first line widt

Patterson and Wing and the new

combination worked smoothly, par-

ticularly Patterson who came from

recent scoring oblivion to gamer

two goals and an assist. Poupore

broke up numerous Ottawa rushes

before they got started, using his

long poke-check to good advantage.

Air Force kept a padlock on Wing

and bounced him unmercifully, but

Joe Crow always came back for

more and secured an asist for his

jffyrts. Besides scorinu the prctti-

l goal of the night. Johnny Munro

is always dangerous going both

ways. The defending crew of

Roberts, Stollery and Gowsell came

into their own after i wobbly first

period and turned in fine

performances.

Alex Smith's Fliers demonstrated

some smart playmaking but they

had to call on all their defensive

strength to stave off the Powell-

men's furious onslaught in the last

period. St. Denis in the nets saved

the day for the Otlawans with some

miraculous stops on sizzling shots.

I he Airmen's front line of Eric Mc-

Neelev. Arme Morrison and Louis

Lecompte. divided nine scoring

points, MeNeeley getting two goals

and one assist, Morrison two as-

sists and Lecompte two and two.

Everett Portcous was also in the

limelight, securing one goal and an

assist.

Line-ups

:

Queen's—Gowsell. Stollery'. Rob-

erts, Patterson, Wing, Poupore,

(Continued on page 7)

ARE YOU IN CONDITION?
An athlete must be in perfect condition to stand the physical

and mental atrain in a varied field of iports.

You cannot think clearly nor study properly if your feet are
ancomforta bit-.

Keep your feet in condition by wearing corrtctly fitted shoe*.

We specialist in lilting wiui better quality shoes at popular prices.

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess St I

STORE
Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men s Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only §3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE!

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

V TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblockbd.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES ,
FREE DELIVERY

SHOE
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

KRAFTS
Phone 506

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STOR?

©0 students of Cittern's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS [REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLECf REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clock* Novel Gifts

Watches . And Psvors

Pens and Pencil* College Insignia

Designing to Or

^mtth Bros. Jfpiudera, 2Jiutti*?&
PHONE 666 Est* 1840 1« PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 21

U

Over Canadian Pacific Express Offlcs.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens.

Slide Rules, QueeVfl Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal,

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Science Formal Guests

Patronesses: Mrs. W. H. Fyfc,

Mrs. A. L. Clark, Mrs. S. N.

Graham. Mrs. G. J. MaeKay, Mrs.

L. S. Goodwin, Mrs. D, F. Ellis

Mrs. L. M. Arklry, Mrs. D. M.

Jcmmett, Mrs. J. E. Hawley.

A
Misses Eleanor Atkins, Barbara

Adsit, Dorothy Ainslie, Shirley

Armstrong, Jean Adsit, Evelyn

Armstrong, Rtla Anderson, Mar-

garet Akins, Marjorie Adams,

Dice Apedailc, Marg Arthur.

Jean Allison, Peggy Atkinson,

Doris Anderson, Nadine Austin,

Lillian Arnold, Pam Anglin.

B

Mrs. M, W. Byrne, Misses

Florence Bibby, F. Bates, Freda

Belkin, M ildrcd Bowie, Leone

M. Boyd, Naida Baldwin, jean

Biggar, Mary Burnet. Cecil*

Barker, Phyllis Bates, Beth

Baker, Lomn Brown, June

Bourne, Ethel - Black, Jane

Burnctte, Mary Banning, Irene

Brayman, Airlic Bruce, Alice

Barclay, Nonih Brown, Doris

Baker, Dorothy Buck, Gladys

Blakey, Ruth Burgess. Grac*

Bone, Eileen Backus, Mrs. J. C.

W. Broom. Misses Lillian Burns,

F. Blacklock. Ruth Best.

C
Mis-. Elizabeth Campbell,

Claudia Coristine, Doreen Con-

nell, Marg Callaghan, Dorolhy

Card, Dorothy E. Curtis. Mar-

garet Carefoot, Gladys Cooke,

Betty Coghill, D. E. Clemens.

Margaret Casey Isobel Cameron.

Catherine Cameron, Helen Crrer,

Dorothy Coon, Lillian Conch,

Ruth Clemens Mrs. T. Carion,

Misses Helen Cook, Marjorie

Chitty, Eleanor Clarke, OHv3 M
Cannon, Lois Colrjuhmin. Antic

Clark. Margaret Coldwell, Merit!

Clark. Barbara Chubb, Bartiara

Clark, Jean Cochrane, M. Ci'rtis,

Margaret Chrmt. Vivian Cox,

Elizabeth Cameron.

D
Mrs. A. Dickson, Misies Lil

Derry, Lilian Dick, Alice Dalton,

Kaye Derby, Betty D'Esterre,

Martha Dent, Rose Day, Frances
Dargavel, Betty Davison. Mar-
jorie Daly, Dorothy Dick, Jane
Dodds, Dorothy Donley. Claire

Drysdalc, Audrey Dillon, Mar-
garet Dunbar, Dorothy David-
son. Margaret Davis. Mrs. W.
Day, Misses Marie Demorest,
Lorim Dougal.

E
Mrs. L. Emery, Misses M. Edini-

son. Olive Easton. Edith Eller-

ton, Jean Ewen. Irma Ellerbeck,
Helen Eadc, Mary M. Ewart.
Bessie Ewing, Margaret Eadie,
Mrs.

J. Ewen, M. Ellerbeck.

F
Misses Margaret Fox, Anne

Fleming, Norah Fleck, Dorotliv
French, Shiela Foulis, Anita Fin-
" , «a »- J"»'K- Fay. Hilda Friend-
ship. Marjtiric Forrest, Dorothy
Fra>C r. Hull, Fishleigh. jean Ful-
ton. Margaret Fay. Irene Fergu-
son. Clara Feller, Louvain Flem-
ing, Lorenc Fisher, Mabel Free-
man.

G
Misses Clara Grossens, Barbara

Gray, Ann Greig. Mary Graham
Mrs N S. Gage, Misses Mary
Gallbraith, Margaret Godard
Dorothy Gage. Barbara Graham'
* vonne Gobeil. Edj the L. Gard-
ner. Thelma Gow. Mona Guthrie
Lillian Gardner. Mardi Graham
Dorothy Grand, Phyllis Gunimen
Florence Grmwood. Beulah Gal-
lery. Isobel Glass, Margaret E
Griiiis, Helen Gordon, Betty
Gibson. Marion Gorrie, May-
belle Gaudreau, Eileen Graham.

H
Mioses E. H. Hodgins, I. V.

Hughe). Eleanor Howard, Freda

Hartrick. L. J. Hall, Grace His-

cocks, Neva Horricks. Ruth Hut-

chinson, Jean Houston, Gertrude

Heenan, Grace Heeney, Marjorie

Hopkins. Mclba Hicky, Marion

Harrigan. Mrs. Richard Hunt,

Mitscs Bernice Hampton. Nina

Hadigan, K. Haley, Dorothy

Hoylc. Margaret Haggarty, Mad-

eleine Heagle. Betty Henry'. Mar-

garet Howes, Harriet Heil. Pat

Hatheway, Mavis Haylcy. Isobel

Hope. Marg Hcndren, Claire Hal

perin, Marjorie Hart.

Miss Bernice Irving.

J

Misses Wm. Jones, Betty Jen-

kinson. Ruth Jeffrey, Marguerite

Jenkins. Helen Joyce, Marg

Jamieson, Helen Johnson. Monica

James, Mrs. David Jack, Mrs. W.
\. Jackson, Hortense Jacobus.

Misses Jane Knowland, Melba

King, Agnes King, Ruth Knight,

Annette Kahn, A. Kelley.

i/

Misses Elsie Landry, Beryl Lin-

nen, June Lamson, Evelyn Lash-

Icy, Hilda Loucks, Lois Lock,

Helen ,
Lappcn, Gwen Lawlor,

Marguerite Lcmmon, Mrs. W.
M. -Lemmon, Misses Frances

Lemee. Mildred Lorrimer,
Dorothy Laird, G. M. Lawless,

Mrs. Jack Leng, Misses Margaret

Lee, Elda Leonard, Irene Loney,

Florence Leach, Marion Lyons,

Hilda Laird, Olivia Lemmon.
Audrey Lawson* Bernice Lum-
man, Helen Lawson.

M
-Mis-cs Ruth Montgomery, Jean

Montgomery, Mary Morris, Mild-

rid Morgan, Dorothy Murphy,
Mary Alice Munay, Betty Mont-
gomery R. Mogan Evelyn Mills

Bertha Mitchell. Jean Mitchell,

-Marguerite Metzler. Frances
MorrUon, Alison Mitchell. Gladys

-Milne, Elsie Morrison, Kay Mor-
rison, Margery Morton, Kae
Morrison, Muriel Miller, Norma
Mylks, Lillian Moody, Dorothy
M iflin, Jean Millican, Phyllis

Munro, Eileen Mitchell, Dorothy

Mooney, Kay Morrill, Amy
Moore, Margaret Muir, Jean
Mponey, Ulea Milton, Agnes
Mulcahy, Eleanor Moore, M.
Metcalfe.

Mc
Misses Bessie McLean, Elinor

McBroom, Margaret McKellar,
K. McGrath, Eleanor McDonald.
Marion McKee. Marie McElroy,
Lenore McCann, Madeleine Mc-'

NTevin, Doris McNeil, Lucy Mc-
intosh, Jean Mclver, Olive Mc-
Elroy, Norma MacRostie, Allcne
MacPhail, Mary R. MacDonald,
Anne MaeDonnell, Betty Mao
Kcnzie, Joan McElroy, Mamie
MacRae.

N
Misses Marg Norris, Evelyr

Ne\ ille. Ailsa Neilson, Agnes
Nicholson, Bernice Nichol, Jean
Nelson. Hazel Nuttall. Ruth
Newson, Phyllis Nunn, Dot
Naiihtali, Joyce Nesbitt, Olga
Nuttal.

O
Misses Mary O'Connor, Ailcen

O'Grady, Marion Ostrosser, Mar
gam Ovens.

P
Misses Helen Paulson, Joyce

Patterson, Hazel Peever, Edn
Pound. Betty Patterson, Edna
Pykc. Evelyn Pownall. Sally Put
nam, Marion Paul, Shirley Piatt
Edith Page. D. M. Palmer, Sybil
Purvis.

Sam Pepys at Queen's

7th. To the office where arc

gathered a company of scriveners

like to myself; and they are all

strangely dark and drawn about the

eyes and wondrous thick in the

head, telling a tale of high revelrie

this night past, (to which revel I

was bid but yet did not go for the

sake of my good resolves). And

my way to dine they do exhibit

to me certain strange birds here and

there upon the snow, the which are

not like any birds I did ever see

before, for they do not fly, neither

are they hatched like other birds

but they are planted. And yet being

planted they do not grow, but stay

in one place all their lives, which

they tell me are very short and de-

pend in some sort upon the weather,

at which 1 marvell greatly.

Home after dining and so set to

eading a litel booke of economics

that I have for my studies, and

presently begun to nod so that the

booke fell from my grasp and waked

me. Wherefore I did lay me down

for a short nap, which is against

all my good resolves, but yet prom-

ising myself it was for but a short

while. And I did not wake again

until after five, which I might have

foreseen, for it is always so with

me. So railing at myself, dressed,

and abroad to dine, and thence to

see the decorations for the ball this

night 'of the clerks of Physic. Very

pretty, but not, I think, the equal

of other years for extreme elegance.

And they have in the centre a great

round stage for the musick, which

do turn about like a great wheel and

has cost them infinite pains ; the

which I do think should prove a

very fine thing if it can be made to

work as they would have it. After-

wards with A. J.m.s to the play

house something against my will,

but vet excusing myself for that I

did not feel disposed to work; and

there saw "Born To Glory," a

most dull and stupid play but good
and most exciting at times. Thence

to a coffee house in the citie, and
so presently away home and to bed.

8th. In the evening to walk
in Princess Street, and to the play

house again with a friend to see

"Tale of Two Cities." Very fine in

parts but nothing wonderful in the

whole, and verv like others that I

have seen. So we to a coffee house

where in discourse until nigh on to

midnight. Thence away home where

,^ I . Th.m.s who doth lodge with

me; and he tells me he hath at last

got the proof to Pythagoras that he

had asked of me earlier and that

we could not either of us do. But

he tells me he hath asked it of a

most learned clerk and holder of a

scholarship that could not do it

neither, nor some others as well;

but that they had it at the last of a

clerk in his first year. Wherefore

1 set me to it out^of pure stubborn-

ness and at last solved it without

aid. To bed very late and cursing

myself for the great ninny that I

am. \

9th (Lord's Day). Lay long:

then up and fell to reading the

comics as is my custom. And

I am put in mind that I have

lately heard I have an ally in this

taste in my Lord Tr.cy of the

Facultee and In particular that

he do share my liking for Moon

Mullms and Tjrcle Willi:; though

I do forget who I heard it of.

But yet I am right glad to hear

my liking shared by one so learn-

ed in the classics and of such

high authoritee. So abroad to

dine and in the afternoon at my
stint again with some will and

much resolve for the future, and

it doth prosper accordingly.

10th. .Up betimes and to wait

upon my lords, and so dined and

at my scrivening. Thence away
and to the money-changers where

is ill news, for I have above £1

less than I had thought. So to

the printers to complete my
scrivening, pausing only to mar-

vel at the great intcntness of A.

Gr.tt.n who doth spawn gaudy

tales of sport at my elbow in such

great volume that the table is

nigh to overflowing with the

progeny of his busy pen.

I am in some sort irked that

there be no good gossip of the
1

ball these three days past. But

yet I wonder if it be noted that

I have of late told no tales on

any person but myself. And me-
thinks too that neither my scriv-

ening nor yet my expectation

of long life are greatly the worse
for it.

Misses Alice Robertson, Anne
Richardson, Georgina Ross, Don
Richardson. M. Richardson, Nan
Ramsay, Katharine Robertson.

Helen Ralph, Phyllis Ross, Mar-
garet Robinson, Vol Robertson.

Patricia Rowland, Evelyn Rick
ard, Dorothy Ross, Doris Rodie.

S

Misses Lois Storms, Anne
Sabourin. Norma Shumway.
Eleanor Sweezey, Margarct
Sweezey. Mary Scholcs, Eleanor
Shepherd, Marion Smith. Janice
Scott, H. M. Scott, Libby Stein-
bach, Delta Steen, Mrs. A. L.'

Scace. Misses Rene Smith. Dorcl
Smith, Mrs. J. D. Schirlaw, Miss-
es Betty Smith, Florence Smaill.
Pat Sower, B. Sturgess, Joan
Swift, Helen Stoddard, Mariojn
Storey, Dorothy Stuart. Rubena
Sargent. Louise Storey, Peggy
Slater; Pauline Steinbach. Betty
Scott. Vclma Shultis, Janet
Sword, Janet Southam, Mrs. S.

Stevenson, Misses Marion Scott,
Margaret Sinclair, Mavis Smith,
Gay Sampson,

Miss Helen Timmerm.m, Mrs,
Russ Thonian, Misses Helen
Turner. Jean Taylor, Lois Tom-
kins, Jean Taylor. Marion Turk-

ington, Rita Turnball, Audrey K.

Till, Leona Thompson, Hope
Thompson, Frances Thomson,
Marion Thompson, .Dorothy

Thornham, Jean Thomson, Mar-
garet Toman, B. C. Tamblyn,
Nellie Thomas, Marjorie Tag-
gart, Mrs. O. Turner.

Miss Phyllis Van Luven.

W
Misses Muriel Wison, Mary

Welstcad, Georgina Whitney.
Margaret Way, Mrs. C. Whet-
ham. Maudie Wagar, Mary Ward,
Mrs. E. F. Woodcock, Misses
Lois Wilson, Helen Wells,

Marion Wilson, Edith Ward.
Leona Walmsley, Mary Wilder,
Margaret Walsh, Esther William-
son, Lee Wcchster, Phoebe Weir,
M. Williams. Louise Wolthausen,
Margaret Wright, Gladys Wylie.

Y
Miss Helen Young.

' Miss Hilda Zacharoff.

FOUND

A silver Eversharp pencil bear-
ing the inscription "Pat. 1935."
Owner may claim same at the
Queen's Post Office.

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

Z64 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given

t

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right.

Single space 8c page, double 5c

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOM$

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Ticket,

PHONE g£0
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham R,

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

253 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli The»h„

Hanson £fc Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing ot

Programmes Every

Conatltutione
117 Brock St

Dccriptioi

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINtl
Spectacles and Ey« Glasses Repaired Broken Lenses Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
21$ PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1J2?

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists TelegTaph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE-

O.UR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821
H. R. DECKINGHAM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone H°2
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j^c was in Chem. lab., and the

nrof.
was explaining certain reac-

tions to him

:

"Sorry, hut I'm color blind,"

apologized the brain trust. "Have

you got anything with a bell on it?"

-De Paulia.

MILLARD*S TAXI
phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

V/ork. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

US Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.

Special' Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
Wo Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

£28 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
ruxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32
We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

233 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JKWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Priucus St

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

* RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

Ml Princess St Phone 1850

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

106 Wellington St Kingato

'Phone 256

C .Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

'« Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

(Dr. Ernest B. Sparks

DENTIST
59 Wellington St 'Phone 346

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
50 often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

. Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most
good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.
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NAILS

A nail is a slightly curved sheet

of flattened epithelial scales, em-
bedded in and growing from the

skin on the back end of a finger or

toe. Cats, lions, bears, and so forth

have claws; horses, cows, goals,

and so forth have hooves; we and

the apes have nails, Nails are of

two kinds; finger-nails and toe-

nails,

Toe-nails arc usually covered by

shoes and stockings; therefore we
have little to say about them. For
many years a controversy has raged

over the proper method of cutting

one's toe-nails. Some favour the

straight across method
;
others, the

curved style, as in the finger-nail.

Perhaps this latter is more con-

ducive to the development of in-

growing toe-nail; but then it is less

harmful to socks and adjacent toes

than the sharp-cornered style. Some

wierd females go so far as to paint

their toe-nails red. The less said

about this grotesque custom, the

better.

Finger-nails are . much more

obvious than toe-nails; therefore we
should consider them a little more

closely. Owing to their location,

they are admirable lodging places

for various sorts of dirt and debris;

they therefore require periodic ex-

cavation. The frequency and thor-

oughness of this housecleaning is an

index of personal cleanliness. Often,

and most regretably, this debride-

ment is omitted; fortunately less

often as we reach mature years.

Yet. even "at university, one not

occasionally sees these regretable

lapses.

The curtailment of the finger-

nail presents .another problem.

There are three methods in use:

biting, cutting with scissors or

knife, and filing. Biting is often

a habit of childhood, and should be

prevented. Although it has the

merit of convenience, and is an in

dication of excellent dental occlus

ion or "bite", it is neither sanitary,

polite, nor neat. Nibbled nails are

unsightly. Cutting has the merit

of being more rapid than filing, but

it is not as neat.

In the last couple of years there

has been a great revival of the an

cient and barbarous habit of paint

ing the finger-nails. This is a

manifestation of the universal

feminine desire for personal adorn-

ment at any price. In certain

African tribes the women wear

large wooden dishes in their lips;

in others they wear quills or rings

in their noses, or, alternatively,

large quantities of cO[>per wire in

their ears. The same instinct leads

misguided females to paint their

finger-nails all the colours of the

rainbow, under the misapprehen-

sion that their beauty is thereby

enhanced. One shouMjtry to over-

come this urge to be i. perambulat-

ing palette.

In China it used to be customary

for upper-class gentlemen to let

their finger-nails grow to enorm-

ous lengths, as proof that they bad

never demeaned themselves by any

sort of manual labour. In those

days, Chinese physicians were

among the lowest of menials, -It is

just as well that these customs do

not prevail in this country.

February 28 Is Date

For Meds *39 Dance

The committee in charge of

Meds '39 Year Dance have been

successful in engaging a truly

3rnart orchestra for their dance

on Friday evening, February 28.

They heard a rumour of an

orchestra now playing in Belle-

ville which was more than differ-

ent. Apparently the committee

men were all natives of Missouri

because they all made a (lying

trip to Belleville last week-end to

see and bear for themselves. They

were not disappointed. Bud
Haines and his ten Commodores

who played last season at Marble

Cliff Inn, put on an hour's re-

hearsal. With the first number,

(Lights Out), the committee was

impressed. As the rehearsal con

tinned with slow moving fi 'X

trots ,
rhythmic rhumbas and

novelty numbers there was

doubt left in their minds. A
special feature of the band is

"Scribby," the drummer, a one

man show in himself, who proved

very popular in two novelty

numbers.

The committee consists of:

Mai. Hill, Charles Danby, Doc.

EmerV| Jack Crawford. Dick Pot-

ter, Maurice James (Convener).

In reply to an invitation to lunch

with Lady Radolph, George Bern-

ard Shaw wired: "Certainly not.

what have I done to provoke such

an 'attack on my well-known

habits?"

Lady Randolph sent another tele

gram: "Know nothing of your

habits; hope they are not as had as

your manners. -The Gateway.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

14 MEALS — $4.25

PETER THOMPSON 244 PRINCESS ST.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Put |

F-ncHoP

Feb. 14
I

Newman Club

Feb. 19 |
Ltvana FormaJ_

Pric|

Grant Hall |
1.00

j

V- Corrigan

Levana Formal

BanRigh I f-OO
| E , Camcren

Feb. 28 |
Meda 39

Mar. 6 I
Junior Prom

MlTTjTMrfBj38
Mar.ZTIFmaJJjPli^L

Righ 1 00

1.25

La Salle 1
3.S0

Jack Telgmann

jack Telgmann
Kuth Knowllon

Meds Sophs Defeat

Frosh In Ice Game

In a scheduled Interycar hockey

fixture, the "Big Blue Team" of

Meds "40 defeated Meds '41 by the

score of 4-2. The game was very

exciting and both teams were ably

supported by spectators who cheer-

ed and jeered until the final whistle.

The Frosh displayed lack of good

coaching and much of the credit for

the fine showing of the Sophs goes

to Coach Cunningham who, al

though it was the first hockey game

he bail ever witnessed, instilled his

team with the spirit(s) to -win.

The score -of the game was no in

dication of the play for the Senior

men played a ' superior brand of

hockey and completely outskated

and outshot their opponents. It was

only due to the fine efforts of Good

ison in the Freshman goal, that the

Sophomore score did not mount

higher, He staved off thrust after

thrust and kicked out shots that had

goal labelled all over them.

In the first period Clare and

Archer scored to make it 2-0 for the

Sophs. In the final frame Jenkins

and Fmpson rapped home a couple

of counters to make the score 4-0.

Then Bernstein in the Sophomore

net managed to see the puck, after

Carson had shot from an almost

impossible angle, and promptly

kicked it in to make the count 4-1.

With only a few seconds left to

play McKay of the Frosh learn

tallied to end the scoring.

The whole Sophomore team play-

ed well and showed by their fine

display that they will be the team

to beat for lnteryear honours. For

the Freshmen, Goodison played a

stellar game in the nets while Car-

son, Latimer and McKay lead on

the offensive.

THE OBSERVER
CONTRIBUTED BY THE I R C.

The Soap Box

FLYERS WIN IN
CLOSE PUCK GAME

(Continued from page S)

Woodcock. Munro, Thurlby, Hoi

land, Barnahe, Gordon.

Air Force—St. Denis, Bcrgin,

Mclneuley, Jansen, Eric HcNeeley,

Porteous, Ernie McNeeley, Morri-

son, Lecompte, Lowrey. Blanchard

McLean. Stanyer, Coulson, Wads-

worth.

Summary

First Period

I Air Force—Eric McNeeley

(Lecompte, Morrison) ... 2.30

(Morrison) 7.00

I Air Force—Lecompte

3 Air Force—Eric McNeeley 8.00

(Porteous) 1410

Air Force—Bergin

Penalties—Coulson (.2), Munrq

Second Period

Air Force—Lecompte (Ernie

McNeeley) 4.20

6 Queen's—Patterson .

Queen's—Stoltery

(Poupore) 11.00

Air Force—Porteous (Le-

enmpte, Eric McNeeley) . .11 .55

9 Queen's—Munro

(Patterson) 13.

10 Queen's—Patterson

(Woodcock. Munro) 14.59

Penalties — Morrison (2) Gow-

II, Stollery, Eric McNeeley.

Thurlby. Porteous, Gordon. Emie

McNeeley.

Third Period

H Queen's—Woodcock

(Wing) 9.00

Penalties—Wing. Poupore.

Woodcock.

4.40

Another fellow came late to

class at Notre Dame recently. Said

the professor reprovingly to the

tardy student. "You should have

been here fifteen minutes ago I"

The recent activities of the

Soviet Union in the realm of

foreign affairs and the Russian de-

claration that she will increase her

army to a size never equalled in

peace time may be considered as in-

dicative of growing fear of in-

vasion. Giina, as yet not fully

awakened to national consciousness

and the need for internal unity, has

long been a field of conflict for

rival Russo-Japanese interests, and

rumors of clashes between the two

powers have been prevalent within

the last week. Communist penetra-

tion in Chinese Turkestan, com-

menced about a decade ago and

being pursued with renewed ac-

tivity today, has been met hy a

JajKinese counter-offensive in Man-

churia and northern Guna.

Faced with this situation in the

Par East and with an actual con-

flict in Africa, peace is by no

means secure even in Europe. The

year 1936 has been set as that in

which a German danger must be

met.

Historians have reduced the num-

ber of fundamental causes of the

Great War to four : increasing

armaments and the failure to check

them; a conflict of imperialistic

ambitions on the part of all the

European great powers;, the force

of nationalism, evidenced both in

the desire for the recovery of nat-

ional irredentas and in the insist-

ence on national states for the sub-

ject races of the three overland

Continental empires ; and (prob-

ably most important of all) a series

uf entangling alliances.

Today the League of Nations

constiutcs the only important tang-

ible factor differentiating the pres-

ent situation from that in 1914. No
successs has resulted from the

various post-war measures to curb

the extent of national armaments,

and today Europe is more than pre

pared for any military eventuality

because of the one-sidedness and

short-sightedness of the various

Peace Treaties, imperialistic ambi

tions have been aroused to an even

greater extent now than in the years

before 1914; and, while that aspect

of nationalism which demanded

complete political independence for

various racial minorities was recti

fied (to the extent that economics

atid geography were almost com-

pletely overlooked), the very cstab

lishment of these succession states

and the "restoration" of Alsace and

Lorraine to France have served to

increase the number and import

nice of national irredentas.

Owing directly to the failure of

the Peace Treaties to settle, these

other problems, the effectiveness of

the League of Nations as nn

strument to prevent the re-creation

of a series of entangling alliances

lias been greatly minimized. The

embodiment of the League within

the Peace Treaties has compelled it

to assume the position of a force

opposed to any revision of the

treaties. When it is generally re-

ognized that some measure of re-

vision is essential if another con-

flict is to he avoided, the identifica-

ioii of the League with the reac-

tionary forces refusing all change

cannot but weaken it as a factor

making for world peace—especially

the eyes of those countries whose

demands were not heeded in 191 (
>

and to whom revision means equal-

ity among the nations.

In a world of states whose in-

terests arc threefold, . the Peace

Treaties of 1919 failed to recog-

nize the fundamental differences be-

A medium for the expression of

student opinion an any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box wSl

not accept any Utter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

All letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are zvritten on both

sides of the paper, in which case

they need not reach him at all.

S.P.M. comes through with a counter-

attack.

To the Editor.

Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

May we through your columns

issue a reply to the sagacious re-

marks of "Grateful" in Friday's

Journal

.

Sir:

Your challenge Was received and

meets -entirely with our approval.

You came out with the statement,

"I'm damned if I need you." Well,

"Grateful", those are pretty strong

words, and we wonder if you have

the intestinal fortitude,—or rather,

for your clarification, "guts"—to

back up the statement with a delate

in Convocation Hall. "Resolved that

the -indent should not be interest-

ed in a Peace Movement". You can,

if you have those "guts", answer

this challenge by means of this col-

umn—and if, in the debate, through

your evident knowledge of interna-

tional affairs, you can convince us,

wc||(
— WE'RE DAMNED IF

WF. NEED THE S.P.M.

Sincerely,

The S.P.M.

Wherewith answered the flippant I tween the economic, the political i

ophomore, "Why. what happened?"
\
and the so-called "spiritual" sides

|

of human nature and international

life. A consciousness of equality

is essential to the establishment of

a peaceful world society. To im-

pose upon a voiceless and exhausted

Germany the Treaty of Versailles

was to force on her an acceptance

of a positiuii of "spiritual", econ-

omic and political inferiority. The

subsequent failure to open the mar-

kets of the world to all countries

on an equal basis was to deprive

nations like Italy and Germany of

equality in the economic field—

a

position which has been largely re-

sponsible for the successful rise of

Mussolini and Hitler as champions

of national economic rights. For

the white peoples to discriminate

gainst the admission within their

borders of the "inferior" yellows

,ir been to force the hand of over-

Opulated and nice-conscious Japan.

Until die world at large recog-

nizes the right to equality of all

people, in the economic, the poli-

tical and the "spiritual" aspects of

human endeavour, and until the re-

presentations of the countries of the

odd recognize the need for some

measure of revision of the Peace

treaties, we cannot hope to find

nations at peace with each other,

seeking only the betterment of their

n societies together with, and not

at the expense of, the betterment of

the entire social world.
.

—Allan Kent.
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Newman Club "Valentine Dance" -Friday

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT. RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

3« Princes* St Orange H«H BIdg.

Nc*r Hemlock Dairy

YARDLE Y * *.
ENGLISH LAVENDER PERFUME

YARD LEY * *
COMPLEXION POWDER

Tekt advantage ol (hit amoi-
Ing offer NOW . . a $1.65
v.lut Ya ,d|«y paf(ume ,nJ
Yardky Complexion Powdtr
In a ipecial box,

YOUR CHOICE FROM FIVE
. . POPULAR SHADES . i

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princau and Wellington

WE DELIVER

CURIOUS MAY SE
MAJOR OPERATION

The Journal [earned today fVom

an authoritative source t ti a

efforts arc being made ti> stage

major operation, to which the

students of all faculties would be

admitted. (

Such an event, if the plan

EOUW be completed would be of

the highest educational value.

well as one of great interest to

the many students, especially out

side the Medical Faculty who
have often evinced a great desire

to view such a feat. It is thought

thai this gesture would stimulate

a greater appreciation of the op

crativc science of Medicine and
would also bring the Medical

Faculty which has hitherto been

considered quite isolated, into

closer contact with the other

faculties.

However before any definite

plans can be announced, it would
first be necessary to obtain the

consent of the patient. A suit

able amphitheatre would also be

necessary to satisfy the Medical
requirements and to provide the

accommodation for the large
audience.

YOUNG AND BROWN
DEBATE WINNERS
(Continued from page 1)

thcr evidence of his point, the

proposed establishment of 400
National University Scholarships

valued at S100O each.

"Government in Canada is only
a compromise with autocracy

.

with concessions to the majority,"
stated Mr. Labarge, second speak-
er for the negative. He cited the
fact that only 46>A% of the vot-
ers in the last election, elected an
Overwhelming majority to Par-
liament and declared that the
House of Commons is not repre-
sentative. "Wt are merely a part

a limited monarchy and as
such arc not truly democratic."
he said.

In refutation, Mr. Young con-
ended that the negative had dealt
with only the political aspects of
the question, stating that the
triumph of Democracy existed in
more fields than Government. He
declared that the party system is
the essence of Democracy and
asked his opponents to prove how
Canadian democratic government
was "hampered by Westminster "

The Levana Senior Basketball

Team defeated a fast, tricky Glebe

Collegiate squad, 21-16, on Satur-

day evening. Play throughout was

fnst and shifting and seldom marred

by fouls.

Glebe got away to a good start

in the firsl period and outplayed

Queen's with their clever passing

and pivoting. The score was 5-1

for Glebe.

In the second quarter, Queen's

made the only two baskets to bring

the score to 7-5. Play in this period

was faster and closer, marked by

the outstanding performance of

Gladys Heintz, Queen's, in inter-

epting and passing.

The third quarter saw Queen's

treak away to establish a safe 14-5

ead. For the only time in the even-

ng they hit their stride and dis-

played teal teamwork.

In the final period. Glebe fought

hard but were outplayed by the

home team. For a time they ajmost

ained a lead but the game ended
21-16 for Queen's.

Lipsett, the Glebe captain, starred

defence, and the passing and

guarding of Lilah Wilde, Queen's,

deserves mention. Kay Boyd,

Queen's, and McKnight, Glebe,

were individual high scorers.

Glebe: Westwick, Roberts. Mc-
night, Lipsett. Irvine, Baldwin,

Cunningham, Sage, Cameron,
Knight.

Queen's: Boyd, Wilde, Carefoot,

Ross. Heintz, Gardner. D'Esterre,

Howie, Way.

NEWMAN CLUB
DANCE FEB. 14

(Continued from page 1)
Tell Ihc boys to bring their sweet-
hearts, .md HI do the rest.

"I hear the committee are planning
cunning Valentine programs and
something decidedly new in the
way of noise-makers.

"Well, I must toddle along. I've
little business affair with the Li-

brarie Lovers. I'll be
at the dance I"

Take Cupid's advice, boys, and
miss a fine evening's enter-

Tickets at §1.00 may be
Vinny Corrigan,

seeing you

don'

tainment.

procured from
(convener). Ah Gratton, Johnny
" mg.TClike McGuire and meml>ers
°f 'he executive.

Election Canvasser:
join our party?"

Bright Young Thing;
When is it?"

'Will

'Certainly

!

LEVANA CAGE TEAM

DEFEATS GLEBE C. L

CAPT.WATTSSPEAKS
AT FORUM FRIDAY

Capt. J. O. Watts will address

the Public Forum of the Student

Peace Movement on next Friday

evening at 7.30 in Convocation

Hall, this topic being "Society and

Peace". This is the second lecture

in a series of three on the general

problem of "Pathways to Peace'

Capt. Watts has always taken

keen interest in social problems and
is especially well qualified to speak

on this topic.

A discussion forum will again

follow the main address and stu

dents will be given ample opportun

iry for airing their views on mat
ters pertaining to peace.

Once more, it is urged that stu-

dents avail themselves of the op
portunity afforded by these forums
and turn out in large numbers. The
forum will close at 9 o'clock sharp

in order to enable anyone who so

desires to attend the Valentine

Dance in Grant Hall.

Biological Club

Dr. John Stanley of the Biology

Department will address the Bio-

logical Club this Friday at 4.00 p.m.

The subject is "From Sea Floor
to Stratosphere" and will probably
nclude references to Dr. Beebe's

Blatosphcre and to the recent

stratosphere flights. Dr. Stanley

will discuss the fascinating forms of
life that have been discovered in

these extremes.

Arts Elections

Nominations for next

year's Arts Society executive

will be received at a general

meeting in Room 201. New
Arts Building, today, at 4.15

p.m. Everyone is urged to

attend. Elections will take

place on Saturday next.

COLLEGIANS DROP
CONTEST TO MAGS

Debate Teams Will Compete
This Week-End

Resolved that University students
hould refrain from political acliv-

ty", will be opposed by Queen's in

the second of a series of radio

ebates sponsored by the Canadian
Radio Commission on Fridav night
from 9.00-9.30. R. W. Young and

G. Brown of Theology will op-
pose a team from University of
Western Ontario.

H. Solaway and J. Forrester of
Queen's will debate in Toronto

ith Osgoodc Hall on Friday on the
motion "Resolved that the League
f Nations means might is right".

Frank Sanders and W. C. Grant of
Osgoode will debate at Queen's on
the same day with Louis Couillard
and David Henry. The visiting
teams are defending the motion in
both places.

Arts '38

Tickets for the Arts '38

theatre party to be held at

the Capitol Theatre on
Thursday afternoon may be
obtained at the Post Office
tomorrow. Only those who
have paid their year fees will
receive tickets,

(Continued from page 1)

Coleman gave his team a lead

they were never in danger of losing

few seconds after the face-off in

tl*e second session. McMahon
earned an assist on the play. With

four minutes to play in the same

period Lowery counted on a brilli-

ant individual effort.

Dexter made it 4-1 early in the

closing period and 55 seconds later

Price tucked in Graboski's pass to

clinch the win. Stnllery fed Munro
a pass in 13.54 and the Tricolor

star boosted his points total.''

Graboski ended the scoring some

3 minutes later by flipping in Ken-
nedy's goal-mouth pass.

(Hbelzmiltj QJraujfnrJ> Mown HM|0p
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part .of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

,FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel Serving Queen'
Phone 641
over 30 years

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2800

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-475 - 177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

HAVE YOU LEARNED THE LATEST BALLROOM STEPS
FOR THE SCIENCE FORMAL?
NO?
Do so at our studio in 3 lessons

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

Arts '36 Election

Arts '36 permanent executive

will be elected at a year meeting
in the Roy York Blue Room to-

morrow night at 8.00 o'clock.

Dancing and refreshments will

follow the meeting. Tickets must
be procured beforehand from the
executive and will be sold to

members of the year only. They
are 25c per couple.

The biology prof, was speaking:
"I have here some very fine speci-

mens of dissecteil frogs, which I

will show you."

Unwrapping the parcel, some
sandwiches, fruit and hard-boiled
eggs came to view.

"But, surely— I ate my lunch!"
he exclaimed.—The Gateway.

Pick-me-up

Raw egg, pepper and salt, Wor-
cestershire sauce, Tobasco and
§COt< h, a slice of Spanish onion, two
whiffs of ether, three turns around
the room, one dash for the great
outdoors. If you weather the storm
you're a cured man.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHUf
Specializing: in Ladies' Hair Cutting. Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES $2.00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STULIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St.

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

VALET SERVICE
Phone 3130

SNAPPY
229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L.a Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Business Men

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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A. M. S. TO ASSUME CONTROL
OF UNIVERSITY DATE BUREAU

To Restore Confidence
In Much-Needed

Institution

RETAIN MANAGER
Queen's is to have an officially

recognized Date Bureau it was
ided by the A.M.S. Executive

at its regular meeting held on

Wednesday night. It was felt that

this decision would restore con-

fidence in an institution whose

services have been much appre-

ciated by students in past years

but which has been rather

neglected this year.

The action came as a result of

an investigation by the committee
which was appointed to look in-

to the matter of the Date Bureau
with a view to placing it under

A.M.S. control. The committee
was formed to carry out one of

the pre-election promises of the

Meds-Science party. They re-

ported that the present manager
was capable and sincere in bis

task and it would be in the best

interests of the Bureau to retain

his services.

In the future the manager of

Ihe Date Bureau will be appoint-

ed by the A.M.S. The present

manager is now an A.M.S. official

under the supervision of the A.
M.S. Executive.

The executive emphasized the

importance of keeping the man-
agement a secret, but it felt that

if students knew the A.M.S. stood

behind the Bureau they would be

more willing to avail themselves

of its services.

CANDIDATES NAMED

FOR ARTS ELECTIONS

Jack Lewis And Bob Davis
Will Contest Office

Of President

CONMERCE CLUB TO
HEAR TALK TO-DAY

A. H. Stevens of General

Motors at Oshawa will ad-

dress the Commerce Club

at luncheon today at 12.15

in the Banquet Hall, Stud-

ents' Union. A. H. Peacock

of the same company will

also speak to the meeting.

Voting Tomorrow

Jack Lewis, inside wing on the
Senior football team and Bob
Davis, editor-in-chief of this

years Tricolor were nominated
fc"- the office of President of the
Arts Society for next year at a

ffetieral meeting of the Society
°n Tuesday afternoon. Dean
athesou was named honorary

President by acclamation and
*'H succeed Prof. Humphrey in

"at office. Elections will be held

"morrow in the Arts Clubroom
iro"> 9.00 a.m. to noon,
fie meeting, presided over by
rch Campbell, was held to re-

ceive
nominations. The follow

ng is the complete slate from
'!"c» the 1936-37 Arts Executive
"' b* chosen

:

!
cs—Jack Lewis, Bob Davis.
'^-Pres.—Mai Cunningham,

Neville.
eas—Dryden (Joe) Matthews.
Wart

y Jones.

Louis Couillard

thl

,fll»ngham,
Willi:

Fred Miller.
e«c Stick — John Edwards

Jack pntti„
Prof

son -

' C. E. Walker was rc-ap-

Cites Barriers 7 o

Men - And-Coed

Friendships

Friendship on the campus may be

enriching and mean far more than

a series of dates," said Mrs. Jean

Hutchinson .speaking on the subject

"The Relations of Men and Women
on the Campus", to the Levana So-

ciety on Wednesday evening. Mrs

Hutchinson is a graduate of Dal

housie University and at present is

taking post-graduate work in the

ology at the University of Toronto

Students often maintain that they

need a great deal of money for the

dances and movies which make up

the social life of the college and

men without money are therefore

barred from participation in the so-

cial life. In many colleges there

are not enough ways in which to

meet fellow students.

"With more friends and more

relationships we become enriched

and broadminded," said Mrs. Hut-

chinson. Full self growth may only

be obtained in a friendly atmos

phere.

Most people seem afraid to be

known as they really are and never

let others know their genuine selves

The worthwhile friendship is the

one which is free and real and all

spontaneity is taken from the rela

tionship by this dishonesty. Almost

never has a friendship grown less

through greater knowledge of the

oiher person.

There are three main barriers to

genuine friendship between men

and women. First there is the back

ground of the home where they

may have evolved different concep

tions of the relationship between

men and women. Secondly there

is the social and economic barrier

and one's code must be adopted to

that of others. There is a place

for indication of affection in

genuine friendship but petting and

necking are undignified in that they

have no worth

The third harrier is our own

failings—everyone has these failings

because all are self-centered egoists.

Man's will should be directed to-

ward finding his place in the uni-

verse. Dishonesty in personality is

the greatest enemy of friendship.

In conclusion Mrs. Hutchinson

spoke of the three important ele-

ments in friendship.

EMPIRE IS CALLED

STRANGE COLLECTION

OF DIVIDED EXHIBITS

Prof. Howard Robinson Of
Ohio State Gives

Lecture

Discusses Colonies

fidence

Faith, or con-

friends' actions is die

'ntcd
auditor for the Society.

most important of these. A sense

of humour aids in gaining a sense

of perspective.

be able to appreciate venons,

not differentiate between the sexes.

Lastly one should

and

"The British Empire is a strange

complex-a heterogeneous collection

of separate exhibits and yet it is a

political union," said Prqfessor

Howard Robinson of Ohio State

University on Wednesday evening.

He spoke on the subject "An Am-
erican Looks at the British Empire",

to the Kingston Historical Society

and the International Relations Club

of Queen's.

In discussing the British Empire,

Prof. Robinson divided his ad-

dress into two parts—First, with a

discussion of the dependent parts

of the Empire, which arc them-

selves heterogeneous, and second,

with a discussion of the indepen-

dent parts.

"The dependent portions are most-

ly in the tropics, and arc the chief

source for raw materials for the

Empire said the speaker. He also

believed that they were of value

fur financial investment, but did not

think they were valuable as mar-

kets or as places to send surplus

populations. He further suggested

certain adjustments which he be-

lieved necessary.

Prof. Robinson then proceeded to

a discussion of the independent

portions of the Empire, and gave

a number of examples of the im-

portant part which the British

Dominions have played in world

politics since the Great War.

"The great value of the British

Commonwealth does not rest so

much in the amount of exports and

imports, or in the treaties which are

made, but in the fact that they make
manifold the force of the English

tradition," the speaker concluded.

UNBEATEN TRICOLOR FIVE FACE
BLUE INVADERS IN GYMTONIGHT
SENIOR BASKETBALL LINE-UP

VARSITY Position QUEEN'S

No. No

3 Phil Gold (capt.) guard D. Rooke (capt.) 3

6 Walt MacGregor guard Mai Bews

14 Hugh Marks centre Mai Cunningham

4 Joe Connelly forward Chuck Finis y ...

5 Neil Sullivan forward Lloyd Edwards .

12 Tom Sullivan sub Johnny Edwards

8 Frank Dempster sub Gord. Tilley ....

11 Johnny Bedford sub Bill Stephen ...

10 Lofty Willis sub Harry Sonshine . 13

TWO DEBATE TEAMS
SEE ACTION TO-DAY

Queen's and Western will be

heard on the air tonight in the On-

tario final of the inter-University

debating series sponsored by the

C.R.C. The University will be re-

presented by the debating Theologs

Bob Young and Jim Brown, who

were successful in eliminating Mc
Master last week.

Mr. Young and Mr. Brown will

oppose the resolution "That Univer-

sity students should refrain from

political activity." The debate

which will be heard over the Ont

ario network of the C.R.C. will be

broadcast from the local station

CFRC.

The winner of this debate

scheduled to meet the winner of

the Quebec-Maritime division two

weeks hence.

The Queen's Debating L'nion is

active on all fronts today. In

addition to the radio debate with

Western tonight, an exchange de-

bate is also being held with

Osgoode Hall.

(Continued on page 3)

COMMITTEES MAKE REPORT AT
ALMA MATER SOCIETY MEETING

Collectors Busy

At Science

Dance

Grid Stars Marks And
Connelly Are Also
Court Threats

VARSITY NEEDS WIN

Theft Insurance Question

May Soon Be
Settled

Free Phones Possible

Free phones in Ban Righ are a

possibility in the near future if

present plans can be completed ac-

cording to the report of the com-

mittee investigating the situation it

was disclosed at the A.M.S. Execu-

ive meeting held in the Gymnasium

on Wednesday night. Reports of

the various committees appointed to

carry out pre-election promises oc-

cupied the executive for the greater

part of the meeting.

The committee investigating the

phone situation pointed out to the

meeting that the biggest difficulty

encountered was with regard to

long-distance calls. These cannot

be checked by the telephone oper-

ator and ii would be necessary for

the Ban Righ officials to keep a

check upon those who make or re-

ceive long-distance phone messages.

If this difficulty can be overcome

ie committee felt that girls in Ban

Righ would soon be able to make

free phone calls to local points.

The meeting appointed a commit-

tee to present a plan to Ban Righ

officials which would meet with

their approval.

A Tricolor for every student was

found to be quite impractical. The

only method of ensuring a Tricolor

for everyone would be to include

the price of the yearbook in the

fees and, under present conditions,

it was considered unwise by both

the committee and the university au-

thorities to raise the fees enough

to cover the cos', of the Tricolor.

The item regarding theft insur-

ance for all students was left over

until further information is obtain-

ed from the insurance company. The

committee reported that the idea

had been well received by the uni-

versity authorities.

The A.B. of C. vetoed the plan for

more extensive intercollegiate sport

competition at Queen's owing to the

fact that it has been retrenching dur-

ing the past few years. There is still

(Continued on page 8)

As a dying gasp the Science

Formal Committee has a last re

quest to make. The truth is that

a lengthy and varied list of orna

mcnts and articles were removed

from and near the gymnasium on

Friday night. These items -r

from "no parking" signs and

piano stool to a hundred foot

measuring tape and a pane of

glass.

While we realize that their re

moval was only a manifestation

of the spirit of frivolity, we tee

that a number of landladies art

going to be frightfully embarrass

ed when they discover these

items under their beds in April

We realize that the intrinsic

orth of these souvenirs is

finite at the time of their appro

priation but feel that the Satur-

day morning estimation of value!

s felt on Sunday to be a trifle uu

sound. (Or Monday morning i

ou really did have a good time)

Since these articles are going

a cost us a pretty penny when

the people from whom we borrowed

diem finally catch up with us, we

.liquid greatly appreciate their

return. There will be absolutely

no ill-feeling nor need there be

any embarassment connected

with this gesture ; all of

have wakened up at some time

(Continued on page 8)

NEWMANCLUBHOLD
DANCE THIS EVENING

Did you send her a Valentine

today?— 1 thought not. Perhaps

you were shy, or forgot, or even

regard such things as mere "tosh".

But cheer up, it's not too late to do

something about it. Why not take

your sweetheart to the Valentine

Dance?

There will be shaded lighLs, dis-

creetly turned away from the bal-

conies, sweet tender waltz tunes,

and an atmosphere of romance.

And the committee have promised

a shower of candy-kisses on the

dancers, by way of a gentle hint.

For those who require more sub-

stantial fare, a program with

plenty of snappy hit tunes has been

(Continued on page S)

BY JOHNNY EDWARDS

Ralph Jack's Golden Gaels meet

Varsity's famed basketballers to-

night in the gymnasium in what

promises to he the outstanding'

court game of the season forKing-j

ston students and fans.

Queen's will present the same

strong line-up that has seen them

ride on the crest of a five game

winning streak, and their support-

ers can be assured of a basketball

display which wilt lack nothing.

Varsity are the traditional rivals,

and what's more, the holders of a

title at which the gold hoopstcra

have been aiming since their

successful American invasion. It

is a long time since a senior court

championship has rested in King-

ston, and so far this season, the Tri-

color has lived up to the high hopes

the student body has for its team.

Last year, the Varsity-Queen's

game was the most thrilling seen

here. Queen's held the Blues even

during the first half and only wilt-

ed tinder the aggressive attack of

Marks, Connelly, and Monroe. This

year, the two famous footballers are

back again, but they face a much

tighter defensive system and a high-

powered scoring line in Cuiuiing-

ham, Finlay and Lloyd Edwards.

Connelly, still the same scoring

threat around the hoop as he was

on the receiving end of a forward

pass, will be capably looked after

by Mai Rews, an outside wing who

has always done a good job of

holding the elusive backfielder on

the gridiron.

Hughic Marks, of the big hands

and the elastic throwing arm, will

jump at centre against Cunning-

ham, and no doubt will be glad to

see Harry Sonshine and Jake Ed-

wards once more facing him some

ime during the 40 minutes. Phil

Gold, Jewish boy, who captains the

Blue team this year, will oppose

the Queen's leader and guard Doug

Rooke, veteran of three intercollegi-

ate campaigns.

Neil SuHivan and Walt Mac-

Gregor complete the Varsity five,

playing opposite Finlay and Ed-

wards, and they will find it plenty

ard to outjump these two gold re-

mind-snatchers.

This is the crucial game for the

lueen's team, hut Coach Jack is

confident that his short- passing,

cross-court system will see the Tri-

nlnr firmly entrenched at the top

of tlic «tanding when Jimmy Bew-.'

gun t;oes to end the game. A pe-
nary between Queen's Inter-

mediates and the Kingston Y.M.
C.A. starts at 7.30 sharp.

The Queen's Band will be in at-

tendance at the game.

The team will be guests at the

Newman Club dance after the game.

Senior Intercollegiate Basketball

Standing

W. L. ,R
Queen's ... 2 0

Western . . 2 2

Varsity . . 1 1

McGill ... 1 3

62

A.

35

86

44

114
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STUDENTS
, . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eiuihibed 1817

JtlNHSTON BRAKCa—Ktaf * CUrene* So

W. R BELCHER, Hiuscr

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothcsShop
79 Prince*! St.

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78, 80, 82 PrincesB St

Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
lovt matters, slock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— DUT-
lcr Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We arc "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

WARD & sjvva
hamilton(

LIMITED V»WSFC»

4 Nyal Stores 4

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED BY EDMUND BERRY

VALENTINES
VALENTINE CARDS TO

SUIT EVERY WISH

Some of them express a perfect
atntiment. Some of them are
roguish and aome are ridiculous-
ly funny.

Whatever your taste there's a
card for it

She
UJrGtallum (gift

395 Prince** St, Phone 1931

THE LONG YEARS. By

Sigrid Undsel- Toronto : Rycrson

$2,50.

In The Lonp Years Sigrid Undsel

has written what is virtually her

childhood hiography, a louching,

penetrating, honest record of family

life and a child's first impressions

tif fundamental experience.

The little girl in Madame Und-

sel's chronicle is called, not after

her own name, but Ingvild. We
may with perfect justice, if we

choose, call the book a novel of

hildhood and adolescence, but many

if the facts the reading public

knows to be true, and many more

ve can surmise to be actual per-

onal history- Some of the family

acquaintances are called by their

real names.

Ingvild, searching her memory- in

after years, decided that she was

15 months old when she first be-

came conscious of an object outside

herself and different from her en-

vironment. The object was a doll

which she did not like.

Far apart, "like patches of

strong sunlight in a land of dark-

ness" lay other memories. A
Christmas tree; the little terra corta

horse from Troy, given to her

father by Dr. Schlieman and put

Ingvild's hands for a plaything;

the Erst time she tried to run away

from home.

Here is a well-drawn picture of

life in the Oslo and Christtania

houses where the Norwegian areh-

aeclogist and his intelligent, high-

spirited Danish wife made their

homes. There were visits, too, to

the Danish town where her mother's

people lived, and to Trondhjcm,

away up in the northlands of Nor-

way whence her father came.

The scenes are minutely pictured

and peopled with large numbers of

sharply-defined kinsfolk.

All this is unusual and as clear

the great artist Madame Undset,

can make it. Yet more important

than places and persons are the de-

veloping experiences of the child.

In the first place she was learning

to share her father's interest in

buried antiquities. In the second

#
lace she was going through the

progressive emotional, intellectual

and spiritual growth common to

normal childhood. Her introduc-

tion to literature is also traced. The

way scenery affected her is shown,

her exultation in a storm and al-

ways, by implication, the steadfast,

elcar-visioned, questioning quality

of the writer.

The story is simply told, with a

steady rhythm throughout ; the au-

thor's concentration of character-

interest adds to the grave delicacy

of her writing.

Campus and Gym
Those interested in the Bad-

minton Tournament are urged to

ign the lists immediately, as

they are being collected today.

In this Interyear tournament,

ngles and doubles champions
are decided, as well as the year

scoring the greatest number of

points. Unless there is a mini-

mum of twelve pairs, the doubles

will be cancelled.

Play begins Feb. 17th and must
e completed by March 2nd.

There will be no hockey or

>kating for Lcvana today. Next
week, Interyear games will be
played with the following sched

ule:

Lcvana '39- '38. Monday.
Levana "37-'36. Wednesday

. Finals. Friday.

Year representatives are asked
to see that the teams are ready

at 1.15.

Ban Righ Residents

All applications for resi-

dence in Ban Righ Hall for

the winter session 1936-37

must be made in writing

and addressed to the Dean

of Women before February

25.

M. Winnifred Kydd.

Photo Contest Will

End In Two Weeks

With only two more weeks in

which to snap the prize-winning

picture for the Tricolor campus

life photo contest, local knights

of the lens are urged to keep on

tli.' hunt for new and ingenious

camera shots. Although there is

already a large entry the editors

are anxious fo have the best selec-

tion possible from which to

choose the outstanding photo.

One suggestion, which if it

doesn't win first prize will at least

be an asset to the campus life

section of the book, is that the

various small "gangs" on the

campus get their pictures taken,

preferably in "action." Besides

dding interest to the Tricolor it

will be a worthwhile souvenir

of many hours of good fun. Get

camera and collect your par-

ticular bunch in somebody's room,

the porch of the boarding

house or after a hash house

hockey game and you will be sur-

prised at the results you will ob-

tain from a roll of film. Send the

best and funniest of these "mob

scenes" to the editor of the Tri-

color and watch for its reproduc-

tion in the Tricolor — you

might even be the recipient of

five dollars, the first prize in the

competition.

During a Leap Year is the extra

day a day of vacation or another

day of classes. Would someone

please put an end to this torment-

ing problem r—Harvard Crimson.

THE RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday Suppers by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme's Seasonable Woollies

EARL ST. AT WEST PHONE 295

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
(Minimum Farts; Adult 75c: Child 40c)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21 FROM KINGSTON

To Brentford Buffalo,Chatham. CoUinRWood, Detroit, Durham, Gcderith,

KBSr GSrtprZ Huutoville, Kincardine, fctchener. London, Msaford,

MiX^Ji N«i£nkrket. Niscara Falls, North Boy, Owen Sound,

Kerstoo" Pari. PeneH£ St Catharines, Sarins, Southampton,

ScrSd Wiarton, Windsor] Woodstock, and all mtermedtate points

h^vond Newmarket, Guelph, Grimsby and Brantford. Alio to townsmrS lines of Temisk-mlng & Northern Ontario R* 1K-puAu-

taft eto Parry Sound, Sudbory, Longlac, Gsraldton, Hardrock, JeUicos.

SATURDAY, FEB. 22 TO TORONTO AND HAMILTON
Also to all Stations Brockvillo to Whitby Jet inclusive T7« SE

ATTRACTION - TORONTO - SATURDAY, FEB. 22

DOMINION SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS

Fares Tickets. Return Limits and Train Information from Agents.

ASK FOR HANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp-

ening machine sharpens your

skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co
88 Princess St.

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

Phone 529

210 PRINCESS STREET

©alias Srstaitrant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ticket

Snorometer Still Needs A
Few Refinements

Bronze Baby

A week from today, the Levana
Senior Basketball learn will set out
for the Intercollegiate finals to be

held in the Hart House gym. Uni-
versity of Toronto.

I'nder the able direction of Coach
Marion Ross, the girls have been
practising steadily for the past
month and prospects look good for

the Bronze Baby's return

Oucen's,

Only three of last year's winning

team will be playing, but promising

ncw-coiners have filled in the gaps

left by graduation and illness. This

team is heavier scoring than the

previous one, though the girls are

small. Their chances of victory

depend entirely on fast playing and
tricky combination. There are no
outstanding players, but all the girls

star in perfect teamwork.
The line-up will be as follows

Georgie Ross (Captain), Bud
Yu'dl, Kay Boyd, Marg. Carefoot
Lilah Wilde (forwards); Glady
Heintz, Lilian Gardner, Betty

d'F.stcrrc, Louise Howie (defence)

Marg. Way (manager).

Rome, (UP). Goffredo Galluzzi

33, self-styled electrical engineer

invented a "snoremometer". Last

night he tried it on his wife, anxious

to do away with her heavy snoring.

To-night she is in the hospital, and

he is sorry.

Galluzzi waited until his wife was

asleep and then strapped the muzzle-

like "snoremometer" over her mouth
and nose. He then left the bed-

room to await results.

Galluzzi had adjusted a thin,

brass blade inside the muzzle
which, when breathed on heavily

would contact a button, ringing a

bell attached to the "snoremometer'

by an electric wire. The ringing

of the bell was supposed to awaken
the snorer.

When the bell failed to ring

within the time that it should have
judging from his wife's past per

formances, Galluzzi rushed into th

hedroom and found her nearly

suffocated.

Later at the hospital, doctors

traded the thin, brass blade from
Mrs. Galluzzi's throat.

FRIDAY EVENING

SENIOR BASKETBALL
QUEEN'S GYMNASIUM

VARSITY vs QUEEN'S
8.15 p. m.

STUDENT TICKET No. 18

SATURDAY EVENING
SENIOR HOCKEY

HARTY ARENA

LaSALLE vs QUEEN'S
STUDENT TICKET No. 19

LOST

At Science Formal, white-

headed evening bag with

rliinestonc "M" pin on front.

Contains flat black compact,

earrings, etc.

Finder please communicate
with Fergie O'Connor, 'phone

368.

Blondes? I don't like 'em. They
get dirty too easily.

Superior Restaurant and Tea Rooms
WHERE COLLEGE. STUDENTS MEET

Soda Fountain Service
Full Course Dinners - Sandwiches

Special Rates for Regular Meals
204 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
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Chemical Engineers

Hear About Stellite

The composition, properties and

oseS of the alloy stellite were

pjven o" Tuesday to the Chemical

Engineering Society.

The most striking property of

stellite is its excessive hardness at

high temperature. At ordinary low

temperatures steel is slightly harder

hut as the temperature rises stellite

Incomes harder while steel looses

this property. For this reason stel

lite is likely to replace steel where

strength is required as in lathes

tools, searings, etc. Stellite is also

used as an abrasive and in welding.

The alloy is a compound of

cobalt chroitium, tungsten and car

bon. As most of the tungsten and
chronium have to be imported the

alloy is rather expensive.

The melting point is very high,

being between twelve hundred and
thirteen hundred degrees centigrade.

This accounts for the durability of

the alloy.

DEBATERS SEE
ACTION TODAY

(Continued from page 1)

Jim Forrester and H. Solaway will

represent Queen's at Osgoode this

morning, while-an Osgoode team,
composed of Messrs. Grant and
Sanders, debated at II o'clock this

morning in room 301 of the Arts
Building with a Queen's team com-
posed of David Henry and Louis
Couillard.

The debate here was held

in conjunction with History
27. In each case the visiting

[team upheld the resolution. "The
League of Nations means nothing
bat might is right."

Classics Club

Dr. W. H. Fyfe will address
the Classics Club at the regular
meeting on Monday at 8.00 p.m.

the Senate Room. Old Arts
Building. Refreshments will be
served at the close of the meet-
ing.

LOST

Gentleman's fur-backed mitts
|0n Tuesday, somewhere around
College. Phone A. Church, 2687.

The students of Southeastern

University had a nude girl dance
*°r them on the athletic field one
night recently. An investigation

"Mowed, ending with the state-

pent by the dean that he consid-
ered the incident closed until

further facts are laid bare."—
rsity.

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS

"QUICKLY" PHONE

Page 3

AT THE THEATR
CONDUCTED BY

NORMA MacROSTIE E
CAPITOL

SO RED THE ROSE
With

Margaret SuUavan, Walter Connolly
and Randolph Seott

This picture of the old South
of the Civil' War period has been
extremely well staged. The planta-
tion scenes afford an opportunity
for some excellent photography and
the background for lovely darky
singing.

The cast is particularly well-

chosen, Margaret Sullavan
. plays

the carefree girl at the beginning of
the picture and becomes the respon-
sible young women, when her fa-
ther and brother have gone to war,
with equal success. Randolph Scott

is admirable as the young South-
erner who refuses to fight against

his fellow-Americans. His prob-

lem is presented in a very convinc-

ing manner and is perhaps the

greatest tragedy of the picture.

Walter Connolly is at his best

as the master of the plantation.

But the greatest honours go to

Janet Beechcr for her presenta-

tion of its mistress, which is a

superb piece of acting.

The picture spares us any
battle scenes but is none the less

dramatic and the story moves
forward rapidly. Those who do
not care for too much tragedy
will find it well balanced with

humorous situations.

The bad taste which the
comedy leaves will be forgotten

after a musical interlude by Jack
Denny and his orchestra. B-|-.

—M.G.
Coming Attraction: "Magnificent

Obsession."

Revival—"Ruggles of Red Gap".

T I V O L I

STARS OVER BROADWAY
With

Pat O'Brien Phil Regan

Jean Muir Jane Froman

Since Grace Moore's successful

venture on the screen, Hollwood

has awakened to the possibilities

of opera as a film feature. Miss

Moore's success, however, was' due

as much to her pleasing personality

and her acting ability as to her

lovely voice. In "Stars Over Broad

way" we have Phil Regan's good

voice combined with an utter lack

of histrionic ability and a negligible

personality.

The "discovery" of a porter will

a voice and his subsequent rise to

stardom as crooner and opera

singer form the essentials of a

footling plot. Pat O'Brien, ambi-

tious for his own success as a

manager and, when he gets it, loud

in his denunciation of it as an end

in itself, is as usual an ugly, hard

fisted Irishman; nevertheless, his

ability to play a part convincingly

means a lot in this picture.

Of Jane Froman we have nothing

but praise and a desire to see and

hear her again. And Jean Muir,

whether she or some stooge sings

"Ave Maria", is lovely to look at.

Those who can enjoy good sing-

ing to the extent that they can give

poor acting the passover will rate

"Stars Over Broadway" high. The

rest of us, while appreciating both

"Aida" and "You Let Me Down"
will give the show something like

aB- —A.K

Next Attraction

:

"In Person".

Ginger Rogers

Columnist Rates "C"

With English Prof

They tell of a college student

who was taking a course ii

modern writing. Just before go

to class one morning the youth

suddenly remembered that the

students had been ordered to pre-

pare an article for that day.

With no time to write some-

thing of his own, the youth grab-

bed a copy of the American Mer-

cury and copied, word for word,

some of the writings of H. L.

Menchcn. He handed the paper

in. And the following morning

it came back with a marking of

100 per cent.

The boy was completely sur

prised. He hadn't even been sus

pected. So when the next test

came along he employed the same

trick. He copied an article by

George Jean Nathan and handed

it in under his own name. That,

too, came back with marking of

100 per cent.

The youth was now supreme-

ly confident. This was a cinch

and it was obvious that the pro

fessor knew nothing about any

thing. He grew still bolder,

fact, he grew too bold. When
the third and final test came along

he copied one of Mark Hellinger'

alleged articles. Hellinger's copy

came back with a marking of 60

per cent., which meant that it had

just passed.

The student decided to brazen

this thing out. So he walked up

to the professor as soon as class

was over.

"I can't understand thi.- mark

ing," he stated. "You give ine a

perfect mark on my first two articles

—and, on my third, you just pas:

me. Why is that?"

The professor looked very tired

"YouVe lucky," he sighed. "1

don't mind giving Mencken 100

per cent., and certainly don't

mind giving Nathan 100 per cent

But I'll be damned if I even want-

ed to pass Hellinger!"

—Column Review.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize them

and support your paper.

WESTERN CANADA
From All Stations

In the East
spechi Excursions
bargain

GOING DAILY— FEB. 28 to MAR. 12 inclusive

Rtturn Limit : 45 days

Approximately CENT A MILE -
GOOD IN COACHES ONLY

Each Way

quired
I-

d

CONVENIENT TRAIN SERVICE
a AHf!AGE Checked. STOPOVERS at Port Arthur, Chit, Armstrong

nZ ™i WeaUnbo it Chicago, UL, Sault St*. Mono. Mich, Midwest, in
Out, and W6;^rdflnce with tariffs of United States linen. tto
. _ Car ruxWw. «f **A»»«Jwi ftvmvv Af* ASK FOR BANDB1LL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

Only Six Monarchs

Have Reached 70
In 1935 King George became

one of a small group of longer-

reigned sovereigns and one of the

elder monarchs.

Since 1066 only 11 others had

sufficient years to mark a silver

jubilee, and only 13 since Egbert

of Wesscx became the first to hold

sway over all England.

Alfred the Great is the first king

whose age is recorded, and since

his accession only five sovereigns

have lived to the age of King

George.

Since William the Conqueror

came to the throne in 1066 the aver-

age reign of 36 sovereigns has

been less than 24 years, ranging

from the few months of the mur-

dered hoy Edward V to the 63

years of Victoria.

With the exception of King

George all those who passed their

silver jubilees went on to much
longer reigns. In order of length

they are : George it, 33 years (1727-

1760) ;
Henry I, 35 years (1100-

1135); Henry II, 35 years (1154-

1189) ; Edward I, 35 years (1272-

1307); Henry VIII, 38 years

(1509-1547); Henry VI, 39 years

(1422-1461); Elizabeth, 44 years

(1558-1603) ; Edward III, 50 years

(1327-1377); Henry III, 56 years

(1216-1272)
;
George III, 59 years

(1760-1820); Victoria, 63 years

(1837-1901).

Henry should be a popular name
at Royal christenings, for the eight

kings of that name ruled 249 years.

The seven Edwards accounted for

142 years, and the five Georges for

140 years. A Henry, Edward or

George has sat on the English

throne for 531 of the 869 years

since 1066, or nearly two thirds of

the period.

Thirty-six rulers since the con-

quest have lived an average of 54

years. The only five who lived to

the age of King George are Eliza-

beth 70; George II, 77; George

HI; 81 ; William IV, 71 ; and Vic-

toria, 81. But in the 221 years

since the accession of George I,

longevity has been marked as com
pared with earlier monarchs. Only
George I, 67, George IV, 67, and

Edward VII, 68. fell below the

three score and ten.

Dates Made Difficult

3y Early Regulations

Elmira, N.Y.—The class in So-

cial Investigation at Elmira College

has unearthed some interesting facts

regarding "dating" in the early days

of higher education for women.

A gentleman who wished to call

upon a young lady at Elmira Col-

lege in 1S56 was required to send

his card, giving his name and ad

rcss to the president jf the col

ege. Calls could bt received onh
uring "hours of . rccreution," from

.30 to 2.30 or from 4.30 to 5.30

the afternoon.

On the Sabbath. E'mira students

were "permitted neither to receive

alls nor to call upon each olher."

oung ladies were rot permitted to

Ik or drive with a gentleman ex-

cept by written consent of their

parents. As late as 1881 parents

were requested to send to the Lady

Principal, over their own signature,

the names of those with whom they

ere willing to have their (laugh-

rs correspond.

Despite these restrictions, a sur-

cy of the marital status of Elmira

lumnac in the first fifty classes,

from 1859 to 1909, shows that 70.6

icr cent, of them married, and

many became the mothers of dis-

tinguished leaders in American life.

—New York Times.

HE QUALITY SHOP

OUR VERY SUCCESSFUL

20%
DISCOUNT SALE

Ends this week. You must hurry if you want to take advantage of it

ALL READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHING
Unequalled opportunity to replenish your clothing wardrobe in
this sale. Come tomorrow.

SHIRT SALE
Semi-annual Shirt Sale—Forsythe and Arrow odd (him
to clear. All sizes. White included.

$1.55 3 for $4.50

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

There Is No Substitute

For QUALITY-
That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

CO IIa'

wan
You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Fortused collars give the smartness of starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. SUcsj up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY — GLOVES
SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

•Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.

U*VciPEAC0C*
^"OHt . NEXT TOIOBLAWS^
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Was The Hoare-Laval Plan A
Good Thing?

As far as news value is concerned the

ill-fated Hoare-Laval Peace Plan has be-

come a thing of the past, and Sir Samuel

Hoare now rests in peace, relieved of his

cabinet position and bearing an ever de-

creasing burden of shame heaped upon him

and M. Laval for their part in the shady

deal by an angry public. The intelligent

observer and many of the experts have felt

that this piece of business was a vile and

treacherous act spawned by a hypocritical

government which pretended it was back-

ing the League while at the same time

carrying on secret negotiations with II

Duce. Britain seemed to be betraying the

League of Nations in order to bring the

Ethiopian conflict to a swift conclusion.

In opposition to this viewpoint Mr. Elton

Wilkinson, British correspondent lor Can-

adian Comment, contributes an interesting

irticle to the current issue of this magazine.

Mr. Wilkinson seems to argue that the

whole plan was an attempt on the part of

the new Government to see if public opinion

was solidly behind League measures. The

only advantage for Britain in such a course

of self-immolation on the part of the Gov-

ernment would be the anticipation of some

clear benefit for the country. This, the cor-

respondent believes, lay at the root of the

Plan.

"My Government's foreign policy will,

as heretofore, be based on the firm support

of the League of Nations," stated the

Speech from the Throne, and then followed

the Hoare-Laval Plan which offered a bribe

to Mussolini and immediately offended all

the members of the League. But, says Mr.

Wilkinson, if the League had adopted the

plan the British electorate would have been

satisfied. Since it did not, Sir Samuel Hoare

was forced to resign and young Anthony

Eden, the champion of the League, install-

ed in his place.

This apparently ill-timed bit of lunacy

was not the result of timid or ignorant

politicians. They knew quite well what

the result would be if the Plan were re-

jected. Mr. Wilkinson emphasizes the fact

that British politicians arc entirely depend-

ent upon the electorate and have frequently

committed the country more heavily than

the country was willing to be committed.

Sir Edward Grey was afraid of doing the

same thing in the dark days of July and
August l')14. But, in the present situation,

Sir Samuel Hoare underestimated (he ex-

tent to which the British public were will-

ing to commit themselves, and fell into the
trap uf compromise.

This, explains the writer, is how the

Plan came about, "Which is better?" he
asks. "To have a Foreign Secretary sacri-

ficed in order to determine once and for

all the national feeling, to confirm the
solidarity of the electorate-Government

combine; or to have a Foreign Secretary

overstep the mark, honour his pledges, and
be repudiated by the people." The good
arising from this incident far outweighs the

harm done. For the first time, the Gov-
ernment is sure that the English people

mean to see the thing through

Mr Wilkinson outlines the triple re-

.ponsibility which the English fore.gn

politician is forced to carry. He .s respon-

sible to the world at large for the main-

tenance of peace; he is responsible to the

League for the honouring of his country s

obligations to that body; and, above all.

he is responsible to the people who elected

him This last responsibility accounts for

the seeming variation in British foreign

policy, but it is one of the evils which goes

with the democratic system. Mr. Eden can

now go forward along a clearly defined

path, conscious that the people are behind

him.
, ,

Therefore Mr. Wilkinson feels that the

test provided by the Peace Plan has pro-

duced beneficial results both to the League

and to Britain. The League has now more

support, can put on more pressure, and

Italy will be forced to back down. "Because

of this," the writer prophesies, "the war

will soon be over. And because of that the

European system will soon become a good

deal more easy. The League will, at long

last, vindicate itself; and by a curious,

almost paradoxical circumstance, Messrs.

Laval and Hoare will be entitled to more

than a little of the responsibility—if not

credit
!"

Canadian Comment's correspondent

claims to have inside information as to the

validity of his claims. It is interesting to

see how perhaps a great good can come

from a little harm. But, at any rate, even

if Mr. Wilkinson's opinions and prophesies

are wrong, the Hoare-Laval Plan has dis-

credited, for all time, we hope, the old and

outworn secret diplomacy of other days.

University of Alberta Research Scholarships

Two graduate scholarships of the value

of S600.00 each are available for research

at the University of Alberta for Session

1936-37 These scholarships arc open to

graduates of any Canadian Univers.ty.

Any graduate or graduating student who

may be interested should communicate with

the Registrar of the University of Alberta

not later than March 15th. and attach to

his or her application an official record of

the candidate's undergraduate and graduate

work, together with at least two letters of

reference, Definite details should be given

as to the field of study in which the appli-

cant proposes to work.

Sir Wilfred Laurier Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the Ontario

Women's Liberal Association to perpetuate

the memory of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Award-

ed for proficiency in French Conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born English,

speaking students, sons or daughters of a

British subject by birth or naturalization

not of French parentage, i
Tenable only by

a student who will be in residence during

the following session.

The examination will be held in March.

Applications will be received by the Regis-

trar up to March 1st.

College Spirit In Class

"College spirit" is a sacred platitude.

Even freshmen talk about it, and, what is

worse, write solemn essays about it, and

deplore its decay. What docs it mean? To

freshmen, and perhaps even to the higher

beings in the other years, college spirit

seems to mean chiefly willingness to sup-

port the different teams, to turn out to

dances, to serve on committees, and so on.

This is all very sensible, but college spirit

of this kind can be left to look after itself.

Undergraduates are fond of insisting that

we do not go to a University merely to

read books, and that "our outlook on life"

may become narrow by excessive study.

From such narrowness our students are re-

markably free. Each batch of first test re-

sults in evidence of their broad-mindedness.

Now. should not college spirit—that is, the

desire to work for the place and not merely

for oneself—be equally proper in reading as

well as elsewhere? If a man does a thorough-

ly good piece of work in an essay, in a lab.

or on an examination, it not only brings

him a pass, or honours, or a prize, it also

brings credit to the University. It does

another thing also. Eagerness in a class

does more than most students ever realize

to improve lectures—and most of them can

be greatly improved. Nothing is more dead-

ening than rows of inert faces. A keen

class gets the best a lecturer can give ; but

passive buckets waiting to be pumped into,

and willing to take whatever is pumped,
only get what they desire. The college spirit

seen on the sport field could and ought to

be transferred to the class rooms, but, like

other transplanted things, it needs care in

its new surroundings.—The Gateway.

National Research Council Scholarships to be

awarded in 1936

Bursaries of the value of $500 will be

open to award to applicants who have grad-

uated with high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of $600 will

be open to award to applicants who have

already done some original graduate re-

search in science.

Fellowships of the value of $700 will be

open to award to applicants who have given

distinct evidence of capacity to conduct in-

dependent research in science.

Attention is called to the fact that ow-

ing to drastic reduction in the appropria-

tion available this year for scholarships,

only a limited number of awards can be

granted. Consequently, applications should

be strictly confined to candidates with out-

standing records, both in their undergradu-

ate and postgraduate courses.

March 1st is the final date on which

applications may be mailed.

Application blanks and copies of the

regulations governing these awards may be

obtained from the Registrar.

Constitution Of U. S.

Subject Of Address

"If the constitutions of the Bri-

tish dominions are better tham

that of the United States, it may

be because they have profited by

the mistakes of the Americans."

said Professor H. Robinson, while

addressing History 3 class on

Thursday.

Professor Robinson traced the

development of the American

constitution to demonstrate
how it came to be so

wieldy. He pointed out that

when the constitution was

drawn up it was necessary to

effect a compromise between the

strong and the weak colonies

This compromise, he said, is re

sponsible for much of the com

plicated system of checks and

balances as regards legislation

In closing Professor Robinson

described the governmental sys

tem of some of the British

dominions, showing how the more

recent constitutions, such as those

of Australia and South Africa

had profited by the mistakes made

in the earlier constitutions of

Canada and the United States

"Nights as cold as last night was are

the only drawbacks I see to being a bache

lor," says a writer in the Oregon U, paper

A few weeks in some of our Kingston board
ing houses and he would probably turn

Mormon.

Official Notices

L.S.R. Meeting

"Morality in Russia" and
"Governmental Machinery under

Socialism' 'will be the topics of the

speeches to be given at the L.S

R. meeting on Sunday afternoon

in the Y. W. C. A. Attention is

drawn to the time of the meeting

—2.00 p.m. sharp.

He—You're thinner!

She— Yes, I've lost so mucl

you can feel my ribs.

He—Gee! Thanks.

The Soap Box

A medium for r/ic expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cernxng Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box wis

not accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. Hit

identity will be considered confi.

denfial if the writer so desires.

Can't change human nature.

Mr. Editor:

A number of Queen's students

including ourselves feel that

something should be done about

the growth of communistic and

socialistic feeling in the Univer-

sity.

It is exceedingly unfortunate

that these young radicals are

encouraged by the attitude of

some of the younger members of

the faculty.

It is perfectly obvious to any-

one with a normal amount of

common sense that these consum-

mate orators are basing their

arguments on an unsound basis.

These people should realize that

it is impossible to change human

nature.

Arts '36.

Arts' '38.

Arts '38.

Near Scholarships

Faculty of Applied Science

Scholarships will be awarded in the

faculty of Applied Science in May 1936, as

follows

:

Three scholarships of the value of $100

each will be awarded to the students with

the highest standing who are completing

the third year in each of three Courses,

Chemistry. Chemical Engineering and Civil

Engineering. Candidates for these scholar-

ships must have an average of at least 66

per cent, on the work of the third year and

no failures.

Scholarships of $100 each will be award-

ed to the student in each of the first and

second years who has the highest average

in all the work of his year.

These scholarships will be tenable only

by students who are in residence during

Session 1936-37.

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron

ize them and support your paper

O.H.A. Scholarship

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

BRIGHT DAYS INVITES
YOUR KODAK

Leave your films here

AV R. McCOLL
DRUGGIST

260 University Ave.

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccoi

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafl

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarters

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

Examination Time-Table—Faculty of Arts

The attention of all students in Arts is

directed to the Examination Time-table
posted on the Registrar's Ntotice Board.
This time-table includes only Pass courses,

j

with the first Honours course in each sub-
'

jeet. The dates lor these examinations are

to be definitely settled before the courses in

Honours arc arranged. All students are
urged to check the Pass Time-table very
carefully and report conflicts or omissions
at once to the Registrar's Office.

Applications are invited from students

now enrolled in the University for the

Ontario Hockey Association Scholarship of
|

1935. The cash value is $80. t

The Scholarship has previously been

awarded on the basis of Matriculation. As
no matriculation candidate was eligible last

summer the Scholarship will be awarded
this session to some student within the Uni-

versity on the basis of the candidate's

academic qualifications and on his rating

as a clean, effective hockey player.

No credit towards fees is given when
the Scholarship is not awarded on the basis

of Matriculation, but the regular cash pay-
ment of $80 is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the hands of

the Registrar by February 15th. Applica-
tions should give evidence that students
have played in O.H.A. or N.O.H. Series.

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions

Wt lelegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sua. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

The Good Place To Eat

Better Food /or less money

Special rate meal ticket for studeoM

Marigold Gtaf*
346 Princess St. Kingston, Oct

CHECKER TAXI

piWe

Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Orders

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S lT
Hc£i

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

TRICOLOR CAGERS FACE ACID TEST
Queen's fast-stepping courtmen face what will probably be their

toUgherf
opposition to date when Varsity BJ«„ will attempt to halt (he

Tricolors victorious string at the gymnasium tonight.

The Blues, winners in only one game in two starts in the College
rage w*!

ec haYe a" hoop aggregation with Joe Connelly and
Hugh Marks of gridiron fame heading the list of standout performers.

Ralph Jack's charges, realizing that a home triumph over Ihc power-
ful Toronto squad is imperative m order for them to retain their present
position in the league standing as pace-setters, will likely shoot the
,v0rks tonight to attain their objective.

The locals after tonight's game will have but one more contest at
home, and. still have to make the western trip in which they will tangle
with Varsity and Western on successive nights.

The team is undoubtedly the strongest Tricolor cage entry that
has come out of the university in the past five years, and there arc
many who predict a hoop championship for Ralph Jack's men.

There still remain a few stumbling blocks for Queen's to hurdle
before they can corral the College title, and one of these obstacles will be
lie removed tonight if the Tricolor can down the Blues.

HOCKEY SIX CLOSE HOME SEASON
Tomorrow evening Senator Powell's Queen's pucksters will conclude

their home season by hooking up with La Salles in a scheduled Ottawa
City League fixture.

Although definitely out of the running for a money berth in the
Ottawa loop, the locals are particularly anxious to make their exit on
Kingston ice one that will be remembered. Consequently they will open
Up early in the game in order to chalk up a win, and the Frenchmen
should get a hot reception.

Queen's have played spectacular, thrilling hockey at the Harty Arena
ibis winter, and the majority of the puck fans have been well satisfied

ith the brand of hockey displayed by teams in the Capital City circuit.

Each game has been hard-fought and contained plenty of the peppery
play the crowd goes for and that, after all, goes a long way in making
nny league a success.

After to-morrow's encounter, the Tricolor play Brockvitlc in the
Island Town on Monday, and after that it will be studies only for most
of the boys for the rest of the winter.

'ROUND AND AROUND
Interycar hockey is holding the boards at the Arena just at present

, . . And some stirring shinny with plenty of zip to it has been displayed

. . . Marty Jones, Curly Krug, -Buddy Lewis and Harry Soushine were
pressed into action by Arts '37 on Wednesday, but despite their noble
efforts '36 walked off with an easy win . . . Sonshine and Lewis both

look like coming hockey stars . . . But they decided after the game
they would Stick to football hereafter . . . Johnny Munro has been flash-

ing an aggressive brand of hockey of late,. . . Thu "Tiger" is the high
point man of the local club, with 14 scoring points . . . Art Stollery ranks
next to Munro with 13 points fashioned from 6 goals and 7 assists . . .

The officials in the Ottawa loop still continue to call 'cin as they shouldn't

he called locally . . . Most of the referees in these parts haven't got

what it takes to make the hoys play clean hockey . . . Proof of that

statement is the fact that 31 penalties have been imposed in the last

two Local games.

EGAN-SMYTHE BOUT

FEATURES FINE RING

PROGRAMME AT GYM

Meds And Science Tie For
Interfacuity Assault

Honours

IA SALLE HERE FOR

SENIOR PUCK FINALE

Tricolor Conclude Home
Schedule Tomorrow

Tomorrow night at the Harty

Arena college hockey fans will have

their last chance of seeing Queen's

Seniors in Ottawa City League

oinpetttion. The Tricolor will

'omplete their home season by

leeting the fast-skating La Salle

iub with the face-off called for

30 and a large crowd is expected

hand to say farewell to the

rrent puckchasing campaign

Queen's will be displaying their

wares for the last time against

Ottawa teams for some while to

ome because the O.H.A. consent

o participation in the Capital City

league carried the condition that

*he Powellmen must return to the

O.H.A. fold next winter.

With their chances of a play-off

"mli a mathematical impossibility,

uecn's will skate out tomorrow

vening to show the skeptics that

Aether there is anything at stake

r not they are always capable of

producing pleasing hockey for the

cash customers.

The game will be more crucial

*°r the visiting Frenchmen be-

a"se they arc barely hanging on

° third place in the standings, the

as t qualifying play-off position, and

pre being hard pressed by a hope-

5
u! Emerald sextet one point be-

ind. A victory for La Salle would

""tually assure them of a cut of
* lie post season shekels and with

le academy boys chasing pucks in

e|entless fashion, coupled with the

•"'color's customary slam bang

"Performance, the game should be
*"e most interesting of wind-ups

The Tricolor's fadeaway act to-

morrow Wiu mark the fourth time
Ws season that they have opposed

La Salle, the Ottawans holding two

victories scored on home tee while

Queen's pulled out a 4-4 draw at

the Arena three weeks ago. Even

f they lose, La Salle will still hold

,tl edge over Queen's on the sea

son's play and if the Tricolor can

do the Emerald club a good turn

by defeating the Cadets—the "boy

scout" opportunity won't be passed

up.

While not the greatest of

clubs based on all-round ability to

grace the Arena ice, La Salles have

nevertheless been accorded the

diadem of speed supremacy by

fans who watched the visiting

meteors bum up the ice at a dizzy

clip in their first appearance here.

The flying Frenchmen are about

as slow as a streamlined train be^

hind schedule and when they pick

up speed they become mere blurred

shadows whizzing by, The fame nf

Howie Morcnz holds no respect for

Louis Savageau, La Salle wingman

who glides along with the greatest

of ease and who can outskate any-

body in the league. On the same

line as Savageau, Phil Rienhardt

another acceleration demon, and

these two. centered by Pete Howe
form the visitors' high-scoring for

ward division.

A star with Ottawa School of

Commerce in the secondary' schools

finals played in Kingston last spring

Patsy Guzzo is expected to give

another sparkling display at center

on the second line, flanked by

Legree and Lajoie. In goal La

Salle will have Aurel Bordeleau who

is no exception in a league that

has exhibited smart net-minding.

In making their final bow to

Arena railbirds, Queen's will have

their regular line-up intact in a des

perate effort to chalk up their third

win of the season. The local ice-

men have been providing hockey

lately which has been packing in the

fans and bringing back to the gam

some of its lost popularity.

Forsberg Wins

One of the best Interfaculty

Assaults to be held on the cam-
pus in late years was staged on
Tuesday night in the gymnasium.
Of the eight scheduled bouts,

Meds took three. Science three

and Arts two. Besides these,

there were two over-weight ex

hibition bouts.

The feature boxing match of

the evening was a torrid affair

between Charlie Egan of Arts
and Des Smythe of Science which
went an extra round before

Smythe was declared the winner

on a technical K.O. Egan took

the first two rounds by the nar

rowest of margins, but Smythe
came back strongly to even

matters in the third. The judges

disagreed, and referee Jarvis ord

ered another round. Smythe wa
the first to go down in a flurry of

gloves, hut came back at the

count of two and put Egan down
for a similar count. Egan got

to his feet, but scarcely knew
where he was, and was floored

again, and the referee stopped the

bout.

"Tony" Forsberg had to call on

all he had to defeat Clark by one

fall. Clark appeared the heavier

and stronger of the two boys, but

Forsberg was too slippery for

him. The fall came after two

minutes wrestling in the first

round; and the bell saved Clark

from another to end the round

JUNIORCAGERS TRIM
KEGIOPOL1S36TOI8

The Junior basketball team

rang up their fifth victory in as

many starts when they defeated

Itcgiopolis on Wednesday night

by the score of 36-18.

The team now has but three

ames to play and there is but a

mathematical chance of them be-

ing ousted from the top berth and

tie.

Except for the first five minutes

the game, the result was never

in doubt. Rcgiopolis took over

early four point lead, but the

Collegians came back with a

blistering attack that did not let

up till the final whistle.

For Queen's, the first line of

Lewis, Knowles and Whyte was

prominent, with Knowles the

outstanding man of the trio. The

defence played a heady, solid

game. For Regiopolis. Fox and

McLeod were best.

HOCKEY STANDING

Up to and including Monday's

Brockville - Queen's game the

standing of clubs in the Ottawa

Senior League is as follows:

Brockville

R. C. A. F.

La Salle..

Emeralds

Queen's .

.

Rideaus .

.

Jack Thomas retained the col-

lege championship at 125 lbs.

when he threw back the challenge

of Grant of Arts. Grant, who is

a specialist in the head-lock found

good deal of difficulty in apply-

g it to the champ, and was him-

self in trouble on one or two

occasions.

In a boxing match packed with

action, Gord Frederick earned the

right to go to McGill by his vic-

tory over Glen Bell of Medicine.

The pair were fairly evenly

mate bed, but the winner made

good use of superior height and

reach. Bell took a, count of eight

in the first round when Frederick

nailed him with a beautiful right,

but came back strong to hold his

own for the remainder of the

round. It was a gory bout, and

both boys were bleeding freely

at the end.

Radouski and Connelly opened

up in their bout to put on one of

the most pleasing matches of the

evening. Radouski carried a little

too much power in his right hand,

and although warned for hitting

on the back of the neck, he earn-

ed a clear-cut decision. At times

it seemed that Connelly liked

punishment, for he waded in with

defense wide open.

Jack Williams took the light-

weight Interfaculty crest for the

second consecutive year when he

won a decision over Savard of

Arts. Each fighter had 'a great

respect for the other, and it was

not until the third round that they

warmed up to the business of

winning the bout. When they

did, Williams carried too much

artillery for the Arts man, and

got the judges' nod.

McDade of Medicine took the

welterweight wrestling crown in

two straight falls from MacKay

of Science in a bout that pleased

the crowd immensely. Ken Run-

ning won an exhibition bout at

catchweights from Cook of Arts

with one fall. Running gave

away about fifteen pounds but

had too much condition and ex

perience for his opponent, who

appeared very weary at the end

of the bout.

Geist and Duncan were both

willing in a boxing match

which the latter took the decision.

There was action aplenty. Dun

can giving the better performance

and catching his opponent witl

uppercuts innumerable.

There was not as much material

this year in the Interfaculty com

petition, but it was of exception

ally high calibre. Fewer boys

have turned out for train. ng, but

those who have, have made rapid

strides in learning the manly

arts.

ARE YOU IN CONDITION?
An athlete must be in perfect condition to stand the physical

and mental strain in varied field of •ports.

You cannot think clearly nor study properly if your feet are

iincomfortable.

Keep your feet In condition by wearing correctly fitted shoe*.

We specialize in fitting with better quality shoes at popular prices.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess St Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 50»

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORK

©n ^tuftenta of <$i»rn'a

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gift*

Watches And Favors

Pens and Pencils College Insignia

Designing to Order

^mtth ©roe. Sevueiet*, Himlteb
nunrn? (-.. J 1840 IK PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

Phone 21 Ml
180 Wellington Street

Over Canadian Pacific Exp . Offks.

BUCKINGHAM
aOrV30«-aSr^2SC-50AV50t

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can fumiBh you

with all your requirements in Text Books for Ail Facultie*

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queea's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Sam Pepys at Queen^T^

(At the Wagon Wheel looking

for Material)

Ken Day Is Arts '36

Permanent President

Ken Day was elected president of

Arte '36 Permanent Executive on

Wednesday evening in the Roy

York Cafe. Dr. W. A. Mackintosh

was appointed honorary president

by acclamation.

Other officers on the Permanent

Executive are first vice-president,

Marion Lyons; second vice-presi-

dent, Archie Campbell; secretary-

treasurer. Cam Hillmcr; vital statis-

tician, Whit Shannon; social func-

tions committee, Bud Yuill and

Toddy Booth.

The committee in charge of the

Final Splash, scheduled for late in

March, is Bud Yuill, Mavis Mc-

Guirc, Ramsay Park, Don White

and Bill Stephen. The committee

was given the power to select a con-

vener from its own numbers.

FOUND

Heavy Silver Sports Bracelet.

Initial A. F. Apply Athletic

Board Office.

Miller Club

H. C. Ruckaby, Provincial Geo-

logist, will speak on "Sudbury" to

the Miller Gub this afternoon. The

meeting will be held in Miller Hall

at -1.00 p,m.

Coming Events

Today:

4.00p.m.— Biological Club

Old Arts Bldg.

—Math and Physics Club

Arts Bldg.

Room 201

—Miller Club

Miller Hall

4.15p.m.—Eng. Soc.

Miller Hall

7.30p.m.-Capt. J. O. Watts

S.P.M.

Convocation Hall

8.00p,m.—Senior Basketball

Queen's vs. Varsity

9.00p.m.—Valentine Dance

Grant Hall

9.00-9.30—Radio Debate

CRCT
Saturday, Feb. 15:

(_M 2.00a.m.—Arts Society

Elections

Arts Clubroom

8.30p.m.—Hockey
LaSalle vs. Queen's

Arena

Sunday, Feb. 16:

2.00p.m.—L.S.R.

Y.W.C.A.

Monday, Feb, 17:

5.00p.m.—Extension Lecture

Convocation Hall

8.00p.m.—Classics Club

Senate Room
—Kingston Chem, Assoc

Gordon Hall

PERTINENT
TO PEACE
CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN S

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

J. B. Priestley Speaks

(Nafrontier News Service)

J. B. Priestley, author of "The

Good Companions" and many

other best-sellers, beloved in the

United States and other countries

as in his native land of England,

has become fed up with propa-

ganda for war preparedness.

"There are those like myself

who believe that if you prepare

for war, you get war. Then there

are those, like our cabinet min-

isters, who believe that you can

only be peaceful by being war-

like. This is called the clear-

sighted, rational, realistic view.

"Let us see just how clearsight-

ed, rational, realistic it is," says

Mr. Priestley, writing in "The

Star," the British newspaper

which he chose as the vehicle for

his attack. While his comments

were intended for British notice,

his pungent remarks apply to

most of the world's Powers.

"Now just because we are Better

than other nations, so we ought

to

WHEN YOU GET AN
OMINOUS LOOKING

LETTER FROM THE
BURSAR'S OFFICE

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

be Stronger, so that if they

not understand the moral

force of our arguments (and they

are often very stupid), they will

ve to appreciate the physical

force of them. And as they will

terrified of our physical force

(one of us being equal to ten of

them) they will not dare to op

pose us, and we shall always en

joy the blessings o£ peace. This

the clearsighted, rational, real

istic view, that of stout men of

the world, who call a spade a

spade and won't have any of your

arned nonsense. None of your

literary man's high-falutin' about

just plain common sense.

"The fact is, of course, says

Mr. Priestley, that this argu-

ent is silly and sentimental. It

often sincere, but always silly

nd sentimental.

It is we, who are called the

sentimentalists, who are realistic

this matter. To begin with,

we realize that our armaments

look to foreigners exactly as

theirs do to us—namely, like sin

ster, menacing preparations on

the part of a mistrustful, un-

friendly Power.

'Therefore, the foreigner de

clares that he must defend him

elf — and Freedom and Justice

nd the other things — against

this menace. He must have mure

f whatever arms he fancies, nut

ecausc he likes such things, not

ven because his cousin has sli;ires

the firm that makes them, but

because the Fatherland,' the
Motherland, the Home of Truth
Beauty and Goodness, must at

all costs be defended. So he ini

mediately increases his army
navy, air force. And so do his

neighbors.

By this time, a good many im
portant things have happened
To begin with, an atmosphere of

ntense fear and suspicion has

been created everywhere. It is

rather like the atmosphere of the

saloons in the old mining camps,
where every man carried and
used a gun. where a fellow had
but to make an accidental move-
ment toward his hip for a

fusilade of shots to ring out.

"Moreover, once a country's

armaments are big enough, the

professional fighting men become
very important members of its

councils. Unfortunately, profes-

sional fighting men have a bias,

laud rarely think on broad, states

Even Almighty Can
Overstep

The hero of this story was one

of those persons who accept

whatever happens as a manifesta-

tion of the divine power.

Misfortune dogged his foot-

steps, yet never once did he com-

plain. His wife ran away with

tin' lured man, his daughter

married a ne'er-do-well who de-

serted her; his son landed in the

penitentiary : a cyclone destroy-

ed his residence, a hailstorm

spoiled his crop and the holder

of the mortgage foreclosed on his

farm. Yet at each fresh stroke

he knelt down and returned

thanks to the Almighty for

mercies vouchsafed.

Eventually, pauperized but yet

submissive to the decrees from

on high, he landed at the county

poorhouse. He still was able-

bodied. Until now his members

and faculties, at least, had been

spared. The overseer sent him

out one day to plough a potato

field. A thunder storm came up

but was passing by when with-

out warning a bolt of lightning

descended from the sky.

It melted the ploughshare,

stripped most of his garments

from him, singed off his beard

and moustache, branded him on

the back with the initials of an

utter stranger, and hurled him

through a brush fence.

Slowly he got upon his knees,

clasped his hands and raised his

eyes toward heaven. Then for the

first time, the worm turned:

"Lord," he said, "this is gettin'

to be plum' rediculous!"

—Irvin S. Cobb

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given to

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right

Single space 8c page, double 5c page

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 3720

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

W. P. Midmcr

PHONE £60
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham R*

QUEENS STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

253 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theatre)

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS ****** °»

Every

117 Brock St. De«riptic*

Phone 1 510

Dance

Programme*

Constitutions

FINE WATCH REPARINO
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenaex Replaced

EYES TESTED -

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1321

Then He Burped

Tony De Lourentis, the barber,

came in from breakfast and sat

down in his barber shop today to

eat a bushel of apples. Four

minutes less than two hours later

all 240 of the apples were gone.

Then he ordered lunch:

Four pounds of spaghetti.

Three boned chickens.

One gallon of beer.

One pie.

Plenty of wine.

The apples and the lunch top-

ped this breakfast:

Six eggs with bacon,

One steak with fried potatoes.

Cofljee.

Beer.

Whiskey.

It was Tony's annual demon-

stration for his customers, but

nothing unusual for him.

—Pittsburg Post-Gazette

Stone's Mawtt ^hap
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

manlike lines. If peace is what

you are after, they are not good

men to have about. Their natural

clement is a state of war. They
are only playing at soldiers dur

ing peace-time. They would like

to get on with their job.

"If everybody is thoroughly un

prepared, there never will be ;

war. Let every Power be con-

vinced that its own army, navy

and air force are all in a shock-

ng condition and vastly inferior

to its neighbors and nobody will

want to fight. Though interna-

tional affairs are one long

squabble, still nobody will want

to fight.

In the name of peace, the

nations are beginning to prepare

for War again. The old race has

begun, It has only one goal

—

War, And there is only one way
to stop

i

this lunacy, and that is

for the people, who have no fun-

damental quarrel with the folk

of other nations, to stop it them
selves."

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821

R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 1402
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Math Club

l>
h. Hay will address the

ilall"
and Pn >' sics c,ub toda >' a*

qO P"1- Room 200- New Arts

(uilding-
Mr. Hay's subject will

Colour Photography." Mr. C.

jngren will present a short paper.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL Page

CONTRIBUTE!) BY D. It.

MILLARD'S TAXI
phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

jpcctalistt in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Vork. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

IS Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

iING D00 LAUNDRY
/. Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

18 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

nits sponged and pressed 40c
/ith Extra Trousers 50c

Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
'ugedos Sponged and Pressed. . ,40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

!33 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

vlahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St.

if. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

Ray gab
Evenings by Appointment

(1 Princess St Phone 1859

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

Wellington St Kingston

'Phone 256

r.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

JS Princess St Phone 10

Evenings by Appointment

r. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

Ss
> Wellington St 'PooM S«

We came across the following

poem the other day in our scrap

book. As we have ail pondered

over these questions from time to

ime we think it will be of inter-

est. It is our regret that we are

unable to give the credit to anyone

as the author is unknown.

When can you buy a cap for your

knee?

Are there gems in the crown of your

head?

Is the coat of your stomach tailor

made ?

Will your shoulder blades cut

bread ?

If you wanted to shingle the roof

of your mouth

Would you use all the nails on your

toes?

Do you think that the arch of your

foot is used

For the span of the bridge of your

nose ?

Would you say that your hands

were a tropical land

Because some palms were there?

If you sailed through the alimentarj

canal

Would you pass through the locks

of your hair?

Do you think that the crook of your

elbow

Will ever be sent to jail?

Or the pupils of your eyes

At their exams will fail?

Could you build a ship on the slip

of your tongue?

Who plays on the drums of your

ears?

Who lies in the chambers of your

heart?

Who discovered the fountain of

tears?

Panhellenic Society

Offers $100 Prize

A prize of $100 and a week's

nil expense stay with entertain-

ment at Beekman Tower, New
York City, is offered by the Pan-

hellenic House Association of

New York for the best essay on

"Why I Should See New York."

The Association extends an in-

vitation to students in the col-

i>.l> n<l universities of the Unir-

ed States and Canada to partici-

pate in this essay contest. The
individuality and integrity of the

point of view will be considered

in making the award.

Should the prize winner live

such a distance from New York

that the cash award of $100 is in-

sufficient to cover travelling ex-

penses, the railroad fare to New
York and return will be paid in

lieu of the $100. A second prize

f $25 and a week's stay in New
York and a third prize of $15 plus

a week's stay in the metropolis

will also be awarded.

The essay may be based on

New York's historical, architec-

tural, commercial and other in-

terests, or it may be a discussion

of what would be most significant

to you in making a trip to New
York. The requirement is not

more than 1,000 words and not

less than 500. The contest is

limited to college and university

undergraduates. Further require-

ments are that the essay be writ-

ten on plain white paper, size

Dr. John Stanley Speaks To
Biologists Today

Dr. John Stanley of the Biology

Department will address the Biolo-

gical Club this afternoon at 4.00

p.m. The subject is "From Sea

Floor to Stratosphere," and will

probably include references to Dr.

Becbe'sBathosphere and to the re-

cent stratosphere flights. Dr. Stan-

ley will discuss the fascinating

forms of life that have been dis-

covered in these extremes.

Chemical Club

R. B. Whitehead of the Dom
inion Textile Company, Ltd., will

speak on "Dying and Calico

Printing" to the Kingston Chemical

Association on Monday, Feb. 17tl

in Gordon Hall, at 8.00 p.m.

Woman wants monogamy;

Man delights in novelty.

Love is woman's moon and sun

;

Man has other forms ot fun.

Woman lives but in her lord:

Count to ten, and man is bored.

With this the gist and sum of it,

What early good can come of it?

—Dorothy Parker.

S l/i x 11 inches, on one side ol

the paper only, and if possible,

typed. Your name, address, class

and college or university should

be written in the upper left hand

of the page. For further details

regarding this essay contest see

the News Editor of the Journal,

phone 173J-W.

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
so often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

Tbey are on sa\e at most
good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

i^- CATHARINES, ONT.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
-s. FOR BETTER FOODS

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

14 MEALS — $4.25

PETER THOMPSON, Mg, »4 PRINCESS ST.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Date

I

Function

frh u
|
Newman nub

I Pric* I
Con*eo«t

|

rr u. i — r

p^pToJj^vana Forma

PVI, 21 I

Lcvana Formal

M^TTfuntor Prom

MarTTTl Arts T9

MsrJT MMed9 38

Grant Halt
[
100

3an Rich I
2.

Ban Righ |
2.00

Grant Hall |
1.2S

La Salle I
3.50

Urant Hall |
1.00

Grant Hall |
Ui

La Salle

V. Corrigan

E. Cameron

M. James
~R_ Gr«n»my<

D. Andrew!

D. Pollock

J ack Telsmann

Jatk Telgmann

Kuth Knowlton

FISTS, FALLS AND FOILS

BY CHUCK COCHRANE

If Ken Running could see his

way clear to go to McGill with

the team, we venture to say our

worries would be over in the

155 pound wrestling class. It

would he nice to take on some-

body your own weight. Ken.

Des Smythe fought the best

bout of his local career on

Tuesday evening to defeat

Egan. After trailing the first

two rounds, the Science man

came back to win the third and

draw on even terms. And

again, after being knocked

down for a count of two in the

early part of the extra round,

Des floored his opponent twice

with a barrage of lefts and

rights to win by a technical

K.O.

Charlie Egan deserves a good

deal of credit for the improve-

ment he has shown in his first

year in the ring. In Smythe

he met a more seasoned battler

and one who does not know

when he is beaten. At that, if

Egan had kept away after

knocking Smythe down in the

fourth round he would have

got the decision.

There was very little to

choose between the boys until

the fourth round. This judge

called Smythe at the end of the

third, thinking that he had won
that round by more than Egan

had taken the first two. The

verdict was not unanimous so

the extra round was ordered.

Gark made it a good deal

tougher for Tony Forsberg

than did the Toronto boy a

week ago. Strong and durable,

Clark did not give an inch un-

til he had to. but the champ
was too quick and too versatile.

Jack Thomas gave one of his

consistently good perform-

ances to beat Grant of Arts.

At that. Grant is an exception-

ally good prospect and very

strong for his weight.

Rodovsky bested Connelly in

one of the bouts we have been

waiting to see. That wild, over-

arm swing of Radouski's is, to

say the least, picturesque. But

it caught Connelly often enough

to make the difference in the

two fighters.

Tilt McDade-MacKay wrestl-

ing match at 145 pound* was

one of the most pleasing of the

evening. McDade won, hut

not before he had insulted his

opponent several times with

that nose of his.

Williams and Savard put on

a good hout at 135 pounds

which Williams won due to

some heavy slugging in the

third round. Both boxers

seemed a trifle caut ous in the

opening rounds, but once they

started it was a good bout to

watch.

Haack rather crossed the

critics, if any, by defeating

Proudfoot. He held the ad-

vantage throughout the first

round, and managed to stave

off a near fall as the bell rang.

During the second round they

wrestled on even terms, each

being close to falls on several

occasions.

Mistaken Identv

Standing in the entrance hall

of the Haymarkct Theatre after

a performance, Gilbert was mis-

taken for an attendant by a man
whose appearance did not appeal

to him. Said the man:
"Call me a cab."

"Certainly," replied Gilbert

;

"you're a four-wheeler."

"How dare you! What d'you

mean?"

"Well, you asked me to call

you a cab, and—hm—I couldn't

call you 'hansom'."—Manitoban

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize them

and support your paper.

The fencers have a long

drawn out schedule to complete

before it will be possible to give

anything like definite informa-

tion. The "Big Four" right

now are Hyslop, Watt. Peters,

and Carmichael. In the tour-

nament, Peters has defeated

Hyslop, Hyslop has defeated

Carmichael, and Carmichael has

beaten Peters. Choose your

own favourites ; we can't figure

it out at all.

Christian Federation

In Forty Countries

The World Student Christian

Federation, organized forty years

ago, now includes twenty-five stu-

dent movements in forty countries

of the world. Sunday, February

16th, has been set as the annual

W.S.C.F. Day of Prayer, which

will be observed on all the Canadian

campuses where there is a unit of

the S. C. M., and on campuses

around the world,

Special services are being ar-

ranged for Sunday evening in

Sydenham St. Church. The speaker

will be Mr. Wilfred Butcher, of

Knox College. Toronto. Mr. But-

cher, who is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Manitoba, is a member of

the General Committee of the W.S.

C.F. and attended the meeting held

last August in Chamcoria, Bulgaria.

He will meet a group informally on

Sunday afternoon.

When a columnist on the Var-

sity News. Detroit university

news sheet received a corrected

English exam marked "F" from

his professor, he found this nota-

tion at the bottom : "Why not

use this in vour column?"

AFTER
Inventory Sale

Every suit and overcoat in our large stock has been re-priced

after stock-taking. We do not carry merchandise over from

one season to another. That has been the Tweddell Policy

for many years. Buy your suit or coat now and make a

worthwhile saving.

Formerly priced up to $Z5.00

14 45

Formerly priced up to 828.50

17 45

Formerly priced up to $30,00

19 45

Formerly priced up to I3S.O0

22

-

4S

Do not be misled by these low prices. They do not mean

low quality. Twcddell's clothes have been famous for style

and quality throughout the long history of this store in

Kingston and* this is all regular stock— not special "sale

merchandise." You get the best at the lowest priceB in this

February Clearance.

1

February Clearance of Furnishings

We have taken inventory of all ou,r Furnishings and re-priced

them for February Clearance.

ARROW SHIRTS with the new collars

$1.59 ea. — 2 for $3.00

The well known Stetson Brand shirt—£>5c ea. All other

furnishings similarly reduced.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137-139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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Valentine Dance To-Night In Grant Hall

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG -

LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

KInnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Prince** St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemloclt Dairy

YARD LEY * *
ENGLISH LAVENDER PERFUME

YARDLEY * *
COMPLEXION POWDER

BOTH
FOR

S-J.10

T«k« advance ot thli amu-
Ins off«r NOW... $1.65
value Yaidl«y Ptrfum* and
y«rdl«y Complexion Powdti
In tpteUl box.

YOUR CHOICE FROM FIVE
. . POPULAR SHADES

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 210

Co*. Priaccu and Wellington

WE DELIVER

BAND IS SELECTED
FOR JUNIOR PROM

Frank Cott and his orchestra

from the famous Seigneiiry Gub at

Lueernc-in-Quebcc will provide the

music at the Junior Prom on Fri-

day, March 6th, it was announced

by Bob Greenamyer, convener of

ihc Prom committee. This year's

Prom is being held entirely in the

La Salle Hotel, thus assuring

Promenaders of the ultimate in

dance fare.

The Seigneury Club Orchestra

provided smooth dance music at the

Arts Formal two years ago. Since

ihcn it has improved considerably

and under Frank Coil's able leader-

hip has atlained high ranking

among leading Canadian bands.

As in former years the Prom
II take the form of a dinner-

dance and there is every indication

that it will exceed last year's smart

affair. Confining the entire pro-

grani to the hotel is likely to meet

with the approval of the student

body. The Prom is the one dance

of the year when faculty "barriers"

are shoved aside and everybody

gles in a happy display of the

old "Queen's spirit".

The committee for the 1936

unior Prom is composed of the

following: Mar)' Galbrailh, Alison

Mitchell, Mac Robson, Bill Kloep-

Joe Teal, Evan McLaren, and

Bob Greenamver (convener, phone

4220).

NEWMAN CLUB
DANCE TONIGHT

In Convocation Hall

Plato's "Republic" is the most

nllnential single book ever written

on Politics. Dr. Vlastos in his lec-

ture "Justice and Love In Plato"

to be given in Convocation Hall on

Monday at 5.00 p.m., will attempt

to explain the "Republic" by an

historical rather than a philoso-

phical approach.

Dr. Vlastos will reconstruct to

some extent the social conditions

under which Plato lived. He was

not, as it often supposed, an arm-

chair philosopher but played the

game of politics He was an aristo-

crat, a rational thinker and a

man with very little sympathy for

democracy. Although "the Repub-

lic" describes an ideal slate, it re-

flects mostly Plato's personal ex-

perience. The speaker will attempt

to give the reasons for Plato's atti-

tude and describe his substitute for

democracy.

The lecture will be broadcast

over the Queen's University station

CFRC (frequency 1510).

(Continued from page 1)

rranged, and there will be a large

supply of novel noisemakers. The
orchestra has prepared special skits,

and the Valentine programs will

make charming souvenirs of an cn-

rtaining evening.

Wltat would you like

To-day, my dear,

In the way of

A Valentine,

Will you accept

A heart, my dear,

And let that heart

Be mine?

There is a rumour around the

Campus that the Library Lovers are
turning out in full force. Join
them in making merry tonight.

Remember, this is Leap Year, and
ou'd better invite your girl-friend

before she invites you I

Tickets at $1.00 may be procured
from Vinny Corrigan (convener),
Ab Gratton, Johnny Wing, and
Mike McGuire.

Engineering Society

"Boiler Circulation and thi

Formation of Scale, will bi

demonstrated by W. E. Patter
son of G. F. Sterne and Co., be
fore the Engineering Society
Friday, at 4.15 p.m. in Mille
Hall.

A.M.S. MEETING
HEARS REPORTS
(Continued from page 1)

a large debt on the new gymnasium
and. as football is the only paying
sport at the university, it was con-
sidered unwise to extend their

DR. VLASTOS GIVES

LECTUREONMONDAY

Speaks On Justice And
Love In Works

Of Plato

Dr. Trotter ^Discusses

Salon Photographs

"Photographers are finding out

the particular things to which
photography is best adapted," stat-

ed Professor Trotter in discussing

the Second Canadian Internation-

al Salon of Photographic Art with
the Kingston Art Association,

Treating the exhibition from the

technical point of view, he show-
ed that the pictures brought out

those particular qualities of tex-

ture and tone which only a camera
can get.

Photographers arc getting away
from trick effects which try to

imitate some other medium and
practically all the pictures are

straight photography, with little

retouching. Newer types of film

give more delicacy of graduation
and adequacy of contrast. Most
of the pictures have been taken
with small cameras and this

should encourage more and more
people to experiment in this

medium.

Goodridge Roberts, in discuss-
ing the artistic side of the display
pointed out the charm of design
in many of the pictures and con-
trasted it with the stilted poses

some, which were obviously
artificial. This was especially
evident in the difference between
the freedom of movement of two
skaters and the stilted design in

a Grecian Nocturne. It was point-
ed out that some of the photo-
graphs lose much of their quality
in the distance whereas a picture
rarely does, and others maintain
the quality of their tone values

any view-point.

It is significant that The Na-
porting activities at (he present ,ional Gallery of Canada, should
time. The committee suggested that """agnize the artistic qualities of
a permanent swimming coach would photography and encourage the

artists with a camera to belter
efforts. Th<- exhibition will be

3RD YEAR MEDS TO
PERFORM OPERATION

Despite the skepticism of the

medical authorities of the Uni-

versity or Western Ontario and

the U. of T. as to the feasibility

of the Major Operation, as out-

lined in the Toronto Star, the

Meds '39 dance committee feel

that the event will be one of the

most entertaining affairs ever to

appear on the Queen's campus.

The delicate feat of alleviating

the ills of the complaining dance

public will he performed by the

skilled "Bud Haines M.D. (Musi-

cal Director)" on Friday, Feb.

28th. assisted by his ten "Aes-

thetic Anaesthetists."

Contrary to Assistant Dean

Ryerson's comment that an

amphitheatre large enough to

hold the capacity audience could

not be found, the dance committee

have procured Grant Hall, the

popular rendezvous of former

Queen's functions.

Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the

Major Operation will be a suc-

:ess, despite opinions to the con-

trary of the most learned medical

men at Western and Varsity and

despite the veiled incredulity as

expressed by the leading daily

newspapers of Kingston, Toronto

and London.

Mens Forum, S.P. M.
Will Meet Together

The Men's Forum will meet in

a body with the Student Peace

Movement in their open meeting in

Convocation Hall on Friday even-

ing at 7.30 o'clock when Capt. J.

O. Watts will deliver an address

on "Society and Peace". In view

of the recent discussions on the

campus regarding the interest stu-

dents take in national and interna-

tional affairs, this meeting should

be of timely interest to a great num-
ber of students.

After the main address, a dis-

cussion forum will be held in which

those present are urged to express

frankly their personal views. The
President of the S.P.M. reminds

students that the meeting will be

promptly adjourned at 9.00 o'clock

and will not interfere with the

plans of those who wish to attend

both the Forum and the Valentine

dance.

The third meeting of this series

on "Pathways to Peace" will be

held on March 4th and Professor

Humphrey will at that time speak

on "Psychology and Peace".

COLLECTORS BUSY
AT SCIENCE BALL
(Continued from page 1)

or other and wondered where the

hell THAT came from. We
promise to welcome you with

open arms and a sad sympathetic

smile. If this proposition does

not interest you, how about trad-

ing the signs for the main foun-

tain or the piano stool for the

bandstand? We don't need them
any more.

Newman Club

do much to increase interest

swimming. Swimming meets, such
as that with Michigan last year,
were held out as a possibility for

1the future.

displayed until Monday, Feb. 17
and will be open on Sunday from
3.30 to 5 p.m.

The Newman Club will hold its

monthly Communion Breakfast on
Sunday, Feb. 16, at nine o'clock,

in St. James Chapel. The break-
fast will be held afterwards at the
Roy-York and there will be a guest
speaker.

®hr iEmtly Glraroftfrii Mtnxrn
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 15lj

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30 yean

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 28*

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting, Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain
English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rEANi\ ROBES
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHO*
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc ' PERMANENT WAVES $2-00

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco. Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARR1SON STULJO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Business Me»

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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OSGOODE'S FORENSIC EFFORTS
ABORTIVE AGAINST QUEEN'S

Debating Society Wins
Twice From
Lawyers

Toronto Visitors Lose
To Freshman

Pair

CONDEMN LEAGUE LEAGUE DEFENDED
The Queen's Debating Union

on more laurels this week-end

when their teams were successful in

Seating Osgoode Hall, both in

Kingston and Toronto on the mo-

tion, "Resolved that the League of

Nations means nothing but might

right.

A Queen's team composed of Jim

Forrester and Hyman Soloway, up-

holding the motion, won the decis-

ion over the tlsgoode boys. Max
RappopOrt and Donald Lamont.

Mr. Forrester, the first speaker

for the affirmative outlined the his

torical development of the League

nl stated that the organization was

nothing but "a concert of Powers

acting under a humanitarian camou

;e." He explained that the

Covenant, article by article proved

ltb.it the League was based on the

Ifriiiciple of "Might is Right."

Both speakers for the negative

Lhi&cd their arguments on various

Iwti in which the League has

fai-oided ruptures in International

Relations, They claimed that the

failure of the recent Hoare-Laval

[Plan, due to League pressure went

t« prove that the League was fol-

lowing a policy of right rather

than might.

Mr. Soloway argued that historic-

ally since 1919 the League ha?

failed in important crises. Hi

[Mated that "the League is a reac-

tionary institution and aggravates

[unrest rather than promoting

[peace."

POSITIVE UP - GRADE

TREND IN EVIDENCE

SAYS AUTO OFFICIAL

Business Management Topic
Of Address By A. H.

Stevens

BOB DAVIS ELECTED

TO ARTS PRESIDENCY

OR NEXT SESSION

Arts Men Make Bill Neville

Vice-President On New
Executive

ILEVANA BASKETEERS

TRAVEL TO TORONTO

David Henry and Louis Couil-

lard were successful in defeating

the motion "Resolved that the

League of Nations means noth-

ing but might is right" in a de-

bate with a team from Osgoode

Hall on Friday morning.

William Grant, leader of the

affirmative side, sought to show

that by its formation the League

cannot mean more than might is

ri(_'ht. He stated that regardless

of the ideals behind the forma

tion of the League it is a con

tention that the great powers who
emerged at the end of the war in

tended to use the League for the

maintenance of their own best in-

terests.

Under the present economic

order of society it is virtually im-

possible for the League to mean

anything else. The major inter-

ests in a country, dominated by

the owners of the means of pro-

duction, are reflected in its gov-

ernment. So the foreign policies

of Canada and other capitalistic

countries are directed by these

forces, and because of the exis-

tence of these dominant interests

it is impossible for a nation to

follow any other foreign policy

than that which will provide them

with an outlet (or increasing pop-

ulation, sources of raw materials

and markets.

The uses to which the Great

Powers have put the League have

forced these nations to take the

ad because it is to their interest

to maintain the status quo. The

(Continued on page 8)

At Commerce Club

Girls Have Strong Quintet

For Intercollegiate

Tournament

Defend Bronze Baby
iJf spite a slight set-back, the

•ana Basketball team are ready

give their best in the Inter-

Hcgiafe finals to be held in

•rontd on Friday. The girls

fre not playing full strength on

lUirday evening when they lost

K. C.V.I, by a last-minute

?°'nt. But with everyone up to

he mark next week-end, they feel

oiifidct that the Bronze Baby

''II not leave Queen's without

lr»ggle.

The change in rules this year

ls made possible a speedier

lnt« and the Tricolor co-eds

*v« taken full advantage of this,

the direction of Coach
arion Ross, they have worked
1 a fast tricky combination that

""Id make the rival teams step

'']' U|> with them.
The girls are heavier scorei -

1,1 'ast year, though they arc

small. They are relying on
;ir perfect teamwork to P»t
;m 'n top place and give

lcen'i, for the second time in as

'">' years, the Women's Inter-

'*S«Me Basketball Champion-
ip.

TRICOLOR MATERIAL
REQUIRED_AT ONCE

It is imperative that the follow

ing group photos be handed in to

the Tricolor, via the Queen's Post

Office within the next week. Arts

'36 Permanent Executive. Junior

Basketball. Intermediate Basket

ball. Boxing, Wrestling and

Fencing, Interfaculty Hockey and

Basketball Champions. Drama

(mild Executive, and C.O.T.C.

Photos for the executive pag

have all been turned in but one,

Robert Billings. This mattei

should be attended to within the

next few days.

The following write-ups have

not been turned in and members

of executives that have write-

ups included with their group

photos should see that this mat

ter is attended to shortly. Journal.

History of Arts, Science, Medi

cine, and Theology '36, Senior

Rugby, Basketball, and Hockey,

B \V & Men's and Women's

Women's Basketball

Guild. Men's Debating
Tennis.

Drama
L'nton, W omen s Debating Union

and C.O.T.C. A 200 word write

win suffice in all cases but

Theology. Senior Rugby, and C

k) T C .
which are 400 words.

Jones Is Treasurer

'There is unmistakable evi-

dence of returning prosperity in

Canada," A. H. Stevens, of Gen-
eral Motors of Canada, Ltd..

stated in his address at the

luncheon of the Commerce Club

on Friday. Feb. 4.

Mr. Stevens, speaking on the

application of scientific manage
ment to business, stressed the

value of a proper accounting sy

tent for getting facts to aid the

management in solving its prub

lems. The most important thing

n solving a business problem is

to obtain the facts, and to substi

tute practical and sound reason

ing for the so-called business

"hunches."' The more compltcat

ed business becomes the more im-

portant this fact is, and it is only

by breaking up a problem and

solving each part that a logica

conclusion can be reached.

Any business to be successfu

needs to offer a good article or

proposition for sale. When thi

is backed by a trained personnel,

a suitable business location, and

adequate capital, its chances of

success are i greatly improved.

Accounting systems installed

for the purpose of showing the

management where expenses are

too high are an invaluable aid to

scientific management. General

Motors, through the uniform ac-

counting methods adapted by

their dealers, have been able to

set standards with which each

dealer can compare his expenses

in order to determine his own

efficiency. Dealers, by studying

their own expenses and these

standards, have been able lo

remedy their weak points, and

thus increase the profit ability

and credit rating of their busi-

nesses.

A. H. Peacock, a Queen's grad-

uate, who accompanied Mr.

Stevens, explained the account-

ing methods used by Genera'

Motors dealers.

1200 WATCH TRICOLOR FIVE

HUMBLE BLUE CAGERS 43 32

Bob Davis was elected president

of the Arts Society at the annual

elections held on Saturday morning.

He defeated Jack Lewis in an elec-

tion in which a large percentage of

the students exercised their fran-

chise. The office of vice-president

went to Bill Neville over Mai

Cunningham while Marty Jones was

accorded a majority over Joe Mat

thews for the treasurer's job. The

only office contested by three can

didates was that of secretary

;

Louis Couillard, Willis Cunning-

ham, and Fred Miller stood for

lection with the former being suc-

cessful. Athletic affairs of the

Society will be in the hands of John

Edwards who was opposed by Jack

Pattinson.

The president-elect is well known

about the campus, more particularly

this year in his capacity of editor-

in-chief of the Tricolor. In this job

he has shown considerable organis-

ing .ability and energy. He will

succeed Arch Campbell in the pre

sidential chair. The other mem
hers of the new executive are active

in various phases of college life.

Marty Jones and John Edwards are

leading members of the IntercoUcgi

ate football champions, while the

latter also plays on the league-lead-

ing senior basketball team. Bill

Neville is president of Arts '38 and

the new secretary Louis Couillard

is an intercollegiate debater and

treasurer of Arts '39. Inaugura-

tion of the new executive will take

place at the annual meeting of the

Arts Socictv in March.

Ban Righ Residents

All applications for resi-

dence in Ban Righ Hall for

the winter session 1936-37

must be made in writing and

addressed to the Dean of

Women before February 25.

M. Winnifred Kydd.

DR. GREGORY VLAST0S GIVES

EXTENSION LECTURE ON PLATO

'Republic* Called Greatest

Influence On Modern
Political Theory

Times Affected Ideas

BY ALLAN KENT

Giving a critical analysis of

Plato's greatest work. The Re-

public, Professor Gregory Vlastos

of the Queen's Philosophy de-

partment delivered an address

yesterday on "Justice and Love

in Plato." This was the sixth

in a series of eight extension lec-

tures on the general subject

"Some Aspects of the Classical

Tradition" given in connection

with the himtllcnial celebrations

of Horace's birth.

Speaking of the Republic itself.

Dr. Vlastos said that it was "un-

doubtedly Plato's greatest work,

and one can say without fear of

exaggeration that it is the most

influential political document

that the Western world has in-

herited from the ancient world."

The speaker characterized his

address as an attempt to deter-

mine "to what extent Plato's

theories—even his theories of the

ideal state — reflect facts in the

life of Plato and in the life of the

feud-torn city in which he lived.'

It was his intention to review the

politics in which Plato found

himself in his own city, and to

(Continued on page 2)

Queen's Undefeated In
Six Games, Well

In Lead

BEWS HIGH SCORER

11L CUNNI

who turned in another poliihed per-

formance as Queen's turned back

Varsity at the gym Saturday night.

TARZANS VOTED OUT

BY TORONTO WOMEN

Beef Bows To Brains When
Requirements In Men

Enumerated

Varsity women crave intellectual

escorts; the T.intan type is defi-

nitely out. This was revealed

when the Toronto Globe recently

submitted a questionnaire on "My

preferences in the matter of boy

friends, and my ideas on die mat-

ter of a husband," to a number of

girl students. The "Globe" pub-

lished a condensed report of their

replies, as follows

:

In the first place the bone-

crusher doesn't figure very prom-

inently in the picture for the

gentleman with the huge forehead

and the intelligent conversation has

ihoved his mure muscular brother

into the background

:

Next to brains, these arc the

cpialities sought by the young ladies,

in order of preference:

2. A sincerely romantic nature

—not mere sentimentality or

slush".

3. Social poise and case of

manner.

4. Personal neatness.

5. Proficiency in dancing.

6. Responsibility. (This was

explained as a crack at the "date-

breaker" and the "staudcr-upper.")

?, Physical strength. (So much

for the rugby star.)

8. Money.

9. Experience or worldliness,

There were some other types of

men who didn't get any votes at

all, for the simple reason that the

only time they were mentioned was

during recitals of "types we hate."

Under this category came "men

th a line", "chiscllers", "heavy

drinkers", "lounge lizards" and

"cheap-skates".

The chiscllcr is the fellow who

drops in casu ,ly, cats your sand-

( Continued on page 8)

Queen's Senior basketball

team moved along unbeaten

in their hunt for the Intercol-

legiate crown by decisively

defeating Varsity here on

Friday night 43-32. The de-

fending champions trailed the

Gold basketeers throughout

the thrill-packed ttruggle

played before a capacity

crowd of wildly enthusiastic

fans. Twelve hundred people

filled all available
seats and standing room as

the popular Tricolor gave

their ancient rivals a sound

drubbing to capture undis-

puted possession of first

place,

Queen's showed a varied at-

tack — fast breaking forwards

handling the ball to perfection

throughout and climaxing a

steady passing display with the

finest shooting seen on this court

in many games. Referees Swyn-

hourne and Elliott kept the

spectators in a continual state of

excitement up until the very last

whistle with their strict officiat-

ing. A total of 34 fouls were

called on the two teams, Queen's

losing Cunningham. Bcws and

Finlay via the personal route, and

Varsity Gold and Connelly.

The Blue team failed to capit-

alize on their advantages gained

beyond the Queen's foul line, but

attempted' lime after time to

dribble ami barge their way closer

to the hoop. Marks, Onuclly and

(Continued on page 7)

SHIPS DECK SETTING

FOR LEVANA DANCES

Postponed Formals Set For

Tomorrow And
Friday

Few Tickets Are Left

A winter cruise is the theme of

.he Levana At Homes to be held

on Wednesday and Friday nights

A this week. The dining-room at

Ban Righ Hall wijl be transformed

for the occasion, and guests will

dance on deck by moonlight, under

a tropical sky studded with twinkl-

ing stars. An intriguing lighthouse

will cast its warning glow over the

dancers to remind of possible

dangers lurking at a leap year

party.

The charm of the common room

will be enhanced by lovely spring

flowers and the nautical motif car-

ed out in novel orchestra stands

and light reflectors. Sheltered corn-

rs on deck have been reserved for

sitting-out rooms.

Kuth Knowlton's and Jack Telg-

mann's orchestra will provide the

music of : program which includes

favourite old tunes and the most

popular new ones.

The committee has done every-

(Continued on page 3)
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STUDENTS
. . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

RANK OF
MONTREAL

EiubttshtJ 1&17

KINGSTON BRANCH—King* Clatcne* S

W. R. BIU HER, MlMfO

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

YOU CAN SAVE

$5.00 to $10.00

at

BIBBY'S
BIG SALE OF

OVERCOATS
and

SUITS

at

BIBBY'S

Every Overcoat in the

store goes on sale

CLOTHIERS and HATTERS
78. 80, 82 Princess St.

Kingston's One-Price Clothing

Store

Some Service !

VVc do NOT give advice on
love matters, smelt markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT —
(or Dependable Drug Service

plus economy price* and ipeedy
delivery—We are "on the spot"

366 days in U>J6-

College 'Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Selection Loose Leaf

Iways in stock.

WARDS
HAMILTON v SERVICE

LIMITED

—

4 Nyal Stores 4

CO-EDS . .

.

Give your room a touch of

beauty and colour with t few

artificial flower*.

They're natural as life. They're

gorgeous beyond your

imagination.

Sec them tomorrow

fflcQLalium <Btft

395 Princeai St, Phone 1MI

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND oerry

STEEL OF EMPIRE. By John

Murray Gibbon. Loudon: Richard

Cowan 21s. '
.

Probably the two pictures most

familiar to school children in Can-

ada are the reproductions of the

paintings by Robert Harris, called

"The Fathers of Confederation,"

and the photograph taken at the

time of "The Driving of the Last

Spike" on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, November 7th, 1885. John

Murray Gibbon, in Steel of Empire

tells of the intimate connection be-

tween the events portrayed in these

two pictures; and his book is prob-

ably the most readable and com-

prehensive history yet published of

the C.P.R. and therefore of trans-

portation in the early days of the

Dominion's existence.

Mr. Gibbon divides his book

roughly into three sections; much

of the space in the first is used in

tracing the "Lure of Cathay,"

through the efforts to find the

Northwest Passage and the early

explorations of Rupert's Land by

men of the Hudson Bay and North-

west companies. The reason for

this lengthy "introduction" is that

the author is trying to justify his

subtitle—the C.P.R. as "The North-

west Passage of Today." It is un-

fortunate that this idea is not in

harmony with the facts stated in

the second divsion of the book,' for

we are forced to conclude that the

C.P.R. was supported by the Dom-
inion Government chiefly because it

could not escape its responsibility

toward British Columbia—the res-

ponsibility which was undertaken

during the agitations before Con-

federation.

.Sir John A. Macdonald is, it ap-

pears, commended by Mr. Gibbon

for his foresight, perseverance and

*nergy in pushing the railway pro-

posal as far as possible. His whole

government depended upon that

scheme, and he threatened to retire

if the Government would not con-

tinue the financial support which it

had hitherto provided. The diffi-

culties which faced the railway and

its supporters are described well

—

difficulties not only in the physical

nature of the country which had to

he opened up, but in the rival pro-

moters and critics of the railway

company. These descriptions are

enhanced by the reproduction of a

large number of contemporary car-

toons, the best by the most noted

Canadian cartoonist of the day, J.

W. Bengough. The author has the

valuable ability to make a story of

financial difficulties, of petty poli-

tics into a thoroughly romantic

story of exploration, and of victory

over great obstacles.

Much careful study of material

both modern and contemporary has

gone into the making of this book,

and there is a careful attention to

minute and interesting detail. The
account of the amusing confusion

which resulted in there being three

"Last Spikes", two of iron and one

of silver, is a good example. In the

last few chapters of the book^lr.

Gibbon becomes a little less de-

tached than usual; he has become

entranced with his hero and seems

very eager to defend the railway

against the criticism which it is at

present receiving.

Nobody can deny that the

Canadian Pacific Railway occupies

a very important place and fulfils a

very important function in Canada;
and indeed throughout the world.

Sir Edward Eeatty, the president of

the C.P.R. holds a position which,

according to "R.T.L." "American
newspapers have often described as

the biggest business job in the

world."

There was only one way out: the

establishment of a scientific gov-

ernment on aristocratic lines."

The speaker asserted that

Plato's political convictions were

expressed in his statement, "At

the last I came to understand that

all the existing States are badly

governed. For the classes of man-

kind will find no end to their evils

until cither the class of the true

and right philosophers reach poli-

tical power, or else the class of

those who rule in the States be-

comes by some divine dispensa-

tion really philosophic." Plato's

voyages to Sicily were an attempt

to follow this out by educating

a king (Dionysius the younger)

into a philosopher, but they re-

sulted in miserable failure.

Plato's diagnosis of misgov-

crnment is summed up in the

one word 'stasis', which may be

translated 'conflict', between the

oligarchic and the democratic

groups, and between the rich and

the poor. The Athenian philos-

opher believed that the explana-

tion of the conflict in society was

to be found in the matter of

money. He was bitterly opposed

to it, since in his opinion wealth

was injurious both to the health

of the 'mind and to the health of

the State. Plato's denunciation

of money, if carried to its final

point, would mean the end of

commerce and sea-trade; this he

does advocate, asserting as his

ideal a State based on rural self-

sufficiency.

The reasons for Plato's con-

demnation of the democracy of

his day were that it implied class

conflict, unrestrained acquisitive-

ness, luxurious living and the

drive to war. Dr. Vlastos com-

pared Plato's denunciation of

democracy with Periclcs's fam-

ous speech 011 the same subject.

"We must remember, however/

that Pericles had known democ-

racy in its better days. Plato in

its worst," he said. 1

Pericles celebrates above all

things equality before the law and

freedom from meddlesome interfer-

ence. Plato attacks the undiscip-

lined nature of individualistic free-

dom. "To him. liberty without dis-

cipline is an abomination, and dis-

cipline means to him regard for the

distinction and gradation which

define social status," said the

speaker.

It was Plato's idea that since con-

flict was the greatest evil of existing

governments, the ideal state must

be based on unity, which might be

achieved through specialization of

function or through the elimination

of the sources of conflict. "This is

nothing less than Plato's definition

of justice: that each man should

perform his own function," said Br.

Vlastos.

The difficulties which arise in

this connection were, according to

tjte speaker, as to what these func-

tions of the State should be, and as

to who should perform them. "This

is the real problem of political

theory : the co-ordination of func-

tions; the legislative, executive and

judicial powers of central author-

ity" he said, and Plato makes no

attempt to decide who shall possess

these powers. "The idea that inas-

much as government has something

to say about everybody's busing,

it is everybody's business to
|liiV(

something to say about govenmi
ent

does not even occur to him," rj
r

Vlastos said.

Plato saw political administrator;

as a separate group of individual

selected for their ability along tf^

line, but in order that their intercHj

might not conflict with those 0 [

State the administrators were
tr,

have no private houses or privai e

purses, but should be housed, [tj

and provided with the necessaries
of

life by the State.

Families, according to Plat()

should not be allowed to interfcr,

with the workings of justice in the

State, and therefore the family

stitution was to be done away with

and supplanted by a system where,

by "each parent should have a th

jand children and each child a thou

sand parents."

The weakness of the Republic
i

that it completely ignores the lower

classes, and that it fails to answer

"the fundamental question of whe

ther the State was to be one of

aristocracy of hereditary castes or

a socialistic community," said the

speaker.

Miller Club Is Affiliated

With Canadian Institute

The Canadian Institute of Min-

ing and Metallurgy has accepted the

members of the Miller Club as 11

affiliate body of the Institute. Men

hers of the Milter Club now recei'

the privileges of student membe

ship, including the monthly Bulletin

of the Institute.

Campus and Gym
Interyear hockey games have be-

gun and players are asked to be

eady at the rink at 1.15.

Wednesday : "36 vs. '37.

Friday: Finals.

* * •

So few entries for the Badminton

Tournament have been received,

hat it is doubtful if it will take

place. Please sign the lists if you

are at all interested,

* * *

The swimming meet will be held

on Wednesday, Feb. 26tlt. There

be many novel events as well

the regular speed and style

competitions.

Concerning CoViversation

Monologue,

Soliloquy,

Both

Are very dear to me,

And if asked

1 do not know
Which of them

I could forego.

Dialogue

I could eschew,

General discussion,

Too;

Take it all!

But leave to me
Monologue,

Soliloquy.

—Mildred Weston
N.Y. Sun.

They stood on the porch at mid-
night

Their lips were tightly pressed,
The old man gave the signal
And the bulldog did the rest. 1

DR. VLASTOS GIVES
LECTURE ON PLATO

(Continued from page 1)

show their wider ramifications it

the whole life of the city and in

deed in the entire Eastern Medi
terranean.

The true political history of

Athens begins with Solon, a mer
chant, who by effecting a com
promise between the aristocracy

and the peasants, prevented

Athens from becoming another

Sparta, where the city aristocrats

ruled over a whole country-side

of serfs. Athens at the height of

its power was the Athens of the

merchants, who found it to their

advantage to construct a power-

ful navy, and to establish military

colonies for the control of stategic

positions and commercial colonics

as markets, outlets for population

and as sources of raw materials

"This imperialist's paradise

where the colonies were made to

pay for the navy and for public

works, was too good to he true

very long. There was bound to

be conflict, first with rival em-
pires and finally within the em-
pire itself," said Dr. Vlastos, who
explained that the real cause of

Athens' downfall in the Pelopon-

nesian War was the weakness of

the inner bonds of empire.

It was during this period of

Athenian discredit ilut Plato

lived, when the numbers of the

unemployed swelled until thev

assumed a majority of the city-

state, supported by and antagon-
istic to the aristocrats. "Over a

period of years he came to this

conclusion: the existing system
was wrong from top to bottom.

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

'OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF §3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery service

Manufcturers Superior De-Luxe Ice Cream

PHONE 648 204 PRINCESS ST.
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Innovations

Research Work

ha*

Library

Aid

pjr
Kyte, tlie Queen's Librarian

introduced some new features

,

lt |,c Douglas Library whii.fi should

kp of interest to the students. Sev-

gifts of particular value have

j so been received recently.

A large numbar of books of

mU jic have been placed in a separ-

ate room on the second floor of the

library.
The volumes in this music

ri „,m which include operas, minia-

;iure scores, oratorios and chamber

mlisic are available to the students

i,,l staff for use at home.

The Information Desk in the

Reading Room was started to aid

ific students in procuring material

yhich they could not otherwise ob-

tain- A vertical file has been added to

the desk to provide additional ma-

terial. This file consists of a series of

folders on special subjects. Under
nearly 200 headings, maps, special

jrticles and interesting illustrations

arc classified. In this way infor-

mation which cannot be obtained

from textbooks is made available.

Mr. William Smith of the

Archives at Ottawa bequeathed to

jthe University a valuable gift of
one hundred and lift)' volumes of

iped copies of important Cana-
dian documents. These are arrang-

ed chronologically and cover the

period from the earliest French
aupation to the years of Confed-

eration. The Library will be glad
lo make these documents available

reference to students doing
special work on some subject cov-
ered by these papers. Already the
idocuments have been of great use to

Queen's graduate working in

llondon. The doenments could not
'he obtained there and photostats
from Ottawa would have been

Burly. The Queen's library has
[ped at her request copies of the
documents she wishes, thus furnish

invaluable source of in

formation.

LOST

Will the person who, by

mistake, took a pair of men's

overshoes with blue wool in-

sides, from the second floor

of the Arts Building please

return them to H. Levine,

554 Johnson St., tel. 1590-W.

Oxygen Prevents

BLACKHEADS

Open Pons Quickly R«fln«d

Here'* the ncw««nw^be»uiifier thsi

thousands rive sbouc - . .
Dioiogen

Oe»m. „,bijed on chit precious ufe-

ing element, oxygen. Dioiogeo
i rn brings nev uTe to dull, (luge ish

P<»es. BJacthesdt, pimples ud blem
ubes we prevenrM. Lines, wrinkle*,

freckle* ue nude leu visible. Try U
teeing is beliertng.

DIOXOGEN
CREAM 50*
TeMi Gauls Dipt

WHEN IN NEED OP DRUGS

"QUICKLY" PHONE

MAH00DDRUCC0.
PHONE 519.... prinCIJJ IT.

U*V* PEACOC*
B«ONE H5 NEXT TOIOBLAWS
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T THE THEATR
CONDUCTED BY

NORMA MacROSTIE E
CAPITOL

THE MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION

With
Irene Dunn Robert Taylor

It seems strange to see two pic-

tures within a week which are
worth an A .grading. First it was
"A Tale of Two Cities" and now
it is "The Magnificent Obsession,"
so admirably adapted from the

hook of the same name by Mr.
Lloyd Douglas.

The only possible adverse critic-

ism it that one or two scenes are a

little over dramatic. Only a few
will feel this, however, because the

superb acting of Irene Dunn and
Robert Taylor make extremely real

and moving this story of a pamper
ed son of millions who, because of

one man's magnificent obsession, be

came a great doctor in time to save

the life of the woman he loved.

Irene Dunn's performance is al

ways good. Here it seems most
appropriate to give some of those

familiar orchids to Robert Taylor

who from his light role in "Broad

way Melody" has advanced to the

ranks of the most talented stars.

The news-reel and cartoon are

good. A. —N. MacR

Coming Attraction: "Dangerous'

with Bettc Davis, Franchot Tone.

England's New King

Is Eleventh Edward

Although England's new King is

known as Edward VIII, he is ac

tually the 11th Edward to rule that

country.

Three Saxon Kings bore the name

Edward, which in Anglo-Saxon

means "guardian of property," be-

fore the accession of Edward I.

The three Saxon Kings were Ed
ward "The Elder," who ruled Eng-

land from 901 to 925 A.D., Edward
"The Martyr," who ruled from

975 to 979 when he was slain and

Edward "The Confessor," who
ruled from 1042 to 1066.

Edward I, son of Henry III and

named after "the Confessor" en-

gaged in the seventh crusade, an-

nexed Wales to England in 1274

and in 1296 defeated the Scots al

Dunbar. Following the defeat he

brought to London ther Scottish

coronation stone known as the "Lai

Fail" or "Stone of Destiny," which

still Forms the seat of the coron-

ation chair in which Great Bri-

tain crowns her kings.

Edward II, born while his

father. Edward I, was conquer-

ing Wales, became the first

Prince of Wales, six years before

he succeeded to the throne in

1307.

Through the plotting of his

wife Isabella with rebellious

barons, he was forced to relin-

quish his crown in 1327 and near

the end of that year was slain

in a castle in which he had been

imprisoned. His son, one of

four children, became Edward

III.

Plague Killed Thousands

The third Edward engaged in

a number of wars, and during his

reign, from 1327 to 1377. the king-

dom was visited three times by

the "black death," a plague which

killed thousands.

It was almost 100 years before

another Edward became King.

Edward IV was bom in France and

seized the throne in 1461 from

Henry VI during the altercation be-

tween the Houses of York and Lan-
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Ginger Rogers George Brent

This picture's chief claim to fame

(if it has any at all) is the fact

that it was written by the autho

of "It Happened One Night". The

producers seem to have ordered the

author to turn out a story similar

to his previous one ; of course he

could not make it too similar, for

fear of being accused of self'

plagiarism. The result is an amaz

ing hodge-podge. The author sub

stitutcd a famous movie star suffer-

ing from a nervous breakdown for

a runaway debutante, and a hand

some ornithologist for a foot-loose

reporter; he changed the setting

from a cross continent bus to

hunting lodge, and then mixed in a

few incidental characters as an add-

ed disguise.

Our Ginger seems rather lost

without Fred Astairc. and the pro

ducers seemed to notice this, so they

stuck in a couple of dances, just to

show that Miss Rogers can do

something besides look beautiful.

George Brent is only fair as the

kind hearted ornithologist.

Combined with the worst comedy

we have ever seen, this picture just

manages to reach B— . —D.K.

Coming Attraction : "Here Comes

The Band" with Ted Lewis.

PUCKSLANTS
La Salle Needed Win—

Rienhardt Clicks

—

Tenth Los6 For Tricolor-

Exit Wing, Patterson.

FILM SOCIETY
This week the Society is show-

ing a program of medium length

pictures, the chief of which is

"The Italian Straw Hat." This

is one of the renowned and bril-

liant M. Rene Clair's early

farces. Also "Les Mervcillcs de

la Mire," a picture of undersea

life taken on the Beebe expedi-

tion, and "Pecheurs d'Islande,"

a documentary picture of fisher

folk, are being shown.

The times and place are as

usual, 4 and 8 p.m. today in Con-

vocation Hall, Next week there

will be no show due to prepara-

tions for the Drama Festival.

Zoo Prof. — How do you tell

the difference between a male and

female sardine?

Soph — Watch and see which

can they come out of.

caster, known as the Wars of the

Roses. His reign ended in 1482.

Edward V, son of Edward IV,

was associated with two of the most

widely known landmarks in Eng-

land, Westminster Abbey and the

Tower of London. He was born

in the famous Abbey, in which his

father had taken sanctuary with his

family when the tide of fortune

during the Wars of the Roses tem-

porarily was in favor of the

Lancastrians.

Edward V ruled only from April

to June, 1483, and during that time,

under the regency of his uncle,

Richard, Duke of Gloucester. At

the age of 13 he and his brother,

Richard, Duke of York, were

smothered to death by an assassin

in the Tower of London, at the

behest, it is declared, of their

uncle, Richard III.

Edward VI was a son of Henry

VIII by Henry's third Queen, Jane

Seymour He succeeded to the

throne at the age of 10, and ruled

from 1547 to 1553, under a regency.

Edward VII was the eldest son

of Queen Victoria, and the grand-

father of the present 'King. He
ruled from 1901 to 1910, after

having ascended the throne at the

age of 59.

Aboiit 800 fans turned out for

the Qucen's-La Salle scoring orgy

at the Arena on Saturday night.

The small crowd sat silently

throughout the proceedings and

were Orlly given the opportunity

to exercise vocal chords on rare

occasions.

La Salle had to win to keep in

ihi.- thick ot the fight for a play-

off position and took the game
seriously. With nothing at stake

as far as they were concerned, the

Tricolor just went through the

motions and pepped up their play

when the spirit moved them.

Joe Duhamcl, coach of the

French crew wasn't feeling well

at game time. Apparently the

after effects of a party the night

before had him down, but he was

smiling broadly in the last period

when everything looked rosy for

his boys. Funny how some

people recover all of a sudden

The visiting club were below

strength and used only three re

lief men. Coulter went the entire-

route on defence and was stilt

hitting a fast pace when the final

siren sounded. His partner, Paul

Bordeleau, was spelled a couph

of times during the game and ap

preciated the rests.

Johnny Wing and Reg Patter

son, playing their last local game

for the Tricolor, turned in nice

efforts and battled for goals all

through the piece. Wing shot one

counter, but the best "Pat" could

do was to earn an assist.

Tiger Munro, leading point

scorer for the local club grabbed

an assist during the evening, but

was outlucked on several other

opportunities he had to raise his

standing.

Phil Rienhardt who clicked for

4 points made up from 3 goals and

an assist, shot up to within one

point of the top man in the

Ottawa loop, Jo Jo Graboski of

Brockville. The Magedoma mar-

vel has 22 points, but Rienhardt

can take the lead if he's as hot

during the next week as he was

on Saturday.

Fred Bentley and a lanky lad

named MeCorkindale were two

new men to appear in the local

line-up. Bentley's Napanee club

was eliminated by Belleville on

Friday, so Fred came down
Kingston for a night's fun. His

goal in the second period came

after a brilliant bit of puck man-

ipulation and shifting that made

La Salle's defence duo look quite

ordinary.

Patsy Guzzo, fiery little Italian

centre ice star of the visitors,

didn't show the form he display-

ed in his first appearance here,

but at that he figured prominent-

ly in the scoring with a goal and

a couple of assists.

Tommy Thurlby, Tricolor right

wing, usually connects when he

has only the goaler to beat. Wish

the same could be said of a few

others on the local club, notably

Munro. Gordon and Siollery.

Coming Events

Today

:

3.30p.m.—English Club

Red Room
4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

8.00p,m,—Film Society

Convocation Hall

Wednesday. Feb. 19:

4.15p.m.—Dr. Fyfc

Arts Bldg.

Room 101

4.30p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Red Room
—Science '38 Meeting

Carruthers Hall

8,30p.m.—Levana At Home
Ban Righ Hall

Thursday, Feb. 20:

7.30p.m.—Music Club

50 Clergy St.

Music Club

The Queen's Music Club will

meet on Thursday, February 20, at

7.30 p.m. at 50 Clergy St.

The program will consist of

Beethoven's E g m o n t Overture,

Piano Concerto Nq. 1 and Don-

izetti's Lucia. Dr. Schmidt will

speak on Beethoven's String Quar-

tet Opus 132 No.-15.

SHIP'S DECK IS
DANCE SETTING

After last night's game at

Brockville, Queen's will rest

until February 28th when they

are scheduled to play an exhibi-

tion with McGill's Red Raiders

in Montreal. And after that Lcn
Ede will pack the puck equipment
away until late next fall. By that

time we hope the proposed Inter-

national Intercollegiate hockey

loop will be functioning.

(Continued from page 1)

thing possible lo make the Levana

Formats a success and is asking

everyone to refrain from handling

the decorations before^ tfap second

dance. " 1

Tickets for Wednesday's Formal

haut all been sold, but a few re-

main for the Friday dance-. They

will be available until to-morroy/

and may be obtained from Barbara'

Bolton or Mary Graham.

Lighting arrangements have been

specially designed by Louis King.

The committee consists of the)

following: Mamie McRac and

Donna Pannell, decorations ; Anna

Miller, music; Margaret Wright,

refreshments; Barbara Bolton and

Mary Graham, tickets; Elizabeth

Cameron, convener.

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp-

ffi^S*.
ening machine sharpens your

skates the scientific way,

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St Phone 529

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

The loss was the Tricolor's

tenth of the season. They have

won two and tied three for a point

total of seven, Both of their wins

were obtained at the local ice-box

with Emeralds and Rideaus being

the victims.

BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling'* Barber Shop
Dan Davidson
Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

CLOTHING

Ladies' Wear
Jackson- Melivier

j. Laid law & Son
Stacy's Limited

Hen's Wear

Steacy's Limited
Bibby's Limited
Firtcen Dollar Clothes Shop

J. Laidlaw Sc. Son
C. Livingston, Bros.

Scott Tailors

Twedd ell's

G. Van Home

CLEANING
Empire Cleaners

Modern Geaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Der.,

DANCING

Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin
Dr. Milan
Dr. E. Sparks

Dr. Waugb.

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store

Jury & Peacock
Ward & Hamilton
UcColl's

ENTERTAINMENT
Emie Cain
La Salic Hotel

FLOWERS
Emily Crawford Flower Shop
Kirkpatrick. G. H.
Stone's Flower Shop
Watts

FURS

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jew el Ierr
Kinnear St D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.

McCall urn's

Woolworth's

OPTOMETRIST
Arlhey. R. O.

PHOTOGRAPHY
C. H. Boyes
Marrison Studio

A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Hanson St Edgar
Jackson Press

SHOES

Gourdier's Furs
George Mills St Co.

LEATHER GOODS
SwaSIeld'i

MEALS, LIGHT LUNCHES

McGall's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe
Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Campus Code Shop
The Kent Ice Cream Parlor

Tea Room

Aberncthy Shoe Store

Lockett's Shoe Store

Nsborhood

SHOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater

Princess Shoe Repair
Shoe Krafts

TOBACCO. CIGARETTES

McGall's Shop
Ringer's Uptown Cigar 5tOT«

Hendersons Cigar Store

Amey's T«x,l. Phone 266

Diamond Taxi, Call 32

SHm'i Taxi. Celt 660
Millards Taxi— Phone 3S83
Checker Taxi—Phone 800

RADIOS

Canada Radio Store

Boyd Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING

Graham's Jewellery

Kinnear & D'Esterre

Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING
Neville's

'

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE
FRAMING

Neville's
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Basketball Spirit

Varsity, Western and McGill have now

gone down to defeat before the Tricolor

basket eers in the Intercollegiate series. St

Catharines Grads and the Ogdcnsburg All-

Stars suffered the same fate in exhibition

games. The conquering five of Queen's

seem to he well on the way to another

Sntcrcollcgiale championship. - Their vic-

tories have made the University once more

basketball-conscious.

This new spirit was never more in

evidence than at the game with Varsity last

Friday night. Hundreds of students filled

the Gym, the Queen's Band was out in

force, college yells reverberated among the

steel girders, and with all this enthusiasm

the Tricolor players could do nothing but

win.

The game was reminiscent of the color-

ful rugby games of the Fall, It must have
given the players renewed courage to see
the whole-hearted support which students

were prepared to give them. The basket-

ball team has too long been forced to fight

its battles in obscurity. At last, by sheer
merit, they have drawn the attention and ap-

plause of the entire student body. The
team must be congratulated on its deter-

mination to achieve a place in the sun; the
student body for recognizing a squad worthy
of support. The basketball team will have
no need to worry over attendance at their

future games.

This is where the radical has the con-

servative at a disadvantage. The radical

at least argues his case. The conservative

leans back in his chair and mutters, "Tut.

tut!" or "Nonsense, my man, nothing but

nonsense. " Surely there must be some-

ing to be said in defence of capitalism. But

one rarely hears a sane argument. The

letter which appeared in the Journal on the

14th is typical of the conservative attitude.

It makes two or three general (and ridicu-

lous) statements without any attempt to

substantiate the statements by reference to

facts. It is this sort of unreasoned defence

which irritates the intelligent man. If the

conservative is forced into an argument he

relics upon appeals to honor, the Empire,

the constitution, and the sacredness of the

home—which in themselves mean nothing

—to win his point.

The letters in today's Soap Box all op-

pose tlie letter of February 14. One of them

is merely a parody on that letter, and its

own senselessness reveals the presence of

the same quality in the previous letter. The

other letters are more or less intelligent

attempts to disclose the fallacies under

whjch Arts '36, '38 and '38 .are laboring. Is

their no one in the opposite camp who can

take up the challenge and defend the

capitalist system? Surely there must be

some fundamentals errors in socialism which

the intelligent man can oppose. Surely he

can find some logical reason for the per-

petuation of the present system.

The reactionary politician will be able

to depend for a good many years on appeals

to the emotions. Protect our Youth! Up-
hold the constitution! Remember our

glorious tradition! (Reliance on tradition,

which is not always a good thing, is too

often confused with reliance on experience,

which is an essential thing.) But such ap-

peals should not satisfy an intelligent,

rational being. Those who sit back and

smugly discredit the radical while appeal-

ing to institutions whose existence they

themselves are undermining should take

thought of their position and attempt tu

justify it. There must be two sides to the

question. It is time for the conservative

to advance his.

Editorial Comment

The Date Bureau is now taking its

place as one of the ofiicially recognized in-

stitutions of the University. It has done
much to help students in the past and now,
with the A.M.S. backing it, students wish-

ing "dates" can be assured of confidential

and efficient service from the management.

Where Are The Defenders Of
The Faith?

The letter which appeared in the Soap
Box of February 14 has created more con-
troversy than any other item in the Journal
this year. It is a long while since the Soap
Box has been so deluged with letters bear-
ing upon a single topic. The defenders of
the present system. Arts *36> '38 and '38,

have started something which they will
probably find very difficult to finish. And
we think it is a good thing! Not because
they have started something which they
arc unable to finish—hut because they have
Marled something.

It is a good sign when students begin
to discuss something other than themselves.
The majority of students rarely think of
anything more important than how they arc-
going to pass the next exam or gel to that
dance tonight. Those who do ponder more
serious matters are usually derided by their
Fellow students. They "suffer under (or
glory i„) the appellation of socialist, com-
munist! Red. Bolshevik, trouble-maker,
radical, and so on, ad infinitum. The aver-

se student seems to adopt the attitude of
"Dear me, 1 do wish they wouldn't lalk so
much. Such a noisy crowd. Look at me!
I dOl/l bother my head about such matters
and everything seems to be going all right.
These darn radicals are always talking
about the same thing. They give me a pain
in the neck." He makes no attempt to
justify the system under which he is living.

He makes no attempt to improve or change
it. He doesn't even think about it.

After a lengthy and heated controversy
England has finally won the Olympic
hockey title and Canada, for the first time,

has been forced to relinquish the crown.
The play-off system which the officials de-

vised sceins to have caused most of the
trouble.

If the committee had given 3 points for

a loss, 2 for a tie, and one for a win the

whole system would probably have been
greatly clarified.

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table—Faculty of /Iris

The attention of all students in Arts is

directed to the Examination Time-table

posted on the Registrar's Notice Board.

This time-table includes only Pass courses,

with the first Honours course in each sub-

ject. The dates for these examinations are

to be definitely settled before the courses in

Honours arc arranged. AH students are

urged to check the Pass Time-table very
carefully and report conflicts or omissions

at once to the Registrar's Office.

Cowan Foundation No. I

The Essay Competition under the Gowan
Foundation No. 1; will be held on Monday,
March 2nd, 2 to 5 p.m. in Room 100, King-
ston Hall,

A prize of $25 cash will be awarded to

the student submitting the best essay writ-
ten under examination conditions on one of
a list of subjects submitted to the student
at the time of writing.

The list of subjects, fifteen or more in

number, will cover a broad range of political

and economic problems of both theoretic
and practical interest. The list will be such

that a well-read student should find three

or four subjects within his competence and

interest.

The competition is open to all students

of the University.

University of Alberta Research Scholarships

Two graduate scholarships of the value

of 5600.00 each are available for research

at the University of Alberta for Session

1936-37. These scholarships ar*e open to

graduates of any Canadian University.

Any graduate or graduating student who

may be interested should communicate with

the Registrar of the University of Alberta

not later than March 15th, and attach to

his or her application an official record of

the candidate's undergraduate and graduate

work, together with at least two letters of

reference. Definite details should be given

as to the field of study in which the appli-

cant proposes to work.

Sir IVilfred Lattricr Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the Ontario

Women's Liberal Association to perpetuate

the memory of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Award-

ed for proficiency in French Conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born English-

speaking students, sons or daughters of a

British subject by birth or naturalization

not of French parentage. Tenable only by

a student who will be in residence during

the following session.

The examination will be held in March.

Applications will be received by the Regis-

trar up to March 1st.

National Research Council Scholarships to be

awarded in 1936

Bursaries of the value of $500 will be

open to award to applicants who have grad-

uated with high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of $600 will

be open to award to applicants who have

already done some original graduate ' re-

search in science.

Fellowships of the value of $700 will be

open to award to applicants who have given

distinct evidence of capacity to conduct in-

dependent research in science.

Attention is called to the fact that ow-

ing to drastic reduction in the appropria-

tion available this year for scholarships,

only a limited number of, awards can be

granted. Consequently, applications should

be strictly confined to candidates with out-

standing records, both in their undergradu-

ate and postgraduate courses.

March 1st is the final date on which

applications may be mailed.

Application blanks and copies of the

regulations governing these awards may be

obtained from the Registrar.

Near Scholarships

Faculty of Applied Science

Scholarships will be awarded in the

faculty of Applied Science in May 1936, as

follows:

Three scholarships of the value of $100

each will be awarded to the students with

the highest standing who are completing

the third year in each of three Courses,

Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Civil

Engineering. Candidates for these scholar-

ships must have an average of at least 66
per cent, on the work of the third year and
no failures.

Scholarships of $100 each will be award-
ed to the student in each of the first and
second years who has the highest average
in all the work of his year.

These scholarships will be tenable only
by students who are in residence during
Session 1936-37.

Sea, Stratosohere

Left To Explorers

"The only unexplored frontiers

left in the world are in the sea and

the air," said Dr. John Stanley in his

address to the Biological Club on

"From Seafloor to Stratosphere."

The speaker illustrated with slides

past and present methods of ex-

ploring these regions.

Explorers of the sea must find

some way of offsetting the terrific

pressure. Dr. Stanley described

apparatus for this purpose from the

barrel-like structure used many

years ago, to the latest modern

equipment, Dr. Beebe's Bathos-

phere. This is a spherical casting

fitted with glass portholes and

various instruments. The interior

is air-conditioned and telephonic

communication is maintained with

the ship above. In the Bathysphere

Dr. Beebe has reached great depths

and has discovered hitherto un-

known forms of marine life.

In exploration of the air, there

is the same problem of air-condi-

tioning. The great balloons -used

today are carefully constructed to

support a light gondola equipped

with scientific instruments. Recent

flights made with this apparatus

have proved very successful.

In conclusion, Dr. Stanley stated

that future conquest of the air

must depend on the development of

stratosphere planes and rockets.

There is still, however, a great deal

of work to be done in perfecting

these machines. When atomic

energy is harnessed, the problem

will be solved.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Camera Club Confident Th
Exhibit Will Be Succe^

The work on the Camera C]^,

exhibition is making progress,

eral prints have already been tn rn

in while other entries have

signified. Although it is not

pected to come up to the Intend

tional Salon, at present hangin

either in size or irt the matter
qj

nude studies it will be of rJ
Wtt]t

proportions and contain much 0[

interest, both technically and
fa

torially.

The Exhibition Committee w0U]j

like intending exhibitors to hand

their prints as soon as possible. T|(

closing date is Friday, Feb. 21

Hand in to members of the cum.

mittee or the Post Office.

The Committee: A. E. Coop^

2164W; J. K. B. Robertson, 4241

ami R. P. Graham, 915M.

Any one in the University may

submit prints. See rules in Journal

of February 7th.

C. Lingren And R. Hay Give

Talks To Math. Club

Charles Lingren and Ruben

Hay addressed the Math, and

Physics Club' on Friday. Mr,

Lingren showed how a fourtli

dimension could be possible by

extending the idea of project

the three known dimensions into

a fourth. Just as creatures liviiw

in two dimensions cannot imagini

a third, so we, living in thru

dimensions, cannot imagine

fourth.

Mr. Hay gave a paper oi

"Three-Colour Photography " Ht

illustrated his talk with slidi

scenes in their natural colours

and others explaining the method

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

10 Princess St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron

ize them and support your paper

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccol

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Call

BRIGHT DAYS INVITES
YOUR KODAK

Leave your films here

AV R. McCOLL
DRUGGIST

260 University Ave.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jidesi Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere—

Anytime
Sum. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter!

CANADA RADIO STORES

Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for stud«»

fflnrtijol& tiffafr

346 Princess St. Kingston, 0(l

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

Wc specialiic in Dance Ord*

25c Per Passenger

Faculty of Medicine

An annual scholarship of $40 will be
awarded to the student with the highest
standing in each year excepting the fifth.

Three bursaries of the value of $100
each will be awarded annually to students
who in any year show an interest in and
aptitude for practical work-in a laboratory,
and will undertake to continue during the
succeeding session in carrying out original
work in a laboratory. Applications for these
bursaries should be sent in bv April 1st.

These scholarships will be tenable only
by students who are in residence during
the session following, the award.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S SHOE
STORE

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

CAGEBS MAINTAIN UNBEATEN RECORD
Queen's fast stepping Senior caeemcn today arc srtll lookinc down

on the remaining three clubs in the College hoop wheel a» a result of
their well-earned victory over Varsity Blues here on Friday night

The Tricolors important win was their third in as many starts in

the Big Four circuit, and unless the locals suffer a complete form
reversal m their three remaining scheduled fixtures it looks as if another
major College championship will come to Queen's

Although Coach Jack's proteges topped Varsity by a comfortable
margin in their first meeting, the Blues indicated that they'll be far
from pushovers when the teams hook up in Toronto.

As mailers now stand either Western or Toronto will be eliminated
this coming week-end, as both clubs have been beaten twice and a third

loss will definitely squelch any hopes cither might entertain of catch-

ing Queen s.

However, the Tricolor, providing they run true to form and turn
back McGill here next Saturday, will still have to obtain an even break
on (heir western jaunt in order to clinch the title.

Therefore the Gaels arc by no means out of the woods as yet, but
personally wc like their chances to come home in front. How about
YOU?J

, . B.W.F. TEAM SET FOR ASSAULT

If you want to sec a busy bunch of athletes drop. over to the
B.W.F. room anytime between now and Thursday and watch Coaches
Jarvis and Bcws send their charges through their paces in preparation

for this week's annual Intercollegiate Assault at Montreal.
Weeks of vigorous training and hectic battling to decide places on

the squad have 'slipped by and now that the big week-end is at hand
Queen's, the defending champions, appear set to retain their title.

Although the Tricolor have lost several outstanding mitt and mat
stars through retirements and graduation, several newcomers have
stepped in to bring the squad up to last year's strength.

Last season the local fighters outclassed their College rivals to

capture twelve out of a possible seventeen points. While not expecting their

huskies to roll up such an imposing points total at Montreal next Friday

and Saturday, the coaches of the Queen's club think the team will yamer
enough wins to keep the Gibson Memorial Trophy.

HERE AND THERE
With Intcryear hockey practically over, little time should lie lost

in gelling the luterfaculty puck series underway . . , Athletic sticks

please note! ... If the scries could be started by the end of the week
a short schedule might be played, with each team participating in two

or more games instead of the usual sudden-death elimination tournament

. . . That's just a suggestion . . . Most of the players in the Ottawa City

circuit are going temperamental over their scoring records . , . One
of the La Salle defence men skated hurriedly up to this writer on Sat-

urday night about 10 minutes after his team had counted, asking if he

had been given an assist on a certain play . . . When we answered in ihc

affirmative the chunky French defender replied "Thanks . . .1 just

won a bet" . . . And we could tell you many more stories of players

on the Tricolor team who insist Ihcy have more points than they arc

actually credited with . . . Bobby Bell's McGill team won the College

puck crown for the fourth consecutive year on Saturday . . .The Red-

men had little difficulty in hanging another pasting on the hapless Varsity

Blues . . . We suppose you arc still raving about Canada's failure to

retain the world's hockey championship at the Olympic games . . .

Despite the groans of the Canadian officials anent the crazy system

used to decide the champions, wc think the Dominion representatives de-

serve to he runuers-up when they could only count one goal against the

English club . . - The hoys from England earned their title, so let's

give them credit.

TRICOLOR CONCLUDE

OME SEASON LOSING

0 LASALLE 10 TO 5

JUNIORS RELINQUISH
MEDS HOCKEY TITLE

Aggressive Attack Of Sophs

Gives Then 5-3 Win

Tame Game Featured By
Multiplicity 0£ Scoring

Points

VARSITYCAGERSWIN
50 - 30 AT MCGILL

In a thrilling hockey struggle on

Thursday afternoon the "Big Blue

Team" of Meds '40 took the mea-

sure of Meds. '38 by the score of

5-3. The defeat sustained by the

juniors ended their long reign of

supremacy as Medical champions.

The match was a fairly even one

with the Sophs having a decided

edge around the nets. It was

mainly due to the inability of '38

t.> check around the opposing

that there was such a difference in

the final score. The lack of good

substitutes also hampered the '38

cruise and one of the main reasons

why the Sophs were able to main-

tain a gruelling pace throughout the

game was because of their excellent

alternates who besides figuring

prominently in the scoring also

hack-checked well.

The Juniors opened the game

with a series of spirited attacks, a

few of which almost connected. It

was not until nearly halfway in the

Kriod that '40 was able to play

offensive hockey and their efforts

were soon rewarded. Pierce, their

wcond string centre managed to tip

the puck in, after a three-man pass-

ing atlack found the play in the re-

gion of the Junior goal. One min-

"'e later. Hand ford scored for the

Sc'I>horhores and before the end of

Pw period the Sophs scored again

Waiting the score 3-0.

to the final stanza the Juniors

^nie back with an inspired rally

"at fell one short of tying the

score. But about halfway through
,he I>eriod Reeves slipped away and

^ored to put the game on ice for

A few minutes later Arber,

•-.fphomore defenceman, beat the

-,l"iior poaj tender ^ end the
SCOri»K for the game.

Montreal, Ftb, 16.—(CP)—The
aroe Hughie Marks-Joe Connelly

combination that wrecked MeGill's

hopes on the football field last sea-

son returned Saturday to lead Uni-

versity of Toronto to an easy 50 to

30 victory in the Intercollegiate

senior basketball series.

The Marks - Connelly passing

threat alone scored as many points

as the whole McGill team, Marks

sinking 19 and his running mate 11.

N'cil Sullivan, husky Toronto for-

ward, also starred with 13 points.

The win, second straight over

McGill, kept Varsity in the running

for the championship it held last

vear. It was the second game in

two nights for the Blues. Friday

thftv were defeated by Queen's at

Kingston.

McGill guards clung to the fast

Varsity men like leeches in the first

half and the Redmen held a 16 to 15

lead at half time. But Varsity

could not be stopped in the second

half. McGill tired and field goal

.fier field goal dropped through the

hoop-

The whole Sophomore team play-

ed well but a few men deserve spe-

cial mention for their starry display.

[enUins played a marvellous game

on defence and the opposing for-

wards found him a stumbling block

on their way to the Soph's goal.

Besides scoring the prettiest goal of

the game Herb

dangerous going

stars were

Young.

Hoop Gibson

threat for the Juniors,

offensively and defcns.vely. Corn-

ea,, Pollock and Rupert formed a

forward line that showed smooth

were rather inefficient

Handford was

both -ways. Other

Clare. F.mpson and

was the main

He starred

passing but

around the net.

BV AB GRATTON

A total of twenty-six scoring

points went into the record books

the Ottawa City hockey league

on Saturday night as La Salles

romped to a soft "10-5 win over

the tail-end Queen's six in the

Tricolor's farewell home- appcar-

earance of the 1935-36 season. In

tagging the Tricolor with their

fifth straight setback the French

crew practically clinched a place in

the league play-offs, although they

still have to win one of their re-

maining three games in order to

heal out the third place Emeralds.

The game, in direct contrast to

most of the previous rough tussels

which local fans have witnessed

this year, was a tame affair, with

players of both teams treating them-

selves to an enjoyable skating party.

All that was lacking at times to

make it a real social get-to-gether

was music.

Opposing defence men took a

night off and allowed puck carriers

to continually slide through for

close-in drives on the harrassed

netmimlers who both turned in

creditable performances despite the

fact that the red-light flashed fifteen

times during the evening. Through-

out the entire contest the Tricolor

who were just completing their

schedule, seemed content to allow

their speedy opponents to fatten

their scoring records, while they

themselves counted enough to make

things interesting.

Savageau Goes To Town
Standing out among the point

getters was Gene Savageau, pint-

sized speed-ball, who patrols the

right rail on the La Salle first

string forward line. Savageau

emerged from the "scoring bee"

with five goals to his credit, but lie

had an excellent running mate in

Phil Rienhardt who fashioned three

goals and an assist from a fine

evening's play to take sole posses-

sion of second place among the

league's marksmen. Patsy Guezo

and Pete Howe were the other

French snipers to dent Gowsell'*

armour.

With an unusually friendly at-

mosphere prevailing between the

two clubs only seven penalties, four

of which went to Queen's, were

imposed by the officials and all

were for minor offences. At least

three of the enforced rests were of

the sort that makes the referees

hesitate in waving the offender to

the cooler. Both teams encountered

fair success in holding Out attack-

ers when playing short-handed as

each clicked once on power plays

with a man resting in the penalty

box.

Although the visitors arc rated

as the fastest skating club in the

circuit the local speed merchants,

when they had the incentive to

open up, held their own with the

French flyers. But Coach Powell's

lads performed spasmodically,

swarming over the Cavaliers when

they felt inclined to and then set-

tling hack to allow the Cadets to

crack their defence wide-open on

sweet r-omHnation thrusts that usu-

ally ended successfully wStfa the

puck planted firmly behind Gowsell

Queen's Score First

The Limestone City outfit started

the scoring shortly after 2 minutes

had clapped in the first period.

when Tom Thurlhy Hashed pretty

stickwork to split the opposing rear-

guard and amble in for an un<

assisted goal. It took the invading

puck hounds 16 minutes to get the

Where Footwear Styles

ORIGINATE

JOHNNY WINO

equalizer through Pete Howe with

Guzzo in the assisting role, but just

;0 seconds later Savageau went to

work on a passing play with Rien-

hardt and Guzzo. and the French-

men were never headed.

In the middle period Rienhardt

waltzed through the Tricolor de-

fence in 1.50 to whang the rubber

home, and 20 seconds later the

same player made it 4-1 by tipping

in Coulter's pass. Savageau picked

up a loose puck behind Queen's goal

at the 11 minute mark and stepped

out in front of the cage undieckcd

to slip another one in, Fred Bent-

ley, who came down from Napanee

to fill in on Queen's defence, kept

the locals in the game when he beat

the defence, drew goalie Bordcleau

out; and calmly backhanded the

disc in for a beautiful counter.

Goals by Savageau, on which Howe

and Guzzo assisted, and Thurlby

who was helped by Munro left the

count 6-3 at the end of the session,

session.

Rapid fire scoring was again in

order in the last period and Wing

started the six goal splurge by

jabbing in Stollcry's pass. Phil

Rienhardt got that one back by

slipping past Bcntley and Stollery

to score on a close-in hackhand

drive, and Guzzo put the Cadets

four up when he took Paul Borde-

leau's short forward flip at the

Tricolor blue line and raced in to

easily heat Gowsell. Savageau then

pnp|>ed home another goal before

Bun Gordon connected on a play

with Reg Patterson. To round nut

a h i g h I y profitable evening.

Savageau converted Howe's assist

into a goal with less than two min-

utes of play remaining.

La Salle— Goal, A. Bordeleau;

defence, P. Bordeleau, Coulter;

centre, Howe; wings. P. Rienhardt.

Savageau ; subs, Guzzo, Gucrtin.

Lajoie.

Qllccn',;_Goal, Gowsell ; defence.

Stollery, Bamafw; centre, Munro;

wings, Poupore, Thurlby ; subs.

Holland, Wing, Patterson, Bentley,

McCorkinilale, Gordon.

Officials, Phil. St- Amiand and

Bill Steen.

Summary
First Period

1 Queen's—Thurlby '..2.12

2 La Salic—Howe (Guzzo) 18.00

La Salle—Savageau (Rien-

hardt, Guzzo).

Penalties—Gordon. Bcntley.

Second Period

La Salle—Rienhardt 1 .50

5 La Salle—Rienhardt

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess St. Phone 704

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFC
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE TKAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS-ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

112 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

3.10(Coulter)

La Salle—Savageau 11.05

Queen's—Rentley 15.00

8 La Salic— Savageau (Howe,

Guzzo) I'.OO

9 Queen's—Thurlby
18.50

SHOES—Made. Repaired. Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES.—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 500

Phone SOS

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORK

&tud*?nt0 of (Quetn'B

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clocks Novel Gilts

Watches An<>

Pens and Pencils College Insipid

Designing <o Order

~*?S*r*J *"„_.«* „ n 102 PRINCESS ST.PHONE 666

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

ASSURED

TAILORS
KINGSTON

(Munro)
Penalties— P- Bordeleau. Gordon.

Third Period

10 Queen's—Wing (Stollery! 3.33

U La Salle—Rienhardt 11. SS

12 La Salle—Guzzo (P.

Bordeleau) 14 -05

13 La Salle—Savageau ..... 16.00

14 Queen's—Gordon

(Patterson) IS.00

15 La Salle—Savageau

(Howe) 1820

Penalties—Howe, Couliev,

Patterson.

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street .
'Phone 21

H

Over Canadian Pacific Exprew Office.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Qucm'i Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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The Soap Box

A medium for tlie expression

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Quern's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

nrt accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

Letter of Feb. 11 parodied

Feb. 14th, 1936

The luKtor,

Soap Box.

Mr. Editor:

A number of Queen's students

including myself feel that some-

thing should he done about the re-

tention of capitalistic feeling in the

University.

It is exceedingly unfortunate that

these young reactionaries are en-

couraged by the attitude of some of

the older members of the faculty.

It is perfectly obvious to any-

one with a normal amount of com-

mon sense that these consummate

conservatives are basing their argu-

ments on an unsound basis. These

people, I realise, are insensible to

change.

C B. McMillan. Sc. '36.

Reactionary letter under attack.

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

The letter appearing in your

issue of the 14th instant signed

by Arts '36, '38 and '38. if sum-
marized reads as follows:

1. a. Radicals are ignorant

people.

b. Radicals are dangerous

people.

2. Human Nature cannot be

changed.

Now, Mr. Editor, with your
permission I shall give evidence

to show that: I. a. Radicals are

not ignorant, but as a rule men
versed in their special field.

b. Radicals are not only not

dangerous, but on the contrary

have made contributions t o

human knowledge, thought and
hftppin&SB such as no others have.

2. That human nature has been
and is constantly changing.

Let us consider some of the
men who have been considered
radicals by their contemporaries.
Socrates, whose contribution to

pedagogical methods has left its

mark on all subsequent teaching,
was condemned to death a* a per-
verter of the Athenian youth.
Plato his follower, whose influ-

ence has coloured the whole of

subsequent philosophical thought,
was sold into slavery by an irate
tyrant. Spinoza, one of the great-
est prc-modcrn philosophers was
excommunicated as an athiest.

D.MCnrtei, the inventor ol co-
ordinate geometry, found it safer
to be in Sweden than in his own
homeland, France.

In the field of political science.

Voltaire was hated, and Rousseau
hounded from place to place.

Jesus was crucified as a rebel, In
iiforc recent times. Luther. Wesley
and Knox were hated as disturb

crs of the status quo. In pure
science Gallileo was made to

cant, and Copernicus cxcnmmun

,.ited. How shocked the world

wai when Darwin declared man':

relationship 10 the lower animals!

It was against Nature they said,'

when Simpson produced andjiised

chloroform I Doctors scoffed w hen

Pasteur proclaimed his germ

theory and when Koch discover-

ed the tuberculosis germ the

learned men of the day refused

to believe it

And hf>w many other names

must one mention ! Stevenson,

l-.iraday. Marconi, the Wright

brothers. Florence Nightingale.

Luther Burbank. All of these

the world called radicals, atheists,

fools, enemies of the people. All,

while they lived, men hated or

scoffed at; to all, when they died,

the world raised memorials and

monuments.
' Has human nature changed? If

human nature may be judged by

the way people think, feel, and

act, human nature has changed.

Are we still cannibals? Do we

still think it is right for men to

he slaves? Do women now faint

on the slightest provocation as

their grandmothers old? Do we
not dance, a thing which our

fathers feared as the gateway to

Hell? Are we afraid of flying?

Our grandfathers were afraid of

train journeys.

If human nature cannot be

changed, what is the use of going

to school or university? What is

the use of reformatories? The
Italians believe human nature can

be changed, so they teach their

hildren to be Fascists. The
Germans do too; their children

have Nazi natures, and Russian

children Communist natures.

If this is not sufficient evidence

then perhaps the psychologist

may carry" some weight. Schools

of psychology arc almost as num-
erous as the sands on the sea

shore, but there is a general

agreement among them that

human nature is a most plastic

thing. And finally, the very fact

that there are radical men at

Queen's who were not radicals

when they came here is prima
facie evidence that human nature

quite easily changed.

Let us then pay homage to and
follow in the footsteps of that
great company, who in theory
and practice, thought and action,
have made the greatest and most
significant contributions to pro-
gress and human happiness—the
radicals.

Signed,

An Aspirant.

Must know all the facts.

of

Editor,

Soap Box,

Mr. Editor:

The letter in the Soap Box
Feb. 14th clearly showed that rabiu
intolerance in human nature respect-
ing other people's views cannot be
readily changed. In Queen's, sup-
posed to be the most democratic of
Canadian universities, and in Can-
ada, the most democratic of Ameri-
can countries, the students who dis-
like others" opinions should appeal
to reason to convert their fellows,
not to "Soap Box" oratory and gen-
eraliiations with the inferred desire
for coercion.

"

The only way to discover whether
or not the arguments of capitalism,
socialism or communism stand on a
sound basis is to thoroughly and
unbiased!? study sociology, psy-
chology, politic*, economics, feud-
alism, capitalism, socialism, com-
mumsm. and the complete known
history ot every country in the
world. This can result only in a
njobable decision, for he cannot,
know all the facts. Should he ab-

Invents Machine To

Find Conservatives

Whether an individual's attitude

toward life is that of a conserva

tive, radical or liberal soon may be

determined scientifically as a result

( if (he devolopment of a new type of

intelligence test by Dr. Julius B.

Mailer of Teachers College, Colum-

bia l Diversity, and Dr. Harold S.

Tuttle of City College.

The test has been given to more

than 2.000 students in fifteen East-

ern colleges and schools, including

Vassar, Harvard, New College of

Columbia University, City College

and Bennington, and the results

show, according to the authors, that

the direction and strength of an in-

dividual's "character growth and

personality 'adjustment" may be

measured quite accurately.

Samples of the various parts of

the ''social orientation" test evolved

by the two educators include:

1. "Probable Consequences"

—

The student is asked to check one of

the three alternative consequences

that, in his opinion, might follow an

solutely decide without doing tlu's,

or most of it, he likely decides by

intuition. If his intuitive qualities

are good enough to correctly do

this, he should intuitively know
enough at all examinations to obtain

100 per cent. No doubt the pro-

fessors would testify that Arts '36,

Arts '38 and Arts '38 do not!

Moreover, might I suggest that

the L.S.R., Chemical Society, or

Acscuplian Society, or whatever So-

ciety it might concern, do some

practical work by ridding the east

entrance of the library of its

odours.

Seeker of Toleration.

Letter really a compliment to radicals.

To the Editor,

Soap Box.

Sir:

We assume that the critics of

last day's Soap Box are both in-

telligent and brave and thus will

be able to satisfy this bumble re-

quest.

Needless to say, THEY doubt-

less realize that the word "radi-

cal" is derived from the stem

radix" which means "the root"

-a "radical" being one who
"goes to^the root of things." Our
critics" have, therefore, done
two things, both of which are

good, and for which we render

due thanks. Firstly, they auto-

matically admit that socialism

does "go to the root of affairs"

and. secondly, they, bestow a rare

honour on all exponents of this

theory whom they, advisedly,

term as "radicals."

Now, our simple request is

this: that you, as three, presum-
edly, worthy scribes of a noble
institution, demonstrate your
bravery by publishing above your
own names a list of professors
and students whom you consider
to be "radicals." Thus, the en-
tire student body may learn to
know these advanced thinkers
and to enjoy the privilege of their

companionship and the inspira-
tion of their words of wisdom.
In this way, you may increase
your contribution to civilization.

Arts '36, '37 and '39.

Theology '3? and '38.

Mcds '37, '38, "39, '40 and '41.

Sc. '36 and '39.

P.S.— And, incidentally, may
we suggest that you read an ele-

mentary book in Psychology be-
fore attempting to discuss human
nature. Either psychologists are
wrong or you made a "slip," (or
did your Daddies tell you?).

| economic condition such as: "If all

the wealth were distributed equally

among citizens it is probable that

(a) cooperative industry would

ftonrish; (b) a period of wild dissi-

pation would follow until a new

wealthy class sprang up; (c) the

most capable would take control of

industry and soon would be in

possession of all wealth."

Making Social Attitudes
_

2. "True or False"—The stu

dent is asked to mark as true or

fake or uncertain ten statements

expressive of specific social atti-

tudes, e.g. : "Rugged individualism

is an obstacle to continued social

progress."

3. "News Items"—This section

includes nine statements of social

policy. The student should write

"O" or "S", depending whether be

believes society should oppose or

support the ideas implied in state-

ments such as "Twenty States have

ratified the Child Labor Amend-

ment."

4. "Pleasant and Unpleasant

Suggestions"—This is composed of

words and slogans usually charged

with emotional associations, such as

"rights of the masses," "the 400."

"compulsory military training" and

"rights of labor." The student is

told to cross out any word or

phrase that arouses in him a feeling

of antagonism, and to draw a line

around each word or phrase that

arouses a pleasant feeling.

5. "Vital Factors in Civiliza-

tion"—The student is to check the

more important of two factors in

eight units dealing with such prob-

lems as "rights of highly intelligent

scholars" as opposed to "rights of

successful business men."

6. "Social Problems" — This
section is composed of brief narra-

tives involving social problems.

Each is followed by four solutions

that are to be approved or disap-

proved by the student.

7. "Characteristics of Certain

Groups"—This includes a list of

such groups as "militarists," "poor

people" and "labor leaders," and a

list of descriptions of each group,

as : "This group tends to undermine

American institutions" and "larger

numbers of this group would bene-

fit America." The student is asked

to check all the characteristics that,

in his opinion, are descriptive of

each group.

Checking on Scoring

To determine the validity of the

scoring, the authors asked sixty-

five educators and graduate students

of education to indicate for each

item in the test the answer that a"

"liberal" would be expected to

make. All items on which there

was more than 30 per cent, dis-

agreement among the judges were

excluded,

Although he would not make
public the results of the test of

students in the various colleges, Dr.

Mailer admitted that words and

phrases that had a "pleasant con-

notation" for students in Rand
School were "decidedly unpopular"

with members of the Stock Ex-
change Institute.

'A university may want to gauge

the effect of its teachings upon the

social-mindedness of its students,"

he said, explaining some of the

uses to which the test may be put.

"The test given to freshmen could

be given to the same students four

years later."

Dr. Mailer warned, however,

against "misinterpretation" of the
test's aims. He felt that employers
might use it to keep out workers
with radical leanings. He also en-

visaged the high school graduate of

the future selecting a college on the

basis of the scientific rating of the

"attitudes" of its student body.
Likewise, he held, colleges might
use the test to restrict admission to

one "type" of student.

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given to

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right. —
Single space 8c page, double 5c pagj

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 372q

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

PHONE S60
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham Bi

QUEEN'S STUDENTS
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Thutrt)

Hanson & Edgar
Dane* PRINTERS Printing ol

Programmes Every

Constitutions
117 Brock St- Description

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eya GlaGies Repaired Broken Leniew Replaced

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
Watchmakers and Optometrists216 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1527

, Stone's JffUiuier ^hup
231 1 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME"
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK ST S.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821

H. K BECK1NGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go
WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

Woods'
BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoae's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 140*
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There was a thief in my room
.

t
njght, and I thought it was my

Ljsband."

Did he get anything?"

HflfeJl I didn't miss anything."

—Harrfilton Continental.

MILLARD'S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specialize* in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Clasa Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

jlS Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
or* Darn Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS

228 Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed .75c up
JuxedoB Sponged and Pressed. . .40c
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

233 Princess St. Phone 2841

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

IV H. GOLDWIN SMITi

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.

Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

"RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment .

"1 Princes* St Phone 16S«

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

06 Wellington St. Kingston

'Phone 256

Dr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

l« Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Dr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

^ Wellington St "Phone 346"

vOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
s° often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.

JOINTS

A joint is formed where two or
more hones of the skeleton meet
one another, according to Gray's
Anatomy.

However, there are joints other
than anatomical. Henry Gray
knew his anatomy and possibly

the joints of the day were no
mystery to him, but we venture

to say that were he alive today
he could be shown joints that

would surprise even him.

The human body owes its

mobility to the large number and
varied character of its joints.

There are at least one hundred
and thirty more or less moveable
articulation* in the skeleton.

They are classified according to

the mode of union of the bones

as Synostosis or immovable

joints; Suture or practically im-

movable; Syndesmosis, slightly

movable
; Synchondrosis which

are also immovable and Diorth-

rosis or movable joints.

The great majority of joints

have at least a 'potential cavity,

lined with 'synorial membrane
and filled with synorial fluid.

This of course refers only to

maioimca! joints.

The other types of joints also

have space within them. One
can if he so wishes, drop into

these joints and partake of a little

of "that which makes glad the

heart of man."

Kingston, while not unduly

noted for its joints is not entire-

ly without them. They are more

numerous and probably mure-

picturesque in Montreal and we
have heard it whispered that as

a centre for the study of joints

Hull has its points.

Medical students, may often be

seen hanging around joints. This

is not. as some of our severest

critics have suggested due to any

undue love of gambling or de-

sire to look upon the wine when
it is red. No! No! a thousand

times no. It is due entirely to

our insatiable desire for know-
ledge.

Every medical man must know
his joints. Joints are subject to

many injuries and diseases, a

knowledge of them is essential to

the man who would make a suc-

cess of the practice of medicine.

Where can a man learn about

joints better and more accurate-

ly than in joints?

Joints vary in size. The knee-

joint is the largest one in the

body. It is in some ways also

the most picturesque. The ap-

pearance of knees varies, some
are beautiful, with dimples to add

that touch of intimacy. Some
are scrawny. The occasional one

is swollen and stiff
1

,
perhaps due

to some indescretion in the man-

ner of living of the owner. It may
be painful or otherwise. A creak-

ing sound coming from a joint is

not uncommon, Grating sounds

may be heard and felt in some

kinds of arthritis.

Human joints at least are air

tight and moisture proof. They

differ from the joints of doors

and windows in that they do not

let wind whistle through them

Or moisture trickle in.

There is urn; particular kind

joint perhaps worthy of mention

It is the femaic joint. Don't get

us wrong, we refer to a metal

contrivance found in parachutes

Musical Anaesthetists

At Meds '39 Dance

The interest with which the

Major Operation has been receiv-

ed on the campus, gives only

a fair idea of the gooil time

promised on Friday evening, Feb-

ruary 28th.

The opportunity of being able

to witness a major operation is

really not to be missed. As for

the operation — well, with Bud

Haines M.D. (Musical Director)

to perform the delicate task with

the assistance of his ten brilliant

Aesthetic Anaesthetists, success

is assured. It is felt by the con-

sulting-Mirgeuns that not merely

one patient, but everyone at the

operation will drift blissfully off

into a world apart. They will

be scarcely aware that they are

under an anaesthetic and that

skilled operator is probing about

to ascertain in what region hi

therapy will be most efficacjous

The consulting surgeons fee!

sure that well controlled musical

therapy will produce a lasting

cure.

Those desiring treatment' may
obtain it by cash payment in ad

vance, of $1.25 to any of the com

niittee : Jack Crawford, Doc.

Emery, Charles Danby, Mai

Hill. Dick Potter, Maurice Jame

(Convener). Telephone numbers

in the directory under Meds '39.

A girl slaps a boy's face, not to

hurt his feelings but to stop them.

— Missouri Showme

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

14 MEALS — $4.25

PETER THOMPSON, Mgr. M PRINCESS ST.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Dfttc

|

p.l, 1Q I
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|
Lcvana Formal

Feb. 28 |
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Mar. 6
|
Junior Prom

Mar. U I
Arts '30

Mar.17JMedsJS^
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I

2.00

Grant Hall I
1,25

La Salle
I
3.S0

Urant Hall i 1.00

Grant Hall \
1.75

La Salle
|

R_ Giwiimyec

D. Andrews

Jack Tclgmann

Kuth Knowlton

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

BY CHUCK COCK RASE

Well, folks, we are fairly

bubbling over with good news
for the fight faithful. We have

the White Hope that people are

looking so hard for across the

line. Chuck Peek has been

turning out regularly for the

heavyweight boxing title, and
' has shown plenty of natural

ability, and a punch that will

stunt his opponent's growth.

Chuck MacLean (you gotta

hand it to these Chucks) is

working out daily for the light-

heavy class, and displays all

his old-time speed and aggres-

siveness^ Tricolor stock has

gone up several points since

these lads have consented to

do or die for dear old Whatsis.

With MacCormack still in

there, the heavier divisions

should be well looked after.

And last, but not least, we
are going "to keep you well in-

formed during the progress of

the Assault. Everything but a

blow by blow description* If

it can he arranged at all, the

results will come over the wire

direct from Field House, where

the matches arc being staged,

to the Journal Office, where

they will be posted for your

approval,

The hoys arc now doing

their road-work each morning

as a final conditioner for the

long hard week-end.

We have it on good author-

ity that Gord Fredericks packs

a wallop which is surprising

for one his weight. This very

thing may save him a few min-

utes hard work each night in

Montreal.

Ahc Zvonkin is getting him-

self in Al shape for his contest.

The big boj really has his heart

in it this year, and what a hit;

heart it must he.

Sammy Delve is within five

pounds of the lightheavy limit

now. But complications arise.

It is probable that he will be

challenged here before the

Assault. Win or lose, Sammy
Commands the respect of every

sportsman in the college for

his great effort.

Ah yes, we are led to be-

lieve that Ken Running will

make the trip to McGill in

search of new Field Houses to

conquer.

Al! in all. the team is shap-

ing up much better than the

coaches had dared to hope.

Page T

ARTS '36 REMAIN
INTERYEAR CHAMPS

Arts '36 retained die Interyear

puck championship on Friday after-

noon by downing a battling band
of frosh puckchascrs 3-0 in a hard-

fought sudden-death encounter at

the Arena.

The game was typical of other

Interyear contests with the opposing

defence men socking incoming.at-

tackers with reckless abandon and

forwards sprawling all over the ice.

Another feature was a superb dis-

play of puck-stopping given by Reg
Rrucc in the '36 cage. Bruce had
plenty of work to do as the frosh

ganged up on him in an attempt to

break their goose-egg, but he never

faultered under constant fire, and
more than earned his shut-out.

The seniors took the lead mid-

way in the first period when Bob
Hay whanged home Whitton's pas-.

Paced by Norm Christie, the final

year boys kept their opponents well

on the defensive during this period,

hut poor shooting and stellar goal

tending by the frosh nctman kept

the scora from mounting.

Hay and McCormick were the

successful snipers in the last session,

both boys putting finishing touches

on pretty* passing plays. During

the last 10 minutes of the encounter

the freshmen kept constantly on the

hunt for goals, but safety first

methods by (he seniors, plus a fine

bit of blocking by goalie Rrucc nn

several blistering drives held them

out until the final bell.

MEDS '38 DANCE

1200 SEE COURT
GAME WON 43-32

"Zip! Whiz! and once again to

the tune of a long list of
r

past

inimitable performances Meds '38

is holding the 1936 editiqn of what

will be considered a landmark

festivity," the committee stated to. of 13. while Varsity dropped them

the Journal.

With the dale set for March

17[h tin- convener and members of

the committee are performing the

Herculean task of making this.dance

a hundred per center.

The enviable reputation of the

orchestra engaged for this riotous

fixture—a detail that is always out

standing with Meds '3%—all hut

gives one a hint as to the extent of

the occasion.

Check off diis one on your list of

long - remembered get - together*

Don't let the girl-friend down

—

he'll he anticipating. We'll be

seem' you anon," concluded the

convener.

English Club

'Trends in French and English

leratnre since 1914" will be the

tbject of an address to the Eng-

sh Club by Prof. Marcel Tirol

f the French Department. This

eeting of the English Club will

held on Tuesday afternoon,

bruary IS at 3.30 p.m. in the

icd Room. New Arts Building,

efreshments will be served at

le close of the meeting.

Fat man (in a movie to little boy

ilting behind him)—"Can't you

see, little fellow ?"

Little Fellow—"Not a thing."

Fat Man~"Then keep your eye

on me and laugn when I do."

-Mail and Empire

Dr. Fyfe To Speak

Dr. W. H. Fyfe will give an in-

troductory talk on International Uc-

ations to the senior pupils of vari-

ous secondary schools in Kingstnn

on Wednesday at 4.15 p.m. in Ruom
101 Arts Building. The address is

sponsored by the local branch of the

Canadian Institute of International

Affairs and the International Rela-

tions Gub of the University.

(Continued from page I)

Sullivan especially weTe caught

frequently by splendid guarding
done by Bcws and Tilley and
failed to make their shots count

from close in.

From the opening tip-off

Queen's had the cords moving
steadily with successful long

shots mixed liberally with fast

passing cross-couTj phty which
had the Varsity guards baffled

and the home team had a lead of

26-12 at half time Bowser Bcws
was outstanding in thiss opening
period shooting display, standing

calmly back near centre floor and
arching them cleanly through the

hoop. Chuck Finlay also made
several difficult shots swish
through for field goals, while

Lanky Lloyd Edwards played a
passing game that was a treat for

the enraptured Queen's fans.

Connelly and Marks lived up to

their reps by showing a tricky

and elusive blocking system, hut

Be_ws did a wonderful job of hold

ing the former to two court shots.

Marks' ability was in foul-shoot-

ing, where he netted seven of

eleven points. The whole Blue

squad failed to show the team-

work anil fight that the Golden

Gaels had, and the Tricolor

victory was clear tut and decisive

at all times.

Captain Doug. Rooke. alternat-

ing at centre and guard, was the

leader in the second half Queen's

rally which staved off the threats

of the Toronto hoys, and besides

playing a fine floor game, Rooke
garnered nine markers with four

baskets and a foul throw. The
only weakness the Gold squad

had was their failure at the 15-

foot line: they made only S out

through the twine to the tune of

12 out of 24.

This win was the Tricolor's

sixth in success io it. a n d

when McGill come to town next

Saturday, they will face a con-

fident court team which hoida the

backing of the entire student

body. *

The lineups:

Varsity—Connelly (4), Marks
(11). T. Sullivan (4), N. Sulli-

van (4). tkild 1 1 I. Bedford (5),

Mact.regur ( I ), Dempster (2).

Himmel.

lueen's — Finlay (8). Rooke

(9). Bews (11). Cunningham
(7), Stephen. L. Edwards (2).

Tilley (4), J. Edward (2).

Gramophone Recital

Selections from the the works of

Beethoven, Chupiu. anil Liszt wlU
be played at the weekly gramophone

recital on Wednesday afternoon at

4.15 in die Red Room.

KINGSTON'S FttMOUS
. FUR STORE"

mm
GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mill* Building

126-128 Prince** St.

\ great wrestler was explaining

his defeat to a friend. "We was all

twisted up like a ball of woo:," he

stated. "Me ... I wasn't worried,

for nobody had ever put me on my
back before, Then something

seemed wrong. I shifted, but he

,

puts me slumbers down again. It

was hard to believe ... me Itavin'

my shoulders flattened."

I did the Iw.-t I could, but it was

no- use; couldn't break the hold. It

was a awful feelin", losin" the cham-

pionship. •
rl

I said, we was all- twisted up like

i pretzel, We was. And suddenly

an idea struck me. There was a big .

part of a bodj- twisted up near .my

facee. So I bit it, I hit it hard."

"That didn't break the hold?"

jsked the sym|iametic friend. "Suret

it did" grinned the wrestler. "I'm a

son-of-a-gun if it wasn't myself I

t".

Here is a bit of news from

Queen's University. The first year

boys there wear Glengarry Bonnets

or round caps all year round and

the girls go hatless. rain or snow.

—The Shetf,
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TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

only AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT. RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

W Prince** St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

with

Build

Health
and Strengt

WAMPOLPS
EXTRACT

OP

COD LIVER
This f&mnus year
'round took toot*
up the entire sjn-
tern— helps you
regain energy —
nnd is particularly

effective In com-
boting winter flu,

«uch as Coughs, Colds. Grippe. Influ.
ems anrt Bronchitis.

This preparation olio b excellent for
Loss of Appetite, Blood Disorders.
Ntrvous Troubles, and for we**, an-
atmlc children, for elderly people end
for convalescents.

Price $1.00 Per Bottle
SOLD ut KEIJOMMINDLD Dy

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE SM

C«C. Princess and Wellington

WE DELIVER

REGIONAL FESTIVAL

HERE NEXT WEEK

The Eastern Ontario Regional

Drama Festival will be held in Con-

vocation Hal! al Queen's on Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday, Febru-

an-27, 28 and 29 . There will be

four performances, including

matinee on Saturday.

This year there are more entries

from points outside of Kingston

Players are coming from as far

west as Newcastle. Included on the

program are plays entered by ama-

teur groups from Ottawa, Brock-

ville. Belleville and Kingston.

Allan Wade, the adjudicator at

the final festival last year is regional

adjudicator this season. Mr. Wade

is a distinguished critic with great

experience in the drama. He was

well liked at the Ottawa festival,

and gives interesting and construc-

tive criticism on the plays. Trie first

festival was held in British Colum-

bia in the latter part of January and

Mr. Wade is gradually working

east, holding festivals at central

points.

Season tickets for the four per-

formances can be obtained for

$2.50 from Colonel CM. Strange,

25 West St, These tickets are

transferable and can be shared by

two or more persons. The' arrange-

ment that has been found most

satisfactory is for three or four

people to buy two tickets between

them. The best seats are assigned

to holders of season tickets and arc

on sale now. Single tickets will go

on sale at Grinham's Book Store on

Monday, February 24. Seats for

the evening performances are 75c

fur ilie ground floor and first row

in the balcony and 50c for last rows

on the ground floor and the rest of

the balcony. Prices for the matinee

are 50c and 35c.

QUEEN'S DEBATERS

LOSE TO WESTERN

Young And Brown Oppose

Student Political

Activity-

Radio Debate

POSTERS PROCLAIM
PROM PROGRAMME

OSGOODE DEBATERS
LOSE TO QUEEN'S

(Continued from page 1)

League is the instrument of their

might.

David Henry, as first speaker

for Queen's, pointed out that by

the wording of the League Cov-

enant it is impossible that might

is right. Provision is made for

the entry of any state acceding

to the demands of the Covenant.

Tlie powers join the League in

order to get security and co-oper-

ation for world peace, and they

may withdraw at any time.

The provision for non-perman-

ent members on the League
Council prevents the predomin-

ance of any state or group of

states. Plans adopted by the

Council must be submitted to the

country concerned and consent

must be given.

Frank Sanders, second speak-

er in defence of the motion,
sought to show such affairs

as the Sino - Chinese crisis of

1931, by the distribution of

armaments at the close of the
World War and the results of
armament conferences since, .that

the League has not meant more
than might is right.

Louis Couillard, for the nega
tive showed that the League was
formed at the end of the war in

an atmosphere of prejudice
against war and a sincere desire
to put an end to the might i

right policy. It is impossible for
nations following a might is

right policy today to keep the
purpose from the world. Such
policy had to be dropped when
the Hoarc-Laval plan was reject
cd by public opinion.

In opposing the resolution, "That

I'tiiversity students should refrain

from political activity." the Queen's

debating representatives, J. G.

Brown and R. W. Young were de-

fatted by the Western team consist-

ing of Borden Spears and Robert

Ford in the radio debate, Friday

night.

Mr. Spears, the first speaker for

e affirmative argued that univer-

sity students had not sufficient ex-

perience or knowledge lo participate

in politics. While at college, the

students should not take an active

pari in politics so that they may be

free to assimilate the teaching of

unprejudiced authorities. Moreover,

students cannot afford to enter into

the political world without jeopard-

izing their studies. The under-

graduate is not qualified to enter

politics inasmuch as he has not an

intimate knowledge of the actual

affairs nor has he completed his

study of economic and political

history. The debater quoted Sir

Stephen Leacock as saying that stu-

dents who actively engage in poli-

tic frequently harm the University

itself.

R. W. Young for the negative,

stated that education was the pro-

cess of instruction and social rela-

tionship which involved action and

consequently, political thinking and

activity could not be separated

.

A university is the intennediate

stage between youth and manhood
when one takes up the consideration

of good citizenship. Hence he claim-

ed that if a student is forced to re-

frain from political participation, he

is being deprived of the power of

citizenship.

Robert Ford, the second speaker

for the affirmative, declared that

the countries in which students take

an active part in politics were in a

continual state of unrest, for ex-

ample, France, Germany, Italy and
Spain. In Cuba. Egypt and China
where there are student parties, the

whole country suffers and the uni-

ersi'ties fall into disrepute. In con-

trast, he pointed to England, a

country renowned for its splendid

politicians and statesmen, where the

leaders are almost invariably men
who were university students and
who remained merely students while

undergraduates.

Mr. Brown argued that citizen-

ship required political activity and
political activity involved education.

Democracy demands active parti-

cipation and the state requires the
service of those who are best equip-
ped. Therefore, inasmuch as the
student has the best opportunities

to he fully equipped, the state

needs bis participation.

He acknowledged that a certain
amount of danger was involved but
merely because life was a danger-
ous business is no reason why one
should stop living.

Science '38

Science '38 will hold a year
meeting in Carruthers Hall to-
morrow afternoon at 4.30.,

Engineers Hear Address

"Roilers and Practical Demon
strations" was the subject discussed
before the Engineering Society on
Friday by Mr. W. E. Patterson
chief chemist of G. F. Sterne and
Sons. Brant ford, and a graduate of
Queen's.

Mr. Patterson dealt with the for-

mation of boiler scale and the meth-
ods of preventinc it- The three
chief ways are the base exchange,
the lime-sodn, ami the direct chem-
ical processes, A model boiler of
glass was used to illustrate his talk

The campus was brightened on

Monday morning by the appear

ance of hills proclaiming: "Prom

irient Prognosticator Phrophesies

Prolific PrOm!" and announcing

that Frank Colt's famous Seign-

iory Club orchestra would pro-

vide the music at this year's

Junior Prom. Many students

were wondering as to the identity

of the "Prognosticator," some

venturing "to hazard such wild

guesses as "Sam Pcpys," "Col.

Jagson." "Marion" and "Alec."

But of course none of these are

right. The "Prognosticator" is

a widely known campus character

whose knowledge is not confined

to the doings of one faculty but

spreads over the entire univer-

sity. He is therefore best suited

to prophesy concerning a dance

such as the Junior Prom.

The "PrOggie" will be on band

on Friday, March 6th, to greet

Prumenaders at\ the Hotel La
Salle where the "best Prom in

history" will take place. Tickets

at the usual premium of three

dollars and fifty cents are now-

available from the committee,

comprised of the following: Mary
Galbraith, Alison Mitchell, Mac
Robson, Bill Kloepfer, Joe Teal,

Evan McLaren, and Bob (jri_-ui-

amyer (Convener, phone 4220).

TARZANS VOTED
OUT AT VARSITY

(Continued from page 1)

wiches and chocolates, sits around

until it is too late for you to get

another date, and then drifts off

for fresher fields and fresher

sandwiches.

The romantic chap ran right on
the heels of the high-brow—but the

sentimental chap was out. Just

where sentiment ended and romance
began was a bit difficult to grasp,

but maybe the women will under-

tand.

Another delicate distinction lay

between "fast" and sophisticated;

the first class weren't popular, but

the sophisticated fellow was de-

manded on all sides.

Some girls insisted on a man
with a car—but not all. One said,

ith a sad note in her voice: "It's

no use being unreasonable in these

days. Besides a girl ought to be a

good enough sport to enjoy a man
for his own company. She em-

phasized the "ought".

Another one said : "With some

men a car is a disadvantage rather

than an advantage."

Good dancing was well up on

practically every girl's list of

'musts". Regarding personal neat-

ness, one co-ed explained: "We
don't insist on matinee idols, but

we like our men to be personable."

Crooked ties, wilted and soiled col-

lars and baggy trousers were men-
tioned, while the habit of keeping

fingernails in mourning appeared to

be a particularly heinous offence.

But, woman-like, more than one

girl admitted that the sort of man
she dreamed of and the sort who's
company she accepted, were horses

of different colours.

"Certainly I go out with entirely

unsuitable men," said one. "How
the heck could I ever hope to get

around and meet suitable ones if

I don't".

One pretty freshette drew up
specifications for her ideal man so

exacting that Sir Galahad himself
would have withdrawn crushed and
blushing from the lists.

And then she added, naively:
"I suppose those are the quali-

ties I want in the men I go out
with. But if I ever found a man
who combined even half of them,
I'd marry him on the spot."

SfolEtmlg (tttnwfavbMown fS>t|m,

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays Hu

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranic

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 64]
Serving Queen's over 30

210 PRINCESS STREET

dallas 1R?siaiiratii
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation tick*

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2tl»

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

TKANr I < I IA
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHUF
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT "WAVES $2/,

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco. Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARR1SON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Business Men

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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FIVE KINGSTON ENTRIES IN
REGIONAL DRAMA FESTIVAL

Will Take Place Here
February 27,
28 And 29

GUILD HAS THREE

Five plays presented by three

amateur theatrical groups from

Kingston will be among the fifteen

entries to be given at the Regional

Prama Festival, being held in Con

vocation Hall on February 27, 28

anH 29th. Of these the Queen's

University Dramatic Guild will

present three and the Kingston

Prama Group and the Faculty- Play-

ers one each.

'Flood Time" to be presented by

the Faculty Players at the Thurs-

day evening performance has al-

ready been given in a private show-

ing. Miss May Chown, Mrs. Hugh
Walpole and Dr. P. M. Macdonnell

are well known Faculty actors in-

cluded in the cast. The play which

is serious in tone is directed by

Prof. James A. Roy.

The three plays entered by the

Dramatic Guild differ greatly in

type and subject matter. "Waiting

(or Lefty," the winning play in the

British Columbia Festival this sea-

ion will be their presentation on Fri-

day evening. Included in the large

fflst are Dorothy Stuart, Pat

jtatheway, John Sutherland and

[Gerald Chernoff. The play
"

irected by Dorothy Stuart and
[Mrs. G. B. Reed. At the Saturday

matinee "The Last Man In," fea-

turing Anne Macdonnell. Lome
(Continued on page 8)

NOTICE
Athletic Sticks of the vari-

ous years are advised to or-

ganize their teams for Inter-

year basketball which will

likely start next week.

Tells Of Meeting

With Buchan
Character

GIRLS' BASKETBALL

IIEET BEGINS TODAY

fart House, Toronto, Scene
Of Queen's Title

Defence

Tricolor Confident

The Levana Basketball team
^ves today to prove its nettle in

Women's Intercollegiate finals,

° be held in Hart House Gym, To-
rino. The girls have been prac-
s,ng steadily for several weeks
°w

. and feel confident that they

hold their own against the

Uier college quintets. The famous
"wwe Baby is emblematic of this

^pionship, and the Tricolor co-
ls are determined to bring her

to Queen's,

^'arion Ross, who coached the

n
> to victory in last year's series,

w's that prospects look good for

season's struggle. The change
n|l«, eliminating the centre

u
.

mP. has made possible a fast,

,,:k"y combination. The girls have
en advantage of this and have

™°st perfect teamwork in their

-V5 They are relying on their

^d a nd accuracy to bring them

°^ toP and to win new laurels

"cen's.

line-up will be as follows:We Ross (captain). Bud Yuill,

£f.

B<**. Marg. Carefoot, Lilah

.

dc (forwards)
: Gladys Heintz.

'f Cardner, Betty 'd'F-sterre,

few KowJe
< (defence). Marg.

- "manager).

his

Meeting the characters of John
Bin-ban's novel "Grecnmantle"
in the flesh was the interesting

experience of Brigadier- Gene
Mitchell, Dean of the Faculty of

Engineering at the University of

Toronto. He revealed this while

addressing the Electrical Club at

Varsity on Jiis experiences as a

member of the British Intelli-

gence Service during the war.

He had been sent to Italy with
Aubrey Herbert, son of Lord
Carnarvon, to co-ordinate the ac-

tivities of the British and Italian

armies. General Mitchell re-

marked to Herbert that their de-

parture from London resembled a

similar departure in "Green-

mantle." "Very interesting," re-

plied his companion, casually.

'You know. I was Greenmantle."

The General also encountered

the other chief characters of the

novel. Spy Hannay he found to

be General Ironsides, a tremen-

dous hulk of a man with a fertile

imagination. General Mitchell

almost captured the "flaxen-hair-

ed lady," an extraordinarily clever

spy. The nearest he got to her

was the seizure of her big tour-

ing car which she had abandoned

in flight.

,
The winning of one of the pre-

liminary battles before Passchen-

dale, was another of General

Mitchell's experiences. This he

(Continued on page 8)

No. 33

ONLY SIX PLAYERS ENGINEERS DEFEND

REMAIN CONTENDERS

FOR SNOOKER MONEY

Many Upsets And Surprises
Feature Early

Rounds

More Union Notes

Entering the second week of the

snooker tournament enthusiasm

runs high. Many upsets have oc-

curred and such stars as Murphy,

Barnabe, and Miller have been elim-

inated in the first or second round.

Looking to the third round we find

that Rayner, Poupoure, Vair, Faw-
ley, Andre and Stevens are still in

the running, and with contestants of

their ability several exciting games

should be witnessed within the next

few days. In the consolation series

where ability seems to be slightly

lacking but intestinal fortitude runs

high, players are striving to gain the

finals. Although they find them-

selves behind the blackball on vari-

ous occasions much interest is being

shown in this part of the tourney.

One of the outstanding games of

this scries was the contest between

Frog Noel and Mucker Macpher-

son, fleet-footed backficldcr of Arts

'37. After many moans and groans

on the part of both contestants

Mucker emerged with a snooker

victory; who won the moaning

competition we will not say.

Contestants arc requested to ar-

range their games for the third and

fourth rounds as soon as possible.

If tlie number of students who
play bridge and snooker is any in-

dication, then prosperity has slight-

ly more than turned the corner. The

chief effect is to make the

suckers more plentiful, so that now
one can choose his own favourite

type. You may pick on those easy

going ones who lose without a

whimper and who gradually and

finally emerge from the sucker

class to the luok-for-sucker class:

or you may 'prefer the knowitall

(Continued on page 7)

PUCK TITLE AGAINST

MEDS TEAM MONDAY

College Series Is Slated To
Be Run Off In Next

Fortnight

McGILL COURT STARS HERE
TOMORROW EVENING AT 8.30

Arts Team Strong

Inter faculty hockey gets under

way on Monday afternoon when

Science hockeyists take the ice in

an effort to maintain their hold on

the championship. Their oppon

ents in the first game of a six

game three team schedule will be

Medicine. Arts will open their

schedule a week from today.

The point system is in vogue this

year, with each team playing the

other twice and points, two for

win and one for a tie, determining

the winner. In the event of two

teams finishing the regular schedule

tied for first place a sudden death

game will be played to settle the

issue.

With the announcement that

Junior players will be eligible for

the series the three competing

squads should be strong. Science

will have such ice stars as "Red'

McGinnis, Doug Baker, Holmes

and Merve McEwen. Meds, cham
pions in 1934, are the dark-horses

of the group but if Reg Patterson

again undertakes the coaching

duties they are sure to be powerful

contenders. Arts men claim that it

is their year to win, their line-up

including such classy puckchasers

Ollie Wing, Tony Coughlin

Hugh Gibson and Willis

Cunningham.

Monday's game between Science

and Meds is billed for 3 o'clock.

Arts Hoekev

Arts Interfaculty hockey

practice will be held today

from iA p.m. Be ready to

gu on the ice at 3 p.m. sharp.

Signed,

(X) Seeber's Mark.

Assault Bulletins

The results of the Inter-

collegiate Assault being held

in Montreal will be posted,

bout by bout, on the notice

board in the Students' Union

on Saturday night. Friday

night's results will be post-

ed Saturday morning and

Saturday afternoon's results

will be posted around sup-

per time. Results will also

be given over the Journal

phone, 3769.

Levanites Dance

In Aura Of
Romance

Over two hundred guests glided

to dreamy music on a southern

cruise at the Levana At Home on

Wednesday evening. The dining

room was transformed into the aft

deck, complete with shining white

rails, life-preservers and port and

starboard lights. Stars twinkled

slyly overhead and a crescent moon

cast an aura of romance on the

merry-makers. A lighthouse in the

distance shed an cverchanging glow

Cuth Knowlton and his band, in

nautical attire, provided the music,

and yachting pennants fluttered

gaily from above

In the common room, the main

salon of the ship, Jack Telgmann's

orchestra soothed the dancers with

tender waltz strains. The fire-

place was banked high with cool

green ferns, and baskets of spring

flowers made splashes of lovely

colour at every window. The nau-

tical motif was carried out in the

lamp shades by sailboat silhouettes,

and gay baloons floated down on tlie

crowd during one of the numbers.

(Continued on page 6)

Tricolor In Quest of
Seventh Straight

Victory

WOULD MEAN TITLE

B. W. & F. TEAMS MEET AT McGILL FOR
ANNUAL INTERCOLLEGIATE TOURNEY

BV JOHNNY EDWABD5

Queen's senior basketball team

makes its final appearance in an in-

tercollegiate game here tomorrow

night against McGill's Red Raid-

ers, and student fans can be assured

of another colorful struggle between

two fine court teams. Though the

Red hoopsters are at present oc-

cupying the cellar position, they are

about due to click and go like the

proverbial million. Our own Golden

Gaels seek their seventh consecu-

tive win and further consolidation

in first place, hence Coach Jack will

turn on all the steam with his fast-

travelling squad.

McGill will be led by a former

Queen's boy, Stew Brown, who

scored consistently from the free-

throw line in the first encounter in

Montreal. The Red Raiders held

Varsity to a tic during the first half

of their game last Saturday after

Queen's had defeated die Blue team

here on Friday, so the Tricolor ex-

pect to bump into a tight defensive

system when the two teams clash

tomorrow night.

Frank Corrigan, a product of

Lisgar Collegiate in Ottawa and

well known to many students on

this campus, holds down a guard

position on tlie McGill squad, and

will likely face Mai Cunningham,

an old opponent in former high-

school days. The latter will in all

probability start as usual with

Lloyd Edwards and Chuck Finlay

as forwards, while Mai Dews defi-

(Continued cn page 2)

AUTOMOBILE MOVIE

TO BE SHOWN HERE

"Rhapsody In Steel" Shows
How Motor Cars

Are Made

Toronto Determined To
Reverse 1935

Result

BV CKORCE VAIR

Toronto, Feb. 19. — Determined

to bring back the Tom Gibson Cup.

emblematic of Intercollegiate B.W.

and F. supremacy, a well condition-

ed team of eighteen men will en-

train for Montreal this week-end.

With two intercollegiate champions

on the roster Varsity will have a

contestant in every bout on the

card.

The Toronlo boxers have been

rounding out their training under

the tutelage of a trio of expert

mittmen and must be considered as

dangerous threats to take an edge

in the roped arena. The student

leather slingers have picked up

valuable pointers in recent amateur

bouts held at Maple Leaf Gardens.

Shifty Johnny Millson, fighting at

(Continued on page 2)

McGill Fencers Should
Keep College

Title

The McGill standard-bearers are

determined that they will not let

the Gibson Memorial Trophy go to

foreign campuses without strenuous

opposition when teams from Var-

sity, Queen's, and O.A.C. invade

Field House on Friday evening.

Captain Bobby Quinn is confident

that his henchmen of the boxing

squad will do themselves proud, and

hat the wrestlers, headed by

Bitlingslcy who has had many years

f Intercollegiate competition, will

capture a fair sliarc of the points.

McGill's fencers can usually pro-

vide the one point expected of

them, and this year promises to be

no exception.

Coach Bert Light of the Redmen

has expressed satisfaction with his

outfit, and they should make a great

(Continued on page 2)

0. A. C. Sending Strong
Contingent. Of

Wrestlers

BY W. J. GOAD

Guelph, Feb. 20.—A wealth of

speed, experience and condition is

part and parcel of the O.A.C. team

which entrains today for the Senior

Intercollegiate Assault-at-Arms at

McGill University at Montreal.

Coach and campus talk speaks of

this year's team as die strongest in

tlie past three years and one of the

strongest which has ever represent-

ed the college. There seems to be

plenty of outstanding material as

shown by the victory at the Senior

Interfaculty at Toronto of the

O.A.C. seconds. Karl Schleigel of

Kitchener, whose reputation is

widely known in this district is

coaching the wrestling squad and

has proved one of the best.

The leather pushers arc again

(Continued «n page 2)

Tricolor Face Stiffer
Opposition This

Year

BY "CHUCK COCHRANE

The battling squad of Tricolor

B.W. & F. men entrained last night

for Montreal where they will at-

tempt to bring back the Gibson

Trophy for the second consecutive

year. Bolstered by last minute

additions to the team, the Queen's

aggregation undoubtedly will pres-

ent stiff opposition for the fighters

from Varsity, McGill and Ontario

Agricultural College. With the ex-

ception of the bantamweight wrestl-

ing division, which will probably

go uncontested, the Tricolor will be

well represented in every class. All

contestants report great improve-

ment in condition, with no weight

difficulties, and arc hopeful of add-

ing another major Intercollegiate

title to the auspicious start made by

(Continued on page 2)

Fleming Hall Today

"Rhapsody in Steel, 1936," a

moving picture illustrating the

inanufactuie of motor cars, will be

shown in Fleming Hall at 4.15 p.m.

today. The movie will be supple-

mented by a lecture by Mr. Morley

Smith of the Ford Motor Company

of Canada.

The Engineering Society has

gone to considerable trouble to bring

Mr. Smith and the moving picture

here. The picture will be of spe-

:ial interest to all engineering stu-

dents for its graphic portrayal of

blast furnace operations and flic

shaping of steel.

The general manufacture of Ford

motor cars, with which the picture

deals, will be of interest to tlie en-

tire student body. It will be of

photographic as well as technical

interest. All students and members

of the faculty are invited to the

showing of this picture. Last year

"Rhapsody in Steel, 1935" was

shown at Queen's and it proved of

great interest to many of the

students.
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STUDENTS
, . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EiMbliihtJ iBtj

KINGSTON BRANCH—Ktat 6 Clueaec St*.

W. B- BELC1IEK, Minim

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored

Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 80, 82 Princess St

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matiirs, stock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We are "on the spot"

366 Days in 1936.

College Stationer}'. Fountain
Peru, Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

WARD&
HAMILTON

lim7teo~

4 Nyal Stores 4

CO-EDS

.

Give your room a touch of

beauty md colour with a few

artificial flowera.

They're natural as life. They're

gorgeous beyond your

Imagination.

See them tomorrow

SEI?e

fHrCGnllum (Sift

s$tfOp
395 Princeaa St. Phono 1931

PORTRAIT OF MY FAMILY.

Bv Derek Palmare. London: Cos-

ft. $275.

To estimate the place of Coven-

ry Patmore in the world of poetry

difficult in these times. He so

nearly attained greatness and then

was overshadowed for many years,

until it is only now that he is be-

oming recognized once more. He

has been called "a poet's poet" and

is true. He was never widely

appreciated. The Cambridge His-

tory of English Literature assigned

him a comfortable bench, but one,

near the back. (After the great

popularity which greeted his Angel

the House, Patmore's great series

f Odes fell on deaf ears. He did,

however, leave some poems which

English Literature can ill afford to

ose. He had friends who out-

shone him. Although he lost the

friendship of Tennyson, he was in-

nate with Gerard Manley Hopkins

d Francis Thompson. His life

is enbalmcd in a ponderous bio-

graphy and apart from Sir Edmund

Gosse and Mr. Frederick Page, he

had few lively commentators. Only

the Lives and Letters of Francis

Thompson, Mr. Meynell and Gerard

Hopkins kept the interest in Pat-

more alive,

Mr. Derek Patmore is the poet's

great grandson and he undertook

the quest which this book embodies

when he found that in New York
everybody seemed to know more

about my family than myself."

Coventry Patmore's father was a

litterateur, a Georgian dandy and

friend of Leigh Hunt and Charles

Lamb. A succession of women

THE BOOKSHELF
CONDUCTED BV EDMUND BERRY

passed through Patmore's life and

he married three of them. Those

for whom he felt the most agonizing

affections—a Miss Gore in his

youth and Mrs~Meynell just before

his death—seem to have cast him

aside. Miss Gore, for whose happy

marriage he prayed with "torrents

of tears," espoused Lord Edward

Thynne but her picture always

hung behind shutter's in Patmore's

drawing-room and when asked why

he would reply that she was "the

very first Angel." Miss Gore had

$mde the choice between the nobil-

ity of the peerage and the nobility

Of the poet's high style.

It is a pity that the true talc of

the friendship and subsequent cool-

ness between Patmore and Tenny-

son has been lost. Mr. Derek Pat-

more has at least contributed some-

thing. The poets read each others'

poems in advance. Patmore even

saved the manuscript of "In Mem-

oriam" from destruction. Perhaps

Tennyson found in Patmore a re-

minder of his even greater friend-

ship—that of Haltam. Perhaps the

break came through Patmore's fear-

less criticism, for he considered the

publication of "Maud" a mistake.

It was to Mrs. Meynell that Pat-

more wrote some of his last poems

and it was she who obtained his

manuscripts. It was" a strange

friendship. Patmore's wife could

not appreciate her husband's poetry,

Mrs. Meynell could.

Mr. Patmore has written a very

interesting book, both as a study

^nd as a biography. The literary

criticism alone is insufficient and

for that we shall have to look

elsewhere.

showing. The team as a whole are

a hard-hitting, experienced aggre-

gation and are prepared to give all

they have to bring home the bacon.

Bal'dy Baldwin is confident that in

the team he has a formidable line-

up which will go far in this year's

Assault-at-Arms.

QUEEN'S

(Continued from page 1)

other campus sportsmen.

The line-up on the wrestling team

has been announced as follows

:

Thomas, Forsberg,Haight,Running,

Carhle, Proudfoot, and Zvonkin.

From such an imposing array of

grapplers, much is expected. Of

these only two are Intercollegiate

champions, Forsberg and Haight.

However, Carlyle does not lack for

experience, and Zvonkin and

Thomas are veterans of other cam-

paigns. Running and Proudfoot are

the only members of the mat squad

who make their bow in big-time

competition.

The boxers in order of weight

are : Fredericks, Smolkin, Irving,

MacDonald, Smythe, MacKenzie,

MacLean and Peck. The new-

comers to Intercollegiate circles in-

clude Fredericks, at 118 pounds,

MacKenzie at 165 pounds, and

Peck in the heavyweight class. All

these boys are exceptionally good,

and are expected to carry their

share of point-winning for the pres-

ent champions. Smolkin and Irving

are Intercollegiate titlists, and Mac-

Donald and Smythe have seen the

college wars before. Two years

ago Des Smythe was a close finalist

at the same weight and three years

ago Ranny MacDonald fought at

135 pounds, losing a very close de-

cision in Montreal.

The fencers who will cross

swords on behalf of the Tricolor,

are Hyslop, Watt, and Carmichael.

These boys have emerged victori-

ous from the tournament and are

regarded right now as at the peak

of their form. It would not be at

all surprising if.they wrest the one

point which McGill have won for a

good many years.

It is understood that there will

be no afternoon bouts, but that the

boxing and wrestling will take place

in different rooms during the even-

ings. A bulletin despatch will be

run by the Journal, and the results

posted in the Memorial Union after

each bout.

McGILL COURTMEN
HERE TOMORROW
(Continued from page 1)

nitely will be one guard. The other

will be chosen at game time from

Captain Doug Rooke and the ball-

handling Gord Tilley. Harry Son-

shine and Bill Stephen are ready

and anxious to go and will no doubt

be used frequently.

It is expected that the Queen',

hand will again be out in force. The

usual preliminary starting at Jy^

sharp will bring the 1936 chatnpi
0tl.

ship Queen's Juniors and Regiopoijj

College together.

This is the last opportunity
[0j

you to see the league-leading
Trj.

color in action on the basketba]]

court, so don't fail to be there.

"My great trouble is insomnia'

"Er — somewhere in Central

Europe, isn't it? Mine's staying

at Brighton with her mother

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life i„.

turance policy as a provision lor

the future, or contemplating the

telling of life insurance aa a pro-

Cession, you would do well to

consider the outstanding sixty,

four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
iger or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE

ASSURANCECOMPANY
OF CANADA

Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1869

JACKSON- METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
"

DEJA FROCKS
MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

FUR TRIMMED COATS
HOSIERY — GLOVES

LINGERIE

SKATING
ROM AGAIN TO BE
HELD AT LA SALLE

Music in the Cott manner"

means rhythmic interpretations

of the latest trends in dance music

played with dash and zest," a mem-
ier of the Junior Prom committee

who heard Frank Cott's orchestra

recently informed the Journal.

This band has developed a style

which is unique in that it combines

the best elements of the 'sweet' and

swing' types of modern music."

For this reason the Prom commit-

B.W. & F. TEAMS
MEET AT McGILL I

AT THE
TORONTO

Ice feels that it has made a happy
choice in bringing Frank Cott's

famous orchestra direct from the

Seigniory Club at Lucerne-in-Que-

bec for the Prom on March 6th.

The mere fact that the music will

be provided by such an excellent

orchestra is sufficient to indicate

that this year's arrangements will be

superior to former years.

Tickets are now available from
e commiltee and it is advisable

to get these as soon as possible to
oid disappointment. As has

Wen previously announced the

Prom will take place entirely within

the confines of the .local acme of

hostelry, the LaSalle. The com
mittee is as follows: Mary Gal-

braith, Alison Mitchell, Mac Rob
son. Joe Teal, Evan McLaren, Bill

Kloepfer (tel. 4175W) and Bob
Grecnamyer (convener, tel. 4220)

(Continued from page 1)

IIS lbs,, will enter the ring in an

effort to retain his title won in the

Limestone City last year. Freddy

Smith, who took a wild swing on

the chin from Smolkin of Queen's

last year to put him out of the run

ning, is called to get back the 126

lb. belt. Charley Pocius has had an

even break in his city bouts and is

strong challenger for heavy-

weight honours. Pigott, a new
comer to senior ranks, has scaled

down to 165 and is Varsity hope at

that weight. Lossing returns from

retirement to fight at 135, while

Bolter is carrying the 145 lb.

banner.

The Grapplers led by Johnston,

125 lb. intercollegiate champion,

won two decisive meets with Uni-

versity of Buffalo last month and

are in fine shape from the more re-

cent senior assault.

Jock Harty Arena

Ban Righ Residents

All applications for resi-

dence in Ban Righ Hall for

the winter session 1936-37
must be made in writing and
addressed to the Dean of

Women before February 25.

M. Winnifred Kydd.

McGILL

(Continued from page 1)

bid for the Intercollegiate honours

again. Lou Ruschin at heavy-

weight is looked upon as an almost

certain winner in view of previous

experience in college competition.

At any rate, the Montreal men are

determined that their decisive defeat

of last year will in some measure

lie wiped out.

0. A. C.

(Continued from page 1)

taking their pointers from Art Adic
who has coached a number of win-

ning teams. Axel Wallbcrg has

charge of the fencing team and with

two past winners on the team, ex-

pects them to make a favourable

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. 6. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery service

Manufcturers Superior De-Luxe Ice Cream
phone 648 204 princess st-
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CAPITOL
DANGEROUS

With

pctle Davis Franchot Tone

Since Miss Davis's appearance in

Of Human Bondage" her rise

|,as been sensational. That it is

merited is revealed in "Danger-

ous", in which she gives a marvel-

lotisly finished interpretation of a

very difficult role. It is her type

of picture and it is her picture.

The failure of Franchot Tone to

maintain the dramatic heights

reached in "Mutiny on the Bounty"

can he attributed to bis part, which

calls for little 'originality and pro-

vides little scope for the ability

which he has already shown.

If the quality of acting were the

only criterion by which to jud?e the

merit of a show, "Dangerous"

yould he rated high. But in the

absence of anything outstanding in

the plot, which is interesting but by

no means great, we award "Danger-

Otis" a B+. —A.K.

I Next 'Attraction: Rafael Saba-

tini's "Captain Blood."

,
Revival Friday: Joe E. Brown in

'Alibi Ike."

Progression a la undergraduate

Hesitation

Trepidation

Interrogation

Information

Investigation

Confirmation

Jubilation

Graduation

—Associated Collegiate Press

Now comes Prof. Walter Beck

iychology teacher at the Univer-

sity of Boston. "Don't marry while

in college," he said. "The success

lof a matrimonial venture depends

upon matching personalities and no

Icharacter is the same after four

[years in college."

—Indiana Daily Students

LOST

Gold ring engraved with City

ft Toronto crest. Finder please

kturn to Journal Office.

Oxygen Prevents

BLACKHEADS
WHITEHEADS AND BIEMI1HES

Open Pores Quickly Refined

Here's the new rnmW/Wbeau ti tier th"
thousands rave about . Dioiogen
Ocam... based op that precious life-

giving element, oiygen. Dioiogen
Creambriogs newlifeco Jull.iluggish

potet. Bliekhesds, pimplei and blcm
"lies ate prevented. Lines, wtinkles.

freckles ate made less visible. Try u

. - seeing is believing.

^DIOXOGEN
CREAM 50<!

To/Mr Goods Drpt

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS

"QUICKLY" PHONE

Today

:

400P.m.

TIVOLI
.HERE COMES THE BAND

With
Ted Lewis Virginia Bruce

Despite Virginia Bruce's loveli-

ness and a great deal of music,

Here Comes the Band" falls short

of anything approaching a good
musical comedy. It is a long drawn
out conglomeration of soldiers,

taxicab drivers, orchestras, and

singing. The picture centers around

a poor song writer, Ted Lewis, who
has a great deal of difficulty in

proving the authenticity of one of

his songs. Without a tloubt the

oung man has the voice and per

sonality for a singer, but it was un

necessary to stress the fact si

much.

Virginia Bruce has a weak part

as a society girl who takes an in

terest in his career. An amateur

program and* the antics of two taxi

cab -drivers provide the comic re

lief. C. —J. S

Coming Events

4.15p.m.-

Ccrclc Francais

Physics Bldg.

Engineering Soc.

Fleming Hall

8.30p.m.—Levana At Home
Ban Righ

Saturday, Feb. 22:

.30p.m.—Basketball

McGill vs. Queen's

Gymnasium

Sunday, Feb. 23:

2.30p.m.—L.S.R.

Y.W.C.A.

9.00p.m.—Musicale

Ban Righ

Monday, Feb. 24:

3.00p.m.—Interfaculty Hockey

Meds - Sc.

Harty Arena

5.00p.m.—Extension Lecture

Convocation Hall

7.30p.m.—S.P.M.

Ban Righ

Coming Attraction: Allison Ship-

worth in "Hitch-hike Lady."

THE OBSERVER
CONTRIBUTED BY THE l.R.C.

When the League of Nations

was formulated in 1919, it was the

intention of the Versailles diplo-

mats to replace the old method of

maintaining peace through a pre-

carious balance of power by a sys-

tem of collective security. In other

words, all the states of the world

were to stand together in any crisis

that might arise so that any nation

acting contrary to the expressed

wish of. the others should be so

outweighed in the consequent bal-

ance that recourse to outlawed

methods for redressing its griev-

ances would be suicidal.

This new means for settling in-

ternational disputes is of course in

its merest infancy. It was there-

fore too much tn' be hoped that im-

mediately the old method of pre-

serving peace and obtaining secur-

ity through a series of alliances

would be abandoned by all nations.

Japan has already shown herself to

be an adherent of the old school

which regarded military aggression

as a legitimate instrument. Today

Italy is attempting to settle her diffi-

culties by recourse to war, and the

League's present struggle to prevent

Mussolini from successfully carry-

ing through this project may he

looked upon as an attempt to vin

dicate the new method of collective

security as an effective weapon

Unfortunately, the Great Powers

have seen fit in the present crisis

to supplement the League obliga-

tions with mutual-assistance alli-

ances. These pacts, such as the

understanding recently adopted be-

tween France and Russia, have the

inevitable effect of forcing hostile

powers to align themselves on the

other side. Obviously, this is a

denial of the very principles of the

League Covenant and the Kellog

Pact.

Since (he League of Nations has

apparently become regarded as an

instrument of reaction, through its

embodiment in and identification

with the Peace Treaties and through

the refusal of the "satiated" nations

to make any concessions, the dis-

satisfied, countries like Germany,

Italy and Austria have been vir-

tually thrown together as a group

seeking the overthrow of the League

—not because it stands for the new

principle of collective security but

because it is unintentionally, per-

haps unconsciously, a body repres-

PERTINENT
TO PEACE

enting to these unsatisfied nations a

force for maintaining the status quo.

The latest newspaper dispatches

indicate the formation of an agree

ment between Italy and Germany

—the two countries most interested

in revising the Versailles Treaties

Their differences over the Austrian

problem have been set aside in the

face of this new threat of power

ful alliances against them.

England's traditional policy of

"splendid isolation" from Contin

ental disputes has been cast aside

for the moment at least, and isola-

tionism has found a new champion

in the United States. Britain has

now definitely sided with those

powers who stand behind the

League of Nations. France, if and

when she openly throws in her lot

against Italy, quite reasonably ex

pects to find Germany on the other

side, and undoubtedly it is this that

has caused her hesitation.

If the pacts which seem at the

present moment to be taking place

arc carried to their logical conclu

sion, the inevitable consequence

would be a return to the old and

evil system of a Balance of Power

among the nations of the world

France, Russia and Britain, and

probably the Little Entente powers,

would find themselves facing an ex-

tremely powerful group of oppon-

enls in Italy, Germany, Austria

Hungary and Japan, and nothing

short of world conflict could de-

cide the issue if it came to testing

the respective strengths of the two

"teams."

If the present situation has its

dark possibilities, however, it also

has its brighter aspect. If the pres-

ent threat of a return to the Bal-

ance of Power system of settlement

can be allayed, and if world opinion

can assert itself to the extent of

preventing Mussolini from fulfilling

his ambitions, the first step will

have been taken toward a more

complete victory for the new

methods. There is every indication

at present that as soon as the

League is given the opportunity to

do so, its members will endeavor to

settle, to some extent at least, the

vexed problems of colonies, race

inferiorities and other difficulties

leading to the inequality which

breeds war. The present genera-

tion is given the privilege and the

responsibility of deciding whether

the oulmoded Balance of Power

system will be retained or whether

the new method of collective secur-

ity will triumph.

—Allan Kent.

(Nofrontier Newsservice)

Entirely edited and managed by

students from 14 to 18 years of age,

a new paper has been launched in

Paris. Marcel Pichon, a brilliant

fifteen^1ear-old advocate of non-

military methods in world affairs,

is Editor-in-chief, and Sylvain

Buhot, another fifteen-year-old,

Business Manager.

The periodical is the organ of

movement called the "School

League for Peace," recently found

cd by an ardently anti-war school

boy not yet seventeen, Pierre

Quatremarre. Distinguished by

extraordinary sophistication in

comprehension o f international

issues, and marked by a striking

competence in style, clarity, and

vigor, the new journal is arous

ing no slight interest in French

educational circles. The Leagui

has more than 800 members aJ

though still in its formative stages

"A worthy achievement," asserts

editor Pichon, "but how much yet

to be done!"

The League and its mouthpiece

emphasize the opposition of these

French youths alike to international

and to civil war. They are work

ing to establish effective contacts

with youth in other lands by mean

o f correspondence, international

youth camps, festivals, and simila

projects; to educate French youtl

in the causes of war, its effects, and

the literature of the subject from

every angle ; to carry on a ceascles

struggle against all books, toys, and

propaganda of a pro-war nature.

Because Fascism universally sup

presses liberty and prepares for

war" (Tic School League for Peace

will attack Fascism in 'every way

consistent with principle. The move-

ment is not however, political, in

the sense of affiliation with any

party.

In making public the birth of the

new peace paper, Pierre Quatre-

marre asserts: "We arc in the 20th

century. Ideas have changed. Ev-

ery person of sincerity and sane

judgment recognizes today thai only

peace can assure to his country

security and prosperity for the

morrow. The consequences of the

last war—more than sixteen years

after!— still grow so terrible to

think of that one is nlled with

anguish over the situation in which

the world at this time finds itself.

"And they talk about a next

warl They dare admit, already,

this abominable hypothesis as a pos-

ible fact. But we, the youth who

are the future, are growing up.

more and more of us, to cry fear-

lessly: 'Youth demands the right to

live 1'

Youth can add to material civil-

ization," Quatremarr: continues,

"one of the greatest factors of

moral civilization: peace. Opposed,

often jeered at ,wc are nevertheless

finding some honorary members of

older years who are willing to aid

in every possible way. Our task

immense; yet we have pledged

ourselves to accomplish it to the

end.

We shall say more and more

loudly, 'Oh, all our unknown bro-

thers ! It is not ihe dread of death,

but the love of humanity which im-

pels us toward you, ; it is the horror

of blood shed for unjust causes; it

s the eagerness to hear henceforth

forever, in place of the thundering

cannot, the resounding song of the

peasant in the fields where he turns

over the fertile creative- earth,

where he symbolizes the courage

and usefulness of man upon our

planet'."

Regular worth $2.25 to $2.95—3 for $4.50

ARROW AND FORSYTHE MAKES
Shades—Whites, Blues. Greys and Tans. Collars Attached. Long
Point or Tabless Tab or Two Separate Starched Collars. Sleeve

Lengths 12 to 35. Guaranteed Unshrinkable.

20% OFF ALL WINTER

UNDERWEAR STANFIELDS

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

THE RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday Suppers by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme's Seasonable Woollies

EARL ST. AT WEST PHONE 295

^Pf^ Our new C.C.M. skate sharp-
—
i jf-^j, ening machine sharpens your

- skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St. Phone 529

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

<zz>till—collai

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness ot starched collars plus the free-

dom and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. SUes up to IT.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

There Is No Substitute

For QUALI1 Y -

That- is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

Stores

MAH00DDRUGC0.
PHONE5ICJ.... PRINCESS JT.

U*V$ PEACOC*
jPHOHE 543 • NEXT TOIOBLAWS^
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The Conservatives Gird Their

Loins

The Journal's invitation has been accept-

ed and in this issue the conservatives bring

their big guns to bear on the controversy.

Laying aside the vague general statements

which have heretofore characterized their

efforts in the campaign, they have taken

up the challenge of the socialist and radical

and are showing a determination to meet

him on hts own ground.

It is a healthy sign when students begin

to take an interest and an active part in a

controversy of this nature. Any discussion

of this kind must lead to questioning,—and
if that questioning be intelligent a great

deal has been gained. The socialist ques-

tions the capitalist system but, at the same
time, he must question the system which he
advocates in order to discover his strong

points. In like manner, the conservative,

in attacking the radical, must consider the

effects which capitalism has had upon our
present civilization, If he finds the good
effects outnumber the evil, so much the

better for him. \

There is one point the conservative fre-

quently overlooks and it might just be
mentioned here. Too often he bases his
argument on a review of what capitalism
has done for civilization during the last
century and a half by opening up new
markets, increasing production, raising
wages, building better homes and roads,
generally raising the standard of living, and
80 on. It cannot be denied that capitalism
has brought inestimable benefits to modern
civilization. No intelligent socialist would
deny it. Feudalism, in its proper time and
place, also hud its strong points. Both
feudalism and capitalism have had a neces-
sary place in our evolution to a better
society. Feudalism served its turn and
has been long since discarded. It i, ,|„j, L.

possible that capitalism may have served its
turn. The old feudal barons objected to
the overthrow of feudalism. It is quite
natural that the modern money barons 5b-
j«t to the overthrow of the present system.

Capitalism, it is true, has solved the
problem of production. It has, however

J™ t0 S0,VL
'

tllC I,r0l,lem 0[ distribution'
1 erl.aps socialism can do this. The socialist
docs not mtend to stifle initiative and am-
h.t.on. Ik does not intend to attempt the
imposs.ble-to make all men equal. He
does not, however, intend to allow selfish
amlufon to be achieved at the expense of
" hers I he ladder of success can be chmb-

W'thout knocking the other fellow off.

Today's Soap Box bears evidence that
the conservatives have girded their loins
and clnnbed into the ring. They are Wc tcome and we hope they will continue toadd constructive criticism and augB„tion .
An Asp>rant and Mr. j. K. B. Robertson
re to be especially congratulated on sincere

state their re-

The Soap Box
is pu|] open to record intelligent and con-
structive opinions.

and intelligent attempts
spective sides of the case.

Propaganda
The business of propaganda has been a

flourishing industry ever since the Great

War. The vast army of propagandists who

were flung upon the world after the Arm-

istice quickly took their ideas into business

and the soap, motor car and other industries

soon profited from their experience. It

would seem that the W.C.T.U. must have

secured two or three of the more unscrup-

ulous propagandists to aid in their business

of suppressing the liquor traffic and tobacco

industry.

The following choice bit of propaganda

which they attempted to foist upon Toronto

school children a few weeks ago is a good

sample

:

'Give yourself a square deal.

If you smoke

—

Your brain becomes cloudy.

Your heart beats irregularly.

Your blood is poisoned,

Your lungs are choked up.

Your nerves go to pieces,

Your digestion is ruined.

Your muscles are flabby,

Your growth is stunted.

Your memory is nil,

Your sight is weakened,

And your power and ambition gone
forever."

Really, we don't know how our muscles
retained sufficient strength to hold the pen
while transcribing this immortal anatomical
disquisition. In fact, they seem to have
made a pretty thorough job, although they
neglected to mention that your eyes will
fail and your hair fall out.

The Toronto Board of Education is to
be commended upon its condemnation of
this tommyrot. It is a shame that a funda-
mentally good cause should be so foolishly
advanced. The cause which the W.C.T.U.
represents becomes, under such propaganda,
a butt for ridicule. Much is said about the
insidious influence which the liquor inter-
ests exert upon the youth of today. Their
propo&-anda, although usually unsound, is

at least a bit more subtle than the efforts
of the W.C.T.U.

fee of §20. Anyone applying after March

15th will have to a pay a late fee of $3.

The Advance On Montreal
Yesterday teams from Guelph, Toronto

and Kingston left their respective colleges
for Montreal where the McGill Boxing,
Wrestling and Fencing Squad will enter-
tain the visitors at the annual Intercollegiate
Assault. Today and tomorrow the four
teams will battle it out among themselves
to decide who will carry home the coveted
Tom Gibson Trophy, emblematic of the In-
tercollegiate B.W. & F. Championship.

The Journal joins with the rest of the
students in wishing the local squad the best
of luck in their two-day engagement. Last
year the Tricolor carried off twelve points
out of a possible seventeen. This year,
although there are many newcomers on the
team, they expect to retain the title.

Two reporters have been sent to cover
the proceedings in Montreal. A special
bulletin service has been secured in order
to bring the results to Queen's fans. On
Saturday night the results of each bout will
be posted as they occur. Telephone in-
quiries will also be answered on Saturday
night. It is hoped that the students will"
take advantage of these special facilities
which the Journal is offering.

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table—Faculty of Arts

The attention of all students in Arts is

directed to the Examination Time-table
posted on the Registrar's Notice Board.
This time-table includes only Pass courses,
with the first Honours course in each sub-
ject. The dates for these examinations arc
to be definitely settled before the courses in
Honours are arranged. All students are
urged to check the Pass Time-table very
carefully and report conflicts or omissions
at once to the Registrar's Office.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all Faculties
must he received at the Registrar's Office
on or before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts de-
gree will pay a degree fee of $10; candidates
for the Master of Arts degree will pay a

Cowan Foundation No. I

The Essay Competition under the Gowan

Foundation No. 1, will he held on Monday,

March 2nd, 2 to 5 p.m. in Room 100, King-

ston Hall.

A prize of $25 cash will be awarded to

the student submitting the best essay writ-

ten under examination conditions on one of

a list of subjects submitted to the student

at the time of writing.

The list of subjects, fifteen or more in

number, will cover a broad range of political

and economic problems of both theoretic

and practical interest. The list will be such

that a well-read student should find three

or four subjects within his competence and

interest.

The competition is open to all students

of the University.

University of Alberta Research Scholarships

Two graduate scholarships of the value

of $600.00 each are available for research

at the University of Alberta for Session

1936-37. These scholarships are open to

graduates of any Canadian University.

Any graduate or graduating student who
may be interested should communicate with

the Registrar of the University of Alberta

not later than March 15th, and attach to

his or her application an official record of

the candidate's undergraduate and graduate

work, together with at least two letters of

reference. Definite details should be given

as to the field of study in which the appli-

cant proposes to work.

14-Year-Old Goalie Proves

Progidy Of Meds '35

In an exciting hockey game held

in the Arena on Wednesday morn

ing Final year Medicine defeated

5th year by the score of 4-0. The

5th year team pressed from the

start but were unable to beat the

14-year-old goalie final year had in

stalled in their nets.

About half way through the first

period Hughes scored for '36. In

this play Quigley, the '37 goalie

as knocked out cold and the game

was stopped long enough to revive

him. In the second period Forsberg

scored for '36 and in the final

period Da foe and Hughes got one

apiece, making the score 4-0 for

the final year.

The game was fairly rough and

Marcellees of '37 had three teeth

chipped when he was shoved into

the referee by a final year player.

Swartz, Miller and Quigley were

outstanding for '37. For '36, Earle,

Dafoe, Hughes and their 14-year-

old goalie starred.

It was the brilliant playing of the

unknown youngster in their nets

that won the game for '36.

The officials had been selected

by '36 and acted accordingly. In

spite of the fact that '36 used a

"ringer" in their nets the game will

not be appealed.

Sir Wilfred Laurier Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the Ontario

Women's Liberal Association to perpetuate

the memory of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Award-
ed for proficiency in French Conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born English-

speaking students, sons or daughters of a

British subject by birth or naturalization

not of French parentage. Tenable only by
a student who will be in residence during

the following session.

The examination will be held in March.

Applications will be received by the Regis-

trar up to March 1st.

Nationdl Research Council Scholarships to be

awarded in 1936

Bursaries of the value of $500 will be

open to award to applicants who have grad-

uated with high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of $600 will

be open to award to applicants who have
already done some original graduate re-

search in science.

Fellowships of the value of $700 will be
open to award to applicants who have given

distinct evidence of capacity to conduct in-

dependent research in science.

Attention is called to the fact that ow-
ing to drastic reduction in the appropria-

tion available this year for scholarships,

only a limited number of awards can be
granted. Consequently, applications should
be strictly confined to candidates with out-

standing, records, both in their undergradu-
ate and postgraduate courses.

March 1st is the final date on which
applications may be mailed.

Application blanks and copies of the
regulations governing these awards may be
obtained from the Registrar.

Near Scholarships

Faculty of Applied Science

Scholarships will be awarded in the
faculty of Applied Science in May 1936, as
follows

:

Three scholarships of the value of $100
each will be awarded to the students with
the highest standing who are completing
the third year in each of three Courses,
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Civil
Engineering. Candidates for these scholar-
ships must have an average of at least 66
per cent, on the work of the third year and
no failures.

Scholarships of $100 each will be award-
ed to the student in each of the first and
second years who has the highest average
in all the work of his year.

These scholarships will be tenable only
by students who are in residence durine
Session 1936-37.

JUNIOR CAGERS
STILL UNBEATEN

is affectionately called by u
play-mates played a bang.,,'

game. Jack Stevenson, a
nCft

comer this year from Calgn^,

played a steady and heady gar|]

'

throughout, and saved basjr
t
.

after basket for the Tricolor.
Thj,

lad ought to go far in the ho0
game. Knowles, Newman
Whyte also starred.

ana

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

Queen's Junior cage five con-

tinued their winning ways on
Monday night when they defeat-

ed K.C.V.I. by the score of 33-

13. The team is undefeated now
in six starts, emulating the ex-

ample set them by the doughty
Seniors.

Bcrnie Lewis was high-scorer
with 11 points. "Flatfoot," as he

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ze them and support your paper.

BRIGHT DAYS INVITES
YOUR KODAK

Leave your films here

AV R. McCOLL
DRUGGIST

250 University Ave.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobacco)

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Oil

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter!

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food for leas money

Special rate meal ticket for studea

346 Princess St. Kingston, 0°

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Order*

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S §T
H
c$i

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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NaborhooD
JACK JARVIS

Tricolor boxing coach, who leads his
tnittmen into (he fray at McGill today— * tomorrow.

Phone 704

Mitt Mentor Views

Queen's Title Hope

BY JACK JARVIS

After many successful escape
around the University pasture;
buildings, and campus from (he
clutches of those two indefatig
able gentlemen 'Chuck' Cochrane
and 'Ab' Gratton, we were finally
cornered for a column about the
Intercollegiate Assault-at-Arms

Despite our pleadings to be e:

<used from this task
forced to

we were
succumb to the silver

tongued orations of these two
.gentlemen and chase off a couple
of paragraphs to the sporting de-
partment. Well, if the custom-
ers can stand it, so can I, because
I will be in Montreal, by the
time this hodge-podge comes off
Ihe griddle. So here we are be-
tween heart throbs and repulsive

taking the few remaining

-i0cks " at t he typewriter in an
i

The above names are all that could be secured by 6 p.m. yesterday.

effort to score a knockout victory
over myself on behalf of the
cribes and impressarious, Well
they asked for it, so here it is.

First of all let me say this in

stealing a little phrase from the
eloved "Popeyc." "All me sheeps
re in great shape" for these siz-

ling sockfests in the city of
eartaches and headaches, and

win, lose or draw. I know that
they will as in the past, battle

CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB GRATTON

QUEEN'S FIVE CLASH WITH REDMEN
in r«M

m" n,[ f° r ,hcir 8evcn"1 successive winm College competition, Qu«n
-

S Senior hoop

irew ha
Will not

their fourth in a row
quad will clash with the

Ufhil. >l -r~~ «' "J" 1 '"morrow night.

^oopl
h

;^ ^07^ 1

w^^rke
1

L
y
oThl

b
cL

r vo^
^

,o ,rr« ,he Red
Provide an upse, and J* ESSSSOS^S^A
halfVlS (,

ron,
c!

0,liBl^ lh
? Gaels s,art ,hcir «#Ini «ound the western

™^^E^'X""^<^~ fH"*"

ContbinanceVf\t,£ L
h
?°P»'f" displayed plenty of class and a

* !ht m.sUkc of underrating their lowly opponent*

= way tomorrow night in order to make certain of a victory.

PUCKHEN END DISMAL SEASON

arduoS
1
!^ aSSF'S^?" Queen

'

s Senior P"^«<"s concluded their

Sre thel fl 1" A^u
°U™\Cil>' Monday at Brockvilk

were rZi^ SC;iS011 "lC
'?
Ca

'
Club Par,iciPa":d ™ sateen games and

on
re returned winners in only two contests, hoth victories bcinc earned

<U%J3 ° f

,

tl,C remai™« fourteen fixtures the Tricolor VoppV'd".icn and drew three.
«*-<-"

on th!
th

.°
Ug

!l
,OCals ' reCOrd

.'"S ani'",i»8 but imposing the boys

served It' pSpJw
3 ^ Seas0" S sport and this rcB'*""d the f«n>

tcatt
T
.u
rOUgIl

.

out ,hc past two montba the students, forced to play at

ch,l, - t a weck
'
natural|y ''ad lo compete with the rest of the

ino if

Clrc '" 1 at a decided disadvantage. Thus their lowly stand-

face
partially attributed to the tough schedule grind they had to

sin
<^ nC tmnS the hoys excelled at besides chasing pucks was glee club

"Wig as anyone who accompanied them on their numerous bus rides

veil t, * and Br°ckv i |l <; wi" tell you. Some of their arrangements of
known songs were, to say the least, astounding.

B. W. & F. TEAM DEPARTS
Quctn'j B.W. & F. squad left yesterday noon for Montreal for the

en J .
'u'ercollegiate Assault-at-Arms which takes place over the week-

'ia V'"
1 ^ C G'" acting as hosts to teams from three visiting schools,

JJiely, Ontario Agricultural College of Guelph, University of Toronto
of course, Queen's.

Pet •
Sl "li" utc decisions of Chuck McLean and Charley Peck to com-

er,'*."
1 *hc light-heavy and heavyweight divisions at the tournament have

nsitlerably strengthened the Tricolor's chances of repeating their fine

° '«t winter

and c 'ffl'tecn local athletes held their final workout on Wednesday

''id i
CVery n,an °" the squad is at top form, ready to make a strong
'°r his weight championship.

JUNIOR PLAVDOWNS MONDAY

thr
S,udcnt followers of Junior hockey have a real treat in store for

FrfTl " on Monday and Tuesday of next week when Kingston

in .V'
1"*". coached by Wally Elmer, stack up against Toronto Beaches

u ' c first round playdowns of the O.H.A. Junior "B" series.

p[,„ ,^
a,'8cnients have been completed to have the Queen City club

«be
' }w° mme series here at the Jock Harty Arena with goals on

K U1»I lo decide the winner,
.

"lis w"
al 8rouP champs arc as yet undefeated in O.H.A. compelit

li»t
winter and wm bc anx ious to add Ihe Beach youngsters to their
° f vtciiins. Both games are slated to start at 8.30 p.m. sharp.

valiantly for the old Alma Mater
Both boxing and wrestling squads
are bereft of many warriors who
covered themselves with glory
last season, but at the same ti

the old spirit prevails again thi

year and we are happy to say
that a mighty formidable looking
team has been rounded out
Nearly all are "Dispensers of

Dreamland Drops." many lack

ing in ring experience of course,

but all soldiers of courage, who
can be depended on to offer stub
born resistance to all opponents
The following will represen

the Tricolor boxing team.

Bantamweight, Gord Frederick

—Commenced boxing after the
New Year. Finds some difficulty

in making the weight. A most
promising boxer with a beautiful

straight left, and without a doubt
the hardest hitting 118 pounder
in Intercollegiate circles. If the
weight does not trouble him. he

should win.

Featherweight, Sam Smolkin—
Sammy is just as clever and
elusive as ever. He possesses the

fastest pair of feet in the circle.

Is hard to hit, and has a potent

right hand. Freddie Smith i

Varsity can bear me out on thi

Sam should repeat.

Lightweight, Jack Irving—Tli

is Jack's last year as a lighti

He has had difficulty making the

weight this year. Jack carries

T.N.T. in his right. We look for

him lo repeat.

Welterweight, Ran McDonald
Steps into Jack Eweil's shoes

and a mighty hard pair to fill

Mac" is improving, and has a

real chance to keep the "crown"
for another year under the por-

tals of the Tricolor.

155 lbs., Des Smythe—Has re-

gained his form again we are glad

to say after an inauspicious start.

He is coming right along, and we
are looking for a victory in his

class.

165 lbs., Jack Mackenzie—'Mac'

can make the 155 lb. class with

ease hut owing to the injury to

"Slim" Cohert's finger he con-

sented to mingle with heavier

class, He will experience tough
opposition from McGill this year,

but 'Mac' is a vastly improved
fighter, and he has a royal chance
to win, despite the ten lbs. he is

giving away.

Lightweight, "Chuck" McLean
—Made up his mind about eight

days ago to box again, and much
credit is due to him for any sac-

rifices he is making in his

academic work, to fight once
more. Rugged and stronger than
ever, this husky, despite his brief

training spell, should win
weight. He will be the answer
to the "Varsity's" recent query
"What have you, Queen's, at this

weight?"

Heavyweight, "Chuck" Peck
Has been out only a few days
and shows all the earmarks of

great ringster. He is exception

ally strong, aggressive and ha
yet to box in competition. With

out a month or more of tra

U we would have no hesitation

calling him the winner. If he
can win the first bout, it will be
dollars to doughnuts he will win
the title on the second night.

Whiskerweight, "Hank"
Thoman—Orchids to you 'Hank.'

ou have done a real job this

year as trainer, masseur, rubber,

and entertainer extraordinary.

OVERCOATS of Consequence
OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"

You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They
without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

112 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will CaO

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.
HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.
CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc
WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 504
Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phono 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORK

STo Students of <Quven'&
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gifti

Watches And Favors
Pens and Pencils College Insijnl*

Designing to Order

PHONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE
SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS

AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

'Phone 21 if180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Express Office

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish yon
with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculdw
and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pena,

Slide Rules, Queoa's Pennants and Cushions. Our used
Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'a University Grounds ONTARIO
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5am Pepys at Queen's

20th. Lord I Lord! it is become

a dull world and I am sorely at

odds with myself that I have this

long while neglected my poor

scrivening. But God knows there

is little enough to be writ of these

many days and my stint doth

weigh heavily upon me. So this

noon set to the collecting of some

oddments of gossip that it may

not be thought I have yet quit

this sorry life. D. K.nl.ch tells

mc that he did commend that jest

upon the sex of sardines, which

was lately published in this

paper, to a certain maydc {but

he will not give me her name).

And she did not think it over

witty. But anon she saith to

him, "Is it any sort true that

they do pack the male fish in one

can and the females in another?"

1 do regret that I did not think

to ask if he explained the matter

in full detail.

I perceive by our last issue,

too, that Sir E. Beatty will yet

find cause to view with alarm this

college for an hot bed of these

strange zanies that would have

us share all things alike (and

Lord knows I could be well con-

tent to share with them some of

the absences that my lords do

treasure up by my name against

the clay of reckoning'.} And in

especial! I am slirprisrd to find

among their number C. M.c.ll.n

whom I had aforctinfcs taken for

a man of some wit; though 1 do

call to mind that he hath the

shock-head common to that ilk.

Methinks these gentlemen do

suffer from some sort of mental

flatulence, so much windy matter

do they spawn; and 1 would have

them put their doctrine in prac-

tice somewhat it\ the manner that

i have suggested.

So I close my scrivening in

haste to be abroad to the money

changers and to make all ready

for my departure by steam coach

for Ottawa on the morrow that

I may quit me of this dull daily

round for a short space.

PLAYERS' NUMBERS

FOR GAME TONIGHT

McGill — Gormley (1), Teahan

(2), Scriver (10), Brown (5).

Grccnblatt (9), Rutherford (7),

Corrigan (4), Bowes (8).

Queen's — Finlay (4), L. Ed-

wards (9), H, Sonshine {13), M.

Cunningham (S), D. Rooke (3),

C. Tilley (8), M. Bews (7), W.
Stephen (10).

^.An evangelist says there is no

bqying or selling heaven. Of

course not; that isn't where busi-

ness has gone.

—Thomastbn (Ga.) Times.

AURA OF ROMANCE
PERVADES DANCE

(Continued from page 1)

Cozy sitting-out places were ar-

ranged for wearj' dancers and

romantically -' inclined passengers.

A buffet supper was served in the

dining-room about the middle" of the

evening.
(

Members of the committee for

the dance were: Mamie McRae,

Donna Pannell, Anna Miller, Marg.

Wright, Barbara Bolton. Mary

Graham, Elizabeth Cameron (con-

vener). Lighting arrangements

were specially designed by Louis

King.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

nothing; he is
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The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

iwl accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

WHEN YOU'VE BURNT THE
MIDNIGHT OIL AND STILL

HAVE A^PILE OF WORK
AHEAD OF YOU

THE BEST
ULK CHOCOLATE MADE

A conservative accepts Journals

invitation.

The Editor,

Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

As one 6f those conservatives

whom you so smugly analyzed,

o your own satisfaction, in your

ditorial of Feb. 18, we rise from

our arm chair to' accept your

challenge.

As a somewhat bashful con-

servative we hesitate to rush into

print; we have not the advantag-

es of membership in the L.S.R.,

S.C.M., S.V.M., S.P.M., S.O.L.,

P.D.Q., or what have you, but

nevertheless we have been known

to think, on occasion.

. We did not like your calm as-

sumption that the statements in

the famous letter of Feb. 14 were

ridiculous. We admit that this

letter generalized, and was not

all that might have been, though

wc agree with it in principle,

What amazed us, however, is the

number of conclusions read into

t by your other correspondents

We suggest that they read il

again and find out what it really

say. As to your own state

ment that the conservative relies

on appeals to honour, the Empire
the constitution, and the sacred

of the home—"nonsense, my
man, nothing but nonsense.

We are waiting to see what
An Aspirant's," "great and sig

nificant" contribution to progress

anil human happiness will be. Ap
parent ly he is an aspirant for

monument, and perhaps someone
will raise one to him, as a mem
ber of "that great company," but

we would advise him not to

count his chickens before they are

hatched. Socrates, Plato, Knox
Pasteur, Wright, etc., had some
thing constructive to offer, some
thing for the benefit of mankind;
they did not tear down, but built

up. Simpson did not content

himself with saying, "It's all

wrung. People should not suffer

on the operating table. Wc won't
stand for it." He did something
tangible and practical about it.

He worked quietly and when he

had something to offer he show-
ed that it was good, and it was
accepted.

We would ask your correspond-

ent to show us how he injerpret-

d the letter of Arts '36, '38 and
S8 to mean that (a) radicals are

ignorant people; (b) radicals are

dangerous people. We do not

deny tha( there may be a good
deal of truth in this, but we did

not see Ufese statements implied

in the letter of Feb. 14. "Aspir-

ant's" subconscious mind must
have told him that this was true,

and so he read it into the letter

hi that paragraph in which he
discusses cannibals and grand
mothers he misses the point en

tirely and prov

merely quitting.

We have no bone to pick with

"seeker of toleration" except to

say that we found no "rabid" in-

tolerance," or "inferred desire

for coercion" in the letter of Arts

"36, '38 and '38.

And now we come to that

wonderful letter written by mis-

cellaneous members of Arts,

Medicine. Theology, and Science

(what's the matter with Le-

vana?). It has never been clear

t,, u- just what the radicals are

trying to do; and we do not deny

that they may be trying to get

to the root of things, but wc feel

that they are digging in the

wrong direction. In trying to

reach the roots you will probably

undermine the whole tree, in fact

the tree may fall oyer on top of

And it takes a long time

to grow another tree. We do

not deny that the tree may have

few dead branches, but these

should be cut off carefully and

the tree, as it stands, improved.

We have now to consider the

apitalist system. In the limited

pace at our disposal we can only

suggest the main arguments,

without enlarging on them.

First, we suggest that the lot

of the working man is much bet-

ter today, under the capitalist

system, than it has ever been be-

fore—he has better wages, better

working hours, opportunities for

free education, free public health

clinics, free medical attention in

the hospitals, and better living

onditions (we might mention

Port Sunlight, near Liverpool, as

example of improved housing

conditions) . If he loses his job

the capitalist system supports

him. (It does not keep him in

uxury, but why should it?)

It is very easy for the work

ng man to assume that the world

owes hiin a living. Does it eve

occur to him that he might o\\i

the world something? The "down
trodden" working man has police

and fire protection, he will be

looked after if he goes out of hi:

mind, or becomes seriously ill

his children—or should we say

his many children—are educated

the road in front of his house is

kept in repair, and towards all

this he usually contributes not

one cent. Yet this is the system

that he — or those who make
appeals to his impressionabl

nature—would tear down.
Under the present system there

is free speech (we suggest tha

section 98 be studied for its real

meaning), and freedom of th

press. We arc not, in this letter

discussing Fascism or National

Socialism.

We do not agree that capital

ism is keeping the lower classe

at that level where they will not
revolt, and refusing to bring them
any higher than necessary. I

fact we consider this argumen
to be fatuous in the extreme. Th
level could be a great deal lower.

What of England at the time of

the industrial revolution?

Finally, there must be the ele-

ment of competition. A sense of

nership is an automatic stim-

ulus to efficient work, and with
everyone equal and sharing his

profits, no matter how great his

own contribution and how small
that of others, his work will be
correspondingly shiftless and in-

different. No system has yet
been devised for determining pay-
ments that will take accurate ac-

count of the quality and quantity
of work performed.

We have seen quite a lot of
the so-called lower classes, in

various circumstances; the social-

ists want equality do they? Well,

(Continued on page 7)

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Ticket.

W. P. Midmer

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Thtttn)

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given to

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right

Single space 8c page, double Sc pi^
Apply

32 Nelson St.
^

Phone
372o

PHONE

SUM'S TAXI SERVICE
Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham R«

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing*

Programmes Every

Constitutions
117 Br0ck St

" Description

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINU
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Leniey Replaced

EYES TESTED -

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1521

stone's Mavazv ^ipp
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821

H, K. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone
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Gilbert's objection to the clergy

notorious. Staying in some
cinl hotel, he once found

was

[provin*

Jiimseff the only layman among a

number of divines who were pres-

ent for a conference in the town,

[one of whom addressed him with

;

quiet irony:

'I should think, Mr. Gilbert, you

Lust feel slightly out of place in

[this company?"

Yes," answered Gilbert, "I feej

like a lion in a den of Daniels.
1

MILLARD'S TAXI

PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

iING D00 LAUNDRY
ft Darn SoekB and General Mendinp

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Banie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
piwedos Sponged and Pressed.

. .40c
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

J3 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

rlahood Bros.
113-115 Princ«u 8t

Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

(1 Princess St Phone 185?

BY H. COLDWIH SMITH

KISSING

'Lord I

s that

I wonder what fool it

first invented kissing

—Swift,

mg may be an incident
or it may become a habit and
like most habits, progress to the
stage where it becomes a disease

Kissi

It is- a very unsanitary custom

strictly

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

K Wellington St

'Phone 256

Kingston

rVincent A. Martin
DENTIST

Princess St. • Phone 10S

Evenings by Appointment

>r. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

Wellington St 'Phone 346

yOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
80 often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most
good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

and often is a means of spreading
other and more serious diseases.
The excuse that germs would be
timed to a crisp before they
ould pass from the kisser to the
kissed applies only in a

limited number of cases.

In this column we propose to
deal with kissing as a disease.

Definition. A kiss is defined

a caress given with the lips,

or a touch with the lips as a sign
f affection.

Aetiology. This disease is found
all over the civilized world. It

endemic in large cities and
populous centres and tends to

flare up in epidemic form at the

leginning of each new year, per-

laps owing to the accumulation
nto large gatherings of suscept-

ble material.

The mortality rate of the

disease is low. Very few cases of

th from kissing are on record.

However, the morbidity is ex-
remely high, practically one hun-
dred percent, of the population

being affected to a greater or less

extent.

Some authorities claim that

females are more likely to be
affected than males, owing to

their peculiar position in present

y society.

Very young infants are gener-

ally free from the distressing con-

tion but soon become infected.

Alcohol is a predisposing fac-

tor. The virus apparently resid-

in the pre-central gyrus of the

rain and according to some, also

nhabits the mucous membrane of

the lips.

Pathology. Much research has

been done in an effort to discover

the causual organism. Some
workers have even gone so far as

to allow themselves to be kissed.

In spite of this the organism caus-

ing the condition has not as yet

been isolated. It is believed,

however, to be a filterable virus.

Post morten examination on

patients who have suffered from

this condition for years and final-

ly died of something else, shows

characteristic changes. There is

softening of the motor area of

the brain in the pre-central gyrus

and also medulla and pons. The

heart as a general rule shows
hypertrophy, fatty loading and in-

filtration. Toxic changes are com-
monly found in the other organs

It is believed that the virus
reaches the brain by travelling

up the sensory nerves from the
mucous membrane of the lips

The virus is very susceptible to

cold and cold lips as well as the
cold shoulder prove effective bar-
riers to its entrance.

Symptoms. The symptoms ex-

hibited by a person who has con
traded this disease are charac
teristic. He or she exhibits i

marked tendency to hang around
the opposite sex, often one par-
ticular member of the opposite
sex. The lips have a tendency
to protrude and pucker slightly

more than normal. There may
be a slight temperature and rise

in blood pressure. A fast pulse
is common. In a few cases a

glassy, far away look to the eyes

may be noticed. The symptoms
vary with the age of the patient,

the most intense form of the

disease being found in young
adults.

Prognosis. The disease is never

fatal, but once acquired can rare-

! be cured.

Treatment. Prophylactic treat-

ment is the best. Babies and

hildren should be- isolated from

all victims of tin's disease to lessen

the chances of their becoming in-

fected.

Because of the danger of

preading more serious condi-

tions, those sufferers who feel

they must indulge should do so

under the most asceptic condi-

tions.

We would suggest a strong

mouth wash such as dilute car-

bolic acid both before and after,

and a sterile towel between the

faces of the participants during

the act. Some investigators cla

that kissing the neck or shoulder

is every bit as thrilling as kiss

ng the lips and much more sani

tary. We wish to take this op

portunity of congratulating these

men on their research.

The Soap Box
(Continued from page 6)

Mr. Editor, "we'll he damned" it"

we will go down to their level. If

these people want to come up in

the world, well ami good. If they

show an honest desire to do so

we will do all in our .power to

help them.

In conclusion we suggest that

the various alphabetical societies

on the campus roll themselves

into one. to be known as the

Students Socialist Movement
not S.CM. We would like the

"C" to stand for "Christian," not

"Communist." We strongly ob-

ject to the church, supposedly a

place of worship, being turned

into an economic forum.

We might add that we have
no objection to students, pro-

fessors, student clubs, or college

journals expressing their views,

but we reserve the right tu dis-

approve, and refuse to have their

views foisted upon us.

Many thanks for your space
and your invitation to use it.

John K. B. Robertson.

When Freddy handed in his

home-work the teacher examined

t closely.

"That looks suspiciously like

your father's handwriting," he

said. "What have you got to

say ?"

Well, sir," replied Freddy

alter a long pause, "now I come

o 'think of it, I used his fountain

ien."—Mail and Empire.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOB BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NIGHT

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

The "originals" return to the fray

The Editor,

The Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

We are quite willing to defend
our point of view and state below
the first points in our defence,

We do not wish to give our op-

ponents the impression that we are

reactionary "Tories." We are not.

We are merely firmly convinced
of the efficacy of the capitalistic

system.

We would suggest to our op
ponents that too much psycho
logy is worse that none at all.

We meant by "human nature" the

emotions of fear, hate, envy and
desire. In reply to the "lett

signed "Aspirant" we point out

that it is not human nature which
has changed but the objects of

man's fear and hate. As long a

human beings are born into thi

world with the above-mentioned
traits of character, the capitalistic

system will, and ought to, con

tinue, for through it and througl

it alone can one man hope to pla

himself in a better position th;

his neighbour. As long as the

traits exist in human character

any system which attempt;-

make and keep each man equal

to his neighbour will fail. Society

was made for man', not man U

society.

Under any system except capi

alism what reward is there for

originality of thought and deed?

What reward is there for the man
rho assumes a task of higher re

ponsibility than that of his

neighbour? If the system which

uur opponents advocate were to

ucceed, it would he necessary to

operate upon the brain of each

child which showed exceptional

ability in order to reduce it to the

level of the average man. The
result of that would be the stag-

nation and ultimately the death

of the human race.

P.G.

Arts '36

Arts '38

Arts '38

ONLY SIX PLAYERS
STILL CONTENDERS

(Continued from page 1)
type who struggle, squirm and
crawl under pressure, these are the
ones who will never leam and who
will always be suckers: then there
is the type to be avoided, the ones
who bite—sucker turned shark type
—Oowl I wish I had my $141 Last
of all there is the prize sucker, the
hook line and sinker swallower—
Boy am I glad I'm not from Gait

!

Besides these types there is another
which is worthy of mention. . .nice

boys, big shots in the social set;

you know—those in the "400"—Oh
for a life on the leash

!

PHONE 1572 PRINCESS ST.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
Due I

Function

Feb. 21 I
Levana Formal

Feb. 28 |
Meds

p*»- ft
|

Tunior Prom

Mar. 13 I

Arts "39

Mar. 17 |M£ds_^5_
Mar.2;|Firial_Splfl5h_

Bon Rigfr | 2 00

Grant Hall |
1.25

La Salle |
3.50

urant Hall
|

l.<

Grant Hall | 1.7S

La Salle
|

M James

Jack Telnmann
Kuth Knowlton

Bud Haines

A plea ro leave dance poster* where
they belong.

February 19 - 36

1

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Mr. Editor:

Over a dozen signs proclaiming I

the Major Operation, have disap-

peared from sign boards on the
|

campus during the last week.

Obviously there are some students
|

who were so intrigued by our post-

that they did not hesitate toj

teal them. Now this is indeed
most unfortunate, because it means
a loss of time and of money in

advertising.

If anyone feels that it is absolu-

tely necessary that they obtain one
of these posters for decorative

purposes, he or she may do so in

an orthodox manner, by leaving his

or her name with the committee.
Any posters that are left over will

l»e gladly given to them.

Signed

Maurice M. James,

(Convener)

Page 7

SCORE FEST BRINGS
MAGS 8-2 VICTORY

Brockville. Feb. 18 — Brockville

Magedomas went on a scoring

rampage last night to defeat Queen's

University 8 to 2 in a fast, clean

Ottawa City Hockey League game
here before a crowd of 600.

Only the smart work of "Bill"

Gowsell in goal saved the collegians

from a worse trimming. His work
was especially brilliant in the second

period, when Brockville's combina-

tions clicked perfectly only to have

Gowsell knock many shots (aside.

By its win Brockville consolida-

ted its hold on first place in the

standing with 32 points, 13 ahead of

LaSalte; Royal Canadian Air Force

holds third place with 17, 1 point

ahead of Emeralds, while Queen's

and Rideaus are lied in cellar posi-

tion with 7.

Queen's—Goal, Gowsell; defence,

Stollery, Bamabc; centre. Wing;
wings, Patterson, Pourpore; subs,

Gordon, Tlmrlby, McCorkindale,

Holland.

Brockville—Goal, Tice; defence,

Price, Dexter ; centre, Graboski

;

wings, Kennedy, Lowery; subs,

McMahon, Coleman, Ryan, Nicoll,

Sheridan, Carter, Sherry.

AFTER
Inventory Sale

Every suit and overcoat in our large stock has been re-priced

after stock-taking. We do not carry merchandise over from

one season to another. That has been the Tweddell Policy

for many years.. Buy your suit or coat now and make a

worthwhile saving.

Do not be misled by these low prices. They do not mean
low quality. Twcddell's clothes have been faincts for style

and quality throughout the long history of this store in

Kingston and this is all regular stock—not special 'sale

merchandise." You get the best at the lowest prices in this

February Clearance.

February Clearance of Furnishings

We have taken inventory of all our Furnishings and re-priced-

them for February Clearance.

ARROW SHIRTS with the new collars

$1.59 ca. — 2 for $3.00

The well known Stetson Brand shin—95c ea. All other

furnishings similarly reduced.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
Hotel La Salle Bldg.

137-139 Princess St. Phone 3706
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TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- TILTING -

LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

DARLING'S
WEST END BARBER SHOP

Specializes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Work. First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Gi*e us a trial

115 Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

post-war prose is

subject of Talk

Dr. Marcel Tirol, speaking on

"Trends in French and English

Literature since 1914" to the Eng-

lish Club on Tuesday afternoon,

stressed three main influences, the

Great War, the cinema and the

Freudian psychology. The speaker

considered particularly the period

between 1920 and 1930 when the

influence of the war was very strong

and similar literary trends were to

be found in every country.

Science, for the first time was

leaving its mark on literature. The

influence of Freud can be seen in

the seeking into the subconscious

which in earlier days might have

been considered strange and per-

haps not moral. These tendencies

are found in the works of James

Joyce, Sinclair Lewis and James

Branch Cabell. "The desire to

know man not only from the out-

side hut from the very depths of

his nature becomes important at

this time", said Dr. Tirol. The

cinema with its quick, shifting

scenes has also had great literary

gnificance.

There has been a similarity in

style between countries during this

period and the length of the books

is most noticeable. The new ten-

dency to delve into the motives of

action, however insignificant, has

made for the long novel. Dr. Tirol

pointed out that the type of novel

brought about by the influence of

Freud and the war has not lasted.

"We have come back to a national

ilerature with the advent of a new

generation," concluded the speaker.

Ban Righ Musicale

Sunday Night At 9

The second in a series of Sunday

evening musicales will be held in

Ban Righ Hall on Sunday at 9.00

p.m. The program will include

pianoforte duets by Mrs. George

Humphrey and Dr. Harrison, songs

by Mr. T. F. Gelley, and piano solos

by George Lilley. A group of Dr.

Harrison's choir boys from St.

George's Cathedral will sing part

songs, The program will be fol-

lowed by community singing of

selections from the Fellowship Song

Book.

PRINCIPAL TO GIVE

EXTENSIOfUECTURE

Greek Literary Criticism To
Be Discussed By

Dr. Fyfe

Seventh In Series

Dr. Fyfe, who will lecture on

"Two Greek Critics," in Convoca-

tion Hall on Monday afternoon

at 5.00 o'clock, will deal with the

literary criticism of Aristotle and of

Longinus, whose treatise "On the

Sublime" enjoyed a" wide-spread

popularity in Europe during the

18th and early 19th century. The

identity of the author and the date

at which he wrote are both uncer-

tain, but his emergence into fame

for a hundred years or so many cen-

turies after his death is one of the

romances of literary history.

Whoever he may have been, he

was a shrewd, enthusiastic and

catholic critic of literature. He de-

fined "style" as "the true ring of a

great mind" and spoke of "fine

words" as "the very light of

thought."

Aristotle, who preceded him by

several centuries, was the earliest

of all literary critics. He analysed

dramatic composition with the de-

tached scrutiny of the scientist, but

without any enthusiastic apprecia-

tion of great drama. His treatment

of literature as a form of Imitation,

his statement of the aim of tragedy

as Purgation or Relief, his analysis

of dramatic structure and of effec-

tive stage-craft have all had a per-

manent influence upon the craft of

literary criticism in Europe and

America.

This will be the seventh in a

series of public extension lectures

'Some Aspects of the Dassical

Tradition." The lecture will be

broadcast over station CFRC (1510

kc.)

SMART SOUVENIRS
AT MEDS '39 DANCE

The Major Operation is not far

off. Word from the Musical Di-

rector, Bud Haines, informs us that

he has received, straight from the

laboratories of Tin Pan Alley some

of the latest formulae which he will

blend into sootlung instruments to

treat the prevalent cardiac desease

on the campus.

One of the features at the Major

Operation will be handsome and

useful favours which will be given

to all the ladies in attendance at

Grant Hall, Amphitheatre, on Fri-

day evening, February 28. The con-

sulting surgeons feel sure that the

added expense will be more than

justified in providing that additional

something, which is not present at

most year dances. These ultra-

smart souvenirs will be just one of

the factors that will insure a perfect

evening's entertainment.

The committee: Jack Crawford,

(2226F); Doc Emery, (914F)

;

Mai Hill, (4199) ; Charles Danhy,

(3681); Dick Potter, (1536J) ;

Maurice James, (convener, (317J).

®h* EtrtUrj (Erarofnrii Mamer Shm,
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowera sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays \$n

292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

Jtt PrincMB SL Orange Hall Bldg,

Near Hemlock D.ury

SPECIAL!

CUTEX
LIQUID POLISH

All Shades

Oily Polish Remover

Regular Price 35c

/ REDUCED TO

/ 27c.
each

For a limited time only

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Prince** and Wellington

WE DELIVER

Farewell Reception For Dr
And Mrs. Fyfe

A farewell reception for Dr. and

Mrs, Fyfe has been arranged by

the University for March 14th

Trustees, graduates, students and

members of the faculty are co-

operating in holding this function

It is understood that a presentatior

will be made to the Principal and

that the Principal's portrait will

probably be presented to the Uni
versity. An invitation is extended

to all students, graduates and mem
bera of staff.

A program of modern Russian

Pianoforte music will be given by

Miss Lilias Mackinnon of Lon-

don, England, in Grant Hall on

Tuesday evening, Feb. 25, at 8.15.

Miss Mackinnon, who is the

director of the Institute of Musi

cal Memory in London, has been

piano vocalist with the Boston

Symphony Orchestra and the

Detroit Symphony Orchestra, and

other American orchestras.

The program is under the aus

pices of the George Taylor Rich

ardson bequest. Tickets are 25c,

tax free.

Trevor Davis Speaks

In connection with the one hun
dred and twenty-fifth anniversary

ervkes of Sydenham Street, United
Church, Dr. Trevor Davies of

Timothy Eaton Memorial Church
in Toronto will preach at both

services on Sunday, February 2.3.

The following week Rev. George
Dickson of Metropolitan Church
Toronto, will preach at the morning
and evening services.

Cercle Francais

Piano Recital Of Russian
Music Tuesday

A French Film 1

'La Terre qui
Mcurt" will he shown at the meet
Ing of the Cercle Francais on Fri
day afternoon in the lantern room
of the Physics Building at 4.00
o'clock. Admission will be ten cts.

Miller Club Hears Talk On
Sudbury Area

H. C. Rickaby, Provincial Geo-
pst with the Ontario Department

of Mines, addressed the Miller Club
on Friday afternoon and again on
Saturday morning on the subject of

the "Sudbury Nickel Deposits

Over one hundred persons attended

these lectures.

On Friday afternoon Mr. Rickaby
dealt with the stratigraphy of th>

Sudbury area and a history of the

geological work carried out in that

area by Dr. Coleman, Mr. Knight
and Dr. Collins of the Department
of Mines at Ottawa. On Saturday
morning Mr. Rickaby concluded his

address with the controversial sub

ject of the origin of the nickel de

posits. Mr. Rickaby has spent

considerable time in the Sudbury
district during the past five years

and has carried on the work started

by the late Dr. A. G. Burrows.

Advertisers make publication of
the Journal possible. Patroni

them and support your paper.

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas ^rstmtrant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation tick^

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2&o

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

ive Kingston Entries

n Drama Festival
(Continued from page 1)

Greene and Jack Rayner, will be

given. This play was presented by

the Guild some years ago and

proved to be a great hit. The third

entry, "The Marriage Proposal,"

by Chechov, is an entirely different

type of play. A farcical piece, it is

reeled by Anne Sedgewick who
takes a leading part. Others in the

cast are Gerry Chernoff and Erskine

Morden.

The Kingston Drama Group will

present "Legend" at the Saturday

ening performance. The play, a

tragedy, has already been given by

the club this season. Mrs, James

Miller is the producer and is taking

one of the chief parts in the play.

Season tickets for the four per-

formances can be obtained from

Colonel C. M. Strange, 25 West
St., for $2.50. Tickets for single

performances will be on sale at

Grinham's "Rook Shop on Monday
February 24th, and at the door at

each performance. Prices are as

follows: evenings 75c and 50c and

matinee 50c and 35c.

L.S.R. Meeting

The Foreign Policy of a So-

cialist State" will be discussed at

the regular weekly meeting of the

League for Social Reconstruction

at 2.30 p.m. at the Y.VV.C.A. A
full attendance is requested as im
portant annual business is comin|

up at the meeting.

DESCRIBES
ENCOUNTER

(Continued from page 1)

described as a triumph of cngin
eering. The British Intelligence

staff, by means of flash-lighting,

sounding and other methods, had
located the exact whereabouts of

every German contingent behind
a six-mile front. Taking his cue
from another novel, "Green Curv-
es", General Mitchell calculated
the probable reactions of the Ger
mans if the British went ahead
and repeated their sham attack
He figured that the Germans
would put all their strength into
the front line, instead of reserv
ing their strength for the inne
divisions. The battle was a com
plete vindication of his strategy
The fact that he had correctly fore
seen the German plans was proven
later by despatches that fell into
British hands, and by Luden
dorff's memoirs which were pub
lished recently.

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanihlo Guanine*,

McGALL & SLATER
Phone 641 BTf

Serving Queen's over 30 y~- aW**

n

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY. YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,

NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173- 175 -177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 52

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

fEANi\ ECEBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES (2J»

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

III

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We Bell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3lf

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPEB
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Business Men

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St.
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NIOR CAGERS TOP

EDMEN TO RETAIN

;AGUE LEADERSHIP

ne More Win Needed
To Clinch

Title

ONG SHOTS SCORE

Veen's senior basketball team

d back McGill's threat by de-

lling
them 33-24 at the local gym

iurday night.

fliis makes their seventh straight

a record composed of four

ercollegiatc and three exhibition

tics. The only defeats suffered

incurred during a tour of the

lies.

[t
was the last view the local fans

get of the team as a unit and

Quick Finlay, Mai Bews, Lloyd

ards, Bill Stephen and Gord

y individually. They still have

, games left next week-end and

e will determine whether they

ire a clear claim to the title or

forced to share it. If they win

h games they will have a perfect

jrd for the league and if they

ip only one game they will still

the title. However if, by

race, they should lose both games

will be in a tie for the title

lh eijher Varsity or Western,

is the team is now resting in a

t advantageous position,

he game was not as thrilling as

its played here this season as

ih teams checked well and the

ikets were made on set shots

im a region between the foul-line

id centre floor. The McGill team

able to stop the Queen's squad

>m working their plays in under

basket but they couldn't stop

mningham. Finlay and Rooke

>m dropping in shots from vari-

i places around the Hoor and so

n forced to bow to them for the

:oiid time this year.

The game started off as though

15 going to be a very close battle

he way. McGill got the first

sket of the game from a difficult

(Continued on page 5)

Principal Fyfe and Guest

HIS MAJESTY KING EDWARD VIII

As Prince of Wales, with Principal Fyfe at Christ's Hospital, England, in 1921. Behind

them are Sir Ernest Cooper, then Lord Mayor of London, and Sir Godrey Thomas,

Private Secretary to the Prince of Wales.
' (Courtciv Quten'j Review)

NOTICE

Four pennants were taken

from Ban Righ Hall at the

Levana At Home on Friday

evening. The Formal Com-

mittee is placed in a very

embarrassing position due

to this loss as the pennants

were borrowed and cannot

be replaced. Whoever has

these pennants is asked to

return them to the Library

Post Office. No questions

will be asked.

REGIONAL FESTIVAL LEVANA BASKETEERS

BEGINS THURSDAY IN RELINQUISH TROPHY

CONVOCATION HALL TO LADY MUSTANGS

Queen's Guild To Present

Odets' "Waiting
For Lefty"

Principal Gives Extension

Lecture On Greek Critics

Citing Aristotle and Longinus

representative of the two main

P<-- of literary critics, the ob-

'ive and the subjective, Prin-

al W. H. Fyfe delivered an ex-

>ion lecture yesterday on "Two
ek Critics." The lecture was

seventh in a series of eight

'resses entitled "Some Aspects

'he Classical Tradition" and

s broadcast over Queen's Uni-r

sily station CFRlC.

^istotle's Poetic and Long-
s 's treatise on the Sublime,

'ch are in no sense obsolete,

: important today because of

ir influence on the theory of

lrlry appreciation. Aristotle is

°l)jcctive critic, excluding his

"'onal opinion and leaving us

Maculate as to whether poetry
1 drama had any appeal to him.

"ginus, whose approach is sub-

,,ve. has no theory to elabor-

' and "uses the technical terms

rhetoric merely as pegs on

whirh to bang his own enthus-

iasm," Dr. Fyfe said.

"Aristotle achieved all that

•riticism can achieve on induc-

ive principles by analysis, classi-

fication and generalization. Long-

inus found the soul of poetry in

his own emotions," continued the

speaker.

Aristotle took the purpose of

tragic drama to he the "pleasure

uf alleviation which follows the

release of emotion." stated Dr.

Fyfe, who proceeded to criticize

from the Aristotelian point of

riew such plays as Dreiser's

worthy's "Justice."

Only in 1554 was Longinus's

Treatise discovered, and its his-

tory is consequently obscure.

Since that time, however, it has

lished in several editions. In dis ww<» —o— «v»icw

cussing his theories, the speaker Marshall and Howard Stannard are 2 points

.,. i rrdnliniicrl on naec 81 fC
(Continued on page 8)

Tickets Now On Sale

Opening Thursday evening in

.Convocation Hall at 8.00 p.m. the

annual Regional Drama Festival

brings to Kingston a varied and en-

tertaining number of plays. This

affords one of the few opportuni-

ties students have of seeing the

legitimate drama. The fifteen en-

tries from Ottawa, Brockville,

Belleville, Cohourg and Kingston

are to be presented during four per-

formances on Thursday, Friday and

Saturday.

"The Vision at the Inn" to be

presented by the Ottawa Drama

League on Thursday evening was

dramatized by Lady Tweedsmuir

from a short story by John Buchan,

"The Maid". This play features

Julia Murphy and Ted Devlin, well

known Ottawa actors and will be

directed by Dorothy White.

Other entries to be given at the

first performance are "Folly of

Faith" presented by the Theatre

Guild of Brockville. "Flood Time

American Tragedy" and Gals- Df a Fourth" given by the Cohourg

Dramatic Gub
On Friday evening a further

gioup of four plays will be pres-

ented. The curtain-raiser will be

The Late Christopher Bean" adap

been widely translated and pub- ted to Festival purposes by the

(Continued on page 8)

Queen's Beat McGill But

Lose Bronze Baby-

To Western

Georgie Ross Hurt

BY A1LEEN O'CRADY

Western University arc now the

proud possessors of the Bronze

Baby, emblematic of the women's

Intercollegiate Basketball .Cham

pionship by virtue of their win over

Queen's girls in the series held in

Toronto this week-end. The famous

trophy will travel west for the

second time in fourteen years.

Through their wins over Varsity

id McGill respectively on Friday

night. Western and Queen's ad-

vanced to the finals.

The finalists were more evenly

matched than the score 24-12

would indicate, but the Tricolor

„ cds lacked that essential spark

that had characterized their brilli-

ant playing against McGill Friday.

In the first quarter, Western

staged a whirlwind offensive that

gave them a 13-14 advantage r,t

half-time. Kay Boyd, star shooter

of the Tricolor was marked by the

Western checks and didn't have 3

l

/s POINT MARGIN GIVES

RING TITLE TO McGILL

A.M.S. Court

The A.M.S. Court will be

in session shortly. Anyone

with charges to make should

present them to me immedi-

ately with evidence and the

names of witnesses.

(Sgd.) R. T. Thoman,
Sheriff.

Major Operation

In Grant Hall

Friday

Plans are almost completed

for staging the unprecedented

and greatly discussed Major

Operation in Grant Hall Amphi'

theatre, on Friday evening. Feb

ruary 28. "The consulting sur

geons feel extraordinarily fortun

ate in being able to secure the ser

vices of such an eminent and cap

able M.D. (musical director), as

Bud Haines, to perform such a

serious and delicate operation on

University dancers. His ten assis

ting aesthetic, anaesthetists arc

unparalleled in their field," tlu

committee informed the Journal

"With slow moving fox-trots

and waltzes, the patients will ex

perience that perfectly wonderful

feeling of floating on air, just be

fore losing consciousness of real

ity. Anaesthesia will continue

with music of a faster tempo. To

ensure coming out of the ether,

rhumbas and novelty numbers

will be used and then the patients

will be permitted to sink into

that delightfully restful and con

tented semi-somnolent state fol

lowing anaesthetic, with rhythm

ically slow fox-trot therapy," said

•he committee.

And this is only one phase of

the unusual entertainment

store for those chronic dancers

win- will appear at the amphi

theatre for the Major Operation.

Favours of a specially smart

design and great utility will be

one of the other surprises that

will make this year dance an

evening which will be long re

numbered for its novel gaiety.

\nothcr added feature of the

Operation is the arrangement

guarding against the danger of

(Continued on page 3)

Irving, Smolkin, Smythe,
Frederick Are Winnersi

—

Carlyle Is Only Wrestler

From Queen's Unbeaten

K.O.'s FREQUENT

by the Faculty Players and "Sure fiance to get near the hoop. P'ay

loose during this period and

both teams fumbled wildly.

In the third quarter, .
Western

tightened up their combination and

raised the score to 21-6 in their

favour. The Queen's co-eds played

gamely, but broke through the
[CU I" 1c_111v.11 — gamClV, ""l ui«rn_

Ottawa Drama League. Miss Elsie Western defence only once to gain

(Continued on page 2)

UNION TO DEBATE
COLONIAL PROBLEM

Election Of Officers On
Thursday

Resolved that colonial raw ma-

terials should be made available to

all nations on equal terms", is the

question to be put I.efore the House

at a meeting of the Debating Union

in the Students* Union on Thursday

evening at 7.30. Bob Wilson will

defend the motion against Herb

Kitchen.

Elections for next year's officers

of the Debating Union will take

place at this mieting.

BY CHAS. C COCHRANE

A near-capacity crowd of five

hundred fans jammed the ball-

room of the McGill Union to see

the local Assault Team come from

nowhere to defeat the Queen's

favorites in a tlirec bout rally,

which put them on top. Taking

an early lead with the fencing

point, the Redmcn faded back to

trail the other three colleges until

the last three bouts of the evening,

which they won. The final showed

McGill 5, Queen's 4 2/3, Varsity 4,

and O.A.C. 3 1'3 points.

Oiampion "Tony" Forsberg was

dethroned in the major wrestling

upset of the night when he lost a

decision to Smith of O.A.C. Carlyle

was the only Tricolor wrestler to

score, defeating Hagey from Guelph

on decision, after a hard-fought

bout. Gord Frederick plastered

the former champion Millson of

Varsity all over the ring to repeat

his one-round victory of die previ-

ous evening. At 1SS pounds a new

champion was crowned in the box-

ing division, Dcs Smythe coining

through with a one round K.O.

over O.A.C.'s Gay. Jack Thomas,

wrestling at 12S pounds for the

Queen's contingent, gave Johnstone

many anxious moments, and very

nearly walked off with a decision

over the Blue and While man. In

the featherweight class the Red

finalist refused to meet Sammy

Smolkin. and the Tricolor champion

was obliged to take on Smith of

O.A.C, who had lost his previous

bout. Sammy experienced nn great

difficulty in defeating the new chal-

lenger. Jack Irving of the King-

ston aggregation smacked Liver-

more down six times before the

latter thought it was lime to slay

there. The loser got a great hand

from the crowd for his exhibition

of gameness. The end came in the

second round of the most savage

bout of the evening. In the middle-

weight class. Jack MacKctizic lost

a doubtful decision to the hard-

hitting Ross of McGill. MacKenzie

scored repeatedly with solid lefts to

the l>odv, and varied his attack like

a veteran, but Ross impressed die

judges with his straight Wt.

MacLean who was looked upon as

a sure winner for the Tricolor

squad lost out to Gilbert due to a

foul in the second round, which

made the margin of difference be-

tween the fighters. In the heavy-

weight class Chuck Peck made the

take of trying to box Ruschiu

of McGill, with the result tliat the

Redmcn scored n beautiful right to

tlu- point uf the jaw and knocked

(he Queen's man out in the first.

Abe Zvonkin dropped a close de-

cision to Wolfe of O.A,C in the

unlimited wrestling bout. Abe took

a slight early advantage but was on

the floor for one minute during the

first round. Later the Queen's star

got a headlock on his rival, only to

(Continued on page 5)
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STUDENTS

will

. your account

be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Ett*bluktd 1S17

Km.STON BRANCH—Ki« 4 CliiiBt* Stt.

IV. R. BELCHER, Minieer

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored
Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78. 80, 82 PrincesB St.

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND DERRY

THE SEVEN ARMS. By L.

A. G. Strong. Ntat York : Knopf.

$2.50.

The special appeal of the novels

of Mr. L. A. G. Strong is gradually

becoming known 10 a wider num-

ber of people and his "public" is

growing so that a new novel

by him is always received with in-

icreM. His latest book, The Seven

Arms again shows Mr. Strong's at-

tachment io Scotland, to the rugged

west coast where in many tiny fish-

ing hamlets life is even nowadays a

raw. thing. Mr. Strong has taken

the primitive living conditions of

life there a hundred years ago, the

barbarian roughness of the folk,

and tht- beauty of the land and has

blended them into an eventful, a

tempestuous story. It is unfortun-

ate, however, that Mr. Strong does

not really know the land and its

people. His realism has an air of

unreality, at times verging on

fantasy.

The story revolves around the

girl Jeanie Ran, White Jeanic, with

red hair and very white skin, as

wild and beautiful as her native

moors. Her ardent loyalty to the

things she loved are the basis of

the story. From Kirsty, her little

sister, whom tragedy took from her,

Jeanie's whole devotion was trans-

ferred to her uncle Hugh, a big

jolly man, gamekeeper for the laird

yi The Seven Arms, as the small

peninsula was called. For some

years, Jeanie, her sister Ellen and

their brother Willie lived with

Hugh, while nothing more unto-

ward occurred than occasional

clashes of temperament, turmoils

arising frnrn the overflow of their

passionate natures.

Hugh antagonized the people of

the district because he was the

gamekeeper, and a conscientious

one, io the "foreigners." He was

a traitor. A mischief-maker spurs

them on to attack Hugh and his

household. The men are arrested

to the dismay of Hugh, slill loyal to

them. They 'are allowed to join the

English forces against Napoleon in-

stead of suffering imprisonment.

Hugh feels it his duty to join as

well, and Jeanie, in despair at the

thought of her uncle's leaving, de-

termined to follow him to France.

The girl's experiences on her jour-

ney and on the battlefields were the

most exciting part of her life. She

returns to The Seven Arms, stilt

untamed and beautiful, with a new

zest for life. She marries Ian and

all her devotion centers in her son,

Hugh. The denouement of her

marriage is a tragic episode which

the writer handles very skilfully.

Finally, Jeanie is shown as an old

woman, still retaining the energy

and vitality of her younger days.

Her last moments arc as riotous as

her youth.

Mr. Strong's story and the central

character of the story are lively and

animated. The action is colorful

and well suited to the author's ex-

cellent prose. We cannot doubt

that Mr. Strong is a master at the

art of evoking atmospheres and of

inventing original characters and

original happenings.

Radio Band To Play

For Meds '38 Dance

With preparations for the year

dance in full swing Meds '38 have

again planned an evening of novel

entertainment. Maintaining the high

standard of last year, when the

selection of Ferde Mowry and his

music proved a sensation, the con-

vener and committee have followed

the procedure of their predecessors.

Direct from the General Brock

Hotel in Niagara Falls, where his

sweet melodies have enshrined him

in the hearts of thousands of

honeymooners. Jack Crawford and

his band of merrie makers, aug-

mented by his vocal ensembles will

play for you, and you, and you, on

the evening of March the 17th in

Grant Hall.

To ensure pleasant dancing, the

committee has decided to limit the

sale of tickets, so procure yours at

an early date from members of the

"personnel in charge" or members

of the year.

The committee: Roger Billings.

C914F); Joe Giardine, (3098W-

1752): Eddie Mack, (3139W)

;

oe McManus, (1045); Doug Pol-

lock, (convener, 1742).

Wife— (to late returning

band)—Is that John?

John—Tt'd better be.

TO LET
ROOM WITH STUDY

Warm and Quiet
$2.50

239 Johnson St. Phone 4280-W

Levana Basketeers

Beaten By Western

Some Service !

We do NOT give advice on
love matters, stock markets or
weather conditions; locate lost
articles, missing relatives or
buried treasure

—

— BUT —
for Dependable Drug Service

plus economy prices and speedy
delivery—We arc "on the spot"

366 days in 1936.

College Stationery, Fountain
Pens, Selection Loose Leaf
Refills—always in stock.

WARD &
HAMILTON

LIMITED

4 Nyal Stores 4

CO-EDS
Give your room a touch o(

beauty and colour with t few
artificial flowers.

They're natural as lite. They're

gorgtoul beyond your

Imagination.

Sec them tomorrow

aiifc

dRrCaUum (gift

395 PrinccM St. Phone 1931

(Continued from page 1)

Though handicapped by the loss

of Gcorgie Ross, captain, through

injury in the last quarter,

Queen's settled down to real team-

work and gained 6 points. They
broke through the Western defence

several times, but had hard luck

with shooting.

Mary Wong was the star of the

Western team and tallied 10

points. Kay Boyd led the Queen's

scorers with a total of 5 points.

In a consolation game, Varsity

defeated McCill 31-11. The Blue

and White got away to a good start

and the Montreal girls didn't have

a chance.

The Tricolor swamped McGill

31 to 15. and the Western co-eds

defeated Toronto 17 to 9 on Friday

in their advance to the finals.

The Queen's-McGill contest was

marked by the spectacular playing

of Kay Boyd, Kingston forward,

who totalled 25 points for her team.

Gcorgina Ross, captain, and Bud
Yuill each tallied 3 points for

Queen's, and Louise Howie played

a brilliant game as guard.

McGill liad a better combination

than Queen's but their shooting

was poor and their play marred by

many fouls, The home team played

fast clean game and never lost

the 1 1-6 lead that they gained in the

first quarter.

In the Varsity-Western struggle,

the Blue and White co-eds were
forced to take the defensive from
the start and lost 17-9 to a fast

Western combination.

Line-ups

:

Western—Mary Wong, Dorothy
Hintoul, Creena Wallace, forwards;

Jean Pattiaon, Marg. Homouth,
Doris Blackall, guards; subs, Marg.
McKcc, Ruth Davis and Dorothy
Timpany.

Campus and Gym
All those interested in the

Swimming Meet arc asked to

sign for the various events

the lists in Ban Righ, Gym and

Arts Building. The winners of

these events Wednesday night

will represent Levana in a meet

against the Y.W.G.A. on Friday

evening, February 28th.

Graphic Art Society Exhibit
Now On View

The first travelling exhibition

of the Canadian Society of

Graphic Art, now on view i

Room 111. Douglas Library, ha

been gathered together by the

Society so that people throughout

Canada may see what is being

done in the field of etching, wood
cutting and lithography.

Last year a show of the work
of three of the members, Hutchin

son, Ackroyd and Godfrey was
seen here. This year the exhibi

tion includes Travers, Hornyan
sky the well-known etcher, John
Barry. Goldhamer and Schacfer

as well as the first three mention
ed above. The exhibition will be

on view until March 6th.

bus-

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOB BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NlGH
T

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1572 244 PRINCESS St I

BAND CONCERT
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY BAND

IN GRANT HALL

Sunday, March 1st

AT 3.00 P. M.

Silver Collection

Our new C.C.M. skate shar

ening machine sharpens you

skates the scientific way,

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St. Phone 5?

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Ealias Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ttel

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

Queen's — Gcorgie Ross,
(captain), Bud Yuill, Kay Boyd,

forwards; Gladys Heintz, Lilah

Wilde, Louise Howie, guards

;

Betty d'Esterre, Lillian Gardner,

Marg. Carefoot, subs.

Varsity; Kay Brown (captain),

Margaret Glass, Alice Elshout,

Betty Jenkinson, Ellen Wilson,

Alice Bassnet, Catherine Grubbe,

Ema Laing, Helen McGarry.

McGill — Betty Murphy, Eileen

Crutchlow, Helen Mclnnis,
forwards ; Helen Fyfe, Babettc

Dunham, Eleanor Montgomery,
guards; Lorraine Strachan, R.
Russell, B. Barclay, subs.

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets

Manufcturers

PHONE 648

free delivery service

Superior De-Luxe Ice Cream

204 PRINCESS STIT. I
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AT THE THEATRE
/ » CONOUCTED BY HNORMA MACHOSTIE M V

CAPITOL
CAPTAIN BLOOD

With

Ertoi Flynn and Olivia deHaviland

It just doesn't seem right to

keep giving the pictures a high

grade, but once again, nothing can

\# done about it, and so "Captain

Ulood," the blood and thunder

pirate tale now showing at the

i 3pitol rates an A—

.

With delightful grace and sim-

plicity, we see this story develop

and reach its climax with few gory

ur ugly scenes. The hero is hand-

some, and all a colorful pirate cap-

tain of tlie late seventeenth century

should be ; the heroine is very sweet,

and plays her not very difficult role

well- It is true that you can tell what

is going to happen long before it ac

tually does, but that is part of the

charm of the whole thing, and links

up with the flawless simplicity and
undramatic treatment of a story

which might have been objection

ably gruesome.

Mention should be made also of

the excellent photographic effects,

and the care which has obviously

been taken in this line. At times

the scenery is a little painted look

ing, but that is a minor detail.

You will be surprised to see Pop
eye and his arch enemy joining

forces to pursue the elusive Olive

Oyl. It is really good. A—

.

Coming Attraction: "Splendor"

with Miriam Hopkins.

The absent - minded professor

that we would like to meet is the

fellow who would lecture to his

steak and cut his classes.

—Penn Punch Bowl.

NEW SCORE SYSTEM

NEEDED AT ASSAULT

T I VO LI

HITCH-HIKE LADY
With

Allison Skipworth, Arthur Treacher

and Wallace Hymer

You may not have heard of

Arthur Treacher, but you will prob-

ably hear of him in the future. He
has often appeared either as a tall

slim precise English butler or as a

tall silm precise English lord, but

up until now he has never had a

featured part. As the best play

in a good play, Arthur Treacher

deserves the laurels in "Hitch-Hike

Lady."

"It Happened One Night" is sup-

posed to have had one of the clever-

est plots in screen history. "Hitch

Hike Lad/' is just as clever, its

theme is strictly fresh and as re-

freshing comedy we have rarely

seen anything better.

Allison Skipworth has not

amusing part in this picture ; the

humor is provided by Treacher and

Wallace Hymer, a couple of slick

grafters whose appearances are

frequent.

Of the hero and the heroine we

prefer to say little. Their acting is

not as good as average, and with

Miss Skipworth and Treacher in

the play it seems by contrast de-

finitely inferior.

" If you are in search of amuse

ment, see "Hitch-Hike Lady,

which we recommend with a very

cordial B++. —A.K.

Jack Benny in

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

Whatever else the 1936 Intercol

legiate Assault -at-Arms showed or

failed to show, it proved that there

s a crying need for a radical change

the system of scoring and in the

choice of judges for the boxing

matches. There has for years been

feeling that inter-university de-

cisions have not always been as un-

biased as they might be; and during

the past week-end this feeling broke

out in a white heat of protest from

the neutral on-lookers.

We should like to feel that

Queen's could be exempt from

criticism on this point, but we can-

not. Four years ago there was a

great deal of indignation in the

local gym when a re-count of

ballots put Bannister of Varsity out

after he had been awarded the de-

cision. Only last year a close bout

was awarded to Tom Powell of

Varsity over Jack Ewcn, Tricolor

welterweight, but was reversed

after a recount. Three years ago

in Montreal, Ranald MacDonald

fighting at 135 pounds for Queen's,

knocked his opponent down for a

count of four and another of nine,

but lost the decision. Two years

ago in Toronto Des Smythe, then

boxing at 155 pounds, had his op-

ponent well out and almost off nis

feet but failed to catch the judges'

favour.

But these are minor infractions

when compared to the calibre of

j

Next Attraction

:

"It's in the Air."

'KINGSTON'S FAMOUS
. FUR STORE"

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

Oxygen Prevents

BLACKHEADS
WHITEHEADS AND BtEMISHE

Open Pores Quickly Refined

Here's the new utetit'pcbauuhzt lhat

ihouiwids rive »bouc-. Dioiocen
Cream. ..bised on ihiit precious Ille-

piving element, oxygen. Dioxogco
Crcambrinas newliictclodull, sluggish

HUcfthcadt, pimples aod
uhei we prevented. Lines, wrinkles,

freckles we roide less visible. Try u

. . seeing U believing.

J^DIOXOGEN
CREAM 50^
To tit/ Goods Dtpt

WHEN IN NEED OP DRUGS

"QUICKLY" PHONE

Stores

MAHOOD DRUG CO.
PHONI 519...- PRINCESS IT..

JU
KVci PEACOC*

PHONE NEXT TOIOBLAWS

MEDS PUCK ARTISTS

HUMBLE CHAMPS 4-2

In a hectic battle yesterday

afternoon Mcds defeated Science

4 to 2. The decision was in doubt

until the last frame when the

doctors ran in two easy goals to

clinch matters.

The play was fairly even in the

first two frames with each squad

netting the puck twice. Holmes

opened the scoring for Sciehce

but Pollock came back a few

minutes later to tie the score. In

the second sranza Scott scored

for the Engineers but Corrigan

knotted the count again on a solo

effort. Science played five men

up the ice in the last period but

were unable to tally. Corrigan

counted to put Meds ahead and

a few minutes later Reeves put

the game in the bag when he

scored the last goal.

Gibson, Pollock and Corrigan

were the best performers for

Meds and they were robbed of

many more certain goals by the

great work of McEwcn. Mc
Ginnis, Turner and Scott played

well but they were no match fur

their more experienced rivals

MAJOROPERATIONS
GRANT HALL FRIDAY

(Continued from page 1)

operatic setback through lack

of nourishment. The Students'

Union has consented to install

catering facilities for those who

ish nutriment during the per-

formance.

Tickets may still lie procured

from any member of the commit-

tee—Mai. Hill, Jack Crawford.

Doc. Emery. Charles Danby,

Dick Potter., Maurice James

(Convener).

udging which was provided over

last week-end by the men chosen at

McGill. The example par excel!

ence of incompetent judging came

on the first night of fighting in the

bout between Watson of McGill and

Smith of OA.C. The boy from

Guelph smashed Watson to the Horn-

twice in the third round, and

punished him so badly that Watson

was sick all the next day and was

forced to default to Smolkin in the

finals. And yet the McGill boxer

won llie decision !

In the bout between Ferguson,

McGill. and Livermore, O.A.C., one

judge is reported to have scored 14

11 for one of the contestants, and

another judge gave his verdict to

the other by a count of 15-1.

The 165 pound semi-final saw

Pigott of Toronto hand Ross of

McGill a boxing lesson, only to fail

in the pay-off. On Saturday night

Jack MacKenzie did exactly the

same thing, and he too lost out

with the judges.

The welterweight final was keen-

ly contested by both Quinri of Mon-

treal and Powell of Varsity, but the

verdict in favour of the Red man

did not meet with anything like uni-

rsal agreement in the neutral

corners,

For the most part the Queen's

boxers did not take any chances on

the final night, but chose to take

three of their four boxing points by

knockouts. That scarcely gave the

judges a chance to go astray.

The point of contention is not

that Queen's lost their right to the

Gibson Trophy, but that some new

methods of scoring, and of choosing

the judges must be evolved if the

annual Assault is to mean anything,

quite natural that a man

watching a boxing match will see

everything that the contestant of

acquaintance does, and every

blow that he strikes. It follows that

he will miss a good deal of the other

side of the tight. The judges them-

selves arc not to I* accused of dis-

honesty, but the system, of incom-

petence. Referees for basketball

are paid for dieir work, and brought

in from neutral territory, as is the

case in Intercollegiate Football

matches. Why cannot the same

Saturday's Bouts

Jack Thomas wrestled a truly

brilliant bout in his attempt to

dethrone the perennial cham-

pion, Johnstone of Varsity.

Thomas started off well, and

for the first three minutes look-

ed good for a win. The Blue

and White mattman took con-

trol of affairs for the rest of

the round, to even up the bout

Johnstone pressed his advan-

tage on into the second period,

but had a great deal of diffi-

culty in coping with the Tri-

color featherweight. The edge

for the Varsity grappler was

clear-cut, but very narrow.

Tony Forsberg fell victim to

Smith of O.A.C. when the lat-

ter took the Intercollegiate

chambion by decision. The

first four minutes was very

even, but the Guelph candi-

date was on top for the rest of

the round. In the second

round Tony was the victim of

a ride for the full four minutes,

but just as the gong sounded

the end, the Tricolor star had

his adversary near a fall.

Frederick's bout against the

champion Millson of Varsity

had scarcely opened before the

Tricolor bantamweight uncork-

ed a terrific right which put the

Varsity man on the floor for a

count of two. He went down

again for counts of five and

seven before the bout was

awarded to Queen's on a tech-

nical K.O.

|vw * *y***V ' 4
Irving followed soon after

with a second round technical

knockout over Livermore of

O.A.C. The Queen's light-

weight was all over his man,

dropping for counts of one,

eight, and one in the first

round; and again for four, two,

and the technical in the second

round. The Queen's boy has

never punched harder than he

did this year, but he has punch-

ed more accurately.

Sammy Smolkin, whose bout

was delayed due to the default

of the previous evening's win-

ner, commanded the respect of

his opponent who fell to coun-

ter-punching. The Queen's boj

did all the leading, and forced

the fight for the entire three

rounds. In the third, Smith

was forced to hang on to pre-

vent further punishment.

One of the brightest spots

on the card from a Queen's

point of view was the one-

round knockout scored by the

courageous Des Smythe.
Smythe walked into his oppon-

ent from the opening gong, and

rained lefts and rights to head

and body, knocking his oppon-

ent over for a count of nine be-

fore putting him away for

keeps. Gay of O.A.C. was

good, but not in a class with

thing be done for the Intercollegi-

ate Assault? Your correspondent

does not claim that the adoption of

this method would bring abou: a

perfectly satisfactory awarding of

decisions, but it would minimize the

difficulty and tend to stop the

squabble which has been the after-

math of ever)' Assault for the past

five years. Secretary Chas. Hicks

of the Queen's A.D. nf C. has al-

readv declared himself in favour of

the proposed innovation.

the Queen's fighter.

Of the MacKenzie - Ross

bout the less said the better.

Our private tally shows that in

the first round the former

fighter was on top for the first

half, hut Ross came back

strong to put that frame on

even terms. The second round

belonged to MacKenzie, who
smashed Ross repeatedly with

a left to the body, and pun-

ished him with a heavy right

to the head. Although both

boys tired greatly in the third

round, Mackenzie again had the

edge, varying his attack from

head to body, while his oppon-

ent relied on a straight left

to the face. As has been stated,

the decision went against the

Queen's entry, much to the

amazement of everyone present.

Chuck MacLean failed in the

point of condition. Had he

bad the strength Gilbert would

have seen a trip to the clean-

ers in the second round. Quick

simply did not have another

ounce of strength left, or he

could have pushed the Red

lightheavy over during the last

half of the bout. MacLean

took the first round by a

goodly margin, and punished

Gilbert severely. The McGill

entry won the second round,

as the Tricolor boy faded. In

sheer over anxiety MacLean
fouled his opponent in the

third, by hitting after the

break of a clinch, and this prob-

ably spelt the difference be-

tween victory and defeat.

"Chuck" Carlyte attained his

life's ambition in capturing an

Intercollegiate title. The new

champ never looked belter than

he did on Saturday night when

he won a- decision over Hagey
of O.A.C. Hagey was a parti-

cularly rugged and obstinate

wrestler, and provided Carlyle

with stiff competition. When
neither had gone to the mat

after two minutes of wrestling

Chuck lost out in the flipping

of a coin and went to the mat

.

He broke Hagey's hold "with

the greatest of ease" and went

on to create his own advantage

which earned him the decision.

Abe Zvonkin met surprising-

ly tough opposition in Wolfe of

O.A.C. who gained one min-

ute's advantage in the first

round, which gave him the de-

cision. The only other advan-

tage came when Abe secured a

headlock on Wolfe, but the lat-

ter fell outside the ropes, and

the two were forced to resume

from the referee's hold.

McGill took the last three

bouts of the evening, to pass

their rival colleges and claim

the championship on the

strength of their fencing points.

Chuck Peck made the mistake

of trying to box Ruschin, the

Red heavyweight. Lack of

condition again played a prom-

inent part in this hout, for Rus-

chin seemed to wait until the

Tricolor contender was well

TALKIES ILLUSTRATE
LECTURE ON STEEL

"Rhapsody in Steel 1936" was

the subject of a lecture by Mr.

Morris Smith of the Ford Motor

Company before the Engineering

Society. Friday afternoon in Flem-

ing Hall. The lecture was illus-

trated by two talking pictures.

n this lecture Mr. Smith stressed

the importance of metallurgical re-

earch in the development of more

efficient motors. This is obtained by

using alloys to allow an increase in

power without a large increase in

weight. The first of the two

pictures used to supplement the lec-

ture showed the performance and

the manufacture of the Lincoln

"Zephyr."

The second film shown, "Rhap-

sody in Steel" illustrated die manu-

facture of the Ford car, from the

unloading of the ore until the car

was driven from the assembly racks

under its own power. The feature

of this picture was the assembly of

the parts of a car to music.

Brains And Blues

And now scientists say that

brains and blues go together. In an

intelligence test the score of the

optimists was much lower than the

score of the pessimists, as reported

by Dr. Osbum, sociologist. The

pessimistic, who worried over their

grades and thought they were going

to flunk, won out. The optimistic

were too much so. The average

score of the latter was 190, as com-

pared with 233 for the former.

Maybe the inferiority complex is

not so bad after all.

The grouch, who is blue about

the future, may sometimes give a

better account of himself than the

man with a grin. And if hard

times make pessimists, we may ex-

pect a super-generation.

—Column Review

Dentist—You said you've never

h3d a tooth filled, yet I find flakes

of metal 011 my drill.

Miserable Fmsh—That was my
collar button —Annapolis Log.

out on his feet before uncork-

ing a right to the chin which

gave him a technical K.O. in

the first. Peck deserves a great

deal of credit for his willing-

ness to box, and for his splen-

did showing. Having never

had the gloves on before, and

with only five days of instruc-

tion, he amazed the fans by his

all round ability and courage

under fire-

Just a word about this

fractional system of wrestling.

We do not understand it our-

self, and we strongly doubt that

many more do. But it is prt-

suiikiMw designed to encourage

wrestling for falls instead of

decisions: and yet, to the best

of our knowledge, scarcely any

of the wrestlers were nade ac-

quainted with tlie new system

until it was publicly announced

mid-way through the e\ening.

More later.

ROUND TRIP BARGAIN FARES

MARCH 5 and 6 - from KINGSTON
(Ticketa iImomU from d) «dio«nt C-N R. Stations)

To C.N.R. STATIONS in MARITIME PROVINCES
Prov. of Quebec; New Brumwick; Prince Edward Itlind; Nova Scotia

MAR. 6 to OTTAWA $2.25 Return

MAR. 7 and 8 to MONTREAL $3,50; QUEBEC CITY $6.75

STE. ANNE DEBEAUPRE $7.35 ROUND TRIP FARES
! ,

'
.

.
Fa'ti. TVonnl tiiilt a*d Infernal* it.'. 1 1.-.'.-,.:

CANADIAN NATIONAL
Ail AliMi Ic. sulk I
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Students Have An Opportunity

To Enjoy The Drama
The city of Kingston is in many ways

an ideal spot for the student to spend his

undergraduate days. It is small and com-

pact, and the city never overshadows the

campus. In fact, Kingston is practically

the university and students can achieve

a degree of intimatcness which would be

impossible in a larger college in a larger

city. But the very smallness of the city

is also responsible for one of the chief draw-

backs. It is too small to offer to its citizens

opera or the legitimate stage. This state-

ment is not particularly startling when it

is realized that the great City of 'Toronto

can only support the stage or opera at rather

rare intervals.

For those students who appreciate the

stage the Drama Festival being held in

Convocation Hall this weekend should prove

a real boon. It is not necessary to urge

students to attend these performances

since the officials in charge never have to

worry about filling the seats. Perhaps it

is well to suggest, however, that seats

should be procured immediately in order

to avoid disappointment—Convocation Hall

is not noted for its large accommodation

facilities. The lengthy list of plays will be

varied in character, and the materially mind-

ed student will never doubt that he is get-

ting his money's worth.

Queen's is fortunate in being chosen as

the locale for the regional festival. Theatre

groups from all over Eastern Ontario wUl
be present to give their performances. Stu-

dents who have missed the opportunity of

seeing stage productions while living in

Kingston will welcome this weekend's

program. The Little Theatre Movement
has grown enormously in Canada since

Lord He-sborough stimulated interest in it

and although some of the plays in the Festi-

val program may lack the finesse of the
professional production the observer will

appreciate the enthusiasm which the
amateur lends to his task. The Drama
Festival offers Queen's students an oppor-
tunity which none should miss.

has

n 1

1

The Constitutional Impasse
At the present moment there are two

groups of constitutional authorities at work
deciding in large measure the future of the
B.N.A. Act. One is the Supreme Court
of Canada which is deciding on the consti-
tutional validity of the "New Deal" legisla-

tion put through by the Federal Govern-
ment last session, including notably the
Employment and Social Insurance Act and
the Minimum Wages Act. The other is

a Special Committee of the House of Com-
mons which is taking evidence and discus-
sing ways and means of amending our con-
stitution.

the results of the investigations of these
two bodies will undoubtedly have many
ramifications on our national life. It is

already certain that the Special Committee
is going to suggest that the amendment of
the B.N.A. Act be given to the people of

Canada, for, up to the present, being a

British statute it has been amended by the

British Parliament. There seems to be no

reason why this right should not be vested

in the Dominion, for in actuality it exists

already. The British Parliament has been

asked hy a joint address of the Senate and

House of Commons to amend the Act on

several occasions, and it has never yet re-

fused. The initiative comes from Canada

and the British Parliament has never op-

posed; therefore it seems an unnecessary

anachronism that the right of amending our

constitution should be left in the hands of

an outside body.

Once this relatively minor issue

been settled, immediately a host of

difficulties appear. Granted that we will

be given the right to amend our constitu-

tion, how are we going to do it? Will an

amendment be put through only on the con-

,ent of all the nine provinces as the up-

holders of the Compact Theory of Confed-

eration would have us believe, or shall it he

done on, say, the request of a majority of

the provinces? If we must wait for the

unanimous consent of all the provinces we

can be fairly sure that we can have practic-

ally no. amendments. But yet this seems

to be the stand taken by the provinces.

This is the result of the intense political,

economic, geographical, religious and social

sectionalism and separatism which char-

acterizes our national economy. Each

province is zealously guarding its rights

and will not, or cannot, think in terms of

the Dominion of Canada as a whole. Un-

doubtedly, however, if adequate guarantees

as to religious and radical minorities are

given, etc., this impasse may be solved.

More immediate and important will be

the result of the Supreme Court's decision

as to the constitutionality of the New Deal

legislation. If it is declared ultra vires,

it will mean at once that we must give up

any hope of any form of economic reform.

In a world shattered by economic crisis

never before was the need for unified na-

tional action essential. Most observers,

however orthodox, readily admit the need

for some measure of reform including some

form of planning in our hitherto individual-

ist economy. But if our powers are going

to be so hopelessly divided between federal

and provincial authorities as they are today

we can hope for nothing. The Report of

the Price Spreads Commission revealed

several defects in our system, and several

abuses which should be rectified. At the

same time the need for an extensive system

of social security for the masses of our

people is obvious. Mr. Bennett in a small

measure attempted to supply some of these

reforms through his "New Deal" legisla-

tion. But the constitutionality of these need-

ed measures has been seriously doubted and

is at present being tested by the Supreme
Court.

The Schecter decision in the United
States and the more recent upheaval of the

much-maligned A.A.A. show that similar

problems are present in the United States.

In the States those interests who stand to

lose by such legislation have become "De-
fenders of the Constitution" — in other

words defenders of their own rights. The
"Liberty League" in the States upholds the

constitution and professes to support liberty

—in reality we feel it means little else than
"liberty"—for themselves.

It is hoped that if this legislation in

Canada is declared ultra vires that an im-
mediate amendment to our constitution will

take place. If our constitution is out-of-

date it must be changed to permit neces-
sary reforms. The B.N.A, Act was framed
in the laissez-faire frontier economy of

1867; it is quite obvious that conditions

today are quite different and that corres-

ponding changes are needed, The very real

danger is, however, that those who will not
profit by such needed legislation will tend
to throw themselves against amendment
and continue to keep our powers so hope
lessly divided that nothing will be able to
be done.—McGill Daily.

Prise in Chemistry

ol $25 given by the Society of

iwarded on the basis
A prize

Chemical Industry

of an e<say competition. Competitive

essays must be sent not later than Febru-

ary 29th to the Secretary of the Ottawa

Section of the Society of Chemical Industry.

The competition is strictly limited to un-

dergraduate*.

Further information may be obtained

from the Registrar or from the Department

of Chemistry, Queen's University.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all Faculties

must be received at the Registrar's Office

on or before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts de-

gree will pay a degree fee of $10; candidates

for the Master of Arts degree will pay a

fee of $20. Anyone applying after March

15th will have to a pay a late fee of $3.

Cowan Foundation No. 1

The Essay Competition under the Gowan

Foundation No. 1. will be held on Monday,

March 2nd, 2 to 5 p.m. in Room 100, King-

ston Hall.

A prize of $25 cash will be awarded to

the student submitting the best essay writ-

ten under examination conditions on one of

a list of subjects submitted to the student

at the time of writing.

The list of subjects, fifteen or more in

number, will cover a broad range of political

and economic problems of both theoretic

and practical interest. The list will be such

that a well-read student should find three

or four subjects within his competence and

interest,

The competition is open to all students

of the University.

University of Alberta Research Scholarships

Two graduate scholarships of the value

of $600.00 each are available for research

at the University of Alberta for Session

1936-37. These scholarships are open to

graduates of any Canadian University.

Any graduate or graduating student who
may be interested should communicate with

the Registrar of the University of Alberta

not later than March 15th, and attach to

his or her application an official record of

the candidate's undergraduate and graduate

work, together with at least two letters of

reference. Definite details should be given

as to the field of study in which the appli-

cant proposes to work.

JUNIOR PROM BAND
NOTED FOR RHYTHM

Guests at the Seigniory Club at

Lucerne - in - Quebec find that

dancing to the refreshing strains

of Frank Cott's orchestra is the

best antidote after a day of ski-

ing and tobogganing. The superb

rhythms of this famous orchestra

make you forget the strain and

stress of recent hours and feel like

"dancing all night." For this

reason the Junior Prom has

chosen the Seigniory Club orch-

estra' to purvey the music at the

"big whirl" in the La Salle on

Friday, March 6th. Permission

has been granted for the Prom to

go on into the wee hours and with

a program full of novelty and

gaiety there will not be a dull

moment from the, time your coat

hits the check room hook till it

is dragged out again some six

hours later.

"~The Prom will again take the

form of a dinner-dance and wi

be held entirely in the Hotel La

Salle. Since this is the first dance

of the year to be held in the hotel

there is every indication that it

will be a gala affair

Tickets should be purchased at

once to avoid disappointment, be

cause the Prom is certain to be ;

unique social event combining

the best in dance fare with the

best in culinary craftsmanship

The committee is comprised of

the following: Mary Galbraith,

Alison Mitchell, Bill Kloepfer,

Mac Robson, Evan McLaren, Joe

Teal, and Bob Greenamyer, con

vener, phone 4220.

Sir Wilfred Laitrier Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the Ontario

Women's Liberal Association to perpetuate

the memory of Sir Wilfrid Lauricr. Award-
ed for proficiency in French Conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born English-

speaking students, sons or daughters of a

British subject by birth or naturalization

not of, French parentage. Tenable only by
a student who will be in residence during

the following session.

The examination will be held in March.
Applications will be received by the Regis-

trar up to March 1st.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

$5.00 REWARD

"or return of two "No Par
i

ing" signs taken from the Qu^.
Gymnasium on the night of ^
Science Formal. Return t() q
C. Crothers, 11 Sydenham St.,

fore February 29th.

SWEET
CAPORAL
CIGARETTES

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of' the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

Free Englargement Offer

Expires Sat., Feb. 29th

Leave Your Films Here

/V%. R. McCOLL
University Drug Store and

Ice Cream Parlor

Open from 7.30 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table-—Faculty of Arts

The attention of all students in Arts is

directed to the final examination time-table
in Pass classes, which is posted on the
Registrar's Notice Board.

National Research Council Scholarships to be

awarded in 1936

Bursaries of the value of $500 will be
open to award to applicants who have grad-

uated with high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of $600 will

be open to award to applicants who have

already done some original graduate re-

search in science.

Fellowships of the value of $700 will be

open to award to applicants who have given

distinct evidence of capacity to conduct in-

dependent research in science.

Attention is called to the fact that ow-
ing to drastic reduction in the appropria-

tion available this year for scholarships,

only a limited number of awards can be
granted. Consequently, applications should

be strictly confined to candidates with out-

standing records, both in their undergradu-
ate and postgraduate courses.

March 1st is the final date on which
applications may be mailed.

Application blanks and copies of the
regulations governing these awards may be
obtained from the Registrar.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sua. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domeetic and Imported Tobaccoi

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Call

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter*

CANADA RADIO STORES
Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for Ktudtt"

iJflnrignlii <£aU
346 Princess St. Kingston, Onl

CHECKER TAXf

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Order*"

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S
123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.



HIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB, GRATTON

GIBSON TROPHY DEPARTS
In a few *W»**|5

"J"

0™. G 'bs°n. Memorial Trophy, emblematic of
llllt

ro.Hcgioic B.W. * '. championship wi|i go OIl it9 travcU again
one year sojourn at Queen's, This time the prized mim will

e next year at letit, it will

many years of
eni W McGill University where. For th- ..

ELrfn a* a t«"monia1 to McGill's first triumpl

[Snpetitiori ' hc sQiiared ring

Wilt" «w sconnB system to decide the team championship in

(fed. the Montreal T "_osed out ,hc
.

defending titleholdcrs. our
gucens squad, r>y Nie narrow margin of one-third of a point,

,'l'tViotiBl'
,lie Tricolor actually won as many events as did the new

''however, Queen's aren't begrudging the Red fighters (heir win,
,g as it did after several gloomy years of taking it on the chin

m tlic rival colleges.

jjje Montreal triumph will undoubtedly do a lot towards reviving

fetl in this particular branch of college sport around the McGill
Furthermore the contendi schools now have greater ir

-ntive to capture the Gibson Cup and this fact should lay the founds
for bigger and better Assaults in future years.

imp*"
tntiv

lions

HOOPSTERS HEADED FOR TITLE
Queen's Senior cage five are still riding high in the College Big

uur hoop league and seem headed for the title now held by Warren
(evens' Varsity Blues.

The local hopes while not overly impressive in stopping McGill here

1 the gym 011 Saturday, have shown plenty of class throughout the

season, and should obtain at least an even break on their two remaining

nines on 'he road. An even split at Toronto and London next week-
,.„,[ will bring the championship to Kingston for the first time in seven

years, and at the same time end Varsity's two year reign as top-dogs
L

1 ollege basketball. Therefore local cage fans will anxiously await

the results of the season's final games which are booked for this coming
"riday and Saturday.

THISA AND THATA
I'hil Broadhurst, coach of the Tricolor Junior cagemen rates orchids

for the splendid showing his team has made this winter . . . The young-

i(«s are unbeaten in 7 games, and Broadhurst's master minding has been

ideut in every contest . . . Looks as if Queen's can produce coaches

j well as winning hoop outfits . . . Harvard's hockey squad surprised

on Saturday by stopping McGill's famed Red Raiders 7-4 .. . How do

you like the new scoring system used last week-end at the College

Assault? . - - The system left Queen's holding the bag and McGill the

Gibson Trophy, but what can you do about it? . . . We've just got to

take it . . The Tricolor B.W. & F. club club returned Sunday evening

liv bus from Montreal . . . Tired and worn from the unpleasant drive

the boys sat silently throughout the trip, although a few tried vainly to

pep tilings up, hut it just couldn't be done , . . Perhaps Hie loss of the

championship affected the lads somewhat ... It was a rude jolt to take

vou know.

MCGILL WINS TITLE

BY V3P0INT MARGIN

(Continued from page 1)

have him fall outside the ring.

A summary shows the men of

Queen's to have won four boxing

events and one wrestling bout;

Varsity failed to gain a point in

boxing, but took four wrestling

encounters; McGill, the winning

team took four boxing bouts and

one point in the "fencing; O.A.C.

trailed with three boxing events to

their credit.

A- rc-vamped scoring system for

the wrestling bouts made the final

analysis difficult to follow. Any

hout in which a fall is gained is

given three points, while a decision

victory counts only one. Further

average is taken of these points on

(he basis of the number of bouts

engaged in. This-method of scoring

was not made known to the crowd

until midway through the Saturday

night programme and does not ap

ply to the preliminary bouts. The

objective of the new ruling is to

put a premium on falls, and reduce

the tendency toward the "Varsity

ride".

The results:

SENIOR COURTMEN
WIN FROM McGILL

JUNIOR CAGE TEAM
WINS 7th STRAIGHT

(Continued from page 1)

corner shot after Rooke had opened

the scoring with a free throw—this

Iras the only occasion that McGill

was ahead although they tied the

score several times in the first half

and threatened to assume the lead.

]( was not till the last five minutes

of the first half that Queen's could

ssume more than a four point lead

nd then baskets by Rooke, Son-

shine and Finlay gave them a nine

joint lead as the period ended, the

Furore being 22-13.

The second half saw a rearrange

lent in the local lineup with Rooke

being moved up to a forward post

tion. The McGill team opened the

half with a desperate drive but after

crawling to within six points of the

leader's score they were forced to

sec the latter put on a brilliant eight

point splurge and draw away to a

commanding lead. After this burst

the part of the Queen's team

McGill were able to whittle away a

little of their deficit but were never

able to seriously threaten. Cunning-

ham was forced to withdraw from

the game with a leg injury and

Lloyd Edwards was ejected after

incurring four fouls. Just before

the game ended McGill secured

three points on a nice long shot by

*">ormley and a free throw which

Kave them eleven points for the

session half, the same number that

Queen's were chalked up with, and

marie the final score 33-24.

The game was- the cleanest seen

here this year—McGill being vir-

tually saintly in their manner of

Way. Cunningham, Finlay and

Hooke each were responsible for

f"ur field goals apiece and led the

atlack while Bews. Tilley, Rooke

and Stephen saw that the visitors

did not gamer any points they did

nil t actually deserve.

The points for McGill were well

scattered, no one getting more than

'wo field goals. Brown, who used

tn play for Queen's led their scoring

^>th six points, all secured in the

fi"t half and his field goal was

greeted with warm applause.

Line-ups

:

Queen's—Cunningham (9), L.

Edwards (2), Finlay (8), Bews

<}). Tilley, Rooke (9), Stephen,

s°i5hine (2).

Queen's fast - travelling Junior

basketball team won their seventh

straight victory on Saturday turning

back Regiopotis College by the

overwhelming score of 61-15. The

game, which was played as a pre-

liminary to the senior Intercollegiate

fixture, was one-sided but produc-

tive of interesting basketball at

times. The win gave the Tricolor

the group championship, a title

which they held in 193+ and 1932.

Queen's were slow in getting

started but when they hit their

stride late in the opening stanza

they showered the Regiopolis basket

with accurate shots from all angles.

The half-time score was 16-6 but

the second half produced the great-

est scoring splurge seen nn a local

court this year. In this period the

Tricolor youngsters, led by Captain

Don Whyte, caged twenty-two field

goals and one free throw, while

their opponents were squeezing in

nine points.

VvTiyte was high scorer with IS

points followed by his two front

line mates, Lewis and Knowles with

11 and 9 respectively Fox and

McLeod were best for Regiopolis.

The teams

:

Queen's: (61)— Whyte (IS),

Lewis (11). Knowles (9), Steven-

son (7), Friedman (7), McCallum

(4), Chemoff (4). Miller (2),

Hutchinson (2).

Regiopolis: (15)—Fox (6), M,c-

Leod (5), Walsh (2), Mateer (2),

O'Neill, Roson, Henley, Farrell.

Wrestling

118 lbs.—Austen (T) defeated Ivan

(O.A.C), decision.

125 lbs.—Johnstone (T) defeated

Thomas (Q), decision.

135 lbs.—Smith (O.A.C.) defeated

Forsberg (Q), decision.

145 lbs.—Houle (T) defeated Mac

Donald (O.A.C.)

155 lbs.—Shackleton (O.A.C.) de

feated Brooks (M).

165 lbs.—Carlyle (Q) defeated

Hagey (O.A.C), decision.

175 lbs.—Van Allen (T) defeated

Vickers (O.A.C)

Heavy—Wolfe (O.A.C.) defeated

Zvonkin (Q), decision.

Boxing

IIS lbs—Frederick (Q) defeated

Mtllson (T), K.O. in first.

125 lbs.—Smolkin (Q) defeated

Smith (O.A.C), decision.

135 lbs.—Irving (Q) defeated

Livermore (O.A.C.), K.O. in

second.

145 lbs.—Quinn (M) defeated

Powell (T), decision.

155 lbs.—Smythe (Q) defeated Gay

(O.A.C), K.O. in first.

165 lbs—Ross (M) defeated Mac-

Kenzie (Q). decision.

175 lbs. — Gilbert (M) defeated

Maclean (Q), decision.

Heavy — liuschin ( M ) defeated

Peck (Q), K.O. in first.

White squad, and At* Zvonkin

came through against McLean of

the local contingent, scoring one

fall. Of the other bouts probably

the oustanding upset was the de-

feat of Billingslcy. . highly rated

Red wrestler in the 165 pound class.

Ken Running made a great bid for

tbe honours in his class, but losl

one fall to tbe powerful Shacklelon

of O.A.C Proudfoot. the Tricolor

lightheavy wrestler, was at a great

weight disadvantage against Van

Allen of Varsity, but put up a

good battle. Ranny MacDonald

gave away at least five pounds it

weight to Captain "Bobby" Quinn

McGill's crack welterweight, and

former Pacific Coast Intercollegiate

champion. MacDonald found great

difficulty in reaching bis taller op-

ponent, losing on a decision. In the

next bout Tom Powell knocked out

Gray of Guelph, the latter failing

to appear for the second round.

Frederick's one round knockout

of King started the Queen's battlers

off in the right direction, quickly

followed by "Sammy" Smolkin's

lisposal of Fred Smith, brilliant V.

of T. bantamweight, in the third

round. Irving made it three in a

row by an easy decision over Loss

ing. After dropping the welter-

weight class, the Tricolor went on

to win four more consecutive bouts

ith Smythe's decision, Mac-

Kenzic's one rounder, MacLean's

bye, and Chuck Peck's sensational

victory over Pocius of Varsity.

Peck came out swinging, and pun-

ished the Blue and White heavy-

weight severely. Pocius recovered

and landed telling punches on the

Queen's White Hope, nearly put-

ting him away in the first round.

With sheer grit and determination

carrying him on, Queen's famed

line-plunger battered the Varsity

boy with both hands, and knocked

him out two seconds before the gong

rang. Pocius had to be carried to

his corner, but came up for the

second round. Peck did not give

him a chance, wading in with all he

had left to put him out completely.

YOU'RE ALL WET
AT LEAST YOUR FEET WILL BE IF YOU

DONT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

REDUCED PRICES ON RUBBERS

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess St

STORE
Phone 704

B. W. & F. Meeting:

A meeting of the B. W. &

F. Club will be held in the

Gym at 5.00 p.m. today. All

those interested turn out.

"What a boy you arc for asking

questions," said the father. "I'd like

to know what would have happened

if I'd asked as many questions when

I was a boy."

"PerMps." suggested the young

hopeful, "you'd have been abte to

answer some of mine."

McGiH-Gormley (4), Teaham

f41 driver (D. Brown (6),

Rutherford (5), Schofield, Bowes

(4). Hunter.

TRICOLOR PUNCHING

POWER IMPRESSIVE

The Queen's Boxing and wrestl-

ing team fought like men possessed

in the first round of the Intercol-

legiate Assault to cop seven of the

eight boxing events and four of the

wrestling points. At the close of

the first evening of battling the

point standing was Queen's 11,

O.A.C. 9, McGill 6 and Varsity 6.

The Tricolor boxers showed a de-

cided edge in hitting ability when

thev won four of their seven bouts

via the K.O. route, Frederick,

Smolkin, MacKenzie and Peck be-

ing the victors. Des Smythe dis-

played great power in putting his

man down for major counts on four

separate occasions.

The wrestlers came through nobly

with half of the bouts in their

favour, although Intercollegiate

champion Johnny Haight was best-

ed by MacDonald of O.A.C.

Thomas gained a well-earned de-

cision over Belli of the Redmen,

"Tony" Forsberg took Saunders of

McGill with one fall, Chuck Carlyle

defeated Newell of the Blue and

The results

:

Wrestling

125 lbs.—Thomas (Q) defeated

Belli (M), decision.

135 lbs.—Forsberg (Q) defeated

Saunder (M), one fall.

145 lbs.—MacDonald (O.A.C.) de-

feated Haight (Q), decision.

155 lbs.—Shackleton (O.A.C.) de-

feated Running (Q). one fall.

165 lbs.—Carlyle (Q) defeated

Newell (T), one fall.

175 |hs.—Van Allen (T) defeated

Proudfoot (Q), decision.

Heavy — Zvonkin (Q) defeated

MacLean (M), one fall.

Boxing

118 lbs.—Frederick (Q) defeated

King (O.A.C.i.,K.O. in first.

125 lbs.—Smolkin (Q) defeated

Smith (T), K.O. in third.

135 lbs.—Irving (Q) defeated Los-

ng (T). decision.

145 lbs.— Quinn (M) defeated

MacDonald (Q). decision.

155 lbs.— Smythe (Q) defeated

Hand (Ml, decision.

Utt lhs._MacKenrie (Q) defeated

McQuillan (O.A.C), K.O. in

first.

175 lbs.—McLean drew bye.

Heavy—Peck (Q1 defeated Pocius

(T), K.O. in second.

Arts Hockev

The Arts Interfaculty

hockey team will oractise to-

day from 2-3 p.tn. and on

Thursday at the same hour.

OVERCOATS of Consequence

OVERCOATS "HAVE EVERYTHING"
You are certain to feel as we do when you see them. They

are, without doubt, the pick of the season's smartest

fabrics and styles.

GEORGE Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKE7TS

Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE!

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE TH1AT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St Phone 302-Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc

WHILE-U-WA1T SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 506

Phone 503

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

STo &tu&ent0 of Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clock.
GUtt

Watches *«* F'vort
.

Pens and Pencil* CoU«e ImIiw.

Designing to Order

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS H6up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGST*

A. R. TIMOTH
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPE^ALIZINQ IN PORTRAIT* AND GBOU]

180 Wellington StreetlOU wem K
Qver c>nldUn pacific E*pr*a Offle*

Bum—Give nic a dime for a cup

of coffee?

Soph.—But coffee only costs a

nickel.

Bum— I know but I've got a

date.—Manitoban.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Bock Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Tetf Books for AH Faculty

and Departments. Loose Leaf (upplie*. Fountain Per*

Slid* Rules, Quel's Pennants m& Cushions. Our tuwd

Book Exchange is at your Dispell.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'. Univertitr Ground. ONTARIO
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The Soap Box

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box will

net accept any letter without know-

ing the name of the writer. His

identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

Another inquiry concerning the
Compulsory Attendance issue,

Editor,

The Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

For the last two or three issues

our budding "ists" and "ives

have been knocking hell out of

each other around the Soap Box
I hope they settle something soon
and let the dust of battle drift

away so that we may be able to

see where the Compulsory At-

tendance issue has hidden itself.

Frightened.

A conservative admits that the
present system is not quite perfect
but feels that socialism also has
its weak points.

The Editor,

Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:
,

I have read with interest the
letters of the conservatives and
the "radicals" in the Journal.
While 1 am essentially a conser-

vative 1 feel that there are many
defects in the present setup which
must be admitted. However
socialism also has its weak points.

Under the present economy,
there are glaring inequalities in

the distribution of wealth; unem-
ployment is a very important
problem and the labor-camp
question is becoming more alarm-
ing every day. A recent writer
to the journal stated that the
ltycl of the lower classes could be
a great deal lower. It is true that
during the worst period of the
Industrial Revolution, conditions
were worse. However the fact
still remains that 3ixly pCr cent,
of the people receive less than
one thousand dollars a year
whereas an additional twenty per
cent, receive between one thous-
and and fifteen hundred.

This is of significance as the
Dominion Department of Labour
ias found that a fdmily needs
Mwcen eight hundrid and one
tjusand dollars to piovidc food
anj housing alone. Moreover
•I'l-Dcpartment says tttat a figure
kelson twelve hundrid and fif-

Iccn .nndred dollars islnecessary
to mantain the minimum stand-
ard oflccctlcy.

Incom, By Productive lEffon
The suilc writer al\o said
with cve-vone equal aril shar-

ing Ins prSfiis, n „ niattlr how
great his comtihution ... lis work
Will be correspondingly iiftlcss
and indifferent." I shouldtiikc to
point out tint the soeialtts do
not intend to make evlrvonc
equal; They say that iWome
would he obtainable only bj pro-
ductive effort and not by owner-
ship alone or speculation 01 uni
lormity of salaries. The pf
fantastic divergence betwee
income of the manual worke
big business executive woul
done away with hut a 1

differentiation would be main

tamed as a stimulus or a recogni

lion of efficiency and conlribu

lion. Thus the socialist docs not

eliminate incentive hut merely ex

ploitation of the masses by a few

In fact, the planned economy

has been intelligently thought

tut, But will it work in practise

is well as in theory?

Difficulties In Socialism

The socialists plan to place at

ncreased burden upon govern

mcnt departments, commissions

and state corporations. Now
everyone admits that administra-

ii in any modern government

very complicated and difficult

Would it not be more so if the

government administered a social-

zed economy? In addition to the

resent duties it would have to

arry out the essential economic

functions of the country. Officials

of the highest capacity and ex-

perience would be necessary

—

moreover, as the socialists admit,

the plan could not succeed with-

out officials "imbued with a sense

of service to the new state." It

eems to me that it would be ex-

rcmely difficult to locate such

animals" in any quantity at any

in power. Would the rulers of th

planned economy not feel obi

gated to an even larger numbe

Would not all workers and farm

crs especially be clamoring fo

good -jobs ?

In conclusion 1 would like

say that, while there is doubtle

need for reform in the world to

day, we should not rush in with

out careful thought. Too ofte

the reformer's philosophy may

he thus summed up. "Thing

couldn't be much worse, there

fore why not try socialism? We
can't lose!" Perhaps it would be

better not to change horses in th

middle of the stream.

Thank you very much for you

space.

G. Herbert Kitchen

P.S.— I would appreciate any

comments which may be forthcom

ing in regard to this question. How
ever, please do not point out Russia

an example as I admit that re

suits have been successful there

but there is a great difference be

tween the temperament of the

Russian and Canadian people

Also please do not say that yon
admit the truth of the points I

ave advanced because in my
invali

rate. Moreover who would watch
|

0I"mon such admission

them? dates the theory

Then again we must face the

problem of transference. The
socialists say that the business to

be socialized would first be ap

praised by a semi-expert, semi

rbitral authority. Would there Dear Sir

sent

the

and

be

ted

ot be numerous difficulties

countered even in this first step?

Would it not be found difficult

to give an equitable valuation to

the business? Also would there

not be a tendency for the price of

securities and other assets to rise

greatly, thus imposing a huge
burden of debt on the com
munity ?

Compensation To Be Given
After the appraisal, the owner

of the business would be present

ed with government guarantee

bonds to the value of the bust

ness. It may be a surprise to

some conservatives to learn that

the more conservative "radicals"

at least, do not intend to extend
government ownership of in-

dustry without compensation.

However let us examine this com-
pensation. The bonds are to be
(a) redeemable at their face

value on demand and (b) inter-

est rates are to vary with the con-
traction and expansion of nation-
al income.

Personally, I don't see how this

will make any substantial differ-

ence in the distribution of wealth.
Of course the owners of the bonds
would not get as high returns on
their money as before but would
not the wealth still be concen-
trated in the hands of a few? I

think it would, at least for the
transition period.

It may be said of some pro-
vincial governments that public
positions are primarily rewards
for party services. Usually effi-

ciency is if secondary importance.
The socialists feel that much of
this will disappear under their
planned economy. It seems to ine
that instead of disappearing there
is danger of it becoming aggra-
vated under socialism. The new
movement was created by the
farmers and workers of the
country.

Larger Obligations

The socialists also hope to in-
terest the extensive middle class
of professional men and women
—teachers, engineers, physicians,
clergymen, social workers, etc.—
and of the managers and skilled
technicians of industry. Under
the status quo, politicians feel
that they are obligated to the
men instrumental in getting them

Workingman must be abolished
says Science '37.

The Editor,

Soap Box,

ueen's Journal.

I have been so intrigued by the

masterly exposition in defence of

capitalism that appeared in your
last issue that I am writing to

amplify it with a few comments
and suggestions of my own.

How ably Mr. Robertson points

out the privileges enjoyed by the

workingman under capitalism

The workingman, as he says, has

the use of the roads, the school

the hospitals, and the protection

of the fire brigades and the polic

which latter in particular must
be a great consolation to the man
who is walking the streets with

out a cent in his pocket.

Well, let us see now, who built

these schools, roads and hosp

tals? Why, none other than the

workingman, confound him, and
now the insatiable grasping fel

low actually expects to have thi

right to use them. After all Ik

has not done any real work, that

is nothing to compare with the

honest hard labour involved, for

example, in drawing dividends or

living on money inherited fron

one's parents. And then, abovt
all, as if there were no limit to

his impertinence the lowdown
vulgar fellow actually goes and
breeds a lot of blighted little

children who will all grow up
into more working men who will

want more fire brigades and
policemen to look after them and
so it seems as if the nuisance will
be with us indefinitely.

Now Sir, I am all for toleration

hut when onr Canadian institu-

tions arc menaced like this some-
thing really should be done. There
must be some solution to the
problem and I believe that I have
found it. I can see no flaw in

the logic of my -arguments. It

seems indubitable that there can
be only two ways out of the
wood. One, as Mr. Robertson
suggests is that the workingman,
the whole accursed lot of them,
hould jack themselves up to our
own high cultural level. But can
this really be done? After all

,we can't alter human nature, can
we?

I feel convinced then that there
only one alternative. The

workingman must be abolished.
How? By preventing him from
breeding children. The species

will then in due course become

extinct, the nuisance will cease,

and all our economic difficulties

will be solved. I have thought

deeply and I can see no other way

out. And if the workingman,

damn him. objects, well "non-

sense, my man, pure nonsense."

I trust this suggestion will he

welcomed as both intelligent and

constructive.

Signed,

Science '37.

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given

Essays and Thesis
'°

— Notes typed. Prices right

Single space 8c page, double S c J
Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone gJ

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROO^

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Psychology of the "'originals" not all

that it might be.

The Editor,

Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

The "originals," Arts '36, Arts

J8, and Arts '38 began this fray by

attempting to arouse student opin-

against the radicals, In last

Friday's Soap Box they "were wili-

ng to defend" their point of view.

If by next Friday they are willling

to use fact and logic in their argu-

ment they will be in danger of be-

coming radicals themselves.

After discovering that psychology

does not support their assertions

they now suggest that "too much

psychology is worse than none at

all." It would be equally absurd to

suggest that "too much knowledge

s worse than none at all."

They now tell us that what they

meant by human nature is emotion

love, fear, hate, etc. But they

are still at variance with psychology,

for according to many specialists,

fear of something must be learned

The child must learn to fear the

thing before he can be afraid of it.

And also, it is possible for adults

to un-learn their fears. But let the

conservatives assail the psycho-

logists.

The next vain assertion of the

originals" is that through capital-

and only through capitalism

can a man hope to distinguish him-

self among men. This too is ab-

surd, for very few, if any, of the

great men of history became great

ecause of the private ownership of

the means of production.

The great men of history who
discovered natural laws made pos-

ble unlimited advances in culture

and wealth. Why did not the work-

ing class derive its share of wealth

and culture from these discoveries?

Why did, (and does,) wealth ac-

umulate in the hands of the few
hile culture, education, and health-

ful recreation remain out of reach

of the working class? The answer

an only be in the capitalist system,

for under it there must always be

cheap labour—the price of labour

must be' kept low to insure large

profit for the owning class.

Under capitalism the worker
never benefits from the wealth

hich he, and not the owners of the

machines, has produced. The cap-

ital which does not accumulate in

e hands of the banks goes to the

vestors—the people who do not
produce wealth yet are able to share

it—the parasites of society.

The selfish opinion of the employ-
ing class is well contained in Mr.

K. B. Robertson's letter in the

Soap Box last Friday. He says:

It is very easy for the working
man lo assume that the world owes

a living. Does it ever occur to

im that he might owe the world
something? The 'downtrodden'
working man has police and fire

protection, etc., etc,"

Mr. R. would evidently have us
believe that the workers are para-
sites kept alive by the shareholders.

The "originals" ask: What re-

ward is there for originality of
thought and deed except under cap-
alism? Well, there is much greater

reward under socialism, for under
socialism one is paid according to
is contribution to humanity; under

capitalism he is paid according to

(Continued on page 7)
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BILLIARDS
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ROBERT C. LAIDLAW

Once upon a midnight dreary, while he pondered weak and weary

Over many facts related lo examination lore

—

While in maniacal frenzy, and stark raving mad with fury.

The quaint and curious volumes, its theory to explore,

Suddenly there came a tapping—as a bat in belfry flapping,

An idea gently rapping, tapping at his cranial door.

Only that and nothing more.

" Tis the wind," he weakly muttered, "or a balmy breeze." he stuttered.

"Blowing through the cerebellum, which it's done oft times before."

And with that he shuddered, and again, he madly puttered

In the books of sorrow, piled up high upon the floor.

But again there came the tapping—as a cooling liquid lapping

On a throat when it is chapping, prior to quaffing more and more.

The drink idea, nothing more.

And as this stark thing came upon him, he fenced with prayer and psalm,

and anthem

;

But he fought a losing battle as he turned towards the door.

And while gaining more momentum, slowly died his parting hymn.

And words began to link themselves, as bottle, table, floor.

His turn now came for rapping—and it was no gentle tapping—

The idea gently rapping, tapping at a bar-room door 1

Foolish that, and nothing more!

So in he strode and did not flutter, and in no uncertain mutter;

Called for stalk of ancient vintage, and a waiter just to pour.

He quickly passed through all the stages of the alcoholic phases,

Folding like a sodden tent, and' slipping to the floor.

And again there came the tapping—that infernal buzzing, rapping—

That loud and noisy booming clapping, tapping like a driller's bore.

Quoth the doctor, "Nevermore,"

COSTUME JKWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St

. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

X-RAY 0*B
Evenings by Appointment

1« Princess St Phone 1859

And now that silken sad uncertain rustling of the purple curtain

Hanging there so limply, lifeless from his saddened chamber door,

Should remind us all in passing that exams themselves for certain

Are a potent cause for death, which hasn't yet been stressed before.

Therefore when there comes a tapping - it's the system that needs

A system' which we should be scrapping, scrapping now for evermore!

Think of this—we do implore.
' WITH APOLOGIES TO COOAF1 A.

\ meeting 61 the Alma Mater

Society executive was held in the

Queen's Gymnasium at 7.00 p.m.

the evening of February 12.

with the President in the Chair.

Present: Mr. Simmons; Messrs.

Campbell, Kirkland. Christie. Joy.

Biesenthat, Q. Young, Barker. U.

Young, Forsherg, Watt and the

Permanent Secretary-Treasurer.

The minutes of the executive

meeting of January 16 were read

and approved.

Social Functions

An application was received

from Miss Georgina H. Ross, on

behalf, of the Levana Society, re-

questing permission to hold the

Levana "Formals" on February

19 and 21

Campbelt-C. Young: That the

Levana Society be granted per-

mission to hold their "Formals"

on February 19 and 21. Carried.

A communication from the

Commerce Club was read, asking

that they be granted the evening

of March 16 on which to hold the

annual Commerce Banquet.

Joy-Barker: That the Com

merce Club be given permission

to hold their banquet on the even

ing of March 16. Carried.

An application was received

from the Junior Prom Committee,

requesting that they be granted

the evening of March 6 for the

purpose of holding the Junior

Prom, and that they be allowed

ighDr. F. Wau
DENTIST

^06 Wellington St Kingston

'Phone 256

1 1 Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

105 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

Or. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

[59 Wellington St
'Phone

i

34fl
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They axe on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT,

The Soap Box
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his contribution to the capitalists.

It is unfortunate that Mr. J. R-

and the "originals" are detemiined

to remain ignorant of what social-

ism really is. After his bitter de-

crial of the radicals, Mr. J. R.

confesses that he doesn't know

what they arc in favour of. We

might suggest that the conservatives

nquire about socialism before

iaking their next onslaught.

"Realist".

Concerning the word •equality- and

its interpretation by socialist and

capitalist.

Mr. Editor:

Despite John E. B. Robertson s

lluminating letter I fail to un-

rstand how there can be no "in-

ferred desire for coercion" in the

ettcrof Arts '36, '38 and '38 when

,t states that they "feci that some-

thing should be done about the

growth of communistic and

socialistic activity in the Univer-

sity." Nor can I understand how

there can be "rabid intolerance"

as I read and reread the letter.

Probably the "originals" will en-

lighten me if I misinterpreted

them in my former letter.

It is rather ironical that P.G.,

\rts '36, '38, and '38 use the

slogan which to the socialisl

sums up the socialist program

"Society was made for man. not

man for society."

My friends are .greatly confu

ed by the use of the word

"equality." To the communis

it means the equal duty of

to work according to their ability

and the equal right to be paid ac

cording to their need, To the

socialist it means the equal duty

of all to work according to the"

ability and the equal right to be

paid according to what they do.

To the capitalist it may mean

either equal right to exercise the

franchise, or as my friends h

taken it. a biological and mental

equality.

For the benefit of many stud

ents. might I suggest that John

K. B. Robertson tell the readers

where to find the copy of Section

98 which he used.

Seeker of Toleration

P.S.—I fail to see how John K

B. Robertson could start his letter

as "one." immediately change

into "we," and then turn ba

into the singular number for the

signature.

The Kaffirs of Africa are a very

strange race. In times of war, they

beat their tum-tums and can be

heard for miles

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
D.1« I

Function I
W"

i

Feb. 28
1

Mejs

6 |

junior Prom

MarT27jj0jlIyy^

Grant Hall
I

1."'

La Salle I
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Grant Hall
I

l.W

Grant Hail
|

US
La Salle

M. Jami
r. n iWinn**

D Andrews

D. Pollock

Bud Haines

Frank Cott

Jack Crawford

U. of T. Representative

A letter from the University of

Toronto Students' Council was

read, regretting their inability to

send a representative to the

Science Formal.

Barker-C. Young: That th

Science Formal ticket .which had

been reserved (or the Toronto

representative, be returned to th

Science Formal Committee. Cat

ried.

A.M.S. Statement

A communication from Dr. Mc

Ncill was read, requesting that

Fibout April 1. the Alma Mater

Society submit to him, as Trcas

urer of the University, a financial

statement for the year.

Tricolor Prizes

A letter from Mr. R. A. Davi

was read, requesting that the

Alma Mater Society issue cheque

of $15.00 and §5.00 respectively

to Miss Helen Eakin and Mr. O

A. Secber in connection with the

sales competition conducted h>

the "Tricolor" in the year 1934-

35.

Union Statement

The financial statement of th

Students' Union, duly audited

was presented to the meeting

C. Young-Barker: That the

statement of the Students' Union

be accepted. Carried.

Attendance Regulations

Letters were received from

Dean Clark and Dean Mathcson

Mining Society

J. L. ypence of Canadian Re-

fractories. Ltd., will lecture to

the Mining and Metallurgical

Society on "The Application of

Refractories in Industry" in Nicol

Ilall on Thursday, February 27,

at 4.00 p.m. The lecture will be

illustrated by moving pictures

and lantern slides.

from, anu mai invj

to continue the dance until 3.00 stating that they would, hkc to

. .1 „mm,tl«C i in mic<.thin

a.m.

Kirkland-Campbelh That the

Junior Prom Committee be allow-

ed to hold their dance on the

evening of March 6, and that they

be given permission to continue

the dance until 3.00 a.m. Carried.

Camera Club

A communication was present-

ed from the Camera Club, asking

that the Alma Mater Society

make them a grant of Fifty-

Dollars, for the purpose of buy-

ing an enlarger.

Kirkland-Christie: That the re-

juest of the Camera Club for a

grant of Fifty Dollars be refused

account of the small member-

hip of the club, and on the

grounds that the society was not

the custom of making grants

the various clubs on the cam-

pus. Carried.

English Club

A letter was received from the

nglish Club, asking that they

be made a grant of Ten Dollars by

the Alma Mater Society to cover

operating expenses.

Campbell-Christie: That the re

piest of the English Club be re-

fused on the grounds that tl

Alma Mater Society was not

he custom of making grants to

the various clubs on the campus

and that to do so in this case

/ould be to establish an unfor

tunate precedent. Carried,

Medical House

A copy of the constitution of phones

meet the committees in question

for the purpose of discussing

sting attendance regulations

Queen's Band

A statement from the Queen's

band was placed before the meet-

ing, stating that the band was

not at that time in position to

repay the money loaned them by

the Alma Mater Society.

Joy-Biesenthal: That Mr.

Campbell and Mr. Christie be ap-

pointed a committee to investi-

gate the financial standing of the

hand. Carried.

Accounts

Accounts were presented to the

meeting as follows:

Bell Telephone Company.. S 4 25

R. H. Hfiy I7 -2-*

A. R. Timothy L75

Boycs Studio 50

J. R. C. Dobbs 3-00

E. Wishart 6-75

Kirkland-C. Young: That the

president and the permanent sec-

retary-treasurer he authorized to

pay the above accounts with the

exception of Mr. Wishart. Car-

ried.

Watt-Barker: That Mr. Wis-

hart's bill for S6.75 be turned

over to Mr. R. K. Thoman and

that Mr. Thoman make what

settlement be sees fit. Carried.

Levana Telephone And Date

Bureau

Mr. L, O. Watt presented the

report of the committee investi-

gating the possibility of free

such information as they now

have on hand, and that if satis-

factory arrangements could be

made, that the Alma Mater

Society hear the expense incurred

by installation of free telephones

for the women's residence. Car-

ried.

The question of A. M. S. super-

vision of the Date Bureau was

liscusscd at some length, it be-

ng decided that, although the

iervice had been used extensively

last year, the present situation

was due to a lack of confidence

in the Date Bureau by the stud-

ents as to the confidential nature

of its management.

C. Young-Joy : That the present

manager of the Date Bureau be

retained for the rest of the term

and that in the iutnre the man-

ager be appointed by the Alma

Mater Society Executive. Car-

ried.

Tricolor

The report (mm the committee

investigating the question of

yearbooks for every student, stat-

ed that this project could only be

carried out by means of an in-

crease in fees paid by the stud-

ents upon registration, was pre-

sented to the meeting. The com-

mittee reported that Dr. McNeill

was opposed to the plan and that

they would suggest the proposi-

tion as impractical.

Joy-Christie: That the report

be adopted. Carried.

for the women rcsi-

Medical House was received, to

:thcr with a complete list of the

embers of that organization.

R. Young-Watt : That the Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer have

copies of the Medical House con-

stitution made and given to the

various members of the Commit-

tee (or the Control of Social and

Social- Professional Organizations.

Carried.

dences. and the advisability of A-

M.S. supervision of the Date

Bureau. The question o( Ban

Righ phones was discussed at

length and proposals to overcome

the various obstacles were sub-

mitted.

Kirkland-Christie: That the

committee on "Levana Tele-

phones" make a report to the

officials of Ban Righ Hail with

Theft Insurance

A verbal report was given by

Mr. A. Kirkland on behalf of the

committee appointed to investi-

gate the question of Thefl Insur-

ance for the student body. Mr.

Kirkland reported that, after dis-

cussing tins question with the

representative of a certain insure

ance company, the proposition

was presented to Dr. McNeill who

showed himself in sympathy with

this movement. A further report

to be presented when more

definite knowledge is secured as

to rates, etc

Aquatic Sports

Mr. A. Forsbcrg, on behalf o£

the committee investigating the

possibility of more extensive

aquatic sports at Queen's, sub-

mitted his report which stated

that the A. B. of C. for various

reasons, mainly financial, vetoed

such proposals as were made. The

report suggested that a few

aquatic meet> might he arranged

at Queen's which would tend to

stimulate interest in this direc-

tion.

Joy-C. Young: That the report

of the committee on acquatic

sports be accepted, and that the

Permanent Secretary - Treasurer

write to the A. B. of C asking

them to arrange, if possible, one

or two acquatic meets at Queen's

for the coming year. Carried.

1934-35 Tricolor

Watt-Forsberg: That the price

of the 1934-35 "Tricolor" be re-

duced to S3.00, the price of the

present edition. Carried.

The meeting then adjourned.
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IANO RECITAL IN

GRANT HALL AT 8.45

Miss Lilias Mackinnon. direc-

tor of the Institute of Musical

Memory in London. England,

will present a program of modern

Russian pianoforte music in

Grant Hall on Tuesday <

t 8.15. The program
include selections from Rachman-

ff, Glasgounov. Scriavin, and

Prokofii-ss. Miss Mackinnon will

discuss each piece before playing

This is Miss Mackinnon's fifth

American tour. She was formerly

piano vocalist with the Boston

Symphony Orchestra and with

other American orchestras.

The program is under the

uspiccs of the George Taylor

Richardson bequest. Tickets

hich are 25c, tax free, may be

procured at the Post Office in

the Douglas Library and at the

Carnegie Library.

^evanaDebateTeam
To Visit St. Lawrence

Kinnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princess St. Orange Hall Bldg

Near Hemlock Dairy

REGIONAL FESTIVAL

TO BEGIN THURSDAY

A Levana Debating Team, con-

sting of Miss Doris McGuirc and

Miss Kay Morrison, is being sent

compete Wjith St. Lawrence

University on Friday, February 29.

Last winter St. Lawrence sent a

Women's Debating Team to

Queen's which was defeated by the

Kingston co-eds. This year, the

Americans are inviting the Queen's

debaters to visit them for a return

match.

The subject is "Democracy

is preferable to Dictatorship." No
decision will be made, and the de

bate is being broadcast over the

radio from 3 to -1 p.m. on Satur

day. St. Lawrence is defending

the motion.

Miss McGuire and Miss Morri-

son are both experienced speakers

and this will be the third time ihey

have debated together. Last year

they won the interyear cup for Le-

vana '37. In the fall they went to

Toronto and defeated the Blue and

White co-eds in the Intercollegiate

competition. Now they are prepar

ing for their coining clash with the

American University,

PIANIST HEARD AT

SUNDAY MUSICALE

SPECIAL!

CUTEX
LIQUID POLISH

All Shades

OUy Polish Remover

Regular Price 35c

REDUCED TO

27c
each

For a limited time only

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princes* and Wellington

WE DELIVER

Today

:

15p.m.

Coming Events

(Continued from page 1)

included in the cast. "Tails Up-

presented by the Young Thespians

oi Belleville will be the second

rcscntation.

' Waiting for Lefty" a modern

New York play presented by the

Queen's Dramatic Guild will be the

rd number on the program. The

play was read at the recent week-

end school held by the L.S.R- and

aroused considerable interest be-

cause of its modern treatment and

ubject matter. Dorothy Stuart,

Pat Hatheway. Jack Rayner and

Lome Greene are prominent Guild

players in the cast.

The concluding number on this

program will be "The Poison

Party" entered by the Cobourg

Dramatic Club. The play is direc-

ted by Margery Pewtrcss.

The program at the Saturday

itinee beginning at 2 o'clock will

nclude "The Rotters" presented by

the Newcastle Players, "Wayside

War," the entry from the Prince

Edward Dramatic Club and "The

Last Man In", a presentation by the

Queen's Dramatic Guild. The latter

play features Anne Macdonnell

and Lome Greene who will be re-

membered for their splendid work

"The Shining Hour,"

The final performance on Satur-

day evening includes "Winterset",

presented by the Ottawa League

and "The Great Dark", given by the

Mberl Players of Belleville. On the

ast of the Ottawa entry are Herbert

Tripp. Howard Stannard and

Dale Macdonald, all well known

players. The concluding presenta

tions will be the Kingston Drama

Group's "Legend" by Philip John

son and "The Marriage Proposal"

a farce by Tchechov, presented by

the Queen's Dramatic Guild

The adjudicator will comment

on the plays given at the conclusion

of each performance and on Satur-

day evening will present The Brock

ville Trophy, the award given to

the winning play.

Tickets for single performances,

priced at 75 and 50 cents for the

evening and 50 and 35 cents for the

matinee, are all on sale at Grinham's

Book Shop. Any seats which have

not been taken up will be on sale at

the door before each performance.

Mr. T. F. Lilley gave an out-

standing performance on the

piano at the Ban Rigb Musicale

on Sunday evening. The chorist-

ers from St. Gedrge's Cathedral

also rendered a delightful pro-

gram of English folk-songs.

The concert opened with two

piano duets, "Entr'acte" and "In-

rlude" from Schubert's "Rosa-

incmde," played by Dr. Harrison

,ml Mrs. Humphrey. Mr. Lilley

hen sang three selections. Schu-

man's "With Myrtle and Roses,"

Bizet's "Romance," and Tschai-

kowsky's "Serenade," -with Dr.

Harrison at the piano. Mr. Lilley

ilso played two piano selections,

Debussy's "Reflections in the

Water," and Playeras' "Gren-

ades." To complete the program,

the Cathedral choristers sang five

rhanning English folk-songs,

'There was a Lover and his

Lass," "The Poachers," "Drink

to Me Only," "The Ash G~*ve,"

and "John Peel."

The evening closed with com-

munity singing.

(SheEmily (&ttxwfarb<Mavaev ^hnp
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays lSls

292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2SQI

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

B. Smallman And H. Nesbitt

To Address Biologists

. N, Smallman and H. Nesbitt

will discuss "Biological Work in

Canada" at a meeting of the Bio-

logical Club on Friday, February

28th. at 4.00 p.m.

Mr. Nesbitt will outline th

work of the National Research

Council and of the Biological

Board, and Mr. Smallman will

describe the Salmon investiga-

tion carried on last summer at

Cape Breton by the Biological

Board. -

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranteed

McGALL & SLATER
Phone 641

Serving Queen's over 30 yean

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY. YEAR OR DANCE. LOOSE LEAF REFILLS.

NOTE BOOKS, INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173 -175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

1

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

rCANK CCBBS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES *i»

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

Miss Lilias Mackinnon

Grant Hall

Wednesday, Feb. 26:

4.30p.m.—Gramophone Recital

Red Room
7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Convocation Hall

Thursday, Feb. 27:

4.00p.m.—Mining and Metal-

lurgical Soc.

Nicol Hall

7.30p.m.—Debate

Students' Union
8.00p.m.—Drama Festival

Convocation Hall

PRINCIPAL SPEAKS
ON GREEK CRITICS

Gramophone Recital

"Opera and Song" is the title

»f a series of gramophone recital

which will begin on Wednesday
afternoon at 4.30 in the Red
Room under the direction of D
F. L. Harris* n

She—Do you know what good
clean fun is?

He—I'll bite. What good is it

—Albama Rammer- Tamm

High Court Of Science Hall

Metes Justice To Many

The High Court of Science Hall

met Thursday evening in Carru-

thers Hall to deal with one of the

heaviest dockets of the year.

Charges of contempt of court and

infractions of the Freshman Re

gulations took up the greater part

f the session. The case of Civils

36 vs. a freshman for return

f Science Formal decorations was

decided in favor of the latter, An
investigation into the alleged com

munistic activities of a member of

the final year was dismissed on the

rounds of insufficient evidence.

(Continued from page 1)

stated that in the greatest works

of human genius there are usually

aws of technique and partial

failure of expression. Longinus

imsclf says that "the greatest

natures are the least immaculate

perfect precision runs the risk

triviality, whereas in great

writing, as in great wealth, there

must needs be something over

looked."

Meanness of mind is the fatal

enemy of art," Dr. Fyfc said

conclusion. "Art docs not preach

neither does it argue, nor is dire

edification its peculiar business

Its aim is satisfaction and enjoy

mcnt, which may or may not dir

ectly stimulate good conduct

man may express the greatnes

of his spirit in art or in conduct

or even in both ; if the spirit

mean, he can be neither a goo
man nor an artist."

PHOTOGRAPHY
ortraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

March 27 Date For

936 Final Splas

For some time past the commit

tee for the Final Splash have been

hard at work setting the stage for

a glorious evening of entertainment

at the La Salle Hotel on Friday

March 27.

While no announcement has been

made as yet regarding the music

to be supplied, the committee be

lieve it will be highly satisfactory

from every point of view. Novel

favours are being obtained and

should delight the heart of every

fair maid present. Arrangements

arc incomplete for the night's enter-

tainment but it is rumoured that

in past years dinner will be served

lo the guests before the dancing be

gins, The committee for the dance

is composed of Mavis McOti
Bud Vull'l, Ram. Park, Gord
Tillcy and Don. White.

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone

CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE

229 Princess St.

If Modern Cleaned It':

Phone 318°

C-L-E-A-N

Hotel L»a Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER

CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE
RING BOOKS

For Professional or Business Me"1

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St-Phone 1941
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FOUR PLAYS PRESENTED IN

FIRST NIGHT OF FESTIVAL

Adjudicator, Alan Wade,
Most Pleased With
First Performance

Buchan Play Given

BY BETTY LAIRD

Ranging from farce to drama of

more serious type, the Regional

llama Festival opened last night

Convocation Hall with the pres-

tation of four plays. Alan Wade

innal adjudicator this year and

iidge of the 193S finals, seemed

favorably impressed with the pro

L [urns, and will give his final de-

cision Saturday evening at the con-

tusion of the four performances.

Mr. Wade thought the Theatre

Juitd of Brockville had brought

put exceedingly well the spirit of

fully of Faith", an amusing

edy, but had not stressed certain

ints sufficiently-

Speaking of "Flood Time", pri-

nted by the Faculty Players, the

|djudicator suggested that a more

atmosphere could have been

chieved through lighting effects.

stressed the need for a quick-

med tempo and commended espe-

ially the acting of May Chown

in<i Dr. P. M. Macdonnell.

"Sure of a Fourth", produced by

Cobourg Dramatic Club, ap-

alcd to the apparently bridge-

linded audience. Mr, Wade praised

le naturalness and charm of the

:rformance, but found it too much

the same level of tone and pace.

The Ottawa Drama League's

Jresentatton, "The Vision at the

,
by John and Susan Buchan,

Wade considered interesting,

irticularly from a literary point of

new. The costumes, settings and

fining were most excellent, he said.

SKATERS END SEASON

AT FORUM TO-NIGHT

AGAINST MC GILL SIX

Redmen Beaten By Harvard
Team Last

• Week

Is Exhibition Match

TALENTED CANADIAN

PORTRAIT PAINTER

DEPICTS PRINCIPAL

Lilias Torrance Newton An
Artist Of Modern

School

LORNE GREENE

who appears in "Waiting for Lefty'

and "The Last Man In," two playB

being presented by the Queen's Dra-

matic Guild in the current Drama
Festival.

MAJOR OPERATION

BILLED FOR TO-NIGHT

Bud Haines To Play At
Meds '39 Dance In

Grant Hall

11RL DEBATE TEAM

fISITS U. S. COLLEGE

Is Democracy Preferable

To Dictatorship?

—

Topic

At St. Lawrence

Miss Doris McGuire and Miss

kay Morrison set out for St.

"rence
1 University today to

'atth their debating skill with

ie American co-eds. Last year,

fornen debaters from St. Law-
6<ice were sent to Queen's, and

fere defeated by Levana. They

game for another battle of

|ts, however, and have invited

V Kingston girls to return the

P
s't this year.

The subject is "Democracy is

(referable to Dictatorship " The
L
'
,jate is being broadcast over

] c fadio from 3 to 4 p.m. on Sat-

faay, St. Lawrence is defend-

'he motion, and there will be

1° decision.

M 'ss McGuire and Miss Morris

>n arc experienced and capable

takers, and have teapted to

"her i n various debates. They
pO laurels for Queen's by dc-

'"g Varsity in the Intercol

F
6111^ competition last term
isl year they won the interyear

'P for Levana '37.

Tonight is the night. The

Major Operation, the affair which

has been advertised, publicized,

criticized, and eulogized, comes

to pass tonight, and tomorrow

will be written in the annals as

one of the most entertaining year

dances ever to be held at Queen's

The connoisseur of melodies

"Bud Haines", will d|ssect his

way into the hearts of dance lov

ers, with the etherial strains of

his incomparable hand. The keen

instruments in skilled hands will

probe the innermost recesses of

the body, in search of the soul

of rhythm which will "be brought

to the fore amid the scenes of

the darkened amphitheatre of

Grant Hall. The patient will be

enticed into that blissful state of

euphoria where all ills are aban-

doned in the joy of the occasion.

The distinctive favours pro-

cured after many consultations

by the committee will do much

to insure complete success of the

Operation.

Nourishment has been arrang-

ed in the form of a buffet supper

which will be an optional expense

the part of those who wish

nutriment, and will be dependent

upon the resources of the patient.

Remaining tickets may be pro-

:ured for the fee of $1.25 from

any one of the committee—Mai.

Hill, Doc. Emery, Jack Craw-

ford, Charles Danby, Dick Potter.

Maurice James (Convener).

Nosed out of a play-off berth in

the Ottawa Senior City hockey

league two weeks ago after a gruel-

ling schedule, Queen's senior ice-

men will go through the motions

for the last time this season tonight
1

when they skate out against McGill

Redmen in the Montreal Forum.

Of exhibition status only, the

game will present the Tricolor with

their toughest opposition of the

season, will be a real test of

their ability and will give some

inkling of their relative strength in

next year's tentative international

college loop.

Jack Powell took his regular line-

up to Montreal and with no ail

ments or invalids on the club'

roster the locals have high hopes of

toppling the Montrealers just as

Harvard's crimson tide turned the

trick last week.

The McGill squad is rated very

highly in Montreal puck circles and

is looked upon as possible Allan Cup

material. The Redmen coasted to

a play-off position in the Montreal

Senior Group and already hold one

victory in the post-season clashes.

The red-jerseyed icemen also have

captured the Intercollegiate hockey

title again this year, walloping

Varsity's battered Blues and hang-

ing the Indian sign on Western

Mustangs.

The Redmen are considered the

class of Canadian college teams but

tonight it is possible that Queen's

will have one of their "good" nights

and give McGill a merry battle right

down to the final gong.

QUEEN'S BASKETEERS DEPART
IN QUEST OF CHAMPIONSHIP

Editorship Vacant

Appli cation s for the Editor-

ship'of the Tricolor for 1936-

37, stating qualifications for

i, and applications
the position,

for the position of Editor of

jents' Directory for

next year should he made im-

mediately to F. D. S. Marett.

Permanent Secretary - Trea -

surer of the A.M.S.

Born In Montreal

{The following article on

Mrs. LUias Torrance Newton,

who is at present engaged in

painting a portrait of Principal

Fyfe. has been prepared for the

Journal by Miss Alice Joltann-

sen of the National Gallery of

Canada in Ottawa.)

BY ALICE JOHANNSEN

"The time will come in Canada,"

said an article in Toronto Saturday

Night nine years ago, "when to be

painted by Mrs. Newton will be a

distinction"—a statement which is

no longer a prophecy, but a fact

A portrait painter of the modem

school, Lilias Torrance Newton is

gifted with discriminating power

and force. Her approach is direct,

her studies penetrating and con-

vincing, and her style, despite a

somewhat masculine vigour, is

readily tempered to the personality

of her model.

Most recent in a long list of

portraits of well known people is

her likeness of TTf. "W. Hamilton

Fyfe, the Principal of Queen's

University. With a combination

of skilled draughtsmanship and a

bold use of simple planes she sets

out to capture in some familiar ex-

pression the essence of her subject's

character.

Mrs. Newton was bom and edu-

cated in Montreal, and received her

early training in art under William

Brymncr at the Montreal Art As-

sociation, where she distinguished

herself by winning two scholarships.

After a temporary interruption

(Continued on page 4)

LLOYD (DWARO*

lanky, sharpshooting Tricolor forward

who wUl be out ot tonight's Queen s-

Varsity cage game at Toronto. An
infected heel wiU keep the big fellow

on the sideline*.

Meet Toronto Five Tonight

—Play In London
Tomorrow

L. Edwards Off Lineup

RETAILERS WORRIED

by woiers WHIMS

Montreal Department Store

Treasurer Speaks To
Commerce Club

SWIMMERS OF SIX CLUBS TO

MEET IN GYM TANK TO-NIGHT

Races And Diving Contests

By Kingston
Teams

16 Events Scheduled

BY BOB VA1R

Six clubs will be represented at

the Kingston swimming and diving

meet to be held in the Queen's pool

at the college gymnasium, tonight

at § o'clock.

In the mens" section, the Queen's

natators will defend their laurels

against the invasion of teams, re-

presenting R-M.C, the Y.M.C.A.

and the Kingston Swimming Club.

In the girls' division there will be

a dual meet between the Y.W.C.A.

and Queen's.

Murray Griffin, whose reputation

is widely known in this district is

coaching the defending club and

has announced that his entire per-

sonnel is backed by a wealth of

speed, experience and condition.

Gar Kelly will once again match

speed with Tommy Harris, the up

and coining Y.M.C.A. Junior. They

the 200 and 400 yd„.lt meet in

free-style races and should definitely

I settle their long-standing feud for admission fee will be charged

aquatic supremacy. Norm Edgar,

a newcomer to Queen's, is counted

on to break the existing pool record

the 100 yd. free-style. Queen's

has unearthed a real threat li chal-

lenge Turner, breast-stroke cham-

pion of the Y.M.C.A., in Bill

Vinestein, and his times indicate

that the Y. maa will have to be a

much improved swimmer *.o retain

his crown. According to Coadi

Griffin, Kingston followers of wa-

ter sports are at last going to have

the opportunity of witnessing a

diving exhibition of championship

calibre. Mike Black. Y.M.C.A..

Tony Forsberg of Queer's, and Bill

Haines, cadet dark horse and

rumored Olympic prospect, from

R.M.C., will be the outstanding

contestants amongst a galaxy of

stars.

The challengers, R.M.C. Y.M.

C.A. and Kingston Swimming Gub

have not disclosed their respective

line-ups as yet but have assured us

of plenty of exciting battles in

every department.

Student season tickets will not be

honoured for the event but a small

"The weather and women's

tastes are two of the department-

al stores most serious problems"

said Mr. H. A. Walford in his

address to the Commerce Club

luncheon on Thursday. Mr. Wal-

ford. the treasurer of Jas. A.

Ogilvie Ltd., of Montreal, spoke

on the importance of the retailer's

[unctions in modern life and his

place in the national economy.

Retailing is one of the largest

ridustries in Canada, supporting

approximately 10 percent, of the

gainfully employed population.

Providing the link that he docs

between the producer and con-

sumer, the retailer is in a position

to bring demand and supply to-

gether. Only by correctly inter-

preting the demands of the con-

suming public can the retailer be-

come successful.

(Continued on page 2)

CAMERA CLUB HOLDS
ANNUAL EXHIBITION

Photography Display In

Douglas Library

The exhibition of Photography

ponsored by the Queen's Camera

Club, now on view in the Doughs

Library', is very fine from the art-

istic as well as the technical view-

point. The majority of the pic-

tures are the work of members of

the club but there are some con-

tributed by the staff and other stu-

dents.

The pictures have been taken

with an eye for balance which is

one of the essentials for design.

The contrast of light and shadow on

the water and snow scenes, the

arrangement of lighting for the still

life pictures and the studied ar-

rangements in the portraits and

imaginative pictures show that the

pictorial artist is no longer taking

pictures in a haphazard manner but

(Continued on page 8)

DV JOHNNY EDWARDS

The Tricolor Golden Gaels

leave today on their annual long

trip to the western end of the In-

tercollegiate loop, and if they can

win one of their two remaining

games, they will wrest the court

title from Varsity, last year's

holders.

Coach Jack is content tn think

that his fighting squad will bring

back the championship tn King-

ston, the first senior basketball

crown here in many years. The

Tricolor face the strong Blue

quintet in Hart House tonight

and then move on to the final

game against the Mustangs in

London Saturday. Both these

learns have been beaten here this

season by our own hoopstcrs

—

Varsity by a large margin, and

Western by only two points m
a closely contested defensive

game. But, since the opening

Intercollegiate fixture here in

lanuary. Queen's have shown

remarkable improvement and
team play to lend the race unbeat-

en in four starts.

Mai Cunningham has remained

inactive all week, resting from a

turned ankle in the McGill game

here last Saturday, but he de-

finitely will start. Lloyd Edwards

has also missed practice, due to

an infected heel blister and will

nut start tonight. The remainder

of the team is in perfect condition

ami will be in there battling from

the opening whistle.

The following will make the

trip: Coach Jack, Manager See-

ber, Doug liooke, Bill Stephen,

M:il Hews. Lloyd Edwards. Jake

Edwards, Gord Tilley, Mai Cun-

ningham, Harry Sonshine and

Chuck Finlay.

FESTIVAL PROGRAM

The following is the programme

for the remainder of the Drama

Festival:

Friday evening:

"The Late Christopher Bean"—

Ottawa Drama League.

"Tails Cp" — The Young Thes-

pians, Belleville.

"Waiting for Lefty" — Queen's

Universitv Dramatic Guild.

"The Poison Party"— The Co-

bourg Dramatic Club.

Saturday afternoon:

"The Rotters" — The Newcastle

Players.

"Wayside War"— The Prince-

Edward Dramatic Club.

"The Last Man In"— Queen's

University Dramatic Guild.

Saturday evening:

•Winterset," Act II— The Ottawa

Drama League.

"The Great Dark '— The Albert

Players of Bellcville.

"Legend"—The Kingston Drama

Group.

"The Marriage Proposal" —
Queen's University Dramatic Guild.
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sTUDENTS
, . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EttsUnbtJ 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—Kinv&Clirtncc SO
W, R. BELCHER. Uidiict

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDDS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 PrincesB St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored

Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 80, 82 Princess St.

THE BOOKSHELF
conducted by EDMUND DEBRY

Burning the Midnight Oil?

Lighten the "heavy hours" with
occasional relaxation and re-
freshment. Phone the nearest
"W. & H." store-

Velvet Ice Cream Bricks, Fruit,
Neapolitan, Maple Walnut,

Sherbet and Vanilla 2Sc each.

Also Canada Dry. Lime Rickey.
Double Soda, 30 o». bottle*. ISc
and 20c each, plus small deposit.

Assorted Fresh Chocolates by
Moirs, Nelsons and Smiles "n"
Chuckles—2ic, 50c and up boxes

Your Favorite "Smokes" are
here!

Our Delivery is Always at
Your Service.

WARD& nrYA
HAMILTON (jmScM

LIMITED

4 Nyal Stores 4

CO-EDS

.

Give your room a touch of

beauty and colour with a lew
artificial flowers.

They're natural U(e. They're

gorgeous beyond your

imagination.

See them tomorrow

£Hr<EnUum (Sift

J9S Princess St. Phono 1931

THOMAS LOVELL BED-

DOES: THE MAKING OF A

POET. By H. W. Donner. Ox-

ford: Blackwell, IBs.

Thomas Lovell Beddoes was one

of those |»>cts (of whom there seem

to be many in the nineteenth cen-

tury) who just missed being great

and only by an equally narrow

margin escaped oblivion. The facts

of his life have become curiosities

tn biography. A poet who had

many valuable admirers in his own

land, he sought out another coun-

try and proceeded to shape his life

anew there.

The facts of his life have been

very hard to discover. He was

naturally a man whom it was diffi-

cult to keep in sight, and during the

last half of his life he moved errat-

ically about the Continent. His

friends have done much to make his

life clear and afterwards Sir Ed-

mund Gosse was the chief Beddoes

authority. His mantle has fallen

upon Mr. Donner.

A product of Charterhouse and

Oxford in 1822 at the age of 19

Beddoes published The Brides'

Tragedy. In 1825 he matriculated

in the University of Gortingen.

Sent down from there he graduated

in medicine from Wuxzburg in

1831. Deported thence for radical

activities, in 1833 be matriculated

at the University of Zurich. He

began to publish German poems. He
appeared in England but "homeless

at home," went back to Germany

and Switzerland. In 1848 he tried

lo commit suicide; and in 1849 he

died in Basle, probably by his own
hand.

After his life Beddoes" papers had

a career as chequered as that of

their author. In 1S72 they came in-

to the possession of Browning, who

later handed them on to Gosse.

After that they disappeared again

and it is only recently that Mr.

Dormer has resurrected transcripts

of sonic of them.

Beddoes' failure, Mr. Donner ta-

nas due to an intellect

which could not be confined in

circumstances of time and place.

He came forth at a time which was

made formidable by the originality

and intellectual fecundity of the

new major and minor poets. Bed-

does did not regard his "public" and

bis public expected to be regarded

and respected. Nevertheless Bed-

does created a field in English liter-

ature which is inalienably his own

and which yet retains fascination.

His letters, perhaps the best part

—at least, the part which we could

least afford to lose, are very incom-

plete, yet they are or should be

among the most treasured of Eng-

lish letters. They arc revealing to

an extraordinary degree. " Through

them we can perceive Beddoes' out-

look on the world, and, most im-

portant, on himself. We see his

keen observation, a sharp critical

mind, sometimes an amused ob-

server, always a very human being

and a likeable one.

When we read of Beddoes' life

and character, how narrow seems

the gulf between failure and suc-

cess! To be hailed by the world

as one's friends and to be conscious

of failing oneself is to fail twice

over. So it was with Thomas

Lovell Beddoes, and only now is he

con-tins' at last into his own.

Joints Jeopardized In

Dance Of Sawbones

Soft lights casting their shadows

with eerie fascination over the

vivid decorations, rhythms play-

ing havoc with your joints,

novelty numbers and vocal en-

sembles will be served to you at

the Meds '38 dance on the night

of March 17th. Last but not,

least the maestro of musical cere-

monies himself, Jack Crawford,

whose pleasing personality will

pervade this picturesque pageant

of song and dance will preside

over the dancing medicos. All

this and much more will be

Featured at the 1936 edition of the

Meds '38 dance to be held' in

Grant Hall on that not- to-be-for-

gotten evening, March 17th.

Jack Crawford and his band

are at present at the General

Brock Hotel, overlooking the

mighty cataracts of Niagara and

have recently returned from suc-

cessful engagements in Montreal,

Hamilton and Toronto. "You

won't be making; any mistake in

reserving this evening for one of

fun and frivolity," the committee

prophesy. Remember the adage

of the early bird and procure your

tickets as soon as possible from

members of the year or the com-

mittee: Roger Billings (914-F),

Joe Giardine (3098-W and 1752),

Eddie Mack (3139-W), Joe Mc-

Manus (1045) and Doug Pol-

lock (Convener, 1742).

False teeth never seem to hind-

er a mother-in-law's "chewing."

WOMEN'S WHIMS
WORRY RETAILERS

(Continued from page 1)

Recently much criticism has

icen levelled against the retailer,

accusing him of holding up costs

to the consumer, while manufact-

iring costs have decreased. This,

for the most part, is entirely un-

warranted, and is to be explained

n the increasing complexity of

onsumer demands, and the in-

sistence for more retailing ser-

ines.

The relationship between the

manufacturer and retailer has

profoundly changed in the past

20 years. The manufacturer has

passed on the risk of style change

o the retailer, and consequently

the retailer receives a larger part

of the consumers dollar to cover

the additional risk.

The demand for additional ser-

iccsj such as free parking space

nd free delivery, the modern
rend of ordering goods in small

r quantities and the insistence

f the consuming public for large

quantities of merchandise from
hicli to choose, all increase dis-

tributing costs. The successful

combination of these various

unctions makes the management
of department stores a highly in

tricatc business.

Campus and Gym
Life-saving exams will be held at

1 o'clock in the Gym on

:

Monday, March 2nd.

Wednesday, March 4th.

Tuesday, March 10th.

Those interested may make fur

ther enquiries from Miss E
Murphy,

* * *

The Badminton Tournament

draw, for doubles only, is posted in

the gym and Ban Righ. As yet

the singles entry is too small.

Draw Doubles, first round

:

Anne Grcig, Sheila Skeleton vs

Di. Hazen, Phil Bates,

Marg. Fenton, Phyllis Cameron vi

Betty Macdonald, Edith Marco.

Marjorie Hoffman, Dora Irwin vs

Ruth Sherman, Bea. Schafran.

Games to be played by Tuesday

March 3rd.

Frosh—Howsit for a date sister.

Senior—My dear fellow I won't

go out with a baby.
Frosh—I'm sorry, I didn't know

Engineers' Society-

Owing to the illness of the

speaker the meeting of the

Engineering Society called for

today has been postponed.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NIGHf

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1572 244 PRINCESS ST.

BAND CONCERT
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY BAND

IN GRANT HALL

Sunday, March 1st

AT 3.00 P. M.

Silver Collection

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp,

ening machine sharpens yom|

^3 skates the scientific way,

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co,

88 Princess St. Phone Sal

If It's Sports Try "TreadgoldY

ZI0 PRINCESS STREET

€allas Kcstaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 6 pjn.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

ROUND TRIP BARGAIN FARES
MARCH 5 and 6 - from KINGSTON

(Tickets aim sold from »U ndjtcenl C.N.R- Stations)

To CN.R. STATIONS in MARITIME PROVINCES
Prov. of Quebec) New Brumwick) Prince Edward Island; Nova Scotia

MAR. 6 to OTTAWA $2.25 Return
MAR. 7 and 8 to MONTREAL $3.50; QUEBEC CITY $6.75

STE. ANNE DE BEAU PRE $7.35 ROUND TOP FARES
TM.I,, FW. r™«,( Limit, on4 Infcmclion from A,k for flaadWU. , T111 o

CANADIAN NATIONAL
A* A,-h l« o^l»n ol "OmJ.'. Mwl. U.P y0B My WIN 1100.00 let ». IMl.

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery service

Manufacturers Superior DeLuxe Ice Cream
PHONE 648 204 PRINCESS ST-
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Band Concert - Grant Hall - Sunday Afternoon

AT THE THEATRT?
/^V CONDUCTED BY HNORMA MACROSTIE A-

^

CAPITOL
SPLENDOR

With

kliriam Hopkins Joel McCrea

family used to wealth and ease,

Tel! into evil days,

Uul then their son a poor gal wed,

[,Viirl tried to them appease.

you'd expect, things ran their

course

nd nothing came out right,

jut in the end the hero found

could not his wife divorce.

rhe leading lady is just herself.

Die hoy is alright too,

'he plot you've often heard before

they tell it again for new.

foii'll like indeed the extra short,

entitled "A Night in Spring",

there's no Pop-eye to give you
thrills,

-Also, please excuse this thing.

B - —N. MacR.
Coming Attraction: "Ceiling

Lero" with Pat O'Brien and Jim
agney.

Revival : "Devil Dogs of the Air"
rith Pat O'Brien.

Famous Specialist on Ape Men-
blity to Visit MeGi II.—Headline
III McGill Daily.

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life ln-

lurance policy as a provision for
the future, or contemplating the
telling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding Butty-
four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
iger or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1669

Tl VOL!

'IIR

Oxygen Prevents

BLACKHEADS
WHITEHEADS AND BLEMISHE

Open Pores Quickly Refined

Here's the new jf«MW/lrfcit*u[ifier th«
ihouj»ndj rave about-. Dioiogen
Cream... bised on that precious life-

Riving element, oxygen. Dioiogen
Ocam brings new lite to dull, sluggish

fotei. BUckhcadt, pimples »ndbkm
uhcj ue prevented. Lines, wrinkles,

freckles are made less visible. Try if

seeing is believing.

DIOXOGEN
CREAM 50*
Toittt Goodt DtPt

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS

"QUICKLY" PHONE

MAHOODDRUGCO.
PHOHl 519.... PRINCHSIT.

PHONE J43. HEXTTOiaBLAWS

ITS IN THE
With

Jack Benny, Una Merkel and
Ted Healy

Apart from the fact that we don't

think much of Jack Benny as an
actor, we managed to find this pic-

ture quite amusing. We suspect

that it is a Hollywood attempt at

satire; in fact, the satire is so

obvious that it ceases to be satire

and becomes merely light comedy.
The story concerns the adven-

tures of a couple of gamblers and
grafters, played by Jack Benny and
Ted Healy, who get themselves

mixed up in a stratosphere flight

which catapults them from notoriety

into fame.

As we have mentioned, we have

little admiration for Jack Benny':

acting, and we would prefer not to

have to look at him while he makes

his "wise cracks." Ted Healy pays

for the loss of his "stooges" by be-

coming one himself; and he has

borrowed the mannerisms of each

of his own former "stooges". Una
Merkel handles her insignificant

part well as the grafter's wife, and

we liked Nat Pendleton as the dumb
sleuth. Because we managed to

get a few laughs here and there,

we rate this B— . —D.K.

Next Attraction: Ruth Chatter-

ton in "A Lady of Secrets."

CONCERT TO REVIVE

MANY QUEEN'S SONGS

University Band Plays In

Grant Hall
Sunday

Need Student Support

The second annual concert of the

Queen's University Band will be

he held in Grant Hal! on Sunday,

March 1 at 3.00 p.m. Among the

many features on the programme is

a melody of Queen's songs arranged

by the band leader, Bill Amodeo.

These numbers which were familiar

to our fathers, will answer the de-

mand in the "Soap Box" for a re-

vival of college songs, The official

musicians of Science '38, Bill Birch

and Hugh LaCaine will also assist

on the programme-

Since the close of the rugby sea-

son the hand has been practising re-

gularly in preparation for their

show. Pat rons are promised

most entertaining afternoon. Be-

cause of outstanding debts incurred

on the trip to Toronto last fall, a

silver collection will be taken at the

concert in an effort to improve the

Band's financial standing.

PERTINENT
TO PEACE

ENGLISH CLUB

Dr. Frank Harrison will speak

to the English Club on "Eliza-

bethan Music and Lyrics" on

Tuesday, March 3rd at 3.00 p.m.

the Red Room. The lecture

will he illustrated by gramophone

recordings. Miss W. Gordon

/ill also speak after Dr. Harri-

on's address. Tea will be'served

t the close of the meeting.

'Jimmy, did you like that candy?"

"f sure did, Helen."

•Well. Towser didn't. He spit it

out twice."

CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN S

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

Several students have ex-

pressed a desire to learn more
regarding the program and
policy of the National Stu-

dent Peace Movement of

which the local S.P.M. is a

branch. The manifesto, as

drawn up at the Congress
held in Toronto during

Christmas week, is therefore

being published. We hope
that it will not only be read

but thoroughly discussed. We
welcome your suggestions

regarding it.

—S.P.M.

—

BASIS OF THE STUDENT
PEACE MOVEMENT OF

CANADA
Preamble

—

We students, gathered here to-

gether from all parts of Canada,

realizing the imminence of 3 new
world war unless every effort is

exerted to prevent it, have de
termined to organize our forces

in a united stand for peace.

We declare that we consider

war to be against the best inter

csts of the vast majority of the

people of all countries. InaS'

much as war destroys material

and spiritual values built up
through generations of progress,

and betrays the creative aspira-

tions of man, it must be opposed.

(1) This Congress resolved to

use its best efforts to pool the

forces of the groups which it re

presents in an effective invest!

galion into and making public of

the causes of movements leading

to war, and in preparing effective

resistance to the outbreak and

prosecution of armed warfare.

(2) We resolve that it is the

duty of each delegate to draw in-

to the Student Peace Movement
the bulk of the student bodies

from which he comes, to enlist

the support of members of the

staff, religious leaders, etc.

(3) We resolve to build the

Student Peace Movement on a

national scale ; to organize all

Canadian students in the struggle

tor peace.

(4) We support all sincere

efforts of governments to reach

peace by collective action through

the League of Nations,

(5) We resolve that the Stu-

dent Peace Movement establish-

d at this Congress be an inde-

pendent national organization

;

and that it communicate

other international student or-

ganizations, and co-operate if it

sees fit.

General Policy

(1 ) Systematic research into

matters which bring about armed

conflict and their trends, and par-

rly those which concern

students and young people.

Economic insecurity

b. Chauvinistic education and

propaganda.

Racial and religious, antagon-

isms.

The armament business.

Fascism,

The psychological basis of

war.

(2) Study of ways and means

of preventing war and 'preserving

peace.

Propaganda.

Economic measures.

Plebiscites.

Preventative action:

1. Collective action by govern

ments.

2. Action by the people.

(3) Special study of Canada's

foreign policy. Canada's relations

with Britain: with other coun

tries. The League of Nations:

implications of membership in it.

Possible alternatives or imple-

ents to the League.

(4) Education of the student

body and the general public on

all problems related to war

peace, by the use of university

and general press; by supplying

speakers and literature to any

groups interested ; by bringing

the problems before various

public assemblies.

(5) Co-operation with all groups

who are against war in their ac-

tivities for peace, on a national

and international scale.

(6) Opposition to any govern-

ment measures towards war; and

to any tendencies towards making

peace propaganda subject to sup-

pression.

Little Mis

rough it

In a castle old and medieval
A bounder espied her and plied

her with cider

And now she's the lorest s

primeval. —Sheaf.
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Employment Bureau Does A
Valuable Work

Many students are not aware tliat an

Employment Bureau exists at Queen's. But

many other students and graduates know

from experience the valuable aid which this

institution gives students seeking a job after

graduation. Behind the scenes, in their

office in the Library, the members of the

Bureau go about their work contacting

practically every industry and business in

Canada in a search for possible openings.

Unrlcr the capable management of Gordon

J. Smith the employment service at Queen's

has become one of the most efficient in the

country.

According to the latest report from the

Bureau prospects are much brighter for

some members of the Science Faculty-

There are not enough mining and metal-

lurgical men in the University to fill the

jobs which are waiting for them. For

chemical and mechanical men there is a

noticeable improvement but prospects are

rather hopeless for the civils and elcctricals.

Apparently the field of work in which the

latter engage lias not yet felt the return

of prosperity.

But Science men seem to get all the
breaks. The Arts graduate is still faced

with a difficult proposition unless he pro-
ceeds to the College of Education. As the

EiUployment Office points out. an Arts
course is really nothing but a preparation
for something else and for that reason the
Arts graduate cannot step into any special-

ized occupation at once.

If there are any positions vacant, how-
ever, the Queen's Employment Bureau is

certain to know of it. During the past few
weeks it has sent out over a thousand letters

to businesses throughout Canada, contacting

them for jobs, Efficient service of this kind
deserves the appreciation of every graduat-
ing student.

recording what a lot of authorities have

said.

Cramming facts is not education. Our

complex world apparently requires special-

izing. But one set of facts relates to an-

other set. although both may masquerade

in different "ologies." Interrelations, mean-

ings are important. Those who make pro-

gress are the heretics who raise eyebrows

at facts, facts, facts. Popular education

needs more eyebrow raising.

—Minnesota Daily-

TALENTED MRS. NEWTON

PAINTING PRINCIPAL FYFE

(Continued from page 1)

during her overseas service with the Red

The Learned Ignorant
The learned ignorant. Such arc many

of our college graduates. Universities have
become too much a system of mass distri-

bution of facts, of mass production of a
standardized product — a person who
spends 4 years in intellectual mimicry,
tucks a sheep-skin under his arm and calls
himself educated.

It has been charged that colleges rarely
allow students proper time for leisure read-
ing, for personal study and pursuit along
chosen lines of native interest. If a student
wishes to take a course for the strange
reason that it may interest him, he may
find that, in order to progress in the uni-
versity system of rating education, he must
take prerequisite or companion courses
which merely put drudgery in education.

In early undergraduate years a student
find> college merely an elaboration of ele-
mentary school. The professor gives lec-
tures, chooses books, indicates pages. Ad-
vanced collegiate standing brings on term-
papi rilis, a disease in which patients scurry
blcaryeyed from library to library, faithfully

Cross, she resumed her studies for several

months in the London studio of Alfred

Wolmark. The vivid colour sense of this

Russian painter was a great stimulus, and

the young artist returned with fresh en-

thusiasm to paint portraits in her home

land.

A few years later, with a view to im-

proving her drawing she went to Paris,

where she entered a small and select class

under Alexandre Jacovleff. then acclaimed

by many as "the finest draughtsman in

Europe." During her four months with him

she put away her oils and, working in chalk

alone, considerably strengthened her know-

ledge of construction.

This drill in another medium had an in-

evitable effect upon her painting technique,

and one finds a more subtle characterization

in the portraits executed after this time.

"Anna." the first to be painted on her re-

turn to this country, marks the turning

point in her style and now hangs in the

National Gallery of Canada together with

three other of her pictures.

It was in 1923 that Mrs. Newton receiv-

ed the recognition of the Royal Canadian

Academy to which she was elected an

Associate, being at the time of her admis-

sion the youngest member of the society.

Her canvas, "Denisc." exhibited in the same

year at the Paris Salon, received Honor-

able Mention, following which it toured

the United States and was eventually ac-

quired by a private collector in the West.

At the Panama Pacific Exhibition in

1925 another portrait, subsequently bought

by the Los Angeles Museum, was awarded
First Honorable Mention. One of the ex-

hibitors at Wembly in 1924 and 1925, her

pictures have likewise been shown at the

Luxembourg Museum in Paris, the Grand
Central Galleries in New York, the Cor-
coran Gallery in Washington, and the Bos-
ton Museum of Fine Arts.

Six years ago she was accorded the
honour of a one-man show at Hart House
in Toronto. She is also represented in the
permanent collections of the Calgary and
Edmonton Museums. ' For the past two
years she has been in charge of the Portrait

and Still Life classes at the Montreal Art
Association.

Although essentially an oil painter, Mrs.
Newton shows her adaptability in a number
of striking charcoal sketches which reveal
to excellent advantage her skilful draught-
manship. In portraying now and then a
quiet and subdued personality, she has the
rare power of so submerging her usual
forceful technique that her style assumes
an almost elusive femininity, but on the
whole her work has a firmness and a
strength which are not often associated
With a person of such gracious charm.

Always simple and sincere, one could
look a long way before finding an artist
with Mrs. Newton's kindly understanding
or with her deep insight into the character
and individuality of the people she paints.

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table—Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in Arls is directed
to the first draft of the complete Time-Table
for April examinations, which is posted on the
Registrar's Notice Board.

All students should check the Time-table
very carefully and report conflicts or omiss-
ions at once to the Registrar's Office.

priSt in Chemistry

A prize of $25 given by the Society of

Chemical Industry is awarded on the basis

of an essay competition. Competitive

essays must be sent not later than Febru-

ary 29th to the Secretary of the Ottawa

Section of the Society of Chemical Industry.

The competition is strictly limited to un-

dergraduates. /
Further information may be obtained

from the Registrar or from the Department

of Chemistry, Queen's University.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all Faculties

must be received at the Registrar's Office

on or before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts de-

gree will pay a degree fee of $10; candidates

for the Master of Arts degree will pay a

fee of $20. Anyone applying after March

15th will have to a pay a late fee of $3.

Cowan Foundation No. I

The Essay Competition under the Gowan

Foundation No. 1, will be held on Monday,

March 2nd, 2 to 5 p.m. in Room 100. King-

ston Hall.

A prize of $25 cash will be awarded to

the student submitting the best essay writ-

ten under examination conditions on one of

a list of subjects submitted to the student

at the time of writing.

The list of subjects, fifteen or more in

number, wilt cover a broad range of political

and economic problems of both theoretic

and practical interest. The list will be such

that a well-read student should find three

or four subjects within his competence and

interest.

The competition is open to all students

of the University.

WHEN YOU'VE HAD AN
HOUR OF SQUASH . . .

University of Alberta Research Scholarships

Two graduate scholarships of the value

of $600.00 each are available for research

at the University of Alberta for Session

1936-37. These scholarships are open to

graduates of any Canadian University.

Any graduate or graduating student who
may be interested should communicate with

the Registrar of the University of Alberta

not later than March 15th, and attach tp

his or her application an official record of

the candidate's undergraduate and graduate

work, together with at least two letters of

reference. Definite details should be given

as to the field of study in which the appli-

cant proposes to work.

Sir Wilfred Laurier Memorial Scholarship

Value $80. Founded by the Ontario

Women's Liberal Association to perpetuate

the memory of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Award-
ed for proficiency in French Conversation.

Candidates must be Canadian-born English-

speaking students, sons or daughters "of a

British subject by birth or naturalization

not of French parentage. Tenable only by
a student who will be in residence during

the following session.

The examination will be held in March.
Appjications will be received by the Regis-

trar up to March 1st.

and you;re feeling a
bit fagged out . . . .

National Research Council Scholarships to be

awarded in 1936

Bursaries of the value of $500 will be

open to award to applicants who have grad-

uated with high distinction in scientific

study.

Studentships of the value of $600 will

be open to award to applicants who have
already done some original graduate re-

search in science.

Fellowships of the value of $700 will be
open to award to applicants who have given
distinct evidence of capacity to conduct in-

dependent research in science.

Attention is called to the fact that ow-
ing to drastic reduction in the appropria-
tion available this year for scholarships,
only a limited number of awards can be
granted. Consequently, applications should
be strictly confined to candidates with out-
standing records, both in their undergradu-
ate and postgraduate courses.

March 1st is the final date on whicn
applications may be mailed.

Application blanks and copies of the
regulations governing these awards may be
obtained from the Registrar.

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper.

Free Englargement Offer

Expires Sat., Feb. 29th

Leave Your Films Here

AV R. McCOLL
University Drug Store and

Ice Cream Parlor

Open from 7.30 a.m. to 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Oldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Bus. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccoi

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafl

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter!

CANADA RADIO STORES

Boy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better (ood for less money

Special rate meal ticket for stud«"

itSnrigolii <&nU
346 Princess St. Kingston, 0*

My

hoc

f
j

C,

will

/

c

he

P

1

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Order"

25c Per Passenger

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S
123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

CAGE QUINT CONCLUDES SCHEDULE
Still unbeaten in college cage competition Queen's S

ii" today begin their swing around the weitern half

jt li
an impressive record of four wins and no losses tc
With only one victory needed to capture the Intcrcollei

held '>y Varsity Blues, the Tricolor will naturally lie top-h

10 return home as champions. However, during the ne

t |ie
Gaels will encounter their most serious opposition to date and

sV ,ll bive to he at peak form to get the winners' nod in each case
Coach Jack in his first season at the helm of the locals has worked

„ond«s with the team, and is to he congratulated for the smart sho
„"[ hi= squad. But perhaps it would be wiser to

"

„ntil the results of week-end games have been
As mutters now stand the Tricolor can di

in a deadlock for top position with 'Varsity shoi

setbacks. But the local hoopstcrs are not countit

short end in either fixture are are bent on sweep
~

keep their winning record clear.

mr basket-
the circuit

heir credit.

:e title now
'y favorites

next two nights

g
cave the salve slinging
becked in.

no worse than finish

Id they meet with two
; on coining out on the

antes in order

FISTS, FALLSAND FOILS

nh

PUCK SQUAD MEETS McGILL
Queen's Senior puck men will conclude their season's string of games

tonight al Montreal when they clash with McGill in an exhibition whirl

at the Montreal Forum.
The local hockeyists, since concluding their schedule in the Ottawa

("jty Hockey League, have been holding light workouts regularly to keep

in trim for tonight's tangle with the Red Raiders.

Coach Powell will take his strongest line-up to the eastern metropolis

in an attempt to wind up a gloomy winter with a victory. Although the
Kcdinen arc highly rated down cast the Tricolor are not worrying
about the vaunted prowess of the Red bladesters. The McGill boys were
upset last! week by Harvard, and it may be that Bobby Bell's charges

are to receive another unpleasant surprise this evening,

SWIMMERS SPLASH TONIGHT

Swim enthusiasts at Queen's should have a fine evening's enter-

tainment at' their disposal tonight at the annual Kingston inter-club

swimming meet which will be held at the gym pool.

With entries in all events received from Kingston Y.M.C.A., R.M.C.,

Kingston Swimming Club and Queen's the meet promises exceptional

competition as the natators vie for honours.

It is a common occurrence at all competitive splashes such as to-

night's to sec records smashed or at least equalled, for after all, a

swimmer's dream is to set up a new mark in any event that he might

he entered.
While the local mermen do not expect to topple any Canadian marks,

it would nol be at all surprising to see several of the local pool records,

set up in last year's city meet, lowered considerably.

Sixteen events will make up the card and with Queen's girls in-

cluded on the program a good crowd is being looked for.

Illegal punches anil

heeded on more tha

Glickmau handled the

!>«li

SYNONYMS SMITE
SCRIBE'S QUIZZER

Question—Mr. Bratton. you are

hockey writer, are you not?

Answer—Yes sir, I am a puck

scribe.

Q._I should like you to give me

pome information.

A—I will do anything I can sir.

[My experience is at your service.

Q—What do you call a good

hockey team?

A—A fast stepping aggregation

if puck chasers.

Q.—What do the players play

,'ith?

A.—Willi the gutta-percha.

Q.—Anything else?

A.—Yes sir, the disc.

Q.—Very good. Now what do

he players use?

A.—They use wands, shillalahs

)r hickory.

Q.—What do you call the first

pcond and third periods?

A.—The initial chukker, the

ii<!dle frame, and the final canto

Q.—Very well ; now what does a

ilayer do when he scores a goal?

A.—He hulges the twine, dents

the cage, whangs the rubber home;

he....'.

Q.—Thank _\o"- And when a

team reaches the championships,

what do you say?

A.—It gets a cut of the post

season shekels. >

Q.—What is a championship

game?

A.—A classic of the frozen

pastures.

Q.—What is a good goal-keeper?

A.—A stellar net custodian.

Q.—And a small fast skater?

A.—A pint sized speed ball.

Q,—Just one thing more. Mr.

Bratton. What is a referee?

A.—A referee.

Q.—Nothing else?

A.—No sir, nothing else. Now,

if you will excuse me. I should like

your permission to leave. I must

see the fast moving Island town ex

press coltide with Senator Powell'

puck proteges.

Q.— I do not understand.

A.—I must cover the Brockville-

Qucen's game.

Q.—Oh I see. Thank you ve

much Mr. Bratton.

—T.S

BY "CHUCK" COCHRANE

Excerpts from "The Varsity"

indicate that the Queen's men

were not alone in their disapprov-

al of .toine decisions handed out

in Montreal. George Vair. Blue

and White Sports Editor, says:

fouls went un-

one occasion,

joxing matches
(hibitions while

; round point scor-

contradictory. and

amazing, in one bout between two
contestants of which neither was fight-

ing under the University of Toronto

colours the point results were incred-

ible. The winner scored by a wide

margin in every round while the loser,

although continually sinking hard

body blows evidently received no

credit for them just because the re-

ceiver did not hit the canvas or slow

up noticeably. In another bout one

urtgc decided 5-2 for one contestant

while his mate across the ring gave

t to the opposition by the same mar-

gin. It looks bad when such things

happen and the only way to rectify

the situation is to hire impartial judges

and professional referees.

The first bout mentioned refers

to the engagement between Mao-

Kenzie of Queen's and Ross of

McGill.

Mr. Vair comes out with the

same suggestion proposed by this

observer. Again we quote:

Here is a suggestion which we think

might be wisely adopted in subsequent

assaults. Why not hire professional

referees and judges rather than those

of the (voluntary type and almost in-

variably home town supporters? V\e

do it in every other line of sport and

ist week-end's assault we recom-

t as a suggestion. We are not

lining but the officials were un-

dly below par.

B.W.F. Meeting

An emergency meeting of

the B.W.F. Club will be held

at 5.00 p.m. today in the

Gym.
Signed, r

Jack Corlett.

ARTS MEET MEDICOS

IN ICE T1LT_ TO-DAY

This afternoon at 3 o'clock ih

second game of the Interfacnlt:

hockey Serjes will be played at

the Arena when Arts cross st"
*"

with Medicine.

With one victory already

the right side of the ledger the

Medicos will likely turn on the

heat from the opening faee-off i

an effort to keep safely in tl

lead for group laurels. The An
crew have been working out re

ularly under the watchful eye o

coach Bob Davis, and will ice

squad that packs speed and sec

ing punch.

It is expected that a good siz

crowd of student puck fans w

be on hand to watch the ancie

rivals battle it out for ice suprem

acy. In other years Interfaculty ice

contests proved to be the tid bit

of the season, with plenty of f

and dash featuring every game

Today's game should prove to b

no exception to the rousing typ

of play that has marked these

counters in the past.

The "Varsity" pays great tri

ute to "Chuck" Peck in the fol

lowing words:

Lew Ruschin took the Gibson cup

Montreal when he won a technical

knockout in the final bout over Charlie

Peck, late of St. Michael's Collcge-

Pctk deserves credit since he never

donned a glove until a week ago when

no heavyweight candidate was m view

nd the big boy stepped in to Mil the

gap. That is college spirit for you.

With further reference to the

scoring system in operation for

wrestling bouts,

says

gi

INTERCOLLEGITE B. W. & F. CHAMPIONS. 1936

Boxing

Frederick (Q) ..

Smolkin (Q) ....

Irving (Q)
Quinn (M)
-Smythe (Q) I 55

Ross (M) lfiS

Gilbert (M) 175

Ruschin (M) Heavy ...

Fencing

Van Reel (M)

Wrestling

118 Austen (T)

125 Johnstone (T)

135 Smith (O)

145 Houle (T)

Shackleton (T)

Van Allan fO)

Carlyle (Q)
Wolfe (O)

CENT A MILE Round Trip Bargain EXCURSION
V-tm t\ jy^^Farts; Adult 75o: Child «fc)

KINGSTON
1, Goderich,

the rule book

points, shall be

Etna!

Three

ven to the winner of

bout who secures one or more

falls, and one point for the final

bout in which there is no fall.

The points in wrestling shall he-

divided by a factor so that the

total Of the points shall be eight."

And now folks, why not score

a knockout two points and a de-

cision one point? And do any-

thing you like with the total.

At that the Queen's boxers did

not do badly over the week-end.

They engaged in H bouts, won

ten of them, knocking out seven

Of the four losses,

and three

Gus Greco Awarded Johnny
Copp Trophy

Gus Greco, popular middle wing

for the University of Toronto foot-

ball team, recently entered the hall

of fame of football players when

he was awarded the Johnny Copp

Memorial Trophy. The trophy is

given annually in memory of the

fort.ner Blue backfielder, shot to

death by a burglar, to the player

who possesses to the greatest ex-

tent the qualities which made

Johnny Copp the most popular

player on the Toronto team, those

of ability and sportsmanship.

Greco was outstanding as a de-

fensive middle during the past sea-

son and it must undoubtedly have

been due to his brilliant work in

this capacity that led to the almost

unanimous choice of his name by his

team mates for the signal honour, a

choice which will be seconded by

every follower of football at this

University.—Varsity.

opponents.

one was a knock-out

were decisions.
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y
rNo rthernOnUr1o B.y., Kapuskns-beyond Newmarket, <—

Hew Ontario on lines of Teroiskamlng

etc. Parry Sound, Sutlhuo
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Also to all Stations Brockvdl

nd '/'mi

7 TO TORONTO AND HAMILTON
to Whitby Jet- inclusive rr««

CANADIAN NATIONAL

The fencers acquitted themselv-

es with credit, despite the fact

that one must go through columns

of figures to find it out. They

were by no means white-washed

each man coming through with

a goodly share of wins.

A meeting of the B.W.F. Club

on Tuesday afternoon returned

the following officers for 1936-37:

president, Abe Zvonkm: Vice-

Pres., Jack Irving; Secretary.

Fred Pcterr-. Trainer, "Hank"

Thoman and Manager "Corky"

Corlett were re-appointed to their

respective positions, pending the

sanction of the A.B. of C. A reso-

lution was drafted, to be submit-

ted to the Athletic Board, that the

fencers be permitted one trip out

of town for competitive purposes.

coming up

* - e

BUCKINGHAM
20 &.30<- 25 ft'25< - SO rV50t

YOU'RE ALL WET
AT LEAST YOUR FEET WILL BE IF YOU

DON'T TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

REDUCED PRICES ON RUBBERS

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess St

STORE
Phone 704

ANNOUNCING
WARREN K. COOK'S

NEW SHOWING OF EXCLUSIVE, IMPORTED

SUITINGS
FOR SPRING, 1936

George Van Horne
Mews Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS

Only §3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302-Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired. Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 503

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORK

— m —
5In ^tu&iMtts of Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clock. Novd Gilt.

Wa.cbea And F.vor.

Pen. inc. Pencil. College InilgaU

Designing (O Order

.^rttitb $rus. 3Jeuttlrra, Etmitefc— »"»**f iw PRINCESS ST.
PHONE 666 Efttd. 1640

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 ^ TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington StreetlOU wcui g
Gvw Canadian Pacific ExP«w Office.

'Phone 2116

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for AU Facultto

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens.

Slide Rules, Quel's Pennant* and Cushions. Our u«d

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO



No Matter What You're Going in for;

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

A weekly chat with the family is an

undergrad habit you'll never regret: it

softens up tough years and tough subjects.

Long Distance is the shortest distance

between you and home. And remember,

you can always reverse the charges!

• On both '"Anyone" and "Person-tO-Person"
oils, Low Night rate* apply after 7 ojd. and
Low Week-end rues ALL DAY SUNDAY.

WESTERN CANADA
Special From All Stations

in the East£™ Excursions
GOING DAILY— FEB. 28 to MAR. 12 inclusive

Return Limit i 45 days

Approximately CENT A MILE -
GOOD IN COACHES ONLY

Each Way

SLEEPING CAR PRIVILEGES. Whore ilttping ui iptce It fcqulrcd

(he following slightly higher IWi apply: (a) Tourlit Sleeping Can at approxi-
mately 1 h[c pel mile, plui regular berth rate, (b) Standard Sleeping and
Parlor Can at approximately I ' _c per mile, plui tegular berth or chair rale.

CONVENIENT TRAIN SERVICE
BAGGAGE Checked. STOPOVERS at Port Arthur, Ont., Armstrong,
Ont^und West; also at Chicago, UL, Sault Ste, Marie, Mich, and wast, in

accordance with tariffs of United States lines. tju
TUJhU, SUipint Co romiifciu, on4 all inlirmalian liom „.,, .t .vm. ASK FORUANDBILL

CANADIAN NATIONAL

There Is No Substitute

For QUALITY-
That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must
conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy
at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along
with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & sow
LIMITED

Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street
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A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

Owing to pressure of space sev-

eral letters have been held over and

wilt appear in the next issue.—Ed.

The Union wouldn't even give

Meds '37 a piece of cold veal.

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

The Soap Box has, of late, been

filled with Communism, Socialism

and Capitalism. I for one think

that the discussion could be brought

a little closer to home, and so let

us discuss Unionism. I refer to the

Students' Union and in particular

the cafeteria of the Union.

The A.M.S. and the house com-

mittee of the Union are no doubt

supposed to protect the rights of the

tudents. They should get toge-

ther and do something about this

cafeteria.

For four and a half years I have

eaten there. During that time 1

have contributed about five dollars

week to their treasury, and this

s how they treat me. One day last

week I selected for my noon meal,

from their "extensive" menu, a

salad. When I saw the salad which

consisted of 3 small slices of tomato,

one leaf of lettuce and half a boiled

egg, I requested that a small piece

of cold veal be added to the plate.

My request was refused.

lust think Mr. Editor, after 4#
ears, during which time I have

contributed over $600 of my father's

good money to the Union, they

wouldn't give me one small extra

piece of cold veal.

Please don't think that I am
complaining about the service, not

at all, it is excellent. Nor am I

complaining about the waitresses,

far from it, they would be a credit

to any establishment. But I am
complaining of the senseless, grasp

ing, rigid system that will deprive

a hungry man of one small piece of

meat.

Imagine, Mr. Editor. Four and

half years of faidifulness, over

$600 of good Canadian money and
after all that they refuse me one

small piece of cold calf meat.

Bitterly,

Medicine '37,

RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday Suppers by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme's Seasonable Woollies
EARL ST. AT WEST PHONE 295

S.C.M. clarifies a misconception.

Sir:

One of your correspondents has

given expression to an illusion

which seems to be fairly prevalent

and which it is hoped this will help

to dispel. The writer referred to

spoke of the L.S.R., S.P.M..

S.C.M. and S.V.M. as though they

were all affiliated and under the

auspices of the S.C.M. This is not

the situation. While it is true that

some of those who are active in the

S.C.M. are also active in other stu-

dent societies the organizations

mentioned are identical neither in

purpose or personnel.

A second error which seems to

be common is that the above men-

tioned groups are all socialistic. A
glance at the program of the S.C.M.

for the past year would show that

it at least was not concerned with

Socialism. One group has been

studying the life of Jesus. Another

has been making a comparative

study of religions. The addresses

•riven in Ban Righ in January dealt

with "Why Democracy?" "The

Choice of a Vocation," "Mental

Unity." One hopes that these topics

are not exclusively the interest of

socialists.

The S.C.M. is not concerned

about the charge of radicalism,

however. It has always had some

radicals in its fellowship. It is

hoped it always will. Its first con-

cern is with the study and practice

of religion, particularly the Christ-

ian religion. If the study of the

religion of Jesus leads to political,

social, religious and artistic radical-

ism (and it has been known to do

so) that is hardly the fault of the

Student Christian Movement. The

S.C.M. here (and I think else-

where) does seek to include in its

fellowship those who have found

some meaning in religion and those

who seek its meaning.

I hope, Sir, that this will help to

clear up one error and that it will

not sidetrack the discussion.

R. A, Cameron,

Secretary, S.C.M.

Just what is

Sir:

Socialism?

Feb. 25. 1936

Students given a chance to determine
whether they should be concerned

with the cause of peace.

To the Editor,

Soap Box.

Sir:

We have earnestly awaited an

enlightening statement from the

'Gratious" who in your columns of

i few weeks ago implied so strong-

ly that students should not concern

themselves with the cause of peace.

We feel that this opinion, if it

exists, should have some medium
for complete expression and have,

therefore, arranged for Litis topic

to be adequately discussed at our

final discussion forum to be held in

the Senate Room of the Old Arts

Building on Monday evening next.

Especially are the original dissen-

ters invited.

The S. P. M.
P.S.—We still don't believe "Grati-

ous" has the "intestinal fortitude"

to defend his statement.

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given to

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right

Single space 8c page, double 5c

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 372q

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOM$

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tickets

PHONE 860
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham R»

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS 8T

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have theee from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theiti,)
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Hanson & Edgar
Due. PRINTERS ***** *

Programmes Ever*

Cormtitutioru,
117 Brock St" Dewriptio.

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINU
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken LensM R«placed

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1H

Stone's Mttwtt ^Itop
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

With regard to this interesting

discussion of Socialism and Capital-

ism, there seems to be one diffi-

culty which should be cleared up.

namely, what is Socialism.

In Tuesday's Journal, Mr. G.

H. Kitchen says, regarding income

under Socialism, that, "a limited

differentiation would remain as a

stimulus or a recognition of effi-

ciency and contribution," Speak-

ng of equality, "Seeker of Tolera-

tion" says, "to the socialist it means

ihe equal duty of all to work ac

cording to their ability and the

equal right to be paid according to

what they do." Again, "Realist"

states that "under Socialism one is

paid according to his contribution

to humanity."

In the light of this, I would ask

our socialist friends to turn to page
XV of the Table of Contents of

George Bernard Shaw's The Intelli-

gent Woman's Guide To Socialism

And Capitalism and in the sum-
mary of Cfiaptcr 26 they will find

the statement: "Socialism means
unconditional equality of income
for everyone without regard to

character, talent, age, or sex." If

they read the chapter they will find

that on page 94 Shaw maintains

that "Socialism means equality of

income and nothing else."

Perhaps our radical friends will

not agree with Shaw since he is a

Fabian Socialist. But the point is,

he is a Socialist. So it might be

advisable for the Socialists to get

together and decide what Socialism

really is before they attempt to in-

flict it upon us.

Amused.

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING
j

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821

H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag"s Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone

1
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THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

princes St Orange Hall BIdg,

Near Hemlock Dairy

DARLINGS'
WEST END BARBER SHOP

jgljjes in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Jp,!,
first-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

is Alfred Street Phone 2359

4 doors above Union St

MILLARD*S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

iING D00 LAUNDRY
Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F

sponged and pressed 40c

fith Extra Trousers SOc
pits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
ledos Sponged and Pressed. . ,40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER
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Meds Sophs Holding

Exclusive Year Dance

BY GOLDWIN SMITH

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

S3 Princess St. Phone, 2B41

COSTUME JKWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

ahood Bros
113-115 Princess St

HEREDITY
Heredity is the inheritance of

qualities by ancestry. Contrary to

what our immediate ancestors

would have us believe, bad as well

as good qualities may be inherited.

The often expressed idea that

when we do well it is entirely due to

our ancestors, and when we do

poorly we have only ourselves to

blame, is not strictly true.

Grega Mendel was the first man
to put heredity on a scientific basis.

He classified characters as domin-

ant and recessive and showed by his

work that the first generation would

show all dominant characters. If

these were inbred the second gen-

eration would show a ratio of three

dominants to one recessive. This

one recessive would breed true as

would one of the three dominants,

the other two dominants again

zing a three to one ratio.

Human characteristics such as

curly hair and eyes of different

colour come into this. However

nee the liuman race is hopelessly

lixed up it is impossible to figure

anything out in advance with

accuracy.

When neither character is out-

standing the result is a 1:2:1 ratio

and may be understood by the fol-

lowing verse.

There was a young fellow named

Starkey,

Who had an affair with a1 darky.

The result of his sins

Quadruplets, not twins,

One white, one black, and two

khaki.

Certain diseases are hereditary

Colour blindness is one example.

Some forms of insanity also are

known to be hereditary. Perhaps

the most famous disease known to

be handed down through families is

. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

-RAY QA8
Evenings by Appointment

II Princess St Phone 1859

for. F. Waugh
DENTIST

\t*> Wellington St

'Phone 256

Kingston

Ir.VincentA. Martin
DENTIST

PS Princess St. Phone 10

Evenings by Appointment

ir. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

Wellington St 'Phone 3«

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
8° often if you invest in a

WARREN-KNIT
Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

Haemophilia. This is peculiar in

that it affects only the males and

is transmitted only by the females

Some diseases though not hendi-

tary in themselves have a tendcncj

to appear in succeeding genera-

tions. Perhaps due to an inherited

susceptibility, examples are tuber

culosis and alcoholism.

Genetecists suggest that all these

facts should be taken into consider

ation when selecting a wife or hus

band. You might go about it along

the lines expressed in this little

poem from the Queen's Journal of

1901:

Tell me, Mary, ere I woo thee,

Ere to ask your hand and kneel,

What ancestral faults pursue thee

Every hidden taint reveal.

In their old traditions ferret

For the crimes to which they're

» prone,

Lest their ills which you inherit

In their turn your children own.

Does your Doctor's diagnosis

Show of lunacy a trace,

Or has dread tuberculosis

Been inherent in your race?

Might their bygone misbehavings

Make you less from vice to

shrink,

Did your forefathers have cravings

After opium or drink?

But if you your stock can warrant

As from immemorial time,

Not inclined to vice abhorrent

Free from tendency to crime,

Yes, when to your lover wary

All this you can guarantee,

It will be time enough, sweet Mary

Then to think of wooing thee.

Merrie Clerks Plan Hotte
Shindigge March 13

On Friday evening, Meds MO
will hold a gala rendezvous in the

form of a Year Dance. The affair

restricted to members of the

year only so as to ensure that

common spirit of enjoyment

which will undoubtedly be

feature of this dance.

The committee have spent their

efforts in directions necessary fur

the staging of a successful dance.

They have procured a fine orches-

tra and have decorated the ball in

a manner which should add great-

ly to the pleasure of the evening.

The committee are further assur-

ed of the success of their toil by

the fact that they have the full

co-operatinn of the whole year.

With an anatomy 'grind' off their

chests the boys will make this

event a landmark for future Year

Dances.

Coming Events

The "Frosh Revelrie," the con-

tribution of Arts '39 to the annual

round of year dances will be held

on Friday, March 1 3th in Grant

Hall. The committee in charge

have arranged a novel dance

based on the entertainment

joyed in "Merrie Olde England,"

and promise something new and

Kuth Knowlton and his orch-

tra will provide a program cal-

culated to meet the approval of

patrons from six to sixty. The

Frosh Revelrie"' promises to be

one of the most novel dances of

the year, so make a dale now for

this big event. Tickets may be

procured f'»r $1-00 from Helen

Gordon. Lilian Gardner, June

Lamson. Fred Miller, Louis

Couillard, Chris Flanders and

entirely different in year dances. I Don Andrews (convener).

Today:

4-00p.r Clut

5.00p.i

Math, and Phy

Arts Bldg.

Room 200

Biological Club

Biol. Lect. Room
-B.W.F. Club

Gym
8.00p.m.—Swimming and Diving

Meet

Queen's Pool

—Drama Festival

Convocation Hall

9.00p.m.—Meds '39 Dance

Grant Hall

Saturday,

2.00p.m.-

8.00p.m.-

JACKSON METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL

DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE

You'll be interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched colto. pl- the fr~-

do» and comfort of soft neckwear. All new patterns. SUe. «P to 17.

WARREN BROS.

ST,

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118 - 120 Princess St.

Feb. 29:

-Drama Festival

Convocation Hall

-Drama Festival

Convocation Hall

Sunday, March 1

:

3.00p.m.—Band Concert

Grant Hall

Monday, March 2:

5.00p.m.—Extension Lecture

Convocation Hall

7.30p.m.—S.P.M.

Senate Room

Math Club

R. W. Shannon and F. Thorn

11 address the Mathematics and

Physics Club on Friday. Feb. 28

at 4.00 p.m. in Room 200 of th(

\rts Building.

SWIFTEST MERMAID
IS JEAN MILUCAN

The Levana Swimming Team was

chosen in an interesting inter-year

competition held on Wednesday

evening. The year championship

was captured by Levana '37 led

by Jean Millican, who placed first

in the swimming events. The girls

will compete with a team frrm the

Y.W.C.A. this evening when the

men's team will meet members of

the Y.M.C.A.

The Queen's girls' have been

training hard under the experienced

tutelage of Miss E. Murphy and

Marion Ross, and may b; counted

on to give the Kingston invaders

keen competition. As a special at-

traction, the Levana Mermaids are

offering an entirely original demon-

stration of water-gymnastics, which

promises to be the highlight of the

evening.

The members of the mm won

their places by excellent showings

in Wednesday's meet. They arc as

follows : Jean Millican, Betty

d'Estcrre, Marg. Fenton. Louise

Tiefenbacher, M a r g. Cameron,

Carol MacKay, Marg. Macleod,

Eleanor Macdonald, Harriet

Lockhart.

LEAP YEAR SPECIALS
LEAP YEAR BARGAIN CARNIVAL AT TWEDDELL'S

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

MEN'S SUITS
The entire stock of suits in our

store mutt be cleared and

we have reduced our prices to

make sure of quick action.

You Ret Styles and quality at

Tweddell's and at these prices

you are bound to save many
dollars.

Formerly Priced up to 125.00

14.45
Formerly Priced up to $23.50

17.45
Formerly Priced up to $30.00

19.45
Formerly Priced up to $35.00

22-45
This store has been built on a "Quality First" basis since 1870

and its continued success is the proof that our customers like

this method of doing business.

Stylish Furnishings on Sale

Can you look ahead .i month o:

new furnishings for spring day:

the greatly reduced prices that are in

scarves, all lines reduced.

% weclls? You arc bound to want

Buy your supplies now and enjoy

fleet. Ties, socks, gloves,

GENUINE ARROW SHIRTS

$1.59 2' $3*00

The Well-known Stetson Brand Shirts 95c

SEE OUR SPECIAL WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
139 Princess St.

Hotel La Salle BIdg.

Phone 3706

ANNOUNCING !!

THE OPENING OF

KARSON'S
TEA ROOMS

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND BARRIE

HOME OF FAMOUS

CLmfcrocAa <£fce Grcam

02
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Major Operation - Grant Hall - To-Night!

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG -

LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Lockctts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

The famous Cleansing

Cream. Cleanses thor-

oughly. Leaves the skia

soft and lovely, lc is the

starting point of all

beauty care.

60(i to *3.55

Mmdt in CMnmds

Famcm Bi-aMty Prtp«r*ti«w

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Prtaccta and Wellington

WE DELIVER

TROGGIE' PROMISES
PRODIGIOUS PROM

"Trofusc! Prolific! Promiscuous 1"

prophesied the Prognosficator, prod-

ding his prominent proboscis. "The

V)7>(t Junior Prom promises pro-

iractcd prolwibi lilies providing pro-

pitious propensities." The Prog-

nosiicator, when interviewed by tlic

[ournal, was provoked by the pro-

fundity of the proposition, to pro-

claim proudly that he was promot-

ing the most profitable project since

prohibition. When the smoke and

steam created by this prolonged

promulgation had cleared we found

that we had garnered a number of

important facts concerning the

Prom despite the Prognosticator's

( Proggie to his friends) over-

whelming enthusiasm.

Proggie was most enthusiastic

about the orchestra which will pro-

vide the music at the Prom, which,

incidentally is scheduled for the

I-aSalle next Friday, March 6. The

Seigniory Club at Luceme-In-

Quebec has always been noted for

its excellence in every detail of

comfort and pleasure and in the

matter of the band which dispenses

the music for its guests it certainly

maintains its high standard, Thus

Promenaders can rest assured that

they will hear one of Canada's

leading orchestras when Frank Cott

and his Seigniory Club Orchestra

come to Kingston next week. In

providing the best available dance

music the Prom committee feels

that they are upholding the Prom
tradition of "better dances that are

different,"

In the matter of food the com-

mittee has excited the chefs of the

local hostelry to efforts worthy of

the most famous culinary craftsmen

of the continent. Combining ex-

cellent music, delicious food, at-

ractive programmes, and many
other interesting details, the Prom,

which will go on until the wee
hours of the A.M. (3 o'clock to be

e.\.ir() promises to be one of the

outstanding formal dances of the

year.

Tickets may be procured from
members of the committee, which

convened by Boh Grcenamycr
(phone 4200) and includes also

Alison Mitchell, Mary Galbraith

Mac Kabson, Joe Teal, Evan Mc
Laren and Bill Kloepfer (phone

4175W).

Pianoforte Recital

By Lilias Mackinnon

Russian Music Features

Richardson Bequest

Concert

Miss Lilias Mackinnon chose four

composers who represent four dif-

ferent phases of modern Russian

pianoforte music for her program in

Grant Hall on Tuesday evening.

In the few remarks which prefaced

her performance Miss Mackinnon

classed Glazounow as the "musical

Tolstoi" since he represents the

classic and, to a degree the romantic

element, appealing both to the in-

tellect and the heart
;
Scriabin, the

mystic, she compared to Chopin and

described as being "intensely per-

sonal and individual;" Rachmanin-

off, popular and easily understood,

and Prokofieff, the modernist.

Miss Mackinnon, who is making

er fifth American tour, is director

f the Institute of Musical Memory
in London, England, and has had

de experience as piano vocalist

with several American orchestras.

Dr. W. E. McNeill spoke briefly

introduction, stating that it was

just twenty years ago that George

Taylor Richardson died in the

Great War. His family built a

memorial in the Queen's football

tadium, but a more substantial

memorial is the bequest he made to

the university, which makes pos-

sible the visits to Kingston of out-

standing musical artists.

The progTum was as follows:

Glazounow, Themes and Variations,

Opus 72; Rachmaninoff, two pre-

ludes; Scriabin, five preludes, two

poems, three studies ; Prokofieff,

wo "Visions Fugities."

LECTURE SEQUENCE

ENDS NEXT MONDAY

Professor L. E. Law has chosen

"Greek Architecture" as the topic

of the last in a series of eight pub
lie extension lectures on "Some
Aspects of the Classical Tradition 1

which he will give in Convocation
Hall on Monday afternoon at 5.00
o'clock. These lectures have had
wide appeal, varying from the cul

ture and thought of the classical

world to its artistic and scientific

phases.

Professor Law will trace briefly

the origin and development of the

main styles of Greek architecture

He will contrast the different type
and offer a general criticism from
an architectural standpoint. The
lecture will be illustrated.

Oh. look at this! Lord Throck
morton, eighty-five, is being sued
for breach of promise!

Huh! At eighty-five, wha
could he promise?—Gateway

DR. VLASTOS LEADS
DISCUSSION FORUM

292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Dr. Gregory Vlastos will be the

leader in the Discussion Forum phone 2744
of the Student Peace Movement

to be held in the Senate Room of

the Old Arts Building on Mon-

day evening. March 2nd at 7.30

o'clock. This is the closing meet-

g of this organization for the

year and every individual on the

campus is invited to be present

and express his opinions mi the

topic "Should University Stud-

ents Concern Themselves with

the Cause of Peace?"

Due to the recent controversy

among students on this import-

ant" epilation, the meeting should

prove to be one of unusual inter-

est. The executive are desirous

of learning student opinion and

as a special inducement refresh-

ments will be served to those in

attendance.

Suggestions regarding the

policy and program of the S.P.M.

for the 1936-37 term will be wel-

come. The local group are spon-

soring the sending of official dele-

gates to the World's Peace Con-

gress to be held in Geneva next

August and to the Convention of

the League of Nations' Society

to be held in Ottawa in May.

'EN- AND -INK WORK
EATURE OF EXHIBIT

In the Canadian Society of

Graphic Arts Travelling Exhi

bition, on view at the Douglas

Library, the contrast of black and

white pictures which have been

drawn by human hand is noticeable

Mr. Hornyansky, also known as

painter, has several excellent

etchings of which the coloured

ones are less appealing than the

black and white, although botl

show excellent workmanship
Miss Grace Fugler has some in-

teresting and strong wood-cuts

: lithograph and pen-and-ink

wing by Charles Jefferys, who
might be called an old-timer in

1'anadian Art, are full of rhythm
nd motion. The lithographs of

Georgian Bay by Charles Gold-
hamer, and the pen-and-ink draw
ings by Tom Lowe are also full

of feeling and character. Ackroyd
Barry, Kennedy and Schacfer are

among the other artists in this

show, which will be on view unti

March 6th.

Advertisers make publication of
the Journal possible. Patronize
them and support your paper.

A.M.S. Court

QUrclEtttflll (Eramfnrb STlouwr jtym,
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Night and Sundays l$u\

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty

McGALL & SLATER
Phon

Serving Queen's over JO

e 641

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE », I

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoil

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING

War Ace Cites Need For
Engineer-Pilots

The standard of aviation train-

ng is rapidly rising: future pilots

will require at least one year uni-

versity training," said Major D.

R. MacLaren, Pacific manager of

Canadian Airways Limited, and

famous war ace, while addressing

an audience of University of Bri-

tish Columbia students.

Major MacLaren pointed out

that with more than 70 percent,

of the area of Canada relying on

planes fctr communication with

the outer world, there are bound
to be many opportunities in avia-

tion for young men. "There are

not five pilots in Canada trained

to fly high speed, radio controlled

planes such as those used on the

American airways," said Major
Mac laren.

CAMERA CLUB
HOLDS EXHIBIT

The A.M.S. Court will be
in session shortly. Anyone
with charges to make should

present them to me immedi-

ately with evidence and the

names of witnesses.

(Sgd.) R. T. Thoman,
Sheriff.

(Continued from page 1)

is truly becoming an artist in his

own medium.

Although landscape shots pre

dominate in the exhibition there are

several portraits, and still life

studies as well as certain pictures

showing modern photographic

trends. Among these are

"Patience" and "Shadows - Lamp
and Book- Ends" which
most effective in the contrast in

light and shade. The work of Mr
Hay and Mr. Cooper, photograph

ers for the Tricolor is interesting

for its originality and exactness

technique. The Embankment scene

submitted by Mr. Bowie-Evans is a

most effective study in light and

shade.

The exhibition which will remain

open until March 6 is a very credit-

able first showing for the Queen's

It is understood that the ex-

FOR YOUR SOCIETY. YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILL*

NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALtl
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 52

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds"

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

FRANK KCCCS
BEAUTY PARLOR AN£) BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 7Sc PERMANENT WAVES *2J»|

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing|

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

j

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3180

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel
Dance

L*2i Salle
NightEvery Saturday

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

cl«h

hibitjon will also be shown by the

Ottawa Camera Club shortly.

The uneducated have one ad-
vantage. They aren't filled with
gloom when some football team
loses.—St. Louis Star-Times.

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER

CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE
RING BOOKS

For Professional or Business Me'1

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock Sti

L
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Courtmen Win Title; First In 6 Years
OTTAWA PLAYS WIN AT DRAMA FESTIVAL

QUEEN S PLAY THIRD

Sincerity And Vigor Of
Local Presentation

Commended

TROPHY AWARDED
Queen's Dramatic Guild

vere awarded third place in

he Eastern Ontario Region-
Drama Festival by Allan

IVade. adjudicator, for their

resentation of "Waiting: for

_efiy," a play by Clifford

3dets directed by Dorothy
tuart and Mrs. G. B. Reed.
The Ottawa Drama League
ere placed first and second by

Ir. Wade [or their plays "The

ate Christopher Bean" and
Winterset," directed by Mar-

uric Margosches and Julia
hirphy respectively, Miss Mar-
osclies was presented with the

rockville Trophy on Saturday

ighi for directing the prize-

rinning play o[ the Festival.

n commenting on "The Late

fhristopher Bean," Mr. Wade re-

arked that nothing of value in

he play had been lost although

was really a three-act play

ich had been adopted as a one-

:t play by Howard Stannard of

Ottawa Drama League.

Winterset" was a more finish-

piece of work than the prize-

inner, stated Mr. Wade, but as

nly the second act of the play

d been staged he was puzzled

to know what had transpired.

"Waiting for Lefty," which
i awarded third place, had

i tackled by the company with

at sincerity and vigor, said

r Wade, although he admitted
a ' he did not care for propa-

ndu plays. But the company
1 the. emotional effect out of

Play in a praiseworthy

ADJUDICATOR

ALLAN WADE
adjudicator at the Regional Drama
Festival held in Convocation Hall,

who awarded first place to the Ottawa
Drama League's "The Late Christo-

pher Bean."

JUNIOR PROM TO BE

'A DIFFERENT DANCE'

Frank Cott's Orchestra At
Dinner-Dance This

Friday

"The Junior Prom will be a dif-

ferent dance"." the committee told

the Journal. It will be different

for many reasons. In the first place

it is being held at the Hotel LaSalle,

the first college dance to be held

there this session. The LaSalle is

an ideal place for a dance such as

the Prom because it has all the

facilities for dinner, dancing, rest-

ing, strolling, and whatever else

people like to do at a formal dance.

The most noteworthy innovation

of the 1936 Prom is in the orchestra

chosen. Frank Cott and his

Seigniory Club Orchestra are one

of Canada's leading dance bands

and those who heard him at the

Arts Formal a few years ago will

(Continued on page 8)

xhange Fellowships, Robert

Bruce Scholarships Awarded

Journal Elections

The annual meeting of the

Queen's Journal staff will

be held in the Banquet Hall

of the Students' Union on

Friday at 5 p.m. Elections

for the 1936-37 Journal staff

will take place. All associate

editors and reporters are

urged to be present.

Queens Mermen
Beaten By

Point

Wurray Cowie, who is taking

f
M A. in German at Queen's

1

ion has been awarded the

tn,a n Exchange Fellowship it

1 Announced on Friday. Mr.

who received an honour
rc' L' in German and French

April is one of the students

» have recently taken post-

date work in German. Mr.
'le

i s wen known among the

Ic <it Body, especially among
of music.

he French Exchange Fellow-
' y*M awarded to Bernard
t

!

rn
' a senior student. Mr.

"rn is working towards an
Blir

degree in English and
c1

' and is one of the active

DramaticP!*" of the Queen-

Queen's students who are at

present studying abroad under

these scholarships are Edna Lori-

mer and Jack Henley. Miss Lori-

nier is an assistant in the Eng-

lish Department in L'Ecolc Nor-

male d'InstitutHccs at Melnn on

the outskirts of Paris and is also

engaged in further study at the

Sorbonne. She is an honours

graduate in English and French

of 1935. Mr- Henley who receiv-

ed a pass degree last spring is

Sow studying at - Bonn in Ger-

many He may return next fall

to work towards an honour de-

gree in Economics and German.

Students who

Quee
Foreign

are studying at

this year under the

Exchange system are

(Continued on page 7)

Kingston Y.M.C.A. won the in-

terclub swimming meet in the gym

pool Friday evening, nosing out

Queen's by a point score of 41-40.

The Tricolor girls reversed the de-

cision, being victorious in their duel

meet, with a total of 21 points as

against Y.W.C.A's 9 points.

Norm Edgar lived up to expec

tations by capturing first place in

the 100 and 200 yard sprints. The

200 yard event was a crowd-

pleaser. with Edgar and Kelly

pounding along stroke for stroke,

the former just nosing out his team-

mate tn the fast time of 2.15.

Once again Gar Kelly, Queen's

natator, rules the roost for distance

swimming in Kingston by virtue of

his spectacular win over Harris of

the Y. This is the first time they

have been matched in open compe-

tition since last winter and as the

boys stepped up to the mark for the

400 yard events both wore expres-

sions of grim determination. It

was anybody's race until the last

length when Kelly ontraced his

worthy opponent's sprint to touch

the finish line about 5 ft in front.

The highlight of the evening from

the standpoint of fast time was

Grimshaw's win, in just under 27

seconds, in the 50 yard sprint.

Couillnrd, another Tricolor star,

won 3rd place points for die locals

in his initial effort in the field of

com|>elitive swimming. McDermott,

a Y man was a bang-up second.

Turner lived up to his reputation

as a championship breast-stroker,

by winning handily over McKellar,

also of the Y., and the Queen's

junior, Bill Winestein.

Murray Griffin's latest find,

(Continued on page 5)

FIRST PERIOD GOAL

GIVES ARTS VICTORY

OVER AESCULAPIANS

Artsmen Now Lead League
With 2 Wins And No

Losses

Ross Is Marksman

Arts assumed the leadership in

the lnterfaculty hockey league by

defeating Medicine by a score of

1-0 at the Arena yesterday after-

noon. The only goal of the game

came half way through the first

period when Don Ross scored on

Hugh Gibson's rebound, giving Arts

a lead they never relinquished.

It was one of the most exciting

interfacuity games seen in a long

time. The teams were evenly

matched and from the drop of the

puck it was evident that a tight

battle would ensue. After Ross's

goal put the boys from Kingston

Hall in the driver's seat the fleet

Medicos put on the pressure.

Through the second and diird peri-

ods Reg Patterson's proteges storm-

ed the Arts cage but could not dent

tne twine. The brilliant back-check-

ing by the forwards, good clearing

and bodying by the defence, and

sound goal-tending kept the black-

shirted Mediocos off the score

sheet. A fight between Cunningham

and Handford late in the game

threatened to start a miniature war

out cooler heads prevailed and the

game ended with Arts still on top.

The teams:

Arts: Goal, Neville; defence,

Wood, Cunningham; centre, Chris-

lie; wings, Gibson, Ross; subs,

Trousdale, Sohiski, McConnick.

Wing.

Medicine: Goal, Quigle> ; de-

fence, Gibson, Jenkins; centn.*, Cor-

nwall; wings, Pollock, Handford;

subs, Dafoe, Forsberg. Empson,

Uathbone, Reeves, Young. Latimer,

Pokes, Arbor.

Editorship Vacant

Applications for the Editor-

ship of the Tricolor for 1936-

37, stating qualifications for

the position, and applications

for the position of Editor of

the Students' Directory for

next year should be made im-

mediately to F. D. S. Marett,

Permanent Secretary - Trea -

surer of the A.M.S.

Architecture Should Be Adapted

To Needs Of Age, Dr. Law Says

BY WALLACt MUIR

"Greek architecture was made

in Greece, by the Greeks and for

the Greeks. Their buUdingfl w in

made for a hot and sunny climate,

where things were done in the

open," said Professcr L. E Law

in the last of the extension lec-

tures entitled "Greek Architec-

ture." "Today we are . set on a

new course. The new age will

be an age of steel and concrete

and glass."

"The object of the architect

hould be to bring his art into

conformity with modern life and

modern requirements, hot to ac-

commodate modern conditions of

life to the art of another and very

different period, an attempt which

must end in disingenious com-

promise.

"A living architecture can never.

38-26 VICTORY AT LONDON
MAKES GAELS CHAMPIONS

Coach Jack's Charges Score 11 Points In Last Eight
Minutes To Triumph Over Mustangs—Final Standing
Gives Tricolor Margin Of Two Points Over Varsity

—Fast-Breaking Plays Feature

ROOKE HIGH SCORER IN CRUCIAL GAME
DY JOHNNY EDWARDS

The Intercollegiate Basketball Championship came
to Queen's on Saturday night for the first time in six

years as the Tricolor trounced the fast-travelling Western
quintet by 36 to 28. Leading all the way in a close and

thrilling game, and determined to wipe out the sting of

a four-point Varsity win the evening before, the Golden-

clad Gaels came out with their familiar fast-breaking

game to take the lead after Western had opened the

scoring.
They held this lead throughout

despite several sensational ral-

lies by Rider and Co.

Western apparently were not

sorry to see their opponents take

the title from Varsity, last year's

holders, as they crowded the

dressing-rooms after the game

with sincere congratulations. Sel-

dom has a court team from

Queen's seen such harmony and

team play as the Gaels have

shown this sca.-on, especially in

these last two crucial games.

Every man on the new champion-

ship squad has played fine ball,

unselfish at all times and ready

to give everything for student

coach. Fuzz Jack.

Tricolor to Lose 4 Players

Tired but very elated over their

uiccessful season, the Tricolor

Icparted from London with their

basketball over for 1936. Several

of the hoys played dieir final

game for Queen's Saturday night,

imong them being Chuck Finlay,

veteran forward of three Inter-

collegiate basketball teams. Gord

lley. newcomer to senior this

year, ami Hill Stephen, better

known as ''Wimpy" Lloyd Ed-

wards, who remained home with

in infected f'wt. also graduates

this year.

The London Tech gym in

rhich Western teams play all

pine games, was crowded to

opacity as thd two squads lined

up for what was to be a tense

struggle. The Mustangs secured

tin- first basket on a smart block

plav about two minutes after the

Opening whistle' and then the Tri-

color ivenl quickly and methodic-

ally t.. work, j

Rooke Shines

Finlay and Cunningham drop-

ped two smart goals from near

the foul line and Rooke drew

a tremendous ovation as the

Queen's forward flashed two

brilliant plays in succession to

give the captain goals from close

The Tricolor was trying des-

perately to make the Western

team change from the lazy style

they have used all year, and were

successful to an extent of secur-

ing a lead of 22-18 at half time.

Looking still more grim and

determined, Queen's came out to

resume play with Rooke sitting

(Continued from page 5)

CHUCK FINLAY

flashy toward of the champion Tri-

color cage squad who completed three

years service with the club on Sat-

urday at London when the Gaels

downed the Mustangs 36-28.

NOTICE
An open meeting of the Queen s

Basketball Club will be held in

the Gym, Wednesday, March 4,

at 5 p.m. The proposal of man-

agers and election of Senior Cap-

tain for 1936-37 season will come

before the meeting.

O. A. SEEBER, Secretarv.

any more than a living literature,

be made up of elegant extracts

from deceased authors, nor should

a modern building remind tine of

a page from a dictionary of y no-

tations," said the speaker.

In his address Professor Law
stressed the comparison between

Doric and Ionic architecture. The

Doric style originated in Greece

proper, the Ionic order was de-

veloped in Asia Minor. He
stressed the fact that the interior

arrangements of the Greek
temples were comparatively un-

important ;
religious ceremonies

went on outside, and it was there-

fore the exterior of the building

which assumed the major signifi-

cance.

"The Doric order, even in its

final stereotyped form." said Pro-

(Continued on page 2)
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sTUDENTS
, . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Bitabtubtd 1817

KINGSTON BRANCH—King ACUreoci SO

W. R- BE LI HER, M (inner

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDUS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princesa St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored

Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND DERRV

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 80, 82 Princess St.

STUDENTS
STAFF and FRIENDS
of "Queen's"— You arc invited

lo take advantage of the

NYAL

2 FOR 1
SPRING SALE
Thursday, Friday,

Saturday
This week

for Full Particulars of Savings
See Larcc Sale Circulars

or phone

WARD& ryVA
HAMILTON (aisL

LIMITED VW>U

4 Nyal Stores 4

CO-EDS . .

.

Give your room a touch of

beauty and colour with a few

artificial flower*.

They're natural afe. They're

gorgeous beyond your

imagination.

See them tomorrow

She
iHrtitaUum (Sift

39S Princeta St. Phone 1931

MARS HIS IDIOT. By H. M.

Tomlinson. New York: Harper.

$2.50.

On the eleventh' of November

more than seventeen years ago

ended the war which was to end

war. "Never again," everyone said.

And "Never Again?" asks Mr.

Tnmlinson in Mars His Idiot

Mr. TomlinsOO's is not the kind

of discussion which we can imagine

taking place in Cabinet meetings or

war offices. It-says with the great-

est conviction, with a kind of con-

viction which many politicians can-

not understand, not why war may

have to be but why it must not be.

He is not concerned with economics

hut with morality.

The book is somewhat of a sur-

prise in a number of ways. It is un-

doubtedly important as a piece of

propaganda but I venture to think

it would still be important if it were

devoid of its aim. Here we have

a thinking man working among his

emotions,and instincts, making arti-

culate and clear the too often choked

and muddled misgivings with which

the average civilian mentality re-

gards the war superstition. Here too

wc have a vivid fresh style, nothing

sensational, but the prose we have

grown to expect from Mr. Tomlin-

son's pen—an English style by an

Englishman who is not proud of the

English navy.

The first chapters of the book are

idyllic in quality. It shows what
there might be if it were not for

leaders who reckon security in

larger and better armaments. They

are "the begetters of foes" Mr.

Tomlinson has a hard word, too, for

the advocates of national expansion.

There is a hint for beseiged races

in the statement that men survive

and have survived locally "though

accepting whatever the earth yrill

jurrehder to patient men at peace."

This book is more than mere prop-

aganda. It has a beauty in prose,

an admirable harmony between idea

and expansion.

Mr. Tomlinson gives some states-

men less credit than is due. But

what about the minister who agreed

that it would be impossible to pro-

tect London from attack by air but

lias since sanctioned a costly plan to

do the impossible. "All he means

is that if our bedrooms and kitchens

are bombed, then we shall send our

air fleet to massacre the innocents

of our enemy."

Mr. Tomlinson is right to some

extent. But the world is far from

the ideal and at present we must

contend with the fact of armament.

The idealist cannot argue when

faced by a hostile nation, or hostile

nations, rearming at top - speed.

Action is necessary. However, we

cannot exaggerate the importance

of and the need for ability to see

the idiocy of war in the past and in

the future, and in this light Mr.

Tomlinson 's book is a valuable

combination.

ARCHITECTURE IS

PROGRESSIVE ART

(Continued from page) 1)

fessor Law, "owes its origin to

plain practical necessity." "The

history of Doric .architecture is

the history of a development

within a well defined framework.

Experiment and change was in

general confined to carefully

studied adjustments and the per-

fection of subtleties and refine-

ments."

A building must have stability,

commodity or purpose, and
beauty, "Beauty in architecture."

said Professor Law, "seems to

me to depend in the main on

three basic principles — unity,

contrast and proportion."

The Greeks took great care with

technical detail and achieved

perfection of craftsmanship. Un-

like some of our modern build-

ings, theirs did not tell lies. Dis-

honesty, said the speaker, appears

wherever structural elements

serve no structural purpose. He
complemented the exponents of

the New Architecture on their

untiring opposition to this sort

of thing.

In much of the Ionic work, 'said

the speaker, we find an oriental

note which clearly shows the in-

fluence of the ancient civilizations

of the East. In the Ionic build-

ing the general proportions are

more slender and graceful than

the powerful-looking Doric. There

is a marked tendency towards

the ornate. In contrast to the

severity of the Doric, the Ionic

is more decorative and feminine.

"The Doric style trusts in the

main to the simplicity and vigour

of its form. But it did not go

about in nakedness 'quite un-

adorned, and if it did not carve,

.t at any rate painted. This use

uf colour is sometimes overlook-

ed."

In conclusion Professor Law
briefly described the Corinthian

order, which, he said, differs very

little from the Ionic.

Little boy: "Mother, do they have

bridges in Heaven?"

His Mother: "No dear; it takes

engineers to build bridges."

HOCKEY
Medicine w M 1 opp0st

Science in an Intcrfaculty

hockey game at the An>nj
Wednesday at 4 o'clock.

Arts and Science meet
at

the same hour Friday.

LOST

One green striped Parker Evt r

sharp pencil with name stamps

on side. Finder please return
tt,

Marjory Morton, 180 Alfred S|

or phone 1144-W.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NIGHT

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1S72 244 PRINCESS ST.

Our new C.C.M. skate sharp,

ening machine sharpens your

skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St.

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

Phone 58

210 PRINCESS STREET

<Eallas ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation d-

President Of Western
Broadcasts Thursday

President W. Sherwood Fox of

he University of Western On-
tario and two London residents,

Charles Skeggs and C. C. Car-

rothers will discuss the subject

Substitutes for War" or "Peace-

ful Change" on the League of

Nation's Society broadcast on
Thursday evening. This is the

eighth in a series of "discussions

on the general question "Canada
and the Organization of the

World Community." The broad

:ast will originate in London at

).00 p.m. and be carried by the

National Network of the Can
adian Radio Broadcasting Com

ssion.

President Fox is qualified to

lead a discussion on this subject

y special training in several

fields, including a year of post-

graduate work at the University

of Geneva. Mr. Skeggs for sev-

eral years has been an Alderman
of London. Formerly, for fifteen

years he was a professional

soldier in the British army, serv-

ing in China, Gallipoli, Suez and
France. Mr. Carrothers, a bar-

rister of London, served during
the World War with the Can-
adian Corps, as a member of the

10th Hospital Unit.

It is an interesting fact that

nearly one half of the participants

in this series arc returned soldiers,

These radio discussions arc de-

signed to lead up to a National

Conference to be held in Ottawa
in May,

BAN RIGH SWIMMERS I

DEFEAT LOCAL "Y" SKATING
The Tricolor co-eds outswam the

|

invading Y W.C.A. Mermaids in a

highly successful acquatic meet held

in the Queen's pool Friday night.

Levana proved her superiority over
|

the invading Kingston team by a|

23 to 9 point lead.

Jean Millican, Queen's swimmer,

tallied up the highest number of

points for the University. She I

placed first in the 25 yards free I

style and in the 25 yards side stroke

for speed. She also tied with a "Y"
swimmer for the second place

the 25 yard breast-stroke. Marg.

Macleod came first" in the breast-

stroke, and Harriet Lockhart placed

third in the speed side-stroke.

The most novel event of the even-

ing was the candle display by the
|

Levana swimmers. The gym lights

were extinguished, and about fifteen
|

girls, holding lighted candles, form-

ed various figures on the surface of

the darkened pool. 'They concluded

the performance with a large "Q"

A pigeon race, coin diving, and be-

ginners' races added to the enjoy-

ment of the program.

25 yards free style—Jean Millican

Q ; Roberts Y ; Grimwood Y.

25 yards breast-strike—Marg. Mac-
leod Q ; lean Millican Q ; Roberts

|

Y. (Tie).

Medley relay—Queen's,

25 yards side-stroke for speed-

Jean Millican Q: Grimwood Y
Harriet Lockhart Q.

AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

Did you hear the new Mae
West joke? H seems Mae West
went into a museum and there

stood a great concourse of skele

tons. One in particular was the

remains of a braw laddie. M
steps up to him and says:

"Cumupnscemesnmlimc !"

"I'd like to. kid, but 1 ain't got
no guts."—Sheaf.

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND.

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

The Date Bureau here may
function on a ten-cents-a-date b;

with a money hack guarantee, and

throw parties at four bits a person

but in Occidental College the daters

charge twenty-five cents a red-head,

a blonde costs fifteen cents, while

brunettes are supplied at ten cents

a throw. The local operator reports

the hennahued hussies are a drug
on the market, most of his patrons

desire "luscious, lovely, lilting

blondes." It sounds swell, whatever

it means—Varsity.

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery service

Manufacturers, Superior DeLuxe Ice Cream
phone 648 204 princess st.
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AT THE THeXtTF

CAPITOL
CE/LhVC ZERO

with

fames Carney and Pal O'Brien

Another aeroplane picture, with

two spectacular crashes (both

fatal) brought about because of

"ceiling zero," which to landlub-

bers means fog to the ground and
to aviators meant, until "trie per-

fection of modern equipment, a

very good chance' of death.

Cagney and O'Brien are pals

once more, and the trifling plot
describes the rise of a bad boy
(Cagney, of course ) to the heights
of supreme sacrifice. The inci-

dwitnl heroine is treated in a
most callous manner, being
shoved around on the checker-
board of life like a pawn and be-
ing left finally waiting in a dead
man's apartment.

.As an air picture "Ceiling Zero"
is good, but to the average sho
goer there is little to recommend

but excitement and much to
detract from it, including inco
herence. yelling and an orgy of
radio calling.

On the other hand, the colored
cartoon is one of the best. .If
ike the poor Indian, you cannot
canoca, there are several of our
eathered friends who will show
yon how.

On the whole, the program
rates a B.

TIVOLI

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

ALUMNI NOTES
COURTESY OF QUEEN'S ItEVIEW

A LADY OF SECRETS
with

Ruth Chatterton, Olio Kruger and
Marian Marsh

It is said of champion boxers
that "th

is a

houi

—A.K.

\'ert Attraction-. Gladys Swart-

Rose of the Rancho".

LOST

A red and black plaid scarf from
the hbrary on Feb. 27. Would the
finder please leave the same at the
Post Office or phone I882F.

cy never come back;' it

pity that that the same say
mg cannot be truly applied to
some movie stars. In this case
Chatterton is back and not a bit
changed

; neither herself nor her
story. We don't know where she
has been for the last two or three
years, possibly on the legitimate
stage. If so it is a pity she didn't
stay there, because we doubt if

ny one will be particularly glad
to see her back in "illegitimate"
pictures again.

As a matter of fact, the story-
is passable and it is chiefly owing

the> fact that we naturally
associate Ruth Chatterton with
'out of wedlock" themes, having
seen her play the same part in-

numerable times, that we are con-
demning it on paper.

Marian Marsh is another act-
ress trying a come-back in this
picture, and sad to say, she
has not changed either. It is un-
fortunate both for her and the
picture. She is still unable to do
anything but look pretty.

Otto Kruger is good, as he
generally is and we were glad to
see that he was not called upon

play the part of a youthful
romeo. He is much more satis-

factory as a middle aged man.
For Ruth Chatterton's acting we
have nothing but contempt. She
behaves like a grown up Shirley
Temple, and that comparison
should be damning enough to
please even her worst enemy.
C —D.K.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

Coming Attraction

licks Returns."

'Cappy

Taking pictures at
NlGHT IS FUN
Vo

itudtnt d»yi m*y bi
*n_it a kick you /ould

l
,;*'"! th t lolk. bicC horn

y:.7"
Oic midnleht oil"—

b

c»n hivt picture! to prove il
out ICodrnk (ouniei about ihli

7?* *»y ol taking picture* inrinon and
u"aun your initrueil»e pamphlet

WHEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
"QUICKLY" 'PHONE

Stores

Mahooddrucco.
pHOME 519.... PBlHCtSSJT.

PEACOCK
PHONEJ4j. H£XTTOlOBUWS

FILM SOC I ET Y

The dust of battle having
cleared from Convocation Hall,
the Film Society returns to the

smooth tenor .if its way. This
week's presentation will be the

first part of "Les Miserables

This dramatization of Victor

Hugo's novel is by now famou
both for its beauty and for its

lack of artiiicial compression

Part one was shown at the

Capitol last year but is being

peated for the benefit of those

who missed it. Parts two and
three will be shown next week
The film is silent. The subtitles

are in French.

There are short subjects add-

ed and showings take place at

4.00 p.m. and 8.00 p.m. today.

Varsity Widows

Montreal.—The women's page of

the McGill Daily, announced re-

cently the wives of students are

becoming lonely with hubby being

away at college all day.

So, said the announcement, the

wives of students want to organize

a socjal club of their own and "It

is hoped that all interested will

come."

University authorities said there

were no records to show how many

married men were attending college.

Small girl, to shop assistant:

This is my uncle. Will you kind-

I ly show him some Christmas

presents suitable for a niece who

an only child and somewhat

pampered ?"—The Humorist.

W. F. C. Ade. Arts '33, has
been acting continuously since
graduation as lecturer in German.
French and English at the On-
tario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Ont. In addition to these
regular duties, he is this year
completing his graduate studies

in the Germanic languages and
literature for his M.A. degree at

the University of Toronto.

Roland Browne, Arts '33, and
Mrs. Browne (Lee Willbtms).
Arts '32, are at present in Paris,

France. Their address is c/o
Mme. Duchasteau. 147 Rue de
Rennes.

R. J. Chambers, Sc. '33, is

assistant in the engineering office

of the Anglo-Canadian Pulp and
Paper Mills, Ltd., Quebec City

C. B. Cherrier, Arts '32, is with
the Anglo-Canadian Leather Co
at their plant office in HuntsvilU
Ont.

Dr. W. M. Cliff, Med. '3
1. is at

St. Vincent's Hospital, New York
Gty.

Miss Elizabeth F. Clarke. Arts
35, has joined the staff of the
Hendry-Connell Research Foun
dation, Kingston.

Dr. C. A. Cleland, Med '30, of

Brockville, Ont.. was elected sec
retary of the Leeds and Grenville
Medical Association at its annual
meeting recently.

J. M. Cormie, Sc. '33. is now
doing geologcial work for the
McWatters Gold Mines, Rouyn
Que.

H. F. Crain, Sc. '32, is vice-

president in charge of production
of Crain Printers, Ltd., Ottawa
Hugh Crumley, Arts '30, who

has been branch secretary of th

Manufacturers' Life Insurance
Company, at Lansing. Mich,, for

the past few years^is being trans

ferred to Singapore, where he will

be resident secretary for his com
pany. Mr. Crumley sailed from
Vancouver on February 22 and
will visit company offices in

Japan and China en route.

Dr. A. S. Crummey, Med, '34,

is assistant superintendent of the

hospital for mental and nervous

diseases at St. John's, Nfld.

E. R. Ellard, Sc. '35, is now
assaying at the Parkhill Gold
Mines. Ltd., Gold Park, Ont.

Dr. J. B. Ewing, Med. '32. re

ccntly passed the highest exatnin

ations in surgery at the Univer

sity of Edinburgh, and has beei

made a Fellow of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons.

Miss Helen I. Fry, Arts "33

has been awarded half of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Social Science

Alumni scholarship. The $200

scholarship was divided between

Miss Fry, who is now a second

year student in social science at

Toronto, and Miss B. Hisey, a

McMaster graduate.

J. E. Hayes, Sc. "35, of Ottawa,

,s received an appointment as

an assistant in the engineering

department of the Canadian

Radio Broadcasting Commission.

C. F. Holland, Com. '33, is in

the sales deportment of the Bell

Telephone Company. Hamilton,

Ont.

David Hutchinson, Sc. '35, is

now assistant engineer at the

Eldorado Gold Mines, Cameron
Bay. N.W.T.
Alan E. James, Arts '33. has

been in the hardware business in

Perth, Ont., since graduation.

Miss Anne C. Johnson. \n
'31, is teaching in the continuation

school at St. George, Ont.

C. G. Kauth, Sc. '34, has been
with the Dominion Oxygen Com-
pany, Toronto, for the past year.

PROFESSORS FLUNK

BRAIN TEST BADLY

The craze for intelligence test-

ing has at last reached the college

professors—a group of them at

Princeton tested themselves
They were given a questionnaire

containing forty-one statements.

All they had to do was to mark
True or False next to each state

mcnt. In order to penalize guess
ing. a marking system was cm
ployed under which' each corTect

answer counts one plus and each
wrong answer counts two minus
The professors failed miserabl

The highest score was 23 correct

answers and three wrong guess
es. One professor scored minu
11. Here is the test as given in

Column Review:

Page J

The test statements were as follows
1. Soton was the author of the say

ng, Know thyself.
2'. Adam Smith was indebted to the

Physiocrats for some of the ideas pre
seined in the "Wealth of Nations

3. Observations confined to a clos
ed room can detect the earth's axial
rotation.

4. J. A. D. Ingres is noted as 1

master of line drawing.
5. Recent developments in the man

ufacture of steel wire have emphasiz
ed Ilie economy of cantilever as com
pared with suspension bridges.

6 The President of the United
States may not veto specific items in
appropriation bills.

7. The roots of a general polynomial
of degree higher than four are not
complex numbers.

8. No substantial evidence for the
early" stages of animal development,
suggested by the hypothesis of evolu-
tion, has ever been found within the
pre-Cambrian strata.

9. When the enemy is over-extend-
ed, neither flank is in the air. and lime

important, an envelopment is the
best form of attack.

10. A quarto . is larger than an
octavo.

11. From 1880 to 1925 silver was
more stable than gold in terms of
commodities.

12. If the rear wheels of an automo-
bile are jacked up and the engine is

in low gear, then the action of the
differential is such that if you turn
by hand the left weel at 10 r.p.m. for-
ward the right one will turn backward
at lit r j. in.

13. Naevius originated the fabulae
pracicxtaiae.

14. Union with oxygen tarnishes
verwarc in the household.
15. Natives of Italy souib of Rome

have flayed a conspicuous part in the
medieval and modern political develop-
ment of thai country.

16. Saintc-Bcuvc believed that the
French liberal ideas of the eighteenth
century were largely the result of the
ibertine" ideas of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries.

17. Kant said that space is empirical
d not a priori.

18. A diplomatic officer of the Unit-
Slates, on bciiiK received for the

first time by a foreign sovereign, pre-
sents his "letters of marque and repri-

sal."

19. The first known use of an alph-
abet was by the Phoenician*.

20. Marlowe was nol the first to use
blank verse in English tragedy.

21. No specific quality of r.crve im-
pulse has been found which dis

linguistics vision from audition.
22. In addition to his better known

work, we have -a number of sonnets
by Chaucer.

23. Chromosomes arc found in no
cells of tin- body other than sex cells.

24. The rate of disintegration of
radioactive elements has not bicti^ob-
served in the laboratory to increase
markctly at high temperature

25. The Arabians arc the mosi
pica! modern Semites.

2b. Cervantes, when he had become
old and disillusioned, wrote .1 (hir.l

part to "Don Quixote," in which some
of his bitterest episodes occur

27. F H. Bradley taught that the

ideal of self-realization is simply a
reiined form of egoism.

28. A member of the military scr-

ee convicted by a general court-
martial has no right to appeal to a
United States civil cojrt.

29. Sedimentary beds arc thinnut
along belts where tbeje has bren the

maximum concentration of mountain-
folding disturbances.

JO. There is agreement among
astronomers that Percival Lowell's
mathematical prediction of the exis-

tence of the plane! PlutO was as valid

as the prediction by Adams and Le-
verricr of Neptune.

31. Greek temple* prove the effic-

iency of stone as the material for tra-

bvated architecture.

32. Il is impossible to produce syn-
thetically in the laboratory any of

the hormones of the body.
33. The four dimensional analogue

of a cube has twelve corners.

34. Winter wheat district is deter-
mined by (he T*chrruo.<em soil hclt.

35. Frank Lloyd Wright believes

thai traditional elastic architecture
should not form the 'basis of modem
American architecture.

36. On June 21 the noon altitude of
the sun would be about 26 degrees 30
nllnulel at Latitude 40 degrees south.

Coming Events

Today:

3.30p.m.—English Club
Red Room

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall
4.15p.m.—Chem. Eng. Soc.

Ontario Hall

7.00p.m.—Choral Society

Biol. Lect. Room
8,00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

Wednesday, March 4:

4.300p.m.—Science '38 Meeting
- Carruthcrs Hall

8.30p.m.—Meeting of Choral
Soc.. Orchestra Soc,
and Gramophone
Group—Red Room

Thursday, March 5:

7.30p.m.—Debating Union
Students' Union

—Music Club

50 Clergy St.

There was a young gal in Quebec
Who in winter did ardently neck

;

To keep one's self warm,
It's quite proper form,

To neck like the heck in Quebec.

37. Wagner invented the leitmotiv.
38. The "glorious revolution of 1688"

established democratic government for
England.

39. It was generally accepted that
micnce of Byzantine style.
Duccio was strongly under the fn-

. The centre for vision is in the
frontal lobe of the brain.

41. One gram of methyl alcohol
added to one kilogram of water is
more effective in lowering the freez-
ing point than one gram of ethyl
alcohol.

^
(Vou will find the answers on page

University Avenue House
Has Ottawa Complex

"On to Ottawa" ought 'to be in-

scribed above the door of a fine old

brick house at 148 University Ave.,

Kingston. It has been home to four
outstanding Canadians ,who have
left that address to take high gov-
ernment office at Ottawa. The
property docs not belong to Queen's
University but is across the road
from it.

The late Adam Shorn lived at

148 and lectured at Queen's before
he went to Ottawa to make his

valuable contribution to Canadian
wcl fare.

Dr. O. D. Skelton, Dean of the

Arts Faculty at Queen's, was the

next tenant of the house but was
shortly called to Ottawa to assist

with foreign affairs.

Professor W. C. Clark, director

of the economics department, lived

at 148 until Mr. Bennett asked him
to go into the finance department at

Ottawa.

Professor Norman McL. Rogersf
Rhodes scholar and Mackenzie
King's biographer, took the chair of

political science at Queen's and
moved into the house of his prede-

cessors. Now, he is Minister of

Labor in the King Cabinet and is

among those who wonder if 14ft

University Avenue ha* a kind of

virus that attacks its scholarly

tenants.—Madaans.

A lad looking through a telescope

on top of the Botany Building the

other night muttered "Gawd."
Pretty good telescope.
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Tricolor Cagers Capture Title

Aflcr a triumphant journey along t,lc

championship path the Queen's Senior

Basketball team reached their destination

on Saturday night by their victory over the

purple quintpt of Western University. Only

one jolt was encountered along the whole

trail—when Varsity defeated them last Fri-

day—but by the next night they had re-

ary and went to St. Petersburg where he

mined not to be upset again.

As we have stated before, the college

basketball team has had an uphill fight dur-

ing the last few years because of lack of

aid on the part of the sporting authorities,

and the general apathy of the students.

They have never had many funds at their

disposal. They have always been forced to

train under whatever coach they could find

—some student willing to give up his time

to help the team. Students have never sup-

ported the team to any great extent. For

six years the local quintet have struggled

along without recognition, always training

conscientiously and giving of their best

when the time came.

ln the face of all this they have succeed-

ed this year in conquering the forces of the

three other colleges and have returned home
champions of the Intercollegiate circuit.

Congratulations arc in order to a gallant

team ami a fine coach. Ralph Jack deserves

praise for the efficient manner in winch he

produced a championship team. And the

players are to be congratulated upon their

splendid feat and, also, for the* way in which

they have restored basketball to the posi

lion which it deserves at this University.

behind his chief. Secretary Bryan, to Wil-

son and together they decided that "bank

credits" were different from "loans and

thus the wav was opened for "credits" to

belligerents which grew to such amounts

that "funding" and "loans" were deemed

necessary to save the American economy

from a crash in 1915.

Once "credits" were allowed purchases

on the Part of the Allies proceeded rapidly

and for several months in 1915 the House

of Morgan supported the exchange for the

British Government. But exchange con-

ditions grew worse and a crash was immin-

ent in the now swollen economic structure

Of the United States. The Treasury Depart-

ment was informed that the exchange situ-

ation was "serious from the point of view

of our commerce." During August, 1915,

bankers brought the situation vigorously

to the attention of the Treasury and Lan-

sing (now Secretary Lansing), and pointed

out the.danger to American commerce un-

less loans were permitted. Secretary Lan-

sing wrote to President Wilson, saying that

"the question of exchange and the large

debts which result from purchases by bellig-

erent governments require some method of

funding these debts in this country."

On August 26. 1915, President Wilson

acquiesced in loans to the Allies in a posi-

tive manner, and thus the fate of American

commerce and the prosperity of the country

hung upon the success of the Allies on the

battlefields of Europe. When the Allies

had their backs to the wall and seemed to

be at the end of their resources it was

therefore necessary for the credit and arm-

ed might of the United States to lie thrown

on their side. These revelations of the Nye

Munitions Committee seem to disprove

the old cry that America was dragged into

the war because of German submarine war-

fare with its loss to American life, although

this reason was an excellent method of gain-

ing public approval. A conversation be-

tween President Wilson and Senator Mc-
Cumber after the war further emphasizes

this point. The conversation appears in the

files of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-

mittee :

Senator McCumbqi—Do you think that if Ger-

i. had committed no act of war or no act of

injustice against our that tve would have

gotten into the war?

Presipext Wilson— I think so.

Senator McCumbek—You think that wc would

have gotten in anyway?

President Wilson—I do.

Why America Entered the War
The present controversy in the United

States over the proposed Neutrality Act
makes the recent revelations of the Nye
Munitions Committee investigating the

forces which drew America into the Great

War of greater significance than ever. A
few weeks ago the papers were full of pic-

tures of Senator Carter Glass defending the

integrity of President Wilson, calling his

malfgners "cowards," and thumping his

Senate desk untii his knuckles bled. But
the evidence produced by Senator Nye and
his committee would seem to prove that

President Wilson and Robert Lansing, the

counsellor of the State Department, have
to bear most of the blame.

From the evidence produced it appears
that shortly after President Wilson's neu-
trality proclamation in 1914 J. P. Morgan
& Co. asked the Stale Department if they
could make loans to the French Govern-
ment and the Rothschilds and after con-
sideration Secretary Bryan, in conjunction 1

with the President, replied that it would
be "inconsistent with the true spirit of
neutrality." This established the principle
that "loans" to belligerents were inconsis-

tent with neutrality. A month later the
National City Bank of New York inquired
of Lansing if they could be permitted to
give "credits" to belligerents in the interests

of American foreign trade. Lansing went

probably the most generally known part

of his work. He considered that the brain

has a few simple mechanical functions such

as synthesis, or the making of connections,

and analysis, or the choosing between diff-

erent signnls on the basis of past experience.

Two fundamental and opposite processes

are involved—excitation when the choice

is "yes" and inhibition when the choice is

"no;" between these two there is often a

fight for predominance. It was by this

theory that he sought to explain hysteria in

human beings.

In his early days at the Military Medical

Academy he was an outspoken opponent of

the Czarist regime but he was an even more

implacable enemy of the new Communist

order. The Soviet Government, appreciat-

ing as it does th* benefits of scientific pro-

gress, repeatedly offered to help him in his

work by grants of money and numerous

personal favors, such as special rations.

However. Pavlov refused them all, saying,

"I cannot accept more when my compatriots

are starving." On one occasion he challeng-

ed the statements of a Communist speaker

before a large audience and when the crowd

shouted "Treason!" he replied, "I am
speaking only the truth, and whether you

will or no you must listen!" This state-

ment is typical of the man. Pavlov spent

his entire life searching for the truth.

Official Notices

Examination Time-Table—Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in Arts is directed

to the first draft of the complete Time-Table

for April examinations, which is posted on the

Registrar's Notice Board.

All students should check the Time-table

very carefully and report conflicts or omiss-

ions at once to the Registrar's Office.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all

Faculties must be received at the

Registrar's Office on or before

March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a degree fee

of $10; candidates for the Master

of Arts degree will pay a fee of

$20. Anyone applying after March

15th will have to pay a late fee

of $3.

Oft]

or her application an official ret

of the candidate's undergrade,*

and graduate work, together

at least two letters of refere^

Definite details should be given j.

to the field of study in which &
applicant proposes to work.

University of Alberta Research

Scholarships

Two graduate scholarships of the

value of $600.00 each are available

for research at the University of

Alberta for Session 1936-37. These

scholarships are open to graduates

of any Canadian University.

Any graduate or graduating stu-

dent who may be interested should

communicate with the Registrar of

the University of Alberta not later

than Marfih 15th, and attach to his

Khaki University and Y.M.Cs
Memorial Fund

This fund is part of a sum,
| c(

from the Khaki University after
n,

War, which was divided among ^
Canadian Universities.

The interest, amounting to $240

will be used toward one or more

scholarships open to undergraduate

students,1n any, Faculty. In award,

ing these scholarships the need 3,

well as the standing of applies

will be considered and preference

will be given to returned men,
,

sons or daughters of soldiers of tht

Great War. Applications will

received by the Registrar up to

April 1st.

i

24 Hours
a day —

The Passing of a Great Scientist

When Ivan Petrovich Pavlov died last

Thursday one of the greatest men of modern

science and perhaps the greatest scientist

which Russia has produced was lost to the

world. Although in his eighty-eighth year

at the time of his death he was still forging

ahead, developing new theories, and always

Searching for the truth. Born in a small

peasant town in the heart of Russia, the

son of a poor priest who wished him to

follow in his footsteps, he quickly rebelled

against the abstractions of theology and

determined to devote his life to that which

could be observed and proved by experi-

mentation.

For this reason he abandoned the semin-

ary and went to St. Peterburg where he

studied under Mcndeleyev, then abroad to

study under Carl Ludwig and Heidenhain,

the great physiologists, and back to Russia

where he became assistant to the great

clinician Botkin. All this while he was
forced to live on starvation diet, often go-

ing without food for days, since his father

was much too poor to aid him. For years

he worked without recognition but by the

time he was fifty-three he had established

his reputation as a great physiologist and
in 1904 he was awarded the Nobel Prize.

For most men approaching sixty this

would be the signal to take life a little

easier, but it merely stirred Pavlov on to

greater effort. His brilliant researches in

digestion led him on to the investigation of

behavior, at that time a new and unexplor-

ed field, and after his researches on animals

he proceeded to apply his results to the

study of mental diseases in human beings.

After the age of eighty he was led on by
the discovery of new facts to proceed into

a new branch of medicine—psychiatry.

Students of psychology arc familiar with
Pavlov's conditioned reflex. His experi-

ments upon dogs in this connection are

General Examination in^connection with the

Old Honours Course

Students who will be candidates for an

Honours B.A, degree under old regulations

at the close of this session must take in

addition to the regular sessional examina-

tions a general examination covering the

whole field of work in their major subject.

The results of the general examination will

be an important element in the determina-

tion of final standing.

Candidates who divide their Honour

work equally between their special subjects

may take the general examination in either

subject.

Final Examinations in connection with the

New Honours Course

(a) Comprehensive Examinations. Candi-

dates for the Honours B.A. degree under

new regulations must take in the final year

five comprehensive examinations in the

Major subject. The comprehensive examin-

ations will be departmental papers and each

will be read by at least two examiners.

One of the five examinations, preferably

the last, may be oral or practical. The final

standing will be determined partly by the

course examinations but chiefly by the five

comprehensive papers.

(h) Other Examinations. Candidates will

be exempt from the regular sessional exam-
inations in the Major subject but will, be

required to write examinations in such
Reading courses, courses in the Minor, and
general courses as are taken in the final

year.

is
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Welch Scholarship

Value $100. Founded by Frederick

Welch of Kingston. Awarded in the Faculty

of Arts and open for competition only to

the sons and daughters of non-commission-
ed officers and men who have served over-

seas in the late war, and of mechanics and
labourers, which students shall at the time
be bona fide residents of the City of King-
ston ; preference being given to the children

of soldiers. Application for this Scholar-
ship must he made to the Registrar not
later than April 1st and must give evidence
of eligibility in accordance with the terms
of the will. The Scholarship will be award-
ed on the basis of the April examinations
and will be tenable by a student in residence
during the following session,
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCKBY AB, GRATTON

SCIENCE PUCKSTERS

TOPPED BY ARTSMEN
QUEEN'S WIN COLLEGE CAGE CROWN

championship in their possesion. wwmgaic na^Kcinan

In bringing the liiplily prized title t.i n r .1 = .

ly a two point margin.
the dcfc'»l"'B champions.

Nosed out at Toronto on Friday by (he haitliiift Blues the Tricolor
showed remarkable recnp.erat.vc powers the (oHow^ .Kul'

In., inn top honors by trounc-
where they experienced little trouble

ing the third place Western Mustangs,
A great deal of the credit for the Tricolc

lo Ralph Jack, freshman coach, whose
made the difference between victory allu UC1C11I on more tr
occas'o*1,

i

The players of the team, Manager Santlv Strhrt- ,. i rM-u i—i
have worked faithfully and hard to" captS .he

'
age own fj are

deservju* ol heartiest congratulations for their splendid "enlevementThe earn has certainly made university fans basketball conscious fattendance at home games can he taken as a criterion
Last wreck there was a rumour in circulation that should the Gaels

Succeed in winning CoMcHC honors they would continue on in Quest of
the Canadian cage championship. Up to press time no definite decision
had been arrived at .concerning <1,k matter, but the subject

and the A. B. of C.

lors success must be given
iperb handling of the team has

victory and defeat on more tha

being
given every consideration by the players

PUCKSTERS TROUNCED BY McGILL
Senator Powell's Tricolor puck squad closed a season devoid of

'n'S o f01** 0
'!, J"8hi flt Mol,"»l "here McCill's flashy

Red Raiders drubbed the Kingston clan 9-2 in an exhibition fixture.
While both, teams used several players who were ineligible for

college competition the game gave some indication as to just how
Queen s might fare if included in the proposed 1 ntcrnatiunal Intcrcolleutatc
puck circuit.

The present ho&ey set-up at the local university is far from satis-
factory and. although the team has provided fans with <omc thrilling
exhibitions this winter, only three wins have been recorded in eighteen
games.

With Queen's entry in the new College loop practically assured it

is hoped that there will be a revival in the puck game locally next season.

PATTERSON WINS O.H.A. AWARD
Congratulations are in order for Reg Patterson, captain and right

wing stalwart of Queen's Senior hockey club on his winning of the
1935-36 O.H.A. scholarship award.

"Pat," a final year Medical student, has toiled valiantly for the
past six years on various Tricolor puck teams and fully deserves the
lionor conferred on him.

At all times a great team player. Patterson has given his best
when out there patrolling the right boards, and has set up an enviable
record of having missed but one scheduled game during his long term
service with the Tricolor.

STRONG ;|MC GILL SIX

BEATS [QUEEN'S 9-2

Smooth Passing Offensive
Hard To Stop

Montreal, Feb. 28 (CP).—A less

experienced Queen's University

squad caught McGUI University's

hockey team at its brilliant best to-

night and the visitors from King-

>ion were defeated 9-2 in an inter-

collegiate exhibition game.

Bing Crosby led the way with

four goals as McGitl clinched the

mythical international intercollegi-

ate hockey championship despite its

upset defeat by Harvard last Satur-

day. The Redmen had only one loss

iof the season, to Harvard hero, 7-4,

while Harvard dropped games to

Mi Gill at Boston, to Dartmouth and

Je.

Tall Bill Gowsell, Tricolor goalie,

tried gamely to hold down the

*cnre as the Redmen worked their

tricky passing combination around

*d Barnabe and Art Stollery,

Queen's defensemen, who appeared
•o much better advantage on the

ootball field last autumn.

Pottpore and Munro scored for

Queen's in the first and third peri-

od*,
respectively, while McGill

swrud three goals in each period,

two by Crosby and one by Tommy
"°r?c in the first; two more by
msby and one by Rus McConnell
" ,ne second, and markers by Gor-

Crutchfield. McConnell anddie

Pty- Duff in the third.

ueeii's—Goal, Gowsell ;
defense.

Rob-

Thurlby,

amabe and Stollery; centre. Gor
0,1

: wings, Wing and Patterson

prnates. Woodcock, Munro
sjj*' Holland, Ponpore
w

jJso.n, McCorkindale.

\. f
.

Gil1—Goal, Tennant; defense

j.
,(; 'e and Meiklejohn; centre,

j""-' wines. McConnell and
Meiklejohn

w i n gs, McConnell

Elie. McKay,
<>son. Lamb, Crutchheld, Pid-

:k
- Hall, Crosby.

First Period

Tv
0
!*6 : alternates,

MtGi

McGill
Crui

II—Crosby (Pidcock) S.

•chfield)

Crosby (Pidcock,

5.22

C
J[
cr«ll—Morae (Duff) ...11.02

y"ec»'»-Poupore

Final Basketball Standing
W L F A ]

S 1 211

4 2 222

2 4 138

1 5 124

Queen's

Varsity

Western

McGill .

160

176

162

197

COURTMEN WIN
CHAMPIONSHIP

(Continued from page 1)

on the sidelines with a slightly

twisted ankle. Bews showed fine

shooting with two long goals

from the floor, but McWha did

the same to keep the teams on

their half-time rating.

Western tied the score at 28

all as their supporters howled

with delight, but it was a short

lived rally. Cunningham sank a

dog on a down-court play, Rooke

capitalized on a free throw, and

as the minutes ticked away, they

held the ball with cool delibera-

tion. Their passing was never

steadier, their play never more de-

liberate as they went on to hold

that lead and finish eight points

up as the game ended. The final

score Western 28. Queen's 36.

The line-ups:

Western— Rider (8). McWha
(9). Wolff (6). Gettas (3). Wil-

son (2), Elliott.

Queen's — Finlay (4). J. Ed-

wards (5). Cunningham (8).

Rooke (10). Sonshine, Tilley,

Bews (9), Stephen.

Three Goals Late In Game
Bring 4-2 Victory

The Jock Harty Arena was the

scene of another hectic battle on

Friday afternoon when Arts nosed

out Science 4 to 2 in an Inter-

faculty hockey game. The Science

supporters thought that their team

had the game in the bag until the

Artsmai rammed in three counters

in the last session to take the

verdict.

Christie opened the scoring for

the Arts men early in the first

frame when he took a pass from

Gibson but Scott tied it up a few

minutes later. Science forged

ahead when Wilson poked the puck

past Paice late in the second stanza.

Arts suddenly came to life in the

last session and dominated the play

entirely. Cunningham scored the

tying counter when he took the puck

through himself and gave McEwen
no chance to save. Collins put them

one up when he caught the goaler

unawares and Wing repeated the

performance a couple of minutes

later. The Engineers tried to put

on the pressure but they were un-

able to beat Paice who was forced

to make some sensational stops.

Paice turned in a remarkable

effort in the nets for Arts and time

after time he blocked certain goals.

Cunningham and Wing played well

on defence and managed to each get

a counter. Gibson and Christie

were the pick of the forwards and

they worked well with the others

McEwen in goal for the Engineers

was not as effective as usual and

looked bad on a couple of the shots

that went past him. "Red" Mc-

Ginnis played a nice game but was

unable to bulge the twine. Turner

and Scott played their usual effec

tive games and were outlucked on

many occasions.

The game was very rough and a

great deal went on that the referees

didn't appear to notice although

couple of budding warriors were

waved to the cooler. Bob Davis

squad had a slight edge on the play

however, and deserved their win.

Science -has now lost two games

and unless there are several upset:

they are practically out of the

running.

Science — Goal, McEwen; de-

fense, McGinnis, Burns ; centre,

Turner ;
wings, Wilson, Scott

;

subs, O'Brien, Holmes, Baker,

Mitchell, Neal, McGillvary, Corkill.

Arts—Goal/Paice; defense, Cun-

ningham, Wing; centre, Christie;

wings, Gibson, Trousdale; subs,

Ross, Sobiski, Hay, Champagne,

Cullins, Enstone, McConnick.

WINS SCHOLARSHIP]

FEG PATTERSON

MERMEN LOSE
BY ONE POINT

(Continued from page 1)

Norm Edgar, slfowed his aquatic

versatility by placing second tn

Black in the diving event, with

Grimshaw of the Tricolor taking

3rd hojiors. Coach Griffin rates

Edgar one of the college's best pros-

pects for future competitions.

Although dropping the meet by

the close margin of 1 point. Queen's

captured 5 firsts out of a possible

of 9 point scoring events. Tied

36 alt before the final race, the

medley relay decided the issue and

the Queen's natators. tired out by

too many races and overtopped in

man-power fell to the Y. gladiators.

Probably the most interesting

event of the night was the novel

candle display by the co-eds, who

with the lights dimmed, made vari-

ous designs in the pool, finally end-

ing up by forming a Q.

The meet defeated die red-ink

demon with a turnout of. approxi-

mately 300 swim enthusiasts. Much
credit is due to Murray Griffin for

a highly successful evening. With

the help of 4 officials, the 17 events

were run off in the record time of

one and a half hours, under the

able guidance of Murray who as

well as handling the organization

and officiating, found time to don

a suit and plunge in to help his

teammates. Griff, in the water,

made some of the other entrants

look like Eagle Patrol leaders in the

Boy Scouts and as an announcer

was superb, causing much hilarity

as he introduced the various en-

trants. Queen's is fortunate in

having a swimming instructor of

calibre at her disposal.

REMEMBER THAT YEAR AT QUEEN'S?
When you were waring that last group of examinations and you

couldn't concentrate ot your work because of that painful ache in

Vour tired feet.

Eliminate all pouitflity of that happening again by buying a pair
of our perfect fitting shoes.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess St Phone 704

ANNOUNCING
WARREN K. COOK'S

NEW SHOWING OF EXCLUSIVE, IMPORTED

SUITINGS
FOR SPRING, 1936

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE TrPAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 3M
Phono 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORK

(Munro) H
Penalty—Patterson.

Second Period

5 McGill—Crosby

(Crutchfield)

6 McGill—McConnell

(Morse, Duff)

7 McGill—Crosby (Pidcock

Elie)

Penalties—McCorkindale, Wood

cock, Crutchfield.

Third Period

8 Queen's—Munro

9 McGill—Crutchfield

(Wigle)

10 McGill—McConnell

(Duff)

11 McGill—Duff

(McConnell)

Penalties-Elie. Holland, Morse,

Patterson.

13.23

15.21

2.21

4.42

19.31

10.40

ARTS '37 VANQUISH
'36 IN CAGE GAME

After a three-year domination

of interyear basketball. Arts '3G

were eliminated in the first round

by '37 on Thursday. The score

was 35-14. With ranks depleted by

the loss of Tilley and Edwards, the

Seniors were far from being cham-

pionship material.

Although only four points behind

in the second period the Seniors

could not maintain the pace of the

speedy Juniors. For the winning

team, Lewis, Thompson, Crawford

and Krug were outstanding.

The Juniors now meet the Fresh-

men who heat the Sophs in a 13-10

game.

Arts '36—Ward (4), Sceber (3),

Rodger (6), Turgeon (2), Gerts-

man, Noel. Bruce,

Arts '37—Lewis (4), Thompson

CS), Krug (8). Pattinson (2),

Crawford, Arnot (81. Holder (4),

Mark, Porter, Proudfoot, Kennedy.

throat-easy

BUCKINGHAM
JO r^20<-25f^25t-50ifo 1-50{

C ICARETTES

— m —
So Students of (Queen's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clocks Novel Gifts

Witches And Favors

Pens and Pencils Collego Insignia

Designing to Order

ONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

TAILORS
KINGSTON

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUffl

180 Wellington Street Thone 2118
Over Canadian Pacific Express Offies.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish y«
with all your requirements in Text Books for AH Facultiw

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules, Queoa's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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THE OBSERVER
CONTRIBUTED f?Y THE I.R.C.

During the past few days news-

papers have been filled with import-

ant foreign dispatches. A rising

of the military party in Japan, prob-

alih considerably exaggerated in the

Press, has given great alarm to

Kussia. With the approach of the

rainy season in Ethiopia, Mussolini

seem* now to be extending to Great

Britain and France, rather than the

league of Nations, the pipe of peace

in one hand and a proposition in

the other.

This spirit of barter has appeared

more than once in the past two

weeks. Italy offcrt as the price of

her goodwill toward the other

powers the recognition of her right

to expansion; at the same time

France has been demanding

Anglo-French defensive air pact as

the premium for allowing Germany

a hearing in the current naval dis-

cussions.

Anthony Eden, Urirish Foreign

Secretary who has been accorded

"overwhelming support" by his

countrymen, has declared that Bri-

tain's foreign policy is to remain

one of active liacking of the League

of Nations, and lias expressed him-

self as definitely opposed to the en-

circlement of any nation as part of

a security plan. Following up this

latter declaration, he has insisted

that German representatives be ad-

mitted to the current naval parleys,

but has met with French* refusal.

Mr. Eden's stand in this matter is

proof of Britain's sincerity in seek-

ing European peace on Wic basis of

collective security through equality.

Harmony among the nations can

never be achieved so long as any

great country like Germany is rele-

gated to a position of inferiority.

Quite opposed to the international

Queen's lltusic Club To Hold

Election Meeting

The lasi meeting of the Music

Club for tjiis session will be held

at 50 Orgy St. on Thursday,

March 5 afc7.30 p.m. All members

arc urged to attend as the officers

for the coiling year will be elected

and plans lor the future of the club

discussed.

The prpgram will feature selec-

tions fro'ti Verdi's opera "Aida",

a tone po*n by Richard Strauss and

other shorter selections.

The Soap Box

spirit beaig shown by the British re-

presentative is the narrow short-

iiighicd aiatirmalism revealed by (he

French. Their attitude toward Ger-

many in the present cast is at least

consistent with the policies their

country has followed since 1919.

Apparently they believe that their

own «fety is to be achieved through

weakening and repressing the Ger-

man people— a policy which runs

directly against all the lessons of

history.

h seems impossible to teach the

French diplomats that only by ad-

mitting Germans to full equality

with other nationals can their ag-

gressive spirit be allayed. It would

not, I think, be too strong a state-

ment to say that the post-war atti-

tude of France toward her eastern

neighbour has been the chief cause

of strained relations in Europe

since 1919.

The Versailles diplomats may be

pardoned for their bitterness but

there can be no excuse for a con-

tinuance of the Versailles spirit to-

ward the vanquished. The peace of

Europe at the moment depends on

France, and it is disturbing to real-

ize that her representatives have not

yet recognized the need for equality

among the nations.

—Allan Kent.

WHEN YOUR NOTICE FROM
THE CLUB ISN'T SO GOOD

THE BEST
'U< CHOCOLATE MADE

A medium for the expression of

student opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

Let's be sensible human beings.

Kingston, OnL,

March 1, 1936

The Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

Let's not be radicals, socialists,

or even politicians. Let's just be

sensible human beings.

Arts '37.

Rigidity of Union Cafeteria system
criticized

February 29. 1936.

To The Editor,

Soap Boax.

Sir:

I hasten to sympathise with

Med. '37, and assure him others

too have felt the injustice of the

rigid system at the Union Cafe-

teria.

You may ask, and rightly so,

Mr. Editor, why the complain-

ants continue to patronize the

Cafeteria under such circumstanc-

es. The answer* is this: those in

Science and Medicine who have

but an hour to partake of their

mid-day meal, who dislike, the

same boarding house routine of

cold meat and fried potatoes

seven days a week and who dis-

like the same faces at table every

day, are more or less at the mercy
of the Union.

The point of the matter is that

fur the past year of more there

has been a gradual diminution in

the amount of food a man is per-

mitted to consume. At one time
there was a prominent poster in

the Cafeteria asking those desir-

ing extra portions to request

these at the time of being served.

Everyone appreciated the firm-

ness of this request, and co-oper-

ated. Today the sign is gone, and
rigid hand out method 'is em-

ployed.

refuse to believe there is fin-

ancial necessity for this. From
the price list at breakfast there

s at least 100 per cent, profit on
milk, oranges, tomato-juice, mar-
malade and honey. As for the

other meals, a car-load of beef

per week must be cheap enough
to allow 100 per cent, profit.

1 do not object to paying $4,50

for 14 meals, but I do object to

what I am "permitted" to have
for this amount of money. Nor
do 1 blame the waitresses.

P.D.Q.

Robertson would like that kind of

monument

Agajn, Socrates, Plato, Knox,

Pasteur, Wright, etc., had some-

thing constructive lo offer." But,

Mr. Editor, this is an evaluation in

retrospect. The contemporaries of

these men thought of them just

what Mr. Robertson and his friends

think of the radicals today. „

Again, "It has never been clear to

s just what the radicals are trying

to do." That is a sad admission,

Mr. Editor, for a man of Mr.

Robertson's calibre to make. Has

he been too busy to read the books,

written 'by men of such eminence

as G. D. H. Cole of the University

of Oxford, Sidney Webb of the

Fabian Society, J. H. Laski of the

University of London, who have

set out clearly and distinctly just

what the radical wants and plans to

do?

'A sense of ownership is an

automatic stimulus to efficient

work." Now, Mr. Editor, if that

were the whole truth, then the pres-

ent system would have fallen to

pieces, through lack of efficient

work, ages ago, seeing that the

productions are owned by compara-

ively few people, and the rest own

very little. On the other, hand if

this H true, then when the means of

production belong to every one, all

11 have a "sense of ownership"

—

an automatic stimulus to efficient

work.

And finally, Mr. Editor, there

was one thing that really surprised

me about Mr. Robertson's letter. I

had always thought of Mr. Robert-

son as a Christian gentleman. The

way he speaks of the "lower

classes" is not only ungenttemanly,

but unchristian.

Yours truly,

"An Aspirant"

"An Aspirant" admits he is out for
a monument.

Feb. 24-36
The Editor,

The Soap Box.

Dear Sir:

Will you be indulgent enough to

give me space in the Journal to

ply to the letter of J. K. B.

Robertson,

Mr. Robertson says, "Apparent
ly he is an aspirant for a monu
ment." Quite so, Mr, Editor, I am
But I am quite sure that Mr. Rob-
ertson is also. To leave the world
a little better, a little happier, a lit-

tle healthier, than we found it

surely that is all the monument any
man asks, and I rather think Mr

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given

to
Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right.

Single space 8c page, double 5C pa^
Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone 372o

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOA\$

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Ticbeti

PHONE SSO
SLIM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham «t

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS 8T

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

GUEST ARTISTS TO
LAY AT CONCERT

Etta Coles and Naomi Yonova,

two young piano artists from Tor-

onto will be the guest artists at the

concert to be given by the Choral

Society and Orchestra on Thurs-

day, March 19, in Grant Hall. These

pianists were in Kingston last win-

ter on the series of Winter Con-

certs and proved to be very popular.

On the first part of the pro-

gramme they will be heard in two

two-piano numbers. Orchestra num-
bers and part songs .md madrigals

by the choir will be included on

this part of the programme. Hay-
dn's "Creation" will be given during

the second half of the concert.

Soloists, as well as the choir will

take part in this interpretation and

orchestral accompaniment will be

beard throughout.

Tickets, priced at 50 and 25

cunts will be on sale! at the end of

the week.

Duke's Daughters

Durham. N.C.—More than half

Duke University's 2,482 alum-

nae still write "Miss" before their

names, but when their married
sisters added the "Mrs." one out
of three said "Yes" to a Duke
man.

According to alumni office

records, 375 marriages of alumni
resulted from campus romances,
meaning that 750 former Duke
students picked their life mates
from among their college mates.

Duke's married alumnae num-
ber 1,127. while 1,355 still are in

possession of their maiden names,
But many of the single alumnae

are young women, owing to the
large increase in enrollment and
graduation of women at Duke in

recent years.

And this is leap year.

—New York Times.

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR sVuDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

253 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Theitrt)

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
117 Brock St

Phone 1510

Printing cj

Kvery

Deteriptioa

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Leniev Replaced

EYES TESTED -

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 152]

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 22

I) E R R V
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING"

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST-

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821

H. K. BECK INGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go
WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR
Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag*s Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS ,

137 Union Street Phone l**
,
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Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

^ PrlncoM St Orange H»U Bldg.

Near Hemlock Dairy

DARLINGS'
WEST END BARBER SHOP

gpfcialiiea in Ladies' and Gentlemen's

y/ork, First-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

||IS Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union Sl

MILLARD'S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

;ING D00 LAUNDRY
t Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F
3 sponged and pressed 40c

Extra Trousers 50c
Cleaned and Pressed 75c up

tedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

AU new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

2J3 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

ahood Bros
113-115 Princess St.

BY AESCULAPIUS

>r. Rupert P. Miliar*
DENTIST

RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

Hi Princess St Phone 1859

for. F. Waugh
DENTIST

P* Wellington St. Kingsto

"Phone 256

fr.Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

P
s Princess St. Phone 105

mtngs by Appointment

lr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

Wellington St 'Phone 346

Y°U WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
'° often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT
Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

ey are on sale at most
S°od Men's Shops

Tr,

warren bros.
St.

LIMITED

CATHARINES, ONT.

QUACKERY

As long as a man has existed he
has been subject to ill-health. Ever
since he has been so afflicted, at-

tempts have been made to relieve

his sufferings. These attempts are

of three types—faith cures, hygienic

measures, and drug therapy. The
earliest method was the faith cure,

which was the only method up until

about five centuries before Christ.

It was then temporarily replaced hy

the hygienic measures introduced by
the Greeks.

With the rise of Christianity,

which taught that disease was due

to possession by devils, the world

returned to faith cures, under a re-

ligious guise. This condition per-

sisted until the Renaissance, when
it began to be replaced by drug
therapy. Modem medicine is based

on hygiene and drug therapy. How-
ever, adequate as modern medicine

is, faith healing still flourishes.

To understand faith healing, it is

necessary to realize that the mind

exerts a great influence on the body.

Purely mental diseases are often ac-

companied by disorders of other

organs. For example, in hysteria,

we may have paralysis of a limb,

loss of sensation, and many other

manifestations, which clear up

magically when the patient is con-

vinced that they are due to the

mental condition.

Again, even in actual bodily

disease, relief may be obtained by

distracting the patient's attention;

this does not in any way cure the

condition, but the patient feels bet-

ter. It is the same principle as that

used by the father whose baby

has bumped its head; the father

dangles his watch in front of the

baby's face, he makes faces, and

the child forgets the pain,

Thus faith healing undoubtedly

makes cures, and has an effect

even where it does not and cannot

cure ; and therein lies its great

danger. A patient with a curable

disease goes to the faith healer in-

stead of to a doctor; his symptoms

are alleviated for a while; and

when he is finally forced to seek

medical aid, his condition is too far

gone to be treated.

It is estimated that about seventy

per cent, of all disease would re-

cover if left alone. This fact is

responsible for the great fallacy of

"post hoc, ergo propter hoc" on

which alt quacks base their reputa-

tions. That is to say, "after this,

therefore because of it". A person

who is ill goes to a quack, and takes

the treatment. He recovers a while

later, and writes a testimonial that

he owes his cure to the quack, irres-

pective of the fact that he would, in

all probability have recovered any-

way.

Those who take the quack's treat-

ment and die are never heard of,

but his "cures" are broadcast all

over the country. The difference

between this and reputable medical

practise is that a doctor is able to

recognize and treat the other thirty

per cent. He can also aid the

patient in his fight against the rest,

and get him on his feet sooner and

with greater safety.

Quacks therefore derive their

fame from four sources, namely,

people who imagine they are sick

and with whom the quack agrees,

people suffering from hysteria and

kindred mental ailments, people

who would have recovered in_ any

case, and people who are not cured

but whose symptoms art alleviated

In succeeding articles I propose

to analyse some of the more pre-

valent and obnoxious forms of

quackery.

(To be continued)

Miners Hear Address
On Refractories

At the meeting of the Mining

and Metallurgical Society

Thursday. February 27, J. L

Spence gave an illustrated talk

On the manufacture of refrac

lories and their industrial applic-

ation.

Mr. Spence is a Queen's gradu

ate who has risen to the top o

his profession with Canadian Re

fractorics Ltd.

"Owing to the development o

improved types of basic, acid and

neutral materials this industry has

become of major importance

Canada." said the speaker.

The uses of fire clays, plastic

materials and insulation, in the

steel, cement and glass industries

were shown. The perfection of

heat retaining substances for use

is high temperature furnace coat

ngs, has effected great savings

ii material and fuel.

Judge—What is the charge?

Copper—Calling a cop a dumbell.

Judge—Ten bucks,

risoner X—Is it awright if I call

a dumbell a cop?

Judge—Certainly.

Prisoner X (going out)—Good-

bye cop.—Sheaf.

FELLOWSHIPS
ARE AWARDED

(Continued from page 1)

Blues Hand Queen's

Lone Court Reverse

•T johnny rawAims

Toronto, Feb. 28—Here we are

in a packed Hart House, studes.

—waiting for the Varsity-Queen's

senior basketball clash. They're

even standing in the end zones

—guess they heard what a battle

these boys put on in Kingston

Over there sits "Moaner" Ted

Reeve and wife; a Queen's-O.C.E

group lets out a howl as we walk

to our seats— familiar faces beam

all . round us. Doug Waugh and

Junior Elliott arc having a reunion

over there in a corner.

Here they come !—eight lanky

figures in all-gold sweat suits, What

a hand the undefeated Tricolor get

as they pepper the basket with three

balls for their warmup.

Here are the Blues right behind

them!—Connelly and Gold leading

the smart-looking outfit. And are

they ever at home!—the fans are

standing in acclamation, and that

old roof is beginning to rumble

with the noise.

Everybody is restless and on

edge, but both squads appear cool

and determined as they run through

their methodical practice paces.

Here we go at last! Off come

the sweat-suits and the two fives

line up and look each other over

Coach Jack 'starts Cunningham

Finlay, and Jake Edwards on the

forward line, Rooke and Rews

guards. It sure looks a bit different

without Lloyd Edwards' 6 ft. 4 in.

out there

!

Lome Greene Praised
For His Acting

One of the members of the

Queen's Dramatic Guild receiv-

ed special commendation on Sat-

urday afternoon from Allan

Wade, adjudicator of. the Re-
gional Drama Festival, when
Mr. Wade congratulated Lofnc
Greene on a "magnificient pe
formancc" in the local group's

presentation of "The Last Man
In."

Although the .adjudicator found

fault with several minor matters

in the play he had nothing but

praise for the work of Mr. Greene
as the insane sailor who had com-
mitted a horrible murder and
come home to his family to es-

cape pursuit. While dreaming
in the darkened sitting room ol

his parent's tavern, with only the

red glow of the fir.; outlining his

features, he re-enacts the murder
before the horrified gaze of his

father and mother, and then falls

dead at their feet.
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Drafting Instructor

Gets Post At Ottawa

David Jack, who for the past five

years has heen instructor in the

Drafting Department at Queen's,

has been appointed Junior Engineer

in the department of Pensions and

National Health at Ottawa! Mr.

Jack's new position will take him
to Western Ontario, with head-

quarters at St. Catherines.

Mr, Jack, whose home is in Ham-
ilton, graduated from Queen's in

Civil Engineering in 1030 and after

two years post-graduate work re-

ceived his M.Sc. in Sanitary Engi-

neering.

He lias been keenly interested in

dramatics while at Queen's and

played the leading part in "Flood

Tide", the Faculty Players' entry

in the Drama Festival held in King-

ston last week.

Princeton Test Answers

1. False
2. True
i. True
4. True
5. False
6. True
7. False
& True
9. False

10. True
11. TrJe
12. True
13. True
14. False

15. Fal*e
16. True
17. False

18. False

19. False
20. True
21. True
22. False
23. False
24. True
25. True
20. Falic
27. False

2& True

29. False

30. False
31. False
32. False
33. False
34. False
35. True
36. True
37. False
3& False
39. True
40. False
41. True

Dr. Heinz Loefke from Giessen

University and Pierre Saint-Loup

who studied at the Engineering

School in Paris.

Reg. Patterson^ right wing

player and captain of the Queen's

hockey team was awarded the O.

H.A. Scholarship. This scholar-

ship is normally a matriculation

one. If not awarded on matric-

ulation it goes to a student with-

in the university. It is given on

the basis of that student's

academic qualifications and rating

as a clean, effective hockey play-

er.

The Robert Bruce Scholar

ships were awarded as follows

Audrey Broad. Faculty of Arts

L. G. Henry. Faculty of Applied

Science; and J. C. Perry. Faculty

of Medtipine. These scholarships

are normally matriculation schol-

arships but if not awarded on

atriculation they go to the first

year student of Scottish extrac-

ion who made the highest stand-

ng on the December examina-

tions in each of the Faculties of

Arts, Applied Science and Medi-

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

Tricolor Rolls up Lead

There's the whistle! Queen's

takes the tip-off, back comes the

ball, forwards in the corners, guard

slowly dribbling up court. Zip! i

gres in to Finlay, then across to

Edwards and hack. There comes

Cunningham down the side! It's

the old Tricolor play and pop goes

two points as Queen's opens the

scoring amid a liedlam of cheering.

And so this first half goes as it be

gan—the Tricolor dropping basket

after basket to lead 12-3 as the rest

period draws to a close.

Varsity are still trying to dribble

and barge their way in close and

are neglecting many chances for set

shots. Marks especially is coming

in so hard that he rims the hoop

time after time without scoring.

Rooke pots one from the corner

—

Connelly docs the same a minute

later, and Bews scores one from

'way out near centre-floor. The

crowd is in a screaming frenzy as

the Blues rally for a minute and

the gun goes with the Tricolor

ahead 16-13.

Queen's look like champions

out there tonight with sure and

speedy hall-handling, deadly shoot-

ing from in close, and a defensive

system that defies those tricky drib

ble-artists in the Blue and White

The rest seems very short- -here

are the teams already, looking very

warm and a bit tired.

Blues Square Matters

There's the tip-off ! Rooke doing

his best at centre but not matching

MacGregor's 6 ft. S En. Varsity

start at a whirlwind oace and in

two minutes the teams arc tied at

18 all. Bedford is sure shooting

accurately, with focr goals in

quick succession, while Rooke drops

two from beyond the Varsity foul-

line.

Creighton is antagonizing the

crowd with his decisions—he even

hanges one when they give him

he bird and he allots Sullivan two

free throws without a munmer from

those battling Gaels. The body-

checks are getting plenty stiff!—

Stephen wrestling with Sullivan

for a jump ball— Finlay sprawled

all over the floor!

The score board reads Queen's

34, Varsity 33 and three minutes

to- play—you can hardly hear the

whistle for the din! The Tricolor

take a time out and are fighting

desperately for every play. Tilley

is waved off for four fouls—Son-

shine arches a beauty through the

hoop—Marks takes a court-lengll

pass in full stride to score a dog

Bedford lays one in right after, and

there's the gun to give the Blues

the close decision.

A wonderful game ! Certainly

no disgrace to the fighting Gaels,

we all agree! Oh, well, we'll get

Western tomorrow.

The line-ups:

Varsity—Connelly (11), Marks

(4). Sullivan (7). Gold (6). Bed-

ford (11). MacGregor (2). Demp-

ster. Himme], Willis.

Queen's—Finlay (7). Rooke (8).

Bews (4), Cunningham (6). Son-

hine (4), Tilley (4), Edwards

(4), Stephen.

British Crown Worn By
Kings Since 1662

To be reshaped to fit King Ed-

ward VIII. the crown of Ed-

ward the Confessor will be taken

from the tower of London this

week and kept under heavy guard

while a London firm of jewellers

work on it.

Made in lfVS2 for the coronation

of Charles II, this crown is the one

used for the coronation of all

English monarch* since then. The

imperial state crown which rested

on King George's bier as he lay in

state, was made for Queen Victoria.

Even though the" crown of King

Edward the Confessor is made into

a perfect fit. it is 50 heavy that it

can rest on the headiof the King

for only a few minulies during the

service in Westminster Abbey.

—Xaverian.

Dr. Hardy tells us that they had

to discontinue the Roman holidays

because of the overhead. It seems

that the lions were eating up all the

prophets.—Gateway.

Speakers To' Discuss

Elizabethan ! Lyrics
1~

"Elizabethan Lyrifs" will be the

topic of discussion a! the next meet-

ing of the English Q,uh on TJuesday

afternoon at 3.30 ri.m, in the Red

Room. Arts Building.

Dr. Harrison isj to .address the

member) of the clpb an", will illus-

ith

At no titne in

Irate his

records,

of English literati

such a close coi

poetry and miutc

was in the Eli*ab<

nop) 1one

Ihc history

has there been

nectiont between

1 form \ as there

than Defend, and

.KI'IH- - 31" "'

:ians as welt as

lure. Miss ulilhei

this address slnfuld

musician

literal

will s|mmIc on the

the lyric, and a d

low. Refreshrnen

at the close of the

Verna—"A ch

Farmer—"Do yoi

Verna—"No. silly

ill"

interest all

students of

ina Gordon

tcrary aspects of

cussion will fol-

s will be served!

meeting.

!• ;n, please."

want a pullet?"

I want to carry

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF

KARSON'S
TEA ROOMS

Corner of Princess and barrie

HOME OF FAMOUS

Clm6ro6ta <£fce Grsam
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JUNIOR PR0M--"A Different Dance"--Frank Cott

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

TnB famoti Cleansing

Crc.un. CJesDics thor-

oughly. Leaves the skin

lore and lovjly. It is the

starting point of all

beauty cue

,

60e[ to »3.55

Prtpjfjthnl

Austin's Dfrug Store
PHOI E NO

Cor. Princcu < ai Wdlington

WE DE LIVER

FELINES TO DISPEL

OMENS AT REVELRIE

Friday tlic 13th may be consider-

ed unlucky by many, but for those

who attend the Froslie Revelries in

Grant Hall, it will be a fortunate

day. The committee in charge has

spared no pains to make the dance

a success. So sure are they that

tliev can dispel the frown of Dame

Fortune, they have acquired three

black cats which will be given as

prizes to those holding the lucky

tickets. While the committee feared

thai there might be some competi-

tion between the co-eds winning the

cats and the Medical students pres-

ent, they arc prej«red to go to any

lengths to protect the winners from

cither the Meds or the cats.

Kuth Knowlton and his Swing

Band will supply the music for the

occasion. This alone should be

Fiinplc reason for attending. The

program has been carefully ar-

ranged, to suit the most exacting

patrons. While this is the first at-

tempt of Arts '39 to amuse the stu-

dents, they have every confidence

in the orchestra and the committee,

Tickets, at one dollar, may be

procured from Helen Gordon, Lil-

lian Gardner, June Lamson, Fred

Miller, Chris. Flanders, Louis

Couillard, and Don Andrews (con-

vener, phone 612-W*).

36 PROM TO
BE DIFFERENT

(Continued from page 1)

remember hi? rhjthmic interpreta-

tion of the latest dance tunes. Since

then Frank Cott has improved his

band considerably and Promenaders

can rest assured that the music on

Friday night will be of the best.

This year dinner will be served

at 11 o'clock. Wilh the dance con-

tinuing until 3 a.m., the guests will

feel the need of vitamins around

midnight anyway, so why not a full

course dinner? The menu is most
attractive, the LaSalle chefs ex-

celling themselves in its prepara-

tion. There are many other fea-

tures of the Prom but space does

not permit us to outline them here;

but definitely it will be a "different

dance."

Members of the committee will

be in the Arts Clubroom on Wed-
nesday morning and in the Engi-
neering Gubroom on Wednesday
afternoon. Tickets will be available

/or those holding receipts on Thurs-
day afternoon at the Post Office.

The committee is composed of

.Mar>' Galbraith, Alison Mitchell,

Mac Robson. Joe Teal, Evan Mc-
Laren, Bill Kloepfer (phone
41 75W ) and Bob Greenamyer
(convener, phone 4220).

SPEAKERS DISCUSS

BIOLOGYJNCANADA

"Biological Work in Canada is

carried on by the Dominion Gov-

ernment, the Ontario Research

Foundation and the Universities."

said H. Nesbitt, addressing the

Geological Club on Friday after-

noon. The work of the rirst two

is mainly of practical value while

in the universities more oppor-

tunity is given to purely scientific

research.

Some of the important branch-

es under the Dominion Depart-

ment of Agriculture arc the En-

tomological branch, the Parasite

Laboratory at Belleville, the

Stored Products Laboratory and

t h e Dominion Experimental

Farms. The work of all these de-

partments is directed towards

discovering methods of control

of harmful insects, parasites, rusts

and proper methods of animal

and plant husbandry. The results

of these investigations are made

available to farmers.

The National Research Council

also has a Biological branch

which was just recently organiz-

ed. Under the Fisheries Depart-

ment is the Biological Board

which studies all matters relat-

ing to the fishing industry. In-

formation is given to fishermen,

packers and consumers on the

proper methods of catching, ship-

ping and cooking fish. In con-

clusion the speaker mentioned

the work done by Dr. Banting,

the discoverer of insulin.

Mr. Smallman gave an account

of the work of the Biological

Board at Cape Breton during the

past summer. The problem

to find out why the fishing on the

Margarce River had fallen off sc

alarmingly in the last eight years

Eight observation posts were es

tahlished at intervals along the

river to observe all the conditions

important in the life of the At-

lantic salmon. Each observer

made daily records of water

height, temperature, number of

fish and kinds of enemies.

The Board discovered that

some means of controlling the

water discharge of the river was
necessary. When the volume
was great the number of fish

caught was high, and in recent

years it was observed that the

water discharge was very low.

They also, found that more suit-

able methods of planting the

young fish in the streams was
necessary, and that some means
must be found to control the

natural enemies of the fish, the
l-l'Is. kingfish and merganser.

NOTED THEOLOGIAN
WILL SPEAKSUNDAY

Dr. James Moffatt, Professor of

Church History at the Union Theo-

logical Seminary, New York, will

give the second University service

for this year at Chalmer's Church

on Sunday evening, March 8. Dr.

Moffatt, who was twice Chancellor's

Lecturer at the Alumni Conference

at Queen's, is best known as the

translator, of the Bible from the

Hebrew.

He is well-known as an author,

lecturer and preacher on both sides

of the Atlantic. His writings extend

over a wide field in theology pro-

per, literature, and in the depart-

ment of Church music. He is a

former professor of Mansfield Col-

lege, Oxford, and was called from

there to succeed Principal Lindsay

in the Chair of Church History at

the United Free Church College at

Glasgow. He came to the Union

Theological Seminary in 1927.

Debate To Be Held On
Thursday At 7.30

(FfoiEtnUg (Erarofnri. Momtt
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays l5i s

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty

McGALL & SLATER
Phone 64i

Serving Queen's over 30 y^i,

292 Princess St
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2$|

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices
WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

The meeting of the Debating

Union which was postponed last

week will take place on Thursday

evening at 7.30 in the Students'

Union. The motion before the

House, "Resolved that colonial raw

materials should be made available

to all nations on equal terms", will

be defended by Bob Wilson and op-

posed by Herb Kitchen, as announc-

ed before.

Elections for next year's officers

of the Debating Union will take

place at this meeting.

No Verdict Reached

In Womens Debate

Held At St. Lawrence

S.C.M. Annual Meeting

The S.C.M. will hold its annual
meeting for the purpose of elect-

ing the executive for the coming
year on Monday, March 9 at 4.30

p.m. in the Old Arts Building.

Beverley Oaten of Toronto, the
General Seiiretary, will be pres-
ent. The meeting is open to all

students interested.

Music Clubs To Meet

Science '38 Meeting

Science '38 will hold a meet-
ing in Carruthers Hall tomorrow
afternoon at 4.30 for nominations
for the Engineering Society.

A joint meeting of the Choral
Society, the Orchestral Society and
the Gramophone Group will be held

on Wednesday evening at 8.30
o'clock in the Red Room. Selec-

tions on the radio-gramophone will

he heard and refreshments will be
served.

Advertisers make publication of
the Journal possible. Patronize
them and support your paper.

A.W.S. Court

The A.M.S. Court will be
in session shortly. Anyone
wilh charges to make should

present them to me immedi-
ately with evidence and the

names of witnesses.

(Sgd.) R. T. Thoman,
Sheriff.

A LevanA Debating Team, Miss

Doris McGutre and Miss Kay
Morrison, visited St. Lawrence

University over the week-end to

match their skill with the American

co-eds. The debate was part of a

program for the third annual Stu-

dent Government Conference, on

"Modern International Affairs,"

being held at the University.

The subject of the intercollegiate

debate was "Democracy is Prefer-

able to Dictatorship." Miss Betty

Holden and Miss Maude Fairehilrl,

of St. Lawrence, upheld the affir-

mative. They argued that dicta

torship is a menace to world peace,

internal stability, and economic

prosperity. It tends to eliminate

not only personal freedom, but

political and educational as well

This type of government arrests the

progress of intellectual, scientific

and artistic development, without

which, civilization becomes static

It also leans towards suppression of

the minorities.

Miss McC-uire and Miss Morri
son, defending the negative side of

the question, declared that true

democracy is an ideal, and thus can

never be realized. History pros

that in a political emergency and

economic chaos, countries turn to

dictatorship. Dictatorship awakens
national consciousness and a nat-

ional spirit that is essential to the

well-being of a people. The mach-
inery of democracy lacks unity, and
is hampered by party politics,

graft and intrigue.

No decision was given on the de-
hate, which was broadcast over the

radio on Saturday afternoon.

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,

NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

PRANK MI1S
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES (2J0

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Flow)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3H

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPE^

CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE
RING BOOKS

For Professional or Business N* el1

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
86 Brock St

Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS
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EAGUE TAKES FORM

AT BOSTON MEETING

4 Canadian And 4 U. S.

Colleges Will Be
Included
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PLAY TEN GAMES
BY FRANCIS MURPHY

With Canadian and Amer-
an college officials assemb-

d to put their stamp of ap-

roval on the long-awaited

jop, final plans were made
i
Boston last Saturday for

ie operation of an inter

a t i o n a 1 Intercollegiate

ockey League next winter.
Queen's did not send ?

Jegate to the Boston gathering

it Dr. Bobby Bell of McGill voted

proxy for the local A.B. of C.

The league will be composed of

ght teams, all sextets to be group-

in one league standing and not in

parate groups as was previously

ggestcd. Yale, Princeton. Dart-

outh and Harvard will be the

nited States entrants while

fueen's, University of Toronto,

cGill and University of Montreal

II represent Canada.

Ten Game Schedule
Tfie schedule now proposed will

bvide a tolal of ten games for

h team. Each Canadian college

ill make one trip to the United

tales each season, playing only two

the American universities while

nth of the border. The Canadian

lieges will play host to those Am-
can clubs not encountered on

cir United States tour.

Similarly, each American team
II make one excursion into Can-

meeting only two Canadian

iversities and then playing at

ipe to the other Canadian col-

es The 10-game schedule is

Bided out by the Canadian clubs

ying home - and - home games

themselves and the Ameri-
i squads doing likewise,

fhe schedule drafted at the

Ion meeting shows that Queen's
11 play Yak- and Princeton in the

ft)' Arena next season while the

icolor on their United States

will clash with Harvard and
rtmr.uth. The order will be re-

the following year with

"mouth and Harvard playing in

'fiston and Queen's team visiting

"ceion and Yale. Each Ameri-
k iin playing here will also play

ltv on the same trip.

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, FRIDAY, MARCH 6th, 1936

Levana Nominations

The Levana Society will

hold an important meeting on
Monday, March 9, at 12

o'clock noon, in room 201,

New Arts Building. Nom-
inations will be received for

next year's executive/ All

members are asked to be

present.

HARTHOUSE QUARTET

HERE MONDAY NIGHT

Program Will Be Heard In
Memorial Room Of

City Hall

No Playoffs

^

e championship will be decid-

"y the standing of the teams at

cn,
l of the season, the squad

''""g in first place taking the

with no play-off. A play-

bill only be arranged where two
F"0re teams finish the season

Hocked in first place. The cus-
aO' point-scoring will prevail

—

1'oints for a wm and one for

The Hart House String Quar-
tet will be heard in Memorial
Hall on Monday evening, March
9 at 8.30 p.m. in the last of the

series of Winter Concerts. James
Levey, who joined the Quartet
this season as first violinist has

received a tremendous ovation.

The Hart House Quartet which
is founded in 1924 by the Hon.

Vincent Massey and Mrs. Massey
is to be congratulated on bring-

ing Mr. Levey back to the music-

chamber world. The three orig-

inal members of the group, H,
Am Adaskin, Second Violin,

Milton Blackstone, Viola and
Boris Hambourg, Violoncella will

join with him in presenting a pro-

gram of variety and beauty.

The program to be presented

Monday evening will be divided

to three main parts. The first

selection will be Mozart's Quartet
in D Minor, No. 13. Of the four

movements, the Allegro moder-
ato, the Andante, the Minuetto
and the Allegro, ma non troppo,

the final movement is one of the

finest things that Mozart ever wrote.

The second section of the pro-

gram will consist of three

selections, Mendelssohn's "Can-

conetta," "The Lonely Shepherd" by

Joseph Speaight and "Red Mur-
roch" by J. B. McEwen. The final

part will be devoted to Beeth-

oven's "Quartet in E Minor", Opus
59, No. 2. In the trio in the Alleg-

retto, the third movement in the

quartet, a well-known Russian

theme is introduced.

No. 37

Mai Cunningham Elected Captain

Of 1937 Court

Team

MAL CUNNINGHAM

Mai Cunningham, sharpshooting

centre of Queen's 1936 Intercollegi-

ate basketball champions, was elec-

ted captain of the team for next

year on Tuesday afternoon. At the

same time Jack Pattinson was pro-

moted to the senior managership.

After two years on the senior

team Cunningham has established

himself as probably the most valu-

able pivot man in intercollegiate

cage circles. Fresh from athletic

triumphs in high school which

caused him to be proclaimed the

outstanding athletic at Ottawa Glebe

Collegiate, lanky Mai jumped into

prominence last year by starring on

the track, junior rugbypand senior

basketball teams. Again this year

he excelled in these three sports,

advancing to the intermediate rugby

squad, and with the culmination of

a successful basketball season it

fitting that he should be captain.

Journal Staff

The^annual meeting of the

Queen's Journal staff will be

held in the Sergeants' Mess
room, in the basement of the

Students' Union, today at 5

p.m. Elections for the 1936-

37 Journal staff will take

place. The entire staff is

urged to be present.

NEW COURSE ADDED

IN FACULTY OF ARTS

Transtations Of Classics

Will Be Texts
Studied

Plenty Of Time For Cocktails

Prom Dinner To Begin At 11

With "the weather fine and the

track fast" everything is set for

the Junior Prom which tonigh

holds forth at the Hotel La Salle

Frank Cott and his Seigniory

Club Orchestra will provide a

programme of smart dance music

commencing at nine o'clock and

extending into the wee hours of

Saturday morning. At eleven

o'clock the chefs of the La Salle

will come into their own. In pre-

paring a dinner of digestible deli-

cacies the culiaarians have more

than outdone themselves.

With the above line-up bolster-

ed by many other "star" features

such as brilliantly attractive pro-

grammes, special lighting, and
that typical Junior Prom atmos-

phere it will be a "different

dance" indeed. There were still

at time of writing (Thursday

p.m.) twelve tickets left which

may be procured by getting in

touch with Bob Greenamy.er,

phone 4220 or 3420. Those who
have not yet picked up thei

tickets at the Post Office should

do so at once. Other members
of the Prom committee are: Mary
(ialbraith, Alison Mitchell, Joe

Teal, Evan McLaren, Mac Rob-

son and Bill Kloepfer.

Tickets for the concert can be

procured from Murray Cowie
(phone 589). These are priced

at 75c fur students and 51-50 for

non-students.

NOTED THEOLOGIAN

WILL SPEAK SUNDAY

James Moffatt Will Deliver

Sermon At Chalmers
United Church

A. M. S. NOT TO JOIN

STUDENTFEDERATION

Would Entail A Fee Of Six

Cents For Each
Undergrad

he newly-formed league is one
11 provide hockey with all

Continued on page 7)

Pennants Pilfered

One dollar reward will be

given for each of the pen-

nants taken from Ban Righ

Hall on the night of the

Levana Formal.

Wboever has ihcni is asked

to return them to the Lib-

rary Post Office where the

reward may be collected. No
questions will be asked.

James Moffatt, D.D., LL.D., pro

fessor of Church History a* the

Union Theological Seminary* New

York, will preach at the second

University Service this term in

Chalmer's Church on Sunday even-

ing. He will also address the con-

gregation of Chalmers Church at

their anniversary service on Sun-

day morning. Dr. Moffatt lias

chosen as the subject of his Sunday

evening address "Making the Most

of Life."

Dr. Moffatt has had an interest-

ing career both in Great Britain and

in America. He was called back

to Scotland from the staff of Mans-

field College, Oxford, to succeed

Principal Lindsay in the Chair of

(Continued on page 7)

Queen's will not joir the Nat-

ional Federation of Canadian Uni-

versity Students tlu's year the

A.M.S. Executive decided at its

meeting on Wednesday evening. A
report which suggested that it would

not be wise to join the organization

at the present time was presented to

the meeting and adopted.

The report doubted whether the

advantages of mcrabersliip were

proportionate to the fee of six

cents per head which membership in

the N.F.CU.S. entails. The four

chief functions of the Federation

were enumerated and their specific

advantages to Queen's were out-

lined.

First, the N.F.CU.S. organizes

(Continued on page 8)

A new course in Classical Lit

erature for the session 1936-37

to be given by Dr. H. O. Tracy

has been announced by the Uni

vcrsity. The course is designed

to meet the needs of students who
are interested in reading Greek

ut'j Roman literature in transla

tion. It will be known as Classi-

cal Literature L
Among the topics for study

will be such interesting subjects

as Classical Mythology, the epics

of Homer and Vergil, and tr

dramas of Aeschylus, Sophocles.

Euripides and Aristophanes. Stu-

dents interested in modern trends

in drama should find thi? course

very fascinating, when import-

ant dramatists of today such as

Eugene O'Neill arc going back

to the classical form.

Those taking this course will

Iso study the pastoral poetry of

Theocriles and Vergil and the

satires of Horace and Juvenal.

Biography and philosophical dia-

logues from the pen of Xenophon
Plato and Plutarch will also be

considered. Of special interest

will be the study of Aristotle's

literary criticism, and that of

Horace and Quinlitian, The
course should fill a lung felt want

(or some knowledge and under-

standing of classical literature fur

ihosi- students not taking courses

classics.

Students of English and mod-

ern languages should find the

course of particular interest in

contrasting the classical and

modern literatures.

NO CHANGE FORSEEN

IN ATTENDANCE RULE

AFTER CONFERENCES

A. M. S. Has No Control
Over Academic

Matters

DEANS CONSULTED

B0WLE-EVANS,R0SS
WIN PHOTO CONTEST

Compulsory attendance

will continue in Arts and in

the first three years of

Science according to the re-

ports of the Arts and
Science Committees investi-

gating the situation for the

A.M.S.. it was disclosed at

the A.M.S. Executive meet-
ing Wednesday night. It

was shown that the A.M.S.
has no control over matters
of academic interest in the

University.
The Arts committee was the first

to bring in its report. The report

stated that the committee bad had a

long interview with the Dean of

Arts who felt that nothing could be

done about the matter. The rule in

the calendar was very flexible and

not strictly adhered to, the Dean

said, and it was up to Ihc various

departments whether die regulation

were enforced or not.

Long Under Discussion

The Science committee interview-

ed the Dean of Science and diree

mcmlters of the faculty and the at-

tendance regulation was thoroughly

discussed. The report of the com-

mittee presented four main points.

First, for many years this matter

has been under discussion at Science

faculty meetings and the faculty

las given a great deal of time and

consideration to the problem.

Secondly, optional attendance was

tried out some years ago in the

final year in Science and proved

such a dismal failure (hat the op-

tional clause had to be withdrawn.

However, the report stated that

three years ago compulsory at-

tendance was again lifted for final

year students and this time the re-

sults were very gratifying.

Share Prize Presented
Year Book

By

Pat Bowie-Evans and Harold

Ross have tied for first place in

the College Life Photo Contest

conducted by the Tricolor, The
prize of $5.00 will be divided be-

een the winners, Bob Davis,

editor of the Tricolor announced.

Those who received honorable [Compulsory Attendance held just

ention in the contest are C. T. [before Christmas. The result of

Hubbs, L. L. Sabbath, M. Gver- the Poll showed that the great

rd, Andy Rodger, C. Mackin- majority of students favored some

non. Bob Hay and Art Cooper. Uort of change in the regulation.

In Experimental Stage

The final point which the report

brought forward stressed the fact

that the whole matter is still in the

experimental stages and the faculty

feels that the time has not yet

come for optional attendance to be

applied tn ih : .d year students

Both committee! were formed by

the A.M.S. Executive to investigate

the compulsory attendance situa-

tion, discuss the matter with the

deans and members of Ixith facul-

ties, and find that what could be

dime about the attendance issue.

Since the A.M.S has no control

over academic matters the commit-

tees could only discuss the ideation

and make suggestions.

The investigation came about

as a result of the Journal Poll on

JUNIOR PROM - LASALLE - TO-NIGHT
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sTUDENTS
, . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

EsuAhibtd iflj7

KINGSTON BRANCH—King & CUn
W. $ BELCHER, Uuigar

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted by EDMUND DEBRY

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princeis St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored

Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 80, 82 Princess St.

Research Discovers

World's Worst Bore

DON FERNANDO. By Som-

erset Maugham. London : Heine-

tnoun. 8s. 6d.

The subtitle of this latest book

of Mr. Somerset Maugham is Varia-

tions on Some Spanish Themes. It

well-named for indeed the most

striking tiling about this book is its

variety—characters, incidents, des-

criptions of Spanish life, extracts

of Spanish history. Surely, the

critic will say, that is too much
;
the

result will be a mixture of good

and bad. The critic who says that

does not know Mr. Somerset

Maugham. Of Human Bondage,

On a Chinese Screen, Cakes and

Ale were nothing if not rich and

varied. This author seems to be

able to turn his hand to anything

and, one might almost add, any-

thing which he touches becomes

golden.

Nowadays, when the form of the

novel has been loosened and it

shades off into a psychology text-

book, or a collection of scarcely-

connected studies in essay form, a

book of this sort is especially inter-

esting. It is not a description of a

tour, nor a history. It is a conver-

sation. There is a little-remember-

ed hook of Mr. E. V. Lucas, Over

Bemcrton's which always remains

to my mind one of the best of this

type. It Is more of a novel than

Mr. Maugham's but it is not the

novel-plot which interests one. It

is no small thing to write a book

such as Don Fernando, pleasant to

read and quickly read. One can

see, however thai a great deal of

thought and feeling have gone into

its writing and it is that which dis-

tinguishes it. It has that Curious

controlled ease, the clear effortless

phraseology, the purity of prose

which have given Mr. Maugham

his great public and which have,

too, caused him to be underrated

by those who think that the 'diffi-

culty' of a book constitutes its

virtue.

Don Fernando excels in atmos-

phere. Apparently so simple, it

leaves with the reader the whole

flavour of Spain—the Spain of the

present and of the past. Although

it owes nothing to previous writers

on Spain it is as vivid and, I im-

agine, as true a picture of Spain

as Borrow 's book.

Digression is an art; and Mr.

Maugham is an artist in it. Don

Fernando is one digression after an-

other. You must not expect to fol-

low a single path straight through

the book. You must be prepared

for all kinds of interesting bypaths,

long and short. There are half a

dozen plots for Calderon plays and

very many interesting characters

described in a line or two. There

are short biographies of St. Ignatius

Loyola and of Cervantes. There are

criticisms of the picaresque novels

and of the Spanish drama. There

are anecdotes of the Spanish paint-

ers. The book is as full of char-

acter as are the landscapes, the

wines, the food and the persons Mr
Maugham describes. It is, too, full

of very interesting information,

not detailed in a priggish manner

but delightfully told. When you

are finished you feel you have

really breathed the atmosphere of

Spain.

The Great Bore Hunt was a con-

test recently conducted by the lively

New York Post to determine the

prize bore. This was one of the

nominations. It was Submitted by

foseph M. Smith.

Retailer of hoary jests,

spawner of brummagem wit

and dreary horse-play, pur-

veyor of pious moral preach-

ments and spurious optimism,

perennial bewailer of his mar-

ket losses and house-top crier

of intimate family matters,

my candidate supplements in-

nate jests with hard-earned

technique ,and stands revealed

as a Bore of such prodigious

scope as to rate pre-eminence

in any company. It is the

pleasure of my life to present

for your consideration as

Father Knickerbock's most

boring son, that dismal dis-

penser of fatigue — Eddie

Cantor.

—Column Review.

Levana Notes

STUDENTS
STAFF and FRIENDS
of "Queen**"— You are invited

to take advantage of the

NYAL

2 FOR 1
SPRING SALE
Thursday, Friday,

Saturday
This week

For Full Particulars of Savings
See Large Sale Circulars

or phone

WARD &
HAMILTON (sewice

LIMITED V*WSTO«.

4 Nyal Stores 4

Levana Society elections for next

year's executive will be held on

Saturday, March 14th, from 9 to

12 a.m. in the main hall of the New
\rts Building. Nominations will

be mad! at the meeting on Monday,

March 9th.

• * *

On Wednesday, March 18th, the

Levana Society will hold its Annual

Meeting. Athletic awards will be

presented and reports read. The
new executive will take charge of

the meeting.

CO-EDS
Give your room a touch of

beauty tnd colour with a few

artificial flower*.

They're natural *t life. They're

gorgeous beyond your

Imagination.

See them tomorrow

<£lic

fHrCenUum (Sift

-Shop
395 Princcw St. Phone 1931

Trophy Westernized

The Bronze Baby has gone

horoughly Western. Since her

rrlval at her new home, she has

iscarded her old-fashioned Greek

ostume for a little white tunic

with the purple anil white crest

n her chest. It is exactly the

same as the outfits worn by the

hampion girl bask etna Hers when
muted Toronto and Queen's

n the Intercollegiate match.

Just why the little lady was
given a new ensemble remains a

mystery. Western co-cds have it

hat her former costume didn't

oniply with the latest style

tandards, and that they simply

oUldn't have a dowdy mascot
around the halls. So there the

Baby stands, completely gowned
and looking very snappy.

Step Up And Meet Her

She doesn't like

Tobasco jokes-

She doesn't neck

She never smokes.

She doesn't wear

Silk lingerie;

No slender ex-

Lax beauty she.

Yet people in

Her calves delight,

And often she

Stays out all night,

And artists paint

Her in the nude

In forest glade

At dawn bedewed.

You ask her name?

I'll tell you now,

She ain't a dame;

She's a jersey cow.

—Ichabod.

Flunking Insurance

A novel idea in the form of

flunking insurance has gained its

way into the University of Mich!

gan. If the student flunks out in a

regular term, the company has to

see him through summer school.

Being told to write an essay on
the mule, a small boy turned in to

his teacher the following effort

:

"The mewl is a hardier bird

than a gusc or turkie. It has two
legs to walk with, two more to kick

with, and wears its wings on the

side of its head. It is stubbornly

backward about coming forward."

—Xavcrian Weekly

Editors Exchange

The newest thing under the sun

that we have heard of in the way
of journalistic training is the ex

change of the editorial staffs of

two Ohio college newspapers for

one edition of each publication.

The staff of the Kent Stater,

student publication at Kent State

University, will edit the Akron
Buchtelitq on March 2 while mem-
bers of the Buchtelite staff do what

they please on the pages of Kent

Stater. Editors, reporters, column-

ists^—in fact, all but the business

staffs will be interchanged.

—Indiana Student.

In the Park

A night, the dark,

A moon, the park.

A tree, a bench,

A boy, a wench.

An arm, a cheek,

A kiss, a squeak

—

A man, the pa,

The boy, ha, ha.

The Safest Way

•WhatFirst Undergraduate

:

hall we do tonight?"

Second Undergraduate

toss, for it. If it's heads,

to the show; if it's tails, we'll call

the girls; and if it stands on

edge, we'll study."

"Let's

we'll go

He—I suppose you dance?

She—Oh yes. I love to.

He—Great. That's better'n danc-

ng.—Utah Humbug.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Chairs Vs. Flunking

A student at the. University
,

|

Iowa reports that "flunks"
Jf

caused by uncomfortable
chai

t

The deep seat and sloping b a(^
on the average study chair do ni^
provide a comfortable sj„-

position for the student. In orrji

to maintain a comfortable sittj„

ear.

position, it was found that a

son must sit erect with the

top of the shoulder and the ap^

of the hip in one straight line.
|„

this position no muscles
ar

strained or organs cramped^

Indiana Student.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NIGHT

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1572 244 PRINCESS ST.

Our new C.C.M. skate

ening machine sharpens your

skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St. Phone 524

If It's Sports Try "Treadgold's"

210 PRINCESS STREET

Callas Stestaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation ti-

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND

SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery service

Manufacturers _ Superior DeLuxe Ice Cream

phone 648 204 princess st-
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ROSE OF THE RANCH

0

With

Gladys Swarthout and John Boles

Definitely don't go and see

"Rose of the_ Rancho" unless you

have 3 particular inclination for

piusic—and even then you may

not be too enthusiastic. It is a

pity t°°' *or handled different-

ly it might have been a fast-mov-

ing
and thrilling story. John

gotts' attempts at it arc almost

disagreeable after listening to

Gladys Swarthout's beautiful, and

n'ell-traincd voice; the acting is

|0nly very fair what there is of it;

the plot, excellent in itself is

smothered into inertia by slow-

ness of action. Possibly this re-

vue will be criticized on the

grounds that a musical romance
does not necessarily, in fact, can-

not, involve too much action.

Granted. But this taken into con-

sideration along with the leading

lady's excellent singing, cannot
overcome the fact that the whole
picture is unnecessarily sleepy.

The supporting program is

ordinarily good. Thelma Todd
and Patsy Kelly perform with a

pleasant decrease in pastry-
i throwing. A Newsreel and
'Bouncing Ball" short make up
a B— program. —N.MacR.

Next Attraction : "Strike

Pink," with Eddie Cantor.

Me

Hustler: "Can you make the

model estate in ten minutes?"

Taxi-Driver: "No, guv'nor. But
J'ltnow the firm that nearly did it!"

—Humorist.

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

urance policy as a provision for
the future, or contemplating the
telling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding sixty-
four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
i&er or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA
Homo Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1669

taking pictures at
*'ght is fun "

— xuutnl amy* m»y be IU< imw
« kick wou could get OU!

J^'H Ihc lotki back home "ho* V
J/11 »t midnight oil"—becMi" nc
" <*n have piciurco lo prove it " !

' out Kodik counter ibour itilt n<

01 *«"B( picture) in"'"™ "
your imtruciiva pimpbin.

WUEN IN NEED OF DRUGS
QUICKLY" 'PHONE

Kr=~

Stores, ,

''

MAHOODDRUCCO
pHONE5l9 ....pBmCIMIT.
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CAPPY RICKS RETURNS
With

Robert McWade, Ray Walker and
Florine McKinney

Peter B. Kyne's novel, "Cappy
Ricks Returns" ,furnishes rather

poor material for a picture. The
plot is not badly worn but quite

obvious as to its outcome. Cappy
Ricks returns to his lumber busi-

ness in time to save it from utter

ruin.

Roberl McWade, Cappy Ricks,

plays his characteristic role of a

shrewd old business man whose
bark is worse than his bite. The
ability he shows in this part is one
of the few redeeming features of

the picture. Ray Walker, his right

hand man, performs many spec-

tacular feats, defeats a bill of con

gress, and saves the lumbermen ;

million dollars. The love interest

s supplied by Florine McKinney
daughter of Cappy's rival and

'femme d'intrigue." Miss Mc
Kinney suggests an amateur who
features herself as an actress.

Fortunately the action is carri

along rapidly enough to keep the

picture. from becoming tedious. In

parts it is quite humorous, but falls

short of being truly humorous. As
a whole the production is weak.

'

C -J.S

Coming Attraction : "$1,000 z

Minute."

SEIGNIORY SAND AT
LASALLETOMORROW

Patrons attending the re-

gular Saturday night dance at

the La Salle Hotel this week

may tread a measure to the

music of Frank Cott's Seig-

niory Club band, the manage-

ment announced yesterday,

There will be no additional,

charge, it was learned.

Late Girl Convicts Placed In

College As Experiment

Two girls who were serving time

in Sherborn State Prison for women

until a few weeks ago now are the

anonymous classmates of daughters

of the socially prominent and well

to-do in Massachusetts colleges in

one of the most amazing cxperi

merits in the history of American

penology.

The wise-eyed co-ed who shares

the dormitory and study lable of

some of the nation's most famous

daughters today may possibly be

one of these directed wards, but it

is unlikely that these daughters

will ever know

—

Because Dr. Miriam Van Waters,

nationally known juvenile court re-

feree and how superintendent of

Sherborn, Massachusetts' state re-

formatory for women, refuses to

tell names or college addresses, and

she has instructed Ihese girls so

carefully in what a well-behaved

college student should do and say

she says there is no need for

concern.

These girls, Dr. Van Waters con-

tends, never would have been in

prison if they had had proper com-

anions and normal outlets. Mod-

rn college life and companions, she

believes, will mean much to their

salvation.—Chicago Herald.

First Mote: "So the old man

forced you to marry his daughter;

couldn't you convince him he was

wrong? . ,

Second Male: "I tned to, but he

stuck to his guns.

K. E. Kennedy, Arts '31, is

practising law with Berkinshaw,

Barrett and Kennedy, Goodyear
Bldg., New Toronto, Ont.

Miss Doreen Kenny, Arts '34,

has been appointed physical in-

structress at the Ottawa Ladies'

College.

Miss Annie King, Arts '32, is

teaching in the high school at

Newmarket, Ont.

Dr. F. A. Kinnard, Med. '33,

s been practising at Hearst,

Ont., since 1934.

Miss Helen Lancaster, Arts '34

is teaching mathematics at St

Mildred's College, Toronto.

Miss Elizabeth Lee, Arts "31,

is teaching in the high school at

Merriton, Ont.

G. H. Lochead, Arts '32, is

practising law in Kitchener, Ont.

with the firm of Bray and Bray

O. E, B. Low, Arts '34, is a

student-at-law with the firm of

L. A. Kelley, Ottawa. He attend

ed Osgoode Hall during the ses

sion 1934-35.

R. F. McDonald, Com. '33, has

joined the staff of the treasury

board, Department of Finance,

Ottawa. He ranked seventh in

the recent Civil Service examina

tions for university graduates.

Dr. W. N. McKee, Med. '34,

who recently spent a year as in

terne at the Royal Alexandria

Hospital, Edmonton, has opened

a practice at Spirit River, Alta

Dr. W. R, McCarty, Med. '32

is at the Hospital for Ruptured

and Crippled, 321 East 42nd St.,

New York City.

Hugh Mclntyre, Sc. '33, is on

the engineering staff of Pamour
Porcupine Mines, South Porcu-

pine, Ont.

R. G. McKelvey, Sc. '32, was
promoted to the position of assis-

tant captain at the Hollinger

Mine, Timmins, Ont., at the first

of the year.

S. A. McNeight, Sc. '31, is do

ing further postgraduate work in

chemistry at Princeton Univer-

sity this term towards his Ph.D

degree.

R. U. Mahaffy, Arts '33, is now
on the staff of the Timmins

"Daily Press."

J. H. McQuaig, Com. '35 is on

the sales staff of the F. N. Burt

Co.. with Ottawa as headquarters

Miss Mary Meagher, Arts '34,

is in the office of the Athletic

Board of Control at the Univer-

sity.

W. F. Miller, Sc. '30, is now

government inspector of elec-

tricity and gas in the Sudbury

district.

E. O. D. Nettleton, Arts '30,

has accepted a position with the

Canadian Goodrich Company,

Kitchener, Ont.

G. F. Paddon, Arts '31, is with

Hornbrook, Whittlemore and
Allan, Calgary, Alta. His address

is 3603—7th St. S.W.

J. M. Pequegnat, Sc. '35, is now

in the physical-testing laboratory

of the Steel Company of Canada,

Hamilton, Ont.

J. S. C. Perry, Sc. '34, who was

back at the University this ses-

sion doing postgraduate work in

chemistry, has joined the staff of

Canadian Refractories. Ltd., Kil-

mar. Que.

Miss Evelyn Pownall, Arts '34,

was recently appointed librarian

at the public library in Ganan-

rjque, Ont.

H. Roaovsky, Sc. '32, was do-

ing engineering work at the

Velvet Mine, Rosslaud, B.C., un-

til December. He is at present

at his home in St. John, N.B.
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Dr Harrison Speaks
On Elizabethan Lyrics

Dr. Frank Harrison, speaking to

the English Club on Tuesday on

Elizabethan Music and Lyrics,"

stressed the striking similarity be-

tween music and lyric in the Eliza-

bethan age. The rhythm of the

early madrigals and airs depended

entirely on the words, whereas the

music of the later centuries was

greatly influenced by the dance,

and so lacks the freedom of rhythm

found in the madrigals.

The music of the period, said

Dr. Harrison, was of two types, the

air and the madrigal, the former

being accompanied by the lute or

ol, but never by the virginal. The

madrigal was first produced in Eng-

land in 1588, although it had ap-

peared in Italy some fifty years

previously. Generally speaking each

thought or sentence is in a different

musical setting, each person sing-

ing a different part of the scale.

The authorship of many of the

lyrics is unknown,- though some

were written by the composers of

the music.

During the meeting Mrs. Harri-

son sang two airs, accompanied at

the piano by Dr. Harrison. The

first madrigats were illustrated by

gramophone recordings.

At the conclusion of Dr. Harri-

son's address, Miss Gordon spoke

briefly, pointing out that it is diffi-

cult to appreciate the Elizabethan

lyric unless one has heard the

music that \shouId accompany it

The lyric, by itself, may sometimes

appear to be a peculiar form of

poetry, but the poetry was written

to be addpted to music.

What, No Quints?

Kappa Kappa Gamma sororit

members at Ohio State were all

a-dither one morning reccntl

when they awakened and foun

a large, blue-feathered gentleman

bird standing on one leg on their

garage chimney. Many cast su

picious glances at one another

Finally someone called the police

who captured the intruder of the

sorority gals' sanctimonium. The

co-eds, however, were much re

lieved when they learned that

the bird was not a stork, but a

long-billed, blue heron.—Varsity

Read It Aloud

If you can pronounce correctly

every word in the following par

agraph your knowledge and cul

ture are superior, because, ac

cording to the bulletineer who

relays it

—

No one in a group of Harvard

graduates

—

No one of the faculty of a well

known middle west academy

—

One of eight English teachers

read the paragraph correctly.

Here it is:

"They knew the marquis, but

of his exquisite sense oi duty, his

irrefutable loyalty, this ribald in-

stitution could have no under-

standing. (The Jacobins, indeed.

Pray, who wfcrc the Jacobins?

Montesquieu called them 'a liv-

ing slough of Aristotelian des-

pond.' To mc they always loom-

ed like some foul l.chen at the

mouth of a cave.)"—Jujie Prov-

inces in Chicago Tr bune.

M. T. Saunders, Arts '34, is

serving as demonstrator in the

chemistry department at the

University for the second sem-

ester this session.

J. A. Stewart, Sc. '34. has been

with the Ford Motor Company of

Canada, at Toronto, since Febru-

ary. 1935. He is now in the pro-

duction department.

THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847

FINAL CLEAN UP
ODD LINES

WINTER OVERCOATS

MEN'S SUITS

MEN'S SPRING TOPCOATS

% PRICE
FOR QUICK CLEARANCE
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Your Overcoat For Next Winter Now
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STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

There Is No Substitute

For QUALI1 Y -

That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must
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And our customers know that when they buy
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with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
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Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

JACKSON - METIVIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS
SPORT FROCKS

HOSIERY — GLOVES
LINGERIE
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International Hockey
The International Hockey League, whose

formation has just been announced, is bound

to create a great deal of interest around the

campus during the interval between now

and next year's hockey season. This year

interest in hockey at Queen's has been at

a decidedly low ebb but the formation of

this international college schedule should

revive interest in Canada's national sport.

There is nothing to compare with a

league composed of college teams. Such

a league has a glamour and excitement for

the college student which belongs to it

alone. With Yale and Princeton playing

against the Tricolor in the Harty Arena

students are sure to flock to the games to

support their team. With proper coach-

ing Queen's has the material for a hockey

team which should make next winter's

matches memorable ones for every student.

be remembered by Queen's students as the

man who presented Curly Krug with an

orchid for his great football work last fall.

In his private life, as well as in his pro-

fessional work, Lou Marsh was a fair and

gentlemanly sportsman.

Recent events on the Italo-Ethiopian

front seem to show that it is better to be

backed by a patriotic and war-crazed na-

tion than by a hesitant League of Nations.

Oil sanctions should be ready in time to

celebrate Mussolini's conquest of Ethiopia.

To The Editor

Censorship

The Whig-Standard has seen fit to de-

nounce the Queen's Dramatic Guild produc-

tion, "Waiting for Lefty," which won third

place at the Drama Festival, for its filthy

language and propagandist tendencies. The
local paper suggests that some form of cen-

sorship should be adopted for these Festival

plays.

"Waiting for Lefty" was essentially an
experiment. We do not imagine any mem-
ber of the Dramatic Guild considers the

play a work of art. Any art it contained

was completely obscured by the propaganda
motive behind the play. Personally, we
don't believe "Waiting for Lefty" is a good
play, although we admit it is a striking one.

But if the filthy language were deleted much
of its effectiveness would be lost.

In this respect we agree with the Whig-
Standard, but we can stir up little en-
thusiasm for its suggestion of censorship.

Censorship has been at times the curse of
the modern movie. If applied to the legiti-

mate stage its effect would he even more
disastrous. So much has been written
about the evils of censorship that we need
not go into the subject here. It is com-
mon knowledge that it lias kept nwny of the
finest works of art, literature, and the
theatre from the appreciation of tht public.
Vulgarity and obscenity have little cn'oct on
the normal mind; they have their appeal
for the already corrupt.

"Waiting for Lefty" may not be a good
play or a decent play but it was startling
enough to rouse the audience to thought—
;ii least those members of the audience who
attended through love of the drama and not
because attendance at a Drama Festival is

the socially correct thing to do. Censor

(

ship is too potent and too fatal a force to
unleash lightly. It may help to preserve an
already decaying mind, but it kills far more
valuable things.

U.S. Entry Into War Not Wholly

Materialistic

Dear Sir:

Your editorial sets out very ably the

case for Senator Nye as to America's entry

into the World War but surely errs by be-

ing too simplist. The contention is that

the States came in to ensure getting
1 back

the money they had invested in the Allied

cause. To recover x million dollars they

spent 5x million dollars more, lent another

3x millions and barely recovered the original

x millions. It is curious economics any-

how. I would suggest that a better anti-

capitalist argument is that the Profiteers

having made all they could from the Allies

decided they would now sell their stuff to

their own government and so President

Wilson, the most obstinate man in the

States—barring the best Kentucky mules

—

was told to bring along his war.

But your contention is as I said too

simplist. Those who lived through those

times remember quite a number of other

facts. There was undoubtedly strong Allied

propaganda to bring U.S.A. into the war,

but Wilson was resolute to keep his country

out of it, to be the Arbiter of the struggle

as Roosevelt was of the Russo-Jap war.

It was Germany not the Allies who
brought U.S.A. in. Your contention is that

the matter was settled on sheer materialist

grounds, which were the final influence with

Wilson in spite of his idealism (viz. League

of Nations). In other words it is suggested

that America is devoid of soul, honor, feel-

ing or any sense of its own dignity. This

was what Germany thought, despising Wil-

son as a mere writer of notes, e.g., on the

slaughter of hundreds of Americans in the

Lusitania. When Wilson was re-elected

on the Peace ticket, Germany instructed the

States that if their citizens wished to travel

on the North Atlantic they must follow a

certain sea lane indicated, their ships must
be painted a special stripe and show special

lights, otherwise they were liable to be
blown out of the water. Wilson rejected

these terms and warned Germany of the

consequences. The latter in the next month
blew up two U.S.A. steamers and Wilson
ceased to be "too proud to fight."

America had gone to war in 1812 to de-

fend her navigation rights. So she did in

1917, and if she had not she would have
been the smallest country in the world. As
a P.S. may I remark that the 'hack to the

wall' situation arose in 1918, a year after

U.S.A. entered the war. In 1917 the risk

was rather of stalemate.

Yours truly,

Historicus,

"Of course I write my signed articles.

Furthermore. I do not think it is such a
trick to write. Anybody who can think
can write."—William Randolph Hearst?

Perhaps the most valuable result of all

education is the ability to make yourself do
the thing you have to do,- when it ought to be
done, whether you like it or not ; it is the first

lesson that ought to he learned
; and, however

early a man's training begins, it is probably the
last lesson that he learns thoroughly,

—T. H. Huxley

Honours. At the end of the second year

(from Pass Matriculation) each candidate for

an Honours Course shall apply through the

Registrar to the departments concerned for

permission to proceed in his Major and Minor

subjects. The departments shall not accept

him unless in his work during the first two

years he has shown promise of ability to

qualify for Honours by obtaining at least

sixty-two per cent, in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard in his other

work.

Applications must reach the Registrar

sometime during the month of March.

Faculty of Arts Examination Time-Table

The attention of students in the Faculty of

Arts is called to the complete time-table for

April examinations. Errors or omissions

should be reported at once to the Registrar's

Office.

General Examination in connection with the

Old Honours Course

Students who will be candidates for an

Honours B.A. degree under old regulations

at the close of this session must take in

addition to the regular sessional examina-

tions a general examination covering the

whole field of work in their major subject.

The results of the general examination will

be an important element in the determina-

tion of final standing.

Candidates who divide their Honour

work equally between their special subjects

may take the general examination in either

subject.

Final Examinations in connection with the

New Honours Course

(a) Comprehensive Examinations. Candi-

dates for the Honours B.A. degree under

new regulations must take in the final year

five comprehensive examinations in the

Major subject. The comprehensive examin-

ations will be departmental papers and each

will be read by at least two examiners.

One of the five examinations, preferably

the last, may be oral or practical. The final

standing will be determined partly by the

course examinations but chiefly by the five

comprehensive papers.
,

(b) Other Examinations. Candidates will

be exempt from the regular sessional exam-

inations in the Major subject but will be

required to write examinations in such

Reading courses, courses in the Minor, and

general courses as are taken in the final

year.

The Canadian newspaper world has lost
two highly honored and valuable citizens
through the deaths of Lou Marsh of the
Toronto Star and Charles Langton Clarke
of the Toronto Mail and Empire. Lou will

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all Faculties

must be received at the Registrar's Office

on or before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts de-

gree will pay a degree fee of $10 ; candidates
for the Master of Arts degree will pay a
fee of $20. Anyone applying after March
15th will have to a pay a late fee of $3.

Welch Scholarship

Value $100. Founded by Frederick
Welch of Kingston. Awarded in the Faculty
of Arts and open for competition only to

the sons and daughters of non-commission-
ed officers and men who have served over-
seas in the late war, and of mechanics and
labourers, which students shall at the time
be bona fide residents of the City of King-
ston; preference being given to the children
of soldiers. Application for this Scholar-
ship must be made to the Registrar not
later than April 1st and must give evidence
of eligibility in accordance with the terms
of the will. The Scholarship will be award-
ed on the basis of the April examinations
and will be tenable by a student in residence
during the following session.

New Rutgers Course

Teaches Job Hunting

New Brunswick, N.Y.—A series

of lectures by representatives of

prominent industrial firms and by

members of the faculty of Rutgers

University constituting a "place-

ment seminar" will be offered

seniors this year, Edward H. Heyd,

director of the Bureau of Personnel

and Placement at the university, an-

nounced recently.

The seminar, which began on

Feb. 6 with a talk by President

Robert C. Clothier, is designed to

facilitate interview procedure for

graduates seeking employment. Two
demonstrations of interview prac-

tice will be given.

The first of these demonstrations,

on March 2, was conducted by

Dr. Lynn A. Emerson, director of

the New York Y.M.C.A. schools;

Floyd B. Shannon, employment

manager of the Western Electric

Company, and Leroy C. Wilsey,

supervisor of personnel of the

Eagle - Globe - Royal Indemnity

Companies.

Participants in the second will be

Howard Lee Davis, director of

technical employment and training

of the New York Telephone Com-
pany, and Ovid W. Ashbach of the

personnel department of the Amer-

ican Telephone and Telegraph

Company.

The bureau will conduct a num-
ber of interview laboratories in

which the students will be given

practical training in job applica-

tions, as a supplement to the semi-

nar. Mr. Heyd and Richard C.

Reager, Professor of Public Speak-

ing, will lead these classes.

Student members of the senior

placement committee are John L.

Swink, of Princeton, Joseph F.

Lines to a Conversationalist

You ask me why I fool

With this silly game of pool

When I might engage with you ^
conversation ?

You think you can detect

An inferior intellect

That absorbs me in this Iowb
roiv

recreation ?

But the opposite is true,

As I will explain to you

In a manner which may meet y0Ur
comprehension,

If you'll be so kind

With what might be called y0Ur

mind

As to give me, for a moment, y0Ur

attention.

When I'm playing this here game

Any ball—with proper aim

—

Will go plunking in the pocket

when I sock it

;

But my aiming an idea

At your bean would seem to be

Case of shooting where there isn't

any pocket!

—Berton Brainy

The director of John Smith and

Co.

Declared that he'd certainly th».

Partner who'd place

A trump on his ace.

So his partners took care not lo

tro. —Gateway,

Hauck of New Brunswick, Willatdi

F. Mullen of Morris Plains, Edwin

L. Stevens of New Brunswick,

Harold R. Lipnian of Woodbine

Franklin G. Palcanis of Fanwood,

B. William Saulter of Highland

Park, Farris S. Swackhamer of

Cranford. Joseph D. Wekselblatt o!

New Brunswick and J. Richard

Keating of Ludlow, Vt.

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

'0 PrinceBB St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

HOW LONG BEFORE
FINAL EXAMS?

A small account is easier to pay than
a big one

Moral—Pay Yours NOW
R. McCOLL

Prescription Druggist
and Ice Cream Parlor
Open 7.30 a.m. till 11 p.m.

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccoa

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cafl

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
8us. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter!

CANADA RADIO STORES

Roy-York Cafe next to us

The Good Place To Eat

Better food for less money

Special rate meal ticket for studs*!

346 Princess St. Kingston,

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance OfJ**

25c Per Passenger

Official Notices

Admission to Honours Courses under the New
System of Studies

.
The attention of students is called to the

regulation regarding admission to courses for

Khaki University and Y.M.C.A. Memorial
Fund

This fund is part of a sum, left from the
Khaki University after the War. which was
divided among the Canadian Universities.

The interest, amounting to $240, will be
used to award one or more scholarships open
to undergraduate students In any Faculty.
In awarding these scholarships the need as
well as the standing of applicants will be
considered and preference will be given to
returned men, or sons or daughters of
soldiers of the Great War. Applications will
be received by the Registrar up to April l st

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S 1T
H
0̂ I

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

INTERNATIONAL PUCK LOOP A REALITY
Ambitions of college athletic officials were finally realized last week-

,„a ai s meeting held in Boston when the much talked of lnternaiional
[nttrcoUegiate hockey eague consisting of teams from eight eastern
universities was definitely organized.
U

For some years past, with Canadian college hockey on the wane
scveral

attempts to form the new loop were made, but until this season

,l,e efforts of the various athletic directors made little headway.
Inability of college puck teams to successfully compete with the
erful amateur clubs found throughout the Dominion was an im-

ARTS FROSH CAGERS

ED BY RALPH JACK

WIN FACULTY TITLE

povje

Rapid strides made by American puck chasers

pastime has been another reason advanced for

new eight t^am league.

Canadian and American university ice squads have been meeting
each other in exhibition games for many years, and although teams
from Canada have captured decisions in the majority of these con-
tests. Uncle Sam's representatives have exhibited enough strength for

the past two years to warrant their inclusion in the big puck loop.

With the International wheel in operation next winter there is

certain to be a big revival in (lie puck game locally.

INTERFACULTY HOCKEY PROGRESSES
Teams in the Intcrfaculty hockey series are now entering the stretch

drive, and as these lines arc written the Arts team coached by Bob Davis,

seem to be headed- for the group championship.

Every game to date has provided keen competition and has con-

tained all the thrills and spills typical of the bruising bra»d of hockey
usually displayed by the puckmen in this scries.

The Artsmcn with two victories in two starts to their credit need

but one more win to clinch the title. Meds at present in second position

with a win, a loss and a tie, good for three points, must take Arts over

the jumps in their next clash in order to keep in the running for top

honours.
Science, the defending champions, are definitely eliminated from

the contention but can do their Medical friends a good turn by beating

Arts when the two clubs meet this afternoon.

Attendance at all games has been fair but with the series now enter-

ing the "croocial" stage, it is expected that student puck fans will flock

to the Arena to get a last peek of their favourites in action.

tant factor leading to the formation of th< International circuit,

in the great Canadian
the setting up of the

Defeat Juniors 21-17 After

Trailing Until Last
Five Minutes

MEDS AND SCIENCE

BATTLE TO 1-1 TIE

IN ICEJNCOUNTER

Netminders Both Stand Out
In Wide Open

Contest

.Durable Dukes Halt

KingstonWin Streak

Icrown - Crested Crew Rally

To Shade Local Lads
In Semi-Final

Before a sell-out crowd at the

Harty Arena on Wednesday

light Kingston's great little Junior

Ipuckmen suffered their initial re>

Ivcrse of the season when Toronto

i
Dukes captured the first game of

the Junior O.H.A. "B" semi-finals

[by ;i score of 9-6.

The scrappy Kingston kiddies

hitherto unbeaten in twelve starts

and top-heavy favorites to advance

to the final round, failed to show

jtlicir best form after a brilliant

|epening period .and were forced to

bow to a club that packed too much

[experience for the local midgets

With total goals i" the two-game

penes to decide the winners, the

[Limestone City crew, shot into

parly first period lead, but towards

Bhe middle of the second frame the

homesters began to wilt and the

isiting youngsters had little trou-

n obtaining an 8-6 margin

[which they increased by one goat in

idull final period.

Superior defensive work by the

frown-crested Dukes was the most

Important factor in the Toronto

Arts Hockey Line-up

Coach Bob Davis of the

Arts Interfaculty hockey

team announced his line-up

for this afternoon's game

with Science as follows

:

goal, Neville; defence, Cun-

ningham, Wing. Wood; for-

wards, Christie, Gibson,

Trousdale, Sobiski, Collins,

Ross, McCormick. These

players are requested to be

dressed to play at 4 o'clock.

Interfaculty Hockey
W L T F A

Arts 2 0 0 S 2

Meds 1 1 1 5 4

Science 0 2 1 S 9

SWIMMERS SPLASH
AGAIN TO -MORROW

To-morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock

die annual Interfaculty Swimming

Meet will be held in the gymnasium

pool. With an unusually large num

ber of entries already received, the

big splash promises to be a

affair as the natators vie for swim

supremacy.

As an incentive to student mer-

men gold and silver medals will be

awarded to first and second highest

f
numph. Time and again the

rontenac speedsters broke away

lids that looked promising, but

[fter the first period they met a

v, hard-hitting defence duo

"at used their bodies with telling

effect.

Two goals apiece by Jo Jo Catlin

1,1 (Link Goldup in the opening

set the Queen City lads

'ck on the;,. \XQC\s, but before the

was over the invading

slipped two past Bridgen to

the count 4-2 Kingston's way

foe first rest interval.

* f, er Kingston had connected for

more counters in the middle

fnn
<L both scored by Catlin on

l!ant efforts, the Duke marks-

men began to hit the high spots

forged to the front when their

forwards began to click. Three

tols by Honle, and one each by

""moiid, Swindley and Bradley
£avp the visiting youngsters a two-

advantage they were never in

in&* of losing.
To completely squelch any King-

U ''"pes of a victory, the Tor-

"""nians tallied in the last period

a
beautiful lone sortie by Perry,

nil be run off as
point winners,

The events

follows:

1. 200 yards—Relay.

2. 50 yards—Free style.

3i 100 yards—Free style.

4. 200 yards—Free style.

5. 400 yards—Free style.

6. 50 yards—Breast stroke

7. 50 yards—Back stroke,

ft. 75 yards—Medley race (breast

back, crawl).

9, Diving—3 compulsory, 3 op

tional dives.

husky rearguard ace. The home

boys constantly ganged up on their

heavier opponents during the most

of the final session, but their at

ere disorganized for the

failed to
tacks

greater part and they

trouble Mortimer the Toronto net

guardian

Toronto Dukes-Goal. Mortimer

defence. Perry Dand; centre, Tay

l0r - wings, Houle, Drummed

Bradley, Ritchie, Hotmm
subs.

Swindle}'.

Kingston

fence Carey, Hagen ;
centre, Partis

Carr-Harriss, Goldup ;
subs

Goal. Bridgen; de-

wings,

Catlin, Dixon, Belwa. Mosely.

In a fast, rough, hectic game of

basketball, this year's Arts Frosh

team gleefully triumphed over their

Junior rivals in the play-off on

Tuesday afternoon. By giving ex-

cellent support to their main threat,

Ralph Jack, a name well-known in

local basketball circles, they were

able to overcome an early deficit

to win in the last five minutes of

play.

It was not till the game had gone

eleven minutes that Krug was able

to secure the first field goal of the

struggle. At the fifteen minute

mark the first basket was scored

on the frosh side of the ledger and

they were thus in arrears by a 7-2

margin. Then "Fuzzy" Jack, riled

when referee Zvonk'm took time out

to expectorate, causing him to lose

redit for a point shot in the in-

terim, decided to open up and

dropped three field goals in suc-

cession thus single-handedly giving

is team a one point lead. They

scored another basket five seconds

before half-time, making the score

10-7 for the freshies.

The second half was thrilling

basketball for the first twelve min-

utes with the teams never more

than three points apart. With

eight minutes to go Arnott brought

the Juniors up to a 13-13 tie. At

this stage tilings got a little brawlish

but nobody minded. Both sides

were over-anxious and they each

missed several easy chances to take

the lead. Then Cowley of the frosh

dropped two free throws and al-

bough the Juniors immediately re-

taliated with a single point it was

their last productive effort for

Fuzzy" pulled a spectacular door

length dribble to score and clinch

the game and championship for bis

team. The final score was 21-17

favour of the first year team.

Line-ups:

'37— Krug (8), Arnott (3)

Holder (2), Crawford, Pattinson

Crawford. Mark, Proudfoot ant

Kennedy.

39—Jack (9), Brown (4), Cow

ley (6), Paice (2), Chaien, Lam-

bert. Ward, McNab, Hatch

Uibowitz, Wiseman, Winebcrg.

The Interfaculty hockey series

took on the aspect of a miniature

Ethopian conflict on Wednesday,

when Meds and Science battled to

a one-all draw. Meds had a wide

edge in the early part of the game

but faded in the last period. At

times the game looked like lacrosse

as sticks waved wildly but fortun

ately there were no casualties.

The stars on both sides were the

netminders, Quigley and McEwen.

Turner and Mclnnes were the pick

of the remainder of the Science

sextet while Corrigan and Pollock

were the best of the Doctors.

The first frame saw Meds in

possession of the puck most of the

time, but no scoring resulted.

Shortly after the opening of the

second period, Corrigan broke loose

from a tangle in front of the nets

and backhanded a sweet pass to

Hanford who gave McEwen no

chance to'save. Near the end of the

period Jenkins was waved away for

tripping but the Engineers were

unable to score.

Halfway through the f\nal«canto

Mclnnes, Scott and Turner com-

bined to tie the score when Turner

made no mistake on Mclnnes' re-

hound. Toward the end. Holmes

and Carson were chased for swing-

ing at one another.

Line-up

:

Meds— Goal, Quigley; defense,

Jenkins, Gibson; centre, Corrigan;

wings, Pollock, Hanford; subs,

Carson, Empson, Forsberg, Young,

Dafoc. Latimer, Clancy, Claire,

Arbour.

Science — Goal, McEwen; de-

fense, Byrne, O'Brien; centre,

Turner; wings, Scott Wilson; subs,

Thornham, Neal, McGillvray. Mc-

lnnes, Holmes; Corkill, Mitchell.

SPOETRY

(Sport Poetry to You)

To you I write a note in verse

To ask why sports scribes can't be

terse

And say just what they mean to say

Instead of making names each day

"The Itoapsters loop an archijig shoi

And tic the count, the boys are hot
"'

Why not "the quintet made another

goal,

Played a good game on the whole?

When stickmen bulge the twine t>

tally

On an ace's solo sally.

And matmen grapple in the Gym,

While mermen triumph by a fin,

I tear my hair and then I shout,

"Cut this flowery language out.

And tell us what it's all about!"

We're glad this doesn't refer to

us but it contains some swell terms

we never thought of !—Princetonian

He—"Darling, you are the most

beautiful girl in the world ; the most

divine : the most adorable ; the most

wonderful, charming creature ever

made: you are superb; you are ex-

quisite; you are marvellous; I love

you, I love you ; I must have you

;

I can't live without you; will you

marry me?"

She
—"Who, me?" ,

Give 'Em Haile

I love Selassie

He has a bony chassie

He is thin and hts cars are small

Though he's teeny-weeny

He's sure got Mussolini

Wrestlm' round and waiting for the

Fall.

—The Loyolan

3Ofe,10'-2SrVJ5«-SQ ferfOjHHOiHB

REMEMBER THAT YEAR AT QUEEN'S?

When you were writing that la« group of examination! and you

couldn't concentrate on your work because of that painful ache in

your tired feet.

Eliminate all possibility of that happening again by buying a pair

of our perfect fitting shoes.

NaborhooD
SHOE STORE

166 Princess St Phone 704

ANNOUNCING
WARREN K. COOK'S

NEW SHOWING OF EXCLUSIVE, IMPORTED

SUITINGS
FOR S°RING, 1936

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Onlj $3.75 for 14 Meals

Saisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTOK IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Spcial Rates To Students

K TRIAL WILL COIVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302-Driver WiU Crt

SHOES—Mad., Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc

HATS—C leand and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Try Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAJ- SERVICES / FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 35 Princess Street

Downtown Store—08 Princess Street

Phone 50*

Phono 505

PRIVATE DRESSHG Ki n im AT THE DOWN TOWN STORK

—m-
Ea&tu&enta of <$uiWb

WE OFFffi A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

K GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm locks Novel Gifts

WaWes And Favor.

Pen. ud'Ptndla College Ir.sign-

Designing to Order

-Smith temJlwi*ra&Kv™t**PHONE 666 Estd. 1840
|

. _

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AMD OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

[80 Wellington Street nm
'Phone 3Ut

IOU 6 OvexCansdlan Pacific Ezprm Offle*

NOTICE
Students of Queer's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your reqdrements in Text Books for All Facultl-

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain P«s.

Slide Rules, Quel's Pennants and Cushions. Our u*«4

Book Exchange is tt your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Qi*n'» University Ground. ONTARIO
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Coming Events

Today:
4.00p.m,—Inlcrfaculty Hockey

Harly Arena.

4.15p.m.—Engineering Society

Meeting

Carruthers Hal!.

9.00p.m.—Junior Prom

La Salle Hotel

Saturday, March 7:

4 .00p.m.— I ntcr faculty

Swimming Meet

Queen's Pool

Sunday, March 8

:

7.00p.m.—University Service

Chalmers Church

9.00p.m.— Musicale

Ban Righ Hall

Monday, March 9:

12.00a.

4.30p.m.

8.30p.m.

-Levana Society

Nomination Meeting

Room 201, Arts Bldg.

-S.C.M.

Senate Room
-Winter Concert

Memorial Hall

"Whatcha so sad about?"

"Last night I dreamed 1 was in

a harem and the keeper asked me
if I'd like to have a femme. I said

"Yes." He was just about to go

and get me one when a brunette

passed. But 1 said T wanted a

blonde. Then he sent the brunette

upstairs to get one for me. While

we were standing around waiting

for the blonde I woke up, and I've

been kicking myself all day for not

having taken the brunette.

—Perm Punch Bowl

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

Farewell Reception For Dr.

Fyfe March 14

Plans are almost completed for

the Farewell Reception for Prin-

cipal and Mrs. Fyfe which is to be

held on Saturday evening, March

14, at 8.30 p.m. in Grant Hall. The

program for the evening has not yet

been divulged but a sub-committee

is at present working on the final

details of the reception.

Students are asked to keep the

^bovc dale in mind and final details

Will be printed in next Friday's

Jburnal.

Poetry A La Chico

Rearing that one of the English

profe was an Italian scholar of note

we «nbled over and asked him for

somdltalian poetry to help fill up

spaca He gave us this,

print i anyway

—

I crbika da car,

Bawishe won't run,

The* automobile

She'slsawn of a gawn.

She 'sMstop da middle

Of d&treeta up town,

I lookin da carburetor

But shjjsa no drown,

I pushsda clutch

Shaka a wheel,

KnockarJa brake,

Da horil feel,

I look iada tank

—

What it—yasl

Sawn ofh gun-

She'sa oft da gas

!

but we'll

-Sheaf.

An old

her oats an

time.

m id

di

is a gal who feels

er corns at the same

THE RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday Suppejs by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme'* Seasonable!Woollies
EARL ST. AT WEST PHONE 295

WHEN YOU'VE HAD A
MEAL
QUITE

WHICH DOESN'T
FILL THE I ILL"...

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Professor Reveals

Undergrad Trends

The present generation of un-

dergraduates is more serious than

its predecessors according to Pro-

fessor Christian Gauss, Dean of

the College in Princeton Univer-

sity, who submitted his annual

report recently.

In his revelation of undergrad-

uate trends Dr. Gauss points out

that freedom of discussion, rath-

er than its limitation, is the best

antidote for the "wild thinking'
1

of students on political, economic

and social subjects. "We must

not forget," he continues, "that

increased interest in economic

and political problems is occas-

sional^ bound to express itself

in extravagant forms."

Stressing his belief that to limit

freedom of thought and discus-

sion upon college campuses is a

great mistake, the dean of the

college revealed the distressing

attitude of many older persons at

extravagant expressions of un-

dergraduate opinion.

"College publications every-

where and on our own campus

indicate a far livelier interest in

social and economic problems

than we have ever known in this

country," he says. In the preval-

ence of this attitude Dr. Gauss

thinks that "the campus playboy"

becoming "an outworn tradi-

tion" and "the average under-

graduate is consciously, some-

times even too self-consciously.

young intellectual, a student

nd scholar."

Finds No Cause For Panic

Until a few years ago our

college faculties complained of

the lack of interest which the

American undergraduate showed

contemporary problems. We
have always been of the opinion

at Princeton that it is the busi-

ness of the college to arouse the

tudent to do his own thinking.

The extravagant opinions of a

few undergraduates should not

be allowed to drive us into a

panic. In the liberal college the

only answer to an argument
must remain a better and more
convincing argument. Young men
are always likely to be more ex-

treme in their opinions than their

elders.

"Democracy is based upon the

conviction that there is no com-
mon denominator between ideas

and physical force. It holds that

where there is freedom of thought
and speech the saner and sounder
opinion must in the long run pre-

vail. So long as we hold to this

fundamental principal, every ad-

vocate of the use of violence

stands condemned as undemocra-
tic, illiberal, subversive and un-

American. We are, however,
sinning against the spirit both ot

beral education and of democ-
racy when we invoke authority

against ideas honestly, even
though mistakenly, entertained.

Nothing convinces our rare cam-
pus radicals of the weakness and

d faith of their opponents so

much as recourse to authoritarian

prohibition."

CONTRIBUTED BY THE QUEEN S

STUDENT PEACE MOVEMENT

Ten Million and Forty

Ten million men
Went forth to fight

When forty statesmen

Called it right.

They (ought and died

Ten million strong,

To prove the forty

Statesmen wrong.

Had statesmen fought

And died instead,

Their lie had cost

But forty dead.

Albert P. Fowler,

From "The Hill Weekly,"

Syracuse.

—s.p.m.—
Six Enemies of Peace

1. The one who says "I don't

want war but what can I do about

it?" ,

2. The one who says "I don't

want war but we must be 'pre-

pared'."

3. The one who says "I don't

want war but there always will

be war, it is man's nature to

fight."

4. The one who says "I don't

want war but I can't join any

more peace groups."

5. The one who says "I was

asked to write to my member of

parliament but I am not going

to. That sort of thing does not

do any good."

6. The one who says "I don*_t

want war, but I don't think Mili-

tary Training in the schools does

any harm. It is just 'good exer-

cise'."

—Adopted from bulletin of

the Webster Groves, Mo.,

Peace Council.

—S.P.M.

—

Auckland, New Zealand, was

recently the scene of a big demon-

stration against war, in which

more than a thousand persons

representing various trade unions,

returned soldiers' societies

women's organizations, and stu

dents, along with university pro

lessors, united.

—S.P.M.

—

A "Hell of a Business"

We certainly are in one hell

of a business," says Frank S

Jonas, a leading munitions sales-

man, "where a fellow has to wish

for trouble so as to make a liv-

the only consolation being

however, if we don't get the busi-

ness, someone else will. It would

be a terrible state of affairs if

my conscience started to bother

me now."

W. P. Midmer

MacGrcgor and Macphcrson de

cided to become teetotallers, but

MacGregor thought it would be best

if they bad one bottle of whiskey to

put in the cupboard, in case of ill-

ness.

After three days, Macphcrson
could bear it no longer anil he said,

"MacGregor, I'm not vcrra week'

"Too late, Macpherson, I was
verra sick mcscl' al day yesterday!'

—Mail and Empire

Dr. J. H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given

to

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices right ^
Single space 8c page, double 5c

Apply

32 Nelson St Phone

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOMS

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Ticket,

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham At

QUEENS STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 211S-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have theBe from 25-watt to 300-watt

2S5 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Thatii

Hanson £fc Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing *

Programmes Ewtj

Constitutions
117 Brock St Dewripti*

Phone 1510

FINE WATCH REPARINO
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lensev Rtpltctd

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE ISA

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 21

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

S.C.M. Annual Meeting

Beverley Oaten, Genera! Secre-

tary of the S.C.M. will address-

the

annual meeting of the Queen's

S.C.M. on Monday at 4.30 p.m. in

the Senate Room.

Ma! Mai A big truck just ran

over Pa and squashed him all over

the street 1"

"Junior, ho\f many times have I

told you not to talk about such

things when I'm eating?"

—Cornell Widow.

Here's a life! And ain't it grand?

I just got a divorce from my old

man,

And I laughed and laughed at the

court's decision,

'Cause they gave him the children,

And they weren't even his'n.

—Penn Punch Bowl.

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE

We Deliver

IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 321

K. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone
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Students' Barber Shop
PAN DAVIDSON

princes' St Orange Hall Blag,

Near Hemlock Daily

DARLINGS'
«fgST 'END BARBER SHOP

BMCiaIiies in Ladles' and Gentlemen's

Work- Fint-Class Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

. Ajfred Street Phone 2359

4 doors above Union St

MILLARD'S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

iING D00 LAUNDRY
St Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F

Suits sponged and pressed 40c
_/itb Extra Trousers 50c
juits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
" jiedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER
ct

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32
We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL Page ^

BY AESCULAPIUS

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

33 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St.

. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

•Rj V OAS
Evenings by Appointment

II Princess St Phone 1859

'r. F. Waugh
DENTIST

Wellington St.

'Phone 256

Kingston

MincentA. Martin
DENTIST

Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

!r. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST *

Wellington St. 'Phone 34*

|

V°U WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
10 often if you invest in a

WARREN-KNIT
Canada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

They are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

St
- CATHARINES, ONT.

QUACKERY (Continued)
Osteopathy and Chiropractic

I group these two cults togeth-
er because there is no fundamen-
tal difference between them.
Osteopathy was the brain-child
of one Andrew Still, who began
the practise of this system in

1874. The theory of osteopathy,
as expressed by Still in his auto-
biography is as follows—"I be-

lieve that the Maker deposited in

the human body drugs in abund-
ance to cure all Infirmities. They
can be administered by adjusting
the body in such manner that the

remedies may naturally associate

themselves together."

Osteopaths, therefore, attempt

to cure disease by twisting the

body to wring out some hypo-

thetical cure-all. Chiropractic, on
the other hand, bloomed in the

mind of D. D. Palmer, who claim-

ed that all disease is due to dis-

locations of the spine, causing

pressure on the nerves, and pre-

senting the flow of some hypo-

thetical "vital force." Chiroprac-

tors, therefore, attempt to cure

disease by twisting the body to

reduce some imaginary disloca

tion of the vertebrae.

Is it not obvious that both of

these contentions are absurd? To
deal with the dislocation theory

first. No one has ever been able

to demonstrate one of these "sub

luxations" on the cadaver. The
X-ray does not show them, Dis

section has shown that the spaces

through '.'.lii.ii the nerves pass

between the vertebrae are much
larger than the nerves, which are

cushioned by a pad of fat at that

point. Experiments have beei

performed on spines removed in

tact, which show that it is impos

iible to produce such a disloca

tibn as the

about, without the destruction of

ertebrae. If a nerve is compress-

ed, as does occur in fractures of

the spine, we do not get measles,

house-maids knee, cancer, lep-

rosy, or indigestion, but paralysis.

How odd! Furthermore, if such

a state of affairs did exist, how

are these treatments to cure

them? The chiropractor pushes

the bones back, and then expects

them to stay put, without any

support other than earnest hope.

So much for chiropractic II is

a little more difficult to refute

the principles of osteopathy, as

they are so vague. However, I

think I can leave it to the intel-

ligence of iny readers.

One is compelled to wonder

if the osteopath or chiopractor is

not either a fool or a rogue. If

he seriously believes in the tenets

of his cult, his intelligence surely

leaves much to be desired; if he

does not, he is masquerading

under false colours for the pur-

pose of cheating the public. There

is considerable proof that osteo-

paths do not -believe in the prin-

ciples of Andrew Still, With the

passing of the Volstead Act in

the United States, the osteopaths

immediately started an agitation

[or permission to prescribe

:dcohol. This is in direct con-

tradiction of the principles of

Still. If they really believed,

they would he quite happy with

their mythical cure-juice.

What is really happening" is

that the osteopaths, realizing the

futility of their cult, are trying

to sneak into the medical profes-

sion by the back-door. Unwill-

ing to attend a reputable medical

college for six years, or incapable

of acquiring a medical education,

they are trying to steal the rights

of the licensed doctor. He wants

the right to sign birth certificates.

What has osteopathy to do with

obstetrics? Let the cobbler stick

to his last. Let the osteopath

confine his efforts to treating

neurasthenics, and leave medicine

to those qualified to practise it.

Andrew Still never failed to cure

his patients according to his

autobiography, so why should his

disciples want authority to sign

death certificates?

At the present time, osteopathy

is nothing but an ill-disguised at

tempt to obtain the rights of the

medical profession, without the

hardships and responsibilities

The osteopath does not have to

attend college for six years, and

then pass a rigorous state exam

ination to be allowed to practise

as does the doctor. He takes the

easy path of osteopathy, and

when his patients come to him

he cures them by the use of the

same drugs the doctor uses, but

with only a grossly insufficient

knowledge. All an osteopath is,

is a half-educated doctor with an

inordinate desire to ape his

betters.

Editorship Vacant

Applications for the Editor-

ship of the Tricolor for 1936-

37, stating qualifications for

the position, and applications

for the position at Editor of

the Students' Directory for

next year should be made im-

mediately to F. D. S. Marett,

Permanent Secretary - Trea -

surer of the A.M.S.

Another Musicale At
Ban Righ On Sunday

The third musicale to be held in

Ban Kigh Hall this term will begin

at 9.00 o'clock on Sunday evening.

The program will feature four

violin solos by Miss Muriel A
buckle, including "Romance," by

Wieniawiski, and "The Bee" by

Schubert. Mrs. F. L. Harrison will

sing "Come Again," by John Dow-

land and two of Schubert's airs,

"Who is Sylvia" and "Litany."

Miss Isobcl McNeill will render

three piano solas, "Fugue in C
Minor," by Bach, "Largo," by Bee-

thoven, and "From the Isle of

Jersey," by John Ireland.

The evening will conclude with

community singing.

Basketball With Rugby Ball

Latest Austrian Sport

A strange tale of the consc-

hiropractor prates quences of a mistake made in the

translation of a book on basket-

ball rules is brought to the Uni-

versity of Minnesota by a student,

Car! Hansel, who has just re-

turned from the University of

Vienna.

Hansel said he found the Aus-

trian students playing basketball

as they learned it from an Ameri-

can rule book. But in translation

they thought they were to use an

oval ball instead of a round one.

So night after night, before

cheering throngs, the Austrian

college men fought around the

wooden floor, tripping over one

another while trying to dribble

a football. Fventually they came

on the court with a round ball—

but whether the translator's mis-

take had been found or their own

ingenuity was responsible, Han-

sel did not know.

—Indiana Daily Student

Meds '38 Scintillate

On St. Patricks Day

Picturesque ! Colourful ! Scin-

tillating!—these are but a few of

the words descriptive of the

annual Meds '38 dance to be held

on the evening of March 17 in

pacious Grant Hall.

Original dance programs, vivid

and bizarre decorations and orna-

mental and practical favours, are

ly a few of the delights to be

served to you on this eventful

evening.

To add the final touch to the

colorful pageant, Meds '38 pre-

sents The Band of the Hour fea-

turing Jack Crawford, his melodic

cohorts and the Tuneful Trio. To
assure proper reception of the

melodious dance music special

acoustical arrangements have
been made.

The inner man will not be for-

gotten and refreshments, with

"Punch" as the aftermath will be

provided.

Now, friends, why not lubri-

cate the old joints, date yourself

a gal and prepare for a night of

gay frivolity. The tickets are

going rapidly and you are

advised to procure one immed-

iately to avoid disappointment

Get them now from the com-

mittee or members of the year.

The committee arc Roger Billings

(914-F), Joe Giardine (3098-YV

and 1752), Eddie Mack (3139-W),

Joe McManus (1045) and Doug

Pollack, convener, (1/42).

The case was one of assault. The

judge eyed the prisoner sternly.

"You maintain that you threw

vour wife out of the second-storey

window through forgctfulness ?"

he stated.

"That's right, your Worship," re-

lumed the prisoner. "Wc used to

live i >n the ground floor, and I for-

got we'd moved up."

—Mail and Empire.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
I

P"'*l

M„r ti I lunior Prom

Mar. 13 i
Arts "39

Mar. 17 I
Med

IS \ 21 |
Final Splash

L,i Salle | 3.50

Crt-ant Hall
I
100

Grant Hall
|
1.7S

La Salle
|

Kuih Knowlton

Jack Crawford

THEOLOGIAN TO
PREACH SERMON

(Continued from page 1)

Church History at the United Free

Church College at Glasgow. In

1127 he came to New York and

lias been a member of the staff of

the Lrnion Theological Seminary

since then.

Dr. Moffat was Gtancellor's Lec-

turer at the (Jueen's Alumni Con-

ferences in 1928 and 1929. His last

Chancellor's lectures were publish-

ed as "The Day Before Yesterday."

One of the foremost scholars of the

world, Dr. Moffatt is best known as

the author of the new translation of

the Bible.

His writings extend over a wide

field in theology proper, literature

and in the department of church

music, including volumes of "Liter-

ary Illustrations of the Bible,"

"Primer to the Novels of George

Meredith," "Theology of the Gos-

pels," "Love in the New Testa-

ment" and a wcrk on Church

Hymnary.

PUCK LEAGUE
TAKES SHAPE

(Continued f-om page 1)

the color and interest and spirit usu-

ally attendant upon college sports.

It will be a boon to hockey at

Varsity where the Blue senior

sextet has been drubbed in O.H.A,

competition for the past few sea-

sons and will also bolster the

hockey morale at Queen's where

Canada's national game has been on

the downgrade.

FINAL SALE

!

Men's Suits and Overcoats

ONLY

18 OVERCOATS

Our flock is down quite low but

the coal* that arc left happen

to be our better grades. These

are priced now at One Half and

present a great opportunity to

save. Broken liiej but a good

assortment In all. Act quickly

to get one.

Reg, $30.00

15.00
Reg.

19

Reg. $40.00

45

MEN'S SUITS
All our suits are priced (or quick clearance—There is a wonderful

selection, in styles and pattcm» to choose from. Advance ytuir buy-

ing a few week*—buy that new >uit now anil save many dollars.

Values up to $25.00 ' Values up to $30.00

14*45 19.45
Values up to $35.00Values up to $28.50

1745 21.45

FURNISHINGS
Shirt> ties, glove-, scarves, socks and all such iteW of men's apparel

are also on sale ..t Clearance Prices. Stock up) now lor months to

ARROW SHIRTS
$1.59 ea. or 2 for $3.00

STETSON SHIRTS
9Sc ea

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
137 - 139 Princess St. Phone 3706

Hotel La Salle Bldg.

ANNOUNCING 11

THE OPENING OF

KARSON'S
TEA ROOMS

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND BARRIE

HOME OF FAMOU<5
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Mcds '38 Gala Event With Jack Crawford March 17

TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

only AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1876

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & DEsterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St.

We Cordially Invite

You to Mejet

Miss Anne Snyder

Vita-Ray

Beauty Consultant

Authority on made-up arid

care of the skin, who will

be in our Toiletriis Depart-

ment

—

Monday, Ma ch 9th

Saturday, Ma ch 14th

the

out

You will be iJhown
m;ike-np that Irings

your best feature i, and min-
imizes those lea 1 desirable
—based on yoj particular
type.

Complimentary (Facia] will

be given by a pointment

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. PrinceM ud Wellington

WE DELI /ER

APPLICATIONS
FELLOWSHIPS

FOR
DUE

Engineers Meet

There will he a meeting of the
Engineering Society in Cax-
ruthcrs Hall today at 4.15^ p.m.
The Tricolor grant and nomin-
ations for officers will be discuss-
ed at this meeting.

The attention of graduating stu-

dents is called to the following

graduate, fellowships. Applications

for these fellowships should be sent

in to the Registrar before April L.

In History there arc two gradu-

ate fellowships, The Sir James

Aikin Fellowship in Canadian His-

tory with a value of $400 and the

Western Graduate Fellowship,

valued at $320. Further details

about these awards may be found

in the Calendar of the Faculty of

Arts.

Two Arts Research Fellowships

valued at $500 each are also open

to graduate students. One of these

is a travelling fellowship, while the

other is resident These are open

to men and women who have taken

an Honour's E.A. at Queen's or an

equivalent degree elsewhere. The

university calendar has all further

details.

Four Reuben Wells Leonard

Scholarships are available for

graduating students in attendance

at Queen's. These have a value of

$500 and are awarded to the gradu-

ates "who are willing and qualified

to undertake independent research

work in the interests of higher

culture."

Other graduate scholarships are

the Milton Hersey Fellowship in

Chemistry, valued at $400 and the

R. B. Bennett Scholarship of

$250.

One of the most interesting prizes

awarded by the university is the

Prince of Wales prize. This is an
award of merit, rather than a prize

of value as it consists of>$32 in

hooks. In 1860 the Prince of

Wales, later King Edward VII,

visited Queen's and contributed

$800 for a scholarship. Originally

the interest was used for an award
to the best student in the university.

For a number of years a list of the

Prince of Wales prize winners was
published in the University calen-

dar just as the list of Rhodes
Scholars is now published. Later
the money.was used to buy a medal
and still later for a matriculation

scholarship. Now the scholarship

has been restored to its original

use. The award will be given to

the student graduating with the

highest standing in the Faculty of

Arts.

Additional prizes are the Mc-
Ilquham Foundation in English,

valued at $20. This is awarded to

the best original poem, short story

or play. The Gowan Foundation
No. 2 is given for the best collec-

tion of Canadian ferns and fern

allies and has a value of $16.

Two girl friends met in

street. "I hear you've broke
your engagement," said

the

n off

one of
them

"Oh, my dear, yes," answered the
other; "Jack simply became im-
possible. He criticised the way I

dressed, objected to my friends and
always expected me to be at his
beck and call. Then, on top of all

that, he suddenly went off and
married another girl, so I simply
made up my mind to have nothing
more to do with him.—Xavcrian.

ROGERS TO RECEIVE

LETTER FROM A.M. S.

Urges Support Of Measure

To Provide National

Scholarships t

The- A. M.S. Executive is sending

a letter to the Hon. Norman Rogers,

Minister of Labor and former

Queen's professor, urging him to

support a measure for the adoption

of national scholarships which it is

expected will be presented to the

House of Commons during the

present session. The motion to

adopt such action was presented to

the meeting of the A.M.S. on

Wednesday night and it was unan-

imously adopted by the members of

the executive.

The Journal has given promin-

ence to, and wholeheartedly sup-

ported, the movement for the adop-

tion of national scholarships in this

country. The A.M.S. Executive

has approved the stand of the Jour-

nal by sending this letter to Mr.

Rogers.

A system of national scholarships

would enable brilliant but needy

students to proceed to university

with government aid. At the pres-

ent time there are many brilliant

students in the secondary schools of

the Dominion who, when they ma-

triculate, are forced to discontinue

their education because of insuffi-

cient funds for a university career.

Most European countries have al-

ready adopted a system of national

scholarships.

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR NEXT SESSION

Under the will of the late W.

W. Near of Hamilton, Queen's

University has received a grant

of $2000. The money has been

distributed among the three

faculties as follows: Arts $1000;

Applied Science. $500; and Medi-

an*, $500. The first awards under

these scholarships are to be made

n April, 1937, and not this spring

as previously announced. The

sums have yet to be distributed

among the different departments

and the conditions of the awards

will be announced in the new

:alendar which will come out next

month.

QUEEN'S NOT TO
JOIN N.F.C.U.S

(Continued from page 1)

national and international debates.

Queen's has frequently participated

in these but it was felt that mem-
bership might mean an extension of

such activities. Second, the organ-

ization is able to procure a reduc-

tion in price of athletic equipment.

As the Queen's Athletic Board gets

wholesale prices for all its athletic

equipment the advantages of this

service would be negligible.

Third, exchange scholarships

within the Dominion and from
abroad are promoted by the Fed-

eration. Queen's already benefits,

from this exchange system. Fourth,

the N.F.C.U.S. is able to procure a
reduction in the amount of royal-

ties paid for college dramatic pro-

ductions. As far as could be learn-

ed the Queen's Dramatic Guild has

made no attempt to obtain reduc-

tions in royalties and this service

might be of value to the dramatic
groups on the campus.

The report concluded that from
the financial standpoint membership
would not be worth while in pro-
portion to the cost of joining. But
as a metiium for the exchange of
ideas and for developing a more
unified Canadian student body, the

report felt that the Federation is an
excellent organization. Because of
this it was suggested that Queen's
should belong when the financial

situation warrants such a move.

A.M.S. Court

The A.M.S. Court will be
in session shortly. Anyone
with charges to make should
present them to me immedi-
ately with evidence and the

names of witnesses,

<Sgd.) R. T. Thoman,
Sheriff.

PUT IT IN RIME

Contributed by Arts '39

Polycarp and Alexander

Sophocles, Anaximander

Nicodemus, Polyphemus

And old Romulus and Remus
Caesar and Miltiades

Cato, Alcebiades

Abraham and Trismegestus

Anaxagoras and his sisters

Forget all these, for one night,

please,

Come revel at Frosbe Revelries!

Mathematics, hydrostatics

Bequadriatics and pneumatics

Conchalogy and Astrology

Phlebatomy and trechatomy

Phlelotomy and geology

Social statics, numismatics

Economy and astronomy

Genesis and Deuteronomy
Forget all these, for one night,

please,

Come revel at Froshe Revelries!

But gracious dancing and high

prancing

Side long glances, gay romances
Wistful sighs and eager eyes

Jubilations and flirtations

Cupid Valentines, Queen's

feminities

Light fantastics and love's tactics

Rythmonalogy and ministralogy

Remember this and those and
these

Come on and revel at Froshe

Revelries.

Remember the date, Friday

March 13, in Grant Hall. Tickets

for the Frosh Revelries are pro-

curable for one dollar from June
Lamson, Helen Gordon, Lillian

Gardner, Fred Miller, Louis
Couillard, Chris Flanders and
Don Andrews (convener, phone
612-W).

Connolly Elected

E. C. Connolly was elected

president of the Commerce Club
for 1936-37 and Dr. W. A. Mac-
kintosh was elected Honorary
President at the elections held on
Wednesday afternoon.

Other officers are as follows:

Vice-President, C. R. Coughlin

;

Secretary, Jack Mark
; Treasurer.

R. Armstrong; Year Representa-
tives, '37, M. Cunningham; '38,

B. Siinonton
;
'39, L. Couillard.

In a letter in Collier's Weekly,
Roy O'Brien of Webster City, Pa.,

recently said: "...if you have a
good candidate and a poor plat-

form play up the candidate; if you
have a good platform and a poor
candidate play up the platform;
but if you have neither, stand on
the constitution and wave the flag."

—Standard Daily. ,

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

Phone 2744

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Night and Sundays lsjj

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE MI

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 64i
Serving Queen's over 30 year,

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2So»

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi

Sporting Goods, News Stand-and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY. YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,

NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL
STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173 -175 -177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520|

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

PRANK KCECS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES t2M\

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing|

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St|

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 3189

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

SPECIAL *

Hotel L>» Salle
SATURDAY MARCH 7th

FRANK COTT AND HIS SEIGNIORY
CLUB ORCHESTRA

9.00 to 12.00

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPE**

CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE
RING BOOKS

For Professional or Business Men

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock St*Phone 1941
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Canadian and European
universities contrasted
laminations Written Only

In Last Year In
France

[Sessions Are Longer

Pierre Saint-Loup, the ex-

lange student at Queen's from

ance, in a recent interview with

Journal" expressed great en-

psiasm for the student activities

il
college social life here. "In

gncc." he said, "the universities

ill situated in large cities

icre interests arc so numerous

It college clubs do not exist

student who is keen about

imatics or music joins a city

ganization. Thus we miss a

Eat deal of the college spirit

licli you have here."

'Students in French univer-

ics, however, do have some
lbs," he continued, "where they

p in occasionally to talk or

re a drink,"

There is no compulsory attend-

ee at the universities in France

Mr. Saint-Loup explained

the student there is more
tture than the Canadian under-

idunte. "We spend seven years

high school before entering

;rsity," he said "and conse-

lently we are used to the re-

msibility of more advanced
irk,"

"he student in France writes

aminations only at the end of

last year at college, before he

ves his "license" which cor-

"ponds to our B.A. degree. Mr.
mt-Loup expressed himself in

our of this system. "The
lilent is forced to keep his

"P." he said, "because of

Hucnf oral exams. He is al-

to write his final exams
|Kr in June or October. The
lege session is much longer
m at Queen's and lasts from
•mber till July."

Mr Saint-Loup is a graduate

( Continued on page 2)

DMMERCE CLUB TO

EAR HEAD OF BANK

iraliam Towers Addresses
Banquet Next

Monday

Dinner Is Informal

paliam F. Towers will be guest

rW at the annual dinner of the

Amerce Club, to be held Mon-
March 16th. at the Y.W.C.A.

' !r Towers, the present Gov-
lt)r of the Bank of Canada, is a

y known and influential figure

Canadian banking field. After

"Nation from McGill University,

rowers entered the employ-

°f the Royal Bank of Can-

and by 1933 had r'sen to the
"u°n of Assistant General Man-

to 1934 he resigned this post

'£«pt the governorship.
m dinner is informal for all

graduates and anyone on the

Wishing to attend may do
1

"dergraduates arc urged to

(Continued on page 8)

Duelling Takes Place Of
Football Jn
Germany

Library Is Praised

"I think Canada is a lucky

country to he away from the tense

atmosphere of Europe," said Heinze

Loefke, German exchange student,

in an interview with the journal

"Canadians and Americans seem to

have a somewhat wider outlook than

their European cousins," continued

Mr. Loefke, paving tribute to the

relatively peaceful atmosphere on

this side of the Atlantic.

Mr. Loefke spoke in clear, pre-

cise English of which any Cana-

dian born student might be proud.

He told the Journal that he had

studied very little English in Ger-

many and none when at university

:

"One catches on to it quickly," he

said.

"My aim in coming to Canada

was to observe social conditions

generally and academic life in pan
ticular," stated Mr. Loefke. He is

studying Economics, History and

philosophy at Queen's. He has

found the whole system of academic

instruction very different in Canada

from that in Germany. He told the

reporter with a very quiet and

somewhat provocative smile that

since he had no intention of trying

for a degree at Queen's, he does

not have to write the final exams.

That ordeal is not in his contract.

When the conversation switched

to the inevitable rugby, Mr. Loefke

became enthusiastic: "I enjoyed the

rugby games very much," he said,

"I think- it is a good thing to have

the entire student body interested

in a common cause. In Germany,

duelling takes the place of rugby to

some extent," he continued. "Most

of the men students belong to

duelling fraternities."

In addition to his classes at

Queen's, Mr. Loefke is carrying on

studies of his own, working toward

a PhD. in the field of sociology and

philosophy. He particularly praised

the efficiency of the staff of the

Douglas Library. Mr. Loefke paint

ed the business of 'getting a book at

a, German library in very black col-

ours indeed. But on the other hand

he feels that the scientific equipment

of the German universities is su-

perior to ours.

Canadian towns are better laid

out and the streets are wider than

those of German towns, but the

pedestrian's risk is greater in Can-

ada, he said.

"I have been well treated here

and I will find it hard to leave

(Continued on page 8)

Pennants Pilfered

One dollar reward will be

given for each of the pennants

taken from Ban Righ Hall on

the night of the second Levana

Formal. One of the pennants

has been returned. Whoever

has the others is asked to re-

turn them to the Library Post

Office where the reward may

be collected. No questions

will be asked.

MEDICOS OUST ARTS SEIZE OPPORTUNITIES

FROM HOCKEY RACE! DR. MOFFATT ADVISES

Forsberg Notches 3 Of Meds
Goals In 4-1

Win

Fast, Rough Game

In a re-play of Friday's game
Medicine handed Arts a decisive

beating at the Arena yesterday

afternoon to earn the right to meet

Science in the Interfaculty hockey

final on Wednesday. The score was
4-1 and Mcds, after gaining a two

goal lead in the first period used

everything except the spectator's

benches to hold off the determined

Arts onslaught. It was a wild,

rough struggle despite the fewness

of penalties, and three Arts play-

ers were forced to retire for repairs

during the game.

Medicine opened the scoring a

few minutes after the game started

when Forsberg took a pass from

Reeves and shot through the Arts

defence into the cage. The Medicos

dominated the play throughout the

period and towards the end Fors-

berg again counted on a solo effort.

Play became rougher in the

second session and sticks were car-

ried high. A few penalties were

handed out but so much went on

heliinrl the referee's back that it

would have taken two or three offi

cials to see it all. Ollie Wing
speedy Arts defenceman, was laid

low by a swinging stick and

though he came back shortly after

with a patch on his face it was

learned after the game that the cut

required four stitches to close it.

Forsberg continued his scoring ram-

page in this period by counting the

third Sawbone marked on a diffi-

cult angle shot.

Facing a three goal deficit Arts

played four men up to start the

final stanza and their efforts were

rewarded at the five minute mark.

On a ganging play Wing banged in

the rubber after Gibson, Berry and

Ross had relayed it to him on the

crease. The Meds defence con-

(Continued on page 5)

3 NOMINATIONS FOR

LEVANA PRESIDENCY

Voting Will Be Held In

Arts Building

Saturday

Bible Translator Speaks

At Chalrrters

Church

Happiness Important

Have a good market for your

opportunities," said Dr. James

Moffat speaking at the University

Service at Chalmers Church on

"Making the Most of Life." Dr.

Moffat is professor of Church His-

tory at the Union Theological Sem-

nary. New York, and his transla-

tion of the Bible has made his name

a household word.

We cannot wait to procure the

best of circumstances for our tasks

but must utilize what we have," the

speaker advised. Every one is sub-

ject to adversities but it is absurd

to sit idle because of discouraging

conditions. Everything depends on

whether we have the courage to

continue in the midst of such adver-

sit/. We should not be discouraged

because we have allowed ourselves

to be put off by little drawbacks and

dwell on the unfavorable side of

life.

Ecclesiasies, the book in the Bible

most free from theology, advises us

to get what we can out of life. This

hook contains a "ripe worlulrness

which belongs to no other in the

Bible. "There are fields in which

God expects us to reap happiness

and it is up to us to do it," said

Dr. Moffatt.

We should never be ashamed to

enjoy the good things that come our

way and should not take ourselves

so seriously that we let opportunity

pass by. Such chances usually are

unexpected and must be acted on

at once.

It is better to enjoy the pleasures

of youth, rather than to complain

that we have not a better opportun-

ity. Youth's capacity for enjoy-

ment is all too short and is mainly

in the years from seventeen to

twenty-seven. "You will regret later

what you could honestly have en-

(Continued on page 7)

All Students Invited

An invitation is extended to

all students to attend the

farewell reception being given

for Principal and Mrs. Fyfe

on Saturday, March 14th, at

8.30 p.m. Trustees, graduates,

members of staff and students

are giving this reception. Each

student is asked to consider

this a personal invitation. Fur-

ther details about the program

will be given in Friday's

Journal.

NEAT APPLICATIONS

GET BEST RESULTS

Employers Prefer Concise

But Full Outline 0£
Experience

At a time when the thought

of a job, either permanent or

for the summer, is uppermost

in the minds of most students

the following ortitle which will

appear in the forthcoming is-

sue of the Queen's Review

seems timely. The Journal

publishes it with the kind per-

mission of the Review.

12 Offices Open

Nominations were received for

the new Levana executive at a

meeting of the Society on Mon-

day at noon. The following is

the slate for the elections which

ill he held on Saturday morn-

ing in the main hall of the Arts

Building.

Hon. Pres.—Miss W. Kydd.

President—Alison Mitchell. Anne

Sedgewick. Helen Young.

Vice-President — Margery Mor-

ton, Helen Ralph.

Treasurer—Peggy Publow; Bar-

bara Bolton,

Secretary — Ruth Best. Mary

Graham.

Pres. of Levana A. B. of C.

—

Betty d'Estcrre, Jean Millican.

Gcorgic Ross.

(Continued on page 2)

HUGH V.SHAW HEADS

NEW JOURNAL STAFF

Neville, Muir. And Cromien

To Hold Important
Positions

Murphy Sports Editor

Hugh V. Shaw, Arts '37, was

elected editor-in-chief of the Journal

for the 1936-3" session at the an-

nual meeting of the staff on Friday

afternoon- Bill Neville, Arts '38.

succeeds Mr. Shaw as Managing

Editor, and Wallace Muir. Arts

was elected News Editor, All

appointments arc subject to ratifica-

tion by the A.M.S. Executive.

Larry Cromien was selected to

fill the office of Business Manager,

and Dave Kinloch was appointed to

the position of Assistant News

Editor.

Francis Murphy was elected to

the position of Sports Editor, suc-

ceeding Ab Gratton who has held

the position for the past two years,

(Continued on page 8)

Apparently some Alumni of

Queen's, and probably of most un

versifies, have a very uncertain

conception of how to make a force-

ful and effective written applica-

tion for employment. At any rate

they frequently fail to "land the

job" because their applications are

poorly-prepared, incomplete in de

tail, and sometimes even slovenly

in appearance.

Consider a case in point—the

latest of a number of similar ones

to come to the attention of the Em-

ployment Service.

During the latter pan of Febru-

ary the Service was informed that

a certain Canadian organization re-

quired several Engineering alumni

for a specific type of work. The

Service submitted the names of nine

graduates to the company, and im-

mediately wrote to these graduates,

informing them of the openings. If

told the men to apply direct to tin-

official named, giving detailed in-

formation about tliemselves and

about their training, qualifications,

and experience. Surely this was

plain.

Subsequently the Employment

Service learned from the organiza-

tion concerned that, although it had

heard from the men suggested, sev-

eral of their applications were com-

pletely worthless because of insuffi-

cient detailed information. The em-

ployer had been totally unable to de-

cide from the data given whether

or not these applications were fitted

for the work specified. Thus sev-

eral Queen's men lost an opportun-

ity, possibly a good one. dirough

sheer carelessness.

When a personal interview is not

feasible an employer is compelled to

judge a candidate largely by bis

written application. The employer

forms his opinion of the man him-

self, as well as of his qualifications,

from the appearance of the general

arrangement of his application and

from the data it contains. Any

(Continued on page 7)

ETHIOPIAN CONFLICT

IS TEST OF LEAGUE

DECLARES LECTURER

Ideal Of League Is To
Crystallize Feeling .

Against War

Co-operation Sought

League Of Nations Staff

Member Speaks To
History 27

"The Results of the

Ethiopian conflict, if we establish

the principle that unprovoked ag-

gression docs not pay will be prom-

ising for the development of the

League idea," said Miss M. A. Craig

McGcachy, speaking to the History

27 class on Friday morning. Miss

McGeachy is one of the Canadian

members of the League Secretariat

in the Information Section of the

League. She is on a lecture tour

in Canada and addressed the King-

ston Branch of the Institute of In-

ternational Affairs.

Miss McGeachy described the

impulse of the League as one of

idealogy, the crystallization of feel-

ing against war as a means of settl-

ing conflict. International co-

operation in all the practical fields

has Wen accomplished to a far

greater degree than has even been

expected. Such co-operation in

world crises has resulted in the in-

vention of a world machinery, to

deal with technical problems. In

health matters, social questions,

problems of transit and economic

and financial studies there docs exist

a degree of international co-opera-

tion far higher than the relations

between governments.

These people engaged in working

out the practical applic ib'on of the

League idea are interested primarily

in the technical problems and the

international accord has been a sec-

ondary factor. "It is hoped that

the value of such agreement be-

tween the nations will lead to the

establishment of a trend of think-

ing in ternn of international co-

operation in political matters too.

The nations willing to co-operate in

getting a practical problem settled

might accept some compromise in

settling political problems peace-

fully." said Miss McGeachy.

The problem of the I^3gue is to

straighten out the Treaty of Ver-

sailles in which there are many

(Continued on page 7)

CANDIDATES NAMED

FOR SCIENCE VOTING

Isbister And Foster Are
Candidates For

Presidency

Polls Open Saturday

The election of the executive

of the Engineering Society and of

the officers of the Science Court

will take place Saturday morning in

the Engineering club room. The

list of officers and the candidates

is as follows:

Engineering Society Executive:

Hon. Pres.— Prof. MacKay. Act

(Continued on page 8)
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STUDENTS
, . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Estoblhhed 1817

KINGSTON BKAHCH—King A CUresec SB.

W. R. BEL< MEU. Mtoign

FOK RENT
NEW

TUXEDDS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored
Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 80, 82 Princess St.

STUDENTS
STAFF and FRIENDS
of "Queen's"— You are invited

to take advantage of the

NYAL

2 FOR 1
SPRING SALE
Thursday, Friday,

Saturday
This week

For Full Particulars of Saving*
See Large Sale Circulars

of phone

WARD &
HAMILTON

LIMITED ~"

4 Nyal Stores 4

CO-EDS .

.

Give your room a touch of

beauty and colour with a few

artificial fiowera.

They're natural u life. They're

gorgeous beyond your

Imagination.

See them tomorrow

<Ihr

£Hr<Enlhtm (Sift

395 Princcaa St. Phone 1931

THE BOOKSHELF
CONOUCTED BY EDMUND DERRY

OLIVER GOLDSMITH. By

Stephen Gwynn. Toronto: Nelson.

$4.50.

The latest work 'from Mr.

Stephen Gwynn's pen will be wel-

comed by every lover of English

literature. It is well that an Irish-

man should undertake the task of

appraising the character and work

of one of his most distinguished

fellow countrymen. Oliver Gold-

smith, in spite of his shortcomings

and frailties, remains one of those

authors whom one loves. "He has

been accepted," says Mr. Gwynn,

"as one of Ireland's glories. He

was never, like Swift, Ireland's

rhampion ; but— unlike Swift— he

never wrote a line that sharpened

Irish divisions or added to bitter-

ness between England and Ireland.

His statue was set up facing Col-

lege Green beside that of Edmund

Burke. These were the men chosen

to represent the pride of Dublin

University, out of a list that in-

cluded also, to name two only.

Swift and Berkeley. And in that

splendid association Goldsmith came

first." Johnson said of him "no

man was more foolish when he had

not a pen in his hand, or more wise

when he had."

Goldsmith's life was a strange

series of contrasts. Bom 207 years

ago Goldsmith was the son of an

Irish curate who fanned in a small

way to eke out the modest forty

l>oimds a year which constituted his

stipend. A turn of fortune's wheel

saw the father a rector, his income

rising to two hundred pounds a year

with a decent house at Lissoy,where

the young Oliver grew up.

Perhaps the most interesting part

of the,book tells of the meeting

of Johnson and Goldsmith, which

was before Boswell appeared on the

scene. Percy (of the Reliqucs)

took Johnson over to see Gold-

smith who had long had an admira-

tion for the Great Chan. The

famous Gub was founded a year or

two later, Johnson, Percy, Rey-

nolds and Goldsmith being among

the original members, Boswell

coming in later on. Those who

know Bosweil's Johnson will re-

member the innumerable pictures of

the Club mctnbers.

It was not long before Goldsmith

published his "Traveller." Johnson

set the tone of criticism by pron-

ouncing it to be the finest poem

since Pope's death. In reading the

"Traveller" and "The Deserted Vil-

lage," one recognizes something of

Goldsmith's place in our literature

by the astonishingly large number

of passages which have become

household words. Perhaps Sir

Joshua Reynolds' daughter paid the

"Traveller" the greatest compli-

ment by commenting, after she had

read it. "Well. I never more shall

think Or. Goldsmith ugly."

Goldsmith was the first great

writer in England who lived entirely

by the earnings of his pen. Johnson,

happily for himself, had accepted

a pension. Let those who pooh-

pooh Oliver Goldsmith reflect that

two plays have been on the boards

for a century and a half. One,

Sheridan's "School for Scandal,"

the other Goldsmith's "She Stoops

to Conquer." Johnson wrote his

epitaph and we recall his words to

Bennet Langton after Goldsmith's

death, "Let not his frailties be re-

membered ; he was a very great

Coming Events

Today

:

4.00p.m.—Film Society

Convocation Hall

8.00p.m.—Classics Club

Old Arts Bldg.
'—Film Society

Convocation Hall

Wednesday, March 11:

4.00p.m.—Cercle Francis

Arts Bldg.

Room 201 1

4.15p,m.—Arts '39 Meeting

Arts Bldg.

8.00pim.—Camera Club

Sergeants' Mess
Students' Union

—Dr. Trotter

Douglas Library

Room 111

EXAMS ONLY IN
FINAL SESSION

ecessity is the.mother of con-

vention.

Campus and Gym
Levana Society elections for the

new executive will be held on Sat-

urday, March 14th, from 9 to 12

a.m., in the main hall of the Arts

Building. The nomination slate ap-

pears elsewhere in this issue.

On Wednesday, March ISth, the

Levana Society will hold its Annual

Meeting. Athletic awards will be

ifresenled and reports read. The new
executive w'll take charge of the

meeting.

* * *

The Annual Graduation Dinner

and Dance will be held on Wednes-
day, March 2Sth. The committee

in cliargc are as follows : Norma
MacRostie, Delta Steen and Helen

Young.

FINAL MUSICALE IN

BAN RICH SUNDAY

NOMINATIONS
FOR PRESIDENT

(Continued from page 1)

Program Convener — M a r g .

Wright, Margery Duff.

Pres. of Debating Society—Marg.
Cameron. Mavis McGuire.

Senior Curator — Betty. Harper,

Winnifrcd Jones.

Pres of Levana Council — Delta

Steen, Barbara Graham.
Senior Representative — Joyce

Nesbitt, Phyllis Nunn.
Juninr Representative — Eleanor

Macdonald, Phyllis Ross.

Sophomore Representative—Fran
Morrison, June Lamson, Eileen

Graham, Frances Thompson.

(Continued from page 1)

n engineering of the Ecole Cen

trale des Arts et Manufactures4
,

but he is taking Arts courses

here. He explained that in

France the engineering schools

are not affiliated with the uni-

versities as in this country. He
wants to see more of Canada be-

ore he leaves and hopes to get a

position here and remain for the

next two years. Here he obvious-

ly tried not to hurt the reporter's

feelings but had to express him-

self appalled at his experience

with a Canadian winter.

THE SONG OF OMSK
(Which is the Song of Tomsk.)

I met a wilful wandering man

Who talked to me of Tomsk;

He flapped his fingers like a fan,

And then he mumbled "Omsk."

I asked: "What's Omsk, and what

is Tomsk?"

He would not tell me clear,

But whispered, "Tomsk will rhyme

with Omsk,"

And fled as though in fear.

I wondered was the poor man sane,

And what this Omsk be

;

I rolled it round my tongue again

Reverberatingly.

I wondered still, and still it n

Through and athwart nvy
^

And still it rumbled, still it

And formed this fine refrain
.

'

"I burble Omsk, I burble T«__

Whatever these may be,
^

For Tomsk is Tomsk, and tV
with Omsk,

And that's enough for me."

Students' Barber Shon
DAN DAVIDSON

UH Princess St. Orange Hi]]
5^

Near Hemlock Dairy

210 PRINCESS STREET

ftallas ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY

Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NIGHT

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1572 244 PRINCESS ST.

Our new C.C.M. skate shar

ening machine sharpens yo

skates the scientific way,

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St,

If It's Sports Try "TreadgoldY
Phone

The final Ban Righ Musicalc of

this year took place on Sunday
evening. The program opened

with three piano solos by Miss

Isabel McNeil. These were Bach's

"Fugue in C minor," "Largo"

from Beethoven's "Sonata in A
major," and "The Island Spell"

by John Ireland.

Miss Muriel Arbuckle. accom-

panied by' Miss Leonora Black,

then gave two violin selections,

including "Romance" by Wienia-

wiski. Miss Melba King rend-

ered two delightful songs, "The
Walnut Tree" by Schumann, and

Slater's "Mayday Morn."

Miss Arbuckle brought the pm-
gram to a close with two spirited

violin compositions, "Allegro

Brillinntc," and "The Bee" by
Schubert.

Choral Concert

Tickets for the Concert to be

held by the Choral Society on
Thursday, March 19, in Grant

Hall are now on sale at the Uni-

versity Post Office and at Grin-

ham's Book Store. Those wish-

ing to reserve a special seat in

the hall can do so for an extra

< barge of 25c. The booking card

[or this purpose is at the Uni-
versity Post Office.

Never Doubt

To doubt is to wonder.
To wonder is to think.

To think is to become confused.

And to become confused is bad.

A professor in Maryland open-

ed an examination paper and
found a letter which read

:

"Dear Professor:

"If you sell any of these ans-

wers to a humorous magazine,

please send me my share. "-

—Varsity,

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT

THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR

RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery servi*^

Manufacturers Superior DeLuxe Ice Cream
phone 648 204 princess
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CAPITOL
STRIKE ME PINK

With

Eddie Cantor

To anyone looking for a couple
of hours of sheer boredom, we can
recommend "Strike Me Pink"
highly, otherwise we can think of
no good reason for going to see it.

We agree with the remark Sally
Eilers made to Eddy Cantor in one
of the early scenes; "You ought to
be on radio- so that people could
shut you off."

It is bad enough to have to
listen to Eddie on the air, but to
have to look at him as well is more
than we can bear. We have either
seen or heard all his gags before,
and they never were good enough
lo bear repetition.

We could find two incident
we liked in the whole show; one
was R,ta Rio's dancing, and the
other was the Painless Potato Peeler
salesman. Of course there are all
lends of beautiful women, but who
wants to pay twenty-seven cents to
see beautiful women when you can
see hundreds of them scattered all
over the campus, for nothing. C+.

—D.K.

Caning Attraction; "Sylvia Scar-
let with Katherine Hepburn.

that

Mussolini has ordered the en-
forcement of a law requiring all
tal.ans to be in bed by nine
o clock in the evening. He wan-
his people to raise less "wh

TlVOLi
i $1,000 A MINUTE

With
Roger Pryor and Leila Hyams

In much the same strain as
"Brewster's Millions," the Tivoli
feature is based on the idea of ex-
tensive and concentrated spending.
In this case, the reward is to be
§10,000 to a jobless and frantic
newspaper man, and he certainly

works hard for it.... in fact the
whole audience is almost worn out
by the time the last dollar is spent.
The plot is well worked out, and the
action moves so swiftly that you are
apt to overlook the fact that you
pretty sure of what is. going to

happen in the end.

Roger Pryor is good as the hero
who is to spend a thousand dollars

a minute for twelve hours. Leila
Hyams looks immaculate in a very
secondary role, which is not at all

necessary to the story- The really

great asset to the picture is the man
who acts as "checker-upper" on
Pryor. His name has slipped my
mind, but you will recognize him as
the rather ignorant, half-tough Am
erican. The contrast of the two
major characterizations gives variety

and life to the picture.

The supporting program is well

up- to average, and the whole bill

rates a B+. —N. MacR

JUMP IN AND DROWN YOUR SORROW
FRIDAY, MARCH 27th

Next Attraction: "If You Could
Only Cook," with Herbert Marshall
and Jean Arthur.

'iid more woppie."—

V

ioi ipie

arsity.

GEORGE MILLS & CO-
Mills Building

126-128 Princess St

FILM SOC IETY
The Film Society's showing oi

1
Les Miserables" will be com-

pleted today with parts two and
three. There will be no shorts

because of the length of the main
picture.

The picture will be shown to

day in Convocation Hall at 4.00

p.m. and 8.00 p.m.

Classics Club To Meet
Tonight

The final meeting of the Classics

Club wilt he held on Tuesday even-

ing, March lOlh. at S p.m. in the

Faculty Players' Lounge, Old Arts

Building. The President of the

Classics Club. Miss Winnifred Rut-

ledge is to address the members on I be

A medium for the expression of
Undent opinion on any topic con-

cerning Queen's University.

The Editor of the Soap-Box tvill

nri accept any letter without know-
ing the name of the writer. His
identity will be considered confi-

dential if the writer so desires.

All letters must reach the editor

by Sunday or Wednesday nights,

unless they are written on both

sides of tlie paper, in which case

they need not reach him at all.

Thoughts pertinent to L.S.R. and
' S.P.M.

Editor Qf Soap Box,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Sir:

Many of us are incensed at the

alarming number of communist!

heard airing their political views

around the campus. We say alarm-

ing, not because their views are

radical, but because of what they

are. This letter, frankly speaking,

is written in the fond hope of creat-

ing doubts in the minds of at least

some of those wayward youths now
spouting ,so positively, theories that

would only lead to complete anarchy

if put into operation.

Firstly, may we say that the

English heritage on the North An:

erican continent, of all peoples

finds officialism, bureaucracy and

government interference the most

ng. It would be well for some

of those amongst us, with their

foreign temperaments, to remember

this fact.

A hybrid form of communism

may be alright for the Russians but

don't want it. Freedom is our

heritage and may we always keep it

Secondly, if it weren't for the at-

tention they are attracting,

would find the tactics of the com'

munists, pitifully humorous. Just

read some of their papers and see

lat gloomy pictures of despair

they paint. What horrible mon-

sters they make the capitalist out to

Evidently thev don't realize

'The Classical Poems of Tennyson

taking pictures
*'ght is fun - -

jtudtni dayi

and Browning. The degree

which Tennyson and Browning

were influenced by the poetry

classical antiquity is not generalh

appreciated.

Election of officers of the Class

ics Club for next year will be held

and refreshments will he served

the close of fhe meeting.

kick
R the folk* ba

I he lilt fl

OUld
horn

s
how you

li.lm, h.

f
' enn have picture! to prove n.

'v uL Kod,k "Unter ibout Ihlt ne'

I

*»V of taking picturn indoor* *n
your

)mtractive- punphlet.

When i N need b F drugs
QUICKLY" 'PHONE

Stores

Mahooddrucco.
Y">Mt5,9 ....pR , (,CEjsjT.

>V« pEAC0CK
k
HONEH3-NEXTTOU)BUWS

An angry woman rushed into

I the registrar's office. In 'her hand

she bore a license. To the regis

trar she said

:

'Did you, or did you not, issue

'this license for marryin' me to

Albert Briggs?"

'Yes, I believe I did. Why?"

'Well, what are you going to

do about it?" she demanded.

'He's escaped."

—Mail and Empire.

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

that every store-keeper, farmer,

carpenter and so on,

his own tools,

blacksmith,

who owns

capitalist.

The? continually blare about

monopoly capitalism, and tearfully

deplore that "the instruments of
|

production are in the hands of a

few." Well, in the exact sense of
|

the words, this is mostly nonsense.

The only correct interpretation that
|

we can take is that money is con-

:entrated in the hands. of a few-

monopolized. Certainly every one|

will admit that wealth is inequit-

ably distributed but it is not due to

private enterprise in business. Nor;

wealth as inequitably distributed

communists would have us

believe.

One of the chief obstacles to

communism, and one which they

lo not seem to sec, is human nature.

Communists seem to forget that

man will rebel sooner or later

against force and coercion, and any

system relying on force for its

initiation, and force for its up-
keep, is doomed to failure.

Wc might make a suggestion here
pertinent to the S.P.M. This or
ganization has a bad name because
so many of our communistic friends

use it as a bulwark from behind
which they throw out their propa
ganda. However we think that its

cause is noteworthy and therefore

make the following suggestion.

Conduct a nationwide campaign
for the national monopoly of the

economic rental values of bare-land
by taxation. This is necessary be
ause the forces of special privilege

will frustrate any legislation for

peace (such as free trade, disarma-
ments, etc.,) unless they are attack-

ed at their stronghold—land mono-
poly. This will cause them to

withdraw their mercenaries from
other positions to protect their most
vulnerable point. The jingoes and
demagogues will forget about
peace with honor" and "God in

the trenches" and will harangue
about the "rights of private pro-
perty in land" and the "sanctity of
implied contracts."

Such an attack will divert the
public mind from rumors of war,
and if successful will make a Iast-

ng peace possible. For while
jingoes precipitate wars, wars are
caused by injustice. Men fight,

because they have been embrutcd'

OPEN DOOR POLICY

UPHELDJNJEBATE
The motion that "Raw materials

be made available to all nations on
equal terms" was upheld by the De-
bating Union last Thursday night.

Bob Wilson, defending the mo-
tion, stated that all nations had an
equal right to trade and under the
present system some of the nations
were cut off from this right. He
maintained that nations such as

Germany and Italy had been cut off

from this right in 1910 when Bri-

tain had abandoned the policy of

the open door. He said that it was
this lack of ability to obtain raw
materials that forced Italy into war
with Ethiopia.

Herb. Kitchen, speaking for the

opposition, stated that this was in

by injustice, or to avoid unjust

treatment.

Of course it is impossible to com-
pletely criticise any large move-
ment within the single hounds of a
letter, but we feel it our duty to

call attention to the rather hopeless

confusion of thought, in social and
economic questions, that exists in

our midst.

Sincerely yours,

F. E. G.

correct and that Italy had gone to

war with Ethiopia only as a matter
of national pride since none of the

territory in Ethiopia was fit for
the habitation of Italians. Mr.
Kitchen maintained that there, was
an abundance of raw materials

available to all countries and that

any country could buy them if she
had the money to do so. He also

said that any combines that had been
formed for the control of raw ma-
terials had failed because of the use
of substitutes.

The opposition was unable to
prove to the satisfaction of the
House that the motion was incor-

rect. When the debate was con-
cluded the officers of the Union for
the next year were elected, as fol-

lows: Honorary President, Mr.
Hugh Walpole, President Jim For-
rester, Vice-President ,,Louis Couil-

lard, Secretary Herb. Kitchen,

Clerk of the House Norman Garand.

LOST

Lady's" white gold wrist watch
cn Friday afternoon. Finder
please phone 1216-J.

As I was laying on the green
A small English book I seen

Carlyle's essay on Burns was the
edition

So I left it in the same position.

*****

mm

ml mmm
Junior

CAMPUS leaders have adopted the new
"boy" in the Edgeworth family—Edge-

worth Jr. Although Edgeworth Jr. entered

the colleges only a few months ago, the new,
light, free-burning tobacco for both pipes and
cigarettes is already "tops" in every class.

Made by Larus & Bro. Co., Richmond, Va.

Tobacconists since 1877.

' TOBACCO
forpipe orcigarettes

CORN COB PIPE CLUB OF VIRGINIA. Ooi»o*d> tuo, mmfe j

ir
. : oitbu u 9:0O fEJ.T.) o.cr NBC lilac network, ditta *

Iron Richmond. V». IPjdic Caul: KFI, KPO. KOMO. KGW, Kiln Wnpptd .a mo\ iiuit'proof "C*Jlopb»Dt."
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Requiem
As announced in (Tie last issue of the

Journal, death has finally claimed the com-

pulsory attendance issue. Last November

it took on life and was hailed by a large

majority of the students as a problem which

needed attention. The Journal cave it this

attention, pressed for a chance" in the rule,

and in December's Poll found that its posi-

tion was justified by the almost unanimous

VDtc of the students. After the Journal Poll

had shown that students desired some

chance the A.M.S. Executive took up the

question and brought it to the attention of

the faculty. The result of the discussions

and interviews has just been published: the

A.M.S. can do nothing about the matter

and the rule will remain as it is,

The Journal is sorry that students who
thought seriously about the matter and took

the trouble to register their opinions at the

Poll should now be disappointed in the

result. The A. M.S. did all in its power to

bring the matter to the attention of the

authorities The Journal did its best to

advance the claims of what it considered

a worth while cause. It interested itselt

in an issue which it believed to be in the

interests of the students, and subsequent

events proved that belief to have been well-

founded.

There are some members of the faculty

who believe that the Journal started some-
thing which merely led to a lot of trouble.

We would like to say that this campaign
was not conducted with the idea of creat-

ing trouble or filling up space. It was a

sincerely conceived and a sincerely carried

out task whose success would have in no
way benefited the Journal. During the

campaign l>oth sides were allowed an equal

hearing in the news columns of this paper

even although its editorial policy was
definitely in favor of a change. We regret

the fact that the faculty may disapprove
of the method in which we conducted th

campaign and of the unnecessary troubl

which it is supposed to have caused, but

WO jTfl unable to apologize for sponsorii

a movement which we know to be in the
interests of the student body.

At the
(

present * time there is a rule in

the calendar which calls for compulsory at

ten. lance at 87% of the lectures. If till

rule is not enforced it seems unnecessary
to retain it. if it is enforced it tends to

create an unfortunate strain of compulsion
between, faculty and student. The recent
discussions with the faculty have shown
that they arc seriously considering the com-
pulsory attendance question and are aiming
to institute o more satisfactory system when
the opportune time arrives. It is. to be
hoped that the premature death of this cam-
paign will not prevent its rcsnr/ection.

Locarno Pact, and the Covenant of the

League of Nations are being swept aside

when they interfere with nationalistic

ambition,—Great Britain is forced to pay

more and more attention to the fact that

the force which allows her navy to patrol

the seas, which propels her large air fleet,

and which turns the wheels of her highly

mechanised army is not to be found withm

jhc Empire.

Oil, without which the modern war

machine is hopelessly crippled, is a scarce

commodity in the Dominions and colonies

of Great Britain. In 1934 little more than

5% of Britain's oil supply came from

countries floating the Union Jack; a little

trickle came from Trinidad, Burma, British

Malaya, and Sarawak, a few drops from

Canada. In case of war, which some ob-

servers feel to be almost upon us. Britain

would be in a very ticklish position. Most

of her oil comes from Venezuela. Her next

most important sources of supply are Persia,

United States, Mexico. Rumania, the Dutch

East Indies, and Russia. A war would

almost incv itably make Britain'- position

in the Mediterranean one of great insecur-

ity, a few well-placed bombs would make

the Suez Canal impassible. Her supply from

Persia, Rumania, and Russia would be

Creath jeopardized, and the delay caused

by the passage' around the Cape of Good

Hope to Burma. Malaya, and the Dutch

East Indies might prove critical.

Under such conditions the Island King-

dom would have to turn to the New
World. If the American Neutrality Bill

goes through it is possible that she will be

unable to exceed her normal demand upon

that country, although with the powerful

financial interests in the States ranged on

her side thi* restriction is not very certain,

This leaves Mexico, which usually supplies

about 10% of Britain's oil, and Venezuela,

which supplied the island with 40% of her

oil in 1934; both of these countries would

no doubt be pleased to supply her with all

she needed. These two countries from

which, in time of war, most of her oil must

come are separated from Britain by thous-

ands of miles of water and it is upon the

Navy that Great Britain must depend if

and w/ien a conflict breaks out.
j

As the chief support of the League of

Nations Great Britain must be in a position

to serve the League effectively. Increased

naval and air armaments are not merely

for the purpose of national defense; under
her present pro-League policy Britain must
be prepared to defend international peace

under the Covenant of the League. This
policy requires an abundant supply of oil,

and a strong Navy is the only means of

securing this oil if a war should break out.

Oil For The Fleets Of Britain
While international conflict stares tl

world in the face,—while Japan encroaches
upon China and Mongolia and increasingly
antagonizes Russia, while II Duce sends
his bombing planes towards Ethiopi
capilal.-while Hitler sends his troops across
the Rhine, and while the Versailles Treaty,

The New Staff

With only two more issues of the

Journal appearing this year we find that

our task is nearly over.. Already next

year's staff has been elected and the fate

of next year's Journal lies in their hands.

Frequently, on relinquishing a task, one

wonders how those who succeed will carry

on the job, whether their results will be

better or worse. This year the Journal is

singularly fortunate in being able to look

forward confidently to the coming year and
know that those who Will be in charge next

year have already proved their mettle and
shown their capacity to fill their positions

efficiently.

Hugh Shaw, the new editor-in-chief, has

shown a determination and originality which
will stand the Journal in good stead. His
three years of experience on the paper will

prove a valuable asset. Every other mem-
ber of the new staff has had plenty of ex-

perience for his or her task. This year's

Levana Editor and the three faculty

assroiatH editors will fill the same position

next year. They have all shown a keei

interest in the Journal, particularly Goldwin
Smith whose Campuscopc has appeared in

every issue since No. 1. Francis Murphy,
who covered most of the hockey games
this winter, succeeds Ab Gratton as Sports
Editor. Bill Neville, Wallace Muir, and
Dave Kinloch will help, in their respective

positions, to make the Journal a belter paper
than ever.

It is fortunate that capable hands arc

ready to fill the depleted ranks. Students
will have no need to be ashamed of next
year's Journal.

Official Notices

Admission to Honours Courses under the New

System of Studies

The attention of students is called to the

regulation regarding admission to courses for

Honours. At the end of the second year

(from Pass Matriculation) each candidate for

an Honours Course shall apply through the

Registrar to the departments concerned for

permission to proceed in his Major and Minor

subjects. The departments shall not accept

him unless in his work during the first two

years he has shown promise of ability to

qualify for Honours by obtaining at least

sixty-two per cent, in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard in his other

work. ,

Applications must reach the Registrar

sometime during the month of March.

Faculty of Arts Examination Time-Table

The attention of students in the Faculty of

Arts is called to the complete time-table for

April examinations. Errors or omissions

should be reported at once to the Registrar's

Office.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all Faculties

must be received at the Registrar's Office

on or before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts de-

gree will pay a degree fee of $10; candidates

for the Master of Arts degree will pay a

fee of $20. Anyone applying after March

15th will have to a pay a late fee of $3.

Thl

Welch Scholarship

Value $100. Founded by Frederick

Welch of Kingston. Awarded in the Faculty

of Arts and open for competition only to

the sons and daughters of non-commission-

ed officers and men who have served over-

seas in the late war, and of mechanics and

labourers, which students shall at the time

be bona fide residents of the City of King-

ston ; preference being given to the children

of soldiers. Application for this Scholar-

ship must be made to the Registrar not

later than April 1st and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the terms

of the will. The Scholarship will be award-

ed on the basis of the April examinations

and will be tenable by a student in residence

during the following session.

Khaki University and Y.M.C.A. Memorial

Fund

This fund is part of a sum, left from the

Khaki University after the War, which was
divided among the Canadian Universities.

The interest, amounting to $240, will be

used to award one or more scholarships open

to undergraduate students In any Faculty.

In awarding these scholarships the need as

well as the standing of applicants will he

considered and preference will be given to

returned men, or sons or daughters of

soldiers of the Great War. Applications will

be received by the Registrar up to April 1st.

Graduate Fellowships

The attention of graduating students is

called to the following Fellowships. Ap-
plications for these Fellowships should
reach the Registrar by April 1st.

Arts Research Fellowships

The University will award one Fellow-

ship of the value of $500 and one or two of

smaller value. These will be open to men
and women who have taken an Honours
B,A. at Queen's or an equivalent degree
elsewhere. At the discretion of the Com-
mittee on Arts Research the $500 Fellow-

ship may be awarded as a Travelling Fel-

lowship, but with this exception the ap-

pointments are given only to those under-

taking graduate studies at Queen's.

Milton Herscy Fellozvship in

Chemistry

This Fellowship, of the annual

value of $400. has been endowed

by Milton L. Hersey, M.Sc.

LL.D., of Montreal. It is open to

graduates of all universities and

technical colleges.

R, B. Bennett Fellowship

This Fellowship, of the value

of $250, will be offered in the first

instance to enable an approved

student to take the summer ses-

sion at the Geneva School of In-

ternational. Studies. If no approv-

ed candidate applies it will be

offered as a Fellowship in any

faculty.

English Professor — "Anony-

mous means 'without a name.'

Now write me a sentence using

this word."

A witty Frosh wrote — "Our

new baby is anonymous.—H.G.D.

Taff Byrne Wins Minin ,f

Society Medal

N. W. (Taff) Byrne has bBc.

announced winner of ^
President's Cold Medal and

fir,,

prize of $25.00 in the Canadj^

Mining and Metallurgical

ciety's undergradute essay ^
petition. A. S. Robb was succe

(Ji

ful in winning the second prh;e _

At the end of a bridge ncar
Edmonton there is a danger,,,,,

curve, with a suitable remark
t na ,

acceleration shouldn't be accent,

atcd at that point. Above the sig„

is room for another sign, which

an evangelist saw fit to use, The
ultimate result was a sign read,

ing thus:

"Jesus is coming."

"Maximum Speed — 10 Milj,

per Hour."—Ubyssey.

Get a

New
Thrill!

SWEET
CAP0RALS

Captwt€te

purcit form In which tobacco can be imokid."—jtyncel

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

CHEQUES CASHED
Leave your big cheques here

and save time. It is precious

AV R. McCOLL
Prescription Druggist

260 University Ave.

Where the students eat and meet

Open till 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Eldest Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowera Anywheres

—

Anytime
Que. Phone 1763—Conset-vatoriet 1137

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Store

Domestic and Imported Tobaccoi

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Cili

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquarter.

CANADA RADIO STORES

Roy-York Cafe next to

The Good Place To Eat

Better lood for less money
,

Special rate meal ticket for stu^

fflarujiulD <ttaf*

346 Princess St. Kingston,

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hotel

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance Ord**

25c Per Passenger

The Reuben IVclls Leonard Fellowships

Four Fellowships of the value of $500
will be awarded to graduates of Queen's
University "who are willing and qualified

to undertake independent research work in

the interests of higher culture." These Fel-

lowships arc tenable only by students in

attendance at Queen's.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S It
H
o°RI

123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

INTERFACULTY HOCKEY GOES 'ROUND 'AND 'ROUND
Thc Xt^tool^^lc^MriwM^tteeR', this year pre ,cn„ an ,m .

U5Ua ]
situation

, ScIenCO liavc ntcn play

",hedute calling for each i

to take place in thc

laurels, thc official;

ks past three team*, namely. Arts, Mcdkng a round-robin series of games with the
luh to play four fixtures. With only one

onwsl to iaKc m .iit original schedule, and with Arts favored to

JS> the laurds
'
the off.c.als went .nto a huddle, and came to the con-

tusion that every club in the ser.es had used several ineligible playersc
-
lC league games. y '

.

The unanimous decision of the "moguls" was to rule out the results
,. ie gain" P|ayc«i pnor to last Thursday. Then it was decided that

he championship should he decided by the elimination method with the

rinBers
" *>arrcd 'rom competition.

Accordingly Meds met Arts on Friday and took a 1-0 decision to
am the right to play last years champions. Science, in a sudden-death
hanipionship clash.

This tilt was to be played yesterday- afternoon, but the Art* crew
,n finding themselves out in the cold swung into action with a fine
^hibition of sleuthing and found that the Medicos had an ineligible

„,„ in their lineup.

When this latter fact was brought out league officers again went
into session and emerged with thc order for Arts and Meds to put on
their act again on Monday. Thus yesterday's important battle marked
the third time that the Intcrfaculty scries began its schedule to declare

winner. If all goes well the title will probably be decided on Wcd-
sday when Science hook up with yesterday's winners.
And that's just the way the situation stands. Up to press time we

hadn't heard of any further protests, but you never can tell what these In-
rfaculty powers that be are going to do.

After the champions have been declared we would suggest the
anagcrs, coaches, and athletic sticks of thc teams meet in a series of

games. To-date they appear to be evenly matched in the committee room
conflicts.

KINGSTON KIDS EARN ORCHIDS
Wally Elmer's classy Kingston Junior "Bees" continue to carry the

torch for Limestone City hockey as their surprising and thrilling victory

cv<r Toronto Dukes last Friday at Maple Leaf Gardens, left thc local

kiddies heavy favourites to annex the O.H.A. Junior "B" championship.
Thc rise of the Red Indians to a place in the puck spotlight has
sensational to say thc least. Given few chances, if any, to eliminate

the husky Duke club the local speedsters, showed their fighting qualities

l>y giving tile Toronto lads a neat hockey lesson right on their home
ice, to win the game 4-0 and the round by a 10-9 score.

The hockey fans of Kingston, expectant of an O.H.A. title after a

jit of ten years, have gone wild over their team.
Along the main stem all you can hear is talk concerning the feats

the great little pucknien who arc putting Kingston back on the

hockey map in a big way.
On. Friday 'when St. Mike' 1

: Buzzers come to town for the first

game of the O.H.A. semi-finals, the' teams will play to a packed rink.

Ticket* for the important clash went on sale yesterday and before night

most of the precious pasteboards were sold. Any students wishing to

witness what should be the stand-out hockey attraction of the year are

advised to purchase their seats immediately. Only standing room will

he available by Friday evening.

SPORTAGRAPHS
Reports from Turonto have it that Jo« Catlin, thc ccntrc-ice sensa-

tion of Kingston Juniors is headed for St. Mike's next winter . . . Catlin

attends Regiopolis College here and is destined to go far in hockey . . .

Hut wc7e betting he won't do his puck chasing for the Bay St, School
1937 . . . The kid would look nice in a Queen's uniform . . . And

there is a slight possibility that Joe will enter thc local university

next Fall . . . For future reference—Princeton Tigers will provide the

opposition for Queen's when thc newly formed International Inter-

. ' hockey league is inaugurated locally . . . December 19th is

the date allotted for thc colorful clash . . . Frankie Murphy who will

, t -pprts for you during the i9J6-37 jcrtn.kuows jtl ,llie -*uort

answers .

'

' lfranlii'c' wields a potent pen, and wifl give you the dope

while it's hot . . . Signs of Spring . . . Shortage of sports copy and

closing stages of Interfaculty hockey.

MEDS TURN TABLES

ON ARTS PUCKSTERS

Pollock's Goal Gives Docs
1-0 Decision At

Arena

WHO'S WHO
on the

BASKETBALL TEAM

BASKETBALL SERIES

BEGINS THURSDAY

The sporting' spotlight swings

lowly around and focuses upon

nterfaculty basketball. This

itlce fs scheduled to commence

n Thursday afternoun although

5 yet precise details as to the

respective participants and the

unner of mayhem have not been

burned from the promoter,

Alexander Secber. As to thc

robable outcome of the encount-

r in accurate guess is very liaz-

nlous although if Theology enters

U-am they are extremely unlike

'y to emerge victorious. Then
ha; leaves three teams. Of these

uree Med,s do not seem to have
1 prolific an amount of material

u Arts and Science. Between

jlbtse two there is not much to

:'&e. Both have players of

promising potential possibilities

but Fuzzy Jack should prove to

bt 'he Arts margin of victory

Mary's Prayer

k'e-iry with a day of play

*,:'ry homeward took her way,

vti ing as she passed the gate,

'Mother did I stay too late?"

"Late enough," her mother said,

""itne for you to be in bed.

! *|"rry now an(j g0 upstairs
1 11 come and hear your prayers."

Reeling by her little bed,

Hands clasped tight, her prayers

sh-e said,

fow I lay me down to sleep;

ICE GAME TOMORROW

WILL DECIDE TITLE

The 19.16 champions of the Inter-

faculty hockey series will be de

dared on Wednesday afternoon

when Science, last year's titlehold'

ers, will meet the winners of Mon
day's Meds-Arts encounter

sudden-death play-off fixture. Start-

ing time for to-morrow's crucial tilt

is set for 4 o'clock sharp and team

managers are advised to have their

players dressed to take thc ice at

this hour.

Winless in three starts before

protests began to fill the air over

last week-end, the Science six, now

that they are definitely back in the

contention for league laurels,

tend to make the most of the gen-

erosity bestowed upon them by

league officials and cop the title.

With Merve McEweit their star

goalie scheduled to watch proceed-

ings from the sidelines, the Engi-

neer bo;ird of strategy will insert a

high class net guardian into the

line-up, and feel confident that by

night fall Science wilt still be rulers

of the Interfaculty puck roost.

Both Arts and Meds possess un-

usually strong aggregations, and

even without the services of their

two ace puckchasers will be capable

of making it more than interesting

for the defending champs.

Arts saw their hopes of an In-

terfaculty puck championship dis-

ppear when they were elirninat-

Iry Meds 1 to 0 on Friday

fternoon. At a meeting held on

Thursday it was decided to throw

out all the previous games as each

f the teams had been using an

neligible player. The three boys

had played one or more games for

the Senior squad in the Ottawa

City League and so were inelig-

ble for Interfaculty competition.

Arts felt the loss of Christie,

their star centre player, and they

could not get going at all in the

first period. Med's pressed the

play from the first and made
many dangerous rushes on goal

which Neville had a hard time

blocking. Finally in the second

rame Pollock broke away fasl

and gave Neville no chance to

save on his hard shot to the upper

corner. Arts seemed to come to

fe and pressed hard but they

ould not penetrate the strong

lefense of Gibson and Jenkins

who broke up nearly all the

rushes at the blue-line.

The play became very rough

at times and several penalties

ere meted out for slashing and

illegal bodycheck ing. At one

time Arts had two men in the

pen.tlty box but they were able

to hold off the determined on-

slaught of the Doctors. Arts also

pressed hard when they
1

had a

man advantage but they were

unable to flash the red light.

Meds had a more organized

attack and their forward line of

Corrigan, Pollock and Hanford

was always dangerous around the

nets. Gibson, on defense, was

perhaps the most dangerous

player on the ice. He led many
dangerous rushes but he had no

luck when it came to banging the

rubber home.

Cunningham and Wood play

cd very well on defense for the

Artsmcn and managed to break

up most of the rushes. Wing
carried the puck well but was

prevented from getting into

good scoring position. Gibson

and Barry attacked well on the

forward line but their passing at-

tack seemed to go hay-wire in

side the opposing blue-line.

Arts — Goal, Neville; defense

Cunningham, Wing ; centre
Barry; wings, Gibson, Trousdale

subs, Sobiski, Collins, Ross, Mc
Cormick, Molten

Meds—Goal. Quigley: defense

Gibson, Jenkins; centre, Corn

gan
;

wings. Pollock, Hanford

silbs, Carson, Empson, Forsbcrg

Young, Latimer, Clancy. Claire,

Arbour.

P^V the Lord my soul to keep

Here the iittIc g0|dcn head
J «titly dropped upon the bed,

"Come now dear, say all you know,

If—if," her mother prompted low.

"Sleepily the little maid

Raised her tired head and said,

•If he hollers let him go,^

Eenie meenie minie moe."

—Morris Whidden.

MEDS OUST ARTS
FROM PUCK RACE

(Continued from page 1)

tinned to lay on the hickory and

hips and kept the flying Arts for-

wards out. Quigley in thc Med

goal had little to do, his defence

managing to knock the opponents

down while Reg Patterson had his

forwards well trained in thc art of

backchecking. With the Arts team

playing five men up Corrigan broke

away and went in to beat Neville

with a low drive-

Medicine now meet Science in a

sudden-death game to decide the

long drawn out Interfaculty series.

The teams

:

Medicine : Goal, Quigley ; defence,

Gibson, Jenkins; centre, Corrigan;

Doug Rooke, captain and
guard. Meds '37, fourth year on

senior basketball at Queen's, in-

termediate basketball 1931, Vice-

Pres. of the Aesculapian Society,

1936, spent one year at Varsity

before transferring to Queen's

Q holder in basketball.

Gord Tilley, guard, Comm. '36

first year at senior basketball, in

termediale basketball 1933, Water

Polo team 1933. Vice-Pres. Com
merce Club 1936. Q holder ii

basketball.

Lloyd Edwards, forward, Sc

'36, second year on senior team

played two years for University

of Saskatchewan before transfer

ring here, hails from Regina. Q
holder in basketball.

Chuck Finlay, forward, Comm
'36, 8.A. in '35, third year senior

basketball, intermediate cham

pious 1933. Junior champion

1932, tennis team 1934 and 1935

Arts Athletic Stick 1935, clerk

Arts Court 1934. Arts '35 perm

anent executive.

Bill "Wimpy" Stephen, guard

Arts '36. first year senior basket

ball, intermediate 1935, Junior

champions 1935. senior judg<

Arts Concursns, 'Arts *36 perm

anent executive.

Harry Sonshine. ( irward

Comm. '37, graduate Harbon
'._ oll?giati Toronto, thirJ year

enior basketball, two years

senior football champions, all-in-

tercollegiate flying-wing 1935. Q
holder in football and basketball.

Mai Bews, guard. Arts '27.

second year senior basketball, two

years outside wing on senior

(oatba.ll champions, wrestling

team 1931, Junior basketball

champions 1933, Constable Arts

Court 1936. Q holder in football

and basketball,

Mai Cunningham, centre,

Comm. '37, second year senior

basketball, captain of next year's

squad, hurdler on track team 1934,

Junior football 1934, intermediate

1935, candidate for vice-president

in Arts elections for 1936. Q
bolder in track and basketball.

Johnny Edwards, forward. Arts

'37, first year senior basketball,

pole-vaulter on track team two

years, halfback senior football

champions two years, transferred

from U. of Michigan, Athletic-

Stick for Arts 1937, President

Track and Field Club 1936, Art-

candidate for secretary in A.M.S.

elections 1936, journal Staff. Q
holder in football, basketball and

track.

Ralph Jack, coach, Prep Science

'39, first year senior basketball

coach, intermediate football coach

1935, four years scuior basketball

in Ottawa, four years a member

of Ottawa Rough Riders.

Sandy Seeber, manager two

years. Arts '37, Athletic Stick for

\rts 1936, Sports Ed tor Tricolor,

intermediate basketball manager

1934.

REMEMBER THAT YEAR AT QUEEN'S?
When you were writing that hut group of examinations and you

couldn't concentrate on your work because of that painful ache in

your tired feet.

Eliminate all possibility of that happening again by buying a pair

of our perfect fitting shoe*.

NaborhooD
STORE

Phone 704

SHOE
166 Princess St.

ANNOUNCING
WARREN K. COOK'S

NEW SHOWING OF EXCLUSIVE, IMPORTED

SUITINGS
FOR SPRING, 1936

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only $3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE

Interfaculty Basketball

Thursday 5-6 p.m.

Meds-Science

Saturday 2-3 p.m.

Meds-Ar:s

wings. Pollock, HandfoVd; subs.

Forsberg, Reeves. Carson. Dafoe,

Clare, Arbor, Latimer.

Arts: Goal, Neville; defence,

Wing, Art Wood; centre. Berry;

wings, Gibson, Cunningham; subs.

Ted Wood, Sobiski. Collins, Mc

Cormick, Moltcr, Ross.

Referee : Jack Scott. Kingston.

THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS
OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THJAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

312 Barrie St. Phone 302-Driver WiU Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 3SS Princess Street

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street

Phone 500

Phone 505

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

STo ^tu&pnta ot Queen's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS
Alarm Clock. Novel Gift.

Watches And F»VM»

Pens and Pencil! College Inilgnia

Designing to Order

^mtttj ffivo*. 3J*iUi>Ura, Stn«*/*
PHONE 666 Estd. 1840 102 PRINTS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 iff TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT TAILORS
226 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON

A. R TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUP!

180 Wellington Street 'Phone «»•
Over Canadian Pacific Eaprw Office.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for Ail Facultiw

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pen.,

Slide Rules, Queoa's Pennants and Cushions. Our us»d

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen'. University Grounds ONTARIO
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6th. Fell sadly away from all

my good resolves this day, for I

had sternly resolved th.it I would

take part in no more revelry for

this year, but did so far weaken

as to huy my admission to the

ball in the great hostel in the

citie. And it is ever so, for when
1 have forbid myself a certain

thing, then am I sure almost to

do it. But J do lay this for the

most part to H. Sh.w, who did

undermine my determination not

to accompany him, by the pcrsi

tent replenishment of my gla

at the slight celebration that did

follow upon the election of the

staff for next year. So to dine

and in Ijastc to array myself in

(try finest atire which has been

this long while fopd for the

moths (and not so fine neither

as once it was). Thence by hired

coach to collect my partner; she,

poor wretch, being in great haste

and trouble for my having bid

her so late. But yet 1 did heartily

rejoice for I had not thought to

be so fortunate at so late an
hour. So away, and to the ball

where is gathered a great com-
pany most marvellous gay and
full of colour and great mirth, the
floor fairly jammed with the great
throngs. A most excellent fine

revel and withal not lacking in

memorable incidents. And we in

especiall amused on our entering

into the committee room for cer-

tain information to find there a

couple much preoccupied with

onc^ another. And we did

ask, (coughing delicately in ad-

vance) whether that were not the

committee room? To which they

did make abrupt reply that it was

not so and returned at once to

business.

And one tells me with great

pride (whose name I am tempted

to devulgc, but yet will not for

charitee) that he hath, by the

use of the fire hose, contrived a

very fine lake in the corridors and

MOD complained of it with suc-

cess to mine host, I cannot say

if he is the same that hath made
necessary the re-papering of one

of the rooms.

But of all the talcs both strange

and mirthful that do be abroad of

the happenings of this night, me-
thinks the best (and I do most

sadly eomplain that I did not my-
self witness it) is that which was
told to me as follows:

Scene: An hallway in the

hostel. Time, well past one

the clock, methinks.

(Enter a mayde, ^running,

much distraught and in some dis-

array.

Mayde: I wanna be necked! I

wanna be necked ! Where is that

guy? I'm gonna be necked!

(Enter a clerk, also in some

THE OBSERVER
CONTRIBUTED BY THE I R C.

The Case For Germany-

Italy, although still inuring

that she is a first-rate power, has

now become a second-page threat

in the newspapers since the ad-

vance of German troops into the

Rhineland, a violation of both the

Versailles Treaty and the

Locarno Pact. As a matter of

fact, however, keen observers"

have been expecting for some

it expresses the

a whole race

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOPS

Curtis Barber Shop
Darling's Barber Shop
Dan Davidson
Elliott's Barber Shop
Wood's Barber Shop

BOOKS
Tech. Supplies

Ladies' Wear
Jackson-Metivier

J. Laidlaw & Son
Stcacy's Limited

Men's Wear

Steacy's Limited
Bibby's Limited
Fifteen Dollar Clothe* Shop
J. Laidlaw & Sod
C. Livingston, Bros.
Scoti Tailors
Tweddell's
G. Van Home

CLEANING

Empire Cleaners
Modern Cleaners

CLOTHING REPAIRS

J. H. S. Dcrr,

DANCING
Kingston School of Dancing

DENTISTS

Dr. Martin
Dr. Milan
Dr. E. Sparks
Dr. Waugh

DRUGS AND SUPPLIES

Austin's Drug Store
Jury & Peacock

Ward & Hamilton
McColl's

ENTERTAINMENT
Ernie Cain
La Salle Hotel

FLOWERS
Emily Crawford Flower Shop
Kirkpatrick, G. H.
Stone's Flower ShoD
Wails

"

Gonrdi
George

r's Furs
Mills & Co.

LEATHER GOODS
Swaffield's

MEALS, LIGHT LUNCHES
McGall's Tea Rooms
Marigold Cafe
Callas Restaurant
Superior Tea Rooms
Campus Coffe Shop
The Kent Ice Cream Parlor andTea Room

JEWELLERY
Graham's Jewellery
Kinncar & D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

LAUNDRY
Kingston Imperial Laundry
Sing Doo Laundry

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
McCallum's
Woolworth's

OPTOMETRIST

Arthey, R. O.

PHOTOGRAPHY
C. H. Boyes
Ma irison Stadia
A. R. Timothy

PRINTING
Hanson & Edgar
Jackson Press

Abcrnethy Shoe Store
Loekerfs Shoe Store
N.iborhood

=HOE REPAIRS

McGall & Slater
Princess Shoe Repair
Shoe Krafts

TOBACCO. CIGARETTES
McGall's Shop
Ranger's Uptown Cigar Stors
Hendersons Cigar Store

Amey's Taxi. Phone 266
Diamond Taxi, Call 32
Sh'm's Taxi, Call 860
Mitlards Taxi—Phone 3883
Checker Taxi—Phone 800

RADIOS

Canada Radio Store

Boyd Electric Co.

WATCHMAKERS AND WATCH
REPAIRING

Graham's Jewellery
Kinnear fit D'Esterre
Smith Bros. Limited

PAPER AND PAPER HANGING
Neville's

WALL PAPER AND PICTURE
FRAMING

chances of victory against the

combined military forces of

France and the U.S.S.R. would

be most hazardous, and it seems

altogether likely that Hitler has

seized the moment of the

League's most critical test as an

opportunity for asserting * once

and for all the right of the sixty

millions for whom he is the cham-

pi, .ii 1
1 1 equal consideration by the

member-nations of the League.

Hitler's address to his diplo-

matic corps appears very reason-

able, and more than that iT ex-

plains his actions and purposes

a way apparently fitting in very

time that Hitler would make neatly with the facts of post-War

some such move to demonstrate

Germany's rights to "equality."

On the face of it, there would

seem to be no real reason why
Germany alone should be denied

the right to move her troops

about at will within her own
territory : if one disregards those

clauses in international agree

ments which specifically call for

the demilitarization of the Rhine

land, there is no justification for

preventing Germany any more

than another Power from seeking

the military security of all her

territory.

That Germany's move has been
made solely for the sake of pro-

claiming her right to do so has
been asserted by both Hitler and
von Blomberg, and there is no
reason to doubt their sincerity.

The Germans realize that their

Dr. J.H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

disarray and something uncertain

of equilibrium).

Clerk: Hie!

Mayde: Whoops! There he is!

I'm gonna be necked! Whee-e-e!
(Passionate embrace and fade-

out through a doorway nigh to

them ).

But enough of this play writ-

ing! There are a-many names
that might be writ of. both with
honourable mention and with
blushing and lowering of eyes.

But since 1 have thus far survived
the stormy life of a teller of tales,

and since my time draweth to
its close it were perhaps the part
of a discrete man to say no more
than it was a most merry even-
ing. So home very late and
weary of foot, and gratefully to
bed.

7th. Up fairly betimes and at

my stint to assauge my plaguey
onscience for last night's revelry.

8th. (Lord's Day) At reading
in a litel booke of French all day,
tqjhe same end as yesterday, and
pausing only for the coloured
comics. So t<f bed very late.

9th. This day I take up my
pen for what is the last that ever
I do think to write in my journal

this paper or in any other; for
I do perceive that the final ex-
aminations are this long while
posted on the boards, and the

ter runneth in the gutters, and
my fellow clerks do ask the one
of the other "When are yon
finished?" In good sooth the
hand -writing is upon the wall,
and I do shake grievously in my
shoes. Wherefore I beg leave
both of my Lords of the Facultie
and of the clerks of this college
to say farewell. And if there be
any that I have offended by the
telling of tales or by the naming
of names. I do crave their par-
don; and if there be any that
do still smile with favour upon
this my idle scrivening of light
matters, why I do thank them for
their indulgence. And thus with
an heavy hand I make an end to
the mirth and revelry of these
five years, and in gratefulness and
thanksgiving for an whole skin
I do subscribe myself,

respectfully,

Sam'. Pepys.

history. That

sincere wishes

can hardly be doubted.

Germany's contribution to the

causes of the World War were

made not by the German people

but by the Kaiser and a very few

high officials. This fact has be-

come pretty well established by

historians, and it was expressly

recognized by von Blomberg
when he said, "We have in

present-day Germany no name-
less forces which can unloose

war in the world." Germany to-

day is no more desirous of war
than Great Britain ; a war would
only serve to increase a hundred-

fold the miseries of her people,

She is merely trying to regain a

position of equality which she has

been denied for the last fifteen

years, and from the German point

of view there has never been a

time when her chances of gaining

this end have been better.

The real danger in this instance

lies, once more, in the possibility

f French panic. Their fears may
e justified on the grounds that

they are forty millions faced

across the Rhine by sixty mil-

lions but their policy, maintained
since 1919, of making up for their

deficiency in numbers by a con-
sistant weakening of Germany
must be condemned.

The forces now at work which
have given Hitler the belief that

the present is his "big moment"
ire the same forces which create
optimism among those whose
sincere wish is for peace. Today
more than at any time since the
signing of the Treaty of Versail-
les the prospects of redressing
the grievances of that Treaty are
bright. One's only fear in this
connection is that, coming as it

does at the time when the whole
trength of the League of Nations
s needed for asserting its vital
principles in the Italian case, the
settlement of the vexed question
of Germany equality may serve
to weaken the League's pressure
on Mussolini:

It is highly probably that at
the much-discussed conferences
of the Nazi and the Fascist dic-
tators plans were formulated for
just the crisis that faces the world
today. No doubt through a com-
bined threat the German and the
Italian both hoped to gain their
ends. , There is some right on the
ide of both countries. Recon-

struction of the Versailles Treaty
and the separation from it of the
Covenant of the League would
give to Germany what she most
desires and would give to the
League added prestige and the
possibility of a brighter future.
And an impartial discussion of
the cojonies questions with a sub-
sequent settlement with benefit
to all would go more than half-
way in eliminating the causes of

among the 'European

TYPING
Personal attention gi Vt p

Essays and Thesis"
^

— Notes typed. Prices right
Single space 8c page, double
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"*

Apply ^
32 Nelson St. Ph0ne J

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROO/Vy^

THE BETTER PLACE TO
Phone 811

EAT
Meal Ti4*

PHONE 8<30
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c Sydenham,

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-watt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Thaw

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS - P^tingdDance

Programmes

Constitutions 117 Brock St

Phone 1510

Detcriptli)

FINE WATCH REPARINC
Spectacles and Eye Glasses Repaired Broken Lenin Replies*

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 11)

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

ers Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 211

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

friction

nations.

Provided that the threatened
panic in France can be averted,

very optimistic.

—Allan Kent.

we are still

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP.

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

We Deliver PHONE 821

H. R. BECKINGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go
WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR
Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Waving

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoards Drug Store

Phone 4248

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 140*
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LOST

Q„e Red Mottled Waterman's

Eversharp Pencil. Finder please

return to

Goodwin House

Christena Ferguson,

DARLINGS'
WEST END BARBER SHOP

gppcialijefl in Ladies' and Gentlemen'*

Work- Firet-Clasa Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

US Alfred Street Phone 2359
4 doors above Union St.
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MILLARD'S TAXI

phone 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
a/t Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

E CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F

sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
_nits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
luxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

32
We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

233 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros,
113-115 Princess St.

Dr. Rupert P. Millar.
DENTIST

I-RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

141 Princess St Phone 1859

Dr. F.Waugh
DENTIST

06 Wellington St. Kingston

it Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

p05 Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

OBESITY

Obesity, fatness or corpulence
needs no definition. It is sufficient

to say that when the abdominal
measurement exceeds that of the

iniexpanded chest the person is fat.

There are two types of fatness;

tliat due to overeating, often found
in those who "live to eat", and that

due to endocrine disturbance. The
thyroid and pituitary glands are

the ones that most commonly give

trouble.

The very fat person today is

looked on, if not with open deris-

ion, at least with a certain amount
of pity. On the other hand the

very thin figure, so favoured by
females a few years ago has de-

finitely gone out. The pleasingly

plump girl has come into her own
again, and rightfully so; ask any

college romeo.

Not so very far back in history,

fatness was much favoured, and

looked upon as a virtue. It was re-

cognized even then that fat people

were easier to get along with.

In Shakespeare's Juluis Caesar,

Caesar says: "Let me have men
about me that are fat." He was
working on the theory that lean

men thought too much and so were

dangerous, and fat men didn't think,

they just lived with a sort of cow-
like complacency.

Dryden also favoured the more
rotund habit of life as illustrated

by his remark, "I am resolved to

grow fat and look young till forty."

Scott's "Fat, fair and forty," is

sufficient unto itself and needs no
comment.

The credit for "Laugh and be

fat" goes to John Taylor. This

method of putting on weight, in

spite of its attractiveness can not be

said to be very successful.

Another method passed down
from ancient time is expressed in

the quotation from Proverbs, "The

liberal soul shall be made fat." This

may or may not account for the

high morbidity of obesity among the

clergy, a condition which is cer-

tainly not restricted to modern

times. Thomson in his "Castle of

Indolence" refers to "a little round

fat oily man of God."

To get back to the medical side

of the question, fat people are very

poor risks. Insurance companies

stress this. They are more liable to

nfection, are bad cases to operate

on and have a tendency to diabetes

Their great bulk restricts their

movements and this with a tendency

to shortness of breath, makes the

task of getting out of the way of

motor cars more difficult.

Many methods of losing weight

have been advocated and tried, The
most fantastic was probably an

electric machine used in France.

It caused violent repeated contrac-

tions of all the muscles, and so

used up much energy and resulted

in a loss of weight. The electric

chair has nothing on this.

The Banting cure for obesity was

based on diet and exercise. Both in

themselves if not overdone are

sensible ways of losing weight. We
can not recommend the 18-day diet

so popular a few years ago.

A diet of six lemons and six

glasses of milk a day will take off

two to three pounds a week and is

quite safe when used with discretion.

Thyroid extract and Dinitrophenol

have been used. They act by speed

ing up the metabolism. Plain ordi

nary salts such as magnesium sul-

phate in repeated doses are effi-

cient weight reducers in some peo-

ple. This ends a very weight;

subject.

Editorship Vacant

Applications for the Editor-

ship of the Tricolor for 1936-

37, stating qualifications for

the position, and applications

for the position of Editor of

the Students' Directory tor

next year should be made im-

mediately to F. D. S. Marett.

Permanent Secretary - Trea -

surer of the A.M.S.

JOB HUNTERS arid qualifications comprehensively

GIVEN ADVICE' 3'"' yet clearly and concisely?

(4) Have I. from the informs

ETHIOPIAN WAR
TEST OF LEAGUE

THE STUDENTS' MEMORIAL UNION
STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3lst, 1935

CAFETERIA
Expenditure

Purchases S15.41J.49

-LnVriii.

Wage]
S.ilary-

Gas
Depreciation

Gross Profit—Cafeteria

3,225 93

1.33). 00
.1IW. 04

1.668.00

769.88
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Sales , $22,766.34

lr. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

i'
s9 Wellington St 'Phone 3«

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
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WARREN -KNIT

Canada's Finest in Pure
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good Men's Shops
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Gross Profit- Tuck Shop

TUCK SHOP
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$ 5.110.00

Gross Profit—Billiards

BILLIARDS

$ 1,446.07 Receipts

SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE

Expenditure

Admin isl ration and House
Salaries

Repairs and Replacements .

Heat
Water
Light
Telephone
Office anil Audit Expense ..

House Expense
Magazines, Papers, etc.

$ 4.159.36
873.62
497. 10

156.01

324.45
282.98
223.67
149.33
64.25

Insurance and Bond

Revenue

Profit on Cafeteria S 769.88

Tuck Shop 934.58

milliards

C.O.T.C Rental ....

K<- .in Rentals
Dividends, etc.

Students Fees

Net Losses for Year

.446.07

312.60
177 90
285 89

3,900.00
119 57

Workmen's Compensation

License . .

Garbage Tax
Sundries . .

Depreciation .

2S.30
20.00
82.98
95.08
* 16. 00

$ 7,946.49 f 7,946.49

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR

(Continued from page 1)

causes for future argument and to

net the countries to scale down arm

aments. So far the League has ac

complished certain frontier changes

peacefully and the reparations que*

tion was settled without recourse to

war. The greatest triumph of

the League of Nations in this ques

tion of peaceful settlement was the

holding of the Saar Plebiscite under

peaceful conditions and the transfer

of the territory.

The Ethiopian conflict will eon

stitute a real test of the League as

leans of guaranteeing collect

security. The League is hampered by

the failure of the concert of Nations

to act in the Manchurian question

No nation would take the military

responsibility* for enforcing the

principle that unprovoked aggres

sion does not pay. They felt that

it was not necessary to maintain

that principle outside of Europe

This year the situation has been

brought nearer home because th

problem in Ethiopia may apply lo

Etirope in the future. "We arc

going to have to enforce this prin

ciple in Europe with reference to

Germany," said the speaker.

There are two handicaps in or

gani/ing policy in Canada to help

the League. These are the fact

that the United States is not

member of the League and that

Canada has not yet straightened out

her position with regard to the

Commonwealth and the League. A
vet no definite policy has been

evolved between Canada and the

collective group and a confusing

situation has resulted. With Great

Britain refusing to go ahead of col

lective decision in the Ethiopian

conflict there has been real strength

behind collective security.

Once the principle of non-ag

gression has been established the

League must deal \vith the argu

mints that the Italians have been

using to excuse their invasion."

said Miss McGcachy. An inquiry

into the causes of conflict should 1*

held. The League should make a

survey of the raw material question

and go into tariff and exc'iange

policies. The international system

should penalize any power that

violates international " obligations.

Canada can make constructive con-

tributions in solving the causes of

international conflict and material

interest- We have yet lo educate

the people that national pres-

tige and national sovereignty can

go much farther than aggressive

warfare.

(Continued from page 1)

alumnus, therefore, who is seriously

looking for a job, will be well ad-

scd lo give earnest thought to the

preparation of his letter.

Before sending out your applica-

tion, ask yourself the: following

questions

:

(1) Has my letter a smart, busi-

ness-like appearance? Doos it eon-

tain mistakes, smudges, erasures,

which will make a bad impression?

(2) Have I planned this letter so

that my case is presented in the

most forceful, effective manner?
Could I revise it to advantage?

(3) Have I stated my training

tion given and the manner in whicti

this letter is written, enabled the

employer to form an opinion of me
and estimate my suilability for the

position?

(5) Have I a small, suitable

photograph that I could enclose thus

further assisting the employer to

visualize me?

(6) If I were hiring a man and
received this application from some-

one I had never seen, what would
I think of him?

Remember that the Employment
Service can assist you only up to a
certain point. After that, it's tip

to you.

DR. MOFFAT SPEAKS
AT CHURCH SERVICE

(Continued from page 1)

joyed," added the speaker.

It is always our duty to remem-

ber, to work in the future but also

to be alive in the present moment.

\Vt- should be on the watch for sim-

ple things and abide by the saying,

"Between showers we can sow and

reap."

Instructor—Mr. Smith, how far

were you from the correct answer.

Smith—Three seats, sir.

THE TICKET TO
CORRECT CLOTHES
• Tailored by skilled craftsmen to exacting Tip Top
standards, a Tip Top suit or Topcoat is your ticket lo

well-groomed appearance ... at a price that won't

strain pocketboolu.

The new British woolens which have just arrived, are

beautiful to look at, luxurious to the touch. Select one from
hundreds of them. Your suit or topcoat will be hand-cut

and tailored for you—and only you, to your

exact measurements. Val-CIo, a luxurious rayon

lining is included in our famous standard price.

TIP TOP TAILORS
Tailored to Your Personal Moaauiementa

119 PRINCESS STREET
LIMITED

A. E. KERRUISH, Manager

ANNOUNCING 11

THE OPENING OF

KARSON'S
TEA ROOMS

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND BARRIE

HOME OF FAMOUS

Ctm€>ro<sia <*fce Gream
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Mcds '38 Gala Event With Jack Crawford March 17

TIME TELLS
ThE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AG-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by a

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

We Cordially Invite

You to Meet

Miss Anne Snyder

Vita-Ray

Beauty Consultant

Authority on make-up and
care of the skin, who will

be in our Toiletries Depart-

ment

—

ALL THIS WEEK

You will be shown the
make-up that brings out
your best features, and min-
imizes those least desirable

—based on your particular

type.

Complimentary Facial will

be given by appointment

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Princcu and Wellington

WE DELIVER

FINAL CAMERA CLUB
MEET1NGT0M0RR0W

On Wednesday, March 11, the

i Jin i \,'< l .micr.i I hlb » ill hold

its final meeting of the year at

8.00 p.m. in the Sergeant's Mess

in the Union. Dr. Watson will

liscuss the recent exhibition, and

elections will be held.

\ selected number of the prints

hung are going to be sent to the

Hart House Camera Club at

Varsity, which has sent us its

recent exhibition. The Hart

House pictures may be seen by

members on Wednesday night

and will likely be hung in room

111 after Friday.

After our prints are returned

from Toronto, they will likely be

sent to Ottawa. An invitation

has also been received from Ham-
iton for entries for the Canadian

Salon. Entry forms for the Salon

-hould arrive before Wednesday
ind may thereafter be obtained

from C. B. McMillan, Phone

240-J.

DUELLING TAKES
PLACE OP RUGBY
(Continued from page 1)

Kingston," said Mr. Loefke.

"I spent a fortnight in Florida at

Christmas, and 1 hope to travel

through Western Canada before

leaving for home. I intend to see

a litlle more of the United States,

loo, and to spend some time with

friends in England."

Mr. Loefke is ambitious to be a

professor when lie gets his Doc-
tor's degree in Germany.

Arts '39

There will be a meeting of all

members of Arts '39 in Room 201,

Kingstcm Hall, on Wednesday,
March 11 at 4.15 p.m. All con-

cerned arc urged to be present as

important business will be dis-

cussed.

Levana Tea Dance In
Grant Hall March 21

Arrangements have been com-
pleted for the Levana Spring Tea-

Dance, to be held on March 21.

The dancers will revel in Grant

Hall this year, so there will be no
danger of overcrowding. The com-
mittee are doing everything in their

power to provide an entertaining

afternoon, and have promised an
excellent dance program and a real

spring atmosphere. Refreshments

will be served to the guests.

Tickets may be procured from
any member of the committee,

Eileen Graham, Vol Robertson and
Joyce Nesbitt (convener, tel. 2919.)

Leica Exhibit

Dr. R. G. Trotter will comment
'>n the Leica Photographic Ex-
hibition now on view in the Lib-
rary on Wednesday in Room 111,

Douglas Library. This meeting
is open to the public.

Meds '38 To Frolic

In ValhalkOf Song

- AH roads lead where? To Grant

Hall. When? The evening of

March the 17th. Why? Mcds '38

dance of the year—a concoction of

fun, frivolity and revelry.

The maestro of melodious music

himself, the inimitable Jack

Crawford will be present to guide

your footsteps to this Valhalla of

song and rhythm.

Word has just been received

from Anatomia, that all available

blood and lymph vessels have been

chartered to accommodate the

crowds destined for these parts on

the evening of the Meds '38 Frolic.

The committee is assured of the

August presence of the Great

Trochanter accompanied by his

aide-de-camp the Lesser Trochanter.

In his impression of intricacies of

rhythm his Excellency has tendered

the opinion that in matter of choice

Jack Crawford and his rhythmic

ramblers takes preference over his

own Hio-Tibal Band. *

With distinctive favours, bizarre

novelties and original attractions as

added rid-bits, the Meds '38 "much
talked about event" is bound to be

good. So line up your best girl-

friend and check off this event on

your social calendar.

The connoisseurs of good enter-

tainment have already made their

reservations, so why not you, and
you? Tickets are still available

from members of the year or the

committee: Roger Billings (914F),

Joe Giardine (3098W-1S72), Eddie
Mack (3139W), Joe McManus
(1045), Doug Pollock, convener

(1742).

JOURNAL STAFF
ELECTIONS HELD
(Continued from page 1)

and Aileen O'Grady was re-elected

Levana Editor. Bill Rannie was
elected Exchange Editor.

The three associate editors will

remain the same as this year. Andy
Rodgers is Arts Associate Editor;

Goldwin Smith, Meds Associate

Editor; and Jack Miles, Science

Associate Editor.

J. K. B. Robertson succeeds
Edmund Berry as Literary Editor,

and J. C. Young was elected The-
atre Editor.

COMMERCE CLUB
TO HEAR TOWERS
(Continued from page 1)

secure their tickets immediately as

they will be open to the general

public on Wednesday. Tickets may
be obtained from E. C. Connally
(1882F). Francois Turgeon
(3-I61J), Lyons Allen (2325), and
other members of the committee.

FR0SH BRAVE JINX

OF FRIDAY THE 13th

Harken ye! Harlten ye! All

ye merrie madcappers of Queen's

and eke all ye who be not merrie

madcappers, for it behoves thai we

discover to yc the wondrous revelrie

that ye clerkes of ye firste yearc

have taken upon them to arrange

for ye on Friday of Marche 13.

On that night of all nights ye

Halle of Grante will shiver, shim-

mie and shake to heare the echoes

of the minstrelsie in her vast halles.

Yea! And what minstrelsie! Min-

strelsie of a kinde than which none

of precedence has been barkened to

before or will be harkened to in

dayes to come. And to diffuse this

merrie music which it do please

many to call hotte harmonie ye

committee has purchased the service

of a most excellente amplifying sys-

tem which they do intend for your

pleasure. Be it known that this be

an amplifier of a new sorte, the

which will be used for the first time

in Kingston at this clerkish cutte-

up.

And remember ye the blacke

cattes which we did make mention

of before. So on ye cominge

Fridaye eve. take to ye a mayden

and hie ye to Grante Hall, there to

revel to the lute and lyre of Kuth

Knowlton and his ministrelles.

Tickets to "Froshe Revelries" for

four shillings (one iron man) from

June Lamson, Helen Gordon,

Lilian Gardner, Fred Miller, Louis

Couillard, Chris Flanders and Don
Andrews (convenor, phone 612W).

SCIENCE HOLD
NOMINATIONS

Cercle Francais Meets On
Thursday

The Cercle Francais will meet
on Wednesday afternoon at 4.00
p.m. in Room 201, Arts Building.
The third and fourth acts of
Rostand's "Cyrano de Bergerac"
will be read. The attention of
students taking French 3 or
French 12 is drawn t<> this read-

Mrs. Gassbag—"I was outspoken
in my sentiments at the club
this afternoon."

Mr. Gassbag—"I can't believe it!

Who outspoke you, my dear?"

—H.G.D.

A.M.S. Court

The A,M.S. Court will be
in session shortly. Anyone
with charges to make should
present them to me immedi-
ately with evidence and the
names of witnesses.

(Sgd.) R. T. Thoman,
Sheriff.

(Continued from page 1)

Pres.—D. Isb'ister, W. Foster.

1st Vice-Pres.—A. Kirkland,

J. Ferrier.

2nd Vice-Pres.—I. Vessie,

R. Ramsay.

Secty.—R. Mulcahy. H. N. Lukes.

Asst. Secty.—J. W. Reid, J. Patton.

Treasurer—M. Campbell,

A. Wegston.

4th Year Rep.—S. Teare,

H. Kennedy.

3rd Year Rep.—B. Wilson,

R. B. Code.

2nd Year Rep.—J. Bow, H. Arm-
strong, A. Kerr, N. Southern,

(2 to be elected).

Director Athletics—J. Turner,

R. Pollock.

Asst. Director Athletics

—

R. McGinnis, C. Taylor.

Science Court Executive:

Sr. Pros. Atty.—Bob Devlin,

Dick Bray.

Jr. Pros. Atty.—W. Alton,

R. Binch.

Sheriff—G. Saunders, E. Briceland.

Chief Police—G. Monteith,

R. O'Brien.

Clerk of Court—J. Carruthers,

T. Holme.

4th Year Constable—J. Teal,

M. Smith.

3rd Year Constable—G. Weldon,
D. McGill.

2nd Year Constable—L. Johnson,
H. Sampson.

Court Crier—W. H. Gust, J. Pond
N. Clark.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays 1515

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranleot

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 64i
Serving Queen's over 30 y^j,

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE a»
Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacctn

Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain
English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS,
NOTE BOOKS, INKS, YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173-175-177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in, Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses: Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operatore All Work Guaranteed

I I AM M I I \
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOP
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting, Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES tlM

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 266 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco, Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 31*>j

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

Hotel La Salle
Dance Every Saturday Nigh*

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

Biological Lecture

Dr. Donald Mackay will address
a meeting of the Biological Club in

the Biology lecture room on Friday
afternoon at 4.00 on the subject
"Rclalivc Growth Studies." Dr.
Mackay is a graduate of Queen's
and has Iwen working in England
under Julian Huxley.

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAPER
CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE

RING BOOKS
For Professional or Business Me"

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP
Phone 1941 LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock- St-
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eception For Principal To-morrow Night

INIVERSITY BIDS FAREWELL
0 DR. AND MRS. W. H. FYFE
'rustees, Staff, Graduates
And Students Unite

In Tribute

Grant Hall At 8.30

\jhe farewell reception to be

Un for Principal and Mrs.

tomorrow evening will be the

(predion on the part of the trus-

s, staff, graduates and students

Queen's University of their re-

:l at Dr. Fyfe's leaving and their

[ipreciation of his work at Queen's.

The guests at the reception will

received by Dr. and Mrs. Fyfe.

r and Mrs. J. M. Macdonnell.

id Bill Simmons, President of the

Jma Mater Society. The affair,

lliich is to be held In Grant Hall

Ell start promptly at 8.30 p.m.

|
On the platform of the hall the

sups taking part in the farewell

tption will he fully represented,

and Mrs. Fyfe, the principals

this event, Mr. Macdonnell,

iluirman of the Board of Trus-

, Gordon Smith, representing

CnuncTFand Mr. Kyle", fife Li-

narian will be among them. The

fpresentatives from the staff and

fidenl! will be Dr. W. E. McNeill,

lean Matheson, Deart Cark, Dean

[tlierington. Prof. J. R. Watts of

Theological College, Bill Sim-

is. Margaret Davis, President of

Levana Society, and the Presi-

is of the three Faculty Societies

Theology.

The graduates will be represented

A. S. McRae, President of the

encral Alumni Association and

Florence Dunlop, President of

Alumnae. The presidents of the

tal groups, Mrs. A. W. Y. Des-

y and Professor Graham will

'C on the platform.

(Continued on page 8)

Secretaries Note

Next Wednesday's Jour-

nal will be the final issue for

the year. The secretaries of

all clubs and societies on the

campus who plan to hold

meetings after March 18th

are urged to communicate

with the Faculty Editors or

the News Editors before

Sunday night in order that

notice of their meetings

may be published.

HART HOUSEQUARTET

UNDER NEW LEADER

IS WELL RECEIVED

SPORTS SUPPLEMENT

WITH LAST JOURNAL

Final Issue With Review
Of Year On Sale

Wednesday

m GOVERNOR TO

EAK AT DINNER

'Ommerce Club To Hold
Annual Dinner At

Y.W.C.A.

AH Students Invited

tor. Graham F. Powers, the

=rnor of the Bank of Canada

f ari outstanding Canadian
"c

- will be present as guest

at the annual Commerce

J

b Dinner, to be held at the

r-C.A. on Monday, March 16,

i

? 00 p.in .

I
L

| ery effort is being made by

°niniittee in charge to make
d'nner an outstanding event

Ihc

an
year. The dinner is in

[J
131 and anyone on the campus

_ "E to attend may d». so

ff«ets are still available to un-

FKraduates and may be secured

.
the committee: E. C. Con-

"'>' U882-F), Francois Turgeon

'""'I- Tilley (1760-W)
Uur

> Fidler (2796-J).

The final issue of the Jour-

nal together with the annual

sports supplement goes on

sale next Wednesday morn-

ing. Every effort has been

put into this year's issue to

make it an accurate and read-

able review of campus events

at Queen's since last Septem-

ber.

Apart from the slick paper pic

ture section there will be com

plete reviews of the eventful

basketball and football seasons

as well as accounts of hockey

B.W. St F., rugger, tennis and

track both Intercollegiate and In

terfaculty. Exclusive of sport,

critical and discursive articl

have been prepared on nearly

every phase of student life about

which it is possible to print any

thing.

We are confident that all this

together with a novel and pleas

ing appearance provided by ;

change in make-up will make thii

forthcoming issue an attractive

souvenir of the year at Queen's

worth several times the ten cents

it costs.

MUSIC BY SID FOX

AT FINAl^SPLASH

"Having learned from variou

sources that the students of

Queen's have certain very definite

ideas on how a dance should be

held, the committee for the Final

Splash have finally rounded out

what they believe will be the

evening of the year," the Final

Splash committee told the Jour-

nal "While some have been

working on the problem of favors

others have been

eliminating

there is but

Fox."

Mr Fox gave the committee

men.bers a sample of his wares

Wednesday evening and was

(Continued on page 7)

intelligently

dance bands until

one left, namely, Sid

Technical Perfection
i Playing Wins

Praise

Of

WITHDRAW SUPPORT

FROM ART CLASSES

ROBERTS TO LEAVE

Kingston Art Association

To Carry On Its

Work

Virile Interpretations

BY MURRAY COWIE
The first appearance in King-

ston of the Hart House Quartet

under its new leader, James
Levey, formerly of the famous

London String Quartet, was one

f the musical landmarks in this

season's series of Winter Con-

certs and was well attended.

The program opened with the

playing of Mozart's Quartet in

D Minor, No. 13. This work, so

rich in melody, was subjected to

very subtle and individual in

terprctation, which, to this re-

viewer at least, seemed to over

emphasize the melodic line in ;

manner detrimental to the unity

>f the whole. One felt that the

interpretation emanated largely

from the first violin and missed

the satisfying sense of unity and

harmony conveyed when Geza de

Kresz occupied that important

position. This sense of disunity,

however, should decrease as the

members become more accustom-

ed to their new leader. Technic-

ally their phrasing and bowing

were flawless and their rich beau-

tiful tone a joy to the ear.

In the second group, the Men-

continued on page 7)

Exhibitions As Usual

Final Issue

The final issue of the Jour-

nal will be sold on the

catnnus next Wednesday

morning until 12.30 for 10c.

After 12.30 copies may he ob-

tained at the Journal office at

the same price.

Discontinuance of the Queen's

\rt Department at the close of

the present term has been an-

nounced. The program of the

Canadian Committee of the Car

negie Foundation will in the im

mediate future be confined to

giving assistance to museum
work.

The Kingston Art Association,

however, will continue its .work

and the art exhibitions, most of

which have been obtained from

the National Gallery of Canad

Ottawa, will be shown again next

year. The Association will keep

on with its work in such measure

as i-ircumstances make possible,

it has been announced.

Goodridge Roberts, resident

artist at Queen's, and Miss Bar

bara Lowe, assistant in art. will

not return to Queen's next year

Mr. Roberts intends 1 to set up a

private studio in Montreal.

It is expected that at some time

in the future work in Fine Arts

will be introduced at the univer

sity in the regular college cur-

riculum. The University of Tor

onto has recently announced g

new course for next session lead-

ing to a degree in Fine Arts.

The establishment of an Art

Department at Queen's was made

possible through the efforts of the

Kingston Art Association, whose

president is Prof. R. G. Trotter

in conjunction with the Canadian

Committee of the Carnegie Foun-

dation, headed by F.ric Brawn

Director of (lie National Gallery

of Canada, and H. O. McCurry

assistant director of the Gallery

Centenary Of Principal Grant

Recalls Services To Queen's

BY ALLAN KENT

Pioneer builder of Queen's Uni-

versity and firm believer in Can-

ada's possibilities as a "Greater

Britain" and as a single state pro-

viding a "highway across which the

fabrics of Asia shall be earned, to

(he Eastern as well as to the West-

ern sides of the Atlantic," George

Munro Grant was principal of

Queen's from 1877 to 1902. The

twenty-five years of his life devoted

exclusively to fostering the growth

of Queen's University's influence

and prestige are being recalled this

vear in connection with the centen-

ary of his birth on December 22,

1835. in Pictou County, Nova

Scotia.

Principal Grant's greatness lay

essentially in his genius for organ-

ization, rather than in any book-

learning acquired at Glasgow Uni-

versity, where his career was

brilliant. His earliest triumph as a

builder of institutions was the

founding of two churches in Prince

Edward Island in which provision

was made, largely through Grant's

efforts, for the payment of incum-

bents. Shortly after his appoint-

ment to St. Matthiw's Church.

Halifax, he was successful in rais-

ing sufficient funds to establish a

chair of mathematics at Dalhousie

University in 1863. Fourteen years

later he was called to the principal-

ship of Queen's, a position he re-

fused to relinquish in order to be-

come Minister of Education for the

Province of Ontario under Sir

Oliver Mowat.

Rigorous in his self-discipline

(Continued on page 3)

FAITH, HONESTY, COURAGE
REQUISITES OF EXPLORERS

ADMIRAL HICMARO C. BVRO

whose recent Antarctic Expedition

was the subject of C»pt. Innes-

Taylor'* lecture on Tuesday afternoon.

MEDS '38 DANCE ON

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

Jack Crawford's Music

For Grant Hall

Function

The versatility of Jack Crawford

and his band promises to make the

Meds '38 dance on March 17th,

one of the best of the season.

This popular orchestra is well

known for its extraordinary

arrangements and distinctive treat-

ment of all its numbers. The band's

capabilities arc well illustrated by

the easy manner in which they are

able to change from the slow, sweet

rhythm of a dreamy waltz, to the

torrid rhythm of "La Cucharacha".

Jack Crawford is rapidly gaining

jhe reputation for providing the

finest dance music in the province.

He has been broadcasting ever since

the organization of his band, and

has been featured in several of the

{Continued on page 8)

NOTED PIANO TEAM
HEREON MARCH 19

The two brilliant Canadians.

Etta Coles and Naomi Yanova. who

will be heard at the Queen's Choral

Society Concert in Grant Hall on

Thursday, March 19th, at 8.1S p.m.,

have achieved considerable fame

among the outstanding two-piano

recitalists in America.

These artists, who arc eminently-

suited to one another from a tem-

peramental poinl of vicw tegs-n

working together while they were

studying with Mona Bates in Tor-

onto. Today their four hands are

able to weave magnificent musical

pictures, playing as one person yet

with the artistic individuality of

(Continued on page 4)

Captain Innes-Taylor Tells

Of Byrd South Pole

Expedition

Wooden Ships Best

Crowded Convocation Hall

Greets Lecturer On
Tuesday

"Love of notoriety, or courage

alone may take you to the borders

of the Antarctic, but those who

penetrate into the interior need

something more, They must be

honest and have an unshakeablc

faith in the importance of their

task," said Captain Innes-Taylor in

his lecture on "The Byrd Antarctic

Expedition" on Tuesday afternoon,

before a packed house in Con-

vocation Hall. Captain Taylor ac-

companied the expedition as trans-

portation manager.

"For over 200 years," Captain

Taylor said, "men have been trying

to explore the Antarctic continent,

5,000.000 square miles still in the

flood tide of the ice age." He com-

pared the efforts of some of the

earlier explorers, namely Scott,

Shackleton and Amundsen, with

the more recent Byrd expedition.

"The earlier explorers accomplish-

ed their tasks by sheer man power,

even to hauling their own food

sleds," he said.

Admiral Byrd. while talking with

Amundsen, first conceived the plan

of living over the South °olc; be

led his. first expedition there in

1928, and. on his return, immedi-

ately began to plan for another and

larger one. Captain Taylor spoke

of the importance of good organiza-

tion in preparing for such a trip.

He said that it took five years to

accumulate the necessary supplies

and equipment for the 1934

expedition.

They experienced great difficulty

in procuring suitable ships. Wooden

ships arc nut being built now, and

wood is much superior to steel for

ice breaking They succeeded in

getting S Dundee whaler built in

1868; but as i' could not carry

enough supplies, it was necessary to

have a steel tramp steamer as well.

Worked In Dark

Thcfcxpedition sailed from Boston

harbnifr through the Panama canal

New Zealand, which was their

last link with civilization. From

there they sailed through the stormy

Antarctic ocean to their liase at the

Bay of Whales on the Ross ice

shelf, wficre they were surprised lo

see the radio towers built in 1928,

and, on sinking a shaft twenty feet

into the snow and ice, they found

their old buildings still intact. They

were even able to overhaul and use

one of the aeroplanes that had been

left there. "Nothing rusts or de-

teriorates there," Captain Taylor

explained.

After the arduous task of un-

loading the ships had been accom-

plished, the expedition began pre-

(Continued on page 8)
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STUDENTS
. . . your account

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Esubltthtd 1817

KINGSTON BRAKCH—Kim A CUrtoct Stt.

W. R. BILCHER, Mauser

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 PrinceM St

THE BOOKSHELF
Conducted By EDMUND E3ERRY

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored
Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 80, 82 Princess St.

Special Spring

Enlargement Offer

—This Week Dray-

s'' x 7" Enlargements

beautifully colored

—

from your own favorite

negatives

Reg 75c Value 25c

Enquire today at

WARDS
HAMILTON

LIMITED

4 Nyal Stores 4

GOING HOME .

.

Here's a suggestion

Take a small gift home to
Mother or Dad or the admiring

young sisier

A bit of Chirm—or gtaai or a
compact

Shopping is easy at

Vt|c

fUrOIaUimt (gift

&I?op
395 PrincoM St. Phone 1031

VIRGIN SOIL UPTURNED.

By Mikhail Shohkhov. London:

Putnam. $2.2 S.

Mikhail Shalokliov is still a young

man, only thirty this year, hut with

this sequel to that very impressive

novel of his, .-hid Quiet Flows the

Don, he must he definitely regarded

as likely to rank in the future with

the greatest figures among the

Russian novelists. He has not yet

manifested those touches of genius

characteristic of Dostoieffsky, nor is

he even likely to become such an

urbane and finished artist as Tur-

L'enev; but if he continues to write

with power and knowledge, it is

quite possible that he may in the

future produce novels which will

reach the level of Tolstoi's War and

Pence—regarded by Mr. E. M.

Forster and Mr. Percy Lubbock as

the greatest novel in the world.

The setting of Virgin Soil Up-

turned is the little village of Gremy-

achy Log, presumably m the terri-

tory of the Don Cossacks, in the

south of Russia, and on the "black"

belt, so called from the colour of

the soil, which is chiefly responsible

for Russia's grain harvest. To this

village Siemion Davidor, a metal-

worker, has been sent by the Soviet

Communist Party to organise a col-

lective farm, and the story, which

covers only the five months of

January-May, 1930, is the detailed

account of his experiences during

that time.

He was a stocky, determined little

man, with a profound ignorance of

farming in all its aspects and
Gremyachy was in a district which

was indifferently loyal to the U.S.

S.R., and had strong views with re-

gard to the differences between

communal and personal property.

One of the principal farmers with

whom he had to deal. Yakov was

secretly in league with a counter-

revolutionary movement and in the

better part of the period covered

was harbouring one of the con-

spirators in his house. There are

several other important characters

and about thirty less important ones.

The book has no definite climax;

with the coming of the needed rain

near the close there is the suggestion

that the collectivist farm, so far as

it has been established by Davidor's

stubborn efforts, will succeed; but

we end with an immense question

rather than with the resolution of a

problem.

Sholokov writes very imperson

ally. We never question that a way

of life so alien to our own is here

truly depicted. Only once is there

any sense of subordination of art

to propaganda—the counter-revolu-

tionary movement dissolved by an

article by Stalin in the Pravde.

What can one think of an organ-

ization which sends a metal-worker

to direct farming? It is ridiculous;

and indeed the picture one has

throughout is of muddled plans,

gross injustice, oppression, intoler-

ance, filthy conditions and an al-

most complete lack of decent human
relations. And we are told tliis

book is under compulsion of the

U.S.S.R. being sold to every Collec-

tive Farm in Russia!

Is it not a caustic criticism of

Soviet Russia? Whatever may be

the answer there can be no doubt

that Sholokhov is an artist and a

very fine writer.

— T.D.B.

LECTURE ON KOREA
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Campus and Gym
The Badminton Tournament

is progressing well. Players are

asked to have their games finish-

ed by Monday, March 16.

Levana Graduate Dinner

Will all girls who expect to

graduate this Spring" or in the

Fall, please sign either the list

posted in the smoking room of

he Arts Building, or the list in

Ban Righ Hall, and state whether
r not they are going to attend
the graduate dinner March 25.

These lists must be complete by
Tuesday noon.

Levana Elections

The Levana elections for

next year's executive will

be held on Saturday, March
14, in the main hall of the

Arts Building. Ballots may
be cast from 9 to 12 a.m.

Historic Telephone Conversation

He—Hello lovely, how are you?
She—Who's this?

He—Who do you think it is?

She—I donknow.
He—Three guesses.

She— Is it Sam?
He—Nope.
She—Is it Bill?

He—Heli-hch I One more guess
She—Is it Larry?
He—Nope.

She—Well, then, who is it?

He—Me.
—John Chapman in N.Y. News

Advertisers make publication of
the Journal possible. Patronize
them and support your paper.

Levana Tea Dance
Spree For Sprites

Spring is in the air! And with

the new season comes an import-

ant event of the social year—the

Levana Tea Dance. An atmos-

phere of spring will pervade

Grant Hall on Saturday. March
21, when the dancers will revel

to the catching melodies and
soothing symphonies of Sid Fox
and his well-known band.

As an added attraction, th

committee have promised original

decorations, and delicious re-

freshments for the enjoyment of

the guests.

Tickets arc now on sale at §1.00

per couple and may be procured
from any member of the com
mittee. Vol Robertson, Eileen

Graham, Joyce Nesbitt (conven-

r, phone 2919).

LOST

A white gold Sada watch, be
tween Princess and Alfred Sts
Finder please return to Louise
Tiefenbacher, Phone 2096-J.

"Korean Youth" will be the

subject of a lecture by Mrs.

Induk Paq to be given in Con-

vocation Hall next Wednesday
evening at S.15 p.m. Mrs. Paq

is a pioneer in the cause of edu-

cation for women in Korea. Born

into a poor family, her father

died while she was quite young.

Her mother dressed her up as a

boy and for two years she attend-

ed a boys' school. There were

no schools for girls in Korea. She

is a graduate of two American

Universities, having her M.A
from Columbia. From 1927-1929

Mrs. Paq visited the Colleges of

United States and Canada as a

travelling secretary of the Stu-

dent Volunteer Movement. At
the Student Conference at Indian-

apolis, Mrs. Paq was one of the

most popular and most attractive

of the speakers. Since that time

she has been addressing women's
professional clubs and university

audiences in Eastern United Stat-

es. During the next few weeks
she will be visiting the university

cities of Eastern Canada.

Colorful Calamity

Lindsay, Calif., (CP)—Official
records vouch for these colorful

details : A. red automobile L.

Green was driving knocked down
Mrs. L. A. Brown. Harry White
rushed her to a doctor's office

and C. A. Black was listed as a

witness. The accident left Mrs.

Brown black and blue.

Conversation Concerning
February's 29th Day

Heard in the classroom recent-

Iy:

"Why are you writing February

29th in your book, don't you

know February only has 28 days?

You know the little verse.

"Thirty days hath September—

"

"Why it's Leap Yearl"

"Leap Year?"

"Yes. Don't you know what

Leap Year is?"

"Well, I always thought there

was something funny about it."

"Every four years February has

an extra day."

"Why?"

"Well, I can't go into
a

reasons—

"

"Why can't they add ab0u, .

hours on to one day eaeh

It seems a funny arrange^'

me."

"Oh! Well—"

—and University students

supposed to be well educate,])'
1

Shop
Students' Barber

DAN DAVIDSON

186 Princess St. Orange Hall

Near Hemlock Dairy

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eallaa ^Restaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals, 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation

Try PETfiO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NIGHT

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1572 244 PRINCESS ST.

Our new C.C.M. skate

ening machine sharpens yo

skates the scientific way.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.
88 Princess St.

If It's Sports Try "TreadgoldY
Phone Si

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

lurance policy as a provision for
the future, or contemplating the
telling of life insurance as a pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding sixty-
four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
iger or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OF CANADA
Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1869

SKATING
AT THE

Jock Harty Arena

FOR STUDENTS WILL CONTINUE THROUGHOUT
THE SEASON ON TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENINGS AT 8.00 P.M. SEASON

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE A. B. OF C.

OFFICE IN THE GYMNASIUM AT THE REGULAR
RATE OF $3.00.

Athletic Board of Control

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
MEAL TICKETS FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

Manufacturers Superior DeLuxe Ice Cream -

PHONE 648 204 PRINCESS ST-
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CAPITOL
SYLVIA SCARLETT

With

JCatherine Hepburn, Cary Grant,

Brian Aherne

If you concentrate hard for a

few minutes after coming out from

'Sylvia Scarlett" you will realize

that the idea of the plot was good,

and different, and that Cary Grant

took a most unusual role excellent-

ly. Then if you go back further,

you'll remember that the extra fea-

tures were quite fair. But when
people get up and leave the picture

when it is half finished there must

be something radically wrong, and

that something seems to be La
Hepburn.

In all probabilities she is a won-
derful actress, but that voice! and

those coy gestures! It is not too

bad while she keeps up the role of

a boy, but when she starts to be

natural she is professionally drama-

tic, and it is a bit hard to take. Of
course why let the heroine spoil the

picture for you? In view of the

well-cast minor characters the pro-

gram rates a B . —N.Mac.R.

Next Attraction : "Anything Goes"

with Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman.

Revival : "Twenty Million Sweet-

hearts" with Dick Powell.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
CO-EDS CRITICIZED

Co-eds at the University of Bri-

tish Columbia seemed to have a

lot of criticism this year, both

favourable and otherwise. Not
long ago a debater from Varsity

talked himself into a veritable

hornet's nest of female ire when
be remarked to a reporter on

"The Ubyssey" that he found the

stern co-eds easier to get along

ith than those on his own cam-

[Us. And then, just when the

iir westerners were preening

hemselves for more compliments,

| member of the Stanford debat-

«>r team hands them this:

"From what I've seen they
eeiri to walk like ladies, act like

:«i:lemen and drink like fish.

TIVOL1
IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK

With
Jean Arthur Herbert Marshall

Jean Arthur and Herbert Mar-
shall romp through one of the best

comedies of this year. It is an un-

usual combination of good acting,

original plot, fast moving action,

and humour.

Mr. Marshall and Miss Arthur

in the roles of butler and cook, do

credit to their well founded reputa

tions as excellent actors. They are

admirably supported by Leo Carillo,

who plays his characteristic role of

a kind hearted man whose instincts

are finer than his habits.

The story is complicated by

gangsters and weddings, but it lacks

the usual sticky sentimentality

which spoils so many comedies.

There is never a dull moment, and

the humor is supplied by many in

congruous situations built up by the

contrast of two characters : a prom

inent, wealthy man in the role of ;

butler and a gangster trying to play

the part of a plutocrat. There

seem to' be no weak spots. The

shorts are unusually good too. B-J-

-J.S

Coming Attraction: "Two Sinners"

ALUMNINOTES
COURTESY OF queen's review

PRINCIPAL GRANT
BORN IN 1835

W. E. Soles, Sc. '35. has joined

the staff of the Anglo-Canadian

Pulp and Paper Mills, Quebec,

Que.

Harold Sprott, Com. '32, is with

the Financial Post Corporation

Service, Toronto. He lives at 91

St. George St.

Miss Mary C. Tribble. Arts '34,

is now on the staff of the Ottawa

public schools.

Miss Gladys E. Thomas. Arts

'34 is in the accounting office of

the Ford Motor Company, at

Walkerville, Ont.

John Walter, Sc. '32, is office

foreman at Dundurn Camp, Dim-

durn, Sask.

W. H. Young, Sc. '34. is drafts-

man with the Howard Smith

Paper Mills, Cornwall. Ont.

(Continued from page 1)

and unsparing in his efforts on be-

half of Queen's, Grant governed his

life according to the principle that

"man needs but little here below,"

and insisted that others, too, should

subject their personal wants to the

achievement of an ideal. During
the period of his leadership and
largely because of his unswerving
devotion, Queen's University at-

tained the first rank among Cana-
dian colleges and the standard it re-

quired became the highest in the

country. He was personally ac-

quainted with all his students, and
although his discipline was some-
times severe, they always respected

him because they knew it was not

unkind.

In 1902, the year of the accept-

ance of the degree of Doctor of

Laws by the late King George V,
then Duke of Cornwall and York,
Grant lay on his deathbed- The
dying Principal was the only indivi-

dual in Canada visited personally by

the Duke during his extended tour

in 1902. It was characteristic of

Grant that he said to his distin

guished caller, "When I get better

I shall repay this visit."

Illustrative of the tremendous

vigor of the man is Grant's descrip-

tion of shooting the rapids—a des-

cription recognized by all those who
have enjoyed the same thrill of

combat with natural forces as .

masterpiece of graphic delineation

"To shoot the rapids in a canoe

is a pleasure that few Englishmen

have ever enjoyed, and no picture

can give an idea of what it is. There

is a fascination in the motion, as of

poetry or music, which must be ex

perienced to be understood ; the ex

citement is greater than when on

board a steamer, because you are so

much nearer the seething water, and

the canoe seems such a fragile thing

to contend with the mad forces, in-

to the very thick of which it ha:

to be steered.

"Where the stream begins to des

cent!, the water is an inclined plane

smooth as a billiard table; beyond

it breaks into curling, gleaming

pools which end off in white, boil-

ing caldrons, where the water has

broken on the rocks beneath. On
the brink of the inclined plane the

canoe seems to 'pause for an in-

stant. The caplain is at the bow,

—

BACK FROM ETHIOPIA

ROBINSON MACLEAN

stafl correspondent of the Toronto
Evening Telegram who has just re-

turned to Toronto after spending five

months in Ethiopia during which time
he sent to his newspaper a series ol

cables, radio broadcasts and news
pictures that made a vivid reality of

the strange life of a strange people
half way 'round the world.
Mr. McLean is coming to Kingston

on March 23 to speak in the K.C.V.I
Auditorium at 8 p.m. He is speaking
under the auspices of the Y.M.C.A.
Supper Club. Admission is 25 c.

a broader, stronger paddle than

usual in his hand—his eye kindling

with enthusiasm, and every nerve

and fibre in his body at its utmost

tension.

"The steersman is at his post, and

every man is ready.

"They know that a false stroke

or too weak a turn of the captain's

wrist, at the critical moment, means

death.

"A push widi the paddles, and

straight and swift as an arrow, the

canoe shoots right down into the

mad vortex; now into a cross cur

rent that would twist her broadside

round, but that every man fights

against it; then she steers right for

a rock, to which she is being resist

lessly sucked, and on which it

seems as if she would be dashed to

pieces, but a rapid turn of the Cap-

tain's paddle at the right moment

and she rushes past the black mass,

riding gallantly as a race horse. The

waves boil up at the side threaten

ing to engulf her, but, except a dash

of spray or the cap of a wave,

nothing gets in, and, as she speeds

into the calm reach beyond, all draw

lung breaths and hope that another

rapid is near."

Advertisers make publication of

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

STYLE for SALE

!

As you slip into your Tip Top suit or topcoat

— you instinctively feel here is an introduction

to style. Tip Top designers with a true touch of

talent have put valid style trends from here and

abroad into our clothes this year.

Have unrestricted selection from hundreds of

fine British woolens. Your garment will be hand-

cut and tailored to your every personal whim in

style and fit. You'll feel confident in Tip Top

clothes— because you know they're correct. One

famous price— always.

TIP TOP TAILORS
TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONAL MEASUREMENTS

119 PRINCESS ST.

A. E. KERRU1SH. Manager

THE QUALITY SHOP FOUNDED 1847

PRESENTING A SPECIAL ADVANCE
SPRING SELLING OFFER ON

MADE-TO-MEASURE
SUITS

Positively for a limited period only

*24.50
An actual saving to you of many dollars

We have just received a group of Superb Quality Spring Custom
Suiting*—of individual lengths—specially priced for this event.
This advance spring offer is made to encourage the buying of
your Easter Tailored-to-Order Suit now. Come in tomorrow at
this special sale will be for a limited time only.

LIVINGSTON'S
75 - 79 BROCK ST.

IF OFF YOUR -ROUTE IT PAYS TO WALK

You'll be Interested in our

showing of these new

FORSYTHE SHIRTS

with

FORFUSED COLLARS

Forfused collars give the smartness of starched collars plu* the fran-

dom and comfort of aoft neckwear. All new patterns. Sliea up to 17.

STEACY'S LIMITED
118-120 Princess St.

There Is No Substitute

For QUALITY-
That is why we insist that every piece of mer-

chandise which passes through our hands must

conform to a certain standard.

And our customers know that when they buy

at Laidlaw's, they get the latest Style, along

with real Quality.

john LAIDLAW & son
LIMITED

Drygoods— —Men's Furnishings

Ladies Ready-to-Wear

172 Princess Street

THE RENDEZVOUS
Lunch, Tea, Dinners and Sunday Suppers by Candlelight

While here inspect

Muriel Graeme's Seasonable Woollies

EARL ST. AT WEST PHONE 295
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The sport supplement, printed on smooth

paper, will probably prove of greatest in-

terest to the students. Even- athletic team

on the campus will be represented, and in-

dividual photos of the senior rugby and

basktball teams will feature the supple-

ment.- The Journal has also secured,

through the courtesy of the Tricolor, special

action shots of the rugby team which will

help to brighten the page.

The regular eight pages of the Journal

are being transformed. An entirely new

format has been designed for the front

page and a composite photograph, specially

made fur the Journal, will be printed for

the first time. The inside pages will con-

tain news and reviews of all the outstand-

ing campus events of 1935-36.

The Journal staff is confident that the

result of its labors will prove of great in-

terest to all students. A copy of next Wed-

nesday's Journal will provide each student

with a complete, concise, and interesting

review of the college year.

Off! cm—Studenu"

Prw* Office
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Farewell To The Principal

Tomorrow night the students, along

with the trustees, faculty and graduates of

Queen's, will gather in Grant Hall to bid

farewell and "bon voyage" to Principal and

Mrs. Fyfe who within the next few weeks

will he leaving Kingston to take up their

duties in Aberdeen, Scotland. Two pres-

entations will be made, one from the trus-

tees, faculty and alumni, the other from the

students themselves.* Both gifts— paint-

ings by Canadian artists—will serve as a

reminder of the six years wliich Dr. and

Mrs. Fyfe have spent in Canada.

The reception tomorrow night will' be

no hollow ceremony organized and attend-

ed to comply with the demands of conven-

tion. Those attending will he present to

pay tribute to a man who lias earned for

himself a secure niche in the annals of the

University. Every student who has ever

had the privilege of meeting Dr, Fyfe will

regrel the fact that Queen's is to lose him.

There has been no more friendly person-

ality on the campus for many years. The
dignity of the scholar and gentleman has

never deserted him but, although occupying
a commanding position in the educational

world, the austerity and aloofness of high

position have always been foreign to him.
The principal's office during Dr. Fyfe's

Occupancy has not been a sanctum before

whose dour students quaked with fear. Stu-
dents have entered the office not to sit

and listen but to chat and discuss problems
on equal terms. In a democratic country
Dr. Fyfe has towered above the ordinary
democrat. Since coming to Queen's Dr
Fyfe has been responsible for many in-

valuable innovations, The academic stand-

,

ard of the University has been raised and
the name of Queen's has become more fav-
orably known, than ever in the past.

Six years ago Queen's gained a valu-
able leader and personality at the expense
of Christ Church. Now Queen's suffers
that Aberdeen may he glad. The Journal
joins in the general regret which is fell by
campus and country on the resignation of
the Principal. We lose not onlv a prin-
cipal but a scholar who ha> nevertheless"
kept his feet firmly planted on the ground,
a sympathetic and understanding counsellor,
an orator of unequalled eloquence, and a
friendly and democratic gentleman. May
the years ahead al Aberdeen bring Dr.
Fyfe an even higher measure of success than
he has hitherto achieved.

The Final Issue
Next Wednesda

J
morning rhe final

issue nf the Journal for the 1935-36 sess>on
will he sold on the campus by newsboys
In view of the fact that the last issue costs
ten cents the staff has spent considerable
tune producing a paper which will be
totally different from any Journal in the
past. During tlu; past two weeks the entire
staff has been working feverishly to give
students a concise and sparkling account
of

The Way Of All Flesh?

A pessimistic reader sends us the fol-

lowing discouraging picture of our hopeful

past and miserable future, culled from the

recent autobiography of a young English-

man.

"At fourteen, selfishly they hold them-

selves ready to march into the white guard

of all that is best."

"At eighteen, the future is unrolling be-

fore them like a licking flame; at twenty

they arc still alert; the flame is burning

madly within them, but they begin to note

with surprise that no one comes forward

to bear it aloft, or no one cares how they

dse it."

"Bewildered he sees his energy, his

flame dimming, cooling, thinning over till

at last he comes to the day when he finds

that the business of obtaining bread is his

sole wary object. The simple maintenance

of facts is now important, not their quality."

"At twenty-two, the light, the flame, the

joy are going. Bewilderment, pettishness

and irritation have begun to draw lines on

his face . . .
."

"At twenty-five he has told himself he

is a sponger, or he has entrenched himself

in an acceptance of a second-bestness with-

out illumination."

At fifty-five or so, "when he has shown
by his long compromise that he is no
danger ; then he will be allowed to be

publicly cross or genial "according to his

temperament, and bis criticisms will be pub-

lished, listened to, and all will continue as

before."

Perhaps this forewarning is sent to fore-

arm us, but. short of crawling back to our
cradle or committing swift suicide, we are

not sure what we are meant to do about

it. Certainly the prospect invites no linger-

ing inspection ; this doctrine of despair is

of a sort calculated to drive us speedily

into the embrace of old Omar's escapist

philosophy. And belief in it is widespread;
we find it expressed :n such dir.E:mi1ar plac-

es as the opening pages of "Ann Vickers"

and the poem of Gray which contains the

lines:

Where ignorance is bliss,

'Tis folly to be wise.

The doctrine here expressed may he
generally true

;

s
we are naturally not yet

qualified to give an authoritative opinion.

It will not, however, find much favour
among undergraduates; and there is ample
evidence that it is not universally true. If

no man is ever heard until he has served
a long apprenticeship in compromise and
his opirrtons conform to the requirement
of a reactionary society, then progress is

impossible; and we see evidences of pro-
gress all about us. The hope thus allowed
slender though it may be, will suffice for
youth, which always considers itself the ex
ception to the rule and which will con
tinue, fired with crusading zeal, to watch
the future "unroll like a licking flame."

We arc sufficiently intimidated, how-
ever, to resolve not to read this thirty years
from now.

—Exchange Editorial.

Official Notices

Admission to Honours Courses under* the New

System of Studies

The attention of students is called to the

regulation regarding admission to courses for

Honours. At the end of the second year

(from Pass Matriculation) each candidate for

an Honours Course shall apply through the

Registrar- to the departments concerned for

permission to proceed in his Major and Minoi

suhjects. The departments shall not accept

him unless in his work during the first two

years he has shown promise of ability to

qualify for HonouVs by obtaining at least

sixty-two per cent, in each special subject and

by reaching a satisfactory standard in his other

work.

Applications must reach the Registrar

sometime during the month of March.

Faculty of Arts Examination Time-Table

The attention of students in the Faculty of

Arts is called to the complete time-table for

April examinations. Errors or omissions

should be reported at once to the Registrar's

Office.

Applications for Degrees

Applications for degrees in all Faculties

lust be received at the Registrar's Office

on or before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts de-

gree will pay a degree fee of $10; candidates

for the Master of Arts degree will pay a

fee of $20. Anyone applying after March

15th will have to a pay a late fee of S3.

The Milton Mersey Fellowship in

Chemistry

This Fellowship, of the annual

value of $400, has been endowed

by Milton L, Hersey, M.S

LL.D., of Montreal. It is open to

graduates of all universities and

technical colleges.

Welch Scholarship

Value $100. Founded by Frederick

Welch of Kingston^ Awarded in the Faculty

of Arts and open for competition only to

the sons and daughters of non-commission-

ed officers and men who have served over-

seas in the late war, and of mechanics and

labourers, which students shall at the time

be bona fide residents of the City of King-

ston
;
preference being given to the children

of soldiers. Application for this Scholar-

ship must be made to the Registrar not

later than April 1st and must give evidence

of eligibility in accordance with the terms

of the will. The Scholarship will be award-

ed on the basis of the April examinations

and will be tenable by a student in residence

during the following session.

Khaki University and Y'M.C.A. Memorial

Fund

This fund is part of a sum, left from the

Khaki University after the War, which was
divided among the Canadian Universities.

The interest, amounting to $240, will be

used to award one or more scholarships open

to undergraduate students In any Faculty.

In awarding these scholarships the need as

well as the standing of applicants will be

considered and preference will be given to

returned men, or sons or daughters of

soldiers of the Great War. Applications will

be received by the Registrar up to April 1st.

Graduate Fellowships

The attention of graduating students is

called to the following Fellowships. Ap-
plications for these Fellowships should

reach the Registrar by April 1st.

Arts Research Fellowships

The University will award one Fellow-

ship of the value of $500 and one or two of

smaller value. These will be open to men
and women who have taken an Honours
B.A. at Queen's or an equivalent degree
elsewhere. At the discretion of the Com-
mittee on Arts Research the $500 Fellow-

ship may be awarded as a Travelling Fel-

lowship, but with this exception the ap-

pointments are given only to those under-
taking graduate studies at Queen's,

R. B. Bennett Fellowship

This Fellowship, of the value

of $250, will be offered in the first

instance to enable an approved

student to take the summer ses-

sion at the Geneva School of In-

ternational Studies. If no approv-

ed candidate applies it will be

offered as a Fellowship in any

facultv.

Piano Duo Coining

(Continued from page 1)

each.

Miss Coles and Miss Yanova
have played with the Montreal

Symphony Orchestra and last sum-

mer appeared before about 5,000

people at one of the Promenade

Symphony Concerts in the Varsity

Arena. They gave their seasonal

recital in December to one of the

largest audiences in the Eaton Audi-

torium. Their appearance in King-

ston will be welcomed by those who
have already heard them and offers

a real opportunity of feeling the

thrill of two-piano playing that is

"well-nigh perfect".

On the second half of the pro-

gram the Choral Society and Or-

chestra will give Haydn's "Crea-

tion". The music is in Haydn's

most mature style and abounds in

picturesque and delightful musical

illustrations. Tickets for the con-

cert are now on sale at the Univer-

sity Post Office and Grinham's

Book Store.

Lovely night. '

Crescent moon,

Situation opportune

Rosy Hps,

Slight mustache,

Disposition very Ti%^

Maiden breathes,

When she can.

Softly whispers

"Naughty Man."
Hesitates,

Whispers then

:

"BE a naughty man
againl"

TAKING PICTURES AT
NIGHT IS FUN
Your student daya may be (ill iV-i,-,

—what a kick you could get out oi

BhDwioa the folks back heme "how you
burnt die midnight oil"—became no»

at aur Kodak counter about- 'hit
easy way ol taking pictures Indoors
obtain your Instructive pamphlet.

Stores

MAHOODDRUCCO.
PHONE 519 PRINCES! IT.

JURY& PEACOCK
PHONE 343 ! NEXT TO LOBLAW!

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

HAIR CUTTING 25c

'0 Princess St. Kingston

CHEQUES CASHED
Leave your big cheques here

and save time. It is precious

AV R. McCOLL
Prescription Druggist

260 University Ave.

Where the students eat and meet
Open till 11 p.m.

FURS
GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700

WATTS, FLORIST
Jldeat Established Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph Bowers Anywhere

—

Anytime
Sua. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1127

PICTURES
and

FRAMING
NEVILLE'S

228 Princess St., Phone 2630

Henderson's Cigar Storej

Domestic and Imported TobaceoJ

Large Assortment of Pipes and

Magazines — Soda Fountain.

280 Princess St. Opp. Roy-York Call

Since 1922

Queen's Radio Headquartert|

CANADA RADIO STORES

Roy-York 'Cafe next to u« I

The Good Place To Eat

Better (ood for less money

Special rate meal ticket for

346 Princess St. Kingston.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle Hold

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance 0'°

25c Per Passenger

On March 27 the final college danee of
the year will be held at the La Salle. Ap-
propriately, it has always been called the

very event winch has occurred during Phial Splash since it immediately precedes
lhe ycar 1 the final drowning in April.

The Reuben Wells Leonard Fellowships

Four Fellowships of the value of $500
will be awarded to graduates of 'Queen's
University "who arc willing and qualified
to undertake independent research work in
the interests of higher culture." These Fel-
lowships are tenable only by students in
attendance at Queen's.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES ,

For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S lT
H0°Ri

123 - 125 PRINCESS ST.

I
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCKBY AB. GRATTON

ST. MIKE'S AND KINGSTON CLASH AT ARENA

Willi tlic S.R.O. sign ii . outside the A' B
Tuesday, close to 3000 people will watch procecdincs
hl, as much enthusiasm becu displayed locally in the"
pastime-

The Kingston kids have won for themselves a la™ f„it
.heir^pcedy and brilliant exhibitions this an? right

* ^

MEDICINE COPS HOCKEY TITLE
BY NOSING OUT ENGINEERS 2-1

of C. office since
Not in ten years

great winter

now arc

and
hem the

installed as favorites to take the measure of the Toronto i

'tfVVv
eaP'"re championship

6

We Sh \]

BROCKVILLE WINS OTTAWA CITY TITLE
As was expected, Tcssc Springs l' r ,,, i ,11 \f,~~i

,he d»mgj»h!p of ti e Ottawa Sy Hockey
6

'iSS^JBSS &A
ames .

' * A ' F For™ Club in three Mt oTVur

The Island Town speedsters. losers of only one conteV durine theregular schedule, had too nmch class for the v lwUy Flieis AfteJrunning into a surprise setback in the first game of the finals, the Mags

capture the litk
3 t0 " co"secutiv,: wins, to easily

The Brockville pneksters will now clash with Smith Falls Mic-Macs°U
Ttl,l

n
r FhT* ,

I" t*rmedia*« winners for the right to conX
on in the C.A.H.A. playdowns. Jo Jo Grahoski and his mates shouhl
experience little difficulty in qualifying to meet the champs of the Quebec
Senior Group in the next round play-offs. ,

U"c»*c

INTERPACULTY BASKETBALL STARTS
With three teams entered the annual Interfaculty basketball series

inaugurated its short season yesterday afternoon at the Gym when Meds
attempted to take a fail out of last year's title holding Science live.

Following '

each team will

Twenty Minutes Overtime
Required To Decide

Winner

along the same lines as the Interfaculty hockey league
play a round-robin series of games with the dub finishingm first place winning the laurels.

Tomorrow afternoon Meds and Arts will tangle, while the series
will come to a close on Monday when Arts and Science are scheduled
to play-

With the completion of this series of games, athletic activities
around the camput will he at an end for the 19J5-36 term, and prepara-
tions will go speedily ahead for the major tests of the year with the
faculty, billed for early next month.

MEDS TAKE PUCK CROWN
Amidst stormy scenes Reg, Patterson s battling Meds puck squad

downed a stubborn Science six yesterday afternoon at the Arena lo
win the 1936 Interfaculty hockey crown. The Engineers forced the
budding doctors to the limit, however, before succumbing 2-1 after
twenty minutes of overtime had been played to decide the winners.

A fight near the end oi jhc game added spice to the fixture, and
showed just how seriously the Interfaculty pucksters go about their
business.

Tick Corrigan was the hero of yesterday'
"money" goals, hut Hoop Gibson, who weni
defence shared the spotlight with the little centre man. by supplying
issists for the counters that gave the Blue team the title

struggle with his two
the entire distance on

JUNIOR PUCK CLASH
IN ARENA TO-NIGHT

With a sell-nut crowd assured,

jfwo grea.t little kid puck teams

will battle it out for ice suprem
icy tonight at the Jock Harty

\rcna when Kingston Red In

lians and St. Mike's Buzzers

angle in the first game of the

unior "B" O.H.A. semi-finals.

Sensing an O.H.A. champion
ihip for the first time since 1926,

Limestone City fans have gone

practically mad over the battling

d of youngsters who, last

fveek, spotted Toronto Dukes a

e goal lead here on Arena
and then proceeded to shove

'ruising Queen City club into

also ran class by stepping

"to Maple Leaf Gardens and
Merging with a 4-0 triumph

Tonight's game should be the

lassie of the season locally, for

' brings together two clubs

"lose high scoring feats, and
r«ieral all round brilliant play

*vc made them the standout kid

Wins hi the province.

As total goals on the two game
Blind will decide the winner it

1 ,ifcely that each squad will

'I" " up wide tonight and go out
'"cr a commanding lead. While
' 'S difficult to compare the

those who have seen the

Dr.

amine s crew of mid-

w|U hold (their own with

'in? Indians.

" highlight of the encounter
'0,U(I be the

v
centre ice dual

aBed by Joe Catlin. star of the
ca's

- and little Billy Taylor,
Uny pivot man of the Irish,

°f these lads have been
>r"'nent in their team's suc-

t0<ate, and should give the

Hi

tin

l"zer5 perform state that

VtTTv LaFIa

>oth

tniri.

Polished exhibitions in
s
the

lru

art|ng time for the important
Sgle is sct [or 8i30

Cheer Leader

Applications for the posi-

tion of Cheerleader for 1936-

19,17, stating qualifications/

should be made immediate-

ly to F. D. S. Marett, Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer

of the A.M.S.

MAGS WIN OTTAWA
CITY HOCKEY TITLE

Ottawa, March U — (CP) —
Brockville Magedomas defeated

Royal Canadian Air Force 4-1

here last night and captured the

Ottawa Senior City Hockey

League championship. The gam

marked Brockville's third wfn ol

the series, the Airmen taking one

with one tic game played. Mage

domas will meet Smith Falls

Mic-Macs here Tbursuay in tin

first game of two, total-goals-to

count, for the Ottawa and District

title.

The Sailors proved far too pow

rful for the Flyers and only tin

brilliant work of Goalie Louis St.

Denis saved the latter from

worse heating.

Brockville opened the scoring

late in the. first period while R.C

A.F. played a man short after

D'Arcy Coulson was ruled off for

dumping Gordon- Lowrty, Vex-

dell Price converting Mike Mc-

Mahon 's pass-out from behind

the net, The home team evened

the count in the second frame

when Bob Hitsman and Louis

Lecompte crashed through, the

former scoring.

Price scored again early in the

third session after Bill Sherry

arried the puck from his defence.

McMahon also figuring on the

play. "Red" McDonald's «two

goals in tlxe latter part of the

period sewed up the game.

Corrigan Scores Two

The Interfaculty hockey mix-up
was finally straightened out yester-

day afternoon when Meds won the

championship by defeating Science

2 to 1 in an overtime thriller which

continually kept the large crowd on
its feet.

The game was ideal from the

spectator's point of view. The play

was fast and furious and got rough-

er as time went on, until finally in

the closing minutes the crowd
swarmed on the ice when Jenkins

and Holmes started to scrap. The
two pugilists were soon separated

and the crowd condescended to re-

turn to their seats and watch the

remaining moments of the play.

Science carried the play for mo*t
of the first frame and forged ahead
when Holmes scored on Baker's

pass. This encouraged the engi-

neers and they continued to press

,back, but were unable to Hash the

red light again. Meds were lifeless

in the first two sessions but came
to life in a hurry in the last period

when Corrigan took Gibson's per-

fect pass to even the count.

The game ended in a deadlock

and after a brief meeting it was de-

cided to play on until somtone broke

the tie. The first ten minutes of

the overtime session passed quickly,

each team making several danger-

ous rushes hut they were unable to

score. Meds got better as the game
went on and Gibson who was con

tinually making promising sorties

was outlucked on several occasions

Finally just as the. crowd were be

ginning to give up hope of having

someone score, Corrigan took an-

other pass from Gibson and poked

the puck past Thomson for the

winning goal. Meds then fell back

lo protect their lead and began

shooting the rubber down the ice

as Science continued to put on five

man attacks. Some of the boys be-

gan to lose their tempers anil the

result was that Holmes took a poke

nt Jenkins. For a moment it looked

as though the rest of the players

and the crowd would join in but

cooler heads prevailed and the game

started again. With only about a

minute of play left Meds were able

to protect their scant lead and em-

erged as champs for 1936.

Hoop Gibson was easily the best

player on the ice and he practically

won the game himself. He com-

bined with Corrigan on the hitter's

two goals and was outguessed by

Thomson on many other occasions.

Corrigan, at centre, played a smart

game and combined well with Gib-

son to score two counters. Pollock.

Carson, and Forsberg played well

also and were consistent back-

checkers.

Thomson, in goal, was a stand-

out for Science and made some re-

markable saves, sliding nut to take

the puck off the sticks of his op-

ponents. He had little chance on

the two which went past him.

Turner 'and Scott tried hard but

icy were not quite as effective as

they usually are. Baker and

Holmes, who combined to score the

Engineers' lone goal, were the pick

of the forwards. Both defences

used their bodies freely and there

were some very stiff checks handed

out which didn't improve the tem-

pers of the recipients.

Meds — Goal, Quigley: defence,

Gibson, Jenkins; centre. Corrigan;

wings, Pollock, Handford; subs,

Forsberg. Reeves. Carson, Dafoe.

Clare. Arhour, I^riimnw.

Kingston "Y" Cagers
Lose To West End

West End "Y" intermediates

defeated Kingston "Y" 37-33

Wednesday night at West End
Y.M.C.A. to take the round by

three points in the Ontario bas-

ketball playdowns. Pete Foxx
came through at the last moment
with two timely scores that gave
West End the victory after a

lapse in scoring punch. The West
I ri.lt r- started fast but lacked

shooting accuracy. Kingston,

ever ready to take advantage ol

West End's neglect to cover up
after a scoring session, nearly-

won the game. West End, lead-

ing at half time 20-18, managed
to stay in front until a change in

players seemed to break their

luck with, Kingston creeping up
and uver-coming the West Glid-

ers' lead until Foxx put the finish-

ing touches to wind it up in West
End's favor.

Foxx, of West End, the out-

standing man on the floor, count-

ed eight field baskets and one free

throw for 19 points; his nearest

opponent, McMahon. of Kings'

ton, getting 9, The teams:

West End—Graham 3, Thomp-
son 2, Cooke 2. Foxx 19, Pinn 4.

Scott 2, Daniels, Taylor, Brown-
lee 3. Crosland 2.

Kingston — M. Thompson 6.

Young 2. Sheppard 5. McMahon
9. McLaughlin 2. Vivian 2, F.

Thumpson 6. Elliott 1.

Science — Goal, Thomson ; de-

fence, Byrne, O'Brien; centre

Turner ; wings, Scott, Wilson ; subs

Thornham, Neal, McGillvarv, Mc
Ginnis, Holmes, Corkill, Mitchell

Baker.

Referee—Bill Watts.

REMEMBER THAT YEAR AT QUEEN'S?
When you were writing that lait group of examinations and you

couldn't concentrate on your work became of that painful ache in
your tired feet.

Eliminate all possibility of that happening again by buying a pair
of our perfect fitting shoes.

NaborhooD
STORE

Phone' 704

SHOE
166 Princess St

ANNOUNCING
WARREN K. COOK'S

NEW SHOWING OF EXCLUSIVE, IMPORTED

SUITINGS
FOR SPRING, 1936

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only $3.75 for 14 Meals
Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE THAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS
DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES

J12 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

This is the land our fathers mad
One trait in then) we mourn.

They should have raised a little

Hell

Tu keep the country warm.

—The Sheaf

A college paper is a gTeat invert

tion

:

The college gets all the fame;

The printer gets all the money
And the star? gets all the blame.

—Purdue Exponent.

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

, WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 508

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phono 50J

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORB

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

STd &tu0k?nt9 of (Quern's
WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS

Alarm Clock*. Novel GUu
Watchei And Favora

Pent and Pencil! College Iniignia

Designing to Order

&mtth Srna. 3)«?uirlerB, jCtmitrd
PHONE 6M Estd. 1840 102 PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS $16 up TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

TAILORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street 'Phone 21 If
Over Canadian Pacific Expre« Office.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculdti

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pans,

Slide Rules. Queer's Pennants and Cushions. Our ut*d

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounda ONTARIO
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Coming Events

Today

:

9.00p.m.—Frosh Revelries

Grant Hall

Saturday, March 14:

9-12a.m.—Eng. Soc. Elections

Eng. Club Room
9~12a.m.—Levana Elections

Arts Bldg.

8.30p.m.—Principal Fyfc's

Reception

Grant Hall

Sunday, March 15:

9.00a.nl.—Newman Club

Communion and

Breakfast

St. James' Chapel

Monday, March 16:

7.00p.m.—Commerce Club

Dinner—Y.W.C.A.

"So you want to marry my
daughter, eh ?" said the experienced

old gentleman.

"Yes sir."

"Ever proposed before?"

"No sir."

"Know much about women?"
"No sir."

"Whew! Do you smoke?"

"No sir."

"Drink much?"
'Wo sir."

"Ever stayed out all night?"

"No sir."

"Go away and leam something

and come back six months to-day."

—Manitoban

WRONG JMERGENCY

It happened—really and truly it

did, and right here in Kingston. She

always drove carefully—that's what

made it so hard when a stern-faced

cop motioned her to one side of the

road for not coming to a dead stop

before turning on to a through

street. Following the inevitable ad-

monition to be more careful in

future came the demand "Let me

see your driving license". It was

in an envelope in the pocket of the

right-hand door, so she asked her

companion to get it, and passed the

envelope to the policeman. He

opened it, and then with granite

face said "I don't think this is it".

It wasn't ! ! Nothing like it, in fact.

That envelope contained an emer-

gency supply of a commodity used

almost universally where mail order

catalogues don't circulate. Was her

face red? Yes, it was

!

R. P. Graham President
Of Camera Club

R. P. Graham was elected

President of the Queen's Camera

Club at a meeting held in the

Sergeants' Mess room on Wed-

nesday evening. Boh Hay was
elected Vice-President

During the meeting Dr. Wat-
son discussed the prints that the

Camera Club has exhibited, and

also the prints from Hart House
which will be publicly shown
here at the end of the week.

JACKSON - MET/VIERS
114 PRINCESS STREET

EXCLUSIVE .STYLES

LADIES' WEARING APPAREL
DEJA FROCKS FUR TRIMMED COATS

MARGATE FROCKS HOSIERY — GLOVES
SPORT FROCKS LINGERIE

WHEN YOU CALL TO SEE

YOUR GIRL AND YOU FIND

SOME CHAP HAS "BEAT
YOU TO IT" . .

.

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

Peace Campaign To

Commence April 2

1

Philadelphia, Penna. — Calling

upon the people of the United

States to make a sacrifice for

peace now to prevent war and its

more costly sacrifices later, a group

of prominent peace and religious

leaders of the nation will launch on

April 21st an Emergency Peace

Campaign which during the next

two years will attempt to mobilize

the peace sentiment of the nation

into a force powerful enough to

resist and relieve conditions which,

it is felt, are sweeping the United

States and the world into war and

subsequent chaos.

The announcement of the Cam-

paign was made yesterday by Ray

Newton. Secretary of the Peace

Section of the American Friends

Service Committee, who is the

Executive Director, from the head-

quarters at 20 South Twelfth St,

Philadelphia. Initiated by the Am-
erican Friends Service Committee,

which will serve as treasurer of the

movement, the Campaign will have

the co-operation of leaders from

peace organizations, religious bodies

of all faiths, trade unions and labor

groups, liberal organizations, stu-

dent and youth groups, Negro

groups and other agencies interested

in keeping the United States out of

war and in improving the present

serious international situation. It

is headed by Dr. W. O. Menden-
hall, president of Whittier College,

California, who is the chairman.

The program is the most ambiti-

ous ever attempted by the peace

moyement in the United States. It

has grown out of the conviction of

outstanding national leaders that

the time has come for men and wo-
men to consecrate themselves to

the cause of peace as the outstand-

ing responsibility of this genera-

tion. The Campaign is asking

volunteer service from ministers,

college presidents, professors and
teachers, peace leaders, labor lead-

ers, young people and others.

The Rt. Honorable George Lans-
bury, M.P., prominent British La-
borite, is coming to the United
States to speak for the Campaign
in twenty cities from April 1st to

May 18th. In addition to Mr.
Lansbury, many of the nation's

foremost peace and church leaders

have agreed to serve as members
of the speaking teams which will

tour the country this spring, in the

fall and again the following winter.

The Emergency Peace Campaign
will be launched on April 21st with
a nation-wide radio program over
the NBC network from 10 to

10.30 P.M., on which Mrs. Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt and Mr. Lansbury
will speak. A peace rally at

Carnegie Hall in New York City on
the evening of April 22nd will

he the opening meeting of the
Campaign.

The Campaign's purpose, as ex-
plained by Mr. Newton, and stated
in its literature, is "to keep the
United States from going to war
and to achieve world peace by
(1) Strengthening pacific alterna-

tives to armed conflict; (2) Bring-
ing about such political and econ-
omic changes as are essential to a
just and peaceable world order;
and (3) Recruiting and uniting in

a dynamic movement all organiza-
tions and individuals who are de-
termined not to approve of or par-
ticipate in war."

The meetings will emphasize
three aspects of the peace issue:
the necessity for political action to

prevent war and to bring about the
use of pacific means for settling

disputes; the necessity for economic
changes lo relieve the present inter-

national tensions and rivalries; and

Arts '36 Picture

Arts '36 year picture will

be taken in front of the Arts

Building, weather permitting,

on Monday, March 16, at one

o'clock. If weather condi-

tions are unfavourable it will

be taken on Tuesday at the

the necessity for the individual to

renounce the war method as a prin-

ciple of religious faith and as a

means of combatting the growth of

militarism and the war spirit.

Wherever possible, a resolution ex-

pressing the attitude of the meeting

towards a particular governmental

policy or proposed legislation affect-

ing the peace issue will be passed.

A Registration Blank and Ques-

tionnaire to determine the general

attitude of the people on war and

peace will be distributed throughout

the country by the Campaign forces.

The youth of America will he

mobilized by the Emergency Peace

Campaign in several ways. Peace

Caravans of young men or women,

carefully selected, adequately train-

ed, and under mature leadership,

will be organized to spend several

months in strategic rural areas dis-

cussing the problems of world

peace wherever possible, especially

th other young people. They

will also help the peace-minded peo-

ple develop effective political action.

The living expenses of those join-

ing the Caravans, estimated at thirty

dollars a month, wherever possible

will be borne by themselves, their

families, or the college or group

from which they come. In addi-

tion. Summer Work Camps will be

set up where young people will

work during the day at some use-

ful peace-time task in an under-

privileged community and in the

evening will develop the philosophy,

and if possible, the technique of

non-violent leadership in the solu-

tion of the conflict situations.

The plans of the Campaign also

include a vast Demonstration of

Peace Workers in Washington,

D.C., on January 1st, 2nd and 3rd.

1937, on the eve of the opening of

Congress. Assemblies of previous-

ly enrolled peace workers through-

out the country are scheduled for

Armistice Day, 1936. Further ac-

tivities will be developed as the

Campaign progresses.

Mr. Newton in announcing the

Campaign said: "Because the drift

toward war is so rapid today, there

is no time to be lost. Many people

must lay down their present tasks,

important as they are, and throw

themselves into this great struggle.

They must give themselves for

peace just as in 1914-1918 millions

gave themselves to war. Others

must give their capital—not merely

their income—just as throughout

the ages, people either freely or

under compulsion have laid their

capital upon the altar of Mars.

If the people of this country

catch the vision of such sacrificial

giving on a large scale and sustain

it over a considerable period of

time, we can have peace, world

peace— if not we shall have war,

the sacrifice will be made. The
only question is 'Will it be for war
or for peace?'

"

Dr. J.H.C. G0WLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Ofilce 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DONE
Personal attention given

Essays and Thesis
^

— Notes typed. Prices right

Single space 8c page, double S c

Apply

32 Nelson St. 1 Phone

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROO/V\ <.

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT
Phone 811 Meal Tj^

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c Z'2 Sydenlu,,,
K

Two people on a Western
campus were very much in love
—only they didn't know it. They
tried to be blase about it.

The boy sent a note to the
girl. "Did I ask you to marry
me last night?" he asked.

"I told some one I'd marry
them." the girl replied. "Was it

you?"—Indiana Daily Student.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCESS Sfl

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these from 25-watt to 300-vratt

255 PRINCESS STREET (Opposite Tivoli Tha^l

Hanson & Edgar
Dane*

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
117 Brock St.

Phone 1510

Printing dj

DescripeJ

FINE WATCH REPARING
Spectacles and Eye Classes Repaired Broken Lenie* RtpUc*d|

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
216 PRINCESS ST. Watchmakers and Optometrists PHONE 1D|

231 PRINCESS STREET
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME

Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone 2

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver Phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE

PHONE 821We Deliver
H. R. BECKINGH AM, O.B.E.

Proprietor

Where the Students Go
WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling

357 Princess Street
Next to Hoag's Drug Store

Finger Waj^j

Phone 42+3

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS A

137 Union Street Phone ^
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TO RENT
SADDLE HORSES

Polan Leather Goods
phone 1802-W or 3815-W

DARLINGS'
WEST END BARBER SHOP

gpeeiali*** hi Lailea' and Gentlemen's

First-CIass Service Guaranteed

Two Barbers — Give us a trial

Il« AUred Street Phone 2359
r 4 doors ab

MILLARD'S TAXI

PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

SING D00 LAUNDRY
ift Dam Socks and General Mending

FREE
PHONE 2390

WE CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-P

uits sponged and pressed 40c
With Extra Trousers 50c
nits Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
fuxedos Sponged and Pressed. . .40c

WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

!3 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JEWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

Mahood Bros.
H3-115 Princess St

|r. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

RAY OAS
Evenings by Appointment

1 Princess St Phone 1859

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

Wellington St Kingston

'Phone 256

Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

i Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

r. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

Wellington St 'Phons M6

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
10 often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT

-anada's Finest in Pure

Wool since 1877

'hey are on sale at most

good Men's Shops

WARREN BROS.
LIMITED

ST
- CATHARINES, ONT.
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THE SPINE
BY M. S. LAUDER

The spine, or backbone, is a
string of small bones running down
the middle of the back. The skull

sits on ona end, and you sit on the

other. Down the hollow tube
formed by these bones, runs the

medulla oblongata, or spinal cord.
From the back of these bones pro-

jects a spike known as the spine,

and these form the knuckles so

prominent at the formals.

The backbone's claim to fame
lies in the fact that it is the happy
hunting ground of osteopath and
chiropractor. They race madly up
and down the spine, screaming with

joy at the sight of a "subluxation".

The upper part of the column
forms the neck. These vertebrae

have a very annoying habit of get-

ting in the way when one tries to

cut one's throat, as the big vessels

slide in behind them, owing to the

prevalent stupid habit of throwing

the head back and starting in the

centre. The correct technique, if

anybody is interested, is to bend

well forward, and start below the

ear. I don't recommend the method,

as it is uncertain, painful, and leaves

such a mess. Be considerate. Some
one has to clean up after you.

The spine used to be a very con-

venient source of income for those

involved in railway accidents. These

people got "railway spine", a pain-

ful condition which cleared up only

when the, sufferer was paid com-

pensation. The condition is now
extinct, as the railways no longer

pay for it.

Old people get stiff backs. When
these people bend and twist their

spines creak. There is some doubt

as to the origin of the sounds, but

most authorities believe them to be

the mating cry of an osteopath.

S.C.M. Conference Follows
Final Exams

A student conference, similar

to that held two years ago at

Collin's Bay is being planned by

the local unit of the Student

Christian Movement. The camp

will be held immediately after

the final examinations beginning

on April 25 or 27.

Mrs. J. D. Hutchinson who

spoke in Kingston this term and

was one of the leaders at Couch-

iching last fall will probably be

one of the leaders.

The subject to be studied will

likely be the student relationship

in the University community and

wider areas. Further information

will be available shortly.

LOST

Black pocket book containing

chauffeur's permit, other papers,

sum of money. Reward. Phone

161.

A Kain-Tuckian entered a saloon

with his wife and three-year-old

boy. He ordered two straight

whiskies.

"Hey, Pa," the kid asked, "ain't

Ma drinkin' ?"

—The Gateway.

AUF WIEDERSEHEN
BY GOLOW1N SMITH

So if you like the sort of thing

Of which I also like to sing.

Just (jive my stuff a look;

And if you don't, no harm is don

In writing it I've had my fun;

Good luck to you and everyotl

And so—Here ends my book.

—Service.

Continuing along the line of Mr.

Lauder's spines, whether you go up
or down you eventually come to the

end. This is just another proof

that alt good things come to an end,

even Campuscopcs.

When one finally reaches the end

the question arises, does the end

justify the means, or conversely did

the means justify the end. The
answer to this depends on the end

Shakespeare is credited with

"There's a divinity that shapes our

ends"; if a divinity looks after the

ends we don't need to worry.

In most cases college life seems

to be a means to an end, in a few

cases it brings our means to an end,

either way there is always the end

Since this ends the Campuscope for

this year, I wish to thank all tho:

who have read it faithfully. To
those who haven't, you'll never

know what you missed. To both,

goodbye, at least for the present.

In conclusion I take this oppor

tunity of thanking all those mem-
bers of Medicine '37 who have con

tributed to this column throughout

the year. Their work has appear

ed under their own names. In par

titular I would like to thank Stuart

Lauder for the number and excel

lence of his contributions.

Meds Frosh Vanquish
Sophs In Cage Game

All was rejoicing in the camp

of Meds '41 when, on last Sat-

urday afternoon, the "big blue

team" of the Sophomores went

down to defeat before their fresh

man foes in an exciting court en

counter. The second year medicos

could not defend their basket

against a steady rain of leather,

and only in the second half did

they seem to rally their forces,

bringing the score to 20-16 at the

end of the game.

Outstanding on the frosh line-

up were Megill, Countryman and

McCallum. Megill, playing at

centre, ended a brilliant shooting

;ind ball-handling exhibition with

II points to his credit. Country-

man showed lijs knowledge of

court tactics in keeping the scor-

ing activity of Don White, the

Sophomore menace, at a mini-

mum. The latter played a hard

steady game, and was ably sup-

ported by Handford, Dobie and

Grimshaw.

It looks as if Coach Garson and

his lads have big things ahead of

them in the coming series.

I.R.C. Dinner

The International Relations Club

s making plans for the annual

dinner to be held at the end of this

month. Members of the club will

be given details about this event by

notice shortly.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS CALENDAR
~ n...~T Function |

PU«
|
P*c.

1

Convener |
Orthtatrm

M» r n I Arts '39 Grant Hall |
1.00 D. Andrews Kuth Knowlton

Mar. 17 1
Meds 'SH Grant Hall |

1.75 D. Pollock Jack Crawford

Mar. 21
1

Mar. 27 1
Final Splash

Grant Hall
|
1.00

~La Salle j 3.50

J. Nesbitt Sid Fox

Don White Sid l'o*

Miss Helena Riedel To
Head Classics Club

The final meeting of the Classics

Club was held on Tuesday evening

in the Faculty Players* Lounge of

the Old Arts Building. The execu-

ive for the year 1936-37 was

elected as follows: Honorary

President, Professor L. E. Law
President Miss H. Riedel; Secre

lary. Miss L. Beswetherick ; Trea

surer, Miss P. Gummcr; executive

committee: Mr. Shcppard, Miss D
Richardson.

The newly-elected president took

the chair and introduced the speak'

er of the evening, Miss Rutledge

who spoke on "The Classical Poems
of Tennyson and Browning." Miss

Rutledge examined the poetry of

each of the two noted poets thor

oughly and selecting their classical

poems showed the classical sources

of their ideas and the poets' inter

pretations of them. Miss Rutledge

pointed out that Browning's work
had been influenced most cxtensi

ly by classical drama. She went

into interesting detail, explaining

i he poems by references and quota-

tions. Mr. Edmund Berry moved
a resolution of regret at the depar

ture of Principal Fyfe. Refresh

ments were served at the close of

the meeting.

Math Club

MUSIC BY SID FOX
AT FINAL SPLASH

Dr. C. F. Gummer will be guest

speaker at the last regular meeting

of the Math, and Physics Club for

tin's year, to be held in Room 200

of the Arts Building at 4.00 p.m. on
Friday. The subject of Dr.

Cummer's address will be "Geo-

metry From An Algebraic Basis."

TORONTO QUARTET
WELL RECEIVED

(Continued from page 1)

delssohn "Canzonctta" produced

some exquisitely delicate effects

while the three Celtic number

(including the encore) produced

a rich sombre tone of great inten

sity, mirroring the gloom and

loneliness of the Highlands.

The highlight of the evening

was undoubtedly the playing of

Beethoven's great Quartet in E
Minor, Op. 59, No. 2. Here the

ensemble was perfect. The rug-

ged individualism of Bcelluncn

shone through every phrase and

the full value of Mr. Levey's

musicianship was realized. It

was a brilliant, vital, virile inter-

pretation with delicate nuances

of tonal colour and gradations of

volume winch brought out clear-

ly the Romantic characteristics of

the work.

The Presto movement was

given a rousing interprctatiun.

the infectious rhythm being clear-

ly marked. There one felt that

thoven had transccnd;d the

quartet form and this movement

took on an orchestral aspect

which was very impressive. This

memorable concert was brought

to a close with an exquisitely

phrased rendering of Tchaikow-

sky's ever lovely Andante Can-

tabile.

Some one claims he would

rather have an egg than a Xmas
dinner.

Oh well, un oeuf is as good as

a feast.

Pal

Gal: Am I the first girl you ever

kissed?

Why y-yes, of course. Why
do you ask?

Gal: Then why did you lake the

cigarettes out of your vest

pocket?—Manitoban.

(Continued from page 1)

unanimously selected as "the"

d in Kingston. His brass

section is outstanding and
those saxaphone men know all

that is to be known about tearing

heart strings. Mr. Fox has been

engaged by the Gananoque Cano
Club for the coming summer.

The Hotel La Salle will be the

scene of the dance with dinner

to be served at seven-thirty and
dancing commencing at nine-

thirty. "The management have
promised us their co-operation in

our attempt to make March 27th

an evening to be remembered and
we sincerely hope that our efforts

to please you will not be in

vain," said the committee.

Favors have been secured

which are as fine a gift as have
been seen this year. They are
new and quite the thing.

Tickets will be on sale begin-

ning today from any member of

the committee for three dollars

and fifty cents. Those in charge
of the dance are Mavis McGuire
2922, Bud Yuill 11+4-W, Gord.
Tilley I760-W. Ram. Park 4080
and Don White (convener) 32S7-J.

New LibraryBooks

Blake, George—The Shipbuilders.

(Fiction).

Brutzkus, B. — Economic Plan-

ning in Soviet Russia.

Cole, G. D. H.—Simple Case for

Socialism.

Chamberlain, Austen—Down the

Years.

Dane, Clcmence—Legend.

(Fiction).

Dakin, W. J.—Whalemen Adven-
turers,

De Traz—Spirit of Geneva.

Cover, Geoffrey—Africa Dances.

Gurrey, P.—Appreciations of

Poetry.

Hoolon, E. A.—Up from the Ape,

Hoover, D. D.—"Copy!" Hand-
book for reporters; and students

of journalism.

Kennedy, W. P, M.—Essays in

Constitutional Law.
Kenney, T.—The Dance.

Leakey, L, S. B.—Adam's An-
cestors. Up - to - date outline

about the origins of man.
Murry, J. M .—Shakespeare.
Nordhoff, Chas. — The Hum-

ane. (Fiction).

Onions, Oliver—Collected Ghost
Stories. (Fiction).

Spencer, F. A. M.—Future Life.

Squire, A. O.—Sing Sing Doctor.

To-Morrow's the Day

FINAL DAY OFjOUR

SALE
Saturday our Rreat store-wide
tale comes to an end. Don't
let this opportunity slip through
your fins'tr;* Come in tomorrow
and pick out your new suit

You will save money and get

perfect satisfaction in Quality

itid Fit.

Values up to 935.00

14.45
Values up to $28.50

17-45

MEN'S SUITS

CLEARING AT
REDUCED
PRICES

There i* a real good suiecdon

lo choice from in all. though we

have not a complete sue range

in the varmuj pattern.. These

suit* arc all made by Canada's

belt manufacturers .ind are

guaranteed by »* '» «™ry

letaJL

Values up to $30.00

19.45
Values up to $35.00

22.45

FURNISHINGS
Shirts, tics, doves, scarves. *ocks and all such items of Men's

Apparel are also on Sale at Clearance Prices. Stock up now for

months to come.

ARROW SHIRTS

$1.59 ea. or 2 for $3.00

STETSON SHIRTS

95c ea.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

TWEDDELL'S
137 - 139 Princess St.

Hotel La Salle Bldg.

Phone 3706
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Mcds '38 Frolic, Grant Hall, March 1 7,'^SZ^T
TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- 77A77AC-
LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

Better to be called by

BIG BEN
than by the "Prof."

A full line of Westclox

Alarms $1.25 to $5.00

Klnnear & D'Esterre
JEWELLERS

168 Princess St

We Cordially Invite

You to Meet

Miss Anne Snyder

Vita-Ray

Beauty Consultant

Authority on make-up and
cart of the skin, who will

be in our Toiletries Depart-

ment

—

ALL THIS WEEK

You will be shown the
make-up that brings out
your best features, and min-
imizes those least desirable

—based on your particular

type.

Complimentary Facial will

be given by appointment

JACK CRAWFORD S ORCH:

MEDS '38 DANCE ON
ST. PATRICK'S DAY

(Continued from page 1)

big cities in Ontario and Quebec.

They- have just completed a success-

ful engagement at the Brant Inn,

famous summer resort on Burling-

ton Bay.

Acoustic arrangements are being

installed in Grant Hall to insure

proper reception, and lighting

effects in harmonious colour com-

binations will add their 'touch of

enchantment to the bizarre decora-

tions. To add the final touch to

a perfect evening, punch will be

served.

The committee is confident that

everything 1 possible has been done

to make this an exceptional dance.

The arrival of the favours heralds

the proximity of the zero hour;

ornamental and practical, they

should prove fitting mementos of a

memorable evening.

Tickets may be procured from a

member of the committee at the

Students' Union on March 13th,

from 4-5 P.M.

The committee: Roger Billings

(914-F). Joe Giardine (3098-W or

1972). Eddie Mack (3139-W), Joe

McManus (1045), Doug Pollock

(convener, 1742).

RECEPTION FOR DR.
FYFE TOMORROW

Austin's Drug Store
PHONE 230

Cor. Prtneaw and Wellington

WE DELIVER

REID VIPOND HEADS
S. C. M. EXECUTIVE

The Queen's Dramatic Guild

avc received and accepted an in-

i tat ion from the Brock ville

Dramatic Club to present "The

Marriage Proposal," by Anton

Tchekov, in Brockville the even-

ing of March twentieth.

This play was presented in the

I astern Ontario Rbgional Drama

Festival under the direction ot

Anne Sedgewick and Mrs. G. B.

Reed. Three of the most out-

nding actors on the campus

are cast in this production; Anne

Sedgwick, Gerald Chemoff and

Erskine Morden.

Two other plays will also be

presented in Brockville, "The

ate Christopher Bean," produced

by the Ottawa Drama League,

winner of the Festival held in

Kingston recently, and "Legend,"

presented by the Kingston Drama
Group.

(Continued from page 1)

J. M. Macdonnell will give the

opening address, speaking for the

university as a whole, while Dr.

McNeill and Bill Simmons will

speak for the staff and students re-

spectively. A presentation on be-

half of the university will be made
to Dr. Fyfe by Mr. Macdonnell, and
Bill Simmons will present the stu-

dents' gift. The students' presenta-

tion is now on view among the pic-

tures in Room 221 in the Douglas
Library and will also be shown on
Saturday evening. Principal and
Mrs. Fyfe will make their response
to the addresses.

The reception will close with the

serving of refreshments, some sing-

ing under the direction of Dr.
Frank Harrison, and the Queen's
yell.

A general invitation is extended
to students, staff, and graduates to

attend this event tomorrow night

Professor H. L. Tracy was

made honorary president of the

S.C.M. at the annual meeting

held Monday Reid Vipnnd was

elected president of the new

cabinet. Other cabinet members
are:

Vice- Pres.—Pearl Paynter.

Secretary—Nat Holmes.

Treasurer—Wes Button
Ministers without portfolio —
Nancy de St. Remy, M e 1

Bulla is'.

Eleanor Clarke is chairman of the

new executive, Helen Cram,

secretary,

The guest speaker of the meet-

ing, Beverley Oaten, secretary

for the national council
of the S. C. M. stated that

the work of the S.C.M. was to

bring to students a new realiza-

tion of the function of religion

and to include the social aspect

with the religious. "It is infinite-

ly important that there be a bal-

ance between the two, specific

knowledge about social condi-

tions and definite ideas about re-

ligion," he said.

"A second real function of the

S.C.M.," cuntinued Mr. Oaten, "is

the opportunity the organization

provides, for students to make
friends. Men and women meet
as people with no need for 'dat-

ing1."

He stressed the need for S.C.

M. conferences where the prime
interest is religion. Here in the

controlled environment one
periences the feeling of awak
ing, coming alive, as well as the

sense of the unit which the

S.C.M. is.

- He urged as many as possible

to attend the seminar at Couchiching

which meets in September from th

9th to the 18th.

"Take this note to the chef. I

he French?"

"Yes, satr."

"Well, what's the French
'lousy'?"—The Humorist.

Newman Club

BROCKVILLE TO SEE
DRAMA GUILD PLAY

Innes -Taylor Speaks
On Byrd Expedition

otoeiEmtlu (&tnwfavb Momt g^n*
Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers

of Queen's University
Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays Hjj

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.

Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone 641
Serving Queen's over 30

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

394 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2^ I

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccotl
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

PRINTING

The Newman Club of Queen's
will hold its final Communion
Breakfast of the year on Sunday.
March IS at 9.00 a.m. The Mass
will be held as usual in St. James'
Chapel and a full course break-
fast afterwards at the Roy-York
Cafe. Rev. Father Sweeny of

Ottawa will address the mem-
bers, Nominations will be re-

ceived and elections held for next
year's executive.

for

Advertisers make" publication of
the Journal possible. Patronize
them and support your paper.

(Continued from page 1)

paring for their exploration of the

nterior by laying supply bases. It

was the first of March when they

began this job and the cold was so'

intense that the dogs sometimes

died in their harness. They had

to finish laying bases before the

17th of April, for, on that day the

Sun would go down and leave them

n darkness for 125 days. The men

spent their period of darkness in

overhauling the 'planes and trac-

tors, trawling in the sea for biolo-

gical specimens, preparing geo-

logical data, and slaughtering seals

to feeil the dogs.

Radio Invaluable

The sun rose again on the 17th

of August, and with the tempera-

ture around 70 below zero, the party

prepared to start for the interior.

On the first of November the par-

ties set out ; a tractor party was to

carry seismic equipment to the polar

plateau in order to find out the

depth of the ice there; a sled party

was to travel to Marie Byrd Land,

and another to the Queen Maude
range. The tractors met with diffi-

culty and had to turn to another

plateau to the east of their objec-

tive. Planes kept in touch with the

sleds while carrying out their job

of map making ; all parties were in

constant communication with each

other by means of radio.

The flying season ends with

November, and by that time all

parties had reached their objec-

tives; they were recalled, and a

radio message ordered the ships,

which had returned to New Zealand,

to come for the expedition.

Coal Discovered

It was January before the sled

parties returned, jubilant over their

discoveries; they had found coal

and fossilized trees on the

Queen Maude range, thus further

substantiating the belief that the

Antarctic was once a sub-tropical

region, and they had seen new
ranges in Marie Byrd's land.

The ships arrived a few weeks
later, and in ten days they had
finished loading them.

In closing Captain Taylor des
crihed how, as they sailed out of
the bay, be looked back at the
cairn and cross erected in memory
of Scott and his men. which bears
the fitting inscription : "To strive,

to seek, to find, and not to yield."
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Nine exciting

saturdays
Tricolor Football Fans
Witnessed A Season As
Turbulent And Dizzy
As Any In Many Years

BV AB GBATTON
Last autumn proved to be a peculiar

ton for Ted Reeve, and his Queen's
for football champions. By peculiar,

Lin that, although the Tricolor re-

led their 1934 performance in win-

H the College title by triumphing

r Varsity Blues in a post-season
roff. most of the glamour of their

lling victory faded away in Hamil-
the following week when [h e

hty Tigers stampeded to such a
sided win that the defeat still

ts its sting when football is men-
id hereabouts.

To further add to the unusualness
ch characterized Queen's feat in re-

ding their championship, there is the
it the JAeevemen looked to be

Jing nowhere in particular in mid-
Then their sudden spurt to

laurels makes their achieve-
i doing so doubly impressive^
e the locals rid themselves of k

i\>k of poorly played games, their

football prominence was steady,

rram. After the half-way point
the regular schedule had b"een nass-

i'io?; followers of the game and
so-called experts felt that the Gaels
Id make the playoff grade, and give

>ace-setting Toronto twelve an ex-

fHionally stiff struggle. And the
Eolor didn't disappoint! Evidence
this can be found in one of the

<W cases over at the gymnasium,
ere the Yates Trophy, the most
My sought after prize in College

H. and emblematic of Canadian In-

°'legiate football supremacy, is re-

ing for the second straight year.

Inauspicious Start
Un'lity to win when victories were
si needed to remain in the running
t Queen's ruling the roost in the

Ucge Union. The team got away to

tner inauspicious start by obtain-

inly a draw in the first two tussles

season, but as the campaign
Ifirtssed the Presbyterians uncover-

-cessful drive that carried them
into the precious runners-up

Hid the consequent champion-

CHAMPIONSHII

Like the previous year, the Gaels

to be satisfied in trailing Var-
1,1 'lie finish wire. Beaten by Mc-
'" 'he season's opener at Montreal

held even by the Blues here at

S='»n in a game that might have
e either way without causing un-

d'spiHi among grandstand quart-

kk >. the local huskies., facing

''tton, rose to the occasion and
Hied their supporters by tinishinji

N'onaUy/ to win three of their re

T" ni"g four contests.

Victory Parade
Tricolor's parade to victory

London where Johnny Munro

'he team to an unimpressive|tcd

18-lQ

*iun over Western Mustangs,

re also on the receiving end of

pasting in the return match

"hardson Stadium the -

t "day. At Toronto the liext week

meston gridders indicated that

Sc.

; ntly acquired power-house

Ve would be an important factor

(Continued on page 2)
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HIGHLIGHTS, 1935
Oct. 12—Sir Lyrran Duff, Chief

Justice of Canada, receives
• LL.D.

Oct. H—Norman Rogers elected (o
Commons in Liberal land-
slide

Oct. 17—Dr. Fyie appointed principal
of Aberdeen

Oct, Z3—Bill Simmons leads Meds-
Science to victory in A. M.S.
elections

Nov. IS— Medical Formal
Nov. 16—Queen's retain). College foot-

ball title by defeating Varsity
6-4

Nov. 23—Tigers trounce Tricolor grid-

men in Canadian playdowns
Nov. 26—Dramatic Guild presents

"June Moon"
Dec, 1—Compulsory attendance con-

demned by students in Jour-
nal poll

CHAMPIONSHIP

RETURNS
Success Story Of Fuzz
The Basketball Coach
And His Brilliant And
Hard-Working Quintet

'WaitingForLefty'

Tops Season

Local Footlight Stars

Feature Modern Plays

And Lively "Frolics"

by DEVrrv laird

With their presentation of "Wait-

ing fur Lefty" taking third place, the

Regional Drama Festival was the

climax o£ an active season for the

Queen's Dramatic Guild.

The production of "The Shining

Hour" set the tone for the year's activ-

ities. The Guild is up to the minute

in its offerings. The plays everyone

is talking about, whether it be the

newer drama like "Waiting for Lefty"

or the latest Broadway comedy hit.

are those the Guild presents. They

are to he complimented on their in-

terest in modern dramatic trends. At

the same time their attention might

be drawn to other plays, tried favorites

which would allow ample scope for

their talents. We do not suggest that

they rush into Shakespeare but a

judicious mixture of the old and new,

in which the qualities of hoth could be

compared, would be advisable.

"The Shining Hour" is a modem

psychological study and was excellent-

ly interpreted,

well

BY JOHNNY EDWARDS
With the finest record in six sea-

sons, the Tricolor Golden Gaels this

year led the Intercollegiate race all the

way and finished by taking the title

away from varsity, last year's holders,

with only one loss in six games played.

Ralph Jack, student coach, took

over the reins early in January and

made as fine a job of his responsible

position as could be desired by plac-

ing basketball back on its fi t t u

Queen's for 1936, He was given whole-

hearted support by the Student body

as well as the nine men on the court

Squatl, and a new attendance record

Wis set here when his team decisively

outplayed Varsity to win by 12 points.

Seldom has such team play been seen

on a Tricolor basketball team as dur-

ing the past season, every player do-

ing his f/ll share toward winning the

atl-hnportani games.

Retained Lead
After a wonderful stall in taking

three out of five games against live

American teams, the Gaels firmly

established themselves in first place

by swamping McGill in Montreal and

beating Western Mnstangs here. Then

came the crucial game against the

Blues and the most rabid fans were

amazed at the precision with which

Queen's swept to victory. The Red

Raiders again fell victims to Jack's

hoopsters and the team departed on

the annual long trip with the title in

view.

A record Hart House crowd saw

Varsity just nose out the Gaels in the

tContinued on page 2)

HIGHLIGHTS. 1936

Jan. 11—Queen's defeats Olympic
hockey team 2-0

Jan. 17—Arts Formal
Jan. 20—Death of King George V
Feb. 4—Campus Frolics
Feb. 7—Science Formal
Feb. 22—McGill nose« out Tricolor at

Intercollegiate Assault
—Western girls win Bronie
Baby

Feb. 29—Queen's Dramatic Guild
places third in Drama
Festival

—Queen's Senior Basketball
Team captures Intercollegiate

title by defeating Weslcm
38-26

—International Hockey League
formed

Mar G—Junior Prom
Mar. H— Farewell reception for Prin-

cipal and Mrs. Fyfe

More Freshettes

Than Ever

New House Needed To
Hold Overflow; Alison

Mitchell New President

INDEX TO INSIDE PAGES

The characters wei

differentiated but failed to gi\

the impression of a family group.

(Continued on page 2)

Page 3—News, Principal's Message

Page i—Coming Events

Page 5—Sport Reviews
Page 6-r"Q" Holders
Page 7—Levana Reviews
Page 6—Bookshelf and Theatre

Resume

BY MARY GINK

Alison Mitchell was elected on

Saturday to succeed Margaret Davis

as President of Levana. an event which

marks the close of a year which, while

it is devoid of highlights, can be re-

corded as having passed smoothly ami

traditionally.

The new executive which will take

office next fall includes also, Helen

Ralph. Vice-Pres.; Ruth Best. Secre-

tary ; Barbara Bolton, Treasurer-:

Delta Stecn. Pres. of Levana Council

:

Georgina Ross, Pres. of LA B. of C.

;

Margaret Wright. Program Convener;

Margaret Cameron, Pres. of Debating

Society; Betty Harper. Senior Curator;

Joyce Ncsbitt. Sr. Rep.; Eleanor Mac-

Donald. Jr. Rep. : Eileen Graham,

Soph Rep.

The term began auspiciously with

the largest enrolment of freshettes in

years and a new residence at 61 West

St. The freshettes were welcomed

into Levana by President Margaret

Davis and initiated into the society by

the traditional Ceremony.

Their prestige, however, was short-

lived and erring freshettes charged

(Continued on page 2)

WATER UNDER

THE BRIDGE

Nobody Has Bitten Any
Dogs Hereabouts Since
September But News
Has Not Been Lacking

BY HUGH SHAW
It is the painful task of this corres-

pondent to have to begin a resume of

the year's news with an account of

the passing of a well-known figure

—

the once vigorous and fervid frosh who
used to bring an annual lease of life

to this campus.

The crisis came last spring when
fussing rules and other precaution-, for

his welfare were abolished. Slowly he

seems to have slipped from the loving,

if rugged, care of sophs and to have

gone unnurtured in the spirit and tra-

ditions of Queen's, until now he wand-
ers wraith-like about the campus, un-

loved, uncussed and unnoticed — an
anaemic ghost.

Few bombs have exploded here in

the past semester hut there have heen

events that will undoubtedly be re-

membered. Students returning to King-

ston last Fall found strangely uncol-

Icgiate looking people in their favorite

boarding houses. They were cancer

patients, drawn here from every corner

of the continent by Dr. Hendry
Council's "F.nsnl" experiment.

Rogers To Ottawa
Last Autumn Was one of the finest

in Kingston for many years and Lib-

erals attribute it to (In- political dis-

turbance of October 14 that sent

Norman Me Lend Rogers, Queen's

Politics head 1929-35, to Ottawa with

a majority of 986 over Dr. P. D. Ross

{Conservative). Norman Ropers now
heads the Department of Labour,

Coming as something of .in anti-

climax to the Liberal landslide but

emulating it* decisiveness, the A.M.S.

elections rclurnrd .in executive head-

ed by Bill Simmon; i Science .16) and

made up "i four from Meds-Seicnce

and one Art-man. Most notable among
it- accomplishment-, have been negotia-

tions for cheap theft insurance, now
nearly completed.

Less notable have been the results

of inquiries coiiccrninfi the attendance

rule. They wen- begun after a Journal

noli December 4[h which indicated

that' eighty per cent', of the student

body favored a . lunge. The A.M S.

Has no control over academic matters,

it was concluded after conferences with

the heads of faculties, Amen.

Social Glamour
The successes of the many social

events in the past season surpass any

in recent years hoth in glamour and

the mundane matter of finance Com-

mittees showed a penchant for import-

ed hands. First Meds secured Paul

Tremaine's "Lonely Acres" troupe.

Art- hired Jan Campbell'* "Washing-

ton and Lee" band and Mai Malleit

played for the perennially successful

Science Formal, The Science com-

mittcc wa> criticized in some quarters

(or raising the ante to seven dollars,

a price prohibitive to many for whom
the dance was originally intended.

Surprise greeted the announcement

on October 19th that, after 6 years at

Queen's, Dr. W. H, Fyfe would leave

at the end of the session to become

principal of Aberdeen University. The
appointment was made by the late

(Continued on page 2)
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Whom The Gods Would Destroy
The world, at the present moment, is

faced with one of its worst crises since the

year 1914. Dark days seem to be in store

for Europe although the present meeting

of the League Council in London, to which

Germany has been invited as an equal,

—

and invitation which she will probably

accept,—gives rise to thr hope that some

pacific settlement may be made.

Sixteen years ago a treaty was signed

at Versailles which seemed to point to a

new order. Although certain of its terms

were obviously distasteful to the defeated

powers, it was nevertheless based upon a

far nobler ideal than revenge. But, although

peace had been established, the longed-for

spirit of peace bad not yet descended upon
tne nations. Then, in 1925, an optimistic

world greeted the signing of the Locarno

Pacts. Germany, of her own volition, be-

came a party to these pacts and the true

spirit of peace seemed to be enveloping a

war-torn continent.

Since 1930 the hopes of the statesmen

of 1925 have been dashed to the ground.

The strength of the League has been shat-

tered by the disaffection of Germany and
Italy. The Five-Power Pact and the Nine-

Power Pact, which came out of the Wash-
ington Conference of 1921-22, have been
denounced by Japan. Germany has success-

fully broken the Treaty of Versailles ail

along the line. Two weeks ago the land

of Herr Hitler grossly violated the Locarno
treaties.

The result is suspicion all 'round and a

consequent increase in armaments. We
find a world going rapidly mad and travel-

ling toward destruction, For whom the

gods would destroy, they first make mad.
This view is not that of the alarmist. It

is a statement of fact, To recover its sanity

the world needs clear-sighted leadership—
a leadership which can denounce prejudice
and uphold equality. The distinctive element
of national sovereignty must be torn from
its high pedestal College students, who are
soon to become citizens of the world, can
tin their share to bring back sanity and
clear-thinking. Re.asi.ii must take the place
of traditional prejudice. Fear and love of
prestige are forcing the nations of the world
to break their solemn pledges. The uni-
versity-trained mind must help to combat
these forces and restore sanity to a civiliza-
tion which is tottering.

Finis
For the eighty-seventh and last time

tins year we sit down to an editorial in an
attempt to write a postscript to our efforts.
H has been a year during whick no great
commotions or outstanding events have
disturbed the blissful calm of college life—
if college life can. at any time, be called
blissful or calm. But it has been a year,
bke every other, during which a certain
amount of progress has been achieved at
Queen's and also, we feel, in the Oucen's
Journal,

-Students have taken a more active in-
terest in world affairs. Xhis, we feel has
been the healthiest and most encouraging
sign of the year. The controversy which
raged in the Soap Box over the relative
merits of socialism and capitalism proves
that students are thinking of more than
their own immediate interests. Even the
defenders of capitalism were roused to reply.

Before completing our task we would
like t« express our appreciation of the work
of our colleagues un this paper. There has
been, throughout the year, a spirit of har-
"

>
cp-opefatipn. Especially would

we like t.. mention the work of Hugh Shaw
next year's editor, Betty Laird and Mary"
Ginn, the news editors, and Ab. Gratton
Whose sport page has never given us a
moment's worry.

Water Under The Bridge

(Continued from page 1)

King George V. Queen's next principal

has not yet been named.

Foremost among Queen's guests during

the past year was Sir Lyman Duff, Chief

Justice of Canada who received an LL.D.

at Fall Convocation. Among outsiders who

gave lectures here were: Rufus M. Jones

of Havcrford, Chancellor's Lecturer; Dun-

can MacArthur, Deputy Minister of Educa-

tion: T. Z. Koo, Chinese educationist; Sir

Andrew MacPhail; medical history pro-

fessor; Sherwood Eddy, clerical socialist:

James Moffatt, New York Theologian

;

Graham Towers, Bank of Canada Governor.

The winter term extension lectures

dealing with "Some Aspects of The Classical

Tradition," were well attended by certain

people. However a greater variety of sub-

jects in the series would undoubtedly make

these worth-while efforts more popular.

Two concerts made possible by the

George Richardson Bequest took place in

November and February. Adhering strict-

ly to the classical, Power Biggs, English

organist played at the first. In the second

Miss Lilias MacKinnon, director of the

London Institute of Musical Memory,

gave a piano recital of modern Russian

Music.

In conclusion we would like to pay a

compliment to the much improved Queen's

Band, who, trappy in new uniforms, follow-

ed the Rugby team on trips, and became
the subject of much favorable comment.

Nine Exciting Saturdays

(Continued from page 1)

in dashing McGill's hopes of participating in

the title-deciding clash. Although they

dropped this thriller 18-15 to the B lues, the

Tricolor returned home to outclass McGill

Redmen in the wind - up game of the

schedule 18-4 and edge themselves into the

playoff.

The Galloping Gaels then made it two
titles in succession by lowering the Varsity-

colors for the first time 64 in a nerve-

tingling display that reeked with drama and
excitement.

Continuing on in the C.R.U. playdowns
after a great deal of official red tape had
been unravelled concerning their right to

seek further honors, the Reevemen invaded
Hamilton where the Striped Cats, ex-

periencing one of their very best days, con-
vincingly hurled back the Tricolor threat

by rolling up a 44-4 count on the college

representatives.

The club took part in two exhibitions

during the season, losing to Balmy Beach
in Kingston in September, and receiving

an 11-5 reverse from Ottawa Rough Riders
at Ottawa on Armistice Day.

\
Graduation will deprive the squad of

seven of its members this year, Scott,
Captain Wing, Dafoe, Earle. Weir, Mc-
Nichol. and Doherty being the men to get
their degrees in the spring. However, with
several promising players due to step up
from Intermediate and Junior ranks to fill

the gaps prospects for Queen's to thunder
home in front in the College Union for the
third straight time are exceptionally bright.

Championship Returns

(Continued from page 1

)

last minutes of play, thus breaking a Tri-
color seven-game winning streak. In Lon-
don the following night, a determined, fight-

ing Queen's team swept the Mustangs down
before them to win by 8 points and the
title was ours.

Captain Doug Rooke finished the season
in a blaze of glory by steadying the team
with a fine game at guard as well as being
a high scoring threat at all limes. In both
cases he was given tremendous support by
Ctonl Tilley, playing his first year, and Mai
Bews. Mai Cunningham at centre played
in all 12 games, led bis teammates in scor-
ing with 84 points, and was elected captain
fur the 1937 campaign.

Chuck Finlay, veteran furward, and
Llojd Edwards, both of whom graduate

'Waiting For Lefty' Tops

(Continued from page 1)

Ann Macdonnell gave a grand bit of char-

acterization as Martha the elder sister

while Lome Greene gave an excellent in-

terpretation of David, especially after the

tragedy. Dot Stuart and Pat Hatheway ex-

pressed m a poignant manner the beauty

of the relationship between these two

women

.

The second production of the year. "June

Moon." was in some respects unfortunate,

The Guild is to be commended for trying

to offer sufficient outlet to their large mem-

bership but a weak play and a poor sup-

porting cast failed to make it worth their

while.

It is hard to keep up a show like the

"Campus Frolics" year after year and main-

tain student interest in it. It has to be

better than the last revue, not almost as

good. This is, perlups, the fault to be

found with the Frolics of 1936, There were

several amusing 'skits and the accompany-

ing music was a good idea but a show like

that needs something more.

For the Guild's three entries in the

Regional Festival we have nothing but

praise. In "Waiting for Lefty," which was

third in the final standing, Pat Hatheway

and Gerry Chernoff gave a particularly

beautiful performance. Lome Greene stood

out in the presentation of "The Last Man
In." His acting ability and sincere feeling

for the part were specially commended by

the adjudicator.

In "The Marriage Proposal" Erskine

M o r d e n showed what he could

do with a comedy part and Anne Sedgewick

and Gerry Chernoff provoked laughter with

their absurd arguments.

The student players have shown this

season tfiat they can put over rousing farce

and modern problem plays. Having proved

this, they should go on to new fields, with

their success in the Drama Festival to lend

encouragement.

in
dineVerywojr

[ SWEET
L CAPORALS
f|k Captivate

More Freshies Than Ever
(Continued from page 1)

with a variety of offences were brought

before the Soph Court where ingenius

penalties were meted out.

The meetings this year featured few
out-of-town speakers but the addresses were
of wide and varied interest. Miss Winnifred

Kydd, M.A., C.B.E., honorary president of

Levana. who was one of the three Canadian
delegates to the League of Nations

Assembly at Geneva in September, drew a

skilful picture of the League in action and
gave intimate sketches of the other women
delegates.

Miss Mary Dingman, SociA Economic
and Industrial Secretary of the .World's Y.

W.C.A., spoke 'informally on the Disarm-

ament Committee of Women's Organiza-

tions. Miss Margaret Fyfe told of College

Life at Oxford and greatly amused the

Levanites by stating that women are con-

sidered a distracting influence at Oxford.

Mrs. Jean Hutchinson of Toronto in a

discussion of "The Relations of Men and
Women on the Campus" cast a new light

on the problem by asserting that friend-

ship on the campus may mean more than

a series of dates, *

The Debating Society failed to recapture

the title lost to McGill last year. An in-

novation, which we hope may become a

regular part of the Society's program, was
a debate at Canton, New York, with a team
from St. Lawrence University.

The pinnacle of social events this season
was reached in the Levana At Home, while
rugby tea dances held by the Levana
Society and the L.A.B. of C. in the fall

were highly successful. The social season
will be brought to a close by the annual
spring tea dance to be held on March 21sr
and the graduating dinner taking place on
March 27th.

"The purest form In which tobacco can be imoked."

—

iff:

Applications are invited for part time work next

fall as Assistant Trainer to Football team,

Applicants please state faculty and year.

Athletic Board of Control,

Our new C.C.M. skate srr

ening machine sharpens y

skates the scientific way,

Treadgold Sporting Goods Co.

88 Princess St. Phone 5

If It's Sports Try "TreadgoldY

W. H. CURTIS
BARBER SHOP

Three Barbers — No Waiting

1 HAIR CUTTING 25c

70 Princess St. Kingston

Advertisers make publication

of the Journal possible. Patron-

ize them and support your paper

CHEQUES CASHED
Leave your big cheques here

and save time. It is precious

AV R. McCOLL
Prescription Druggist

260 University Ave.

Where the students eat and meet
Open till 11 p.m.
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GOURDIERS

78 Brock St. Phone 700
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Jldesi Esublished Florist in Kingston

Flowers For All Occasions
We telegraph flowers Anywhere—

Anytime
Sua. Phone 1763—Conservatories 1137
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and

FRAMING
NEVILLES

228 Princess St., Phone 2630
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Domestic and Imported TobactH
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CANADA RADIO STORK

Roy-York Cafe next lo

The Good Place To Eat
1

Better food for less niuney

Special rate meal ticket for s*

fHarigold Clafe

346 Princess St. Kingston.

CHECKER TAXI

PHONE800
Opposite La Salle rU>«>

24 Hour Service

We specialize in Dance 0r«tf

25c Per Passenger

this year, combined to furnish an unbeat-
able combination and were ably helped by
Harry Sunshine and Wimpey Stephen. The
latter, another first year man in senior
company, is particularly deserving of high
praise for his splendid efforts both socially
and on the floor, and the team will feel bis
loss keenly next year.

STUDENTS
NEED GOOD SHOES

FOR COLLEGE WEAR
GENUINE ENGLISH BROGUES

For Men at $6.00

SCOTCH GRAIN BROGUES
For the Ladies—$5.00

ABERNETHY'S
123- 125 PRINCESS ST.
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RECEPTION FOR DR.

FYFE ATTENDED BY

GRAPS AND STUDENTS

[principal Praised For

f Services To
Queen's

GIFT PRESENTED

"Queen's will have a future in

Lmng with its past, a finer oppor-

n itv than any other Canadian uni-

rsity, freer from hampering ten-

ncics, and standing for scholar-

ip not salesmanship." prophesied

jlliani Hamilton Fyfe on Saturday

ening- The occasion was the

reffdl reception in Grant Hall

r Dr. and Mrs. Fyfe prior to

e ir departure for Scotland where

r .
Pvfe will assume the principal-

ip of Aberdeen University.

"It is the lot of Queen's," con-

nncd the Principal, in replying to

ie expressions of farewell voiced

students, staff, graduates, and

stees, "to uphold the dignity and

ajesty of scholarship, which is re-

crencc for the truth." Dr. Fyfe

iiked everyone for their kindness

I co-operation during his term at

ueen's and said that he would re-

m across the ocean a Canadian,

er cherishing the memories of the

ppy days he spent in Kingston,

conclusion the speaker, who has

en principal since 1930, pledged

imsclf to Queen's; to serve her

I every opportunity, great or small

order to maintain the bonds of

uine friendship which have

j\vn up between himself and the

fnivcrsity.

Receive Guests
The guests at the reception,

jyhich included students, staff, grad-

es, and friends of the university

re received by Dr. and Mrs

fc, Mr. and Mrs. J, M. Macdon-

ell, and Bill Simmons, president

f the Alma Mater Society. Mr
lai/donnell, chairman of the board

f Irustees, presided. After read-

telegrams from Chancellor

Richardson and D. H. Laird

f the trustees, expressing re-

El at their inability to be present,

assured Dr. and Mrs. Fyfe 01

ball of the ' graduates and trus

s
. of the grief which they and

e whole country feel at losing a

Hicipal who "exemplifies the

°ntaiieous curiosity in intellectual

pgs, and who has raised the rc-

Ifelion of education in Canada."
'
r

- Macdonnell referred also to the

,e "wkof Mrs. Fyfe, particularly

local welfare organizations.

°'l Painting Presented
Dr W. E. McNeill, vice-prin-

f*l sneaking for the staff, ex-

their keen sense of loss at

e
'''-Varture of their leader and

league. Bill Simmons presented

P'ests ..f honor with a Canadian

fainting, a gift from the stii-

>ls
- fn making the presentation

"I'm president mentioned Dr.

"-'
' memorable services to the

U(if, 'its. Margaret Davis, presi-

of Levana, presented Mrs.

with a large) bouquet of roses,

c conclusion of the Principal's

Mrs. Fyfe, in a few words,

ssed her thanks to all who had

her life jn Kingston so

a*ant,

the speakers, those on tlie

orm included the Deans of the

;

faculties, several trustees,

L' Student presidents of Le-

^*«. Theology, Science, and
cine, *

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18th, 1936

BARNABE TO CAPTAIN
'36 FOOTBALL TEAM

Elected At Meeting To
Succeed John

Wing

Won't Be Quoted

PRINCIPAL W. H . FYFE

of (qfaeen j.-

The Editor of the Journal has

kindly offered me this opportun-

ity of sending to the students of

Queen's a message of farewell. I

gratefully accept his offer, al-

though the medium of print

seems cold and formal for the

purpose. Little hard black words

on paper are ill-suited to express

the warmth of interest and good

will that I feel towards you all,

although there are many of you

whom I have never really "met".

That is the inevitable fate of a

Principal, I have welcumed with

pleasure every chance of getting

to know students—an occupation

which befits a Principal better

perhaps than any other. But the

chances have been all too few,

and I feel now a double regret

—

at Itiving both those I know and

those I have not yet had the

chance to know. Judging by the

former, I have missed a lot.

I am confident that in the

future, as in the past. Queen's

will do great service to this coun-

try. Whether such confidence is

justified depends upon you and

your successors. A university is

(Continued on page 4)

cdi,

SPLASH CANCELLED

ARTS '36JNN0UNCE

Dance Limited To Final

Year, Grant Hall

March 27

The Final Splash committee has

announced that the dance originally

scheduled to take place at the La

Salle Hotel on Friday. March 27,

will he an Arts graduating dance

at Grant Hall.

Dr. W. McNeill . is giving a

dinner to the graduating men stu

dents at the Y.W.C.A. at 7.00 p.m

preceding the dance. Final year

women students are invited to at-

tend the dance after their banquet

at Ban Righ on the same evening.

Sid Fox and his popular band,

who have been engaged to play at

the Gananoque Canoe Club for the

coming summer, will provide the

music. Novel and fashionable fav-

ours have been procured.

The maximum price of tickets

for the dance has been announced

as Si -50 hut this price may be re-

duced They moy he obtained from

anv member of the committee:

Mavis McGuire. Bud Yuill, Gord.

Tilley, Rani. Park, and Don White,

convener.

BY BILL NEVILLE

Ed Barnabc, Commerce '37, pop
ular Union cue-wieldcr and star

backfielder, outside wing, and
quarterback of the Intercollegiate

football champions, was elected

captain of the Senior grid team for

next season at a meeting of the

players on Friday. The choice

should prove a happy one for "Frog
2" is one of the most versatile foot

bailers ever to don a Tricolo

uniform.

Coming to Queen's in the fall of

1934 with an impressive record it

Ottawa athletic circles, Eddie step

ped Into a first-string job with Ted
Reeve's famous "Fighting Four
teen." Almost overnight the Bar-

nabc magic toe brought the fair

haired Ottawan headlines as his'ac

curate dropkicks kept the Tricolor

at the top of the Intercollegiate

heap. In the play-off at Toronto

that vear Barnabe was brilliant and

ED BARNABE

his efforts were rewarded at the

close of the season when the players

voted him the Johnny Evans Mem
orial Trophy as the most valuable

member of the team.

During the 1935 season "Baptiste'

divided his time between quarter

back and outside wing. At the Tat

ter position his deadly tackling and

pass-snaring ability added further

to his reputation. Little "Baptiste
1

seems to revel in crucial play-off

encounters for he jumped into the

breach in the 1935 decider to qudl

the flying Varsity hacks with a de

vastating display of touch line

kicking.

Eddie has performed on the

senior hockey team for the past

two years.

When sought by the Journal

"Frog 2" was busily engaged in

his favorite indoor sport of snook-

er and dismissed this interviewer

with a few terse observations.

"The black ball's next," said the

new skipper from Gatincau Point

to his opponent. "Frog 1" ."What

this country needs is more ten

cents cigars for five cents" and-

refused to orate about the honor

conferred on hint.

A.M.S. Court

The A.M.S. Court will he

in session on Monday. March

23, at 7.30 p.m. in Convoca-

tion Hall.

Grant Brcckcnridge,

Clerk of the Court.

1SBISTER IS ELECTED

SCIENCE PRESIDENT

1936-37 Executive Decided

By Voting Last
Saturday

Court Also Named

D. Isbistcr was elected president

of the Engineering Society at the

annual election held Saturday mom
ing. Prof. G. W. MacKay became

Honorary President by acclamation

The following were elected to the

1936-37 executive: First Vice-Pres.

A. Kirkland; Second Vice-Pres,

R. Ramsay; Secretary. H. N
Lukes; Ass't. Sec'y., J. W. Reid

Treasurer, M. Campbell; 4th Yea

Rep., S. Teare; 3rd Year Rep., R

Code; 2nd Year Rep., A. Kerr

N. Southern; Director of Athletics

J. Turner; Ass't Director of Athle

tics, D. McGinnis.

The following were elected to

the Science Court executive : Senior

Pros. Attorney, R. Bray; Junio

Pros. Attorney, R. Bidch; Sheriff

E. Briceland ; Police Chief, R
O'Brien; Court Clerk, J. Carru

thers; 4th Year Constable, J. Teal

3rd Year Constable, G. Weldon

2nd year Constable, L. Johnson

Court Crier, N. Clarke.

No. 40

Choral Society To

Give Concert

Tomorroiv

Haydn's "Creation" will be sung

and played by the 'Queen's Chora!

Society and orchestra at their con

cert on Thursday, March 19, at

8.15 p.m. in Grant Hall.

The "Creation" was Haydn's first

oratorio and was written later in his

life at the suggestion of Salomon

the London concert promoter. The

music is in Haydn's moFt mature

style and abounds in picturesque and

delightful musical illustrations.

The score opens with an orche

tral prelude which is a fine piece of

programme music, mysterious and

dramatic. Through the story of th

work of creation of each successive

day the music continues its pictur

Nation with orchestra and choir

combining. In the second part

there are some of the mos: pic-

ture>quc passages in the oratorio.

The bass aria and the final chorus

are particularly outstanding.

The "Titus" overture of Mozart

given by the orchestra and part-

songs anil madrigals by the Gioir

will be included in the programme.

Etta Coles and Naomi Yanova.

i talented two-piano artists from

Toronto will give several selections

in the first part of the programme.

Miss Coles and Miss Yanova

have completed a most successful

season. Their annual concert at

TASK OF CENTRAL

BANK TO REGULATE

CURRENCY, CREDIT

Graham Towers Speaks
At Commerce Club

Banquet

ON MONDAY NIGHT

BILL SIMMONS

tenant

The year 1935-36 opened with a

victory at the polls for the Meds

Science party. Reg. Barker was re

elected from Arts and Bill Sim

mons, Lin Watt, Archie Kirkland

and Tony Forsberg were the sue

cessful Meds-Science men. Elec

ted on a platform of "no false

promises" the new. executive

mediately appointed committees to

carry out their election pledges.

The committee which investigated

the possibility of free 'phones for

Ban Righ reported that this was

possible and at present are arrang-

ing to have them installed. Another

suggestion of diis committee was

that since the Date Bureau was a

worth while organization the A.M.

S. should give it the necessary per-

manence and reliability by appoint-

ing the student manager.

The committee on universal theft

insurance and a Tricolor for each

student reported that to include the

Tricolor in the fees was impractical

but that the university authorities

had received with favour the idea

of theft insurance and at present

are awaiting funher details from

the insurance company.

The plan for more extensive in-

tercollegiate acqtiatic competition at

Queen's was vetoed by the A.B. of

C. since Queen's has been relrench-

ng in athletics during the past

yean on account of the large dcht

11 the gymnasium.

During the fall term an invita-

tion was extended to the N.F.C.U.S

Executive Council to hold their bi-

nnual meeting 31 Queen's Univer-

sity. This invitation was accepted

and for three days during the holl-

(Conlinucd mi page 4)

"Our chief job is to regulate/

currency and credit in the interests

of the general economic commun-

ity," said Graham F. Towers, ad-

dressing the Commerce Guh at

their Annual Dinner at the Y.W.
C.A. Monday evening.

"I do not pretend for a moment

that Central Banks are a cure-all

for booms and depressions," he

continued, "but half a loaf is better

than no bread. Any reduction in

the extremes of instability must aid

us all."

It is easy to expect too much of a

Central Bank, said Mr. Towers. A
Central Bank is not a fifth wheel

of the coach. He said that some of

the most useful actinns of a Cen-

tral Eank pass unnoticed. Thus a

Central Bank might avoid a serious

boom and disastrous collapse and

few people would know anything

about it.

"The interest of a Central Bank

is the public interest and its great

problem is to know how best the

public may be served," said the

speaker.

Opposed Central Bank
Mr. Towers pointed out that a

Central Bank was thought about at

Queen's for years before it was

ever created. He said that in a

discussion with Dr. Clark, now

Deputy Finance Minister, he had

opposed a Central Bank on the

grounds that it was likely to be

badly managed.

He alluded to the increasing in-

terest in monetary matters in the

seventeen years since he graduated

frfim McGill University. Two de-

pressions 3111I an extensive boom

have, he frit, been largely respon-

sible for this.

"We must not jeer at wild

thcoric-." hi- s.iid. "We must re-

.,.,111 :e that they are symtomaric of

a general unicst." Wc must, how-

ever, tie careful not to jump from

the frying pan into the fire. A
knowledge of fundamental* is cssen-

nil Mr. Towers contended. "Do

nut W ashamed to be described as

a sound monetary man," he said.

the Eaton Auditorium proved to he

the most popular of the year.

These pianists were heard in King-

ston last year in the series of Win-

ter Concerts and those who heard

hem then will assuredly lake advan-

tage of this further opportunity.

Tickets for the concert arc now

on sale at the University Post Office

and Grinham's Book Store. Those

who wish to reserve certain seats

in the hall may do so for an extra

charge of 25c. The booking plan

for this purpose is at the Post

Office.

LORNE GREENE TO

HEAD DRAMA GUILD

New Directorate Elected

At Meeting
Friday

Lome Greene was rc-appoimcd

president of the Queen's Dramatic

Guild for next year at a meeting of

the Guild directorate on Friday

afternoon. Anne Macdonnell was

named vice-president.

Other officers of the Guild are as

follows: Secy Treasurer, Jim

Conachcr; Advisory Director. Anne

Sedgewick: Stage Manager, Arthur

O'Grady; Properties, Margery Mor-

ton ; House Manager, Gerald Chcrn-

off; Business Manager, Larry Cro-

mien. Mrs. G. B. Reed will act as

general director of the students*

1
plays.

Chief Currency Difficulty

Mr. Towers stated that the chief

litfinilu with our currency before

I the estabh'jltmetit of the Central

Bank was the inelasticity of our

note issue on paper standard

' conditions.

The ratio of cash to deposit lia-

bilities 1- "i»e to ten, said Mr.

Towers. If the ratio goes below

this the Centra) Bank must sell

securities and vice versa until the

cash basis is restored to normal.

Thus act inn <>n the part of the Cen-

tral Bank increases or decreases the

reserves of Chartered Banks.

"An unnecessary and large ex-

panse of cash will eventually cause

inflation. I can think of no instance

where this has not been the case,"

said the speaker.

Prior to Mr. Towers' address W.
E. McLaughlin paid glowing iri-

Inite to principal W. H. Fyfe. He
expressed the deep regret of the

entire student body at the coming

departure of the Principal.
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STUDENTS
, . . your accouat

will be welcome at

Canada's oldest bank.

BANK OF
MONTREAL

Eitmbliibtd j8ty

1 HUSTON I I Ah: . 4 ClUCDCC Stt.

W. 8. BELCHER. Man»ert

FOR RENT
NEW

TUXEDOS
AND DRESS

SUITS

SIMMONS
ClothesShop
79 Princess St

SEE BIBBY'S NEW

Windsor Clothes

Made to Measure

SUITS
and

TOPCOATS

Beautifully Tailored
Garments—All are

Silk Trimmed

New Spring Sample
Clothes have arrived

The Outstanding
Suit Value

$22.50

BIBBY'S
CLOTHIERS and HATTERS

78, 60, 82 Princess St.

Special Spring

Enlargement Offer •

—This Week Only—

5 x 7" Enlargements

beautifully colored—

from your own favorite

negatives

Reg 75c Value 25c

Enquire today at

WARD & /^7>
hamiltonC "das*

LIMITED X^GST°^
4 Nyal Stores 4

GOING HOME .

.

Here's a suggestion

Take a small gift home to
Mother or Dad or the admiring

young sbter

A bit ol China—«r glais or a
compact

Shopping is easy at

Stye

fHrffiallmu (gift

£>t|0|3
395 Princcw St. Phone 1931

Coming Events

Today:

7.00p.m.—Levana Meeting

Ban Righ Hall

8.15p.m.—Mrs. Paq

"Korean Youth"

Convocation Hall

Thursday, March 19:

4.00p.m.—(icrman Club

Red Room
8.15p.m.—Choral -Soc. Concert

Gram Hall

Friday, March 20:

4.15p.m.—Engineering Soc.

Annual Meeting
Carruthers Hall

7.15p.m.—Science '36 Banquet

La Salle Hotel

9.30p.m.—Science "36 Dance
La Salle Hotel

Saturday. March 21:

3.30p.m.—Levana Tea Dance
Grant Hall

Wednesday, March 25:

4.00p.m.—Queen's Branch

Canadian Institute of

Chemistry

Gordon Hall

Friday, March 27

:

7.00p.in.—Arts Graduating

Dinner—Y.W.C.A.
7.30p.m.—Levana Graduating

Dinner

Ban Righ Hall

9.00p.m.—Arts Graduating

Dance—Grant Hall

LEVANA TEA DANCE
SATURDAY AT 3.30

The annual Levana spring tea

dance will usher in the new sea-

on at Grant Hall on Saturday

afternoon, March 21st. Sid Fox
and his popular orchestra have
been engaged by the committee
to provide music for the dancers.

A motif of spring- will be' in-

geniusly carried out in decora-

ions to produce a novel and
harming effect in Grant Hall. A.

dclicit his afternoon tea will he
served to the guests at separate

tables on the floor.

Tickets arc $1.00 and may be

procured in the Red Room be-

tween lectures from any member
of the committee. Vol Robert-
son; Eileen Graham, Joyce Nes-
bitt. convener,

Chemistry Institute

Dr. Paul Larose, associate chem-
ist of the Research Council at Otta-

wa, will speak to the Queen's Stu-

dent Branch of the Canadian In-

stitute of Chemistry on "The Chem-
istry of Wool Fibres." The meet-
ing will be held on Wednesday,
March 25th. at 4.00 p.m.. in the

large lecture room. Gordon Hall

Levana Grads To Hold
Dinner On March 27

Science '36

' Science '36 will hold its

final year banquet and dance

on Friday. March 20, at the

La Salle Hotel.
v
The dinner

will he at 7.15 p.m. and the

dance will follow at 9.30.

Members of the year may ob-

tain their invitations from the

committee composed of Les

Emery (3112-W). Bruce Ce-

ment (477-F). and Cec Sager

(convener, 3499).

Photographic Staff

Acknowledge Favors

Now that the Tricolor has gone

to press and our work is done we

wish to express our indebtedness to

the following: Dean Gark and

Professor J. K. Robertson for their

most generous provision of adequate

dark-room facilities; to Mr. J. L.

Johnston for the loan of indis-

pensable equipment ; to certain mem-

bers of Faculty and Staff for their

willing co-operation; to Dr. Watson

for help and criticism and to the

student body generally for their

kind tolerance.

Arthur E. Cooper, *

F. W. Gilbert,

Robert H. Day,

Tricolor Photographers.

Principal's Farewell

Message To Students

The Levana graduating (Ear.tr

will be held at Ban Righ on Friday,
March 27, instead of March 25, as
announced on the invitations.

Graduating women students are
nvited to attend the final year Arts
lance al Grant Hall afterwards.
Ml who wish to attend the dinner
are asked to sign the lists now
Tickets for the dance may be pro

banquet.'"red at th

Paper Chase

Anyone interested in a paper-

chase should get in touch with

Pat Bowie-Evans or Ranald

Macdonald (ph. 1353-J or

3862-W). The chase is to be-

held as soon as conditions per-

mit. Condition and experi-

ence are unnecessary.

(Continued from page 3)

udged not by the number of

registered students, nor by ath-

letic prowess nor by the wealth

or eminence of its alumni, but by

the quality—moral, intellectual

and emotional—of those who
come under its influence. And
(here is a paradox) that influence

n each generation is largely de-

termined by the students them-

selves. They partly create the in-

fluence by which they arc af-

fected. Their mood is both active

and passive—a circle virtuous or

vicious as the case may be.

1 hope that the students of

Queen's will live lip, to their re-

sponsibility and will help to

make its influence beneficent

and its standards of judgment
high.

For the pleasure and interest

which our association here has
brought to me and for all the

kindness with which you first re-

ceived and then endured me I

offer my thanks and add thereto*

my hearty good wishes to you
all.

\V. 11. FYFE.

P.S.— Since I sent to the Journal

the message printed above, the

President of the A.M.S. on behalf

of the students has presented to my
wife and me a very beautiful pic-

ture, a landscape of the coast of

Nova Scotia, where we have spent

two perfect summer holidays, I

add this post-script to express all

ton inadequately our dianks. We
shall value this picture always—for

its beauty— for its "blue-nosed" as-

sociations—and above all because it

will remind us daily, if reminder

were needed, of our very good
friends, the Students of Queen

P.P.S.—And lastly I want to

thank the Editor for the farewell

message printed in last Friday's

Journal. If 1 had bad the choice

of complements that would make me
purr, 1 should have chosen just

those he so generously paid me. I

accept them as evidence of that

large kindliness of heart which is

characteristic of Queen's and-rwell,

the least I can do is to try as best I

can to live up to them in Aberdeen.

W: H. Fyfc.

A. M S. President

Gives Annual Report

(Continued from page 3)

davs representatives from all the

Canadian Universities met at

Queen's and discussed student

problems. As a result of this con-

vention Queen's, was invited to be-

come a member of . the N.F.C.U.S.

and pay only part fees. The re-

port of the committee on this mat-

ter advised that while the Federa-

tion was a worth-while organiza-

tion and was doing excellent work

it would be inadvisable for Queen's

to join unless it could pay the full

fees. As this was impossible the

executive decided that Queen's

would not join the Federation.

At the beginning of the New

Year the A.M.S. was unfortunate in

losing the services of J. Lome

McDbugall, who had filled with

ability the office of Permanent

Sec.-Treas. for three years. Mr.

McDougall left to go to a new posi-

tion in Ottawa and he carries with

him the best wishes of the Alma

Mater Society. F. D. S. Marett,

a Queen's graduate, was appointed

to fill the position.

As a result of the Journal poll on

Compulsory Attendance the A,M.S.

appointed two committees to inter-

view the faculty on the question.

These committees reported that : In

Arts the attendance ride was flex-

ible and no change was contempla-

ted ; in Science the present non-

compulsory attendance rule in final

year had been working satis factorily

and that as soon as results justified

it the privilege would be extended

to third year.

This year a big step was taken

vith regard to the Tricolor. The
VM.S. executive sanctioned the

plan of Mr. R. G. Davis. Editor-in-

Chief of the Tricolor to publish a

year book for S3.00 which would

embrace all phases of student activi-

ties, This decision has resulted in

increased sales and it is hoped that

this policy may be continued.

Financially this year's executive

has endeavoured to, keep expendi-

tures down and, at the same time,

has not hesitated to grant support

lo deserving organizations. During

the year grants have been made to

the Queen's band, the Debating

Society and the Queen's representa-

tives al the Indianapolis conference.

At a recent meeting, the A.M.S.
executive took steps to take over

the finances of the Queen's band
and place it permanently under the

enntrn] of the Alma Mater Societv.

An amendment to the constitution

will be made at the annual meeting

to cover this. Other amendments
scheduled are, a revision of the in-

terfaculty eligibility rules ami a pro-

vision for an increased honorarium

for the Asst. News Editor of the

Journal.

At this point I would like to

thank the Principal, the staff of

Queen's University, the executive

of the Alma Mater Society, Doug.

Marett, and the students of Queen'i

who have all contributed to the suc-

iif the Alma Mater Society for

ic year 1935-1936.

Wm, N. Simmons

Official Notices

Candidates for the Master of Arts

Degree

Students who wish permission to

become candidates for the degree of

Master of Arts during Session

1936-37 must make application to

the Registrar at least two weeks

before the opening of the session.

Robert Bruce Bursaries

The University has a small sum

in conneclinn with the Robert Bruce

Bursaries to be given in each year

to one or more students of promis-

ing ability but straitened circum-

stances in the third or later years in

any faculty. Until 1948 the a'ward

is limited to students of Scottish ex-

traction. Applications will be re-

ceived up to September 1st.

Admission to Honours Courses

under the A'czv System of Studies

The attention of students is

called to the regulation regarding

admission to courses for Honours.

At the end of the second year

(from Pass Matriculation) each

candidate for an Honours Course

shall apply through the Registrar

to the departments concerned for

permission to proceed in his

Major and Minor subjects. The

departments shall not accept him

unless in his work during the first

two years he has shown promise

of ability to qualify for Honours

obtaining at least eixty-two

per cent, in each special subject

and by reaching a satisfactory

standard in his other work.

Applications must reach the

Registrar sometime during the

month of March.

Miss Kydd To Speak

Miss Kydd will give an inform-

al address on " Rambles in

Europe," at the annual Levana
meeting to be held on Wednes-
day. March 18, at 7.30 p.m. in

an Righ Common Room. The
new executive will take charge

of ibis meeting. Year reports

will be read and athletic awards
presented.

B.W.F. Awards

It has been decided that

there will be no athletic

awards to the B.W.F. team

until results from the last

meeting are forthcoming.

Signed,

C. H. Hicks.

One More Pennam

Three of the pennant

taken from Ban Righ at t|,

second Levana Formal ha\

been returned. One is sti

missing. Whoever has it
,

asked to return it to the ]>,,.

Office at the Douglas Lit

rary. A reward of $1.00 wi

be given and no question

will be asked.

Welch Scholarship

Value $300. Founded by prJ
erick Welch of Kingston. Awj

ed in the Faculty of Arts

open for competition only to y3

sons and daughters of non-coi

missioned officers and men
have served overseas in tin i .,

war, and of mechanics and laboaj

ers, which students shall ai ti,

time be bona fide residents ol

City of Kingston; preference
bj

ing given to the children

soldiers. Application for
i

Scholarship must be made to|

Registrar not later than April lj

and must give evidence of di>,

bility in accordance with

terms of the will. The Sclioti

ship will be awarded on the buj

of the April examinations

will be tenable by a student

residence during the folk

session.

Khaki University and Y.M.C.

Memorial Fund

This fund is part of a sum. Ic

from the Khaki University aftj

the War, which was divide

among the Canadian Universiiic

The interest, amountm;'

5240. will he used to award

or more scholarships open in

dergraduate students in

Faculty. In awarding thesi «hd

arships the need as well i- th*

standing of applicants will

considered and preference wilt 1

given to returned men, or -

daughters of soldiers of tlu

War. Applications will

ceived by the Registrar

April 1st.

Supplemental Examination*

Faculty of Applied Scie

Supplemental examination;

Faculty of Applied Science

held Thursday, Friday and

day of Labor Day week. St

writing these examinations 1

directed to the nearest a\

centre; Applications for tin

timinations must reach tlu

trar's Office by Jitty 15th.

Try PETRO'S LUNCH
FOR BETTER FOODS

DROP IN AFTER THE DANCE OPEN DAY and NlGHT

Afternoon Tea Served from 2 to 5 p.m.

PHONE 1572 244 PRINCESS ST.

SUPERIOR
RESTAURANT AND TEA ROOMS

Soda Fountain Service
meal tickets free delivery servi^

Manufacturers Superior DeLuxe Ice Cream
phone 648 204 princess st -
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CHIPS FROM THE SPORTS BLOCK
BY AB. GRATTON

lliat

IN REVIEW

Emulating the winning ways of their senior brothers, the Tricolor
,

...otLallcrs set up an imposing, undefeated, untied record in O R
V I

compctiuon and might have captured the provincial title had their
„,,..." not been curtailed by the approach of examinations

This winter a well balanced Tricolor ca BE team, renamed the Colleac

Ihc campus for the first time in six years.
To duplicate the feat of the Tricolor Junior sridn.cn. Queen's Junior

(jgcW, also entered ,n provmcal competition, performed Smtiy to
a clean sweep of the local group fixtures and then withdrew from

S„j dutario playdowns. lrom

The surprise of the year although an unpleasant one, was the local

0. Vf & ;• » » ««" annual AmulM.-Arms held in Montreal
Locally Interfaculty competitive sport enjoyed an unusually good

leason.
Elsewhere in these columns you will find detailed reviews of the

many branches of sport in which local teams participated
As the curtain falls Queen's student fans can look forward to next

-ear with confidence judging from the splendid results obtained this
mat term.

THANKS BOYSI
As we append 30 to this column for the last time, wc take this

opportunity to thank the Sports Staff for the hearty co-operaiion given
us during the past year. To Frank Murphy, Chuck Cochrane. Johnny
Awards and Mac Hitsiuan, the lads who carried the brunt of the load

arc indebted for what we consider exceptionally fine copy, as we
att also to those unknownswho contributed sports stories.

At the same time we extend our thanks lo mcmhers of the A B
0 | C- office, especially Mr. Charles Hicks, for courtesies shown" us
ihroiighout the term. -

And last hut hy no means least we would like to mention those
«r-prcscnt retainers, Tommy Partis. Bert Saunders, Bill Walt* Len
Ede and Alfic Pierce, the men behind the scenes in sport at Queen's
who keep things running smoothly for the fans.

BUS RIDES, BEATINGS

FEATURE SEASON IN

OTTAWAJCE GROUP

Tricolor Garner Orchids
By Trimming

Olympics

Page 3

TRICOLOR FIGHTERS

NO LONGER KINGS

OF B.W.&F. CASTLE

Enthusiasm Revived

ricolor Spikemen

lave Lean Season

Five College Meet With
Addition Of Western

And McMaster

DV JOHNNY FDWARDS

Way back in October, McGill's

ying spikes ran a weakened Tri-

olor track team into the ground

competition stiffened with the

jitrance of ' Western and Mc-

tstcj; intg the Senior Intercol-

;iatc circuit, and retained their

K won the year before on their

mine grounds.

Even Abe Zvonkin, usually

bod for several field-event

»ints, could only garner a third

n the discus. Our lone win came
n the high jump when Grover

tennis won that event at Varsity

tad i inn and thus completed

'-en's point total of six.

'printers Vic Knowles and
ti-'n Running- both made the fin-

is hi the 100 and 220 but were

tatei*. Stevenson in the quarter

llr
! MacDonald in the broad

Limp showed plenty of .fight,

'hile John Parry ran a fine race.

'k« Edwards pole-vaulted to
"ur 'h place and that was all for

Jueon's when the relay team
,M 'd to place.

Ru gers Popularity

Jtows On Campus

'arnes Played With McGill,

M.A.A.A., And
Varsity

ny DAVIB KINLOCH

"»e Jiast season cannot be said

have been a highly successful

Pic for the rugger team, at least

1 so far as winning games is

denied. In fact they lust all

hr«. the first to M.A.A.A. hy a

f^c of 18-13. the second to Mc-
"" ?-6. and the third to Varsity

'J' 'he overwhelming scon oi

PO-0.
,

Queen's team, although

bating of several players who

^
ul<i find a place on any team in

atiada
, have always found it

lard to get sufficient practice as

'cam, owing to the fact that

c >" have been unable to per-

^de enough players to turn out

° c»able them to have practice

Pities

Junior Cagers Win
Local Group Title

Intermediates Unsuccessful
But Make Good

Showing

BY ANDY RODGER

The lustre of the victory of the

Senior basketball team should

not overshadow the work of the

> teams which serve as its

training and recruiting ground.

The Junior team recaptured

the title which had escaped its

grasp Inst year and did so in a

distinctly decisive manner for

they were undefeated through-

out the season. The youngsters

had a beatitifuHy balanced team

led by Captain Don Wliyte and
managed by Phil Broad hurst.

The team in their eight game
schedule defeated K. C. V. I..

R.M.C., Regiopolis and Napanec
twice each. In these games they

averaged forty-four points a

game while holding their oppon-

ents down to fifteen. The squad's

coring punch was supplied by

Wliyte, Lewis and Knowles
while their defensive strength

lay in McCnllum, Cherhoff and

Hutchinson.

The intermediate

not as fortunate as

leagues in securing

themselves as they

crew were

their
v
col-

a title for

lost numer-

ous games by close scores. In

their two games with Kingston

Y.M.C.A., who won the league

title, they were edged out in both

encounters by three points. They
were captained by Bill Simmons

and had Jack Pattinson as their

manager. The latter is moving up

to a Senior position nest year

and should take some of the boys

with him. Simmons will be the

only starting player lost to the

team by graduation. McMahon,

Robinson and Clare should form

a fine nucleus for next year's

team or add additional strength

to the Senior squad.

Several promising players have

been discovered this year who

will make up for the loss of those

graduating. The glub has bought

a number of jerseys and will

possibly be able to borrow boots

from the A.B. of C, so that those

who wish to turn out> next year

will not have such a severe fin-

ancial handicap to contend with,

Local Assaults Provide
Many High Class

Scraps

BY FRANK MURPHY
Forsaking O.H.A. ranks this

winter in favor of more colorful

Ottawa Senior City League op-

position, Queen's Senior hockey

team treated local fans to a new
brand of puckchasiug at the

Arena—a brand that provided a

slam-bang fire and brimstone

tingle to Canada's national sport

and which revived student en-

thusiasm beyond expectations.

Matched with Brockville Mag-
edomas and four Ottawa clubs

—

Royal Air Force, La Salle. Emer-
alds and Rideaus, the Tricolor,

with "Senator" Jack Powell re-

appointed as mentor, were only

able to garner three wins in

eighteen starts. Two of these

victories came in the regular

league schedule while Queen's

split even in two exhibition

games.

The exhibition triumph on

January 11th was the most sig

nificant event of the season as it

saw a combined Queen's-Kings

ton sextet tag the augmented

Port Arthur Bearcats, Canada's

Olympic representatives, with a

2-0 loss before a capacity crowd

in the Harty Arena. It was the

first lime an Olympic entry had

bitten the dust on local ice

and was a big feather in the

caps of the Limestone icemen,

although the Canadians were

playing their third game in as

many nights and were at a de-

cided disadvantage.

After losing to Rideaus in'their

opening league game on Decem-

ber 14th, the Tricolor were in-

active until school re-opcued in

January and from then on. with

only a week's practice behind

them, were forced to play two and

three games weekly to make up

for their late start.

The Powclbtien lost three

straight before thumping Emer-

alds 6-1 at the Arena in what

promised to be their starting bid

for a play-off berth. Three tf.es

and two losses in their next five

games brought them to within

two points of the fifth-place

Rideaus and a subsequent 1-0

victory over Rideaus enabled

Queen's to evacuate cellar occu-

pancy for the first time during

the season.

The locals had their title hopes

jolted, however, by two more

losses, both by one goal margins,

and another set-back in Brock-

ville eliminated the Tricolor

from the titular hunt, In the final

standings Queen's finished in a

tie with Rideaus for fifth place

while Brockville won the league

crown. McGill's Redmcn beat

Queen's in a post-season en-

, ounter at Montreal,

As pivot on the second line.

Johnny Munro led the club in

scoring and was the most effect-

ive player on the Tricolor roster.

Woodcock and Pouporc flanked

Munro while Patterson, Wing

and Gordon formed the starting

trio. Wing ranked third in scor-

ing and experienced a good sea-

son. Partnered by Ed. Bamabe

on defense, Art Stollcry showed

great improvement and ran Mun-

ro a close second in scoring. In

the nets Bill Gowscll scintillated

with some fine barricading.

(Continued on page 6)

Carlyle Best Matman

BY "CIU'CK" COCHRANE

Although the Queen's Assault

Team lost its Intercollegiate title in

Montreal to a team of battling Mc-

Gill students, the manly arts firmly

entrenched themselves as a major

sport on the Tricolor campus. En-

thusiasm ran high as the local

squad embarked for Montreal in de-

fence of their title, and hopes were

further fostered when II Queen's

men fought their way to the finals.

On the second night of fighting

several of the "sure" point-winners

failed to come through, and al

though capturing as many events as

their Red rivals, the Tricolor ag-

gregation was forced to yield tin

title on McGill's superior fencing

The Freshman and Interfacult\

Assaults were of exceptionally high

calibre, and produced a number of

really good scrappers. Of the

wrestlers, Grant at 125 pounds

Clark at 1.15 pounds and Haack at

light heavyweight were the most

prominent. Glen Bell is looked

upon as a particularly- good pro

pect in the bantamweight boxing

division, Radovsky and Connelly

will return next year to the wars

and the 155-pound class ,will have

enough contestants to furnish ai

Assault all its own. Egan. Smythc

MacK^nzie and Tisdate will prob-

ably stage some royal battles for

next year's team.

A corking good battler was dis

covered in "Slim" Gobert who
trained faithfully at 165 pounds and

was regarded very highly until in

jury forced him out late in the sea

son. "Chuck" Peck, who with

only five days instruction knocked

out Varsity's heavyweight in two

rounds, is regarded by Coach Jan1

as the best prospect in Canada.

A good deal of credit must go to

the new Intercollegiate cham|n

The 1936 campaign found Chuck

Carlyle 'right" for the first time in

his intercollegiate career, and V

wnn his championship liaivlil;

Gord Fredericks performed brill

nully to score iwo one-round

knockouts and dethrone the reign

(Continued on page 6)

BUCKINGHAM

SMART ! NEW

!

DIFFERENT !

ARE OUR

SPRING STYLES
SEE THEM AT

NaborhooD
SHOE

166 Princess St

STORE
Phone 704

MAKERS OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
GRADUATION HOODS AND GOWNS

QUEEN'S BLAZERS

Made to your individual -measure

Your inspection is invited

George Van Horne
Men's Shop

PRICES REDUCED FOR MEAL TICKETS
Only ?3.75 for 14 Meals

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GRAND CAFE
THOMPSON BROS., LAUNDERERS /

OPERATING

KINGSTON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
Special Rates To Students

\ TRIAL WILL CONVINCE TWAT OUR WORK IS FIRST-CLASS

DRESS SHIRTS—ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES /

U2 Barrie St. Phone 302—Driver Will Call

SHOES—Made, Repaired, Cleaned, Dyed, Etc.

HATS—Cleaned and Reblocked.

CLOTHES—Dry Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired, Etc.

WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICES FREE DELIVERY

SHOE KRAFTS
Uptown Store — 355 Princess Street Phone 506

Downtown Store—208 Princess Street Phone SOS

PRIVATE DRESSING ROOM AT THE DOWN TOWN STORE

%a ^tu&ents of Cjhircw's

WE OFFER A FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE

A GOOD STOCK OF COLLEGE, REC>i (ItEMENTS

Alarm Clocks Kovd Gilt.

Witches A"*1 Favots

Pena and Pencils College Itulgnia

Designing to <•'

-Smith 23rns. 9?uu*lera, Zinutri
L»» 7Z! EsiJlBW 1M PRINCESS ST.

TAILORED TO MEASURE

SUITS HQ vp TOPCOATS
AND OVERCOATS
SATISFACTION ASSURED

SCOTT
226 PRINCESS STREET

TASLORS
KINGSTON

A. R. TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHER

SPECIALIZING IN PORTRAITS AND GROUPS

180 Wellington Street
Over Canadian Pacific Express OHlca.

•Phone 2Ilfl

NOTICE
Students of Queen's your own Book Store can furnish you

with all your requirements in Text Books for All Faculties

and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens,

Slide Rules. Queo's Pennants and Cushions. Our used

Book Exchange is at your Disposal.

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Ground! ONTARIO
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Tennis Tournament

Had Large Entry List

Despite the fact that the tennis

season at Queen's is of little

more than a month in length the

court sport probahly has more

adherents than any other game

played on the campus. This was

borne out by the large entry in

the annual men's tournament.

For the third consecutive year

Ed Connolly was successful in

winning the title.

The Intercollegiate team WM
selected from the best playeis

competing in the tournament-

Connolly was ineligible for Inter-

collegiate competition but acted

as manager and coach of the

team. "Chuck" Finlay, Omcr

Chaput, Bud Fisher, and Lome
Hunter represented the Tricolor

at the annual Intercollegiate

meet at McGill late in October

The meet was won by the host

school. Robert Murray of McGill

retained his singles title, defeat-

ing George Lcclerc of Montreal

jn the final. The Queen's men

ade good showings but were

overshadowed by the nationally

ranked stars of the other colleges

There was much good tennis

displayed in the intra-college

toui^iament. With a place on the

Intercollegiate team as the re

ward for an outstanding perform

anrc in the tourney every entrant

gave his best. Among the players

who featured the tournament

were Ed Connolly. "Chuck" Fi

lay, Bud Fisher, Lome Hunter

Omcr Chaput, Bernard Fortier

and Tom Savard.

Great Junior Gridders

Win Seven Straight

Intermediates Gain Split

In Four-Game
Schedule

in

BUS RIDES, BEATINGS
FEATURE ICE SEASON

(Continued from page 4)

A new deal for tiockey at

Queen's next season looms on the

horizon with the formation last

month of the long-awaited Inter-

national Intercollegiate loop and,

barring unexpected obstacles, the

Arena will see a revival of college

rivalry next winter.

Juniors

With the remnants of last

year's team and no outstanding

recruits, Queen's Juniors went
through an uneventful season in

the local O. H. A. group and
finished up second to Kingston's

rampant Red Indians.

'KINGSTON'S Famous
FUR STORE"

mm
GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Mill* Building

126-128 Princess St.

BY FRANK MURPHY

The football season at Queen's

last fall produced one of the

gTentest junior teams the uni-

crsity has ever had, ft power-

house twelve that swept through

its season undefeated and untied

ith seven consecutive victories

to its credit.

With capable taletit available

on all sides, Murray Griffin took

over coaching duties and under

his guiding hand the club shaped

up into a championship con-

lender with a brilliantly running

backfield and a line of surprising

strength.

Grouped with Kingston Grads,

R.M.C. and K.C.V.I., the Juniors

returned to O.R.F.U. competition

for the first time in many years

and signalized their re-entry by

steam-rollering through their six-

game schedule without a loss.

The only serious opposition came

from Kingston Grads but the

Tricolor had too much line power

and driving force for the Lime-

stone City squad to combat.

In Richardson Stadium on

November 30th, Queen's met To-

ronto Westsides in a sudden-

death game for the right to meet

Hamilton in the provincial semi-

finals and after displaying some

smart football, aided by Don
Williams' trusty toe, the Tricolor

turned back the Westside in-

vasion, 10 to 6. Centered by Jerry

Conlin, Queen's possessed a for-

midable line and this bulwark,

coupltd with such shifty, fast

acks as Williams, Carson and

Campbell, was the reason for the

am's outstanding success..

The lateness of the season and

the ominous threat of Christmas

exams forced the Tricolor to

withdraw from further play-

downs and although reluctantly

hanging up their moleskins, the

boys did so with an envious total

"f 85 points for, and 15 against

on their season's play.

Intermediates
The Tricolor Inter m e d i a t e

gridders, tutored by Ralph Jack

secured an even break in their

four-game schedule but two wins

were not sufficient to keep them
in Intercollegiate competition

R.M.C. scampering off with the

group championship.

Queen's made an auspicious

debut by humbling Ottawa Col-

lege 5 to 1 in a game that marked
the Tricolor's first triumph at

Varsity Oval in five years. The
next two games put a damper on
their hopes, however, as R.M.C.
crushed ihe Jackmen twice in

three days. In their closing game
in Richardson Stadium, Queen's
"arlied some pleasing form to

'Pple Ottawa MU" again, 8 to 0,

nd provide a redeeming finish to

a mediocre season.

J. Wine
C. Krug
J. Munro
M. Bews
M. Jones
C. Dafoe

Mel Thomson

SENIOR FOOTBALL (Senior Q)

R Weir H. Sonshine

J. Lewis E- Bamabc

A. Zvonkin

J. Scott

C. Peck
A. Kirklsnd
A. Stollery

J.
Edwards

R. Barker

G. Dennis
F. Earle

B.W.F. (Senior Q)
C. Carlyle

J.
McKemic
C. Peck

J. Thomas
A. Forsberg
A. Zvonkin

C. Fredericks

S. Smolkin

J, Irving

D. Smythe

SENIOR BASKETBALL (Senior Q)
i FHwards J. Edwards

D- M Bows H. Sonshine
C. Finlay

g 'Sv W. Stephen
M. Cunningham «• ,llle*

INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL (Q II)

J. Smith
M. SmithE. Alsop

B. Anderson

R, Armstrong

J.
Cunningham

M. Cunningham
C, Conghlin

T. Doherty

J. Fraser

C. Flanders

H. Handford

J. Latimer

J. McAskill

TRACK (Senior Q)
Grover Dennis

M. Swarti

J. Turner

J. Brisken
T. Byrne

Keen Competition In

Interfaculty Sports

BY J. C. MACDONALD

The past year witnessed one of

the most successful seasons in the

historv of Interfaculty Sport. The

competition was so keen that no

winner can be declared. Meds and

Science share top honors, each

winning two divisions and sharing

third. Increased interest was

shown by the larger crowds at the

games.

The season opened with Arts

taking the Track Meet by a wide

margin. Running of Meds was

the individual star of the meet

taking three firsts and anchoring

the winning relay.

In the post-season football series,

Science nosed out Arts and went

Dr. J. H.C. GOWLAND
DENTIST

264 Bagot Street

Phones: Office 479 — Hospital 2700

Evenings by appointment

TYPING DON*;
Personal attention given

Essays and Thesis

— Notes typed. Prices rignt

Single space 8c page, double Sc

Apply

32 Nelson St. Phone
3ty

McGALL'S
RESTAURANT and TEA ROOAy

THE BETTER PLACE TO EAT

Phone 811 Meal Ticket,

PHONE 860
SUM'S TAXI SERVICE

W. P. Midmer Day or Night 25c 272 Sydenham v

QUEEN'S STUDENTS!
30 YEARS HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

C. H. BOYES
TELEPHONE 2116-M 253 PRINCES8 ST

EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

on to take Meds and the Inter

faculty title. A word of praise

must be said for the game Theologs

who, in spite of their small num-

bers, again fielded a fighting team.

Meds and Science divided the

B.W.&F. title by taking three bouts

apiece, while the Artsmen won

two. After a prolonged series of

protests and committee meetings,

Meds emerged victors in a twice

replayed hockey series, defeating

both Arts and Science.

With practically a one man team

in Edgar, the engineers had no

trouble in emerging with the swim-

ming title. The revival of this

popular sport is an encouraging

sign.

Meds copped the Basketball hon-

ours by virtue of one point wins

over Arts and Science and the

close scores in this division is in

dicative of the keen competition of

the whole Interfaculty series.

WHEN YOU GET AN
OMINOUS LOOKING

LETTER FROM THE
BURSAR'S OFFICE

Boyd Electric Company
USE DAYLIGHT LAMPS FOR STUDYING

We have these (rom 25-watt to 300-watt

(Opposite Tivoli ThutM255 PRINCESS STREET

Hanson & Edgar
PRINTERS Prbx^*

Constitutions
117 Br°ck St - D«criPti,

Phone 15)0

Dance

Programmes

FINE WATCH REPARINO
Spectacles and Ey« Glasses Repaired Broken Lensw RepUetd

EYES TESTED

GRAHAM'S
Watchmaker* and Optometrists PHON1

216 PRINCESS ST.

Slant's MttwBt
231 PRINCESS STREET

FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE ANYTIME
Members Florists Telegraph Delivery Association

A Message

to College Men
Whether buying a life in-

turance policy as a provision for
the future, or contemplating the
idling of life insurance as s pro-
fession, you would do well to
consider the outstanding slaty-
four year record of The Mutual
Life of Canada. Communicate
with our nearest Branch Man-
gcr or our Home office.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
ASSURANCECOMPANY

OP CANADA
Home Office Waterloo, Ontario

Established 1869

TRICOLOR LOSE
B. W. & F. TITLE

(Continued from page S)

ini: king of the hantams.

Sammy Smolkin set out to prove

that the punch which knocked out

Freddie Smith last year was not a

fluke and he came home a cham-
pion for the second consecutive

year. Jack Irving ran true to form,

winning his first bout with ease, and
his second by a knock out in the

second round. A very pleasing

victory from a Tricolor point of

view was Des Smythc's win in the

155-pound class.

ELLIOTT'S
BARBER SHOP and BEAUTY PARLOR

EXPERT SANITARY SERVICE

356 Princess Street Phone ttj

DERRY
BAGOT AND BROCK STS.

ODORLESS DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING

Call and Deliver phone 487

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR STUDENTS

THE BEST
MILK CHOCOLATE MADE

WE INVITE THE STUDENTS TO VISIT

"THE KENT"
TEA ROOM 354 PRINCESS ST.

BREAKFAST, LIGHT LUNCHES, SOUP,

SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIE

OUR

We Deliver

COFFEE IS SECOND TO NONE
* PHONE 821

BECK1NGHAM, O.B.E.
Proprietor

Where the Students Go

WE SPECIALIZE IN HAIRCUTTING

BARBER SHOP AND BEAUTY PARLOR

Permanent Waving Marcelling Finger Wav^g.

Phone 4248
357 Princess Street

Next to Hoas's Drug Store

CAMPUS COFFEE SHOP
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
LUNCHES AND MEALS

137 Union Street Phone 140
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TO RENT
SADDLE HORSES

polan Leather Goods
phone 1802-W or 3815-W

DARLINGS'
VVEST END BARBER SHOP

gpeciaii*« in LaiUes
-

and Gentlemen's

^ork.
Firat-CiasB Service Guaranteed

j-wo Barbers — Give us a trial

US Alfred Street Phone 23S9
4 doors above Union St.

MILLARD'S TAXI

PHONE 3883
PROMPT SERVICE

Special Rate For Students

llNC D00 LAUNDRY
t Darn Socks and General Mending

PHONE 2390

y/E CALL AND DELIVER

THE EMPIRE
CLEANERS and TAILORS
Barrie Street Phone 744-F

a sponged and pressed 40c
Extra Trousers 50c

Is Cleaned and Pressed 75c up
"os Sponged and Pressed. . ,40c
WE CALL AND DELIVER

DIAMOND

TAXI
PHONE

We specialize in dance orders

All new heated cars

BILLIARDS
Ernie Cain

!33 Princess St. Phone 2841

COSTUME JKWELLRY
DANCE FAVORS and

NOVELTIES

rlahood Bros.
113-115 Princess St.
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LEVANA SPORT PARADE

Basketball Title Lost

But Year Eventful

'38 Returned Winners
In Interyear

Tourney

Junior Team Formed

BY GLADYS HEINTZ

Levana basketball activities have

been, on the whole, very successful

this year. The increase in the num
bers turning out for practices, the

greater number of games played,

and die formation of a Junior team
are all indicative of the new en-

thusiasm which* the girls have
shown. Since the season opened
earlier this year it was possible to

complete the Interyear games be-

fore Christmas. '38 won the Inter-

year Championship, first defeating

'39 and then '37 in two hard fought

contests.

After Christmas the Intercollegi-

ate team settled down to a steady

grind in preparation for Ihe defence

of its Intercollegiate title. The
number of players who attended

these practices was most encourag-

ing, and made possible, for the first

time, the formation of a Junior

team. This team not only provided

keen competition for the Intercol-

legiate girls in practice, but also de-

monstrated its strength in the games

which it played against the Y.W.
C.A. and K.C.V.I.— especially in

the latter when it held the collegiate

students to a tie.

Under- the capable coaching of

Miss Ross, the changes made neces-

Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

RAY GAS
Evenings by Appointment

*1 Princess St Phone IBS?

Dr. F. Waugh
DENTIST

W Wellington St

'Phone 256

Kingston

^Vincent A. Martin
DENTIST

M Princess St. Phone 105

Evenings by Appointment

f. Ernest B. Sparks
DENTIST

S9 Weiiington St 'Phone S46

Y°U WILL NOT HAVE
TO BUY

SWEATERS
i0 often if you invest in a

WARREN -KNIT
Canada's Finest in Pure
W°ol since 1877

They are 0n ^ gt m03t
g°°d Shops

WARRENBROS.
LIMITED

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

san in the play hy the adoption of

the centre throw-in, which replaced

the jump, were completed, while

speed in passing and a tricky com-

bination were developed.

During the month of January the

senior team met K.C.V.I. in three

games, losing the first, but winning

the other two. On February 8, in

a fast moving exhibition game a

smart Glebe team was defeated by a

21-16 score. The last local game

was played a week later against

K.C.V.I. who gained a victory by

one point.

Then, on February 21, the team

captained by Georgina Ross and

with six players new to lntercol

legiate circles in its line-up, jour

neyed to Toronto fur the lntercol

legiate Meet. That evening Queen's

defeated McGill 31-15, with Kay

Boyd, in an outstanding perform-

ance, accounting for twenty-five of

her team's points. Western ad'

vanced to the final round, and on

the following day Queen's and

Western faced each other as they

bail the previous year, to battle for

the possession of the Bronze Baby.

But this year the tide of victory

was turned, and now the Bronze

Baby is wearing a Western tunic.

To complete the week-end the team

visited Hamilton but was defeated

in its game against McMaster.

The Intercollegiate games mark-

ed the close of another year—a sea-

son of hard work and perseverance,

but one in which Queen's sports-

manship never shone to better ad-

vantage. And so—congratulations

both to Miss Ross on the comple-

tion of her second successful year

as coach and to the team.

Intercollegiate line-up: Georgina

Ross (cap!.), Bud Yuill, Kay Boyd,

Lilah Wilde, Margaret Carefoot

(forwards) ; Louise Howie, Gladys

Heintz, Betty D'Esterre, Lilian

Gardner (defence); Margaret

Way (manager).

BADMINTON ENJOYS
SUCCESSFULSEASON

BY AILEEN MASON

Interest in Badminton has in-

creased greatly among Levanites
this past year. The courts have
been filled daily and a large num-
ber of beginners have taken advan-
tage of the opportunities offered to

learn the game. Miss Murphy and
Miss Ross have given instruction to

those who desired it and already

many show promise of developing
into good players.

A singles tournament was organ-
ized in the fall largely for the pur-

pose of grading the players and of

selecting the finalists as the basis

for the Badminton team.

The team of four finally selected

was composed of Eileen Workman,
Margaret Casey, Eileen Graham and

Aileen Mason. Late in January
they played a team from McGilL
Through the courtesy of the King-
ston Badminton Club the matches
were played on their courts. The
tournament consisted" of a singles

match by each player and two
doubles.

The doubles pair were Eileen

Graham and Margaret Casey,

Aileen Mason and Eileen Workman.
Queen's won all of the singles

matches and one doubles, reversing

their defeat at the hands of McGill

the year before. An invitation to

a return match at McGill was re-

ceived but unfortunately it could

not be accepted.

Prospects for next year's team

are excellent. Three of the team
members will probably be back and

there are many others who will be

strong contenders for a place.

An interyear singles and doubles

tournament is being played and
winners will receive year crests and
patches.

SOFTBALL TITLE
CAPTURED BY '36

IJY EVELYN RICKARD

Levana Softball was again a

centre of attraction on the campus

for many of the co-eds last fall.

For the fourth consecutive year

Levana '36 holds the title in this

LIFE-SAVING MEDALS
WON BY 28 CO-EDS

BY JEAN Mill. K AN

During the past year swimming has

proved to be very popular among
the girls of Queen's and promises

to become a major intercollegiate

sport within the next few years,

Twenty-eight girls, under the direc-

tion of some of the more experi-

enced co-eds, passed their test for

the bronze life-saving medal. This

is the largest number to have passed

the examination in any one year.

The various classes in the after-

noon for beginners, intermediates

and advanced swimmers were so

well attended that the girls were al

lowed the pool an extra two hours

a week in the evening.

Two swimming meets were

ranged in which the girls took

part. The annual Levana meet on

Feb, 26 proved to be very success

fill and attracted a larger number of

swimmers than usual, as well as a

larger and more enthusiastic audi-

ence. The meet, which was won by

the '37 year team, featured
some novel events, including stunts,

and a display of lighted candles in

the darkened pool.

Something new in swimming at

Queen's took place when the boys

and girls competed in a joint meet

on Feb. 28. On this occasion prac-

tically every seat was occupied by

an interested audience who watched

the Queen's girls ?core an impres-

sive win over the Y.W.C.A. On
invitation, the girls repealed the

candle display, and judging by the

enthusiasm of the crowd, it was

one of the high lights of the

evening.

On the whole, Levana swimming

has made great strides this year.

field of interyear sport. It was en-

couraging to find such a decided in-

terest in the game. The Freshet te

year, in particular, turned out with

great enthusiasm and were runner--

up for the title. Every game was

one of keen competition. '37 and

'38, only after ^ell-fought and keen

spirited games, relinquished their

hopes for the championship.

PROFESSORS
Whether your job be large or small you may enjoy our

QUALITY SERVICE AT REASONABLE COST
"Builders of Quality Homes"
Repairs, and Alterations Phone 248

KINGSTON LUMBER CO., Limited
E. L. LOVELESS, Manager

No Matter What You're Going in for;

or MINTNG

LONG DISTANCE
smooths the road for you

It's always Happy Days with Long Dis-

tance at your elbow to ban the blue! and

gendy waft you home or to the girl friend.

And, if you must make a touch, only a

harsh parent wouldn't yield 10 the tragic

of your wire-carried sob story . . . partic-

ularly if you're so badly bent that rou

have to reverse the charges.

• On hell' "Anyaac" and "Pcrwn-m-Pcttori"
calls, Low Night rates apply after 7 pjn ml
Low Week-end rates ALL DAY SUNDAY.

NEED OF DRUGS

Stores

MAH00DDRUCC0.
phone 5>9— PRiNcisjrr.

WRY* PEACOCK
PH0MEJ4i-NEXTT0l0BLAWS

Advertisers make publication oi

the Journal possible. Patronize

them and support your paper.

tMc can Suit

Qtll) Ulan,

No matter what your weight, your

height, your figure, Tip Top crafts-

men know how to suit you.

Since your Tip Tup garment is

hand-cut and lailored to your own

personal measurements in whatever

style you choose, your suit or lop-

coat must be a triumph of style

and fit.

Select one of the hundreds of new

.British woolens from a galaxy of

fresh patterns, weaves and colours.

Skilled craftsmen, talen led designers

will do the rest. One low price

—

one high 3tandord of quality.

TIP TOP TAILORS
UNITED

TAILORED TO YOUR PERSONAL MEASUREMENTS

119 PRINCESS ST.

A. E. KERRU1SH, Manager
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TIME TELLS
THE TALE-

ONLY AFTER THE
REAL TEST OF

ACTUAL WEAR, DO
YOU APPRECIATE
THE GENUINE

SAVING AND THE
REAL ECONOMY IN
SHOES OF QUALITY

WE SELL GOOD
SHOES AND GOOD
SHOES ONLY AT
PRICES ANYONE

CAN WELL AFFORD
TO PAY

- TINTING -

LET US TINT, RE-
SILVER OR RE-GILD
YOUR EVENING

SHOES. ONLY HIGH-
GRADE DYES USED

For Better Shoes

Locketts
LIMITED
EST. 1878

THE

Students' Barber Shop
DAN DAVIDSON

386 Princess St Orange Hall Bldg.

Near Hemlock I Miry

Don't go away without

your

Arts |Jfns

any year $2,00 each

Also Rjngs

We have QUEEN'S
PINS frorji 60c up

Kinnear $ D'Esterre
jeweLlers

168 Princess St.

We Coiflially Invite

You) to Meet

Miss Aline Snyder

Vba-Ray

Beaut Consultant

Author) tj on make-up and
care of i c skin, who will

be in our Toiletries Dcparl-
ment

—

ALL HIS WEEK

You \vi be shown the

make-up that brings out
jour boi matures, and min-

\imizes tl pc least desirable

V—based b your particular

w.

Complinettary Facial will

1936

The Bookshelf
Conducted 8v

edmund perry

be gi%enby appointment

Auftin's Brug Store
PHO*B 230

Princew *pd WeUinjton

WE DELIVER

With the publication of the last

number of The Journal for the

year the Bookshelf for 1935-36

finishes its course. In this last

number 1 am merely setting down a

few stray ideas on books and book

reviewing.

It has often been difficult to

select for review in this column

books which it was felt would be

of the widest general interest

among L'nivcrsity students, In the

midst of heavy studies, good fiction

is a relaxation for many and I have

tried to include all the best fiction

which has appeared since last

September.
(

At the same time I have heard

complaint* that I have reviewed too

many biographies and volumes of

letters. Perhaps I have devoted

more than several reviews to a field

in which I have a special interest.

But the appeal of biography is wide

and is ever widening. Already,

through "popular" biography such

as Pilgrim Father an interest in ac-

tual "lives" is being aroused in

thiue who never before opened any

book but a detective or "wild-west"

story. It is at least a beginning and

may lead on to better stuff. My
defence of my interest in letters is

old but still wears well—nowhere

can we find such an accurate im-

pression of a man's life and char-

acter as in his letter.-. They give a

real atmosphere and feeling which

can be obtained in no ordinary

biography.

I have another stray idea—it is

that no University student is pro-

perly educated in any sense of the

word unless he leaves the Univer-

sity with an interest in reading. It

is true that we do not have much
time for reading but too many of

us, if we had the time, would not

Nperul it with a book. Magazines

do not fill the gap; nor do movies

and illustrated lectures. Then, too,

there is no small gain in acquiring

the ability to spend some time with

oneself; independent of one's friends

and their company.

Critics often neglect to consid

literature as a means to enjoyment
and to judge it by this standard

I he reason is perhaps in the diffi-

culty of writing well about the plea

•iires of reading. Read then for en

joyment. Do not merely follow the

list Of "books which every intelii

gent person reads" but develop your
own critical acumen on good lives

00 not follow the crowd—the best

sellers are seldom the best books.

A last stray thought—the review'

er. gains from his task. It has been

very pleasant to read and criticize

two books each week. But it has

given this reviewer many new ideas

on books and criticism. I have dis-

ci ivered new and valuable books and

1 have rediscovered good things in

the old.

With thanks to the students who
have helped me by contributing oc-

casional . reviews or constructive

criticism, I say farewell to the read-
er- ..f The Bookshelf, adding the

hope that they will forgive its faults

and will perchance have found
something that they liked in it.

AT THE THEATRE
Strangely enough, this year, as

last, ten pictures received an A
rating, and, if you want to compare

figures, wtactly the same number

were given the lowest rating, C. The

rest of our entertainment was in the

happy medium of the B's.

Of (be best pictures, "Mutiny on

the Bounty" is the single holder of

first place, as it is the only A+ film

of the year. It was as superb a

production as has ever been released

by Hollywood, and for the faithful

and powerful presentation of its

historical plot, and for the splendid

acting of all the characters, headed

by Charles Laughton, we feel that

no one will grudge it its position.

Special mention should be made

of Ronald Coleman, Robert Taylor,

d Wallace Beery. Coleman,

whom many thought was a star on

the wane, pleasantly surprised the

public and critics last year with his

excellent characterization of "Give

of India." This year he has kept

p his standing, and we find him

again excelling himself in one of the

grade A pictures, "A Tale of Two
Cities," as well as giving a very

entertaining performance in "The

Man Who Broke the Bank of

Monte Carlo." Robert Taylor, un-

heard of before this year, used

"Broadway Melody of 1936" as a

stepping stone to "The Magnificent

Obsession," a grade A picture, in

which he proved his right to be

ranked as one of the most brilliant

actors of today. Then comes

Wallace Beery, veteran actor, men-

ioned because he has appeared in

more of the pictures which we

have listed, than has any other per

son. All his roles he has interpre

ted with his own, masterly skill. Hi

too, played in one of the top ten

pictures, and did his full share to

make "Ah, Wilderness" warrant its

high rating.

Now what about the actresses?

There seem to 1* none who have

made startling advances, — Bette

Davis and Miriam Hopkins may

have progressed more than the rest,

—hut the majority, Crawford, Col-

bert, Kay Francis, and the others,

seem to have reached the height of

their ability. Some have even slip-

ped down the ladder. Kntherine

Hepburn is the most noticeable ex-

ample of this. Consider her per-

formance in "Little Women" in re-

lation to that in "Sylvia Scarlett,"

and there is no comparison.

There has been a surprising

scarcity of operatic productions this

year. The most outstanding of the

few, however, was "Metropolitan,"

with Lawrence Tibett. The general

trend has been toward musical

comedies and romances of a very

light strain, and here we find Bing

Crosby. Jack- Benny, Fred Astaire,

Ginger Rogers, and, last and least,

Eddie Cantor, all having plots built

around them. "Top Hat" and

"Broadway Melody of 1936" were

really the most entertaining in this

line.

On the whole the film parade has

been, not above average, but up to

average, and if next year brings as

much good entertainment, we will

have no complaints.

INTERYEAR HOCKEY
WON BY FRESHETTES

BY HELEN CRAM

Levana hockey showed marked

signs of progress this year. As

there was no Intercollegiate hockey

league, the girls devoted their time

to skating and interyear games.

Hockey practices were held twice a

week and skating for beginners on

a third day.

In the interyear games the fresh-

ettes were the champions-. This

year had the largest and most en-

thusiastic turnout for practice, and

this gave them a distinct advantage

over the other teams. Their only

serious opposition proved to be '37,

whom they defeated in the finals

held on Wednesday.

Headed by Peggy Archibald, '39

assumed the lead in the first period

and kept it throughout the game.

The '37 team tried to score by solo

rushes but their attempts were in

effective against the better organ

ization of the frcshettes.

Engineering Society

The Annual Meeting of the En-
gineering Society will be held on
Friday, March 20, at 4.15 p.m. in

("arruthers Hall.

Newman Club

Camera Club

The officers of the Camera
Club for next "year are:

Hon. Pres.—Dr. E. E. Watson.
Pres.— R. p. Graham.
Vicr-Prcs.—J. L. Jujinston.
Sec.-Treas.—R. H. Hay

LEVANA PLACES 2nd

IN WOMEN'S TENNIS

Jim Conacher succeeded ]oe Mc
Manns as President of the Queen's

Newman Club, in the election held

on Sunday, March 15. Other mem-
bers of the executive are as follows

Honorary President, Dr. Fergus
O'Connor. Honorary Vice-Presi-

dent, Miss Rosemary Gibson; Vice

President, Ailcen O'Grady; Sec.

Treas., Louis Couitlard; Social

Convener, Maurice James ; Social

Committee, Hugh Gibson, Jim
Cunningham, Marg. Casey, Fran.

Morrison
; Arts Rep., Arthur

O'Grady; Science Rep., Pete Loch-
nan; Meds Rep.. "Red" McManus;
Levana Rep,, I^juise Tiefenbaeber.

Rev. Father Sweeney from St.

Patrick's College, Ottawa, addressed
the meeting on the evils of Socialism
and Communism.

BY Ht'TFI FISH LEIGH

Immediately after college opened

our interests were centered on the

choosing of an Intercollegiate

Tennis team and therefore the col-

lege tournament was begun at once.

The entry list was fairly large but

Ruth Fishleigh, Helen Cottee, Bar-

>ara Chubb, and Romola Girvin ad-

vanced easily to the semi-final. In

the final Ruth Fishleigh was suc-

cessful in defending her crown for

the second successive year against

Helen Cottee.

Due to the former's incligibility

Helen Cottee, playing No. 1 on the

team, and Barbara Chubb, Romola
and Evangeline Girvin were chosen

to represent Queen's at the meet

which was held in London during

the last week in October. McGill,

Varsity, McMaster and Western
were also represented and this year

Varsity succeeded in winning the

championship which Queen's had
held for the last three successive

years.

Queen's, however, retained the

doubles championship when Bar-

bara Chubb and Helen Cottee de-

feated Varsity in the final. This

ended the tournament with Queen's

in second place.

LOST

Pair of lady's brown fur-trim-

med overshoes in the ladies

cloak-room on Saturday night at

the .reception in Grant Hall. Find-
er please return to Room 210
Arts Building, and receive her
own in return.

Florist to the Discriminating Flower Buyers
of Queen's University-

Flowers sent by wire to any part of the world

Phone 2744 Night and Sundays i 5lj

SHOE REPAIRING
FOR BETTER SATISFACTION PHONE 641

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
Prices Reasonable Workmanship Guaranty

McGALL & SLATER
292 Princess St.
Opp. Salvation Army Citadel

Phone
fill

Serving Queen's over 30

RANGER'S
UPTOWN CIGAR STORE

294 PRINCESS STREET PHONE 2tn|

Imported and Domestic Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccoi
Sporting Goods, News Stand and Soda Fountain

English Briar Pipes at Reduced Prices

WE WISH TO SERVE YOU

210 PRINCESS STREET

(Eallas Stestaurant
WE SERVE THE BEST COFFEE IN THE CITY
Special meals 30c and up from 11.30 a.m. to S p.m.

Real value for your money—Give us a trial Ask for our commutation t- L.,

PRINTING
FOR YOUR SOCIETY, YEAR OR DANCE, LOOSE LEAF REFILLS
NOTE BOOKS. INKS. YEAR CREST STATIONERY AND ALL

STUDENTS SUPPLIES

The Jackson Press
173 - 175 - 177 Wellington St.

THE KINGSTON SCHOOL OF DANCING
270A Princess Street Phone 520

BALLROOM DANCING—Taught in 3 Lessons

TAP DANCING—Taught Privately or in Class

Floor Shows for Queen's Dances

Instructresses : Jessie Keele and Erma Reynolds

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE STUDENTS GO
Only Expert Operators All Work Guaranteed

CCECS
BEAUTY PARLOR AND BARBER SHOF
Specializing in Ladies' Hair Cutting. Hair Thinning, Shampooing

SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVING 75c PERMANENT WAVES $2.(0

PHONE 578 185 WELLINGTON ST. (Ground Floor)

COR. BAGOT AND EARL STREETS

AMEY'S TAXI
Phone 2 6 6 Phone
CITY PRICE 25c

We sell Tobacco. Cigarettes, Candies and Soft Drinks

PHOTOGRAPHY
Portraits - Groups - Framing

MARRISON STUDIO
Phones: Bus. 676—Res. 252 92 Princess St

MODERN
CLEANERS and DYERS

SNAPPY VALET SERVICE
229 Princess St. Phone 31

If Modern Cleaned It's C-L-E-A-N

sol

Hotel L>a Salle
Dance Every Saturday Night

9.00 to 12.00

HOTEL LA SALLE ORCHESTRA

LOST

A fountain pen with the name
Audrey Lawson inscribed on it. Will
the tinder kindly communicate with
the owner by phoning 1939J.

BRIEF CASES, ZIPPER PAP&*

CASES AND ZIPPER TYPE
RING BOOKS

For Professional or Business M el1

SWAFFIELD'S LEATHER SHOP ^

LEATHER REPAIRS 86 Brock ^Phone 1941











SIGN BOOK CARD
AND LEAVE AT
CHARGING DESK

IF BOOK IS TO BE USED
OUT OF THE

LIBRARY BUILOING




